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and growth. The University has a permanent endowment fund of $340;000, 
and a large equipment in the way of buildings, Laboratories, etc. The 
Mechanical and Engineering Departments are fully equipped-The course 
of five years· in the school of Mechanical Engineering is given in detail-
530 students are registered as in attendance. 111 of these are in the Pre
paratory Department. The Faculty consists of 40 Professors and Instruct
ors. James H. Smart, A. M. , LL. D., is the President. 
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Opened a.s a State Institution in 1859-0rganized under the U. S. Land Grant 

Law, in 1869-Has a farm of 860 acres-70 acres of this tract ar~ occupied 
by the College grounds--Btudents in 1880-'81", 226-There are four complete 
courses of four years each; there is also a preparatory course-Drawing is 
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to the Governox-Extracts·from an interesting repoxt made in 1888-'89, by 
President Chamberlain to the Trustees-Excellent management of the U. S. 
Land Grant, by the State authorities of Iowa- Quotations from speech by 
General Garfield-Extractsfrom Catalogue of 1890.-A new building named 
Moxrill Hall, in honor of Hon. Justin S. Morrill, U. S. Senator from Ver
mont, ha.s just been erected-Details of courses given, showing the relations 
of Drawing and Shop work to the Technical Training given in the course 
in Mechanical Engineering-886 pupils are in attendance ; nearly one· third 
of these are girls-The Faculty comprises 25Professors1and Instructors; six 
of these are ladies-Professor E. W. Stanton, is Acting President. 

KANSAS : STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, MANHATTAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 805 
Established in 1868 : reorganized in 1872 : occupied, in 1875, the fa.t:m near the 

city of Manhattan-Open to pupils of both sexes-In 1880, 276 students were 
in attendance, of whom 73 were women-A five years course in English 
branches, mathematics and chemistry-Details of courses of instruction
There is a department of Drawing- Drawing a required study for five terms, 
distributed through the first three years-Extracts from "Hand Book" 
issued in 1874-Interesting statements by President Anderson~This college 
designed on very different lines than many of the Land Grant Colleges in 
the Eastern States-The avowed purpose to turn out skilled workers-This 
college not meant to be a Normal School for science teachers-President 
Anderson portrays an agricuitural college conducted in accord with his 
idea-Catalogue for 1890-'91, gives interesting illustrations of buildings, 
cla.ss 1·ooms, and cla.ss work ; with plot of the farm showin'g location of 
buildings-Brief history of origin, development and purpose, of the institu
tion~ Details of courses in Industrial Training-summary of total attend
ance for 28 years-Attendance in 1890-91 is 598, of whom 221 are women
The Faculty, comprises 18 Professors and Instructors; 6 Assistants _and 
Foremen, and 8 student Assistants. George T. Fairchild, A. M., President. 
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Established in 1865, a.s· one of the colleges of the Kentucky University

Regent Bowman's claim that this wa.s the first of the U. S. Land Grant 
Colleges actually in operation under th~ Grant of 1862-Extracts from 
Regent Bowman's report to the Governor of the State in 1868-Ten courses 
of Instruction were given- Courses in the schools of "Civil Engineering 
and Mining", and of the " Fine Arts "-College organized a.s a separate 
institution in 1878-Extracts from annual report by t he President for the 
year 1878-'9-College permanently located in 1880, on land given by the 
city of Lexington, and endowed with funds given by that city, and by 
the county of Fayette. A Normal Department opened-A course in Prac
tical Mechanics added-The Annual Register for 1881- '82; gives an attend
ance of 821, an increase from the total of 78 students in 1877-'78, the la.st 
year of its connection with the University-Extracts fi'OJD. Register of 
1890-'91-Nine courses of four years each, lead to Degrees- Details of full 
course in Mechanical Engineering. Mechanical Hall and its Equipment 
described-A faculty of nine Professors are in charge of this Department-
642 students are in attendance in the various departments of the c<?llege, 
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' of whom 186 are ~Is. There is a State Board of 12 Trustees, of which the 
Governor is chairman. Col. Hart Gibson, of Lexington, is Secretary of the 
Board- The Faculty of the College comprises 24 Professors and Assistants, 
8.nd one Stenographer. James K. Patterson, PH. D., F. s. A., is President. 
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Established by the Legisla~re in 1874, in accord with the U. S. Land Grant 
Law of 186?-0pened in New Orleans June 1st, 1874-Concise historical 
sketch of the two State institutions which were consolidated in 1877, and 
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F. Boyd, former Superintendent of the State Military Academy- Col. Wil
liam Preston Johnston, formerly a Professor in Washington and Lee Uni
versity, Virginia, chosen President in 1880-In 1881, the College was 
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Scientific, of four years each; and an.Agricultural and ~echanical course, 
of two years- Drawing is a study in the University courses-The course of 
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length-The pressing immediate needs of practical educational training in 
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overlooking the Mississippi, and are most attractive in appearance-.,.An 
additional course, the " Latin Scientific Course,'~ is announced-A prepara
tory school is attached to the college-Details of courses in drawing and in 
industrial training, and of facilities offered- Col. Johnston called, in 1882, 
to assume Presidency of Tulane University, in New Orleans-An attendance 
of 179 cadets, recorded in 1890-'91-Faculty comprises 20 Professors and 
Assistants-There is a State Board of 17 Supervisors, of which the Governor 
of the State, the State Supt. of Public Education, and the President of 
the College are ex officio members. Col. J . W. Nicholson, President and 
Professor of Mathematics. 
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law, about 1880, imposed tuition fees of $30 a year; before this, tuition was 
free-Drawing is an important study through the four years--90 students 
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Catalogue of 1891- '92, gives attendance of 132 students-Faculty comprises 
19 Professors and Assistants-Merritt C. Fernald, A. M., PH. D., Professor of 
Mental and Moral Science, is President. 
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Courses of study grouped under seven departments- Farm. contains 286 
acres-55 students attended in 1881-Biennial report for 1888-1889, records 
the opening of the United States Experiment Station, with an annual appro-
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priation of $15,000-Professor Henry E. Alford, c. E., Professor of Agricul
ture in Massachusetts State College, at Amherst, chosen to be President of 
College, and Director of Experiment Station, in March, 1888--Brief History 
of ~he College-First opened in 1856, aided by State appropriations-Desig
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the institution-Report on Drawing, by Lieut. A. B. Scott, U.S. Army, in 
charge of "Military,"" Mathematics," and " Drawing "-Faculty comprises 
7 Professors-Henry E. Alford, c. E., President. 
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Drawing taught to the Cadet Midshipmen and to the Cadet E ngineers-Time 

given to this study in these separate courses-Department of Drawing in 
charge of a Professor and two Assistant Instructors-In 1881, a total attend
ance is reported of 161 Cadet Midshipmen and 100 Cadet Engineers-Regis
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1845 by Hon. George Bancroft, then United States Secretary of the Navy in 
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ments of study-summary of Cadets in November. 1889, 244-Capt. W. T. 
Sampson , U. S. Navy, Superintendent. · 
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Grant given to this College; and one-third, to the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, at Boston-How Amherst secured the College-A farm of 
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College opened under President Chadborne, in 1867-In 1869, Col. William 
S. Clark, was chosen President and held the place for eleven years-Pro
fessor Agassi2;, on the usefulness of the College-President Clark, tempo
rarily called to Japan, in 1877-'78-The development of the College in the 
line of experiment and of Scientific Agriculture-As the Institute of Tech
nology, is devoted to Engineering and the Mechanical Arts, these are not 
developed at Amherst-Drawing, however, is given an important place in 
the course in the seccmd term of each of the three first years of the four 
years' courRe-The military feature of the law has been fully complied 
with-Attendance of students has varied from a little over 100 in 1878, to 
178 in 1892-Report by acting President Fernald, in 1892-The Faculty 
numbers 15 Professors- Henry H. Goodell, LL. D., President. 
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Incorporated in 1861- Purpose of-In 1863, designated by Legislature to 

receive one-third of annual income of United States Land Grant Fund
Building and Location-Courses of Ins~ction-Nine regular Courses of 
Study leading to Bachelor Degrees-All regular Courses extend through 
four years-Drawing an essential study-All branches of Engineering 
taught-Complete Comse in Architecture-Comprehensive Architectural 
Museum-Instruction in Shop Work-Details of courses in School of 
Mechanic Arts-Description of working of School by Hon. Wm. H. Ruff
ner, of Virginia, in report to authorities of Virginia Agricultural Mechan
ical College-F'ree courses of instruction founded by the Trustees of the 
Lowell Institute-Catalogue of 1881-'82, gi-ves attendance of 390 students
Catalogue of 1892, a model Catalogue-Extracts from-Institute opened in 
1865 with 27 pupils-Buildings occupied in 1892-Educational Methods 
adopted-Drawing made prominent-Institute well equipped with Class 
Rooms, Laboratories, Workshops and Libraries-An attendance of 1,060 
students registered-Officers of Instruction, 114--F'rancis A. Walker, PH. D., 
LL. D., President. 
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MICHIGAN: STATil AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LANSING ....... . .... . . . .. . .... 356 
. Opened as a State Institution in 1857-Clai.ms to have been the first of the 

existing Agricultural Colleges of the country-A farm of 676 acres-Desig
nated to receive the benefit of the United States Land Grant of 1862-Agri
cultural Training predominates-All students required to work three hours 
each day-Drawing taught in last term of Junior year-Number of stu
dents in 1879-'80, 232-Catalogue of 1889-'90-Department of Military Sci
ence and Tactics opened in 1884-Increased State appropriations in 1887, 
gave enlarged facilities-Two courses of four years each-The "Agricul
tural"-The "Mechanical "-Drawing in one term, Freshman year, in the 
Agricultural course; in each term of first three years, in the Mechanical 
course-Details of Drawing and shop work courses- Laboratories and shops 
described-Attendance of students in 18eq_'90, 369-210 of these in the 
"Agricultural" course-Faculty and c;.ther officers number 26-0scar 
Clute, M. s., President. 

MINNESOTA: COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE AND THE MECHANIC ARTS (UNIVERSITY 
OFMINNESOTA),MI~OLIS . . ..................... . .. ······· ...... . .... 359 

The University founded by the United States Land Grants of 1849 and 1851-
Building begun in 1857-The financial reverses of 1857, followed by the 
complications of the War of the Rebellion in the sixties, deferred organiza
tion-ThisUniversitydesignated to receive the income of the United States 
Land Grant of-1862-Preparatory Department opened in 1867, and a Col
lege in 1869-Description of grounds, buildings, equipment, and attendance, 
as given in Calendar for 1881- '82-Legislature of 1881, appropriated $30,000 
a year for six years, for the erection of certain buildings-There were, 
already, temporary rooms and workshops provided for instruction and 
practice in Drawing and Manual Training-Preparatory Department offers 
three courses; "Classical," "Scientific;" and "Modem "-The two "Col
leges" offer each three oourses-There were 24 separate Departments of 
Instruction in the University in 1880-'81-Tuition free and open to both 
sexes-Drawing recognized as an important. study in all the courses-A 
course in Architecture, and in Manual Training, and an evening course i11 
Mechanical Drawing-Methods of instruction-253 students in attendance 
in 1880-'81-Catalogue for 1891-'92, gives concise ffistoricaLStatement
Extracts from this Catalogue-Departments of Medicine, and of Law, 
opened in 188S-'89-The "School of Agriculture," opened in 1888-,--From 
one Department, with 72 students, in 1868, the University has gr~;>wn to ten 
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of Mechanic Arts," now reorganized into the" College of Engineering"
In this College, and in the "College of Agriculture," instruction is 'given in 
the studies germane to this Report-The Faculty of the College of Engi
neering number 21 and the President of the University-The' scope of 
industrial and technical education given in this College, comprises all 
grades, from Elementary Drawing and Manual Training, to the highest 
technical training-Admirably illustrates the force, extent, and purpose of 
this new movement in Education-Details of com·se in Mechanical Engi
neering-Equipment of Shop and Drawing Rooms-" Practical Mechan
ics"-A two years' course for apprentices-School for training in artistic 
industries~Details of course in Wood Carving and Design-8chool of 
Architecture-Summary and details of attendance in the different Colleges 
and courses-Total attendance of students in the University in the year 

· 1891-'92, 1,374; of whom, 291 were women-The Faculty and Instructors of 
the University comprise 121; there are 6 other officers-Cyrus Northrop, 
LL.D., President. 
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Schools"-Course in Agriculture, two years; Mechanical Drawing taught 
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accepted- The Twentieth Report of the Board of Trustees to the L egisla
ture, January, 1898-Interesting historical statements showing evolution 
of the college into a high class technical school-How Government aid in 
this case, as in that of Cornell, has stimulated private benefactions-In 1889, 
course lengthened to one of four years-In 1892, requh ements for admis
sion increased-Brief biographical notices of the men who have sustained 
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and developed the college-Influence of Congressional appropriations 
shown-UnitedStates Experiment Station to be opened in 1898-New work 
of college proposed when established in its new home-Increase of Faculty 
already made-Reports of examining committee and suggestions relating to 
Drawing and Manual Training-Details of courses of study in Drawing 
and Manual Training-Total attendance of students in 1890-'91, 61-Fac
ulty numbers 16 Professors and Instructors-Charles H . Pettee, A. M., c. E., 

Dean and Professor of Mathematics and Engineering. 
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A department of Rutgers College, organized in 1864, a nd designated by the 

Legislature as the State College to receive the income of the United States 
Land Grant of 1862-Two regular courses of five years--Extracts from sev
enteenth Annual Report-Importance of the stUdy of Drawing-Relation 
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Industrial Drawing defined-Educational value of Drawing-Money val~e 
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ance of 46 students for the year 1881, recorded-The twenty-s~venth annual 
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to th!lse young communities of this direct aid given by the General Gov
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.ARizONA.: THE UNIVERSITY OF, TuCSON, ARizONA. ........ , ...... , ...... . . . 665 
Law creating University passed in 1885-A tract of forty acres on high ground 

near Tucson, secured for site-College opened October 1st, 1891- Resources 
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derived from U. S. Grants and Territorial appropriations-Five depart
ments,"or Colleges, planned-Two, Agriculture, and Mines, opened at first-

."t:ollege of Agriculture has two schools: "Agriculture" and" Irrigation"
College of Mines has three schools; "Mines," " Engineering," "Mathemat
ics"-Colleges of "Natural Science" and. of "Letters" have been since 
opened; also a Preparatory School and Schools of «Art" and of " Busi
ness "-Fifteen" Schools" already estabJished in 1893- '"0pen to all quali
fied persons of either se:i"-No tuition fees are charged except in schools 
of "Art " and of" Business".:.._Drawing in all its branches a required study
Total attendance for. 1892-'93, 38-Teaching force of 8 Professors and 4 
Instructors-Theodore Bryant Comstoc~, D. s., President. . 

IDAHO: UNIVERSITY OF, MOSCOW, lD.A.HO .... : . .. :' .... .. ..... .' ....... ; ...... 666 
University established by Territorial Act, January, 1889; arid confirmed in 

State Constitution, November, 1889-Building Fund created by tax levy
Building ready October, 1892-A liberal and comprehensive organiclaw 
defines the purpose and duties of the State University-Ample authority 
given by this law to meet the educational demands of the futur~ as they 
may arise-Institution is co-educational-Bite of buildings desirable-Five 
four year coul'ses of. Instruction organized-Summary of these courses
Drawing a required study in all except the Classical-Preparatory course of 
three years and sub Preparatory class-Details of Preparatory course-Atten
tion given to English Literatul'e-Drawing required in this course-Appeal 
to prospective students quoted-Details of Courses in Drawing-College 
of Agriculture-Summary of courses and studies-Household Science 
Course-Total number of students in 1892-'93, 134-College Faculty com
prises 12 Professors and Instructors, 3 of whom are women-Faculty of 
College of Agriculture 10. Franklin B. Gault, M. s., President of Univer
sity and College of Agriculture. 

NEW MEXICO: COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE .A.ND MECHANIC ARTS, LAS C"RUCES 
DONA ANA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO ..................................... . 673 

li). view of the passage of the ' 1 Hatch Act," Las Cruces College was incor
porated and opened for students in September, 1888-The Legislature 
accepted in 1889 the conditions of the Hatch Act, and established the Agri
cultural College incorporating it with this institution and placed the Experi
ment Station in connection with it-The College formally opened by the 
T~rritorial Authorities .March 11th, 1890-A tract of 250 acres, near the 
town, given to the College by citizens and the new buildings erected
Income from the Morrill Bill, subsequently given to the college-Preparatory 
school opened and college courses of four years each arranged-spanish Lan
guage a prominent study-Department of Mechanical Engineering opened 
in 1891 .. Five courses of study oj:Iered for 1894-0ne in ''Agriculture," Three 
in. "Engineering," and •<'A Ladies Course "-Five alternative courses 
offered in Mechanical Engineering-A large building erected for class 
rooms and public assembly hall-No dormitories or boarding houses
" Feed rooms and horse sheds" provided for convenience of the pupils, 
indicate the local methods of travel-Citizens pay an entrance fee of three 
dollars a year; students not citizens of the U. S. pay tuition fee of $50.00 a 
year-Total attendance for 1892-'93, 109-Teacbing Force 13 Professors and 
Instructors- Hiram Hadley, .A.. M. , President. 

OKLAHOMA: AGRICULTCR.A.L .A.ND MECHA.NIC.A.L COLLEGE, STILLWATER, PAYNE 
COUNTY, OKLAHOMA .................................... . ...... . ........ 676 

The first Legislature of this new Territory accepted the conditions of the 
Supplementary Morrill Law and, by act of December 22nd, 1890, directed 
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the establishment of this college-In March, 1893, Bonds were authorized 
for its support and an annual tax of one-half mill on a dollar ordered
The Experiment Station, also, was connected with the College-Student 
Labor is required-Drawing is taught Sophomore and Junior years-Total 
attendance for 1893--'94, 132. Faculty numbers 9 Professors and Instruct
ors-R. J : Barker, c. E., President. 

UTAH: AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF, LoGAN, UTAH .. ... ............ . ....... 677 
College organized by Legislature March 8th, 1888--Designated to receive the 

income accruing from the U. S. Land Grant Laws of 1862-1890 and the law · 
of 1887 establishing Agricultural Experiment Stations-Absolute freedom of 
College from political or sectarian bias guaranteed by section 10 of the 
organic law-Certain studies made requisite by the law-Liberally sup
ported by Legisla.tive appropriations in addition to income from U. S. 
Grants-A farm of 100 acres-Beauty of situation described-Main Building 
described-Audience room will hold 1600 persons-Buildings, Library. and 
equipment in each of the five departments of the college, ample for their 
needs-Play ground of 3t acres near college-Five regular courses and· 
three special courses provided; also Post Graduate courses of one year each 
in Mechanical and Irrigation Engineering-College open to both sexes
Girls required to do military drill-Drawing ·an important feature in all 
courses-Tuition free-Annual entrance fee of five dollars-Board from 
$2.00 to 3.50 per week-Total attendance for -1893--'94, 361; 134 were girls
Faculty numbers.19 Professors and Instructors-Jeremiah W. Sanborn, B. s., 
President. · 

WASIDNGTON: THE WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL CoLLEGE AND SCHOOL OF 
SCIENCE, PULLMAN, WmTMAN COUNTY, WASHINGTON . ......... .. . ...... 680 

Admirable situation of College-Legislature in 1889 created a commission to 
establish a State College-Legislature in 1891, accepted conditions of the 
two later U.S. Land Grant Laws-Wise provision for future growth of 
the College-Sources of Income-Munificent U. S. land endowment
Liberal Appropriation by Legislature in 1893-Four Courses of Study
Mechanical Drawing, Woodwork, and Forging are taught in Freshman 
Year-Regular courses of four years-Preparatory course of two years
Special College courses without degrees_:Farm of 200 acres-College 
Campus of 30 acres in addition-College Buildings-Total attendance for 
1892-93, 235.-Eleven Professors and Instructors- Enoch A. Bryan, M.A., 

President. 

WYOliUNG: -THE UNIVERSITY OF, LARAMIE, WYOMING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 682 
Authorized by Ninth Territorial Legislature in 1886-0bject stated in law

State tax of one eighth of a mill for its support-Opened Sept. 6th, 1887-
Ex Governor John W. Hoyt, President for first three years-Designated to 
receive income of U. S. Grants, by the First State Legislature, January 
1891-Faculty then increased from 7 to 15 members-Six Experiment Farms 
established in different places in the State-University Campus contains 
twenty acres in the eastern portion of Laramie City-Handsome Main Build
ing of sandstone with necessary recitation rooms and with audience room 
for 500 people-Farm of Agricultural College, two miles west of city-Sum
mary of Departments, Schools, and Courses of Study-Normal school
Agricultural college-8chool of Mechanics and Manual Training-School of 
Irrigation Engineering-Drawing a required study in all courses, except 
the classical-Tuition free to citizens-Total attendance 1892-'93, 107-Pro
fessors and Instructors 14-A. A. Johnson, A.M., D. D., President. 
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION FOR COLORED STUDENTS . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 684-706 
The New Institutions created in the Southern States by the provisions of the 

U. S. Law of 1890.-These Schools and Colleges are organized largely on 
the lines of the older institutions of Hampton, Alcorn, and Claflin, already 
described in this volume at great length. 

ALABAMA: STATE COLORED NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, NORMAL, ALA-
BAMA .... . ... . ................. ......... . ............ .......... .. ....... 684 

Organized in 1875 at Huntsville-In 1882, the teachers contributed half their 
salaries to help secure a permanent home for the school-Aided by "Pea
body" and" Slater" Funds, and by gifts from friends, the effort was suc
cessful-In 1885, Legislature largely increased the annual appropriation
In 1891, the share of the U.S. Land Grant income was given to this school
A farm of'182 acres two miles from town was secured and excellent build
ings erected-Tuition is free-All living expenses are supplied for seven 
dollars per month-Normal course of three years-Preparatory course of 
two years-Drawing in Normal course one term in each of the first two 
years-Normal Departmemt Faculty eleven-summary of Industrial Organi
zation-Three Industrial Departments; " Mechanic Arts," "Agriculture," 
"Domestic Science"-Industrial Courses are very practical-summary of 
Attendance-Total number of pupils in 1892-'93, 253--A Total teaching 
force of 18 individual Instructors-W. H. Council, Principal. 

ARKANSAS, BRANCH NORMAL CoLLEGE OT THE ARKANSAS INDUSTRIAL UNIVER-
SITY, PINE BLUFF, ARKANSAS .. .. . .................................. ..... 687 

Established by law of 1873-0pened, 1875-0bject to train teachers for colored 
schools of the State-Fine new building opened in 188~Campus of 20 
acres-State students, appointed from each county by the County Court, 
entitled to free tuition for four years on payment of entrance fee of five 
dollars-Board in private families costs from $8 to $10.00 a month-Pre
paratory School Course of three years-Drawing a required study for first 
two years-Departml:'nt of Mechanic Arts added to comply with the U. S. 
Law of 1890-Shops opened in February, 1892-Equipment-shops accom
moda.te 60 pupils at once--Summary of shop courses-Mechanic Arts 
course-Manual Training course-Total attendance 1891- '92, 233-A teach
ing force of four lnstructors ..... C. V. Kerr, Superintendent of Mechanic 
Arts. J. C. Corbin, A.M., Principal of Branch College. 

DELAWARE: STATE CoLLEGE FOR CoLORED STUDENTS, DOVER ............ . . 689 
·Situated two miles n0rth of Dover, on a farm of one hundred acres- Well 

equipped for teaching Industrial Arts-Five Courses of Study of four years 
each-Tuition free to citizens; ten dollars a term to others- Board two dol
lars a week-Total attendance for 1892-'93, 22-Number of Instructors, 3-
Wesley Webb, M. s., President. 

FLORIDA: STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE FOR COLORED STUDENTS, 
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA .......... . . ... . ............... . ....... . .. .. .... 690 

College Established by the Legislature in 1887-Located in Tallahassee and 
given annual appropriation of $4,000-0pened with 15 pupils- In 1891 was 
removed to a farm of 100 acres on the edge of the town- Designated to 
receive the income from U. S. Grant of 1890-State continues former 
appropriation annually-school site very attractive, surroundings de
scribed-Physical and Chemical Laboratories well equipped-Tuition free
College open to both sexes-Three Courses; "Literary," "Musical," and 
"Industrial "-Preparatory Course of five years- Normal Course of two 
years-Musical Departmentr--Thorough course of training in instrumental 
and vocal music-" Industrial Course" This comprises the Mechanical, 
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Agricultural and Dairy Departments-carpenter shop equipped with 
benches and sets of tools for 20 boys-Practical work on farm and in 
Dairy-Industrial Training for girls~Total Attendance in 1892-'93, 75-
Eight Professors and Instructors comprise the teaching force-T. De S. 
Tucker, A.M., President. 

GEORGIA: STATE INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE, CoLLEGE, GEORGIA .. . .. . ........ . , 692 
Established by tha Legislature as part of the. State University, in. November 

1890-Endowed by the General Government and supported by the State of 
Georgia-The College owns 86 acres of land; 50 acres in a farm, and 36 in 
the College Campus-Four Courses of Study organized-These are" Indus
trial," "Sub-Normal," "Normal," "Collegiate "-Pupils must be 14 years 
of age, pass the examination, and be of good moral character in order to 
be admitted to this College-Tuition free to citizens.:._ Each "Normal " 
student must learn some trade-Eight different trades are taught in the 
Department of Mechanic Arts-students when competent are paid for extra 
work-This Course is of three years-These trades are very practical, as is, 
also, the training in the Agricultural Department-The pupils are taught to 
work-The Sub-Normal course is one year, the Normal, three years; the 
College four years-Cost of board for the Academical year estimated at 
$50-Total attendance for 1892-'93, 65. There are 9 Professors and 
Instructors-R. R. Wright, A. M., President. · 

KENTUCKY: STATE NORMAL SCHOOL FOR COLORED PERSONS, Ii'RANKFORT, KEN-
TUCKY .......... .... . . . .... . ...................... . .................... 694 

Founded by Legislature for training of teachers for Colored schools-Normal 
course of three years-Conditions of Entrance; 16 years of age, good moral 
character, good health, and to pass successful· examination in the studies of 
the public schools-The school beautifully placed on a hill overlooking the 
city-The buildings surrounded by twenty-five acres of land-Three Indus
trial Departments added to comply with the U. S. Law of 1890, as this 
school was designated by Legislature to receive the State quota for colored 
pupils-Industrial Courses are of three years each-Industrial training 
thoroughly practical-Summary of studies-Drawing required through the 
course in Mechanics and Manual Training-There is a Business Course of 
two years, to enter which the pupil must pas& in public school studies-A 
''Preparatory " course of two years, is connected with the '' Normal " 
course-Total attendance for 1893-'94, 114-Faculty and Instructors, num
ber 8-John H. Jackson, A. ·B., A.M., President. 
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and Instructors-H. A. Hill, President. 
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History as given in Twentieth Annual Catalogue-Founded in 1866 by gifts 

from two Union Regiments of Colored Troops-The 62-nd and 65th Regi
ments of U. S. Colored Infantry who gave over $6,000, to establish "a 
school open to the colored people "-Adopted by the State in 1871!-Liber
ally supported by the State, and designated to receive the pro rata share of 
income from U. S. Land Grants coming to the colored citizens of the 
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State-Normal Department free-An incidental entrance fee of fifty cents, 
in elementary department; and of one dollar , in the Preparatory and Col
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INTRODUCTION. 

PURPO~E AND PLAN OF PRESENT VOLUME. 

This volume is, in fact, but a continuation of Part III; issued separately for con
venience in binding:-The plan and contents are briefly set forth in the first chap
ter (see pages 1-8)-Main divisions of the volume indicated-The Typical Manual 
Training Schools-Five Leading Technical Mechanical Schodls-Some Trade 
Schools-The B. & 0. R. R. Experimental School at Mt. Clare, near Baltimore, 
Md.-Finally the Schools of Science and Engineering of the U. S. Land Grant Col
leges-These two volumes continue the account of the development of Industrial 
Art Education in the United States~Brief r eference to Parts I and II-Absence of 
A.l·t Training in .American Educational Institutions prior to 1870, noted-Interest 
in the Fine Arts however existed-Early efforts to establish Public Art Academies 
and Art Museums-Histories of these early undertakings carefully Compiled have 
been long waiting for issue of the final volumes of this Report-Public Intel'est in 
A~ Matters largely awakened by the holding of the Centennial and Columbia Expo
sitions-Notable increase in art collections of Statuary and Paintings since 1870-
Reference to two Statistical Tables in Part I , showing early poverty of collections 
of classic art casts befol'e, and l'emarkable increase in such collections since, the 
Centennial-The Centennial Exposition first gave to the Public some comprehen
sion of the extent and variety of the artistic manufactures of the world-Wonder
ful incl'ease since 1876, in facilities in this country, for obtaining knowledge of art 
matters-Ability and Art of American Architects revealed to the world in the 
buildings of the Columbian Exposition-This excellence of the architects the nor
mal result of special profeSsional training-These buildings a series of object lessons 
on the value of definite technical education in a profession-The Permanent build
ings of The Boston P ublic Library and The National Library in Washington, are the 
logical outcome of this definite training-Reference to Hunt's gr eat Paintings·in 
Legislative Chamber of the "Capitol at Albany, N. Y .-Suggestion that we still are 
living in the Renaissance which began four centuries ago-How the Renaissan~ 
arose-Modern art stimulated by 1·ecent discoveries of the art works of the .Ancients, 
just as the early discoveries, inspired the great Medireval Masters-The re-creation 
of "The Parthenon", as the Art Building of the Nashville Exposition in 1897-This 
is a striking illustration of the potency of Classic Art in influencing the Art Ideals 
of to-day-This volume largely given to topics of Technical Industrial and Scien
tific Training- Art subjects, however, are germane to each volume of this "Art 
and Industry" Report-Historic works of 'Art in the Rotunda of the Capitol Build
ing in Washington, D. C.-World contests for Industrial and Commercial Suprem
acy-Order of Chapters and Appendices of the present volume, "Part IV," 
given ; and contents briefly analyzed and described. 

The present volume, "Part IV.," of the Special Report on Indus
trial .Art Education and Fine Art Education in the United States, 
is, in fact, simply a continuation of Part III., the volume immediately 
preceding it; the two volumes being issued separately only for con
venience in binding. There seems, therefore, little need of r epeating 
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the statement of the conditions accompanying the origin and pro
gress of this Report; since these have already been given in the pre
liminary pages of the earlier volumes and are concisely summarized 
in the Introduction to Part III. As in the former volumes the sev
eral " introductions" are writ ten by Colonel Clarke, author and 
editor of this R eport. All other matter printed in Long Primer, is 
also, by him. 

As the plan and contents of the present volume are briefly .set 
forth in the opening chapter-(see pages 1-8) it is not necessary to 
r epeat h ere the details of the classification other · than to mention 
the broad divisions of the volume. Accounts are given of the Typ
ical Manual Training Schools; of Five leading Technical Mechanical 
Schools; of some Trade Schools; of a most interesting educational 
experiment undertaken by the B. & 0 . R. R. under the auspices of 
President Robert Garrett, in 1885-7; and of the Schools of Science 
and .. Engineering of the Land Grant Colleges of Agriculture and 
The Mechanic Arts. No attempt is made, however, to give a co;r:n
plete view of these latter institutions; the accounts of these Colleges 
are limited to notices of those departments which give instruction in 
Drawing and the Industrial Arts.* 

These two volumes thus continue the accounts of the development 
of Industrial Art Education, begun .in Part I. , by the history of the 
introduction of the study of Drawing in the Public Schools, and 
continued in Part II. , by accounts of the surprisingly rapid develop
ment of Manual Training, as a part of publiQ school education in 
the U:irited States. A phase of educational activity and enthusiasm 
which, for a season, seemed to threaten the extinction of any idea 
of artistic development; and to substitute for the resthetic culture 
of the youthful mind, simply a certain amount of manual dexterity 
in the manipulation of mere mechanical movements, with a limit ed 
training in the elements of common industries. All of these practi
cal bits of manual training are useful in their turn but the sum of 
this training furnishes but a pitiful substitute, as an element of edu
cation, for that resthetic Industrial Art Training which th ose far
seeing Educator s, W alter Smith, J ohn D. Philbrick, and Charles C. 
P erkins, so succc8ssfully began in Boston in 1870 . 

. At that era it was evident to all intelligent observers that the onE 

*For current statistics of these colleges see latest Annual Reports issued by thE 
U. S. Commissioner of Education. 
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element absolutely lacking in · all American Education was the 
)Esthetic! Art as an essential featll!'e of Education was unknown. 
It is true that tha Literary Arts, Poetry and Oratory, received some 
little attention in the higher institutions, and t hat instruction in 
elementar y music was not wholly neglected in the Public Schools; 
but, so far from any at.tempt to give even th!3 most cur.sory knowl
edge of the Graphic and Plastic Arts, being made generally in the 
higher Educational Institutions of the country, they were simply 
ignored; while )Esthetics, were only thought of as forming a subor
dinate branch of Metaphysics. 

This absence of any knowledge of, or training in, the Fine Arts, 
held true in all American public educational institutions; from the 
district school to the college. There were then no true Universities, 
though several small but ambitious colleges were encumbered by 
the Grandiose Title. 

While this statement as to the absence of any general opportuni
ties for seeing examples of the Fine Arts, and as to the lack of any 
attempt to give a knowledge of the arts of painting and sculpture, in 
the public schools and other public educational institutions in the 
United States, is not exaggerated; i t is, nevertheless, true that the 
:E:'ine Arts were not wholly ignored in America; and tbl'l.t, as early 
as_the latter part of the 18th century, the names of some few Amer
ican artists were known to the world, while early in the present 
century efforts were made by a few people of culture to establish 
art centr es in several of our cities. Facts relating to t he early his
tory of these sporadic efforts to form Art Academies, and public Art 
Collections, have been most eagerly sought and collected for the 
present work. These interesting histories will be given in Parts V. 
and VI. of this Report. In view of the later developments, espe
cially of the growing general interest in, and knowledge of, art 
matters since the beginning of the movement in Boston, for teaching 
elementary drawing in the public schools;_ and the vastly greater 
impulse to public interest in everything pertaining to Art, given, in 
turn, by the holding of the Centennial and the Columbian E xposi
tions, the story of these early efforts acquires added interest. To 
the self-denying efforts of a few artists, and art enthusiasts, were 
suddenly added the ent husiasm and the active support of an awak
ened Public. .. 

In view of the many collections of Casts of Antique Sculpture, 
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and -of the private and public Art Galleries, rich in examples of the 
work of the leading modern artists of Europe, and America, which, 
as the result of th.is "awakening", are to be_ found in the United 
States, in this year 1898 ; and of the special art classes and art 
schools now in our cities, with the very general interest shown in 
the literature of the Arts, and, further, in view of the pr.esent easy 
access by the public to the before mentioned art collections; the 
statement concerning the scarcity, in America, as recently as in 
1870, of similar opportunities, would seem almost incredible. It is, 
nevertheless, the fact that, at that date, there were but four or five 
small collections of casts of classic sculpture in the whole country. 
Boston, New Haven, New York, Philadelphia and Washington, had 
each a few examples of such casts; but all the casts .of sculpture 
then in the country, both in publ~c and private possession, would 
not equal in numbers or value, the casts now possessed by the lead
ing Art Museum in any one of these cities; while in towns, cities, 
and colleges, all over the land, are to be found valuable and inter
esting collections of casts and paintings. 

Two statistical Tables in Part I. of this Report, show clearly the 
poverty of this Nation in Public Art Collections, and in opportuni
ties-for learning of Art, as recently as 1873. 

There were then but eight colleges which gave any instruct~on 
whatever in Art, or that had any collections of Art works; while 
there were but five public Art Museums in the whole land. [See 
Tables on pages 502-507 ; Part I. of this Repor~.] 

The Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876, was a revela
tion to the American peopl~, not only of the glory of the Graphic 
and Plastic Arts, as shown by the world's great living artists, sculp
tors and painters; but, also, of the variety and beauty imparted 
to articles of usefulness and ornament by the wonderfully artistic 
weavers, potters; and metal-workers of the Orient, and by the skilled 
art workers of Europe. 

The impulse then ~iven to public interest inArt, in America, 
may perhaps be most readily realized by a glance at the Table of 
Statistics of Institutions giving Art Instruction, and of the public · 
Art Museums, existing in the United States in 1883, given in Part I. 
of this Report. (See Part I. pages 385-411.) Thirty-seven Institu
tions, which give some form of Art. Instruction, and Thirty Muse~, 

11m !'~ of Art, are recorded in these tables.-Certainly a remarka.bl~ 
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increase in the opportunities for art culture provided for the public, 
to have been effected in the short time of ten years! 

The increase in such opportunities since 1883, by the opening to 
the public of similar facilities for art culture, both by the founding 
of Public Art Galleries, the making of private collections of art, 

· and the general dissemination of information on all matters relating 
to the Arts, by the Press, and by lectures and addresses, have been 
no less remarkable, stimulated as all this interest has been by the 
holding of the Exhibition in Chicago, in 1892- 93, for, wonderful as 

. were the revelations of the Centennial, to the public of 1876, the 
marvellous showing of the Columbian Exhibition, or World's Fair, 
at Chicago, in 1892-93, completely overshadowed them. 

In this later Exhibition of the World's Industries and Arts, was 
shown not. only the striking advances made since 1873, by all the 
world, in every field of Human Activity, Knowledge and Enterprise, 
in Art and Industry; but, also, more impressive if possible,-at 
any rate more significant educationally,-than these myriad treas- · 
ures from all the earth, was the revelation of the marvellous 
beauty of that White City by the Inland Sea; with its classic Peri
style, worthy of the Athens of Pericles and Phidias; its l~fty pil
lared fronts and swelling domes,-its vast palaces, stretching in 
seeming endless procession. The beautiful treasure-houses Amer
ica had built for the world's richest offerings! These stately struc
tures, which filled every beholder with wonder and delfght, pro
claimed to the world that, in the intervening years following the 
Cen.tennial, the Young Nation of the West had given birth to a race 
of great Builders-Architects, Sculptors, Painters and Decorators, 
worthy to rank with the world's worthiest! 

As the American Architects had,_ as a body, early undertaken to 
secure t horough training in t hat art, for the young men· aspiring to 
ent er their profession; this demonstration of the grand results of 
thorough artistic training in Architecture and its kindred Arts, was 
in the nature of a triumphal verdict in favor of definite education,- · 
of special training-in Art, as well as in Science, or in the so called 
''Learned Professions." · 

Thus, while these temporary buildings by their variety, fitness 
ap.d beauty of proportion, won the admiration of all beholders; 
they were, in fact, but a great object lesson, illustrating on a g igan
tic scale, what Education in Architecture, Art, and Artistic Decora
tion, could effect. 
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The noble building of the Boston Public Library, since erected, 
and the state~y marble palace of the National Libr~ry, so recently 
opened in W ashington, are enduring monuments; showing what the 
art of American Architects, Builders, Sculptors and Painters, can 
accomplish, in these closing years of the Nineteenth Century, in the 
construction an:d adornment of a great public building. 

The exterior walls and sculptures of the National Library, the 
interior halls and grand stairways, and, above all, the profusion, vari
ety and general excellence of the sculptured n.nd pictorial art works 
enriching walls and ceilings within, remind us that we are, even now, 
in this Nineteenth Century, living in the years of that" Renaissance" 
which did not pass away, as we once thought, with the passing of 
Angelo, Raphael, Da Vinci, and their Peers, but which is still vital 
with inspiration; so that here, on this to them unknown continent, 
opportunities are beginning for the future Art Masters of the world. 
When Hunt, painted his two great allegorical pictures on the walls 
of the Legislative Chamber in the State Capitol at Albany, that 
great artist " builded better than he knew,"-though alas! his own 
works so quickly passed,-for by that single precedent he opened up 
all wall spaces of public buildings to the future artists of America; 
so that hereafter, in this la_nd, it shall be held, just as it was in 
E urope centuries ago, that the .walls and ceilings of all palaces, 
churches, and other public buildings are to be considered but as 
the durable canvases of t he Painter s. 

That "Re-birth" of the P ast, which ca~e with the discovery of a 
few of the Art wonders of Greece, occurring almost simultaneously 
with the regaining of some of the intellectual glories of Greece and 
Rome, in the unearthing of a few manuscripts; which gave to us 
moderns a glimpse of their glorious intellectual triumphs,-as yet 
unsurpassed and seemingly unsurpassable-gave to our conception 
of the capacity of the Human Intellect a new Ideal , and woke the 
W orld to Life I 

What the wonders of the Classic Age, in Art and Literature, must 
have been, we can faintly imagine contemi,>lating the works of the 
intellectual and artistic giants of Italy in the middle ages, who 
sprang into being at the magic call of a few scattered fragments of 
the words and works of the Mightier Ancients; just as, in Holy 
W rit, we are told the chance touch of the bones of the P rophet 
Elisha, woke the dead to life ! 
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So, to day, as Homer, JEschylus, Demosthenes, Aristotle and 
Plato, dominate the world of Letters in Poetry, Eloquence and Phi
losophy; Phidias, Ictinus, Apelles, and their compeers, lea.d the wor
shipers of Art. 

In Art, in our own day, have been repeated similar discoveries to 
those which in Literature, four centuries ago, aroused to new activi
ties the mind of Europe; for the revelations of Etruscan tombs, 
the patient explorations by Layard, Schliemann and Di Cesnola, the 
unearthing of the terra cotta figurines in Tanagra, the later work 
by English and American enthusiastic scholars in Greece, in these 
very days, have brought home to us moderns a comprehension of 
the vitality of classic art, which, contrary to our earlier impres
sions, we now find to have been busied not only with the ideal 
images of the Olympian Divinities, but also, with the every day 
life of the people, all te8tifying to the solidarity of the Human 
Race; for, quickened by the life-giving touch of their artists in 
those far. off centuries, the little figurines of the graceful maidens 
of Tanagra, reveal, in their unconscious attitudes, the same love of 
dress, the same delight in free movement and flowing robes, in short, 
the same irrepressible joy in Life, and the same marvelous beauty 
of youth, which meets us to-day on every hand, a-foot or a-wheel , 
in the blushing maidens of 16 years in this fair land, the unknown 
"Ultima Thule" of the Ancients! So Past artd Present meet and 
blend, taking no thought of the thousand intervening years. Here 
to-day, the Thought, th e Art, of Athens and Rome, sh a_pe our 
thoughts and arts; so that we, consciously or unconsciously, are the 
children of that elder civilization. 

The most recent illustration of this influence of classic examples 
upon our modern American art ideals, to which refer ence has been 
made, occurs among the Buildings of the Exposition held in Nash
ville, Tennessee, in this summer of 1897-where the crowning archi
tectural charm is found in the striking restoration of the Parthenon 
of Athens, which is the model taken for the Art Building of the Ex
position. This reproduction is spoken of as full of grandeur and 
beauty. 

It is also remarked that the Government Building erected for 
showing the Governmental Exhibits, has, fortunately, been mod
elled after the Chicago Exhibition Art Building; so that, instead of 
being externally, as was the one at Chicagb, a hideous enormity, in 
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contrast with the artistic buildings surrounding it,-this copy, in 
little, of the beautiful construction designed by Richard M. Hunt, 
for the Art Building of Chicago, is not out of harmony even when 
brought into contrast with the worlq renowned chef d'reuvre of 
Ictinus and Phidias. 

This is all the more to 'be rejoiced in, because it began to seem 
that, under the stress for room in our modern cities, all ideas of 
beauty in Architecture; must, perforce, be wholly subordinated to 
the frenzy of piling stories upon stories, till the builders seemed to 
ha-ve no ideal other than that of. the Tower of Babel! 

This epidemic of many storied buildings has had a most unfortu
p.ate effect, in many instances, in degrading the architectural aspect 
of our older cities. Perhaps, some of the most striking examples of 
this incidental evil, are to be found in the City of New York; where 
the ever beautiful old familiar land-mark of Trinity Church 
Steeple, has been eliminated from the once attractive view of the 
City, as seen from the Bay. In addition to this misfortune, must be 
reckoned the r ecent belittling of that charming e~ample of palace 
architecture, the New York City Hall, formerly so well shown, 
standing as it did in the ample open square given to it in the heart 
of the town; now, seeming as if at the bottom of some mountain 
valley, towered over by the clustering cliff-like business buildings 
that crowd about the Square, shutting out all view save of their own 
precipitous walls. 

In Washington, an impertinent modern apartment house, tower
ing in apparent emu~ation of the Washington Monument, obtrudes 
its awkward outlines and gigantic bulk, in every possible view of 
the Capital City, once so beautiful as seen from every point of van
tage, and uglifies it all. 

In some, at least, of the cities of Europe, the observer can hardly 
fail to p.otice that, while the residences and business buildings in the 
streets of the city may make no pretence to any display of archi
tectm•e,-often being noticeable rather by reason of excessive plain.: 
ness-care has been takep. to secure for the public buildings 9f Church, 
or State,-the Cathedral and t he Civic Palace,-ample Space; where· 
no private erections could ever destroy the harmony of proportion, 
or impair the true architectural effect of the building. 

In this country, notably in the very instance of the New Y o:r.lC 
City Han; this effect was suppQse<;lly secured by the generation whQ 
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built it ; only to be thrown away by a later generation of ignoble, or 

careless, successors. 
In the situation of the Capitol Building of the United States, in 

Washington, D. C., and in those of the State Capitol buildings in 
Albany, New York; in Boston, Massachusetts; in Hartford, Connect
icut; in Nashville, Tennessee; and· in many another State Capital, 

the sites are cQmmanding. 
It is to be hoped that in the choice of the situation of the new 

buildings of Columbia College, and the new Cathedral, in Morning
side Heights, New York, the relative position of those several 
buildings have been so chosen as to be architecturally isolated; so 
that no such misfortunes can affect them, as have recently relegated 
Trinity Church, and the City Hall, to comparative obscurity. 

If, hereafter, American towns and cities, take pains to secure 
ample room and effective position for their chief architectural build
ings, the lesson to be learned from the humiliating experience, archi
tecturally, of New York City, may not be without compensation. 

In a Republic, it seems eminently wise that the powerful effects of 
Great Architecture should be reserved for the Public Buildings of 
Church and State, rather than be lavished on the comparatively 
humble dwellings of private citizens, however wealthy, or person
ally powerful, they may chance to be; for the individual passes, but 
the State r emains. 

In a country like ours, where, fortunately, there is no hereditary 
class, it is absolutely wasteful for any private citizens to build pal
aces for their r esidences, only to leave them to be enjoyed by stran
gers; as has been, and seemingly must continue to be, the history of 
many of the costly private dwellings built by ostentatious million
aires in the United States, during the past few -decades. 

It is weU that this should be so. Great Art is for All the People 
and can no more be limited to a few, than can the blessed sunlight; 
which floods alike the hut of the hind, and the palace of the noble. 

The present volume of this Report, as well as the one immediately 
preceding, is mainly given rather to a consideration of. the oppor
tunities afforded in these United States, for acquiring Te~hnical 
Industrial and Scientific Training, than to the facilities for acquiring 
k:iwwledge of, and skill in, the so ca1led Fine Arts; though, in view 
of the intimate connection which exists between the Industrial and 
Fine Arts, and of t he fact that much -of the Elementary Training is 
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essentially the same in b9th, the consideration of either is in place 
in each and ever y volume of this Report; though the given volume 
may bl:l mostly occupied with the other. It is with this thought 
that the foregoing pages have been given to the brief summary of 
the recent remarkable development of the Fine and Decorative Arts, 
in connection with the forward ·movement in the Architecture of 
Public Buildings; so strikingly illustrated in the recently erected 
Library Buildings, in Boston and Washington. The just completed 
building of the Chicago .Public Library, though on a smaller scale 
than the others, and, in further contrast, making larger use of 
merely decorative marbles in wall surfaces than of the work of the 
artist painters ; is, nevertheless, unm~stakably of . the Renaissance 
P eriod. 

ThA wonderful wealth in decorative carvings and grandiose stair
ways in the as yet uncompleted State Capitol at Alb.any, sug
gests some of the undesirable features of the later Renaissance, in 
which, in the interiors, costliness of material and work, seemed to 
take the place of artistic inspiration; while the ostentatious piling 
up of costly stone exteriors, suffocated all effor ts of hying Art. ..A. 
heathen apotheosis of mere material wealth, against which Gothic 
Art was a religious protest; and concerning which, John Ruskin, 
has so earnestly and eloquently warned the men of his own day. 
Coldly inhuman, these towering piles of quarried stone frowning 
above our City streets, seem as menacing as hostile fortresses. 

The grand marble stairway, of the Capitol Building in Albany 
' designed by Richardson, and said to be the most beautiful and 

costly example of elaborate carved work in the country, which 
has taken more than twelve years in its construction, seems to 
repeat, in the lavish profusion of its carving, something of the 
extravagance of the later Renaissance. It is due, however, to the 
architects of this great building,- Messrs. Fuller , Eidlitez, aud H. H . 
Richardson, to state that its exterior in no wise recalls the charac
teristics of those ostentatious buildings referred to; while it is well t 
to remember that, if anywhere, profusion of art decoration is fitly 
employed, it is in enriching and dignifying the important public 
buildings designed for the uses of the people·. In considering this 
particular P eople's. palace, all who love Art, must ever remember 
that it was in this building, as has already been here stated, thai 
William M. Hunt, the great Painter, set to the American Artistt 
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and Builders of our time, the striking lesson of noble Art Decora
tion so fortunately followed in the great Public Library Buildings 
just completed. 

In the zeal of this new awakening on the part of American 
Architects and their employers, to a practical recognition of the 
value of Art in the decoration of the interior wall surfaces of 
public buildings,-the most recent examples of which I have 
instanced,-it should not be forgotten, that, decades before these 
later buildings were planned, those who had charge of the construc
tion of the grand building of the Nation's Capitol in Washington,. 
bad freely availed themselves of the works of the American 
Painters of their day, beginning as early as 1837, to illustrate 
memorable and pivotal events in the history of the Republic; so 
that, on entering t he grand Rotunda, the visitors found themselves 
encircled by a series of large historical paintings, of a size in har
mony with the colossal proportions of the encircling walls which 
supported the upspringing arches of the crowning Dome; while in 
the Dome itself, in a blaze of Allegory, dear to the heart of Italy, 
was given the Italian Artist's conception both of the great Powers 
essential to the prosperity of a People, and, though diplomatically 
disguised in appellation, a glimpse of the crowning triumph of the 
Nation in its latest t errible struggle for existence. From the land
ing of Columbus to the coming of Lincoln,- he who runs may read; 
in the Paintings, the Bas-reliefs and the encircling Frieze, "in tem
pem,"-(though little can be said in praise of the artistic excellence 
of the relievos and the frieze)-the dramatic events of the Centuries 
which have resulted in giving to the world, the Republic of t hese 
United States of America. 

Our L egislators, called not only on the Painters, but also sum
moned the Sculptors, to the ad~rnment of this, the chief building 
of their Country, and gradually, important works by Greenough, 
Powers, Crawford, and Rogers, were secured. In addition to these 
works by native artists, the services of Italian artists, as decorators, 
were largely availed of in the halls, galleries and committee 
rooms, of the building; while in the wings, occupied respectively, 
by the Legislative Chambers of the House of Representatives and 
the Senate, later American Artists have added many fine works 
illustrating the history, or the scener y, of the Country. 

It has been a fashion with many writers,. posing as art-critics, to 
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speak contemptuously of the historical paintings in the Rotunda. 
However true their criticism may have been, if comparison of these 
paintings with the chef d'oeuvres of the worlds great .Artists,
Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese, Velasquez, Rubens, and other Great 
Art Masters in Historical Painting, either in their conception of the 
subject or mastery of technique, are concerned; it should not be for
gotten, in endeavoring to estimate the value of this art work to the 
country, that, a half century or more ago, few American citizens 
who entered that building had ever_'before had the opportunity to 

. look upon a fine work of art of any kind. It followed, therefore, 
that the sight of that grantl Rotunda, with its uplifting Dome, 
its great Paintings, was an event never to be forgotten; and the 
grandeur and inspiration of the scene gave to many their first reali
zation of the meanin~, the power, and the possibilities of Art. 

There have been American Artists, before and since these works 
were painted, who justly rank as artis.ts far in advance of Trumbull, 
(though few have left works which can surpass in brilliancy his 
small jewel-like originals of these large paintings, long the pride 
of the Yale College Art Gallery) Weir, Chapman, Vanderlyn, and 
Powell, the painters of the works in the Rotunda; but it may well 

_be questioned whether, before 1870, ::tny other American Artists 
have given to so many of their fellow countrymen their first appre
ciation of something of the glory of Art I 

A debt of gratitude is due to the Legislators who authorised and 
the Artists who executed those works. 

Nor, taken as a whole, are the art adornments of this, t.he noblest 
Legislative building· in the world; inferior to those of similar mod. 
ern public buildings in European Countries. Art i:n the early part 
of" the Nineteenth Century, so far as shown in statuary on the exte
rior of buildings, was in no wis.e generally superior to the gran. 
diose sculptures by Persico, which stand in the East Portico of th~ 
Rotunda; while the group by Greenough, is far superior to the ordi... 
nary statuary of that day. Nor, in painting, was Trumbull, s< 
greatly inferior to his Master, West! rn fact, the era Of the Reigl 
of the Fourth George of F.ngland, was, nowhere in Europe, memora 
ble as illustrating the highest ideals of Art. Early in this centur~ 
America had in Allston, and Stuart, Art Masters equal to their co:Q 
temporaries of any other nations. 

In view of this long-continued example of the possibilities of t h 
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artistic use of interior wall surfaces, as shown by the pictorial illus
trations, in the Rotunda, of the history of the country, bywell-knowh 
Artists; and, also, by decorative paintings on minor wall spaces, 
which adorn the interiors of the Nation's Capitol building; the fact 
of the almost entire absence throughout this period of similar wall 
paintings and decorations in other civic public buildings in the land, 
as well as in churches, and private dwellings, so that the paintings 
by Hunt, in the State House, at Albany, can be accurately designated 

· as marking the definite beginning of the present era of the general 
artistic interior decoration of buildings, civic and religious, public 
and private;-furnishes a convincing proof of the utter lack, on the 
part of the American people as a whole, of any g~neral knowledge 
and appr~ciation of the value of Art in its application to the builq
ings, and the furnishings, of life, prior to the holding of the Cen
tennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876. 

It may well be- urged that, up to that time, this busy people were 
too fully occupied in completing the physical conquest of a vast ter
ritory, in subduing forests, bridging streams and opening virgin 
prairies to cultivation; in providing for the transportation, the hous
ing, and feeding of the ever surging incoming tides of eager emi
grants; were in short too busy in their imperative task of making 
History; to find time, or thought, for its artistic record! When, at 
last, they found time to pause and study the less~ns of the Centennial, 
they proved apt students; ·as the Columbian Exposition has shown! 

Yet notwithstanding this later surprising and artistic evolu
tion of the Amel'ican people, so wide spread and rapid has been 
the development of Technical Training in its application to Indus
trial and Fine Art Manufactures throughout the leading countries 
of the continent of Europe, and also, though begun later, in Great 
Britain, that, although the development in elementary artistic train
ing and in facilities for the acquisition of advanced instruction in 
these arts, in the United States, has been wonderfully increased 
since the beginning in Boston, in 1870, of the movement for school 
instruction in Drawing, and the holding of the Centennial Exposi
tion in Philadelphia, in 1876; still, in the opportunities offered for 
the training of skilled youthful workers in the industries of applied 
art, the United States, to day,-in view of the persistent efforts and 
great advances made during the past twenty years, by European 
countries, in providing such educational facilities,-are, relatively, 
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hardly in any better position to contes~ successfully with the prod
ucts of the trained workers of Europe, than they were in 1870. 

Nevertheless the efforts made in this country by leading eauca
tors, and by liberal patrons of artistic and technical education, have 
been notable, and most worthy of honor; while the great advance 
since the Centennial, as shown in the art qualities of .American 
manufactures, in furniture, in jewelry, in glass, in art-fabrics in 
silk, in woolen and in cotton, as well as in Architecture, and in all 
material pertaining to the Decorative .Arts, has been simply mar
vellous . . 

So far, also, as affording requisite opportunities for acquiring 
thorough training in the Fine .Arts of Painting, Sculpture, and 
.Architecture, the· few Art Schools in the United States, compare 
most favorably with those of the older countries; so that it is no 
l onger essential,-though it may often be, for other reasons, desir
able,-for the ambitious young painter, · sculptor, or architect, to 
exile himself in order to obtain needed opportunities for instruction · 
in those several arts. Nor are our leading Technical Schools of 
Science, inferior in equipment, or in quality of instruction, to the 
similar schools in Europe. These schools in the United States are, 
however, so few in number in proportion to our increasing popula
tion, as compared to the number and variety of those offered to the 
citizens of the leading Art Industrial European Countries of Ger
many, Switzerland, Belgium and France,-not to mention Great 
Britain, Austria, Italy and Russia,-that the .inadequacy in num
bers of our schools for training the Captains of Industry, not to 
mention those merely technical trade schools designed for creating· 
a force of trained workers,-impresses itself painfully upon the 
investigator in these fields. 

With the increasing know ledge of the forces of Nature acquired 
by the patient investigations continually carri~d on by Scientists of 
every clasEt:-in Chemistry, in Geology, in Natural Philosophy, in 
Mining, both in the methods of mechanical operations, and in tht 

reduction of ores; in short, in the general application of the dis· 
coveries of Science throughout the various realms of Nature, to tht 
needs of Man, which so constantly revolutionize former method 
and create ever new demands; for example in the endeavor to secur 
the economic production of electricity and to contrive the be~ 
methods for its application to human uses-not to speak of tb 
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similar needs in other fields; the demand on the community for the 
founding of institutions forgiving thorough training in these latest 
discoveries of Science, is imperative. 

In all these ever recurring demands for the invention and appli
cation of methods by which to make these discoveries of Science 
available in the industries of life, a knowledge of, and practical 
facility, in the art of "Mechanical Drawing" becomes absolutely 
indispensable; consequently, this· elementary branch of industrial 
art clearly forms an essential factor in modern industrial education, 
and, of necessity, holds place in all the elementary and higher 
Schools of Technology; hence, though its relation to the so called 
" High Arts," may at times seem somewhat remote, its claim to a 
place in this Report on Art and Industry, is unquestionable. 

Even.in so large a work as the present Report, it is not possible 
to give an extended description, in detail, of the several schools 
included in its survey; so that the accounts here given must needs 
be limited to those departments, of the U. S. Land Grant Colleges, 
and other Institutions, in which Industrial Drawing, Mechanical 
and other, is taught; these accounts could not with propriety be 
omitted and to them the present volume is mostly given. Full 
accounts of these U. S. Colleges, in all their departments, are given 
in other publications of the U. S. Bureau of Education, as well 
as in the catalogues of each institution; so that those wishing fuller 
information concerning the several institutions can r eadily find 
access to the original sour ces. 

In the Appendices to each of t he previous volumes of this Report, 
accounts are given of many of the .Technical Schools) provided for 
giving instruction in the Arts and Industries, in the leading coun
tries of Europe; with some account of the Methods adopted by the 
Several Governments for promoting such Elementary and advanced 
Technical Training. 

These Accounts and Official Reports, show how earnest and contin
uous have been the efforts in these countries to train their citizens 
in such a manner as would enable them to take ad vantage of the 
discoveries of the Scientific Investigators as they occur. 

1n Part I., much space was given to a showing of the methods 
made use of in Great Britain; while copious excerpts, giving a con
cise summary of their contents, were given from the Thirtieth, 
Thirty First, and Thirty Second, Annual "Reports of the Science 
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and Art Department." 1882-;1885. (See Part I. Appendix F. pages 
709-793.) 

As already clearly .set forth, much of the material comprised in 
these two latest volumes of this Report on Art and Industry,-" Parts 
III. and IV."-had been long ready for publication; and it was in 
order to bring the account of the movement in the United States, 
down to the present time, that the :final comprehensive Appendix 
W. (pages 903..:.1116) was added to volume III. As these two vol
umes are to appear almost simultaneously, it was thought expedient 
to inc]ude all this material essential to an intelligent view of the 
presflnt status of Industrial Art Education in the United States, in 
Part III.; and not to add this material to the Appendices of Part IV.* 

It happens, however, that just as the present volume is about to 
go to press, the F orty Fourth Annual Report of the· Depa1·tmen t 

*The issue of Volume 2, of the Annual Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Edu· 

cation for 1895-'96, at this time, (Noveu1ber, 1897) permits reference here to severa. 
articles in that volume likely to be valued by those interested in the topics treated 
in this Special Report on Art and Industry. 

The articles furnished by the Specialists of the Bureau to these Annual Reports,· 

in which the current statistics of the several institutions are collated; will be found 

of value, as showing the development and contemporary condition of various edu

cational experiments, as well as the status of long established methods and schools; 
The Annual Reports of the U. S. Commissioner of Education, owing to their fre

quency of publication, and their accessibility due to: their larger editions, effectu
ally supplement, and give additional value to, the occasional S{>Scial Reports issued 

by the Bureau, by bringing the several histories contained· in the latter, down to 
the date of the .Annual Issues; and are, therefore, of value to the student of the par 

ticular topics treated in these Special Reports. In the present work, the author h~ 
sought, in each volume, to inclade the latest information possible·; and, also, t< 
indicate the purpose of the whole work, for the benefit of those who may not hav1 

access to all the " Parts " of this particular Report, or to the volumes of the A.nnua.... 

Reports. The statistics of the latter, however,. should be consulted by those who· 

desire the fullest and latest information. 
In this latest volume of the Annual Reports (Vol. 2, of 1895-'96) just referred to, 

· Chapter XXI, on "Manual and Industrial Educational Institutions," prepared by 
Mr. James C. Boy kin; Chapter XXV, on" Industrial Education in Central Europe; 

Chapter XXVII, on "U. S. Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," com· 
piled by Mr. W ellford Addis; Chapter XXIX, on "Current Discussions;" in whicl 
several well-known authorities on Art and Industry take part; and Chapter XXXI 
on" Art Decoration in School Houses;'' compiled by Dr. Stephen B. W eeks, will b 
found of value and interest, and are commended to the readers of the presei:! 

Special Report. I. E. c: 
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of Science and Art, for 1896, (Lo~don 1897,) is received. As a some
what exhau~tive summary of the various Governmental Schools, 
Museums, and methods of aiding private schools in Great Britain, 
has already been given in Part I. of the present Art and Industry 
Report, further space cannot be here given to these details . . This 
44th Report, however, contains an important Special Report on the 
latest development of Technical Education in Germany, made by 
a board of Commissioners, comprising some of the leading English 
Authorities on Technical Education; which so fully confirms the 
statement just made, in this "Introduction", concerning-the greater 
relative activity,-as compared with the United States,- of the lead
ing European Countries, in the promotion of such special trainin~, 
that I am gratified to be able to include it in the additional Appen- . 
dix "C C.," to this volume. It seems to show, also, that duriug 
the past decade, these European Nations have not slackened in their 
educational activities in these practical directions. 

The papers in the other Appendices, which relate to the English 
Educational Efforts, bear date, some of them, of ten years previous; 
they show that, at that time, the leading educators of England, were 
fully awake to the value of the definite technical industrial artistic 
training of their people. 

The growing competition of German Manufacturers with those of 
Great· Britain, during the last decade, has .stimulated increased inter
est in this phase of Education; f()r the words ''Made in Germany," 
which the law compels to appear on all such goods, have revealed to 
the British public the dangerous inroads made by German manu
facturers on the home market in England. 

In view of this condition in the English Markets, and in considera
tion of the world-contest now waging for· commercial supremacy, 
the people of the United States are no less concerned to know what 
other Nations are doing in relation to this matter of definite techni
cal education, than they are anxious to be informed of the efforts 
made by Great Britain. It is for this reason, that this authoritative 
expert Report on German Technical Industrial and Artistic ~du".ca
tion, is here introduced, and earnestly commended, to the thoughtful 
consideration of American Educators, Manufacturers, an~ States
men. 

ART- VOL 4--IV 



t INTRODUCTION. 

ORDER OF CHAPTERS AND APPENDICES. 

This volume comprises a brief Introduction-Fourteen Chapters 
.descriptive of the Institutions affording Technical Training; and a 
series of six .Append~ces, Lettered from "X" to "C C " inclusive, 
containing various papers, addresses, and reports,_ relating to Tech
nical Industrial Training in the United States, and in several of the 
Countries of Europe. 

Chapter I., (pages 3-8) is intr0duct.ory, giving a general view of 
the plan of the volume with an analysis of its contents, and defining 
the several groups of sch ools, into which the various Institutions 
in the United States devoted to Technical Industrial Education may 
be divided. 

Chapter II. , (pages n-~8) Treats of the " Primary Group,"-The 
Manual Traiuing Schools proper. The two pioneer schools of Bos
to~, and St. Louis, The Spring Garden Institute, of Philadelphia, 
and the Chicago Manual Training School, are the schools described. 

Chapter III. , (pages 79-106) Describes the instruction in Manual 
Training and in Drawing, given in the Preparatory Schools and in the 
.Colleges, of the Tulane University, New Orleans, I..ouisiana. .A con
cise statement is also given of the founding of _this noble benefactior 
by the late Mr. Tulane, of the part taken by the late Hon. Randai' 
Lee Gibson, U. S. S. from _Louisiana, and of the successful devel 
opment of the i~stitution under the wise direction of Presiden 
William Preston Johnston, and the Board of T~ustees. 

Chapter IV., (pages 107-128) Describes two special Technical Trad 
Schools and includes the report, made by a special committee, to th 
Annual Convention of the National Carriage-Builders' .Associati01 
held in New Haven, Connecticut in 1883; with a summary of tl 
interesting discussion which followed, as to the kind and amount • 
practical industrial education for boys, which it is possible to give · 
the Public Schools. 

Chapter V., (pages 129-170) Describes a most interesting expe: 
ment in . Technical Trade Education, undertaken at Mt. Clare S1 
tion, near Baltimore, by the B. & 0. R. R. Corporation, under t 
Presidency of Robert Garrett; with extracts from the valual 
report made to President Garrett, by his assistant . the late 1 
W. T. Barnard . 
. Chapter VI., (pages 171-223) contains accounts of five nota 

Technical Mechanical Schools. These are 1'he W orcester F 
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Institute, Worcester, Massachusetts; The Rose P olytechnic Insti
t ute, Terre Haute, Indiana; The University of illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois; The Sibley College of Mechanic'Arts, Cornell University,, 
Ithaca, New York; and The College of Mechanics, University of 
California, Berkeley, California. -

Chapter yn., (pages 225-~32) Introduces the accounts 'of the sev
eral Colleges of Agriculture and The Mechanic Al'ts, endowed by 
the National Land Grant Law of 1862. 

Chapters VIII., to XIV., inclusive (pages 233-65'7), contain such 
accounts of the Technical Industrial Departments, of the several 
" Land Grant Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," as 
are germane to the purpose of this Special Report . · 

CONTENTS AND ARRANGEMENT OF APPENDICES. 

APPENDICES (pages '70'7-991) A brief general Introduction, de
scriptive of the contents of the several appendices precedes the 
opening Appendix. 

APPENDIX X., (pages '711-940) contains papers relating to Tech
nical E ducation in ~he United States; with instances of similar 
efforts in European Countries; · and is composed of the. several ad
dresses, by leading American Educators, delivered .on t he occasion· 
of the formal opening of Rose Polytec~nic Institute, Terre H aute, 
Indiana, in 1883 ; of the Inaugural Address on that occasion, by 
President Thompson; and by an Inaugur al Address delivered on a 
similar o0casion, by President Homer T. Fuller, at the W orcester Free 
Institute, Worcester, Massachusetts, also in 1883. These addresses 
by Presidents Thompson, and Fuller, are most valuable contributions 
to the liter'ature of this new movement in American Education. 

APPENDIX Y ., (pages 741-833) This Appendix, contains most of 
the valua.ble report made on the subject of Technical Industrial 
.Education, by the late lamented Dr. W. T. Barnard, to President 
Robert G~rrett, of the B. & 0. R. R. Co .. in 1886. This is, in itself, 
a most valuable and suggestive treatment of the subject; while 
the accounts which accompany it, of the several Technical Institu
tions in Europe, give it additional value for this volume. 

APPENDIX Z., (pages 835-891) contains papers relating especially 
to the U.,S. Land Grant Colleges. F irst: ar e verbatim. copies of th~ 
three Laws enacteu concerning them;- the acts of 1862- of 188'7 and 
of 1890. These are followed by interesting historical stateme~ts 
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concermng the pa.ssage of the initial act of 1862, with an account of 
the efforts to promote th~ passage of the Act, so successfully ren
dered by the Rev. Amos Brown, of the State of New York; and by 
Dr. Evan Pugh, of the State of Pennsylvania. 

It is har:dly too much to assert, to say that this Act, popularly 
known as "The Morrill Act," from the service rendered, and the 
successful passage finally effected, by the energetic and intelligent 
efforts of the Hon. Justin S. Morrill,:_then a Member of Congress 
from Vermont; and still, at the present time, as for many years 
past, the senior Senator from that State;-has proved to have been 
one of the most important enactments-in its far-reaching influence 
on Educ.ation,-ever passed by the Congress of the United States. 

These historical statements relating to the passage of the Act, are 
followed by a report of the Commemorative Addresses, delivered in 
1887, at tho Agricultural College, in Amherst, on the 25th Anniver
sary of the passage of the ~aw. 

A paper by Professor R. B. Warder, on "Agricultural Education 
in Bavaria", follows. Two addresses close this Appendix. One 
on ''Technical Training", by Professor John Hamiiton, delivered on 
the opening of a new Mechanical Department of Pennsylvania State ~ 

.College, in 1886; and The Farewell Address by Bishop Haygood, at ·: 
the Commencement of Cl.aflin College, South . Carolina, in 1890. · 
This admirable address, in which the relations of the colored people. 
to the community, and the kind of education most needed by them, 
.are frankly stated, is well worth the careful consideration of all who 
.are in any way interested in the race problem as it presents itself in 
the United States. The following statement quoted in the New 
York Tribune, of August 25th, 1&97, bears witness to the excellen.J 
Tesults of that "Industrial Training" which the good Bish op sc 
heartily endorses. 

"According to " The Atlanta Chronicle," negroes in the South are rapidly fillin 

the trades. As carpenters; bricklayers, plasterers, blacksmiths and wheelwrigh1 
they are growing more and more numerous, and making it difficult for white me 
to prosper in these fields of labor. "A glance at the white schools and the negJ 
schools of the South," adds " The Chronicle,"" will show that t he negro schoc 
.are teaching their pupils more of the practical needs of life, and fitting them 
€aru a livelihood better than the white. schools are. For every white technologic 
<SChool the negroes have half a dozen with technological and industrial featm:· 
Every year young men are being turned out of the negro schools in the South w 
have been taught carpentry, shoemaking, printing, the general use of tools a 
scientific farming. in addition to the usual academic courses, and young won 
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who are taught cooking, washing, sewing, dressmaking, nursing and housekeepi~g. 
When a young negro man or woman leaves any one of more than a dozen schools 

in the South he or she is equipped for earning a livelihood and for advancing the 
standard of the race. Our people need arousing to the importance of technological 
a.nd industrial education. We want educated hands as well as educated heads." 

By happy chance the next day's issue of the Tribune, (August 26th 
1897) announced, in its "Personal" column, the fact tliat the French 
Government had purchased for the Gallery of the Luxembourg, an 
important painting, " The Raising of Lazarus", the work of a col
ored American ; who, formerly an instructor in drawing in Fisk 
University, Nashville, Tennessee, became later a pupil of Benjamin 
Constant, the great French Artist in Paris; and has now won this 
eagerly sought recognition conferred by the Government Authorities 
of France. The name of this successful American artist is Henry 
0. Tanner, a son of Bishop Tanner , formerly of Philadelphia, but 
now of Kansas City, Missouri. As this Repor t is given to an accou:Qt 
of the development of the Industrial and Fine Arts in the United 
States, I have thought these two statements well worthy of mention 
in this introduction; as showing that, both in Industry and the Fine 
Arts, our African fellow citizens are proving t heir fitness for thor
ough education in the industries and the arts.* 

*In Part II. of this Report, will be found reference to the industrial features so 
desirable in the educa:tion of the Colored Race, in connection with an account 
of an exhibition of the Manual Training School Work of the Colored Schools of 

Washington, D. C. (See Part II Pages 246-249) · This important question as to the 
form of industrial education best adapted to the needs of the colored pupils, is con
sidered at some length in a recent Report by the U. S. Commissioner of Educa

tion. (See Report for 1894-95, Vol. 2, Chapters XXXI and XXXII.-pages 1831-

1424.) The first of these chapters is prefaced by references to the preceding publi
cations of this Bureau, in which the topic of the education of the colored people is 
treated. These· comprise most of the "Annual Reports," beginning with that of 

1870; five special "Circulars of Information," issued from 1888 to '92; the Special 
Report on District of Columbia, in 1869, and the Special Repor t on The New Orleans 

Exposition, in 1884-85. Several tables containing summaries Qf statistics, are gi~en 
in Chapter XXXI., of the Report for 1894-95; followed by a table, filling 17 pages 

with detailed statistics of one hundred and sixty tw~ "Schools for the Educatio~ 
of the Colored Race." This chapter closes with two notable addresses. The first, 
by that leading educator, Principa~ Booker T. Washington, of 'the Tuskegee, Ala

bama, Normal and Industrial Institute, W3.!! delivered at the "Alexander Hamilton, 

Commemoration Dinner," in Brooklyn, N.Y., in January, 1896. The subject Wa!! 

"The Industrial Education of the Blacks. " The second, by President E. C. Mitchell, 
of Leland University, New Orleans, La., was given before the American Baptist 
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APPENDIX A .A.., (p;:~.ges 893-916) comprises "Papers relating t0 
Technic_al ~~ucation in England" As each Appendix, and also 
each paper q~oted, is preceded by an introduction, no special attemp~ 
is made ·in this general introduction to go into minute details, since· 
in all cases the several introductions may be consulted. .. 

The four paper~ here given are fuliy summarized in the introduc
tion to this Appendix. They treat ?f Technical Instruction in Ele
mentary Schools, Board Schools, and Technical Schools. Addresses 
by the Lord Chancellor, and by the Prince of Wales, on the occasion 
of the Opening of " The City and Guilds of London Institute," fur
nish proof of the extraordinary interest shown in Great Britain, in 
the development and encouragement of Technical Training. If this 
is of so great importance to the English people, may it not be of 
some consequence to Americans, in the rapidly increasing world 
competition for industrial·supremacy? 

·APPENDIX B B., (pages 917-944) "Papers Relat ing to Technical .Art 
Training in England." These papers continue the discussion of 
the topics of those in the previous Appendix, aiid enlarge upon the 
importance of art qualities in manufactures. 

The two opening papers are from leading Press .Authorities; The 
London Times, and The Westminster Review. There is, also, an 
Official Statement of the Purpose of "The N ation_al Association for 
The Promotion of Technical Education in Great Britain", followed 
by an address, by Professor Huxley, on "The Vital Importance of 
Technical Education to Great Britain." 

APPENDIX C C., (pages 945-991) Papers relating to the present 
status of Technical and Industrial .Art Education in Great Britain,. 
and in Germany, in 1896-1897. 

These include, first: Miscell~neous extracts from public journals 
concerning a new movement for promoting the development o~ 

Hom~ Mission Society, at Asbury Pa rk, N. J. , May 26, 1896. His subject was.' 
"Higher Education and the Negro." (For these two addresses, see pages 1856-1866).: 

Chapter XXXII., is given to an authoritative exposition of the workings of Thd, 
Slater Fund in the Education of the Negro. (See pages 1367-1424.) 

In the Annual Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Education, for 1898-94, is i 
lengthy Statistical Table of Schools of Manual Training, etc., a table published-

. I 

only at intervals of five years. (See Vol. 2, pages 2093-2169.) In this table-which 
includes eleven different classes of institutions, besides City Public Schools-ar~ 
given the statistics of Sixty three" Manual Training Schools for the Colored Race," 
in.which is an attendance of nearly eight thousand pupils. (See pages 2118-2122.) 
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Manual Training in the Board, Schools of_ London, undertaken dur
ing the autumn of 1897, followed by a notice of an educ.ational meet
ing for the promotion of Sloyd, held ii1 Manchester; with brief 
accounts of municipal _instruction in Art and Technology in Man
~hester, and an item co~cerning Free Scholarships. in London. Then 
follow notices of the addresses delivered on the opening of Techni-
cal Institutions in Great Britain, as follows: · 

At the new Technical Schools ·in Middlewich, by Sir John Brun
ner; at the Royal Technical Institute, at Salford, by Mr. William 
Mather; another address by Mr. Mather, on the occasion of the 
anniversary of a Technical School at Stockport; in which he calls 
attention to the fact that American youth enjoy a longer elementary 
traini~1g than do the youth of England. 

An address by Sir John Lubbock, M.P., at the anniversary of the 
Stalybridge Technical School, October 22nd, 1897. 

An address by Sir William H. Bailey, on the · occasion of the dis
tribution of prizes to the Student prize winners of the Hindley 
Technical Schools, October 20th, 1897. 

An address on "The Importance of Education in Science," deliv
ered by the Duke of Devonshire, on the occasion of the opening of 
the new Technical College at Darlington, October 8th, 1897. A sum
mary of an address on Technical Education, delivered by the Bishop 
of London, at the opening of New Technical and Art Schools, by 
the corporation of Leicester , October 5th, 1897, follows. Reference 
is made to the address by the Earl of Crewe, . at the opening of the 
.New Technical Institute at Crewe, October 16th, 1897. This is fol
lowed by an . address by the E!:!:rl of Derby, on the oc.casion of the 
inauguration of the New Technical School at Preston, founded by 
the trustees of the late Mr. R R. Harris, as a memorial of the 
Queen's Jubilee, and opened personally by the Countess of Derby. 

Then several addresses witness to the active interest taken, in the 
promotion of Technical Education in the industries and arts, by lead-
ing English Statesmen. · 

Two interesting- papers from the files of the New York Tribune, 
which follow: Show both the English and the German estimate of 
the importance of definite Technical Training in Industries. 

These miscellaneous reports and articles are followed by a brief 
summary of the contents of the 44th official report of t he Depart
ment of Science and Art. (London 1897.) This abstract of the Go,;-
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ernmen Statistical Report precedes a valuable special Report ori. 
(~The Recent Progress of Technical Education in Germany," made 
to the Government of Great Britain ·by the Technical Industrial 
Commissioners; with a Supplementary account of special Technical 
Educational 'Institutions in Germany, and with accounts of several 
local German Industrial and A.rt Exhibitions. 
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CHAPTER- I. 

INSTITUTIONS AFFORDING TEOHNIOALINDUSTRIAL TRAINING.' IN
TRODUCTORY OHAPTJiJR' DEFINING THE ORDER;IN WHJ.{JHI 

THE INSTITUTIONS ARE GROUPED. 

The plan of the chaptel'S immediately-succeeding---(1) The ·Typical·Manual 'Train
ing Schools-(2) Schools, in connection with the TechnicaL Industrial Scli~S) . 
The Schools of Science-and Engineering) and the Land G rant Colleg~,-These classes 
of schools form a well-defined series of Institutions:-The "~imary Group" com
prises The Boston, St. Louis, Spring Garden (Philadelphia), the Chicago and the 
Tulane University Manual Training Schools-The. School for Carriage draughting, 
in connection with the Schools of•the Metropolitan Museum is in ·1883, the one Trade 
School-The Worcester Free Institute, and the-Mech~ieal Engineering Sehoolfl of 
Illinois University, Rose Polytechnic Institute, Cornell University., University of . 
California, and the Mechanical Departments of the Land Grant Colleges·, form an
othergroup-whilethe higher Schools of Science form .stillanother--The.schools of 
Technical Design fall under a different class' and are related rather to the sohools of 
the Fine Arts than to those of Manual Training-Reasons given for grouping these 
latter schools in the following volume with the schools of the Fine Arls-,-The Revue 
des Deux: Mondes quoted as recognizing the interblending of· all the Arts and Indus. 
tries. 

INSTITUTIONS AFFORDING TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

The new elementary industrial schools of- Mechanical manipula
tion, so often referred to in the pr~ceding volume in connection ·with 
a consider ation of the proposed changes· in, or · additions to, the · 
studies-taught in public schools;-are here grouped with schools of 
" Technical· Education in· tndustrial .A.:rt,"·the- higher "Schools of 
Engineering," and "The Colleges of Agri0ulture and The-Mechanic· 
Arts,"'to -which they may be considered as preliminary;· for, taken 
altogether, these form a comprehensive class of institutions- which, 
in themselves, comprise and embody t he educational facilities · 
afforded in the · United States, for obtaining· a knowledge of the
theory and practice of the scientific professions, as distinguish-ed 
from-the merely literary, -and general, the ·" learned professions," as 
theyhave been so long called; or, on the ·other hand, the -artistic, 
callings. 

1 These are the schools, academies and universities, of Applied·· 
Science;-the reservoirs ohcientific learning:upon which the country 
is to. depend for the educated brain power and trained; technical 
skill, essential to the full development of· its material resources. 

As we have seen that a knowledge of drawing is at. the. basis of' all 
a 
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scientific construction, and of all artistic manufactures, it follows 
that, so far as their courses of instruction in drawing are included, 
these institutions come properly within the scope of this Report. 
Accounts of the other departments of the colleges, etc., will be found 
recorded in other publications of this Bureau.* 

The primary group comprises 
(1.) The School of Mechanic Arts of the M-assachusetts Institute 

of Technology, Boston, Massachusetts. 
(2.) The Manual Training School of Washington University, St. 

Louis, Missouri. 
(3) The Mechanical Handiwork Schools of the Spring Garden 

Institute, Philadelphia, P ennsylvania. 
(4) The Chicago Manual Training School, Chicago, Illinois. 
(5) The Manual Training School of the Tulane University of Lou

isiana. t 
It will be observed that, in the curriculum of each of these typi

cal schools, while drawing is r egarded as a most essential study and 
is pursued throughout the entire course, and while the manipulation 
of tools is persistently taught, the gener al education of the pupils 
is, also, carefully provided for; the courses in these particulars vary
ing somewhat in the several schools but, in each one, good schooling 
in the common English branches and in mathematics, forms an essen
tial part of the training given ;-the black board and the class room 
being held to be quite as important, if not quite as novel, as are the 
drawing board and the machine shops. 

After these elementary schools would naturally follow the class of 
special t echnical trade schools, at present only represented in this 
country by t hose grouped under a single institution,-namely The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art and known as: 

(1) The Technical Schools of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
(2) The Technical Schools for Carriage-draftsmen and Mechanics, 

New York, N. Y . 
These special schools are, by r eason of their limitations to single 

trades, of less general interest than are the larger institutions devoted 
t o general training in the mechanic ar ts. These latter may be 
classed as Technical Mechanical Schools, and comprise the following 
separate schools or departments of other institutes. 

(1) The Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science, 
Worcester, Massachusetts. 

(2) School of Mechanical Engineering, Illinois Industrial Uni
versity. 

*See Special Report on " Industrial Education in the United States," 1883; the 
Circular No. 5, 1888, on " Industrial Education in the Sou th," by Rev. A. D. Mayo; 
and the Annual Reports of The Commissioner of Education. 

t The Tulane University wa.s founded since the above list was first reported. A 
brief account of the University is given with that of this school which follows. Sie 
pagQ 79, et seq. 
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(3) Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana. 
(4) Mechanical Courses in Cornell University. Sibley College of 

Mechanic Arts, Cornell University. 
(5) College of Mechanics-University of California, Berkeley, Cal- · 

ifornia. 
The Colleges of Agriculture and The Mechanic Arts, endowed by 

· the National Land Grant, 1862. 
The Schools of Science and Engineering, such as the Stevens 

Institute, Hoboken, etc. 
It does not fall within the province of the present Report to enlarge 

upon the variety of culture afforded in their many departments by 
these superior schools of science, among which are found both those 
privately endowed and several of those endowed by the National 
Land Grant. 

The schools of science connected with Yale, Harvard, Columbia, 
Dartmouth, Lehigh University, and also the Stevens Institute, Hobo
ken, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, and others, entitled to mention if this 
were an exhaustive list; fill, perhaps, their highest usefulness in the 
opportunities they afford for the training of original investigators 
in science and the arts, who shall point out the way to the future 
development of the natural resources of the country. 

It is, however, only as the study of drawing enters into their several 
courses, and as they give instruction in practical mechanics, the con
struction of machinery, or in architecture, that they are here included; 
but it is well known that among the foregoing are institutions giving 
instruction, practical and theoretical, in the mechanic and engineer
ing arts, both in their elementary principles and their broadest · 
scope. 

The Arts of Design, applicable to textile manufactures, and the 
appliqation of art to indust.ries, are taught, so far as they are taught, 
in another class of institutions. In the United States, "The Lowell 
School of Applied Design," attached to the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, is (in 1883) believed to be the only school solely de
voted to teaching practical designing;-especially in its classes of 
design for textile manufac.tures ;-that is, to the training of working 
designers who shall be competent to step at once, from the class rooms 
to the factory. · 

The training in the Massachusetts Normal Art School, looks to 
designing, and some of the women's art schools give more or less 
attention to design, and are directing more and more attention to 
practical training for this purpose; but still it r emains that, as yet, 
the "Lowell School," is the one technical school for practical design
ers. 

The instruction in the classes of "The PennsylvaniaMuseumand 
School of Industrial ~rt," which institution would naturally be 
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looked to as leading in all matters relating to instruction in the 
application of art to the industries, has varied in its purpose at dif
ferent periods since its first establishment. A portion of the techni
cal training formerly under its direction has been transferred to the 
'' Philadelphia School of Art Needlework." The instruction at pres
ent given (in 1883-'84} is thorough, and based upon a correct concep
tion of how best industrial art and artistic industries, are to be 
developed. The g roundwork of a thorough mastery of drawing as 
preliminary to any special applications of that mastery to t he indus. 
tries, is now insisted on, with t he best results. To apply success
fully art to industry one must have some knowledge of art. 

It goes without saying, however, that the institution will hardly 
fulfill the hope felt at its founding, namely, that it would provide 
for the United States, advantages similar and equal to those which 
the South Kensington Art Schools offer to English students, if it 
does not eventually add to its facilities technical training schools in 
the various occupations of art industry. 

At present this school might be properly classified with the fine 
art schools; as might also the several women's" Schools of Design," 
and the classes under direction of the Women's Decorative Art As

. sociations, etc., in the several cities; in which, it seems rather a 
matter of accident whether the industrial features, or the artistic 
features, predominate. 

The question of classing these institutions, and, also, the " Schools 
of Architecture," with those of Art I ndustry, or with those of the 
Fine Arts, in the volumes of t hese Reports given to those separate 
topics, will be settled rather by convenience of binding than by any 
attempt to strictly define them; since they are sufficiently germane 
to both , to be included in either classification. 

Since the above was written, the number of the Revue des Deux 
Mondes for November 15th, 1884, has been received; this contains 
an interesting art icle entitled "Le~:: Industries D'Art,"-a r eview, 
by Mr. C. Lavollee, of the recently issued official Report " On the 
condition of the Art Industries of France and of the workers em
ployed in them," made by M. Antonin Proust, Deputy and former 
Minister of Arts. 

The following lines from the opening sentences of this paper, 
refer to the difficulties of classification, to which I allude, as inherent 
in the subject itself. 

"Every work produced by the labor of man, implies the intervention of Art. 
* * *. In short, Art and Industry are inseparable companions. More and more, 

these two elements become blended so that the question of art takes, each day, a 
more important place in the consideration of those economic problems which are 
connected with the questions of labor. Henceforth the development of Industry is 
intimately blended with that of the Fine Arts and in the midst of universal com· 
petition, artistic superiority procures for that country which possessesitaamuch 
profit as honor." 
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The importance placed upon the :A.rt 'Industries of that country is 
manifest by· the interest · taken in ·them by the 'Rulers of France; 
shown; incidentally, by this ·official ·Report concerning them. 
It would seem that the _people of the United States, and 'the au

thorities of the several States, would need nothing other than the 
example of the people :and· Governments both of Great Britain, and 
of France, to arouse'them to the imperative need of similar action 
on the part of -their own ·communities. 

The statement ·in ·the pages ' imme'diately ·p.receding; written in 
1883, that the Lowell ·School of Design connected with the ·Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, was the only school in the United 
States in which designers for textile fabrics could be trained so that 
they were qualified to pass directly from the school ·to ·the designing 
room of the manufactory; is, in 1893, fortunately, no longer true. 

In 1885, the Textile Association of Philadelphia, became satisfied 
that the school of "The Pennsylvania Museum and School of Indus
trial Art,"-which had been for some years. under the wise and skil
ful art instruction of Mr. L. W. Miller, as already stated,- afforded 
the best instrumentality for their purpose of training technical 
designers, and a collection of . the best and latest machinery for tex- . 
tile manufacture, was furnished for the use of the school. This has 
recently been followed by the opening of a dyeing department, so 
that the pupils, who are first taught artistic drawing to enable them 
to make the pattern, then, themselves, dye the yarn from· which it 
is to be woven, and weave it in the loom, getting thereby practical 
experience in every manipulation of the craft. In 1888-'89 the plan 
of establishing similar training facilities for Potters and artists in 
Porcelain decoration, was seriously considered by the United States 
Potters Association, and in 1890 such an additional department was 
opened. The State of Pennsylvania has at last recognized the use
fulness of this school by ail annual appropriation, and there is good 
reason to believe that the sanguine anticipations of the enthusiastic 
founders of the school may come, in time, to a satisfactory realization. 

In Philadelphia, in addition to these facilities, the Woman's School 
of Design, at present under the able direction of Miss Emily Sartain, 
possesses looms in which the patterns of the students are woven. 
This interesting school in which the practical application of Art to 
Industry is effectively taught, and which surely posseses a strong 
claim to State aid, for the same reasons that such aid is given to the 
school just mentioned, namely, that this school, also, is training a 
large class of practical industrial art workers, has gradually devel
oped into wh.at might, with propriety, be called a group of Art 
Trade Schools. The Art School of the Spring Garden Institute, 
also, has a pottery kiln in which the porcelain decorated by pupils 
can be fired; so, little by little, as seen in these three Philadelphia 
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Schools, the practical development of Industrial Art training pro
gresses towards the direct application of art to industries. 

It is only by increasing facilities for such definite experimental 
training, that the desired results in the artistic improvement of the 
nation's productive industries are to be effected. 

So much space in the volumes of this Report already issued has 
been occupied by the accounts of the recent elementary industrial 
education movements throughout the country, that the detailed his
tory and description of this Philadelphia ' 'School of Industrial Art," 
and of the several Women's Schools of Design in this country, will 
be grouped in the succeeding volume, Part V of this Report, in 
connection with the several schools and academies of the Fine Ar ts; 
with which they are, in fact, more closely allied than with the Me
chanical Schools of Manual Training, or the institutions for Technical 
Industriai Education, described in the present volume. 



CHAPTER II. 

PRIMARY GROUP: MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS. 

The relation held by the two pioneer Manual Training Schools to the public schools 
of the country-These schools experimental-The schools described by President 
Runkle in 1880-Industrial Drawing at the foundation of the courses in Manual 
Training-The present chapter, the early portion of which was written in 1883, an 
object lesson in illustration of the rapid spread of the movement for Public Manual 
Training Schools in the United States-List of publications concerning Industrial 
Education and Manual Training by Ex-President Runkle, President Walker and 
Professor Ordway, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Page 10. 

An account of The School of Mechanic Arts, of the Institute of Technology,' as 
revised for this Report by Dr. Runkle-The New Temporary Building-The plant 
of tools and machinery for wood and iron working-Report by Mr. Thomas Foley, 
the Instructor, on the methods of instruction in the school-with detailed courses 
in metal working-Letter from President Runkle to the author of this Repo~ 
Statement of the school in the catalogue of the Institute for 188Z-'83-8tatements 
in succeeding catalogues down to that of 18!}()-191. Plea by President Walker, in 
1890, for an increased share of the National Land Grant Fund., based on the remark
able development of the schools and departments of the Institute during the twenty-
seven years since it was opened. Page 13. · 

The Manual Training School of Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri-The 
story of its origin and growth down to 1883, told by Professor Woodward for this 
Report-The ordinance establishing the school June 6th, 1879-The course of Instruc
tion-The courses of study in detail-The purpose of the school-The building and 
plant-The success of the school-Statement by the St. Louis Republican-The school 
indorsed in his message by Govemor Crittenden-General Armstrong, of Hampton, 
Virginia, commends the school-Letter by Professor Woodward, Director of the 
school, to a public journal, "The Reporter"- A list of the several Departments of 
Washington University-Director Woodward on the relation of the Manual Train
ing School to the Polytechnic School of the University-The Manual Training School 
as described by Dr. Woodward in a paper read before the American Society of M4r 
chanica! Engineers during the meeting in Chicago-Report of the discussion of the 
paper by several of the members-Results of experience as stated by the Director, 
in December, 1886-Bummaries of condition of school in its twelfth year, from the 
catalogue of 1891-'92-List of Officials and Instructors for 1891-92. Page 28. 

TheMecha:nicalHandiwork Schools of the Spring Garden Institute, Philadelphia
This Day School an outcome of the night classes described in chapter n of this vol
ume-8pecial instruction given in steam engineering-The beginning of the day 
school described, 1882-Inte~:esting showing of occupations in which the pupils of 
the different classes were employed- Courses of study as given in 188Z-'83-Girard 
College authorities decide to adopt a similar course of instruction-Reports of· 
attendance and progress from 1802 to 1888. Page 60. 

The Chicago Manual Training School, Chicago, Illinois-The school founded and 
endowed by the Commercial Club in 1882-Charter obtained in 1888-Address by 

9 
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Mr. E . W. Blatchford, President of the Commercial Club, on the laying of the 
corner stone, Septemper 24th, 1883-8chool opened in 1884--The preliminary an
nouncement of courses of study- Exhibition of pupils' work, 1886-Equipment of 
Mechanical DP.partment as given in 1886-Increased attendance and enlarged equip
ment of school in 1891-Number of pupils for 1890- '91, 303-Report on annual ex
hibition of pupils' drawings, made in 1889-Summary of work of pupils shown at 
exhibition of 1890-List of Trustees and Instructors, for the year 1890-'91. Page 69. 

T H;E TWQ P I ONEER SCHOOLS. 

The two typical manual training schools of the country, in which 
the experiment of combining·an elementary English education with 
definite training in the Mechanic Arts has been intelligently and 
earnestly undertaken, are the School of Mechanic Arts of the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology in Boston, Massachusetts, and the 
Manual Training School of Washington University, St. Louis, Mis
souri. 

Descr iptions of these two schools were included in the paper on 
"The Manual Element in Education," by John D. Runkle, LL.D. , 

formerly President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
which accompanied the 45th Annual Report of the Mass. Board of 
Education. (1880- 81.) Descriptions of these schools also appear 
in the Special Report on Industrial Education, made by the U. S. 
Bureau of Education and published a few weeks since. (1883.) 

They find place in this present volume as being a contribution 
towards the solution of the problem of how the public schools are 
to best accomplish their work of furnishing to the people of America 
the most useful education. These two schools fill a place before 
vacant. They st.and to the scholars in the elementary schools, who 
desire practical training in the Mechanic Arts, as do the High Schools 
to those who desire further training in the " literary ar ts," if I may 
so term them. As the High School and Academies are the vestibules 
to the Colleges and Professional Schools, so these two schools are 
the steps leading up to the technical schools such as the Worcester 
County Institute and the Agricultural Colleges and Schools of Sci· 
ence. 

In these two experimental schools, one in the East and one in t he 
West, private Institutions and individual enterprise and liberality 
are testing the methods which, if continuing as successful as at 
present, may naturally become the model of a class of schools which, 
sooner or later, the towns and municipalities will be forced to adopt. 

In these two schools it will be observed that a knowledge of indus
trial drawing,- the adoption of which in all public schools has been 
so persistently urged in this work,- is an absolute requisite. 

It is this direct application of the study which has secured for 
those institutions entrance into this " Report on Drawing and the 
Arts, as they affect the industries and prosperity of the people." 
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I am indebted to Professor·Runkle -arid .to ·Professm- ·woGdWaTd, 
for their kindness in preparing, -at my request, - ·esperchilly'f~r -"this 
Report, the descriptions of their respective institutions, 'Bis they· are 
in the autumn of this year 1&83. Professor 'Run1de having'fU'rnished 
the ne~ded addenda to his form-er pap-er 'and Professor 'Wood"Wtai'"d 
having rewritten the account of 'his school, so that -they are both 
brought down to the latest moment. · 

Accounts of several similar European schools Will be found in~the 
Appendix among the foreign industri-al training Schools. 

The previous passages of this chapter -were written in reg-ard to 
these two schools,~then the only schools·oftheir:kiud:in the Unite-d 
States, in the autumn of 1883, when this vulume was made 'I'eady for 
printing in 1884. By reason of the dela,y in publication -so -often 
referred to, this Report has become; in its· present form, a veritable 
"object lesson" illustrating tlie rapid progress of the Industrial 
·Education movement which received -:its 'strongest early imptilse1fu 
the founding of these two ·typical schools of Manual 'Training; ;and 
was promoted by the many public addresses ·delive'I'ed 'to edum:ttors, 
and by· the -various papers -and other publieations, put:forth by Pre
sident Runkle, Professor Woodward, Professor Ordway, · and the 
group of enthusiastic advocates of the new methods,who·had gath
ered about these pioneers. 

The fact that so -large a part of the previous volume :has been 
given to an account of the Indu&trial Education movements, both 
in the public -schools and by the 'Industrial'·Eduootion ·A-ssociations, 
notably the one in New York City of which Dr. Butler is president, 
-is, in itself, conclusive evidence of the extent and vi'gor of the 
movement thus set on foot. What was then here said .in. regard .to 
these schools is suffered to remain, ·partly because it iswhol}y im
pl·acticable to re-write all of this ,Report if it is; ever to appear; and, 
partly, because the histories given in the preceding volume ··have 
confirmed the opinion 'then expressed, namely, that these schaols 
would become the models of a new class of .public schools. 

A concise statement of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and all its different departments, with illustrations -of the shops and 
shop work, was given in the special Report on IndustriaFEducation 

-published by the·U:·S. Bureau of Education in 1883. (See pages 142-
157 of that Report.) Much space was .given to an account of the 
Manual-Training School and the new methods of industrial train
ing. Some of · the illustrations follow here. 

A recent publication by the Alumni Association of the Institute,* 
giving lists of all the publications, other than in the daily journals, 

·*Publications of the Mass. Institute. of T~chnology and ·of its officers, students, 
and Alumni. 1862-1887. Compiled by William Ripley N-ichols. Second edition, 
revised by Lewis M. Norton. Published by the Alumni Association, Boston: W. 
J. Schofield, Printer, 105 Summer Street. 1888. Pp. 96." 
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which have been made by the officers, students allll graduate! of t he 
Massachuset ts Instifute of Technology, furnishes striking evidence 
of the varied intellectual activity which is developed, trained and 
stimulated, by this admirable Technical Univer sity; and is well 
worthy the careful study of any who are doubtful as to the direct 
value and influence of such institutions upon the intellectual as 'vell 
as t he Industrial life of a country. The following lists of the pub
lications, by Dr. Runkle, the former president ; General W alker, the 
president; and by Professor Ordway, directly r elating to these new 
methods of Industrial Education, partly embodied in t he Manual 
Training School here described, will serve to show how knowledge 
of the new methods was disseminated among the educators of the 
country. In all, Dr. Runkle, is credited by titles with nine pul>lica
tions, of which five r elate t o Industrial Training; P resident W alker, 
with twenty-six wo,.ks on various ::;ubjects, of which three ar e.on 
this topic. Professor Ordway, with fifteen publications, of which 
three relate directly to Industrial Education. The full titles of these 
Industrial Educa tion publications follow: 
John D. Runkle, Ph. D. , LL. D. Prof. 1865-; Acting Prest. 1868-70; Prest. 

1870-78. 
1876. The Russian System of Shop-work Instruction for Engineers and Machinists. 

[Addressed to the Corpora tion by J. D. Runkle, Prest.] Pph 8vo, pp. 24. 1st. ed. 
July, 1876. 2d ed., w ith supplementary statement, August, 1876. n. t. pp. 24. 

1876. The Manual Element in Education. Rept. Ma, s. Board of Education , xli 
(1876-77). Also printed separately. Pph. 8vo, pp. 36 and 8 plates. 

1881. Technical andindustrialEducationAbroad. Proc. Soc. Ar ts, M. I. T., 1880-81, 
83-90. 

1882. The Manual Ele{nent in Education. From the Forty-fifth Annual Repor t of 
the Massachusetts State Board of Education. Pph. 8vo, pp. 72. Boston. 

1884. Report on Industrial Education. Pph. 16mo, pp. 34. Boston. 
Fi:ancis A. Walker, Ph. D. , LL.D. President 1882-. 

1884. Industrial Education, read before the American Social Science Association, 
Sept 9, 1884. Pph. 8vo, pp. 16. [Society's J ournal, 1884. Part 1, pp. 117-131.) 

1886. What Industry, if any, can Profitably be Introduced into Country Schools? 
Science, ix, 365. 

1887. A Plea for Industrial Education in the Public Schools. Pph. 12mo, pp 34. 
Boston. 
J ohn M. Ordway, A.M., Prof. 1869-1884. 

1882. Slojd Schools. Mass Teachers' Asso. 1881-82. Addresses, 1882. 
1882. H andwork Instruction in Sweden. 46th Ann. Rept. Mass. State Board of 

Education , 1881-82, 161-213. 
1883. Education as Illustrated in the Nuremberg Industrial E xhibition. Proc. 

Soc. Arts, M. I. T., 1882-83, 89-93." 

The following account of the School founded by the Institu te of 
Technology, is tak en from the ar ticle contributed to the F or ty-Fifth 
Annual Report of the Massachusetts Boardof E ducation, by Ex Pre
sident John D. Runkle, with additions made by him for this Repor1 
to bring the account to date, as already stated. 
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SCHOOL ·OF MECHANIC- ARTS. 

INSTITUTE OF. TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON, MASS. 

This school was founded by vote of the. corporation of the Institute, dated Aug. 
17, 1876. Since Oct. 1, 1878, it has been in charge of l!- committee of the faculty, 
Professor John M. Ordway, chairman, upon wh6m. ha.S devolv~d the main.direction 
of the school. While adhering to the spirit and method of instruction, the· aim has 
been to make the work in all departments as practical as possible, by. selecting use
ful forms, if equally good, to teach the particular manipulation. The accompany
ing pages of cu~s, showing series of samples used in each shop, are given as a gen
eral illustration, and not as the only, or even necessarily the best, series, for teach
ing the manipulations in each case. Every qualified teacher will naturally design 
his own course, and will also modify it from time to time as experience suggests. 
There is obviously the same freedom here as in the teaching of other subjects. The 
mechanic art courses are as follows : In wood-!. Carpentry and joinery; II. Wood
turning; III. Pattern-making. In iron-!. Vise-work; II. Forging; III. Foundery
work; IV. Machine-tool work. 

While these shops are used for the practical instruction of our students in mechan
ical engineering, and for such other professional. students of the Institute as desire 
it, they are most largely used by students in the school of mechanic arts. This 
school, in which special prominence is given to manual education, has been estab
lished for those who wish to enter upon industrial pursuits, rather than to become 
scientific engineers. It is designed to afford such students as have completed the 
ordinary grammar-school course an opportunity to continue the elementary scien
tific and literary studies, together with mechanical and freehand drawing, while 
receiving theoretical and practical instruction in these various arts, including the 
nature and economic value of the materials with which they deal. Nine hours per 
week-three lessons of three hours each-of the students' time are devoted to shop
work, and the balance to drawing and other studies; only one shop course, except 
in the case of special shop students,. being carried on at a time. . 

It may be well, now, briefly to indicate the steps necessary to be taken in fitting 
up a shop and in working out the course of study. 

The Shop.-1. Settle upon the tools and appliances to be used during the course. 
2. Decide how many students can be taught in a sect;ion. 3. Design the fitting up of 
the shop, giving each student the proper space and facilities, and so arrange that 
each student, in each section, can lock up and control his own tools and instru
ments, which are not to be used in common. 

The Course of Study.-1. Design a series of progressive lessons, especially adapted 
to teach the use of the set of tools and appliances pertaining to each course. 2. 
Let the master work each lesson, or sample, that he may settle clearly in his own 
mind, the best method of solution, with a statement of the reasons therefor. 3. A 
system of inspection upon which the quality of the work can be based, and each 
student given his proper percentage, and which shall also be the means of educat
ing the judgment of the student , that it may keep pace with his skill of hand to 
execute. . 

We find, then , that in this practical part of the problem there are three distinct 
educational steps. First, the best method of solution. Second, skill of hand to 
execute the work. Third, the capacity to judge of the quality of the work. 

The theoretical. studies are arithmetic, algebra, geometry, English, physics, and 
drawing. The shops are arranged for teaching sixteen in a section, except that for 
forging, which contains only eight forges, on account of the smallness of the room. 
T~e deficiency has been remedied as far as possible by enlarging the foundery, and 
usmg portable forges. 
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All our shops are entirely too small for the work we are endeavoring to do in 
them, and the present temporary building must soon be r eplaced by a larger and 
better adapted one, if t he purposes of t he school are ever fully realized. 

The Carpent1·y, Joinery, Wood-Turning and Patte~·n Shop.-This shop is 50' by 
20', one end containing the carpentry and joinery benches, and the other the 
wood-turning lathes shown in the cut. The la thes are placed four on each side of 
two benches, and under each lathe are four drawers to hold the tools of the four 
sect ions. The carpentry and joinery benches at the other end of the room are simi
larly arranged. In the middle of the room, the cut shows the saws for cu tting up 
the lumber to t he d imensions needed in t he courses of instruction. The first instruc
tion in carpentry and joinery is the use of the saw and plane ill working wood to 
given dimensions, a nd then a series of elements follow in order. (See cut.) No. 1, 
a square joint ; 2, a mitre joint ; 3, a dovetail joint ; 4, a blind dovetail ; 5, a mitre 
dovetail ; 6, a common tenon; 7, a key tenon; 8, a tusk tenon ; 9, a brace tenon; 
10, a p<~ir of rafters with collar beam ; 11, a truss tenon; 12, a drawer ; 13, a panel. 
In addition to the above each student makes a Slnall frame, to apply several of the 
elements of the previous lessons. A sample is given in the cut. 

SMALL FRAME. 

The instruction in turning (see cut) and circular-section pattern-making is given 
in the following series of models. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 represent a series of manipula
t ions in simple turning; 4, 5, and 12, pulleys ; 9, a globe-valve; 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 
14, patterns for various form s of pipe. Conesponding core patterns form part of 
the course. Bench patterns, and bench and lathe combined, a re not included for 
want of space. 

The instr uction in this shop is given by Mr. George Smith. assisted by Mr. Z. Nason. 
The Foundery.-The cut representing the foundery shows a part of the sixteen 

moulding benches. combined with troughs for holding the sand, with the c upola 
furnace at the other end of the room. Over the furnace is seen the Stnrte"<"antfan, 
which exhausts t he heat and dust from t he blacksmith's shop beyond. The furnace 
connects with a flue which passes out of the shop, thence underg rouml. into a chim
ney in the rear end of the main Institute building . The blast for t he fu rn:.ce is 
taken from the pipe shown over the door, in the rear right-hand corner of t he room. 
An average charge of the furnace is about five hundred pounds. 

Foundery CoU?·se.-Nos. 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, are pieces used in the course of filing and 
chipping; 6 and 7, curved castings; 8, a sheave; 9, a pulley; 10, a pulley; 11, an 
eccentric; 12, a clutch ; 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, parts of a loom; 19, 20, cogwheels; 
22, a rack ; 23, a shield. 

The Forging Shop.-This shop is fitted with eight forges. The Sturtevant pres
sure blower , which furnishes the blast for t he forges, is placed in t he engine-room. 
The hoods over t he forges a re connected with a six teen-inch pipe, which rnns 
longitudina lly near the ceiling of the ~hop , aud enters :~No. 4 Sturtevant Pxhunst 
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blow~r- in tha foundery, This. exhaust-blo~r- remeves .all smoke, az:id· dust,. and 
much .of. the-heat. This shep · wa;s-planned and fitted, by. }Jr. Bi F. Stw:tevant: of'. 
Boston at his own~~ The sehool ·is alsG,indebted to him for, other valuable:· 
assistance, 

The Machine-Tool Shop.-This shop contains sixteen engine lathes-of. 4tl bed, fom· 
speed lathes, and a Brainard milling machine. The engine lathes.were made for 
the school by the Putnam Machine Company of · Fitchburg, Mass., from new de
signs, and furnished at a greatly reduced cost, and have proved in all respects first
class tool$. Under each lathe is a chest of drawers to hold the tools belonging to 
the students using it. A bench under the window holds the requisite number of 
vises. The shop needs a v&!iety of additional tools, which are not furnished for 
want of room. 

The Ohipping, J.ililing, and Pitting Shop.-Thisshop contains· benches with•sixteen. 
vises and other needful appliances, with planer; grindstone, etc.-, for· which-there 
is no room in the machine-tool shop. 

The instruction in forging, vise-work, and 'machine-tool WOJ!'k·isin charge of-.Mr• 
Thomas Foley, a thorough and skillful mechanic, wb0 has-served-his· seven years'-' 
apprenticeship, and has had; besides, along and varied•experience in-his-profession. 
He has. a clear comprehensioa of. the problem of: mechanic art education; and has, 
during the past .ftve years, shewn. equal capacity as &•teacher: He recognizes· that 
the student should acquire something besides simple manual training· in this•de
partment of education. A want: of· method, a .want: of appreciation of· the ends· to 
be gained on the part ofrthe teacher, are both fatal:to -the ·best results. · Mr. A•.W. 
Sanborn; a· .graduate ot:the school, is Mr; Foley's assistant. 

It gives me great pleasure. to. submit Mr. Foley'& report, as follow.s:
Professor J. D. RumaE. 

DEAR Sm,-The system of' apprenticeship of·the present day, as· a general rule, 
amounts to very little for the apprentice, considering the length of· time he must 
devote to the learning-of his trade. He is kept· upon such -work-·as will most· profit 
his employer, who thus protects himself. If the apprentice should be tl:ierough1y 
taught all branches in the shortest time, he would be likely·to"leave as·soon·as' he 
could do better, letting his employer suffer -the· loss· of• time devoted to · his instruc
tion. 

Now-, it' appears' like throwing· away two or ·three years ·of' one's· life -to 11:tta-in· a 
knowledge of any business that can be acquired in the short· space of' twelve or· 
thirteea days-by a proper course of instruction. ' The dexterity·that cernes from 
practice can be reached as quickly after the twelve days' instruction as-after -the . 
two or more ·years spent· as· an apprentice under the adverse circumstances' speken 
of above.- The-plan here is· to give the student· the fundamental · principles fu ·such 
lessons• as will teach them most clearly,_ and give practice enough· in· the shortest 
time to acquire a knowledge of the different· kinds of· tools and. various'way-s .of;
usiag-them. For,instance, if· a man can make a small article in·iron, steel; or · any 
other material, perfectly (by such methods), he can make it · of larger- proportions · 
with the additional time and help required for-such an undertaking. The same in· 
degrees· of· heat required for fusing or welding· metals: if' he can d6 it< well : in a 
lesser degree, he can ~ertainly do so in a greater with the additional facilities. 

After· nearly five years' experience .in the workshops in my charge, with tlie 
valuable suggestions o£ the professors so much interested ; in tbe· sucoess··of~ the
i!Chool, we find the best results in the time allowed, accomplished by the method 
now in use in the Institute workshops; viz., three lessons T\Ar week of tliree liours 
:mob. r .- . 

The time is j)ISt sufficient to create a vigorous interest without.tiring: it also lea.ves 
11. more lasting impressi6n than by_ taxing the physical powers for a longer· period. 
We ha:ve.tried. four. hours a. day, and find that a larger amount of work, and.of, 
bett ... ,. quality, can be produced in the three-hour lessons. 
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In order to give each student the proper credit, and to show him the most impor
tant points in each piece, the following method has been adopted for inspection: 
Take case of bending. The four shapes to the right of 4 on the cut of forgings rep
resent bending of fiat and round iron; and the points to be noted by the student are 
rated as follows:-

Dimensions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Form .............. .. ....... . .. . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . ........ 70 
Finish... .. .. ......... . ................... . ................. . 5 

100 

The most important point in this lesson is the form; the n ext the dimensions, and 
the last the finish. Through all the iron-working and other metal in each shop, 
the same method is carried out. Every piece is made to certain dimensions laid 
down upon the drawing. The object of working to dimensions is to establish the 
necessity of correctness in measurement, and is followed throughout the course as 
a very essential point. The most of the exercises convey the idea of the necessity 
of straight lines in drawing or lengthening iron, and graceful curves in bending. 

"The iron-forger's art is composed of the following terms and movements :
First. The m anagement of the fire, and the degrees of heat necessary for each 

particular m etal forgeable. 
Second. Drawing down, or reducing the cross-section. 
Third. Bending without materially changing the cross-section. 
Fourth. Upsetting or shortening the piece, and increasing its cross-section. 
Fifth. Fagoting, or building up for welding, and welding the same; and welding 

without fagoting or building up, understood generally as welding. 
Sbdh. Splitting. ~ The terms are so well understood that they need no expla-
Seventh. Punching . f nation. 
Eighth. Chamfering, means hammering the edges down to give the piece a light 

appearance. 
Ninth. Annealing steel. 
Tenth. Hardening and tempering steel. 
Eleventh. Case-hardening iron. 
Annealing brass, copper , etc., is often done by the forger , but does not really 

come under this bead, although it is taught in this department. 
The varied forms of construction are simply the adaptation of the instruction 

course to such variation. 
Together with the main tools-the planer , lathe milling-machine, upright drill, 

etc.-used in the machine course, the uses of each auxiliary tool are thoroughly 
explained, and sufficient J)ractice given in short lessons to p1ace the student on a 
par, so far as the general h'llowledge goes, with the three-years' apprentice. 

The methods adopted here are as follows: A sketch of the piece is laid out t<> the 
working dimensions on the blackboard for reference during the exercise. The 
article is then forged in detail by the instructor before the class, calling their atten· 
tion to each particular point necessary to its successful formation at the same t ime. 
There a re also duplicate pieces distributed through the shop to refr esh the m emory 
and assist the eye in forming. E acJ:t student is rated according to the quantity and 
quality of his work, which is judged by the 1ules laid down for inspection. 

A BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE COURSE IN ffiON AND STEEL FORGING, HARDENING 

AND TEMPERING STEEL, AND CASE-HARDENING ffiON. 

The first lesson comprises the building and keeping forge fires in proper condition 
upon which depends in a great measure the success of forging. It also takes in till 
degrees of beat necessary for the successful working of the m etals in their varia~ 
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forms. The other lessons will be explained briefly but technically in order corre
sponding with the number in the cut to be found to the left of each piece, or in the 
centre of the piece when it can be so placed to advantage. · 

No. 2. Cutting Cold Iron, Bevel-Forgi-ng, Drawing, Forming, and Bendin.
The bevel-forging is shown in ·the firsHorm of the piece, but destroyed in taking its 
final form. 

No. 3. Drawing and Forming.-Drawing is reducing the cross-section. Forming 
will be better understood by the following description of the entire piece : Drawing 
from a round piece to form a square, then to form a portion of it octagonal, .and 
lastly to a tapered round point. In this figure welding is introduced to ,show the 
necessity of so doing when using common iron (iron most generally used). The re
sult of drawing such material without using a welding heat would be the separation 
of its parts lengthwise. In this piece the necessity of maintaining straight lines is 
impressed, and expected to be carried out in future lessons •. 

No. 4. Bending does not change the cross-section as much as drawing. In some 
cases it is hardly perceptible. This exercise consists of bending round and flat iron 
in a circular form. The two staples in the centre of the rings take in drawing with 
the bending, and are made in a useful form only because it can be done as well so 
without taking up extra time that might be put to a more profitable use. 

Let me say here, that all through the course, whenever the principles can be in
troduced in a useful form without occupying more time than would be spent in 
a plain form, it is invariably carried out. 

No. 5. Welding, Fagot-Welding.-This lesson is intendea to show how iron can 
be increased in size by joining a number of pieces together by welding where it 
could not be done so easily or profitably by upsetting. 

No.6. Upsetting, and Bolt-Making by Upsetting.-Upsetting shortens the piece, 
and increases its cross-section. The first piece to the right of the figure 6 shows a 
piece of round iron upset at one end enough to make a square from the round of 
the same dimensions as the diameter of the round, and intended as preparatory to 
the working of the other figure to the right,-a bolt upset in the same manner to 
form the square head, enough being upset at the end of the piece to form the head 
in a heading-tool. 

No.7. Upsetting while Bending and Forming.-This piece, being a square made 
of square iron with well-defined corners inside and out, is pretty difficult to make 
by this method if great care is not taken in handling it. This method saves con
siderable time where it can be used. It is not the strongest form, and only used 
where neatness in appearance or nice fitting is required. 

No. 8. Upsetting before Bending and Forming.- This piece being square only on 
the outside, while the inside corner is round, it is a stronger form, but for purposes 
differing ftom fig. 7; viz., a knee, angle-iron, or bracket, as it is termed. Sometimes 
it is intended to show different methods of doing work similar in construction. 

No. 9. Bending and Twisting.- Bending in this case (the piece being a floor-tim
ber hanger) is done without upsetting, leaving it strong enough for its purpose by 
making the inside and outside of the turn rounding. The twisting is simply to 
bring the other end in position to receive the timber. 

No. 10. Drawing, Bending, and Tioisting.-The object in drawing the ends is to 
alter the form from square to round, and also make it lighter where the hook ~nd 
eye are turned, the bending of which has already been described. The twist in the 
centre of the square part is intended to show how this part of ornamental work is 
done. The other figure No. 10, an S hook, as it is termed, is a part of this lesson, 
and is intended to accustom the student to the graceful curving of iron. 

No. 11. Upsetting, Welding, Forming, and Punching.-A tool for making the 
heads of bolts, rivets, etc., known as a heading-tool. · 

No. 12. Upsetting, Drawing, Bending, Chamfering, and Punching.-This piece, 
.A.RT-VOL 4--2 
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a bracket, combines the movement& de!!igna.ted by the hea.ding of the lesson. W • 
find, in such combinations throughout the course, that it keeps the student weli up 
in memory (and practice with the hands) of the past lessons. 

No. 13. Bending, Dmwing, Welding, and Forming.-In this combination the ring 
is made in three pieces, involving the above movements. The object of this piece 
is to show how large bauds of this form can be made with economy of time and 
material. 

No. 14. Butt or Jump Weld.-This piece is intended to show how a swell can be 
made in the centre, or any other point, of the bar; also to show the treatment such 
welds should receive after welding, in order to preserve the strength of the weld. 

No. 15. Drawing and Upsetting in Heading-Tool.-Rivets and clout or dog nails 
are what has been made in the tool No. 11. The main feature in the lesson is mak
ing the required shaped head, and keeping the body of the piece in the centre of the 
head. 

No. 16. Upsetting and Drawing.-One of the hexagonal-headed bolts was made 
by upsetting the bolt to form the head. The other, a small one, No. 16, will be 
found forming a part of No. 13, and was made by drawing the body of the piece, 
and forming the head out of the stock from which the body was dra,~n. The ob
ject of this lesson is to give the necessary practice required to form the sides of the 
head uniform. 

No. 17. Punching. Making Sg:ua1·e and Hexagonal Nuts.-In this lesson the dif
ferent methods of making nuts by the use of the hammer alone, and by the use of 
the hexagonal tool, are carried out. 

No. 18. Upsetting, Punching, W elding, and Fitting.-This piece, a solid eye-stay 
or brace, as it is termed, besides the combination used in former lessons, takes in 
fitting or setting the piece to a given angle as a support. Countersinking for screw
heads is also included. 

No. 19. Punching, Splitting, Forming, and Welding.-This form of hasp is only 
introduced to give practice in splitting, along with the other processes. 

No. 20. Bending, Sca1-jing, and Welding Round Iron.- The links of chain that 
form the lesson introduce a different scarf for welding from the ordinary one of 
straight round iron. The twisting of the chain is also brought in here. 

No. 21. Bending and Welding Flat and Edgewise.-The two pieces numbered as 
above are close together on the plate, and need but little explanation on account of 
the correctness of their delineation, the difference in the shape of scarfing before 
welding being the only excuse for making this remark as the point of the lesson. 

No. 22. Drawing, Bending, and Welding. A piece well known as an eye-bolt or 
ring-bolt, the manner of shaping and scarfing being the particular points in the 
piece. A nut at the end of the bolt, with a screw cut upon it, will be described at 
the close of the lessons. This figure will be found upon the cut in conjunction with 
No. 28, a ring welded after being passed through the eye, making the piece com-
plete. · 

No. 23. Drawing, Welding, and Fonning.- The main point in this piece is the 
formation of the eye by turning and welding it in such a manner as to make it 
appear as a solid piece of metal punched and worked out. It is only intended, as 
a general thing, for work to be finished. The figure itself is intended for a rope
hook. 

No. 24. Drawing, P unching, Upsetting, Welding, and Riveting.-In introducing 
this piece it is considered necessary that the student should be able to construct one 
of the most essential tools used in the art of forging, viz., a blacksmith's tongs; 
and, as it combines nearly all that has been gone through in former lessons, it nat
urally brings to mind what might be lost in a measure without such a combination 
of them. 

No. 25. Punching, Drawing, and F01·ming. -The piece here represented differs 
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only in the formation of the eye (by punching) and tlie hook part (by flattening, to 
give it greater strength) from No. 23. This hook iS used generally as a chain-hook. 

No. 26. Scarf-Welding, Flat Iron. (Common Iron.)-This piece, an Lor right
angled weld, has to be scarfed in a different manner from anything before in this 
course, and on this account it is brought in here, with the additional point, squar
ing the piece. 

No. 27. Scarf- Welding, Flat Iron. (Norway Iron.)-A different form of scarf 
from last number. It is what is termed a T -weld, and the peculiarity of the scarf 
is one of the most essential points; an.>ther, the forming of the piece before taking 
a second welding-heat, in order to give the piece the appearance of being solid. In 
this lesson we use the best of iron, and in the last poor iron, or what is in common 
use : by this means the student is brought to see the difference of treatment in 
welding the two qualities of iron. 

No. 28. Bending and Welding.-The figure With the number above attached in 
the cut is a ring welded after being passed through the eye of the ring-bolt No. 22. 
making the two as one complete piece, a ring-bolt. The most particular feature in 
this piece is the forming of the scarf in such a manner as to make the welding of it 
easy. 

No. 29. Jump Weld, Round upon Flat.-The round and flat iron welded in this · 
way clearly shows by their scarfing how any other shaped iron can be welded 
together in the same way. In this piece the scarfs differ from the former scarfs 
materially. The varied uses to which the piece may be put may easily be perceived 

No. 30. Drawing, Forming, Punching, and Welding.-This combination brings. 
into play some difficult movements in order to produce a sound swivel, as the piece 
is termed. One of the pieces forged in lesson No. 15 forms the revolving portion 
of the piece when completed. 

No. 31. Bending and Riveting.-The tripod with this number in the centre, al
though it takes in bending, is intended more particularly to show how riveting 
cold iron is done. By the addition of bending, it leaves the piece in a useful form. 

No. 32. Scarfing, Riveting, and Calking Boiler-Plate."'-The object of this lesson 
is to show how iron plates can be put together, and' made steam-tight. Some of the 
rivets are riveted with the use of a heading-toof, and some are riveted in the ordi
nary way with hammers. The piece is afterwards calked to make it tight, with a 
tool termed a calking-tool . 

No. 33. Steel-Forging.-Cast steel of different grades and different manufactures 
is introduced throughout the course of steel-forging. Spring steel, too, is taken in, 
and the many ways of· determining the quality and method of treating it in its 
various changes. · 

The first piece, No. 33, is an S wrench,-to be finished in the filing course, where 
the reasons for so doing are explained. In forging this piece the degree of heat 
necessary for the successful working of steel is practically illustrated by the in
structor, and consequently very few failures occur. Annealing, or softening, hard
ening, and tempering, comes in at the close of the steel lessons. 

No. 34. Welding Steel and Iron together, and Steel and steel together.-A flat 
piece of iCon and steel are welded together, af~r the very essential preparation in 
scarfing, and then the steel and steel are welded, making the piece complete in six 
inches in length. · 

No. 35. Forked or Split Weld . . (Steel and Iron.)-A form of welding in more 
general use than any other ; and, wherever it can be used with convenience, insures 
economy in time and strength in the piece, being supported on,each side by the 
iron, making, as a general thing, a better weld or more substantial piece. 

No. 36. Tapers and Bevels. (Cast Steel.)-A blacksmith's punch and cold-chisel, 
numbered as abov~, upon the cut, is intended to carry out the heading of the lesfl.On, 
making true tapers and bevels throughout. 
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No. 3i. Drctwiug and Fon11i11g.-The fh·st one, a right-hand, diamond-pointed 
In the-tool \to be used in the machine shop). The correctness of its shape and temper 
prompts the student to have it as near perfect as possible. on account of having to 
use the same tool in his future work. 

The second. a ratchet drill (its shape and tempet· differing considerably from a 
lathe or vert ical drill) is cleaJ'ly explained. while in comparison the other forms are 
shown at the same time. 

No. 38. D1·awing Tape'l'sand Bevels.-The first piece of this number , a grnser or 
diamond-pointed tool (to be used in the machine-shop course), is plain in its appear
ance: but the main point is the tempering of the piece. 

The second, a matching-tool, a wood-working revolving tool. The :object in intro
ducing this plain form is to show in the last lesson (tempering) how such wood
working tools as moulding, planing, and matching tools should be tempered to 
iJJSm·e comparati ~e success in working wood. 
~o. 39. Tapers ancl B evels. (Drawing Cast Steel.)-The first piece, No. 39, is a 

cape-chisel, used for cutting g t·ooves in iron or any other metal. It is formed from 
a square to an octagonal form, to give practice in changing steel , as well as iron 
into different shapes; but the main point is the formation of the chisel part of the 
piece. The second piece, ~o. 39, is a cenh·e-punch, a tool in use among nearly all 
metal-workers. 

No. 40. Drawing and Shaping.-The first piece. No. 40, is cast-steel offset-spring. 
The second, a half-elliptic spring, made of spring steel. The object in introducing 
the different kinds of steel for this pw·pose is to show the difference in methods of 
tempering each , one being hardened in water, the other in oil. 

~o. 41. Drawing and Shaping. (Cast Steel.)-A right-hand side tool, to be used 
in course in machine-shops. 

No. 42. Drawing and B evelling. (Cast Steel. )-A stone-drill, the correct fo1·m 
and temper being the main features in the piece. 

No. 43. Drawing, P tmching, ancl Tapering. (Cast Steel.)-A r iveting hammer. 
The idea. of bringing as m any tools used in working iron into the cow·se as possible 
has been canied out as fa.r as consistent with the time allowed for giving a general 
knowledge of the manipulations. • At the close of the cow·se, hardening and tern· 
pering are exp lained. A set of the pieces is hardened and tempered before the class. 
Then each student tempers his pieces, and they a re then tested to see if they are fit 
to do the work intended for them. 

An excuse must be made for the incorrectness in the shape of some of the pieces, 
as they are the fo1·ms made by the students; but I think an impartial judge would 
allow that they will compare faYorably with work done daily by blacksmit hs with 
as many years' experience as the student has bad days. 

The use of stocks and dies for screw-cutting, and drills, countersinks, etc., is 
taught also. 

DESCRIPTION OF COURSE IN VISE-WORK. 

A given time is allowed for the completion of each piece. If a student completes 
his work within the given time, he is allowed to take the next piece, or make any 
article he chooses, to use u p the time allowed for the lesson. Each lesson in filing 
.is varied in such a manner as to insure the introduction of the different shaped files, 
and their application to the varied forms. 

The machine and filing course, occupying the same plate without regard to their 
precise order, must necessarily be followed by number, without regard to position. 

The pieces intended for filing a re planed in order to remove the rough scale so 
detrimental to files. The pieces, however , a re planed out of true, in order to have 
the student bring the piece t o perfection by the use of the file. 

LESSO-" I. :Xo. 11. Filin(J to Liae.-A plain block of cast iron , a ct:rtain amount 
of which i.~ filed off true to given lines stmck off by the planer. In this· piece the 
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student is taught how to regulate the movement of the file in order to produce a 
true surface, with the· assistance of a straight edge. ' 

LESSON 2. No. 17.-The side and·end are filed square with first true surface, a 
steel square being used to assist in its formation. 

LESSON 3. No. 18. Cast Iron.-On one side of piece No. 17 a half hexagonal 
form is laid out and lined in the vise by the student, and finally finished in that 
form with the file. In this case the one block is made to do service in the three 
lessons, saving time and materiat. · 

LESsoN 4. No. 19. Cast Iron.-The object of this piece is to show the different 
shaped files used in making rack-teeth This lesson shows how any sharp-bottomed 
piece can be formed, aside from the rack. . 

LESSON 5. No. 20. Dovetailing. (Wrought Iron.)-This piece introduces drill
ing, sawing, chipping, and filing. The difference and method of working the two 
materials, cast and wrought iron, are brought out in this lesson, comparing the 
method of finishing with the last lesson. 

LESSON 6. No. 21...:...A cast-steel wrench, made in forging course introduces in
side and outside curve-filing, square hole filed from a round one, also draw-filing. 

LESSON 7. No. 22. ParaUel Fitting Tongues and Grooves.-An iron casting, lined 
out by the student and fitted in the form represented; the perfection of which is a 
good indication of the progress made after the few lessons a.lready taken-

LESSON 8. No. 23. Freehand Filing, with use of Hand-Vise.-A round cast-steel 
piece reduced in diameter its entire length, and .filed at one end to a tapering point; 
the main feature in the piece being a true taper, and having the point in the centre 
of the body. . · 

LESSON 9. No. 25.-Comes under the same heading as last number. This piece 
is reduced the whole length iil diameter; then a given portion is reduced still more, 
in order to form a shoulder on the piece, making what is termed a screw-blank. 
(Material, cast steel.) 

LESSON 10. No. 24.-Classed the same as last two numbers. Is a. piece of cast 
steel (round) filed into the shape of an acorn, from memory, by the student. 

LESSON 11. No. 26. Ring-Work. Freehand Filing. (Cast Iron.)-=-The blank to 
the right of the number shows the p5.ece before filing; the one to the left is the fin
ished form. The first for~ is square around tlie ring, and finally finished into a. 
round form. 

LESSON 12. No. 27. Chipping Bevels. (Cast Iron.)-Tbe first forp1 is a plain 
block, lined upon the planer the distance from the edge intended for the bevel 
This piece introduces the use of the fiat cold-chisel 

LESSONS 13, 14, and 15. No. 28.-Upon this one block (wrought iron) we intro
duce key-way or key-seat chipping, half-round chamfering, convex and concave 
chipping, involving the use of cape-chisels, half-round and fiat chisels, and shows 
the difference in treatment of the two materials; viz., cast and wrought iron- By 
making one block serve for the three lessons, it saves time, stock, and room-

LESSON 16. No. 29. DriUing, ChipPing, and Fi1ing to Line.-A planed fiat 
piece of cast iron upon which is laid out or lined an oval shape. All that can be 
drilled out of it is next done, and the stock remaining within the lines iS then 
chipped and filed to the line. 

LEsso"" 17. No. 30. Ward-Filing and Key-F'itting.-A key-blank is taken for 
this purpose, and filed to given dimen'sions, and afterwards fitted to the lock. 

LESSON 18. No. 31. Screw-Filing.-The object of this lesson is to show how a 
screw can be cut with a file, when the lathes or stocks and dies are not available. 

L ESSON 19. No. 32. &raping.-The three pieces together with the scraping-tool 
below them, No. 33, show what is necessary to prodUGe a. true surface by this 
method. 

No. 33 is a very fine piece of forging and tempering, forged and finished in ihe 
filing course, and not set down in the forging course, by mistake. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE IN MACHINE-TOOL WORK. 

LESSON 1. A screw-cutting or engine lathe is taken to pieces, and each particular 
piece, used in the construction of the tool, is described in order that the class may 
be made familiar with it before using it, and by this means expensive machinery 
may be saved from unnecessary damage. 

LESSON 2. Centring, Sq!Laring Ends, Roughing and Finishing Chip. (Cast 
Iron. )-The piece of cylindrical form is first true<f up, afterwards centre-drilled, 
countersunk, squared up on the ends, and then a roughing and smoothing chip. 

LESSON 3. Tape1· Turning. (Cast Iron.)-The first piece numbered on the cut 
b turned two different tapers. The stock of the last lesson is used in this, to save 
the time centring and squaring up: consequently the first piece, Lesson 2, does not 
appear upon the cut. 

No. 4. T!mting Flat Pieces upon the Edges.-This piece, a fiat chuck-drill, in
tended for use on piece No. 5, shows how flat pieces can be turned on the sides and 
chamfered on the ends, and also made into a tool. 

A rough wrought-iron piece of cylindrical form centred, etc., as in the case of 
the preceding piece, but wholly differing in the manner of working it. In this 
lesson we introduce the tools required for turning and boxing wrought iron (differ
ing considerably in form from the tools used in working cast iron); namely, the 
diamond-pointed tool, side tools, right and left twist-drill, fiat chuck-drill (with its 
rest), taper reamer, screw-cutting tool, round-nosed or spoon-shapeu tool, parting 
or cutting-off tool. 

The introduction of various auxiliary tools, such as the centre rest, forked centre, 
square centre, etc., gives a great amount of practice in wrought iron working in 
this one piece. In this piece may be found centre rest chucking, the different forms 
of bearings in use, taper fitting, outside screw cutting, drilling through the piece 
at the end of the taper fit, convex and concave turning with engine and hand or 
speed lathes, and use of tools accompanying the last-named lathe. 

No. 6. Chucking, Inside Screw Cutting, etc.-This piece is fitted to the screw cut 
upon the last piece, showing the uses of the boring-tool, recessing or inside cutting
off tool, on the outside of the piece. The tools described in the former lessons are 
brought in play, slightly altered to suit the material (cast iron), also the method of 
facing up the plate of iron in order to make it true, and showing how to lay out 
and drill hoi~ at equal distances from one another upon a given circle. 

No. 7. Pulley Chucking, TU?·ning, Reaming, etc. - A driving fit, crown turning, 
squaring, and filing with speed, are introduced in this piece. Accompanying it, 
and driven through the centre of the piece, is an arbor upon which the pulley is 
turned. This arbor, like the one No. 13, is made of steel annealed first, and tem
pered when the ends are finished ; finally the body is turned to fit the pulley, and 
by this method insuring the truthfulness of the arbor fora longer period on account 
of the ends being tempered. 

No. 8. Bolt-Tuming, and Screw-Cutting outside.-This piece, made in t he forg
ing course, is used here to show how this form can be finished with more accuracy 
than by t he methods in general use, such as stocks and dies, scr ew-cutting machines, 
bolt-cutters, etc. It is only intended for true fitting, too expensive a method for 
rough purposes, but invaluable for service in fir-st-class machinery. The tapping 
of the nut s by the machine-tap, and finishing 'of the nuts, are also brought in in 
this lesson. 

No. 9 shows the turning and fitting of shafting coupling, or any piece where a 
driving or running fit is required. Key-seat cutting, splining, key-fitting, etc., 
with the use of planer, hand-splining tools, etc., for this purpose. 

No. 10 introduces the use of the planer in fitting the two parts of the box and 
bottom of the piece, termed a pedestal or pillar block. The lesson also shows bow 
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the bolt-holes should be laid out and drilled in order that ·the bolts should have a 
proper bea:ing in connecting the cap and bottom of the box, so as· to make a 
substantial bearing for the introduction of the main feature of the lesson ; viz, a 
boring-bar, a tool used for boring engine-cylinders, etc. In this piece although 
upon a small scale, is carried out each part'cular point required on a larger scale. 

No. 11. Brass-Turning.-In this single piece the uses of the various tools for 
outside turning, at.the same time the reverse tools for inside turning, a r e explained. 
The main point in the lesson is to s how the great difference in the shape of the tools 
required for use upon the softer metals. 

Nos. 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 are pieces worked out in the Universal Milling 1\la
chine. 

The uses of the index-head, gear-cutting, straight and bevelled, the many-sided 
forms that can be cut with the help of the index-head, spiral cutting, Use of vise 
attached to the machine, etc ,-all the movements necessary to accomplish any of 
the pieces,-are execu ted by the students before actual work is commenced. By 
this means they become familiar with the working of it, and consequently have 
more confidence in themselves, and are less liable to damage the machine or tools. 

Nos. 12 and 16 represent gear-cutting. 
No. 13.-An arbor used in connection with No. 15 in spira l cutting. 
No. 14.-A piece of plain milling, six sided on one end and seven upon the other. 
No. 15.- A piece of spiral cutting. 
Many other pieces are drawn in, such as fluting reamers, taps, etc. 
After acquiring a knowledge of the use of the tools by this m ethod , the student 

takes in hand a piece or machine of his own design,- for instance, a lathe, steam
engine, etc.,-thus showing how easily this method can be applied to construction. 

With this closes the present course of instruction in use in the machine-shop. 
It has been supposed that these elementary shop courses could not be so conducted 

as to give the students much notion of any specific applications in construction ; 
but any one who will study Mr. Foley's report carefully will, I think, cometoadif
ferent conclusion." 

In a let ter dated June 11th, 1883, enclosing the accompanying plan 
of the new Mechanic.Art Shop Building, and the note13 commenting 
upon the school; which follow here, Professor Runkle, r emarks in 
relation to the general subject to which t his P art of the Special Re
port is devoted: 

* * *. " I have long wished that som e one well qualified for t he task would 
take up the philosophical side of all art education, and give all teachers as well as 
the public the true view in regard to it. • 

While it is true that public opinion is rapidly settling down upon the poiilt that 
some modifications of our educational system is needed, there seems to be a wide 
diversity of opinion as to the way of securing the needed changes with the least 
harm to the continuity of our present educational work. How can we best modify 
so as to adapt to present conditions? 

Wishing you all success in your important labors, 
I am, very truly yours, · 

J . D. RUNKLE•" 
To Col. I. EDwARDS C LARKE. 

" The Mechanic Art School of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has en
tirely outgrown its temporary shop building erected at its establishment in 1876. 
The new building of which we give a ground plan is 120 by 154 feet. The front 
portion, 40 by 120, is two stories high, and is to be used for clasi and drawini rooms; 
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the remainder of the building, only one ·story in height, is devoted to the several 
shoi;>s. 

The scope and plan of the school have not been changed since the date of the 
paper in the forty fifth annual report of the Secretary of the Massachusetts Board 
of Education in which will be found a pretty full statement concerning it. It is 
quite certain however that during the coming year its course of study and shop 
work will be extended to three years. During the present two ,-ears there is only 
sufficient time to take the students over the several preliminary or the fundamental 
shop courses, leaving no time for them to emphasize such portions as may seem de
sirable, nor to make specific applications in constructions of the principles learned 
during the preliminary instruction. To accomplish these ends, as well as to enlarge 
the cow"Se of theoretical or purely mental studies, a third year is to be added. When 
this is 8.one:and the school can have the advantage of morecommodious shops and 
class rooms, the stimulus of larger numbers of older and more advanced pupils, and 
of a wider range of application, it will be able to fw-nish not only better trained and 
qualified men to enter upon the various industrial pursuits, but what is just now of 
even more importance, a cl~ of young men well qualified to take positions as 
teachers in all schools desiring to give this kind of instruction. 

In the report of the President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for 
1876 will be found a paper on the Russian system of shop instruction as developed 
and carried out in the Imperial Technical School Moscow. In this paper attention 
is asked to the fundamental distinction between an art and a trade, and a few of 
the reasons are given why the art idea, and not the trade, should be made the foun
dation in any system of manual training. This paper also lays out the plan of the 
Mechanic Art School of the Institute as it has been carried on since that time. 

The Forty-fu"St Annual report of the Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of 
Education contains a paper on the "Manual Element in Education," in which the 
educational value of hand instruction is more fully stated and illustrated by the 
system adopted in the Mechanic Art School of the Institute. This paper also shows 
that there are three distinct steps to be taken in shop instruction in order to secure 
the best educational results." 

The following statement of the conditions of admission and of the 
schedule of stu.dies is from the 18th annual catalogue of the Institute 
of Technology for 1882- '83: 

"Applicants for the regular coW"Se must be at least fifteen years of age, and must 
pass a satisfactory examination in .Al:ithmetic, Geography, and English Composition. 

The tuition is $150 a year, with no extra charge for the use of tools, or materials, 
used in the regular exercises. Special students, taking the same amount of shop 
work only as the reg~ar class shop work, will be charged less. The student is en
titled to the products of his work. A monthly return of absences is made to the 
parent or guardian." · 

FIRST YEAR. 

Fi1·st Ter-m.-Shop W ork,-Carpentery. Algebra commenced. English Compo
sition. Mechanical and Freehand Drawing. 

Second Term.-Shop Work,-'\Vood Turning; Pattern Making, Foundry Work. 
Plane Geometry. English Composition. Mechanical and Freehand Drawing. 

SECOND YEAR. 

First Te!'1n.-Shop Work,- Forging. Algebra completed. Elementary Physics. 
English Composition. Mechanical Drawing. French. 

Second Term.-8hop Work,-Vise Work, Machine Tool Work. Geometry. Phy• 
sics. English Composition. Mechanical Drawing. French Drawing. 
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The Massachusetts Charitable Mecha11ics' Association offers to aons 
of present or past members, two scholarships each eniiitling_. th~ 
student "to free tuition in the School of Mechanic Arts." 

The catalogue shows an attendance of 57 students in the School 
of Mechanic Arts. 

:MASSACHUSETI'S I NSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. ScHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS. 

FRANCIS A. WALKER, PH. D., LL.D., President. 
Clarence W . Fearing, A. M., InstrUctor in the School of Mechanic Arts. 
Charles L. Adams, Instructor in Drawing in the School of Mechanic Arts. 

WORKSHOPS. 

Thomas Foley, in charge of Iron Work. 
George Smith, in charge of Wood Work. 
Arthur W. Sanborn, assistant in Iron Work. 
Zachariah Nason, assistant in Wood Work. 

The Twenty-First Annual catalogue of the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology (1885-86) thus characterizes the Sch ool of Me
chanic Arts. (See page 112.) 

"A subordinate School of Mechanic ArtB has been established by the Corporation of 
the Institute, in which special prominenee is given· to handwork in connection with 
high-school studies, affording an opportunity to such students as have completed 
the ordinary grammar-school colirse to continue the elementary scientific and lit
erary studies, together with mechanical and freehand drawing, while receiving 
instruction in the use of the typical hand and machine tools for working iron and 
wood. 

' ' The general plan of the school is similar to that of the Imperial Technical School 
of Moscow, the Royal Mechanic Art School of "Komatau in Bohemia, the Ecole 
Municipale d'Apprentis of Paris, or. that of the Ambachtsschoole of the principal 
cities of Holland, but has been specially adapted to the somewhat different condi
tions existing in our own country. The object is not to fit the pupil for a particular 
trade, but to develop the bodily and mental powers in harmony with each other, 
and with reference to the actual wants 'of life. The handwork is done without re
gard to pecuniary profit, but is designed to give the student good judgment, self
reliance, and executive power, pieces practically useful being introduced when it 
can be done without detriment to the systematic arrangement of the courses. Its 
exact and systematic method affords the direct advantage of t raining t he hand and 
eye for accurate and efficient service with the greatest economy of time, and t he 
instruction in the use of tools and materials has also proved a valuable aid in intel-
lectual development. · · 

" The school occupies a building on Garrison street, a short distance from the 
Rogers Building. The facilities for instruction are ample and increa~?ing; and the 
mechanical laboratories, in which the instruction in the mechanic arts is given 
have a thorough equipment (see p. 46)." 

The following is the list of the apparatus provided for the use of 
the pupils in this department of the Institute: 

"The carpenter , wood-turning, and pattern-making departments contain 40 Car
penters' benches, 2 circular-saw benches, a swing-saw, 2 jig-saws, a buzz-planer , a 
boring-machine, 36 wood-lathes, a large pattern-maker's lathe, and 36 pattern
maker's benches. The foundry contains a cupola furnace for melting iron, 2 brass . 
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furnaces, and 82 moulder's benches. The tprge .shop contains 82 forges, 7 black
smith's vises, and 1 blacksmith's hand-drill. The machine-shop contains 22 engine
lathes, and 15 hand-lathes of recent approved patterns, a machine-drill, 2 planers, 
a shaping-machine, a universal milling-machine, a grinding-lathe, and 82 vise
benches arranged for instruction in viSe-work." 

· It will be seen by comparison with the account of the, early 
equipment that the facilities have been largely increased in the new 
building. 

The following summary of attendance for the year is given. 

Summary: School of Mechanic .Arts. 

Regular Students, 2d year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • 12 
" 1st " . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • 12 

Special " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 86 

Total ......................................... .'......... 60 

The following is the list of the faculty of the school as given, in 
the 22nd .Annual Catalogue (1886-'87.) 

OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION. 

FRANCIS A. WALKER, LL.D., Preaident. · 

Peter Schwamb, S.B., Director. 
Clarence W. Fearing, A.M., Instructor in English and Mathematics. 
Charles L. Adams, Instructor in Drawing. 
William H. Pickering, S.B., Instructor in Physics. 
George T. Dippold, Ph.D., Instructor in French. 
Charles H. Stephenson, Instructor in Machine-Tool Work. 
Theodore B. Merrick, Instructor in Wood-work and Foundry-work. 
James R. Lambirth, Instructor in Forging. 
James G. Langdon, Assistant in Wood-work. 
Robert H. Smith, Assistant in .:Machine-Tool work. 
Herbert W. Adams, Assistant in Drawing. 
John W. Raymond, Jun., Assistant in Forging. 
Special instruction is given also by members of the Faculty of the School of Indus

trial Science. 

Summary : School of Mechanic .Arts. 

Regular Sturlents, 2d year ......... , _. ............ ,. ...........•• 7 
" " 1st " ...................... : .. ............ 15 

Special . ..... .. ........................ .. ......... 16 

Total .................................................... 38 

The 23rd .Annual Catalogue 1887-'88, contains the following notice 
of the school. The concise brevity of the statement, in contrast with 
the fuller descriptions given inprevious catalogues, may serve as an 
indication of ·the rapid increase of similar schools throughout the 
country; since a general knowledge of their characteristics seems 
here to be taken for granted. 

. Tlli£1 school, established by the Corporation in 1876, is essentially a High School, 
with some of the familiar studies replaced by extended instruction in mechanical 
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and freehand drawing, and in car~tery, wood and iron .turning, pattern making, 
forging, chipping !J.Ild filing, etc, (seep. 52.) The course of study is of two years' 
duration, the minimum age of admission being fifteen years, and the requirements 
for entrance embracing the ordinary studies of a good gr~mmar school. The tuition 
fees are $150 a year. The school is in charge qf Mr. Clarence W. Fearing, instructor 
in mathematics and English, instruction in the remaining studies being·given by 
some of the instructors in the School o~ Industrial Science (see. p. 12;) " 

The register of students attending the several classes of the school, 
gives a total of 37. · 

The 26th annual catalogue for 1890-1891* refers as follows to the . 
school, which evidently for the past few years ·has been gradually 
relegated, from being as at first a special feature of interest, to a 
subordinate and i~ciderltal part in the general educational plan of 
the Institute, somewhat .as has happened to the preparatory School 
commonly attached as a feeder to the newly established college, 
which, though (in each case) at first regarded as a somewhat·impor
tant feature of the young college, is gradually subordinated; till, 
finally, as the college grows in strength it is excised altogether and 
ceases to belong to the institution. ~ 

'l'he following brief notice of the School is found on page 79 of the 
catalogue. 

"THE INSTRUCTION IN SHOPWORK. 

Practical instruction in the nature of the materials of construction, and in the 
typical operations involved in the Arts, is considered a verj valuable adjunct to the 
theoretical treatment of professional subjects. Workshops have been provided and 
furnished with the more ~pprtant hand and machine tools, RO · that the student 
may acquire a direct knowledge of the nature of metals and woods, some manual 
skill in the use of tools, and a thorough knowledge of what can be accomplished 
with them. The shops are located in the building on Garrison Street, and are 
equipped as follows":-

The statistics of the equipment being the same as already quoted 
from the 21st report, are here omitted. The register of special 'stu
dents shows that 76 took shop-work. 

The growth and development of the Institute of Technology in 
its advanced courses, a development which entitles it to rank with the 
leading Scientific and Technical Schools of the world, and which 
fully justifies the subordination of the Manual Training School, 
especially since this has so well served its purpose as .a pattern for 
similar schools throughout the country, is tersely set ·forth in Presi
dent Walker's Special Report of December 9th, 1890. t 

* Massachusetts Institute of Technology, :89ston. Twenty-Sixth Ann~l Catalogue 
of the officers and students, with a statement of the courses of instruction and a list 
of the alumni. 1890-1891. John Wilson and Son, University Press, Cambridge 
1890. Pp. 219. 

t Annual Report of the President and Treasurer of the Massachusetts,Institute of . 
Technology, December 10, 1890. Boston: Alfred Mud&e & Son-, Printera, 24 
Franklin Street, 1891. Pp 67. 
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He is urging the claim of the Institute to a larger share of the 
National fund given to the Land Grant Colleges and in Massachu
setts divided between the Agricultural college at Amherst, and the 
Institute of Technology at Boston. He says: · 

" At the time the Act of April 27, 1863, was passed, the Institute of Technology 
existed only upon paper. Its future was necessarily involvedingraveuncertainty. 
The person then most confident of success could not possibly have anticipated such a 
development of its influence as has taken place. It might not unreasonably have.been 
anticipated that its students would always remain few, and that its relations to the 
industries of the Commonwealth would be narrowly restricted within the familiar 
limits of civil engineering, and perhaps also of chemistry. Under the circum
stances, the proportions established by the Act of 1863-two-thirds to the Agricultu
ral College,one-third to the Institute of Technology-may be regarded as not unfair. 

Within the twenty-seven years that have elapsed since the date of the Act r~fer
red to, however, this School of Industrial Science has grown into dimensions then 
inconceivable, and it has connected itself with the industrial life of Massachusetts 
in ways then unknown. Professions not named in 1863 have come into being, and 
have risen to transcendent importance, while the development of industrial science 
throughout the world, to which no single institution has contributed more than this 
our own school, has created demands which were not then felt. If Massachusetts· 
wbuld hold her proud pre-eminence in manufactures, she must do it by force of 
knowledge and technical skill, since her natural disadvantages in respect to trans
portation and the possession of the materials of production are weighing all the 
time more and more heavily against her. The Institute of Technology is, in spite 
of its large tuition fees, still painfully poor in relation to its needs. Without dis
paragement to any, it may be said that in no other way can Massachusetts so largely 
a\d herself as by increasing the means of this institution available for chemistry, 
mechanics, and electricity." 

THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, 

ST. Lours, MrssouRI. 

The following account of the origin of this well known School and 
of its development down to the year 1883 was prepared by Professor 
Woodward f-or this Report as already stated. 

THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL OF W ASIDNGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. Loms. 

r' After several years' experience in combining tool-instruction with ordinary class
room work in the Polytechnic School the students being of Collegiate rank, it was 
suggested by Prof. C. M. Woodward that tool-instruction could be introduced with 
success into a school of lower grade taking boys as young as fourteen years of age. 
Accordingly, a plan was drawn up and endorsed by certain merchants and manu
facturers who subscribed the requisite funds. 

The Ordinance establishing the Manual Training School, was adopted by the 
Board of Directors of the University, June 6, 1879. 

The lot was purchased and the building fronting on Eighteenth street begun in 
August of the same year. In the Noveniber following a Prospectus of the school 
was published. In June, 1880, the building being partially equipped, it was opened 
for public inspection, and a class of boys were examined for admission. On Sep
tember 6, 1880, the school opened with a single class of about fifty pupils. The 
whole number enrolled during the year was sixty-seven. A public exhibition of 
drawing and shopwork was given June 16, 1881. 
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The second year of the school opened September 12, 1881, and closed. June 14, 
1882. There were two classes, sixty-one pupils belonging to the first-year, and 
forty-six to the second-year, making one hundred and seven in all. 

During the summer of 1882 the large addition was built and furnished, about 
doubling the capacity of the school and greatly increasing the convenience wit})._ 
which all work could be done. · 

The third year of the school opened September 11th, 1882, with three classes enroll-
ing in a11175 pupils. · 

Two Articles of the Ordinance est~blishing the school are appended. 

ARTICLE ll. 

Its object -shall be instruction in Mathematics, Drawing, and the English branches 
of a High School course, and instruction and practice in the use of Tools. The 
Tool-instruction, as at present contemplated, shall include Carpentry, Wood-Turn
ing, Pattern-Making, Iron Clipping and Filing, Forge-Wor,k, Brazing and Solder
ing, the use of Machine-Shop Tools, and such other instruction of' a similar character 
as it may be deemed advisable to add to the foregoing from time to time. 

The students will divide their working hours, as nearly as possible, equally be
tween Mental and Manual Exercises. 

They shall be admitted, on examination, at not less than fourteen years of age, 
and the course shall continue three years. 

ARTICLE IV. 

The expenSes of said school shall be provided for, so far as possible, by gifts and 
endowments specially contributed for the purpose, and all such gifts and endow
ments shall be held sacred and apart, and shall be used only for the direct purposes 
for which they may h ave bean given, \lDless by consent of the respective donors or 
their legal representatives. 

The cost of the present building was about $88,000. The cost of toOls and furni
ture was about $16,000. 

The lot upon which the building stands is 106-l feet by 150 feet. 
It is proposed to admit a new class of 100 boys every year. With the inevitable 

falling off incident to the higher classes it is not expected the maximum attendance 
will exceed 240 pupils. 

CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION. 

Candidates for admission to the first-year class must be at leasMlt~urteen years of 
age; they must pass a good examination on the following subjects: 

1. Arithmetic; including the fundamentnl rules; common and decimal fractions; 
the tables of weights, measures, and their use. Candidates will be examined orally 
in mental arithmetic, including fractions and the multiplication table up to twenty. 

2. Common School Geography. 
3. Spelling and Penmanship. 
4.. The writing of English. 

THE COURSE OF IN!STRUCTION 

Covers three years, and the school time of the pupils is about equally divided be
tween mental and manw;tl exercises. The daily session begins at 9 A. M., and closes 
at 3.20 P.M. , ample allowancJj being made for lunch. -One hour per day is given · 
to drawing, and two hours to shop-work. 

The course of study embraces five parallel lines-three intellectual and two man-
ual-as follows:- . 

First-A course of pure Mathematics, including Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, 
and Plane Trigonometry. 
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Serorul- A course in Science and Applied lU&thematics, including Physica.J Geo!
raphy, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Mechanics, Mensuration, and Book-keeping. 

Thi1·d-A course in Language and Literature, includ.ing English Grammar, Spell
ing, Composition, Literature, H istory, and the elements of Political Science and 
Economy. Latin and French will be introduced as electives with E nglish if de
sired. 

Fourth-A course in Penmanship, Free-Hand and Mechanical Drawing. 
Fifth-A course of Tool instruction, including Carpentry, Wood-Turning, Forg

ing. Soldering and Bench and Machine Work in Iron. 
The cour se in Drawing embraces three general divisions: 
1. Free-Hand Drawing, designed to educate the sense of form and proportion; 

to t each the eye to obser >e accurately, and to train the hand to rapidly delineate 
the forms either of existing objects or of ideals in the mind. 

2. Mechanical Drawing, including the use of instruments; geometric construc
tions; the arrangement of projections, elevations, plans and sections; also the va
rious methods of producing shades and shadows with pen or brush. 

3. Technical Drawing o1· Drattghting, illustrating conventional colors and signs; 
systems of architectural or shop-drawings; and at the same time familiarizing the 
pupil with the proportions and details of various classes of machines and structures. 

Students have no 011tion or election as to particular studies ; each must conform 
to the course as laicl dow1~, and take every branch in its o1·der. 

No student will be allowed to take shop-work in advance of his class. 
The arrangement of studies and shop-work by years is substantially as follo,vs: 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

i'IRST-YEAR CLASS. 

A1•ithmetic, completed. Algeb1·a. to Equations. 
English Language, its Structure and Use. Histo1•y of the United States. 
Latin may be taken in place of English and Histm·y. 
Physical Gtrography. Natztral Philosophy begun. 
Drawing. Mechanical and Free-hand. Penmanship. 
Ca1'Pentry and Joine1·y. W ood-Carving. Wood-TU1'1ting. Pattem-Making. 

S ECOND· YEAR CLASS. 

Algebra, through Quadratics. Geomet1·y begun. 
Natuml Philosophy. P1·inciples of Mechcmics. 
English Composition anc( Litemtw·e. English Histm·y. 
Latin may be taken in place of English and Histo1·y if desired by a division of the 

class. 
. Drawing, Orthographic and Isometric Projections. Lettering, Details of Machines, 
Tinting, Free-hand Drawing. Penmanship. 

F orging.- Drawing, Upsetting, Bending, Punching, ·welding, Tempering. Sol· 
dering. 

THTRD·\'EAR CLASS. 

Geometry, finished. Plane Trigonomet?·y a11d Mensumtion. 
English Composition ancl Literature. H istory. E thics and Political Economy. 
Elements of Chemistry. 
Book-keeping. 
D1·awing, ::\l achine and Architectural. Elen~ents of Descriptit<e Geometry. 
Work in the Machine Shop. Bench Work and Fitting, Turning, Drilling. Planing, 

Screw-cutting, etc. Study of the S team Engine. 
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Executirrn of Project. 
French or Latin may be taken in place of English and History. 
Before receiving a diploma of the school, each student must execute a project sat

isfactory to the faculty of the school. The project consists of the actual constru.::
tion of a machine. The finished machine must be accompanied by a full set of the 
working drawings according to which the machlne is made. J:f it is not feasible to 
construct the patterns for castings of such machine, proper directions for their con
struction must accompany the drawings. 

Diplomas.-Pupils completing the course are presented with appropriate di
plomas. Occasionally medals are given as evidence of special excellence in certain 
branches. 

T~.tition Fees.- The school year consists of two terms of twenty weeks each. The 
fees are 

First-year class, per year .. . .. . ..... . .. , . ...... . ..... . $60.00 
Second-year " " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.00 
Third-year '' '' '' ..... . . ................ · . ... . .. 100.00 

Sc1wlarships.- The founders of the school desire that the advantages of this 
school shall be within the reac_h of boys from every class in the community. A 
limited number of free scholarships are therefore filled annually. It is desirable 
that they should in general be given as rewards of merit to promising boys in 
straitened circumstances. 

Students, whether on scholarships or not, furnish their own books, drawing in
struments, paper and boards; their own aprons and overalls; and their own pocket 
tools. The school furnishes shop-tools and materials. Loss~.s and breakages are 
charged to pupils when they are the result of carelessness. 



Daily P1·og1·amme. 

Class. Division. 9a.m. · 11 a. 1u. 11 a.Jn. I 1 p . m. 

Third yea•·· A. Phys ics or Mathematics. En~lish history. 111achlne Shop. 
B. Chemistry. Ma hematics. Political Economy. \ Drawing. 

Second year. A. Blacksmit h Shop. Geometry. Rhetoric. 
B. Algebra. I Drawing. Blacksmith Shop. 

F it-st yea•-. A. Turning Shop. Drawing. I Phys ics. 
13. Drawing. Latin. Algebra. Physics. 
c. Algebra. Drawing. Turning Sho p . 
v. 'l'urnin1 Shop. Drawing. I History. 
E. History. Physics. At·it hmetic. Drawing. 

-· 

Evet·y class bas an exercise iu Literature, Composition, or Spe Uing once a week. 
Recitc•tions tw e an !tour long in chu third·year c lass; in Lbo other c lasses, forty minutes. 

11=1:20 p. Ill. 
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. THE PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL. 

The Manual Training School is not an asylum for dull or lazy boys. It clearly 
recognizes the pre-eminent value and nece~jsity of intellectual development and 
discipline. In presenting some novel features in its course of instr1,1ction, the man
agers do not assume that in other schools there is too much intellectual and moral 
training, but that there is too little manual training for ordinary American boys. 
This school exacts close and thoughtful study with books as well as with tools.· It 
proposes, by lengthening t he usual school-day a full hour, and by abridging some
what the number of daily r ecitations, to find time for drawing and tool-work, and 
thus to secure a more liberal intellectual and physical development-a more sym
metrical education. 

It is believed that, to all students, without regard to plans for the future, the value 
of the training which can be got in shop-work, spending only eight or ten hours per 
week, is abundantly sufficient to justify the expense of materials, tools, and teachers. 

THE DltVB:LOPHli:NT 011' NATURAL APTITUDES. 

It occasionally happens that students who have special aptitudes in certain direc
tions, find great difficulty in mastering subjects in other directions. In such cases 
it is often the best course to yield to natural tastes, and to assist the student in find
ing his proper sphere of work or study. A decided aptitude for haJ;J.dicraft is no' 
unfrequently coupled with a strong aversion to and unfitness for abstract and the
oretical investiga tions. There can be no doubt that, in such cases, more time should 
be spent in the shop , and less in the lecture and recitation room. On the other 
hand, great facility in the acquisition and use of language is often accompained by_ 
a great lack of either mechanical interest or power. When such a bias is discov
ered, the lad should unquestionably be sent to his grammar and dictionary rather 
than to the laboratory or draughting-room. It is confidently believed that the de
velopments of this school will prevent those serious errors in the choice of .a voca
tion which often prove- so fatal to the fondest hopes. 

One great object of the school is to foster a higher appreciation of the value and 
dignity of intelligent labor, and the worth and respectability of laboring men. A 
boy who sees nothing in manual labor but mere brute force, despises both the labor 
and the laborer. With the acquisition of skill in himself, comes the ability and 
willingness to recognize skill in his fellows. When once he appreciates skill in 
handicraft, he regards the workman with sympathy and respect. 

In a Manual Training School, tool-work never descends into drudgery. The tasks 
are not long, nor are they unnecessarily repeated. Whatever may be the social 
standing or influence of the fathers, the sons go together to the same work, and 
are tested physically" as well as intellectually, by the same standards. The result in 
the past has been, and in the future it will continue to be, a truer . estimate of labor
ing and manufacturing people, and a sounder judgment on all social problems. 

It is not assumed that every boy who enters this school is to be a mechanic. Some 
will find that they have no taste for manual arts, and will turn into other paths
law, medicine or literature. Some who develop both natural skill and strong intel
lectual powers will push on through the Polytechnic School into the higher realms 
of professional life, as engineers or scientists. Others will find their gr~test use
fulness as well as highest happiness in some branch of mechanical work into which 
they will readily step when they leave school. All will gain intellectually by t heir 
experience in contact with things. The grand result will be an increasing interest 
in manufacturing pursuits, more intelligent mechanics, more successful manufac
turers, better lawyers, more skillful physicians, and more useful citizens. 

ART-VOL4-3 
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SCHOOL BUILDIXG AND ACCO~IMOD.!.TIOXS. 

A perspective. view of the school building is gi>en and the arrangement of the 
three floors is shown in the accompanying cuts. It will be noticed that the original 
building, which was used for the !li-st two years of the school, is now wholly devoted 
to t he interests of the shop work, while all needed study. recitation, and drawing 
rooms are supplied in the recent addition. 

As a rule. each shop has uniform accommodations for a class of twenty pupils. 
Three such classes or di>isions can be taught daily in each. Four di>isions could 
be taught by extending the range of a school day to eight hours. Each pupil in the 
\Yood-working shops has one of·the uniform sets of baud etlge-tools for his exclu
sive use. kept in a locked drawer. For the care and safety of these tools he is held 
r esponsible. 

I. -TR£ TWO CARPE~'TER SHOPS. 

For details of these shops, each 40x50 feet, see cuts of second and third floors. 
The third-story shop is used both as a c:1rpenter and as a turning shop. Each con
tains twenty benches, vises, and sets of tools for use in common, a power grind
stone, the instr uctor's desk and bench. and the requisite quota of clamps. glue-pots, 
etc. The school has o>er one hundred sets of edge-tools marked for the several 
drawers. A double circular-saw machine is provided for gett ing out stock(·' blank:;" 
for a class). 

Jl.-TB.E TWO TUR..~DiG SBOPS .. 

One i:> 40x50 feet, and the other 40x40 feet. Each contains twenty speed-lathe; 
of 12-inch swing and 5-foot bed. with complete equipment of face-plates, chucks, 
etc., for oue h undred pupils. Each shop contains se>eral 8-foot benches for pat
tern work, a power grindstone. and a mouldel"s bench and tools for illustrating 
practically the use and h:..ndling of patterns for foundry work. 

Jli.-TBE BLACKSll.ITil S HOP. 

The first floor of the building is de>oted to metal work, and comprises the machine 
and blacksmith shops. The blacksmith ·s shop is4.0 feet square, and has its complete 
equ ipment of t wenty forges, an>ils. tubs, and sets of ordinary hand tools. Ten sets 
of hea.'}' tools suffice for twenty pupils, as they may work in pairs as smith and 
helper. The blast is supplied by a fan blower, and a powerful exhaust fan keeps 
the shop almost wholly free from smoke and gas. In connection with one of the 
larger forges is a. hand-bellows, which can be used when the engine is not runnin~ 
E ver y shop exercise lasts two hours, consequently the shop readily accommodate; 
eighty pupils per day. 

IY.- TB_E lfACHlN£ SHOP 

I s 40x 50 feet. It possesses an equipment of se>en engine-lathes of 14-inch swing and 
5-foot bed (It is proposed to add se>eral ne'' lathes during the summer, so that c)B.$ 
work may be more uniform); fom speed-lathes: a post drill; a. planer, 21-inch by 21· 
inch by 5 feet; a 25-inch goose-neck drill; a shaper of 15 inches sn·oke: and a large 
power grindstone. Ten >ises and benches, \Vith forty drawers, afford opportunity 
for bench work. The shop is furnished for a class of twenty students at once. Th! 
Corliss engine occupies a part of this shop. It bas a. 14-inch cylinder and 42-incb 
stroke, antl nms at the rate of 65 re>olutions per minute. The engine is of the bell 
pattern and superior workmanship. and is capable of about sixty horse-power. R 
was built specially for the school by l\Iessrs. Smith, Beggs & Rankin, of St. I.mi> 
The steam-generating apparatus of the Uni>ersity consists of a battery of tbitt 
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large steel boilers, set and furnished ip. the most approved manner. These boilers 
furnish heat for the entire group of University buildings, as well as steam for the 
engine in the shop. This equipment of steam power furnishes to pupils of the 
Third-Year class the means of "becoming familiar with such machinery on a scale 
unsurpassed. 

HOW THE USE OF TOOLS I S TAUGHT. 

The shop instruction is given similarly to laboratory lectures. The instructor at 
the bench, machine, or anvil, executes in the presence of the whole class the day's 
lesson, giving all needed information, and at times using the blackboard. When 
necessary the pupils make notes and sketches (working drawings), and questions 
are asked and answered, that all obscurities may be removed. The class then pro
ceeds to the execution of the task, leaving the instructor to give additional help to 
such as need it. At a specified time the lesson ceas6!!, and the work is brought in, 
commented on and marked. It is not necessary that all the work assigned should 
be finished; the essential thing is that it should be well begun and carried on with 
reasonable speed and accuracy. 

SPECIAL TRADES ARE NOT TAUGHT. 

All the shop-work is disciplinary; special trades are not taught, nor are articles 
manufactured for sale. 

The scope of a single trade is too narrow for educational purposes. A shop which 
manufactures for the market, and expects a revenue from the sale of its products, 
is necessarily confined to salable work, and a systematic and progressive series of 
lessons is impossible, except at great cost. If the object of the shop is education, 
a student should be allowed to discontinue any task or process the moment he has 
learned to do it well. If the shop were intended to make money, the students 
would be kept at work on what they could do best at the expense of breadth and 
versatility. 

In manual education, the desired end is the acquirement of skill in the· use of 
tools and materials, and not the production of speCific articles ; hence we abstract 
all the mechanical processes and manual arts and typical t ools of the trades and 
occupations of men, arrange a systematic course of instruction in the same, and 
then incorporate it in our system of education. Thus, without teaching any one 
trade, we teach the essential mechanical principles of all. 

Accordingly, the shop-training is gained by regular and carefully graded lessons 
designed to coYer as much ground as possible, and to teach thoroughly the uses of 
ordinary tools. This does not imply the attainment of sufficient skill to produce 
either the fine work or the rapidity of a skilled mechanic. But a knowledge of 
how a tool or machine should be used is easily and thoroughly taught. The me-
chanical products or results of such lesson~ have little or no value when completed, 
and they are generally used as new material for more exercises. 

Frequent requests have been made for detailed descriptions or drawings of the 
models actually made in the several shops. Such requests have generally been 
refused for several good reasons. In the first place, the main object of one or more 
exercises is to gain control and mastery of the tool in hand, and not the production 
of a particular model. The use of the tool may be well taught by a large variety 
of exercises, just as knowledge of bank discount may be gained from the use of 
several different examples. No special merit can be claimed for a particular ex
ample; neither can a particular model or series of models have any great value. 
No good teacher is likely to use precisely the same set twice, 'l'h2 method of doing 
a piece of work, and.not the finished piece, is generally the object of a lesson. 

The tools of a shop are not given out all at once ; they are issued as they are 
needed, and as a rule, to all the members of a class alike. . 
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I.-<JARPENTRY.~ 

In carpenter work the tools used are: the cross-cut, tenon, and rip saws; steel 
square, try square, bevel -and gauge, hammer, mallet, rule and dividers, oil stones 
and slips. And among edge-tools : the jack and smoothing planes, chisels, and 
gouges. Braces and bits, jointer planes, compass saws, hatchets, and other tools 
are kept in the shop tool-closet to be used as needed. 

The saw and the plane with the square and gauge are the foundation tools, and 
to drill tht> pupils in their use numerous lessons are given, varied only enough to 
avoid monotony. The pupil being able to plane a piece fairly well, and to keep to 
the line in sawing, the next step is to teach him the use of the chisel in producing 
simple joints of various kinds . The particular shapes are given with the intent to 
familiarize the pupil with the customary styles and methods of construction. 

The different sizes of the same tool, chisels for instance, require different care 
and methods of handling, and the means of overcoming irregularities and defects 
in material form another chapter in the instruction to be given. 

With the introduction of each tool, the pupils are taught how to keep the same 
in order. They are taught. that sharp tools are absolutely necessary to good work. 

IJ.-wooo-·ruRNINO. 

Five or six: tools only are used, and from previous experience the pupils know 
how to keep them in order. At first a large gouge only is issued, and the pupils 
are t.1.ught and drilled in its use in roughing out and producing cylinders and cones ; 
then concave and double-curved surfaces; then in work comprising all these- a ll 
in wood turning with the g rain. A wide uhisel follows, and its use in conjunction 
with the gouge is taught. After this a smaller gouge, chisel, and parting tool, and 
a round-point are given , and a variety of shapes are executed. Next comes turn
ing across 1!he grain ; then bored and hollow work, chucking and the various ways 
of manipulating wood on face-plates, mandrels, etc. Finally, turning of fancy 
woods, polishing, jointing, and pattern wor k. 

In connection with the making of patterns, their use is shown by brief exercises 
in moulding. Castings are made of lead or type metal. Though very little mould
ing or casting is done by the students, enough practice is given to illustrate the prin
ciples and explain the use of technical terms. 

111.-FORGINO. 

Work in the blacksmith shop is in one essential feature different from any other 
kind. Wood or cold iron will wait any desired leng th of time while t he pnpll con
siders how he shall work , but here comes in temperature subject to continual 
change. The injunction is imperative to "strike while the iron is hot," and hence 
quick work is demanded-a hard thing for new hands. To obviate this difficulty 
bars of lead are used, with which the lesson is first executed, while all the particu
lars of holding and striking are studied. The lead acts under the hammer very 
neady like hot iron, and permits every operation on the anvil except welding. 

The various operations of drawing, bending, upsetting, punching, welding, tern· 
pering, etc., are learned in connection with the fabrication of hooks, stirrups, chains, 
swivels, tongs, hammers, and machine tools. 

One of the most difficult lessons in the art of the smith is that of managing the 
fire. The various kinds of heat are explained and illustrated, and habits of economy 
of both iron and fuel are inculcated. 

At the date of the preparation of this statement arrangements had not been made 
for class instruction in soldering and brazing, though they were expected soon. 
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IV.-JUOHINE·SB('IP WORK. 

In the machine sliop, owing to the inevitable lack of tools, the class-work is less 
uniform. It is .practically impossible to furnish a. class of twenty students with 
twenty lathes, twenty planers, twenty drills, &c., &c. The size and cost of· such a 
shop puts the matter out of discussion ; the cost of the tools in the present shop 
exceeded $4,000, exclusive of the engine and shafting. 

Nevertheless, the instruction is given with an approach to regularity ; the prac
t-ir.e is as uniform as the tools will allow. The course includes chipping, filing, 
polishing, turning, drilling, boring, screw-cutting, scraping, planing, &Jc., and all 
the details of fitting and finishing. 

During the second term the members of the class, either singly or in groups, 
enter upon the construction of their projects for finished work. 

'J.'hroughout the year a detail is made from each shop-divisi.on to study the man
agement of the engine and boilers, under the direction of a competent engineP-r. 

THE SKILL .ATTAINED. 

It cannot be claimed that the student workmen become skille<_i mechanics in any 
of the shops, though it is insisted that every step shall be clearly understood and 
fairly executed. The rapid progress of boys to whom all subjects are presented in 
logical order, with clear and full explanations, and who work under the continual 
guidance of an expert teacher, and only ~wo hours at a time, -during which their 
interest is fully sustained-is most surprising to those who compar~ the work pro
duced here with the performances of ordinary apprentices of the same number of 
hours. · 

TIME DEVOTED TO SHOP-WORK. 

Two hours per day for five days gives ten hours per week. 400 hours are given 
to wood work. 400 hours to iron and steel forging, and soldering. 400 hours are 
given to bench and machine work on metals and the care of boilers ' and engine. 
Hence the total amount of shop work in the course is 1200 hours, in time equal to 
120 days of ten hours.each. 

ORDINARY STUDIES. 

It has not been thought necessary to detail the work done on the familiar subjects 
of mathematics, science, and literature. The simultaneous development and disci
pline of the intellectual and physical faculties is the main object of the course. The 
aim is to do thorough work; to lay out a fair course of study and cover it well. 
There is no laxity _in book-work in consequence of the introduction of manual fea-
tures in the daily programme. ' 

REGULATIONS FOR PRACTICE HOURS I N THE WORKSHOPS. 

1. When dismissed for shop work, students will go directly to the shop assigned. 
2. During practice hours students must give their undivided attention to the 

work assigned, not leaving it to clean up till the ringing of the first bell. · 
3. All singing, whistling, and lounging on the benches or machines is strictly 

forbidden; students should talk only when it is necessary, and then in a low tone. 
4. During the regular hours private work cannot be permitted. At other times 

such work, if of a suitable character, may be allowed, at the option of the instructor. 
5. Students should clean, and return to its place, any tool taken from the tool 

cases, as soon as they are through using it. 
6. Promptly upon the ringing of the first bell work should cease; the tools should 

be p~t in their proper places, and the bench or machine cleaned before leaving the 
room to wash up. Unfinished work should be put in the drawers, or in such places 
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as thP. instructor may direct. The tool-drawers should always be left clean and in 
order. 

7. Students will be admitted only to such shops as are n ecessary to their work; 
and at the hours assigned, except by permission of the instructor, 

8. vVhen the student has finished the work assigned him, and h e sees tha t the 
instJ:uctor is not engaged, h e may go to him for further instructions; otherwise he 
will remain quietly at his place. 

9. Students must promptly report to the Superintendent any loss or breakage of 
either t ools or furnitm·e. Losses and injuries which are the result of gross careless
ness or disobedience of orders, should be paid for by the students responsible for 
them. 

THE SUCCESS OF THE SCHOOL. 

The Managers of the school are abundantly confirmed in their views, as set forth 
in the Prospectus fonr years ago, by the experience of the school dnring its first 
tluee years. From the start it has been well patronized, and vacant seats have been 
few; at times every seat has been filled. 

The zeal and enthusiasm of the students has been developed to a m ost grat ifying 
extent, extending into all the departments of work. The variety afforded by the 
daily programme has had the moral and intellectual effect expected, and an unu
sual degree of sober earnestness has been shown. The wholesome moral effect of 
a course of training which interests and stimulates the ardor of the student is m ost 
marked. Parents obsen·e the beneficial influence of occupation. The suggestions 
of the day fill the mind \Vith healthy thoughts and appetites during the leisure hours. 
Success in drawing o1· shop-work has often had the effect of arousing the ambition 
in mathematics and history, and vice ve1·sa. 

Progress in the two subjects, drawing and shop-work, (and we had little previous 
k nowledge of what could be done with boys as yoLmg as those of the first-year class) 
has been quite remarkable. To be sure there was little doubt of the final result, 
but the progress has been more rapid tha n it seemed r easonable to expect. The 
habit of wo1·king from drawings and to nice measnrements has gi>en the students 
a confidence in themselves altogethet· n ew. This is shown in the readiness with 
which they undertak e the execution of small commissions in behalf of the school, 
and the handiness which they display at h ome. In fact, the increased usefulness of 
the students is making itself felt, and in several instances the result has been the 
offer of business positions too tempting to be r ejected. This drawback, if it can be 
called one, the school must always suffer. The better educated and trained the 
students become, the stronger will be the temptations offered to them outside, and 
the more difficult it will be to hold them through the conrse. Parents and guard
ians should avoid the bad policy of injuring the prospects of a promising young 
m an by grasping a small present pecuniar y advantage at the cost of far greater re
wards in the future. From the testimony of parents (and by a. circular, all were 
in·~·-ited to give frank expression to their views) the physical , intellectual, and moral 
effect of the school is exceedingly satisfactory. The unanimous response is: an. 
unusual interest and pleasm·e in school; and very generally an increased fondness 
for scientific books and periodicals. A few boys who h ad never shown any interest 
in tools have de>eloped into good and enthusiastic workmen. As a rule the good 
scholars are the good mechanics. 

The following paragraphs from an account of a visit to the school 
which appeared in the St. Louis Republican of F ebruary 4th, 1883, 
convey the impression made on outsiders by this new kind of school; 
while in the quotations there given from the message to the Legis
lature by the Governor of the State, the desirableness of this new 
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element in the course of study is clearly set forth. General Arm
strong, whose great success in new fields of educational activity 
entitles him to be heard as an expert, speaks very much to the pur
pose in what he says as to the need and t he cost of such schools. 

From the "St. Louis R epublican" of February 4, 1883: 
The novelty of the school has by no means worn off, at least to outsiders. Trav

ellers along Washington avenue, as they pass the handsome and substantial-look
ing building, turn to look again at the massive fly-wheel which revolves in full view 
through the front windows. If one ventures inside the building, as we did recently 
with great satisfaction, he experiences first a feeling of surprise and strangeness, 
and later a sense of completeness. Mingled with what is old and familiar is much 
that is new and at first sight incongruous. 

In class-rooms, r emoved from all din of tools and the vibration of machinery, are 
sections of eighteen or twenty boys each, reciting lessons in algebra, or history, or 
Latin, or physics. In the draughting rooms one section is learning line-drawing, 
or how to represent objects by their exact orthographic or isometric projections, 
Another section is making shaded drawings of. actual machines. 

If a visitor sees only the study, recitation and drawing-rooms, the impression 
made is like that produced by a high school in which comparatively little attention 
is paid the ancient languages and history, while special attention is paid to theo
retical and practical drawing, and to elementary physic. 

On crossing the hallway to the shops the scene changes. The same lads that a 
few moments before we saw reciting a lesson are now in ' 'shop dress" engaged in 
the study and practice of tool-work. Two sections of twenty boys each were en
gaged at wood-turning, every man having a lathe driven by the large shop engine. 

* * * * * 
Gov. Crittenden strongly indorsed this school in his recent message to the legis

lature of Missouri. Said he: 
"The ordinary school-boy gets the idea that it requires no education to be a me

chanic; hence'he aspires to what is called a higher profession, a higher vocation, 
and foolishly learns, from vicious sources, to despise both craft and craftsman. If 
this pernicious tendency can be corrected, and the dignity of skilled labor and 
skilled workmen be maintained by the introduction of manual training into gram
mar schools and schools of high grade, great good will be accomplished. I have 
no hesitancy in directing attention to this manual school as one of our educational 
ornaments, worthy of the patronage of our sons and the respect of our citizens." 

Gen. C. S. Armstrong of Hampton, Va., after a visit, writes in the Southern Work
man: "The Manual Training school is no experiment. It is the nearest to perfec
tion of the true method of training head and hand together I know of. The same 
plan is pursued at the Boston School of Technology, but so far as teaching trades 
is concerned, the St. Louis school is far ahead of the one in Boston. 

"Our civilization demands this sort of thing. The trouble is that while people 
theoretically believe in practical education, they are not ready to throw large sums 
of money into it as they are with the old style colleges, which have a tremendous 
hold, and are not in the least experimental. People will have such schools when 
they are willing to pay for them. Manual training-schools are the most expensive 
kind. They require two sets of teachers, rare business skill, and a variety of ma
terial and of appliances of which ordinary schools never dream of. As in every
thing else, the better and more complete the product the more it costs. You cannot 
say 'Pay your money and take your choice,' but you must pay more for industrial 
education." 

The following extracts from a letter written by Professor Wood
ward, Director of the school, explain themselves and are of interest. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL, 

St. Louis, April 24, 1883. 
Editor of The Reporte1· : 

I am asked by the editor to answer the question: "\Vhat will the Manual Train
ing School boys do on leaving school ? " 

Before venturing a few words on this most interesting subject, let me say, for the 
sake of preventing confusion, that the Manual Training School is not the polytech
nic department of the University ; and its graduates are not to be confounded with 
the civil and mechanical engineers, who combine with their higher scientific studies 
a certain amount of manual training. The Manual Training School is of a lower 
grade. It admits boys, on examination, as young as fourteen years, and its course 
of instruction extends through three years. I should add that this is but the t hird 
year of the school, and that our first class is to graduate next June; hence I can 
not speak of what our boys have don6 after leaving us, but of what they now wish 
to do. 

Now, first, I claim that our graduates will form a new article never before put 
upon an American market. They will stand in strong contrast to the graduates of 
high schools and academies, with whom they are on a fair equality as regards 
scholarship. * * * 

A FOURTH " R." 

We maintain that the "three R. 's" do not suffice. "Reading, 'Riting, and 'Rith
metic" are all very well, but they are not enough. We add at least a fourth" R," 
namely "'Rtizanship!" We propose to tear down the prison walls, to open all the 
doors and to clear all the avenues to intellectual, moral and material wealth. We 
have worshipped books till we have fancied that all wisdom and culture was bound 
up in them. We have bent so reverently at the shrine of the ancients that we have 
been made to believe that the pyramid of Jeezah, the temple of Diana at Ephesus, 
a.nd the Athenian Parthenon were the product of inspired genius, while we pass 
over the steel arches of the St. Louis Bridge without appreciating the fact that in 
genius, mechauical skill, scientific accura...:y, beauty and grace, it outshines them 
all. In languages, arts, and sciences the world of to-day surpasses all past ages; 
and education should mainly deal with living issues, and "lead out" in all direc
tions. 

CHOICE OF OCCUPATION. 

Boys whose education has been well balanced will choose their occupations intel
ligently. They will not all travel the same road. We do not wish to repeat the old 
mistake. We should be sorry to see every boy of the Manual Training School be
come a mechanic. I know that many are not fit for it; they will be more success
ful as lawyers, or editors, or buyers, or sellers. Will their manual training be 
therefore lost? Not at all. Just as it does not hurt a mechanic to know literature 
and science, so it will not hurt a lawyer or an editor to have a little common sense 
on mechanical and concrete matters. 

BALANCED EDUCATION. 

No, we do not try in our school to wall-out letters, or art, or mathematics, or the 
elements of science; and hence we shall not be surprised to see our graduates t rav
eling in various directions when they leave our doors. We shall not fetter their 
feet through fear of their leaping over their work-benches ; nor when they hunger 
and thirst for the highest cultivation the University can give, shall we refuse to 
minister unto them lest, for-sooth, we teach them too much, and they be not mechanics 
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after all. A symmetrical or integral education is never to be feared ; it will never 
lead a man out of this sphere; it is only the one-sided, narrow, walled-in education 
which distorts, misleads and corrupts. I have claimed that our boys would be free 
from prejudice against manual labor ; that they will appreciate mechanical skill, 
and if they have it, they will enjoy its practice. In general, I have claimed that 
our graduates will be 

''BOTH ABLE AND WILLING TO WORK." 

If I am right in this, I care little what particular work they undertake. They will 
choose their vocation wisely and follow it' successfully. One of our great points is 
gained in intelligent choice. * * * * * 

CENSUS OF THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

Now, perhaps it will be more to the point if I give the result of an inquiry among 
the pupils of my highest class, the boys who have worked in all our shops as join
ers, wood-turners, blacksmiths and machinists, and who are fair, practical draughts
men, and who will finish their course in less than two months. They number 
twenty-nine, and they were asked to state frankly what work or occupation they 
wished to follow next year. Their answers were as follows: 

To continue study in an advanced course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
To enter a machine shop . . ... .... . ... -....................... 6 
To enter an architect's office......... . ............ . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
To work as machine draughtsmen... . ................. . ...... 3 
To be an engraver.............. . . ..... . ..... . .. ........ . ..... 1 
To be a blacksmith .............. . .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
To be a bricklayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
To enter real estate business........... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
To farm and raise stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Total in the class . ............. . . . ..... . .......... . .... 29 

Now what these boys will really do, no one claims to know ; circumstances will 
have as much to do with the matter as taste and fitness. I have given their appe
tites, and it appears that eleven of them are still hungry for study. I could carry 
this investigation into the lower (and larger) classes, but it is not necessary. I have 
answered the question as well as r· could. 

·C. M. WOODW,A.RD, 
DirectQr. 

W .A.SHINGTON UNIVERSITY.* 

COJI!PREBENDS: 

I. The Undergraduate Department-Including the College · and the Polytechnic 
School, Washington A venue and Seventeenth Street. 

II. Henry Shaw School of Botany, 1724 Washington Avenue. 
III. St. Louis School of Fine Arts; Lucas Place and Nineteenth Street. 
IV. St. Louis Law f:!chool , 1417 Lucas Place. 
V. St. Louis Medical College, 1818 Lucas Place. 

VI. Missouri Dental College, 1818 Lucas Place. 

*From the catalogue for 1891-1892. 
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The following schools are organized under the charter of the University :
I. Smith Academy, Washington .Avenue and Nineteenth Street. 

IT. Manual Training School, Washington .A venue and Eighteenth Street. 
III. Mary I nstitute, Locust and Beaumont Streets. 

Information in regard to any of the above departments may be obtained from 
GEO. M. BARTLETT, 

Sec'y, ·washington University. 

The following extracts from the paper read by Dr. Woodward be
fore the American Society of Mechanical Engineers will serve to 
show the relation of the Manual Training School to the P olytechnic 
School of the W ashington University, in which, besides being a n 
end in itself as an independent school, it also serves as a preparatory 
school for the boys who propose to enter the P olytechnic School to 
be trained as engineers. One important phase of the Manual Train
ing Schools is to prepare their pupils for the higher schools of science, 
just as classical academies and high schools :fit their pupils for the 
classical colleges. It is in this relation that Dr. Woodward treats of 
the school in this paper and that Professor Thurston of Cornell, and 
the other gentlemen who participated in the discussion which fol
lowed, treated the topic. 

On this point Dr. Woodward said: 
"The Manual Training School stands in need of the Polytechnic to supplement 

i ts work, as truly as the Polytechnic stands in need of the Manual to properly pre
pare students for its ministrations. Purely manual work is elementary in charac
ter; it is only the close reasoning about such work that requires maturity, ann only 
those who have tried our plan, can know how h elpful it is to the polytechnic studl•nt 
to be familiar with the manipulations of practical mechanics . 

.All tha t was said a year ago by Prof . .Alden, in r egard to the ·wholesome intellec
tual effect of combining theory and practice, is cordially endorsed by the writer. 
Even on the intellectual side there is no waste of time, in e ithet· the earlier or the 
later stages of our training. The reasonableness of every step in the course is evi
dent to every one who enters upon it. 

In this paper Dr. Woodward gave not only the course of study 
of the Manual Training School but also the engineering courses of 
the Polytechnic School. Professor Thurston gave also the Post 
Graduate, Engineering Courses of Sibley College at Cornell. These 
are of course omitted, and only such extracts from the paper and such 
parts of the discussion as relate directly to the Manual Training 
School are here given. 

T HE TRAHil:NG OF A DYNA?lflC ENGINEER IN WASHINGTON U:!>'IVERSITY, ST. LoUIS.* 

By CALVIN M. WOODWARD, St. Louis, Mo. 

The complete course of training supplied by this university consists of three dis
tinct stages, which will be briefly presented in &uccession. 

It is proper, that an accou11t of these stages should be prefaced with the state· 
ment, that, as yet, no students have passed through th e third stage. It is but 

*From Volume vu. Transactions (read at the Chicago meeting of the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers), p. 42. 
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recently organized, and next year , will be the first in which all will be in simulta
neous operation. W e logically began at the oottom, and nave now reached the top
most story. The first and second stages have been tested, and their value confirmed 
by successful experience. Of the value of the final stage, we have n(} question. 

The primary course of instruction is given in the Manual Training School , occu
pying three years, from the age of fifteen to eighteen on the average. The second 
stage covers four years of undergraduate instruction in the Polytechnic School 
from eighteen to twenty-two, at the end of which, the successful student r eceives 
the non-professional degree of " Bachelor of Engineering." The final stage covers 
one year of what may be called graduate study and investigation, the completion of 
which entitles the student to the degree of " Dynamic Engineer." 

The Manual Training School was established as a distinct and sepa;rate preparatory 
department in 1879. 

Our Polytechnic School was organized sixteen years ago. At first, the depart
ments of Civil and Mechanical Engineering, were combined in; one. Three years 
ago, they were separated, and the broader and more appropriate name of Dynamic 
Engineering was adopted. The name is r espectfully commended to the considera
tion of this Society. In England, and largely in this country, a mechanical engi
neer is first of all, a machinist; secondly, a draughtsman; and thirdly, he is more or 
less (generally rather less) familiar with mathematics and theoretical mec-hanics. 
A dynamic engineer should be thoroughly grounded in ail-in the theory as well as 
in the practice of the great prime movers which serve to develop the forces of nature· 

1. THE MANUAL TRAINING SOROOL. 

This school gives systematic instruction in mathematics, science, language and 
literature, drawing and shop-prl!-Ctice. All of these five subjects enter into t he pro
gramme of every day of every boy, t wo hours of school time being devoted. to the 
shop, and one hour to each of the other four subjects. The school year consists of 
about one hundred and ninety days net, tlic home study varies from two to three 
hours daily, being the greatest with the highest class. The course in mathematics, 
is not unlike that in the high schools and academies which _prepare boys for college. 
Arithmetic, algebra, geometry, mensuration, and some plane trigonometry. In 
science or applied mathematics, com es a science prim(>.r, physical geography, bot
any, elementary phy3ics (inc.luding the comtruction and use of simple apparatus, 
and the determination of laws inductively) chemistry, (with very little laboratory 
practice, though we hope gradually, to introduce more) physiology and book-keep
ing. 

The literary work consists of history, rhetoric, Latin, French , and· English class
ics. Those boys who do not propose to take a higher course in a coliege or poly
technic school, may omit Latin and French, giving the time to mqre Iristory. Eng
lish composition, and political economy. 

DRAWING. 

Penmanship and lettering come under the head of drawing., which is practical 
rather than artistic in its aim, in view of the principle that the artistic should always 
follow the practical. The former is intricate, requiring maturity and familiarity 
with elementary principles; the latter is simple, plain, and intelligible to every hoy 
of fifteen years, and so far as known, it has never been shown before, what boys of 
fourteen and fifteen are capable of in the art of drawing. We begin with ortho
graphic projections of simple objects, generally modifications of geometric forms, 
requiring three views consistently drawn. This is all free-hand work on blackboard, 
or pencil work on paper . Thi'> training enables the boys to make and read their 
shop-drawings from the very first. Their first instrumental work is on stretched 
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paper with ink, and consists in learning to draw straight and curved lines in ink, 
clear, firm, and true. Free-hand sketches of simple articles which have details of 
simple shape, such as speed lathes, center rests, face pla tes, etc., are nex t followed 
by instrumental dra wings of the same to exact scale, accompanied by a sheet of 
figured details and sections, 

The drawing of t he second year is all on stretched paper, and largely instrumental 
or brush work. Representations of blocks, plain, truncated or intersecting, drawn 
in strict orthographies; flat tinting, isometrics, let tering, borders; a machine (from 
the object) with the details; arc hitectural details and ornament. 

The third year drawing begins with two sheets of geometrical exercises, a sheet 
of line shading with shades and shadows; a sheet of brush shading of cones, cylin
ders, spheres, toruses, etc. The final exercise is the drawing from the object by 
actual measurement of a large engine, machine, or structure. This is first sketched 
and measured, then drawn and shaded with a brush. This drawing is as finished as 
the boy can make it, and shows t he result of the course. A tracing on cloth is 
taken of t he outline work. Nowhere in this course, do we t each linear perspective 
or descriptive geometry. The very simple exercises in intersection, screws, devel
opments, and shadows are regarded only as geometrical exercises. 

Throughout the drawing course the character of the shop-work going on at the 
same time, and its accompa-nying working drawing, is kept steadily in view. 

SHOP WORK. 

The shop practice extends over a very wide field, but like the drawing, which runs 
parallel with it, it is all required of every boy in the school, no mat ter what his 
plans for the futw·e may be. It occupies two hours a nay for five days each week. 

The three hundred and eighty how·s of the first year are devoted to wood, at the 
bench and at the lathe. J oining, with wood-carving, gluing, inside and outside 
turning, forms of beauty and forms of strength, constitute the series. The year 
ends with the construction of an article, original or copied, which shall embody lUI 

many of the steps already learned as possible. Incidentally, the pupils keep up 
the stock of handles, mallets, clamps, trestles, and shelving in the establishment, 
though the great majority of exercises are of a purely abstract character. 

The size of a shop division is limited to twenty-four boys, under the charge of a 
single teacher, and the daily lesson is uniform for the division. A working drawing 
of the lJiece or modelreq uired is first made and explained by the teacher of the di vi
sion. E very boy copies the drawing in his special book, and h enceforth, works 
from the drawing. The piece is then executed by the teacher in the presence of t he 
class. Attention is called to the order in which the steps are taken, what tools are 
used, and how new processes are combined with old ones. The boys then execute 
the task, each for himself, with or without special direction or help from the 
teacher. Boys who work rapidly and well, put their spa re time after finishing 
their exercises into" extras," whid1 generally combine the steps already learned, 
in some article of use or beauty. The slowest boy generally ha nds in an unfinished 
piece. The results are criticised, compared, and graded on an absolute scale where 
one hundred per cent. means reasonable perfection. 

The aim is, to master the ra nge of every tool, and to cultivate the habit of ana
lyzing complicated processes into simple elementS. A high degree of skill is not 
aimed at, the chief immediate object being an intelligent mastery of every step and 
every tool. 

By a similar method, forging is learned during the middle year. The elementary 
processes of the forge, are learned one at a time, with just enough practice to fix 
them indelibly on the mind and to secure a moderate degree of skill. W e have 
found it extremely useful in giving exact knowledge of forms, and in teaching how 
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to strike and how to hold pieces under the hammer, to use bars of cold lead in a 
preliminary exercise. The time apparently lost on a lead exercise is more than 
made good by the material and time saved in the subsequent forgings of iron and 
steel. The necessity of keeping up the supply of forging tools , and of the construc
tion of a set of lathe tools, cold chisel and steel dog gives all the variety necessary 
for a course of mere instruction. The size of a working division during the second 
year is reduced to twenty-two; hence the shop contains but twenty two forges, 
anvils, and sets of tools. A. total of only two hundred and eighty five hours is 
given to the forging shop. The remaining ninety five hours of the second year are 
given to pattern-making, moulding, casting (with plaster or lead), brazing and sol
dering. In connection with soldering, comes practice in cutting sheet metal for 
special shapes, and spinning. This work is done in strict connection with their 
drawing of intersections, and the developments of surfaces. 

The shop practice of the third year is in the Machine and Fitting Shop. The 
maximum size of a working division is here reduced to twenty, and yet it has been 
found impossible to adhere strictly to uniform lessons, for the reason, that it is prac
tically out of the question to furnish twenty complete sets of machine tools. We 
have found our wants fairly met by twelve engine lathes, four speed lathElS, two 
drills, two planers and twelve vises. .Ai3 one man is always detailed to keep the tool 
shop, nineteen are to be kept at work at once. Nevertheless, a large degree of uni
formity is secured by means of systematic class instruction on the different tools, 
and then systematic rotation in the exercises. In the use of the planers and drills, 
a boy is first learner and then teacher. The series of exercises which we use, are 
the results of large experience in devising such work as shall prove most instructive, 
and best serve to develop the full capacity of every hand and machine tool The 
exercises occupy fully four fifths of the year, and include the use of every tool in 
the shop. 

The last few weeks are devoted to construction. In some cases, new patterns 
are constructed, in others old patterns, made during the second year, are used, and .-·'•' 
from the castings, (made elsewhere) articles of some complexity and real utility, are 
constructed. During the present year, the senior class is engaged in the construc-
tion of three upright engines, several jack screws, an emery grinder, and several 
pieces of brass work. The abstract exercises, however, covered the shop work 
from the first of September to the middle of April. These engines and other articles 
are not made with any view to an income. Our purpose in their construction is to 
give the students themselves, an opportunity to see how fully their exercises have 
prepared them for such constructive work, and on the other hand, to teach them, 
that no matter how comprehensive their experience may_ be, a new article may 
involve new problems which can be solved only, by thoughtful study, and the ex
ercise of good judgment. 

As to our policy of not carrying on a commercial establishment; of taking no 
contracts; and of not setting out to manufacture for any market-reference will be 
made later on. It may be now said, that we have found our present system of 
uniform exercises: 1. More fruitful in general skill; 2. Better adapted for teaching 
method and predcision; 3. More economical as admitting of a larger number stu- . 
dents simultaneously under one instructor. 

Such, then, are the chief features of the Manual Training School. It was not 
established. nor is it conducted, as a school for the primary training of mechanical 
engineers alone. It is a school for general training. It is assumed, that pupils 
entering its junior class, are too young and undeveloped to decide the all-important 
question:-what occupation or career in life shall he select. By the end of a three 
year's course, however, the bent or natural aptitude of a boy is generally found, if 
he has one. If he combines a love for practical work with strong mathematical 
power, then he has the prerequisite of an engineer. Thus far,· those who have . 
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by the Professor, that is. where one instructor is put in charge of a large number 
of boys whom he has to instruct verbally. During my first year at Annapolis, I 
adopted that plan and found that it occupied the time of three or four, while in a 
great many instances, lectures and tabulated statements put upon a black-board in 
the shops, saved a large amount of time. Take for instance, the question of tem
pering. A lecture would be given on that subject, and the r esults given in tabula
ted form and put up in the shop, enabling the boys to see at a glance, what they 
needed to do, to produce a certain result on certain kinds of metals for cer tain pur
poses. The same applied to cutting tools and their uses, and many other shop 
methods. I merely say now, that whether there be any value in them or not, I 
have copies of lectures given at the above institution with diagrammatic matter, 
which I should be glad to furnish to the Society as a part of this discussion, if it is 
thought desirable. 

M1'. F. W . Taylor.-I desire to take exception t o one statement made by Professor 
Thurston in his paper. His opinion is, that one year of practice in a school shop 
will supplant seven years of practice in an actual machine shop. I think it would 
be more nearly the contrary. I think one year of actual service in a machine shop 
would, in certain respects, supplant twenty years of practice in a school shop. 
Probably, the great majority of those who go through a practical course of that sort, 
intend to become masters; that is, they would not intend to remain workmen, and 
it would seem to me, that in the course of the school shop, the boy misses, perhaps, 
the one thing which will be af terward, of the greatest use to lllin in his experience 
with men, that is, the knowledge of the character of the men with whom he is deal
ing. H e learns thoroughly the feeling of one student toward another and of a 
student toward a professor, but he fails to appreciate properly, the feeling of ap
prentices toward their teachers, of workmen toward their foreman, and of foremen 
to their employees, which will enable him afterwards, to manage men successfully. 
I think, that no training whatever, in a manual school can give a man this experi
ence, which is more valuable than any manual dext erity, which he can attain, and 
which, I think, he never can get, if he starts at the other end as foreman, and at
tempts to work down. He can only have it by passing through the mill himself; 
getting there at seven in the morning and leaving at six, and being knocked about 
to a certain extent as an apprentice in the shops. 

M r. Angus Sinclair.-No one belonging to this society can have a greater interest 
in the development of the manual school system of this country than I have; but, 
at the same time, I think that sentiment which has been showing itself through the 
society, of depreciating the apprentice system, and giving preference to the man
ual school system, is not calculated to be of benefit to the mechanical interests of 
America. It has been repeatedly said heore, that the apprentice system is dead, 
and consequently, we must look to the manual school system for something to 
take its place. There is no member, I presume, more around the shops than I am. 
I am continually over the country from the one ocean to the other. I spend half 
of my time continually traveling, and I am always watching the men who are 
doing the mechanical work of the country. I find, that there is a growing class of 
mechanical men-boys who have not the name of apprentices, but nevertheless, they 
are learning the trade just the same as apprentices used to do. They are not held 
down for seven years under the close rules of t he apprentice system, but they have 
opportunities of learning the trade, that perhaps, the old apprentice system did not 
supply. Now, I think that the duty of the Mechanical Engineers' Society, in regard 
to that class, is to give them the opportunities of learning the higher branches of 
mechanical engineering, supplying them with facilities for night schools, where 
they can learn the principles which they are so often deficient in. That is a system 
which is becoming very widespread in Europe. It has been receiving a very great 
deal of attention in Great Britain lately. There is not a city of any size in that 
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island, where machine shops are running, that apprentices cannot go nightly to 
school, where they have tJ.ie very best opportunities for getting the higher parts of 
the mechanical training; and I consider, that in that respect, this country is falling 
very badly behind Great Britain, and it is to a great extent, because this society and 
similar societies hold, that manual schools and the technical scho'ol should do what 
eventually will have to be done by the apprei;~tice system. · The great m ass of those 
who are learning the business, are in shops, under some name or other, and 
there is where the great mass of experience is obtained that enables men to carry 
on manual work. A boy may work in a technical school or in a manual school 
and attain the skill which enables him to do a piece of very fine work, but there, 
he will never collect that great mass of experience that enables him to control men 
doing similar work to the best advantage in a great shop or even in a small shop. 
If I mistake not, the leaders of this society, the men who have made their mark on 
the mechanical work of this country, have r isen through the shop. They have 
gained their technical knowledge, through burning the midnight lamp under the 
very greatest disadvantages. If they would help those who are coming in their 
footsteps, to obtain the information which they acquired under such great disad
vantages, more easily, they will be doing a great work for themselves, to the coun
try and for the mechanical interests generally . 

M1·. J. M. Dodge.-! cam e here by railroad from New York. I would have 
known more of the country if I had walked; but it is a question, whether that 
would have been any decided advantage. I served my time in a shop. My fore
man hit me with a hammer one day, because I asked him how to temper a chisel. 
Afterwards, I got a little engineering chart. I followed its directions a t home, 
took my chisel back to the shop and found out I knew how to do it. I believe if I 
had gone to the manual training-school and had that lecture about tempering given 
to me, I would have known more about it than my foreman did. I do not believe, 
in this age of the world's history , it is worth while to cling to an old institution, 
simply because it is old. It is not fair to say that the apprentice system made fore
men, because the apprentice system, out of a thousand boys, only made one fore
man. The fact of the matter is, that the personality of the boy has got a great deal 
to do with it. I went through the shop experience very thoroughly. ~went on a 
strike and got hit with a brick. I followed the men right through, worked with 
them, fought with them, and did everything, and I was thoroughly put to blush . 
by a young man from the Stevens Institute, after I had erected an engine on a 
large ship, by finding out that he knew a great deal more about it than I did. I 
had built the engine, as I thought, and the proudest thing I did was to find a mis
take in the design, which I afterwards discovered, was because I didn't measure 
right. The fact is, that I had some training at Cornell University, and afterwards, 
I went through the shop thoroughly, and I must say, I wish I could go through a 
manual training school now. So far as managing men is concerned, my experi
ence is, that a man who knows what he wants will get it done. A man said to me: 

"What will you do if there is a strike?" I said. " I don't know. What will you 
do if there is a strike?" He prided himself on. being able to manage men. He had 
a strike afterwards, and he didn't manage the men any better than anyboqy else. 
He fell right in, and did the best that he could, when the time came. I am largely 
of opinion that with good material, a manual training school will instruct thor
oughly and perfectly as far as it goes, and that a man of the right mind will gather 
up the deficiencies without any trouble. 

ProfessorS. W. Robinson.-! think that this course which has been deta~led at 
some length, is an admirable course for students in mechanical engineering . I 
might state a few points from my own experience, which may be of some inter
est in regard to this question. In the first place, with respect to the apprentice sys
tem, in my experience of four years of apprenticeship in a machine shop, I never 
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got so much shop philosophy as t his-that in forming a piece of iron for a macnme 
there are two operations-first, rough dressing i t out; and second, finishing the 
piece; and further, that in rough dressing the piece ou t, the way to do it well is to 
do it quickly, as the main point; and in fin ishing the piece, the way to do that well 
is not to take the biggest chip you can possibly take, but to take such chips as will 
give the best results as to form and surface. This is the kind of philosophy that 
should be given in our school shops. If a man can go through a whole apprentice
ship and not get as much philosophy as that, I think that five minutes under a 
teacher in learning t his, is wor th m ore than fouryears'apprenticeship for this point. 
When you apply it to all the points, you will see that t here is need of both applica
tions. I think the school shop is a necessary element for the highest success, and 
that the machine shop is also a necessary element for t he highest success in life. 
Let a young man who comes out of school full of philosophy go out and learn the 
practical. * * * 

Mr. Hosea Webster.-The fact, that the majority of t he prominent members of 
this society are men who have sta.rted from t he bottom. and, as expressed in homely 
phrase " pegged up ;" t he fact that a great many of them have a good deal o• dis
trust of '' college men ," and the fac t, that many college men after being ou t of col
lege a few years, ' vould find it a hard matter to pass their first calculus examina
tion, lead to a good deal of perplexity in the mind of one who may happen to be 
called upon to advise a young man desiring to become a mechanical engineer , what 
course to pursue. It is unfort unate that there is this distrust of the college man 
among our leading manu facturers, but may n ot one cause of it he found in the 
fact that, having spent four years in college, a young man is gran ted his degree, if 
he bas attained an average of. say, seventy-five per cent. , in his examination , and 
so gets into a seventy-five per cent. habit , while the profession of engineering is, 
above all others, a hundred per cent. profession? 

A seventy-five per cent. tracing won t make a head draughtsman. The discus
sions of the matter of technical education, which are now going on, are a good 
sign , and indicate that the thne is not far distan t when manufacturers will realize, 
t hat technical education is the best foundation for the profession of mechanical 
engineering. The English system of paid appt·enticeship is meeting with good suc
cess. A yow1g man, upon payment of a small sum annually. is admitted into the 
shops, put to work with the men, and has special atten tion paid and careful practi
cal instruction given him in return for t he money invested. Th is system is 'said to 
be turning out some excellent young engineers. The technical graduate has reached 
the point where he has learned how to learn, and draw logical a nd practical conclu
sions. 

The proper combination of the theoretical with the practical, must result to the 
advan tage of the producer , and it is hoped, that the discussions in this society will 
soon. bring about the desired result . 

M1'. W. F. D tL1j ee.-I am aware that the time is getting very short, and I will 
promise to be as brief as is consisten t with a clear p1·esentation of certain points 
which I regard as deserving of especial .consideration in connection with any scheme 
of st,udy and practice in tended to serve as the foundation of the education of the 
mechanical engineers of the future. W hen au engineer of experience undertakes 
to erect a structure or mechanism of any kind, t :1e first thing he considers, is, 
the character of the soil upon which he is to lay those foundations, upon wh058 
stability the integrity and usefulness of all his fu ture work depends. In such a 
fundamental matter, there must be no mistake; a proper selection must be made 
or disaster is absolutely cer tain. 

I am a firm believer in the great possibilities a nd far r eaching value of the work 
of the leading technical schools of our land in laying the foundations upon which 
~he practice and the fame of the engineering of the future is. tQ t:e&t ; provided, 
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howe~·er, that their efforts are conscientiously expended upon a wise selection of 
mental material. 

Notwithstanding the fact, that the leading schools of._engineering have met with 
some measure of success, and that there are many members of that profession, to 
whom they point with pride as evidences thereof, I am, as the result of a somewhat 
prolonged experience, firmly of the opinion, that these schools will not conserve the 
best interests of the future ; until they adopt some thoroughly effective system of 
selection, which shall, at an early stage of their studies, cull out from among those 
students who aspire ultimately, to become engineers, such as have not that intui
tive practical sense of the eternal fitness of things and of the adaptation of means 
to ends, born in them as an endowment of nature, which is an essential qualifica~ 
tion of every competent engineer. 

* * * * * * * 
Professor C. I. King.-It seems to me, that when an apprentice has served his 

time, and when a young man from college; having been through the technical 
school, has served his time, we will say, and both come out, we will imagine, on a 
level, and begin their work in the shop,-that the apprentice has practically arrived 
where he is ready to begin to learn something. He is where he feels a responsibility 
that he has never had before, and if you are going to make a foreman out of him, 
he must acquire all that implies, after his apprenticeship has been served. It is 
equally so with a college man, if he is going to make a superintendent or foreman. 
The only difference, it seems to me, is, that your college man has a basis to build 
upon, that is as broad a foundation as can be laid. The difference in the broadness 
of these foundations, depends on the men altogether. It seems to me·, that, in that 
respect alone, the college man is a good way ahead, and I hold, that, with this 
system of manual training, every college man, if has any natural ability, when he 
steps into the shop, he is capable of e~J,rning a living there. He is able to earn as 
much and in a great many cases, more than the apprentices. In regard to the dif
ferent systems of work in the colleges, I hold, that it is almost impracticable, so far 
as good results are concerned in the way of instruction, to mix instruction and 
business, and especially so, if there is a time limit for completing the work. The 
result in every case, will be found, as Professor Robinson says, that you are sacri
ficing instruction to the completiofi of work. That has been my experience for 
eight or nine years. * * * 

Professor Woodward.-I have little to add in closing the debate. I desire to thank 
Mr. Hawkins for his excellent suggestion, while at the same time, I ought to say, 
that we make continual use of the lecture method. In fact, the class, or" Russian" 
method of tool instruction, necessarily involves lectures, biack-boil.rds, and general 
explanation. The economy of our method arises from giving an explanation, a dia
gram. directions, etc., to twenty-four boys at once. Then, again, when they proceed 
to the execution of their task, the teacher knows so well wh~t each has to do, that a 
glance suffices to tell whether the student is doing as he ought or not. Meanwhile, 
it must be remembered, that our students are not men; they are boys from fourteen 
to eighteen years of age, and that they know nothing whatever of engineering . 

.Again, I think the gentlemen who have spoken, have dwelt too much upon a 
single phase of the training of an engineer-that of being a shop foreman or man
ager. Some of you seem to regard what I call the " Training of a Dynamic En
gineer," as only a new kind of apprenticeship, the object of which is, to make a 
man a good machinist or a manager of machinists. To be an engineer, means 
vastly more than to be a skillful workman or a fine executive officer, or both com
bined. I grant, if you wish, that it does meim thus much, but it means a knowledge 
of theory too; a knowledge and ready command of both analytical and graphical 
methods of investigation; a knowledge of the best practice; of what has been done, 
and how done, in the engineering world. An engineer is a man whose familiarity 
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with different methods and theories is wide enough to entitle him to speak of his 
"jwi.gment." A man who knows but one way, has no judgment about ways. A 
man who has never ·• seen any use" for gra phical statics, or the calculus, or ther
modynamics, simply admits, that he has no command of such t hings, and that 
countless opportunities for their use pass him without his being in the least a ware 
of the fact. A born frontiersman is apt to ·• have no usa '' for a thousand of our 
great conveniences about which he knows nothing. These r emarks a re in part, 
sugg·ested by some side-discussions I ha>e heard at this convention. Let me say, 
that no subject is put down in t he course of study given as an appendix to my paper, 
which I do not consider essential to the training of a finished engineer. 

I am glad to find that you all appear to agree with me in regard to t he policy of our 
shop. As regards what we cannot and do not t ry to teach in our shop, I will quote 
a word from that very keen obser ver and suceessful man of business, William 
Mather, E sq., manufacturer, l\'Ianchester , England, late Royal Commissioner of 
Education to America, now l\1ember of Parliament. 

' ·There is no possibility of teaching in a school, that sort of knowledge which 
pr!tctical work, carried out on commercial principles within r estrictions as to t.ime 
of execution, etc., can alone m ake one familiar with."-Technical Education in 
Russia. p. XII. 

Bear me witness, that the manual tra ining school does not claim to teach a single 
trade . nor to g ive bnsiness experience. * * ;:. 

It is because of the important r ela tion borne by this school to the 
:Manual Training movement throughout. the United States, that so 
much space has been given to the account of its history and progress, 
and t hat. the statements concerning i t by Professor W oodward, as 
well as those giving the judgment and opinions of others, have been 
so fully quoted. 

An account of the School of Fine Arts of the University will be 
given in a later volume of this Report. 

The following extracts from the Annual Report of the Manual 
Training School for l SSG-'87, * give the conclusions by t he Director 
in regarJ. to the r esul t of the experiment and t he latest information 
then accessible of the school. 

" THE R ESULTS OF EXPERIENCE. 

The School is now in its se•enth year. From thestartithas been well patronized, 
and >acant seats ha>e been few. 

The enrollment shows a steady increase. 
* * * -~ * * 

THE RECORD OF T1IE GRADUATES. 

Four classes have g raduated from the school. l\fuch interest has been expressed 
in t heir records as affording some clew to t he influence of their training in the 
school. It has therefore been thought best to give a full list of the names and pres
ent occupations of the first three classes as fully as known. At t he same time it 
should be borne in mind that the full influence of the school is to be found only by 
following the careet-s of a ll who have been for a longer or a shorter time under its 

* " A Catalogue of the Teache1-s, Students, Course of Study, and Methods of In
struction in the Manual Training School of W ashington University. 1886-'87. St. 
L ouis : Nixon-Jones Printing Co. 1886. Pp. 47." 
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influence. Only about one-half of those who attend the school1·emain to graduate, 
and the influence of the training has been scarcely less marked upon those who 
have been in the school two years than upon the graduates. Moreover, all the 
graduates are still too young to afford material for very definite conclusions. 

These first two classes had no opportunity :while in school to study Latin ; conse
quently when they have sought to enter Polytechnic schools or colleges requiring 
Latin before admission thlly have been somewhat embarrassed to obtain the neces
sary instruction in Latin. All the present classes have had opportunity to st~dy 
Latin in the school. 

The list of the names and present occupations of the graduates as 
given in the report is h ere omitted.-The total numberof graduates 
is given as 142. The attendance on the school is as follows : 

SUMMARY. 

Graduate Students. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Third-Year Class.... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 
Second-Year Class.. .. .................... . ....... .. .. . . . ... 73 
First-Year Class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 

Total. . . ................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 222 

" In submitting the above report of the condition, methods, aims, and results, of 
the school during its six and a half years, the Director is gratified by the thought 
that in spite of its many shortcomings the school has served to demonstrate the 
entire feasibility of incorporating the elements of intellectual and manual training 
in such a way that each is the gainer thereby ; and that he has correctly read the 
public demand for an education which shall insure the most valuable mental disci
pline, a.t the same time that it gives knowledge and skill of great intrinsic worth. 

All inquiries and applications should be addressed to 

DEC. , 1886." 

C. M. WOODWARD, 
Director, Manual Trainlng School. St. Louis. 

The following is the list of the Managing Committee and of the 
Instructors, as given in the Catalogue for 1886-'87. 

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

[Established June 6, 1879.] 

MANAGING COMMITTEE. (1886-1887.) 

Edwin Harrison, Chairman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 322 Pine street. 
Henry W. Eliot ..................... . . . ... .... . . .. Turner Building, Eighth street. 
Samuel Cupples ... . ... . . . ........ . ...... ... . .... Second and Olive streets. 
William Brown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . . . 1301 Lami street. 
William L. Ruse ........... ... ............ . . . . . .. A09 Washington avenue. 

Office at the University. 
C. M. WOODWARD, Director. 

OFFICERS AND TEACHERS, (1886-1887.) 

William G. Eliot, Chancellor . ........ ... . . . . ... ... 2660 Washington avenue. 
C. M. Woodward, Ph. D., Director .... . ........... 1761 Missouri avenue. 
Charles F. White , B.S., Superintendent of Work-

shops ..... . .......... . ...... . ................ . . 3414 Washington avewe. 
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George W. Krall , Assistant in Charge of Third-
year Class. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . ....... 3037 Olive street. 

W. H. Vaughn, A. 1\f. , Assistant in Charge of Sec-
ond-Year Class . . ..... . ......................... 2842 Gamble street. 

E. R. Booth, .A. B., Assistant in Charge of F'irst-
year Class . .......... ........................ . . . Kirkwood. 

Charles E. Jones. Instructor in Forging ............ 2312 University street. 
George B. vVood ward, Instructor in Iron-work ..... 3030 Chestnut street. 
Harry 1\f. Newington, Arch., Teacher of Drawii1g . . 2648 Pine street. 
B. S. Newland, A. l\1., Assis~nt Teacher of Fii·st-

Year Class ...... .. .. .... ...... . . ...... . ... ..... 2634 Lucas avenue. 
Charles C. Swafford, Assistant in Physics and Rhe-

toric ... . ............. . . . .. .. . ................... 1903 Belleglade avenue. 
Oscar V.l. Raeder, Assistant in Drawing ............ 2909 Salisbury street. 
George B. Swafford, Instructor in Wood-work .... 2520 '\'Vhittier street. 
J ennie M. H enderson, .Assis!K1.nt in Third-Year 

'\'Vork. ............................ . . ...... .... 1436 S. Tenth street. 

Tne catalogue for 1891-1892, *the twelfth year of the school, shows 
continuous gr()wth. At the risk of some r epetit ion the following 
summaries setting forth t11is Jevelopment and showing the pressure 
on the school for enlarged facilities are taken from this, the latest 
o:ftl.cial statement of the school. 

HISTORICAL STATE~IENT. 

The ordinance establishing the Manual Training School was adopted by the 
Board of Directors of the University, June 6, 1870. ... * * * * 

P ROGRESS OF TH E SCHOOL. 

The lot was purchased and the building fronting on Eighteenth street was begun 
in August, 1879. In the November following, a P rospectus of the school was pub
lished. 

On September 6, 1880, the school opened with a single c lass of about 50 pupils. 
During the summer of 1882, the large addition fronting on vVashing ton avenue 

was built and furnished; this nearly doubled the capacity of the school. 
The following table gives the total enrollment for each year since its organiza

tion:-
Total 

enrollment. 
1880-1 . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . 67 
1881-2.. ........ . . ........ . ...... 107 
1882-3.................. . .. .. . . . 176 
1883-4.... . ............... .. . .. . 201 
1884-5.................. .. .. . .... 218 
1885-6............ ....... ....... . 233 

Total 
enrollment. 

1886-7................ . .......... 226 
1887-8...................... .. ... 223 
1888-9..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241 
1889-90. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . 249 
1890-1.. . . . ...................... 289 
1891-2, to Feb. 10, 1892....... . ... 310 

The manual features of the school, as shown by its regular class exercises in 
drawing and tool-work, have been exhibited in other cities as follows :-

At t he Annual Meetings of the National Educational Association:- In Saratoga, 
New York, in 1882. I n Saratoga, New York, in 1883. I n Madison , '\'Visconsin, 
1884. In San Francisco, California, in 1888. In St. Paul, Minn., in 1890. 

*Catalogue of the Manual Training School, '\'Vashington University . Saint 
Louis. 1891- 1892. Pp. 68. 
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Partial exhibits have also been made: at Springfield, Fitchl;lurg and WoliCester, 

Mass.; in New York City and Albany, N.Y.; at Columbus and Cincinnati, Ohio; 
at Louisville, Ky.; at De Funiack Springs, Fla.; at Kansas City. Mo.; at Sioux 
Falls, So. Dakota; at Altoona, Pa., and at J efferson City, Mo. 

A full selection was sent to the International Exposition in Paris, 1889, and the 
school was awarded a gold medal for the same. 

PLAN FOR I NCREASING THE CAPACITY _QF THE SCHOOL. 

In view of the increased demand for admission during the summer of 1890, the 
Managing Board decided to refurnish the First-year room, putting 125 new desks in 
the place of 100 old ones. All the seats were promptly taken and applicants were 
turned away. 

Similarly in 1891, evet·y seat in every class was t aken when the school opened in 
September, and large numbers of students were refused admission from lack of 
room. Every nook and corner in the buildings is utilized to its utmost capacity. 
New students are received only as vacancies occur. 

To meet this eviden t and pressing demand for increased accommodations, the 
Managing Board with the approval of the University Board of Directors, have pro
posed a plan for enlarging the plant of the school to a capacity of 500 students. 
The plan contemplates the erection of a new shop-building, four stories high, which 
shall contain eight large shops with auxiliary dressing rooms, offiees, store rooms 
and engine rooms. · 

The lot upon which the school now stands is too small to conveniently admit of 
much extension , and it is therefore not possible to give a full description of what 
may be done. The Board of Managers will cordially welcome co-operation from 
any and every quarter . 

* * * * * * * 

" SCHOOL BUILDING Al\'D ACCOMMODATIONS. 

A perspective view of the present school building is given as a frontispiece. 
The shops are at present all in the portion fronting Eighteenth Street. 
The same wing also Contains one of the drawing rooms, and the chemical rooms. 
The ordinary school rooms occupy the three floors of the west wing. The shop 

equipment is briefly described as follows :- · 

THE TWO WOOD-WORKING SHOPS. 

Each wood-working shop is upwards of forty feet square, and has unifol'm 
accommodations for a class of twenty-five pupil'!. . 

Each pupil has one of the uniform sets of hand edge-tools for his exclusive use, 
kept in a locked'drawer. For the care and safety of these .tools he is held respon
sible. 

The school has 50 speed-lathes* for wood-turning, 50 benches, 50 iron vises; 50 
sets of common tools, 50 sets of wood-carviag tools, and 150 individual sets of edge
tools in as many drawers. 

Each shop has two grindstones which run continuously during shop hours. 

THE MOLDING AND CASTING ROOM. 

This shop contains 24 benches and sets of tools, flasks, etc., for molding. A small 
gas furnace is usel for melting alloys and for heating the core oven. Separate 
benches and furnaces are provided for soldering. 

In this shop is the band saw which is used for cutting lumber into sizes suited to 
class exercises. · 

*Two of these lathes are of iron made for the school by the class of 1888,. 
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THE FORGING SHOP. 

The first floor of the shop-wing is devoted to metal work, and comprises the ma
chine shop and the forging shop. The forging shop is 40 feet square, and has its 
complete equipment of twenty-four forges, anvils, tubs, and sets of ordinary hand 
tools. The blast is supplied by a power blower, and a large exhaust fan* keeps 
the shop reasonably free from smoke and gas, even when all the forges are in use. 

THE MACHINE SHOP 

Is 40 x 50 feet. It. possesses an equipment of sixteen engine screw-cutting lathes, 
six speed lathes, t two p laners, two drills , a shaper of 15 inches stroke, a large and 
a small emery grinder, a gas-forge,t an anvil and tools, and a tool-room. Ten vises 
and benches afford opportunity for bench work. The shop is furnished for a class 
of twenty-four students at once. 

The engine-room is below this shop. The engine is capable of about forty horse
power. It lHIS a 12-inch cylinder and 12-inch stroke, and runs at t he ratE' of 200 
revolutions per minute. The steam-generating apparatus of the University consists 
of a battery of three large steel boilers, set and furnished in the most approved 
manner. These boilers fum ish heat for the entire group of University buildings, as 
well as steam for the engine in the shop. The equipment of steam power furnishes 
to pupils of the Third-Year cl~s the means of becoming familiar with machinery 
on a practical scale. 

CHEMICAL LABORATORY. 

A well furnished Chemical laboratory with excellent facilities for experimental 
study is provided, and each Second-Year student becomes acquainted by actual 
chemi ~al work, with the real facts of Chemistry, and acquires the true spirit of 
investigation. 

PHYSICAL LABORATORY. 

A room on the second floor is fitted up for the practical study of physical laws 
and measurements. The laboratory contains a speed lathe for wood turning, an 
engine lathe for metal turning, and a large assortment of hand-tools for the con
struction of physical apparatus by the students themselves. The physics lecture 
room contains several hundred dollars' worth of apparatus, bought or home made. 

DRAWING ROOMS. 

Two drawing rooms are in continual use every day for six hours. Each has 
twenty-five drawing stands, cases for one hundred and fifty drawing boards, and 
large numbers of models, specimens, and machines for object and detail drawing." 

Several pa.ges follow showing the details of the shop work, illus
trated by plates from Professor W oodward's excellent book entitled 
"The Manual Training School; Its Aims, Methods and Results," 
published by Messrs D. C. H eath & Co, Boston. In place of these 
pages, and of the pages given to the "theory of Manual Training" 
which follow, I have thought, as these topics ha.ve already been 

*This fan. a "Sturtevant" with a delivery of 18' by 23' . was presented to the 
school by 1\fr. Stmtevant, the inventor. 

t Two of these lathes were made for the school by the Class of 1887. 
t The gas-forge is furnished with an air jet from a tank kept filled by an oscillating

cylinder air pump made by certain members of the Class of 1888. 
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treated in this history, that the brief paper recently read by Professor 
Woodward at the meeting of the National Education Association, in 
which he gives his conception of the ideal Manual Training Master, 
would serve to show what is to be demanded of the Teacher, and so, 
inferentially, what is required from the pupils, and will illustrate 
the distinctive character and purpose of these schools. 

THE TEACHER. OF TOOL WORK. 

By C. M. WOODWARD, St. Louis, Mo. 

The proper functions of the shop teacher are little understood. He is not a his
torical character. Literature is not full of him; his sayings and doings are not on 
record; he is the latest product of evolution. Doubtless many of you have pictured 
him, in imagination, as a brawny fellow, with immense brown hands, with deft 
ways, an unerring eye, a fund of anecdote, abounding in ungrammatical figures of 
speech, drawn from the bench, and cherishing undying admiration and reverence 
for the man he served under while learning his trade. You fancy him more fluent 
in directions than reasons; therefore, more ready to take one's tool and do one's 
exercise himself than to patiently explai:l and illustrate the method till his pupil 
can do it. 

But you are in error. You are thinking of the experienced mechanic, not of the 
accomplished teacher. This new type of teacher is not a common article as yet. 
It is still a curiosity, and visitors to a school fortunate enough to have one spend 
most of their time watching him and his work. Let me give an account of him 
and present his picture. 

This man has never served his time-that is, he has no~ spent from three to 
seven years earning his living while learning the mechanical processes and the 
business manageinent of a single trade. His knowledge of applied mechanics dif
fers from that of the ordinary workman as the mathematical training of a senior 
wrangler differs from the art of a lightning calculator. Under a variety of expert 
teachers he has mastered the principles and become familiar with many crafts; be 
has studied a wide range of tools and materials, and is equally at home at every 
bench. 

But he is much mqre than a master m echanic; he is a draughtsman, almost an 
artist, ready to sketch an engine or a pump, to find the shade and shadow of a 
Greek vase, or to give a" chalk talk" illustl·ating Longfellow's "Bridge" before 
his class. Then he is somewhat of a scientist, and h fl sees hl)w truly the principles 
of a lever and the inclined plane underlie all mechanical operations; he has experi
mented upon the effects of heat on meat, and has studied the dynamics of elastic 
fluids. He is able to classify the phenomena of the shop and can show bow differ
ent the ideal problems of the text-book are from the real problems of industry. 

Moreover, he is gifted with speech and has some knowledge of his vernacular. 
He never says, "I know, but I can't ' express it," for he can express it either in 
words, by drawings, or in the concrete-that is, provided the thought is clear. If 
the thought is not clear, he knows that there can be no clear expression. He is 
sufficiently a psychologist to know how to work out a clear thought when one is 
within his reach. 

He has no reputation for superior workmanship; be has never invented a valve 
motion nor a motor, nor is be the author of a text-book on any subject; but he has 
a level head, a clear voice, a steady hand, a confident look, and a reassuring smile. 

Yes, he is a rare man, and he has been rarely trained, but I will be satisfied with 
nothing less for my shop teacher. 

So much for the man; now h ow does he teach and manage his class? 
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In the first place, he believes it is his chief function to teach. His pupils are not 
to be left to find out for themselves how the various tools are to be used, how they 
are to be kept in order, and how a cer tain m odel is to be produced. H e would no 
more leaYe them to thus teach themselves than you would give pupils pen, ink , and 
paper 2nd leave them t o learn penmanship by themselves ; or than I would give an 
ignorant sailor a sextant and leave him to find out how· to determine a ship's la ti
tude and longitude by constantly trying. Tools are not what they are through ac
cident or caprice ; they are the product of ages of thought and experience, and 
there are best ways of using them. There is teachable art in handling the chisel, 
the gauge, and the file as there is in using a table fork, a tennis racket, and a draw
ing pen. 

Moreover, as he has a score or more pupils to teach, he teaches them as a class 
and not individually; this enables him to make his instruction much more system
atic and full, and it leaves him time to observe whether his instructions are fol
lowed. The class lecture is, therefore, almost a daily feature in his shop. It may 
occupy thirty minutes or only ten, but while it lasts, it must absorb the attention 
of every pupil. He must have facilities for seating his class around his bench, anvil, 
or machine-tool; so that they may be quiet and attentive and have good opportu
nity to see as well as to hear. His room must be noiseless, and he must have at 
hand tools, materials, dra wings, and blackboards. It is not a lecture properly so 
called, for as a r ule he does not r ead to his class ; he talks, explains, and illustrates. 
He suits the action to t he word and the word to the action. This is an important 
point, for, like every other teacher in the school, h e is a language teacher. When 
the need of a new word is clearly seen he gives it to his pupils, writes it before them, 
and henceforth it is a part of their vocabulary. H e knows just where the class 
stands, how much and how little they know of the work in hand, and he discretely 
leads them on a step at a time, and a step they never need retrace. H e teaches the 
theory of every tool, and how it is to be put in order and kept so ; he shows just 
how it is to be used and when; he analyzes a complicated operation into a series of 
simple steps, and points out the logic of his arrangement; he warns of peculiar diffi
culties and dangers ; he leads his pupils to see that drawings may represent not 
only the details of form, but order of construction. Gradually he helps his pupils 
to build up a love for system, precision, and plan. 

·when his class instruction is over-and he is careful not to confuse and mislead 
by tellit1g too much-he never tells all he knows-the pupils go to their separate 
places and reduce t o genuine practice what to them is still only theory. The work 
of the class is as uniform as that of a class in a lgebra engaged on the solution of the 
same problem, or in chemistry when the pupils are performing the same experi
ment. A glance is sufficient to enable our teacher to detect a wrong motion or a. 
false step, and he supplements his general instructions by such individual directions 
and explanations as may be necessary: H e thus economizes t ime and no pupil 
waits for him to come round. All have been taught, all have had opportunity for 
the same personal experience. If a pupil is inattentive or dull-and you may know 
that sometimes happens even in other studies-he patiently repeats what he has 
already gaid and done, or sends the dullard to a brighter pupil for direction and 
light ; but he would no more take one's tools and do his work for him as the ordi
nary mechanic is generally too apt to do, having an eye more to the finished exer
cise than to the development of the child, than the teachE'r of English would write 
his pupil's composition, or the teacher of penmanship would fill out his pupil's copy
book, or the teacher of drawing would finish his pupil's sketches. Success lies not 
in having certain things done, but in getting one's pupils to do them as well as they 
can. 

When our teacher has examined and graded the pupil's work, he does not throw 
all the poor pier.es into the waste box, but he shows a pupil the manifest defects of 
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his workmanship, carefully preserves the specimen, no matter how poor·, and en
com·ages the pupil to replace it by a better one, made during such spare time as he 
may secure by getting other work in before "time is up." This encourages and 
rewards care and attention 'to business. There is no waste time in 'his shop. The 
rapid workers, who have no need to repeat their exercises, are always furnished 
with "extras" (corollaries to the main proposition) which fill their time, tax their 
ingenuity, and fire their ambition. 

The discipline of the shop is such as promotes industry and fidelity. The stan
dard of behavior is not that of the recitation-room, it is rather like that of the chem
icallaboratory. Necessary communication is allowed, but all trifling and distrac
tions are strictly prohibited. 

While in the shop our teacher dresses as he expects his pupils to dress, appropri
ately. He sets no bad example ; his language is correct and pure ; his manners are 
those of a gentleman. The atmosphere of his shop is that of a science laboratory. 
His pupils soon become zeal~;>us and enthusiastic, ~here is no sense of drudgery, and 
no sordid motive impels to work. The pupils are as innocent of definite plans for 
utilizing the knowledge and skill they are acquiring (beyond the making of a toy, 
a present for a friend, or a convenience for his home) as they are in their arithme
tic and history. The·consciousness of growing power, both mental and manual, 
gives a satisfaction which throws a charm over every department of school work. 

. . 
It is rather significant, especially in view of the fact that, after 

having been practiced for some years, similar drill was discarded 
by the Baltimore Manual Training School, that military drill has, 
during the past y~ar, been introduced in this St. Louis school. All 
pupils in the third year of the course, unless especially excused, are 
required to devote two hours per week, "to systematic instruction 
and practice in military drill." This is in addition t.o the regular 
course of school and shop work. 

The catalogue shows that the school is flourishing with a larger 
attendance than ever before. 

LIST. OF OFFICIALS. 

MANAGING BOARD OF THE MA1WAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR~t891-1892. 

Edwin Harrison, Chairman . ........ . ........... . 520 Olive street. 
Henry W . Eliot ..... .. .......... ... .. . . . ... . ...... Odd Fellows Building. 
Samuel Cupples ..... . -..... .. . ...... .. . .... . ....... 3673 Pine street. 
William L. Huse ............ ... ....... . ...... . .... Gay Building. 
Henry C. Haarstick .......... .. .. . .............. Main and Walnutsts. 
E. C. Simmons ...... .. ............ . . ............. Ninth & Washington av. 
C. M. Woodward, Director ..... . .......... . . .... .. Office at the University. 

OFFICERS AND TEACHERS. 

W. S. Chaplin, A.M., Chancellor ................. 2809 Washington av. 
C. M. Woodward, Ph. D., Director . . . ... ... . . . .... 1761 Missouri av. 
George W. Krall, B. S., Assistant in Charge of 

Th_ird Year Class, and Teach er of Geometry and 
Sctence ..... . . . . ... .......... .. .. . .... . ......... 3037 Olive st. 

Charles H. Spooner, A. B. , Assistant in Charge of 
Second-Year Class, and Teacher of Latin and Al-

W~~R.' Vi.ck~~y, .. Ph:-:a·.; '.As~i~~~t· i~· Ch~~ge' ~{ 2634 
Park av. 

First-Year Class, and Teacher of Algebra and 
English .................. .. .. . ...... .. .. ... .. . .. 2933 Dickson st. 
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George B. \'Voodward, Instructor in Iron-Work and 
Auditor of Shop Accounts ....................... 1751 Preston pl. 

Charles E. Jones, Instructor in Forging ............ 2314 University st. 
Oscar W. Raeder, Instructor in Drawing ........... 2227 Warren st. 
George B. Swafford, Instructor in Wood-work .... .4249a Evans av. 
Marian E. Cox, Ph. B., Instructor in Chemistry 

and History ...... . .......... . . .... ........ .. ... 2612 Park av. 
Wm. F. Barnes, (Class of 1885) Assistant in Draw· 

ing. . . . . . . . . . ................ ... ....... ... .. ... 1319 Elliot av. 
Geo. Y. Bast, (Class of 1888) Instructor in Science .. 3918 Cook av. 
George Arrowsmith, Instructor in ·wood-work .... . 7024 Stanley av. 
J anet C. Gloss, Ph. l\L, Instructor in Latin and 

Modem Languages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2950 Dickson st. 
Clara Sessinghaus, Ph. B., I nstructor in Mathemat-

ics and Rhetoric. . .... . .... . ............ . ..... 2901 Rauschenbach av. 

THE MECHANICAL HANDIWORK ScHOOLs oF THE SPRING GARDEN 

INSTITUTE, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. 

In the account of the Night Classes in Mechanical Handiwork of 
this Institution, given :in Chapter II of Part III, the origin of this 
Day School, modelled after the two Manual Training Schools just 
described, has been stated.* 

I t was a logical development of the elementary classes ; yet,-as 
now well established, with machine shops in the basement, and class 
rooms on the first floor of the spacious building of the Institute, and 
possessing a good plant of machinery, an excellent driving engine, 
and in charge of a thoroughly trained, scientific director,-it is a very 
different affair, and offers a very much more advanced curriculum 
of study aud practice, than was afforded by the experimental11ight 
classes first held in the attic of the building. In adding, to the mere 
manipulative training common to these mechanical classes, the spe
cial instruction in steam engineering, which is given by the educated 
Naval Engineer iu charge; these schools of the Institute illustrate 
the steps by which educational :institutions, at first similar in char
ac.ter and pu rpose, develop differently ;-and are, as the scientists 
say, 'differentiated.' 

I n this instance it is plain that the pupil who aspires to advance 
beyond mere elementary t ra ining in mechanics, finds here special 
opportunities for acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of 
steam engineering ;- very desirable knowledge, in this era of steam 
motors in a great manufacturing centre. 

In another school, similar in its elementary courE>e, the develop
ment might as easily be towards Architecture, and the practical con
struction of buildings, or towards the making of complex machinery, 
or the practical manufacture of textiles, or in a knowledge of mining 
engineeriug;-the particular direction depending upon the immediate 
industries of the neighborhood,-or the specialty of the Instructor,
or, to use another modern technical expression,-the general or spe
cial 'environment' of the pupil or sc.hool. 

*See Part III, pages 85 and 86, et seq., of the present Report. 
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The beginning of this development -of the mechanical classes is 
recorded in the 32nd Annual Report (1882-'83) of the Spring Garden 
Instit.ute (north east corner Broad and Spring Garden Streets, Phil-
adelphia). . 

The work rooms are thus described. 
" In 'the basement three large apartments are fitted up with benches, a forge, 

machine tools driven by a gas engine, and all the appliances of first-class machine 
and pattern shops. In this department instjuction is given in Mechanical Handi
work to classes meeting at night. The schools have a capacity of about 50 pupils 
per night. Each class meet'! two evenings per week, so that instruction can be 
given to about 150 individual pupils. This department, like the drawing-schools, 
is used to its full capacity." 

These additional rooms and the consequent increase of facilities 
by the addition of an engine and suitable machinery, made possible 
the development of these night classes into the r egularly organized 
institution, here described; the circumstances resulting in this im
portant change are recited in the above Report as follows : 

Early in the fall , President Arthur detailed Lieut. Robert Crawford, U. S. N., as 
superintendent of our Mechanical Handiwork schools, and that gentleman entered 
so heartily into the work of the Institute that the schooLq were greatly improved 
and the course of study and practice syostematized. Excellent work was done by 
all the pupils, and there is ever y prospect that during the next term Lieut. Craw
ford will be able to so organize the classes and the course of study, .as to make the 
school one of the most efficient in the country. 

Mr. James S. Whitney generously offered to contribute $500.00 towards equipping 
a class in wood-work. This was accepted and a room fitted up for instruction in 
this branch of handiwork. The class, though organized late in the season, did very 
satisfactory work in pattern making. During the next term it is probable that the 
school will be enabled to turn out completed work from drawings made by the 
pupils, with every operation except that of casting done in the school-rooms by the 
pupils. A class in steam engineering was organized, to which lectures were given 
by Lieut. Crawford. It was well attended, and, with better accommodations next 
year, will doubtless become an important feature of the school-work. 

One hundred and ninety-one pupils w~re admitted to this department of the 
Institute, distributed as follows : 

Steam Engineering ......... : . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . ... . 16 
Pattern Making . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Vise and Lathe Work . . ... .. ............................... 159 

191 

In the steam and mechanical engineering class the occupations were as follows: 
Draughtsmen, 6 ; machinis ts, 5; and engineer, fireman, clerk, florist and shoe 

finisher, one each. 
In the pattern making class the occupations were: 
Students, 5; clerks, 5; printers, 2; and draughtsmen, pattern makers, nail makers 

and machinists, one each. . 
In the vise and lathe work departments, the occupations were: 
Machinists, 60; students, 38; clerks,-14; engineers, 6; tool makers, 3; and brass 

finishers, fruit dealers, locksmiths, boiler makers, mill hands, draughtsmen, safe 
makers, 2 each; and mathematical instrument makers, chair makers, steam fitters, 
tinsmiths, shuttle makers, press hands, foremen, plumbers, blacksmiths, clock 
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makers, watch case makers. loom bosses. moulders, rubber stamp makers, archi
tects, hardware dealers, brakemen. tin roofers, wood turners, rubber workers, <pin
ners, farmers and iron cutters, one each. 

The average age of the pupils was very much larger than in preceding years. 
An exhibition of the works of pupils was given at the close-. of the term, and prizes, 

contributed by Tallman & McFadden, Heller & Brightly, Queen & Co., William Y. 
McAllister, and Gen. H. G. Sickel , were distributed to the most deserving pupils. 

A Prospectus of the Schools of the Spring Garden I nstitutf, for 
the season 1883-'84, was issued in a handsomely printed pamphlet of 
24 pages. 

Such portions as relate to the mechanical night classes, will be 
found in the preceding description of them; the following pages 
relate to the courses of the Day Mechanical H andiwork Schools. 

THE TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 

The object of Mechanical Handiwork Schools is the education of young men in 
mechanic arts. This class of education is no longer an experiment, but is an estab
lished feature of educational enterprise both in this country and Europe. The cities 
of London. and Manchester, England, have each their trade schools, and two of our 
own cities-Chicago and St. Louis- have theirs, under the name of Manual Training 
Schools. 

All the cities of this country of large manufacturing interests are awakening to 
the very great importance of providing schools for the technical educat ion of that 
class of their population who are engaged in industrial pursuits-not colleges of 
technology, which as a rule, hold the prize they offer beyond the reach of the mass 
of the people, but trades schools, such as these, for supplying t raining adjusted to 
the wants of those who are to be our mechanics, and the leading men of our shops 
and manufactories. 

Owing partly to the very numerous sub-divisions of work in mechanical manu
factories, the majority of those who enter t hem for the purpose of learning trades 
do not advance further than mere tool hands, or bench hands, and as such are not 
qualified to accept employment in other departments of the trade they set out to 
learn. It is to counteract this tendency and to supply the training necessary to pro
duce complete mechanics, that the mechanical schools of this Institute have been 
established. 

The demand for good mechanics increases yearly, and owing to their scarcity, 
our manufactures are frequently driven to the expedient of importing from Europe 
men competent to fill the leading positions in their shops. With a system of tech
nical training for the youth of our country, such as is set forth in these pages, 
manufacturers would be relie>ed of this necessity, mechanical trades would ad· 
vance, and a comparatively easy way to advancement be opened to young men of 
mechanical tastes and capabilities. 

The afternoon session provides opportunity for instruction in mechanical drawing 
and shop work for those who are employed during the earlier hours of the day. 
In point of mechanical training this course is little inferior to that provided for the 
full-course pupils. 

Remarks on the night classes in steam engineering and handiwork, will be found 
on pages 19, 20 and 21. 

The course of mechanical instr uct-ion, with a ll the classes, is progressive : com
mencing with simple geometrical figures and ending with the finished model, mar 
chine, or pattern. 

Competent teachers have been employed to instruct in the various branches set 
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forth in the curriculum of these schools. The shops are supplied with the best of 
hand and power tools, and the instructors are mechanics of wide experience and 
the highest skill. 

DAY CLASSES. 

Full Course. 

Length of course, two terms"of 9 months each; term commencing October 2nd 
and ending _July 2nd. Five day~,_. instruction per week, and one daily session from 
9 A. M. to 2 P. M. -

COURSE OF STUDY. 

First Year. 

Mechanical Handiwork-comprising a bench course in chipping and filing to 
line; production of true surface; laying off work and fitting-up; and a course in 
lathe, planer, and other power tool work; also qne in carpentery, pattern-making, 
and elements of moulding. 

Mechanical drawing, and elements of Machine Designing. 
Algebra, as far as Simple Equations, and Arithmetic. · 
Elementary Mechanics. 
Geometry and Mensuration. 
Weekly Lectures on Workshop Appliances during first three months, and on 

Machine Construction during the remaining months. 

Second Year Course. 

Machine Designing, and Mechanical Drawing. 
Applied Mechanics. 
Steam Engineering, comprising designing and construction of Land and Marine 

Engines and Boilers; Thermo-Dynamics, and Economy of Fuels. 
Geometry, Trigonometry, Algebra through Quadratics, Descriptive Ge6metry. 
Elective Course in Mechanical Handiwork. 

NUMBER OF HOURS' INSTRUCTION IN EACH BRANCH PER WEEK. 

First Year. 

Machine Work ......... . 
Pattern-Making and Carpentry ........... . ........... . 
Mechanical Drawing ... ....... . ...... . .. .. ...... .... . 
Lectures and Recitations .... . ........... .. . . ........ . 

Total. ... 

Second Year. 

Machine Designing and Mech. Drawing ............. .. . 
Applied Mechanics ............ . ... : . ................ . 
Steam Engineering .................................. . 

10 hours. 
7 
5 
3 

25 

10 hours. 
1 " 
4 " 

Geometry, Trigonometry and Algebra. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Descriptive Ge.ometry...... . .......................... 1 
Free-hand Sketching. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Mechanical Handiwork................. . . ............ 5 

" ,, 

" 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 25 '' 
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AFTERNOON CLASSES-SESSION FROM 2 TO 5 O'CLOCK. 

Com·se of Instruction. 

Metal Working-comprising a course in Bench and Power-Tool Work. The ordi
nary operations the pupil will perform in this branch are the following : Laying off 
wor k ; chipping and filing to line ; production of t rue surface; fitting up work; 
turning, planing, screw-cutting, boring and drilling. 

Wood-w ·orking: In this branch is comprised carpentry, wood-turning, pattern
making, and elements of moulding. 

Lectw·es on TVork-Shop Appliances.-These explain the principles underlying the 
various mechanical operations performed by the pupils, the correct use of tools and 
their construction. · 

NUMBER OF H OURS' INSTRUCTION IN EACH BRANCH. 

Metal or "\Vood-Working.......... . ... . ... .... ... . 
Mechanical Drawing .. .... . ......... . ........ . ..... . . 
Lectures .................... .. .... ........ . ......... . 

11 hours. 
3 

Total..... . ... ... .. ............. . . ..... . .... . .. l!i 

NIGHT CLASSES. 

Special Com·se in Steam Engineering. 

Instruction will be given by lectures, aided by models and diagrams. 
A course of six lectures on Valve Gears, Valve Setting and Lap. Lectures on 

l\londay e\·ening of each week, from 8 to 9t o'clock. 
A course of ten lectures will be given on Designing, and Construction of Engines 

and Boilers, (Land and l\Iarine) and Economy of Fuel. Lectures on Thursday 
evening of each week, from 8 to 9t o'clock. 

These lectures have been arranged with the special view of meeting the wants of 
Draughtsmen, Engineers, Machinists, and others interested in the care or building 
of Steam Machinery. They are practical in character, and furnish data which will 
be of daily use to the pupils. 

A large working model of a Slide Valve, with its reversing and other gear, will 
IJe used to demonstrate Valve Setting and the effect of Lap. 

EXPENSES. 

Students will furnish their own text books where required by the curriculum ; 
also drawing instruments and paper. Drawing boards and T squares are furnished 
by the school. 

TUITION FEES FOR THE VARIOUS COURSES. 

The School Year consists of Three Quarters. The fees are by the quarter and 
payable in advance. The rates are as follows: 

For full course students, first yeat·, $15 per quarter . 
second year, 25 

Afternoon students ....... .. ......... 9 
Night students, Mech. Handiwork ... . 5 
For comse of Six Lectures in Steam 

Engineering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
For course of Ten Lectures in Steam 

Engineering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 

" 

The tuition fees are so arranged that a student may discontinue his studies at the 
end of a quarter, should he find it necessary to do so. without pecuniary loss to 
himself or to the I nstitute. 
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APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION. 

Applications for admission to any of the · classes may be made to Lieut. Robert 
Crawford, U. S. N., in charge of the Technical Schools. 

The Mechanical Handiwork Committee will attend from Sevtember 24th to Sep
tember 29th, to receive applications for admis!!ion to the Mechanical Handiwork 
Classes. 

TEACHING STAFF OF THE SCHOOLS. 1883-'84. 

Mechanical Handiwork. 

Lieut. Robert Crawford, U.S.N., Sup't. John Hall, Thomas Williams, George 
R. Allen, Thomas H enshaw, Thomas Chase. 

All these Handiwork Schools are under the general direction of the 
following committee : 

COMMITTEE ON MECHANICAL HANDIWORK. 

Jolm J. Weaver, Chairman, T. Broom Belfield, Chas. S. Heller, Wm. H. Craw
ford, Henry M. Worrall, V.E. Archambault, H. G. Sickel. 

In October, 1883, these schools had an attendance of 84 pupils. 

SPRING GARDEN INSTITUTE. 188S-'84. 

Officers.-President, J ohn Baird; Vice-President, Isaac C. Price; Treasurer, Wm. 
Hobart Brown; Secretary, Addison B. Burk. 

In the 33rd Annual Report for the year 1883-'84,-the account of 
the second year of the experiment is given as follows : 

"THE MECHANICAL SCHOOLS. 

Under the superintendence of Lieut. Rob't Crawford, U. S. N., the classes in this 
department have been organized so as to show the best possible results with the 
facilities at our-command. 

The day classes started last fall· with doubt in the minds of manv, whether they 
could be made successful, but they have come up to the expectation of their friends, 
and are daily growing in favor with those desirous of fitting themselves for me
chanical pursuits. Monthly reports, showing the average obtained by the pupils 
in the several studies, are prepared for the parents' inspection; the pupils all dis
play much interest in the course of instruction, and produce specimens of their 
shop-work, which is creditable to the school as well as ·to themselves. Among 
them are eleven from the University of Pennsylvania and thirty-one Soldiers' 
Orphans from the Northern Home. 

The subject of industrial education is each year receiving increased public atten
tion; and outside of the direct influence which this Institute is exercising in that 
good cause, by the course of instruction it is offering, your committee takes pleasure 
in calling your attention to the official visits which these schools have received from 
representatives of other institutions, which are considering ~e question of adding 
manual training to their curriculum. In a former report, attention was directed 
to the visit from a committee from the Board of City Trusts, with a view to intro
ducing mechanical handiwork in Girard College. The experiment was tried, and 
has evidently been successful, for this year separate buildings are being erected, in 
which instruction in this branch can be taught; thus, the future graduates of Girard 
College will be better equipped for the battle of life than those of the past. 

During the term now closing, we have had official visits from the managers of 
ART-VOL 4--5 
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the Young Man's Institute, the 'Vest Philadelphia Institute and the House of Ref. 
uge, in t his city, and unofficial visits, of which no record has been kept, from indi
viduali·epresentatives of institutions ou .. ide of the city and State, who came seek
ing information touching t his important subject of manual training. 

The following statement gives the number of pupils in the several classes: 
Day pupils, 05; extremes of age, from 13 to 42 years; average age, 17' years. 
Occnp(ttions.-Students, 73; clerks, 6; m achinists, 5; farmers, 2; carpenters, 2; 

stone cutters, 2; wire workers , 1; unknown, 4. 
Steam engineering class, 28; extremes of age, from 17 to 44 years; average age, 

21 yen.rs. 
Occupations.-l\fachinists :md apprentice machinists, 20; draughtsmen, 3; plumb

ers, 2; and screw maker, clerk and mo<tlder, each one. 

The work of t.he pupils was on exhibition for a week in April, 1884, 
with that of those attending the other Art and Mechanical Classes 
of the Institute, and on April 28th the prizes adjudged were awarded 
in the presence of a large and enthusiastic audience. 

The prizes given for "Mechanical H andiwork" were contribu
ted by the following gentlemen: "Messrs. H eller & Brightly, W. 
Mitchell McAlister, H. T. Patterson & Co.; Joseph G. Ditman, 
Gen. H. G. Sickle." 

Tle report of the J uclges was as follows : 

" MECHANICAL H ANDIWORK SCHOOLS. 

PHILADELPHIA, Ap1-il 21st. 1884. 
'l'o the Board of Manage1·s of the Spring Ga1·den Instit1tte. 

GENTLEMEN:-Your Committee to whom was assigned the duty of deciding the 
r elative m erits of the Mechanical Handiwork classes for the term just expired, has 
awarued the following prizes, viz : 

METAL WORK. 

1st Prize, Albert W ay, fitting pyramid and block. 
2nd " Edward Lancaster , Cube. 
3rd " H. P Howgen, Tongue and Groove. 
4th " W. Helmuth, Valve m odel disc. 
5th " A. H. Wood, W ork on cast iron blocks. 
6th " C. Buckhaltz, Filing cast iron block. 

WOOD WORK. 

1st Prize, H. A. Hunt, Fitting, turning, etc. 
2nd " Eclw. Seibert, Fitting and general excellence. 

:MECHANICAL DRAWING. 

1st Prize, H. T. Paiste, Original Design. 
2nd " W. J. McCarroll , Locomotive. 
3rd " Theo. A. Vandyke, Gearing and injector. 
There a re numerous pieces in this display which we examined, besides those to 

w hich prizes were aw·arded, that r eflect much credit on both teachers and pupils. 
Yours respectfully, 

EDWARD LONGSTRETH. 
JOSEPH ZENT111AYER." 
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It is suggestive of the interest felt in this experiment, as well as 
of the far reaching · influence of such practical demonstrations at 
times when the public interest is really aroused; that the very first 
months of t he school resul~ed in convincing the authorities of Girard 
College of the advisability and practicability of giving to their stu
dents like opportunities. 

The Superintendent of the Mechanical Department reports the 
attendance of the Day pupils and of the Steam Engineering Night 
Class. for 1884-'85, as follows : 

"MECHANICAL D.l!iPARTMENT. 

To .the Committee on Mechanical Handiwork : 
Statement of the number of pupils in the several classes of the mechanical de

partment of the Institute, together with the usual information respecting age and 
occupation. 

DAY CLASSES • . 

Pull course pupils, daily session, 9 .A. M. to 2.30 P. M. 
Senior class, 5 members; Junior class, 15 members; Freshmen class, 29 members; 

Extremes of age, 14 to 26 years. 

Afternoon classes, Daily session, 2 to 5 p. m. 

Course in wood and metal work : 
From University of Pennsylvania :-One class, 8 members; one class, 10 mem

bers. Extremes of age, 17 to 24 years. 
From Soldiers' Orphans' Home-One class, 31 members. Extremes of age, 12 to 

15 years. 
From other schools, 3 pupils taking special course in joinery. 
Total day attendance, 101. 

ROBERT CRAWFORD, U. S. N., 
Superintendent." 

The fees of the day classes have been raised so as to cover the ·bare 
cost of tuition. "The pupils paying charges ranging from $15.00 to 
$25.00 per quarter." 

The report of the Board of Managers for this year, given in the 
account of the Institute which precedes the history of the drawing 
classes, recites their visit to Girard College, and to the House of 
Refuge, to inspect the Mechanical Schools, opened as a result of the 
success of the Institute Schools ; they also state that a collection of 
pupils' work in the Art and Mechanical Departments was sent to 
the New Orleans "Cotton Exposition", and much commended by the 
press. 

The succeeding report of the Board of Managers covered 15 months, 
ending June 30, 1886, on account of a change in the time of holding 
the Annual Meeting from April to July. TP,e following paragraphs 
from the manager's report, recite the changes affecting the Mechan
ical Handiwork Schools. 

11 Very little change was made during the year in the organization of the schools, 
but early in the season effort!; were made t o provide the Mechanical Handiwork 
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Department with better quarters. It was at first proposed to rent rooms outside, 
but nothing suitable being offered, it was determined to provide for them in the 
building. With this end in view the Lecture Room was reduced one- half, the 
southern part being divided into two drawing class-rooms. The north rooms on 
the first floor WE're utilized as work-rooms-one for wood and the other for metal 
work, and a stairway constructed to the basement (heretofore the workshops), where 
t he Mechanical Classes now have their lavatory and closets. 

The Drawing School rooms on the second floor, together with the workshops, give 
ample accommodation for the )fechanical Department, and also enable the Man
agers to devote the whole of the third and fourth floors to the Free-Hand Depart
m ent. 

Lieutenant Crawford, having resigned as Superintendent of the Mechanical De
partment to accept a similar position in the City's Manual Training School, Mr. Ar
thur L. Church was elected to that position. Mr. Chw·ch served until the end of 
the lierm with Mr. W. H. Norris as his assistant, Mr. Norris succeeding as Superin
tendent whe1i Mr. Church left the Institute to accept a responsible position in the 
Baldwin Locomotive Works." 

The announcement is also made that the fees of t he Mechanical 
Handiwork Classes have been "made uniform at $90 per annum." 
A considerable increase from those of the first year. 

"MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 

PHI LADELPHIA, April 5th, 1886. 
To the Committee on Mechanical Handiwo1·k : 

GENTLEMEN :-I present the following statement of the present condition of the 
Mechanical Schools : 

Day Classes-9 a. m. to 2 p. m. 

Senior Class, 10 members; Junior Class, 10 members; Freshman Class, 20 mem
bers; Special Class, 7 members. Extremes of age, 12 to 27. 

Ajte1·noon Classes-2.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. 

Ft·om University of Pennsylvania- Post Senior Class, 7 members ; Senior Class, 
10 members; Junior Class, 17 members. Extremes of age, 17 to 25. 

From other Schools (2.30 p.m. to 5.00 p. m.)-One class, 8 members. Extremes of 
age, 12 to 17. 

Ft·om Soldiers' Orphans' Institute (2.30 p.m. to 5.00 p. m.)-One class, 26 mem· 
bers. Extremes of age, 12 to 16. 

Total attendance in Day Classes 115." 
"Several pupils in the Night Classes have taken only the first half-term- thrJe 

leaving, with six in the Day Classes, to accept positions with manufacturing estab· 
lishments. During the year also a number have been admitted for short terms of 
special work. 

ARTHUR L. CHURCH, Supt." 

The exhibitions and awards of prizes were held in April 1885, and 
in May 1886. 

In the extracts from the 36th Annual Report * of the Board of 

*" Thirty-Sixth Annual Report of the Board of ManagE'rs of the Spring Garden 
Institute, northeast corner of Broad and Spring Garden Sts., Philadelphia. For the 
year ending June 30, 1887. Spangler & Davis, Printers, 529 Commerce st., Phila
delphia. 1887. Pp. 32." 
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Managers for. the year ending June 30th, 1887, which are given at 
the close of . the general account of the Spring Garden Institute,. 
which precedes the account of the Drawing Classes, given in this 
volume, the references to this Mechanical Department show no 
changes from the preceding year, but continued prosperity with the 
better rooms and increased accommodations ;-the exhibit of the 
work of the scholars is also r eferred to, and the notice in the Public 
Ledger is given. 

The Director makes the following report of the Day Classes : 

MECHANICAL SCHOOLS. 

PHILADELPHIA, June 13th, 1887. 
To the Committee on Mechanical Handiwork : 

GENTLEMEN:- ! beg to present the following report of the condition of the Mec.han
ical Schools at the close of the school year: 

Morning Classes-Hours: 9 a. m. to 2 p. m. 

Senior Class ...... . ................. .. ....... .... ..... . .. .. ... m•· . 
Junior Class .......... . ................ . .... . . . .... . .... . .... . 
Freshman Class . . . . ..... ................. .. .. .. . . .... ....... . 
Special Classes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . ... ...... ...... .. . . 

Ages, from 14 to 23. 

· Afternoon Classes- Hours: 2 p. m. to 5 p. m. 

Frqm University of Pennsylvania: 

" 

4 
14 
4 
9 

Post Senior Class .. .... . ... , . . . . . . . . ........ . ...... . .... . . members, 5 
Senior Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ·. . . . . . . . " 15 
Junior Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 

From other Schools . ... . .... ... ....... ... . .......... . ...... . . . . " 
From Soldiers' Orphans' Institute : 

One Class . ............................ . . . .............•... " 
Total in Day Classes . . . . . . . . ...................... . ... . 

31 

28 
7 

40 

106 

The nun;~bers of students in the various classes as given above, are of those who 
remained until the end of the year. There were several who left during the term 
from various causes- three from the Senior Class to aceept positions with manu
facturing firms. 

W. H. NORRIS, 
Superintendent Mechanical Department. 

These schools are under the direction of the following Committee 
for the year 1887-'88-

"COMlriiTTEE ON MECHANICAL HANDIWORK. 

William H. Cmwford, Chairman; Henry M. Worrall, John S. Stevens, Thomas 
Wood, Joseph J. De Kinder , Edward Longstreth, Arthur L. Church." 

THE CHICAGO MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

This school, the latest established institution of its class, is mod
elled closely after the St. Louis School. 

It is another instance of the methods by which in the United States, 
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educational, as well as other needs, are met by the volui;ttary co-op
er:ation and organization of citizens; the movement, of which this 
school is the result, having originated with the members of a club, 
composed of many of the leading business men of Chicago; as is 
recited in the following brief statement kindly furnished for this 
Report by H. H. Belfield, Esq.,-

" The Chicago Commercial Club is an organization of prominent merchants and 
manufacturers, limited to sixty in number. At the regular monthly meeting of the 
Club, held at the Palmer House, March 25, 1882, the question of ' The Need of a 
School for Industrial Training in Chicago' was discussed; and, as a result, the 
Club resolved to undertake the inauguration of such an enterprise. It was deter
mined to raise the sum of $100,000 for the purpose and, in a few moments, $57,000 
were pledged to this object. 

In a very few days the whole amount desired, $100,000, was subscribed, and has 
been paid. 

Steps were taken to secure a charter under the statutes of the State of Illinois 
p~;oviding for ' corporations not for pecuniary profit.' The charter was obtained 
April11, 1883, and formally adopted by the Club, May 5, 1883. 

This charter vests the control of the school in ' The Chicago Manual Training 
School· Association,' composed of contributors to its funds, whether members of 
the Commercial Club or not. The management is placed in the hands of a Board 
of nine trustees, elected for nine years, one third retiring every three years. 

The execution of the project was not delayed, however, till the receipt of the 
charter. December 30, 1882, the Club elected the following: 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 

"E. W. Blatchford, President; R. T. Crane, Vice President; Marshall Field, Treas- . 
urer; William A. Fuller, Secretary; John Crerar, John W. Doane, N. K. Fairbank, 
Edson Keith, George M. Pullman." 

March 28, 1883, after careful examination and thought, a lot, 50 ft., on Michigan 
Boulevard by 171ft., on Twelfth St., was purchased for $25,000. May 5, 1883, Mr. 
S. S. Beman, the architect of the town of Pullman, Illinois, was elected architect; 
and .Tune 9, 1883, Mr. Henry H. Belfield, at that time Principal of the Chicago North 
Division High School, was made Director of the new school. 

The comer stone of the building .was laid September 24, 1883, in the presence of 
the Club and of invited guests, including the Lord Chief Justice of England." 

On this occasion Mr. E. W. Blatchford, President of the Board of 
Trustees, delivered an appropriate address, from which the following 
extracts, giving a succinct history of the Club and of the proposed 
schools, are taken. 
"Members of the Commercial Club, 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: The occasion which calls [us together this afternoon, 
marks an epoch in the history of our Club, and may I not say an epoch also in the 
history of our city ? 

It is now six years since the organization of the Chicago Commercial Club. At 
the monthly re-unions during eight months of each year have subjects of practical 
value been presented and discussed-vital questions relating to the social, civil, and 
political well-being of our city and State. These discussions have stimulated 
thought, investigation, action. Beneficent results have thereby been accomplished, 
not traceable perhaps by the general public to their source, but none the less real 
and potent, because silently achieved. The building whose corner-stone we lay to 
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day, as I have said , marks an epoch in our history-an exception to our ordinary 
mode of action, in that it presents material proof of our work. 

The same may be said of its relation to the history of our. city, coming forward as 
it does a new and warmly welcomed auxiliary, to join the grand educational forces 
in the conflict being waged between good and evil. .I 

By a thorough and deeply interesting evening's discussion some two years si.uce, 
the attention of the Club was directed to the general subject of education, during 
which was developed the n eed of something beside the course at present pursued in 
our graded and high schools. Especially was this felt to be a pressing want in the 
great centres of"commercial and manufacturing enterprise. Later, an evening was 
given exclusively to the subject of Industrial Education, and the work already 
accomplished in our own and foreign countries was presented; and on that evening 
it was heartily resolved to contribute from our membership $100,000 as a fund to 
establish in our city a Manual Training School. It is fitting that at this time our 
indebtedness should be acknowledged for valuable ideas and practical suggestions 
to the St. Louis Manual Training School and its able Director, C. M. Woodward. 
Opportunity was afforded for personal observation of this school, by a visit of our 
Club to the St. Louis Commercial Club, in October last. Our own course will closely 
follow the curriculum prescribed by the St. Louis school. 

The distinctive work of the Chicago Manual Training School is clearly stated in 
the Articles of Incorporation. · 

Since the organization of the Board of Trustees the interests of the school have 
quite constantly occupied their attention. The lot on which the building is being 
erected was purchased, and after careful observation and consideration, building 
plans were adopted after drawings made by our architect, Mr. S. S. Beman. W~ 
were favored in securing, as Director of the sch~l, Mr. Henry H. Belfield, long and 
well known as principal of the North Division High School. Under his direction 
we anticipate the opening of the school early in January next. 

May I add a word regarding the future support of this school ? The fund sub
scribed by the Commercial Club will, it is believed, prove sufficient for the purchase 
of the lot, the erection of this building, its furnishing of machinery and tools, and 
its current expenses for three years. Looking forward, however, to the growth of 
the school, we would invite the co-operation of other citizens in the work before us. 
Provision for the increase of the membership of the Manual Training School Associ
ation by contribution to our funds is incorporated in our By-Laws. Already, unso
licited, has a generous donation been ma~e towards the equipment of our building. 

The field occupied by our school is not altogether new or untried. Differing from 
the Polytechnic Schools in this country and abroad, it does not teach specific trades, 
but prepares its pupils to enter upon the honorable field of mechanical pw·suits 
rapidly enlarging in this and other countries. In closing, let me add : Our aspira
tion for this school for industrial edu cation, for the character of its pupils, for its 
accomplished work, for its every influence was well expressed in the words of a 
Christian philosopher over .eighteen hundred years ago, in a letter addressed to one 
of the commercial cities of the Orient: "Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever 
things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatso
ever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report." 

"Officers of the Commercial Oltib of Chicago, for 1883-'84.-John M. Clark, Pres
ident; Geo. M. P ullman, Vice President; A. F. Seeberger, Treasurer; Geo. C. 
Clarke, Secretary; B. P. Moulton, John J . Janes, Executive Committee." 

THE SCHOOL. 

February 4th, 1884, the building was so far completed as to permit the informal 
opening of the school : the formal opening is delayed till the completion of the 
building. 
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Two examinations had been held for admission, and out of 130 applicants, 72 
boys were selected. The number· was limited to 72 as only one room had been 
equipped with the necessary appliances for shop work. When finished and fully 
equipped, the building will accommodate between two hundred and three hundred, 
with rooms for recitation, drawing, laboratory, wood-work, smithy, bench· and 
machine work in iron, etc." 

The following is taken from the printed circular issued under date 
of November 21, 1883. 

" The ob;"ect of the School is clearly stated in the articles of Incorporation, as fol
lows : " Instruction and practice in the use of tools, with such instruction as may 
be deemed necessary in mathematics, drawing, and the English branches of a high 
school course. The tool instruction as at pn:sent contemplated shall include car
pentry, wood turning, pattern making, iron chipping and filing, forge work, bra.z-. 
ing, and soldering, the use of machine shop tools, and such other instruction of a 
similar character as may be deemed advisable to add to the foregoing from time to 
time, it being the intention to divide the working hours of the students, as nearly 
as possible, equally between manual and mental exercises." 

THE CmCAGO MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

Differs from the High School in omitting from its required studies foreign and 
ancient languag~. in giving prominence to mechanical drawing, and particularly 
in affording scientific instruction and actual practice in the care and use of tools. 

OOURSE OF STUDY. 

The followingoonrseofstudy is proposed, subject towhateverchangesexperience 
may diclate: 

F'irst Year. 

Arithmetic, Algebra, English Language, History, Physiology, Physical Geogra-. 
phy, Free-hand and Mechanical Drawing. 

Shopwork.-Carpentry, Wood Carving, Wood Turning, Pattern Making, Proper.: 
Care and Use of Tools. 

Second Year. 

Algebra, Plane Geometry, Physics, Mechanics, History, Literature, Geometrical 
and Mechanical Drawing. -

Sh<pwork.- Forging, Welding, Tempering, Soldering, Brazing. 

Third Year. 

Geoinetry, Plane Trigonometry, Book-keeping, Literature, Political Economy, 
Civil Government, Mechanics, Chemistry, Machine and Architectural DrawingJ 
Machine Shop Work, such as Fitting, Turning, Drilling, Planing, etc., ·Study o~ 
Machinery, including the Management and Care of Steam Engine and Boilers. 

Latin may be taken instead of English Language, Literature and History. 
Throughout the course, one hour per day, or more, will be given to drawing, and 

not less than two hours per day to sbopwork. The r emainder of the school da~ 
will be devoted to study and recitation. Before graduating, each pupil will be 
required to construct a machine from drawings and patterns made by himself. 'J 
diploma will be given on graduation. 
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ADMISSION. 

Candidates for admission to the first year must be at least fourteen years of age, 
and must present sufficient evidence of good moral character. They must pass a 
satisfactory examination ·in reading, spelling, writing, geography, English compo
sition, and the fundamental operations of arithmetic as applied to integers, com
mon and decimal fractions, and denominate numbers. Ability' to use the English 
language correctly IB especially desired. 

EXPENSES. 

The school year will be divided into two terms of twenty weeks each. Hereafter, 
the school year will begin the first Monday in September. Tuition is payable by 
the term, in advance. · 

First Year, per term . ...... .. ..... . ... . .......... . ... . ... $30.00 
Second Year " . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .... . . 40. 00 
Third Year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00 

Pupils furnish their own books, drawing instruments and material, aprons, over
alls and pocket tools. Shop tools are provided by the School. 

Teachers.-Henry H. Belfield, A . M., Ph. D., Director; Benjamin Hyde, B.S.; 
Charles E. Pickard, A. B. ; Albert L. Trecker." 

Though the course of study and practice for the first year was 
avowedly tentative it seems to have been satisfactory, as the circu
lar for the ensuing year issued December 15th, 1884, makes no change 
of importance. The terms" Junior," "Middle," and" Senior" are 
used instead of "First," "Second," and" Third year." to distinguish 
the classes, and "Moulding, Casting, Chipping, and Filing," take 
the place of " Solderi~g and Brazing" in the practice of the Middle 
(second) year, otherwise the course is the same. In regard to the 
purpose of the school it is further announced that " It is the inten
tion that the scholarship shall be fully equal to that of the best high 
schools." * * * "Boys who have completed a grammar school 
course or its equivalent are preferred."-" The next examination 
will be held June 30th, 1885, at 9 o'clock a.m. at the school building, 
corner Michigan Avenue and Twelfth Street."-The ·announcement 
is made that the discipline of the school will be maintained; "no 
pupil will be tolerated who is an impediment to the progress, or an 
injury to the morals of his classmates." * * * 

"The-Director assists non resident pupils in obtaining good homes. 
"School hours are from 9 a. m. to 3.30 p. m. with an intermission 

of 30 minutes at 1 o'clock." . 
Under date of July 13th, 1886, the Director of the Sch~ol has 

kindly furnished the following brief summary of its history during 
the past two years. 

The second school year opened Monday, September 7th, 1884, with 
66 pupils in the middle classes, 77 in the Junior, and a special class 
of 4: the corps of teachers having been enlarged to 6. In January, 
1885, an addition to the corps was made in the person of Frank M. 
Bennett, Assistant Engineer U.S. Navy, who was detailed for duty 
in the school by the Secretary of the Navy. 
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The third annual catalogue shows the following summary of 
pupils: 

Senior Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Middle Class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Junior Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Special Class ............. . ..... . ................... .... . ... . 

77 
4 

155 

The total number of pupils for the year was 157, 2 Juniors having 
been admitted after the publication of the catalogue. 

Of the 72 boys who entered the school at its opening, February 4, 
1884, 27 graduated June 24, 1886. On the previous day an exhibit 
of the pupils' work was given, a section of each class being at work 
in the shops. The ~xhibit was largely attended, and surprise ex
pressed, by those best qualified to judge, at t:6.e excellent character 
of the work. 

The Junior Class exhibited, among many other articles, exercises 
in mortising, tenoning, and dovetailing, panels, picture frames, 
umbrella stands, cases of drawers, tables, office desk with revolving 
top, twelve carpenters' benches for equipment of wood-rooms, glands, 
vases, balls, and other lathe work. 

The Middle Class exhibited molding and misting of nuts, glads, 
valves, sheave pulleys, spur and bevel wheels, etc. Ex~rcises in 
drawing, upsetting, bending, and tempering: open eyes, gate-hooks, 
hasps, staples, nails, bolts ; square and hexagon. headed bolt blanks, 
blacksmiths' tongs, cold chisels, screw-drivers, claw and ball-pene 
hammers of steel, etc., etc. 

The Senior Class exhibit, contained exercises in chipping, filing, 
planing, and turning: three six horse p6wer steam engines; four · 
smaller engines, five dynamos; die stock, with set of taps and dies ; 
brass Armst rong gun, 18 inches long, mounted bolts, screws, nuts, 
hammers, etc. 

Two of the steam engines and two of the dynamos, were in opera
tion during the exhibit. Three of the steam engines, all of the · 
dynamos, and many smaller articles were made by the boy~ from • 
their own designs and patterns. . 

The drawings numbered 5954, including free hand, geometrical, . 
orthographic projection, line shading, shadows, machines and school : 
building froin measurement, architectural perspective. 

The following statement of the mechanical facilities of the school---' 
the "plant," is from the third annual catalogue (1885-6). 

"The equipment of the mechanical department of the school is mainly as follows: 
Wood-.Rooms.-27 Cabinet-makers' Benches ; 24 Speed Lathes; 1 Circular Saw; 

1 Scroll Saw; 1 Boring-machine; 1 Planer; 1 Grindstone ; 1 Shoot-plane; Bench) 
Lathe and· General Tools for 72 boys. · 

Foundry.-2 Furnaces ; Crucibles, Troughs, Flasks, Trowels, Ra,'fmers, Siev6f1, 
and other apparatus for 66 boys. 
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Forge-Room.-24 Forges; 23 Anvils; 1 .Emery Wheel; 1 Shears; 3 Vises; 1 
Blower ; 2 Exhaust Fans ; Tongs, Sledges, Hammers, Fullers, Flatters, Swages, etc., 
etc., for 66 boys. 

Machine Shop.-7 Engine Lathes, 12 inch swing, 6 feet bed ; 1 Engine Lathe, 16 
inch swing, 8 foot bed; 2 Speed Lathes ; 1 Planer, 6 foot bed ; 1 Shaper ; 1 Drill; 
1 Grindstone; 15 Benches; 15 Vises; Lathe and Vise Tools, such as Chucks, Boring
bars, Taps, Dies, Hammers, Chisels, Files, etc., sufficient for 32 boys. 

Power is supplied by a Corliss engine of 52 horse power and by two steel boilers. 
The Chemical Laboratory for pupils' use is furnished with Tables, Drawers, Sinks, 

and accessories for 12 boya at one time. The Physical Apparatus consists of an Air 
Pump, Electrical Machine, Battery, Ruhmkoff Coil, Electrical Engine, Geissler 
and Crookes Tubes, etc. , etc. 

The Drawing Room contains 48 Tables, and is supplied with Models and Casts. 
The School possesses a complete set of Boch-Steger Physiological Models, Physio-

logical Charts, Maps, and Reference Books. 
The Blatchford Literary Society has a small but choice library." 
The Teachers for the year 1885-6 were as follows: 
Henry H. Belfield, PH. D., Director; William R. Wickes, A. M. , Junior Class; F . 

E. L. Beal., B.s., Middle Class; Frank M. Bennett, U.S. Navy, Senior Class; E!U'l B. 
Ferson, A.M., Mass.,* Drawing; Albert L. Tucker, B. s., Wood-work; Elroy A. Dil
lon, B. s., Foundry and Forge; 

Board of Trustees.-E. W. Blatchford, President; R. T. Crane, Vice President; 
Marshall Field, Treasurer; William A. Fuller, Secretary; John Crerar , N. K . 
Fairbank, John W. Doane, Edson Keith, George M. Pullman. 

The eighth annual catalogue, for 1890-'91, contains the announce
ment that the equipment of the school shops " has been steadily in
creased" and that "in 1890 the building was considerably enlarged." 
Turning to the statement in detail of the equipment of the Mechan
ical department of the school, it appears that the cabinet-makers' 
benches have been increased from 27 in 1886, to 48, and that general 
tools are now provided for 160 boys instead of for only 72, as in Ul86. 

In the Foundry, 90 boys can now be taught in place of 66. In the 
Forge Room 90 boys can be taught. In the Machine Shop 60 boys 
can now be accommodated where in 1886, only 32 could find room. 

The "Drawing" Rooms can now accommodate 325 boys. 
Summary of attendance for the year 1890-'91. 

Senior Class.... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52 
Middle Class . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . .. . .... .. . ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 
Junior Class .. . ............ . ............. .. . .... ... ......... 161 

Total· .... . ...... .. ........ . .......................... 303 

The following estimate of the work of the school, as shown in the 
exhibition of scholars work made during the year 1888-'89, is ap-
pended to the catalogue for 1890-'91. · 

" Extract from the report of the Committee on Annual Exhibit of drawings at The 
Chicago Manual Training School ; published as Educational Leaflet No. 42, Octo
ber 9, 1889, by the College for the Training of Teachers, New York City: 

We, the undersigned committee, having carefully examined the Annual Exhibit 
of Free-hand and Mechanical Drawing exhibited at the school on June 17, 1889, take 
~ in making the following report : 

*Art Master, Massachusetts State Normal Art School . . 
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Your committee is agreed that the drawings show a high order of excellence both 
as to care, neatness and delicate handiwork, and also as to the conception of orig
inal problems, and the working out of these and all others with much perseverance, 
involving necessarily much hard mental work, owing to the difficulty of the prob
lems and the you th of the pupils. These conditions are especially noticeable in t he 
mechanical problems, some of them showing, in a very marked degree, clearness 
and boldness of execution, and comprehension of mathematical and mechanical 
principles. 

The successful training of the mind in this direction, and of the eye and hand to 
produce free-lu~nd sketches and mechanical drawings, such as those of the third 
year, is more noticeable from the amount of work necessary to bring the pupils, in 
so short a time, to this degree of excellence ; for at their starting point, in the first 
year, they had practically no knowledge of the simplest kind of drawing, or of 
geometry, or of mechanical forms and movements. 

Not only do the strictly "Mechl}.nical Drawings" show conscientious work and 
clear understanding of the problems in plane geometry, projections, shades and 
shadows, and drawing machinery from measurement, but the free-hand sketches 
of mechanical objects forming part of the regular school work and most, if not all, 
of the home work, also show that this part of a skilled mechanic's training is not 
neglected. It is often considered that a knowledge of perspective and free-hand 
drawing is too artistic, and not sufficiently practical for a course of this kind; 
whereas, in fact, it is of great importance t o boys who are quite as likely to become 
inventors and designers of machines as to be employed only in working out details 
from the designs of other men, or in any wood-working or metal-working trade. 
Even to the average draftsman who is not a designer, a knowledge of perspective 
and skill in free-hand sketching are invaluable in makingdrawingsfrom a machine 
already built. 

Your committee is especially pleased to notice 5he attention given to free-hand 
drawing, believing as it does, that the ability of the workman to use his pencil 
freely in the expression of his thought, is an important factor in an industrial de
velopment. The mechanic who, perceiving how an improvement may be made in 
this or that portion of machinery, or who, conceiving an original thought, is unable 
to explain the same by a sketch, is sadly deficient and can not compete with the 
workman educated not only to independent thinking, but in the free expression of 
the same. It is most important that the coming American mechanic shall be not 
simply the slave of his craft, but shall transcend it and shall be its master. This 
ach ievement is only possible when the education of the workman reaches out and 
beyond a reproduction of the works of others, even into the realm of invention, 
and constructive design. 

* * * * * * * 
In conclusion we take pleasure in commending not only the work of the pupils 

in following t he course of instruction used, but the course of instruction itself as 
tending to give them at an early age, and even without their recognizing its im
portance, knowledge and skill which will be of the greatest importance to them in 
any future work of civil, mechanical, mining or electrical engineering or indeed in 
almost any work of manufacture or construction. (Signed) 

JOSEPHINE CARSON LOCKE, 
THOS. W. FRY, 
SPENCERS. BEMAN, 

Committee. 

NOTE.-Miss Locke was for years Supervisor of Drawing in the St. Louis Public 
Schools. Mr. Fry is a mechanical engineer, graduate of the Mass. Inst. of Tech
nology. Mr. Beman is a well-known architect. 
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THE WORK OF THE ScHOOL. 

The special feature of the school, in which it differs from the ordinary high 
school, is its Manual Training. Notwithstanding the prominenc~ given to. this part 
of its course, experience shows that its mathematical and scientific work Iieed not 
be inferior to that of the best high schools. · 

Education, not 'manufacture, is the idea underlying the manual training. · Con
sequently, the material products of the shops consist chiefly of exercises desighed 
to develop skill in the use of tools. The educational value of construction. is also 
recognized, and the course embraces a number of finished articles. 

Some idea of the pupils' work 41. the drawing and mechanical departments may 
be obtained from the following partial list of the annual exhibit of June 17, 1890. 

JUNIOR CLASS. 

In.Drawing:-Freehand and Mechanical Drawing of Models, Tools, etc.; Prob
lems in Plane Geometry; Line Shading; Principles of Projection, etc.; 9938 draw
ings. 

In Woodwork :-2,000 A.ccepted Exercises in the various joints used in carpentry; 
24 Tool Stands, 18 Flasks for Foundry. · 

1,400 A.ccepted Exercises in Wood Turning, such as Horizontal and Vertical 
Straight Cuts, Bevel, Concave and Convex Curves, Beads, etc., Tool Handles, Orna
mental Hardwood Turnings, Vases, Gavels, Dumb-bells, Indian Clubs, Rosettes, 
turned Mirror Frames, etc. 

450 Accepted Patterns of Hexagonal Wrenches, Journals, Hand-wheels, Pulleys, 
Grates, Quarter-turn and Half-turn Pipes, with Core Boxes, etc. Complete Pat:. 
terns for the Speed Lathes made by the Senior Class. Complete Patterns of Adjust
able Drawing Stand. Patterns for Friction Wheels of Atwood Machines. Patterns 
of Surface Plates, etc. 

In Cabinet Making:-9 Hardwood Tables for PhysicalLaboratory, 2Atwood Ma
chines, 90 Picture and Mirror Frames, oak ; 3 Fancy Tables, 7 Cases of Bookshelves, 
4 Wall Cabinets, 1 Easel, 1 Hat-rack, 3 Drawing Boards, 2 Turned and Carved Mir
ror Frames, 10 Cases for Artists' Materials, Jewels, etc.; 1 set of Drawing Models, 
8 pieces ; 140 T squllol'es, 280 Triangles for Drawing . 

. MIDDLE CLASS. 

In Drawing :-Practice in Brush Shading; Orthographic Projection; P;ojrotion of 
Shadows; Isometric Projection; Perspective; Intersection of Solids; Line Shading; 
Machines from measurement, etc., etc.; 2774 drawings and sketches. 

In Forging :--4800 Exercises and Finished Pieces in Forging Iron and Steel, 
including Drawing and Upsetting, Twisting, Bending, Punching, Welding, Tem
pering, the making of Hooks, Staples, Nails, Rings, Angle-irons, Brackets, Braces, 
Eye-Bolts, Bolts and Nuts, Chains with Hooks, Swivels and rings, etc.; including, 
also, 150 pairs Blacksmiths' Tongs, 34 Forgings for Jack-screws, 300 Lathe Tools, 
diamond-point, half diamond-point, etc.; 450 Tools, such as Center-punches, Chisels, 
Flatters, etc. ; 37 "Projects," including 13 Cross-pene Hammers, 2 Ball-pene Ham
mers, 1 Axe, 1 small Anvil, 4 Piano Lamp Stands, 7 "five-o'clock-tea" Stands, 1 
pair Pole Climbers, 3 Anchors,·! set Lathe Tools. 

In Foundry Work-Moulding and Casting in Lead, Zinc and Brass several hun
dred Washers, Nuts, Hangers, Oil Cups, Pulleys, Jack-screws, Valves, Wheels, 
Bushings, etc. 

SENIOR CLASS. 

Ir. Drawing :-Machines from Measurement (Locomotive, Marine and Stationary 
Engines, Steam Fire Engines, etc.), Architectural Plans, Elevations and Perspec
tives, etc.; 918 drawings and sketches. 
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In Maehine Shop Work:-400 Exercises in Chipping, Filing, Scraping, and Fit
ting; 100 Exercises in Pla ning, 200 Exercises in Turning, B01·ing, Screw-cutting 
and Polishing ; 12 Speed Lathes, 30 Jack-screws, 3 pairs V Blocks, 3 pairs Parallel 
Blocks, 2 Angle Plates, 5 Nut Mandrels, 2 Boring Bars and Cutters, 3 Squa1·e-thread 
Taps, 2 Taper Reamers, 2 sets Brass Friction Wheels for Atwood Machines, 8 Dou
ble-thread Screws and Nuts for Wood Clamps, 1 Saw Arbor, Counter Shaft for Cir
cular Saw, etc. 

The finished " Projects" included 1 Dynamo, 3 Surface Gauges, 1 Machinists' 
Hammer, 1 Vertical Marine Engine, 4tx5 inches ; 1 Brass Carel Receiver, 1 Center 
Gauge, 1 Vertical Engine, 4x4! inches ; 2 Brass Tables, 2 pairs Calipers. 

The tuition fees in all the classes have been incr eased ten dollars 
a t erm above the prices given in the Catalogue of 1883. 

Provision is made for a certain number of free pupils and parents 
of such pupils as are desirous of securing the benefits of study in 
the school but who are not able to meet the cost, are invited t o con
sult with the Director. 

LIST OF INSTRUCTORS FOR THE YEAR 1890- 1891. 

TEACHEllS IN ORDER OF DEPARTMENTS. 

Henry H. Belfield, A.M. , PH. D. , 3738 Washington Avenue, Director; W'illiam R. 
Wickes, A.M. , 238 Willis Street, Oak Park, English Literature; Harlow W. Eaton, 
PH. D., 5807 Madison A venue, Physics and History ; Charles E . Boynton, A. B. , 5 
Thirty-first Street, Chemistry and Physiology; Wythe M. P arks, Passed Ass't Engr. 
U.S. N., 362 Forty-fourth Street, Mechanics, Design and Construction of Engines; 
Sylvanus E . Lambert, A. B., 552 Chestnut Street, Algebra; Honta Smalley, A. B., 281 
La Salle Avenue, Latin; Clem F. Kimball, B. M. E., 3933 Praixie Avenue, Geomtry 
and Dra,ving; Earl B. Ferson, A. M. , Mass., 395 Fifty-eighth Street, Drawing ; Fred'k 
Newton Williams, 329 Michigan Avenue, Drawing; G. Willis Ritchey, 5926 Dickey 
Street, W oodwork; Geo. A. Ross, 3933 Prairie Avenue, Woodwoxk; J. W. Raymond, 
Jr., 3558 Cottage Grove Avenue, Foundry and Forge; Thomas J. Gray, 437 West 
Madison Street, Machine Shop. 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES. 

E. W. Blatchford, President; J ohn M. Clark, Vice-President; Marshall Field, 
Treasurer ; William A. Fuller , Secretary; John W . Doane, Christoph Hotz, Edson 
.Keith, H. H. Porter, George M. Pullman. 



CHAPTER III. 

TULANE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA, NEW ORLEANS, L.A. 

Brief statep:J.ent of the origin of the University-:Letter from Paul Tulane, to Hon. 
Randall Lee Gibson, U. S. Senator from Louisiana and his associates-Details of 
management of the new University wisely left to the discretion of the Trustees
Precedent made by the Founder of Smith Gollege, Massachusetts, followed in this 
feature-Col. William Preston J ohnston, called to the Presidency of the new 
Univet'sity-The Professional Schools of the former State University are united 
with Tulane.-Comprehensive character of Tulane University-Why the account 
of the University 900urs in this chapter-The equipment for the study of electrical 
engineering under direction of Professor Brown Ayres-Extracts from catalogue 
of 1891-'92-Historical statement-Plan of Education-University Department of 
Philosophy and Science-Tulane College-Four separate courses of study
" Classical"-" Literary"-" Scientific"-" Engineering"-Drawing under Pro
fessor Woodward-Mechanical work under Professor Ordway-H. Sophie New
comb Memorial College-Three separate courses of study-" Classical"-" Scien
tific"-" Modern Languages "-Special students-Art in college courses in each 
year-Special Normal Art-Elective Art work-The Libraries-Museums-Art 
Museum-Professor William Woodward, Art Director-Linton-Surget Hall an 
Art Museum-University Extension-Lists of names of the Faculty of the two 
colleges-Tulane High School-Organization and courses of study-Manual 
Training-Drawing-List of Faculty, 1892-'93-The Free Drawing school-Sat
urday classes for Women-Evening class for Men-The Mechanical course-The 
Free Hand course. 

TULANE UNIVERSITY, NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. 

INSTRUCTION IN MANUAL TRAINING AND IN DRAWING IN THE 
PREPARATORY HIGH SCHOOLS AND IN THE COLLEGES OF THE 
UNIVERSITY. EVENING FREE DRAWING CLASSES. 

A brief reference was made, in a preceding volume of this Report, 
to the founding ann development of this successful University, * 
which has already won well merited distinction among the Institu
tions of Higher Learning in the Southern States, and indeed through
out the cou.ntry. 

This new University had its origin in the munificent bequest of 
the late Paul Tulane, a native of New Jersey, but for many years a 
resident of New Orleans. Mr. Tulane, living at the time in Prince
ton, New Jersey, confided to the Hon. Randall Lee Gibson, U. S. 

"See Part II of this Report, pages ovxn-cxn. 79 
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Senator from Louisiana, his purpose to devise a large estate for the 
establishment of an Educational Institu tion in the City of New 
Orleans, and r equested the Senator to undertake the proposed trust, 
giving him full discretion as to the kind of Institution to be estab
lished. Senator Gibson, after associating with himself several of 
the leading citizens of the State as joint trustees, undertook the 
arduous though honorable task; and Mr. Tulane had the happiness, 
during the few last years of his life, of beholding the successful ini
tiation of the proposed institution. 

THE LETTER CREATING THE TRUST. 

The letter of Mr. Tulane, conferring his ·property in New Orleans 
upon the Board of Trustees, begins as follows: 

"PRINCETON, May 2, 1882. 
To Messrs. Randall L. Gibson, Chas. E. Fenner, James McConnell, T. G. Richard

son, M. D., Edward White, E. H. Farrar, P. N. Strong, B. M. Palmer, D. D., 
Hugh Miller Thompson, D. D., Chas. A. Whitney, Saml. H . Kennedy, Walter 
Stauffer, Cartwright Eustis, Henry Ginder, John T. Hardie, R. M. Walmsley, 
and Wm. 0 . Rogers : 
GENTLEMEN :-A resident of New Orleans for many years of my active life, hav

ing formed many friendships and associations dear to me, and deeply sympathiz
ing with its people in whatever misfortunes or disasters may have befallen them, as 
well as being sincerely desirous of contributing to their moral and intellectual 
welfare, I do hereby express to you my intention to donate to you by an a.ct of 
donation inter vivos, all t he r eal estate I own and am possessed of in the said city 
of New Orleans, State of Louisiana, for the promotion and encouragement of intel
lectual, moral and industrial education among the white young persons in the 
city of New Orleans, State of Louisana, and for the advancement of learning and 
letters, the arts and sciences therein, my intention being that the benefits shall be 
applied and expended in the city of New Orleans. 

By the term education, I mean to foster such a course of intellectual development 
as shall be useful and of solid worth, and not be merely ornamental or superficial. 
I mean you should adopt the course which, as wise and good men, would commend 
itself to you as being conducive to immediate pt·actical benefit, rather than theoret
ical possible advantage. I wish you to establish or foster institutions of a higher 
grade of learning where the young persons to be benefited shall, upon due exami
nation, be found competent and qualified for admission, both by age and previous 
training, to receive the benefits of a more advanced degree of educational culture. 

Intellectual advancement should be unfettered by sectarianism, but the profound 
reverence I entertain for the H oly Scriptures leads me to express here the hope, 
that the educational development intended by this gift, should never antagonize, 
but be in harmony with the great fundamental principles of Christian truth con
tained in them." 

Suggestions as to securing exemption from taxation for the real 
estate thus devoted to the promotion of education, and stipulations 
that none of this property shall be sold, or mortgaged, or, in any 
way, incumbered for a period of fifty years, follow. He also sug
gests that his "friend, General Randall Lee Gibson, shall be the 
chairman or President of the Board, and that Judge Charles E. 
F enner, and James McConnell, may be vice presidents or vice chair· 
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men." The Board is to be self continuing ; vacancies in the body 
being filled by election. If, at the end of fifty years, the Board 
desire to relinquish this trust, they are authorized then to distribute 
the property in such manner, to institutions in the city of New Or
leans, as to best promote the educational purposes of the Trust. 

* * * " With devout gratitude to our Heavenly Father for en11-bling us to form 
these plans and invoking his divine blessing upon you and your counsels, and upon 
the good work proposed among the present and future generations of our beloved 
Crescent City. 

I remain, with great respect, your friend and humble servant, 
PAUL TuLANE." 

A.N ADMIRABLE PROVISION. 

This letter, which resembles in its benevolent purposes and scope 
those written by Peter Cooper, Ezra Cornell, and Charles Pratt, 
when creating the several institutions founded by them, is very 
brief; leaving; as it does, the general plan and all its details to the 
judgment of the Trustees. After the statement of his purpose in 
creating the t rust, as just quoted, the letter deals only with plans 
for preserving the property intact, and places its management and 
final disposition wholly in the hands of the Trustees; who are thus 
empowered to meet new demands as they may arise and · to adapt 
their institution to the exigencies of the future. This feature, which 
was the notable peculiarity of the will of Miss Sophia Smith, in 
founding Smith College, at Northampton, Massachusetts, is in 
marked contrast with the old English foundations, where the obso
lete customs of by-gone cent uries, imposed on all successors, become 
hindrances in their development and usefulness. It is peculiarly 
desirable that educational foundations should be free to meet as 
they arise, the ever changing conditions of an advancing civilization. 
It is to be hoped that the wise precedents thus set by Miss Smith, 

and Mr. Tulane, may be generally followed by those leaving legacies 
to our Colleges and Universities; since such gifts, however gener
ously intended by the givers, are often, owing to onerous conditions 
imposed, burdens rather than blessings. 

THE CHOICE OF .A. PRESIDENT FOR THE NEW UNIVERSITY. 

Col. William Preston Johnston, (eldest son of the late General 
Albert Sidney J ohnston,) formerly for some years a Professor in 
Washington and Lee University, Virginia, but at that time the 
President of the Louisiana State University, was called in January 
1883, to the Presidency of the new University. 

The calling of this thoroughly equipped, liberal-minded scholar, 
author, and teacher, to the direction of the .new institution, was, in 
itself, an augury of success. A graduate of Yale, having had expe- · 
rience as a Professor for some yeBtrS in a classical college of the old 

ART-VOL 4--6 
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regime, and having been President -of one of the modern practical 
State Colleges of Agriculture, in Louisiana itself, President John~ 
ston was well fitted to direct the shaping of the new institution. 
Familiar with the old methods and well abreast of the new move
ments in education, he was ready to adapt his instrumentalities to 
the needs of the community. 

UNION EFFECTED WITH THE STATE UNIVERSITY, 

The wisdom wmch, shortly after his appointment, effected the 
union of the professional schools of Law and Medicine of the U ni
versity of Louisiana,-each having had a long and honorable his
t ory,-with the new foundation; including all under the title and 
headship of the "Tulane University of Louisiana," was another 
piece of good fortune; while the generous endowment which soon 
followed, by other liberal givers, of a Womans' College to be a part 
of the University, rounded out and fitly completed the sch eme. 

PRESIDENT JOHNSTON OUTLINES THE NEW UNIVERSITY. 

Under date of June 1883, President Johnston addressed a. letter to 
the Trustees, outlining the needs, province and methods of such an 
institution as, in his judgment, was, in view of the surrounding cir~ 
cumstances which were considered at length, then most desirable. 
This letter fills some sixty printed pages and is a most admirable 
statement both of the educational needs of the community and of 
the best methods of supplying them. Defining the province of a 
college, and a university, and clearly discriminating between their 
several duties, he makes a strong plea for Higher Education, and 
shows how essential it is that opportunities for obtaining such an 
education be provided; but, on the other hand, he shows the need of 
providing, also, facilities for giving direct practical training to such 
as cannot avail themselves of the higher courses. The institution 
therein portrayed included opportunities for the training of all 
classes of the· community, just as, in fact, " Tulane" now does. 
This letter is well worthy the consideration of all who are called on 
t o decide similar questions. 

COMPREHENSI VE CHARACTER OF TULANE. 

This new University, arising in the last decade, and blending in 
its catholicity the professional schools of the past with the novel 
forms of education which have been called forth by the imperative 
needs of modern civilization, furnishes a most interesting object 
lesson; linking, as it does, by its varied activities, the simplest ele
mentary industrial training and the most advanced post graduate 
educational methods and instrumentalities. 

It has evening schools like those of the Maryland Institute, and 
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Cooper Union; a Manual Training School like the Manual Training 
Schools of St. Louis, Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago; instruction 
in engineering equal to the engineering courses of the higher Schools 
of Science, of which "Sheffield, Yale," and "The Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology," may be. taken as types; while in art instruc
tion it claims to equal both the Art Training given in theN ormalArt 
Schools, and that of the Art Drawing classes of the several High Art 
Schools and Academies; in addition to these modern innovations 
there are offered in the same Institution, courses of study in accord
ance with the strictly classical training of the old classical colleges, 
as well a-s those of the higher post graduate schools of the Medical 
and Legal Professions; while the inclusion of a high cla-ss woman's 
college further exemplifies the modernity of "Tulane;" so that this 
composite "University," stands forth as a comprehensive typical 
American Educational Institution of the last quarter of the Nine-
teenth Century. . 

That such an University, rivalling in its variety of schools and . 
courses of training, its purposes and equipment, such famous modern 
Universities of theN orth;as " The University of Michigan," at Ann 
Arbor, and "Cornell," at Ithaca, should have been founded in the 
far-away Southern City of New Orleans, is both a pledge that the 
"New South" is to be kept fully abreast with the modern educa
tional movements in Europe and America, and is a worthy memorial 
of the liberal Founder, whose gifts made possible its creation. It 
stands, also, in evidence of the pra-ctical professional skill of Presi
dent Johnston, and his energetic Faculty; and of the far-reaching 
views and enlightened intelligence of Senator Gibson, and his col
leagues. 

RANDALL LEE G-IBSON. 

Alas! between the time of sending the above in manuscript to the 
printer and the return of the "proof" this noble hearted man, who 
had been chosen by Mr. Tulane to carry out his benevolent pur
poses, had met the Shadowy l!,orm-

" That keeps the keys of all the creeds." 

This true gentleman, faithful friend, brave soldier, wise, far
seeing statesman, sincere patriot, whose whole influence, as Member 
of Congress and as Senator, was exerted to promote the interests of 
our common country; and who, at the same time, while seeking to 
develop the material and int13llectual resources of his own State of 
Louisiana, has linked his name forever with the national efforts for 
the improvement of the Mississippi River, and with the founding 
and development of the Tulane University of Louisiana, has passed 
from among men; leaving a record and a memory which cannot fail 
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to inspire, in all who knew him, a noble ambition to emulate his 
virtues.* 

The life of Senator Gibson, equally with that of the late Charles 
C. P erkins, of Boston, strikingly illustrates the inestimable value 
that may result t o a community from the civic devotion of a single 
individual public spirited citizen. The ruling purpose of Senator 
Gibson, for the few last years of his life, was to promote the fullest 
and best <levelopment of Tulane University. So long as this Insti
tution endures and the name of its founder is r emembered, t hat of 
Randall Lee Gibson cannot be forgotten. They build for earthly 
immortality who inscribe their names as founders of our great Insti
tutions of L earning. 

WHY THE ACCOUNT OF TULANE IS GIVEN IN THE PRESENT VOLUME. 

As the Free Evening Drawing Classes, and the Manual Training 
Instruction given in this University, are of like character with the 
schools and classes whose history is given in this volume, while its 
manual training school is modelled after those r ecorded in the pre
vious nhapter, this account of Tulane University is here given. 

Strictly classified, only these two features of the University would 
here find place; but, in this Report, some brief, general historical · 
notice of the Institution, of which the department, or school, which 
happens first to be described is a part, has usually been given in con
nection with such department. In this particular instance this seems 
especially desirable for the purpose of showing how these forms of 
elementary t raining, which, in most other schools of their class, are 
only seen as segregated from any general scheme of education, are 
here brought into relation and unison with those studies and schools 
which are commonly recognized as pertaining only to Higher -Educa
tion, and are shown to be a part of the common whole, having their 
legitimate place in the complet e plan. 

W e have already seen in the pages of the preceding chapter how 
the Manual Training School founded by the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, an<l at first ma<le so marked a feature, has gradually 
fallen into place as simply an elementary adjunct to the higher 
courses of Technical Education offered by the Institute; Tulane, in 
like manner, illustrates this wise correlation of Educational Forces. 
It is, because, in t his new University the claim of "Drawing," both 
as a practical, Technical, and Artistic study, has been so fully 
recognized; and that the true value and relations of Manual Train· 
ing to education, both in its elementary, general and specia,l appli· 

*The Hon. Randall Lee Gibson, U.S. Senator from Louisiana, and President of 
the Board of Adrninistrators of Tulane University of Louisiana, died at Hot Springs, 
Arkansas, December 15th, 1892, and 'was buried at Lexington , Kentucky, by the 
side of h is ueceased wife, and among his kindred, December 19th, 1892. 
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cations are inculcated, that this University finds mention in this 
Report. 

The details of instruction common to manual training schools 
have been so fully stated in the several accounts of the Public School 
Manual Training Schools of the country given in the preceding vol
ume of this Report, (Part II.) as well as in the account of the 
Pioneer Schools of t his class, whose hi-story is given in the previous 
chapter ; that only a general statement of the equipment of the 
Manual Training School attached to "Tulane" will be here given. 

A High School is attached to the University for fitting pupils for 
entrance to Tulane College,-the Academical Department of the Uni
versity, *-and a similar preparatory school fits girls for entrance to 
the H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College. 

Drawing and Manual Training are both included among the 
required studies in the boys High School, and are r equired studies 
throughout the "scientific" and "engineering" courses in the a.cad
eru ical college. Two courses, the "Classical" and t he "Scientific" 
are provided in the High School, and four distinct courses, known 
respectively as The "Classical," "Literary," " Scient ific," and "En
gineering," are given in the college. In the girls prt~paratory school, 
" Industrial Drawing" is taught; " Art Drawing," is a required 
study throughout the W oman's College course. There is, also, iiJ. 
the woman's college, a Normal course of " Art Instruction." · 

Besides these varied opportunities for the r egular students in its 
schools and colleges, Tulane furnishes, also, by means of the free 
evening drawing school which it sustains, a practical instance of 
University ex.tension; r eaching out. as it does, to offer opportunities 
freely to all classes of the community. 

The following extract s from the latest catalogue t give a general 
view of the University as a whole, with its varied activities; as well 
as of the special facilities for instruction in Drawing and Manual 
Training, both in t he preparatory and undergraduate departments. 

As already stated, the general account of the Institutions, some 
special departments of which come within the province of this 
Report, has been given in connection with that school or department 
first mentioned. It is in accordance with these precedents, that . a 
somewhat extended notice of this University h ere follows the chapter 

*While these pages are in the bands of the Printer, information is received from 
President J ohnston concerning the proposed reorganization of the University, sub
stantially in accordance with expressed desire of Senator Gibson, the late President 
of the Board of Administration. The High School is to be discontinued and the 
post graduate department of the University to be developed. The Report recom
mending these changes was adopted January 9th, 1893, and will be given in full at 
the end of this account of the University. See pages 103-105. 

tTulane University of Louisiana. Catalogue, 1891-'92. University, College, 
High School, H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College fm; Women, and Law and 
Medical Departments. Announcement for 1892-'93. New Orleans. 1892. Pp. 132. 
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describing the pioneer Manual Training Schools; the two first of 
which, it will be observed, were, in .like manner, founded in con
nection with Educational Institutions of the highest class; viz: The 
St. Louis School attached to the Washington University, and the 
Boston School opened by the Massachusetts Institu te of Technology. 

Accounts of the Engineering Courses; the Art Courses in the 
Woman's College, the Art J\l[useum, and the Evening Free Drawing 
Classes of Tulane would, however, be fitly given elsewhere in this 
Report in connection with others of their class, but are given here 
partly because it is desirable to show in one view how comprehensive 
in its courses, and how well provided by means of its laboratories, 
apparatus, libraries and museums to satisfy modern educational de
mands, is this new Institution of the South; and, partly, because in 
the issuing of a work of this class, comprised in several volumes and 
necessarily extending over a series of years in its preparation and 
publication, it has always to be borne in mind that unforeseen and 
insuperable obstacles to its completion may arise. It has, there
fore, seemed doubly desirable that the fact that an institution so 
fully equipped for the prosecution of scientific research and special 
t echnical training, and so thoroughly imbued with the modern edu
cational spirit, as is Tulane, should be here recorded at the earliest 
opportunity. The equipment of the P hysical Laboratory, and the 
prominence given to the science of Electricity and to the course in 
Electrical Engineering under the direction of Professor Brown 
Ayres, evidences that the claim of the University that it keeps up 
with tho advance of modern science is well founded. The fact that 
in creating a new University, these industrial, technical and art istic 
studies, which are advocated in the volumes of this Report , have 
been made so prominent, is a notable example of their importance 
and fully justifies the space here given to " 'l'ulane." 

The extracts showing the general features of the University will 
be given first. Those relating to the Manual Training School and 
t he Free Drawing Class will close this chapter. 

TULANE UNI VERSITY. 

HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 

The Tulane University of Louisiana, founded upon an endowment of the late 
Paul Tulane, was established by Jaw by Act No. 43 of the session of 1884, which 
was ratified by a constitutional amendment April17, 1888. By virtue of this legis
lation the administrators of the Tulane Educational Fund became administrators 
in perpetuity of the University of Louisiana, agreeing to devote their income to its 
development, and to establish thereon the Tulane University of Louisiana. 

• * • • * • * 
Col. Wm. Preston Johnston was selected in J anuary, 1883, to organize an institu· 

tion of learning under the terms of Mr. Tulane's donation. The acquisition of the 
University of Louisiana, with its franchises and valuable buildings, in 1884, gave 
practical shape to the purposes of the Tulane Board, and supplied the foundation 
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on which to establish Tulane Univereity. It hM now fourteen chairs in the Uni
versity proper, and a High School Faculty, which, with its head master, has four
teen professors, assistant professors, and instructors. The collection of scientific 
apparatus, especially for instruction in physics and electricity, is quite extensive 
and of very high grade. The teaching is in great part by laboratory work, and the · 
apparatus is bette~: adapted to this method of instruction than any other in the 
South. There is a practical course in electrical engineering which has been pursued 
with marked success. The collection of dynamo machines is one of the largest in 
the country. The chemical laboratories have been carefully fitted up and are now 
in a fair state of efficiency, and it is h oped that many young men will be trained 
here to take pa~t in developing the industries of the Southern States. The biologi
callaboratory is well supplied with microscopes and the various kinds of apparatus 
needed for investigation as well as for ordinary study. 

The line between university work and collegiate and academic work is sharply 
drawn. The latter is embraced iq a series of equivalent curricula extending through 
seven years, three in the high school and four in the college, all leading to baccalau
reate degrees, with or without distinction , according to attainment. The former is 
elective and of the most advanced character , and leads to the Degrees of Master of 
Arts, of Doctor of Philosophy, and to the Engineering Degrees. 

A manual training school has been established. It is considered as the workshop 
or laboratory of the high school for technical training, but the college students in 
the engineering and scientific courses are expected to take a considerable amount 
of workshop practice. It is not intended to teach trades to young men, but to 
make them experts in the principles and handicraft of wood-working, iron and 
metal-working and machine construction. The appliances are as nearly perfect, 
and the scheme of instruction as thorough as in any institution in the United States. 
The effort is made to dignify and elevate labor without interfering with more ab
stract pursuits. No revolution in education is aimed at, but rather moral expansion 
and development through the cultiva tion of recognized and valuable mental and 
physical functions and activ-ities ; the whole system constituting a rounded and 
harmonious evolution of the student as man and citizen . 

The libraries of the University, besides the State library of twenty-six thousand 
volumes, contain about twenty-five thousand volumes, with a certain fund for in
crease of some $2,000 per annum. The largest hospitality is extended to book-lover11 
and readers. . 

The institution is Christian, but not sectarian, and this is construed as extending 
the largest liberty of invitation to all who love the light of knowledge. The Tulane 
University is now on the sound basis of a living income, with a corporation secure 
in its tenure of office and consistent in its plans and purposes, and with the prestige 
of a State institution and popular favor to aid in its h onorable career. 

Iinportant changes are contemplated in the location of the collegiate department 
of the university. A tract of land has been purchased fronting St. Charles A venue 
and opposite Audubon park, where it is proposed to erect the necessary college 
buildings, laboratories, manual training shops and other annexes. Plans are being 
perfected and the work of construction will probably begin during the course of the 
summer. 

The H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College, for the higher education of white 
girls and young women, has been established as a department of Tulane University, 
through the munificence of Mrs. Josephine Louise Newcomb, widow of Warren 
Newcomb, of New York city. Through her noble liberality, it has been made one 
of the best endowed institutions in the Southern States. 

Its first annual session was opened Thursday, October 16, 1887. Since that time, 
its progress has been steady, the number of students has been increased, the faculty 
enlarged, and important additions made to the apparatus for instruction. Oppor· 
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tunities are offered for a full collegiate course in literature and science, or for the 
special training of advanced students in a11cient and modern lang uages, and on the 
lines of special work. Extensive and well shaded grounds afford opportunity for 
open air exercise and recreation. The main building is a spacious and handsome 
structure. The libraries and laboratories afford valuable aiel. The laboratory for 
physics and chemistry is a new brick building, well equipped with apparatus; and 
superior facilities are offer~d to young women for secu ring a practical knowledge 
of these studies. 

I n various branches of art much zeal has been developed and satisfactory progress 
made. 

There is a preparatory department, of high school grade, which fits students for 
admission to the College. 

Occupying an entire square in one of the most bea.utiful and cultivated sections of 
the city, Newcomb College aims to secm·c the objects of higher female education
thorough and accurate scholarship, the best conditions of physical cultm·e, the 
wisest and most healthful intellectual and moral aspirations. 

The Free Drawing School has been in successful operation, fo1· seven years past, 
under the auspices of the university. The professors engaged in the work have 
cheerfully gh-en their time and talents, and much good has been done in the in
struction of the students for technic.o'\1 and industrial pursuits, and in fostering and 
diffusing a, taste for art in the community. The classes are mainly attended by 
those who wish to acquire a thorough knowledge of the fundamental principles of 
art, and by those who find a knowledge of the different branches of drawing useful 
in their daily employment. Though not stl'ictly university work, it yet has the 
spirit of university extension, and the good results attained from year to year have 
abundantly justified the efforts in its behalf. 

* * * * * * 
PLAN OF E DUCATION. 

Tulane University is an institution for the higher education of the white youth 
of Louisiana. The administrators of Tulane University, r ecognizing the great fact 
that education is a unit, integral from its very nature, ancllooking to the actual 
conditions of things in Louisiana, find themselves obliged to embrace in their 
scheme a plan broad and deep, and to institute for the successive phases of educa
tional development, a High School, a College, and a University Department of 
Philosophy and Science. Taking the youth on the threshold of the higher educa
tion, this plan proposes, through judicious instruction, to train him to know, to do, 
and to be, and thus to develop a consistent manhood by means of his harmonious 
and equable evolution of body, mind, and soul. 

Tulane University of Louisiana is divided into the University Departmennt ol 
Philosophy a nd Science, Tulane College, Tulane High School, H. Sophie Newcomb 
Memorial College for Young W omen, the Law Department, and the Medical 
Department. 

UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE. 

If the student in a college should feel and act as one under authority, the grad· 
uate of the college who enters upon his university career in the Department ol 
Philosophy and Science should recognize that he is called to a higher culture, which 
does not simply permit, but demands, liberty of choice, the exercise of independ· 
en t thought, an earnest attempt at original investigation and individual conviction. 
Herein he must receive the inspiration of the scientific spirit and pursue his studieE 
by tl1e scientific method, lmder the guidance, but not under the authority, of ~ 
professor. 
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Acting upon this view, we differentiate sharply between the work of the College 
and the work of the University in its higher department. 

We leave to the College the disciplinary work of education to be pursued by 
collegiate or gymnastic methods.· We reserve for the students in the Department 
of Philosophy and Science that higher culture pursued in the scientific spirit, which 
is true University work. If few in number, yet these University students must be 
C'.ollege graduates, not merely College students graded as University Ltudents. 

We admit to our University, as candidates for degrees, the graduates of our own 
and other colleges with fairly equivalent requirements, and such other persons as 
shall pass a satisfactory examination on branches of knowledge and studies fully 
equivalent. 

Degrees.-Graduates of Tulane College and other accepted candidates who shall 
pursue for two years an apppoved course of study in three branches, one major and 
two minor, selected by the student and approved by the Faculty, and who shall 
pass a satisfactory examination and present a written thesis acceptable to the Pres
ident and Faculty, will receive the.degree of Master of Arts. 

The degree of Doctor of Philosophy will be given for a further prescribed, or 
approved, course of study in Tulane University, pursued for two years more under 
like conditions and with such excellence and superior attainments as to warrant it. 

* * * * * * * 
Graduates of the H . Sophie Newcomb Memorial College or female graduates of 

other accredited colleges of the first grade who have received the degree of A. B. 
or B. S. may be admitted to the privileges of University instruction, and shall be 
entitled to the A. M., or a technical degree, npon the completion of a course of 
study equivalent to that required of male graduates. 

All University courses of study shall be assigned, approved and conducted by 
the University Faculty. 

The University Faculty consists of 'the President, the Secretary, the President of 
the H. Sophie Newcomb College, the Director of the Manual Training School, the 
Head Master of the High School, and the Professors filling the chairs of Metaphysics, 
Latin, English, and Greek, History and Rhetoric, German, French, Mathematics, 
Physics, Applied Chemistry, Chemistry and Geology, Drawing, Biology, and such 
others a.s may from time to time be added by the Board of Administrators. 

TULANE COLLEGE. 

Tulane College covers, with four years of solid collegiate instruction and training, 
the second great phase of liberal education. Its purpose is to train and discipline 
the students for the professions or for leadership in the superior walks of the man
ifold and ever widening spheres of active life. 

To attain this high aim, every faculty of the mind must be disciplined to work 
efficiently to its appointed ends. And for this discipline every grand division of the · 
complete sphere of human knowledge should be represented in a rounded plan of 
academic education. Philosophy, History, Mathematics, the Physical &ciences, 
Biology, and the Languages, which are the expression and embodiment of human 
thought, all serve as necessary agents in a harmonious evolution of intellect and 
character, and should all be represented in any scheme or course of study which 
pretends to give a complete liberal education. To assume, however, that there is 
only one course which shall do equally well for all, no matter what their intended 
careers may be, is a mistake. 

Not trusting in the ability of immature students, or even of parents who have 
seldom duly considered the subject, Tulane College now offers four courses of study, 
with prescribed branches, each leading to a baccalaureate degree. These courses, 
though directed to different pursuits in life, are parallel and almost substantially 
equivalent in the amount, proportion and exactness of the training and ilistruction 
afforded. 
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In the grouping and succession of studies in these courses, while opportunity is 
afforded for information in all the great . r ealms of human knowledge adequate to 
a liberal education, still greater. regard is had to that rigorous t raining of the fac
ulties which develops intellectual energy and moral power. It is intended that t he 
degrees which crown these four courses shall be an honest testimonal to solid 
acquirements in knowledge and intellectual discipline. . 

The difference in t he courses is chiefly in the amount of the particular branches 
pursued, and in the substitution of studies nearly equivalent in amount, and as 
nearly so as possible in intrinsic and disciplinary value t o the students. 

The courses are denominated respectively, Classical, Literary, Scientific and 
Engineering. Each has four classes, which retain the time-honored names of 
Freshman, Sophomore, J unior, and Senior. I n each course of study, and in each 
year of that course, it has been sought, by proper and logical arrangement of studies, 
t o carry forward the instruction and the training to a given practical end. 

The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred for the successful accomplishment of 
the Classical or Literary Course, and the degree of Bachelor of Science, for the 
satisfactory completion of the Scientific or Engineering Course, and students of 
extraordinary m erit may have added to this, " with distinction." 

Classical Conrse.-In the Classical Course an effort is made to preserve the foot
hold of the ancient languages, Latin and Greek, and to afford to the student willing 
to submit t o their invaluable and unsurpassed mental discipline the opportunity to 
obtain a solid cla<;Sical education. 

This course is specially recommended to students aiming at the learned pro
fessions. 

Litera1y Course.-The Literary Course differs from the Classical chiefly in the 
omission of Greek and the substitution of fuller courses of Latin, German and 
French. 

Scientific Course.-In the Scientific Course the instruction in English and Modern 
Languages, and in Political Science and P sychology, is very similar to that in the 
Classical and Literary Courses. Instead of Latin and Greek are substituted a fuller 
course in Mathem atics and an extended course in Physics, Chemistry and Biology, 
with two years laboratory practice in each. 

This course is especially adapted to those who intend to study medicine or phar
macy , or to become Analytical Chemists, or who intend to devote their lives to any 
more purely scientific work. 

Engineering Course.- The Engineering Course differs from the Scientific in the 
greater prominence given to the industrial applications of the sciences, to manual 
training and drawing, and to special t echnical work in the direction of the student's 
inclination. 

This course is adapted to the needs of those who intend to become Civil, Mechani
cal, Electrical, Mining, or Chemical Engineers, or Architects. In the Senior Year 
the equivalelit of eight hours a week of class work may be selected by the Rtudent, 
with the approval of t he facuity, from a number of electives. This is designated 
in the scheme of studies as" Special Technical Work." The subjects from which 
selection may be made are Theory of Tools and Materials of Construction , Chemi
cal Laboratory, Physical Laboratory, Applied Electricity, Applied Chemistry, and 
Civil Engineering and Architecture. 

* * * * * * * 
DRAWING. 

Professor W OODWARD. 

The drawing of the High School is continued in the Scientific and Engineering 
courses of the College. In the F1·eshman year the studies are as follows: Sketch· 
ing, m easuring and drawing machinery ; Isometric drawings with shadows in line 
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and color; freehand studies of Historic Ornament in line and color; modeling orna-
ment and proportion of human face in clay. · 

In the Engineering course, the Sophomore class study Geometric curves and form 
the various styles of gear wheels by the cycloidal method, draw arrangements of 
belting, form and action of cams, etc. The theory and practice of shadows by 
orthographic projection, tracing the classic orders of Architecture, or examples of 
machine drawing, followed by making blue prints of the same, are included in the 
work of the second term. 

Drawing plans, elevations, and perspectives of buildings will be tau11:ht to students 
who have not received such instructions before entering the College. 

Plotting and coloring drawings for Civil Engineering are provided for. 
Sophomore Scientific students spend the year in freehand drawing and coloring 

from natural objects of interest. 

MECIIA.NICAL WORK. 

Professor ORDWAY. 

In the Scientific and Engineering courses the shop work of the High School is 
continued through the Freshman year. hi the Engineering course it runs through 
the Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior years. This advanced work includes forg
ing, brazing, chipping and filing iron, and lathe work. In the Senior year the 
students of the Engineering course attend lectures on Tools, Manufactures, and 
Materials of Construction. 

For those who are looking forward to the profession of mechanical engineering, 
opportunity is also offered for experimental work, in the production, managing, 
and testing of steam, and in the use of the steam engine indicator. 

The shop work, drawing, and some experimental work are carried on in the well
lighted and ventilated building at the corner of Lafayette and Dryades streets. 

The carpenter shop is furnished with thirty independent benches, each supplied 
with a set of all the tools required. The wood-turning room, whj.ch receives power 
from below, is provided with thirty lathes and pattern-malring benches, two jig 
saws, a grindstone, a large pattern-maker's lathe, a buzz planer, and a circular saw. 
The last two machines the students are not allowed to use, except under the imme
diate supervision of the instructor. 

The forge room contains thirty forges, with fan blast and smoke-exhausting ar
rangement. The machine room contains the steam engine, a grindstone, a machine 
drill, a hand drill, an iron planer, a shaper, an emery wheel, and a buffing wheel, 
six engine lathes, six speed lathes, and fifteen vise benches. The wash room, in the 
rear of the dressing room, is supplied with hot and cold water. 

A tinsmith's shop has been annexed, so that the students, during the warm 
months of the school year, may have practice in soldering and brazing instead of 
the heavier work of forging; 

To every student of the Engineering course is given a liberal hand work train
ing-that is, he is not allowed to take only one branch, but he is expected to work 
at all the different bni.nches in succession; carpentry and joinery, wood-turning 
and pattern-making, with some wood-carving, forging, chipping and filing iron, 
soldering and bracing, and the use of machine tools in working iron, steel, and brass. 

Thus the student not only learns how tools are used, but he also gains a practical 
understanding of the nature and limitations of materials. The shop work affords 
intellectual discipline, as it requires thought in planning and exactness in execu
tion. It furnishes healthful bodily exercise and gives one confidence in his own 
coustructive ability. · 

Though, from the educator's point of view, the utilitarian or economic aspect of 
hand work may be of little importance, yet no study or school exercise can be 
looked on as any the worse because it admits of application to matters of real life. 
Work shop practice is really a highly valuable part of engineering laboratory work. 
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H . SOPHIE NEWCOMB MEMORIAL COLLEGE. 

The H . Sophie Newcomb Memorial College is devoted to the higher education of 
young women. It was founded in 1856, by Mrs. J osephine Louise Newcomb, as a 
memorial to her daughter. I n pursuance of the design of its founder, it has adopted 
a system of instruction which is believed to be liberal and thorough . 

Th{' location in the city of New Orleans is an ad vantageous one on account of its 
accessibility from all par ts of the South, the ~ducational facilities to be enjoyed in 
its libraries and museums, and the mildness of its climate throughout t he college 
year. Euoneous impressions concerning the healthfulness of this city are grad
ually being corrected , and ea.ch succeeding season brings from the North a nd East 
a larger numbet· of w inter residents. A comparison of medical records discloses 
the fact that the health of New Orleans is not surpassed by any othet· large city in 
the United States ; it has had only two epidemics of yellow fever in the past thirty 
years both occurring in the vacation months ; and the experience of the past four
teen years has demonstra ted that this disease can be effectually excluded. 

The climate of New Orleans offers peculiar inducements to t hose who find it dif
ficult to endure the severe and changeable weather of the Northern Sta~.s . By 
reason of its position, which is practically insular, the city is protected alike from 
the extremes of cold and heat that occur throughout the greater part of the Missis
sippi and Ohio valley; a freezing temperature is seldom reached in winter, and the 
heats of sum mer are tempered by the constant Gulf breezes; life in the open air is 
pleasant throughout the college year, and the students enjoy an immunity from 
colds and many pulmonary and ner vous ailments which are caused or aggravated 
by the severity of Northern winters. 

LOCATION. 

The college buildings occupy a large square, several acres in extent, on Washing
ton avenue, Camp, Chestnut, and Sbcth streets, in the choice residence section of 
the city. The beauty of its sit uation and surroundings is unsurpassed in the city. 
I ts extensive grounds, shaded by numerous live o-aks, palms, and other t rees and 
shrubbery, afford ample opp01"tunity for open-air recreation. 

Besides the various cla-ss and study rooms, the main building contains a chapel, 
a memorial room, a large assembly room and lecture hall , capable of seating an 
audience of 700 or 800, and numerous art studios. The physical, chemical, and bio
logical laboratories are placed in a sepa ra te building . 
Scholarships-~Irs . Ida A. Richardson , of New Orleans, having generously donated 

the sum of 81,500 for the endowment of a scholarship to be known as the Cora A. 
Slocomb Scholarship in the College, to be filled by a graduate of the New Orleans 
Public High Schools, the Board of Administrators have adopted the following reg
ulations upon the subject: 

1. The Cora A . Slocomb Scholarship in the H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College 
is offered as an award to a graduate from one of the New Orleans Public High 
Schools on the following conditions : 

2. The scholarship will be awarded to the applicant who shall make the highest 
record in a competitive examination to be held at the college on the date fixed by 
its catalogue for the beginning of its session. 

3. Only those will be considered eligible who are qualified for admission to one of 
the regular college courses, who have been members of the class last graduated 
from one of the High Schools, and who are recommended by its principal. 

4. The examination shall be in writing , and shall be conducted by the faculty of 
the H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College, or hy those whom ·it may appoint for 
the purpose. 

The firs t appointment to this scholarship was made at the opening of the session 
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of 1891-92, and was awarded to Miss Isoline Rodd, graduate of the McDonogh 
High School No. 2, Class of 1891. 

Mr. B. C. Wetmore, of New York City, has donated $1500 to found a scholarship, 
subject to the same conditions as apply to the Cora A. Slocomb scholarship. This 
is to be known as the B. C. Wetmore Scholarship. The first appointment to this 
will be made at the opening of the next session, October, 1892. 

* * * * * * * 
COLLEGE COURSES OF STUDY. 

Students of the college may select a~y one of the three courses of study, the 
Classical, Scientific, or Modern Languages, each of which presents a well rounded 
curriculum, and leads to the degree of Bachelor of Arts. 

The satisfactory completion of special or optional studies will be_ rewarded with 
a. special certificate, setting forth the amount of work accomplished. 

On examination of these courses of study, it will be noticed that special prom
inence has been given to the study of art, which is required in certain amount of 
all students not signally disqualified. No extra charge is made for this study, and 
it may be continued as far and in as many directions as ·the time and inclination 
of the student and the judgment of the faculty may permit. These opportunities 
are offered in the conviction that the advantages to be derived are of the highest 
value in the cultivation of correct taste, at the same time that it offers desirable 
relaxation from the more exacting work of the class room. 

No idea can be more mistaken than that art education has for its object the prep
aration of the student for the vocation of an artist. Its successful pursuit does not, 
therefore, depend upon special talent any more than in the case of mathematics or 
the languages; but, like them, is design.ed to develop and strengthen faculties 
which otherwise might not be discovered. Simply stated, the study of art has a 
twofold purpose. On the one side it trains the eye and hand and develops the 
sense of mastery over material; on the other it cultivates an intelligent appreciation 
of the beautiful through the study and imitation of masterpieces of art, and in 
original design. . Attention is here called to the Normal Art Course, which is 
believed to offer advantages of opportunity and instruction unequaled in the South 
and unsw;passed in the United States. 

SPECIAL STUDENTS. 

Although students are strongly urged to take one of the regular courses, it may 
nevertheless occur that, for various reasons, some will decide to pursue a partial 
course, or confine their work to a single branch. For such special s.tudents provi
sion will be made, and each one who shall complete with credit the work prescribed 
in any study shall be entitled to a certificate of excellence. These special courses 
will be of value to those who intend to prepare themselves for teaching some par
ticular branch, or those who, having completed their school or college career, 
nevertheless are unwilling to abandon further intellectual pursuits, and desire to 
devote a part of their time to the prosecution of some favorite study· In addition 
to the special courses in Language, Chemical and Physical Laboratory and Art, 
Lecture Courses in French and English Literature, in History, and in Psychology 
will be given during the second and third quarters of the coming session. 

* * * * * * * 
ART IN CoLLEGE CoURSES. 

Freshman Year: Constructive and Geometrical Drawing; Freehand Perspective; 
Elements of Design-8tudy of Plant Forms. . 

Soph01nore Year: Drawing from Casts and Models. Projection of Solids and 
Shadows ; Decorative Design ; Mechanical Perspective. 
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Junio1· Year: Mechanical Persp_ective; Shadows and Reflections; Decorative 
Design; Cast Drawing; Sketching; Drawing from Life; History of Art. 

[For optional study in art see Normal Art Course.] 

* * * * * * * 
SPECIAL NORMAL ART. 

A course in normal ar t is provided, designed to prepare teachers. It unites the 
study of fine and industrial art, and gives special attention to methods of public 
school art instruction. It extends over four years. Applicants for advanced stand
ing should be thoroughly qualified by previous study and training for entering the 
desired grade. 

A certificate is given at the close of each year. 
Although this course is designed to prepare teachers, it is calculated, with the 

omission of a few subjects, for any student desiring a systematic training and prep
aration for the pursuit of fine art. Too much can not be urged in favor of the 
superiority of graded instruction over the desultory pursuit of special subjects. 
This fact, so easily admitted in academic studies, is too often disregarded in the 
study of art. 

First Year. Study of form with Line and Clay, Cast Drawing, Freehand Per
spective, Drawing from Plants, Elements of Design, Elements of Shading in Char
coal, Geometry-Plane, Constructive Drawing. 

Second Year.-Mechanical and Freehand Perspective, Sketching, Shading from 
Casts and Models, Drawing from Plants, History of Ornaments, Elements of Deco
rat ive Designs, Plane Geometry, Projection of Solids, Systems of Public School 
Drawing, Shading in Wash. 

Third Year.-Mechanical and Freehand Perspective, Shading Casts in Charcoal, 
Water Color, Harmony and Chemistry of Color, Color Design, Drawing from 
Lite, ConBtructive Design, Projection of Shadows, History of Sculpt ure. 

Senior.-Anatomy of Human Figure, Oil Painting, Drawing and Painting from 
Life, Modeling in Clay, Casting, Design for Reliefs, Wood Carving, Pen Drawing 
and Etching, History of Painting, Practice in Teaching. 

ELECTIVE ART WORK. 

I n speeial art the studies are elective. A separate studio, equipped with all 
necessary fittings, is provided for each study. 

Perspective and Model Drawing-These studies are fundamental, and form a 
part of all courses except those directed exclusively to design. 

Cast Drawing-The cast drawing and light and shade room is completely fur
nished with selected plaster copies of antique statuary and reliefs. 

Water-Color Painting-Every facility is given for still life and figure painting, 
according to the best methods for securing independent results and a broad style of 
handling. · 

Oil Painting is conducted by study from composed groups, and from life. 
Design-As the most impor tant study in t he useful arts, careful attention is 

given to design. After the study of the theory has been mastered, effor ts are 
directed to its practical application. 

Modeling ancl Casting-Exceptional opportunities are offered for the practical 
study of terra cotta modeling. The practice of plaster casting is also provided for. 

Wood Ca1·ving.-Wood carving and clay modeling, as means of training the hand 
to strength and deftness, are invaluable. Applications of carved designs to useful 
articles are made as soon as sufficient excellence is obtained. 

Life Drawing-Head and Draped figure. 
It is believed that drawin g from life should begin as soon as a fair proficiency is 

attained in elementary work. Efforts are directed toward a serious, strong and 
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accurate style of drawing and painting, and a knowledge of anatomical structure. 
The grounds about the college afford excellent opportunities for sketching from 
nature. 

THE LIBRARIES. 

Three distinct Libraries are under the charge of the University, 
First: The Tulane Library, comprising about 14;ooo volumes and 
constantly added to, both by purchase and, also, as it is the authorized 
depository of United States public documents. 

The Medical Section numbers about 2, 700 volumes, and there are 
about 5,000 volumes. of Public Documents. 

The Fisk Library contains 12,500 volumes, and is growing at the · 
rate of 500 volumes a year. This is a library of general literature 
and has a public reading room open during the day. 

The State Library, of 26,000 volumes, is deposited in the Law 
Building of the University and students have free access to it. This 
is largely a law library. 

MUSEUMS. 

The University Museum comprises departments of Mineralogy, 
Geology and Lithology, Botany, Zoology, .A.nthropology.-A small 
collection of curios, and two mummies; and an _Educational and 
Economical Department. The collections in Botany and Mineralogy 
are very full- the other departments are incomplete. 

ART MUSEUM. 

Professor William Woodward, Art Director. 

LINTON-BURGET HALL. 

The cherished desire of the Administrators of Tulane University for the inau
guration of a Museum of Fine Arts has been gratified by the auspicious donation of 
the late Mrs. Eustace Surget, of Bordeaux, France. Mrs. Surget, nee Mary Linton, 
was a native of this city, and passed much of her early life here. In her last Will 
she expressed the wish to her sister, Mrs. C. B. Surget, widow of Francis Surget, 
that her books, statuary, paintings and objects d'art should be dobated to the city 
of New Orleans, on certain terms and conditions. At tlie request of Mrs. C. B. 
Surget, the Mayor and Council of the city of New Orleans, by an ordinance, approved 
May 18, 1889, made Tulane University the perpetual depository for the care and 
custody of the donation under the terms of the bequest, provided that the city 
should be put to no expense and made liable to no costs. Therefore, under the 
conditions of the bequest, two rooms have been set apart in Tulane University, to 
be designated and known as the " Linton-Surget Hall," for the care and custody of 
this donation, which embraces about 1000 volumes, principally works on art; two 
statues, and forty-five valuable pq.intings. 

* * * * *' * * 
Mrs. C. B. Surget, of Bordeaux, France, has added to the above collection two 

valuable statues by Crawford and the seven valuable historical portraits of distin
guished Americans. * * * 

Mrs. V. C. Montgomery cf New York, the widow of Mr. R. W. Montgomery, a 
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much esteemed citizen of New Orleans, has g ive>n to the Tulane Art Museum a 
marble g roup of great beauty and value as a memorial of her husband." 

The permanent collections r ec€'iYe additions by gift from year to 
year. Loan collections are a1so exhibited; and twice a year,-at the 
Camival Season, and at close of J une session, a public exhibition is 
opened of the University collections, aud of works of artists and 
amateurs who may wish to contribute. 

* * * * * * * 
UNIVERSITY EX'l'ENSION. 

The principles of University Extension h:we been in active operation in Tulane 
University for se•·eral years past. During tho seven annual sessions of the Free 
Drawing School n early four thousand students, male and female, have received 
systematic aml continuous instruction in various branches of drawing from the 
professors of the Uni~ersity. I n seven years past, there have been public lectures, 
singly or by series, on various literary and scientific subjects, the lecturers being 
me1.nbers of the Tulane Fa.culty. or eminen t scholars and educators invited from other 
places fo r the purpose. During the past session the work has been pushed forward 
and broadened in different directions of study. The popular ca.ll for a movement 
which shou.ld be more technically in the line of University Extension was cheerfully 
met by the Faculty of Tulane, and s ix cout·scs were offered to the public and accepted 
by classes sufficiently large to encourage the lecturers and guarantee t he success of 
the mo,·ement. About 380 persons were registered for all the courses, and notwith
standing the difficulty of con trolling time in the crowded engagements and pressing 
actualit ies of city life, the interest was reta-ined and the audiences continued in 
good numbers until the clo:<t:". In addition to the work of the Tulane Faculty in 
thi• direction a lecture was gi,·en by Professor Thomas Fitz-Hugh, of the Univer
sity o( Texas, on " Cicero and His Murderers." 

* * f<. * * 

For the season of 1892- 93 the following courses are proposed: 
Six lectures on The Last Century of the Roman Republic, by Prof. Dillard. 
Six lectures on Certain French Writers of the Nineteenth Century, by Prof. 

Fortier . 
Six lectures on German Literature>, in German, by Prof. Deile1-. 
Six lectures on the history of Chemical Theory , by Prof. Caldwell. 
Six lectures on Biology, by P rof. Orr. 
Six lectures on Food , by Prof. Ordway. 
Aclditions may be made hereafter to the above list. 
It is but just to say that the Faculty of Tu.lane University have entered fully into 

the sp irit of literary and scientific activity which is a prominent characteristic of 
the present age. The Louisiana Folk Lore Association, a branch of the American 
Folk Lore Society, has a large and zealous membership and holds its meetings in 
the College buildings. The New Orleans Academy of Sciences , founded in 1853, 
has been closely allied, for several years past , with the scientific work of the Uni
versity. Its place of meeting and the depository of its archives, books, periodicaiB, 
and scientific collection are in the University building. The Athenee Louisianaise, 
a society formed to promote the study of the Freijch language and literature has 
i ts library in a room of the College building . For two years a club has held weekly 
meetings, in the College buildings, during the winter m onths, for the critical study 
of .Robert Browning's works. A club prosecu ting physiological and psychological 
studies meets . frorn time to time, in the Biological Laboratory of the College. 

it * ~ if :It 
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LOCATION. 

The buildings, which belonged to the University of Louisiana and which subse
quently became the property of the Tulane University, are large and commodious, 
on the square bounded by Canal street, Tulane avenue, University Place and 
Baronne street. Of these four buildings, two are occupied respectively by the 
Academical Departments, one by the Medical College, and the fourth by the Law 
School and by. the State Library. 

The Manual Training School is conveniently located in the building corner of 
Lafayette and Dryades streets, and was purchased by the Administrators of the 
Tulane Fund for the convenience of this branch of inst-ruction. 

The liberal endowment of the ·H . Sophie Newcomb Memorial College by Mrs. 
Newcomb has been augmented by her purchase of the beautiful property known as 
the" Burnside Place," 'as a permanent location for the College. In many impor
tant particulars the property is unexcelled. The grounds cover an entire square, 
embracing some four acres, on Washington street, between Chestnut and Camp, 
a.nd are convenient of access by several li.nes of cars and in the midst of choice 
residences, with the surroundings favorable for school work. The beauty and at
tractiveness of the property are well known.. This generous act of Mrs. Newcomb 
places the College for women upon a secure foundation with brilliant prospects for 
the future. 

The wisdom of founding seats of learning in centres of population is beyond dis
pute. The Tulane University of Louisiana is located at the doors of nearly 250,000 
people- almost the third of the population of the State ; and the rapid increase in 
the railroad and other transportation facilities of New Orleans is making it every 
day more and more accessible from all quarters. 

Notwithstanding the occasional outbreaks of yellow fever, the last of which oc
curred in 187H, New Orleans is perhaps the healthiest city of its size in the United 
States. Epidemics have visited it only at intervals of years, and then only in the 
summer vacations, and, possibly, in the month of October. They can scarcely in
terfere, therefore, with the practical working of the University. 

ATI'ENDANCE. 

During the session of 1891- 92 the attendance in the different departments of the 
University was as follows: 
High School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 
University and College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118 
H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College. ... ........ . .. ..... . .. .............. . 178 
Free Drawing School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 333 
Law Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 
Medical Department. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l15 

Total .. . .. . .... . . .. .. .. ... .. . ..... . . ..... .... .... . . . . . .. .. . .......... 1284 

The following is a list of the F aculty and Instructors of the Uni
versity in 1891-1892, who have special charge of the courses in 
Physics, Drawing, Manual Training and Art in the two colleges. 

Wm. Preston J ohnston , LL.D., President of the University. 
Brown Ayres, B. So., PH. D. (Stevens Institute), · Professor of Physics and 

Astronomy. 
John M. Ordway, A. M. (Dartmouth), Professor of Applied Chemistry and Director 

of Manual Training School. 

Ellsworth Woodward (Massachusetts Normal Art School), Professor of Drawing. 
Newcomb College. 

ART- VOL4-7 
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Evelyn W. Ordwa.y, B. S. (Massachueetts Lnstitute of Technology), Professor of 
Chemistry and Physics. Newcomb College. 

Gertrude Roberts, Assistant Professor of Drawing and Painting. Newcomb 
College. 

Frederick 0. Sylvester , Assistant Professor of Drawing. Newcomb College. 
Allison Owen, Assistant Professor of Drawing. 
Otis Atherton, Instructor in Iron-Working. 
Julius Porbes, Instructor in ·wood-Working. 
Wm. 'Voodward (Massachusetts Normal Art School), Professor of Drawing. 
Henry Porbes, Instructor in 'Wood-Working. 
William von Phul, B.S. , Instructor in Physics. 
Tudor T. Hall, Mechanician in Department of Physics. 

SUMMARY- FACULTY AND I NSTRUCTORS. 

President and P rofessors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 
Assistant Professors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Lecturers and Instructors.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Mechanician . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Total. .... . .... . 76 

* -::- -:-:- ;.:- -::-

H . SOPHIE NEWCOl\1B MEMORIAL COLLEGE. 

ATTENDANCE FOR 1891-'92. 

Post Graduates ..... 7 

College: 

Seniors . ... . ...... . 5 
Juniors. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Sophomore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
F'J:eshman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Preparatory Classes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ............... . 59 

Special Cottrses: 

Literary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

Total .... . .... . . . . . . . .... ...... .. . .. ....... . .... . .... . ......... . . . ... . 185 
Less names duplicated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 

Number of Students..... .. ............. ...... . .. . .. . .... . ........... 178 

The Faculty of the H . Sophie Newcomb Memorial College, con
sists of nineteen Professors and Instr uctors, the names of the Pres
ident and of the Professors having special charge of t he courses 
herein r eferred to are given. 

Brandt V. B. Dixon, A. M., President a nd Professor of Mental Science. 
Ellsworth Woodward, Professor of Drawing and Painting, and Director of Art 

Instruction. 
Gertrude Rober ts, Associate Professor of Drawing and Painting. 
F. 0. Sylvester , Assistant Professor Drawing and Painting. 

The Manual Training Instruction is g iven in connection with the 
High School and is a part of its course. Some of the catalogues 
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have contained illustrations of the Manual Training and Wood 
Carving rooms, which will be given here if the plates can be obtained 
for use in this Report. They are well and fully equipped. 

TULANE IDGH SCHOOL. 

Three years are allotted to the academic life of the High School, which should fit 
the pupil for the College, or for an ordinary practical business career. Throughout 
the High School the attempt will be made toward a normal adjustment of that phys
ical, mental, and moral training which is so much praised and so little practised. 
The hand, the eye, and the muscles are trained by handwork in wood, which is now 
admitted to be the true basis of the best mechanical education, and is claimed to 
confer so many other benefits. We recognize in it a most useful adjunct in all 
efforts for a harmonious human evolution, and that it has its place in all thoro11ghly 
coordinated schemes of education. 

The purpose throughout is training ; the means employed are those branches beSt 
adapted to considerable bodies of students. But we do not expect or desire manual 
training to supersede, or to be substituted for, other well established courses of 
training sanctioned by the experience of wise and conservative men. Our motto 
is, " Evolution, not Revolution." 

Hence the Manual Training School is not a separate department of Tulane Uni
versity, but the laboratory in wood and iron, where instruction and practice render 
the student quick, observant and accurate with the eye, ready, skilful and exact 
with the hand, and able to think in things as well as about them , and to execute as 
well as to describe. 

In this physical and mechanical training, drawing is considered fundamental, and 
enters into every course. All students who enter the High School learn to draw as 
a matter of general instruction, while those who propose to follow a mechanical 
or engineering career must necessarily study with reference to its practical appli
cation-carry it to its last results in the applied arts. 

Penmanship and Accounts are also taught as practical stUdies. 
Another branch of knowledge which every student is taught is Physiology and 

Hygiene. It is taught by lectures especially adapted to the age and advancement 
of young students, and by exatpination on suitable text-books, and it is believed 
that this instruction will result in incalculable good. 

Instruction in the High School is given in two parallel and equivalent _courses of 
study, to-wit: 1st, Classical; 2d, Literary and Scientific. 

The studies to be pursued in each course are contained in the schedule hereto 
annexed. 

The High School proposes to give an education which shall be exact and thor
ough, and shall fit the pupil for a further College Course, or for an entry on the 
apprenticeship of a practical career. 

There are three classes, which are termed Preparatory, Intermediate, and Sub
Freshman. To enter the High School there is required a good elementary educa
tion in Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic, includine; percentage and its applications, 
with the ordinary school knowledge of Geogr8.phy and History, and the elementary 
principles of English Grammar. 

In the Preparatory Class all the studentS have the same studies, which divex:ge 
slightly in the Intermediate Class, where French is substituted for Greek, as will be 
observed by referring to the Schedule of Courses ol Studies. But in both the courses, 
except in the Preparatory Class, English and two other languages, Mathematics, 
some elementary Natural Science, Drawing and Wood-Working are required. 

More than three hours are given to recitations, and an hour and a half to Manual 
Training or Drawing, daily, except Saturdays. Studies will be carried on in study 
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rooms under the supervision of competent instructors. The exercises open at 9 
a. m. and close at 4 p. m. 

No student can enter any class, or pass to a higher one, without being fully pre
pared for it, and without evincing this preparation by a satisfactory examination. 

The student who finishes either one of the regular courses of the High School 
will be entitled to a Diploma; and, if he has attained superior excellence, he will 
be granted a Diploma with Distinction. 

The High School Faculty includes several of the Professors of the College, who 
are thus able to prosecute a continuous course of instruction in the branches with 
which they are most familiar and to secure the best preparation for higher work. 

The other courses are similar to those in the best High Schools. 
The following extracts contain all that is said in this catalogue of 
the courses in Manual Training and Drawing: 

MANUAL TRAINING. 

As Manual Training is found to be a valuable adjunct to intellectual cultivation, 
a considerable amount of practice in wood-working is required even in the Classical 
Course of the High School. The work proceeds step by step from the easier to the 
more difficult operations, and is calculated to impart a fair degree of skill and a 
general practical knowledge of tools, materials, methods, and principles, rather 
than that nicety of execution which can be acquired only by long, time-consuming 
practice within a limited range. 

The exet:cises are selected with reference to healthy muscular development, and 
by a suitable alternation of shop-work with classroom studies, the pupil is enabled 
to make more real progress in intellectual growth within the school years than can 
be gained by fatiguing devotion to study alone. The interest of the student is 
stimulated by keeping in view utility or beauty in the objects constructed. The 
workshop manipulations constitute an excellent preparation for subsequent labo
ratory practice of all kinds. And, should the student be obliged to terminate his 
training with a high school course, the manual training will be of great advantage 
in fitting him for his life-work in whatever occupation he may engage. Education 
in which the manual element has a share is particularly suitable for those who are 
to assist in developing the industrial resources of the country. 

DRAWING. 

Drawing is considered as a language or mode of expressing ideas, and, therefore, 
not less important than linguistic study, on account of its disciplinary as well as its 
direct practical value. High School pupils are t aught more or less of free hand or 
mechanical drawing and design, according to the needs of the two courses. While 
the artistic side is not altogether neglected, attention is directed mainly to the in
dustrial aspects of the subject. The exercises consist mostly in drawing directly 
from the objects, while the pupil is also instructed in the various auxiliary geo
metrical problems and the conventional devices which facilitate clear expression. 
The student is expected to observe constantly the relation of the object to the mode 
of its represent-ation and to become self-directing without wasting time in copying 
the delineations of others. As the work advances the imagination is cultivated by 
the consideration of projections and shadows, and by draVI!'ing ideal sections, by 
sketching from memory, and by making original designs. 

For the mechanical drawing each one must provide himself with a set of draw· 
ing instruments and other materials. 

* * * * * * * 



THE l!'REE DRAWING SCHOOLS OF TULANE UNIVERSITY. iM 
TuLANE HIGH 8?1fOOL FACULTY, 1892-1898. 

Ashley D. Hurt, A.M., Head Master of High School and Professor of Latin. 
John M. Ordway, A.M., Director of Manual Training School. 
Lyman C. Reed, A.M., Professor of English. 
John R. Fielden, B. Let., Professor of History. 
William Woodward, Professor of Drawing. 
George Gessner, A. M., Professor of Greek. 
J. W. Pearce, A. M., Ph. D., Profe>ssor o~ English and MathematiC!c', 
Edward Dessommes, Assistant Professor of French. 
D. R. Buchanan, Assistant Professor of Book Keeping and Penmanship. 
Henry E. Chambers, Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Natural Sciences. 
Allison Owen, Assistant Professor of Drawing. 
Julius Porbes, Instructor in Wood-Working. 
Henry Porbes, Instructor in Wood-Working. 

It is in the Free Drawing School that the Tulane University, of 
Louisiana, falls into line with those benevolent institutions of the 
North already recorded in this volume, and ranks, in its usefulness 
to the community, with Cooper Union, the Pratt Institute, -Drexel 
Institute, and the Maryland Institute, as well as with the several 
City" Mechanics Institutes;" thereby proving itself to be, in fact, a 
"Peoples University." 

FREE DRAWING SCHOOL. 

CORPS OF TEACHERS, 1891-1892. 

Professor Wm. Woodward. Assistant Professor Allison Owen. Instructor Wm. 
G. Trimble. 

The Free Drawing School of Tulane University ha.s now completed the seventh 
yesr of its work. It is believed that its success has justified its establishment. 
While it has been somewhat apart from the strict line of U Diversity work, the imme
diate benefits i~ has conferred u pon the general public in the elevation of popular 
intelligence, and in the special training of individuals in both practical and resthetic 
matters, in industrial drawing and the fine arts, can not be overlooked. Nearly 
four thousand students appear upon its rolls, and, allowing for double counting 
more than 2500 different persons have received gratuitous instruction in these 
classes. So far no one ha.s been denied admission to the classes who came within 
the definition of bread-winner, and indeed the only restrictio~ placed upon entrance 
has been immaturity in age, or incompatible duties. In addition to the fundamental 
instruction in Drawing, higher grades of' work have been pursued in Mechanical 
and Architectural Drawing, Drawing from Nature, Free Hand Drawing, Drawing 
from Casts and Design. · 

The following is the report of the Classes for 1891-92 : 

SATURDAY CLASSES FOR WOMEN. 

Drawing, Advanced Perspective. .. . ... ... .... ... . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Drawing, Elementary Perspective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
Mechanical Drawing, Elementary . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. 5 
Mechanical Drawing, Advanced. .. . ...... .... ... . .. . ....... .... ...... . ...... 8 
Architectural Drawing.,........... . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . 8 
Design ........... : ....... . .. . . ....... . ...... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Historic Ornament.. .. ..... ... ... .. .. . . . ... . . ... .... . .. . ................ . .. . 28 
Sketch Class ...... ........ . .... . .... ...... . ................. . ... ...... ,, .. . . . . .. 1;8 

128 
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EVENING CLASS POR li1EN. 

Sketch ....... . .... . ....................... . 
Free Hand, Senior .... . . . .... . ........ . ...................... .. .. . ....... . 
Free Hand, Junior ...... ..... ...... . ..... . ...................... . 
Free Hand, Elementary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Mechanical, Junior ................................... . ..... .............. . 
Mechanical, Elementary ... . .. ... . ............ . ................... . .... ... . 
Architectural Drawing, Junior 12, Senior 4 .................. .. ..... . ...... . 
Preparatory Class, Men ........ ....... ·. . . . . . . .............. .... .......... . 
Preparatory Class, Boys ................ . . . . .... . ........................ . 

Total admission for session 1891- 92 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ...... . 
Total admission for seven annual sessions ....... . ........... .......... ..... . 
Total number of students finishing their classes .............. . . . . ... . ...... . 

4 
2 
8 

21 
5 

48 
16 
61 
45 

210 

333 
3887 
1330 

For the session of 1891-92, ninety certificates have been issued, as follows : Dis
tinguished 36, Meritorious 48, Satisfactory 6. No certificates are issued for work 
done in the Preparatory classes. · 

The Free Drawing School will hold its next session at the Tulane Manual Train
ing School, from Saturday, October 29, 1892, till May 13, 1893, four nights in the 
week and on Saturdays. There are night classes for men and yout hs, employed 
during the day with t heir regular work, trades or business. Each of these classes 
will meet two evenings in the week and will be occupied from 7:30 to 9 o'clock 
P.M. 

Beginners enter the Preparatory Class, in which both free hand and mechanical 
drawing are taught. H aving completed the work of this class, the students may 
choose between the Free Hand and Mechanical Drawing courses, or may attend 
both. 

THE llfECHANICAL COURSE 

is intended to aid mechanics who are striving to improve in their work. It has 
three classes, Elementary, Junior, and Senior. Students of those classes have 
gratefully acknowledged the benefits of their instruction, as evinced in larger views, 
better wages, and new avenues to employment. 

Students who have finished the Elementary Mechanical Class in Drawing may 
enter the Ar chitectural Course, which embraces two years, Junior and Senior. 

Some of the students of these classes have obtained remunerative positions as 
draughtsmen or as teachers in good institutions, the result of their success in these 
classes. 

FREE HAND COURSE. 

This course has three classes, Elementary, Junior, and Senior . Students who 
have completed the Preparatory may enter the Elementary Free Hand Class, if 
they so select. In this course the elements of perspective and shading, practice 
from casts and natural objects, and t he anatomy of the human figure are studied, 
and much attent ion is given to the careful study of form in general and the human 
form in particular. The history of the leading styles of ornament is also pursued. 

This course thus prepares students for illustrators and designers, and lays a foun· 
dation for future art studies. A thesis on the History of Architecture and Orna
ment is required in the Juuior Year, and one on the History of Sculpture and 
Painting in the Senior Year. · 

The Senior Free Hand Class devotes its attention mainly to the analysis of the 
human form. Modeling the various parts in clay is also employed as a valuable 
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aid for the artist or figure designer, and as tending to develop a. latent ta.ite for 
sculpture. 

SATURDAY CLASSES. 

These classes have been largely attended by both women and men, chiefly by 
women. They were at first intended principally to aid the teachers of the public 
schools, but their scope has been enlarged, and they now lead both to the Fine Arts 
and the practical uses of the Industrial Arts. 

It is intended in these classes to lay a solid foundation for both the Fine and In
dustrial Arts, by correct instruction and practice in .Drawing and the immediate 
cognate arts resting on Design, Color, and Ornament. 

Students may enter the Elementary Perspective, Elementary Design, Elementary 
Mechanical Classes, or may attend two of these classes if they desire. 

A two years' course is offered in any of the above classes. The advanced, or 
second year, classes, continue the studies indicated by the name of the class. 

The following is the Report embodying the proposed changes in 
the organization of the University, to which reference is made on 
page 767. It was at first designed to give 'in this account of T.ulane 
illustrations of the several buildings of the University, but, in view 
of the proposed architectural reorganization of the Institution, it is 
not thought expedient. · 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF ADMINISTRATORS OF THE TULANE EDU
CATIONAL FUND.* 

The Committee on Education, to which was referred the communication of the • 
late lamented President, Hon. R. L. Gibson, on the subject of reorganization of the 
Univel'sity, has the honor to report th!j.t it approves the wisdom of the general plan 
l'ecommended by our late President, and advises that it should be accepted as mark- -
ing out the lines along which the future development of the University should be 
conducted; but considers that some of the details of organization suggested by him 
al'e too complex and elaborate to be adapted to the present means and strength of 
the University, and that a simpler organization would operate better for the pres
ent. leaving the more complex details to be developed with the growth of the insti
tution and under the light of experience. 

The committee, however, recommend the adoption of the following Resolutions , 
which embody the dominant principles of President Gibson's plan. 

1. The Constit utional contract between the Strate and this Board of ~dmini.Btra
tors emphasizes, as its main purpose and object, the duty of this Board to "create 
and develop a great University in the City of New Orleans;" and in accordance 
therewith, as well as with the known wishes of Paul Tulane, this Board now recog
nizes and announces the creation and development of such an University as the 
,Proper field and object of its future action. 

THE IDGH SCHOOL TO BE DISCONTINUED. 

2. Grammar school instruction is not embraced within the functions of an Uni
versity, and the.Tulane High School, which, up to this time, has rendered necessary 
and invaluable service, should now be discontinued, and, accordingly, the Board 
~ces that the same will be discontinued after the end of the next ensuing 

*Tulane University of Louisiana. Report of the Committee on Education, adopted 
at the meeting of the Board of Administrators of the Tulane Educational Fund. 
January 9, 1893. New Orleans: L. Graham & Son, 44 and 46 Baronne Street. 1893. 
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session thereof terminating in June, 1894. After the present session no students 
wil! be admitted below the Intermediate grade. Scholarships thereafter grauted 
under the law or by this Board will not entitle the holders to admission below the 
Intermediate grade. Provision should be made to complete the High School instruc
tion of all students on the rolls in June, 1894, who shall then have successfully 
passed examinations for admission to the Sub-Freshman Class. 

3. In the meantime, the President of the University is requested to devote his 
attention to a consideration of the best means to secure the establishment of Gram
mar Schools, Public and Private, in different parts of the city and State, having 
competent teachers and a uniform cow·se of studies, selected and adapted to pre
pare students for admission to the Colleges ot the University; and to formulate and 
recommend to the Board such plan for encouraging such Grammar Schools as, after 
examination, he concludes will be most effective. 

THE COLLEGES OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

4. The University shall comprise the following Colleges, viz.: 1st, a College of 
Medicine; 2d, a College of Law; 3d, a College for the h igher education of women ; 
4th , a College of Arts and Sciences; 5th, a College of Technology; and such other 
colleges as may hereafter be established. The first three Colleges abo>e named 
shall consist of the existing Medical Depar tment, the Law Department and the H. 
Sophie Newcomb Memorial College; and, while the Board reserves their existing 
organizations as subjects for future considera tion and action, it is not deemed advis
able, for the present , to interfere with them. 

5. The present system of instruction and organization of Tulane College shall 
cont inue until the end of the session of 1893-94, subject to such modifications as 
may be deemed proper t{) prepare the way for the transition to the system provided 
in the following resolutions. 

THE PROPOSED UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES. 

6. There shall be established, t o take effeet at the commencement of the session 
of 1894-95, two distinct colleges, viz.: 1st. A College of Arts and Sciences devoted 
specially to training in the studies appropriate to a liberal education and generally 
embraced within the Classical, Litemry and Scientific courses now in force in Tu
lane College. 2d. A College of Technology devoted specially to training in the 
application of science to the Mechanical and other Arts, and, generally, in the 
studies now embraced within the existing Engineering course, and in others sim
ilar and cognate. Each of these colleges shall have a separate faculty and organi
zation, and shall pursue courses of study to be prescribed by the combined Faculty 
of t he two Colleges and tllP University Faculty proper. Until other wise ordained 
the President of t he University shall be, ex officio, a member and the President of 
the Faculty of each of said colleges. The same person may be a member of each 

·Faculty, and the students of both Colleges may be grouped in common classes for 
instruction required in both courses, but, as rapidly as means admit and number 
of students requires, t he distinctness of the two Colleges shall be progressivelY' 
increased. 

THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY. 

7. There shall be also a University Faculty proper , over which the President of 
the University shall preside, composed of memb€rs, who may a lso belong to the 
CollegP. Faculties, engaged in postgraduate instruction which shall furnish instruc
tion t o graduates of the Colleges and of other institutiom. of like grade, in advanced 
courses to be prescribed by said University Faculty. 
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NEW BUILDINGS PROPOSED. 

8. Steps shall be at once taken to provide necessary and proper buildings and 
improvements on the grounds opposite Audubon Park, ti> which the Academical 
departments of the University should remove as soon as completed and not later 
than 'the beginning of the session of 1894-95. 

9. Considering the changes now made in the University organization, it is deemed 
advisable that, instead of the single building heretofore proposed, two separate 
buildings or groups of buildings should be erected, one for each of the two Colleges 
above referred to, in which, for the present, University instruction may also be 
given-reserving for future consideration the erection of such central University 
buildings and others which may be required. 

Other minor buildings for laboratories, and other purposes, may be immediately 
required. 

This whole matter, with all its co-ordinates, is referred to the Special Committee 
on Building and Grounds already constituted, who are requested, in co-operation 
with the President of the University and such Committee of the Faculty as he Inay 
select, to formulate a. general scheme for the laying out of the grounds and the 
location of buildings, adapted, as far as possible, to present and future require
ments, and also to recommend the kind, style, size and accommodations required 
for thP. buildings to be immediately erected, which, when approved by the Board, 
may furnish a guide and basis for further action. 

10. The Real Estate Committee, in view of the prospective vacation of the grounds . 
now occupied by the University, is requested to give its constant consideration to 
the best means of disposing of the same, or of improving it for renting purposes, 
keeping in mind the necessity of reserving proper accommodations for the Law 
Department, and perhaps for other University purposes requiring a. central location. 

Respectfully submitted, · · 

NEw ORLEANS, January 9, 1893, 

CHAS. E . FENNER, 
Ohairman Education Committee. 

TULANE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA. 

B OARD OF ADktNISTRATORS, 1892-93. * 

Randall Lee Gibson (U.S. Senator), President. 
Charles Erasmus Fenner, Associate Justice Supreme Court of Louisiana, First 

Vice President. 
James McConnell, Second Vice President. 

Tobias Gibson Richardson, M. D. 
Edward Douglas White (U.S. Senator). 
Edgar Howard Farrar. 
Benjamin M. Palmer, D.D., LL.D. 
Samuel Horton Kennedy. 
Walter Robinson Stauffer. 
Cartwright Eustis. 

Henry Ginder. 
J ohn Timmons Hardie. 
Robert Miller Walmsley. 
Joseph C. Morris. 
George Quinta.rd Whitney. 
Leonard Matthews Finley. 
J ohn B. Levert. 

*The decease, during the academical year, of both General Gibson, the President, 
and Dr. Richardson, a member, made necessary certain changes in the organization 
of the Board. Justice Fenner, was made President; Mr. McConnell, First Vice 
President; and U.S. Senator White, Second Vice President. Messrs. Warren S. 
Bickham, and Walter C. Flower, were chosen as the new members of the Board. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

SPEOI.AL TEOHNIO.AL TRAJJE SCHOOLS. 

The two schools grouped with the Art Schools of, and, in 1884, under the general 
·supervision of the Trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, in New York 
City.-The Apprentice School, for Masons and Plumbers, founded by Col. Auch
muty.-The Technical School for Carriage Draftsmen and Mechanics, founded in 
1880, by the Carriage Builders' National Association.-Report on the School made 
by the Committee to the Convention in New Haven, in October, 1883.-The Cha
tauqua plan of teaching by correspondence, then adopted.-The plan announced 
and explained by circular of the committee in November, 1883.-Prospectus of 
School for its fourth year.-Conditions of award of Diplomas and of the Grand 
Prize of a residence for study in Paris.-The School removes to the rooms in the 
building of the Yolmg Men's Institute, 222 Bowery, New York.-Prospectus for 
1893-94.-The Educational discussion at the· National Convention at New Haven, 
Connecticut, in 1883.-Able report by the Committee on Technical Education.
Discussion on the training given in public schools. 

THE TECHNICAL SCHOOLS OF THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF 
ART. 

As stated in the opening paragraph of Chapter VIII, the only 
schools of this class existing in 1884, were those at that time occu
pying a part of the rooms used for the Art Schools of the Metropoli
tan Museum of Fine Arts, and were known as the Tecl;mical Schools 
of the Metropolitan Museuni, and the Technical Schools for Car
riage Draftsmen and Mechanics. The Art Schools of t.he Museum 
were then under the special direction of Professors Goodyear and 
Stimson. The latter, an enthusiastic artist and art teacher, who 
thoroughly believes in the application of art to industries, shortly 
after, having resigned his position in the schools of the Museum, 
opened the still flourishing "Institute for Art Artisans" where art 
ideals are cherished. 

The practical " Trade Schools," for the teaching of brick laying 
. and plumbing, founded by the efforts of the late ColonelAuchmuty, 
whose recent decease is mourned by all, were at that time hotlsed in 
the same building and were, also, included under the general term of 
the Technical Schools of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. These 
schools, opened for the training in these practical trades of American 
boys, shut out from other opportunities to learn trades, through the 
restrictions imposed by Labor Organizations, were "Apprentice 
schools," pure and simple, and as they dealt mostlywith the mechani
cal work of the mason, and the plumber, and very little, if at all, 
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with instruction in drawing, or in any applications of a.rt, are not in
cluded in the category of this Report. 

The experiment of Colonel Auchmuty was directed to meet a cry
ing need. To admit without restriction, foreigners skilled in trades, 
to our industries; while suffering our own children to be shut out, 
by the organizations open to these very foreigners, from any oppor
tunities to acquire such skill, would seem an incredible folly; were it 
not that it exists. Col. Auchmuty has here furnished one solution 
of the problem for American communities. 

These schools are commended to the examination of all interested 
in the promotion of American industries, and in the welfare of Amer
ican boys. Whether our towns and cities, shall contribute "hood
lums," or "artisans," to the body politic, is a vital question. The 
introduction of Drawing, and Manual Training, in public schools, are 
elementary steps towards its solution. Special Technical Trade 
Schools, supplementary to our present system of public schools, and 
supported by private effort, or by the public, are in logical sequence. 

The schools of bricklaying and plumbing, which are still in active 
operation, were removed after a year or two, from their connection 
with the Museum schools and established in their own premises. 

TECHNICAL ScHooL FoR CARRIAGE DRAFTSMEN AND MECHANics, 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

This school established by the Carriage Builders' National Asso
ciation, is held by arrangement with the Trustees of the Metropolitan 
Museum in connection with the Schools of that Museum, at present, 
(1884,) occupying the premises No. 214 East Thirty-fourth Street, 
New York City. It is a special depart ment of the schools and is 
in charge of a committee on technical education appointed by the 
Carriage Builders' Association and acting in concert with the Mu
seum Trustees. 

This committee, consisting of seven members, was first appointed 
at the annual conyention held in Chicago, in 1880, at which t ime a 
fund of several thousand dollars was subscribed for the establish
ment and support of such a school. The members of this committee 
were appointed for the term of three years. At New H aven, in 
1883, the convention, after receiving and discussing the report of 
this committee, reappointed them for another term of three years, 
and contributed a sufficient fund to insure the continuance of the_ 
School for that time. 

The class was first begun in the winter of 1880-'81, it opened with 
21 pupils, and had an average attendance of 16. 

The following is the Report of the committee just referred to, 
which gives an account of the school in detail, for its third year, 
and incidentally mentions the attendance for the year previous. 
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THE Tl!lCHNICAL B.CHOOL. 

Mr. McLEAR (President): The report of the Committee on Technical Education 
will now be read by M"r. Houghton. 

To the Members of the Carriage-Builders' National Association-
GENTLEMEN : It is with pleasure that your Committee on Technical Education 

report the successful continuance during the past year of the trade school estab
lished and maintained by you, having for its purpose the instruction of carriage 
draftsmen and mechanics. 

This school is still carried on in connection with the trade schools of the Metro
politan Museum of Art,· in New York city, forming a special department in that 
institution, which ~partment is again subdivided into several classes, under the 
instruction of teachers chosen by your committee. 

Its progress since .the presentation of our last annual report may be briefly stated 
as follows: 

The third term for the season of 1882-83 opened on the evening of October 9th, 
1882, with 28 pupils on the roll, as compared with 26 at the beginning of the second 
season; and before the closeof the term, on May 25last, this number was increased 
to 44, as compared with 49 at the close of the preceding season. The pupils were 
divided among the different mechanical departments as follows: 29 wood-workers, 
7 blacksmiths, 1 trimmer, 1 painter, and 6 office men. As to locality, their resi
dences were distributed as follows: New York city, 22; Brooklyn, N. Y., 6; Long 
Island City,N. Y.,4; Canada,2; Newburg,N. Y., 1; Westchester Village, N.Y. , 1; 
Portland, Me., 1; Merrimac, Mass. , 1; Cornwall, N. Y. , 1; New Haven, Conn., 1; 
Cleveland, 0., 1 ; Wilmington, Del., 1 ; Pennsylvania, 1 ; and San Francisco, Cal., 1. 

Three sessions per week, namely, each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, were 
held during the period beginning October 9, 1882, and clol)ing May 25, 1883, or a 
total of 94 class nights; and the &.ttendance averaged as follows: During October, 
26; November, 26; December, 24: January, 22; February, 25; March, 23; April, 21; 
and May, 24. Two of the pupils were never once absent. In view of the stormy 
weather and the long distances which many of the pupils had to come. we can not 
but think this showing of the average attendance a fair one, though we confidently 
expect it will be largely increased during the current season. 

"Teachers' certificates of progress" were awarded to 24 of the pupils above alluded 
to, and cash prizes to the amount of $38 were distributed among those showing the 
best records as to attendance, progress in drawing, and correctness in written 
examinations. 

BEGINNING A NEW SCHOOL YEAR. 

The term for the season of 1883-84 was duly opened on Monday evening of last 
week (October 8), and it is too early yet to do more than forecast the future; but 
your committee have made ample arrangements for a wide field of study, and there 
is every prospect that this fourth season will $how an increased number of scholars, 
and give evidences of still more decided progress. 'fhree competent teachers have 
been employed and are now earnestly engaged in the work, namely: Mr. John D. 

·Gribbon, instructor-in-chief; Mr. John C. Konrad, assistant instructor; and Mr. J. 
Polya, special instructor in the principles of the " French rule " of carriage draft
ing and their application to the needs of body-makers; and 32 pupils have already 
been enrolled, against 28 at the beginning of last term. Most of these are former 
pupils who will be able to enter advanced classes, and it is hoped and believed that 
all the classes will be filled as soon as the season fairly opens and the present in
creased facilities for instruction are understood by the trade. 

The course of !lltsruction-this term, as previously-will depend somewhat on 
the proficiency and requirements of the pupils, who are divided into three distinct 
classes, namely, the "introductory class," the "class for body-makers," and the 
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"class for full-size working drawings;" but the following gives a general outline 
of the proposed studies: 1, Linear designing, including scale and full-size drawing; 
2, geometry applied to carriage construction, including the principles of the "French 
rule;" 3, carriage-body making; 4, construction of carriage gearings; 5, wheel
making; and 6, principles involved in the suspension of carriages. 

The competition for the "grand prize," which will probably be awarded at the 
close of the present term, promises to make this season unusually interesting, as 
several of the older pupils have ah·eady expressed a determination to prepare them
selves for the necessary examination. This "grand prize" consists of a three 
months' residence in Paris, and tuition during that period in the celebrated Dupont 
School of Carriage-Drafting, all expenses of such residence, tuition and traveling 
to be defrayed from a fund specially raised for that purpose at the Cincinnati Con
vention in 1881. 

LECTURES BY SPECIALISTS. 

During the winter of 188~3, as previously, the School was addressed by six spe
cialists, on various practical subjects connected with carriage mechanics. It is . 
proposed to continue the custom this year, and notice is hereby given that any 
member of the Association feeling competent and willing to give an informal address 
before the School, on any technical subject connected with carriage-building, will 
confer a favor by addressing the secretary, stating subject, etc. These lectures are 
free to pupils, who are expected to attend and to make careful notes, as written 
examinations generally follow. 

Regarding the arrangements which your committee have made with the trustees 
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art relative to the rent of class-rooms, lighting, 
heating, &c., that of last. season, as detailed in our last annual report, has been 
renewed for the current year , namely $1,200 in addition to the fees received from 
pupils ($5 each), which sum also includes the salary of the instructor-in-chief, while 
the two assistant t eachers are paid extra from the school fund contributed by mem
bers of your Association. 

Your school fund, as will be shown by the report of the treasurer of this com
mittee, though ample for present needs, requires to be increased during the present 
year, in order that your committee may not only be unembarrassed as to the devel
opment of present plans, but way proceed with a feeling of assurance as to the 
future of the School; and it is hoped that contributions will be made during the 
present Convention sufficient at least to cover the expenses of the past year. 

Your committee also desire to invite contributions to the "technical library," 
"museum of models," and "collection of carriage drawings," which now form 
important adjuncts to the working facilities of the School. These collections, if 
gradually augmented by the gifts of friends and occasional purchases, promise in 
time to become of great value, not only to the pupils, but to the carriage trade at 
large. With this end in view, we beg to suggest that any of the models or parts of 
carriages exhibited by members of this Convention which the members may feel 
disposed to contribute, will be gratefully received and cared for, upon notice being 
given to either member of the committee, or to Mr. John D. Gribbon, the instructor 
of the school. 

Respectfully submitted. 
Signed by the Committee on Technical Education. 

JNO. W. BRITTON, Chairman; 
WILDER H. PRAY, Treasurer, 
WM. D. ROGERS, 

LOWE EMERSON, 

CHAUNCY THOMAS, 

WN. N. FITZ-GERALD, 

GEO. W. W. HOUGHTON, Secretary. 
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The reading of the report was followed by a statement by the 
chairman, Mr; Britton, who made an appeal for the continued sup
port of the school and stated further the plans of the committee for 
extending the usefulness of the school by adopting what is known 
as the Chautauqua plan. The following brief extract from this dis
cussion explains the plan proposed, for which special purpose the 
chairman announced that one gentleman, Mr. Lawson Valentine, of 
New York, had already given one thousand dollars. 

Mr. STUDEBAKER: Under the system as now proposed, there will not be a town or 
city of any importance in the country that will not have many advantages. There 
is no carriage manufacturer but needs a good draftsman. These can obtain instruc
tion from this school and so improve themselves. 

Mr. McLEAR (President): If a draftsman wishes to obtain instruction, he need 
merely send his drawings on to New York1 have them criticized, and returned to 
him, continuing the matter just as long as he pleases, and with the same result as 
if he were present at the school. 

Mr. BRI'ITON: The committee believe that wha~ a boy gets· for nothing is not 
appreciated, and we shall probably ask an annual subscript1.0n-say $1 for appren
tices, $2 for journeymen-for corresponding members. We have not fixed upon 
that plan yet; but I think that will be the result. If there is allY gentleman here 
who thinks that the instruction should be free, I should be glad to hear from him. 
But my experience is that things that are got for nothing are not appreciated. 

Mr. Frrz-GERA.LD: I wish to say a word. These lesson papers commence with 
those of the primary class, work:iD.g up until the workman becomes a competent 
draftsman. These drawings that you see here are specimens from the primary 
charts up to the most elaborate. We take these lessons and distribute them to a,ny 
scholar whose employer may recommend. H e can work on these lessons and send 
them to us, and our teachers Will exainine them and return them with such instruc
tions as may be necessary. 

In response to the appeal for subscriptions~ the sum of $7,210 was 
then added to the Technical School fund, by individuals and firms; 
making a grand total of present resources of $11,458.76 of which 
$500 is a "special deposit for Paris scholarship." 

The following "official announcement" inaugurates the new . 
Chautauqua plan by which it is proposed to offer the benefits of the 
school to every workshop; and to any citizen in the United States 
who may choose to accept them. 

TECHNICAL SCHOOL FOR CARRIAGE DRAFTSMEN AND MECHANICS. 

No. 214 EAsT 84TH-sTREET, 
New-York, November 5, 1888. 

To the Carriage and Accessory Prades of the United States: Manufacturers, Jour
neymen, Apprentices and other Employes : 
The Committee of the Carriage Builders' National Association on Technical Edu

cation, in accordance with the action of the Association at the Convention held in 
New-Haven, Conn., on the 17th and 18th ult., hereby announce that arrangements 
have been completed whereby to extend the benefits of instruction offered by the 
Trade School in New-York, to the employes of all carriage builders and membem 
of the accessory trades, at their homes, by means of the so-called "Chautauqua 
System," to which your attention is now invited. 
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This system, in the form in which the Committee propose to adapt it to the needs 
of the carriage and accessory trades, consists in organizing classes · of so-called 
"Corresponding Pupils," and in g iving instruction t o such pupils through the mail, 
by means of Lesson Papers on free-hand, geomet rical, scale and working drawings, 
each Lesson Paper calling for certain responses, which-either in the form of hand 
drawings or written replies-will afterward be examined and corrected by the in
structor at the School. At the same time, pupils will be invited to ask questions 
concerning any points in the lessons not thoroughly tmderstood, and also concerning 
any other practical points connected with the h·ade ; and answers to such questions 
will be returned by mail. ·written examinations will also be introduced from time 
t o time, in order to test the progress and proficiency of pupils ; and, at t he close of 
each term, diplomas will be awarded to "Corresponding Pupils" who seem to 
deserve such recognition. 

Arrangements have already been perfected t o put this plan in operation within 
the present month, and the the t eacher of the School is now engaged in preparing 
preliminary instructions in the use of drawing instruments, etc., together with 
several series of Lesson Papers on free-hand drawing and geometry applied to 
carriage building, which will be in readiness for distribution as soon as classes can 
be formed. · 

All employes of manufacturers of carriages, wagons and sleighs, or of the trades 
accessory thPreto, doing business within the Unitetl States, are eligible to member
ship in these classes of " Corresponding Pupils," the ouly conditions of entrance 
being, first, a Jetter from the employer, certifying that the applicant is a proper 
person to join the class; and second, the remittance by post-office money-order of · 
$1.00 for each apprentice-or $2.00 for journeymen and others,- which sum will 
cover all fees for instruction during the present term, closing May 1st, 1884. Each 
pupil will be expected to provide himself with necessary drawing instruments, 
paper , etc .. and to prepay post:Jge on all communications sent to the teacher. 
Works of reference and text-books will be recommended to pupils who show the 
need of such help; and, if desired , t hese, as well as drawing instruments, paper, 
etc., will be supplied by the teacher at cost price. 

One or more Lesson Papers will be mailed to each pupil each week, the series 
being selected to suit the needs of individuals, and all further directions will be 
found printed thereon. In applying for membership, pupils are requested to inform 
the t~acher of any previous experience they may have bad in drawing or mechan
ical work, in order that be may assign them to appropriate classes. 

All communications and remittances should be sent to Mr. John D. Gribbon, In
structor, No. 214 East 34th street, New-York; and should be accompanied by the 
full name and address of the writer, and the name and address of his employer. 

Carriage builders are specially requested t o use their influence in urging any of 
their employes, showing a desh·e for such instm ction, to join the new "Corre
sponding Classes '' at the earliest possible date, that t hey may have the benefit of 
the full course of instruction . 

By order of the Executive Committee, acting for the Committee of the Carriage 
Builders' National Association on Technical Education. 

J NO. vV. BRITI'ON, Chairman. 
WILDER H. PRAY, Treasurer. 
WM. N. FITZ-GERALD. 

GEO. W. W. H OUGHTON, Secretary. 
P. S.-Plans are projected for connecting the " Technical School for Carriage 

Draftsmen and Mechanics," with the" Chautauqua University." 
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The following prospectus contains in detail all information as to 
the manageme~t and course of instruction of the School.-

; 

PROSPECTUS.-TECHNICAL SCHOOL F OR CARRIAGE DRAFTSMEN AND MECHANIOS.
FOURTH SEASON: 1883-1884. 

The Class in Ca.rriag~ Drafting and Construction, carried on in connection wtth 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art Schools, Nos. 214 and 216 East 34th-street, New
York, under the auspices of the Carriage Builders' National Association, will open 
for its Fourth Season on Monday, Oct. 8th, 1883, and continue in session from that 
date until May 1st, 1884, or about seven months. 

TEACHERS. 

Three competent teachers have been engaged, namely: Mr. John D. Gribbon, 
Instructor-in-Chief; Mr. J ohn C. Konrad, Assistant-Instructor; and Mr. J. Polya, 
Special Instructor ·in the principles of the " French Rule" of Carriage Drafting and 
·their application to the needs of ~y-makers. 

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION. 

The Course of Instruction will depend somewhat on the proficiency and require
ments of the pupils, who will be divided into three distinct classes, namely : t he 
" Introductory Class," the " 'Class for Body-makers," and the " Class for Full-size 
Working Drawings ;" but the following gives a general outline of the proposed 
studies: 

I. Linear Designing, including scale and full-size drawing. 
ll. Geometry applied to Carriage Construction, including the principles of the 

" French Rule." 
ill. Carriage Body-making. 
IV. Construction of Carriage Gearings. 
V. Wheel-making. 
VI. Principles involved in the Suspension of Carriages. 

FURTHER ADVANTAGES. 

Further advantages are offered to pupils in the free use of the Technical Library 
and Museum of Models connected with the School, and free admission to the usual 
course of Technical Lectures. 

TECHNICAL LECTURES. 

The Class, during each previous season, has been addres500 by several specialists, 
on various practical subjects connected with Carriage Mechanics, and it is proposed 
to continue the custom this year. The lecture programme has not yet been com
pleted, but due notice thereof will be published by circular and through the trade 
journals. These lectures are free to pupils, who are expected to attend and make 
careful notes, as written examinations will generally follow the lectures. 

Notice is hereby given, that any person feeling competent and willing to give an 
informal address before the School, on any technical subject connected with Car
riage Building, will confer a favor by addressing the Secretary, stating proposed 
subject, etc . 

.A.RT- VOL4-8 
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CERTIFICATES AND PRIZES. 

At the close of the sea.son, "Teachers' Cer tificates of Merit" will be given to 
pupils passing a satisfactory examination, and prizes (hereafter to be announced) 
will be awarded to'specially deserving pupils. Full particulars regarding the award 
of "Diplomas of Graduation," and of the "Grand Pt·ize," the latter consisting of a 
three-months' residence in Paris and tuition in the Dupont School, at the expense 
of the Association, will be found appended to this circular. 

TERMS. 

The following extracts from the Prospectus of the Technical Schools issued by 
the Trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, contain full particulars r egarding 
terms: 

" The Class in Carriage Drafting and Construction, with special reference to 
Artistic Design and Finish, established under the auspices of the Carriage Builders' 
National Association, is devoted to the study of CaiTiage Building, mechanically 
and artistically. Price of full course, from Monday, Oct. 8th, 18.:l3, to May 1st, 
1884, three nights each week, viz.: Monday, Wednesday and Friday, from 7.30 to 
10 o'clock, S5.00." 

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS. 

There will be no charges of any kind, beyond the fee above named, excepting the 
cost price of any necessary drawing instruments and ULaterials which the pupil 
does not himself furnish, as named below. 

Each draftsman will need, and can obtain at the School, if preferred, a set of 
drawing instruments (costing from $3.00 to $10.00, according to quality), together 
with the following appliances (costing about $3.00), namely: 

1 drawing board, 18x24 in., or 24x30 in. 
1 plain T -square, 24 in. long. 
1 plain wood set square, 6 in., 45 degrees. 
1 ditto, 11 in., 30 degrees. 
1 stick India ink. 
6 drawing pins. 
1 piece rubber . 
1 piece ink-eraser . 
1 pencil No. 4, Faber or Dixon. 
1 pencil No. 2, Faber or Dixon. 

EMPLOYMENT. 

The Committee and Instructors will take pleasure in doing what they can to assist 
in procuring employment, in New York and immediate vicinity, for pupils from a 
,distance who have already had experience in any branch of carriage-making. 

For further particulars, address or apply in person to Mr. John D. Gribbon, Prin
.cipal of the Carriage Class, either at the School Building, Nos. 214 and 216 East 
34th street, or at his residence, No. 312 East 37th st., New York. 

By order of the Executive Committee, acting for the Committee of the Carriage 
Builders' National Association on Technical Education. 

NEW YORK, September 28, 1883. 

JOHN W. BRITTON, Chairman. 
WILDER H. PRAY, Treasurer. 
WM. N. FITZ-GERALD. 

GEO. W. W. HOUGHTON, Secretary. 
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CONDITivNS GOVERNING THE AWARD OF DIPLOllAS AND OF THE " GB.A:ND PRIZE." 

The following conditions shall_ govern the graduation of pupils of the Class in 
Carriage Drafting and Construction, now under the control of this Committee Qf 
the Carriage Builders' National .Association on Technical Education, namely : 

First. No pupil will be entitled to receive the full "Diploma. of Graduation" 
until he has been a member of the Class for at least two terms. 

Second. He must, upon examination, evince a _thorough knowledge of geometry 
as applied to carriage building, known as the "French Rule of Drafting," show 
facility in making free-hand drawings, and be able to make scale and full-size work
ing drawings of carriages, together .with cant-boards for the same. 

Third. A Teacher's " Certificate of Progress" may be awarded to all pupils attend
ing the Class, whose ability and conduct deserve such recognition, and who, for 
any satisfactory reason , are prevented from pursuing the full course of ~truction. _ 

Fourth. The "Grand Prize," consisting of a three months' residence in Paris, and 
tuition during that period in the school of Mr. Albert Dupont,-all expenses for 
such residence, tuition and traveling to be defrayed from a special fund raised for 
that purpose by the Carriage Builders' National .Association at the 'Convention in 
Cincinnati,-will be awarded to the pupil who graduates with the highest honors 
in the Class of 1884, receiving the full" Diploma of Graduation," and who, at the . 
same time, answers the following conditions, and complies with the following 
stipulations, namely: 

1st. In order to be eligible as a competitor for the " Grand Prize," the graduate 
must have attained the age of twenty-one years, and he must be able to read French 
with facility, and to converse in that language ; and he must know the French 
equivalents of English technical terms used in carriage making. 

2d. During his residence in Paris, the pupil ·receiving the "Grand Prize" will be 
required at stated periods to make written reports to the instructor of the class in 
New-York regarding his progreas; and he will also be required to attend the class 
in New-York during the term following his residence in Paris, and to act during 
that term in the capacity of an assistant instructor, without pay, and communicate 
to the pupils the results of the technical instruction received .by him while abroad. 

3d. The Committee reserve the right to postpone the award of the" Grand~" 
in case no pupil should, in their judgment, exhibit the necessary qualifications at 
the examination to be held ·at the close of the season of 1883-84 ; and the Commit
tee also reserve the right to consider the claims of competitors under twenty-one 
years of age, providing no contract of apprenticeship acts as a bar. 

By order of the Committee of the Carriage Builders' National Association, ac
cording to resolution adopted at a meeting of the Executive Committee, held in 
New-York on Dec. 8th, 1881. 

JOHN W. BRITTON, Ohairmxln. 
WILDER H. PRAY, Treasurer. 
WM. N. Frrz-GERU.D. 

GEO. W. W. HOUGHTON, Secreta1'1J. 

The first term of the School ending December 1, 1883, showed an 
attendance of 36, with 76 " corresponding students." The end of the 
second term, May 31, 1884, showed an attendance of 39, and a list of 
169 "corresponding students," which seems very like a practical 
demonstration of the wisdom of the adoption of the "Chautauqua 
Plan." · 

The members of the Committee on the School for 1883-'84, were, on 
the part of the :Metropolitan Museum, John Taylor J ohnston, Pres
ident; William L. Andrews, Robert Hoe, Jr. 
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On the part of the Carriage Builders' Association, S. W . Pinchot, 
Jno. W. Britton, V. G. Stiepevich, W. C. Tuckerman, S. W. Kitson. 

Sub.committee in charge, Robert H oe, Jr., W. C. Tuckerman. 

THE SCHOOL NO LONGER UNDER CARE OF THE METROPOLITAN 

MUSEU M. 

In the summer of 1885, the Technical School, no longer connected 
with the Metropolitan Museum, removed to the fine building of the 
Young Mens Christian Association, known as the ''Bowery Build
ing," the home of the Young Mens Institute, Nos 222 & 224 Bowery, 
New York City, where it still remains. I am indebted to the cour
tesy of the Hon. Franklin Murphy, Chairman of the Executive 
Committee in charge of the School, and of the Principal, Mr. An
drew F. Johnson, for information as to the history of the school 
since 1884, and for the prospectus for t he season of 1893-1894. Mr. 
Murphy states that "The work has gone on very much as it did in 
Mr. Britton's time and the attendance in the school upon the average 
is about the same, say thirty, most of whom are carriage mechanics 
in New York, who attend the school for the purpose of learning car
riage drawing. The corresponding class has always been well main
tained. I think yon are aware of the fact that the school is conducted 
under the auspices of the National Carriage Builders Association of 
which Mr. Britton was the Founder." Mr. Jno. W. Britton, whose 
ardent interest in the school appears in the extracts which follow 
from the r eport of the discussion during the convention in New 
Haven in 1883, deceased some years since; and is succeeded in the 
Chairmanship of the Executive Committee in charge of the School, 
by Mr. Murphy. 

In February 1892, the Instructor, Mr. John D. Gribbon, died. 
Mr. Gribbon, had been the Instructor in Charge of the School from its 
opening in 1880. Mr. Andrew F. Johnson, his successor was a 
member of the first graduating class in April1885, and the winner 
of the ' ' Grand Prize." The course of instruction of t he E vening 
classes remains substantially as given in the prospectus for 1883-84.
The following, from the official announcement of the "Prospectus: 
thirteenth season, 1893-94." gives, in detail, the course of instruction 
for the "Corresponding Classes." 

CORRESPONDING CLASSES.-MANAGED ON THE CHAUTAUQUA SYSTEM. 

Instructor, Mr. ANDREW F. J oHNSON. 

Instruction will also be given by correspondence to employees of carriage-builders 
and members of the accessory trades, at their homes, by means of the so-called 
"Chautauqua System." 

This system consists in giving instruction to out-of-town pupils through the mail, 
by Lesson Paper, on making free-hand, geometrical, scale and working drawings, 
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each paper calling for responses in the form of hand drawings or written replies,
which are afterwards examined and corrected by the instructor, Mr. Andrew F. 
Johnson. 

Three terms are required in order to complete the full series of Corresponding 
Lessons, which are eighty-three (83) in number, as follows: 

First Series.-Free-hand drawing. Lessons, 11. 
Second Series.-The use of mathematical instruments and curves, the mode of 

sketching a carriage. Lessons, 10. 
Third Series. -Geometry appli¢ to carriage construction; projection of points, 

lines, and surfaces; laying out working draft of a phaeton body, and generation of 
surfaces illustrated on a · phaeton. Lessons, 8. 

Fourth Series.-Movements of triangles and lines in space; rules applicable to 
plane faces illustrated on a trestle, a phaeton pillar, a cabriolet pillar and bottom
side of a landau, showing the method of finding the true size and shape of a pat
tern, and the bevel of shoulders of the Cross-bars. Lessons, 13. 

Fifth Series.-On finding the dihedral angle, or, in workshop parlance, finding 
the bevel of the leg of a trestle, phaeton pillar, cabriolet pillar, and landau bottom
sides. Lessons, 6. 

Sizth Series.-On the choice and disposition of joints. Lessons, 3. 
Seventh Series.-General dimensions applicable to vehicles, and laying out work

ing drawings of a phaeton body and gearing: Lessons, 3. 
Eighth Series.-Laying out square and round-cornered stick seats, and round

paneled seats ; generation of double curved surfaces, illustrated by a barouche with 
round bottomsi<,les, including the study of different forms of bodies, such as drop
centre landaus, and broughams with ogee turn under; ogee front quarter, bottom
sidPs of coaches and barouches ; cheat-line, and proportional triangle illustrated on 
a Clarence body and on a C-pillar back quarter. Lessons, 24. 

Extra Series.-The draught of vehicles and division of weight, displacement of 
centre of gravity, and objectionable mode of suspension. Lessons, 4. Miscellane
ous subjects. .New method of determining the cheat-line. Lessons, 1. 

On the receipt of Tuiton fee, all lesson papers for the term will be mailed to the 
pupil at once, instead of one each week as heretofore, in order that the pupil can see to 
what the lessons are tending, and any pupil who has finished the study of the full 
term lessons will, by sending tuition fee for the next term to the Instructor, re
ceive the whole number of lessons for that term. 

This class will hereafter be kept open during the entire year, and pupils may 
join at any time. 

There are twenty-nine lesson papers in first term ; twenty-five lesson papers in 
second term ; and twenty-nine lesson papers in third term. 

Pupils in this class are also invited to ask questions concerning practical points 
connected with the trade, and answers to such questions will be returned by mail. 
Written examinations will be required at the end of each series of ltlS80ns, in order 
to test the progress and proficiency of pupils ; and, at the close of the term, diplo
mas will be awarded to those deserving such recognition. 

The primary c~ will be occupied chiefty with the study of free-hand drawing, 
which the Committee deem of foremost and vital importance to all mechanics; the 
"Intermediate Class" and "Advanced Class," for the study of carriage geometry 
as applied to carriage construction, popularly known as the "French Rule." 

All employees of manufacturers of carriages, wagons and sleighs, and the trades 
accessory thereto, doing business within the United States and Canada, are eligible 
to membership in these classes of "Corresponding Pupils," the only conditions of 
entrance being : first, a letter of recommendation from the employer ; and second, 
the remittance in advance, by post-office money order, of ~1 for each apprentice 
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under twenty-one years of age, -or $2 for journeymen and others-which will cover 
aU fees for instruction during the first term. 

Each pupil will be expected to provide himself with necessary drawing instru
ments, paper, etc., and to prepay postage on all communications sent to the t eacher. 

Works of reference and text-books will be recommended to pupils who show the. 
need of such help; and, if desired, these, as well as drawing instruments, paper, 
etc., will be supplied at cost price by the teacher . 

These lessons are also peculiarly well fitted for stair-builders, ship-builders and 
mechanics in general who have to do with the more complicated forms of work, 
although only persons employed in carriage building are admitted to the classes. 

By order of the School Committee, acting for the full Board of School Trustees 
representing the Carriage Builders' National Association. 

FRANKLIN MURPHY, Chairman. 
W. W. OGDEN, 
C. M. BRITTON, 

H ENRY M ORTON, Ph. D. 
E. M. HOTCHKISS, Sec'y and Treas. 

There have been ten "graduates" since the first class in 1885, and 
each of these are said to be filling responsible and well paying posi
tions or are in business for themselves. Three hundred and fifty 
pupils have attended the Evening Class since its opening in 1880, and 
seven hundred and thirty two have joined t he corresponding class. 
These were from twenty nine States, two t erritories, and Mexico, and 
Canada. Andrew F. J ohnson is the Instructor in Chief No. 222 
Bowery New York. 

EDUCATIONAL DISCUSSION AT ANNUAL CONVENTION, 1883. 

In connection with the account of the establishment and support 
of this technical school the further action of the Carr iage Builders' 
National Association, in r egard to questions of education, is not 
without interest. The public discussion in 1883, by the convention 
at New Haven, which followed the reading of a r eport upon" appren
ticeship," embraced many of the topics already considered in this 
Report. As the views of practical men, from various sections of the 
country, they are full of interest and of suggestion;-some quota
tions from their remarks are here inserted, as bearing directly upon 
the question of how far the training in the elementar y public schools 
can be made to promote technical proficiency in the industrial arts. 
The question of possible apprenticeship has an important bearing 
upon a consideration as to what changes are desirable, or addit ions 
feasible, in the present system of public schools. 

In the discussion which followed the reading of th e report, many 
degrees of intelligence were evinced as to what is already taught in 
the schools, and as to what it is desirable to teach in order to best 
prepare pupils for acquiring a knowledge of the art of carriage 
building; together with much indiscriminate complaint of the public 
schools. If, as some of the speakers contended, the best age, for 
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boys to begin apprenticeship to this trade is that of 15 years, it is 
obviously unreasonable to demand of the schools as much of train
ing as if the boys remained in school till IS years of age,-some of 
the speakers recognized this, others did not;-some affirmed that in 
some public schools, instancing them, good preparation for the 
industrial arts was given and argued that similar training could be 
given in all; others recognized that educational training mnst be 
carried on long beyond the 15th year, and urged provision for that 
by the employers; all, however much they might differ as to details; 
were agreed that the only way to keep the art of carriage building 
in this country from deteriorating, was to be attained by aff9rding. 
to the future workmen the means of acquiring superior mechanical 
and technical training. 

REPORT BY THE COMMITTEE ON .APPRENTICESIDP. 

The association, at its previous annual meeting, had "appointed a 
committee to enquire into the present condition of the apprentice
ship system of the carriage trade in various parts of the United 
States, and to recommend, if possible, some plan which might be 
generally adopted by the carriage builders of the country." Mr. 
Jno. W. Britton, of New York, Chairman, and Messrs. Wm. D. 
Rogers, of Philadelphia, Penna., and Chauncey Thomas, of Boston, 
Mass., constituted this committee. In their long and well written 
report, the committee recite their actions and comment at length 
upon the situation. They issued inquiries to the trade generally 
but received few returns. In commenting on the apparent ·indiffer
ence to a matter of such real concern they say: 

The builder of medium and high grades of carriages must be aware that this 
indifference a.s to where the skilled labor of the future is to come from, is lowering 
the status and importance of his trade. Machinery will not do all things in the 
production of carriages of the higher grades; there is a. limit to its efficiency in 
any departments, and it is still an open question whether hand labor or machinery 
produces under certain circumstances the best work. This remains an open ques
tion, not because the well-constructed machine is leSs accurate than the human 
hand and eye, but because, a.s the advocates of hand labor assert, the rapidity of 
the machine renders it impossible to discover defects in timber and metals which 
the eye of the well-trained mechanic discovers in the careful and slower handling 
of the material; hence it may be safely assumed that the demand for skilled me
chanics in the production of all grades of carriages will be continued for many 
generations. 

They attribute the absence of antagonisms between laborers and 
employers in their trade, to the superior intelligence of the work
men.-In passing, they thus refer to the fact that the old system of 
apprenticeship known to the law has become obsolete, though often, 
the laws remain on the statute books.-

In the correspondence elicited by our circular letter addressed to the trade, we learn 
that in many of the States the old Statutes governing the rei.ations between master 
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and apprentice still rema in, but that they have become in the majority of States 
obsolete. W hy this is so, may be accounted for by the fact that they have ceased 
to have any affinity with modern ideas regarding the interference of the State with 
individual business and private contract , and the experience of your committee 
prompts it to sympathize with this view in the matter. 

Whatever may have been the necessity or the success of this method in the early 
days of the nation, and under a government not wholly divorced from the tradi
tional idea that it must in some way share the parental authority with the citizen 
in its administration of affairs, it would seem unwise under existing circumstances 
to call upon the State to enact special laws to govern apprentices; but let them be 
governed as all other citizens are governed as to their duties and conduct , and 
leave them and their employers to settle upon t he t erms defining their mutual 
relations. 

NEED FOR ELEMENTARY TECHNICAL TRAINING OF BOYS. 

They then enter upon the whole matter of the education of boys 
for trades, as follows: 

The question of technical education in preparing boys for the higher mechanical 
trades has received a vast amotmt of attention within t he last few years. Your 
committee believe, however, that in the discussion which it has produced, and 
which seems to be constantly increasing, we are in danger of losing sight of the 
practical, and are verging upon t heories and schemes which , if not checked, will 
lead to disaster . rather than success. 

There can be no doubt, your committee believe, that there is a real and pro
nounced want now existing for a higher grade of mechanical education-one which 
will afford opportunities for instruction to a large number of boys who have a spe
cial talent for the higher mechanics, but who without such oppor tunities would 
enter into professions and occupations for which they may be totally unfitted; but 
the country is rapidly supplying this want, and already schools have been estab
lished, and have attained a degree of success which warr"'.nts us in believing that 
t hey will increase as fast as the needs of the country demand. From these schools 
the manufacturer who has to deal with t he h_igher sciences receives his manager 
and specialist, whose investigations and experiments enable him to keep pace with 
competitors and older countries with whom he has to share the trade of the world. 

Beyond this brief mention , your committee believe that such schools as have 
been described need not be considered in discussing this question. A certain 
amount of technical education has become a necessity to those who are now in the 
employ of the carriage-builder in this country, and your_Association is now striving 
in a modest way to supply the needs of t he trade in t his direction, by giving such 
practical and theoretical instruction in their own school in the city of New York as 
will enable the young and ambitious mechanic and appren tice to make good the 
deficiencies of h is earlier education. 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS CRITICISED. 

Much of this want in our own country is caused by the inefficient education of 
t he yout h in our public schools. These schools are established and paid for by tax
ation, in order that a fair common education may be secured by the poorest boy to 
aid in making him an intelligent and useful citizen. Since the earliest days of our 
Government, t his has been considered as a duty of the State, and much of the suc
cess achieved by the nation may be credited to this policy; but your committee 
have evidence that the character of these schools is constantly deteriorating, espe
cially in the larger cities and towns, where the common enemy, party politics, has 
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sapped their foundations and largely destroyed their usefulness. To-day, the boy 
under the age of 15 who leaves the average common school finds himself totally 
unprepared to enter upon a useful career. The studies which would fit a boy for 
an apprenticeship in some mechanical trade have either been ignored iJ,l the school 
where he has spent several years, or they have been pursued in a manner so slov
enly, and under incompetent or uninterested teachers, that they give him little or 
no help when he enters practical life. 

CIRCULAR LETI'ER ADDRESSED TO PUBLIC SCHOOL OFFICIALS. 

Your executive committee during the past year have had under serious consider
ation the question of public education in connection with the apprenticeship ques
tion, and a special committee was appointed, consisting of memoors of its body, 
t<> endeavor to awaken interest in the subject among the educators and official 
bodies in charge of public education. To this end the following circular was pre
pared, and a large number of copies were addressed to parties who should be spa-: 
cially interested in the question. 

To Officials and Official Bodies in. the United States having the Supervision of 
Public Education: 

The Carriage Builders' National Association of the United States, in behalf of the 
industry represented by them, and of other mechanical industries of our country, 
beg leave to call your attention to the necessity of some change in the course of 
study in our public schools, that will prepare those who intend to become appren
tices in trades and mechanical pursuits requiring a high standard of taste and skill. 

This association, having recently established in New York City a school for the 
advancement of technical knowledge among the apprentices and young mechanics 
of our trade, have at the outset been met with the serious obstacle that very few of 
the pupils, although they may have attended the public schools of this and other 
cities, have had any instruction in free-hand drawing and geometry so necessary 
to all who wish to engage in the higher mechanical pursuits. 

We are well aware that the studies above referred to are included in the ordinary 
school course of the cities and towns, but we beg leave to call your attention to the 
fact that boys intending to learn trades leave school earlier than those intending to 
follow the professions and other pursuits, and usually before reaching that part of 
the school course in which free-hand drawing and geometry are taught. Thus they 
are deprived of the very studies which they specially need to make them skilled 
and intelligent mechanics. 

Your attention is further called to the fact that the advance already inade in the 
mechanical arts in this country calls for a higher standard of taste and skill than 
heretofore, and there is every evidence that a still greater demand for skilled work
men will arise from year to year in order that in our rapidly increasing production 
we may successfully compete in the markets of the world with the manufacturers 
of other countries. At present we a:re dependent in a great measure upon artisans 
educated in their trades abroad j but the number of this class seeking our shores 
for employment is. lessening every year, and has almost entirely ceased in many 
of the trades calling for the highest skill. The lack, too, of any well established · 
apprenticeship system in this country precludes any relief in the near future from 
that source. 

We, therefore, deem it highly important to reinforce the ranks of the mechanics 
by a system of public school education which shall earlier fit boys to enter into 
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trades, and with some assurance that their preparatory studies are likely to assist 
in making them intelligent and skilled workmen. 

(Signed) WILLIA~l D. ROGERS, Pennsylvania. 
CHAUNCEY THOMAS, Massachusetts. 
LOWE EMERSON, Ohio. 
W . N. FITZ-GERALD, New J ersey. 
WILDER H . PRAY, New York. 
GEO. W. W . HOUGHTON, New York. 
JOHN W. BRITTON, Chai rrnan, 

1581 Broadway, New York City. 
Committee of the Carriage Builders' National Association on Technical Educa

tion. March, 1883. 
* * * Your committee adopt the views of the executive committee as set forth 

in their circular, and reiterate that one of the chief obstacles in the way of a good 
apprenticeship system is the inefficient education, at least in certain branches, of 
the boys who desire to become mechanics. vVe who t ake these badly-educated boys · 
into our workshops know the difficulty to be overcome in making them useful and 
skilful in their work. A boy who enters a wood-shop or smith-shop with a fair 
amount of instruction in the branches alluded to in the executive committee's cir
cular, has a decided advantage over one who has been deprived of such instruction, 
and is more likely to become profitable to his employer and to him~elf. 

It is ~!so believed by your committee that the complaint on the part of employers 
that apprentices are unprofitable, arises in part from the careless manner in which 
they are are selected. The selection of a boy because of a robust physique is too 
often a leading consideration; whereas a boy should be selected, for certain branches 
at least, because of his mental powers, and his ability to learn and understand what 
may be considered the higher mechanical requirements of the trade. ''Main 
strength" will not accomplish all things, and the lad who is able to exercise that 
quality alone should not be asked to learn a trade in which his mental powers as 
well as his muscle must be brought into his work. There is always a place for a 
boy who has strong arms and an ill-furnished head, but his place is not at the bench 
of a mechanic. 

It should also be understood that after the employer has exercised his best judg
ment in the selection of an apprentice his part of the work is still incomplete. How 
many employers seriously consider the duty they owe to the apprentices they have 
taken into their shop? If t he boy is expected to be industrious and faithful in his 
work, is there not a reciprocal duty on the part of the master ? Is it not his duty 
to make some effort to put the boy in the right place, and to authorize some com· 
petent person to give him the proper instruction, and to see personally that this 
duty is performed? The boy who comes into the shop to learn a trade and do his 
duty, is entitled, to use a homely expression, to a " good start," and in addition to 
that he should have in his progress a part of t he watchful care which the employer 
or his representative gives to the general business. To this should be added some 
encom agement for duty well performed, without which youths in all stations of 
life are apt to lose interest in the work before them." 

In conclusion they make four r ecommendations as to the kind of 
mutual agreements and obligations to be entered into between 
parent and boy, on the one hand; and employers, on the other, and 
suggest the appointment of a special committee to prepare legal 
blanks, etc. 
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THE REPORT DISCUSSED. 

The report, which was evidently well received as an able paper, 
was then discussed at length; a few extracts follow. 

Mr. Britton on the general subject of educating boys said, among 
other things: 

Mr. BRITTON: I do not propose to let this thing stop. I have looked at this thing 
for a good many years, and I am deeply interested in it. Since I have had some
thing to do with the management of thEl Technical School, I have learned more 
about boys; and I tell you boys are deteriorating as well as men. To-day one of 
the serious wants of the carriage manufacturer is to get a boy who is willing to . 
learn a trade and to have brains. It is almost an impossibility for us in the city of 
New York to get a boy to learn a mechanical trade after he has come to his seven
teenth year. If you get one or negotiate for one, his mother comes there and wants 
to know if you cannot make an exception in James' case ; it is impossible to get up 
and get his breakfast at seven o'clock; can't you make it half-past seven? That is 
the mother who is breeding boys who make very poor mechanics. [Applause.] I 
tell you this subject wants constant agitation. The best plaus that have been de
signed will not hold water, unless there has been public opinion brought upon them 
to make boys better. [Applause.] If you get pretty good boys, you will have 
pretty good men. This is a fact; there is no gainsaying it. And we all want that 
our boys should become pretty good men. This country has become demoralized. 
I remember 20 years ago people saying: "When the boys come back from the war, 
what are we going to do with them? They will all be demoralized." A good many 
people had double locks put on their front doors; but the fact was that the average 
American boy that went to the war was not the boy to become demoralized. What 
this country needs more than anything else, is discipline ; and that they got there. 
And when they came back they were b~tter than when they went away. [Ap
plause.] The people who were demoralized were those who stayed at home and 
got substitutes and got contracts. 

* * * I am trying to get at this thing, so that the children of the men who 
are working for their living and trying to found a respectable business for their 
successors or their children, may not look at the men who possess millions for .ex
amples, but that they must look at men like those before us to-day-that we must 
take our boys and make them better. We cannot reform the world ; but we can 
do something by working ten hours a day. W e can make some one thing better: 
and I think the place to begin for this Association is the Apprenticeship System. 
And when you go back and review the proceedings of this Convention I desire 'that 
you may have more perfect views on this subject. I left the public schools at 12 
years of age. I gave my only boy three years longer than I had, and when I ex
amined him I was sorry to find how little he did know-not as much at 15 as I, and 
yet a brighter boy than I , a much duller boy, knew at 12. There must be some
thing w-rong in this manner of educating. Our present education is not practical 
and of no earthly use, or else the people that have it in charge do not know their 
business and we are not doing our duties in not informing them. I can remember 
when it was a very important thing for a father to look after the education of his 
boys and girL'!. If I had time, I should like to have a hack at the girls. We bring 
them up wrong, too; we do not teach them to sew as skilfullJ as we teach them to 
pay the piano. 

I hope that the suggestions that I have thrown out, and that nave been thrown 
out by others, will help us in determining this matter; and at the proper time I 
shall make the motion, or ask some one to do so, that we shall go on and perfect 
this paper; and within a few months-I hope before the year expires-we may be 
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able to send a perfected plan, not only to carriage-makers, but to other trades, and 
in that way awaken an interest throughout the land on the subject of apprentice
ship. Let us try, and do our duty. 

Mr. Thomas, of Boston, also a member of the committee, has his 
say about the schools, as follows: 

Mr. THOMAS: I wish to say in regard to the public schools that I believe the ten
dency is in the w1·ong direction. I believe that our principal schools are educating 
boys not in what they should know, but rather in what they do not need to know. 
I know that the old institutions still stick to their own literary courses. And perhaps 
it is well enough. But in my opinion the schools should introduce free-hand draw
ing and geometry, and also a large amount of practical mechanical knowledge. 
And the number of Ruch schools is increasing very largely. They have the oppo
sition of the schoolmen who believe in nothing but the old regimen. But still 
practical men will have their influence, and we will have ours in promoting proper 
education. I think the outlook i~ rather hopeful than otherwise. 

Mr. KILLAM: I have been very much interested in reading this report. I think 
it is a very important paper. We cannot over-estimate the necessity of the Appren
ticeship System. We must have skilled labor in order to make good work, and our 
skilled labor must begin at the boys. * * * 

Mr. MULHOLLAND: I do not intend to let the matter r est here. My friend says 
that the schools are taking up the matter to some extent, not as they should, not as 
we want them to; but they are beginning to teach free-hand drawing and geometry 
with t he younger pupils at school-those that are compelled to leave before probably 
the age of 15 years to learn a trade. As the chairman of tllis committee says, it 
should be the great object of our common schools to make better citizens, to make 
the masses better, and if the masses require one thing more than anything else it 
is making better workmen of them, better artisans, better mechanics. * * * 

Mr. Maris, then raised a question about the profit or economy of 
employing boys at all. 

Ml·. BRITTON in reply said: "There is no question about it that boys pay. We 
have about fifty of them, some very good ones, and we have found them very prof
itable. In the trimming shop, for instance, we have a man who knows how to turn 
a boy into a man, looks after him, takes an interest in him, teaches him; and from 
the very first day they go there and make their first bucket of paste he makes t hem 
pay: He knows what a boy can do and what he cannot do. 

The hardest thing in m y opinion is to make a first-rate blacksmith out of the 
average boy, and it is often not a very profitable undertaking. That is the only 
branch which I cannot say has been a profitable one. But, I tell you, you have no 
wagon shop until you have a good blacksmith, and the blacksmith boy is the boy 
that should be of the highest rank, of the very best stock; not only of good phy
sique, but also with lots of brain. For the blacksmith works with his eye and his 
brain more than a man in any other branch of our trade. And I hope the time 
will come when every member of this Association t hat runs a carriage shop will 
look out to get an exceedingly bright and intelligent boy to put at the forge. Good 
blacksmiths can be made. We have made them. They are hard to make, and I 
am afraid they are not profitable; but somebody who has the welfare of the trade 
at heart must make a few as he goes along. 

Mr. SHEPARD : I believe this question , what the future artisans of the country are 
to be, is one of the most important for the political economist to consider. And in 
our treatment of the quest ion we must do by the boys as we do by the timber that 
we put in the carriage. W e must first select that which is suitable, and then 
mould it to the very place we wish it to occupy. So I believe that we should 
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commence in our common schools of education, and demand of the parents who 
send children there at their entrance : "What do you wish your boy to become?" 
If he is to become an artisan, his whole teaching should be to fit him for that very 
place. The idea of becoming an artisan should be instilled into his mind when he 
enters school, and all his training should fit him for that very place. [Applause.] 

Mr. QUINBY: On the question will boys pay, I would say that we have with us in 
our manufactory in Newark one man who came with us when a boy, and has 
stayed 53 years, and another who has stayed 40 years. We find the beet mechanics 
to be the men who have learned their trade with us and have stayed with us ever 
since." * * * 

"Mr. STUDEBAKER, (of South Bend Indiana:) I am satisfied that the place to com
mence is where the chairman has stated-in the boys when they are young or at 
home. Try to educate the mothers to instill into the minds of their boys the fact 
that a mechanical trade is honorable. The great trouble is that the opposite opinion 
prevails. There is not a day when we are not asked the question : "Can you give 
my boy a place in your office?" And I frequently ask them : '' Why don't you let 
him become a. blacksmith?" 

1\fr. BRITTON : If he knows enough. 
Mr. STUDEBAKER: Of course, there are different branches of our trade. Some 

do not require as mucli brains as others. There is a. place for all the boys, and to 
make them successes in life you must start them right; try to m ould their charac
ters right, educate them right, make them believe it is honorable to earn their 
bread by the sweat of their brow. This apprenticeship question is one that has in
terested me very much, because I had a little experience of it in my boyhood days. 
In those days a boy had to work, and sometimes would not even get his board, but 
had to pay something besid~. Now the trouble is they want wages right off. But 
the boys are not so much to be blamed as the parents. What we want is united 
work, and I see no reason why good results should not come from our efforts. 
I am satisfied there will. In our establishment we have for over 20 years always 
taken boys on trial. Time alone will tell what kind of work he can do. One kind 
of work he will be able to do better than another. 

The people of this country are to-day thinking more on this subject of apprentice
ship than we have any idea of. We have plenty of politicians and professional men, 
but we want m ore business m echanics-intelligent mechanics. There is no reason 
why a boy's education should not be mechanical. I have be&l sending my son to 
college, and as soon as he graduates I am going to put him in the factox:y, and keep · 
him there until he is a mechanic, if it takes ten years. [Applause.] If the mothers 
and the fathers of this country would commence with their children when they are 
young, and press the thought upon their minds that it is honorable to become a 
mechanic, it will be a great help in this matter. A man does not need to be a 
shoemaker or blacksmith; some men have succeeded in other lines ; but I believe 
it is more honorable to be a mechanic than anything else. A trade is something 
that nobody can take from you, no stock-jobbing can rob you of; and therefore I 
heartily endorse the report of the committee, and hope something will grow out of 
it that will be beneficial to this Association. 

Mr. JUDKINS: I have just a word to say. I am not a talking member. But. in 
regard to this matter I wish to say that I have had a boy in the Technical School 
in New York since last year; and I know something about how a boy should be 
fitted to enter a school of that kind. I have learned that the great trouble lies in 
our common schools and in our advanced schools. I believe that every carriage
maker in New England is blind to his interests, to the interest of his boys and the 
rising generation, and to that of carriage manufacturing, if he fails to see that the 
primary and fundamental principle lies in our public schools and seeks to remedy 
it. It should be obligatory upon every school commissioner and those that manage 
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schools to see to it that no boy graduates from that school , unless he understands 
the higher mathematics, the principles of geometry. For if he unde\'stands them 
he can readily learn the mechanical principles of carriage-making. I believe in 
this, and I believe it is our duty as carriage-makers, and those that love the car
riage interests, and love our boys, and love the best welfare of the craft that we 
represent here, that we should exert our influence in this particular direction, be
cause this is the fundamental principle that boys should know or understand and 
learn in the primary schools. There are many boys sent to that Technical School 
in New York who are not fit to enter because they do not understand the higher 
mathematics. I know a boy in my town who graduated from the high school, yet 
could not tell the amount of wood in a certain pile. And I believe this is a fair 
sample of very many of the boys from other high schools. It is ridiculous-a 
shame; and it all lies with the managers of the schools. In reference to the School 
at New York, I wish to say that I am very well pleased with it. I was very par
ticular before my boy entered to have him fitted to pass the examination, and I 
think he passed a very fair examination. His progress has been excellent, not due 
so much perhaps to his own ability as to the instruction and good management of 
those who are i n charge of the School. (Applause.) 

MR. JONES. Mr. Studebaker has said a great many things that I was on the point 
of saying. I want merely to ask the question are we not educating our boys full 
enough? Are they not educated to-day in the common schools and the high schools 
above the capacity of a great many of them? They are educated above wox:k ; they 
all want a position in an office after they get this education. My idea of a tech
nical education or any education is a practical education-an education where a 
boy can be put to work, taught how to work, and be made to love the work, so that 
he would become interested in it. The Stevens Instit11te of Technology in Hoboken 
is such a practical school. There is another in Worcester, and elsewhere. In these 
schools a boy learns the use of tools, and thus gets a practical education which I 
think is worth more than theoretical educations generally. If you get too much 
theory into a boy's brain, his physical condition cannot work it out-or won't, as 
is generally the case. It is said a great many men are educated for the ministry 
because t hey are not fit for anything else. So they make second-rate preachers that 
would not be good for anything as apprentices. The gentleman in my rear said a 
scholar ought to know when he goes into a school just what he is going to do, and 
that the parents should tell the teacher what that scholar is to do. I think the 
teacher had better find out what that scholar can do. There are but few of them 
that know as much as that, but occasionally you find one that does. I have a boy 
in my office who wanted to go to West Point, and asked me about it. I told him: 
"No, don't throw yourself away on any such tomfoolery as that." H e had too 
much brains (Laughter.] I know that boy will make a business man, and a smart 
one. If you can only make the boys understand that what they should be is some
thing where they can make themselves useful, and not where they will be a mere 
ornament to society, and if you can make them think so, they will take hold with 
a better will. I think . 
. Mr. CoLYER: I have something to add. My experience with apprentices is that 

the difficulty is to get them to stay when you have them. I have been in the habit 
of paying them a certain amount for the first six months, and increasing it after· 
wards by a certain amount, as they showed themselves capable of earning more. 
But if they can get a little more somewhere else I find them always ready to go 
away." * * * 

Mr. MCLEAR (President): I can say that the system which this committee has 
outlined by some strange chance-l am not one of the committee-is almost the 
identical system we have pursued in our factory for 20 years. The only difference 
is we do not give a diploma and do not increase the pay at the expiration of the 
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time of service. And in our experience of 20 years we ha.ve found it genera.lly to 
work well, up to the time when the carriage trade was a little demoralized by the 
panic. We had trouble then because t he trade was not so brisk, but since that time 
we have pursued the same system. We pay our boys, take them for a stipulated 
period, increase their p~y each year, until the last year of the service they get fair 
wages, five or six dollars a week, and we never have trouble in keeping a boy that 
we wanted to keep, as far back as I can recollect. 

We take care, first in selecting our boys. We try to get them of good parentage, 
and take them on probation for four weeks or even as long as three months, until 
we are sure that the boy will make a mechanic. For not all boys do make me
chanics. * * * 

Mr. RoLPH: I am a mechanic and served my apprenticeship in 1844, and put out 
my sign in 1849. In my factory; the foreman served his time as an apprentice, 40 
or 50 years ago, and has been with me ever since I had charge of the factory, until 
up to July last, when he died. There is not a man working in that factory since I 
have had charge of it that did not learn his trade there. I was associa~d for several 
years with a nephew of Peter Cooper in the manufacture of glue in Cincinnati. 

Mr. BRITTON: That is the reason your men stick so. 
Mr. RoLPH : The reason I mention this is the fact that we all know there is a 

desire to shift the matter of taking apprentices by saying : '' Let some one else take 
them." 

Cooper & Co. educated all their glue-makers; and where do they stand to-day? 
. Do we not all know? At the head, and for 40 years have done so. You do not see 

any of their s3.Iesmen begging for trade, as do others in every branch of business. ' 
No, you never see a salesman from Peter Cooper's concern, the largest in the world. 
Why ? Because the excellence of his goods makes them go everywhere, and you 
are begging for them. Tli.e report of the committee I am heartily in favor of in 
every respect. 

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS INADEQUATE. 

In regard to the public schools, I do not believe you will get very much beyon<l what 
you have already accomplished. I have some experience in that matter, being a 
public-sehool officer myself. I do not expect any change in that particular. You 
cannot expect it. It must come from the technical schools, like the Cooper Insti
tute, and then the public schools will take it up. The boy who i,.s to learn a trade 
comes to ·me when he is very young ; he has only had an opportunity to go through 
with the ordinary course in public school. And therefore I am heartily in favor of 
the report, hope it will be adopted and carried out, and that this diploma system 
will also be carried out. When I learned my trade, I was to receive $5 a year for 
spending money, and my board and clothes, and when through I was to receive 
$50. I have always been thankful that my father signell. the indenture to make me 
an apprentice, and taught me so much that has been valuable. In taking appren
tices, I try to see the parents before the boy comes, and if he seems to be a bright, 
smart boy, of good habits and steady, I engage him. So with my other employes. 
I_ took my book-keeper from the public school, and I had occasion to let him go and 
take another also from the public schools. I never had a boy in my shop or in my 
office in the 30 years I have been in business, who left me, unless I sent him away 
or gave him permission to go. 

Mr. BRITTON: I am very much gratified with the remarks of the gentleman who 
has just taken his seat. I do not know that we can get a stronger endorsement of 
what we are trying to do. But he has not touched the foundation. He says you 
can not get anything out of the public schools. He is a public school officer-and 
with due apology-! did not suppose any of the carriage-makers would arrive at . 
that dignity. [.Applause.) He says you cannot !get anything out of the public 
-ll!:hools. You can get a great deal bette1· things out of them than heretofore. 
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL AT COLLEGE POINT PRAISED. 

When we wish a first-class boy, we draw upon the public school of College Point, 
Long Island. Why do we go there ? The German system is in vogue there. and 
we have four or five boys to-day in our drawing-room that are better educated at 
14 than when we take them out of our own New York public schools at 16 years. 
There is a discipline and method, earnestness and honesty of purpose on the part of 
teachers in the management of the schools there. The public school at Green point 
has a class-room called a mechanical class-room, and every boy has a little hack at 
that every day. vVhen he comes there, he sees a blackboard with lines drawn on it 
and he learns to calculate; and that is what a Yankee used to do, but he has lost 
his grip. He don't calculate ; h e runs head first. [Applause.] Why should the 
little town of College Point, Long I sland, turn out better boys than the great city 
of New York? Simply because of its better methods and better management. I 
approve, too, of the German kindergarten method. I wish to say to you t hat 
technical schools as we conduct ours have a different object from such schools as 
the Stevens Institute of Technology at Hoboken. They try to educate leaders. 
We do not educate leaders; but what we want is to educate men who are to do 
ordinary work, and to do that work well and intelligently-to render our boys 
better prepared for the work-shop. 

SCHOOLS OF COLUMBUS, OHIO, PRAISED. 

Mr. FIRESTONE, of Columbus, Ohio : I heartily endorse the report of this com-· 
mittee, and I am satisfied that we can all derive some benefit from it. In regard to 
the teaching of drawing in the public schools of my own city I think we have the 
most perfect system in our schools, there is anywhere in· the country. Our exhibits 
at the Centennial, and other expositions, have always received the highest award. 
In our schools drawing is compulsory. At the age of eight years our children are 
obliged to purchase their drawing books; and in looking over their books I find 
that they know a great deal more about drawing at the age of 10 or 12 years t han 
I ever knew in that line. In our city we have the Ohio City University, which has 
organized a course for young men from any part of the State, who are at liberty to 
work two or three hours each afternoon in the mechanical laboratory. The State 
furnishes them the iron and the wood, and the pvwer of the tools to work them. A 
brother of mine attending the school surprised ;ne with specimens that he had 
worked after attendance for a very short t ime. They t each them, for instance, the 
welding of iron-how it should be heated, at what heat they can make the best 
weld, how to strike the iron, and so on. 

In our factory we get the best results from boys who have been with us from the 
time they are old enough to work; and we are always very anxious to get hold of 
a boy that is a good boy, and we take pride in teaching him. W e have a great 
many boys in our employ to-clay that in their several departments of work can do 
at least one-half more than nine-tenths of the old men. They become very expert. 

On motion of Mr. Studebaker, the Report was accepted and the 
committee then directed to perfect plans. 



CHAPTER V. 

AN IMPORTANT EXPERIMENT IN TEOHNIOAL TRADE EDUCATION. 

The Technological School of the Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co.!-How President 
Robert Garrett, of the B. & 0. R. R., came first to consider the project of open
ing a school for the higher technical training of youth for railroad service-The 
address on Technical Education, by Ron. Teackle Wallis, before the Maryland In
stitute in 1881-General Counsel Cowen brings this at once to the attention of 
President Garrett, and suggests the opening of a school, in a formal communica
tion-Dr. W. T. Barnard, Assistant to the President, directed to investigate and 
report-Professor Coler, and Mr. C. W. Scribner, aid in the investigations in Eu
rope and the United States-The Library and archives of the U. S. Bureau of 
Education availed of- An admirable "Report on Technical Education in Industrial 
pursuits with special reference to Raiiroad Service" the result-The army of men 
employed by the Road-The need of better education of the employ~ of the 
Road emphatically shown-Present Educational condition of the dwellers along 
the line of the Road-Children of employees employed by preference, therefore 
the need that they be sufficiently educated-Apprentice training at the Mt. Clare 
Sho,Ps-The new school begun in 1885-Previous condition of these apprentice 
boys-Indifference of Mt. Clare workmen to the opportunity offered for reading 
books and papers-How the new requirements improved the class of apprentice 
boys-Need of a special Technological department shown-Difficulty of com
bining instruction with the shop needs-Desirability of special training for· all 
classes of Rail Road employees-Lines of educational work suggested-Relation
ship of J ohns Hopkins University to the B. & 0. R. R.-Johns Hopkins a large 
owner and, consequently, the funds given to the University, largely invested in 
B. & 0. securities-Relation of this movement to general interests of the Road
What may result if this promising experiment is persevered in-Analogy between 
the Military, Naval, and Railroad pr,ofessions-The School- Executive order estab
lishing the Technological School-Conditions for entr;mce--Examples of the ex
aminations required-Circular defining reciprocal duties of Instructors and 
pupils-Reprts made by the Instructors showing actual working of the school
Summary by Professor Coler, of what had been absolutely accomplished by the 
School-Reports by the special teachers and instructors. 

THE TECHNOLOGICAL ScHOOL oi THE BALTUIORE AND Omo R. 
R. COMPANY. 

One of the most interesting practical experiments in the line of 
definite technical education was made under the auspices of Presi
dent Robert Garrett, of the B. & 0. R. R. Co., in the planning and 
opening at the company's shops at Mt. Clare, near Baltimore, of a. 
school designed to include a comprehensive course in the technical 
training of youth, with special reference to their after employment 
in Railroad Service. 

ART-VOL 4--9 
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This purpose, suggested to Mr. Cowan, General Counsel of the 
Company, by the thoughtful address on Technical Education, deliv
ered by Hon. S. Teackle Wallis before the Maryland Institute, June 
4th, 1881, and by Mr. Cowan, brought to the attention of President 
Garrett, on June 7th, resulted in a valuable contribution to E duca
tional Literature in the admirable "report" made to President Gar
rett in 1886, by Dr. W. T. Barnard, "Assistant to the President." 

In the preparation of this report Dr. Barnard, and his aids Pro
fessors Coler and Scribner, made careful studies of the literature and 
the Institutions of Technical Education in the United States and in 
Europe. All the facilities of t he U. S. Bureau of Education were 
gladly accorded to these investigators and availed of by them. 
Many institutions in this country and in Europe were visited. The 
r esult of all this study and investigation was embodied in a special 
report* made to President Garrett. A school to be developed on the 
lines indicated in this report had been authorized by an order of the 
President in January, 1885, as an enlargement of the training which 
had been previously given t o the apprentices. A beginning of the 
school was made in the autumn of the same year, and the reports 
of the Principal and teachers, which are appended to the main report 
as "Exhibits"" U." " V." and "W." give the plans of the school 
and the history of the experiment to January 1st, 1887. A subse
quent change in the ownership and management of the B. & 0. R. 
R. Company, resulted in the closing of this school and the apparent 
abandonment of the plan as here proposed. Whether this im plies 
an absolute giving up of the plan, or only its postponement, I am 
not informed. 

The plan was so thoroughly considered, and the report so carefully 
prepared, that I have judged it advisable to abstract such portions 
of the report as treat of the general topic, and to give them in an 
appendix to this volume. t As much relates to local conditions in the 
city of Baltimore, such matter is omitted; as being of less general 
interest. That portion of the· report which relates directly to the 
school, and those "exhibits" which contain the reports of the teach. 
ers, are here given; as they embody its brief history. 

The story of this experiment is , also, of value for its suggestive
ness. It is here associated with the account of the technical school 
for carriage draughting, because this was, also, an effort to com
mence a technical school with a definite purpose of training men to 
expertness in a particular industry. The experiment here recited 
acquires an importance from the fact that it proposed to train its 

*Technical Education in Industrial Pursuits, with special reference to Railroad 
Service. Report to the President B. & 0. R. R. Company, by Dr. W. T. Barnard, 
.Assistant to the President. October 1st, 1886. Baltimore : Press of Isaac Frieden· 
wald, 1887. Pp. 168 and 70. 

fSee Appendix Y, 
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pupils to skill in an industry which directly and indirectly, affects 
all men; whereas "carriage draughting," concerns comparatively 
few. These two schools are, however, alike suggestive of the wide 
reaching possibilities of definitely directed technical training. In a 
calling so vital in its relations to the lives and the business of all 
men, and in whose varied departments and industries, such armies 
of men are employed, there hardly seems need of any argument to 
show the value of trained intelligence in every department of rail
roading. Had this educational experiment been suffered to continue 
long enough for its results to be tested, it seems quite possible that 
it would have been the precursor of a class of Institutions which, in 
their scope, including in their preliminary instruction all railroad 
men,-from the civil engineers to the track walkers, and taking in 
the apprentice boys in the foundries and shops, where rails and 
engines are made,-would almost have created a new kind of In
dustrial University. If this school, as planned, is to be classed 
simply as a "trade school," it is so in a far larger sense than that in 
which this term has hitherto been used. 

The following pages, which close the repor t proper, treat directly 
of the conditions which led to the experiment; of the classes of the 
community from which the pupils are to be drawn; and of the 
school as planned. · 

The picture given of the .ignorance of .many of t he families of 
workmen living along the line of the B. & 0. road, may, possibly, 
startle some Americans from their fancied security in the intelligence 
of the people. 

A whole generation seems, as there shown, to be growing up to a 
predestined life of the hardest and lowest form of labor, unillumined 
by any light of intelligence ; and of such are to be the voters who 
are empowered to decide the policies and . fate of th e Nation. Out of 
one hundred and forty-seven future voters examined, Professor Coler 
reported that not a single one possessed sufficient acquaintance with 
the simplest elementary English studies to enable him to enter the 
lowest grammar school grade !:-Surely some prelimii:J.ary schooling 
seems called for here, before even the lowest grade of technical train
ing can be made possible. 

These pages of the repor t are inser ted h ere as the best .introduc
tion to those of the" exhibits ;" in which are given the plan of the 
school, the conditions of entrance, and th e reports made by the 
teachers; which last show the actual working of the school while in 
operation. 
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TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION IN THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD SERVICE.* 

SUCCESS OF B. & 0 . CO. ACHIEVED DESPITE THE EDUCATIONAL DEFICIENCIES OF ITS 

RANK AND FILE. 

The commercial success achieved by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company 
l1as in no sense resulted from the superior skill or intelligence of its subordinate 
officials, or of the rank and file in its several departments, but rather in spite of 
their deficiencies and through the force of character and capacity for affairs of its 
executives and staff. It is interesting to speculate upon the greater results that 
might have been accomplished had the execut ive ability, energy and money ex
pended to secure its present position been supplem ent ed by a corps of officers and 
operatives whose general education had been of a high order , and had been supple
mented by technical training such as makes original thinkers. 

EXTENT OF B. & 0 . MECHANICAL OPERATIONS. 

I n the B. & 0. service there are now m ore than 24,000 operatives. The rapid exten
sion of our lines, and the more than correspondingly rapid development of the Com
pany's business, will make it necessary to largely increase tllis force from year to 
year. Referring to what has already been said on the subject of railroad compa
nies manufacturing from raw materials, I invite your attention to the fact that of 
this force, about 8,000 m en are engaged in the transformation of crude materials 
into rolling stock and other mil way appliances or in their repair. I assume that 
the present policy has been found wise and satisfactory, and that the Company will 
h ereafter do a still larger proportion of its own m anufacturing and continue to do 
all its repairing. Under these circumstances the improvement of our m echanical 
force, as well as of the machinery in our shops, is a subject well worthy your most 
earnest consideration. 

EXPLAINS WHY THE RANK AND FILE OF B. & 0 . R. R. HAVE LESS EDUCATION THAN 

EMPLOYES OF MOST OTHER ROADS. 

The fact is that the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company has been peculiarly 
fortunate, in the sense that the geographical isolation of its main stem and branches 
has resulted in the gradual formation of a corps of operatives who, by descent, tra
dition and personal attachments, may be said to belong to the Baltimore and Ohio. 
These people a1·e stti generis. From their earliest youth they looked forward t o an 
active participation in the operations of the road as a means of livelihood, and all 
their aspirations and ambitions are associated with its service. This condition has 
been fostered by the custom, which for many years bad the force of unwr itten law, 
and which at the inauguration of the Relief Association was enacted into corporate 
law, by the official pledge of our President and Board of Directors to regard the 
children of m eritorious employes as entitled, by right of their parents' faithful 
ser vice, to priority of appointment, other things being equal, to all positions in the 
Company's gift. This promise has been reiterated and confirmed by yourself, by 
giving exceptional privileges to the families of employes, such as reduced rates of 
transportation, r ecognizing their applications to fill helpers' and apprentices' posi· 
tions at all points on our lines, free tuition in the preparatory classes at Mount 
Clare, etc. , as well as by your contemplated action in connection wit h the Mount 
Airy Home. Undoubtedly all this has resulted in creating and maintaining a corps 
of operatives of exceptional devotion and loyalty, and has in many other ways 

,~. See pages 139-168, of Dr. \V. T. Barnard's report to the President B. & 0. R. R. 
Co. Baltimore, 1886. 
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'advantaged the service; but it has also, in some ways that were unforeseen, proven 
prejudicial to the Company's interests. For eumple, it is well known that the 
inhabitants along our main-stem divisions are disgracefully destitute of educational 
facilities, and this, coupled with the aforesaid sense of proprietorship in all minor 
positions in the service, with the. prevalent idea. that any education or knowledge 
beyond the bounds of his trade is of no practical use to a mechanical workman, and 
that an uneducated boy makes just as good if not a better mechanic than one who 
has an education, has created an indifference as to whether their children get even 
such elementary instruction as may be at their command, and is fatal to the future 
of boys, especially; who, inheriting the same pernicious belief, combine with it a 
natural disposition to have a good time when the day's work is done. It was an 
understanding of this condition of affairs that prompted Mr. Cowen to make the 
appeal quoted on the first page of this Report, and that finally led to the establish
ment of the preparatory school at Mt. Clare. 

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION Th'TO EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF B. & 0. APPREN
TICES IN 1885. 

For several years prior to the issuance of your circular of January 15, 1885 (Ex
hibit A.), the claims of each applicant for apprenticeship and helpers' places at Mt. 
Clare had been passed upon by a board of high and intelligent officers of the Com
pany, and those selected. on the score of fitness and merit, as well as to reward long 
and faithful service of their parents, were supposed to have materially elevated and 
leavened the younger element in the Mt. Clare shops-and, so far as I have learned, 
had done so. Yet, when I inaugurated a series of examinations not more difficult 
nor more technical than those which test the fitness ofchildren to enter the gram
mar schools of most of our Northern cities and towns, it was ascertained that out 
of one hundred and forty-seven apprentices then in service, not one was able to 
pass those examinations, even after due warning and reasonable preparation. 
These examinations (the character of which is indicated by questions given in 
Exhibit X) developed the fact that a majority of our apprentices could not have 
entered an intermediate public school in-say-Washington , where the standard is 
certainly not too high; and yet the education of our Baltimore apprentices may, 
with reason, be assumed to be higher than that of the other apprentices scattered 
among the shops along our main stem and its branches, where school facilities are 
meagre and unsatisfactory. Our service is filled with men who must have been 
boys of just the type I have described, and I think you will not fail to perceive the 
gravity of this statement, upon recalling the testimony heretofore presented of the 
serious loss and other disadvantages of employing ignorant labor , and reflect upon 
the further fact that, where tastes for reading . and study are not cultivated in 
youth, they are seldom acquired in later life by those engaged in manual occupa
tions. 

FAILURE OF MT. CLARE EMPLOYES TO UTILIZE EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES AT THEIR 

COMMAND. 

In proof of this, I cite the fact that, though there is a commodious library and 
reading-room at Mt. Clare, fairly equipped with works on science and industrial 
mechanics, and where all the important scientific journals are displayed for the 
especial benefit to our employes, the record shows that, during the past year, out 
of an average of 3,000 workmen at Mt. Clare, fewer than 50 visited the library at 
all, and fewer than 15 utilized these journals ; thus conclusively showing that they 
have not sufficient education to appreciate these valuable means of further improve
ment. Out of 16,120 books circulated during the year, but 1,816 were of a strictly 
educational character, and they were almost exclusively drawn out by young men 
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and boys attending oui· class-instruction. A very careful canvass last year domon
strated the fact that among this great mass of labnr only one man subscribed to a 
technical jom-nal, and that man was an ordinary mechanic. A logical deduction 
from this record is that our people have little or no knowledge of c urrent improve
ments or of the results of scientific investigations of mechanical subjects and, as a 
rule, they only know methods crude and generally obsolete elsewhere, and observa
t ion confirms this. 

NECESSITY OF EDUCATING B. & 0. EMPLOYES INCREASED BY PRESENT AND CONTEl\1· 

PLATED EXTENSIONS. 

If the foregoing statements satisfy you-as I thoroughly believe myself-that it 
would have been greatly to the ad vantage of our company if not only its apprentices 
and journeymen, but also many of its officers, had received a scientific education, 
or at least a liberal technical training, my object will have been accomplished, and 
it will only remain for me to point out that what is true of the past has greater force 
as regards the future, by reason of the extensions and expenditures that are so 
rapidly expanding our system, and to suggest such a program for technological in
struction in our service as will commend itself to your judgment. 

TECHNOLOGICAL SCHOOL AT MT. C LARE. 

HISTORY OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION AT MT. CLARE. 

On the 15th of January, 1885, you issued an Executive Order (No. 6) providing 
for the school-instruction of the apprentices at Mt. Clare and other Baltimore and 
Ohio shops in Baltimore (Exhibit A), and making an appropriation for that pur
pose. 

Prior to the establishment of school-work at li'Ir. Clare, the Baltimore and Ohio 
apprentices had neither incentive nor opportunity to develop into intelligent 
workmen, so that on starting the classes it was with great difficulty and only by ab
solute compulsion that the attendance of about forty shop-boys was secured. They 
were, with few exceptions, rude and almost unmanageable in the class-room, unin
terested in the instruction, and scarcely able to await t he hour of dismissal, when 
they would vacate the school-room rudely and in haste. Then the class-instruction 
was confined to the most elementary subjects, and the boys were unable or unwill
ing to read technical or scientific books with any show of profit. Now there are 
under school-instruction seventy-five as orderly and polite boys as are to be found 
in any high school of the country, and among the very best of them are boys whoa. 
few months ago were conspicuous for rudeness and insubordination. We have 
had classes of apprentices in geometry, algebra, physics, locomotive engine, 
mechanics, mechanical drawing, free-hand drawing, geometrical drawing, English 
and history, and a valuable method of instruction by special reading, selected and 
recommended by the teachers to each pupil, with special reference ~o his talents 
and the state of his education.* 

*BALTIMORE AND On10 TECHNOLOGICAL ScHOOL CIRCULAR. 

WHAT TO READ. 

BALTIMORE AND Onro EMPLOYES' FREE CIRCULATING LIBRARY. 

"Rending makes a full man." 

This list is intended to suggest books that may be read with interest and profit by the students of 
the Technological School during the summer mouths. Other employes may, however, use the list to 
good advantage in choosing books for themselves and their families. 
It is desired that all apprent ices in the school should report, when the school opens in the fall, how 

many and what books they have read. 
It may require an effort to become interested in some of the books named on this list, but they will, 
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REVOLUTION IN CONDUCT OF APPRENTICES -'.TTENDING CLASS INSTRUCTION. 

Last year, as a. rule, we had to compel boys to take up algebra. and geometry; at 
this time many are promising promptness, regularity and other inducements to 
secure admission to those classes, and a number have become so urgent for higher 
science and mechanical studies (which the limited appropriation now ~~ot our dis
posal prevents ~ from inaugurating) as to create soine embarrassment on our part, 
and some discontent on theirs.* 

EACH EXAMINATION INTRODUCES A BETI'ER ELEMENT INTO THE SERVICE. 

Many of these boys regularly spend ~heir noons studying works in science and 
mechanics, going from shop to shop and from machine to machine, studying the 
principles involved in their construction and operation. Every examination for 
apprentices brings in a better class of applicants ; as the result of which the stand
ard upon which admission to the service is predicated is being gradually raised. 

any of them, amply repay a careful and thoughtful reading, whlle the etrort and application that 
are required will constitute a wholesome mental discipline. The best way to become interested in a 
book that at first seems dry is to read some in it every day. If, however, after giving it several days' 
trial you fail to get interested in it, you had better return it and draw another book; but be sure not 
to give up too soon. 

The best way to profit by what one reads is to read little at& time, but to read often and think much. 
It is an excellent plan to take notes of what you read. 

BOOitB 011' OCBANIO A..II'I'S AND TRADES. 

Locomotive-Engine Driving; Model Locomotive Engineer; Locomotive-Engine Running; The 
Locomotive Engine; Catechism of the Locomotive; American Locomotive Engines; Hand Book of 
the Locomotive; Prac~ical Steam Engineer's Guide; The Steam Engine; Catechism of the Steam 
Engine; Steam Boiler Explosions; The Boiler Maker; Use and Abuse of the Steam Boiler; Pattern 
Maker's Assistant; Mechanic's Tool Book; Workshop Manipulations; Brass Founder's Manual; Manual 
ot Wood Carving; Wood Working Tools; Complete Practical Machinist; The Young Mechanic; Slide 
Valve and Link Motion; Road Master's Assistant; Electro ll1agnets; Dynamo-Electro Machinery. 

BOOitB 011' INVJ:NTION. 

Great Facts, a Populi..r History of the Most Remarkable Inventions; Industrial Biography; Iron 
Workers and Tool .Makers, by Smiles; Edison and His Inventions; Life of Richard Trevithick, with 
a.n Account of His Inventions; Growth of the Steam Engine. 

BOOU 011' SCIENa.. 

How Plants Grow; Cook's New Chemistry; Wonders of Science, or, Young Humphrey Davy; Manual 
of Assaying; Forms of Water; Faraday as a Discoverer; The World's Foundations; Geological 
Sketches; Lessons in Physics; Telegraphy in Theory and in Practice; Light and Electricity; Wonders 
of Electricity; Lessons in Electricity; Earth and Man; Volcanoes; Health and Good Living; History 
of a Mouthful of Bread; The Art of Prolonging Life. 

Note. -Similar lists on History, Biography, Travels, etc., etc.. have been furnlshed scholars from time 
to time. 

*This is partly due to the fact that the classes in mechanics and physics are very interesting, and 
many apprentices who were not allowed to enter them until they acquired a certain perfection in 
algebra and geometry, have been promised technical and sclentificcla.ss-instruction ne:rl year if they 
achieve that proficiency. We have had no trouble in inreresting boys in drawing, because they, in 
common with other workmen and the foremen at Mt. Clare, recognize Its direct help in their trades, 
and a. strong sentiment a t Mt. Clare has always favored that department of the school. The same 

·sentiment is just as strongly against the teaching of mathematics, pure science, etc., doubtless because 
the direct infiuence of such studies upon their interests is not perceived. When, however, mathemat. 
leal and scientific studies are asssociated with class-instruction in such technical subjects as the loco
motive engine, steam. workshop appliances, methods of working iron and steel, and kindred subjects, 
an immediate interest and appreciation is developed. 
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RESULTS OF COMPULSORY INSTRUCTION OF APPRENTICES. 

I have used this home illustration to show that, while it is true you cannot force 
a boy to learn (for education is a growth that comes from within, and no amount 
of compulsion or outward pressure can directly force profitable r esults), yet, where 
instruction is intelligently conducted, voluntary interest on the part of scholars 
and speedy improvement are almost sure to follow. The rapid advancement of the 
apprentice class at :M:t. Clare, in point of ability and willingness to sacrifice pleasure 
to strict application to study, is very marked, and sufficiently proves the foregoing 
assertion. This j_nstruction, though more general and less connected than would 
be desirable under a permanent organization, has, in a marked degree, promoted a 
sentiment of regard for and interest in knowledge of the principles upon which 
mechanical work is based. Many who previously were content t o know how to do 
things, are now inquiring into the reasons for what they are doing. 

It is 11ot, however, to be understood that the foregoing statements apply to all the 
appentices who were in our service in Baltimore at the inauguration of instruction 
at Mt. Clare. or that the present classes are wholly composed of such apprentices. 

BUT FEW OLD APPRENTICES FOUND lllENABLE TO DISCIPLI NE AND INSTRUCTION. 

Of those boys examined under your order of January 15, 1885, only 40 were found 
amenable to school-discipline and sufficiently grounded in the common English 
branches to justify the hope that, with such fw·ther academic training as our fa
cilities afforded, they could profit by the proposed technical course to the extent of 
even qualifying themselves for graduation as mechanics; while, as aforesaid, not 
one of this large class of apprentices possessed sufficient elementary knowledge to 
permit of his entermg upon the higher stlldies necessary to qualify him for an 
officer's position in the service. 

REGULATIONS GOVERNING ADMISSION OF APPRENTICES TO SERVICE. 

It being thus manifested that we had no material from which to manufacture 
efficient officers, nor were likely to acquire any under the then existing system, a 
general order was, at my instance, issued by the General Manager, promulgating 
regulations for the future admission of apprentices, and prescribing the minimum 
quahfications of candidates; which, while neither onerous nor of a high grade, pro
vided a sufficient foundation for the technical instruction necessary to make a fairly 
educated mechanic. 

LINES UPON WHICH INSTRUCTION HAS BEEN CONDUCTED. 

In the same general order (which had your personal approval) the lines upon which 
it was then and is still proposed to conduct the educational work at Mt. Clare 
were defined in general terms, though no provision has ever been made for com
m encing the higher instruction therein contemplated. This general order is quoted 
in Exhibit U. While, owing to the exigencies of the service, it has notal ways been 
found expedient to reject all applicants for apprenticeship who failed to pass sat
isfactorily the preliminary examination, all recently appointed at Mt. Clare have 
been subjected to this ordeal; the result being that the new appointees are far 
more intelligent, better educated, and generally come from a better class than per
haps had ever before been admitted to your shops. 

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION P ROHIBI TORY TO UNEDUCATED SONS OF Ei\IPLOYES. 

For the reasons above given, this course has been almost prohibitory to the sons 
of old employes, only 32 of whom, out of a total of 95, have passed the examina-
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tions since March, 1885. The immediate effect of this is that our employes are be
ginning to realize that the present- is to be a permanent policy, and under this 
stimulating knowledge they are much more generally than formerly compelling 
their sons to attend school. As aforesaid, the mere public announcement of the 
proposed technological school at Mt. Clare attracted to our monthly examinations 
a very superior class of young men, many of whom, having entered under the a~ 
prentice regulations, are now prepared for th~ cadet course as soon as it is inaugu
rated. 

EMBARRASSMENTS .A.Tl'ENDING CLASS INSTRUCTION. 

Tbe capacity and the elementary knowledge possessed by the individual mem
bers of a large class of boys collected under such varying conditions as those nar
rated above, differs very greatly in degree, and it therefore became a serious 
problem how to arrange their studies so as to bring them under general class
instruction. 

A'l'TEMI'T TO INCREASE EFFICIENCY OF ALL .APPRENTICES BY ORGANIZING SEPARATE 
CLASS INSTRUCTION FOR DIFFERENT GRADES, 

It was clearly futile to expect any material advancement in scholastic or techni
cal knowledge of the mass of apprentices then in the service, and yet where so 
much material was going to waste it was our evident duty to attempt to enhance 
its ultimate value to the company ; therefore, the course of instruction was framed 
with special reference to its practical utility in, first, advancing the entire force of 
apprentices within reach of its influence in their sev~ral mechanical pursuits; 
secondly, in advancing the theoretical instruction (as far as might be practicable 
with the limited means at hand) of such apprentices as past examinations had 
shown to be possessed of sufficient common-school education to justify the hope 
that, without additional school-training in academic branches, they could be edu
cated to the standard of good officers or, at least, of first-class mechanics; and 
thirdly, in giving such special instruction of a higher character, as our means 
afforded, to those who, entering the services under the new order of things, were 
found sufficiently advanced to receive it with profit. 

DffiECT BEARING OF SCHOOL INSTRUCTION UPON SHOP WORK PARAMOUNT. 

It was deemed of paramount importance that, so far as might be practicable, the 
work of the school should have a direct bearing upon, and an immediate connec
tion with, the various duties in the shops with which those under inst':uction were 
or might be charged. Realizing how materially the value even of an otherwise 
uneducated mechanic is augmented by facility in making and reading working 
drawings, an effort was made to give systematic instruction in drawing to as many 
apprentices as our limited number of teachers and small class-spac~ permitted. I 
have already reported that this part of the tea{:hing was well received and has been 
measurably successful; about 60 boys taking two drawing lessons each week, 
aggregating eight or nine lessons per month ; and this alone cannot fail to increase 
their usefulness to the Company. 

DIFFICULTY OF COMBINING SCHOOL .AND SHOP INSTRUCTION WITHOUT CONFLICT OF 

AUTHORITY. 

It was a simple matter to provide for such academic instruction as it was deemed 
expedient to give apprentices, and also for the examination of those wishing to 
enter the service, but very difficult to devise a satisfactory yet efficient plan of shop
instruction which, while bearing directly upon the apprentices' daily duties, should 
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not conflict therewith. As the result of repeated conferences with the General 
Manager and the heads of mechanical departments, a series of regulations was form
ulated. defining the jurisdiction of the technological instructor and the shop authori
ties respectively over apprentices, and promulgated by the General Manager 
(Exhibit V). This order was measurably effective, though, as was to be expected 
from a dual authority, opposition was engendered, and the instructors have not 
received such cordial support from .some of those immediately in charge of the 
mechanical operations of the shops as would have made their labors effective in 
the highest degree. If you conclude to continue technological instruction at Mt. 
Clare, this phase of the subject will need further careful consideration and revision. 

It is not an easy task to present novel educational methods through the medium 
of reports which cover a limited experience; while many beneficial and potent 
r esults cannot be sho~n at all by such means. In fact, though we see that educa
tion affects people morally, mentally and physically, and that where intelligence 
abounds there are prosperity, general contentment and happiness,- while supersti
tion, perversity and dissipation are the handmaidens of ignorance,- it is one of 
those intangible things which, though potent in results, is not to be measured by 
and material standard. 

REPORTS OF INSTRUCTORS ON SCHOOL WORK AT MT. CLARE. 

Still it is very necessary that you and others who may be called upon to consider 
the expediency of continuing and enlarging this instruction, should thoroughly 
understand what has been accomplished by the expenditure already made, and 
perhaps I cannot give you this information more accurately than by referring to 
the reports of the several instructors, covering the entire period of instruction at 
Mt. Clare, and they are accordingly appended to this r eport as Exhibit W. 

MONEY APPROPRIATED FOR MT. CLARE SCHOOL WELL SPENT. 

I think the facts shown in that Exhibit and in Exhibits U and V will convince 
you, or any other fair-minded man, that, despite the difficulties inherent in the un
dertaking itself; the misunde.rstandings and, in some cases, the outspoken opposi
tion of some of our shop officials, and the educational deficiencies of the boys who 
were first brought under school-discipline, much absolute good has been accomp
lished by the tentative instruction at Mt. Clare, and that your appropriation has 
been well expended, with substantial benefit to the service. H ad the school received 
that hearty co-operation and encouragement it deserved, the results would have 
been more tangible and far more valuable; but quite enough is set forth in these 
r eports to prove, without the aid of testimony or the cogent a1·gument cited in the 
preceding pages, that this plan of technological instruction would, if elaborated and 
permanently established, be productive of economic results. 

Your attention is especially invited to the dozen drawings accompanying this re
port, which are the work of regular apprentices, all of whom, with one or two ex
ceptions, have entered the service since the school commenced, and most of whom 
are apprentices of less than a year's service. They show something of the work of 
one department only, but are by no means exceptional in their excellence. 

INSTRUCTION AT lilT. CLARE HAS DEVELOPED APTITUDES AND HAS GENERALLY AD

V ANCED STUDENTS. 

The results of our instruction in science and mechanics, and in other branches, 
though less tangible, are equally as great; the former especially having developed 
habits of thought, observation, inquiry and definite expressions that far surpass 
what I had supposed possible under prevailing conditions. 
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Of course much remains to be thought out and experimentally applied before an 
harmonious practical curriculum for a. technological railroad school ca.n be per
fected ; but any further money appropriated in this connection :vill, proportionately, 
be much more remunerative in valuable results th&n what has already ~n ex
pended, and the experience gained by our teachers will enable them, hereafter, to 
a. void many mistakes and to master many difficulties that to the novice might seem 
insurmountable. 

SCHOOL WORK AT MT. CLARE ORIGINAL IN CHARACTER, AND HAS SOLVED PROBLEM 
OF CONNECTING SHOP WORK AND SCHOOL INSTRUCTION. 

It is also to be borne in mind that the preliminary work already performed in the 
Mt. Clare School has largely been original (for the experience of neither our univer
sities, colleges nor technical schools could be of much service to us in combining 
school and shop-instruction). There were really no precedents to guide us in shap
ing a course of instruction for railroad shops ; for while in Europe there are numer
ous technological schools most of them bear on industries of a different type from 
railroading, and even the few that are directly connected with railway corporations · 
have been in operation only a short tinie and are formulated on foreign methods 
and necessities, and their courses of study could not effectively be introduced in 
this country. It is, therefore, gratifying to be able to state that several well-known 
and experienced scientists and educators have expressed the view that, in many 
respects, the Mt. Clare Scho:>l is successfully working out problems in the line of 
connecting shop-work and school-instruction, and the direct application ·of the lat
ter to the former, that no attempts had previously been made to solve. 

INSTRUCTION AT MT. CLARE PECULIARLY VALUABLE IN EXPERIENCE OF SHOP AND 
SCHOOL WORK. 

.As might naturally be supposed, the shop and class-instruction of the apprentices 
at Mt. Clare during the past twenty months has afforded us not only an i.n.sight into 
the methods of administration and practice of those works, but also a full realiza
tion of the difficulties which will be encountered in-planting a permanent system 
of technological instruction in the Baltimore and Ohio service. In this experi
mental work our teachers have acquired peculiarly valuable experience and knowl
edge of the lines upon which that instruction, to be succeSsful, must be conducted. 
This knowledge is unrecorded, and, were it certain you would continue this educa
tional work, might profitably be incorporated in this report; but it ca.n speedily be 
formulated upon ca.ll, and I therefore close this particular branch of the subject 
with some general considerations. 

What has been said in general terms as to the method of educating apprentices 
in the Mt. Clare shops applies with equal force to our entire mechanical depart
ment. The old system of indenture in this country involved a definite responsi
bility on the part of the employer for the skill of the boys who graduated from his 
shops, which in fact has long ceased to exist, and, generally speaking, all that 
remains of the apprentice system of former days is an erroneous assumption in the 
public mind that, at the expiration of four years' service as a so-called apprentice, 
a boy possesses the skill and is entitled to the compensation of a journeyman. 

B. & 0. SYSTEM OF APPRENTICESHIP ERRONEOUS, MISLEADING, .AND INEFFICIENT. 

So far as the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is concerned, the observations of six 
years convince me that this term ' 'apprentice" is an entire misnomer as applied to 
the boys in our shops, who can only. be classified as '' helpers " and ' ' laborers ;" for 
they do not receive such instruction as is necessary to make them intelligent me-
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chanics, and though, from the nature of their work, they necessarily, in four years' 
service, acquire a certain amount of manual dexterity, few of them have, at the 
expiration of that term, attained to such a degree of expertness and general knowl
edge of the several branches of t heir trades as would justify a great corporation 
certifying them to the world as skilled workmen.* 

LABOR OF BOYS IN MACHINE SHOPS. 

Much of the light and low-grade work in the manufacturing and repair shops of 
a railroad can be economically and successfully performed by uneducated boys and, 
in an emergency, much of the current work of such shops could temporarily be 
undertaken by them. But mere expertness in running a few machines (which may 
be acquired by mere repetition), even when supplemented by manual dexterity in 
some branches of a trade, does not take such help out of the category of unedu
cated labor. 

TERM "AP PRENTICE" A MISNOMER. 

Helpers and laborers only they are, and helpers and laborers they will remain to 
the end of the chapter , under the system of handling apprentices now in vogue in 
our shops. Indeed I understand that no difference in pay is maintained in our Mt. 
Clare shops between " helpers" and apprentices. Of course I know that it would 
be unwise, in the present condition of the labor market from which this Company 
draws its supply, to reject the services of every mechanic ·who did not come up t o 
a high standard, but ne•ertheless t he Company loses money by employing such 
people, and should at least make a well-defined distinction between the pay and 
rating of a properly educated artisan and of one whose only qualification is manual 
skill. In order to secure substantial improvement in our mechanical service there 
must be a point of departure, and I think you will find none better than that here 
indicated. 

RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO EMPLOYMENT AND PROMOTION OF APPRENTICES. 

To make a practical application of this view, I submit that no young man, what
ever his length of service with the Company may have been, should receive the 
designation or the pay of a journeyman until it is demonstrated by examinations, as 
well as by actual work, that he possesses the theoretical knowledge as well as the 
manual dexterity which in advanced mechanical centres is accepted as the standard 
of a skilled artisan. Also that the rule which requires all boys applying for service 
at Mt. Clare to pass an examination equivalent in grade to that which admits boys 
to our intermediate schools (or at the ma..'Cimum to our grammar schools), shall be con
tinued and extended over our entire system; that where the exigencies of the serv
ice require the employment of a larger number of boys than can be found qualified 
for this examination , all applicants shall nevertheless be examined and their status 
and permanency in the service thus determined. In other words, that all boys 
found lacking in the prescribed mental qualifications, but whose services are 
needed, shall be rated as helpers or laborers, on a progressively lower scale of wages 
than apprentices of same length of service receive; that while the sons of our em-

·»" Investigations in the shops, by conversation and observation, have developed 
the fact that many boys or young men had completed or nearly completed their 
apprenticeship in the machine-shops without being able to tell the difference bet ;veen 
cast and wrought iron; without knowing whether steel is a native or manufactured 
product, and equally ignorant of many other simple, though important and signifi
cant,facts which are intimately related totheir trades."-[Vide Report Tech. Sclwol 
Principal, Ex. W,] 
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ployes shall still have the preference of appointment, when their education is as
certained by an examination to equal that of their competitors-and not otherwise, 
after admission their examiriation and scholastic records shall determine their ad
vancement, or retention, should a reduction of force occur. The present form of 
indenture of apprentices should be modified to accord with General Order No. 5 of 
January 15, 1885, General Manager's Office, and by further provisions th8.t no ap
prentice shall be entitled to additional wages at the expiration of each year's service, 
until he has passed the annual academic examinations of his grade; that no appren
tice shall be rated or paid as a journeyman until, in addition to completing the usual 
shop-course, he obtains a certificate of graduation from the journeyman's course of 
school-studies. The wisdom of such provisions is too patent to need illustration. 

DISCUSSES DESIRABILITY OF EMPLOYING GRADUATES OF TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITU· 

TIONS IN RAILROAD SERVICE. 

In this connection, it is important to recall to your mind what has been said 
about employing the graduates of technological institutes in. rail way service, because 
that has a material bearing upon the proposition to establish a school devoted ex
clusively to the education of railway officers and apprentices. At the present mo
ment especially, our system is undergoing a reorganization, and in many respects a 
development, that offers an exceptionally favorable opportunity to supplement the 
practical experience and technical knowledge of those subordinate officers charged 
with the details of our transportation, mechanical and road departments, with 
modern practice as taught in our best technological schools. By this I mean that 
the selection of a. limited number of technological-school graduates for special in
struction in the cadet course above outlined would, at a. comparatively early date, 
provide the service with assistant foremen, supervisors, etc., who would el~vate 
and educate those immediately above and surrounding them, while the conserva
tism of their superior officers would neutralize their inexperience in technical de
tails, temper their zeal, and reduce their theories to practical applications service
able to the Company. While, for the reasons already stated, it is believed the ap
pointment of technological graduates to positions of responsibility in railway serv. 
ice would not prove as satisfactory as the policy of securing boys well grounded in 
elementary studies and then educating them as specialists in railway theory and 
practice, there is much that can be urged in favor of their appointment as cadets, 
as combining the elements of economy and iriunediate results which, in our present 
situation, commends that course to your favorable consideration. This r eport con
tains conclusive testimony as to the facility and rapidity with which intelligent 
technological scholars absorb and assimilate a practical knowledge of the trades 
and professions with which they become associated, and I think no one who has 
read it would doubt that this plan would at least yield a profitable return, through 
the elevation of the p ersonnel of the service and the introduction of scientific and 
modern mechanical processes to our pra<:tice. 

TECHNOLOGICAL SCHOOL GRADUATES WOULD MAKE DESIRABLE SUBORDINATE OFFI · 

CERS AND TEACHERS. 

To reinforce this view, let me ask you to reflect upon the results that would 
surely follow the assignment to each of our Mt. Clare shop,;, after some specific 
instruction in railroad matters, of one or more assistant foremen, selected from the 
higher graduates of our best mechanical schools. You cannot fail to realize that 
such a policy would soon produce a revolution in the social status and in the prac
tical mechanical operations of those shops which. would greatly advantage the 
service generally. Another result would be ,that this corps of assistant foremen 
and supervisors, who would soon acquire practical experience and the th.eories of 
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economy which form the groundwork of your administration, would furnish just 
the talent now needed for teaching the younger element of the service--i. e. teach
ers combining theoretical and technical knowledge with such experience as would 
give them an appreciation of the lines of instruction that would yield the most 
practical a nd economic results. 

APPROVES CONTINUING PLA.l'l OF INSTRUCTION ANNOUNCED IN JANUARY, 1885. 

General Order No. 5, of J anua.ry 15, 1885 (Exhibit U), though purposely made 
general and tentative in character , in order that we might profit by future experi
ence, still very well expresses my judgment as to the lines upon which ~he proposed 
educational work should be conducted. 

The plan outlined in that order contemplates: 
1. Instruction (in the apprentice class, of such boys now in or hereafter admitted 

to the service as can pass the examination therein indicated), of a character that 
will make them skilled and intelligent mechanics. Sttch apprentices as, in this 
course, developed a fair amount or ability and fidelity would, naturally, graduate 
into the second or Cadet class. This ji?·st class course should, however, provide 
within itself all the elements of technical instruction necessary to complete a jour
neyman's education. 

2. The Second 01' Oadet cou1·se should also be complete within itself, and should 
provide such technical instruction in all the departments of railway service as 
would fit its students for all subordinate positi011s of responsibility and trust in the 
service-corresponding to what is known in European schools afl the foremen's 
course of study. This course, while involving more thorough and wider theoret
ical instruction than the apprentice course, should, to the greatest extent possible, 
be framed with r eference to the practical mechanical operations of t he shops and of 
the service generally. 

Unless very radical changes can be effected in the common-school methods prac
tised in Baltimore, I apprehend that a very small proportion of the apprentice class 
will be able to take this higher instruction, and that we will have t o look to the 
graduates of technological and science schools in other sections of the country that 
do afford industrial education to their citizens, for the material to constitute our 
cadet class. I look with regret upon this prospect, having a strong bias towards 
the development of local talent; but in t his connection public considerations must 
be made subservient to our corporate needs. The '\videspread interest developed 
outside of Baltimore in the technological work at Mount Clare, and the numerous 
applications for admission to that school from the graduates of technological and 
science schools and others of equal mental discipline, give full assurance of an_ un
limited source of supply, and that this class will not only provide subordinate offi
cers in sufficient numbers to meet the utmost demands of the service, but also men 
whose primary education will qualify them for still higher positions. 

3. It will be the object of the Thi1·d or Oadet Officers' course to give to those who 
graduate with honor from the second class (and who have therein shown themselves 
possessed of ability and educational qualifications above the average) further tech· 
nical t raining, of a still higher and more comprehensive type, which, when com· 
bined with familiarity with the operations of the various departments of the service, 
will go far towards qualifying the students of that course for the highest positions 
in the Company's gift. To this end, oppor tunity should be afforded the pupils of 
this course, in its last year, to actively participate in the production, care, repair and 
improvement of railway plant and in the practical operations of the service. This 
could readily be done-and with advantage to the service also- by distributing these 
students among the several departments as assistants- at the same time maintain· 
ing their connection with the school for further educational purposes. I have alreadY 
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shown how such an infusion of new blood into our mechanic&! and operative de
partments would inure to the benefit of the Company. 

In the apprentice course, school-instruction should be made secondary to s~op
work, while in the higher courses shop-work should always be secondary to mental 
training. 

CLASS INSTRUCTION INAUGURATED AT KT. CLARE SHOULD BE EXTENDED OVER 

IINTIRE SYSTEM. 

Although the foregoing relates especially to instruction in Baltimore, the plan has 
been drafted in a more general sense, and contemplates the gradual extension of 
this educational movement over our entire system. While Baltimore will always 
be the center of such a movement, I apprehend no great difficulty in extending the 
apprentice course, at least~ over the entire road, by establishing night-schools for 
drawing, mathematics, and elementary science, or securing the introduction of our 
boys into such schools as are already in operation, and the modification of their cur
riculum in the manner indicated. · A cheap provision'for such elementary instruc
tion can be made by gradually tral;ll!ferring the young graduates from the Mt. Clare 
School to our divisional repair shop as assistants, and requiring them to take charge 
of these night-schools, and of the shop-instruction and supervision of apprentices, 
under a similar plan to that now in force at Mt. Clare-with, of course, such modi
fications as local differences and experience may suggest as desirable. 

REASONS WHY ALL APPLICANTS FOR APPRENTICESHIP SHOULD BE EXAMINED. 

The statement in Mr. Coler's report (Exhibit W) that not one of five hundred ap
prentices examined in and out of Baltimore was able t6 pass a.--very simple exam
ination, gives great .force to hie recommendation that the present system of a 
preliminary E>.xa.mination as a condition of apprenticeship (which has been in oper
ation in Baltimore for the past two years) shall be enforced in all the shops of our 
service. This preliminary examination has worked admirably, and, if enforced 
throughout the service, will secure a class of workmen of greater intelligence than 
now operate your shops; and lead to improvements in machinery, economical 
methods of labor and avoidance of accidents. Even though you may .not finally 
determine to inaugurate the educational work herein ·proposed, t he system of pre
liminary examination should be maintained and extended as a condition of appren
ticeship. 

In course of my investigation of this subject I have accumulated a large mass of 
data. relating to the organ~tion, management and results of technological and 
science schools, which it is not necessary to incorporate in this report, but which 
would be of material assistance should the Baltimore and Ohio Company decide to 
convert the present experimental teaching at Mt. Clare into a permanent bureau or 
department for educating officers and skilled artisans for its service. 

SUGGESTS LINES UPON WHICH TECHNOLOGICAL WORK SHOULD BE CONDUcr.t'ED. 

In the event of favorable action upon this school:question, I would recommend 
that the details of organization, the preparation of courses of study, etc., be en
trusted to a commission; some of whose members should be the most experienced 
and successful educators that can be found in the technological field, while others 
should not only have a wide mechanical knowledge, combined with practical expe
rience in the application of mechanics to those industries connected with railway 
service, but should likewise be thoroughly conversant with the methods andre.: 
quirements of that service as OO'TUlfueted in this country. Such expert talent can 
be had and, if the subject is to be pursued at all, its importance demands tbat DO 
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pains or reasonable expense should be spared in getting a right start. Indeed the 
ultimate success of such a measure would mainly depend upon the wisdom and 
discretion of those who planned its details. Such a commission (aided by the local 
and technical knowledge of intelligent representatives of our administrative and 
operating departments, and by the experience of the teachers at Mt. Clare, which, 
in this connection, would be invaluable); performing its labors with courage, yet 
caution; realizing that the value and therefore the life of such a school depended 
altogether upon its usefulness in increasing the efficiency and economy of railroad 
operations, could, I doubt not, devise a system of instruction that would accom
plish fully as great practical results as have ever been achieved in the field of in
dustrial education.* 

WHAT MT. CLARE SCHOOL SHOULD AIM TO ACCOMPLISH. 

The great aim of the Mt. Clare School, if it is to be maintained, should be a com
bination of theory and practice, by the daily application, in the workshop, of the 
theoretical instruction received in the school-room. I cannot impress upon you 
too strongly the impracticability of attempting to teach trades, or to fit youth for 
the practical work of life by such theo1·etical inst1·uction and casual practice as are 
given in most of our so-called trade schools. Our Mt. Clare classes in physics and 
mechanics are now taught to apply principles for themselves, so far as time and 
apparatus will permit, somewhat after the order of common-school instruction 
practised on the Continent, and described by Matthew Arnold in the October num
ber of the Centu1·y, and this practice has given satisfactory results, though not 
such as would have been secured by a cordial co-operation between the shop au
thorities and the school instructors. If the school is reorganized with more space 
and apparatus, and on a practical plan of supplementing class-instruction with 
work in t he shop, or, more properly speaking, of systematically adapting school in
struction to the current work of the shops, you will soon see a marked improve
ment in the mechanical operations of those shops. 

WHAT B. & 0 . R. R. CAN REASONABLY DO TO PROMOTE TECHNICAL EDUCATION, 

I have gone into this matter at length, because it is important you should 
fully realize that our great want is the technical education of our people; that to 
educate for railroad work, even the best course of technical study must be supple
mented with pt·actical instruction in the workshop and in the administrative and 
operative offices, and that no technical course for railroad people could profitably 
be conducted in any school without immediate access to workshops and plant in 
all phases of operation, construction and maintenance; that, in its corporate inter
ests, the Baltimore and Ohio Company could well afford to provide this practical 
knowleC:ge and a certain amount of school-instlu ction, upon the plans outlined in 
connection with the Mt. Clare works; but while that plan contemplates a selection 

*Dr. Hall, of the Hopkins University, in response to a r equest of one of our 
teachers for advice on the subject of a suitable course of study for Mt. Clare ap
prentices, said in substance that the subject involved one of the hardest and most 
peculiar questions in education; that to formulate such a course would not only 
require an intimate knowledge of the wants of the Company and of the service of 
its various shops, as well as of the work and results of the leading industrial schools 
of the country, but would also take at least six months of his undivided time. I 
cite this statement of one of our most experienced educators merely to show that 
the subject is one of great complexity, that cannot be safely enttusted to any but 
the learned and experienced. 
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of studies from the different engineering courses in connection with other subjectlil 
that bear directly upon railroad interests, this (l9mpany cannot be expected to take 
the place of our colleges and universities in developing special aptitudes. 

RELATIONSHIP OF JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY TO B. & O. CO., AND WHAT IT 
SHOULD DO TO AID LATTER IN ITS EDUCATIONAL MOVEMENT. 

I have elsewhere (pp. 77-78) alluded . to the material influence which the Johns 
Hopkins University should-but does not--exert upon our service. I have also 
shown how the vital interests of the former are involved in the prosperity of the 
latter, and have referred at length to the intimate relations existing between the 
Johns Hopkins University and this Company. Had that intimate connection not 
existed, I should not have felt justified in criticising, in this report, the policy and 
methods of its management; but as that association dofs exist in fad, and as I con
sider the objects this report is intended to subserve are-in a refiEIX sense-as vital 
to the Hopkins University as to the railroad itself, I have felt as free to com
ment upon its methods as upon our own. The prime need of the University is the 
greatest attainable income from its endowment compatible with security. The 
greater portion of its capital being invested in Baltimore and Ohio securities, it is 
fair to assume that the first desire of its trustees is the permanency and commer
cial success of that road. The great influence of technical education upon the pros
perity and net earning capacity of industrial corporations (among which must be 
classed the Baltimore and Ohio) is so clearly and unquestionably shown in this re
port, as is also the low edudational standard of the community from which this 
service draws its main supply of labor, that it seems only neoessa.ry to point out 
the relations which these interests bear to each other and the need that exists for 
the aid which the University could so effectively give, to secure the hearty ap
proval and co-operation of its trustees and faculty in judici<?us efforts to elevate 
our service. They are eminently qualified to appreciate the value of intelligent 
and scientific methods, and I need hardly point out that, as it is very doubtful if 
the University could get a better investment for its endowment than that it now 
holds in our securities, the best way to make their endowment highly renumera.. 
tive and permanently secure is to follow the lines herein indicated, and that any 
expenditure or sacrifice they might make in this connection would be a wise in
surance of their capital against depreciation. 

From an outside point of view, it would seem as though so large a shareholder in 
the Baltimore and Ohio Company should take a more lively interest in the affairs 
of that corporation than it has done, and that pride, no less than self-interest, 
should prompt it to supplement our efforts by remodeling its curriculum so as to 
afford better facilities to the general public of Baltimore, and especially to those in 
our service who may develop a capacity for, higher instruction than will be 

·obtainable under the proposed Baltimore and Ohio program; which, while provid
ing a very substantial foundation, cannot undertake to give advanced instruction 
in engineering and other higher branches of scientific and mechanical knowledge.* 

* That a railroad company as such would not be justified in furnishing means for 
such an extensive course as would accomplish all the objects herein viewed, and 
that, without public or private assistance, its efforts must at best be devoted to 
affording thorough instruction in those elmnentary branches which will give the 
most practical and immediate return to the railroad, is made patent by the follow
ing considerations : 
. Engineering, though important, is only a part of what must be taught in a course 
intended to fully qualify young men for the higher walks of railroad life, and yet 
to provide the necessary buildings, apparatus and a corps of suitable instructors to 

ART-"YOL 4--10 
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Certainly neither this community nor our country at large would be the losers, if 
in order to inaugurate such a course, it was found even necessary to curtail its 
present program, which is currently recognized as aiming to devote the University 
to original research and to finishing (in its highest sense) the education of the 
graduates of our other universities. 

WHAT PROGRAl\I OF JANUARY 15, 1885, FOR EDUCATING B. & 0 . EMPLOYES RElh.LY 
SIGNIFIES IN ITS RELATION TO GENERAL INTERESTS. 

In conclusion, I beg to say that, while of course I desired and earnestly endeav
ored to obtain the most p1;actical results for the Company, in return for its expendi
tures, your order of January 15, 1885, had, to my mind, a much greater significance 
than attached to a course of mere experinlental instruction of ignorant apprentices. 
I clearly realized that this atten.pt to influence the methods and practices of a great 
industry, by carrying systematic mental instruction into its workshops, was really 
inviting a public determination of the question whether or not systematic techno
logical instruction, under corporate auspices (and therefore under the 1nost javo1·able 
conditions) was practicable; and if practicable, economical and otherwise desirable. 
If an experiment, conducted as this was to be, under the supe1·vision and control 
of a great corporation, whose wealth, thorough organization, commercial, manu
facturing and transportation operations and interests, combined with its well-known 
desire to elevat.e its employes, failed of success, no other railroad or other large 
industrial corporation would be likely, in the near future, to renew the attempt to 
graft upon our democratic institutions the system of technological instruction pur
sued abroad with material advantage to all concerned. 

B. & O. PROGRAl\I AN ENTffiELY NEW DEPARTURE IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND 

WORK. 

Another consideration which gave me great concern in this connection was that 
the program announced in your order was substantially novel in this country, both 
in respect to educational and industrial practices, in that it contemplated, on the 
one hand, reversing the present steady tendency of our technological and science 
schools towards the theoretical rather than the practical in mechanical and kindred 
studies, while, on the other hand, it proposed making school-instruction directly 
supplemental to the usual shop-work of apprentices and others-professedly for the 
purpose of elevating and diverting the mechanical and other operations of a great 
corporation from obsolete to modern practice- a plan that, so far as I am able to 
learn, has never before been practically attempted in this country. The idea of 
such a school is just as new in the line of school-work and education as railroading 
was in the line of transportation fifty years ago. 

teach that branch alone, in its advanced stages, would require a very considerable 
annual appropriation. 

In Cornell, as I am informed, the faculty of civil engineering alone includes nine 
teachers, while Stevens Insti tute, which provides only for a course in Mechm~ical 
Engineering, has a corps of twelve teachers, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 
Troy, N. Y., provides a corps of nineteen teachers for advanced instruction only in 
Civil Engineering-the conditions of admission requiring students to be well 
grounded in elementary studies. True, some of the instructors in Cornell teach in 
other departments, but then the students of engineering get part of their instruction 
in allied departments. A course in any one kind of engineering would require the 
full time of at least six teachers. To secure first-class men for these positions 
would necessitate a large expenditure. 
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W1U.T IT MAY LEAD TO IN A NATIONAL SENSE. 

If, under this program, it could be clearly demonstrated that a. bureau or depart. 
mant established for the specific education of railroad officers and artisans to a. 
higher than the current professional standard was rea.lly a practicable and eco
nomic adjunct to the operative, administrative and executive departments of Ameri
can railways, it would not be extravagant to hope for a general industrial educational 
movement, not only on behalf of the half million men engaged in railroading, but, 
such an one as has been vigorously advocated by a. large number of our wisest 
citizens, irrespective of class and profession, as well as by intelligent workmen in 
various sections of the country (vide p. 65). A movement that, though originated 
by the potent agency of self-interest, would finally reach beyond all sordid consid
erations and result in improving the entire mass of our laboring population, and in 
elevating the United States more nearly to her proper rank among the industrial 
nations. 

ANALOGY BETWEEN THE MILITARY, NAVAL, AND RAILROAD PROFESSIONS. 

Reference has previously been made to the analogy between railroading and our 
military and naval services. An intima~ acquaintance of many years with the 
details of military organization and service, and a. more general yet practical knowl
edge of the systems under which our navy and railroad properties are operated, has 
perhaps specially qualified me to appreciate what is common to them all, and I 
have bet>n greatly impressed with the belief that the educational measures and 
methods which have made our military and naval officers professionally so efficient, 
would prove equally efficacious if applied, with necessary modifications, to railroad 
service. 

In closing this report it is proper to express my sincere regret that my own want 
of experience and fitness for the task bas necessitated the preparation of such a 
lengthy paper, in order to intelligently place before you information that others 
better qualified could have more clearly and succinctly stated. On reviewing these 
pages, I observe that they bear evidences of spasmodic · effort, and, in a. certain 
sense, of evolution of thought, which is additional matter for regret; but the sub
ject is of such a. character as to demand for its satisfactory presentation a. consecu
tive research and study which press of other and onerous duties altogether pre
cluded me from giving it. The same causes operated to prevent an earlier conclu
sion of my task. 

In thus relinquishing all further responsibility and connection with this very in
teresting but exacting subject, I desire to say that, in stating facts fearlessly and 
expressing my own views frankly, I have been governed solely by a desire to elevate 
the morale and efficiency of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and its allied interests 
and, incidentally, to advance the industrial education- and as a necessary conse
quence the material prosperity-of this community. 

Respectfully submitted : 
W. T. BARNARD, 

Assistant to President. 

The following "Exhibits" which show :fi:J:st the executive order, 
authorising and creating the school, and then the proposed classifi
cation of the several departments of the school; the preliminary 
examinations, physical and intellectual, of proposed students ; the 
reports of the Principal, and the several teachers, giving a view of 
the school both as planned and as put in operation ; are here inserted 
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to complete t he account of this incompleted Educational Experiment. 
The several exhibits omitted are given to accounts of European and 
American Technical Schools and quotations from various authori
ties, some of which will be indicated when the earlier portions of 
the Report are abstracted for the Appendix. 

EXHIBIT A. 

EXECUTIVE ORDER FOR THE INAUGURATION OF SCHOOL INSTRUCTION .AT MT. 

Executive Order } 
No.6. 

CLARE. 

BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY, 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, 

Baltinwre, January 15, 1885. 
The inauguration of a Baltimore and Ohio Technological School for the promo

tion of a higher course of instruction for the apprentices of this service than that 
now pmsued, with headquarters at Mt. Clare, Baltimore, and conducted under the 
superintendence of a board of seven du:ectors, appointed annually by the President 
of this Company, is announced. 

:r.ressrs. J ohn K . Cowen, E. J. D. Cross, Dr. Charles M. Cresson, Andrew Ander
son , Dr. W. T. Barnard, Bradford Dunham and Charles Selden are hereby appointed 
such directors for the calendar year 1885. 

The course and method of instruction in its several departments, and the opera
tions of the Technological School, shall be governed by regulations prescribed by 
its Boru:d of Directors. 

In furtherance of the objects for which this school is founded, and to secure 
uniformity and discrimination in the employment of apprentices in all departments, 
the General Manager will promulgate rules regulating their appointment and service. 

In the establishment of a technological school the Company affords the youth in 
its employ opportunities for obtaining a liberal technical education far superior to 
t hose enjoyed by the employes of other railroads. The examinations p.rescribed in 
the course of the Technological School will be very thorough, and will require from 
the apprentice a close and persevering attention to study, without evasion or slight
ing of any p.'\l't of the course, as no 1·ela;~ation of any kind can be made by the 
Boru·d of Examiners; and, as the Company will hereafter endeavor to advance the 
graduates of the Technological School to positions of responsibility and trust in ill! 
service, only those who demonstrate 'villillgness and ability to qualify themselves 
for advancement will be retained. 

The General Manag&· will convene a. Board of Examiners, consisting jointly of 
t wo medical examin&'S of t he Relief Association and three instructors of the Tech· 
nological School, whose duty it shall be to examine and classify all apprentices now 
in s&·vice in ru:corda.nce with the standard of qualifications prescribed in his Gen· 
eral Ord&· on the Sl.tbject. This board will visit each station where apprentices are 
employed, and finally repm:t, in w1·iting, to the General Manager the result of their 
labo~ · 

ROBERT GARBE'IT, 
President. 
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EXEUBlT u. 
General Order } 

No5. 
BALTIMORE AND Omc RAILRoAD CoMPANY, 

GENERAL MANAGER'S OFFICE,. 

BaZtimore, January 15, 1885. 
Executive Order No. 6, da~ January 15, 1885, from the office of the President, 

is republished for the information of those concerned [see Exhibit A]: 
In accordance therewith, the following general regulations governing the ap

pointment, admission and service of Apprentices · of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail
road Company are announced, superseding all previous regulations relating thereto: 

SECTION L 

1. On and after this date all Apprentices will be embraced under the following 
general designations, and graded into three classes-viz.: 

1st tJunior) Class, B. & 0. Apprentices; 2d Class, B. & 0. Cadets; 3d (Senior) 
Class, B. & 0. Cadet officers. 

2. The term of 8ervice in the several classes will be: First class, 4 years; second 
class, 3 years; third class, 3 years. 

3. Ail the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company undertakes the expense of edu
cating Apprentices and Cadets passing the physical and educational examinations, 
it will expect the privilege of availing of the services of such. as are competent for 
its purposes at fair salaries, for at least thre.e years after graduation. 

4. Apprentices and cadets will be amenable to the discipline and regulations of 
the Company, and violation of ita rules, neglect of its interests, destruction of its 
tools or waste of its property, will be cause for dismissal. But, while liable to sus
pension by their immediate official superiors, Apprentices and Cadets cannot be 
dismissed except by the direct action of the General Manager of the Company; his 
decision as to dismissal being final and conclusive. 

5. The pay of Apprentices and Cadets in the several classes will be: 

First class. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . • .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . 
Second class ......................... ... ............... . ...... . 
Third class ..••....•..•••. •••.•• •• •••.•.• •••• . ................ . 

Per day. 

First Second Third Fourth 
year. . year. year. year. 

so. 70 so. so 
1. 00 1. 12i 
1. 50 1. 75 

so.oo 
1.25 
2.00 

$1.00 

commencing with the date of their admission into the service. As an incentive for 
efficiency, fidelity, industry, energy, and care of its property, the Company will 
give to each of its Apprenti~, on the completion of his term of four years' service 
in the first class, and to those Cadets passing through the full course of the second 
and third classes, whose record for that time has been praiseworthy and satisfac
tory, a sum equal to eight and a half t:ents per day for each full day they serve in 
the first class, and twelve and a half cents for each full day they serve in the second 
class. 

6. The Cadets of the second and third classes-and all students of the Techno
logical School-will be required to wear in the School, on all public occasions, and 
at any and all other times designated by the General Manager , a prescribed uniform, 
all the parts of which will be of like pattern and will be furnished by the Purchas
ing ~ent-the first suit free, and all renewals at cost price; payment being ar
ranged in instalments to suit the means of the Cadets. 
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7. Apprentices possessing the qualifications and standard of attainments required 
of students of the Technological School at Mt. Clare, Baltimore, and all Cadets, are 
entitled to enter that institution. Students of the Technological School, either of 
whose parents have been in the employ of this Company for five consecutive years, 
are entitled to free tuition and use of text-books and apparatus. Other students, 
sons of employes, of less than five years' service, are entitled to free tuition in the 
first class, and to tuition in the second and third classes at half the rates fixed for 
other students by the regulations of the Technological School. Apprentices and 
Cadets appointed outside the service, while under pay from the Company, will be 
charged full tuition fees for instruction in the Technological School. 

8. Apprentices or Cadets of one class can, in the discretion of the General Man
ager, be promoted into a higher class before the expiration of the full term of their 
respective classes, on the certification by the Corps of Instructors of the Techno
logical School of their having satisfactorily passed examinations entitling them to 
such promotion. Such examinations shall be graded , and those of higher grade 
shall first be promoted. But no Cadet officer will be graduated until he shall have 
taken the full course of instruction of the third class. 

9. I n filling vacancies in the second class, other things being equal, preference 
will always be given Apprentices, in order of merit, over other ou tside applicants 
for such cadetships. 

10. No appointment shall be made in the grade of Cadet Officers except from 
Cadets of the second class, in the order of merit, as certified by the Corps of In
structors. 

11. On the completion of their courses, members of the several classes will be en
titled to a final examination by a Board composed of members of the Corps of In
structors and Raih·oad Officials appointed for tllis duty by the President of this 
Company, and upon passing satisfactorily such final examination, will be awarded 
diplomas setth1g forth their qualifications and entitling them to preference over all 
other applicants not thus graduating, in appointments to the higher classes or in 
filling va~ncies in positions of 1·esponsibility in the gift of this Company, as they 
may elect, and as the Board may recommend. 

12. Regular attendance upon the sessions of the Technological School is obliga
tory upon all Cadets and upon all Apprentices located at Baltimore as the Board of 
Examiners may determine are fit to enter the School, and they will be equally amen
able to the discipline and regulations of the School as to those of tlle Company. 

13. Students a t the Technological School will have the privilege of purchasing, in 
small instalments, such of the tools, implements and text-books used in the course 
of instruction there as they may desire and as may be deemed useful to them after 
graduation. 

14. Apprentices and Cadets are required to become members of the Baltimore 
and Ohio Employes' Relief Association, the same as other employes, and are entitled 
to all the privileges of its Savings Fund and other features. 

15. Through the Free Circulating Library at Mt. Clare, Apprentices and Cadets 
residing outside of Baltimore can obtain the free u se of text-books and apparatus 
to enable them to follow the cow·se of the Technological School. 

APPOINT111ENT OF APPRENTICES A ND CADETS. 

SECTION II. 

1. Apprentices and Cadets are not bound by indenture, but those who complete 
satisfactorily the terms for which they are engaged will be given cer tificates of gen
eral character and ability. 

2. The number of Apprentices a nd Cadets will be r egulated by the General Man
ager , who, under these regulations, will have the exc lusive appointment tllereof and 
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their assignment among the various departments and stations of the service. All 
applications for appointment should be addressed to him. 

S. Other things being equal, preference in appointments will be given sons of em
ployes of long and faithful service, and especially the sons of employes killed or 
disabled in the service. To enable the sons of employes to enjoy this privilege to 
its fullest extent, free transportation from points on this Company's lines nearest 
their homes, to the place of examination and return, is offered them ; candidates 
paying their own travelling expenses. 

QU.ALIFIOATTONB OF OANDIDATilB. 

SECTioN m. 
1. Candidates for admission to the first class must be between 15 and 21 years of 

age, and to the second class between 17 and 22 years of age. 
2. Candidates must, at the time of examination, be physically sound, of robust 

constitution, and generally free from any deformity, hereditary or acquired tend· 
ency to disease or infirmity which ma.y render them unfit for the active service of 
this Company. 

S. Candidates must be well versed in reading, writing, including orthography, in 
arithmetic, and have a knowledge of the elements of English grammar, and of de
scriptive geography, and of the history o~ the United States. 

4. Candidates will be examined: first, by two Medical Examiners of the Relief 
Association, whose decision as to their physical qualifications shall be final; second, 
by one or more instructors of the Technological School, whose decision as to their 
educational qualifications shall be final. 

5. The Examining Boards will meet at Mt. Clare Station, Baltimore, on the first 
Monday of each month, when there are candidates for examination. No candidates 
will be allowed re-examination within three months of last rejection by eith~r Board. 

6. Candidates who pass the physical and educational examinations will be required 
to become members of the Baltimore and Ohio Employes' Relief Association. 

[An illustration of the character of examination which applicants for apprentice
shin will be expected to pass is appended to this order.] 

SECTION' IV. 

1. In the order of seniority of examination, and as vacancies occur, candidates 
will be assigned to probationary duty in the particular branch of the mechanical or 
other operating department in which, through inclinatio~ or aptitude, as determined 
by their examination,, they are most likely to succeed. 

2. At the expiration of six months they will be re-examined, and those passing 
will receive warrants of appointment, and will be assigned to the respective classes 
their qualifications entitle them to enter. Those found to be especially advanced or 
apt will , with their consent, be detailed to duty at the Company's works, Mt. Clare, 
Baltimore, where, in the Technological School, they will have special opportunities 
for technical instruction. · 

SEOTION V. 

A Board for the examination and classification of all Apprentices now in the 
service is hereby convened. Messrs. ----- and ----- are designated as 
the members of the Board to conduct the examination as to educational qualifica
tions, and the Secretary of the Relief Association will detail two Medical Examiners 
to serve thereon. The Board as thus constituted will immediatel:y enter upon its 
duties. 
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The Board of Examiners will convene on the first Monday of each month at Mt. 
Clare, Baltimore, for the examination of candidates ordered before it by the Gen
eral Manager. As the finding of this Board will be final, and as a sound body and 
constitution, good natw·al capacity and aptitude for study, industrious habits, per
severance and an orderly disposition, together with a correct moral deportment, are 
essential qualifications, candida.tes knowingly deficient in any of these respects 
should not subject themst>lves and friends to the chances of future disappointment 
by entering upon a career which, lacking these qualifications, they cannot success
fully pursue. 

B. DUNHAM, General Manager. 

ILLUSTRATION OF CHARACTER OF EXAMINATIONS. 

SECTION VI. 

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION. 

Every candidate will be e-ubjected to a rigid physical examination, and if there 
is found to exist in him any of the following causes of disqualification, to such a 
degree as would immediately, or at no distant period, impair his efficiency for the 
active service of this Company, he will be rejected: 

1. Feeble constitution and muscular tenuity; unsound health from whatever 
cause ; indications of former disease ; glandular swellings or other symptoms of 
scrofula. 

2. Chronic cutaneous affections, especially of the scalp. 
3. Severe injuries of the bones of the head; convulsions. 
4. Impaired vision, from whatever cause; inflammatory affections of the eyelids; 

immobility or irregularity of the iris; fistula lachrymalis, etc. 
5. Deafness; copious discharge from the ears. 
6. Serious impediment of speech. 
7. Want of due capacity of the chest, and any other indication of a liability to 

pulmonic disease. 
8. Impaired or inadequate efficiency of one or both of the superior extremities on 

account of fractures, contraction of a joint, deformity, etc. 
9. An unusual excurvature or incurvature of the spine. 
10. Hernia. 
11. A varicose state of the veins of the scrotum or spermatic cord (when large), 

sarcocele, hydrocele, fistulas. 
12. Impaired or inadequate efficiency of one or both of the inferior extremities 

on account of varicose veins, fractures, malformation, permanent lameness, con
traction, unequal length, etc., etc. 

13. Ulcers, or unsound cicatrices of ulcers likely to break out afresh. 

EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION. 

The following outline, problems, and questions are g iven as illustrating the na
ture and scope of the educational examinations. While these illustrate the charac
ter of the examination, it should be distinctly understood that different questions 
will be used at each examination. The examinations will be part written and 
partly oral. 

ARITHMETIC. 

(a) Fundamental rules, with methods of proof and reasons for processes. 
(b) Factoring: G. C. D. and L. C. M. and their applications; common and deci· 

mal fractions, their kinds, solution, and reduction from one to the other, with 
both the rule and the reasQ"''. for each operation. 
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(c) Denominate numbers; tables; reduction; ascending and descending; changing 
denominate numberS to equivalent decimals. 

(d) Ratio and proportion, their kinds, methods and applications. 
(e) Mensuration of lines, surfaces, and solids, and their representation by 

drawings. 
(/) Percentage and its applications. 
(g) Involution and evolution, and their applications. 
(h) .Analysis of mental problems. 

Illustrative Problems and Questions. 

1. Write in figures one hundred and sixty billion three million seventy thousand 
and five. Write in words 246004050. Write in Roman numerals 40, 90, 144; and 
in Arabic numerals L, XIV, LIX, CVIII and DCCLXXV. 

2. Add two and five-tenths, eighty-six "thousands, twenty-four ten-millionths 
and 3-tenths, multiply the result by .0002, and divide the product thus obtained by 
.00004. . 

3. Find the cost of 20 acres, 8 roods and 30 perches of land at $62.50 per acre. 
4. A man sold 24t bushels of wheat at $2t per bushel, and received in payment 

apples at $3t per barrel. How many barrels of apples did he receivet 
5. Reduce 6 furlongs 20 rods to decimal of a mile. 
6. Reduce .0256 to a common fraction and fs. to a decimal. 
7. Add i, lo, H, t, and divide the result by t. Also reduce to its simplest 

6i- + 2t form-t--. 

8. Define fraction, common fraction, decimal fraction, proper fraction, mixed 
number, division, greatest common divisor, least common multiple, cancellation, 
long division, and denominator. 

9. Find the prime factors of the following: 256, 312, 63, 280, 289, and 1386. 
10. Divide the least common m~tiple of 240, 720, and 150 by the greatest common 

divisor of the same number. 
11. Find the interest on $240 for 3 years and 6 months at 8%. 
12. How must I sell cloth that cost $4 per yard so as to gain 20%? 
13. A and B together have $540, and A has twice as much as B. How much 

baa each? 
14. t of 24 ist of what number? 
15. What number divided by .024 will yield a quotient of .25? Prove. 
16. Find the area and hypothenuse of a right-angle triangle whose base is 240 

and altitude 75. 
17. How many men would be required to cultivate a field of 2t acres in 5t days 

of 10 hours each, if each man completed 77 square yards in 9 hours. 
18. If 5 cubic feet of gold weigh 98.20 times as much as a cubic foot of water, 

and 2 cubic feet of copper weigh 18 times as much as a cubic foot of water, how 
many cubic inches of copper will weigh as much as ~ of a cubic inch of gold? 

19. What is the effect of dividing the denominator of a fraction by a whole num
ber, and why. 

20. What is the effect of annexing a cipher to a decimal, and why? 
21. If the same number be subtracted from both terms of an improper fraction 

what will be the effect? Why? 
22. Give the rule for reducing a common fraction to an equivalent decimal, and 

explain why the resulting decimal will be equal to the common fraction from 
which it is obtained. 

23. Give the rule for dividing one decimal by another, and explain why the deci
mal point in the quotient is placed where the rule directs. 
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GRAMMAR AND ITS APPLICATIONS IN CONVERSATION, IN LETTER WRITING, AND IN 

COMPOSITION 

Outline. 

(a) The parts of speech , with their properties and inflections. 
(b) Analysis of ordinary simple, complex and compound sentences, and the fun

damental relations of subject, copula, predicate, object, etc. 
(c) Punctuation, capitalization, spelling, etc., in original composition or from 

dictation. 
(d) Corrections of improper use of words, constructions and sentences, in ordi

nary conversation, and in composition and letter-writing. 

Illustrative Exercise in Gramma1·. 

1. Name the parts of speech and define noun, abverb and conjunction. 
2. Name the properties of the noun; of the verb. 
3. Decline boy, he, it and who. 
4. Conjugate the verb to throw in the indicative mood, past tense, passive voice. 
5. Write the plural of lady, turkey, this, that, box, house, potato, mouse, sheep 

and father-in-law. 
6. Name the relative pronouns and compare good, little, old, happy, big, thin 

and likely. 
7. Parse all the words in the following sentence : The birds sing merrily in the 

green trees. 
8. Correct the following and give reasons: 
(a) Him and me will come. 
(b) He saw John and I in the garden. 
(c) Who did she marry? 
(d) Between you and I there is but little difference. 
(e) I laid down and slept because I was to tired to sit up. 
9. Capitalize, punctuate and correct the following sentences : 
(a) the Groves were gods first temples 
(b) when will You and i get there 
(c) john left New york i cannot tell when he will git Home. 
(d) J ohn, and me and James went to school. at Bostonlastwinter. We got home 

on thursday. 
10. Write a description of this room and its furniture. Be careful to capitalize 

and punctuate correctly. 

GEOGRAPHY. 

1. Give the distance in miles around the earth; also the length of its diameter. 
How wide is the Atlantic Ocean? H ow far would you have to travel in going 
across the United States from eas t to west? from north to south ? When you do 
not know the exact answer, put down about what you think would be the correct 
answer. 

2. Name the grand divisions in order of their size; of their population. Where 
do the most highly civilized nations live? 

3. Bound Europe and name five of its principal rivers, telling where they r ise and 
empty. Also name and locate five of the principal cities of Europe. 

4. Name the principal mountain systems of Asia ; of Africa ; of South America. 
5. Name the States of the United States that border on the Atlantic, and give the 

capital and metropolis of each. Also name the largest State of the United States 
the smallest ; the most populous. 

6. Give the leading products of Georgia; of California; of Pennsylvania; of Dli· 
nois. 
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7. Locate the following and tell what they are: Sahara, Washington, Columbia, 
Portland, Blanc, Nile, and MexicO. 

8. Bound the United States, and give its area and population. 
9. Name the political divisions of South America. 
10. Write fifteen lines about Africa. 
11. Bound your native State, giving its capital, metropolis, and principal prod- . 

ucts . 
12. How are United States Senators elected, and for how long a term? 

UNITED STATES IDSTORY. 

Outline. 

(a) .Aborigines of America. 
(b) European settlements, when, where, and by whom. 
(c) Colonial history, and inter-colonial wars. 
(d) .American Revolution , its remote and immediate causes and results. 
(e) Constitution, why and when adopted; its departments and powers. 
(f) The Presidents and events of t heir administrations. 
(g) War of 1812; Mexican War; Civil War. 
(h) Current events. 

nzustrative Questions. 

1. Tell something about Columbus, stating where and when he liyed, what he 
discovered, what-voyages he made, etc. What do you think of the treatment that 
be received? 

2. Name the different European countries that tried to get possession in .America, 
and tell which three were .the most successful. · 

3. Give an account of the French and Indian War, telling what it was about and 
how it terminated. 

4. Write thirty lines about the American Revolution, telling its cause, naming 
five principal battles, t hree generals on each side, etc. 

5. What was the Declaration of Independence? Who wrote it ? 
6. Name the Presidents of the United States and give the leading events of Jack

son's administration. 
7. Tell some~hing about Franklin, Wolfe, Morse, Fulton, Longfellow, Emerson, 

Arnold, and .Alexander Hamilton. 
8. What cities have been the capital of the United States? 
9. What happened in 1492? 1565? 1607? 1620? 1776? 1876? 
10. How long did the war'of the Rebellion last, and during whose administration 

did it take place? State the provisions of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amend
ments. 

11. What is the objectionable feature of Mormonism, and what. measures have 
been advocated in Congress to eradicate this evil? 

12. What event is there talk of celebrating by an International Exposition at 
Washington in 1889? In 1892 ? 

13. What is the use of International Expositions? . 
NoTE.- It is suggested to candidates for admission to the Corps of .Apprentices 

and Cadets that, before leaving· their places of residence, they should cause them
selves to be thoroughly examined by a physician, and by a teacher or instructor of 
good standing. By such examinations any serious physical disqualification or want 
of educational preparation would be revealed, and the candidate spared t he ex~ 
pense and mortification of a useless journey and ·rejection. But it is to be understood 
that such examination is solely for t he convenience and benefit of the candidates, 
and in no manner affects the decision of the Official Examiners of the Board. 
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EXHIBIT V. 

BALTIMORE .i!ND· OHIO TECHNOLOGIO.L!L SCHOOL. 

[Circular No. 1.) 

BALTIMORE, October 1, 1885. 

In view of the necessity of postponing for the present the initiation of the Tech
nological School program in its entirety, the present course of instruction will be 
conducted with special reference to its practical utility: 

First. In advancing the entire force of apprentices within reach of its influence 
in their several mechanical pursuits ; and 

Second. In advancing the theoretical instruction, as far as may be practicable 
with the limited appropriation at command, of such apprentices as past examina
tions have shown possess sufficient common-school education to justify the hope 
that they can , without additional school-t raining in academic studies, qualify them
selves for positions as officers in its service. So far as may practicable, the work 
of the school shall have a direct bearing upon, and immediate connection with, the 
various duties in the shop with which the apprentices are or may be charged. To 
this end the technological and academic instruction will be carried on under sepa
rate instructors, each responsible for the conduct and success of his particular de
partment, and e.ach reporting to the undersigned, as representing the Board of 
Directors of the Technological School. 

ASSIGNMENT OF MR. C. W. SCRIBNER, AS TEACHER OF TECHNOLOGY. 

To Mr. C. W. Scribner, as a !'pecialist in technology, and as senior instructor, is 
assigned charge of the practical instruction of apprentices in the shops and dJ.·aw
ing-room. He will be at liberty to maintain such separate class-instructions in 
purely technical subjects as he deems necessary to promote the interesw assigned 
him, and will not interfere with the apprentices' shop and academic duties. In the 
performance of tllis duty he will spend not less than six hours per day in the shops, 
and not less than two additional hours in the drawing-room, and in s'uch class-in
structions as he may inaugurate, Sunday excepted. 

ffiS DUTIES DEFINED. 

His duties as technological instructm· will consist : 
First. In exercising a general supervision over apprentices in the shops and in 

applying their theoretical knowledge to their labors. · 
This duty will be performed in accordance with a plan to be agreed upon between 

the instructor and the several foremen ; which plan must be of such character as 
will give the instructor proper facilities for overseeing and directing the labors of 
apprentices, so far as they are learners, and to question and counsel any boy or 
boys while a t work, in order to determine their understanding of what they are 
doing, to make explanations and to direct their operations in such way as to enable 
the apprentices to gain comprehensive and practical knowledge of the scientific 
principles involved in what they may be doing. 

SEPARATE AUTHORITY OF THE INSTRUCTOR AND THE FOREMAN DEFINED. 

I n exercising this duty, the instructor will have no right or authority to antag
onize or interfere with the orders of the foreman in charge, so far as they relate to 
the Company's work, nor to interfere with its proper performance ; nor shall he, 
for the purpose of instruction or examination, unnecessarily, nor for any great 
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length of time, even when necessary, retard the work which the apprentices are 
doing. To prevent confusion in the Company's work, it is to be understood that 
the foremen have the undisputed right to decide what work is to be done by appren
tices and when it is to be done; the recommendations of the instructor in the matter 
of the assignment of apprentices shall be made first to the foremen, and shall be 
carried out by them unless they are clearly in conflict with the interests of the 
service. In each case where the instructor and foreman fail to agree, either in 
formulating the plan for the joint management of apprentices or upon the proper 
interpretation and scope of this arrangement, the question or dispute shall be 
referred to the Master Mechanic or Master Car Builder, to whom the foreman 
reports, and if he cannot satisfactorily adjust the difference, the whole matter will 
be referred to the General Manager for settlement. 

The foregoing applies to all apprentices at Mt. Clare shops. 
Second. A certain number of hours per week, not fewer than three, shall, by 

agreement between the instructor and foremen of the various shops, be set aside, 
in which the technological instructor shall assemble the apprentices of the first 
class for the purpose of explaining the scienti1ic principles that are involved in the 
work on which they are engaged, of suggesting and illustrating the most economi
cal methods of work, of showing how different parts of machinery are put together, 
and of pointing out the office of each part. He shall explain why some other way 
of constructing or doing such work would not do just as well, and be as economical 
as the way he suggests. He shall point out difficulties that are yet to be overcome 
in the construction and operating of machinery, and, in short, make the instruction 
of such a character as to set apprentices to thinking and devising for themselves. 
He shall also give instruction on the nature of the materials, and in the use and 
care of tools and machinery. 

In the performance of these duties he shall have authority to utilize the machin
ery in the shops where the same is not in use. 

The technological instructor shall study the machinery and methods of work 
now in vogue in the shops, and shall make recommendations to the foreman or to 
the Master Mechanic or to the Master Car Builder, as the case may be, of any im
provements in the method of work, in tools, in machinery, or anything that in his 
judgment will increase the efficiency of the shops. 

He shall also study the shop-work with a view of recommending to the under
signed what academic subjects might be taught in the school, and the best methods. 
of teaching them with a view of their immediate application in connection with the 
shop-instruction. 

He is expected to study and make note of the capabilities and the aspirations of 
the various apprentices, and t he joint recommendations of the instructor and the 
foreman to the General Manager, through the intermediate officers, as to the apt
ness, progress, skill and commendable traits of any apprentice, shall determine 
whether his apprenticeship shall continue for a longer or shorter period than the 
usual time prescribed (four years) ; but no boy whose standing in the school-studies 
is habitually low shall have the time of his apprenticeship reduced to less than the 
usually required four years, however expert he may become in the shop. 

The shop-instructor shall, during the academic year (being guided by his experi
~.nce and observations in the shops), make a classification of the regular kinds or 
pieces of work which are constantly required to be done in the shops, and on which 
apprentices should have practice, and arrange them in the order in which it is best 
to have apprentices take them up in learning their trade, submitting the same to the 
Master Mechanic and Master Car Builder. 

He shall also, during the academic year, outline methods of instruction and rec
ommend the academic studies that, in his judgment, are most suitable for the 
apprentices of each trade, and for the students of civil and mechanical engineering, 
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with a view to preparing a permanent program and prospectus for the succeeding 
year. 

In all matters relating to the school he will report direct to the undersigned. 

ASSIGNMENT OF MR. COLER, AS THE ACADEMIC TEACHER. 

To Mr. Coler, is assigned charge of all academic studies, which will for the present 
be confined to the several sections of first-class apprentices. 

Under this arrangement he will spend not less t han eight hours per day in the 
discharge of his duties. Of this time he may devote one or two hours daily to the 
shops, in order to observe the needs of apprentices, the work and equipment of the 
shops, so as to make the school-instruction both practical and interesting, by draw
ing his illustrations in teaching as fru· as possible from machinery and operations 
in the shops where the boys are daily employed. 

The academic department shall include three sections of apprentices. The first 
grade shall consist of all those who are qualified to meet the requirements of Gen
eral Order No. 5 for admission to the first class therein mentioned. 

The second section shall consist of such apprentice::; now in the service as may, 
with a reasonable amount of teaching, be qualified for admission to the first section. 

The third section shall consist of all other apprentices whose time of apprentice
ship does not expiJ:e before January 1, 1887. 

All apprentices who receive academic insturuction (Sections 1 and 2) must take 
Drawing at least two hours each week. The technological teacher may also r equire 
apprentices who are not in these sections to take Drawing. 

The subjects for academic instruction for the first class are Algebra, Geometry, 
and English and E lementary Science. 

Apprentices who are preparing for admission to the first section are to be known 
as second-section students. 

These shall take Arithmetic in addition to Drawing as required studies, and they 
shall choose a third subject from the following : History, Geography, English, 
Elementary Science, Steam and Steam Engine, and Mensuration. 

Apprentices of the third section are required to take Drawing at least two hours 
per week. They may at any time enter either of the other preparatory sections, 
provided those sections are not already full, and provided they are qualified to profit 
by the instruction to be given in the class, which last is to be decided by Mr. Coler. 

Students of the third section must attend the free city night schools nearest to 
their homes, and it shall be the duty of Mr. Coler to see that this requirement is 
fulfilled. 

Each teacher shall make a weekly report of how much time he has spent in each 
shop and school-room , the character of teaching, results, etc. 

Each to report directly to me, but to recommend jointly anything that relates to 
their two departments. 

W. T. BARNARD, Asst. to President. 
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Dr. W. T. BARNARD, 
Assistant to President : 

EXHIBIT W. 

SOHOOL REPORTS 

JANUARY 30, 1887.* 

DEAR Sm: In compliance with your request for a special report, showing what 
has been accomplished by the Technological School from its inauguration to the 
present date, I respectfully submit the following : 

From the Circular of January 15, 1885, setting forth the management and policy 
~f the school, and from your subsequent instructions, we have understood the pur
pose of the school to be threefold : 

1. To maintain an educational examination as a condition of admission to appren
ticeship, and to afford such elementary technical instruction to all apprentices-as 
would make of them intelligent journeymen; the apprentice instruction to be 
known as the Journeymen's cow-se; this course to be free to all apprentices, and to 
serve as preparatory for the Cadet course for young men whose ability and charac-
ter are good, but who need preparatory training. · 

2. To organize a class of Cadets for advanced technical instruction in such 
subjects as bear upon the departments of railway service in which they are to en
gage; the object of this course being to fit young men to become foremen and for 
other subordinate positions ; this class to be composed of apprentices or other young 
men who shall pass a required examination and present testimonials of ability and 
character ; a reasonable tuition to be charged for this course. 

3. To secure to the service as Cadet officers a limited number of young men pos
sessing superior ability and educational qualifications, to whom thorough and com
prehensive technical instruction should be afforded, while at the same time these 
young men should get a comprehensive and practical knowledge of the various 
departments of railway service and the mutual relations of these departments ; the 
object of this course being to fit the students for the highest positions of responsi
bility in the service. 

It is with these ends in view that we have been guided in the management of the 
school, and our plans have all along contemplated an early organization of the Ca
det Class. With reference to the Cadet Officers' Class, we have understood that it 
was your policy· not to admit young men to that course of study until they shall 
have completed the Cadet course and thus have demonstrated whether it will be 
profitable to the company to continue instruction to them. We have not, therefore, 
undertaken, except in a general way, to forecast the subjects of study and the 
management of that class. 

That there are substantial reasons for the apparently slow progress we have made, 
and that we have nevertheless worked out results and gained experience that will 
be far-reaching in their economic value and otherwise beneficial consequences, pro
viding it is thought best to continue the school, will appear from considerations and 
facts to be set forth in detail in what follows. 

FAILURE OF APPLICANTS TO PASS EXAMINATIONS IN ELEMENTARY ENGLISH STUDIES. 

In February, 1885, one hundred and forty-seven apprentices, then in the service 
at Mt. Clare, were examined by Mr. Scnbner and myself, and in July and August 
of the same year Mr. Scribner and Mr. Sullivan examined about three hundred and 
fifty apprentices in the shops along the line. The results of these examinations 

• Although my report is dated October, 1886, the last sections were Ull&voidably de!&yed, so that 
&Chool reports of this date a.re inserted.-W. T. B. · 
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went to show that not one of the five hundred boys and young men in the various 
repair and construction shops was sufficiently advanced to pursue technical studies 
with profit to the Company and to himself. We were greatly surprised that among 
so many boys there should be found such uniform deficiency in the most elementary 
school-studies. Combined with this lack of elementary knowledge was a corre
ponding lack of inclination on the part of these apprentices to make of themselves 
anything more than ordinary routine and rule-of-thumb mechanics. It must be evi
dent that such apprentices will require constant supervision in even the simplest 
details of their trades, and that when they become journeymen they will be un
trustworthy and unprogressive. 

Thinking that perhaps a few of the most promising boys might, by receiving pre
liminary training in night-classes for six months or a year , be prepared for the 
more elementary technical studies, we determined to give them instruction in the 
rudiments of grammar-school branches. Having secured an order from the Gen
eral Manager to this effect, we required about forty boys to a ttend night-classes 
from the first of March to the twentieth of June, 1885. This was done w ith the 
hope that all might profit to a certain extent by the elementary instruction thus 
afforded, and that from these forty boys there might be a dozen or more who would 
work their way up so as to profit by the technical course we had in view for appren
tices; but a short experience convinced us that for the most of these boys the at
tempt was made in vain. Some would if they could ; others could if they would. 
Only three out of these forty apprentices have made commendable progress in all 
the school-studies, though none of t hem are any the less valuable to the service for 
having been requir ed to attend the classes, and several have done well in drawing 
in spite of their deficiencies in academic studies. 

CAUSES OF THIS LACK OF ABILITY TO DESffiE TO LJ.:ARN. 

I t would be wrong to attribute the failure of these boys to advance in theoretical 
studies wholly to their inability or unwillingness to profit by the class-instruction 
that was offered them. It should be remembered that in addition to their not hav
ing previously formed habits of study-a faul t of their parents and former teach
ers-these boys came from daily associations in the shops, the very atmosphere of 
which was discouraging to efforts for mental improvement; for the idea that a 
workman should pursue school-studies has almost invariably been ridiculed in the 
shops,- and ridicule is apt to dampen the ardor of students who have not advanced 
far enough in studies and experience to appreciate the importance of education. 
Moreover, the work of instructing apprentices was new to the teachers, and we 
made some mistakes, one of which was an attempt to put all boys through precisely 
the same kind of training without regard to individual aptitudes. I t hink, too, that 
the work at first attempted was too severely mathematical for apprentice studies. 
Dry, abstract mathematical drill will not interest apprentice boys, nor make intel
ligent, thinking mechanics of them. With the exception of drawing, we did not 
succeed in giving the instruction enough of a tangible and practical bias to encour
age boys to take an interest in our classes. 

From my own experience and study of the subject since my connection with this 
school, and from the t estimony of teachers and employers in Emope who have 
made similar attempts, I am convinced that while it is possible and desirable to 
educat.e apprentices in technical subjects during apprenticeship, even though the 
instruction be wholly confined to night-classes, it is equally certain that to try to 
educate boys who have not formed habits of study before entering upon apprentice
ship is a useless waste of time, patience and money. Although there may be ex· 
ceptions, the results are usually very mea:gre and unsatisfactory. 
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IJIIPROVEMENT OBTAINED. 

Since March, 1885, there have been, in accordance with your plans and instruc
tions, regular educatiqnal examinations every month, exeept July, 1886, of appli
cants for apprenticeship ; and with two or three exceptions, no boys have been 

. admitted to apprenticeship at Mt. Clare without first trying this examination. At 
first we had to make the standard of .requirements very low, in ordel' to get enough 
boys to supply the demand for apprentices; but there has been a gradual, though 
decided elevation of that standard, so that at the present time none can be admitted 
without a fair knowledge of the rudiments of elementary. English branches ; nor 
then without demonstrating some ability to think, and expressing a willingness to 
to avail of the school-instrUction by regular and prompt attendance at the claases 
if admitted to apprenticeship. 

CHANGES IN MANNER OF TEACHING; THE RESULT OF TIDS EXPERIENCE. 

As the result of these examinations, we had, when the school year began in Octo
ber, 1885, about thirty apprentices capable of pursuing · more advanced studies. 
Guided somewhat by our experience the preceding term, and profiting by observa
tions that I had made in the management of workingmen's and apprentice schools 
in Europe, we made some decided changes in the subjects and methods of instruc
tion. Classes were formed in drawing, in mathematics, in the · study of the loco
motive engine, and in physics. Instruction was also given in English and in history, 
and a few classes were still sustained for the elementary instruction of the forty 
boys who had been in the school the previous term. These classes, with some 
changes and additions, w ere sustained during _the school year ending in June, 1886, 
and about eighty different boys, more or less advanced, received instruction dur
ing that year, all of whom were required to take drawing and to choose at least 
two academic studies. In addition to the general class-instruction, boys were en
couraged to read many books on general and technical subjects, and a few of them 
were induced to take an interest in the scientific and mechanical journal.s which 
come regularly to our library. We also had a number of science lectures illus
trated by simple experiments. These exercises proved both interesting and instruc
tive to the boys. 

For a more complete and detailed statement of the academic work undertaken, 
and which with some modific-ations was carried out in the school year ending June 
1, 1886, I respectfully refer you to my report of October 9, 1885, a copy of which I 
hand you herewith.* . But the work accomplished by the school for that year 
was by no means confined t<> academic studies .and class-instruction. 

It has been our constant endeavor to carry the instruction beyond the school
room into the shops, after the manner set forth in your school circular of October 
1, 1885. (Exhibit V.] Owing to difficulties which are obvious and inherent to 
such an undertaking, our progress in.this direction has been slow. Something has 
been done, however, in the way of supervision and systematic instruction of ap
prentices in the shops, and oilr experience in this direction I regard as invaluable, 
so far as it has gone. 

* MT. CLA.mc, October 9, 1885. 
Da. W. T. BARNARD, 

Auistant to Pruide'll/· 
DEAR Sm: The following Is the course of academic study which I b&ve marked out for the present 

school year. It contemplates two terms-one to end February 1, and the other at the cl066 of the 
school year. I have a.rra.nged the course with reference to the three classes of apprentices Indicated 
in your school circular of October 1 (Exhibit V) : 

I. Those In the First Section of the regular technical course-First Term: Algebra., Physics, Steam, 
the Locomotive Engine, and Drawing. Second Term: Practical Geometry, Physics, Engllah,and 
Drawing. 

ART-VOL 4-11 
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SURPRISING IGNORANCE OF 'fiWHNICAL FACTS SHOWN BY YOUNG WORKJI1EN. 

Investigations in the shops by conversations and observation have developed the 
fact that many boys and young men had completed or almost completed their ap
prenticeship in the machine-shops without being able to tell the difference between 
cast and wrought iron, without knowing whether steel is a native or manufac
tured product, and equally ignorant of many other simple though important and 
significant facts which are intimately related to t heir t rades. 

In the performance of his specified duties as shop-instructor, Mr . Scribner made 
a study of the various trades, machines and processes in t he shops, and of the suc
cessive steps in apprenticeship, with a view to recommending a course of shop
instruction that would be parallel to the theoretical studies t aught in the school. 
By short, pointed conversations with the boys while at their machines, which did 
not at all interfere with the work they were doing, the shop-instructor was enabled 
to set boys to thinking intelligently about .the machines and the work upon which 
they were engaged. In this way the class-room instruction could often be imme-

2. Those who are not now prepared for the First Section, but_may be so prepared with a r easona
ble ~mount of teaching and encouragement.' 

First Term: (1) All required to take Drawing one night each week. (2) Each boy required to choose 
t wo studies from the following: Arithmetic, History and Geography, Elementary Physics, Steam, the 
Locomotive Engine, and English. 

Second Term : About the same as F irst. 
3. Apprentices who were not likely to be able to prepare for advanced studies. These were to be re

quired to take Drawiug one or two nightll each week at Mt. Clare, and to attend the city night-schools.' 
In justification of our attempt to introduce technical studies with so litt le preliminary preparation 

on the part of students, I would call attention to the following considerations: 
1. That in English schools boys with no better elementary education than many of our boys·possess, 

study these subjects in night-schools after working all day, and some of them pass the GoTernment 's 
examinations in science, and the City and Guilds of London examination in technology, with honor. 

2. 'fbese studies will produce just as good, if not better, ed~cational results, and have more practi· 
cal value, than the study of the ordinary elementary school-branches. 

3. The study of elementary science experimentally illustrated, as we intend it shall be , will do much 
toward awakening an interest in, and showing the utility of, more abstract studies, and the boys will 
learn more mathematics with the science studies then they will without them. The science studies 
will also go far toward creating an interest iu the scientific and mechanical books and papers that 
a re in our library, and prepare the boys to profit by such reading. 

At first thought·, it may not seem so desirable to have science taught to apprentices as drawing. 
The drawing p1·oduces visible results and its value is therefore much more readily appreciated. But 
if we had some graphic method of representing the results of science-teaching- the habits of thought, 
observation, intelligent inquiry, and definite eJ..-pression that are t hus developed- ! believe t he vote o! 
those concerned would be to continue the science-teaching a long with the instruction in drawing. 

4. I t cannot reasonably be expected that the progress in study by apprentices who work all day in . 
the shops will be anything like as perceptible and efficient as is the progress of young men in such 
schools as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where only a few hours each week are devoted 
to shop-work. But by choosing such science studies as have the most direct bearing upon the work 
in the shops, and pushing these studies, some progress can be made. ' Vltile we will not give as much 
theory a'!; is given in other schools, we will give much more practice, and our preseQ.t system of shop
instruction contemplates an immediate application of theory, whereas much of the theory in other 
schools is never applied. I believe that, so far as the interests of the employer are concerned, more 
good will result from a technical school in which practice predominates over theory, than in ons 
where the reverse is t rue. A school as such looks for the highest good in each boy, and this is right; 
but in such a school as we are seeking to build up, the problem is how to make the instruction of such 
a character as-to justify the employer in maintaining the school. This, I believe, can be done by 
carrying the instruction not merely up to the shops, but directly into them. Yotirs truly, 

G. P. CoLER, 
Instrf.tcto?' i n English and History. 

'It was found later that this was impracticable. As before stated, experience soon showed that it 
wrus useless to waste time on boys who had not previously formed some habit~ of study, and so manY 
boys were com iug into the service under the provision of t he educational examination that it was d~ 
cided to devote all the time and resources of the school to their advancement.- G. P. C. 
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diately applied, and apprentices were directed to books and mechanical journals 
where they could get still further knowledge. 

Mr. Scribner also took groups of boys from machine to machine and from shop 
to shop for the purpose of studying machinery and mechanical processes in detail 
and in their relation to each other . Attention was called to the uses of the ma
chines and the scientific principles involved in their construction and operation, 
and one class of advanced boys were thus permitted to supplement their class-room 
study of the locomotive engine by seeing its parts and the successive steps of its 
construction.* · 

• (The following extracts from repor ts of· Mr. Scribner , who was principal of the school till June, 
1886, will afford a general idea ot 'the work that was a ttempted in the way of shop-instruction.-W. 
T.B.) . 

MT. CLARE, November 28, 1885. 
DR. w. T. B.UUUitD, 

.Assistant to President. 
DEAR Sm: My time at Mt. Clare has been taken up much as during the week previous, a rather 

large share being still required for Drawing, as will be the case until we are well started. We organ
ized an advanced class of those who have had Drawing before coming here, selected trom our 
Wednesday and Tuesday afternoon classes. These a.i'e to take up Descriptive Geometry, and will 
meet for the present on Friday afternoon at S o'clock. Every member of the school, some seventy
five in all, is now having one lesson weekly in Mechanical Drawing, the First Section meeting for three 
hours in the afternoon, and the other sections for two hours, at night only. The progress this week 
has been even more satisfactory than last week, and as soon as we get our instruments and some other 
necessary equipments, the Department of Drawing will be fairly on its feet. In the shop I continued 
the instruction on the locomotive, taking another set of boys, and expect to be able to do still more of 
this work next week. 

• .. • • • • . . • • • • • 
Besides t he shop-instruction I have during the past week turned my attention especially to that part 

of our present program [Exhibit V] which refers to studying "the capabilities and aspirations of the, 
various apprentices," beginning with those who constitute our First Se~tion. I spent some time in 
talking with each personally, and find that by calling their attention to the real purpose of their oom
ing here, and the means they must use for their own advancement, it is always possible to arouse 
greater interest in their shop-work and their studies. Another result of such questioning is to point 
out the need of instruction in special subjects which are very important. · 

As an example of this, I found th&t some very intelligent apprentices had no vecy clear idea of tpe 
difference between wrought and cast iron--a knowledge which is essential to progress and efllciency 
in shop-work. or· course, even with no instruction whatever, they_cou!d not remain in, the, shops 
very long without getting some notion of this difference, and in certain very practical directions a far 
better idea, perhaps, than any one has who has n~er worked in a machine-shop . Yet it is manifest 
that clearer and truer·notions on such subjects than can be picked up in the shop are needed, even at 
the outset, and will pro!e invaluabl,e to them as they go on in their work. -

* • * • • • • • • • • • . * 
Another point which I have taken up this week is refer red to in our program in these words: '-'The 

shop-instructors shall make a classification of the regular kinds or pieces of work which are constantly. 
required in the shop," etc. Here I have commenced where our apprentices begin, at present. 

The regular arrangement has been to have them spend a long time at first in turning out the bolts 
used in various parts of the locomotive and elsewhere. I have obtained from the Drawing-room spe
cial information about the kind and number of these bolts-some '(00 in the ordinary .10$lomotive
and upon the necessary work which these bolts require, in the znaChln&-shop, I propos€to formulate 
such a course of instruction as will-make the work at the "bolt-lathes," which some boys now find 
tediously long, a source of interest and usefulness by giving them distinct ideas about the uses of 
·these bolts the sort of finish they require, and the quickest and best ways of making them. This will 
be, -it is true, an experiment, but a little study shows it quite possible ; for the great variety of usep 
tor these bolts calls for different degrees in the nicety <If fit and finish to be given them, and this should 
exercise the boys as to the time each should have, a lthough at jj,rst this cannot, of course, be lett wholly 
to them. And then, if their attention is calloo to it, the very variety referred to is itself of value, 
illustrat:inJi the many uses of " the bolt ." So, too, with other parts of our program that have· special 
bearing on the work of this paH.icular shop, practical methods. of work can be outlined. Meanwhile, 
I need not neglect the other shops, though for particular attention they will have to walt their !JWD 
turn. 

Very respectfully submitted. 
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SHOP INSTRUCTION SUGGESTED. 

It seems to me that judicious and systematic shop-instruction will do more to
ward bringing about visible economic results than any other feature of the 
school. I am firmly convinced that it is possible to arrange parallel courses of in
struction for the school and for the shops of such a character that the shop-work 
will create and intensify interest in school-work and vice versa. 

In the managem ent of the Mt. Clar e school we have endeavored to get boys in
terested in reading the history and development, and in knowing something of the 
present status of their several trades and industries. It is r easonable to expect the 
workers of iron and steel to have some knowieclge of the history of the iron and 
steel industries; t hat electricians should know the past, present, and prospective 
future of electricity; also, that engineers should know about the history of the 
steam engine and t he various steps in the invention and improvement of it. This 
method of special historical study and investigation, of industrial subjects will 
serve t he two-fold purpose of promoting intelligence and stimulating and directing 

MT. CLARE, Decembe~· 19, 1885. 
DR. w. T. BARNARO, 

A.5sistcmt to Presideltt. 
DEAR Sm: 'With reference to organization of shop. work, I have, during the hours not spent in in· 

dividual instruction, been working on tha·ee different lines: (I) In arranging pieces of work made into 
a shop-course; (2) In arranging a definite agreement with foremen; (3) In determining the way in 
which instruction in the use of tools can best be given in our shops. 

On the latter point I find that much time is used to srnaU purpose if I talk to apprentices separately 
on this subject, instead of to classes. I have, therefore, decided t hat, while I can continue this to 
some extent, my best plan will be to teach in small classes wherever possible ; this plan a lso making 
the use of a fi.."<:ed system much easier. To thi" end the two points first named relate. A.nd (1) the 
cataloguing of standard shop-pieces has been continued, and I purpose to have sketches of them ar· 
ranged in a book, noting on the page opposite the name and use to be made of each piece, t he machine
tools to be used iu fitting it up, the various cuts to l>e made a nd t he cutting·tools t o be used with each 
machine·tool. This done, they cau be classified into several parallel progressive courses; and though 
all this consumes time, it will in t he end save far more by securing a working system so arranged as 
to gh·e bcLter instruction, to several boys a t a. time-unquestionably a better pfun than to give in· 
dividua.l instl'llction only. But a ll this would M•ail little, if each piece used as an exercise had to be 
done only under orders from the fore men, to be rushed thi'Ough when time· could be ill afforded for 
requiring the boy's atten tion to the form of his cutting·tool, and for explaining the reason why each 
part should beshape(l n.s it is, or perha ps at a time when the instr uctor could not be presen ; in either 
case mureiy verbal directions a nd no worldng drawings being fu ruished. But while convinced that 
to work in this way I must have sole control of certain machines at cer tain hours, and of the work to 
be done on the " instruction· pieces," I wn.s not first to suggest it, as I had to be sure that such a plan 
would not delay the wo•·k; aud while one clause of our shop program gives the instructor the use of 
idle n'tachinery, another states that ''the foreman shall have undisputed righ t to say what work shall 
be done by the apprentices and when it shall be done," aud that the instructor's recommendations in 
such matters shall be made first to them. I am g lad to say, therefore, that such recommendations 
as I have made have been followed, not as yet by the foreman's enforcing t hem, bu t by h is suggest
ing, h imself, that it would be lnltch better and simpler to detail certain machinery at certain hours 
for instrucUon·purposes, fully assenting to the value of a tl;oced course of teaching when done in this 
way on selected pieces to which time could be given. I then proposed this plan to the Master 
Mechanic, who not only at once assented, but said he felt sure that this method would g ive the beSt 
r esults, and was in fact the only one to follow. Aud now, since this proposition has come from the 
shop, I can feel sure that it is the most practicable for us, a nd the most pract ical, too, at least in the 
sense of g iving satisfaction to all. 

I referred above to the fact that t he boys used uo drawings. I now intend that a ll this speeial work 
shall be done from drawings exclusively, and later on the boys cau work from drawings which they 
have themselves made in the school-not, of course, their designs, but made by them from measure
ments of t he finished p iece a nd approved by the head da·aughtsman of our works. Thus aU boys so 
tmined will be a ble to do all their work from standard shop·drawings, whenever such a system shall 
be brought into more general use in our shops than is at present the case. 

Very respectfully submitted. 
C. W. SCRIBNER, 

Principal. 
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invention. The workman who has inventive genius will be much more likely ~ 
develop it and to avoid wasting his time on what has been already worked out, if 
he knows what has been done in past age.S in the field of his specialty. 

LACK OF APPROPRIATE TEXT BOOKS AND LITERATURE. 

One of our great difficulties is to· find booi!;S that will furnish both interesting 
and profitable technical reading for boys who are to become railway mechanics or 
operatives. A literature for apprentices needs to be written. Another hindrance 
to our work is the absence of text-books bearing on railway industries. The effi
ciency of any industrial school is dependent upon the adoption of text-~ks to 
the purpose for which the school was established. Our teachers have had to work 
up new subjects for class-instruction, and they often feel the need of text-books on 
these subjects. If such schools become common, suitable text-books will no doubt 
be forthcoming from enterprising publishers. 

SUGGESTIONS AS TO :METHODS OF INSTRUCTION. 

Instruction for apprentices must at first deal with things immediately around 
them and proceed from these to things more remote and general. I am quite cer
tain that the way to success in such a school as we want to establish at Mt. Clare 
for regular apprentices, and even for Cadets, lies ~ot so much in the class-room 
drills, valuable as these may be made, as it does in each teacher's ascertaining the 
special aptitudes and inclinations of the different boys, and then, when that apti
tude runs in the direction of the teacher's specialty, in its being developed to the 
highest possibilities by class-instruction, by a judicious course of reading, by shop 
practice and instruction, and by personal influence in conversations and other
wise, of the teachers upon the students. 

GOOD RESULTS OBTAINED BY METHODS USED. 

With reference to what the school is accomplishing this year, I am gla.Q. that I 
can report satisfactory results, considering the disadvanta~es under whiph we are 
compelled to work. .As the result of the educational examination and the induce
ments which the Technological School offers to aspiring boys and young men, we 
now have at Mt. Clare, in the shops and enrolled in the school, about seventy ap
prentices whose ability is good and whose early education has not been wholly 
neglected. Instruction is given in Drawing, Descriptive Geometry, Physics, Me
chanics, Algebra, and Geometry. There is a strong demand for classes in Steam, 
the Locomotive Engine, Mensuration, and other technical subjects, as well as the 
systematic shop-instruction, but the limited fund at our command prohibits the 
employment of teachers for these classes. For the advanced instruction that is 
now in progress I may r efer you to the reports of the Instructor in Drawing, and 
of the Instructor of Mechanics and Physics, both of whicli are enclosed herewith. 
In addition to the class-instruction, books are given out to be read and reported 
on, and attention is frequently called to the mechanical journals on the library ta
ble. Some of the boys draw back numbers of these journals from the library in 
order to read them at their homes. It is our purpose to continue the illustrated 
lectures on scientific and mechanical subjects. These occur every week or every 
two weeks, and at the close of the lectures opportunity is afforded for asking 
questions and discussing the points that have been presented. Students and other 
employes at Mt. Clare attend these lectures. Occasionally a half hoirr after the 
lectures is spent in a social way, so that teachers, students and visitors are enabled 
to become acquainted. In this way much is done toward begetting a feeling of 
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esprit de corps on the part of all who are present. Although, on account of the 
pressing demand for new engines, many of the apprentices are this year required 
to work in the shops from two to four nights each week, our classes have, never
theless, made commendable progress in their studies-their advancement and in
terest this year being by far the most satisfactory to the teachers, of anything that 
has been known since the school was organized . 

. PESIRABILITY AND ATTRACTIVENESS OF SUCH SHOP INSTRUCTION DEMONSTRATED. 

The fact that boys of ability will enter the shops to get a trade and an education 
at the same time, and that they can and will learn under circumstances so discour
aging as those reJulting from our limited facilities for instruction and from the 
requirements of night-work in the shops, goes to show the desirability and the 
economic value of school-instruction in connection with workshops. 

That progress in school-studies was at all possible under such circumstances is to 
be attributed to the superior ability and praiseworthy perseverance of the appren
tices that have lately entered the ser vice. 

Many of these young men are soon able to do a journeyman's work and to 
increase the efficiency of the shops in numerous ways by their intelligence and 
quickness of perception. They are willing t o accept apprentice wages for their serv
ices in order that they may advantage by our class-instruction. But I very much 
doubt whether we can hold the best of these young men unless they are afforded 
more instruction than they now have. Some of them are talking of going else
where to enter school , and I cannot blame them for their dissatisfaction with our 
present school facilities. 

SUPERIOR CLASS OF APPRENTICES SECURED. 

Of the young men who have become appren tices since the inauguration of the 
school, our records show that the nwnber who have been at least two years in their 
several institutions are as follows: Baltimore City College, 5; oth er high schools, 
7; McDonough School, 2; University of Alabama, 1; St. John's College 1; Johns 
Hopkins University, 1 (one year only); Naval Academy, 1; St. Louis Manual 
Training School, 1. Three boys have come from the Baltimore Manual Training 
School. A number of other boys have attended academies or good grammar 
schools, and not a few have come from t he country. .Although the previous school 
advantages of these country boys have not been very great, they are nevertheless 
among the most faithful and earnest workers in the Mt. Clare school and shops, 
and are making good headway in their school and shops. 

We have constantly endeavored to do the most that could be done, with our lim
ited facilities, toward advancing the individual interests of boys who have come 
here for the purpose of obtaining an education while learning their trades. But 
we have not lost sight of the fact that in a school of this character, sustained by a 
corporation in connection with its shops, the highest good should be looked for in 
the furtherance of the material interests of those whose money goes to pay for the 
instruction. Our efforts to make the instructi:m practical and, as far as possible, 
of immediate usefulnsss to the Company, have already been recognized and appre
ciated by some of the heads of departments. We have been asked to recommend 
young men for positions requiring intelligence and skill, and the demand for young 
men specifically qualified for certain positions is now greater than we can supply. 

The educational requirements for apprenticeship have greatly improved the char
acter and ability of apprentices at Mt. Clare. That industrial corporations should 
recognize the value of common-school training to such an extent as to make edu
cational qualifications a condition of admission to their shopsj for the purpose of 
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learning a trade, is an important movement in both education and industry. I 
would recommend that the monthly educational examination be extended; unJier 
the management of the school, to shops along the entire line. This can be done 
by sending the questions each month to the managers of the various·shops, who 
should see that they are submitted to applicants for apprenticeship. The papers 
could then be sent to Mt. Clare to be looked over, graded, and returned to the 
proper authorities. The standard would of course have to be very low at first, but 
it could be elevated from month to month. The expense in this matter would be 
insignificant compared with the important eeonomic results that could thus be 
attained. • 

WHAT THE SCHOOL BAS ALREADY ACCOMPLISHED. 

In conclusion I will briefly summarize what has been accomplished by the school 
and its management since it was inaugurated: 

1. The examination of 147 apprentices at Mt.'Clare, and of 350 apprentices along 
the line, who were in the service when the school began. . 
· 2. The maintenan<ie since March, 1885, of an educational examination as a condi
tion of admission to apprenticeship at Mt. Clare. 

3. The instruction in drawing and in elementary subjects of about forty appren
tices who had been received into the service before the inauguration of the school. 

4. The admission to apprenticeship of more than 100 boys, many of whom had 
already laid the foundation for technical training. Some of these young men do 
the work of journeymen, for which they are willing to receive very low ·wages on 
account of the school-instruction. . 

5. For more than a year we have been giving these young men the very best 
technical training in drawing, descriptive geometry, physics. mechanics and the 
locomotive engine, besides in the more general subjects of algebra, geometry, his
tory, English, etc. 

6. Our teachers, in their en(,ieavors to make their instruction practical, have gone 
into the shops to study the machines, trades and manipulative processes, and· to be
come acquainted with the boys while engaged in the performance of shop-duties. 

7. Shop-instruction and supervision on a practical and systematic basis lias been 
attempted, and to a certain extent carried out. The experience thus gained will 
be invaluable in future. 

8. A number of problems, drawings, etc., have been prepared by our teachers 
from data. gathered in and about the shops, and the use of these enables the in
structors to make the instruction much more interesting and profitable than it 
would have been had the instructors relied solely o:p. the use of text-books. 

9. The nucleus of a physical laboratory for class-instruction and experiments by 
students has been formed. 

10. A classification of the various steps of apprenticeship has been-attempted, 
and some headway has been made toward that end, with a. view to correcting 
errors in existing methods of apprentice work ~nd adopting the school-instruction 
to the wants of the shop. Efforts have also been made toward working out sys
tematic plans of shop-instruction for educational results. 

11. An important and extensive collection of scientific and mechanical books 
and magazines has been carefully made for the library. 

12. Apprentices have, through the school, been brought into intimate relations 
with the library, and have thus been induced to do a considerable amount of useful 
reading. 

13. Although we have not yet succeeded in putting the Cadet classes into operation, 
much prejudice has been overcome, and many who at first did not believe in such 
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a school have been led to see that school-instruction as supplementary to apprentice
ship is both possible and desirable. 

14. The knowledge of the maintenanee of such a school by the Baltimore and 
Ohio Company has spread t hrough the community and the country at large, and 
has given the Company credit for manifesting a tangible interest in the welfare of 
its employes, and for thus adopting efficient and practical measures toward the 
effectual solution of labor problems . 

.Already other railway companies have indicated their intention to adopt certain 
features of our school-work in their shops. 

15. Finally, the managers and teachers of the school have gained much practical 
experience that will be of great service in the future management of the school. 
The way has been prepared for the organization ·of the Cadet classes, and young 
men are ready to enter upon advanced courses of study as soon as these classes can 
be organized. 

Very truly, yours, 

G. P. COLER, Principal: 

DEPARTM EN1' OF DRAWING. 

G. P. COLER, 

Principat. 

DEAR Sm: When the instruction of apprentices in drawing first began, but little 
could be accomplished, owing to two causes : 1st. The character of the students; 
2d. Lack of facili ties. With only a few exceptions the students then in the school 
were those who had been for some time in the service, who had entered simply for 
work, and not with any idea or desire for " schooling," and who had been condi
tionally admitted to the school on an entrance grade far below the regular passing
mark. Their capacity for instruction was so limited as to render any attempts at 
it very discouraging. No drawing instruments were obtained for some time, and 
consequently no mechanical drawing was done at :first, and the instruction con-
sisted entirely of free-hand drawing. · 

Since then the condition of affairs has changed very much for the better. Draw
ing instruments 'vere purchased and other facilities provided. The work in free
hand drMving is now equipped with a set of Prang's Drawing Models, a partial set 
of compressed paper" models en relief," and a few other models made at the school. 
The work in projective drawing is illustrated by a set of models showing the inter
sections of various geometrical solids by planes or by other solids. The most of 
these last-mentioned models were made by myself, and the list is rapidly being m
creased. The work in machine drawing is aided by a set of Thorne's working draw
ings which illustrate the best methods of practice. 

The grade of the entrance exami11ations is now more rigid, and the larger part of 
the old students have either left the school, completed their apprenticeship, or 
have been dropped from school-work for incapacity. Raising the grade of the 
school-work is having a very noticeable result in the corresponding improvement in 
the character of the apprentices now in the service. Of those who have entered 
the service since the organization of the school, the majority are young men who 
would never have entered as a pprentices except for the school, and it has come to 
my personal knowledge that some of the best of them are only continuing in the 
service in the hopes of the speedy enlargement of th e facilities of the school. There 
are some cases of students showing an aptitude for drawing amounting almost to 
genius, and who already do work which , on the score of neatness, will compare fav· 
orably with that of the majority of professional draughtsmen, and who only need 
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additional training in the technicalities of draughting to make them proficient 
draughtsmen, and valuable material from which the company may recruit for their 
drawing-rooms. One of the apprentices has already been advan~ from the 
machine-shop to the draughting department, and only recently we had occasion to 
recommend another apprentice in answer to a call for another student for the same 
purpose. 

On February 1, 1886, there were 78 students in the lirawing classes of the school. 
Of these, 30 are still in the school. The remaining 48 have either left for cause, or 
have been dropped from school-work because they showed an incapacity or unwill
ingness to learn that made it impolitic to waste !Urther energies on them. There 
are at present 58 students in the various drawing classes. The number is steadily 
increasing, the additions being invariably of a much higher grade than any of the 
apprentices were at the formation of the school. · 

The course in drawing now consists of a first-year class in geometrical drawing, 
a second-year class in projective drawing, a third-year class in Il}achine drawing, a 
class in free-hand drawing, and a class in descriptive geometry. The instruction is 
almost entirely " individual " instruction rather than "class " instruction-this plan 
rendering it possible for each student to progress as fast as his ability warrants, and 
allowing his work to be slightly varied as his future requirements may demand. 
The drawings sent to you not long ago are a fair exponent of the system of draw
ing at present followed in the school. As soon as a proposed sectional model of a 
steam engine can be obtained, the instruction in machine drawing will be amended 
to include the making of working drawings direct from the models. The class in 
machine drawing is now engaged on the subject of spur gearing, and this will be 
followed by work in bevel and worm gearing. It is intended ultimately to give a 
systematic course in machine design. 

Very respectfully, 

D ECEMBER 31, 1886. 
WALTER L. WEBB, 

Instructor in Drawing. 

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICS AND PHYSICS. 

G. P. CoLER, Principal: 
DEAR Sm : Instruction in science was not begun until the school had been in oper

ation for some time. A class in physics was first formed, and this year one in 
mechanics was organized. In addition to this regular work; occasional lectures have 
been given to other classes or to the whole school. My connection with the school 
began February last. There have been under my charge about seventy apprentices, 
in classes ranging from twelve to thirty members. 

The aim has been to impart a knowledge of some of the elementary: and funda
mental principles and laws of the subjects considered, to illustrate them by experi
ment, to direct attention to their important applications, and especially to awaken 
an interest in this kind of study and cultivate habits of thoughtfulness and a desire· 
for an intelligent understanding of the things which fall immediately to the notice 
of the student, such as the principles involved in the machinery he uses. It has 
been borne in mind also that these subjects are the necessary foundation for subse
quent study of mechanism, the steam engine and other adva:nced.and technical sub
jects, and especial attention has therefore been given to those topics which are of 
most importance as preparation for such subjects. 

The method of instruction has been rather an experimental presentation of the 
subjects at hand, together with questions and class discussion, than ordinary text
book recitation. The boys have naturally shown a particular liking for experiments, 
and this has been encouraged by the introduction of such experiments a.s have been 
practicable. They are not made mere shows, but are presented in such a way a.s to 
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demand careful consideration of the methods employed and the results obtained. 
The class in mechanics, for example, arrives at principles and laws as the result of 
experiment; these are then applied to the solution of problems, many of which are 
to be determined both by the law and as the result of special experiment. Among 
the latter may be mentioned the determination of the pressures of variously loaded 
beams upon their supports, and of the tension on the tie-rod of a crane of given 
form when supporting a known weight. A considerable part of this work is per
formed by the boys themselves. This, besides giving clear understanding and in
creased interest, serves to make a direct connection between actual and theoretical 
work ; it shows the way in which theoretical study may benefit the practical work
man, and also leads to habits of considering and methods of dealing with real and 
practical problems at first hand. 

Several causes have tended to make the results less satisfactory than they might 
otherwise have been. Many of the boys have had no previous study or training in 
this kind of work and are prepared only for what is most elementary ; the classes 
ha-ve not been well graded, and that which is too advanced for some is already very 
familiar to others; the attendance has been made irregular and the time for study 
(which is meagre at best) has been seriously interfered with by night-work in the 
shops ; there has been almost no apparatus except that constructed with limited 
facilities by the instructor. One of the most valuable results, however, is the change 
in t he attitude of the boys as a class toward study and school-work. At first it 
seemed that the boys attended their classes simply because they were compelled to 
do so ; t hey manifested little desire for anything better than not to go to school. It 
was then a difficult matter to even hold the attention of a class. During last year 
there was marked improvement in scholarship and interest, which was, I think, 
furthered by occasional. visits to the shops and short talks with the boys concerning 
their school and shop-work. This year opened with fresh earnestness and spirit. 
The improvement made by those attending last year , and the superior class of 
apprentices who have recently entered the service (many of whom have done so 
especially to avail of combined shop and school advantages); render the instruction 
much more satisfactory, both as regards the grade of the work and the spirit with 
which it is done. · 

The marked change which the school has undergone during the past year is, in 
my estimation, a matter of congratulation and gratifying surprise. The influence · 
of the school in raising the character and general intelligence of the apprentices, 
their ambition to imp1:ove, and their increased earnestness, cannot but lead to most 
satisfactory results in their value and efficiency as workmen. 

Very respectfully, 

DECEMBER 81, 1886. 

CBAS. F. SCOTT, 

Instructor in Mechanics and Physics. 



CHAPTER VI. 

TECHNICAL MECHANICAL SCHOOLS. 

Account of five notable Technical Schools in the United States. Pages 171-223. 
The Worcester Polytechnic Institute, formerly known as the Worcester Cotinty 

Free Institute of Industrial Science-The State Report for 1871-State authoriza
tion for free technical schools in cities and towns suggested in this report-This 
Institute founded by John ·Boynton, Esq., a citizen of Worcester, Massachusetts
Purpose of the school defined-Ron. Stephen Saulsbury, further endows the 
School-Bequest by the late Ron. Ichabod Washburn-The course of instruqtion
The catalogue of 1890, shows the development of the school since its establishment 
in 1868-The tendency of institutions to eliminate the term " Industrial" from 
their titles-Professor Thompson, first Principal of the Institute, is called to take 
charge of the Rose Polytechnic Institute, at Terre Haute, Indiana- List· of the 
Faculty of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 1890. Page 173. 

The Rose Polytechnic Institute-Brief account of the school and its founder, Chaun
cey Rose-The school first known as the Terre Haute School of Industrial Science
The name changed by the Trustees in honor of the man whose liberality and public 
spirit had created the Institution-chauncey Rose a public benefactor of the same 
class as Stephen Girard, Peter Cooper, Charles Pratt, Anthony J. Drexel, and their 
noble compeers-The inauguration of President Thompson and the opening of the 
Institute-The early decease of the lamented President-The calling of Professor 
T. C. Mendenhall to the Presidency-Successful ad.Iirinistration of President Men
denhall-He is called to take charge of ·the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
Dr. Henry C. Eddy, Dean of the University of Cincinnati, succeeds President 
Mendenhall-Abstracts from the catalogue of 1893-List of Faculty. Page 184. 

The University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, formerly known as the Illinois Indus
trial University-School of Mechanical Engineering-Brief history of the Uni
versity-The child of the Nation and the State-Programme of courses in Draw
ing and in Mechanical Engineering-Impulse to Art study, and an Art collection, 
given by President Gregory-List of Faculty in 1874-'75-The Legislature applied 
to for change of name in 1885-Extracts from Petition of President Peabody to the 
Legislature in 1885-Growth of the University shown by catalogue of 1891-'92-
Courses in Mechanical Engineering. Page 202. · 

The Mechanical courses in Cornell University; "Sibley College of Mechanic Arts"
This department founded and endowed by Ron. Hiram Sibley, of Rochester, 
N.Y., in 1870-Programme of the several courses-The Building-List of the 
Faculty in 1874-'75-The grand result of the foresight and public spirit of Ezra 
Cornell-The remarkable growth of Cornell University-Report by President 
Adams for the year 1891-'92-The growth and needs of Sibley College-Increase 
in value of the property and endowment of Cornell University to August 1st, 
1892--Report by Professor Thurston, the Director of Sibley College-The Depart
ment of Industrial Training and Art-Report of the Sibley College in the Regis
ter of the University, December, 1892. Page 208. 

"171 
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The University of California, College of Mechanics, Berkeley, California-Histor
ical summary of the University-College of Mechanics under Professor Le 
Compte, opened 1870- Chair of Industrial Mechanics found¢ 1874-Drawing .a 
leading study- List of Faculty in 1875-Details of the courses in 1891-'92 will be 
found in the account of the University in the chapters given to the Land Grant 
Colleges-;-Analysis of students attending different departments of the University 
in the year 1891-'92. Page 220. · 

I NTRODUCTORY. 

The five schools here grouped together, though situated in locali
ties so far removed from each other, find a common bond uniting 
them in sympathy and purpose, in the fact that they owe their origin 
t o a recognition of the difficulties which everywhere hedge in the 
path of the American boy who wishes to make himself a skilled 
mechanic. Apart from the confessedly unsatisfactory training to be 
fmmd in such poor remnants of the apprenticeship system as sur
vive to our day, the several Trade Unions, composed often largely 
of European emigrants, rigidly limit the number of apprentices, or 
learners, to be allowed in any given shop. Were there no such 
limitations, however, the multiplication of machinery in all the pro
cesses tends to make of the ordinary workman a sort of automatic 
attachment to a machine; and if the boy enters a shop as an appren
t ice his chance of becoming an intelligent, efficient, all-round me
chanic, a well-equipped artisan, qualified to adapt himself to chang
ing exigencies, is very small. 

The superiority of systematic instruction over any "rule-of
thumb" practice, has come to be so generally admitted; that the pub
lic-spirited, philanthropic men, who set themselves to find a solution 
of the problem of training a r ace of skilled artisans, provided, as 
a matter of course, for the establishment of a training school of 
some kind. The school at Worcester, was the first institution defi
nitely planned to effect this purpose; and the four other schools here 
described were founded on similar lines and have therefore been 
grouped together. 

The blending of actual shop-work with intellectual training was 
the distinctive feature adopted in Worcester by Professor Thomp
son, and was likewise inaugurated in the school at Terre Haute. 
The tendency in all such combinations of intellectual and industrial 
training is towards the preponderance of the one or the other ; as, in 
a greater or less degr ee, has happened in the Land-Grant Colleges be
tween the branches of Agriculture and Mechanics. 

The students find themselves led to higher branches of education 
than they had at first contemplated and the very excellence of the 
training tends to raise the character of the school above its first in
t ent. So it may prove with these schools; engineers and scientists 
may be the product instead of the merely skilled mechanic who was 
first expected. A brief history of the schools and of t heir founders, 
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with a showing of their equipment, methods, and courses of study, 
is all that iS here attempted. · 

THE WORCESTER .POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTJil; FORMERLY KNOWN AS 

THE WORCESTER COUNTY FREE INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL 

SciENCE, WoRCESTER, MAss. 

The Massac~setts State ~port for 1871, pronounces this as " the 
only school in the State where a technical Education in Mechanics 
combined with practice can be obtained " and characterizes it as "a 
model institution· which has no superior in the Country." 

The Board, while not deefuing it " feasible or advisable to attempt 
to give technical instruction in the common schools, other than 
drawing, suggest that the State authorize cities and towns, having 
a population of 5000 inhabitants and over, t o establish free technical 
schools for instruction in such branches of knowledge, com-q~.on to. 
the leading industries of the entire State, as may, from time to time, 
be prescribed by the Board of Education." 

This recommendation shows 1 clearly that the State Educational 
Authorities of Massachusetts at that time, fully appreciated "the fact 
that the teaching of . the public schools needed to be supplemented 
by special Industrial training. 

This Institution, like t.he Cooper Union of New York City, owes· 
its existence to the wise beneficence of a private citizen whose gifts 
have been added to by other public spirited citizens. 

The school was founded by Johll Boynton, Esq., Templeton, of Massachusetts, in 
1865, and its scope and purpose are set forth in the following extract from his letter 
of gift, dated May 1, 1865 : · 

Being desirous to devote a portion of the property, which, in the good providence 
of God has fallen to my lot, for the promotion of the welfare and happiness of my 
fellow-men, I have determined to set apart, and do here set apart. and give the sum 
of One hundred Thousand Dollars, for the endowment and perpetual support of a 
free school or institute, to be established in the County of Worcester , for the bene
fit of the youth of that county. 

The aim of this school shall ever be the instruction of youth in those branches · 
of education not usually taught in the public schools, which are essen tial and best 
adapted to train the young for practical life ; and especially, that such as are in
tending to be mechanics, or manufacturers, or farmers, may attain an understand
ing of the principles of science applicable to their pursuits, which will qualify them 
in the best manner for an intelligent and successful prosecution of their business; 
and that such as intend to devote themselves to any of the branches of mercantile 

·business, shall in like manner be instructed in those. parts of learning most service-. 
able to them ; and that such as design to become teachers of common schools, or 
schools of the like character as our common schools, may be in the best mariner 
fitted for their calling ; and the various schemes of study and courses of instruction 

. shall always be in accordance with this fundamental design, so as thereby to meet 
a want which our public schools have hitherto but inadequately supplied. 
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In forwarding Mr. Boynton's purpose by a gift of Two Hundred 
Thousand Dollars, with special reference to enabling the Institute to 
receive students who are not residents of the County, H on. Stephen 
Salisbury says:-

There is no intention and no desire to establish here a rival, or a substitute, for 
the college. This school will not attempt to turn out in this short period an Ark
wright, a Stephenson, or a Fulton, but it may give facilities and helps which these 
great mechanics did not possess. I n a very wise speech r ecently made by Earl 
Carnaroon, before the National Association for the promotion of Social Science at 
Birmingham, he says, ' I will only say of all technical education, whether of the 
higher grades of professional life or of those lower paths with which the manual 
labor of the individual artizan is concerned, that its basis must be laid in sound 
principles of elementary instruction, and that the later teaching is dependent on 
the earlier. 

In addition to these two princely gifts, the late Ron. Ichabod 
Washburn, of Worcester, provided that, 

There shall be a machine shop of sufficient capacity to employ twenty or more 
apprentices, with a sufficient number of practical teachers and workmen in the 
shop to instruct such apprentices, etc. 

The shop is a handsome three story brick building, one hundred 
feet long, by forty feet wide, with awing sixty five by forty feet, for . 
engine, boilers and blacksmith-shops. These rooms are all equipped 
according to directions of the benevolent donor, and furnished with 
every facility for practical work. 

The main building known as Boynton H all, is a commodious and 
elegant g ranite building, 146 feet long by 61 wide, built by the citi
zens of W orcester. It contains a chapel seating four hundred per
sons, lecture and recitation rooms, rooms for drawing, also rooms 
for chemical and physical laboratories which are fully equipped. 
The value of t he two buildings of the Institute is estimated at 
$120,000. The endowment fund is $600,000. The income for the 
past year 25,000. The Institute is under t he super vision of a Board 
of Trustees of whom Hon. Stephen Salisbury, is President. Pro
fessor Charles 0 . Thompson, A. M. is principal of the Institute 
assisted by a Corps of seven Professors. There is also a Superin
tendent of the Machine Shop, an Instructor on Field work and 
Topography, a lecturer on Geology and an assistant in Chemistry. 
There were 99 students the past year, divided among three classes, 
J unior, Middle, and Senior. There is also an Apprentice class, so 
called, who devote much more time than the others to practice in 
the Machine Shop. They spend 48 hours a week in the shop, eight 
in free-hand drawing, and five in r ecitation." The Apprentice Class 
of 1874, numbered 19. The school year is divided into two terms. 
There is no charge for tuition to residents of Worcester County. 
Others are charged $100.00 per year, payable semi-annually in ad· 
vance. In 1869, the State made a grant of 50,000 to the Institute, on 
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condition of its receiving annually, twenty free pupils from loca
tions outside of Worcester County. Hon. Geo. F. Hoar also made 
a gift to the Institu~ hy the terms of' which. three students, from 
that part of Norfolk County, which WM formerly included jn the 
ninth Congressional district, may receive free tuition. 

The course of instruction covers three years and is so planned that 
the student can acquire thorough. elementary knowledge of at least 
one of the following hranch.es-
1. Mechanical Engineering. 4. Chemistry. 

/ 

2. Civil Engineering. 5. Physics . 
. 3. Drawing. 6. English., French and German. 

At the Middle of Junior year, each student, except the Mechanics, 
choo!'les a department, under the advice of the instructors, and from 
that time to the end of the course devotes to. it his practice time of 
ten hours each week, and the whole of the month. of July. 

DRAWING. 

All the students spend eight hours a week Junior year, and two 
hours a week Middle year, in free-hand drawing; and six hours a 
week Middle and Senior years, in mechanical drawing. The course 
in free-hand drawing is nearly identical with that pursued in the 
South Kensington Schools of .Art. By carefully studied exercises 
in outline drawing, shading and cploring, from copies, models and 
casts, and hy blackboard-work, discipline of the sense of form and 
proportion is secured and an ability tq delineate objects is acquired 
which is of great value in all departments of applied science. In 
the mechanical drawing-rooD.}, instruction is given in the use of in
struments, shading and coloring, plane and isometric projections, 
and the theory of shades, shadows and perspective. The course in 
drawing is the best preparation for the business of a designer, whether 
for prints, fresco and ornamental painting, or any·otheu similar art. 
All drawing is done under the eye of the instructor. 

Every student in the department of Mechanics, in addition to the 
work just specified, is required to make at least one complete set of 
working-drawings in the shop, under the direction of the Superin
tendent, for use in the shop. There is abundant material for use in 
the instruction of the students in the way of casts, models, and pat
terns. The nature of the I nstitute, and the purpose had in view by 
the teachers in their plan of instruction, is set forth. by Professor 
Thompson, in the following paragraphs from his annual statement 
for 1874-5 from which most of the preceding facts have been taken. 

This Technical School is located in the City of Worcester , Massachusetts, the 
centre of a thriving an~ extensive manufacturing business. The opportunities thus . 
offered to observe the various forms of practical industry are signally advantageous 
to the students of the Institute. It is'now fully organized and has graduated four 
classes. The ease with which most of these young men have at once secured hon• 
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01·able lucrative employment confirms the Trustees in their confidence in the sound
ness of the general principles upon which the School is organized and carried on. 

In its scope and purpose it is essentially like the technical schools of Europe, but 
gives special prominence to the practical element. 

* * * * * * * 
What is wanted is a system of training boys for the duties of an active life which 

is broader and brighter than the popular method of ''learning a trade," and more 
simple and direct than the so-called " liberal education." That is, boys must have 
a good education ba~ed on the mathematics and the physical sciences, and know 
enough of some art or trade to enable them to earn a living when they leave school. 
It is clear that schools in which this result is reached must be essentially new, and 
that the plan of instruction must involve some manual labor. The advocates of 
th1s system do not pretend that it is adequate to all the intellectual wants of the 
century or of the country, but they claim that it meets a want long and widely 
felt. 

* * * * * 
Attention is exclusively confined during the first year's drawing time to free

hand work. Such discipline of the sense of form and propor tion is secured in this 
way, and so much dexterity in developing various forms is acquired by the stu
dents, that when they begin shop work they make more rapid and satisfactory 
progress than those who have not had the advantage of this training. 

* * * ·A' ·ll' * ·ll' 

The boys are advanced as fast a.S possible. They are thus 1·elieved of one hind
rance to apprentices, in gene1·al, who are required to do all the rough work of the 
shops, on the ground that in this way the owners can get some compensation for 
the subsequent labor of teaching them. The students, therefore, have three advan
tages, viz: the discipline and culture of free-hand drawing, careful distribution of 
their time, and relief from all unnecessary detail. To these should be added the 
consideration which far outweighs them all, that they come to their work with the 
perceptive faculties, the rea~ou, the judgment and the taste-all tmder constant and 
careful training in school. Theory and- practice accompany and supplement each 
other, and both may pre-suppose the actual possession of the elements of all 
knowledge. ·with these advantages it is hop. that the graduates will be as skill
ful mechanics as ordinary apprentices who have served three years in a shop, with 
the immense additional advantages of educated faculties. 

Now it is clear that the number of apprentices likely to be in the shop under 
these circumstances is so great, that its business prospects must be seriously 
dimmed. To offset this disadvantage, Hon. Ichabod Washburn, who gave the shop 
to the Institute, provided the building and its equipments (which by the act of In
corporation are free from tax), a fwiCl of $5,000 to be expended for stock, and the 
interest of a fund of $50,000 to provide for contingencies. With all these advan
tages the work done by the apprentices is hardly an adequate compensation for the 
expense involved in their instruction. 

A very serious objection to "trade school," and "manual labor departments," 
both at home and abroad, ha~ been that boys had not an opportunity to see or to 
attempt the best kinds of work. Miscellaneous jobbing and inferior work are not 
the models for a boy to study, nor are second rate workmen his proper instructors .. 
Nothing is too good for a boy, though the popular notion is the exact reverse of 
this. The determination on the part of the Superintendent to maintain the highest 
standard of workmanship has so far been successfully carried out, and is undoubt
edly the only way to fulfill the design of the shop. 

* * * * * * * 
The whole scheme must be regarded as an experimt>nt in American education, 

which, at the present stage, is sufficiently promising to warrant its farther prose
cution. 
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Prizes have been awarded by several Mechanics fairs in different 
cities to work from this shop. 

Admirable sets of models for drawing classes are made by the 
pupils, these are from designs by the State Art Director, Mr. Smith, 
and are adapted to the wants of the public schools. A very ingen
iously designed drawing table or stand is also made by the students. 

It is to its full course in Drawing, and its special training for 
pupils as "designers,". that this Institute has claims to our notice 
in the consideration of Institutions affording training in Industrial 
Art.-In its Mechanical, and Civil, Engineering Course, it offers 
similar instruction to that of the various scientific SchoolS of the 
country, and has no greater claim to special notice than they possess. 
Mechanical drawing is of course taught in all these schools. In the 
fact, however, that this is an effort made in one industrial commu
nity to supplement the common instruction, and attempt to meet a 
recognized want in the education otherwise offered by the State; it 
assumes special interest in connection with the question we are now 
considering. The claim that Drawing shall be made a required 
branch of all free public education, rests largely upon the necessity 
that has arisen for trained workers in all the industrial arts, and the 
fact that the present system of cominon School training is of very 
little, if any, practical advantage in fitting the pupils to become 
skillful workers. This Institute is the expression of the fact that, · 
for those youth who have passed beyond the common schools,. there ex
ists no anequate opportunities-for acquiring such \raining. It is at 
once, both an argument for the need of such preliminary training 
as can be given to the pupil in the public school, and an illustration 
of the means hy which the existing want in our American industrial 
Education may be met. . 

That which the Cooper Union, The Franklin Institute, and the 
Maryland Institute, are seeking to do, as best they may, in their 
several localities, the Vv-orcester Free Institute undertakes to do 
somewhat more systematically; as, having control of its students 
through a course of.three years, it is enabled to do. 

The latest catalogue at hand, that for the year 1890, * affords 
opportunity for noting the development of the school, and furnishes 
a record by which the results of the experiment here initiated in 
1868, may, in part, be tested. The first noticeable fact is the change 
of name, which was authorized by the Legislature in May, 1877, to 
take effect July 1, 1877. From that date the school was no longer 
to be known as " TheW orcester County Free Institute of Industrial 
Science," the appella,tion borne through its first decade, but, as 
"The Worcester Polytechnic Institute." 

*Twentieth annual catalogue of Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 1890. Wor
cester, Mass. Press of Sanford & Davis. Pp. 99. 

ART-VOL 4-12 
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There must be some common reason for this desire, shown by 
these modern Industrial Institutions, to drop the characterizing term 
"Industrial " from their legal title. It will be observed, in the sub
sequent accounts of the Land Grant Colleges, t hat several of the 
latter have secured a similar change of name from their respective 
Legislatures. 

The term " P olytechnic" would seem to imply a far more ambi
t ious institution than the ~pprentice training school which John 
Boynton had in mind in his deed of gift. No objection can properly 
be urged against the upward progress of an Institution, any more 
than against the superior development of an individual, provided 
only, that, in this growth from a practical apprentice school, into 
an apparent rival of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
and the higher schools of science of which that is a type, the doors 
of this school do not, of necessity, become closed and tarred against 
t he very class for whose benefit they were first opened. 

The Schools of Science, and the E ngineering Departments of 
Universities and Colleges, form a familiar, well defined class of edu
cational institutions ; but t his Worcester School, stood almost by 
itself, and seemed to offer the typical model of a class of most desir
able intermediate institutions between the free evening schools of 
the City Mechanics Institutes, and the technical professional de
partments of the higher Schools of Science, which would be of great 
practical value. In the " Washburn Shops," connected with the 
school, one of its most striking practical features is still preserved. 

In 1889, a new department, that of "Electrical Engineering," was 
established. In this course an additional year of study, after having 
taken the full three years and a half of the Mechanical Engineering 
course, is required. A "Department of Physical and P olitical Sci
ence" is also announced to open in the autumn of 1891.-The won
derful development in the industrial applications of electricity, rival
ling that which took place a half century and more ago in the like 
applications of steam, is the most notable scientific fact of the day, 
and one which has compelled the Higher Institutions of Science to 
a full recognition of its significance, and forced them to enlarge 
their courses of study. It, however, already enters into so many 
forms of machinery, and has created a demand for such a variety of 
original machines, that its recognition by this school was imperative. 

To fairly contrast the present school with that of ten years or more 
ago, the following statements of th e 1890 catalogue are quoted.-

GENERAL PLAN. 

The Institute offers a good education,-based on the mathematics, modern lao· 
guages, physical sciences, and drawing,-and a t horough knowledge of some branch 
of applied science. It is especially designed to meet the wants of tho~e who wish 
to be prepared as mechanics, civil engineers, chemists, or designers, for the duties 
of their respective professions. 
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The plan of organization is in the main that of the Polytechnic schools of Europe, 

ut with such modifications as are rendered necessary by differing conditions. 
Special prominence, however, is given to the element of practice which is required 
in every department. 

In favor of this feature of the training adopted at the Institute, there may be 
assigned the following reasons: 

1. The fact that some of the most successful and sagacious manufacturers and 
business men. as well as many able educators, continually recur to the idea of com
bining manual labor with school instruction, shows the increasing demand for a 
closer union of theory and practice in technical training. 

2. Those who are actively engaged in the practice of Engineering, are generally 
agreed that every young man training for an engineer should acquire familiarity 
with the practical side of his profession. The acquirement of the manual d'exterity, 
conceded by all to be desirable, may precede, accompany, or follow the theoretical 
instruction. In this school the two are combined. 

S. Most of the young m en who have graduated from the Institute have readily 
found employment in situations for which their technical education especially pre
pared them, and have proved themselves well fitted for their work. 

But while practice is made thus prominent, it is insisted that it should spring 
from a clear comprehension of principles. Practice is not an end, but a means and 
help to the best instruction. With this view of its relation to theoretical work in 
the school training, the student's entrance on the pursuit he has chosen becomes an 
expansion of his course of study, rather than an abrupt transition to a new sphere 
of life. 

In acquiring knowledge of any form of handicraft, or of the practical industries 
by which society is supported and carried on, it is essential that the student should 
work under conditions as like as possible to those which he will m eet in life. The 
more his work is subjected to the inexorable tests of trade, and the more he feels 
just the same responsibility that is inevitable in actual business, the better. 

Practice in the Institute is subject to two conditions:-First, it shall·be a neces
sary part of each week's work; secondly, it shall be judiciously distributed, and 
constantly supervised . 

At the middle of the Junior year every student who has not already done so*
chooses, with the permission of the Faculty, a department and must pursue the 
studies of that department till the. end of his course. The mecharucal engineers 
practice in the shops from the beginning of the Apprentice half year, and their 
practice extends over the whole course of three and a half years. 

Sixteen years of age is the lowest limit allowed for admission to 
the Junior class; the average age of those who enter is eighteen. 
The entrance examination required is about that admitting to a 
good High School, but it is recommended that candidates should 
have, if possible, such a preparation as would be required for en
trance into college. All beginners in Mechanics must enter the 
".Apprentice class," and pass from that into the regular Junior 
class. The aim of the school is to give as complete a general educa~ 
tion as possible. Pupils are taught also, to read French and German 
with facility. 

*See ~e 20, Apprentice Class. 
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ORGAJ.'IIZATION. 

Courses of study and practice are offered in the following departments : 
1. Mechanical Engineering. 
2. Civil Engineering. 
3. Chemistry. 
4. Electrical Engineering. 
5. For course in Physical aml Political Science see p. 42. 

The training of students preparing to be mechanical engine:ars occupies three and 
one-half years ; of those proposing to take electrical engineering four and one-half 
years; that of all others three years of thirty-eight weeks each. 

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION. 

Instruction is given by recitations, lectures and practice, which together consti
tute a symmetrical com·se of study. The course closes with the preparation by 
each student, of a thesis or report. Members of the Apprentice Class who appear 
in the Junior Class are excused from Free Drawing for the first half-year; and 
during Senior year the courses for the differr nt departments vary, but otherwise 
all students attend the recitations and lectures appointed for their respective 
classes. But the exer'}ises in practice are widely different. 

Recitations.-The classes recite in small divisions, and time enough is allotted to 
each recitation to secure the utmost thoroughness. 

Lectures are given by all the Professors on topics suggested by their work, as 
occasion may demand, and in some departments this form of instruction is, of 
necessity, chiefly employed. Students are in all cases required to take notes and 
to sustain examination on the lectures. 

Theses.-Each student before graduating is required to prepare and submit to the 
Faculty a satisfactory report or thesis on some subject connected with his special 
department. At Commencement, abstracts of these papers are presented by the 
members of the graduating class. 

The following is the work required in Drawing. 

DRAWING. 

All students are taught Free-Hand Drawing. The course for the Apprentice 
Year embraces (1) black-boanl practice, (2) the principles of Orthographic and 
Isometric projection as applied to construction in the Shop, (3) the principles and 
practice of lettering, (4) outline sketching from geometrical solids and natural 
objects. During Junior Year the student is given (1) advanced outline drawing 
from objects, working models and from machinery, (2) principles of light and 
shade as applied to object drawing, (il) sketching and shading from natm·e. In the 
Middle Year the t ime is alloted to (1) diagram drawing and enlarging in color, (2) 
principles of color as applied to Free-Hand Object Drawings, (3) sketching and 
coloring from nature. 

In the Mechanical Drawing Room instruction is given in the use of instruments, 
shading and coloring, plane and isometric projections, and the theory of shades, 
shadows and perspective ; also, in making detailed and finished working drawings 
of machines from specific data, including the drawings used in the construction of 
the machine or motor built in the W ashburn Shops by the Senior Class. * * * 
All drawing is done under the eye of the instructor. 

In Mechanical Engineering and Shop practice the general course 
of the method of instruction and work is as follows : 
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DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 
' 

Those who desire to begin the course in Mechanical Engineering must enter the 
Apprentice Class. A limited number, however. may be admitted to this department 
at the September examination, provided they have had at least one year of actual 
work in wood or iron in some approved shop. In each case a certificate from ·the 
proprietor or foreman of the shop will be required, setting forth the amount and 
kind of work which the apprentice has done. The work in this department, except 
the shop-practice, will be carried on, after September, 1889, in the Salisbury 
Laboratories. 

The course in Mechanical Engineering, in addition to the studies common to all 
departments includes instruction in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Thermo
dynamics, Steam Engineering, Engineering, Laboratory work and Shop-Practice. 

* * * * * * * 
SHOP-PRACTICE. 

Two pnnciples are observed in the arrangement of the practice in this depart
ment; First, that while labor with hand tools and machines should be wisely 
blended, yet, since machinery has a constantly increasing share in the conversion 
of material into useful forms, the educated mechanic should know how to design, 
constmct and assemble the parts of a machine, as well as how to make its product; 
and, second, that excellence in construction is to be sought as a most valuable 
factor in instruction. 

The power of the engineer to decide upon general grounds the best form .and 
material for a machine, and to calculate its parts, is greatly increased by blending 
with it the skill of the craftsman in minipulating the material, and the fact that 
the product is to be tested and used, kindles interest in its manufacture and fur
nishes additional incentive to thoroughness and exactness. After the earliest 
lessons, the practice is on commercial goods, and follows the best methods of com
mercial production. 

* * * *· * * * 
Here tile students in Mechanical Engineering spend their practice hours as 

apprentices, and it is found that the graduates in this dePartment ~re as skilful 
mechanics as ordinary apprentices who have served three years in a shop, and they 
have in addition t he advantage of a solid education. This result is attained under 
the following conditions : 

1. These Shops are organized and managed as a manufacturing establishment, 
and a great variety of work is always in process of construction, in order that the 
students may constantly have the wholesome atmosphere of real business. This, 
with a determination on the part of the superintendent to maintain a high standard 
of workmanship, has made the progress of the students in the best methods of con
struction both rapid and thorough, and has proved the most effective means of 
giving them an exact knowledge of shop practice. 

2. The work of each student is done under the personal supervision and direction 
of a skilled workman, and with the advantage of the best obtainable tools and 
machinery; for it is as true in handicraft as in the training of the intellect, that 
the best tools and appliances are not too good for instruction. 

3. Every studer.t receives training in drawing during the entire course. In this 
way exact knowledge of form and proportio!J. is secured, and the students make 
more intelligent and satisfactory progress in the shop, than it is possible for those 
who have not had the advantage of this training. Besides the general training in 
free-hand and instrumental drawing, students in this department have practice 
during Senior Year in making working-drawings of machines, and determi.njng 
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the strength, dimensions, a nd proper proportions of machines from numerical 
specifications. 

4. The weekly practice is distributed so as to occupy five hours ea.ch of two days. 
Each student is required to render a strict account of these hours . The time thus 
spent serves the double purpose of practice and of exercise. 

5. Each student advances as fast as possible, unchecked by the difficulties of his 
neighbor , or any business necessity of t he shop. 

To these advantages, viz. the service of construction in the work of instruction, 
and discipline and culture of free-hand drawing, careful distribution of time, and 
relief from all unnecessary detail, should be added the consideration which far 
outweighs them all, that the students come to their work with the perceptive 
faculties, the reason, the judgment and the tas te all under constant and careful 
training in school. Theory and practice accompany and supplement each other. 
Under these conditions, it is clear that the students must during their practice 
have direction and efficient instruction. To provide for this, R on. Ichabod Wash
burn also gave a fund of $50,000, the income of which may be applied towards 
paying the rum1ing expenses of the shop, with the expectation that twenty young 
men would receive its benefits. With the present facilities, over one hundred are 
accommodated. 

In general the membersof theApprenticeClass are taught the use of wood-work
ing tools and machinery, and are given a thorough cow-se in pattern-making. 
Also, there is instluction and practice in moulding, and casting soft metals. Plans 
for an iron foundry commensw·ate with the other shops are projected. The Junior, 
Middle and Senior Classes work mainly on iron. 

Practice in the Shops and Draughting rooms is given in manufacturing the prod
ucts enumerated on the last pages of the catalogue. It comprises, 

IN THE WOOD ROOM: 

Bench Work.-This includes a great variety of manipulation, under constant in
struction, in laying out work with knife and pencil, the use of planes, the hand
saws, chisels, gouges. squares, gauges, and other tools. 

Wood Tunting.-With the use of the various turning tools, on hard and soft 
wood. 

Machine Sawing.-With large and small circular saws, and scroll saws. 
Machine Planing.-With the Cylinder and Daniels planer. Machine boring, the 

use of the shaping and moulding machines, and the auxiliary manipulations of all 
the machinery used. 

IN THE IRON ROOM: 

Bench Work.-Filing and chipping, preparing 'vork for lathes, tapping, reaming, 
scraping and fitting plane surfaces, finishing with oil-stone and emery cloth. 

Work tvith Speed Lathe.-Drilling and countersinking, filing and polishing, hand
tooling . 

W01·k with Engine Lathe.-Instruction in the use and care of lathe and turning 
tools, squaring up, the proper and maximum speed for cutting metals, turning to 
exact size, the use of the caliper, a variety of turning, both heavy and light; cut
ting threads, squaring up and finishing nuts, chucking straight holes, reaming, 
inside boring, boring with boring-bar, fitting bearing, etc. 

Drilling.-With speed-lathe, upright and tt·averse drillers. 
Milling.-Use of the universal milling-machine- milling-nuts, bolt heads and 

studs. cutting splines, fluting taps and reamers, milling to size and line, cutting 
gears. . 

Planing.-Instructions in the use of the planer , planing surfaces and bevels. 
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Work with Screw Machine.-Making machine bolts with revolving head screw 
machine, cutting up stock, ma.ldng screws and studs, and tapping nuts. 

Tool Making.-The correct forms of turning tools, and the principles of grinding 
them; making taps, dies, reamers, twist-drills, countersinks, counter bores, mills, 
milling-machine cutters, mandrels, boring-bars, chuck-drills, centers. 

Management of Steam.-Care of the boilers and engine, including the work of 
firing ; the care and control of the steam pressure and the water supply ; also UJ,e 
care and manipulation of the steam pump and ip.jectors. The practice in the steam 
department is under the cons~t oversight of the Engineer. 

Designing and Oonstrurting.-In Senior Year after the students have each 
accomplished the practice just specified, they will build one or more complete 
machines from their own drawings. These drawings, though made from definite 
specifications, are intended to afford ample field and scope for the personal responsi
bility and originality of each student in making correct design and arrangement of 
parts of the machine in hand. While this work is tlOt copying, it must not depart es
sentially from the best practice among manufacturing mechanics. Previous classes 
have constructed a twenty-five H . P. Corliss Engine, a ten H. P. Upright Reversible 
Engine, a forty H. P. Buckeye Engine, a thirty H. P. high speed Straight-Line 
Engine; t~ Class of 1885, an Engine Lathe, eighteen feet in length and having 
twenty-six inches swing, the Class of 1886, a Hendey Shaper, the Classes of 1887 
and Hl88, a complete No. 1 Cabinet Turret Lathe, the Class of 1889, a sixteen-inch 
Swing Lathe, with eight-foot bed, and the Class of 1890, two improved Engine 
Lathes. 

While we depend mainly upon real work, with machines and tools in the hands 
of tbe students, to give him practical knowledge and experience, we also desire to 
make the instruction as broad and general as possible. 

For this purpose a beginning pas been made of a permanent exhibit of the best 
American and foreign tools of all kinds, properly arranged and open to the inspec
tion of the students, and used as an illustration of the best, so that the students 
ma.y become familiar with standard tools and the names of the makers. This ex
hibit of tools and machines is used in lectures and genez:al instruction to classes. 

A certain number of students from the State, from the County of 
Worcester, and from certain towns formerly in the 9th Congressional 
District, (these provided for by Hon. George F. Hoar, U. S. Senator , 
formerly Member of Congr~ss from the 9th District,) are admitted 
free from tuition charges. Others. pay $150.00 a year tuition. The 
entire expenses of a student are estimated at $450.00 a year. Very 
interesting statistics are given, showing by classes, the present resi
dence and occupation of all the graduates. _ Nineteen classes have 
been graduated showing a total membership of 893, of whom 455 
completed a three years course, and 434 graduated. 

"More than 90 per cent. of the graduates are engaged in occupa
tions for which their .training at the Institute specially prepared 
them." 

Several pages follow in the catalogue showing some of the articles 
made at the Washburn Machine Shops. Among these, are the sets 
of the admirable "American Drawing Models," designed for school 
use by Walter Smith; and an excellent adjustable Drawing Stand....:. 
these articles are patented. 
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THE LATE PROFESSOR THOMPSON. 

F ortunate as the Worcester County Free Institute was in the lib
erality of its founder, J ohn Boynton, and in the generous gift by 
Mr. Saulsbury, the bequest by the late Ichabod Washburn, and the 
hearty co-operation of Senator Hoar, it may be questioned whether, 
after all, the good providence which gave to the capable hands of 
Professor C. 0 . Thompson, the shapiug of its earliest organization, 
and the directing of its course for a period of fifteen years, was not 
the best fortune of all. Professor Thompson, withenthusiasm and 
intelligence, under took to solve the problem presented by t his edu
cational experiment. Familiar with educational methods, and with 
European experience in technological institutions, he set himself to 
the creating of a kind of school before unknown in t his country. 
So satisfactory was his solution of this problem that whe~1 another 
liberal American, like minded with John Boynton, proposed to do 
likewise for his western country, and, after careful investigation, 
had fixed upon a satisfactory plan, he set for his model theW orcester 
School. Dying before the Institution he had init iated was r eady 
for opening, the Trustees, who sought to carry out his int entions, 
secured as the man to direct his proposed Institution, the one who 
had made the Worcester School a success ; and induced Professor 
Thompson to resign his posit ion at W orcester, and to accept the 
P residency of the Institute. After a preliminary visit to Europe 
and study of European Schools of Technology, President Thompson 
was inaugurated March 7th, 1883. The new Institution, largely 
on the line of the Worcester School, was begun under brilliant aus
pices. This new career so brightly opening before him was, how
ever, suddenly cut short by the death of this most promising Edu
cator, in the very plenitude of his powers. 

The story of his short administration* of the Rose Polytechnic 
Institute will be told in connection. with the account of that School, 
which h ere follows. 

The catalogue of the Worcester Polytechnic Institute for 1890, 
shows 171 students in attendance. The "Faculty" consists of 
eleven Professors, there are also twelve "other Instructors." · 

Homer T. Fuller, Ph. D. is President and Professor of Geology 
and Mineralogy.-George I . Alden, S. B. is Professor of Mechani· 
cal Engineering. George E. Gladwin, Professor of Drawing. 
Milton P. Higgins, S. B. Superintendent of Washburn Shops. 

Ros E PoLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA. 

This Technical School, modelled after the plan of the W orcester 
County Free Institute, with its equipment and methods chosen and 

*The admirable Inaugural address by President Thompson will be found in Ap
pendix X. 
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perfected by the distinguished Educator who had created the W or
caster School, and who had brought to the shaping and directing of 
this new institution hot only the result of his years of teaching ex
perience in Worcester, but the fruits of a personal examination and · 
careful study of the leading Scientific and Technical schools of the 
United States, and of Europe, undertaken with the direct purpose 
of perfecting the plans of this proposed institution, .should certainly 
rank as a model of its class. 

It stands to day in perpetual memorial of the two men to whom its 
existence is due. 

Chauncey Rose, the Founder, belonged to a class of American men 
not uncommon during the first half of the Nineteenth Century; thE< 
enterprising energetic emigrants who went out from the older States 
to settle upon the unoccupied lands of theW est, the hardy pioneers 
of a new settlement, wide awake and ready to seize upon and de
velop the opportunities then offered with free hand by Fortune. To 
these qualities, inherited and developed by New England Ancestry 
and training, and shared by a class of sturdy citizens, the Founder 
of this Institute added an appreciation of his relations to the Com
munity, and an interest in his fellow men, which led him to regard 
the large fortune with which his sagacity_ and enterprise had been 
rewarded, as only held by him in trust for his fellows. 

It is this characteristic which marks him out as an unusual man, 
and enrolls him in the small class of liberal educational philanthro
pists whose deeds illumine the pages of American pragress; with 
Girard, Cooper, Cornell, Pratt, Drexel, and their compeers. 

Chauncey Rose, was born in Wethersfield, Connecticut, December 
24th, 1794, and died at Terre Haute, I ndiana, August 13th, 1877. He 
was unmarried. His paternal grandfather was an emigrant from 
the Highlands of Scotland early in the last century. His mother 
was Mary Warner, of Wethersfield; and he seems in himselfto have 
combined the indomitable self-reliance, enterprise, integrity and 
thrift, of both his Scotch and New England ancestry. Surviving his 
six brothers and single sister, all of whom died childless, he was 
literally ''the last of his race." His only schooling was that then 
given in the district common schools of Connecticut. 

In early manhood, like stt many other New Englanders of that 
day, he left his native State, and started upon an exploring tour 
through the then "West;" visiting Kentucky; and Indiana, in 1817, 
anrl, finally, in 1818, took up his residP-nce in the town of Terre 
Haute, Indiana; which had been laid out only two years before. 
After farming a few years he became a merchant, and was widely 
and favorably known .throughout that neighborhood. 

When the era of Steam Transportation began Mr. Rose was among 
the first to realize its importance, and he is credited with the early 
promotion and successful completion of the Railroad from Terre 
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Haute to Indianapolis; and became, from that time, largely inter
ested in railroad enterprises. The rise in value of land,-as the 
outlying farms in turn were changed to city squares,-in which he 
had early invested his savings, and the immense and rapid develop
ment of the steam roads, by which in like manner in New York, the 
great Vanderbilt fortune was built up,-combined to increase his 
wealth. Two of his brothers were, also, likewise successful in amass
ing fortunes. On the death of one of these, John Rose, in New 
York, it was found that, owing to some technicality, the intentions 
of his will were in danger of being thwarted; Chauncey Rose, in 
order to prevent this, entered upon a litigation which lasted for six 
years, but r esulted in setting the will aside, and Mr. Rose was rec
ognizeJ. as sole heir. He then proceeded to dispose of this great for
tune in accordance with his brother's intentions. He distributed one 
and a half million of dollars, between the 82 charitable institutions 
of New York City, and Brooklyn; giving, the largest single gift, 
$220,000 to the" Children's Aid Society" of New York; and $20,000 
to the Brooklyn Society of the same name. The other gifts ranged 
in amount from seventy-fivethousand, to onethousand, dollars. His 
native town was also remembered with a gift of $18,000 to theW eth
ersfield Seminary and $2,500 to the town Library. 

In the disposal of his personal fortune by will, Mr. Rose, in addi
tion to specific gifts to the Institute, as well as making it the resid
uary legatee of the estate; gave $150,000 to the Vigo County Orphan 
H ome, and.$75,000 to establish a Free Medical Dispensary. His lib
eral gifts during his life to worthy charities, and to public enter
prises which commended themselves to his judgment, were well 
known; while his private benefactions, mostly unknown during his 
life, were continual. 

He always took great interest in promoting education, and by gifts 
to Wabash College, and to the Library of the State Normal College, 
and by aiding pecuniarily many young ladies there to fit themselves 
to become teachers, he had shown this interest; but he desired espe
cially to promote the practical education of young men in a way 
to fit them for t he best service; and at last fixed upon the plan of 
founding a polytechnic school. 

In the Rteps that Mr. Rose took to carry out his plan, he displayed all his best 
traits. Naturally distrustful of his own knowledge of schools, he went to see some 
of the most noted institutions that gave prominence to scientific subjects, and con
sulted all his friends who had any knowledge or experience in such matters. The 
timely and judicious suggestions of these friends-and we name, without disparag
ing the weight of others, J osephus Collett and Barnabas Hobbs-had decided influ
ence with Mr. Rose in his final decision to endow a polytechnic school. 

To obtain the information necessary to determine in-what mould the institution 
should be cast, he commissioned* two of his associates in the corporation to make 

*Charles R. Peddle, Esq., Superintendent of Motive Power on the Vandalia 
Railroad, and President William A. Jones of the Indiana Normal School. 
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a thorough inspection of all institutions in the country that offer courses in higher 
technology. This committee discharged their duty most faithfully and presented 
to Mr. Rose an elaborate report, in which the features and statistics of each of the 
great polytechnic schools in the United States are carefully set out. 

Mr. Rose studied this report long and thoroughly. He sought co\msel and infor
mation from every available source. The result was that he decided to r epeat, as 
far as changed circumstances would permit, the plan of the Worcester Free 
Institute.* 

The following authoritative statement continues the history of the 
Institute down to its formal opening with the inauguration of Presi
dent Thompson. 

This is given in the handsomely printed pamphlet which contains 
a full report of the Inaugural Ceremonies and Addresses with a por
trait of the Founder, and views and plans of the commodious build
ings. t As a brief account of the opening ceremonies and addresses, 
together with a full report of the admirable Inaugural Address by 
President Thompson, will be found in Appendix R, no further 
notice of this event is _here given. 

HISTORICAL. 

[Prepared at t'Ie request of the Board of Managers by Samuel S. Early, Secretary of the Board.] 

The scientific school known as the Rose Polytechnic Institute, was founded in 
1874, by the munificence of the_ late Chauncey Rose, of Terre Haute. As the hon
ored life of this most generous and public spirited gentleman drew near its close. 
among the many benefactions that suggested themselves as deserving objects of 
his liberality was a school in which young men might be thoroughly trained in the 
sciences applicable to the industrial arts. Careful study of the plans and methods 
of such schools and consultation with numerous experienced educators fixed this 
suggestion in his thoughts, and out of his deliberations grew the establishment 
whose first detailed and formal publication of its progress and purposes is set forth 
in the following pages. 

Inviting the assistance of his trusted friends, Messrs. Josephus Collett, Firmin 
Nippert, Charles R. Peddle, Barnabas C. Hobbs, William A. Jones, Demas Deming, 
Ray G. Jenckes, Gen. Charles Cruft and Col. Wm. K. Edwards, he associated them 
with himself in a body corporate in conformitywithanactof the General Assembly 
of the State of Indiana, approved February 20th, 1867, and the amendments thereto, 
said act being entitled "An Act Concerning the Organization and Perpetuity of 
Voluntary Associations, and repealing an act entitled 'An Act Concerning the 
Organization of :Voluntary Associations, and repealing former laws in reference 
thereto,' approved February 12, 1855, and repealing each act repealed by said act, 
and authorizing gifts and devises by ,will to be made to any corporation or purpose 
contemplated by this act." 

* From the pamphlet account of Rose Polytechnic Institute, republished from 
"Barnard's American Journal of Education." The authority for the biographical 
statements just made, is f9und in the "Memoir of Chauncey Rose," with which 
this pamphlet opens. 

t Rose Polytechnic Institute, Addresses of Inauguration and Dedication, with 
Memorial notiCes, a historical introduction, and First Annual Catalogue. Terre 
Haute, Ind: C. W . Brown, printer and binder. 1883. Pp. 84. 
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On the lOth of September, 1874, articles of association \Vere adopted, setting forth 
the objects of the cvrporation to be the establishment and maintenance, in the 
County of Vigo and State of Indiana, of an " institution for the intellectual and 
practical education of young men," designating the corporate name as "Terre 
Haute School of Industrial Science," and entrusting its administration to the cor
porators under the title of managers. 

Instruction in the school was provided to be based on the practical mathematics 
and the application of the ph~·sical sciences to the various arts and manufactures, 
with other branches of active business, and was to include such training as would 
furnish the pupils with useful and practical knowledge of some art or occupation, 
and enable them to earn competent livings. Preference was t o be given t o students 
who were residents of Vigo county, moderate tuition fees were permitted to be 
charged, if considered necessary, and applicants for admission were required to be 
not less than si>.:teen years of age, and to be so prepared as to pass satisfactory ex
aminations in the branches of a fair English education. 

On October lOth, 1874, the Board of Managers was organized, by-laws were 
adopted, and the following officers elected: 

Presillent- CHAUNCEY ROSE. 
Vice-President-JOSEPHUS COLLETT. 

Treasm·er-DEMAS DEMING. 
SecretaMJ-WILLIAM K. EDwARDS. 

At t he same time a committee, comprising Messrs. Cruft, Peddle, Hobbs, J ones 
and Collett, was appointed to consider plans for carrying into effect the objects of 
the association. 

On the 12th of December the committee reported progress, and Messrs. Peddle, 
Cru ft, and J enckes were deputed to confer with an architect. One week thereafter 
Mr. Rose made his first donation, being a deed of conveyance of t he ten acres of 
land now occupied by the Institute, and personal securities to the amount of 
$100,000. The committee on architect reported conferences with Mr. I saac Hodg
son , of Indianapolis. 

December 26th Mr. Hodgson was elected architect, and Mr. Rose made a further 
gift of $86,000 in bonds of the Evansville, Terre Haute & Chicago Railroad Com
pany. 

By the end of January, 1875, the architect had prepared suggestive sketches, 
which were submitted to the consideration of Mr. Rose, and having met his ap
vrova.l, were adopted by the Board of Managers, and detailed drawings, with speci
fications and estimates of cost, were ordered to be prepared. * * * On the 9th 
of August, all preliminaries in the way of gathering mater ials, executing bonds and 
contracts, and the like, having been accomplished. Messrs. C. R. Peddle, J osephus 
Collett, and Charles Cruft, were elected a building committee, and Messrs. Cruft, 
Jenckes, Nippert, and Edwards were chosen as a committee on the laying of the 
corner-stone. 

On the 11th of the following month the ceremony of laying the corner-stone took 
place, at 4 o'clock. An immense concourse of citizens of Terre Haute, and visiting 
strangers, marched in procession from the center of the city to the grounds of the 
School, to witness the exercises, over which Gen. Charles Cruft presided, by request 
of the Board. When the company had been called to order , prayer was offered by 
Rev. E. Frank Howe, pastor of the First Congregational Church, and a choir of 
mixed voices sang a selection. The corner-stone was laid by the architect, assisted 
by the contractors and their workmen, a metal box with numerous interesting me
morials of the occasion, being deposited therein. The president of the day then 
introduced Col. W illiam K. Edwards, who delivered an appropriate and eloquent 
address. A second musical selection was sung by the choir, and was followed by 
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a masterly oration by Barnabas C. Hobbs, LL. D. Tl1e benediction, by Rev. Mr. 
Howe, closed the exercises. 

On the same day a meeting of the Board of Managers was held, and unanimously 
passed amendmenUI to the articles of incor}5oration, which changed the name of 
the association from the " Terre Haute School of Industrial Science" to " Rose 
Polytechnic Institute." This alteration was not effected without persistent protest 
from the venerable founder; but the universal wish, not alone of his fellow-mana
gers, but of the entire community of his fellow-citizens, that ·his noble benefaction 
should bear his own honored name, at lbllgth overcame his modest scruples, and he 
reluctantly gave his consent. Proper legal measures were also authorized to effect 
the transfer of the property of all kinds that had been received from Mr. Rose, from 
the Industrial School to the Polytechnic Institute. 

* * * * * * * 
On the 27th of December Mr. Rose presented a statement of certain paymenUI he 

had made for the benefit of the School, amounting to $31,255.66, with quittance in 
full thereof, and at the same time transferred the sum of $100,00!J in certificates of 
preferred stock in the Evansville & Crawfordsville Railroad Company, as an addi
tion to the endown1ent. •. 

At the annual meeting, held on the 2d of June, 1877, Mr. Rose tendered his resig
nation as a member of the Board of Managers, in consideration of his great age and 
infirmities. In deference to his wishes, his fellow-members accepted it, but most 
unwillingly. Mr. J osephus Collett was elected to succeed him as President of the 
Board, and Mr. Charles R. Peddle was chosen as Vice-President. * * * Mr. 
Rose died on the 1Sth.of August, 1877, and on the 17th of October, the vacancy occa
sioned by his resignation was filled by the election of Mr. William Mack. 

The total of Mr. Rose's gifUI to the Institute, prior to his death, reaehed the sum 
of $345,614.61. 

* * * * * * * 
By his will a specific legacy of $107,594.84 was bequeathed to the Institute, and 

it was constituted his residuary legatee after the payment of his devises to his fam
ily, to the Rose Orphan f{ome and the Free Dispensary. What may be the exact 
amount to be derived from the settlement of the estate it is impossible to determine, 
but it is rea.sona.hle to estimate that the grand aggregate of · his donations to the 
school will considerably exceed $500,000.00. 

* * * * * * * 
Diligent inquiry had continued to be prosecuted also into the availability of can- · , 

didates for the professorships of the faculty, and a number of eminent educators 
had been invited to visit Terre Haute and confer with the Managers upon the 
future organization and conduct of the School. Prominent among these had been 
Dr. Charles 0 . Thompson, Principal of the Free Institute of Technology, at Worces-
ter, Mass., Prof. Wm. D. Marks, of the University of Pennsylv!l-nia, Prof. T. C . 
.Mendenhall, of the Ohio State University, and Prof. F . W. Clarke, of the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati, from all of whom most valuable counsel and suggestions and 
hearty encouragement had been obtained. 

Finding themselves, by thereceipt of the specific legacy, possessed of funds which 
yielded an income of about $25,000.00, the managers felt that the time had come 
when they might take the necessary measures for opening the Institute. The fust 
important step was the election of Dr. Charles 0 . Thompson, of Worcester, Mass., 
to the Presidency of the faculty. This occurred on the 20th of February, 1882, and 
the President of the Board, with the Secretary and Gen. Charles Cruft, visited Wor
cester for a personal conference with Dr. Thompson. Toward the end of March he 
accepted the appointment and immediately began the work of selecting a faculty 
and preparing a detailed plan for the organization of the School. Professors of 
chemistry, of elementary and higher mathematics, :md of drawing, and the Super-
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intendant of the Machine Shops, were chosen and accepted. Those whose services 
were necessary repor ted for duty as soon as their prior engagements admitted, and 
by the end of the summer of 1882, great progress had been made in the work of 
preparation. It was found that a small class could be provided for by the begin
ning of Ma,rch, 1883, and in August of 1882, circulars were published inviting appli
cations for admission. An ·opportunity for the purchase of the apparat us and 
libraq of the late Dr. J ohn Bacon, of Harvard College, was availed of by the 
Board, and a most admirable collection of instruments and of scientific books was 
added to the resources of the School. Power, machinery, and tools for the Shop, 
were purchased by Mr. EdwardS. Cobb, the Superintendent, under the sanction of 
a committee composed of Messrs. Pedclie, Nippert and Cox; cases for the mineral
ogical specimens were constructed, after the plans of Prof. Charles A. Colton, of the 
Department of Chemistry, and the elegant collection was m ounted, labeled and 
stored under his skilled labors. Shelving for the library, designed by Prof . Clarence 
A. Waldo, the future librarian, was provided, and the early pru·cbases of the Board 
and the Bacon libra ry were catalogued by the Secretary and arranged by members of 
the faculty . Large additions to the library and apparatus were made by President 
Thompson , who had sailed for Europe, in July of 1882, for study of the methods 
and progress of technological instruction in the more advanced schools abroad. 
Tables, easels, models, in brief, all the 1·equired appliances for the department of 
drawing, were procured upon the suggestions of P rof. William L. Ames, of that 
department, and, by the time anticipated, everything was in readiness for the 
opening. On the 6th of March candidates for admission were examined, and a 
class of twenty-five members selected from the m ost proficient. 

On the 7th of March, 1883, the Inaugural Ceremonies were held 
and the educational work of the Institute formally began. (See 
Appendix X.) 

The following is the brief announcement in the First Catalogue 
of the opening of the school, with the "four years course," concisely 
outlined. Full page plans of the five floors of the stately main 
building, and of the two floors of the shop building, are given. 

THE RoSE POLYTECHNIC I NSTITUTE. 

This Technical School, founded by the late Chauncey Rose, of Terre Haute, In· 
diana, is now open for the instruction of young men in technology. 

In accordance with the directions of the founder, the Institute offers a good edu
cation based on the mathematics, physical sciences, living languages and drawing, 
a nd familiarity with some form of applied science or handicraft. The course of 
study is so planned that every student spends a fixed portion of his t ime in learn· 
ing the elements of the business or profession t hat he designs to pursue after 
graduating; this part of his work is called practice. 

Recitations, lectures, laboratory work and drawing a re of u niform kind and 
amount for all students; exercises in practice are widely different, depending 
upon the department selected by the student. The general course of study does 
not differ essentially from that pursued in other Polytechnic Schools. The practice 
is offered in the following departments: Mechanics, Civil Engineering, Chemistry, 
Physics, Drawing and Design. The choice of a department is made by each stu· 
dent soon after entering, under the advice of the faculty. A department of Min· 
ing Engineering will be organized as soon as possible and duly announced. 
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APPARATUS FOR INSTRUcn'ION, 

Recitation-rooms, lecture-rooms, laboratories and .drawing-rooms are ready, 
alllple supplies of models, plate, and laboratory equipments having been pur
chased. Field instruments for the use of Civil Engineers have also been provided. 

A cabinet of minerals containing 5,000 specimens carefully arranged to facilitate 
the study of geology and mineralogy, is displayed in a room convenient for use. 

A library of 5,000 volumes, selected with especial reference to the wants of stu
dents of technology, but not destitute of works of standard literature, is on the 
shelves and will be increased as occasion demands. 

In the shop is an assemblage of rooms in which iron and wood-working tools and 
machinery, arranged with r eference to· instruction by means of construction, are 
provided for the use of students. The wood room, boiler and engine rooms are in 
order ; the iron, room and forge shop, will be in order before September 1, 1883, as 
all the requisite tools are now under contract ; so that students in mechanics will 
enjoy the advantage of practicing in a large, well-lighted, manufacturing machine 
shop, which is equipped with the best modern tools and machinery. All products 
of the shop will be made for sale, and the labor of the students will be supplemented 
by that of skilled journeymen, who will finish the work under the inspection and 
for the instruction of pupils ; the latter will thus be surrounded by the influences of 
actual business and under the incentive of emulation with practiced handicraft. 
In the equipment of the machine shop the sum of nearly$30,000 has been expended . 

Plans for a new building to be devoted to the uses of a chemical laboratory, have 
been submitted to the trustees and the work will be begun early in the autumn. 
Ample provision has been made for the study of physics according to the most ap
proved modern ideas. 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

The course of study occupies four years, and the work is arranged as follows 
(the figures indicate hours per week): · 

Freshman Olass.-Free Drawing, 6; Mathematics, 7; Practice, 25; Private Study, 
14. Total, 52. 

Sophomore Class.-Fr~ Drawing, 2; Mechanical Drawing, 6; Mathematics, 6; 
Language 4; Chemistry and Physics, 4; Practice, 10; Private Study, 20. Total, 52. 

JuniorOlass.-Meohanical Drawing, 6; Mathematics and Theoretical Mechanics, 4; 
Language 4; Chemistry and Physics, 4; Practice, 10; Private Study, 24. Total, 52. 

Senior Class.-Mathematics, 5; Language and Ethics, 5; Physics, 3; Chemistry', 
1; Engineering, '3; Practice, 10; Private Study, 25. Total, 52. 

In this course the term Mathe:matics includes algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
analytical and descriptive geometry, the calculus, theoretical and applied mechanics; 
Physics, heat, light and electricity, each abundantly illustrated; Chemistry, the 
study of the elements, the use of the blow-pipe and the outlines of wet analysis; 
Drawing, free hand work, perspective, orthographic and isometric projection, 
shades and shadows, and the construction of working drawings of machinery ; 
Language, the German language, the English langtiage and the elements of French. 

In addition to the general studies now enumerated, lectures are given in geology. 
Exercises in determjnative mineralogy are included in the chemical instruction. 

Only such changes will be made in this course as experience may show to be 
desirable. Students pass from class to class only by passing the term examina-
tions. • 

The practice of the students in chemistry and physics will be in the laboratories, 
of the civil engineers in the field and drawing-room, of the designers in the draw
ing-room, and of the m echanics in the work-shop; but, in order to give the civil 
engineers some knowledge of tools, their practice will be in the workshops for the 
first two terms of the Freshman year. 
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In short, it is the intention of the managers and faculty that nothing shall be 
lacking to e;ive the students of the Rose Polytechnic facilities not surpassed in this 
country for acquiring a sound technological training. 

ADMISSION. 

Candidates for admission to the Freshman class must be at least sixteen years 
old , present certificates of good standing and pass examination in the following 
branches, viz: English Grammar , History of the United States, Geography, Arith
metic, and Algebra to Quadratic Equations. The entrance examination will take 
place on Tuesday, September 18, 1883, at half-past eight o'clock A. M. , a t the office 
of the President. At the same time a nd place, candidates for the Sophomore and 
Junior classes will be examined and must give evidence of fitness to join the 
desired class. The senior class will not be organized till September , 1884. 

TERMS AND VACATIONS. 

The first term of 14 weeks begins September 18, and closes December 23, 1883; 
the second term of 13 weeks begins J anuary 2, 1884, and closes March 30, 1884; the 
third term of 12 weeks begins April 9, 1884. and closes J une 29, 1884. Vacations of 
one week each occur after the first and second terms respectively, and of eleveJ:~ 

weeks after the third term. 

EXAMINATIONS. 

All students are examined at least twir:e a year on the work of the year, and the 
result of these examinations determines their standing. 

TIDTION. 

No charge for tuition is made to bona fide residents of Vigo County, Indiana. 
All others pay seventy-five dollars each per year. E very student, of whatever 
place of residence, pays an annual fee of twenty-five dollars for u se of chemicals, 
breakage and contingencies. All bills for tuition and incidentals are payable in 
advance on the first day of each term. 

BOARD. 

No arrangements for board are made at the Institute. Students find excellent 
accommodations in private families at prices ranging from $4.00 to 85.00 per week. 

All students who inteni to apply for exa1nination should make application in 
writing. Letters seeking information about the Rose Polytechnic Institute, should 
be addressed to 

Pres't. CHARLES 0. THOMPSON, 
Te1..,.e Haute, l ndiana. 

The students admitted to the first class, March 6th, 1883, num
bered T wenty-five. 

LIST OF THE BOARD AND OF THE FACULTY I N 1883. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS. 

Josephus Collett, Esq., P resident; Charles R. Peddle, M. E., Vice-President; 
SamuelS. Early, A . .M. , Sel:retary; Demas Deming, Esq. , Treasurer. Firmin Nip· 
pert, Esq., Hon. W illiam Mack, Robert S. Cox, Esq. , Preston Hussey, Esq., Hon. 
Richard W. Thompson, L. L. D, William C. Ball, A. M. 
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FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION. 

Charles 0. Thompson, A. M., PH. D., Late Principal of the Free Institute of In
dustrial Science, Worcester, Mass. , President. 

Charles A. Colton, E. »., Late Assistant to t he Professor of Mineralogy in the 
School of Mines, Columbia College, New York, Professor of Chemistry. 

Edward Barnes, B.s., Graduate Student of Johns Hopkins University, Professor 
of the Higher Mathematics . . 

Clarence A. Waldo, A. M., Late Assistant Professor of Mathematics, in Wesleyan 
University, Middletown, Conn., Professor of Elementary Mathematics and Li
brarian. 

James A. Wickersham, A. M., Late Instructor in Kansas University, Professor of 
Languages. , 
----, Professor of Physics and Theoretical Mechanics.* 
----, Professor of Engineering.* 
EdwardS. Cobb, B. s., Late Assistant Superintendent of the .American Paper Bag 

Company, Boston, Superintendent of Machine Shop. 
William L . .Ames, B. s. , Late Student at Cincinnati School of Design, Professor 

of Drawing. 

While t he statements of the first catalogue were comprised in 
eight pages, exclusive of those given to the floor plans of the build
ings, tll.e second annual catalogue contains 29 pages, exclusive .of the 
same floor plans. This contains, also, a notice of the "manufactures 
of the Rose Polytechnic ~hops" which are offered for sale in accord
ance with the precedent set by the shops of theW orcester Institute. 
The st.udents are organized in three classes: Freshman, Sophomore, 
and Junior, and number 45; an increase of 20 in a single year. The 
third Annual Catalogue (1885), shows a total attendance of 69 stu
dents in the four classes. The" Senior Class" is given for the first 
time, numbering 3 students·. In the Fourth Annual Catalogue, 
(1886) the name of President Thompson is starred with the simple 
note ; "Deceased, March 17th, 1885." 
· The unlooked for death of President Thompson; in the fullness of 
his powers, produced a profound impression ; and was felt, not only 
as a calamity to the new institution, but also, as a great loss to the 
educational forces of the country. His experiment at Worcester, 
and its further development at Terre H aute, which gave such assur
ance of exceptional success, bad been followed with unusual atteD:
tion by all interested in the evolution of theN ew Education; to which 
it was conceded that, by inventing this novel form of school, Dr. 
Thompson had made an original and important contribution. 

An influential member of the National Council of Education from 
its organization, Dr. Thompson had freely contributed to t he pro
motion of varied educational interests by numerous addresses, papers 
and publications. Dr. Barnard, in the pamphlet already quoted from, 
gives a list of some twenty-three titles up to the time of his assum
ing the Presidency of Rose Institute. Some of the topics are 

* To be appointed. 

AR'l'- VOL 4--13 
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"Drawing," " :ManualLa:bor and the use of Tools," "Technical Edu
cation," " Handicraft in School." " The P olytechnic School," " The 
W orcester Plan of Technical Education." " Hints towards a P rofes
sion of Teaching," etc., etc. He was a member of various scientific 
societies. Charles Oliver Thompson, A. liL, PH.D. was born Septem
ber 25th, 1836, in East Windsor, Connecticut, where his F ather, Pro
fessor William Thompson, D .D. , was a professor in the Connecticut 
Theological Seminary. He fitted for College in the East Windsor 
Academy, under the late Paul A. Chadbourne, an inspiring educator 
who was subsequently President of the :Massachusetts College of 
Agricultur e. Graduating at Darmouth College, in the class of 1858, 
he spent his life, with the exception of a short term as a practical sur
veyor and civil engineer, in the work of teaching; first in the district 
schools, then, in the work at Arlington for four years, of successfully 
combining an English High School, and the old classical "Cotting 
Academy," into a new form of Public H igh School. F rom this 
woTk he was chosen, in 1868, as Professor of Chemistry, to the W or
cester High School of Industrial Science ; and commissioned to 
undertake a tour of some months in Europe, with the purpose on his 
return, of inaugurating a scientific and practical course of instruc
tion, such as, at that time, "had no recognized type or model in this 
country." 

His successful execution of this purpose at Worcester, and at 
Terre Haute, marks the opening of an educational era in tl1e United 
States. Dartmouth College, conferred the title of PH. D. , in 1870. 
The tributes called forth by t he occasion of h is untimely death, 
testified not only to the ability and culture of the scholar; but, also, 
t o the catholicity of the educator, and the high character and love
able qualities of the man. 

The same wise judgment and good fortune which was evinced in 
the calling of Dr . Thompson, to become the first President of the 
Institute; was again illustrated in the happy selection of his imme
diate successor. 

We have seen that in the formative period of the new Institute, 
the Trustees frequently called to their aid for advice and counsel, 
four leading educators; one of whom was subsequently chosen to be 
the first President of the Institute. 

They now turned to another of their former counsellors and asked 
him to assume the Presidency so sadly and unexpectedly left vacant; 
and Dr. Thomas C. :Mendenhall, PH. D., LL. D. , formerly P rofessor 
in the University of Cincinnati, lat er a Professor in. the Imperial Uni
versity of Tokio, J apan, and at this time employed in one of the 
scientific departments of the U. S. Government Service, was called 
to the chair. Dr. :Mendenhall, entered on his new duties in the autumn 
of 1886, and r emained in charge for four years; when he was again 
called to resume service under the Government, and placed at the 
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head of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, wher e he still remains. 
(1893). 

Such official recognition of his unquestioned distinction as a sci
entist, furnishes the best endorsement of h is success as an educator, 
and of his standing in the scientific world.-

His successful administration of t he Presidency of Rose Poly
technic Institute, may be inferred from the fact that the total yearly 
attendance grew, from 67, as given in the catalogue of 1886, to 159, 
in the catalogue of 1890; which is the last issued under President 
Mendenhall. 

Dr. Henry C. Eddy, c. E. , PH. D. , Dean of the University of Cincin
nati, and for sometime the acting President, succeeded Dr. Men
denhall, as President of the Institute. 

The continued growth and success of the school is shown by the 
statistics giveu in t he catalogues since issued. From the latest one 
at hand,* the general statement of the purpose and methods of the 
Institute is h ere taken, together with the programme of the course 
in Mechanical Engineering, and that of ~he department of Drawing. 
The other "courses," in "electrical " and "civil " engineering, and 
in" Chemistry," are given in the catalogue in similar detail. 

The Rose Polytechnic Institute, is devoted to the higher education of young men 
in Engineering. This term includes all those productive and constructive arts by 
which the forces and materials of nature are made subservient to t he needs of man, 
together with the principles which underlie those arts. 

The course of instruction at this Institute deals in detail with the principles and 
the practice of Engineering with special refer ence to the following branches of the 
profession : Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering, and 
Chemistry, as based upon Drawing, Modern Languages, Mathematics, Mechanics, 
Physics, Chemistry, and Shop Practice. 

The advances in scientific and technical education which have been made during 
the past two or three decades in Europe and in this country have been largely in the 
direction of the introduction of laboratory and practical training into courses of 
study which formerly consisted exclusively of text-book and theoretical work. So 
satisfactory have been the results of this innovation that it is no longer a question 
of debate. Engineering, in practice, is essentially the application of established 
principles for the purpose of accomplishing certain results, mainly included in the 
conversion of matter into useful forms and the utilization of the forces of nature. 
The proper training of an engineer should include, therefore, not only a study of 
principles, but also their application in accordance with established practice. He is 
thus fitted for more rapid advancement on entering his profession, and is saved 
from the many errors arising out of ignorance of methods. 

lo this Institute the student's study of principles is supplemented by constant 
practice in laboratory and work-shop. In the former he learns the use of instru
ments and mE\thods of research, and is thus prepared to attack successfully and in 
a scientific manner such problems as are sure to present themselves to him in the 
practice of his profession. ~n the latter he is made familiar by actual contact with 

*Eleventh Annual Catalogue of the Rose Polytechnic Institute Terre H aute, In
diana. With au outline of the course of study and the Plan of Instruction. 1893. 
Terre Haute, Ind. : Moore & Langen, Printers and Book binders. 1893. Pp. 50. 
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the nature and properties of materials of construction; the use of machines for the· 
manipulation of these materials, the necessary limitations placed upon the products 
of machinery as to form and methods of manipulation; and to this is added skill 
in the use of tools and machines which will greatly enhance his power as an engin
eer in design and construction . 

The work of the students in mechanical engineering is so distributed that they 
spend, on the a.verage, .fifteen hours per week in practice during the .first year, and 
ten hours a week during the rest of the course. During this time they'receive 
instruction from skilled workmen ill the various departments, by whom their prac
tice is constantly supe1Tisecl. 

Each student receives throughout his course six hours a week of instruction in 
drawing; by this discipline such perception of form and proportion is imparted to 
the student that, when he undertakes shop-work, he makes m ore rapid and satis
factory progress than one who ha.s not had the advantage of this training. And 
each student, as soon and as far as possible, is required to make '>Yorking drawings 
of every article that he produces, for the ability to make and to read drawings is 
an indispensable necessity to every engineer . 

As the work-shop is educationa l in its character, and is managed solely for the 
advantage of the students, each is encouraged to make as rapid advancement as 
possible, and is not kept back by his fellows or by the financial necessities of the 
institution. 

To these considerations iu favor of a school-shop must be a.dded another, which 
outweighs them all; that the student comes t o the shop-work with his perceptive 
faculties, reason, judgment ru1d taste, a ll under constant and careful training in 
other departments of the Institute; and also that his interest in the study of theo
retical principles is greatly enhanced by the opportunity offered for their immediate 
application to various problems arising out of his shop-work. 

In accordance ''' ith these general ideas, the Rose Polytechnic Institute offers to 
young men a good education based on Drawing, Ma.thematics, Mechanics, the Phys
ical Sciences and the i\Iodern Languages, together with a practical training ill and a 
familiarity with some form of applied science. 

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION. 

Cott1'Ses of Study.-Provision is now made for four parallel courses of study. 
These are: 

1. Mechanical Engineering. 
2. Electrical Engineering. 
3. Civil Engineering. 
4. Chemistry. 

Each course occupies four years of three terms each. There are four classlS: 
Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior. The Freshman class enters ill September,· 
and entrance examimitions for this class are held at the Institute in June and Sep
tember. 

The four courses are identical during the first two tenus of Freshman year, but 
diverge after that . At the end of the second term every student elects one of these 
courses. 

No student is permitted to elect any special or partial course. Every one must 
take full work in one of the regular courses. 

Many subjects, such as Dmwing, Language, Mechanics, Elementary Chemistry, 
and Physics, etc. , are common to all the courses. In such subjects the recitations 
and lectmes are attended by students in all the courses; their exercises during 
how·s of practice are, however, widely different and are presented in detail on 
another page. 
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All members of the Freshman class practice in the wood-shop during the first 
two terms. During the third term those who elect Civil Engineering devote but 
eight hours to. practice in the machine shop and the remaining hours of practice to 
Civil Engineering; those who elect Chemistry employ all their hours of practice in 
the chemical laboratory. 

In practice and labratory work, each student working independently of others, 
advances as rapidly as possible. A certain standard of excellence, however, must 
be reached by all. 

Recitations are an hour in length, and the classes are divided into sections, so 
that no more are in recitation at one time than will be consistent with thorough
ness of instruction. 

Students are expected to spend two hours of study, if necessary, in preparing 
each recitation, and time enough in preparation for lectures and exercises in draw
ing and laboratory to secure the best re~mlts. 

Courses of lecture~ are given by t he President, Professors, and others in Geology, 
.Astronomy and ot her topics not included in the regular course of study. Students. 
are required to take notes and to sustain examination on these lectures. Instruc
tion in Physics and Chemistry is given largely by means of laboratory practice. 

Thesis.-.At the close of the year each member of the Senior class presents to the 
faculty a graduating tb,esis, in which he records the independent investigation of 
some subject congenial to his tastes, and included in the scope of his course. In 
order to afford time for the preparation of these, one week of each month after 
January of Senior year is devoted exclusively to this work. These thesis, with all 
the drawings which accompany or illustrate them, are preserved in the library of 
the Institute. 

COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

As preparatory subjects, this course includes Drawing, Modern Languages, Theo
retical Mechanics , Physics, and Chemistry. In the more purely techanical part o~ 
the course, the various branches of Applied Mechanics form the most important 
subjects. The course embraces instruction by text-book, lecture, laboratory, and 
work-shop practice with special reference to. the following branches: Practical Phy
sics ; the Properties of Materials and their bearing on the Design of Structures and 
Machines; the Dynamical Principles involved in the design and action of machines 
and structm·es; Steam Engineering ; the general principles of Mechanical Draw-• -ing and Machine Desigu, etc. 

Engineering Labo_ratory.-For the iustruction of the students in the investiga
tion and solution of problems in mechanical engineering a collection has been made 
of the best apparatus and appliances for this purpose. The following are examples: 
A 40-horse power Brown automatic engine, with distribution valves capable of in
dependent adjustment and fitted with complete arrangements for taking indicator 
cards under widely varying conditions. This engine is fitted with an absorption 
dynamometer capable of absorbing its full power, and also with devices for indica
ting variation of speed during one revolution or due to variation of load. A. 50-
horse power compound high-speed Westinghouse engine. A Wheeler surface con
denser, and Blake air pump, arranged to be used with either or both, or for testing 
either engine ; steam engine indicators and automatic power meters. Tranmission 
dynamometers, of powers varying from one to fifty horse, arranged so as to be 
easily used with machine tools, dynamo-electric machines, etc. A Brackett cradle 
dynamometer especially de!!igned for the study of dynamos and electric motors. 
Testing machines for determining tensile and torsional strength, shearing strength, 
cross-breaking strength and torsional stiffness, together With the various elastic 
moduli of the different materials of construction, such as wood, iron, stone, cement , 
etc. For these machines very complete and novel sets of indicating and recording 
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devices have been provided. Tool dynamometers for testing the work absorbed by 
cutting and boring tools. Traction dynamometers for determining the work _dom. 
in drawing cars at different speeds on level and graded roads. Engine-testing de 
vices for t esting the balancing of locomotives while r unning, together with the 
quality of the track, etc. Several sets of apparatus for determining, by static and 
kinetic m ethods, the elastic constants of materials in small specimens. Accurate 
linear and circular dividing engines. Comparators for testing standards of length. 
Standard length bars; strong and sensitive balances ; thermometers, pyrometers 
and calorimeters for steam t ests; speed counters, indicators, etc. 

Each member of the Senior class in the cow-seof Mechanical Engineering designs 
one or more machines during the year, and furnishes complete ·working drawings 
of the same. These drawings are then used by them, with the assistance of the 
Freshmen , in making patterns, and by the other classes in making the machines. 

An excursion is made each year by the members of the Senior class, if they so 
elect, to one of the large manufacturing cities of the country . The class is accom
panied by one of the members of the faculty, and a special study is m ade of the 
most recent machinery and methods. 

Shop Equipment.-The Polytechnic shops arc furnished with the best modern 
tools and machinery for working \vood and iron. The equipment of the wood
shops consists of thirty-six benches, sixty sets of carpenters' tools, wood-turning 
lathes, circular saws, jig-saws, band-saw, double-spindle moulding machine, panel
planer, Gray & W oods' planer , automatic knife-grinder, horizontal boring ma
chine, etc. 

The equipment of the machine shop consists of the following tools: 
Sellers planer 25"x25''x8, Pond lathe, screw cutting, 26"x 20', same 22"x10' , Pow

ell lathe 19"x10' , Washburn lathe 16"x8' , Flather lathe 16"x8', Lodge&Barkerlathe 
18"x10' , Pratt & Whitney lathe 21"x10', Fitchburg lathe 15"x6t', Putnam lathe 
15"x6', Pratt & Whitney lathe 16"x8' , Ames lathe 16"x7', and one 16" swing 6' bed 
turret lathe made in the shop, universal and independent chucks, polishing lathe, 
speed lathes, Brainard milling machine, with spiral and gear-cutting attachments, 
H endey 24" shaper, Bett's 40" radial drill, Pond 32" upright drill, emery wheels, 
buff wheels, grind-stones, drills, r eamers, standard gauges, chucking reamers, 
squares, surface plates, and a full equipment of smaller tools. 

The Fo1·ge-1·oom-Is equipped with five Buffalo stationary blast forges, each 
furnished with power blast. There are also complete sets of swages, and other 
tools for doing all kinds of blacksmithing. 

The Brass Foundry.-Students practice in brass moulding from a large variety 
of patterns and under the immediate supervision of a skilled moulder. 

The Engine and Boiler Rooms- Contain a 40-horse power automatic engine, 
previously m entioned, and five boilers; this engine serves the double purpose of 
a motor and a piece of apparatus; it has a variable cut-off with four independent 
slide-valves, and represents the best American workmanship. The W estinghouse 
compound high-speed engine of 50-horse power is fitted to drive a set of counter 
shafting and speed cones for experimental and testing purposes. There are also 
in connection with this plant the necessary condensers, air pumps, feed pumps, in· 
jectors, inspirators, test gauges, speed counters, engine indicators, ealorimeters, 
pyrometers, etc. 

The boilers are connected so as to be used in every possible combination ; arrange
ments have been made to weigh the coal and ash, and to measure the water used, 
and these rooms become a vailable for studying problems in steam engineering by 
actual experiment. 
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The following is the outline of the studies and practice in this course : 

Course in Mechanical Engineering. 

Year. First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 

Fres!Lrnan .. Algebra. (4 t); Geometry Algebra (4 t(J Plane Trigo· ~ra (4 t); Spherical 
{4 t) ; Free-hand Drawing nometry t); Mechani· onometry(4 t~ Free-
(6 h) ; Elementa~ Phys- cal Drawing (6 h); Ele- hand Drawing (6 ); Ele-
ics (2 t); En~ (S t ); mentary Chemistry (2 t); mentary Chemistry (2 t); 
Practice in ood-shop German (4 t); Practice in German (4 t) ; Practice in 
(16 h). Wood-shop (14 h). Machine· shop, B I a c k· 

smith·shop, etc. (14 h). 

Soph.omcwe .. Analytical Geometry (4 t); Analytical Geometry (4 tl' Ca.lculus (4 t); Descriptive 
Descriptive Geometry Descriptive Geometry 2 Geome:;t (2 t); Elemen-
(2 t); Elementary Me- t); Elementary Mechanics tary M anics (2 t); Me-
chamcs (2 ~; Free-hand (2 t); Mechanical Draw- chanica! Drawin~6 hl; 
Drawinlh(G h ; Chemistry ~ (6 h(.; Chemis~ and Chemistry and · era · 
(1 t); C e cal Labors- era ogy (1 t ) ; C emi· ogy (1 t); Chemical Laho-
tory (4 h) in German is t); cal Laboratory (4 h); ratory (4 h); German (3 
Practice Mach ne. German (S t); Practice in t); Practice in Machine. 
sh'f, Bladrsmith·shop Machine.shop, B I a c k· ~J>P:Fo!~~~sho¥ an Foun~ Care of smith-sh~ and Foundry; 
Boilers and gines (10 Care of oilers and En· Boilers and ~gines tio 
h). gines (10 h). h). 

Junior ..... . Mechanical Drawing (6 h~; Mechanical Drawing (6 h~ ; Mechanical Drawing (6 h~; 
French and German (4 t ; French and German (4 t ; French and German (4 t · 
Ca.Iculus<4 ta; A.n&Iytical Calculus (4t); Analytical Calculus (4 W Analytical 
Mechanics ( t ); Physics Mechanics (2 t); Physics Mechanics 2 t); Physics 
(2 t); ElectriClty (2 t); (4 t); Practice in Mar (4 t); Practice in Ma· 
Practice in Machine- chine-shop, Steam en- chine-shop, steam en· 
s h o j,• Blacksmith-shop ~eand general machine gine and general mar 
and oundry (10 h). I construction (10 h); chine tool construction 

Lectures on Astronomy. (lOb ). 

Senior ....... A~ied Mechanics (4 T Alphlled Mechanics (4 t~; AJI.~Iled 111echanics (4 t); 
ermodynamics (1 t ; ermodyn&mics (1 t · ermodynamics (1 tr 

Chemical Technology 1 Chemical Technology ~i Chemical Technology i 
t~ ; Engllsh Literature s t); Polltical Economy 3 tl' Constitution of the 
t ; Ph~ical Laborato'(s t); Phfr:ical Laboratory nited States (3 t); Physi-
(6 h); acbine Design 6 (6 b); lachine Design l6 cal Laboratory (6 h); 
h); Erfheering Laborar b); Enfteering Lallorar Machine Design (6 b); 
tory ( h) ; Steam En· tory ( h) · Steam En· Engineering Laboratory 
~eerin~ (6 b) ; Practice !l'ineering (6 b) ; Practice ~6 h); Steam ~ee~ 
m Machme-s~stea.m m Machfue-sho~ makinl 6 h); Practice W • 
engine and m · e tool of standard too , inclu • shop - Construction of 
construction (8 b). ing for~gTbtemperin~ f::tterns for foundry USll 

etc. (8 ) ; esi.s wor om working drawings 
(2 w). of macnines designed b(s 

members of tbe class 8 
hk Lectures on Geology; 
T esis work (8 w). 

* * * * * * * 
DRAWING DEPARTMENT. 

· Professors Ames and Kirchner. 

The first and last terms of the Freshman and the first term of the Sophomore 
year are devoted to free-hand drawing. The work done includes model drawing 
and shading with pencil, crayon, brush and pen; sketching parts of or complete 
machines and pen drawing from photographs (chiefly of machines). 

The course in mechanical drawing begins in the second term of tp.e Freshman 
year· with geometric drawing and simple projections ; the problems being selected 
with special reference to their nse in drafting. In the second term of the Sopho
more year working drawings and tracings are made, followed in the third term by 
the theory and practice of shades and shadows and of isometric and perspective 
projections, with work in line and brush shading. ' 

In the Junior year cam outlines are studied and the theory applied in the con-
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struction of cams of va1·ious kinds. In gearing, the involute and cycloidal tooth 
are constructed and applied to spur , bevel and worm gears, using Grant's Teeth of 
Gears as a reference book. 

The remainder of the year is spent in the study of machine u1ovements and in 
elementary designing. 

The growing use of the camera as a companion to the engineer's note book is 
recognized and enough time in the Senior year is devoted to the practice of pho
tography to enable the student to expose and develop dry plates with fair success. 

The study of descriptive geometry, which is continued throughout the Sopho· 
more year, is valued chiefly for its direct bearing on the problems of the designer 
and engineer , consequently greater attention is given to such parts of the subject 
as may be oftenest applied in engineering practice. 

All drawi11g is clone under the eye of the instructor. 
The course as arranged by year a nd terms is shown below. 
Appamtus.-The Free-hand Drawing Room is elegantly finished and provided 

with examples of the most approved methods of drawing. It contains a collection 
of casts of antique forms made by l\'Ialpieri , of Rome, and a full set of the models 
designed by vV alter Smith, of Boston. 

'l.'he Mechanical-Drawing Room is equally commodious, and easily supplied from 
the shop with examples of Machine Construction. In tins room the students will 
see specimens of the drawing and machine work clone at other Polytechnic Schools, 
especially the large collection presented to this institution by the Imperial Institute 
of Technology at St. Petersburg. 

DRAWING. 

I First Term. Second Term. ·Third Term. 

Freshman ... Free-hand- Outline Draw- Mechanical-Geemetri c a I Free band- Shadinl\" from 
ing from lllode ls Six Dra win§t and Projec- Models with pencil and 
hours per week. tions. ix h o u r s per crayon. 

week. 1\fachioe Sketchin~ 
Six hours per wee . 

Sophomo•·e .. Free-hand-Sepia and Pen Meehan i ca l-Wo rki ng Mecbnnical-S hades and 
and Ink Sketcbinfo and Drawings and Tracings- Shadows. Isometric WJd 
Drawing for Pho -En· SL\: hours per week. Perspective Projections-
graving.-Six hours per Descriptive Geometry- Six hours per week. 
week. Cone, Cyl. and Sphere- Descriptive Geometry-

Descriptive Geometry- Two times per week. War ped Surfaces - Two 
Point line and plane- times a week. · 
Two times per week. 

J unior ....... i\lecbaoi<-ai -Problems io Mechanical- Gear Tooth l\Iechaoical-Eie menta r y 

~~~~Yho~a::':, Out- Outlines and use of Odon- Machine Design and mak-
per tograph. S"!i:;cial Proh· ing working and finished 

week. !ems m Mac ines :111ove- Drawings-Six hours per 
ments-Six hours per week. 
week. 

* * .C• * * * * 
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS. 

The Institute occupies a well-graded and sodded campus of ten acres, lying on 
Locust street between Twelfth and Thirteenth streets, in the city of Ten-e Haute, 
lndicu1a. 

Three buildings have been erected, the Academic Building, W ork-shop and Chem
ical Laboratory. The Academic Building is a handsome edifice of brick with stone 
trim mings, four stories high 'above the basement story; it contains forty-six rooms. 
The building is two hundred feet long, with terminal transepts sixty-four feet deep, 
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and central transept eighty.. The Work-shop is also of brick, two stories in height, 
and contains ten rooms. The Chemical Laboratory is of brick, cruciform in shape, 
of one story and perfectly ventilated; it contains four rooms-qualitative, 39'x43'; 
quantitative; 22'6"x39~ ; balance, 6'x10'; office, 16'x21' . · 

This available space will probably receive important addition at an early day, 
from the bequest of $75,000 by the will of Josephus Collett, late President of the 
Board of 1\Ia.nagers of the Institute, and its generous benefactor. 

The statements of expenses, conditions of admission, etc., remain 
substantially as given in the first catalogue. The following is the 
total attendance for the year as given in the catalogue of 1893. 

SUMMARY. 

Graduate Students.............. ...... .. . ... .. . ..... . . ... ... 3 
Seniors ...... .... . . ... .. ...... . ..... . ..... . . . .......... :.. .. 22 
Juniors.. ........... . .................. . ...... . . . . .... . . . . . 27 
Sophomores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 
Freshmen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 

Total. .. . ........... .. . .. . . ........ . ................ 164 

FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION. (1893.) 

Henry T. Eddy, c. E. , PH. D., 441 North Seventh St. , President. 
William L. Ames, B. s., 729 Ohio St., Professor of Drawing and Descriptive 

Geometry. 
James A. Wickersham, A. M:., 451 North Eighth St., Professor of Languages. 
William A. Noyes, PH. D., 320 North Ninth St., Professor of Chemistry. 
1\falverd A. Howe, c. E., 637 Cherry St., Professor of Civil Engineering. 
Carl Leo Mees, M:. D., The Terre Haute, Professor of Physics. 
Thomas Gray, B. sc. , 318 North Seventh St., Professor of Dynamic Engineering. 
Charles S. Brown, PH. B. , 613 Mulberry l::it., Professor of Steam Engineering and 

Machine Design. 
ArthurS. Hathaway, B. s., 1317 South Sixth St., Professor of Mathematics. 
William H. Kirchner, B.s., The Terre Haute, Junior Professor of Drawing. 
Edwin Place, B. M. E., 409 North Sixth St., Instructor in Physical and Engineer-

ing Liboratories. 
Robert L. McCormick, B. s., 602 North Eighth St., Instructor in Mathematics. 
Samuel B. Tinsley, B. s., 418 North Center St., Instructor in Civil Engineering. 
William H. Kirchner, B. s. , .IA:brarian. 
Mrs. S. P. Burton, Registrar. 
1\fiss Hannah F. Smith, .Assistant Librarian. 

I NSTRUCTORS I N THE SHOPS. 

Charles S. Brown, PH. B., Superintendent. 
Garrett W . Logan, Instructor in Machine-work. 
William P. Smith, Instructor in Wood-work. 
Thomas O'Loughlin, Instructor in Forging and Tempering. 
Harry W . Dickinson, Instructo1• in Foundry Practice. 
Benjamin Grosvenor, ~ngineer, and Instructor in Engine and Boiler Manage

ment. 
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THE U NIVERSI TY OF ILLINOIS, FORMERLY KNOW N AS THE ILLI

NOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY;- S CHOOL OF MECHANICAL E NGIN

EERING. 

The University was founded by a grant of public lands made by Congress for the 
establishment of colleges of Agriculture. a nd the Mechanic Arts . 

It was char tered by the State in February , 1867, and was formally inaugurated 
March 11th 1868. It is both State and Nationa l in character, having received its 
endowment from Congress, and its equipment from the State with large donations 
amounting to more than $400,000 from Champaign County. In the autumn of 1871 
the University was opened for the instruction of female students, and now it offets 
its advantages to all classes of S'>Ciety, without regard to sex , sect or condition. 

LOCATION. 

The University is situated in the City of Urbana adjoining the limits of t he City 
of Champaign, in Champaig n County Illinois. It is one hundred a nd twenty
eight rniles from Chicago on the illinois Central Railroad. The Indianapolis, 
Bloomington and W estern Railway passes near the grounds." 

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS. 

The domain occupied by the University embraces about 623 acres including stock 
farms, experimental farms, orchards, gardens, nurseries forest plantations arbor
etum, botanic garden, ornamental grounds, and military parade ground. " 

The University is well furnished w ith buildings, the main one being 214 feet in 
length with a depth on the wings of 122 feet. It is three stories in height with a 
mansard roof. The library wing is fire proof. This building is used for class 
rooms, library, chapel , hall, museums, etc. , Another large building contains 80 
dormitories. 

The Mechanical Building and Drill Hall is of brick, 128 feet in length by 88 feet 
in width. It contains a boiler , forge and tank room; a machine shop, fu rnished 
for practical use, wit h a steam engine, lathes and other machinery; a pa tklrn and 
finishing shop; shops for carpentry and cabinet work furnished with wood work
ing machinery ; pain t print ing and ch·a ughting room s, and rooms for models, 
storage, etc. 

In the second story is the large Drill Hall , 120 by 80 feet, sufficien t for the evolu
tions of a company of infantry , or a section of a battery of field artillery . One of 
the towers contains an armorer's shop and military model room, an artillery room 
and a band room. 

There are also Dwellings, barns and greenhouses. In addition to the Colleges 
of Agriculture, Natmal Science, and Literatme and Science, tlw University has a 
college of Engineering with separate Schools of Mechanical, Civil and Mining En
gineering, and a school of Architecture.-Wood Carving and designing are also 
taught, though not in regular courses. 

DRAWING. 

Complete Courses in Geometrical and Projection, Architectural Engineering, 
Mechanical an<.l Free-hand Drawing are given. Free-hand drawing is given by 
personal instruction in the execution with pencil and crayon, of ' ' studies" by cele
brated French and German artists, and in drawing from plaster m odels and other 
objects. The selections are made from a large and valuable stock pmchased in 
Europe. Painting in Oil and Water colors will be provided for. 

Modelling in Clay haR been recently introduced as an adjunct study in the Archi
tectural comse. It is taught by an educated Sculptor, a graduate of the Fine Art 
Schuol of Louvain in Belgium. " 
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The School of Mechanical Engineering with the practice in the Machine Shops, 
assimilate this department of the University to the Worcester Free Institute, and 
the Sibley Mechanic College of Comell.-

Accounts of the School of Architecture, and the Art Collection will be found 
under the appropriate heads. The r egular course is one of four years and the 
studies are arranged as follows. [Recitations in studies not marked occupy one 
hour daily, figures, indicate the number of recitations in the study each week.] 

COUBSE 3.-MECHANICAL ENGINEERmG. 

First Year. 

1. Advanced Algebra; Projection d.rawing; English or French. 
2. Advanced Geometry; Free-hand Drawing, 10; English or French. 
3. Plane and Spherical Trigonometry; Drawing and Clay Modelling; English or 

French. 
Second Year. 

1. Designing and Drawing 10; Advanced Descriptive Geometry anti. Drawing; 
French or German. 

2. Shop Practice and Drawing 10; Analytical Geometry; French or German. 
3 Shop Practice 10; Calculus; French or German. 

Third Year. 

1. Principles of Mechanism; Calculus; Principles of Chemistry; Vacation Journal 
and Memoir. 

2. Analytical Mechanics; Physi¢8; Shades, Shadows, and Perspecti .re, 10. 
3. Analytical Mechanics 3; Descriptive Astronomy 4; Physics; Chemical Labo

ratory Practice 10. 
Eourth Year. 

1. Resistance of Materials, and Hydraulics; Thermodynamics and Pneumatics; 
Geology or Mental Philosophy; Vacation J ournal and Memoir. · 

2. Prime Movers, Millwork; Finished Machine Drawings, 10; History of Civili
zation; Experimental Physics 10. 

3. Millwork and Machines; Designs and Estimates 10; Political Economy; Thesis. 

DRAWING. 

Projection Drawing-Use of Instruments iii applying the Elements of Descrip
tive Geometry; Use of Water Colors; Isometrical Drawing; Shades and Shadows; 
Perspective. Free-hand Drawing-Sketches of Machinery; Ornamentation; Letter
ing. Machine Drawing-Working Drawings of Original Designs; Finishing in 
Water Colors, and in Line-shading; Details for Shop Use according to the practice 
of leading manufacturers. 

PROJECTS. 

The Designing, Drawing and Shop Practice, have always a definite practical pur
pose. The students under the imm~ate direction of teachers, carefully determine 
the dimensions and shapes best suited for the parts of some machine, reduce them 
to neat and ar.curate working drawings and make tracings for shop use. In the 
fouxth year the drawings are completely finished with line-shading or colors and 
detailed according to the best methods. Specimen drawings are left for the use of 
the School. No student will commence hili shop practice without working draw
ings. The designs are such as require execution in iron, brass and wood, for the 
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purpose of giving breadth of practice. The student is required to make the pat
terns and castings, finish the parts, and put them together in accorda nce with the 
working drawings and the requ ired standard of workmanship. Thisacquaintshim 
with the manner in which the Mechanical Engineer carries his designs into execu
t ion and teach him to so shape, proportion and dispose the parts of a machine as to 
secure the greatest economy of construction, and durability in use. Experiments 
in the testing of P l'ime l\Iovers and othet· machines, are undertaken by the classes. 
They take Indicator Diagrams from the engine of the Mechanical Laboratory and 
determine from them the power ·developed with different degrees of expansion. 

APPARATUS. 

This School is provided with plates and a cabinet of models illustrating mechani
cal movements and elementary combinations of mechanism. 

This collection is rapidly increasing by our own manufacture, and by purchase 
from abroad. A supply of Rigg's models has lately been added, and others from 
the celebrated model manufactory of J. Schroeder Darmstadt, Germany. About 
two hundred valuable models havo been received from the United States Patent 
Office. 

I n the Pattern Shop are four complete sets of tools, benches and vis~. In a 
separate building are forges, a moulder 's bench w ith sand, and a brass furnace. 

The number of students in the School of Mechanical E ngineering 
for 187-!-5 was 33. Tuition is free in all University classes. 

The necessary expenses of students are given for 36 weeks as min
i)llum 122.50 maximum 213.00. 

FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING. (1 874-5. ) 

R egent and Pto.fess01' of Philosophy and Hist01·y.-Hon. John M. Gregory. 
Professor of Civil Engineering.-J. Burkett W ebb. 
ProfeRS01' of Mathematics.-Col. Samuel Vf. Shattuck. 
Profess01' of Jl1echancrtl Enginee1·ing.-Stillman W. Robinson. 
Pl·ofessor of Chemistry.-Henry A. Weber. 
Profll8801' of Geology and Zoology.-Don. Carlos Taft. 
Instructor in Free-Hand Dratving.-Miss Charlotte E. Patch in. 
I nstl·!wtor.-Ricker. 
A8sistant in Mechanical Enginee1·ing and Fo1·eman of Machine Shop. - Elna A. 

Robinson. 

LATER HISTORY. 

There came a time when some of the officers and friends of this 
institut ion t hought that its interests would be promoted by dropping 
t he word " Industrial," and application was made to the Legislature 
of the State to authorize the proposed change in the name. 

This, it seems, aroused opposition on the part of some who feared 
the proposed change of name, meant ~ radical change in the purpose 
of the institution, to r esult in its transformation into t he formal 
classical college. 

To meet this objection Dr. Selim H. Peabody, Regent o.f the Uni~ 
versity, addressed a memorial to the Legislature, a copy of which is 
made a part of his report to the Board of Trust ees at theil· meeting 
July 1st, 18R!5. 
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From this, the following paragraphs showing the direction of the 
activity and growth of the. institution in the line of .technical indus-
trial training, are taken. · 

ExTRACTS FROM MEMORIA.L BY DR. PEABODY. (1885.) 

1. .AB to stu~ents. Iri 1880, 60 per cent. of the students were engaged !n technical 
courses, to 40 per cent. in other courses. In 1885, 68 per cent. are in technical 
courses, to 32 per cent. in other courses. .AB about 20 per cent. are women, nearly 
all of whom are in the literary cours!*l, it follows that 68-80ths or 85 per cent. of the 
young men now in atten,dance are pursuing technical courses of study. Moreover, 
the essentially scientific character of the instruction is defended and guaranteed by 
law-a guarantee which no one seeks to remove. The law of 1873 prescribes that 
each. person shall be taught and shall atudy such branches of learning as are related 
to" agriculture and mechanic," and consequently the Trustees have provided a list 
of such studies, one of which, at least, each student m~t pursue in each term of 
his residence at the University, and this rule is enforced. 

2 . .A.s to the facilities for instruction. All advances made have been such as have 
aided the technical studies. Among these may be noted: The tools and machines 
in the shops have been duplicated during the last two years, and are yet insufficient. 
More will be bought with the next means furnished. The working space in both 
shops has been enlarged about one-third. A blacksmith shop has been added, and 
this may be changed at a half hour's notice, into a foundry, where the students are 
employed in molding and casting iron. A small observatory has been arranged for 
the use of instruments for advanced students in civil engineering. A dairy-house, 
for the proper handling of and experimenting on milk and cream. Laboratories 
for botanical, zoological, and microscopical work, have been arranged for the practi
cal instruction of students in these several departments. The intent is to fully 
organize a school of mining engineering at the opening of the next year, and also 
to reorganize the department of veterinary science at the same time. . We are doing 
all the work of a thorough school of pharmacy, except that of attendance behind 
the counter of an actual drug store. These and these only are the steps by which 
the present administration of the University is seeking to com·ert it into a " mere 
literary and classical college." 

3. Much labor has been expended to bring the work of the University before the 
public by exhibits of its actual and practical results. These exhibits have been of 
it> technical products, partly because these tangible things are more easily shown, 
but chiefly because we wished the public to see in these the leading work of the 
University. Many of you will remember the striking display made u;_ the State 
House two sessions since. At the great educational congress held at Madison last 
year this University occupied a very prominent place with its manual training 
work alone. At New Orleans the University may claim to have done, with its 
Taried and elaborate technical exhibit, more than any other interest, and almost as 
much as all others combined, to save the credit of the State of Illinois. 

* * * * * * * 
The founders and builders of this institution have honestly and earnestly labored 

to develop an institution w4ich they have fondly hoped may be worth the affection, 
the pride and t he support of the grand State of illinois, and they have placed as its 
cornerstone-Scientific Education. This stone, which so many others had in a 
measure rejected, we have made the head of the corner. We havE~ joined with it 
such other elements, as seem n eedful to a broad and wisely symmetrical culture. 
With no antagonisms, or jealousies, or heart-burnings, we are trying to show in 
this broad prairie land the virtue and the force of the " New Education." In this 
we shall claim no more of success than others are willing to concede to u s. But 
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will not those who believe in the dignity and grandeur of scientific training consen1 
that our and their University shall be as worthy of a noble name as those othe1 
schools which have built on the chief cornerstone of classical learning, but are 
themselves fast discovering from their a nd our e::1.:parience, the equal if not superim 
power of scientific training in moulding and developing human and scholarly char
acter? 

THE GROWTH OF THE UNI VERSI T Y. 

The catalogue of 1891-'02, the latest at band, gives ample evidence 
of pr osperous growth during the past decade. The general growth 
of the University in additional courses of study, aud in increase in 
the number of Professors, and students, is amply shown in the 
abstracts from this catalogue given in the account of the University 
in the subsequent chapter , containing the Land Grant Colleges of 
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts. The University is organized 
into four separate colleges as at the beginning; but, in each of these, 
courses have been added. The College of Agriculture, now has four 
separate courses. The College of Engineering has seven, namely: 
" Mechanical;" "Elect:rical;" "Civil;" " Municipal; " "Sanitary" 
and "Mining;" also a course in "Architecture" and one in "Archi
t ectural Engineering." The College of Science has two " Schools;" 
"Chemistry" and " Nat ural Science." The College of Literature, 
has three "Schools; " " English and Modern Languages;" " Ancient 
L anguages;" '' Philosophy and Pedagogy." 

There is also a " Military School ;" a "School of Art and Design;" 
and a Post" Graduate School." The process views of the interiors of 
the W ork Shops and Laboratories, show that they are well equipped. 

The following is the general statement of t he training given in 
Mechanical Engineering. 

M ECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

OBJECT. 

This course is designed to prepare students for the profession of mechanical 
engineering. It a ims to fit them to invent, design, construct, and manage machin
ery for any branch of manufactures. There is a great demand for men who, to a 
thorough knowledge of the principles of machinery and of the various motors, add 
the practical skill necessary to design and construct the machines by which these 
motors are made to work. 

INSTRUCTION. 

The instruction , while severely scientific, is thoroughly practicaL It aims at a 
clea1· understanding and mastery of all mechanical principles and devices. Prac
tice in the workshop is required as one of the studies of the course. 

In principles instruction is imparted by lectures, illustrated platPs, and text 
books. Examples are given, showing the application of the theories and principles 
taught. Experiments in the testing of machines and motors are undertaken by the 
student. 

In practice elementary forms are produced and projects are executed, in which 
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the student constructs machines, or parts thereof, of his own designing, and from 
his own working drawings. 

In designing the student begins with elements 'and proceeds with progressive 
exercises till he is able to design and represent complete machines. 

EQUIPMENT. 

Tbe mechanical laboratory consists of a large, well lighted machine shop, a. pat
tern shop, a. blacksmit.\1. shop, and a. foundry. 

The machine shop is supplied with twelve first-class engine lathes, ranging from 
twelve- to twenty-four-inch swing, ten hand lathes, two shapers, a. planer, two 
milling machines, three drill presses, one punching machine, a. Brown & Sharpe 
universal grinding machine, sixteen vises and the COITesponding sets of bench tools. 
This shop is also provided with complete sets of standard guages, reamers, arbors, 
drillers, etc. 

The pattern shop is provided with·thu:ty-two benches, each supplied with a. case 
of wood-working tools. 

The blacksmith shop contains sixteen forges, fitted with power blast, sixteen 
anvils and sets of blacksmith tools. 

The foundry is equipped with a. cupola for melting iron, the necessary sand, 
ladles, flasks, etc., for making the castings which are afterward to be used in the 
machine shop. · 

The laboratory is also suppled with dynamometers, friction brakes, calorimeters, 
steam engine indicators, and other apparatus for carrying on mechanical laboratory 
work. A 50-horse power high speed engine, made by the students in the machine 

' shop, furnishes power and is available for testing purposes. Three other steam 
engines, a. gas engine, and several boilers of different makes furnish ample material 
for testing by the studen ts in this department. 

The detailed courses for each year follow, but they are substan
tially those already given in the account of the earlier years of the 
University. The general methods are as follows : 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

1. Shop Practice A.-The course of elementary shop practice has been carefully 
an-anged to familiarize the student with the forms of the parts of machines, and 
the mode of producing them. He is made familiar with all the ordinary cutting 
tools for iron or wood ; with the form and condition for most effective work ; 
with the machines and appliances by which they are put in action, and the 
instruments by which desired dimensions of product are obtained. 

(a) Exercises preparatory to pattern making in wood, consisting of planing, 
chiseling, boxing, sawing, turning, etc.; pieces are combined by mortise, dove
tail, and glue joints. Finally, finished patterns are made. 

(b) Exercises in chipping and fil).ng, in which true surfaces are produced 
with the cold chisel and file. After the hand and eye are sufficiently trained , 
fitting is begun, and the square, bevel, rule, compasses, and other auxiliary 
bench tools are used. Pieces are then fitted together by the file, with surfaces 
carefully finished. 

(c) Blacksmithing, including such operations as drawing, upsetting; punch
ing, welding, tempering, etc. 

(d) Elementary exercises in machine tool work, in which the student becomes 
familiar with t he various machine tools, such as engine lathes, shapers, plan
ers, etc. 

(e) Exercises in molding and casting. 
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(f) Machine tool work executed with special reference to finish and sizes, 
using calipers, scales, gauges, etc. Fall, winter·, and spr·ing ter·ms, 10 hom·s a 
week. Mr. ANDERSON. 

2. ilfecllanical Dr·awing and Constnwtion. - In this course the student is taught 
the methods peculiar to mechanical drawing. A complete set of drawin~ is 
made of some machine or parts of machines, aud serves as working drawings 
for the shop work of the course. The time is divided betweeu the drawing 
room and the machine shop. Fall, winter, and spring terms, 13 hours a week. 
M:r. ANDERSON. 

Required: General Engineering Drawing, 1, 2, 3. 

3. llfechanism.-In this com'Se the student takes up the parts of machines with 
reference to t he production of required motions. The various forms of gear 
wheels, cams, link work, etc., are studied. Finished drawings are made, 
involving the more important problems. Stahl and Wood's Pr·inciples of 
llfechanism. Full term, 10 hottrs a week. Professor ScRmNER. 

Reqttir·ed: Math., 2, 4, 6. 

There is a comprehensive "Museum of Inuustrial Art." Besides 
the specimens and examples pertaining to Agriculture, and to the 
Fine Arts :-

The Museum contains full lines of illustrations of the work of the shops ; models 
made at the University or pm·chased abroad; drawings in all department.s; Patent 
Office models, etc., samples of building materials, natural and artificial; a large 
collection illustrating the forestry of Illinois, Florida, and California; with what
ever may be secured that "'"ill teach or illustrate in this most important phase of 
University work. The elegant exhibit made by the University at the Centennial 
and Cotton Exposition at New Orleans, finds a permanent abode in this apartment. 

The Faculty of this College number 16 professors and instructors. Nine ruem
bel'S of other faculties also give instruction in this College. P1·ofessor Nathan Clif
ford Ricker, M. Arch., is Dean of the College of Engineering. Thomas Jonathan 
Burrill, M.A., Ph. D., is acting Regent of the University. 

MECHANICAL CouRsEs IN CoRNELL UNIVERSI TY.- THE SIBLEY 
CoLLEGE oF MECHANIC ARTS. 

The courses of Civil and Mechanical Engineering of Cornell, are 
similar to those of the other Scientific Schools of the country; which, 
from want of space, and as this is not solely a report upon technical 
instruction in Engineering, do not receive special description; the 
fact that a knowledge of drawing forms an essential part of the 
training of an Engineer being generally understood. Cornell, how. 
ever, receives mention elsewhere in this Repor t, both on account of 
its School of Architecture, and also, because of its Art collections 
and Museums. 

It claims notice in the present connection on account of its De
partment of Mechanic Arts, known as The Sibley College of 
Mechanic Arts. This department of the University closely resem
bles The W orcester Free Institute. 

This is one of the departments for which the University is bound by the Land 
Grant to make special provisions. Professorships of Industrial Machanics, Ci vii Engi· 
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neering, Mathematics, and Practical Mechanics were early established and filled. 
:trfodels illustrating mechanical movements, models of various classes of motion, 
and of engineering construction had been imported. A large amount of machinery 
bad be1m acquired. But in 1870, the Honorable Hiram Sibley provided for the 
erection of a special building for this Department. He also gave ten thousand dol-· 
lars for increasing its furniture, and has since enlarged his gift ·by a further dona
tion of thirty thousand dollars for the same purpose. This department has thus 
been placed in a condition to do its work in the most satisfactory manner. There 
are now closely connected with the )ecture room, in which the theoretical side of the 
Mechanic Arts is presented, other rooms for the designing and modeling of machi
nery, and workshops fitted with power and machinery for working in wood and 
metals, in which the practical side will be conducted. 

The machine shop is to be condncted wholly as a means of instruction, and each 
student in the department will be required to devote at least two hours per day to 
work in the shop ; so that he will not only get theory and practice combined, but 
he will also have opportunities to construct and use tools of the greatest precision. 
Each candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering will be given 
an opportunity to design and construct some machine or piece of apparatus, or con
duct a series of experiments, approved by the department, such as promise to be of 
public utility. While the University does not propose to remunerate students for 
their labor, or guarantee any return except instruction, advanced students will be 
allowed, to a certain extent, to make tools or small articles of utility for thAm
selves. But in all cases they must work from approved plans and by the consent 
of the- director of the shop. Materials wasted, or tools injured, will be charged to 
the student wasting or injuring them. 

Three courses of study have been arra.nged:-
(1) A Four Years or Full Course, upon the satisfactory completion of which the 

student will be entitled to the degree of Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering. 
The entrance examinations for this course this year are the same as heretofore: 

but hereafter six books of Geometry in addition will be required. 

COURSE IN MECHANIC ARTS.* 

FIRST YEAR. 

First Terms.-Algebra (5); French or Germ\IJl (5); free band drawing and shop 
practice (7). 

Second Term.-Advanced geometry (5); French or German (5); free-band draw-
ing and shop practice (7). · 

Third Term.-Trigonometry (4); French or German (5); linear drawing, projec
tions and shop practice (7). 

SECOND YEA.R. 

First Te1·m.-Analytical geometry (5); German or French (5) or (3); chemistry 
(2) i experimental mechancs (2) ; shop practice (3t). 

Second Term.-Calculus (3); Analytical geometry of three dimensions (2); Ger
man or French (5) or (3) ; chemistry (2) ; electricity and magnetism (2) : shop prac
tice (3t). 

Third Term.-Calculus (5); German or French (5) or (3Y; elec~ricity and mag
netism (2) ; mechanical drawing (2); shop work (3t). 

*"The figures indicate the number of exercises per week or their equivalent in 
hours counted towards graduation." 

ART-VOL 4--14 
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THffiD YEAR. 

First Tenn.-Cn.lculus (5); descriptive geometry (5) ; heat (3); rhetoric and com
position (2) ; shop practice (3-t). 

Second Tenn.-Acoustics and optics (3) ; machine construction and drawing (4); 
principles of m echanism (·5) ; rhetoric and composition (2); shop pJ·actice (3t). 

11~i1·cl Tcrm.-Machine construction and drawing (4) ; steam-engine (4) ; mill 
work (4) ; shop practice (sn. 

FOURTH YEAR. 

First Term.-Designing machinery (4); machine drawing ('~); water wheels, 
lectures, etc. , (4); shop practice (3!). 

Seconcl Tcnn.-l\lechanics (5); physical laboratory practice (4); de~igning ma
chinery (4) ; shop practice (3D. 

17tircl Term.-Architecture (2) ; field practice and the use of instruments (3) ; 
special study (4) ; working draughts (4); shop practice ::mel preparation of thesis(4)." 

(2) An Optional Cow·se under the direction of the Dean. In this course entrance 
examinations in Grammar , Geography, Arithmetic and Algebra through Quadrat
ics are required. Attendance upon ten lectw·es or recitations per week or their 
equivalent, in addition to two hours daily shop practice, two hours daily in draw
ing, and the passing of t he examinations at the close of each term, are necessary to 
remaining in tho University. 

(3) A Special CQtt1'Se has been arranged for such young men as have a fa ir knowl
edge of the machinist's or pattern-maker's trade, who desire to fit themselves for 
foremen or leading positions in their business. They may enter the department 
without passing entrance examinations; but they are r equired to devote at least 
five hours per day to shop practice and four hours daily to machine or free-hand 
drawing , and to take such other exercises as may be prescribed by the Faculty of 
the Department. 

The instruction in shop practice embraces the study and construction of gearing 
and link-work, strength and proportion of parts, accurate surfaces (such as face· 
plates, stTaight-edges, rigltt angles, etc.), shop accounts, management, etc. 

On leaving the University a certificate of proficiency and attendance will be 
granted. 

(4) THE SIBLEY COLLEGE. 

The sum requisite for the erection of this edifice was the gift of one of the 
Trustees, the Honorable Hiram Sibley, of Rochester. The foundations were laid 
in the autumn o.f 1870, and the building was completed during the summer of 1871. 
It is of stone, and of the same general character as the other University structures. 
Desigued for t he Department of the l\fechanical Arts, it affords accommodation to 
that department, and, temporarily, to the Department of Botany. On the first floor 
are the machine shop and the office of the Uni,·ersity Press. On the second floor are 
the lecture-rooms of the professors of Industriall\fechanics, and of Botany and the 
1\iechanicall\htscums. On the third floor are the mechanical and free-hand dmught
ing-rooms. On the north side of the building is an engine-room and a stereotype 
foundry. The Sibley College was formally opened on Wednesday, June twenty· 
first, 1871, by the Governor of the State and the authorities of the University. 

II. MACHINE SHOP. 

The Machine Shop, in the west end of the Sibley College, is carried on for the 
sole purpose of giving instruction in practical work. It is supplied with lathes, 
planers and grinding machinery, drilling machine, shaping machine, a universal 
milling machine fitted for cutting plane, bevel and spiral gears- spiral cutters-twist 
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drills, with additional tools and attachments for graduating scales and circles and 
for working varioy.s forms and shapes. In-addition to the hand and lathe tools of 
the usual kind and of the best quality, there are tools of the greatest accuracy--{)()n
sisting of surface plates, straight-edges and squares of various sizes, a standard 
measuring machine, measuring from zero to twelve inches by the ten-thousandth 
of an inch, and a grinding machine in process of construction for producing true 
cylindrical and conical forms. These tools are fo; the purpose of manufacturing 
standard gauges in addition to their general use in the shop. . 

The machinery is driven by water power through the agency of ' ' wire rope trans
mission," or by a steam engine in case of accident to the water power. 

All students in the course of .Mechanical Engineerin~ are obliged to work a cer
tain number of hours a week in this laboratory. The door in the rear leads to the 
engine-room. On the next story is, at the right, the lower draughting room of the 
dep.c'lrtment of Free-hand Drawing, which also occupies an apartment of the same 
size, directly over this, in the third story. Here will be found an interesting col
lections of casts, representing statues, busts, mouldings, bas-reliefs, friezes, capitals, 
groups of flowers and a great variety of other objects ; they are copies of antiques 
in the British .M:useum and the Louvre at Paris. They are so arranged that the 
sketcher can control the light which falls upon them. The west room, on the second 
floor, is partly a lecture room for the professor of .Mechanics and _partly a model 
room. In the cases may be seen several hundred mechanical models. .Among them 
the most noticeable are the series of Ollivier models, exhibiting the effects pro
duced by intersections of curves and b'Urfaces ; many working models made at the 
College of Mechanics, in Chester, Englan!l ; a series of models, executed by the 
mechanician Schroder, of Dartnstadt, illustrative of mechanical combinations, of 
which those d.isplaying the peculiarities of cog-wheel motion are of especial interest; 
and some exquisitely finished models of stea,m engines and their various parts. The 
drawings on the walls are those which in previous years have received prizes offered 
by the Sibley College. Up stairs, the room above this, is the Mechanical Draught
ing room, fitted with adjustable tables, which can be lowered and raised at will. 

Number of students in Mechanic Arts as given in the University 
Register for 1874-75 was 49. The special Faculty of The Sibley Col
lege of Mechanic Arts consists of 

The President of The University, Andrew D. White, L.L. D. 
Dean, John L. Morris, M. A. .. , C. E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering and 

Machine Construction. 
William H. Anthony, Ph. B., Professor of Physics and Experimental .Mechanics. 
Rev. Charles Babcock, M . .A., Professor of .Architecture. 
Estkvan .A. Fuertes, Ph. B., C. E., Professor of Civil Engineering. 
James Edw~rd Oliver, M.A., Professor of .Mathematics. 
Edwin C. Cleaves, .Assistant Professor of Free-hand Drawing and of .Mechanical 

Draughting. 
Jolm E. Sweet, Master Mechanic and Director of the .Machine Shops. 

Cornell University is, perhaps, the most notable of the single insti
tutions called into being by the vitalizing influence of the Land 
Grant Law of 1862. It furnishes, also, one of the most impressive 
instances of the power of a single public spirited· individual* to 

*For a graphic showing of what Ezra Cornell, planned, effected and endured, in 
his efforts to create and sustain this novel Institution of learning , the reader is re
ferred to the extracts from the Inaugural address by President Schurman. 
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serve his generation and to send his benefactions down the stream of 
time in ever widening flow; and, by the attractive power of exam
ple, to secure the cooperation of other noble, generous spirits, whose 
direct efforts in teaching and whose munificent gifts, have here so 
augmented the gifts and efforts of the original benefactors, that 
already tho vigorous sapling planted in 1862, by Ezra Cornell, and· 
Andrew D. White, has developed into a Banyan Tree Grove; wherein 
the names of a Sage, a McGraw, a Sibley, and a multitude of other 
willing givers, are ensh rined. The small Experimental College first 
begun in 1 'G8, which, for twenty years, under the guiding hand of 
its first President, the Hon. Andrew D. White; for seven years, 
under that of President Charles Kendall Adams; and now, (in 1893,) 
for a single year und11r the rule of President J acob Gould Schurman, 
(for some time previo us Dean of the School of Philosophy,) has 
prospered with vigorous growth; until, with its many departments 
anu schools, and with its grand educational opportunities open to 
students of both sexes, it need not shrink from comparison with the 
oldest and best endowed of the American Universities. 

It is because of the interesting features of its origin and of its 
representative eharacter,-due to its varied development,-as one of 
the Institutions eallecl into being by this beneficent law of Con
gress, that so much of space is here given to showing its present 
condition; so far as it has developed in the direction of those studies 
with which this Report is concerned. 

The report,* made by President Adams to the Trustees, at the 
close of the last year of his administration, shows a remarkable 
growth both in the University as a whole, and in all its departments; 
especially is this apparent in the increased attendance on t he Law 
School, and on Sibley College. The increase in the total number of 
post-graduate students is large, and illustrates t.he growing tendency 
everywhere apparent, towards special lines of study. 

Speaking of the general condition of the University as a whole, 
he s~tys : 

To the Bom·d of Trustees of Cornell University. 
GENTLEMAN :-In submitting the seventh annual report of my administl·ation as 

President of Cornell University, it is a pleasure to state that the year has been one 
of marked prosperity and growth. By the tables herewith submitted it will be 
seen that the number of sLudents in attendance has been much larger than ever 
before. The increased requirements in all the technical schools, which went into 
effect in the Fall of 1891 for the first time, seemed to justify an anticipation that 
there would be a considerable falling off in the number admitted to thosE\ depart
ments. But the number that came with the additional requirements were so large 
as to till all the classes as full as our accommodations would bear. The largest 

*Annual Report of the President of Cornell Univers ity for the Academic ye~r, 
1891-'92. "With Appendices cont.o'iining the reports of the several Departments." 
Presented to t he Trustees June 15, 1892. Ithaca, N. Y. P ublished by the Univer· 
sity. 1892. Pp. 48 and 40. 
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additions to the ranks of the undergraduates have been in the School of Law, in 
Sibley College, and in the course in .Arts. We have received students to advanced 
standing from fifty different colleges. This fact affords gratifying evidence of the 
favor with which the Universi ty is held by other institutions. Of the 89 students 
admitted from such colleges, 21 entered the freshman class, 25 the sophomore, 22 
the junior, and 21 the senior. But still more striking is the fact that the number 
of gmduate students upon our rolls during the present year has been 177, and of 
these no less than 164 have pursued graduate studies. Only two other institutions 
in the country can show so large an enrollment of this most valuable class of stu
dents. Last year the number was 113, while the year before it was only 84, and 
seven years ago it was only 34. 

Taking up t he several Departments in course-(the reports made 
by the heads of these to the President are given at length in the 
Appendices)-he thus r efers to Sibley College: 

The accompanying Report of the Director of Sibley College presents very fully 
the needs of that important part of the University. The apprecia.t:ve response of 
the public and of the profession to the liberal equipment provided by the Trustees, 
seems likely to become asourceof real embarrassment. The Experimental Labora
tory, the Lecture-rooms, and the Museums are all so much over-crowded with mate
rial and students that the demand for more room at almost every quarter seems 
imperatively urgent. The subject invites and should receive the careful attention 
not only of the Trustees, but also of those friends of higher education outside of the 
Board who are interested in this branch of professional work. In the opinion of 
the Director, fully a million and a half of dollars could be advantageously used 
for the enlargement and fuller development of Sibley College. 

In the course of the year the water power has been improved and strengthened 
by the building of a dam and the putting in of a new turbine wheel at the expense 
of some $11,000. The new triple-expansion engine procured at a cost of $10,000, 
has been put in its place and is an important contribution to the efficiency of the 
department. Large and important gifts have also been received from generous 
benefactors. The additions to the classes have been so great as to overfill all the 
room3, and the University is confronted 'vith the necessity of either restricting the 
number of students admitted and refusing to accept gifts of machinery, or, on the 
other hand, of providing without much delay for larger accommodations. 

As i:s the case with all live, growing Colleges, the material needs 
of the institution, to meet the pressing demands upon it, seem always 
to outstrip the r esources; no matter how ample these may have 
seemed. . 

Cornell, whose rapid growth makes ever new demands for in
creased accommodations and auditional facilities, seems to have had 
no lack of liberal support during the seven years comprising the 
administration of President .Adams; as appears from a series of 
Tables which are given; showing, in detail, the increase in produc
tive funds and in the material equipment of the University, from 
August 1st 1885, to August 1st 1892. the period of his r•1le. 

The additions to "Buildings," and "Equipments," made from the 
current funds of the University, amount; in all, to $706, 709,15; while 
the total increase of values from all sources, aggregat~ $3,157,037,01. 

The President, after paying a graceful acknowledgment of his 
indebtedness to the Trustees for all their kindness, and expressing 
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a hearty appreciation of the cordial co-operation shown uy his col
leagues of the Faculty, closes this story of seven years of prosperity, 
as follows: 

At the end of my inaugural address I u sed these words: 
''In my hopeful moments I try to forecast the future. I see in imagination these 

courses of study perfected and extended; I contemplate new departments added 
and developed; I behold museums and laboratories established and amplified; and, 
as the crowning glory of all, I behold a great library arising to filfill the provisions 
of a noble and unthwar ted p urpose. As I picture all these provisions, shedding 
their influence for good or for evil over the future g~nerations of this State, and 
think of all their possibilities and promises, and see them in imagination, crowning 
these bc:.utiful hills, I reYently pray to God, that a ll the fruits of wisdom and 
benevolence may be vouchsafed to the people of this State, and that all our efforts 
may be sanctified to t he building up of noble men anu women, and the universal 
furtherance of a .l good learning, :tnd of every form of Christian ch·ilization." 

As I look about me to-day, I c:tnnot suppress a feel ing of reverent gratitude that 
in the seven years that have since elapsed , so much has been accomplished for the 
fulfillment of this h opeful prediction. But of all, I rejoice that the University 
never before was in so good a condition as it is to-day; and in passing over the keys 
of office to my successor, I do it with the hope and the fervent prayer, that the 
prosperity of the past seven years may prove to have been only a harbinger and a 
preparation for even greater prosperity in the years to come. 

CHAHLES K EKDALL ADAMS. 

From the full report made by the Director of Bibley College, the 
following passages, which show its development on several lines, 
are taken : 

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF SIBLEY COLLEGE. 

To the President of the University : 

SIR: I have the honor to present herewith such facts as rela te to the progress and 
operation of the several depar tments of the University as are grouped in Sibley 
College, and such statements of t heir present condit ion and needs as have been 
suggested by the various heads of departments to the Director. 

The College, as a whole, has participated fully in the steady advance of the Uni
versity, and has gained in numbers of students, in quality of its student-body, and 
in extent and effectiveness of its courses of instruction. Of the 1,500 students reg
istered this year, as r eported by the Registrar, something o>er five hundred are 
enrolled in Sibley College, and all the undergraduates, with possibly a dozen or Jess 
exceptions, in its regular courses. Of these, also, eight een a re gradua te students in 
other courses, or from other colleges more usually, who a re t..1.king work as candi
dates for our fi rst degree. About a dozen other s are candidates for advanced de
g rees, usually in m echanical and electrical engineering . The total, some 525 in 
all, exceeds the number enrolled in 1890-91, by about 73, or fifteen per cent. The 
average numerical increase for the whole seven years of existence of the College in 
its prese~t form has been nearly the same and the growth in its higher work and 
post-graduate courses, though comparatively small in numbers, has compared roost 
favorably with similar changes in other departments and has been exceedingly 
gratifying; especially so when it is r emembered that, until the organization of Sib
ley College at Cornell University, the facilities for higher instruction in engineer
ing, in this department, were almost nil and t hat tbe advanced courses leading to 
hig her degrees in engineering through lines of work involving t he higher depart
m ents of applied science and essentially, those in scientific research, had been sel-
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dom offered, if at all. The demand for this higher instruction in professional work, 
aud the importance of it, has now been so well illustrated that it may be safely as
sumed that we have entered upon a period of permanent growth on tlus higher 
plane. The number of applicants for adnlission to these higher courses, is now 
consta.utly , rapidly, and healthfully increasing. 

Sibley College was established as a school of professional study and practice in 
engineering, with the intention, on the part of the Trustees, as stated at the ~ime, 
of developing graduate as well as undergraduate schools on a purely professional 
basis. In the limited time allowed, non-professional studies, even if appropriately 
formirlg a part of such a course, could not be taught without excluding essential 
parts of the professional course, even now in that sense incomplete and capable of 
further improvement. The course of change observed in its curriculum has thus 
involved the displacement of the linl.ited and unsatisfactory lines of non-professional 
work, and their r eplacement by necessary elements of a complet e and satisfactory 
professional course. These branches, well-taught in their place in the educational 
departments and schools, a re now taken by the student before entering upon his 
professional course, and the result is coming t o be se!ln in the better preparation of 
students conl.ing to the College, their greater maturity, and their better education , 
as well as finally better professional instruction. The result will undoubtedly be 
the custom, on the part of too financially competent, of securing a good education 
first; then entering upon their professional preparation and training. Thus will 
be produced both a more cultivated man and a more successful practitioner. It is 
early, as yet, to draw very definite conclusions; but the longer experiences· of the 
law schools, schools of medicine, and other professional schools, may probably be 
t.1.ken as fully confirming the above deductions. In the case of the young man 
without the means or the time required for the complete education of the complete 
man, it is now possible to go at once from the high-schools, presumably the extent 
of his r each before beginning to study for his profession, into the professional 
school, and there most efficiently expend the time a nd effort requisite -to his suc
cessful entrance into his chosen field. Both classes are better able to accomplish 
their ends than when both education and professional training, attempted in a 
single school, were incompletely and ill-taught and m easurably unsuccessful. 

The Schools of Marine Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and 
Electrical Engineering, are described at some length; then follow 
the accounts of t hese other schools of t his College which are ger
mane to this R eport. 

D EPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL DRAWING AND .ART. 

The Department of Industrial Drawing and Art has continued to progress at 
equal rate with the other departments of the college, its special advances being seen 
in the direction of art work, both pure and industrial. The number of students 
under instruction, as a maximum, has been about three hundred and sixty. Of 
the.~e the larger number, about two hundred, have been in the freshman classes of 
this and other departments of the University. About one hundred students in t he 
junior class have also been taught designing and drawing in this department. The 
Sophomore has no instruction in this branch and the Seniors are taken charge of by 
the professors doing the advanced work in design, in mechani~l, electrical, and 
marine engineering, etc. The course has now been remodelled so as to extend con
tinuously throughout the whole four years, and is expected to be thus rendered 
very much more efficient. 

The special improvements of the year have been mainly in the changes resulting 
in a better distribution of the art work, and mainly as given students ir. architec-
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ture a nd other outside courses. Mr. Willis has thus been a l>le to carry on a good 
course of instruction in wa ter color , Mr. Gutsell and Mr. Noyes in free hand and 
instrumental drawing, and the former, also, in decoration. Mr. Gutsell has erected 
his kiln a nd secured some admirable r esults in decorati>e work i n pottery . It is 
now proposed to tle>elop something useful in etching with the advanced students 
taking industrial ar t, which course has recently been entirely 1·econstructed . 

The work of the J unior class is la rgely that of designing a nd under the immedi
ate supervis ion of Assistant Professor Willia ms and Instructor Reid. They have 
effected important improvements in m ethods of instruction and of work , a nd have 
tlm~ been ena bled to do good work where, ordinarily, t \\'ice as m any teachers 
w ould very proba bly be u nsuccessful. The a mount of work done through out this 
depar t ment-and the sam e is m easurably true of the whole college,-i'> very r e
m a rkable and unusual for so small a force of instructors. It w ould, h owever, be 
probably an advantage could we increase t heir number to double that at present on 
our list. 

This department is , in some r espects, m ore seriously in need of proper accommo
da tions than any other. It is not as a bsolutely crowded out of doors as is the De
par tm en t of Experimenta l Engineering; but its quarters are quite unsuited to its 
w ork . It is placed above the m echanical la borator y, where the rumble and j ar of 
machinery continua lly in m otion constantly dis turbs the students at their work, 
both by d istractions clue to the noise a nd, even m ore seriously, by the actup.l shak
ing and t remor of the floor. It is practically impossible to do nice work. The 
building was built as a n extension of the wor kshops, and n ot for present purpose. 
Vve have no suitable rooms for this department of the college, and the first r equire
m en t in putti11g up n ew buildings will be space and good room s and ligh t for this 
work. P robably n o institution i n the country is in such pressing n eed of suitable 
accommodations. 

DEPARTME!\'T 0~' MECHANICAL ARTS. 

The Depar tment of Mechan ical A rts has been pressed as never before, in all its 
divisions. It has handled between 14.0 and 150 students in its shops, as a max imum, 
usually; the figm es reading thus : 

Fall Term: W oodworking, 146 ; Forge, 139 ; F oundry, 140 ; :\lachine Shop, 96; 
Total , 521. 

·winter Term: ·w oodworking, 145; F orge, 98; Foundry, 69 ; Machine Shop, 119; 
Total , 431. 

Spring Term : W oodworking, 152; Forge, 64; Foundry, 70 ; Machine Shop, 111; 
Total, 897. 

The decreasing figures from term to term is due to th e crediting of vacation work, 
largely in the F all Term. S tudents in t hese sections of the depar tment have paid, 
in add it ion to their tuit ion fees a nd chemical laboratory charges, as in other courses, 
about $7,000, which is the tax against Sibley College w ork. 

The bead of this department. Professor Morris, r epor ts the above figures to give, 
per student, an average of 278 hours w ork for the year. 

The product of this ~vork is seen, not only in the skill acquired by students in 
handling tools, and as m echanics, but also in t he construction of valuable m achir
ery, and in the saving of large expense accounts to the University by doing much 
of its repair and other work. The foundry has produced between $1200, and $1500 
worth of castings in iron and brass, which would have cost the University nearly 
a thousand dollars more than was actually paid out, had it been bought in the gen
eral m arket. The product in the machine shop , i n marketable work, or in saving 
to the University w as s till g reater than in tl11:~ foundry . In the wood shop, as in 
the other shops, a considerable amount of productive w ork was done in the con· 
s truction of w ork benches, cases, t ools, etc., in value amounting to large sums, with 
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corresponding saving to the University treasury. All this work was done without 
sacrificing the regular graded instruction of students or the systematic exercises 
which have made this instruction so efficient. Visitors familiar with such matters 
constantly express surprise at the rapidity and effectiveness of this system. The 
skill of students who have any natural aptit•1de for the work is a never-ceasing 
source of wonder. 

The work performed during the year now closing has included some very inter
esting constructions and· the beginning of more. Steam engines, lathes both iron
working and wood-working, steam-pumps, dynamos of various forms, and many 
minor constructions, have illustrated both the skill of the student as a workman, 
and his aptitude for design and proportioning. Some of the most valuable and 
satisfactory of all the apparatus of both the mechanical and the electrical divisions 
is the fruit of the inve.ntive genius, the professional knowledge, and the manual 
skill of students. 

In respect to space, this department is perhaps better accommodated than either 
of the others. It has, for the time, ample room and an equipment so complete that 
it will probably be able to keep up with the demands coming of further growth in 
large part by its own work; depending upon the University only for the purchase 
of important tools, and apparatU& for t}le construction of which we have not the 
special facilities needed to do the work economically. When the needs of the 
departmel).tS of drawing and experimental engineering can be met, it will be able 
to make use of its ?WU already provided space in the "annex," and can then prob
ably handle a thousand students with little difficulty, so far as accommodations in 
the wood working and machine shops go. The blacksmith and moulding shops 
will need further extension. Both are well-filled already, and the classes sometimes 
even crowd them. With the six hundred students expected another year, or the 
year after, they will be more than crowded. 

* * * . * * * * 
As to the operations of the college as a whole, it will be seen from what has been 

stated above, that its growth has been very rapid during the seven years now 
expiring ; that its progress, so far as can to-day lie anticipated, is losing none of its 
striking features, either in rate of growth, in improving quality of the student
body, or of the courses of instruction, or in extent and magnitude of the opportu
nities offering to do that work which is the peculiar province of the University and 
of Sibley College. It has been ra ised from the grade of the mixed manual training 
and high school to that of a high-grade professional school prepared to give a good 
and a strong professional course to men, rather than ineffective tuition in both edu
cational and professional studies to immature boys. Such students are now dropped 
out with great advantage to the college; which remains crowded with the higher 
class of men. The organization of the undergraduate departments may be consid
ered as now substantially effected, and the period of organization of advanced 
special professional schools is begun. This, the work for which the director was 
especially appointed, bas been deferred by the exigencies arising from the entirely 
unanticipated and extraordinary growth of the undergraduate departments. There 
is apparently no reason, except lack of pecuniary support, for longer deferring 
their special work. The extent of the college as now organized, with its great 
equipment and varied work, makes their formation possible with less cost and lower 
running expense than would be the case in any other University, probably, and for 
less than would otherwise be the fact here. In fact, these expenses will be very 
small as compared with extension in other directions. Large numbers of instructors 
will be demanded, and the employment of a specialist in place of a general instructor 
is the only difference of importance. In each graduate school, the numbers of 
students will be likely to be insufficient to pay the costs of their instruction. The 
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• 
(Hluipwent will be supplietl by the collections alreatly existing, in large pa rt, and 
n ew equipment will come largely from interested friends of the m ovement. 

The really serious difficulty now facing us is that of finding larger space into 
which to expaml. Until the State does its part, its duty under the agr eement. with 
the General Government, in providing the needed buildings, or until friends can be 
found in other directions to perform that work for the State and the University, 
further growth in this direction will be a ttended with such inconvenience as will be 
likely to se!·iously impair its w ork, and interfere most seriously with any attempt to 
take advantage of the wonderful opportunity now presenting itself to the University 
and to the College. The officers of Lhe College have done their part, as w ould 
appear , with em barrassing efficiency-they can do no more and must leave this 
ma t ter in the hands of those better prepa red to meet the situa tion. They are help
less in face of the class of difficulties now presenting themselves. 

Very respectfully yours, 
* * 

R OBERT H. THURSTON, 

Dir ector. 

The latest catalogue of the University* at band, in the descrip
tion of the Departments, gives a general account of the departments 
in Sibley College, which begins as follows : 

MECRANIC.\L ENGI NEERING AND THE MECHANIC ARTS. 

The Sibley College of lliechanical Eng ineering and the Mechanic Arts receives its 
name from the la te Hiram Sibley, of Rochester, who between the years 1870 and 
1887 gave over one hundred and fi fty thousand dolla rs towards its equipment and 
endowment. I t includes five depa rtments : l\'Ie>chanical Engineering, Experimental 
Engineering, Ele>ctrica l Engineering, .1\'Iecha.nic Arts or shop-work, and Drawing 
and Machine-Design. 

After au account of the three courses in Engineering, comes that 
of 

The Department of Jlfechanic A1·ts.-The aim of the instruction in this , the de
par tulent of practical mechanics and machine construction, is to make the student, 
as far as time will permit, acquainted with the most approved methods of construc
tion of m aehinery. The courses are as follows:-

vVoodworking and Pattern-making : This course begins with a series of exercises 
in wood working, each of which i~ intended to give the student familiarity with a 
certain application of a cer tain tool ; and the course of exe1·cises, as a whole, is 
expected to enable the student to perform any ordinary operations familiar to the 
carpenter , the joiner. and the pat tern-maker. Time permitting, these prescribed 
exercises are followed by prac t ice in making m ember of structures, joints, small 
complete structures, patterns, the ir core-boxes, and other constr uctions in wood. 
Particular attention will he paitl to the cle>tails of pattern-~aking. Forging, 
Moulding and Foundry-work : These courses ar e expected not only to give the stu
dent a knowledge of the m ethods of the blacksmith and the moulder , but to give 
him that manual skill in the handling of tools which will permit him to enter the 
machine shop, and there quickly to acquire fam iliarity and skill in the manipula· 
tion of the metals, and in the m anagenl ent of both hand and machine tools. Iron· 
working: The instru ction in the m achine shop, as in the foundry and the forge, is 

*The Cornell University Register December , 1892. " I would found an institution 
where any person can find instl'uction in any study ." Ezra Cornell, Ithaca, N.Y. 
Publish ed by the University. Press of Andrus & Church. Pp. 237. 
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intended to be cmTied on in substantially the same manner as in the wood working 
course, beginning by a series of graded exercises, which will give the student 
familiarity with the tools of the craft, and with the operations for the performance 
of which they are particularly designed, and concluding by practice in the construc
tion of parts of machinery, and time permitting , in the building of complete ma
chines which may have a market value. 

Department of Drawing and Machine Design.-Freehand Drawing and Art: The 
instruction begins with freehand drawing, which is taught by means of lectures 
and general exercises from the blackboard, from flat copies, and from models. The 
work embraces a thorough training of the hand and eye in outline drawing, ele
mentary perspective, model and object drawing, drawings from casts, and sketch
ing from nature. The course in freehand drawing may be followed by instruction 
in decoration, in every industrial art, in designing for textiles and ceramics, in 
l)lodelling, and in other advanced studies introductory to the study of fine art. 
Mechanical Drawing: The course begins with freehand drawing, and in the latter 
part of this work considerable time is expected to be given to the sketching of parts 
of machines and of trains of mechanism, and, later, of working machines. The 
use of drawing instruments is next taught, and, after the student has acquired 
some knowledge of descriptive geometry and the allied branches, the methods of 
work in the drawing-rooms of workshops and manufacturing establishments are 
learned. Line-drawing, tracing and "blue printing," the conventional colors, 
geometrical construction, projections, and other important details of the draughts
man's work, are practiced until the student has acquired proficiency. The advanced 
instruction given the upper classes includes the tracing of curves and cams, the 
study of kinematics on the drawing boards, tracing the motions of detail-mechanism, 
and the kinematic relations of connected parts. This part of the work is accom
panied by lecture-room instruction and the study of the text-book, the instructors 
in the drawing-rooms being assistecl. by the lecture-room instructor, who is a special
ist in his branch. The concluding part of the course embraces a similar method of 
teaching machine-design, the lecture-room and drawing-room working cor!elated 
in the same manner as in kinematics or mechanism. The course concludes, when 
time allows, by the designing of complete machines, as the steam engine or other 
motor, or some important type of machine. Students often 'make original designs, 
and not infrequently put on paper their own inventions. 

Industrial .Art.-Instruction in industrial art continuing through four years is 
arranged for students' having a talent for such work, and desiring to devote their 
whole time to this subject. No degree is conferred, but certificates of proficiency 
may be given at the end of the course. Additional interest is given by occasional 
general and public lectures on the history of art and the work of great artists. 

Special Students. -Special students are expected to follow as closely as possible a,. 

course of instruction in the Mechanic Al·ts planned with reference to their needs. 
This instruction does not lead to a degree. It is intended for students who are 
unable to pursue a. complete preparatory and college course, but who may be able 
to undertake the work laid out for those intending to prepare themselves especially 
for superintendents of-shops and establishments, and who are not likely to be called 
upon to do the work of the mechanical engineer, in designing, etc. It consists 
mainly of shopwork, drawing and elementary mathematics ; but students suffi
ciently well prepared may also take other useful studies. 

The builrlings have already been described in the foregoing ac
count. The main building is 160 feet in length by 40 in width, and 
three stories in highth; an additional building, 150 feet long by 40 
feet wide, and two stories high, is given to the laboratories of exper
imental engineering. The "collections" of apparatus, machinery, 
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models, etc., of tho college, are said to be of " exceptional extent, 
value, and interest." 

The collections of the Department of Drawing also include a large variety of 
stuuies of nat\Jral and con>entional forms, r,haderl and in outline geometrical mod
els, casts and illustrations of historical ornaments. 

ThP. workshops a re supplied with every needed kind of machine or tool, includ
ing lathes, mtd hand and bench tools, sufficient to meet the wants of one hundred 
and fifty students of the first year, in wood-working; in the foundry and forge, all 
needed tools for a class of over one hundred in the second year; in the machine 
shop, machine tools from the best builders, and a great variety of SpP.cial and hand 
tools, which are sufficient for a class of one hundred and fifty in the third year, and 
hunured seniors null graduate students. 

The Mechanical Laboratories are extensive and abu ndantly 
equipped , as are those of Electrical Engineering. F or the details 
of the courses of instruction, the reader must be referred to the 
current catalogue of the University, which in these as in other fea
tures, is always advancing. 

The summary of students in the University shows 16G5; of these 
203, are in the School of Law; 1245, are undergraduates; and 85, are 
special students; the rest aro graduate students, and " F ellows;" of 
these last there are 18.-0f the undergraduates, 289 take Mechanical 
Engineering. 

The whole number of teachers connected with the University are 
145. Robert Heury Thu rston, A. :M:. , LL. D., Doc. E ng., is the 
Director of Sibley College, and P rofessor of Mechanical E ngineering. 
J acob Gould Schurman, D. Sc., LL.D. , is President of the Univer
sity, and Professor of Mental and Moral P hilosophy. 

THE UNI VERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, CoLLEGE OF MECHANics, 

BERKELEY, CAL. 

The University of California was instituted by a law which re
ceived the approval of the Governor March 22, 18G8, and instruction 
began at Oakland in the autumn of 1869.-0n July 16th 1873, it 
was formerly transferred to Berkeley its permanent site. Besides a 
college of Letters, and a college of Medicine, the law requires the 
maintenance of five distinct colleges which are known as The Scien
tific Departments-and include The College of Agriculture, The 
College of Mechanics, The College of Mining, The College of Engi
neering, T he College of Chemistry. 

The studies in all these colleges for the first two years are nearly 
the same, the full courses are designed to occupy four years, the last 
two being the special studies of the school chosen. 

The final repor t of President D. C. Gilman, March 23rd, 1875, 
states that-

A Chair of l ndustriall\Iechanics was instituted by the Board in the autumn of 
1874, and was subsequently filled by the appointment of ~lr. Fredrick G. Hesse, 
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of Oakland. Mr. Hesse was trained in a German polytechnic school, and was early 
engaged as a teacher in Brown University. He subsequently held a scientific ap
pointment under the United States Government, but has r esided for the last few . 
years in Oakland, engaged in mechanical occupations, especially in the invention 
and improvement of some ingenious mechanical contrivances. It is rare to find a 
man qualified to fill the duties of a Chair of Industrial Mechanics, both by his scien
tific attainments, and by p:t;aCtical knowledge acquired in the shop, but Mr. He5se 
is such a man. 

l\fr. John D. Hoffman was appointed in the autumn of 1874 instructor of Indus
trial Drawing.* He is an experienced ellgineer attd draughtsman, who was trained 
in Germany, has had long experience in the construction of public works, especially 
in the service of the U.S. Government, and he is in all respec!s qualified to impart 
an exact knowledge of the most important art. 

COLLEGE OF MECHANICS. 

Instruction in the science of Mechanics has been given in the University by Pro
fessor John Le Conte since 1870, but for the further development of the Colleg13 of 
Mechanics, two new instructors have been appoii:J.ted recently-Professor Hesse and 
Professor Hoffmann ; the former to give instructions in Industrial Mechanics, and 
the latter in Industrial Drawing. These gentlemen are regarded as qualified in a 
high degree to give efficiency to this part of the University. Professor Hoffmann's 
classes are already well organized, and he has begun a collection of diagrains and 
models which will prove very helpful in his work. An order has been sent to 
Darmstadt for a collection of Schroeder's models illustrative of the elements of 
mechanism, to be purchased at an outlay of $1,000, and their arrival may be soon 
expected. 

In the College of Mechanics the chief object is to teach Applied 
and Industrial Mechanics. Special attention is given to Industrial 
Drawing, with t~e construction of Machinery as the principal ob
ject in view. 

Mr. Robert E. Ogilby gives instruction in free-hand drawing, in 
drawing from models, in perspective, and in painting both in oil 
and in water-colors, to all students not in the Colleges of Letters, 
Mechanics, and Civil Engineering. 

Students in the College of Mechanics are instructed in Instru
mental drawing, and in accordance with the following schedule. 

INDUSTRIAL DRAWING. 

THIRD CLASS:-SECOND YEAR. 

First Term..- Construction of geometrical problems relating to points, lines, cir
cles, and polygons, and drawing of combinations of these problems to give practice 
in the use of instruments. 

Second Term.-Drawing of problems in Descriptive Geometry, following the 
course given in this branch;_ practice in lettering for maps. 

SECOND CLASS :-THIRD YEAR. 

l'lirst Term.-Application of Descriptive Geometry to const~uctions of the Civil 
and Mechanical Engineer. Platting of field notes in surveying and leveling and 
mapping, following the course in Civil Engineering. 

*See Introductory Lecture on Mechanical Drawing, by Professor Hoffman. Ap· 
pendix. 
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Second Te1·m.-Application of Descriptive Geometry continued , with shades and 
shadows. Platting of road and railroad work, ear th work, etc., following the 
course. 

FIRST CLASS:-FOURTH YEAR. 

Fi1·st Te1·m.-Conf'tr uction of simple machines, screws, helical surfaces, teeth of 
wheels, gearing, etc.; examples of stonecutting and masonry construction. 

Seconcl 1'erm.-Drawing of steam engines and machines, etc. ; dTawing of joints, 
fr:uuing bridges, roofs, etc., following the course. 

Instruction is also given in fTee-hand drawing. 

Students in the College of Civil Engineering are taught topo
graphical and nui.p drawing, in addition to instruction in instru
mental drawing. 

A Museum of Mechanical objects has been started in connection 
with tho College of Mechanics, and a purchase made of the famous 
anu excellent Auzoux mechanical models.-A collection of fifty
eight castings in brass has 'been given to this museum by W. T. 
Garratt, E sq., of San Fra,ncisco. 

The University possesses a few objects of Art, and a smaJl cabinet 
of coins aud medals, which last contains over four hundred ancient 
coins, mostly Roman, about 300 modern coins, and 350 medals; among 
the latter is a rare, perhaps unique, medal of Bishop Berkeley, pre
sented by Professor Allen of Cornell University. 

I n the Library are a number of works on ar t. There were 05 stu
dents in t he five colleges of Science in 1875. 

The Faculty of the College of Mechanics includes in addition to 
the President of the University, wl10 is ex officio President of each 
of the Colleges, the following Scientific Professors. 

Physics and llfechanics.- Jo1m Le Conte. 
I ndustr ial ll1echanics.- Freclerick G. H esse. 
JJiining.- William Ash burner. 
Botany, Zoology, ancl Geology.-J oseph Lc Conte. 
Chemist1·y.- W illa,rd B. Rising. 
Civil Engineering.-Frank Soule, Jr. 
llfathematics.- William T. W elcker. 
I nclust1·ial Drawing.- John D. H offmann. 
A ssistant in 111echanics.-Edward A. P arker. 

PRESENT STATUS OF 'fHE U~IYERSITY. 

From the latest Register of the University* at hand, the following 
statistics of the officers and students connected with the University 
in all its departments, are taken; these effectively demonstrate the 
extent of its development during the past decade. 

As abstracts showing the courses in Drawing and the facilities for 
instruction in Mechanics, with an account of the Mechanical La bora-

* Register of the University of California 1891-'92. Berkeley; Published by the 
Regents of the University. 1892. Pp. 190, 
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tory, taken from the catalogue for 1890-'91, are given in the account 
of the University contained in the chapter r elating to the Land 
Grant Colleges they are omitted here. 

It will be seen by r eference to the account there given, that ample 
provision is made for thorough insiiruction· in drawing and in .1\fe
cbanical Engineering, and that the facilities provided by the .Uni
versity for education iii Science keep pace with the rapid develop
ment of the sciences. The catalogue.for 1891-'92, contains a descrip
tion of the new "Electrical Laboratory," which is fully equipped. 

Various collections illustrating the Sciences, an9. arranged under 
twelve departments, are contained in the Museums. Among these 
are valuable examples in Ethnology, P aleontology, comprehensive 
Geology, Mineralogy, Botany, Zoology, Metallurgy, Agriculture, 
Cabinet Woods, and a. valuable collection of a variety of models. 
Many of these collections are very full and comprehensive. 

There are ten "Laboratories" and an Astronomical Observatory, 
for the use of the students. The famous Lick Observatory is offi
cially connected with the University. The "Mechanical Labora
tory," the description of which is given in connection with the Land 
Grant Colleges, furnishes exce.llent facilities for " Industrial" and 
" Technical Training."-The later catalogue shows that the equip
ment of this Laboratory had been la.r gely increased. 

Nine hundred and eighteen students are recorded as in attendance 
at the University, during the Academic year 1891-'92; 152 persons 
in addition were enrolled in "extension courses." Of the r egular 
students, 529 are in the College of Letters, and Colleges of Science. 
The remainder are in the Professional and other post graduate de
partments ; these comprise the Lick University, and the Colleges of 
Law, Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy. 

Nine students are in the College of Agriculture; 30 in the College 
of Mechanics; 32 in the College of Mining; 52 in the College of 
Civil Engineering. A total of 194 officers and Instructors are con
nected with t he administration of, and the instruction given in, the 
University. Of t hese, 64 are enrolled as Professors, Instructors, 
etc. , in the undergraduate Colleges of Letters and Science. 

The Faculty of the College of Agriculture consists of twenty Pro
fessors in addition: to the President of the University. The ·Faculty 
of the College of Mechanics consists of :fifteen Professors in addition 
to the President. . 

Professor Irving Stringham, Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics, is 
Dean of the Faculty of Letters and of the F aculties of Sciences. 
Martin Kellogg, A. M. , Professor of Latin Language and Literature, 
is President pro tempore. of the University. 
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CHAPTER. VIL 

COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE AND THE .MJ!:fJHANIO ARTS ENDOWED 
BY THE NATIONAL LAND GRAN7'- QF r86il. 

Introductory to the account of the several colleges-The passage ot the Act of 
Congress in 1862, creating the La.nd Grant Colleg.es-The provisions of th&. endow
ment-Discussions concerning the proposed institutions-Fortunate far-sighted 
views of the promoters of this Law-Active part taken in the preliminary !1tafN1 
of this movement by the Rev. Amos Brown, LL.D., of the People's College, New 
York, and by President Evan Pugh, LL.D., of the State College Pennsylvania. 
Careful study of the needs of institutions fitted for scientific training-Importance 
to this movement to Educators and to the scientific world-Prominent part taken 
in advocacy in Gongress of this movement, by Hon. Justin S. M9rriU, M. C. from 
Vermont-Immediate influence of the preliminary discussion in arousing the in
terest of educators and lovers of science-The methods in use by scientific schools 
of European countries carefully studied-Impetus given by the passage of this law 
to the new education-Eleven millions of acres of the Public Domain set apart for 
the promotion of Industrial Education-The study of Drawing a necessary feature 
in the courses in Engineering and Mechanics-No attempt is made in these cha_p
ters to give a full account of these colleges, as they were included in The Report on 
"Industrial Education," issu~ by this Bureau in 1883-Stia.tements of the officers 
of these colleges, concerning elementary industrial training in public schools, 
freely quoted in the following chapters. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

In 1862, the Congress of the United States; in pursuance of the 
uniform policy of the government in providing for the educational 
interests of the people, passed an act entitled ".An act donatfug 
Public Lands to the several States and Territories which may pro
vide Colleges for the Benefit of .AgricUlture and the Mechanic 
Arts." 

This act which became a law on the second of July, 1862, granted 
"to the several States" "an amount of land to be apportioned to 
each State a quantity equal to thirty thousand acres for ·each Sen
ator and Representative in Congress, to which the States are respec
tively. entitled by the apportionment under the Census of 1860." 
11 Mineral lands" are not to be selected or purchased under the-provis
ions of this act. The bill contained in all eight sections, prescribing 
the manner of selecting the land and many details in regard to the 
fund, which it is not necessary for our present purpose to quote. 
The purpose of this bill and the object sought to be obtained .by this ., 
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grand appropriation, is set forth in the fourth section of the bill as 
follows; which section is here quoted verbatim et literatim from 
~he law as found in the Statutes at large. 

"SEc. 4. And be i t further enacted, That all moneys derived from the sale of the 
lands aforesaid by the States to which the lands are appropriated, and from the 
sales of land scrip hereinbefore provided for, shall be invested in stocks of the 
United States, or of the States, or some other safe stocks , yielding not less than five 
per centum upon the par value of said stocks, and that the moneys so invested shall 
constitute a perpetual fund, the capital of which shall remain forever undimin
shed (except so far as may be provided in section fifth of this act), and the interest 
of which shall be inviolably appropriated, by each State which may take and claim 
the benefit of tltis act, to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one 
college where the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and 
classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning 
as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the legisla
tures of the States may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and 
practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions 
in life." 

(37 Congress, Sess. II, ch. 130, 1862, page 504.) 

IMMEDIATE INFLUENCE OF THE NEW LAW. 

The passage of this law led to earnest discussions in the several 
States, and on the part of the officers of various educational institu
tions, as to the kind and char acter of the schools to be created by it, 
the inclusion of "the Mechanic Arts" and the terms expressing the 
general purpose of the law to be "in order to promote the liberal 
and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pur· 
suits and professions in life" gave a liberal scope which saved the 
new institutions from becoming mere manual labor farm schools, 
in which farmers boys should be taught only such matters as related 
to the daily routine work of the farm; which in the opinion of 
some was the purpose of the law. 

Fortunately the wise advocates of the movement,-among whom 
were numbered many of the most advanced Educators, including 
also, Presidents and Professors of Colleges, several of whom came at 
their own cost and personal inconvenience to W ashington, to urge 
that these new colleges be empowered to give the fullest training in 
modern science,-had, during the consideration of the bill by Con
gress, car efully guarded against any such limitation ; and the result 
has been that in each State the needs of the people, the nature of 
their industries, and the facilities offered by the other educational 
agencies of the State, have shaped the form of the new institutions; 
so that, while no two of them are exactly alike, they, for the most 
part, are adapted, or are rapidly adjusting themselves, to their sur
r oundings, and are endeavoring to do the work most needed by the 
communities in which they are placed. The agricultural, the me
chanical, or the engineering features being each more or less promi
nent as the community is an agricultural, a manufacturing, or a 
mining community. " 
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· THE MODERN DEMAND FOR TECHNICAL TRAINING. 

The marvellous developments of science during the last twenty 
years have led to a demand for the possession of technical knowledge 
on the part of chemists, civil and mining engineers, manufacturers, 
and architects, which could not have been generally anticipated at 
the time of the passage of this law. Fortunately as already stated, 
there were among its advocates and promoters, some who realized 
that a new era had dawned upon the world; and who, awake to the 
ever growing developments of scientific discovery, were far-sighted 
and wise enough to insist upon the inclusion of the two clauses in 
the law which gave power to these new institutions to adapt them
selves to the new educational needs which had already arisen, or 
which might arise in th~ future, and, thus to provide not only for 
this new departure from the established educational tradition, but 
for any subsequent modifications, or additions thereto, which might 
become desirable. 

These new Educational Institutions were thereby made flexible, 
elastic, and adaptable to new conditions; contrasting with the crys
talized college of tradition, as modern complex machinery, impelled 
by the motive power of . steam, or electricity, contrasts with the 
hand loom, and the ox cart, of the past. If it were possible I should 
be glad to enroll here the name of each one of those earnest educa
tors and wise legislators, who aided in this grand patriotic move
ment.* 

The Scientific Schools which have been created by this National 
Land Grant law of 1862,t have been potent ·factors in the great 
material movements of the past two decades. 

IMPULSE GIVEN TO INVESTIGATION OF EDUCATIONAL METHODS. 

The opportunity of establishing such schools which was given by 
the passage of this law, not only drew public attention in the several 
States to the new education but, by the demand thus created for a 
body of instructors for these new colleges, the whole subject of their 
establishment was brought to the attention of a large class of trained 
educators, and such an investigation of the nature of the education 
which the new discoveries of science, and the needs of developing 
the material resources of the country, demanded, and such thorough 
study of the appliances, methods, and training institutions, which 
were in operation in European countries, followed, as, in itself was 

* For notices of two among the first and most efficient promoters of the move
ment embodied in this bill- the Rev. Amos Brown, LL. D., of the People's College, 
New York, and President Evan Pugh, LL. D., State College, Pennsylvania,-See 
Appendix Z. 
t By the law passed in 1890, Congress expressed its approval of these schools by · 

adding to their fund $15,000 a year, to be increased to $25,000 by annual grants 
of $1,000. For the provisions of the law; see Appendix Z. 
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productive of great results. For the first time a large number of 
professional educators seriously investigated the needs of a special 
training for the large class of young men, who will be needed if 
this country is to keep in its scientific and industrial development 
abreast of the civilized co'untries of the world. 

Not only were all the latest improvements in agricult ure and the 
methods adopted in the foreign agricultural training schools mi
nutely studied, but all the great Technological Schools of Europe, the 
famous chemical, mining, and polytech~ic schools, were carefully 
investigated, and the problem, of how best to adapt the systems and 
methods that had proved efficient in the European countries, to the 
changed conditions existing in this country, was seriously considered 
by many of the ablest among the trained educators of the United 
States ; so that, before t he colleges themselves had been fairly es
tablished, the influence of t his law had given a great impetus to the 
new education. A whole class of scientific instructors had thus been 
created by the coming togeth er, from the different classical colleges, 
and from the ranks of citizens, of an enthusiastic body of men who 
had made the sciences their peculiar study. · 

These studies were thus at once exalted into an importance before 
unknown, and the advice of the newly associated scieutific professors, 
was speedily sought by thos~ engaged in new enterprises. 

BENEFICENT I NFLUENCE OF THESE NEW SCHOOLS. 

From t hese bodies of trained scientific Professors, and from among 
the graduates of the schools founded by them, have come, many of 
the scientific discoverers, and the courageous captains of Industry, 
who,-by their patient investigations in search of knowledge, their 
inventive ingenuity in devising new methods for u tilizing t he forces 
of nature, their skill in directing the employment of capital and 
labor, often in ways and for purposes before undreamed of,-have 
made possible the varied and rapid development of the resources of 
this country which, during the past quarter of a century, have made 
it the marvel of the world. 

It needs but a moment's r eflection on the important part which 
machinery has assumed in the development of Agriculture alone,
in the sowing, harvesting, and moving of the immense crops of 
grasses, grains, and cotton, to realize the close connection between 
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, and to see how wisely the 
founders of the new colleges in naming them, chose their words. 

It may be questioned whether the direct influence of any body of 
specially trained Professors, was ever so plain] y to be traced, as is 
that of the men composing the first instructors of these new schools 
of science. 
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EARNEST ADVOCACY OF THE BILL IN CONGRESS, BY HON. JUSTIN S. 
MORRILL OF VERMONT. 

This bill was so ably and persistently advocated by the H on. Jus
tin S. Morrill, of Vermont, then a member of the U. S. House of 
Representatives, that it became familiarly known as the "Morrill 
Bill." The part then taken by the now venerable Senator, who 
has since been so deservedly honored by his State by being six times 
chosen to be a Senator of the United States, is not the least of the 
many evidences given of his far sighted. and liberal statesmanship 
during his exceptionally long congressional career, which, beginning 
in the 34th Congress, was continued in the House of Representatives 
through the 39th Congress, when he was first chosen to the Senate. 
It is evident that the passage of the law could not have been effected 
without the cordial and earnest co-operation of many in both Houses 
of Congress; all those of his colleagues who, in either branch of 
Congress, thus aided in promoting its passage may well congratulate 
themselves as having shown the truest statesmanship and in having 
given an enduring impetus to the prosperity of their country.-It 
may be; that in this, some of them "builded better than they knew," 
but it was surely not by accident that the saving clauses of that law 
were inserted, and to those who thus knowingly provided for the 
future welfare of their country a full meed of gratitude is due.* 

The study of drawing is an essential part of all courses of instruc
tion that relate to engineering, or the mechanic arts, and of all-the 
scientific courses. 

The ability to draw is, also, of such varied application and utility 
in practical .experience, that it should form a part of the equipment 
of ~very educated farmer ; so that this study must be included in 
the courses of all the schools of science, which, in most cases, the 
institutions which have grown up under this law, have become. 

As, also, these institutions are practically the universities for 
which the training in the public schools of the country prepares the 
student who wishes an industrial, rather than a classical, education; 
and, as the system of industrial drawing, which it is sought to intro
duce as an integral part of the common school courses of study, 
forms one. of the most _direct and useful means of preparation for the 
advanced courses of the " Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic 
Arts," it has seemed proper, in this Report, to include an account 

*"The country was in the midst of a terrible civil war, and it was not a favorable 
time to inaugurate a great movement for the promotion of the arts of peace, but 
that memorable Thirty-seventh 0ongress rose to a full comprehension of its duty, 
and by an act approved July 2, 1862, donated public lands to endow colleges" for 
the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts." By this act and its subsequent 
amendments, over eleven millions of acres of the public dozna.ip. were set apart and 
tX>nsecrated to industrial education." "A Baccalaureate Address, by E. E. White, 
LL.D., President of Purdue Universty. June 4th, 1882." 
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of such part of the courses of study in these institutions as are em. 
braced under the very general term of drawing. No attempt has 
been made to give here any adequate statement of the general equip. 
ment of these various colleges.* Such details of the courses in some 
of the different institutions are, however, given as may afford data 
for comparison between them, and, also, for comparing the thorough. 
ness of the training given in the United States, in these branches, 
with that g iven in European schools of similar character. 

As the officers of these colleges may be considered as qualified to 
speak with authority upon all matters directly connected with indus
trial education, and as they have peculiar advantages for judging of 
the value of such elementary education in the common schools, such 
utterances as they have publicly made upon these topics, have been 
here freely quoted. 

To the list of these colleges founded in whole and in part upon the 
N atioual Grant, is appended a list of other similar schools of science, 
in the United States, no details of their courses are however given; 
in all cases the study of drawing, whether included in other courses 
or not, is an essential feature of their courses in engineering.-The 
National Academies at Annapolis and at West Point are included 
in the list of the "Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," 
because they are directly under the control of the Government and 
must necessarily be included in any inventory of the appliances for 
industrial art education, including scient ific and technical training, 
possessed by the United States. 

The several colleges are arranged alphabetically by States simply 
for convenience in tabulation. 

*For a more comprehensive and complete account of these colleges; see Appendix 
" A," to the Report on " Industrial Education in the United States," by the Com
missioner of Education. This Report was issued in 1883, and was prepared in 
response to a resolution of the Senate. (Senate Ex. Doc. No. 25, Forty-seventh Con
gress 2d session.) 



CHAPTER VIII. 
CONCISE ST4TEMENTS OF THE SEVERAL NATIONAL LAND-GRANT 

COLLEGES, TAKEN FROM THEIR OFFI(JIAL CATALOGUES, WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 'l.HOSE COURSES IN WHICH DRAWING 
IS d REQUIRED STUDY. 

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER ................. . .............. . . : . ... . ..... . 
INTRODUCTORY . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . ........... . 

.ALABAMA: STATE AGRICULTURAL .AND MECHANICAL CoLLEGE.-ALABAMA 

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, AUBURN .... ... ..• ....••.•... .•.•.•••.......... 

Four courses of four years each, leading to Degrees-Drawing required 
for first two years in all courses except that of Literature-Draw-
ing required through the course in Engineering-Details of the 
course in Drawing-Text Books in Drawing-Catalogue of 1880-'81 
shows 182 students in attendance-Development of the College shown 
by Catalogue of 1891-'92-Increase in facilities for Laboratory in
struction-255 students in attendance; 193 take Drawing-31 Pro
fessors and Instructors comprise the Faculty-William LeRoy Brown, 
M. A. , LL. D., President. 

ARKANSAS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY, FAYETTEVILLE .......... ... .......... . 
Preparatory Department largely attended-Eight courses leading to 

Degrees in the University-Drawing required in the Preparatory 
Department and a requisite for admission into three Departments of 
the University-Catalogue for 1881 shows few students in Science, 
Agriculture, or Engineering ; only 15 out of a total of 120 students in 
all the four College classes- Total attendance in 1881, 426- Catalogue 
of 1889 shows great increase in attendance and a marked development 
of the University-New Buildings and new Departments- The Leg
islature in 1887 passed a law giving a great impetus to the U Diversity
New Buildings Described-A Manual Department inaugurated
Equipment of Manual Training Shops-Course in Mechanical En
gineering-Course in Civil Engineering- Catalogue of 1891-Details 
of organization of U Diversity -A School of Medicine at Little Rock
A Normal Schoolfor Colored Teachers at Pine Bluff with 215 students 
-Attention given to Manual Training- Total number of students in 
the University, 901-Faculty at Fayetteville numbers 36-Edward 
Hunter Murfee, A.M. , LL.D., President. 
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CALIFORNIA: THE UNIVERSITY OF, BERKELEY.. . .... . ... ... . ........ . . ... . 247 
Eight regular undergraduate courses of four years each-Drawing 

a required study in the Mechanical and Engineering courses-De
tails of Drawing in the.several "courses"-Catalogue'of 1881-'82 
gives an attendance of 224 students-The-" Register of the Univer
sity" for 1891 shows eleven different colleges and departments
Art collections- Laboratories- 763 students in attendance; 313 of 
these are in Professional and Post Graduate Departments-184 offi
cers and instructors in the University; 60 of these in the Under
graduate colleges-Professor Martin Kellogg, A. M. , President pro 
tempore in 1891: 

233 
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Page. 

COLORADO: STATE AGRICULTURAL CoLLEGE, FORT COLLINS................ 253 
Course of four years-A preparatory course of one year-Co-education

Catalogue of 1886, gives au attendance of 57 students; 25 of these 
were girls-Catalogue of 1887-'88. gives in detail courses in practical 
Mechanics and Drawing-A new machine shop-Much attention 
given to agriculture-Students required by law to give two hours 
a day to labor-Farm of 240 acres-A series of experimental plots of 
ground provicled-109 students in attendance; 38 of these, girls-
12 Profes!>ors and Instructors comprise the Faculty -Professor 
Charles L. I ngersoll, M. s., President. 

CONNECTICUT : SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC S c HOOL, NEW HAVEN, THE LAND 
GRANT COLLEGE OF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256 

A department of Yale University- Regular courses of three years for 
Degrees in Chemistry, Engineering, and Agriculture also a Post Grad
uate course-Catalogue of 1881-'82, gives an attendance of 188 stu· 
dents-Drawing a required study through the full course-Extracts 
from Biennial Report of State Governing Board for 1889-'90-Attend
ance of students in 1889-'90, 341 ; in 1890-'91, 381-Students come 
from all par ts of the United States , and a few from foreign countries
Concise history of the origin and organi~ation of the school from the 
Catalogue-President Dwight, President of Yale University, is Presi
dent of the school and Professor George J. Brush is Director-A 
corps of 15 Professors and 25 additional Professors and Instructors 
comprise the teaching force of the school. 

DELAWARE: DELAWARE CoLLEGE, NEWARK...... .. .. .. ................... 260 
Where situated-Recent additions to buildings and facilities-Seven 

r egular courses of four years each-Drawing a requisite during some 
period of each course-Details of com"Ses in Mechanical and Elec
trical Engineering-Catalogue of 1891- '92 gives an attendance of 97 
students-The Faculty comprises 12 Professors-Alber t N. Raub, A. 

111., PH. D., President. 
FLORIDA: STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, LAKE CITY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 262 

Foro· Courses of five years each lead to Degrees in Agriculture, Science 
and Classics, Mechanical Engineer ing, and Civil Engineering-Draw
ing is required during the whole course of Mechanical Engineering, 
for three years in Civil Engineering and one year in the Course in 
Agriculture-Special importance seems to be given to the Military 
organization of the college-There is a Preparatory Department with 
a. course of two years-College established in 1884-Greatly aided 
by its one-half share of the supplemental appropriation made by 
Congress to the Land Grant Colleges - The sum given to Florida is 
divided between this College and the Colored Normal School at 
Tallahassee-Location at Lake Cii.y described - Course in manual 
training given in detail - Catalogue of 1891-'92 gives a total attend
ance of 107 students-The Faculty comprises 9 Professors and Instruc
tors - F. L. Kern, A.M. , President. 

GEORGIA: STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS OF THE 

UNIVERSITY OF G EORGIA, ATHENS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 266 
The University includes four branch Agricultural Colleges, situated in 

different localities-Drawing taught in the several departments of 
the State College:....The Faculty comprises 9 Professors-P.A. Will, 
D. D., LL.D. , is President-The School of Technology at Atlanta opened 
a s a new department of the University in 1888 -This school was 
opened with great eclat and the occasion celebrated by public meet· 
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ings addressed by !listinguished orators-Inaugural address by 
Superintendent Milton P. Higgins, outlining the proposed course of 
training to be given in this new School of Technology-Extracts 
from addresses by Dr. Hopkins, President of the school, and by Ron. 
N. E. Harris, of the State Commission- Extracts from the Catalogue 

· reciting the origin, plan, equipment, and courses of instruction of this 
new school-Drawing and workshop practice made prominent
Catalogue of 1889-'90 gives enrollment of 145 students-The Faculty 
comprises 8 Professors -There are 4 foremen of the shops - Isaac 
H. Hopkins, PH.D., D. D., is the President. 

ILLINOIS: THE UNIVERSITY OF, AT URBANA-POST-OFFICE ADDRESS, "CHAM· 
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l'age. 

PAIGN, ILLINOIS ........ . ......... . .. . ....................... . ·... ..... 276 
Opened in 1868 ..:...opened to women students in 1871-Gallery of Fine 

Arts established by President Gregory in 1874- The University com
prises four colleges subdivided into ten '' schools"- There are two 
additional " schools" in '' Military Science 11 and in "Art and Design, 11 

also a •• Graduate School 11
- Drawing is taught through all the 

courses in the Schools of Engineering and in the School of Art and 
Design; it also finds a prominent place in the courses of the other 
schools-The Catalogue ~f - 1881-'82 gives an attendance of 352 stu
dents; 32 "Of these were women-In 1891-'92, 583 students are reg
istered; of these 89 are women-The Faculty comprises 35 Pro
fessors and 16 Instructors and Assistants- Professor Thomas Jona
than Burrill, M. A., PH. D., is Acting Regent. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

AB has already been stated ·in the last chapter, which introduces 
these abstracts, there is no intention of giving here any full descrip
tion of the resources of, or courses of study in, these Educational 
Institutions; because, first, much of this information has already 
been g!\en in the Special Report on "Industrial Education in the 
United States," issued by this Bureau in 1883; and, secondly, be
cause such details are, also, readily accessible in the official Cata
logues and other publications of the Colleges themselves. * 

The reasons for including in the present Report such abstracts as 
are here given were also stated. In retaining these abstracts pre
pared ten years ago, while adding those taken in 1893, from the 
latest Catalogues then at the command of the Editor, there is the 
purpose of showing, by the opportunity thus given for comparison, 
the growth and the tendency of the development of the study of 
Drawing in its industrial applications; as well as in its relations to 
thorough courses of Educational training in Science . . 

What has been the progress in each institution in developing this 
study of Drawing during the past decade, and what is the genAral 
result, taking these institutions "en masse?" Such comparisons, by 
their interest and importance, seem to justify the added space r equired. 

*Those interested in comparing the courses of study in different colleges will find 
a valuable compilation of such courses in the Annual Report of the C<>minissioner 
of Education for 1888-'89. See pages 1224-1361 of that report. A brief tabl~ of 
Public Schools in which manual training is given follows. See pages 1362-i367 of 
same report. 
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Nothing as to the r elative importance and rank of the several 
schools can be properly inferred from their order as given in these 
pages; since the arrangement ·follows that of the names of the States 
in which they are situated and is purely alphabetical. Neither has the 
relative space given to any institution, any bearing whatever· upon 
the question of its ranking importance, as the space given is largely 
accidental ; sometimes one feature of a school, and sometimes 
another, will be treated in a fuller or briefer manner, as this or 
that point seems more or less desirable to be shown; or, as it may 
happen to have been brought out in the Catalogues themselves. These 
statements are made because, formerly, in some cases, it has been 
erroneously thought that an expression of the relative importance of 
an Institution was thus intended; it is desired hereby, expressly to 
disclaim any such design. 

ALABAMA: STATE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE: 

ALABAMA POLYTECHNIC I NSTITUTE. 

The State Agricultural and Mechanical College of Alabama is situ
ated at Auburn, Alabama. 

In this institution there are four rE>gular courses for which Degrees 
are granted. These are 1st the Course in Agriculture with the 
Degree of Bachelor of Scientific Agriculture. 2nd. The course in 
Engineering, including the two departments of Civil Engineering 
with the degree of Bachelor of Civil Engineering, and that of Mining 
Engineering, with the degree of Bachelor of Mining Engineering. 
3d. The course in Literature, with the degree of Bachelor of Arts 
and 4th. The course in science, with the degree of Bachelor of 
Science. Each course is of four years; for the first two years the 
studies in all the courses are the same; all students except those in 
the course in Literature may, however, elect to study the modern 
instead of the ancient languages. At the end of the 2nd year, the 
student elects the Regular Degree course he will attend. Drawing 
is studied by all students during the first two years except by those 
in the Course in Literature, who are not required to take it. In the 
course in Engineering alone it is obligatory through the whole four 
years. 

In Civil Engineering," ThisCourseextendsthe Scientific Course in applied mathe
matics, embraces full instruction in regard to the consta:uction of common roads, 
pikes, railroads, bridges, canals, improvements of rivers, harbors, &c." * * * 

" The Oou1·se in Drawing extends through four years. During the first year the 
students practice linear and freehand drawing. In the second year the elementary 
principles of instrument drawing, embracing a course of orthographic and isomet
rical projections, shades and shadows, st111ctural drawing and topographical de
lineation, are taught. This course is obligatory on the students of all the Courses, 
except the Courses in Literature. 

During the third and fourth years, inst111ction in drawing is obligatory only on 
the students in Civil Engineering. In the former year the system of instruction 
embraces orthographic projections, isometric drawing, shades, and shadows, tinting 
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in India ink and colors, the practice of drawing in sketches of tools, "the finished 
work of mechanics, bridges and other structures. In the last, or fourth year of 
the Course in Engineering, the students are taught perspective. They then cease 
to draw for mere practice, and use their graphical skill in machine construction, in 
making drawings of works visited in excursions to mines, furnaces, water, gas 
and railway structures. Plans, profiles, and sections of railroad surveys complete 
the course. 

Drawing I nstruments.-The instruments used at the College are the SwiBB, which 
are preferred for their general excellence and moderate cost. The instruments, 
with the materials for geometrical and topographical drawing, cost from 'ten to 
twenty-five dollars. The student is advised to defer his purchasel of drawing in
struments and material until he comes to the College, when he will have the ad
vantage of procuring them under the direction of the I!ofessor of Drawing. 

The Drawing Room is fitted up with all neceSBary arrangements. A full set of 
geometrical models is provided. A large number of photographs, lithographs and 
manuscript drawings-English, German and French-have been imported. They 
illustrate the following subjects: General Descriptive Geometry, Linear Perspec
tive, Shades, Shadows, and Reflections, Masonry and Stone Cutj;ing, Girders and 
Trusses of Wood and Iron; Furnaces, Boilers, Railroad Shops, Depots, Offices, 
Machines, and their details, shown in the conventional colors used in France and 
Germany. 

A selection of portfolios in landscape, figures and classic subjects, and casts from 
the gallery of the Louvre in Paris, is calculated to meet the wants of students desir
ing to pursue a full course in freehand ~awing." 

The attention given to drawing is shown by the following schedule 
of studies and weekly r ecitations. The figures indicate the number 
of weekly recitations. 

First Term-2 Linear Drawing-Second Term-2 Freehand Drawing: Third Class. 
First and Second Term-2 Topographical Drawing. Course in Civil Engineering. 
First Term-5 Bridge Drawing. Second Term-5 Sketches of Tools, of the Com
ponent Parts of Machines, and of Bridges and other Structures. In the 1st Class. 
First and Second Term- 10 Plans, Profiles, and Sections of Railroad Surveys
Course in Mining Engineering-Second Class. First and Second Terms-2 Sketches 
of Tools, and Component Parts of Machines. 

The following Text Books are used in the 1st Class. Davidson's 
Linear Drawing, White's Art Studies. 2nd Class. Davidson's Pro
jections and Model Drawing. 3d Class. Smith's Linear Perspec
tive. 4th Class. Mahan's Industrial Drawing. 5th Class. Smith's 
and Enthoffer's Topography, Warren's Machine Drawing. Church's 
Descriptive Geometry and Shades and Shadows. 

The catalogue of 1880-81, gives a total of 182 students in attend
ance. 

The following summary taken from the annual catalogue for the 
year 1891- '92, *will serve to show something of the development of 
the college during the ten years that have elapsed since the foregoing 
account was abstracted from the catalogue of 1881-'82. 

The direction of this development may readily be infered from 
the fact that the title "Alabama Polytechnic Institute" has been 

*Catalogue of the State Agricultural and Mechanical College, Alabama Poly
technic Institute, 1891-'92. Auburn, Alabama.-Montgomery, Alabama: Bwwu 
Printing Co., Printers, Binders and Stationers. 1892. Pp. 88. 
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added to the former one of the " Agricultural and · Mechanical Col
lege." The present catalogue is a handsome pamphlet of 88 pages 
illustrated with views and plans of the buildings, the following gen
eral statement prefaces the account of the several departments. 

An agricultural experiment station has also been established in 
connection with this college and· a weather Bureau for Alabama, by 
which the relation of this Educational Institution to the farming 
interests of the citizens of the State is still further emphasized. 

CIVIL ENGINEERING AND DRAWING. 

Prof. Lane. 

CIVIL ENGINEERING. 

The special studies of this department begin in the Junior class, and require a 
good knowledge of Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry and Analytical Mechanics. 
They are as follows: 

Junior Class.-Simple, compound, reversed and parabolic curves, turnouts and 
crossings, leveling, gradients, setting stope stakes, location and construction of 
common roads and railroads. 

Senior Class.-Classification, appearances, defects, reasoning, durability and pre
servation of timber ; classification and description of natural building stones; 
bricks and .concretes; cast and wrought iron, steel and other metals; limes, cements, 
mortars and their manufactures; paints and other preservatives; classification of 
strains and a general mathematical discussion of the same; joints and fastenings; 
solid and open built beams; classification, construction and mechanics of masonry; 
foundations on land and in water; bridges and roofs of different kinds; their con
struction and strains determined mathematically and graphically; common roads, 
their coverings, location and construction; location and construction of railroads; 

· navigable, irrigation, and drainage canals ; river and sea-coast improvements. 
Theory and practice ru·e combined in both classes. 

TEXT BOOKS. 

Junior Class.-Henck's Field Book for Railway Engineers, Gillespie's Roads and 
Railroads, Parson's Track. 

Senior Class.-Wheeler 's Civil Engineering. Von Ott's Graphic Statics. 

DRAWING. 

All the students of the Freshman and Sophomore classes are required to take 
Drawing; but only the students in Mechanics and Engineering in the Junior and 
Senior classes. 

The Freshman class is taught linear and free-hand drawing. The Sophomore 
class is instructed in the principles of orthographic and isometric projections, shade 
and shadows, perspective and tinting. In the Junior class the instruction embraces 
a more extended course in orthographic and isom~tric drawing, perspective, 
shades and shadows and tinting; also sketches of tools and machines, plans, eleva· 
tions and cross-sections of buildings and blue prints. The Senior class make topo
graphical drawings and drawings of machines, roofs, bridges, etc., to different 
scales, and blue prints. Plans, profiles and sections of railroad surveys completa 
the instruction in this department . 

TEXT-BOOKS. 

Freshman Class.-Hitchener's Geometrical Note Book, Thorne's Junior Class in 
Mechanical Drawing, and Davidson's Model Drawing. 

Sophomore Class.-Projections, Davidson's Practical Perspective, Keuffel &: 
Esser 's Alphabet. 
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Junior Class.-Davidson's Building Construction, Davidson's Drawing for 

Mechanics and Engineers, Plates belonging to the College, Keuffel & Esser's 
Alphabet. 

Senior Class.- French, English and American Plates belonging to the College, 
Keuffel & Esser's Alphabet." 

The Faculty and Officers of the College proper, number 31, includ
ing 13 ".Assistant Instructors." The whole number of students is 
given as 255, of these 30 are in the "Sub-Freshman" class and 11 are 
" Graduates." 193 take Drawing, 152 Mechanic .Arts, 35 Civil Engi
neering, 13 Electrical Engineering and 117 .A._griculture. .All the 
225 students in the College · classes, take English. W m. Le Roy 
Brown, M. A., LL. D. , is the President. · 

ARKANSAS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY. 

The .Arkansas Industrial University is situated at Fayetteville, 
Washington Co., .Arkansas. .A largely attended preparatory Depart
ment is connected with the University. The pupils in this Depart
ment in 1880-'81 numbered 306, in the college proper there were 120. 
Eight classes of Degrees are conferred by the University; Bachelor 
of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of .Agriculture, Bachelor of 
Letters, Civil or Mining Engi~eer, etc. 

Map drawing is taught in the preparatory department and Draw
ing is one of the studies required of the pupils fitting to enter ·the 
Scientific, Engineering, or .Agricultural Departments of the Univer
sity. 

The catalogue for the year ending June, 1881, shows no agricul
tural, scientific or engineering students in the Senior class of 9, one 
agricultural and no scientific or engineering students in the Junior 
Class of 23, one scjentific, three engineering and no agricultural stu
dents in the Sophomore class of 4.0 and two engineering and eight 
'English Course,' no scientific and no agricultural students .in the 
Freshman class of 48. In the Freshman class drawing is taught in 
the 'English Course ' for the first two terms. 

This gives a total of 15 students in four college classes who, ac-
cording to the schedule of studies, are taught drawing ; of tb,ese 
there were none in the Senior class, one, in the Junior, four, in the 
Sophomore; and ten in the Freshman class; five only, are pupils in 
Engineering.- ' 

In the tabulated courses of study Drawing is required during the 
first two terms of Freshman year, in the five courses of ".Agricul
tural," "Mining Engineering," "Civil Engineering," "Scientific," 
and "English.". The third term, only pupils in .Agricultural and 
Engineering take drawing. The term" Drawing" does not appear 
in any of the courses for the three last years of the college course; but 
is included under ".Applied Mathematics." The following extracts 
are from the announcement of the course of Applied Mathematics; 

For students wishing to pursue the Engineering Course, a course of special 
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training in English, French, German, Elementary Mathematics and Drawing bas 
been provided, embracing two years in the Preparatory Department, and the first 
year in Collegiate department. 

The School of Applied Mathematics is designed as the basis of the course in Civil 
Engineering and Mining Engineering. The work proper begins with the first term 
of the second or Sophomore year, and embraces a three years' course in the appli
cations ot' Pure Mathematics to the solutions of such problems as are constantly 
presented to the practical engineer. 

ARCHES, BRIDGES, ROOFS. 

The general princ:ples of the arch and its modifications are given, together 
with the calculations of its strength. The various kinds of bridges are discussed. 
Particular attention is paid to the forms of truss used in the construction of roofs. 
Students make the working drawings for different construction, and calculate the 
stability required in the various parts. · 

ARCIDTECTURE. 

This subject is devoted to the consideration of the different ancient orders and 
their modifications, with a brief history of the same. Special attention is given 
to the modem styles of public and private buildings. Plans, elevations and per
spective drawings of various kinds of buildings are made by students. 

DRAWING. 

In this course the use of drafting instruments is taught, and the student is gradu
ally led from the representation of simple objects to those more complex in form. 
Students in the course of civil engineering pursue this branch throughout the entire 
three years; for those in Mining Engineering the subject is not carried to the same 
extent. But in both courses it is as far as possible made parallel with the above 
mentioned branches. Each student is required to execute for himself such draw
ings as serve to impress the principles taught under the different subjects. 

A commodious drawing room has been fitted up with the most approved style of 
furniture. But each student has to provide himself with suitable drafting instru
ments. The cost of such a set will be about fifteen dollars. 

The catalogue for the year ending September 2nd, 1889, * is the 
latest at hand; from this it appears that new buildings have been 
added and the facilities of the University largely increased. 

The statement is made that the "General Assembly," by act ap
proved March 30th, 1887, gave liberal appropriations for strengthen
ing the Agricultural and Mechanical Departments of the University, 
and directed that all State "beneficiaries" should pursue one of these 
courses. Ample provisions are made for full courses in Manual 
Training, evidently a new departure. One thousand students, called 
"beneficiaries," are entitled to be sent by the counties to the Univer
sity; these are distributed pro rata among the counties. In case a. 
county fails to send its quota, the Governor of t?e State may fil.l 
vacancies. 

*Seventeenth Catalogue of the Arkansas Industrial University, Fayetteville, 
Washington Co, Ark., for the year ending September 2, 1889, and announcement 
for 1889-'90. 1889: Woodruff Printing Co., Litt le Rock, Ark., Pp. 117. Illustrated. 
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The following is the account of the Buildings, full page views of 
which are given: 

UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS. 

The main University building is a magnificent structure of brick, three stories in 
height, with a stone basement and mansard roof. It occupies three sides of a 
quadrangle, and has a frontage of 214 feet. 

In the north wing are situated the Chapel on the first floor, the Library on the 
second, and the Engineering Drawing Room on the third; in the south wing, the 
Preparatory Hall on the first floor, the College Hall and Drafting Room on the 
second, and the Museum on the third. 

The main front of the building is divided into offices, recitation rooms, and labora
tories. The offices of the President and the Commandant, and the rooms of the 
Preparatory and Musical departments are on the first floor, the Departments of 
Mathematics, Engineering and Physics, Ancient and Modern Languages, and 
Pedagogics, have convenient rooms on the second floor, while the Departments of 
Agriculture and Chemistry and Biology and Geology, are accommodated on the 
third floor. Above, on the fourth floor, are the commodious and well-furnished 
halls of the Literary societies. 

This building covers an area of 26,108 square feet, and contains seventy rooms, 
together with broad corridors and ample stairways. As a safeguard against fire, 
and to insure uniform temperature, the entire building is heated throughout by 
steam. 

The new Dormitory, in accordance with legislative enactment, was erected by 
the Board of Trustees in 1887, and opened to the use of students in the Spring of 
1881!. 

It is a substantial brick building three stories high, containing over forty rooms. 
In finish and appearance, both externally and internally, it is a model structure. 
The rooms are large, airy, well ventilated and lighted, and open into broad corri
dors extending lengthwise through the building. The entrances are five in num
ber, three in front, which open upon a broad veranda, and two in the rear. As to 
location and drainage, every precaution has been taken to insure good health to its 
occupants. That proper care may be exercised a member of the teaching body 
resides here with his family, and the University Faculty make a regular wur of 
inspection. In this building the electric light has been substituted for kerosene 
lamps, and a source of danger is thus eliminated. 

The building of the Agricultural Experiment Station is of brick, one story in 
height. It contains the office of the Director, the apartments of the Chemist, Hor
ticulturist, Veterinarian and Entomologist, together with a commodious Chemical 
Laboratory, Weighing-Room and Store-Rooms. 

The new Shop Building was erected in the Spring of 1889. It is of wood and 
iron, 170 feet long, 40 feet wide, and one story in height, with ample light and ven
tilation. The Wood-Room is 40 x 60 feet in size, the Metal-Room 40 x 40 feet, the 
Forge-Room 40 x 25 foot, and the Foundry 40 x 45 feet. 

Connected with the Department of Agriculture is a large Barn, Stock-Shed, Dairy
House, Fruit-House, and other necessary outbuildings. 

In the summary of the number of students in the various courses 
a total attendance of 529 is recorded. A large proportion of these 
are in the Preparatory Department. The "A" class numbering 148; 
the "B" class 136 · "Irregulars not classified" 13· " Musical" 25· the 

' ' ' ' ' "sub-Freshman-class of 1893" number 118; giving a total in the 
Preparatory Department of 442. 

In the college proper there are 49 "Freshman-class of 1892"; 20 
ART-VOL 4--16 
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"Sophomores"; 9 " Juniors"; 7 " Seniors", "Class of 1889 "; and 2 
Post Graduate students. A total of 87 students. 

There is here noticeable a steady diminishing ratio of attendance 
from the large number in the primary preparatory class, to that of 
the two P ost Graduates. 

The studies taken, show a marked change from those giYen in the 
catalogue for 1881, since, among the 9 seniors of that year, there were 
none who took either the courses in Agriculture, Science or Civil 
Engineering; while there are, among the 7 Seniors of the class of 1889, 
three studying for the Degr ee of Bachelor of Science and two for 
that of Civil Engineering. Among the 9 Juniors, class of 1890, 
there are two studying for the degree of Bachelor of Science and four 
for that of Civil Engineering. 

Of the 20 Sophomores, class of 1891, two t ake the course in science 
and six in civil engineering. Of the 49 Freshmen, nine take the 
course in science, nine in civil engineering, three in mechanical 
engineering, and two in scientific agriculture. The remaining stu
dents are scattered among the courses for the eight different degrees 
offered by the college. 

In all the " courses" the afternoons are given to " practical exer
cises," and among these, "Drawing" and "Military Drilling," are 
features of every course. 

The following is the announcement of the Department whose 
studies include of necessity Drawing and Manual Training. 

"DEPARTliiENT OF 

MECHANIC ARTS AND ENGINEERING. 

J. M. Whitham, Professor. 
W. E. Anderson, Adjunct Professor. 
G. P. Eustace, Instructor in Metal Work. 
A. C. Hoag, Instructor in Wood Work. 
R. F. Beardsley, Instm ctor in Forge Foundry. 
A. G. Taff, Instructor in Field Engineering. 
Courses of instruction are offered in 

1. Manual Training. 
2. Mechanical Engineering. 
3. Civil Engineering. 

1. COURSE IN MANUAL TRAINING. 

The course in Manual Training, covering four years, is intended to prepare young 
men to obtain employment in the machine shop, forge and foundry, and at the 
wood-worker's bench. It replaces the old apprenticeship system, and, at the same 
time, gives the youth instruction in English, mathematics, science, drawing, the 
principles of mechanism and steam engineering. The recent growth of Manual 
Training Schools, not only here, but in Europe, is phenomenal. The apprentice· 
ship system is now practically obsolete; hence the need of Manual Training Schools. 
The only opportunity offered to the youth of the State to obtain this instruction is · 
given here. 

Theoretical instruction given in the morning is indicated on page 35. That of 
the afternoon consists of practice for five hours a week in drawing, and ten hotll8 
in the training shops. 
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TABLE SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF TIME IN HOURS IN THE MANUAL TBA.INING 
COURSE. 

Subject& 
A. Sub- Freshman. Sopho-

Freshman. more. 

English History, etc . ...... .... ....... .. ... .. .. 390 247 180 

= =~aitieiD.&tics: : : ::: : ::::: ::::::::::::::::::: · 148 180 
"i~' 180 180 180 

AppUed Mathematics .. . ........ . . ................ "390' "300' 180 216J 
f~:'aO:X Dm~g::: . :::::::::::: : :::: : :::::::. 390 346J 

195 195 "i95" "i95' Mechanical Drawing .................... .. ........ 
48i Laboratory Work .. .. . .. .. .. .. ........ . ......... 

Total Theoretical Work . .... ... . ......... 520 520 520 520 --
Total Practical Work .. ..... .... .... . .. . .... 585 585 585 585 

Total Work ... ...................... ···· ··· 1105 1105 1105 1105 

The subjects taught in the Training Shops are-1, carpentry and joinery; 2, wood 
turning; 3, cabinetmaking and practical carpentry; 4, pattern IIiak.ing; 5, foundry 
work; 6, forging; 7, metal fitting; 8, machine tool work; 9, care of steam ma
chinery. The distribution of these subjects throughout the four years is shown in 
the following : 

SCHEME SHOWING COURSE OF SYSTEMATIC ~STRUcrriON IN WORK-SHOPS. 

5 
g 

First term. Third term. :3 Second term. 

5 ~ 
- -

Principles of Ca.rpenn Wood Tur~, +term. Practical Cabinet and A and oinery. Practical Cabmet and Carpentry Work. Carpentry Work. 

Wood Tumln~l term. 
Principles of ~try 

Practical Cabinet and B Principles of fll6lltry and Jome~, +term. 
A Practical Cabinet an Carpentry Work. and Jomery, +term. Carpentry Work. 

Principles of ~try Principles of ~try 
Practical Cabinet and c and Jom:f, +term. and Jomery, +term. Practical Cabinet an Carpentry Work. Wood Turning. Carpentry Work. 

~ 
§ 

Forging. Forging, \vterm. Fonndry Work. 

~~ Fonndiy ork, ~term. 

~B Foundry Work. Fonndry Work,+ term. Forging. Forging, i term. 

~: 
Fonndry Work. Pattern Maldng. Metal Fitting. 

Metal Fitting. Fonndry Work. Pattern Making. 

Pattern Making. Metal Fitting. Fonndry Work. 

t'l Machine Tool Work-engine Machine Tool Work-engine Machine 'Tool Work-en-
~!&the, planers, 

~e lathe, planers, drilllng ma- lathe, planers, drilling ma- ma.clll.De, mill· 
• chine, milling machine, etc. chine, milllng machine, etc. ing machine, etc. · 

*One student from this class is with engine and boiler. 
Junior and senior students have an advanced course in the various shops. 
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EQU1Pli1ENTS OF THE MANUAL TRAINING SHOPS. 

The 'JTaining Shops are located in a new building, and are conveniently ar
ranged and well equipped. There are four principal shops, viz: The Wood-work
ing, Foundry and Molding, the Forging and the Machine Shops ; also, there are 
other rooms auxiliary to these, as the Engine and Boiler-Rooms, the Tool-Room, 
Cloaking Room, Finishing Room, and Supply Rooms. In equipping these shops, 
those institutions of a similar nature were studied, compared and improved upon 
as much as circu mstances would permit. 

The Wood-Working Shop is equipped with eighteen well appointed work 
benches with tools, seven turning lathes, one double circular saw, one scroll saw, 
one band saw, one reversible shaping machine, one planing machine, and one steam 
glue beater. 

The Eq:uiprnents of the Forging Shop at present consist of nine forges of the most 
improved design, nine anvils, and nine set of tools, consisting of hand-hammer, 
tongs, calipers, steel rule, steel square, hot and cold cutters, file, flatter, fullers, 
swages, punches, heading tools, etc. The forges are supplied with power blast, a 
No. 6 Buffalo blower serving for this purpose. This shop has, also, a double em
ery grinder. 

The Moulding-Room and Fotmdr'IJ are equipped with a Collan cupola which will 
melt from 200 pounds to one ton of iron at once, one brass furnace, nine sand 
troughs and moulders' benches combined, nine sets of moulders' tools, consisting 
of heart and square trowel, slickers, rammers, riddle, flask, swab, water pot, shovel, 
lifters, drawer, spikes, etc., six ladles from 100 to 5pounds capacity, an assortment 
of flasks, and other necessaries for a complete foundr y. 

The Eq:uiprnents of the Machine Shop are thirteen work benches with vises, sets 
of tools and closets, one twelve-inch engine lathe, three fourteen-inch engine lathes, 
one nineteen-inch lathe, one speed lathe, one planer, 24x24x72 inches, one planer 
10 x 10 x 24 inches, one Universal milling machine (B. & S. ), one double-wheel emery 
grinding machine, one drill press, one grinding stone, and chucks and other ap
pliances for use on the lathes, planer , etc. Each machine has its distinct set of 
t ools. This shop is well equipped with hammers, steel rules, steel squares, spring 
dividers, chisels, twist drills, taps, tap wrenches, die stocks, reamers, pipe dies, 
files of all sizes and shapes, wrenches, arbors, lathe-dogs, squares, scales, cali
pers, (inside and outside), machine and hand-cutting tools, a surface gauge, a Victor 
micrometer caliper, a protractor, and many other tools. The machinery is driven 
by a 25 horse-power Westinghouse engine. 

CAPACITY OF THE SHOPS. 

Fifty students can be accommodated in the shops at one time, divided among 
the rooms as follows : 

Wood-working Room . . ....... .. ............................. . ....... . . . ..... 24 
Metal-working Room __ __ ............ . ................ . . . ....... . ..... ....... 18 
Forging-Room ... ... ...................... .. ................. . ... . :. . . . . . . . . 9 
Foundry ... . ................. .... ....... ..... ...... .. . ................ ... . .. 9 
Tool-Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Engine and Boiler-Room............................ . ... . . .......... . ........ 1 

The Boiler-Roorn contains two horizontal fire tubular boilers set in brick work, 
aggregating 65 horse-power. These are used for heating the main building and 
running the shops. This room also contains a pressure-reducing valve, an auto
matic heater-trap and governor , Blake pump, gauges and other necessary appli· 
ances. 
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n .-coURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

Mechanical Engineering may be defined as being the application of mathematics 
to Science, with particular reference to the design and fabrication of all forms of 
machinery. Since engineering ·is the combined science and art of utilizing the 
forces and materials of nature, and since this utilization is accomplished in nearly 
all cases by machines, or by processes working through machines, it is evident that 
meclwnical engineering is the basis of aU art and industry. 

The course of study is published on page 37. It is based on the belief that a me
chanical engineer should be a mathematician, a scientist, a draughtsman and a 
mechanic. The course extends over six years, and consists of 3,120 lwurs de
voted to theoretical, and 3,510 lwurs to practical instruction. The distribution of 
time among the several branches, both theoretical and practical, is shown in the 
following: 

TABLE SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF 'DIME IN HOURS IN THE MECHA...>i!CAL ENGINEER 
J.l'!G COURSE. 

Class. 

Subjecta. 
Sub- Fresh- Soph<>-
~- man. more. Junior. Senior. 

------------1-------------- ------
English History, etc ..... . .... -.- .... - ...... . 390 247 180 

1m 
. .. Sij ~ Science ...... ................ . .............. "" i80" 148 180 180 

Pure Mathematics ..... .. . ....... . .... ...... . 180 180 180 180 
··~ 

660 

=~~~ ~~~~~: ::::: ::·.: ::: ::::::::::: ··aoo· ··aoo· 180 180 1!6& 9531 
390 w ~ 1906J 

~;..W:~-g;p,.;;ct;(:e :: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 195 195 195 97i 195 10'/'2i 
86J ""4-Ui ~ Laboratory Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ... 

Theoretical Work ····· ····· ··· ········ 520 520 520 520 520 520 3120 --
Practical Work . . ...... .. ...... . ....... 585 585 585 585 585 585 8510 

Total Work ... ......................... 1105 1105 1105 1105 1105 1105 6680 

In addition to the above, students may take French and German as elective 
studies. . . 

The courses in Mechanical and Civil Engineering differ only in the work of the 
Junior and Senior years. Even during these years many subjects are included in 
both. 

m.-COURSE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING. 

·Civil Engineering, as here understood, embraces the location and construction of 
railroads, canals, waterworks, sewerage systems, foundations on land and in 
water, tunnels and superstructures; the surveys, improvements and defenses of 
coasta, harbors, rivers and lakes; the application of mechanics, descriptive geome
try and graphics to the design and construction of arch bridges, roofs, trusses and 
suspension bridges; the design and fabrication of wind, hydraulic and electric 
motors, and air and heat engines; irrigation and drainage of lands; and the prepa
ration of forms of specifications and contractB. 

The course of study, published on page 89, is believed to compare favorably with 
that~ many of the older institutions of technology. It is decidedly a practical 
course, and the graduate is well equipped for the duties of an engineer. He is, 
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also, an excellent draughtsman and mechanic. The time in how·s devoted to 
heoretical and practical instruction is shown in the following: 

TABLE SHOWING DISTRffiUTION OF TIME IN HOURS DEVOTED TO STUDIES IN THE 
CIVIL ENGL.'\'EERING COURSE. 

Class. ~ 
~ Subjects. Sub- Fresh Sopho- 3 A. Fresh- man. more. Junior. Senior. 0 man. E-1 ------------

English History, etc . ......... .. .•........... 390 247 180 86J . .. 86. 853J 
Science ...... . ................ . . .. . . ... .... . 143 130 173! 216f 749J 
Pure J\1atbematics ... .. .. . ..... ..... ... . . . ... 180 180 180 180 130 oro 
Engineering Studies ..... .• ....... ...... .... . ··soo· 180 130 173t 4331 1~ ~~~~;':~.r~:::. :::::::::::: :: : ::: :: : ::: : : : : :: 

390 890 260 ···es· 260 
195 195 195 195 195 1040 

Surveying, Practice ...... . ............•.. ... 180 216J 180 476J 
Laboratory Work .... ..... ... ..... ...... . ... 803t 303t 

Total Theoretical Work. .. . ... .. .... 520 520 520 520 520 520 3120 

Total Practical Work. ····· ··· ·· ·· ···· 585 585 585 585 585 585 3510 

Tote.! Work .......... .. ..... . ...... ... 1105 1105 1105 1105 1105 1105 6630 

In addition to vne above, students may take French and German as elective 
studies. 

While these pages are in the hands of the printer the catalogue for 
the year ending December 3rd, 1891, is r eceived. This shows conclu
sively that the progress noted in the catalogue of 1889 continues. 

The statement is made that "the University is at the head of the 
public educational system of the State of Arkansas." The constant 
effort is asserted to be to bring it in closer relations with the pub
lic schools, and to give "to all youth of either sex, ample facilities 
for acquiring a liberal education in literature, science and the indus
trial arts, and for the professional studies." Tuition is free except 
in the medical college. 

The organization of the University is given in detail. It consists 
of the six "schools" at Fayetteville; these include Agriculture; 
Mechanics Arts and Engineering; Science; Liberal Arts; The Nor
mal School; The University High School. There are sixteen sepa
rate "courses," which come under one or another of these schools. 
The " elective" system prevails with some restrictions. 

The School of Medicine is situated at Little Rock. The Branch 
Normal College, for the training of teachers for the colored public 
schools, is at Pine Bluff. There are three "courses" at this school; 
viz : Normal ; Classical and Mechanical. 

As already shown much attention is given to Manual Training at 
Fayetteville. This is alike in all coursP-s for three years; in the 
fourth year, the instruction is specialized; as the pupils elect either 
to fit for some Mechanical trade ; to become practical operator:~ of 
steam engines, or electrical plants ; or wish to become Instructors of 
Manual Training. · 
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The total attendance at' Fayetteville is 57'3 ; of these 155 are women: 
The students in the College proper number 115.-0f these 5 are Post 
Graduate; 10, Stlniors; 12, Juniors; 28, Sophomores and 60 Fresh
men. There are also a number of students in music, elocution, law, 
etc. The Preparatory Department numbers 425. There are 113 stu
den-ts of Medicine at Little Rock. 

There are 215 pupils at the Branch Normal College at Pine Bluff. 
Total number of students in the various departments of the Uni

versity 9Jl. 
The list of " Officers of Instruction and Government," Professors, 

Assistant Professors, Instructors, Librarians, etc., at Fayetteville 
numbers 36. Edward Hunter Murfee, A.M., LL.D., President and 
Professor of Psychology and Ethics. 

U NIVERSI'rY OF CALIFORNIA. 

. . 
The University of California situated at Berkeley, California, in-

cludes under its " Colleges of Letters and Science" eight regular 
courses of four years each, leading to a .degree. 

The Courses in Science : Agriculture, Mechanics, Mining, Engineering, and 
Chemistry lead to the degree of Bachelor of Science, and are founded for training 
those who wish to prepare themselves for the industri8.1 professions. Each college 
gives to the student a good English education, such instruction in either French or 
German as will insure a reading power of one of the modern languages, and an 
introduction to the principles of modern science, together with special instruction 
preparatory to a fuller course of professional study in the particular department 
he may choose. Neither Latin or Greek is required for these courses, but a pre
paratory course in Latin is recommended. * * * 

The Cou1·se in Mechanics is designed for students who wish to become mechani
cal engineers or machinists (so far as they are constructors of machinery), or to 
devote their energies to such technical and industrial pursuits as involve a knowl-
edge of machinery. . 

The Course in Mining is designed for students who wish to become mining or 
metallurgical engineers, or to engage in one of the many pursuits connected with 
the mining industries, such as the surveying and mapping of mines, the assaying 
and working of ores, the designing and use of mining machinery, or the exploita-
tion of mines. · 

The Course in Engineering is designed for students who wish to adopt civil en
gineering as a profession, and to engage in such work as the survey of lands, level
ing, topographical engineering, triangular or geodetic surveying, the location and 
construction of roads, railways, and canals, the designing and construction of 
bridges of wood, iron, or stone, the building of dams, reservoirs, and systems of 
water supply, drainage, and sewerage, and the improvement of rivers, harbors, 
and sea coasts. · 

In examination for entrance to the Literary Course "Free hand 
drawing," is among the six studies, proficiency in any two of which, 
in addition to eight prescribed studies, is requisite for admission. 
It does not appear from the Register that drawing is among the re-
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quired studies in the Literary or other courses except those of Me
chanics and Engineering already named. 

In the College of Mechanics, 

Department of Drawing. 

The instruction in this department is a direct application of the course especially 
in Graphostatics as applied to the analysis of stresses in roof and bridge structures, 
and in the designing of simple machines, water-wheels, etc. 

In the College of Mining, 
Mechanical Drawing and Oonstruction.- These are made, as far as possible, an 

application of the course in Mechanics to Mining Engineering. Instruction is 
g iven in Dt>signing Machinery and Fixed Structures for mining and metallurgical 
work. 

In the College of Civil Engineer ing: 
Object of the Oollege.-The object of this College is to give thorough instruction 

in t hose st udies which pertain to the profession of the Civil Engineer. To a very 
considerable extent, these studies are likewise preliminary to the profession of an 
Architect. They are also serviceable to all who wish proficiency in t he applica
tion of Mathematics and Physics. 

Special Inst1·uction in Engineering begins with the Surveying Course in the J u
nior year , and includes Land Su.r veying, Leveling, Topographical Surveying, 
Use of the Plane Table, Road and Railroad Surveying and Construction, and com
putations of ear th-work required by excavations, tunnels, and embankments. A 
large amount of t ime is allotted to practice in t he field , and to the use of instru
ments, such as the compass, level, field transit, plane table, etc., and to the work
ing up and plotting of field notes. Topographical drawing and mapmaking are 
taught in connection with this part of the course. Dur ing the present year an ac
curate topographical survey has been made, by the class, of the ground immedi
ately surrounding the University buildings. This will be mapped by them, and 
the work continued by successive classes till the entire tract shall have been accu-
rately plotted . * * * · 

J ourneys over the adjacent roads are made for the purpose of cOnstructing itin· 
eraries, and of measuring and estimating distances by the eye alone, or by ordinary 
available means. Sketches will be made of t he surrounding country, and direc· 
tions of hill ranges, streams, etc., will be taken as the bases of reconnaissance 
maps. * * * 

Problems relating to the more difficult constr uctions of masonry, su ch as groined, 
cloistered , askew and rampant arches, domes, and walls bounded by warped sur· 
faces, etc., are solved in t he engineering drafting room. 

The principles and practice of framing, bridge and truss building, and of the 
construction of estimates and working plans, are investigated; and the solution of 
a problem in engineering, selected or approved by the Professor of Engineering, 
terminates the under graduate course, leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(B. S. 

A practical bearing is given to the instruction of this year by the solution of in· 
teresting problems connected with the subjects taught; and by visits to important 
accessible structures, completed or in process of construction. 

A post-graduate course of three years' length embracing the higher subjects of 
engineering study, leads to the degree of Civil Engineering (C. E.) 

In the Schedule of Studies of Freshman year, drawing does not 
appear, the time being given to Geometry and Trigonometry. In 
Sophomore year 3 hours a week are given to 
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Industrial Drawing and Descriptive Geometry (8) - Practice in the use of in
struments by means of construction of simple patterns and linear designs. De
scriptive Geometry, and applications in construction of shades and shadows, per
spective, etc. 

In Junior year, students in the College of Mechanics, Mining and 
Engineers take 6 hours a week in- ' 

Industrial Drawing (6}-Topographical, railroad, and mine mapping; workii:.g 
drawings of simple machine parts; applications of graphostatics. 

The students .in Mechanics also take 5 hours a week in
Graphostatics (5}-Applications in the determination of center of gravity, mo

ments of inertia, and stresses on structures ; lectures and drawing-room work. 

In Senior year, Students in Colleges of Mechanics and of Mining 
take 6 hours a week for first half year and students in College of 
Engineering 9 hours a week for the whole year in 

Industrial Drawing.-Applications in strength of materials and Hydraulics, 
including designing of roofs, bridges, derricks, etc., water wheels, pumps, etc., and 
numerous important machine parts. 

Also students in Mechanics take 5 hours a week through the 
week in "Kinematics and applications , in the construction of 
machines (5)-Lectures, and drawing-room work." 

The catalogue of 1881-'82, shows in the several courses a total at
tendance of 224: students, .among these are included 38 partial course 
students. 

From the latest Register of the University* at hand, the follow
ing Abstracts, which show something of the scope of the under
graduate courses, are taken. These include also the statistics of the 
teachers and students connected with the University in all its de
partments, and evidence its growth during the last decade. 

ORGANIZATION OF INSTRUCTION. 

GRADUATE COURSES. 

To graduates of the University of California, or of other institutions of equal 
grade, who may wish to pursue advanced work, general or special, every facility 
is extended that the libraries, laboratories, and collections of the University afford. 
So far as possible, courses of study will be framed to meet the requirements of such 
students. These courses, with the approval of the proper authority, may be so 
chosen by the student as to lead to a Master's degree, to a Doctor's degree, or to a 
professional degree in some department of engineering. 

*Register of the University of California: 1. College of Letters :-(a) Classical 
Course. (b) Literary Course. (c) Course in Letters and Political Science. 2.-Col
lege of Agriculture. B.- College of Mechanics. 4.- College of Mining. 5.-Col
lege of Civil Engineering. 6.-College of Chemistry. 7. -Lick Astronomical Depart
ment. B.-College of Law. 9.-Medical Department. 10.-College of Dentistry. 
11.-College of Pharmacy. 1890-'91. Berkeley. Published by the Regents of the 
University. 1891. Pp. 169. 
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSES. 

Eight Regular Courses of study are at present established, leading directly under 
conditions hereinafter stated, to corresponding degrees, namely: 

In charge of the Faculty of the College of Letters,-
1. The Clctssical Course, leading to the degree of A. B. ; 

II. The Lite1·ary Course, leading to the degree of B. L . ; 
III. The Course in Letters and Political Science, leading to the degree of Ph. B. 

In charge, severally, of the respective Faculties of the five Colleges of Science,
IV. The Com se in Agriculture ; 
V. The Cow·se in Mechanics; 

VI. The Course in Mining ; 
VII. The Course in Civil Engineering; 

VIII. The Course in Chemistry ; each of which leads regularly to the degree of 
B.S. 

To each of these Regular Com'Ses there pertains an established cmriculum of 
studies, prescribed and elective, arranged in the order of four successive years, as 
exhibited on subsequent pages of this Register. 

There are permitted, in addition, Courses at Large and Partial CoU?·ses, not lead
ing directly to any degree, but through each of which some one of the above-named 
degrees is possibly attainable." 

The following shows how the prescribed course of drawing enters 
into the several college courses. 

DRAWING. 

I. ELE::uE:-<TS OF INDUSTRIAL DRAWING.-Geometrical drawing, brush-WOl'k, let· 
tering. Three hours a week during the second term. lllr. Randall. 

Prescribed, Freshman yea·r, in the College of Civil Engineering. 
II. 1:-<STRUMENT.I.L DRA WI:s'G AND DESCRIPTIVE GEO~IETRY.-Drawing of sim

ple pattems, descriptive geometry, perspective, isometric projection, shade and 
shadows, etc. Three hours a week throughout the year. Mr . Kower. 

Presc1'ibecl, Sophom01·e yea1·, in the College of Mechanics, Mining, Civil Engineer
ing ancl Ag1·icultnre, elective in the College of Chemistry. 

III. TOPOGlUPHIC DRAWING AND MODELING.-Three hours a week throughout 
the year. Mr. Randall. 

Prescribed, Junior yem·, in the College of Civil Engineering. 
IV. MECHANICAL DRA WING.- Drawing of simple machine parts. Six hours a 

week throughout the year. Mr. Kower. 
Prescr-ibed, J1mio1· year, in the College of Mechanics, ancl, in pa1·t, in the Col

lege of Mining. 
V. GRAPHOSTATICS.-Graphical analysis of stresses in engineer ing structures. 

Two hours a waek during the second term. Mr. Kower. 
Prescribed, J tmio1· yew·, in the College of Mechanics, Mining and Civil Engi

neering. 
VI. CONSTRUCTIO:s-.-This Course includes the designing of engineering struc

tures and machines. Six or nine hom'S a week throughout the year. 1\'lr. Kower. 
Presc1ibed, Senior yew·, in the College of Civil Engineering, nine hours a week; 

in the College of Mechanics, six how·s a week; in the College of Mining, six hours a 
week during the first term. Elective, alternatively with Physical Laboratory, Course 
IX. , or 111etallurgical Laborat01·y, Course IV., in the College of" Mining, during 
the second term of the Senio1· yea?'." 

The library of over forty thousand volumes is constantly increas
ing. The beginning of an Art Museum has been made, by gifts of 
a number of examples of Modern Art and of Classic Archaeology. 
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ART COLLECTIONS. 

FINE .A.RTs.-The Gallery of~Fine Arts, in the Bacon Art and Library Building, 
contains ten paintings and three W,eces of statuary, presented by Henry D. Bacon ; 
fifty-five paintings, presented by the late F. L. A. Pioche; two landscapes by 
KJombek and Verboeckhoven, and .five bronzes presented by Charles Mayne; the 
celebrated painting of Washington at Monmouth, by Leutze; presented by Mrs. 
Mark Hopkins; and about fourteen hundred photographs of statuary, the gift of 
John S. HitteH. 

Descriptive catalogues of these collections (Library Bulletins Nos. 4 and 6) have 
been published. 

Classical Archaeology.-The University has a cabinet of coins and medals, in
cluding over four hundred ancient coins, mostly Roman; about three hundred and 
.fifty medals; and a like number of modern coins. There are also sets of wall 
maps of ancient countries, the gift of Charles Webb Howard, and many photo
graphs and other pictures of ancient life, customs and architecture. 

Various collections illustrating the sciences are contained in the 
Museums. 

There are ten "Laboratories," of these the Mechanical Laboratory 
furnishes facilities for Industrial and Technical Training. 

THE MECHANICAL LABORATORY is designed to offer facilities fo:- tests and experi
mental inquiry, and comprises: 

I. A Machine Shop, containing at present an engine lathe, built by Becker & Co.; 
a Prentice engine lathe, adapted for light machine work; a Stewart's brass-turning 
lathe; a planing machine, built by the San Francisco Tool Company; a Hendy shap
ing machine ; an upright drill; a Brown & Sharpe universal milling machine; a 
power grindstone; an emery grinder and buff-wheel, etc.; a large supply of lathe 
tools, chucks, reamers, broaches, chasers, drills, instruments for precise measure
ment, dies, ·taps, etc.; and a complete stock of supplies necessary for making experi
mental apparatus. 

II. Carpentry and Pattern Shop.-This room contains a band saw; a saw table, 
with circular saw for metal and wood; a wood lathe; a carpenter's bench, with an 
excellent assortment of carpentry tools; a planing and jointing machine, built by 
H. P. Gregory & Co., San Francisco; and a Frank's surfacing _machine. 

III. Shop for Fine Work.- This contains an improved Swiss gear-cutter, with 
complete set of cutters for cutting gears from the smallest pinion to a wheel of three 
inches diameter; watchmaker's lathes; a set of staking tools, a polishing hat of 
depthing tools, a sman emery grinder; and a complete watchmaker's outfit. 

IV. Steam Fitting Apparatus.-A r,omplete set of steam-fitters tools, giving the 
student sufficient opportunity for practice in cutting and threading pipes, and 
making joints and connections. 

V. Foundry and Blacksmi th Shop.-This contains two crucible furnaces; a com
plete set of molder's tools for casting brass, etc. ; a portable forge, built by Geo. 
Cumming & Sons, San Francisco; a 50-pound drop steam-hammer; an anvil, with 
set of blacksmithing tools; a small upright drill; an improved hydraulic blast, with 
soldering irons and burners, built in the shop; a pair of large shears, etc. 

VI. Engine Room.- A four horse-power Otta gas engine, a .fifteen horse-power 
Ohmen's automatic cut-off steam-engine, and a .fifteen horse-power ·Babcock & 
Wilcox boiler. 

VII. ExperimentalLaboratory.-This building; recently completed, contains five 
rooms. The main room is 30x40 feet, an"d is devoted exclusively to experimental 
purposes. It is provided with a nine horse-power Paragon engine, for exclusive 
laboratory use; a Riehle vertical testing machine of 50,000 pounds capacity, and a. 
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Riehle wire-testing machine of 4,000 potmds capacity, both for tensile, compressive 
and transverse strains; a new dynamometer, for small power; two new 1·egistering 
instruments for speed; an apparatus for determining efficiency of jet wheels and 
partial turbines; an apparatus for the determination of resistance in water to 
rotating discs and cylinders, etc. These instruments were, for the most part, de
signed and made in the machine shop of the University, and are intended to form 
a complete collection for the com-se in experimental mechanics. 

Tests of the strength of materials, tensile or compressive, on metals, wood or 
stone, will be made, free of charge, for any one who desires such tests. Printed 
circulars describing the proper for m and conditions under which the materials to 
be tested should Le sent, may be obtained by addl"essing the professor in charge. 

* t; * * * * * 

LABORATOltY PRACTICE. 

The Mechanical Laboratory is designed to offer facilities for tests and experi
mental inquiry, such as (1) submitting to actual test, and verifying directly, prin
ciples developed in the lecture-room; (2) building and testing machines designed 
by the students; (3) investigating such subjects and engineering problems as are 
not only ca.!culated to impart training in methods of investigation, but the results 
of which may prove of value to the engineering public at large; (4) ascertaining 
the character and proper treatment of materials, and acquiring familiarity with 
the appliances and processes necessary to the construction of designs. 

If the student desires to acquire skill in the u se of tools, opportunity is offered to 
him for practice, under the instruction of an able mechanician, (1) in the working 
of metal and the use of tools, to give him an insight into the most practical meth
ods of manipulating given machines; (2} in wood tuming, planing and ca1·penter 
work ; (3) in molding and pattern making ; (4) in steamfitting, such as cutting and 
threading pipes, etc. ; (5) in forging and tempering tools . 

. A.fter he has become sufficiently acquainted with the working of wood and 
metals, and is able to recognize the difference in machines, tools and methods of 
founding and blacksmithing, he is shown through manufacturing establishments, 
so selected as to enable him to see on a large scale those operations and methods 
with which he has become familiar only on a small one." 

A total of 763 students are recorded as in attendance at the U niver
sity, during the academic year, 1890-'91; of these, 450 are enrolled 
in the College of Letters and Colleges of Science. The remainder 
are in the Professional and Post graduate Depar tments. 

Eleven students are in the College of Agriculture; 35 in the col
lege of Mechanics ; 30 in the college of Mining ; 53 in the college 
of Civil E ngineering. A total of 184 Officers and Instructors are 
connected with the Administration of, and the Instruction given in, 
the Universit y. Of these, 60 are enrolled as Professors, Instructors, 
etc., in the undergraduate colleges of Letters and Science. The 
special Faculty of the College of Mechanics consists of 17 Profes
sors and assistant Professors. Professor Martin Kellogg, A. M., the 
President pro tempore of the University, is, also, President of this 
College. 
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STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF COLORADO. 

The State Agricultural College of Colorado, situated at Fort Col
lins, founded in accordance with the law of Congress authorizing a 
land grant for such institutions, was formerly opened September 1st, 
1879.-

Tuition is free-a matriculation fee of $5 is charged and au inci
dental fee of $1 each term. One dollar a term is charged for room 
rent, and board is fixed not to exceed $3 per week. There is a pre
paratory course of a year for those not qualified to enter at once 
upon the regular course of four ·years. 

The studies taught are divided into five sections, viz :-Rhetoric and English 
Literature; Chemistry; Mathematics; Natural Science ; Political, Moral and Intel
lectual Philosophy. Particular attention is given to Agricultural Che.mistry and 
there is a farm of 240 acres, under careful, and chiefly experime!ltal cultivation. 
Students are required to pass two hours each day working either in the shop or on 
the farm. 

" Drawing, Krusi "; is given as an elective study during the Second 
term of Freshman year.-

" Mechanical Engineering " is taught the first term of Senior 
year.-

The catalogue for 1881, shows .an attendance of 57 students, of 
whom 25 were girls.-

From the latest catalogue* at hand is taken the following state
ment of the courses in Mechanics and in Drawi_ng. 

PRACTICAL MECHANICS. 

The old system of apprenticeship is rapidly beconiing a thing of the past, and it 
is now almost impossible for a boy to learn a trade in any modern shop or factory. 
This is owing largely to the introduction of special machinery, necessitating special 
workmen to manage it, and the workman who has learned to run a machine of · 
this kind is kept at that work, as being most profitable to his employer. His 
practical knowledge of other methods and machines is, therefore, confined to nar
row limits, and should a vacancy occur in a superior position, he is not fitted for the 
place, from the fact of his being unacquainted with other practical parts <?Onnected 
with his trade, the manipulations and principles involved in which he has not had 
an opportunity to learn. 

This department has for its object a systematic and progressive education in the 
use of tools and materials, combined with as much theoretical knowledge as shall 
be deemed necessary to explain the principles involved. It does not teach special 
trades, nor manufactures salable articles; to do so would require that the student be 
kept on the kind of work he could do best, and thus prevent him from acquiring 
broad and liberal ideas of other methods. So, without teaching any one complete 
trade, the mechanical principles of many are gained. This does not necessarily 
mean that the student becomes sufficiently expert to compete with the skilled 
mechanic, but that a knowledge of how a tool or machine should be · used, and the 
manner of laying out work for the same is thoroughly taught. 

*Ninth Annual Register of the State . Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colo, 
1887-'88. Pp 68 
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Should the circumstances be such that the student enter manufacturing, his 
ideas having been broadened by this training, he will the more readily grasp any
thing new that may come up in his business, or, if he take up farming, he will, 
with greater care, be able to understand the mechanical principles and workings of 
his machinery, and also how to keep it and his buildings in proper repa ir. 

The shop instruction will be divided into courses, as follows, and in each course 
will be given, in connection with the work, an explanation of the construction of 
each tool, and its manner of acting on the material, the methods of determining 
how to select material best suited to different kinds of work, the manner of laying 
out work, cutting, speed of tools, etc. 

COURSE OF LABOR. 

First Year. 
Weeks. 

Bench work in wood, .• . . . .... ... ............. . . . . . ..... . . ... . . ........ . ..... 14 
Machine work in wood, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Pattern making, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Vise work in iron, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

Second Year. 
Iron forging, .. . ............... . .. . ...... . ..... .. ............... . ... . ..... . .. 14 
Steel forging,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Machine work in iron, ........ . .. . . . ........... . ... . .. . . . ....... . . ... . .. . .. . . 20 

BENCH WORK IN WOOD. 

This course consists of exercises with the different wood working bench tools, so 
arranged in a graded series as to embrace the manipulation of the tools in their 
various applications. 

First. The use of planes in joining, smoothing and getting the piece out of wind, 
lining off, and the u se of saws in cutting across and with the grain and keeping to 
line. Second-Halved splice. Third-Splayed splice. Fourth-Keyed splice. 
Fifth- Open dovetail mortise and tenon joint. Sixth-Mortise and tenon joint. 
Seventh-Open dovetail joint. Eighth-Blind dovetail joint. Ninth-Lap joint. 
Tenth- Dowel joint. Eleventh-Small newel post with hand worked ra.il. 
Twelfth- Panel door. Thirteenth-Roof truss. Fourteenth-Box. Fifteenth
Carpenter's trestle. 

MACHINE WORK IN WOOD. 

In connection with this course, with the use of tools, will be given the most rapid 
and economical method of selecting and preparing the wood for the machlne. 
There will be given examples of First-Straight turning. Second-Cutting in and 
squaring off. Third-Convex, concave and compound curves. Fourth- Handle.s 
for chisels and other tools. Fifth-Examples in chuck work in separate and com· 
bined pieces. Sixth-How to turn a ball. 

PATTERN MAKING AND FOUNDRY WORK. 

After becomjng familiar with bench and machine work in wood, an application 
of both is made, by constructing patterns with the regard to shrinkage, draft, and 
the best method of constructing the pattern, so that it causes the least amount of 
trouble in the foundry. There will be given examples of Plain work. Core work. 
Pully work. Pipe work. Gear work. Core boxes, their use and construction. 

And in the foundry will be given practice in moulding in plain and core work. 
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VISE WORK INmON, 

With this course will be given an explanation of the different kinds of toois and 
their effect on the material, and the style of tool to be selected for certain kindS of 
work. There will be given examples in Chipping cast iron, wrought iron and 
steel. Spline chipping. Hack sawing. Filing square and round surfaces to line. 
Shoulder, point and other free hand filing. Fitting joints. Finishing and scrap
ing. 

FORGING IN mON AND STEEL. 

Care of the fire. The effect of different beats on the material. Drawing, upset
ting, bending. Scarf, fork, jump and other styles of welding. Welding iron to 
iron, iron to steel, steel to steel. Rings, chains, ring bolts, brackets, braces, bead
ing tools, nails, bolts, books, hasps, swivels, tongs, cattle brands. 

Steel wrenches, cold chisels, drills, lathe tools, springs, etc. 
Examples in tempering and case hardening. 

MACHINE W,.ORK IN IRON. 

Care of the machines, their construction, proportion and use of the different parts. 
Cutting speed of tools, and proper angle of cutting edge for different purposes 

and different metals. Centering and straightening work. Straight turning and 
squaring. Boring. Making and fitting joints. Chuck work. Screw cutting in
side and outside. Drilling, tapping and reaming. Boring with boring bar and use 
of center rest. Polishing and finishing. Hand tool work. · 

DRAWING. 

First Term. 

Geometrical problem. Free hand copy and dictation. Designs. Linear perspec
tive. Model and obje<"t drawing. 

Second Year. 

Orthographic and Isometric projections, and projectio~ of shadows. Develop
ment and intersection of surface. Light and shade. Historical ornament. Wood 
carving, diaper, incised and relief. Persons having parts of machines, patterns, 
small mOdels or working drawings, may, if they choose to donate the same to the 
department, confer a great favor upon the college, and especially upon the depart
ment. 

Amongthedescriptionsof the buildings, laboratories, conservatory 
and other facilities for instruction, there is the following statement 
of the building given to instruction and practice in "The Mechan
ical Course." 

The mechanic shop, consisting of main building, 25x56feet, two stories in bight, 
with a rear portion 20x62 feet, of one story. The upper floor of the main building 
is fitted with benches for sixteen students in wood work; desks and tools for ten 
students in wood carving, four wood lathes, a 6croll saw and an iron frame buzz 
saw. The lower floor contains an iron working room, with sixteen benches for 
working in filing, etc.; a speed lathe, two iron lathes with attachments, a shaper, 
and two drills for wide range of work. There is also an office and a wash room, 
besides a wide hall containing the twelve horse power engine, and from which rise 
the stairs to the floor above. The rear portion contains boiler and coal room, forge 
shop with six forges furnished with blast from a fine Sturdevant rotary blower, 
and a foundry room. The machinery and appliances are first-class in every respect. 
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It appears that much attention is given to the Agricultural course, 
for which the farm of 240 acres, with its experimental ground of 
eight acres divided into twenty-five series of plats, offers excellent 
facilities. 

The State law compels each student to perform two hours of labor 
daily, this labor is thus classified; the first, "that which is per
formed solely for the purpose of instruction;" the second, "that 
which is of some monetary value to the institution." The result of 
giving to practical or remunerative labor, the time, given in other 
colleges only to athletic or other sports, is stated as proving very 
satisfactory from every point of view. 

L ADIES COURSE. 

The young ladies pursue the same course as the young men during the first three 
years. During the J unior and Senior years they m ay, if they choose, substitute 
the study of German for the designated special studies of the Agricul tural COUISe, 

or the Mechanical course. 

The Faculty consists of 10 Professors, one Instructor and a Secre
tary. Two Ladies, one a Professor and one an Instructor, are mem
bers of the Faculty. Professor Charles L. Ingersoll, M . s., is the 
President of the College. The total attendance of students numbers 
109, of these 71 are boys and 38 girls; there are 38 " Preparatory," 
37 "Freshman," 18 "Sophomore," 2 "Juniors," 5 "Seniors," 7 
"Specials," and 2 "Post Graduate," students. 

SHEFFIELD SciENTIFIC ScHOOL-THE LAN D GRANT CoLLEGE OF 

CoNNECTICUT. 

The Sheffield Scientific School is a department of Yale University, 
New Haven, Connecticut. Thorough instruction is given in Chem
istry, Civil Engineering, Dynamic Engineering, Agriculture, 
Natural History, Biology-prepar atory to Medical Studies, and in 
studies preparatory to Mining and Metallurgy; also, in select studies 
preparatory to other higher studies. The regular course is of three 
years. There is also a cour se for Graduate students. The catalogue 
for 1881-'82 shows a total of 188 students, 19 of whom were Gradu
ates and 5 special students . 

.Drawing.-The course in drawing extends through the three years. During the 
first term of Freshman year , the students practice free-hand drawing at the Art 
School building, under the direction of Professor Niemeyer, of the Yale School of 
the Fine Arts. After the completion of the course in free-hand drawing, instruc
tion is given by Mr. F. R. H oney, during the second term, in the elementary prin· 
ciples of instrumental drawing, embracing Elementary projection drawing, Isomet
ric drawing, and Descriptive Geometry as far as W arped Surfaces. This course is 
obligatory upon all. 

During the Junior and Senior years, instruction in drawing is obligatory only 
on the students in Civil and Mechanical Engineering. In the former year the sys
tem of instruction embraces shades and shadows, tinting, perspective, and warped 
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surfaces. By this method all the problems in Descriptive Geometry are required 
to be worked out on the drawing-board instead of the black-bpard. The course 
extends through the entire year, and is under the direction of Mr. Honey. 

In Senior year, students are required to apply the principles of drawing already 
obtained to works of constructio1;1, under the general supervision of the Professors 
of Civil and of Dynamic Engineering." * * * 

In Civil Engineering the students, besides attending on Class recitations and 
lectures, pursue a. systematic course of exercises in the different branches of Geo
metrical Drawing and Graphical statics and in the application of the principles of 
drawing to works of construction; and have good practice in the operations of 
Surveying and Field Engineering-acquiring facility in the use and adjustment of 
Surveying and Engineering Instruments. In Topographical Surveying they are 
instructed in the use of the Plane Table for topographical work, and are required 
to prepare a detailed chart of the ground surveyed-exhibiting the contour lines 
and all its topographical features. Numerous problems of computation, and 
graphical exercises, are included in the Course of Construction pursued in the 
Senior year. A course of Blow-pipe Analysis is also taken by the Senior Class, 
that a more thorough knowledge may be gained of minerals and building stones. 

In Dynamic Engineering the method of instruction is by recitation and lectures, 
supplemented by work in the drawing room, by shop visits, and visits of inspec
tion in and out of the city, and by tests with the indicator and dynamomter. The 
lectures are illustrated by models, by large cartoons adapted for the purpose and 
by the complete collection of working drawings of the Novelty Iron Works, 
owned by the School. In the drawing room, detailed working drawings of various 
machines are made. A general sketch of the proposed machine is given and com
plete detailed drawings are required, in proper shape for the pattern-maker or 
machinist. The student is taught tlie best practice, and his judgment is trained in 
choosing relative proportions. The student is required to describe the steps to be 
followed in building the machip.e, and to make as nearly as possible an estimate of 
its cost. Pattern, foundry, black-smithing and machine work 'are studied in 
detail. In the visits, machinery and processes are critically examined in. detail, 
and sketches of important machines with written descriptions are r equired. 

In addition to the above, a course of lectures is given every winter by the pro-
fessors of the schools and others, on topics of popular interest." · 

The Biennial Report of the State Governing Board for 1889-'90. * 
begins as follows : 

In presenting their regular Biennial Report the Governing Board of the Sheffield 
Scientific School can hardly fail to call attention in the first place to the rapid 
increase in the number of its students. This is the most noticeable fact in the his
tory of the last three years. In the academic year, 1888-9, the total number in 
attendance was 805. In the following year it rose to 348. In the present year it 
has reached 881. 

In one sense this is a most gratifying tribute to the success of the efforts made 
by the Governing Board to keep the institution in the front rank of those which 
are devoted to the furtherance of scientific education. Its students, as might be 
expected, come largely from Connecticut. But it also draws them from the most 
remote States and Territories, and draws them in constantly increasing numbers. 
This is as satisfactory evidence as can be given that the advantages furnished by 
the school are coming to be more and more widely appreciated in all parts of the 
country. 

*Twenty-third Report of the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University 1889-'90. 
Printed by order of the General Assembly. New Haven: Tuttle, Morehouse & 
Taylor, Printers : 1891. Pp. 86. 

AR'l'-VOJ. 4-17 
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The Report quotes in full the law of Congress passed in 1890, giv
ing additional funds to the Land Grant Colleges, a sum of $15,000 
t he first year, to be increased by adding 1,000 each year for ten 
years till a sum of $25,000 is given annually. A copy of this law 
will be given in one of the Appendices of this volume. The im
porta.nt addition to the facilities of the school by t he acquisition of 
the former residence of Mr. Sheffield, now to be used for Laborato
ries, is recorded. Interesting analyses of the several states and 
countries from which tho st-udents were drawn in the Academic year 
of 188D-'DO, and 18\:JO-'Dl, are given. 

Of the 343 students in 1889-'90, 120 were from Connecticut, 69 from 
New York, 27 from Illinois, 24 from P ennsylvania, 17 from Ohio, 9 
from Massachusetts, 8 from New J ersey, 7 from California, 5 from 
Colorado, 5 from Rhode Island, 4 each from Minnesota and Missouri, 
3 each from Kentucky and Maine. In all, 2G States and 2 Territories 
were represented. There were also 7 students distributed between 
five foreign countries. Of the 381 students in 1890- '91, 118 were 
from Connecticut, 75 from New Y ork, 30 from Illinois, 26 from 
P ennsyl vania, 21 from Ohio, 12 from Massachusetts, 11 from Cali
fornia, 7 from Indiana, 6 from Colorado. In all, 28 States and 3 Ter
ritories, were represented; while the five countries of Canada, Eng
land, J apan, The Sandwich Islands and Turkey, sent one student each; 
Canada and The Sandwich Islands, however, had each two. Certainly 
" Sheffield" can hardly be classed as a "provincial" I nstitution. 

The catalogue which follows the Report, gives this concise history 
of the school: 

HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION. 

The school was commenced in 1847. In 1860, a convenient building and consid. 
erable endowment were given by Joseph E. Sheffield, Esq., of New Haven, whose 
name at the repeated request of the Corporation of Yale College, was afterwards 
atta.ched to the foundation. Mr. Sheffield afterwards frequently and munificently 
increased his original gifts . 

In 1863, by an act of the Connecticut Legislatttre, the national grant for the pro
motion of scientific education (under the congressional enactment of July, 1862), 
was given to this department of Yale University. Since that tim:e, and especially 
since the autumn of 1868, numerous liberal gifts have been received from the citi· 
zens of New Haven, and from other gentlemen in Connecticut and New York, for 
the endowment of the School, and the increase of its collections. 

The action of the State led to the designation by law of a State Board of Visitors, 
consisting of the Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, three Senior Senators, and the 
Secretary of the State Board of Education; and this Board, with the Secretary of 
the Scientific School, is also the Board for appointment of students to hold the State 
scholarships. 

The Governing Board consists of the President of Yale University, the Director 
of the school, and the professors who are permanently attached to it. There are 
several other instructors associated with them, a number of whom are connected 
with other departments of the University. 
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The courses offered are numerous and the facilities in the way of 
collections and books are ample. Instruction in the courses related 
to those here considered is given as follows: 

Drawing and Descriptive Geometry.-Drawing is begun at once in the first term 
of the Freshman year, under the charge of the Professor of Drawing in the .Art 
School, and includes practice in free hand drawing. In the second term, under the 
Instructor in Instrumental Drawing, the students take isometric drawing with ap
plication to drawing from models and structures by measurement, shading, tinting, 
conventional use of colors, principles of orthographic projections, and practice in 
making simple working drawings, 4 hours both terms. 

The Drawing of Junior year, 3 hours both terms, includes Descriptive Geometry, 
the drawing of structures from measurement, and elements of design for simple 
structures. The instruction is by recitations, lectures, practiqa.J. exercises and 
models, and is under the charge of the Instructor of Instrumental Drawing and the 
Professor and Instructor of Civil Engineering. Included in the work of this year 
is ·also the mapping of surveying field notes. 

In the Senior year, the drawing consists of the mapping of the surveys of that 
year, and the designing of structures and finished drawings, designs and estimates, 
under the charge of the Professor and InstructOr of Civil Engineering, 6 h&urs 
both terms. · 

* * * * * * * 
Mechanical .li}ngineering.-The objects aimed at in the plan of instruction in this 

course are, to give to the student a thorough training in elementary and advanced 
Mathematics and Physics, and their application to the:Science of Construction ; to 
make h1m familiar with the general principles of Engineering and with the prac
tical details of mechanical construction through which these principles are made 
useful; and to enable him ultimately in beginning the work of his profession to 
bring to bear upon it a well balanced store of theoretical and practical knowledge, 
and a mind trained in correct habits of thought and ·work. 

The complete course covers five years, three of which are spent in undergraduate 
study, and two in a graduate course, a portion of which may be spent in actual 
practical work. 

Under this course of "Mechanical Engineering," instruction is 
_given in "Mathematics," "French and German," "Surveying," 
"Shop Visiting," "Drawing," "Principles of Mechanism," "Steam 
Engine," "Indicator Practice," "Applied Mechanics," "Thermo
dynamics" and " Machine Design." An accepted thesis ·on some 
topic approved by the Professor of this department must be pre-
sented by the student before gr~duating. . 

Of these studies, the programmes of the following which relate 
to our topics, are quoted : 

Shop Visiting, divides the time equally with Drawing in the Junior year until 
the spring recess. The student, accompanied by the instructor, is employed in 
studying machinery in use and in process of constluction in diiferent machine 
shops in the city. He is required to make satisfactory, careful dimensioned 
sketches from measurements taken by himself, of the complete machines and 
their "parts, and to describe the tools and mechanical operations used in producing 
the simpler pieces. 

Drawing.-Descriptive Geometery is taught in the drawing room by lectures .and 
recitations and by exercise at the drawing board, where the problems are solved 
graphically by the students. Instruction in drawing Machine Elements is given in 
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the Junior yeal". Models and cartoons showing examples of approved practice .are 
used by the instructor, who also gives personal attention to each student's work at 
the board as it progresses. 

* * * ·)(- ·X· * * 
"Machine Design.-The course in this subject consists chiefly in practical exer

cises at the drawing board, and partly in lectures on the functions of machines and . 
the mechanical principles which are applied in determining the proportions of 
ma0hinery. The student, under the guidance of an experienced instructor , is 
employed in making complete working drawings of machines, many examples of 
which are in the drawing rooms and the basements of the school. H e does not 
copy the examples, but is required to change the dimensions and in many cases 
to alter the design, and is ultimately taught to make partly new designs of im
portant machinery, such as cranes, yacht engines, machine tools, boilers, etc. 
The discipline the student receives is such as he would obtain in the drawing office 
of an engineering establishment, while he is also carefully instructed in the theory 

. of the subjects he deals with, and in the practical bearing of all his work. 
In the Senior year, several excursions are made by the class, accompanied by 

one or more instructors, to neighboring manufacturing and engineering centers 
where large manufactories, pumping works, ocean steamers, etc., are visited. 
Full notes must be taken, and a satisfactory written report upon the machinery 
examined is required of the student. 

Thesis.-Before graduating, the student must present a satisfactory thesis on 
some subject approved by the professor in charge of the department of Mechanical 
Engineering. 
· A course of lectures on the t heory of Electricity and its a.pplications is open to 
students in this depar tment, and these lectures can be taken as a part of the prep
aration for a graduate course in the higher branches of electrical science. 

President Dwight, as the head of the Yale University is Presi
dent, and Professor George J. Brush, Director, of the School. The 
Governing Board numbers 15 full Professors, 25 additional Profess
ors and Instructors, complete the teaching force of the school. The 
381 students. are distributed in classes as follows: 

SUMMARY. 

Graduates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Seniors ....... . . . ...... ... . . ........ .... ................... ........ ........ . 90 
Juniors ........ . .... . ..... .. ....... . .. . .. . ........ . ........... . .. . ... ... . .. 118 
Freshman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 
Special Students. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 

381 

DELAWARE COLLEGE, NEWARK, DELAWARE. 

When some years since, the accounts of the several Agricultural 
Colleges were prepared for this Report it was stated, that there were 
in this college, three courses of four years each, the classical, scien
tific, and agricultural, but that the study of drawing is not given as 
a required study in any of the courses. As it is only by reason· of 
the teaching of this study and that of Manual Training, t hat any 
notice of these colleges is given in this particular Report; this college 
was thus briefly chronicled. 
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The catalogue for 1?92,"' however, shows very different conditions. 
Delaware College, t he college which was designated by the State 

to receive the benefits of the Land Grant Act of 1862, and has since 
been made one of the Government Agricultural Experiment Sta
tions under the "Hatch Act," is situated in Newark, a ·town in the 
northwestern part of the State of Delaware, near the boundaries of 
Pennsylvania and Maryland, at the head of the peninsula formed by, 
the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays. The great northern and south
ern railroads pass through it, and it has railroad communications 
with all parts of Delaware, and with the Eastern Shore of "Mary
land and Virginia." 

Notable additions in the way of buildings, apparatus, and books, 
have been made to the college during the past two years. A shop 
30x50 feet has beea built ~nd equipped for wood-working and a 
building for iron working is promised. 

Seven courses of study are . offered. These a:r_e the classical : 
Latin Scientific; Modern · Languages and Sciences; Mechanical,
Civy and Electrical Engineering; and Agriculture. Each is of 
"four years in length and all_.fi.I'e equal to similar courses in other 
high-grade ·colleges." 

The study of drawing is now made a requisite in some part of · all 
the courses .. · In the three Engineering courses it is required through
out the whole .course. 

There is a thorougll. course in Civil Engineering . . The following 
is the official state:rp.ent of the courses in Mechanical and Electrical 
Engineering. 

11. MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. . . 
Prof. Weihe. 

These courses extend over a period <;>f four years. The studies during the first 
three years the same in both. , · 

Students who have completed either of these courses will be expected to be suffi
ciently prepared to do such work as is generally given to young engineers. It is 
intended to turn out useful young men who have a fairly good knowledge of the 
principal features of the work done in their profession. 

To obtain such a knowledge the fundam~ntal ' principles of the different subjects 
' are taught first and these are then applied to practical problems. The manufac
turing establishments in Wilmington and neighooring cities wi.4 be frequently 
visited, an(i the student will then be required to give ac;:counts and descriptions of 
the different pr<>Ce$Ses.he ha8 seen. In "Journal Meetings," to be held weekly, 
articles appearing in the leading engineer.iiig papers will be discussed. 

The technical education of the student ·begins· in the Freshman year with draw
ing. He is fi.tst taught the different kinds of lettering. Good lettering adds not 
only to the appearance of drawing, but also to its clearness. · 

Isometric and instrumental dra:wing are taken up next. In the latter course the 
student is made familiar with the use of the various drawing instruments. A large 
number of graduated exercises will be given which involves such geometrical C?n
structions as are mostly used in machine· drawing. 

*Catalogue of l!elaware College, Newark, Delaware. 1892. Pp. 40. 
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During the last term perspective and projection drawing are substituted for iso
metric, while the mechanical is continued. The student is now required to make 
free-hand sketches of various machine parts, and these will be used to make com
plete working drawings. 

During the whole Sophomore year two exercises a week are devoted to the design 
of the elements of machines. Among them may be named bolts, nuts, gear-wheels, 
pulleys, journals, bearing, etc. 

The drawing in the first term of the Junior year consists of making diagrams and 
designs of valves and valve gears . In the socond term the design of a modern 
high-speed engine is begun and is continued during the remainder of this and the 
whole Senior year. 

An elementary course in steam engine is given during the last two terms of the 
Freshman year. It is intended to make the student familiar with the different 
parts of a steam engine and with the fundamental properties of heat and steam. 
This is followed by a course in steam boilers in the first term of the Sophomore 
year. Elementary theoretical mechani9s are taught during the last two terms of 
this year. This prepares the student to take up the more advanced studies in kine
matics, mechanics of materials, and hydraulics in the Junior year. 

I nstruction in shop work is given twice a week throughout the whole course. 
Work in wood is taken up first and includes turning, bench-work, and pattern 
making. Then follows work in iron, as planing, turning, drilling, and milling. 
Short courses in mill-wrighting, boiler-making, and molding are also given. 

Whenever practicable, the student will be given such work as he himself has 
designed in class. 

As soon as the student is sufficiently prepared tests of different nature are 
made. Among these are tests of boilers, engines, pumps, dynamos, lubricants, of 
the quality of steam, ancl" the strength of building materials. 

A thorough course in practical physics is given dm·ing the Junior year. 
Special attention will be paid to the calibrating and standardizing of measuring 
instruments. Such experiments will be performed as will give the student the 
right idea of the relations between work, force, space, matter and time. 

The total number of students in 1891-'92 was 97. Freshman 41, 
Sophomore 21, J unior 23, Senior 10, Post Graduate 2. 

The Faculty consists of twelve Professors, Albert N. Raub, A. 
M., Ph. D. President. 

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF FLORIDA. 

This is one of the most recently established of the Land Grant 
Colleges. From the latest catalogue* it appears that its organization 
comprises four "courses" The "Agricultural, Degree B. s." Sci
entific and Classical, Degree A. B." "Mechanical, Degree M. E."; 

"Civil Engineering, Degree c. E." 

The military organization seems to be made very prominent, all 
students of the college proper are required ''to wear the uniform 
and all not physically disqualified to perform military duty." Tl.Je 
Commandant, an officer of the U. S. Army, ranks next to.the Presi· 
dent of the College. There is a preparatory department with a two 
years course attached to the Institution. 

* 1891-'92. Catalogue of the State Agricultural College of Florida. Published by 
The Board of Trustees, Lake City, Florida. Pp. 41. 
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Drawing, is a required study during Freshman year in the Agri· 
cultural course; through the four years in the Mechanical course; 
and for three years of the Civil Engineering course. 

The following official, historical and general statements are from 
the catalogue. 

"GENERAL INFORMATION. 

ORGANIZATION. 

The Florida State Agricultural College, which receives its support mainly from 
the fund provided through the Congressional act of 1862, was established at Lake 
City in 1884. "To provide for a liberal and practical education in the several pur
suits of life," the Board of Trustees founded this institution, organized to meet the 
special needs of the State, whose organic law requires "to be taught such branches 
of learning pertaining to agriculture, the mechanic arts, military science and tac
tics, and such other scientific and classical studies necessary to promote the liberal 
and practical education of the industrial classes in the various pursuits and pro
fessions of life;" a school in which liberal culture and practical education shall 
proceed together, in which the Arts and Sciences shall be thoroughly taught and 
diligently studied in their theoretical as ~ell as applied forms. 

FACILITIES. 

The Board of Trustees have always endeavored to sustain a liberal policy, 
striving to afford the best instruction and full equipment for theoretical and applied 
work at the least possible cost to the students. The limited and restricted endow
ments from the State and small interest income from the land grant fund, wer(l 
inadequate to properly sustain all that was undertaken. However, a State College, 
like a well established farm ~r business, should have some pioneer experience in 
order to become safely established on a permanent basis, all of which has been 
accomplished. 

It is fortunate to the college and the State ~hat just as the critical formative stage 
is passed, the General Government, under whose fostering care the agricultural 
and mechanical colleges were established and mainly sustained, comes to our assis
tance with the endowment provided by the Morrill Bill which passed the Congress 
and became a law last August. Under this act each state received an amount annu
ally, beginning with $15,000 for the year ending June 30, 1890, and increasing by 
$1,000 a year for ten years, when the endowment shall remain permanently at 
t25,000 per annum. · 

Where a distinction is made in regard to race. or color, it is required to equitably_ 
divide this fund between the college for white students and a similar school for 
colored students. Of the twt> installmel,lts thus far received ($31,000), the Colored 
Normal School at Tallahassee, under Governor Fleming's division, has received 
one-half. The division hereafter will be based upon the school population as shown 
by the last report of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. By this appor
tionment our college will receive 53.4 per cent. of the annual endowment. 

This fund is restricted .to " instruction in agriculture and the mechanic arts, 
English language and the various branches of mathematical, physical, natural and 
economic sciences with especial reference to th~ir application in the industries of 
life, and to the facilities to such instruction." The bill prohibits using this money 
building, buying, renting or repairing buildings, and implies that no land shall be 
rented or purchased with it. 

This college will thus derive from all sources of income a sum equal to about 
$16,000 per annum, which is less than half what the State colleges of Mississippi, 
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Alabama, South Carolina and several other Southern States receive and about 
one·sixth the ammal endowment of similar colleges in the North. The State of 
Florida has given less to support it.'! agricultural college than any other State or 
Territory. 

Several additional professors and assistants have been employed, the agricultural 
department fully equipped, so that now farming operations are carried on by the 
students taking the agricultural course, under the db-ect ion and insh·uction of the 
Professor of Agriculture, independent of the Experiment Station. There has been 
purchased a full outfit of machinery and tools for the four years' course in manual 
training; apparatus for the chemical and physical laboratory, and also for botany, 
astronomy, physiology, and civil engineering; cabinets for teaching mineralogy, 
geology, zoology, entomology, etc. About $2,000 worth of new books have been 
added to the library. These and many otherimprovements have been made which, 
it is hoped, will start the college on an era of unhindered prosperity and merit the 
patronage of all classes. 

LOCATION. 

Lake City, the seat of the college, a town of about two thousand inhabitants, 
and the county seat of Columbia county, is situated at the junction of the Florida 
Central and Peninsular, the Savannah, Florida and Western, and the Georgia 
Southern and Florida railroads, fifty-nine miles west of J acksonville. It was se
lected by the Board of Trustees, among other reasons, on account of its well-known 
healthfulness a nd accessibility. 

Numerous beautiful live oaks and water oaks of gigantic proportions shade the 
streets and dwellings, and charming lakes of pure water, with clear margins, may 
be seen in and around the town, offering to the student in his hours of relaxation 
abundant opportunity for aquatic sports. The climate during the months of the 
scholastic year is unsurpassed for its equable mildness and cannot fail to charm 
and benefit delicate students from Northem latitudes. They will pursue their 
studies in a pure atmosphere, rarely chilled below thirty-two degrees in the midst 
of winter. Churches of all the Christian denominations offer free sittings to stu
dents." 

The topic of Manual Training is thus treated. 

MANUAL TRAINING. 

H. C. Pow&~·s, Projess01·. 

In pursuance of the law passed by Congress creating the Agricultural and 
Mechanical colleges and the stronger law of public opinion, the Department of 
Manual Tra ining in this college will be made as complete and perfect as possible. 

We realize that a large percentage of our pupils wiil become practical farmers 
or manufacturers in their coming manhood, and in order to best fit them for such 
a life a training in the practical use of the different tools and implements used in 
the various trades is greatly needed. 

A practical education means much more to-day than it did thirty years ago. 
Not only must the brain be taught from books but the hand as well must be 
trained to act and the eye to see, thus making a complete and symmetrical educa
tion of the whole boy. 

There can be no question that the boy so trained will start in life with much 
greater possibility and probability of success t han the one with only a classical 
education. 

Every man, whatever his calling or profession has more chances of success in 
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life with all his powers fully trained than one whose education is incomplete and 
onesided. , 

The education from books alone neglects some of the powers of all pupils and 
all the power of others. 

We do not profess to teach any particular trade, but the fundamental principles 
of all trades, nor do we make any articles for sale. All work is disciplinary and 
instructive, and as soon as a pupil fully understands one step he is advanced to 
the next. 

Our course of Manual Training covers the entire four years and ruust be taken 
as laid out by the Faculty of the College. No pupil will be allowed to take any 
part of the course until he has been over all that precedes it. 

Drawing is considered as a part of the course of Manual Training, and pupils who 
take the shop course will be required to take the drawing course as well. 

The first year of shop work is entirely taken up with instruction in wood work 
and the tools used therefor. The first two terms are devoted to bench work and 
the last term to wood turning. The shop for this work is fully equipped with 
tools and machinery for this course for a class of forty pupils. The bench work consists 
of instruction in the care and use of all ordinary carpenter and pattern maker's 
tools, and the performing of such operations as planing, sawing, mortising, tenon
ing, dove-tailing, squaring, tongueing, dowelling, etc. A full course will be 
given in wood-turning and scroll-sawing. A fine set of wood working machinery, 
such as a circular sa wing machine, scroll saw, plainer, large and small wood lathes, 
is driven by a ten horse power engine. 

The second year's course will consist of instruction in pattern making, moulding, 
and casting, brazing, sheet metal work and soldering, This shop is now ready for 
the class who have just finished the first yeal''s work in wood. 

The third year's course will consist entirely of instruction in forging iron and 
steel and in tempering steel tools. At the beginning of the year the class will be 
taught how to use hammer and anvil by working in lead, which metal acta similar 
to hot iron under the hammer. Then the fires will be lighted and exercises in draw
ing, upsetting, bending, punching and welding will be given in both iron and steel. 
Each student will forge and temper the tools that he is to use in the succeeding year 
in the machine shop. The properties of iron and steel will be thoroughly taught 
by lectures. 

The fourth year's course will be given to machine shop instruction, and will con
sist of exercises in chipping and filing at the bench, boring, turning, planing, shap
ing and drilling on machine tools. During this year instruction will be given in 
the management and care of steam boilers and engines. Students taking the entire 
course will be permitted to make some "project," which shall combine the experi
ence of the entire four year's course in shop and drawing room instruction. 

Each exercise in the shop will be made from drawings made by the pupil in a 
book kept for that purpose. This will be required in every case. 

In the four yoors' course of drawing, instruction will be given in the making of 
shop drawings, mechanical drawings, use and care of instruments, orthographic · 
projections, isometric proJections, lettering, plans and elevations of architectural 
work, tracings and blue printing. . 

The instruments used in this course will cost not to exceed $8. These the student 
must furnish. ....All shop tools and materials are furnished by the school. 

Drawings will be returned to the pupils at the end of each year, except such as 
the school shall wish to retain for exhibition. 

The time given to Manual Training during the past year has been one hour for 
shop work and forty minutes for drawing each day of the school week, and will 
not be less in the coming year. ' 
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CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION. 

Only students qualified to enter the Freshman class in either the Agricultural or 
Scientific courses will be permitted to take Manual Training, and all entering these 
two courses must take the course in Manual Training and Drawing. 

Each cadet in this department pays an annual fee of two dollars for materials 
used. 

The catalogue quotes a list of 107 under gr aduate students in at
t endance. The list fails to indicate any students as in the Prepara
tory Department. 

There are nine members of the Faculty. F. L . Kern, A. M., is 
Preside!lt. 

GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE. 

The Georgia State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, of 
the University of Georgia, is situated at Athens, Georgia. The 
University has, besides the "State College," an Academic Department 
known as " Franklin College," both in Athens; and, also, a "Law", 
and a " Medical", Department, the latter situated at Augusta. It in 
addition comprises four branch Agricultural colleges; respectively 
situated at Dahlonega, Thomasville, Cuthbert, and Milledgeville. 
From these branch colleges, graduate students are admitted to the. 
junior class of the University;- taking there the final two years of 
their course and t heir degree. 

The State College comprises the thr ee schools of Agriculture, 
Engineering and Applied Chemistr y. The courses for the first two 
years are t he same. In the Freshman year, "Linear Drawing " is a 
required study and in the Sophomore class "Geometrical Drawing." 
In the Junior Class, in t he course for degree of Bachelor of Agricul
ture, '' Surveying and Dr a wing " are g rouped together; and in the 
Senior class, "Rural Engineering and " Building Construction." 

In the course for degree of Bachelor of Engineering, in theJunior 
Class, " Geometrical Drawing, P en Drawing, Tinting, Lettering, 
etc.; Topographical Drawing, Descriptive Geometry and applica
tions; Shades and Shndows, Isometrical Drawing and Perspective," 
are required studies; and in the Senior year, "Engineering Draw
ing." There is a special course for the degree of Civil E ngineer, 
requiring at least an additional year as well as passing a satisfactory 
examination. In this course '' Warren's Machine construction and 
Draughting" is one of the r equired studies. 

'!'here is also a "Course in Building and Architecture." 

COURSE IN BUILDING AND ARCHITECTURE. 

" This is a partial course in the Department of Engineering, and includes the 
studies of the first, second and third year in Engineering, omitting a part of the 
higher Mathematics, and instead thereof giving attention to Architectural Drawing, 
Structures of Wood, Stone and Iron, Foundations, Wails, Arches, Trusses, Roofs, 
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etc.; the application of Descriptive Geometry to Masonry and Carpentry; Strength 
of Materials; Ventilation, Warming, Acoustics; Building Materials-Woods, Stones, 
Mortars; Cements, Paints, etc. 

Upon the satisfactory completion of this course, a certificate will be given, stating 
the time spent at the College, and the progress ~ade. " * * * * 

DRAWING, 

" Two halls, 34 feet square, well lighted, now used oy students in drawing. Each 
student of the State College is employedfin drawing P.uring a part of the course, 
from one to two hours each day. During the first year, all are r equired to take Linear 
Drawiog, being applications of Practical Geometry as an auxiliary to the study of 
Geometry. The full course includes Orthographic and Isometrical Projections, 
Development of Surfaces, Practical Perspective, Linear, Building p.nd ~rchitectural 
Drawing, Masonry Drawing, Drawing for Carpenters, Mechanical Drawing, includ
ing drawing from rough sketches; Drawing and Shading from solid objects; Draw
ing of Machinery." 

The catalogue of 1882 gives 42 students of Drawing out of a total 
of 146 students. The "Annual Announcement " for 1886-'87, shows 
an attendance in The Franklin and The State College together, of 195 
students; of these, 56 take drawing. The faculties of the two colleges 
are composed of the same Professors, with a single exception of one 
additional Professor in Franklin College. Ten Professors make the 
faculty of Franklin. P. A. Will, DD, LLD. is at the head of both 
colleges. 

The Autumn of 1888, saw the opening of a new department of the 
University of Georgia in tb.e inauguration of The School. of Tech
nology, October 5th, .1888, in Atlanta. 

This event was recognized as marking the beginning of a new era 
in education; and the occasion of the formal transfer of the new 
institution to the Trustees of the State University, was made mem
orable by the ceremonies of a great public meeting held in the Opera 
House in the evening. The actual opening had taken place during 
the inspection of the school by the Trustees in the morning, when, 
in the presence of the State Trustees, the Governor, two Ex-Gover~ 
nors of the State, and many distinguished citizens, Miss N el1ie 
Inman, daughter of one of the State Commissioners, was escorted 
by. Ex-Governor McDaniel, to the engine; and, at noon · exactly, 
turned the valve which started the engine and set all the machinery 
in motion! 

This engine was made by the last year's class of the Worcester 
Technological Institute. The Superintendent of the machine shop, 
Milton P . .Higgins, formerly of the sch ool in Worcester, Massachu
setts, then addressed the company who were about to inspect the 
several shops, and briefly outlined as follows the course of training 
to be given in this new School of Technology. 

"LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:- ! am desirous of stating to you, before you inspect 
the shops and equipments, some facts .about them, and to indicate the methods pro
posed for utilizing these liberal facilities to the best good of the student. This can 
be done better here before we enter the shops where the machinery is in motion. 
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No occasion can possibly be of greater interest to me than the opening of a tech
nological school of this character. 

A kind Providence has made it my duty for twenty years to labor in this special 
field. Twenty years ago there w as no precedent in America for technological edu
cation, and European methods were not in their nature fully adapted to the Amer
ican boy. 

The method here will be simple and direct. vVe aim to place the student during 
his course of training h ere in an environment not unlike what he may expect to 
find when he enters the active duties of life. 

First of all we recognize the shop as a means of education, training, .even cuJ.. 
ture. This is the highest object of the shops in any school of this character. The 
friends of this school do not ignore the intrinsic value of the skill attained in the 
shops, but as valuable as this is, the greatest value of shop training to the man and 
to the engineer is'tl:e marked effective influence upon the mind and character of 
the pupil. I t has been shown that most of the active, managing men of a city are 
men whose boyhood has been spent on country farms. Now, there is no vir tue 
necessarily in farm work or country life, except that the individual is brought into 
close contact with things. They meet and overcome many difficulties, and this 
experience develops sound judgment and ability t o manage affairs in a most re
markable manner. This developing influence upon the character is exactly what 
the shops of a technological school accomplish. 

It follows then-if difficulties overcome, educate and develop- we must have a 
real shop, where real difficulties are overcome. and where real successes are achieved. 
A play shop can not do it. A productive shop is a complicated affair. It is a new 
condition in a school a nd demands special methods. The shop and its methods 
must be real, alive, effective. All the men in the shops must be working men, 
devoting all business hours of the week t o productive work, the same. as in other 
shops. They are all there as teachers of what they know but their teaching.is 
largely by example with such explanations as may natmally go with their work. 
All the shopmen may understand that the object of the shop is educational, but, in 
order that sound business may be taught and illustrated, every effort must tend to 
economical production . 

The plan of operating the shops is as follows : 
The Georgia school shops r ecognize tha t their object is educational, first and last. 

This is not a trade school. It is more. It aims to make mechanical engineers, 
manufacturers, managers of industrial works of all kinds. It will teach a trade, 
i . e., it will develop manual dexterity because that is a most desirable and necessary 
step up to t he end sought. It may produce journeymen, if you please, not as the 
end of the training, but t he ecluca tion of the engineer should include, to some extent, 
the experience that the journeyman possesses, the accuracy of the m achinist, the 
skill of the pattern-maker and the special knowledge of the blacksmith and foundry
man. And we believe there is no way so sure, so good, and so simple to realize these 
possessions as to enter the mnks and learn them as if future success depended upon 
the narrow knowledge of these trades alone. 

We, therefore, aim to have the education of the student lead up through these 
steps so that if a boy starts with a class of a lmndred to master all that would make 
him a successful engineer or manager of larger industrial interests, and he fails to 
attain his full object, that whatever be the cause of his failing of high leadership, 
his education at this school shall not be by any means a failure. Dexterity in any 
art or trade is a step to som ething higher. Whoever stops at one step has the dex
terity that is as valuable to him and more so t han if he had started in life to learn 
the trade only. There are many things to prevent all in a class of a hundred from 
being eminent leaders in m echanical pursuits. Of course, there is always room at 
the top, and, t hank God, t here is room all the way up for the man who knows well 
what he knows and can do it well. 
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In starting a class of young men in the Worcester shops it is my practice to show 

them first that they mu8t very soon find within themselves a love and respect for 
their calling. They are taught at once that nothing is more promising of reward 
and honor and success than the pursuit of science, of mechanics, and the industries ; 
and the school of technology is not a rival or a substitute for the college; that pro
fessional men, or statesmen, professors, lawyers, doctors, and ministers have all 
been held in honor justly, because of their training, because of their characters and 
because of their culture , and thus they have made their professions honorable. 
Now, the time is at hand when a mechanical engineer, a manufacturer, has every 
need and every inducement and every facility for obtaining all that makes any man 
worthy of the esteem of his fellows, viz: education in its truest sense. 

We teach them at Worcester not to_ be disappointed or discouraged if at first there 
is a failure to find much love in the.chosen work, but such a love can and must be 
developed. A loving, devoted dwelling upon the beauties of mechanical science is 
as possible and necessary to the successful mechanic or engineer as devotion is in 
any profession. They are taught at once that there is no conflict between practice 
and theory; none at all. Education is as desirable and possible in one pursuit as 
another, though it may be of a very different sort. · 

At Worcester we receive into the shop each year about thirty pupils, at an average 
age of eighteen to nineteen years. They r emaiD three and a half years. After the 
first month they are in the shop only two half days per week, i . e., ten hours per 
week during term time. 

After about two months they are put at productive work, and sometimes much 
sooner. We are ever holding more strongly to the method of productive work as 
a means of education. At the end of the course of three and a half years our 
graduates have enough practical shop instruction to compete with young men who 
have devoted three years entirely to the learning of a trade, and in addition they 
have the advantages of their scholastic education. 

The evening exercises at the Opera House were largely attended. 
They were opened by prayer by Rev. Dr. Tucker. Dr. Hopkins, 
the President of the school, in the course of his opening remarks 
before introducing the speaker of the evening, said : 

Under the circumstances it would be improper for me to occupy your time in 
making a speech, but this is a time for congratulation, and I would congratulate 
those that have done this work, and spared no effort to do it well. I would con
gratulate the public-spirited men and women of Atlanta, who have encouraged the 
work. I would congratulate the trustees of the University of Georgia, for in all its 
history there has been added to it no such efficient arm of service than this. A new 
prestige has been given to the educational system of the State. The state at large 
is to be congratUlated that here, in its capital city, is established this potency for 
good. The establishment of any school is an important event, inevitably affecting 
the weal and woe of the community about it. More important than others is the 
school establish~ for a specific purpose, and the establishment of this school, at 
this time, in this place, is of special importance. This system of education is the 
result of enlightened discussion between the friends of classical education on the 
one hand and of practical education on the other. 

Dr. Hopkins introduced Hon. N. E. Harris, of the State Commis
sion, who made the Report of the Commission and presented the 
school to the Trustees of the State University. 

Col. Harris began as follows : 
Mr. President, Gentlemen of the Board of Trustees, Ladies and Gentlemen : It 

is said we live in an eminently progressive as well as practical age. There is a con-
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stant demand for new methods in every department of life. The solution of the 
great problem of individual destiny is being wrought out under new and different 
processes every day. This has necessitated new methods of study and thought. 
The watchword now is "advance." Even education has moved onward with the 
times. No one of the old school would recognize the modern means and instru
mentalities for educating the young. For a long period the conservatism of the 
college stoou in the way of reform. But the American people have a way of solv
ing problems that is shor ter than that practiced by our ancestors. Things which 
are going into "desuetude," to u~e lllr. Cleveland's word, are either changed to 
suit the times or incontinently kicked aside. 

The great middle classes of the country have begun to demand attention-more 
than at any previous time in the world's history. Men's eyes and noses are worth 
more to-clay than they were a century ago. We approach the clays of perfect 
equality. The lower classes have risen upward and higher classes have moved down
ward. Legislation for the masses is now legislation for the greatest good to the 
gr&'ttest number. Knowledge must be adapted to their wants. They do not boast 
the blue blood of 1,he cavalier-they use their hands in making a living. It is no 
disgrace now. But Americans control the colleges of this continent, therefore as 
tl,ese institutions could not prevent, they have at length decided to lead these re
forms. The curriculums are being remodeled all over the country, and no state in 
the union now making pretensions to higher education can be found without its 
technical school, either in process of erection or already open. 

Georgia began the agitation years ago. The thought took shape in universal de
mand by the press in 1882, headed by the Macon Telegraph. In 1883, the first bill 
was presented to the legislature. In 1885, the present law was enacted, under 
which the institution in whose honor we are gathered, was established. 

Knowledge and reform travel slowly in the face of prejudice. Some difficulty 
was experienced in prevailing upon the representatives of the people to grant to the 
state the right to get in line with the progress of the country. It is easier to defeat 
a bill than to pass one, under the peculiar provisions of our constitution. Every 
absentee counts for a negative vote. 

Let us give credit to whom credit is due. The ten young representatives of the 
people who took their singular and st1·iking journey to the north for the purpose 
of studying the question of technical education, in the spring and summer of 1883, 
had no conception of the magnitude of the problem which they had undertaken to 
solve. After the real character of the undertaking was revealed to them, it took 
some courage to present their views to the body they represented, and through that 
to the state, recommending the establishment of this institution-for the obtain
ment of money for education at that particular time was exceedingly doubtful and 
difficult to say the least. 

He then paid a brief tribute to each of the ten members of the 
committee. They did not succeed in securing the desired legislation 
at that session and the efforts were resumed at the next. The new 
supporters of the bill were, each in turn, named and eulogized by 
the speaker. 

The bill was finally enacted into a law and the next question to be settled was one 
of location. Georgia was poor. She had the capitol upon her hands into which she 
was pouring annually nearly $30,000. Therefore, she thought it not beneath her 
dignity to ask help of the flourishing towns and cities of her territory, and the 
school was directed to be located at that point which would furnish the best in
ducements in money or otherwise to the state. So the great municipalities began 
the contest for the location. l\iacon, Athens, Penfield, Milledgeville and .Atlanta. 
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entered the list in generous rivalry, but Atlanta, strong shoulder~ and steady 
hearted inlier faith for the future, poured $70,000 into the state's coffers and threw 
in a site and $2,500 a year for twenty years additional, thus securing the location 
over all her rivals. Yon magnificent building, yon splendidly equipped machine 
shop, honorable alike to the city and the state, is the result, and we are here to
night to turn over the splendid property to its rightful custodions. 

* * * * * * * 
As the chairman of the state board of commissioners, I am here to announce the 

completion of the labors entailed upon us by our appointment under the present 
law. The college is now already opened, its corps of instructors have been chosen, 
able, experienced and well fitted for the positions to which they have bE:en called. 

The prospects are flattering. Two hundred young men, if we are not deceived, 
will join the classes of the institution to be taught. therein naught but the gospel of 
labor. 

The great heart of Georgia will soon be here. The eyes of the state will be upon 
the institution. The experiment is new and untried, and upon the event hangs a 
fearful arbitrament. 

The school is a part of the state university. There can be no rivalry between the · 
two. The head is in Athens ; the hands are here. Without this school the univer
sity would be incomplete; with it the demand of the times is met and the university 
is abreast of the age. Here we have thought versus work. Practice against the<>ry. 
The shop against the study ; the hammer against the book ; the blouse against tlie 
cutaway. 

The old statesmen who conceived the idea of the state university had in view the 
founding of an institution which should extend to every county of the state. It 
was intended to become merely an aggregation of schools. The ultimate limit of 
expansion was to be reached only when there should be a college established in 
every county of the state. Under the state constitution, the university is still the 
head of all state acadeniic education, and no appropriation can be made to this 
object except through its board of trustees. As these colleges, therefore, are mul
tiplied, it approaches n earer the ideal intended by its founders. In Augusta is its 
medical branch, in Athens the literary branch, in Dalonegha an adjunct of the 
literary branch, in Atlanta the technical branch, in other places feeders of the 
literary branch. If the money availed there ought to be no objection to this. 

Will the state support this institution? That is the question which the future 
must settle. It belongs to the state, both the question and the institution. There 
is no equitable or legal title outstanding-this institution is the state's own prop
erty, and everyone who has the country's welfare at stake is interested in the 
question. The entire army of workers will await with increasing concern the 
determination arrived at by the people's ambassadors. 

I can only say that inasmuch as the band of beauty set the machinery in motion 
today, I trust the men of Georgia will be too gallant to allow that· machinery to 
stop for want of money only. . · 

The institution represents the great thought of the age wrought into wood and 
brick and iron ; without it, the state will go backward, losing her hold on the power 
and progress of the present. 

* * * * * * * 
It is the school of the laborer , t he workshop of the mechanic, the college of the 

engineer, the university of t he poor. No patent of nobility, of wealth or influence, 
is necessary to open its doors. If it shall realize the hopes of its founders, there 
will be no limit to the magnitude of its glory, in the good it shall achieve for the 
state. Every year it shall send its output of educated muscle and brain into the 
ranks of the state-each young man a source of unmeasured po:wer, developing 
wealth and resource, aggregating capital, challen~g advance1 and constituting 
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himself a nucleus of thought and of energy, ever increasing, ever developing, ever 
inviting to grander triumphs. Each one of these educated artisans will become a 
part in the progress of our state-now a hammer to strike, now an anvil to bear. 
Like so many hands extended from the body, these young men will work with a 
heart at the centre, for Georgia's good. 

I cannot estimate their value. Int{) the b:easury of the mountains where the coal 
sleeps, and the iron and gold are locked, they will break with t he skilled implements 
of their trade, and gather the increase for their people. 

Beside the cotton fields they will build the factories and pla nt the machinery 
which shall utilize for this counb:y and this community the wealth which now goes 
to swell the coffers of distant lands and nations. Each one with his own hands, in 
the great, wonderful workshop of the world, will ~ive his time and skill and energy 
to forge the fitting crown for the imperial brow of this grand old mother state. 

The speaker, closing with an eloquent picture of the condition of 
t he South after t he war, gave a glowing description of how morning 
breaks along the rugged cliffs and magnificent mountains of the great 
Blue Ridge, ushering in the full orbed splendor of the coming day; 
and prophesied a similar glorious uprising of a new day for his 
beloved South Land. 

Hon. J. J. Gresham, President of the Board of Univer sity Trus
tees, Governor Gordon, Ex-Governor McDaniel, Professor H. C. 
White, and Mr. Grady, followed with fitting words. 

The catalogue* is a handsome pamphlet with a view of the build
ing as frontispiece and with illustrations of the sever al workshops. 
From this the following statements concerning the school are taken 

"GENERAL I NFORlllATION. 

Extract from the Act of the General Assembly of Georgia, entitled an "Act to 
Establish a Technological School." 

.,.. * * " That there shall be established, in connection with the· State Univer· 
sity, and forming one of the departments thereof, a Technological School, for the 
education and training of students in the industrial and mechanical arts. 

* .,.. * " That there shall be one beneficiary for each representative in the Gen
eral Assembly from every county in this State, selected by the Board of Education 
in each county on competitive examination, and who shall be first entitled to the 
benefits of said school ; that the tuition in said school shall be free to all students 
who are residents of the State of Georgia. The rates of tuition to others than resi
dents of the State shall not exceed one hundred and fifty dollars per annum." 

GENERAL PLAN. 

In conformity with this act of the Legislature, the leading object of the school 
will be to t each the principles of science, especially those which relate to the me
chanic and industrial arts. 

The school offers an education of hi~h grade, founded on the mathematics, the 
English language, the physical sciences and drawing, while it gives such familiarity 
with some industrial pursuits as will enable the graduate to earn a living . 

. ,. Annual catalogue of the Georgia School of Technology, a school of Mechanical 
Engineering. A Department of the University of Georgia . Atlanta, Georgia; 
organized 1888. Announcement for 1889-'90. Atlanta, Ga. Constitution Pub
lishing Company. 1890. Pp. 44. 
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There are. no elective courses, each student being required to follow the prescribed 

course, both mechanical and scholastic. The time and 11ttention of students are 
duly proportioned between scholastic and mechanical pursuits, and special promi
nence is given to the element of practice in every department. 

The methods of the school are in the main such as have been found aiivantageous 
in the polytechnic schools of Emope and at theW orcester Free Institute, with such 
modifications as adapt it to the peculiar needs of this section. 

To thorough supervision and instruction in handicrafts are added the stimulus of 
production for the market, and such other conditions as are likely to be met with 
in the active· business of li!e. Students do not receive money compe~tion for 
their work. 

BUILDINGS. 

The school occupies a beautiful site in a campus of nine acres, lying at the junc
tion of North avenue and Cherry street, easily accessible by street car linea on 
Marietta street and on North avenue. The Academic building is a splendid edifice 
of brick, trimmed with granite and terra cotta, slate roof. It has one hundred and 
thirty feet front, is one hundred and twenty deep and is four stories high above 
basement story. -It contains ample accommodations in halls, offices, apparatus 
rooms, recitation and lecture rooms, free-hand and mechanical drawing rooms, 
library and chapel. 

The workshop is also of brick, two hundred and fifty feet long by eighty wide, 
and two stories high. It is beautifully designed with reference to its use, and 
affords ample space for the various departments of instruction pursued in it. It 
contains boiler and engine rooms, wood shop, machine shop, forge room and 
foundry. 

EQUIPMENT. 

The Chemical and Physical laboratories have been fitted up with reference to 
practical work, and such additions will be made from time to time as may be re
quired for experimental research. The apparatus and appliances are of the newest 
and best forms, and will be increased as occasion may demand. 

The workshops have been equipped with machinery and tools from the best 
makers, and of the latest patterns, at a cost of ·over twenty thousand dollars. In 
pursuance of the fundamental idea o.f giving the student access to the best machinery 
and experimental knowledge of the beat methods of mechanical work, the commis
sion have put the mechanical department on a footing with the most approved and 
complete shops in the country, and hardly any process requiring fine material and 
accurate workmanship is beyond its capacity. 

The shops of the institution have already won an enviable reputation for the 
quality of their iron and brass castings, perfection in gear cutting and the beauty 
and variety of its wood work. 

* * * * * * * 
DEGREES CONFERRED. 

The regular degree conferred in this sohool is that of Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering. 

A post-graduate course is being arranged, intended to cover a period of two years, 
and leading to the degree of Mechanical Engineer. 

* * * * * * · * 
TUITION AND FEES. 

Tliere will be no charge for tuition to residents of the State of Georgm. ..lll 
others pay a tuition fee of $150. 

Every student, of whatever place of residence, pays an annual fee of $20 to cover 
ART-VOL 4-18 . 
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contingent expenses. Ha.lf of this amount is payable on the opening day of each 
term in advance. 

A contingent fee of $5 will be required to be deposited with the treasurer on 
entrance, to cover injury clone to college buildings or furniture, which sum will be 
r eturned to the student on leaving college, if not forfeited. 

The student is advised to defer the purchase of clr~wing instruments and materials 
until he can have the direction of the Professor in their selection. 

Text-books and stationery can be purchased in Atlanta on good terms. The stu
dent is advised, however, to bring such scientific books as he may possess. 

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

All instruction in this department is based on strictly utilitariim lines. The 
graduate's commercial valuation, on leaving the technical school, is invariably 
based on his helpfulness-on what he can do-and not on what he knows. He 
must know things and how to do them, and not simply know about them. 

The studies taught in this department comprise Kinematics and Mechanism, 
Machine Design, Analytic Mechanics, Applied Mechanics, Materials used in Engi
n eering Structures, Strength of Materials, Steam Engineering, Prime Movers and 
Laboratory Experiments. 

* * * •* * * * 
The study in Machine Design will be by text-books and lectures, and also by prac

tical applications in drawing. It will include the various parts of machine tools, 
the steam engine, pumping machinery, electrical machines, riveted joints, and the 
proper forms for strength and efficiency of the various parts of other machines in 
common use. A very important adjunct to this course of instruction will be the 
study of a magnificent collection of blue-prints of details of a large variety of 
machinery, for which we gratefully acknowledge obligations to the Calumet & 
Hecla Mining Company, of Boston; to the Dickson Manufacturing Company, of 
Scranton, Pa., and othe1·s. This incomparable collection of prints will be aug
mented from time to t ime. 

·>:· ·X· 

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL DRAWING. 

Mechanical drawing is pursued tlu·oughout the ent-ire course of four years, it 
being considered that efficiency in the drafting room is second only to proficiency 
in the shop. 

The beginning (Apprentice) class first t ake up free-hand geometric drawing, 
which is taught by lectures and blackboard exercises. This is followed by free
hand elementary linear perspective, sketching from models, with shades and 
shadows; sketching both in perspective and orthographic projection, from patterns, 
castings and parts of machines. 

At the middle of the first year the Apprentice class begin instrumental linear 
drawing, the delineation of geometric curves, etc., from sketches, followed by or
thogra phic and isometric linear projection, the drawing being made from models 
and to scale. Students are advised not to supply themselves with drawing instru
ments before consulting the professor in charge. All necessar y instruments of the 
best quality need not cost over $13.00. 

Throughout the second (Junior) year Descriptive Geometry is studied, and draw
ing problems connected with this branch of mathematics occupies four hours per 
week through the year. Four hours per week will likewise be devoted to mechan
ical drawing, such as the delineation of various kinds of screws, making copies from 
detail drawings of parts of machines, making tracings for blue printing, working 
out problems in isometric aml orthographic projection, etc. 
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The drawing of the third (Middle) year commences with screw, spur, bevel and 

1vorm gearing, and all of these branches are fully developed in detail working 
drawings. to scale, each student, in all cases, being .given an original problem, no 
copying being allowed. During this year also students become familiar with the 
various processes of photo-copying from tracings, as the " nigrocine," " cyanotype" 
and "blue " processes, the school being equipped with excellent apparatus for this 
pw·pose. They are taught how to properly prepare the paper, as well as make the 
tracings and points. 

The drawing of the fourth (Senior) year is devoted to machine design in detail, 
in which the methods obtaining in the best modern shops practice is carefully in
corporated with purely theoretical considerations. In all the advanced drawing, 
there is a continual connection between the work done in the drafting room and 
the instruction given in the class room. At no time is any attempt made to produce 
pretty pictures which delight the artistic eye of the layman, but which are of no 
use to any body, for any purpose. Such amateur work is always necessarily far 
inferior to, and immensely costlier than the work of the photographic camera. All 
drawing, from first to last, is made accurately to scale, and working dimensions 
plainly given. In short, an effort is made to teach the student how to make a 
correct, accurate, working detail drawing. 

WORK SHOP PRACTICE. 

The shops where the students in mechanical engineering practice occupy a com· 
modious two-story building, 250 feet long by 40 feet wide, with wings SO by 40 and 
12 by 40. The building contains the general offices of the shops, draughting room, 
iron and wood-working rooms, with tool room for each, paint and finishing rooms, 
engine and boiler rooms, wa.Sh room, forge shop and foundry. All these rooms are 
well equipped with the best modern iron and wood working machinery and tools. 

The shops are organized and managed as a manufacturing establishment, taking 
contracts for a great variety of work, both in.wood and iron, and from this variety 
of work, always in process of construction, such parts are given the student to 
make as will afford him the best instruction at that particular stage of his course. 

Under this plan the student, growing up in an atmosphere of real business, ac
quires, besides handicraft with tools, a knowledge of commercial requirements, 
together with that practical judgment in real work upon which success. in life de
pends. It is expected that at the end of his course the student will be able not only 
to construct the individual parts of a machine, or design the machine as a whole, 
but also to so discriminate between methods and processes as to produce a machine 
that can be marketed, thus fitti'ng him to become a director in the world's industries. 

The first, or Apprentice year, is devoted entirely to wood work. This includes a 
course of elementary instruction in laying out work with knife and pencP,, and the 
use of the ordinary hand tools, such as saws, planes, chisels, etc. This is followed by 
a course in elementary pattern work, introducing the use of the turning lathe. 
After these elementary exercises the student works altogether upon practical work, 
especially pattern and cabinet work. Instruction and practice is given in the use 
and care of the wood-working machinery, large and small circular saws, band and 
scroll saws, Daniel's cylinder and buzz planers, boring, mortising and tenoning 
machines and shaping m~chines. Two days of nine hours each per week are 
devoted to practice throughout this year. 

The second, or Junior year, is spent in the iron room. During this year the time 
devoted to practice is one day of nine hours per week, during term time and an 
additional two hundred hours which must be made up before the beginning of the 
next year. The students begin work with the simpler lathe operations, such as 
turning plain shafts, cutting threads, squaring up and finishing nuts, chucking, 
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x·en.ming, inside borings, ct<.:. , ett:. The junior year covers the ordinary operations 
performed with the engine <md speed lathes, upright drill, planer and shaper, and 
turret head screw machine, also the s impler k inds of bench work, such as chipping, 
flling and laying off work. Squa.ds of students a re daily detailed to the foundry, 
w here they r eceive practice in DlOulding and in pouring iron and hrass, throughout 
th is and the following year . 

The third, or lliiddle year, has the same amount of practice time as the junior year, 
and the same two hundred h ours additiona l practice. Dming this year practice is 
given in the more complicated operations with the lathe and planer and in the use 
of the universal milling machine, and in gear cutting. Dming the latter half of 
this year special attention will be given to tool making and the correct forms for 
making twist drills, r eamers, taps and dies, etc. , etc. Students will be detailed to 
the care of the boilers ami engine, including the work of firing and controlling 
steam pressure aucl water supply. 

The Senior yea.r 's practice embraces nine hours, or one day per week. No addi
tional practice is required this year. 

During this year the class will build one or more machines complete. Special 
attention will be given to engineering and planning work, and assembling, erect
ing and starting new machinery. A portion of the time will be spent in the shop 
draughting room making drawings and designing tools and fixtur es to be built in 
the shop. .Ample opportunity will be given each student to exercise his originality 
while his work will s till be held to well established principles. 

The total number of students enrolled is 145; of these, 62 are in 
the Appr entice, 71 in the Junior, 10 in the Middle, and 2 in the Senior 
classes. The Faculty, consists of eight Professors; there are four 
F oremen of the shops. Isaac S. Hopkins, PH. D. , D. D. , is the Presi
dent. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF I LLINOI S, F ORMERLY DESI GNATED AS THE 

ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNI VERSITY. 

The Illinois Industrial University, the State University of Illinois, 
is situated on " high grounds between the cities of Champaign and 
Urbana and in t he corporate limits of the latter." 

The University was chartered in 186G, opened to students in March, 
18GS. In 1871, it was opened to women students. In 1874, through 
the personal efforts of Pr·esident Gregory, t hen Regent of the Uni
versity, a fine Art Gallery was established. Accounts of the Art 
Gallery, and Art School, of t his University will be given in later 
volumes of this Report. The University finds place in this volume 
as one of the National L and Grant Institutions. It is very com
pletely equipped, with necessary buildings, Museums, Library, 
Laboratories, Apparatus, and Machinery for its Mechanical Depart
ment, etc., and has a domain of 623 acres giving ample P.xtent of 
farms, orchards and gardens for its Agricultural Department, as 
well as extensive grounds about the buildings, et c. 

The University embraces four colleges, subdivided into schools 
as follows : 

" I . College of Agriculture. 
II. College of Engineering . School of l\1echanical Engineering. School of Ar

chitecture. School of Civil and Mining Engineering. 
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III. College of Natural Science. School of Chemistry. School of Natural His
tory. 

IV. College of Literature and Science. School of English and Modern Lan-
guages. School of Ancient Languages. · 

V. Additional Schools. School of Military Science. School of Art and Design. 
Vocal and Instrumental Music, Elocution and Photography are also taught, but 

not as parts of the regular courses." 

In all the schools of the College of Engineering, and in the School 
of Art and Design, the study of Drawing is necessarially pursued 
through the entire course. It is also an alternate study in the second 
term of the first year in the college of Agriculture, while the studies 
of the t hird year, " Agricultural Engineering and Architecture,'; 
and" Landscape Gardening," imply a knowledge of drawing. 

In the college of .Natural Science, Free hand Drawing is taught in 
the first year of the course in Chemistry. In the course in Natural 
History-

" Students, throughout the course, are required to observe for themselves, and 
to make notes and drawings of their investigations. A series of these drawings, 
upon a uniform scale, together with the accompanying descriptions, is deposited 
in the library of the Laboratory. Each student provides himself with suitable 
pencils, drawing pens, and paper, needles in h®dles, glass slides for mounting 
objects, and razor for making thin sections." 

In the year 1881-'82, there were 352 students of whom 76 were 
women. 

There were 21 students in Agriculture, 41 in Mechanical Engin
eering, 41 in Civil Engineering, 3 in Mining Engineering, 14 in 
Architecture, 42in Chemistry of whom 1 was a woman, 14 in Natural 
History of whom 8 were'women, 4 special students in Art and De
sign of whom one was a woman. In all these courses, as we have 
seen, the study of drawing is pursued,.-

The catalogue of the University for 1891-'92, *is a very h andsomely 
printed well classified pamphlet illustrated by photographic views 
of the main University building, the Laboratories, Museum and Li
brary. Very full information is given in regard to the courses of 
study in the several Colleges ; these courses have all been increased 
in number during the last decade. The College of Agriculture now . 
includes four separate courses, namely: in" Agriculture," "Veter
inary Science," " Horticulture," and " Junior course in Agriculture." 
A" Graduate School," has, also, been added to the University. The 
list of Officers of Instruction and Administration numbers 25 Pro
fessors, and 16 Instructors and Assistants, with 7 Visiting Lecturers, 
and a Librarian and Assistant Librarian. There is also a State 
Laboratory of Natural History, with a staff of five specialists; and 
an Agricultural Experiment Stat ion, with a staff of t en specialists. 

*Learning and Labor. Catalogue of the University of Illinois. Urbana, Cham
paign Co., Ill. Post Office, Champaign, Ill. 1891-'92. Published by the University. 
Pp. 192. 
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583 students, of whom 89 are women, are in attendance; studying in 
classes and courses as follows. Drawing in some form is included 
in most, if not in all the courses. 

Sttmmary. 

BY CLASSES. 

Men. ·women. Total. 

---------------------------------------1---------------
Resident Graduates .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ...... 
Seniors... .. . ... ..... . . .. .. .... .. . . . .. ... ... .... . .. ..... .. 
Juniors....... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . ... . ........ . . .. 
Sophomores ..... .. ... . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . ... . ..... .... . ... .... .. 
Freshmen... ... .. .. ...... .. .. ..... .. .. . .. .. ...... .. . .. . . . . ... . . 
Preparatory. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. ....... . . . . .. . 
Special .... . ........ .... ... . .. .. .. . .... .... .. ... . .... .. .... .. ... . .... .. 

Total ..... .. ..... . 

BY COURSES. 

Agriculture . .. .... . . .. ........ ... ....... . ..... . ....... . ............ . . . 
Mechanical Engineering .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . ..... . 
Electrical Engineering . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . 
Civil Engineering. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .... . . .. .. 
Mining Engineering . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . ... .. . . . 
Architecture ........... .. . . ....... .. .. . ..... ... .... . . .. . ... .. . .. . . 
Chemistry ................ .. . . ... .. . . .. .. .. .. ..... ... . ........ .... ... . . 
Natural History...... . . .. .. .. .. .. ...... . ... ..... .. .. .... .... . . . .. .. .. 
Art and Design .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . ..... ... ... .. .. . .. ... . . . . . . . . .. .... . 
Music ....... . .................. .. . . . . ...... . ... ... .... . . .. : . .. . .... . ........ . 
English and Modern Languages ..... .... .. .. .. .. ... .. .... . . .. ....... . . . 
Latin ........................... . . .. .. . .. .. .. ... ... .. ... . . ... . .... . .. 
Classical...... .. ....... ........ ... . . ....... . .. ... .. . ..... . ...... .. 
Pedagogy ....... . . .. . .. . ... .. . . .. .. .. .. . ..... . . . .. . .. ..... ..... .. . 
Not Specified...... .. . . .. .. . • .. . .. . .. .. . ..... . ... .. . .... . .. . 

Total . . ......... . .. .... .. .... . . ... . ... . ... .. .... . ......... .... . 

5 
41 
50 
93 

157 
137 
11 

494 

11 
88 
29 
87 
G 

91 
41 
40 

54 
3 

12 
1 

31 

494 

3 
5 
7 
8 

27 
26 
13 

89 

1 
4 

13 
7 
2 

45 
1 
5 

11 

89 

8 
46 
57 

101 
184 
163 
24 

11 
88 
29 
87 
6 

92 
45 
53 
7 
2 

99' 
4 

17 
1 

42 

583 

Professor Thomas J ona.than Burrill, M. A., PH. D., is Acting 
Regent. Besides the Professol's in charge of the schools of Engi
neering and Architecture, the following, instruct in Drawing and 
Industrial Art. 

Frank Forrest Frederick, Professor of Industrial Art and De3ign. George Wash· 
ington Parker, I nstructor in \ V ood Working and Foreman. Rufus Anderson, M. E., 
Instructor in Iron Working and Foreman. J ames McLaren W hite, Assistant in 
Architecture. Edward Spencer Keene, B.S., Assistant in Machine Shop. Edith 
Adelaide Shattuck, Assistant in Drawing. John Henderson Powell, B.S., Instructor 
in General Engineering Drawing. Cyril Balfour Clark, Assistant in Machine Shop. 
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INDIANA: PuRDUE t1NIVERSITY, LA FAYETTE, TIPPECANOE COUNTY.. .... .... 281 
Historical sketch from Register of 1880-'81-University opened in 1874-

Reorganized in 1876, under President E. E. White-Extracts of general 
interest to educators from the Inaugural address of President E. E. 
White, delivered June 16th, 1876-Professor Thompson on the kind 
of drawing here taught-Opening of new ·schools announced in 1879-
Courses of study described-A farm of 150 acres for use of students 
in Agriculture and Horticulture-Facilities for teaching drawing and 
mecha.n!cs-254 students in 1880-'81-'94 girls-Register of 1890-'91, 
showsaremarkable development and growth. The University has a 
permanent endowment fund of $340,000, and a large ·equipmeht in 
the way of buildings, Laboratories, etc. The Mechanical and En
gineering Departments are fully equipped-The course of five years 
in the school of Mechanical Engineering is given in detail-530 ' 
students are registered as in attendance. 111 of these are in the 
Preparatory Department. The Faculty consists of 40 Professors and 
Instructors. J ames H. Smart, A. M . , LL. D., is the President. -

lc.WA AGRICULTURAL CoLLEGE, AMEs •.............. . ........ . .... : ... , ... 297 
Opened as a State Institution in 1859-0rganized under the U. S. Land 

Grant Law, in 1869-Has.a farm of 860 acres- 70 acres of this tract 
are occupied by the College grounds- Students in 1880-'81, '226-There 
are four complete courses of four years each ; there is also a preparatory 
course-Drawing is taught in all courses through Freshman year, and 
through the whole of the Engineering courses-The State Board of 
Trustees render biennial reports to the Governor- Extracts from an 
interesting report made in 1888-'89, by President Chamberlain to the 
the Trustees-Excellent management of the U. S. Land Grant; by the 
State authorities of Iowa-Quotations from speech by General Gar
field-Extracts from Catalogue of 1890.-A new building named 
Morrill Hall, in honor of Hon. Justin S. Morrill, U. S. Senator· from 
Vermont, has just been erected-Details of courses given, showing 
the relations of Drawing and Shop work to the Techuical Trainitig 
given in the course in Mechanical Engineering-336 pupils are in at- · 
tendance; nearly one third of these are girls-The Faculty comprises 
25 Professors and Instructors; six of these are ladies-Professor E. 
W. Stanton, is Acting President. 

KANSAS. STATE AGRICULTURAL CoLLEGE( MANHATTAN. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • 305 
Established in 1863: reorganized in 1872: occupied, in 1875, the farm 

near the city of Manhattan-Open to pupils of both sexes-In 1880, 
276 students were in attendance, of whom 78 were women-A five 
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years course in English branches, mathematics and chemistry-De
tails of courses of instruction-There is a department of Drawing
Drawing a required study for five terms, distributed through the 
first three yea.rs-Extr:lCts froru "Hand Book " issued in 1874-In
teresting statements by Presldent Anderson-This college designed 
on very different lines than many of the Land Gran!Jo Colleges in the 
Eastern States-The avowed purpose to tuTn out skilled workers
This college not lneant to be a Normal School for science teachers
President Anderson portrays an agricultm·al college conducted in ac
cord with his idea-Catalogue for 1890-'91, gives interesting illustra
tions of buildings, class rooms, and class work ; with plot of the 
farm showing location of buildings-Brief history of origin, develop
ment and purpose, of the institution-Details of courses in In!lustrial 
Training- Summary of total attendance for 28 years- Attendance in 
1890-91 is 593, of whom 221 are women-The Faculty, comprises 18 
Professors and Instructors ; 6 Assistants and Foremen, and 8 
student Assistants. George T. Fairchild, A. M., President. 

Page. 

K ENTUCKY. AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE, LEXINGTON. . . . . . 316 
Established in 1865, as one of the colleges of the Kentucky University

Regent Bowman's claim that this was the first of the U. S. Land 
Grant Colleges actually in operation under the Grant of 1862-Ex
tracts from Regent Bowman's report to the Governor of the State 
in 1868-Ten courses of Instruction were given-Com·ses in the 
schools of "Civil Engineering and 1\fining ", and of the "Fine 
Arts "-College organized as a separate institution in 1878-Extracts 
from annual report by the President for the year 1878-'9-College 
permanently located in 1880, on land given by the city of Lexington 
and endowed with funds given by that city, and by the county of 
Fayette. A Normal Department opened-A course in Practical Me
chanics added-The Annual Register for 1881-'82, gives an attendance 
of 321, an increase from the total of 78 students in 1877-'78, the last 
year of its connection with the University-Extracts from Register 
of 1890-'91-Nine courses of four years each lead to Degrees-De
tails of full course in Mechanical Engineering. Mechanical Hall 
and its Equipment described-A faculty of nine Professors are in 
charge of this Department-642 students are in attendance in the 
various departments of the college, of whom 186 are girls. There 
is a State Board of 12 Trustees, of ·which the Governor is chairman. 
Col. Hart Gibson, of Lexington, is Secretary of the Board-The 
Faculty of the College comprises 24 Professors and Assistants, and 
one Stenographer. James K. Patterson, PI:I. D. , F . s. A. , is President. 

LoUISIANA. STATE U NIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COL-

LEGE, BATON RoUGE..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 823 
Established by the Legislature in 1874, in accord with the U. S. Land 

Grant Law of 1862-0pened in New Orleans June 1st, 1874-Concise 
historical sketch of the two State institutions which were consolidated 
in 1877, and opened at Baton Rouge under its present legal title, in 
charge of Col. David F. Boyd, former Superintendent of the State 
Military Academy-Col. William Preston J ohnston, formerly a Profes
sor in Washington and Lee University, Virginia, chosen President in 
1880-In 1881, the College was re-organized with designated courses 
of study, in acc01·dance with plans submitted by the new President; 
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Page. 
seven years of experiment having proved the optional courses unde
sirable-Extracts from Report by State Boa~d of Sup_ervisors in 11)82 
- There are two University courses, a Classical, and a Scientific, of 
four years each; and anAgriculturial and Mechanical course, of two 
years-Drawing is a study in the UniTersity' courses The course of 
instruction given. in the Stevens Institute, Hoboken, New J E\rsey, 
adopted in the workshop-The Agricultural and Mechanical features 
discussed at length-The pressing immediate needs of practical edu
cational training in the State-The catalogue of 1882, shows an attend-
ance of 159 cadets; an increase of 90 over the previous year-The 
catalogue of 1890-'91, gives views o~the grounds and buildings; which 
are admirably placed on a bluff overlooking the Mississippi, and are 
most attractive in appearance-An additional course, the" Latin Sci
entific Course," is announced-A preparatory school is attached to the 
college-Details of courses in drawing and in industrial training, 
and of facilities offered-Col. J ohnston called, in 1882, to assume 
Presidency of Tulane University, in New Orleans-An attendance of 
179 cadets recorded in 1890-'91-Fa~ulty comprises 20 Professors and 
Assistants-There is a State Board of 17 Supervisors, of which the 
Governor of the Sta~, the State Supt. of Public Education, and the 
President of the College are ex officio members. Col. J. W. Nicholson, 
President and Professor of Mathematics. 

P URDUE U NIVERSITY, LAFAYETTE, TIPPECANOE COUNTY, INDIANA. 

The University is located on a farm of one hundred and eighty
six acres, one mile west of the City of La Fayette. 

The buildings occupy a commanding situation, and the collegB 
grounds, handsomely laid out in park and gardens, comprise twenty 
acres. 

The following extracts from the "historical sk etch" published in 
the Annual Register for 1880-'81, give a condensed history of the 
young Institution. 

HISTORICAL· SKETCH Oi' PuRDUE UNIVERSITY. 

Purdue University had its origin in the Act of Congress of July 2, 1862, which 
"donated public lands t o the several States and Territories which may provide · 
Colleges for the benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts." The national grant 
was accepted by the State of Indiana, March 6, 1865, and a Board of Trustees, with 
the corporate name of "The Trustees of the IIidiana Agricultural College," was 
organized for the management of the trust funds. * * * * 

It was this Board that r eceived the land scrip, amounting to 390,000 acres, and, 
April 9, 1867, sold it for $212,238.50. By careful and wise management, this en
dowment fund has been increased to $340,000, invested in a non-negotiable Indi
ana State bond, bearing five per cent interest, payable quarterly. * * * 

· At the special session in 1869, an act was passed, May 6, accepting a donation of 
~150;000 by John Purdue, on specified conditions; a donation of one hundred acres 
of land, appurtenant to the institution, by citizens of Chauncey ; a donation of 
$50,000 by Tippecanoe county ; and donations by the Trustees of the Battle Ground 
Institute, and. by the Trustees of the Battle Ground Institute of theM. E. Church, 
both made on condition that the College .be located at Battle Ground. This act 
located the institution ·in Tippecanoe county, at such point as the Trustees might 
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determine before January 1, 1870, gave it the name of Purdue University, and pro
vided for its organization and management. The location of the University was 
definitely fixed by the Trustees, December 22, 1869. * * * 

The University was formally opened September 17, 1874. * * .,. * 
The plan of organization adopted by the Board of Trustees was based on the 

theory of special education, and the instruction of the Uni\"'ersity was distributed 
among the following Special Schools: I. School of Natural Science, including (a) 
Physics and Industrial Mechanics, (b) Chemistry, (c) Natural History; II. School 
of Engineering, including (a) Civil Engineering, (b) Mining Engineering, (c) Archi
tecture; III. School of Agriculture, including (a) Theoretical and Practical Agri
culture, (b) Horticulture, (c) Veterinary Science; IV. School of Military Science. 
Detailed courses of study were adopted and announced in Agriculture, Chemistry, 
Engineering, and Physics, and Mechanical E ngineering. 

The University was conducted on this plan of special education for two years, but 
there seemed to be little demand for the special courses of instruction provided. 
The only special students received entered the School of Chemistry, and most of 
these were in preparatory branches in other studies. Nearly all the students entered 
the preparatory classes. * * * * 

REORGA..I.'HZATION. 

At the meeting of the Board of Tmstees, held in June, 1876, President White 
submitted the plan of organization on which the University has since been con
ducted. The plan was unanimously approved by the Board. 

The University was divided into three depar tments- the College of General 
Science, Special Schools of Science and Industry, and the University Academy
as described above in the Register. The College was first organized with but one 
course of studies, the Scientific Course, so arranged as to be a general preparation, 
not only for all industrial pw·suits, but for the courses in the Special Schools. 

In 1879 the College was made to embrace three courses-the Scientific Course, 
the Agricultural Course, and the Mechanical Course-and the Special School of 
Agriculture, with its" Experimental Station ," and the School of Mechanics, with 
its workshop, were put into successful operation. It required four years "to work 
out" the plan outlined in 1876, and described in preceding pages. 

The Legislature appropriated $20,000 annually for the two years 
1881-'82 and 1882-'83. 

The following extracts from President White's Inaugural Address 
delivered June 16th, 1876, while they set forth clearly the purposes 
of the reorganization of the institution, t reat t opics of general in· 
terest in the consideration of this new class of educational institu
t ions created by the United States law of 1862. 

The act of Congress, donating lands to endow colleges " for the benefit of agri· 
culture and the mechanic arts," has proved an educational Babel. No other statute 
relating to education, has disclosed such a diversity of views, or occasioned such a 
confusion of ideas. 

* * * * * * 
It must suffice to say that the act of Congress, referred to, clearly expresses 

three things. The first is that the grant was intended to endow a " college for the · 
benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts." The second is that "the leading 
object" of the college, thus endowed, is ''to teach such branches of learning as are 
r elated to agriculture and the mechanic arts. The third is that this is to be done 
'' without excluding other scientific and classical studies," and ' ' in order to pro
mote the liberal and practical education of the industrial clas:>es in the several 
pursuits and professions of life. 
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THE PURPOSE OF THE U. S. LAND GRANT. 

It is thus seen that the two-fold purpose of the grant was to endow colleges-not 
elementary schools-{1) for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts, and (2) 
for the promotion of the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes. · 
The one imperative condition is that the teaching of the branches relating to agri
culture and the mechanic arts, shall be the leading object, and, as a consequence, 
that the teaching of other branches shall be made a subordinate object. 
It is unnecessary to make a more exhaustive analysis of the provisions of the act, 

since it expressly leaves the manner in which these two great ends shall be secured, 
to the several States. Each college is left free .to determine for itself how the two 
classes of studies specified shall be taught, and how the required subordination of 
one to the other shall be effected. This is the practical question which now con
fronts us. How shall this University be organized to m:eet its obligation to the 
great industrial interests of agriculture and the mechanic arts? What course of 
study and instruction will secure the two ends proposed an,d, at the same time, 
meet the imperative condition prescribed? 

It will assist us in answering these questions if we first settle two other inquiries, 
which are preliminary and fundamental. What " branches of learning" are re~ 
Jated to agriculture and the mechanic arts? Can these branches be made the lead
ing element in the required course of liberal education for the industrial classes? 

The branches of learning most directly and closely related to agriculture and the 
mechanic arts, are the natural and physical sciences, and next to these is the sci
ence of mathematics. Inasmuch as the mathematics underlie all the other sciences, 
as well as every agricultural and mechanical process, the closer relation may be 
claimed for this science, but no practical error will be made in assigning the natural 
and physical sciences, with their many applications, to the nearest place. 

WHAT IS MEANT BY THE TERM LmERAL EDUCATION. 

Can these sciences be made a leading element in the "liberal" education de
manded for the industrial classes by the act? This will depend on the sense in 
which the term " liberal" is used. A liberal education is one that includes a knowl
edge of literature and the sciences generally, and hence there may be two kinds of 
liberal education. In the one, literature has the leading place and the sciences are 
subordinate; in the other, the sciences have the leading place, arid literature iS sub
ordinate. The former is usually called a classical education and the latter a scien
tific education, the name being determined by the leading element in the course. 

It is true that the word liberal, when applied to education; is often used in the 
narrow sense of classical, but this is not the necessary meaning of the term in the 
act. It is there used in a more general sense to designate an education that extends 
beyond the branches relating to the industrial arts, and includes " other scientific 
and classical studies." A course of higher instruction including the sciences as a 
l~ding element, and the languages, literature, and history as a subordinate ele
ment, would certainly afford a liberal education for the industrial classes. Such a 
course is now provided in the popular "Scientific Course" in Michigan University, 
in the " Course in Science " in Cornell, and in similar courses in other American 
colleges. The college that provides such a course of instruction, with the required 
subordination of the branches, clearly meets the condition imposed by the grant. 
The education thus furnished is at once an adequate preparation for the study of 
applied science and a good general preparation for the several pursuits and pro
fessions of life. 

I have led my audience to this conclusion with some care, for just here arises one 
of the most serious difficulties that beset the land-grant institutions. It is supposed 
bf aome that the terms of the grant require these colleges to teach every branch of 
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learning, and, as a eonsequence, several of them are making a wide and, may I 
add, very thin spread of their teaching. They are attempting to do the work of 
the classical colleges, of schools of science, of polyteclmic schools, and, at the same 
time, to beat about over a large experimental farm. The instruction is cut up into 
an appalling number of parallel courses, general and special, and the f ew half-paid 
professors are used, over and over, if not used up. 

It is true that there is nothing in the provisions of the grant to prevent an insti
tution, with a limited endowment, from attempting to play university, but there is 
also nothing that demamls such folly. The common sense view of t he grant is that 
it requires no college, endowed by it, to attempt to do what it can not do well. H 
such a college can do anything to meet its obligation to the industrial classes, it 
can provide facilities for acquiring a thorough scientific education-at once liberal 
and practical. 

M ORE SCHOOLS OF SCI ENCE AND T ECHNOLOGY NEEDED. 

Wlten t his is done, the next wise step is to provide instruction in the Applied 
Sciences, or Technology. The relation of such instruction to all industrial interests 
is close and fruitful and the land-grant institution that falls short of this, fails to 
do what is most needed for the improvement, not only of agriculture and the 
mechanical arts, but of all industrial interests and pursuits. It is now conceded 
that the weak point in the educational system of the W est is the absence of schools 
of Science and Teclmolgy. The public schools, academies, and colleges, are supply
ing facilities for general education, and they are also doing something in the teach
ing of general science. What is needed, t o supplement these, is a few well-endowed 
and well-equipped institutions, which shall not only teach general science thor· 
oughly, with so much of language and history as may be needed for efficiency and 
completeness, but which shall carry this instruction in science forward in thorough 
courses of applied science, the number of such courses being determined by the 
appliances and resources of the institution. It is bet ter to teach a few applied 
sciences well than to t each many in a superficial manner. ·* * * " 

Whatever may be true of other institutions, the policy thus indicated is believed 
to be the true one for Pw-d ue University . Instead of exhausting its limited resources 
in doing what is now done by the State University, and the classical colleges, it 
should make t he best possible use of its means in meeting the demand for scientific 
and technical instruction. It must, of com"Se, meet its obligation to provide a liberal 
education for the industrial classes, but, as already shown, this imposed obligation 
does not require it to spread over the entire ground of general education. It must 
be content to begin with the cultivation of a narrow field, and to do its work so 
well that it may confidently look to the futw-e to widen its domain and fill the 
impod of its university title. 

OBJECT OF THE COLLEGE. 

The lec'tding object of the College, in conformity with the act of Congress and 
the acts of the State Legislatm·e, is to teach the principles and the applications of 
science. 

In its course of instruction it gives prominence to the sciences and their applica· 
tions, especially t o those that relate to agriculture and the mechanic arts ; and at 
the same time the discipline obtained by the study of languages and other sciences 
is not neglected. 

All students are required to study the English lauguage. The Latin, French and 
German languages are also taught, aud opportunity for their study is offered to 
students in any com"Se. 

The special or technical instruction given is thus based on a sound, general 
education. 
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The College, in fact, is a distinctive school of industrial science-or Polytechnic 
Institute-a title which by resolution of the trustees is permitted to be inscribed on 
the catalogue-and work of great value to the youth of the State is now being 
accomplished by .fitting them, by a thorough science-discipline, in which manual 
training in the lower classes is made a prominent feature, for the successful and 
honorable performance of the responsible duties of life. 

While every attention is given to the mental discipline of the students in endeav
oring to train them to ha bits of accurate scientific thought, and thus to qualify 
them for the duties of life, their moral and Christian training will always consti
tute the prominent care and thought of the Faculty." 

This is followed by the statement of the present condition of the 
College so far ~s relates to facilities offered in ·its· various courses of 
study. 

LABORATORmS A.!'lD FACULTIES FOR INSTRUCTION. 

The College now possesses facilities for giving laboratory instruction in applied 
science in the following departments: 

I .-IN AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE. 

The farm contains 226 acres and is supplied with illustrated specimens of stock 
of select varieties. 

The agricultural experiment station, established in connection with the College, 
where experiments and scientific investigations relating to agriculture are daily 
made, affords unusual opportunities to students to become familiar with agricul
ture, its defects and remedies. 

The Students of agriculture accompany the professor in the .field, garden, con
servatory, stock-yard , etc., where lectures are delivered in presence of the objects 
discussed, and during the year exercises in practical agriculture of an educational 
character are given the students who enter upon this course of study. 

11.-IN MECHANIC ARTS. 

The laboratory of Mechanic Arts is used as an auxiliary in industrial education, 
as a school of manual training in the arts that constitute the foundation of various 
industrial pursuits. The work performed by the students is instructive in char
acter, as in any other laboratory, and the classes are taught in sections by a series 
of graded lessons under the supervision of the professor. In the lower classes of 
the College each student enters this school, and is assigned three exercises a week, 
each exercise being two hours long. 

The object of this laboratory is not to teach a trade, but to educate, to discipline 
and train the eye and the hand, as well as the mind, and thus by associating 
manual and mental training, to thoroughly educate the student for the duties of 
lile, whatever his vocation may be. There is no attempt to teach students special 
skill in constructing articles of commercial value, but all the exercises are system
atically arranged and designed for purposes of education. · 

The wood department is located in a commodious hall 90 x 50 feet, and is provided 
with a twenty-five horse power Corliss engine, with indicator, a planer , circular 
saw, handsaw, two scroll sawf!, a buzz planer, twenty-four stands with lathe and 
a full set of lathe tools for each, and thirty bep.ches for carpenter work with the 
tools requisite for construction. 

A brick building, SO.x:87 feet with two rooms has been constructed especially for 
Dstruction in working iron. 

One room is equipped with sixteen forges and tools required for a forge depart-
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ment, and the other with a cupola furnace, having a capacity of 1000 pounds per 
hour, a coke oven, a brass furnace, moulding benches and special tools for use in a 
foundry. 

The forge and foundry rooms are furnished with a Sturtevant fan and exhauster, 
supplied with power from a ten horse power engine, constructed by the students 
in the Mechanic Arts. 

The machine department occupies a brick building 30 x50 feet, and is equipped 
with nine engine lathes, one speed lathe, one 20-inch drill press, one post drill, one 
16-inch simper, one 5-foot planer, one universal milling machine, a corundum tool 
grinder and a small emery grinder. 

The chipping and filing department is arranged with benches, vises, and tools for 
twelve students. 

The tool room is well supplied with special tools for use in instruction , including 
a machine for grinding t\vist drills. 

A W eston dynamo is used at present for lighting the rooms when necessary. 

Ili.-IN PRACTICAL CHEMlSTRY. 

The chemical laboratory is supplied with new and modern apparatus, and in its 
entire equipment a ffords excellent facilities for instruction in practical chemistry. 

IV. - IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. 

The Electrical Laboratory is well supplied with modern appliances for instruction 
in electrical engineering. It occupies two large rooms in the basement, and is 
etjuipped with a Weston 150 volt, 20 ampere dynamo ; one Brush 6 arclight dy
namo, with regulator; one Edison compound wound 12 kilo-watt generator; a 
Crocker-Wheeler one-horse powet· motor and rheostat and one alternator, made 
by special students. 

The dynamos occupy a separate room from the Laboratory, and are operated by 
a 32-horse power W estiughouse vertical engine. 

The equipment comprises many fine instruments of precision, Sir Wm. Thomson's 
standard 100 ampere balance, his graded curren t galvanometer, reading to 600 
amperes; also, his graded potential galvanometer , reading to 600 volts, Cardew 
voltmeter, reading to 150 volts; Weston's standard ammeter and voltmeter; ballistic 
reflecting ga.lvanometer , minor galvanometer, Thomson Watt-meter , &c. .A. bat
tery of fifty-five Julien accumulators has also been installed in the Laboratory. 
There is also in connection with this department a 10-horse power motor at tbe 
experiment station farm a thousand yards from the College, which is run by the 
Edison generator at the Electrical Laboratory. 

V .-IN PHYSICS. 

In the College builcling provision is made for laborat ory work in the department 
of physics. 

VI.-IN l\JI NERALOGY. 

This laboratory occupies a convenient room in the basement, and is provided with 
tables and appliances to accommodate thirty students, with an excellent collection 
of minerals. 

V II. - IN BOTANY. V IIL- IN BIOLOGY. 

lX.-IN ENGINEERING AND SURVEYING. 

The necessary apparatus for field work, including transits, levels, plane table, 
models of bridges, etc., is provided for the use of the students, and the customarY 
exercises in the field are given. 
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X.-IN DRAWING • 

.All the students in the lower classes are required to take drawing, a study which 
tends to discipline the mind, aa well liB to train the eye and hand to accuracy of 
o~ervation and execution. A large, well-lighted drawing room, that will accom
modate fifty students, is provided with tables, lock boxes, etc. 

MILITARY TACTICS. 

Instruction in this department is given in conformity with the act of Congress. 

* * * 
This department is under the charge of Lieut. J. H . Wills, 22d Infantry, U. S. A. 

The fact that the college has now a full course of two years in 
" Electrical Engineering" with a well equipped Electrical Laboratory 
furnishes, perhaps, one of the most significant indications of the 
great advance that has been made during the- past decade, in the 
application of the discoveries in science to the practical uses of mod
ern life. 

It is an object lesson showing the relation borne by the scientific 
student, investigator, and inventor, to the practical affairs of man• 
kind. 

These views and principles haveguided in the re-organization now proposed, and 
they have been embodied as completely as controlling and underlying,_ conditions 
would admit. 

* * * * * * * 
Permit me to add, in conclusion, that the present organization of the University 

is based on the sound educational principle that special preparation for given pur
suits should rest upon a general preparation for all pursuits. All pursuits have a 
common course of instruction, and the mastery of this common course is the 
shortest road to a knowledge of those branches which have a special application. 
Many of the simplest questions of agriculture, for example, require for their solu
tion a comprehensive knowledge of general science, an~, besides, the student of 
agriculture must bring to the taak a mind trained to habits of scientific thought and 
investigation. The superficial empiric, with a little stock of scientific facts in his 
head, but with no clear insight into their causes and relations, is liable to blunder 
at ever new application of his knowledge. Even practical facts, to be of practical 
utility, must be applied by an intelligent mind. * * * · 

In all our schemes of educa~n, let us not forget that man is more ~portant than 
his work. The engineer must be swifter than his engine, the plowman wider and 
deeper than his furrow, and the merchant longer than his yard-stick. In educa
tion, culture must ever stand before knowledge, and character before artizanship. 
The highest result of education is manhood. 

The following passage is from the first annual Report made by 
Professor Thompson, Professor of Industrial Art, to the President, 
and printed in the Report of the University for 1877-'78. 

After stating that 100 pupils in the preparatory Academy attached 
to the University, had r eceived two l essons a week in Free-hand, 
and in geometrical drawing, and giving in detail the instruction 
received by the University students, he proceeds to show the rela
tion of the drawing taught in the Industrial Art Department, to the 
other Departments of the University. 
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An examination of the work of this department will show that it is a ltogether 
indispensable to the existence of at least three of the special schools of the Univer
sity : the School of Mechanics, the School of Industrial Art, and the School of Civil 
Engineering. It is also of g reat assistance in the School of Natural H istory. Aside 
from being one of the main supports to these schools that deal especially with the 
forms of matter, the aim of the instruction has been to prepare students for the 
different trades and industries of the State rather than to make m·tists in the ordi
nary sense of the word. We wish to send forth students prepared to make the 
drawings of t he mechanic or a rtisan rather than to paint the portraits or the land
scapes of the artist. Hence instrumental drawing is placed at the beginning and 
carried through the entire regular course. Free hand drawing also, which with us 
takes the forms of decorative design, historical ornament, and drawing from models 
or nature, is carried along simultaneously with the instrumental course. While 
this course is undoubtedly the best for the necessary industries of the State, it is 
probably the very best, as foundation work, for the student of high art. This 
will be evident when it is understood that the artist and the artisan alike must know 
f 01'1n and its possibilities. The genius may understand forms t hrough a sort of 
natural instinct, but the great mass of m ankind must study this subject scientific
ally. 

The President in his Report for 1879, announces the opening during 
the past year of two new schools, the " School of Agriculture " and 
the " School of Mechanics." 

THE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE. 

The plan adopted in 1878 for the organization of the School of Agriculture 
includes (1) systematic and thorough instruction and training; and (2) a well dil·ected 
series of experin1ents in agriculture. It is a great pleasure to say that this school 
is in operation. It was opened in September last. * * * * 

THE S CHOOL OF M ECHANICS. 

The school for practical training in mechanics was opened in October last, and 
a very promising beginning has been made. The shop is in charge of Mr. William 
F. l\L Goss, a graduate of the department of m echanics of the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Teclmology, Boston. Mr. Goss is not only a well-trained mechanic, but is 
familiar with the system of training adopted here. The progress made by the 
class is evidence of his competency to make the school a success. The shop has 
been fitted to accommodate five students, the number in the present class, but the 
fittings may be increased to accommodate ten. Two classes can be instructed each 
day, and thus twenty students may receive training. The p resent class began with 
vise work, and will next take the course in forging. Another year we shall begin 
with wood work. 

In the summer vacation I visited several of the best technical schools in the 
country to settle important details r especting the course of training in Purdue. 
The further investigations thus made have strengthened the belief that the instruction 
or so-called Russian m ethod. of teaching mechanics promises better results here than 
the construction method. The latter requires a much more expensive outfit, and 
a good endowment to pay deficits in running expenses. I see no reason, however, · 
why each series of lessons iJ1 the course may not end, with the construction of one 
or more articles. This would add not only increased interest, but greater value to 
the t raining. It is proposed to construct as man y of the tools and other appliances 
needed in our shop as may be possible, and appliances for the several departments 
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of the University will furnish additional practice in construction. This, however, 
will not be permitted to interfere with systematic instruction, and training in those 
elementary processes and arts, which underlie all trades." 

The following statement of the courses of study is given in the 
Annual Register of 1880-'81: 

CoURSES OF STUDY. 

" Purdue University is a college of Science, Agriculture, and the Mechanic Aria. 
It embraces three departments, designated .as follows: 

I. The College of General S~ . . 
11. Special School8 of Science, Agriculture, and the Mechanic Arts. 
ill. The University Academy. • 
The aim and scope of these departments are indicated below. They are open t() 

students of both sexes. 

I. THE CoLLEGE OF GENERAL SCIENCE. 

The College of General Science provides three general courses of study-The 
Scientific Course, The Agricultural Oourse, The Mechanical Course. 

The aim of the Scientific Course is to give a thorough scientific education as a 
general preparation for all industrial pursuits; and, secondly, as an adequate prep
aration for special courses of study. The na.turai and physical sciences are the 
leading branches in the course, requiring about one-third of the student's time for 
the entire period of four years. It also gives unusual prominence to industrial art. 

The Agricultural Course aims to give a good scientific education, and also to im
part a thorough and practical knowledge of agriculture and horticulture. It adds 
to the instruction of the scientific course (Latin and German excepted) a. systematic 
course of instruction and practice in agriculture and horticplture, covering a period 
of three years. Special attention is given to scientific experiments. 

The Mechanical Course adds to the branches of study in the scientific course 
(Latin, German, and Natural History exCepted) two yea.rS of shop practice in the 
use of hand and machine tools for working in wood and iron, one year's instruction 
in the elements of carpentry, pattern-making, founding, mill--yvork, machinery, etc., 
and one year's training in mechanical drawing-an excellent preparation for a 
mechanic or machinist, or for a. special cotirse in mechanical or civil engineering. 
These several courses of mechanical instruction and practice are included in the 
freshman and sophomore years. . 

These three general courses of study are so arranged that they include nearly the 
same instruction in science, mathematics, industrial drawing, English, history, and 
philosophy. In addition to the branches common to the three courses, the scientific 
course adds three years of Latin or German; the agricultural course, three years 
of agriculture and horticulture; and the mechanical course,. two years of practical 
mechanics and mechanical drawing. 

Students in the agricultural course or in the mechanical course, who are candi
dates for the degree of Ba{)helor of Science, (B. s.) are required to take two years 
of Latin or German. The added Latin or German may be taken in the junior and 
senior years." • 

There is a farm of 150 aores for use of agricultural and horticul
tural students. 

Drawing is taught all ~hrough the two years course in the Pre"' 
pa.ratory Academy. 

A..RT-VOL 4-19 
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l NDUSTRlAL ART. 

"This department is supplied with (1) flat copies for outline drawing ; (2) flat copies 
in light ami :;h::u.le for crayon work ; (3) colored copies for water color painting; (4) 
flat copies for c:upcutry. architectural, and 1uachine d rawing; (5) char ts to illustrate 
the botanical analysis of plants for pmposes of design; (6) charts to illustrate 
analysis of historical ornament; (7) charts to illustrate harmony and contrast of 
color ; f8) a great Yariety of geometrical soli<.ls. vases, a nd casts for model drawing; 
(9) sampk•,; of prints and other textile fabrics, wall paper, C<1.rpP.ts, etc., to illustrate 
the applic:~t ion of design to manufactures; (10) appliances for modelling in clay ; 
(11) pottl-r"s whed for t urning pottery; (12) a kiln for burning small clay models 
and pieces of pottery; (13) an excellent selection of casts fro1u ancient and modern 
sculpt ure, recently purchased, including busts of Venus de Milo, Apollo de Belvi
dcno', Diana, Psyche, Paris, Ajax, Michael Angelo, Raphael, and medium sized 
st<~tues of Minerva, Psyche, F lora, and 111. Angelo's Moses; (14) twelve very fine 
photog raphs of western scenery, tnken unclor the supervision of t he U. S. War De
partmen t, presented by Mr. James R. Pigman, of La Fayette. The Library also 
contains a number of very valuable books of reference and jow·nals for the use of 
art ~i;tHlen ts." * * * 

M ECU ANICS. 

" The School of Mechanics is well equipped with tools and machines for doing a 
Largo variety of work in wood and iron ; both tools and machines are of improved 
pattern and firslrclass in every respect. The machinery is driven by steam power 
from the engine-house. The shop contains five benches for wood working, with 
fiye complete sets of carpenter tools, five power t urning lathes, with cutting tools 
for same; two scroll saws, and other tools for a large scope of work. 

The machines, tools, and fixtures for iron work include (1) benches, fitted with 
Parker vises, set.c; of files, chisels, hammers, hardened steel squares, gauges, calipers 
and other tools needed for all kinds of bench work in iron ; (2) forges of improved 
pattem, with air blast furnished by a Sturtevan t blower , driven by steam power, 
and all the common smithing tools, such as anvils, hammers, tongs, chisels, etc.i 
(S) an engine or machine lathe, a machine planer , of the very best pattern, a vertical 
drill press, an emery grinder and grind-stone, with a supply of small tools-chucks, 
drills, taps, and dies, and lathe and planer cutting tools, etc. .Additional tools and 
machinery will be added before the beginning of next year."* 

The Register of 1880-'81, shows an attendance of 92 college stu
ents, .p special students, 1!1 in tho Academy, and a total of 254 indi
vidual students; !).! of these are girls. 

From the Annual Register for 1 !J0-'91, t the following extracts 
showjng the present development of the University, are taken. 

GENERAL STATEJIIENT. 

Purdue University is the State Institute of Teclmology. Its purpose is to afford 
the young men and women of Indiana an opportunity to acquire a good collegiate 
education in Mathematics, Science, Literature and Art, and at the same time to 

• For a detailed account of this course, prepared by Mr. Goss, the instructor in 
charge, with a plan of the shops, see Professor Runkle's article on " The Manual 
Element in Education" in 45th Annual Report of Mass. Board of Education for 
1880-"81, pages 171-4. 

t Tho Annual Regi~ter of Purdue Unhrersity. Lafayette, I ndiana. 1890-'92. 
Indianapolis : \ 'Vm. B. Burford, Lithographer , Printer and Binder-1891. Pp. 88. 
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secure instruction and practice in such lines of work as will fit them to engage in 
the practical industries. The instruction is both theoretical and practical. The 
usual methods of text-book study, recitation and lectures are employed, but tbe 
student is required to put into practice, as far as possible, the instruction which he 
receives. He, for example, not only receives instruction in regard to the theory and 
principles of drawing, pattern making and machine construction, but he is required 
to make working-drawings himself, to construct patterns, to make the castings in 
the foundry, to 1inish and set up the machine, and to operate it when it is com
pleted. This combination of the theoretical and the practical characterizes the 
institution. 

Being a State Institution, the instruction in Purdue University is free to all resi
dents of Indiana of suitable age and acquirements. Small laboratory, library and 
incidental fees only are charged. 

The institution embraces Six Special Schools and a Preparatory Department, as 
follows: 

I. A SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. Leading to the Degree of Bachelor 
of Mechanical Engineering. 

II. A SCHOOL OF Crv1L ENGINEERING. Leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Civil 
·Engineering. 

ill. A SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. Leading to the Degree of Bachelor 
of M'echanical Engineering. 

IV. A SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE. Leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Science. 
V. A SCHOOL OF SCII!!:SCE. Leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Science. 
By elections in the Junior and Senior years, this school may be developed into 
(a) A School of Biology. 
(b) A School of Chemistry. 
(c) A School of Literature and History. 
(d) A School of Industrial Art, in which one or the other of these subjects may 

occupy the greater part of the student's. time. 
VI. A SCHOOL OF PHARMACY. Leading to the Degree of Graduate in Pharmacy. 
VII. A PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. . 
The courses of instruction in the first six special schools are so arranged that they 

include, with few exceptions, the same instruction in general science, mathematics, 
English, history, political and mental science, and industrial drawing. In addition 
to these branches common to the six schools, the School of Mechanical Engineering 
adds two years of instruction and practice in practical mechanics and two years of 
mechanical engineering ; the School of Civil Engineering, five te.rms of instruction 
and practice in practical mechanics and seven terms of civil engineering; the School 
of Electrical Engineering, two years of instruction and practice in practical m e
chanics and two years of mechanical and electrical engineering ; the School of 
Agriculture, four years of instruction and practice in agriculture, horticulture and 
veterinary science; the School of Science, four years in laboratory work in the 
natural and physical sciences. 

Students in each of these schools are now required to spend in laboratory, shop 
or field an average of two hours each day in such forms of work or experimental 
research as will fit them to engage in industrial pursuits. 

A careful study of the courses of instruction and practice will show that they 
embrace a wide range of subjects, and lead to a still wider range of industries. We 
are thus enabled to r ecognize, to a considerable· degree, special aptitudes and in
clinations on the part of the s~dents. 

The School of Pharmacy affords instruction in chemistry, pharmacy, materia 
medica, botany, etc., with a large amount of laboratory practice, for tw9 annual 
sessions of six months each. 
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The Preparatory Class offers a thorough drill in the common English branches, 
quite complete in itself, but which is designed to prepare students to enter either 
of the first six schools of the University. 

MATERIAL EQUIPJ\IENT. 

The University is supported by legislative appropriations and by the proceeds of 
an endowment gran ted by the General Government. It derives its name through 
legislative enactment from J ohn Purdue, who gave to the State for the use of the 
Institution one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. It has a permanent endowment 
fund to the amount of three hm1dred and forty thousand dollars, and other non
productive proper ty in buildings, lands a nd equipment to the value of four hundred 
and twenty thousand dollars. 

It has one hundred and eighty acres of land in its campus and farm, seventeen 
buildings, well equipped laboratories, shops, museums, library, and reading rooms. 

... ... ~· ... * * 
MECHANICAL LABORATORIES.-These laboratories occupy a number of rooms in 

the mechanical and electrical buildings, and are equipped as follows : 
The Wood-W 01·lcing Room has in it forty benches equipped with separate sets of 

tools for one hundred students; twenty-one lathes for wood turning that have also 
tools for one hundred students, a cil'cular saw, a band saw, a scroll saw, two grind
stones, and the small tools needed in pattern-making. 

The Foundry contains thirty small benches furnished with tools requil'ed in 
molding, a cupola furnace for iron, a brass fw·nace, a core oven, and is equipped 
with the flasks, sands, facings, etc., required in bench and floor molding. There is 
a small core room. 

The F m·ge Roo1n contains twenty-four forges equipped with smithing tools, and 
is fitted with blast and exhaust-pipe systems and fans. 

The .11-.fachine Room contains machine lathes as follows: One eighteen-inch swing, 
screw-cutting; two sixteen-inch swing, screw-cutting; two fow·teen-inch swing, 
non-screw-cutting ; eight fourteen-inch swing, screw-cutting, and one ten-inch 
swing, screw-cutting. Also, a machine planer, a shaper, a universal milling ma
chine, an emery tool-grinder , a cutter grinder, two ve1·tical drilling machines, a 
speed lathe and an emery grinder. These machines are provided with the small 
tools necessary to their use. I n the Machine R oom are also twenty-seven benches, 
Jitted with vises and small tools, for use in connection with the hand-work in metal. 

The W ash R oom has lockers for one hundred and twenty students, a sink with 
basins, and is fitted with closets. 

The Tool Room is provided with the special tools not used commonly in the 
various rooms, and with the smaller supplies. 

Tbe M otive Powe1' for the shops is furnished by an au.tomatic cut-off engine of 
thirty-five horse-power. 

The M echanical D r awing R ooms, three in number, are in the Electrical Labora
tory. Two of them are fitted with t ables, and drawing-boards, for forty students, 
each. The third room is fi t ted with larger tables for advanced work in Machine 
Design. It will accommodate fifty students. 

* ... * * * * 
THE ART DEPARTMENT. 

The lectme rooms and studios of the Art Department are equippoc for cla.ssa!! 
in model and mechanical drawing, woOd-carving and china painting. The!'e is 
attached a library of the leading art publications and other valuable books. 

The necessary models and tools are supplied for each line of work. 
The drawing room has a seating capacity for classes of fifty and is furnished with 

materials for work. 
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Models, Casts, etc.-The wood-carving rooms ~e furnished with benches and 
tools which remain the property of each pupil while h!lre. They retain their indi
vidual work. 

The china painting department has ·attached a studio kiln where· the students · 
may not only have their china burned but may, from observation and experience, 
learn the principles and understand the workings of this all important factor in 
relation to their work. · 

The several schools of engineering offer very thorough courses 
both of theoretical study and of practical work. The following is the 
full course of five years in the School of Mechanical Engineering. 

SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

The instruction and practice in this school is intended to train young ~en for 
positions of trus~ and responsibility in engineering work. ~e work of the first two 

· years is calculated to familiarize them with the methods and processes of machine 
construction • . In the last two years the fundamental principles underlying all 
machine design are taken up, and a critical study of the action of machines is car
ried on. The student thus becomes acquainted with the conditions under which 
designers and managers of important machine plan.ts must work. 

FRESHMAN YEAR. 

Technical Instruction.-Twenty-seven weeks, three hours per week. Under this 
head are comprised : 

(a) Recitations on the character of cutting edges for wood ; the care and adjust
ment of wood-working tools ; the shrinkage and warping of woods; and the form, 
adaptation, and relative strength of joints. 

{b) Lectures on wood-working machines, including planers; circular, scroll and 
band saws ; and lathes and lathe attachments. 

{c) Lectures on pattern-making, molding and casting. 
MECHANICAL DRA WING.-Twerity-seven weeks, six hours per week; and eleven 

weeks, ten hours per week. 
{a) Drawings from copy of the details of machines. 
{b) Drawings for built-up pulley patterns, pipe bends, laggings, sweeps patterns 

for sectional molding, and for 9ther work of like character that may be done in the 
shop. 

{c) F'l'ee-Hand Drawings, with dimensions of details of machines. 
Professor Golden and Instructor Nutt. 

SHOP-WORK.-Thirty-eight weeks, ten hours per week. 
{a) Exel'cises in planing, sawing, rabbeting, plowing, notching, splicing, mor

tising, tenoning, dovetailing, framing, paneling, and in other work involving the 
common carpenter's tools. 

{h) Exe1·cises in circular sawing, scroll sawing and turning. 
(c) Exercises in pattern-making, including patterns and core boxes for pulleys, 

gears, columns, and pipe joints; complete sets of patterns for one or more machines 
are made by every class. 

{d) Exercises in core-making, mold-making and casting; also in the managemeut 
of cupola furnace and crucible furnace in melting iron and brass. 

Instructors Hoffman, White and Nutt. 
RHETOruc.-Thirty-eight weeks, three hours per week. 
ELocuTION.-Twenty-seven weeks one hour per week. 
GEOMETRY.- Twenty-seven wee ks, five hours per week. 
AwEBRA.-Eleven weeks, two hours per week. 
TRIGONOMETRY.-Eleven w~, three hours per week. 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR. 

TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.-Twelve weeks, one hour per week 
(a) Lectu1·es on the management of steel in forging, hardening, tempering and 

annealing. 
(b) Lect~t?·e.~ on machines and machine work. 

Inst?"lLCtor Tu1-ne~·. 
MECHANICAL DRAWING.-Thirty-eight weeks, four hours per week. 
(a) Drawings to scale ft·om parts of actual machines. 
(b) InTc-.~ltocli·ng wul tinting. The representation of fiat allCl cmved surfaces by 

ink tints, and of engineering materials by colors. 
(c) Pmcticc in the development of problems in descriptive geometry. 

Pro.fessm· Golden and Inst?"lwtor Nutt. 
SHOP-Womc-Thirty-eight weeks, ten hours per week. 
(a) Iron-.f01·ging, including exercises in heating, bending, drawing, upsetting, 

welding1 annealing, and case hardening. About forty forgings are made, repre- . 
senting a large variety of operations. 

(b) Steel-fm·ging, including the making and tempering of punches, drills, chisels, 
machine cutting-tools, gravers and springs. 

(c) Vise W01'k in i1·on, including surface-chipping, key-setting, surface-filing, 
squaring and fitting, rouml-filing, sawing, scraping and polishing. 

(d) Machine wm·k in metals , ir1eluding exercises in turning, planing, slotting, 
drilling, boring, fluting, etc. This practice is given in the construction of complete 
machines and appliances. 

Inst·ructo1's Ttwner and White. 
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY.-Nineteen weeks, two hours per week. Instruction in 

the methods of 1·epresenting by drawings all geometrical magnitudes, and the solu
tion of problems relating to these magnitudes in space. 

P1'ojesso1• Golden. 
HrSTORY.-Nineteen weeks, three hours per week. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE.-Niueteen weeks, three hours per week. 
PHYSICS.-Thirty-eigbt weeks, four hours per week. (See School of Science.) 
H IGHER ALOEilRA.-Nineteen weeks, three hours per week . 
TRIGONOMETRY.-Nineteen w eeks, two hours per week. 
ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.-~ineteen weeks, four hours per week. 

JUNIOR YEAR. 

PRINCIPLES OF MECHANISM.-Fifteen weeks, four hours per week. Under this 
head are studied the principles underlying the action of the elementary combina
tions of which all machines are composed ; the communications of motion by gear
wheels, belts, cams, screws and liuk-wo1·k, the various means of producing definite 
changes of velocity, the different automatic feed m otions, epicyclic tt·ains, parallel 
motions, the principles of quick return movements , and the maru1er of designing 
tmius of mechanism for various purposes. 

Prof essm· Creighton. 
MECHAJ\'lSM OF MACIDNERY.-Twelve weeks, two hours per week. A critical 

Rtudy of the mechanism of existing machines with analyses of movements therein 
presented. 

P1·ojessm· 01·eighton. 
STEAM ENGINEERING.-Twenty-three weeks, two hours per week. 
(a) Val-ve Gem·s, a study of the slide-valve both in its simple form and when used 

in combination with independent cut-off valves. link-motions and other reversing 
gears; automatic cut-off gears, including the Corliss and several of the shaft-gov· 
erued types. 
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(b) The Steam Engine Indicator, ~qluding a stu.qy of the inf!trument, i~ 4tlljca
tious, and the conditions to be observed. in its use. 

· · Professor Oreightcm. 
ENGINEERING LABORATOJtY.-Twenty-three weeks, two hours per week. Prac~qe 

in the manipulatiop. of s~m engj.nes, in valve setting and in ~l).e us~ of tbe inqi
cator. Engines are examined with reference to the cijstribu~iop. of steam in the 
cylinder; valves are set to give a specified distribution ; errors in valve se~ting are 
corrected and the power developed is deterJl!.ined. me~.m gauges are tested and 
corrected, and inqica,tor springs are checked. 

Professor Goss. 
MECHANICAL DRA WING.-Fifteen wee~, six h.our.s per week; twenty-three weeks, 

eight hours per week. This work is largely supplemental to the recitation-room 
work in Principles of Mechanism and in Valve Gears. It includes: 

(a) Practice in designing pulleys, epicycloidal and involute gear wheels and racks, 
pin gearing, bevel gearing, lobed wheels, cams, endless screws, and other elemen
tary parts by which motion is transmitted or changed in machinery. 

(b) Practice in laying out and in designing steam-engine valves and the mechan
ism by which such valves are driven. 

Professor Creighton. 
METALLURGY.-Twelve weeks, two hours per week. This includes a study of the 

various fuels and refractory materials, their special fitness for different metallur
gical operations; the characteristics, composition and location of the principal iron 
ores, and the modern practice in the manufacture and refining of iron and steel. 

Professor Creightou. 
HEAT.-Fifteen weeks, four hours per week. Nature and effects of heat, tem

perature, measurement of heat, expansion, liquefaction, evaporation, latent heat , 
specific heat, conduction, convection , r elation between heat and mechanical energy, 
principles of thermodynamics. .The instruction will be given partly in the class
room and partly by experimental work in the Electrical Laboratory. 

Professor Carman. 
ANALYTICAL MECHANICS.-Twenty;-three weeks, three hours per week. 
CHEMISTRY.-General Chemistry, thirty-eight weeks, eight hours per week. 
CALCULUS.-Thj.rty-eight weeks, three how·s per week. 

SENIOR YEAR. 

THERMODYNAmcs:- Twenty-seveJ'!. weeks, three hours per week. A study of 
thermal capacities; the laws of tl).ermodynamj.cs; thermodynamics of gases, satu
rated vapors, and superheated steam; application of t)lermodynamics to the steam 
engine; Hirn's equ.ations; and an analysis ot the action of injectors, refrigerating 
machinery, and of gas engines. 

Professor Creighton. 
STEAM BOILERS. POWER TRANSMISSION.-Fifteen weeks, three times per week. 
(a) The various moder.r;t ·forms of s~m boilers are studied, and their advantages, 

disadvantages and the methods employed in their construction noted. ThenuJ1!.):>e).' 
and size of tubes and flues, the t}).ickness of plateS, strength of different styles of 
riveting, kinds of bracing, ~ount of grate and heating surface, different kinds of 
steam and water gages, safety va,lv.es and injectors; the causes and methods of pre
venting foaming, incrustation (I.P.d corrosion; the manner of setting boilers and of 
operating them with safety and economy, are studjed in detail. 

(b) A study of problems relative to the transmissio.r;t of power by shafting, belt
ing and gearing, and of methods of meas11ring power thus transmitted. 

Professors Creighton and Goss. 
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Engineering Designs.-Tbirty-eight weeks, two hours per week. This work 
relates to the designing of individual machines and parts of machines, and to the 
arrangement of machine plants. It includes a study of the adaptation of different 
materials, the limitations in size and form of machine parts, their relative strength, 
and methods of connecting and fastening. Existing machines are analyzed relative 
to the strength of their parts. 

P1·ojesso1· Goss. 

Mechanics of Fluids.-Twelve weeks, two hours per week. This work includes 
an investigation of the action of fluids under pressure. the flow of water in pipes, 
in open channels, over weirs and through orifices ; and a study of methods of de
termining the efficiency of hyQp.'aulic machinery. 

Projesso1· Goss. 

ANALYTICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS.-Fifteen weeks, five hours per week. 
MECHANICAL DRAWING.-Fifteen weeks, six hours per week; twelve weeks, four 

hours per week. Practice in original designing based on the work of the class. 
Machinery for performing stated operations is devised, and engines, boilers, and 
shop machines are designed either completely or in part. 

P1·ojesso1· C1·eighton. 
Engineering Laboratory.-Fifteen weeks, four hours per week; twelve weeks, six 

hours per ·week; and eight weeks ten hours per week. 
(a) Exhaustive steam engine tests by which may be determined such facts as; 

the power developed, the weight of steam used, the reevaporation, and the inter
change of heat between the walls of the cylinder and the contained steam. This 
data may be obtained from the compound Harris:Corliss engine in the laboratory, 
Ql' from either cylinder of the same used singly; it may be obtained with steam 
jackets in use, or out of use, as desired; with vacuum or with exhaust against 
atmospheric pressure. 

(b) Calorimeter tests for determining the quality of steam. 
(c) Steam-boiler tests for determining the evaporative efficiency of boilers of dif

ferent types under conditions of ordinary use. 
(d) The determination of the efficiency of steam and power pumps, when worked 

under varying conditions of speed, lift and head. 
(e) The determination of the efficiency of steam injectors under a definite series 

of conditions. 
(f) Tests of belts for determining the power transmitted and the per cent. of 

slippage under different rates of speed and different degrees of tension. 
(g) Tests of materials of construction, including a determination of the relation 

betw'een "stress" and" strain," the ela:~tic limit, and the ultimate strength of the 
common metals in tension; the resisting power of timber under compressional and 
tJ·ansverse loads; the crushing resistance of building stones ; and the strength, 
both under tensional and compressional stresses, of cements and cement mortars. 

ProfesB01' Gos1. 

THESIS WORK.-Twelve weeks, three hours per week; eight weeks, ten hours per 
week. 

Early in the Senior year each student is assigned a subject which he is to inves
tigate, and on which he is rP.quired to prepare a thesis. The work may involve 
original designs, by which strength and adaptation of parts enter largely into the 
problem, or it may involve an experimental investigation of the action of certain 
machines or appliances, or of phenomena developed by the action of certain me
chanical forces. In the pursuit of this work the student is thrown largely on his 
own responsibility. He is expected, so far as is possible, to familiarize himself 
with whatever literature there may be on the subject, and to study thoroughly the 
methods he may select. 

POLITICAL ECONOMY.-Sixteen weeks, three hours per week. 
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. Visits of Inspection. 

During the year thtl Junior and Senior students make visits of inspection, in 
charge of an instructor, to the prominent manufacturing establishments of Chicago, 
Indianapolis and other cities. 

It is believed that such trips are of great value in supplementing the work of the 
class-room and laboratory . 

. The Register gives a list of 40 Professors and Instructors. The 
following is the su~mary of students in attendance. 

SUMMARY. 

College. 
Graduates........ . ............. . ...... . . ... ...................... .. .... 32 

.Seniors... . .... . .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '35 
Juniors ............ . ........ . ... .. .. .... .. ... _............... . ......... 51 
Sophomores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 
Freslunen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151 
School of Pharmacy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
Irregular. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 

- 419 
Preparatory Class. 

Regular ....... ............. . .... . .. ................ . ................... 87 
Irregular. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 

-111 

Total. ... . ................ ... ... .. .... . .. . ..... . ....... . .............. 530 

The President of the University is James H. Smart, A.M., ·LL. D. 

Besides the several Professors in charge of the regula:t Schools of 
Engineering, the following instruct in drawing aud mechanics.

Earnest Knaufft, Professor of Industrial Art. 
Michael Goldfm, Professor of Practical Mechanics. 
Laura A. Ft·y, Professor of Industrial Art. 
William P. Turner, Instructor in Forging and Machine Works 
Anna. E. Baker, B. s., Instructor in Wood Carving. 
James D. Hoffman, B.M.E: , Assistant in Wood Shop. 
Harry S. White, Assistant in Drawing and Foundry. 
George H. Nutt, Assistant in Drawing. 

!OW A AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

The Iowa Agricultural College is situated near the town of Ames, 
on the line of the Chicago and Northwestern Railway, thirty miles 
north of the city of Des Moines. 

In 1858, the Legislature passed a law establishing a State Agricul
'ture College; and in 1859, the present site, then a farm of 640 acres, 
was selected and purchased. "This college and farm were entirely 
an agricultural institution." Subsequently the legislature accepted 
the conditions of the National Land Grant law of 1862. 

The college, as organized under that law, was formally opened in 
March 17th 1869. The college farm now comprises some 860 acres, 
70 of which are set apart for the college grounds proper. 
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The college is well equipped with suitable buildings. The total 
number of students of both sexes in all departments in 1880-'81, was 
226. 

There is a preparatory course in which drawing is taught . There 
are four complete courses of four years each, viz: "Agriculture,'• 
" Mechrmical Engineering," " Civil Engineering," "Veterinary Sci
ence. 

Drawing is taught through Freshman year in all the first three of 
these cour ses. It is taught only in Freshman year in the agricul
tural course. In the engineering course it is taught throughout the 
course. 

The State Board of Trustees of this college make, biennially, a 
report to the Governor of the State. The interesting report of the 
college made by President Chamberlain t o the Trustees, which is 
given in their Report for t he 1888-'89, *takes up and considers seria
tim, several popular fallacies r especting these U. S. LanU. Grant 
Colleges; an<l, while so doing, shows the great wisdom with which 
the princely em1owment of lanU.s, given by the General Government 
to the St:tte of Iowa for this et1ucational use, was so well managed 
tJ1at, although the amount of land, (being given in direct ratio to 
population.) which was apportioned to Iowa, was less than that given 
to nineteen other States ;-yet, so well was this grant managed that, 
in 188!), the income :wailalJle from this Land Grant Fund of Iowa

1 

wns larger than that of the same fund in any of tlwse nineteen States, 
with the single exception of the State of New Y ork. 

The President thus takes up the popular insufficient idea of the 
education t o be given in these colleges, and says: 

An untold damage to this anll every other agricultural college has grown out 
of the above assumption, that om· chief or only mission is to give "instruction in 
agricultural labor ," to teach mere farm processes, ordinary hand-work, requiring 
merely knack and pr~tcticc. This assumption has hurt us with the farmers. They 
have said: "Unless you do that chiefly you pervert trust funds." It has hurt us 
with those who desire other teclmological and scientific instruction. They have 
said : "As you teach only agriculture. we will go elsewhere." The mischief has 
lurked partly in the 11ame ' ·Agricultural College;" a partial, inadequate, m isleading 
11arne, adopted, 11ot Ly Congress, hut afterwards, simply for brevity. Three things, 
not one a lone, ar c r equired in our organic law: agriculture, mechanic arts, military 
t.1.ctics. The two first arc required and wade equal; the third is required as an 
essential. Not "agriculture and the mechanic a rts" themselves, however, but such 
bmnches of learning as are related to them. 

AN INADEQUATE AND l\IlSLEADING NAME. 

The name "Agricultural " College is as partia l. inadequate, and misleading as 
would be the terms ' ' m echanical" or '' milita.ry" college. The exact words of the 
organic law of Congress a re that the interest of the land-grant fund "shall invio-

*Thitteenth Biennial Report of the Board of Trustees of the Iowa State Agricul· 
tural College and Farm made to the Governor of Iowa, for the years 1888 and 1889. 
Printed by order of the General Assernbly. Des Moines: G. H. Ragsdale, State 
Printer. 1889. Pp. 163. 
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lably be appropriated by each State which may take and claim the benefit of this 
act, to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college, where the 
leading objects shall be, without excluding other scientific an~ classical studies, and 
including · military tactics, to teach such branches. of learning as are related to 
agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such i:na.nner as the legislature of the States 
may provide, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the indus
trial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life." 

Referring directly to this congressional law for its authority. the legislature of 
Iowa, in 1844, passed the following law, still in force, and imperatively regulating 
our course of study now: . 

Section 621. That there shall be adopted and taught at the State Agricultural 
College a broad, liberal and practical c.ourse of study, in which the leading branches 
of learning shall relate to agriculture and the mechanic arts, and which shall also 
embrace such other branches of learning as will most practically and liberally 
educate the agricultural and industrial classes in the several pursuits of life, including 
military tactics. 

In absolute fidelity to the letter and spirit of these, our organic laws, as passed. 
by Congress and State legislature, are all the affairs of this College, financial, 
literary, scientific, and practical, now managed. Not simple processes in agricul
ture, horticulture, and the mechanic arts, learned better and more cheaply in shop 
or on farm; not these do we teach largely, but related science, underlying principles, 
and processes too intricate or difficult for the unskilled, uneducated laborer. Thus 
alone can we fulfill our true mission." 

After stating that, of the. graduates of .the college of the classes 
of 1887, and of 1889, two thirds entered the mechanical, agricultural or 
industrial callings, and less than one third, the professional and 
mechanical callings; thus showing that the trainM abilities of the 
pupils of this college was given directly to the productive interests 
of the State, he quotes from an address of General Garfield, who, 
as a member of Congress, was always a wise, liberal, outspoken and 
earnest friend of public education. · 

GARFIELD ON OUR PROPER WORK. 

That broad-minded statesman, James A. Garfield, had this to say of proper worit, 
in an address June 14, 1867, five years after the congressional land grants were 
made, two years before our Uollege began the work of instruction : 

"In the next place I inquire, what kinds of knowledge are necessary for carrying 
on and improving the useful arts and industries of life? I am well aware of the 
current notion that these muscular arts should stay in the fields and shops and not 
invade the sanctuaries of learning. A finished education is supposed to consist 
mainly of literary culture. The stol-y of the forges of the Cyclopes, where the thunder 
bolts of Jove were fashioned, is supposed to adorn elegant scholarship more grace
fully than those sturdy truths which are preached to this generation in the wonders 
of the mine, in the fire of the furnace, in the clang of the iron mill, and the other 
innumerable industries whic.h, more than all other human agencies, have made 
our civilization what it is, and are destined to achieve wonders yet undreamed of. 
This generation is beginning to understand that education should not be forever 
divorced from industry-that the highest results can be reached only when science 
guides the hand of labor. With what eager~ess and alacrity is industry seizing 
every truth of science and putting it in harness." 

_Then, after two brilliant illustrations-one from the close, scientific study of the 
mce affinities between carbon !k,nd iron, applied in the Bessemer process of marvel-
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ously cheapening steel; the other where a knowledge of the cell structure of wood, 
and the power and penetration of superheated steam, were used to give us cheap 
wood-pulp for making paper- after these illustrations he continues : 

" Machinery is the chief implement with which civilization does its work; but 
the science of mechanics is impossible without mathematics. But for her mineral 
resources England would be but the hunting-park of Europe. Our mineral wealth 
is a thousand times greater than hers ; and yet , without the knowledge of geology, 
mineralogy, metallurgy, and chemistry, our mines can be of but little value. With
out a knowledge of astronomy commerce on the sea is impossible ; and now, at 
last, it is being discovered that the greatest of a ll our industries, agriculture, in 
which three fourths of all our population are engaged, must call science to its aid 
if it would keep up with the dema nds of civilization. I need not enumerate the 
extent and variety of knowledge, scientific and practical, which a farmer needs in 
order to reach t he full height and scope of his noble calling . And what has our 
American system of education done for this controlling majority of the people? 
I can best answer the question with a single fact. N otwithstandu1g there are in the 
United States 120,000 common schools, and 7,000 academies and seminaries-not· 
withstandillg there are 275 colleges where young men ruay be graduated as bachelors 
and masters of the liberal arts- yet , in all these the people of the United States 
found so little being done, or likely to be clone, to educate men for the work of 
agriculture, tha t they have seemed from their political servants in Congress an 
appropriation sufficient to build and maintain in each State of the Union a college 
for the education of farmers. The scholar a nd the worker m ust join hands if both 
would be successful." 

Thus, first he gives the mechanical part of our work, but in the closing para
graph even the broad mind of Mr. Garfield forgot for a moment-misled doubtless 
by the name- that " agricultural colleges" rest firmly, like the surveyor's tripod, 
on the triple foundation of agriculture, mechanic arts, and military tactics, and 
must l1ave that broad and liberal course of scientific, literary and historic study 
that underlies all three, and that was contemplated by Congress. 

OTHER ''AGRICULTURAL " COLLEGES. 

Some of our sister colleges in other States, swayed, doubtless, by the name ·w 
part, and by the local predominance of agriculture, a t first seemed to make their 
mission single rather than triple. It has been the custom of certa in agricultUl'al 
papers to name the agricultural colleges of l\1ichigan , Mississippi, Massachusetts, 
and Kansas as the only ones that have been true to their organic law and to our 
industrial interests. They are all noble colleges, and have done a grand and faith· 
ful work for agriculture. But it has been a partial work. For nearly twenty years 
Michigan did little for the mechanic arts or for the military . Recently it has ac· 
knowledged its shortcoming, claimed and received large State appropriationB for 
the purpose, built machine shops, and armory and veterinary buildings, created a 
veterinary department, and made its course of study more nearly what it bas been 
in Iowa from the first. "Not that I love Cresar less, but Rome more." Not that 
Michigan " agricultural college" loves agriculture less now, but the other industries 
more, and is more faithful to her land grant and her organic law. 

The Massachusetts '' agricultural college," a t Amherst. is more purely agricul· 
tural than that of Iowa at Ames, but, its land grant was divided at the first, and it 
has its department of mechanic arts in the ' ' Massachusetts Institute of Technology," 
in Boston, in which , by law its mechanical students have free tuition paid for by 
the Janel grant funds. Mississippi and Kansas are almost exclusively agricultural 
States. Hence, their '' agricultur~l colleges" are as yet more largely agricultural, 
and less mecha nical tha n both will become as manufacturing increases with its in· 
creased demand for scientific, teclmological instruction. After a very careful ten 
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years' study of the workings of the - land grant colleges in many States of the 
Union, I am convinced that in J!O State have trustees and faculty of the agricul
tural college held more wisely and persistently, from the first, to both the letter 
and the spirit of the organic law, than in Iowa. On this point I may speak freely, 
for I speak not of my own work, but of the work of trustees, presidents, and pro
fessors of years ago, wb,o shaped this college. Whether they builded better than 
they knew, I cannot say. They certainly builded better and more faithfully than 
the State at large seems to know. 

The P resident then reminds the Trustees that, by the provision's 
of the Land Grant Law, the State must be at all the expense for the 
buildings, their preservation and repairs ; and goes on to show the 
need of additional buildings for the college, which, as it is two miles 
away from the town, and therefore deprived of the power to secure 
acco'llmodation for students and professors there, is limited to its 
own facilities; already t axed to ~heir utmost capacity by the 300 
students in attendance. H e says : 

Our income from national sources averages $48,000 per year , besides $15,000 
yearly for agricultural experimentation solely. This costs Iowa taxpayers not a 
dolla1•. By law, it must all be used for instruction, experimentation, and illustra
tion. None can be used for buildings and fixed machinery or apparatus. It seems 
true wisdom and plain duty for the State to furnish buildings and permanent fix
tures and appliances so liberally that this large annual income, which costs the 
State nothing, may furnish free tuition and industrial training to as large a number 
as possible of the young men and women of this State. With our income we can 
teach four hundred students each year as well as three· hundred, if only the State 
will, as it has solemnly agreed, furnish the " necessary buildings." 

From a reference in the latest catalogue at hand to a new building, 
it may be inferred that the President's plea availed with the succeed
ing legislature. 

The catalogue of 1890, * is a handsomely printed pamphlet with 
illustrations of the commodious buildings and grounds. In _continu
ing the history of t he college the following act passed by the General 
Assembly in 1882 is quoted. 

That there shall be adopted and taught at the State Agricultural College a broad, 
liberal and practical course of study, in which the leading branches of learning shall 
relate to agriculture and the mechanic arts, and which shall also embrace such 
other branches of learning as will most practically and liberally educate the agri
cultural and industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life, 
including military tactics. Section 2. That all acts and parts of acts inconsistent 
with this act are hereby repealed. 

A statement of the law of Congress increasing the annual appor
tionment to the Land Grant colleges, as has been already referred to 
in these accounts, follows : 

The income of the College from National grants is therefore now more than 
$75,000 per annum, expended in instruction, experimentation and illustration in 
agriculture and the mechanic arts and under lying and related science and literature. 

All buildings are erected and all repairs thereon are made by the State of Iowa, 

*Iowa State College of .Agriculture and Mechanic .Arts. Catalogue, 1890. "Sci
ence with Practice." 1890. By the College, .Ames. Pp. 67. 
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the cost down to elate being about 8300,000, of which $55,000, appropriated in 1890, 
is now being used in erecting new builclings. 

'£he College was formally opened on the 17th of March, 1869. 
·)(- ·K * ·X· * ·X· * 

Twelve commodious buildings have been erected by the State or are now being 
erected at a tota,l cost of S300,000, for tho exclusive use of the various departments 
of the College, besides the dwelling houses and the buildings for farm stock, ma
chinery and work. 

The main College Building is five stories high including the basement, and is 158 
feet long by 112 feet through the wings. 

A new building is fitly named "Morrill Hall," in honor of the 
venerable Senator, Hon. Justin S. Morrill, of Vermont, who has 
been so thoroughly identified with the whole movement for the 
establishment and development of the Land Grant Colleges. 

The following statement of the course in Mechanical Engineering 
will serve well to illustrate the r elation bome by Drawing and Shop 
work to the Technical Education given in these colleges. 

THE COURSE l.L'I MECHANICAL ENGlliEERlNG. 

The course m mechanica.l engineering assumes the design, supervision and con
struction of ·machinery to constitute the engineers' chief work. It aims to furrush, 
in four years, a thorough fitting to any person wishing to become a professional 
mechanical engineer. He should, however, have as broad an acquaintance as pos
sible with general studies before entering. 

1'he course is arranged with the view to insuring :
Complete mastery of fundamental engineering principles; 
The actual performance of some engineering wm·k involving scientific methods 

in construction, investigation and design; 
Unceasing contact, from the beginning to the end of the course, with the science 

of mechanics, its applications, measurements and the study of its law. 

ELFX,'TRICAL ENGINEERING.-Arrangements have been made to have the instruc
tion in eiectrical engineering much more complete, hereafter, the student in me
chanical engineering being allowed at the end of his Junior year to elect a special 
group of studies involving in theory and practice of electrical engineering instead 
of the more technical work of the mechanical course. 

\'Vhile the degree given will be the same as to those continuing the regular studies 
of the mechanical course, a recognition in the difference in the work done will be 
made in the wording of the diploma. 

THE CoURSE AND PLAN OJ.<' l NSTRUCTION.-The student aiming at mecharucaJ 
engineering as his profession needs first of all to know what engineering is. All 
available means are taken to familiarize him somewhat with ordinary engineering 
processes and the highest achievement of great engineers. He is taught by actual 
measm·ements of his own, with rule, watch and scales, to find the horse power of 
the shop engine with simple apparatus, and learns the exact meaning of " work." 
He measures the power used, and work done by his lathe, and learns the simple 
relations of "power," "work," "force," " time," aud " space," what "mass" is, 
a,nd what are its relations to the other quantities. He m ust also have clear ideas 
of the properties of materials, and soon he is shown how to measure the strength, 
elasticity and stretch of iron, steel and wood with the testing machine. Other 
qualities, not capable of precise measurement, become familiar from the work and 
instruction of the shops. 
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In the Freshman and Sophomore years the theoretical studies of the courSe include 
French as preparatory to the technical use of that language through the first year, 
and in the second, elementary mechanics and heat taught with special view to their 
use in engineering. With the chemistry the study of the metals is taken up, while 
descriptive geometry, graphical statics and the elements of kinematics receive 
special attention. In the last of the course political economy and English literature 
are valued as affording breadth and general culture. The differential and integral 
calculus and the Junior work in electricity and magnetism are preparatory to later 
technical studies. 

The Juniors take up analytical mechanics during their spring term. Besides the 
purely theoretical side of it, many practical problems are solved, both by calculus 
and by graphical methods. A thorough understanding of the meaning of each 
symbol is insisted on and so far as possible of the physical interpretation of the 
transformations involved in deriving equations. Resistance of materials follows 
eady in the second term, and is made as practical as possible by using engineer's 
hand·books for the shorter methods of practice as well as by applying the equations 
for strength, to calculations on beams, girders and bridge members, which the stu
dents can see in use about them. Attention is called to the necessity for empilical 
formulas and the basis for each is studied out. 

In the graphics of mechanisms, drawing board methods are taught, for solving 
problems on the work and efficiency of a great variety of machines, and for the 
last five weeks of t he year one hour daily in class is spent on a general study of the 
steam engine with boilers and other accessories, while t he design for a high speed 
engine is being worked out in the drawing room. 

The technical studies of the first Senior term are thermodynamics and hydraulics 
for all students ; in which the necessary theoretical work is followed by its practical 
application for obtaining power. · The mechanical engineers devote three hours to 
mill work and the mechanics of mechanisms, studying the arrangements of parts 
and the principles applied in general mill machinery while the design and construc
tion of the dynamo is taken up by the electrical engineers. In the second term the 
latter, study applied electricity, accompanied with laboratory work; while the me
chanical group study the materials of engineering and t he processes of their man
ufacture, in the class room, and test their physical properties in the mechanical 
laboratory. 

All the engineers study mechanics of the machinery of transmission, involving 
the application of formulas for strength to various machine parts and an analysis 
of the methods for driving machines at a distance, also general graphical methods 
for representing work, velocity and accelerations, and the methods both analytical 
and mechanical for computing ordinates and areas. A very considerabla share of 
the time is devoted to preparation of the thesis. Each student is required to select 
his subject early in the year and collect his materials or arrange for any experi
mental work in good season, and none will be acquired unless showing a very con
siderable amount of individual work. 

PRACTICAL WORK.-As given in this course may be put down under three heads 
as follows; Shop work , dra.wing and design, and engineering laboratory work. 

SHOP WORK.-Is designed to give familiarity with the arts of engineeriJlg by 
eight or nine hours weekly spent in the shops. While the evident value of making 
complete articles is recognized, mastery of the mechanical principles involved, and 
the various capabilities of machine tools is put first. 

The following- are the subjects taught: 
IN THE Woon SHOP.-Bench work in carpentry and JOmery; wood turning, 

pattern making, and handling of wood working machinery. 
IN THE MACHINE SHOP.- Vise work with ch isel and file, centering, cutting off, 

drill press, shaper, planer.and lathe work, also hand turning. 
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IN THE FOUNDRY.-1\foulding. melting and core making. 
IN THE SMITH SHOP.-Forging, hardening and tempering , and annealing. 
To these may be added: Millwrighting and boiler making, the shop system of 

taking care of small tools, running engines, firing and care of boilers. The material 
used is furnished the student at lowest wholesale rates, and to cover this expense 
each one is required to deposit $5.00 at the opening of the term, the balance being 
refunded at the close. Each student provides himself with a few of the tools he 
most uses, a list of them being provided at entrance. All others are furnished as 
needed. 

MECHANICAL DRAWING AND MACHINE DESIGN.-This is begun in the first term, 
F reshman year, and continued throughout the whole com se. Careful pencil work 
is first taught, the figures chosen being such as are involved in later mechanical 
and graphical constructions. A set of notes giving the principles of machine draw
ing is also studied and with this drawing from sketches of machine parts made by 
the student himself. 

The drawing of the Sophomore year consists in making complete plates of elemen
tary machine parts from the tables, and formulas, both theoretical and empirical, 
usually adopted in engineering practice. Professor Klein's book on Machine Design 
is used through the whole year. 

The Juniors have machine drawing and design for two afternoons throughout 
the year. Link work, valve gear and cam construction are taken up and some 
time is devoted to the drawings which accompany the study of the steam engine, 
which begins this year. Each student is also required to design and make complete 
working drawings of some simple machine which he constructs in the shops during 
his Senior year. 

In the Senior year machine design and drawing consists, first, of the design by 
the different members, of the parts of the steam engine or such other complete 
machine as may seem best suited to the requirements or the class, and later, of 
course, design made by each member as a special study, or in cases where the 
graduating thesis t·equires an extra amount of work of this character , such draw
ing may occasionally be assigned to part of the regular hours for drawing. 

In all the drawing, students provide themselves with paper , instruments and all 
necessary equipments, including the drawing boards used in free-hand work. 

A list of the instruments needed is given each member at entrance, and can if 
desired be supplied to the students at the very lowest rates. 

ENGINEERINO LABORATORY WORK.- Besides some simple power measurements 
made early in the course, and the opportunity to see tests of materials and experi
ments illustrative of principles as they are taught, a special set of experimental 
tests is made by Seniors, with the help of the Juniors, in their second term. As 
far as possible the arrangements for these tests are made by the students themselves 
from general plans furnished. 

The standardization of instruments used and system in making and recording 
observations is taught, as also the need for special care in observing and computing 
where slight errors would greatly affect the final result, and to the uselessness of 
carrying exactness of calculations beyond the limits of accUl'acy of corresponding 
data. 

It is proposed to eniarge and perfect this work as rapidly as the liberality of the 
State appropriation and the friends of education make it possible. 

In this and all work of the course concentration and thoroughness is to be sought 
before great range of subjects, and unity of effort by making every part of the 
instruction given illustrate a nd reinforce every other. 

To any who desire more complete information a special circular will be sent oa 
application. 

C. W. Scribner, Professor. 
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About one-third of the students are girls-the following summary 
of the number of students in each of the different classes and depart
ments is given. 

SUMMARY. 

Res1dent graduates 7 
Seniors.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
Juniors.... .... ................. . ...... . ...... . . ... ..................... .. .. 55 
Sophomores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Freshmen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 
Preparatory Class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Special Science Students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 

Total enrollment.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . 886 

The faculty consists of 25 Professors anq. assistant Professors and 
Instructors. Six of these are Ladies. Professor E. W. Stanton was 
the acting President. 

STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF KANSAS. 

The State Agricultural College of Kansas, at Manhattan, Kansas, 
was established in accordance with the Land Grant act of Congress, 
in 1863, and was reorganized in 1872. In 1875 it took possession of 
its present buildings on the farm belonging to the college, near the 
city of Manhattan. 

The college is open to pupils of both sexes.-Instruction is given 
in agriculture, horticulture and the industrial arts and in household 
industries, all students give an hour a day to work at some industry, 
276 students attended in 1880, of whom 73 were women.-The course 
of four years provides a thorough training in English branches in 
applied mathematics and in chemistry.-In the following statement 
of studies, the time given is for the entire course. 

Trigonometry and Surveying.-The principles of plane Trigonometry, involved 
in mensuration and surveying, are first mastered. Surveying includes theory, ad
justment and use of instruments ; history and methods of U. S. Government Sur
veys ; areas of land ; dividing land ; retracing old lines ; platting ; topographical 
surveying; railroad surveying; leveling-section and cross section; computation 
of earth-work ; .field practice with transit, compass, chain, level and rod ; drawing 
and ornamentation of plans and profiles." 

Mechanics and Engineering.-A careful consideration of the laws of motion 
and force, as exhibited in all kinds of machines, and in various phenomena of 
natw·e, occupies a single term. Another term is given to proper study of materials 
for buildings, their construction and durability ; forms of roofs and bridges ; ·and . 
care and use of machinery. · 

Drawing.--This study is taught four terms, two of which are in the first, one in 
the second, and one in the third year. Students that show special aptitude in this 
direction are permitted to pursue the study during the remainder of this course. 

First Tel'»~.-Definitions of lines and geometrical figures; judging lines and 
~ngles; construction of perpendiculars to given lines, 'intersecting and bisecffing 
lines, triangles, four-sided figures and polygons, the circle and its secant lines, 
ellipses, and various geometrical ornaments. Prof. Walter Smith's four books on 
geometrical drawing are used as text-books. 

AR'l'-VOL 4--20 
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Second 1'erm.-Free-hand drawing-After the study of numbers 3, 4 and 5 of 
Prof. ·walter Smith's Text-books of Art Education, drawing from nature is taken 
up. Leaves, flowers and fruits are t aken as subjects, and placed in such positions 
that the perspective will not interfere seriously with a correct perception of form. 
Each student is required to finish a set of drawings. Lectures on principles anct 
history of ornamentation are given occasionally. 

Thinl 'Z'e1·m.-Projection of the straight line and the circle; use of drawing board, 
T square, and water colors; principles of shades and shadows; principles of Jlar
allcl and angular perspective ; principles of topographical drawing . 

Fourth 'Z'e?·m.-Projection of the conic sections and other regular curves; inter
sections of geometrical solids. Each student is required to draw and color a set of 
plans for a simple farm building, and another set of plans giving details of some 
farm machine. 

Books of R«{enmce.-·warren's Descriptive Geometry , Walter Smith's Manuals 
on Art Education, Woorlward's National Architect, Guild's American Stair-Builder, 
Andre's Hand-book of Topographical Drawing, Davies' Shades and Shadows. 

REPORT OF THE DRAWING DEPARTMENT, 1878-'79. 

To the Board of Regents of the Kansas State Ag?·icultttml College: 
GENTLEMEN-Allow me to submit the following 1·eport of the work and instruc

tion of the Department of Industrial Drawing, for the collegiate year of 1878-9. 
Five classes have been taught per day, and the number of students enrolled for 

daily instruction has ranged between fifty-si..'C and ninety-nine. The methods and 
text-books used have been those of last year. The system of Professor Walter 
Smith, Art Director of Massachusetts, has been followed through the grades of 
free-hand drawing· in the flat, geometrical construction, perspective and object
drawing. An advanced class of eight male students has, in addition to this, received 
a course of instruction in the elements of topographical drawing, tinting and me
chanical projection. Of all students entering the institution, less than four per 
cent. had ever had any instruction in this study before. Considering this fact, I 
feel justifieu in saying that the advance made by the students has been very satis
factory. 

MANHATTAN, KANSAS, June 30, 1879. 

J. D. WALTERS, 

Teacher of I ndustrial Drawing. 

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF I NDUSTRIAL DRAWING, 1879-'80. 

To the Board of Regents of the Kansas State Ag?·icultural College: 
GENTLEMEN-Allow m e to submit the following annual report. 
The number of students in my department has ranged between thirty-eight and 

eighty-eight. Four classes have been taught daily. The plan of instruction has 
been that followed f01· the past three years, based upon the admirable system of 
Prof. Walter Smith, Art Director of Massachusetts. A class of fifteen advanced 
male students have studied, in addition to Smith's course, the principles of projec
tion. Six students have also solved a series of examples in shades and shadows, 
from Davies' popular text-book. A part of this advanced work was executed in 
India ink and water colors, and has been on exhibition in my class-room during the 
spr ing examinations, together with specimens of architectural drawing, executed 
by third and four th-year students taking drawing as an extra study. I can say, 
without hesita.t ion, that the advance made by the students of my classes in draw
ing has been as uniform as that in any other study-a fact disputed by many edu
cators. As a whole, the department is in good working order . 
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The class in surveying drew a set of topographical plates aud a large map of the 
College farm, under my supervision." 

Respectfully submitted 

MANHATTAN, KANSAS, June SO, 1880. 

J . D. WALTERS, 

Instructor in Drawing. 

In 1874, instead of the regulation catalogue an original publica
tion called a "Hand Book" * was issued. This was a well printed 
pamphlet in which the ordinary programme of courses taught, with 
the list of students, was prefaced by some sixty-five pages, contain
ing, first: a copy of the original stat ement of the policy of the Re
gents as issued by the Board of R egents in their .first Annual Report, 
and, second: a setting forth of arguments in favor of giving a practi
cal direction to education in this college, and, calling attention es
pecially, to the opening here for girls of such educational opportuni
ties as had not been customary in educational institutions. Many of 
the latter points argued at length would seem uncalled for in this year 
of 1893, in view of the multiplicity of educational opportunities now 
so generally open to women; and in this very fact may be seen some
thing of the extent of the movement towards giving all opportunities to 
women which has been so marked a feature in the progress of the 
last twenty years. · The arguments for giving specific definite train
ing to the pupil who wishes to become either a farmer, a mechanic, 
or an engineer ; and those showing the value to all of a knowledge 
of drawing, and of Manual Training, have since become as familiar 
as household words; but, at the time when President Anderson wrote 
and published these pages, they had all the surprise of novelty. In 
explanation of these statements it is· said, in an "explanatory" par
agraph with which the Hand Book begins, that "radical changes 
have been made in the Kansas State Agricultural College since the 
publication of the last catalogue.". · 

The following, which are t he closing pages of this statement, will 
sufficiently indicate the direction and lines upon which it was pro
posed to develop the institution. 

* * * Such are the general principles by which the existing managers of this 
Institution will be fairly and squarely governed in their effort to provide a liberal 
and practical education for the industrial classes of Kansas. These principles have 
been so fully stated in order that all might see whether true premises have been 
taken and just conclusions drawn. No concealment has been attempted, no issue 
evaded, no point dodged. We clearly .see the line we are following, and believe 
that it lea~s directly to a generous mountain looming up in grand proportions and 
sharp relief against the sky of the future-one which, when finally reached and 
fully developed, will prove an exhaustless mine of paying knowledge to future 
farmers, paying skill to future mechanics, self-support and God-birthed liberty to 
many a brave woman, who, else, must toil as thousand~:~ have toiled, and suffer as 

• Hand-book of the Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kansas. 
Printed at the office of the Nationalist, 1874. 'rp 124. 
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thousands have suffered all along the dreary past. We are yet a great ways off; 
with trails to find, roads to build, streams to bridge, long miles to march. It would 
be much pleasanter to take the eastward train of professional education, and, with 
genial companions, be smoothly rolled to the New York of professional life. But, 
being expressly ordered westward to the Rocky range of industrial skill , whither 
no such train runs, it is evident that a trip to professional New York would only 
take us that much farther from our journey's end. It would , also, be easier, with
out examining the orders further than to know that we were to travel, and without 
especially thinking or caring where a t rain went, so that it was a train, to fall in 
with the largest crowd, sit where it sat, and ride snoozingly onwards, convinced 
that we were right because the crowd was right, and growing characteristically 
indignant, between naps, at hints to the contrary! 

At the close of the first year , we feel that in det ermining the point of destination 
much has been done; more, in really starting towards it; and still more in the prog
ress made. Things which, at t he outset, were denounced as chimerical, for ex
ample, the teaching of the trades, are now accomplished facts; and others, which 
were declared impossible, or, even worse, "unprofessional," have been sufficiently 
developed to establish both their possibility and each value to the industrial student. 
Each of the new appliances has worked more successfully than was anticipated; 
and each position taken has been fully verified by resulting advantages. Many 
matters that, in the beginning, we all regarded as problematical and experimental 
are now solid blocks of our faith. The journey is very far from being ended; but, 
conscious of having done aU that it was in our power to do, and more than satisfied 
with the results, we are content with the past and buoyant for the fut ure. 

DIFFERENCE OF PURPOSE AND METHOD, STATED. 

The difference between our line and that of other Agricultural Colleges seems to 
be this : They take as an objective point the graduation of agricultural experts, 
who shall act as missionaries to working farmers. We take as an objective point 
the graduation of a capable farmer , able t o make his living by farming. Their 
theory is that of the Normal School, training teachers who shall instruct scholars; 
our theory is that of training the scholar. Along the mechanical branch, they 
seek to graduate master builders or superintendents of machine shops ; we seek to 
graduate intelligent and skillful carpenters, masons or blacksmiths. They strike 
directly for those industries considered the highest, and believe that in reaching 
them they include all below; we strike for the industries most commonly followed 
in this State, and by successfully mastering them expect to climb up to the very 
rarest. Their mode may be. best for them, and we are not in the least criticising 
it; ours seems best for us. Kansas is neither Hew York, Massachusetts nor Ohio; 
and we shall not endeavOl· to reproduce their Agricultural Colleges. With us, 
where five agricultural scientists can make a living as such, five thousand capable 
farmers can far more than make a living; and where five architects or master 
mechanics can obtain employment, five times as many mechanics can command 
wages. We aim to provide a Kansas State Agricultural College, for the practical 
education of t:10se who desire to follow industrial vocations. 

In so doing, nothing of educational experience that is useful will be rejected 
because it is old; nor a nything retained simply because it is practiced by literary 
colleges in educating for the professions. That which upon fair trial best serves 
our purpose will be employed; and that which does not will be discarded, though 
it were bald-headed with antiquity. Nothing will be attempted rashly; nothing 
clung to because once introduced ; and nothing refused trial that promises effective 
aid in reaching and working the mine. And these statements apply not merely to 
the course of study, but to all methods and regulations. The management of such 
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an cnclowment , for the accomplishment of such a purpose, is so weighty a respon
sibility that, neither because of public favor nor public criticism, can we afford to 
de"bte from those measures which, in our judgment, will soonest and best execute 
the purpose of the grantor. So long as we act at all, we shall act as executors of 
the will; and, being justly held responsible for our deeds as :;uch, we propose to do 
our own thinking and our own deciding. Whether the will be the best that could 
have been made, is none of our business ; we are simply executors- though we 
believe that it is. Whether the youth of Kansas want an industrial education, is 
l'<Jnally 110t our business; we are bound to furnish it to those applying, but not to 
make any one apply-just as a post master is bound to keep stamps for sale, but 
not to make people buy stamps. As t he government pays its post masters, so the 
congressional endowment pays the salaries of those whom we employ; and the in
struction given by them is furnished to all absolutely without charge or contingent. 

We h:we just stated our understanding of the object and provisions of the national 
will; the principles by which we shall be guided in executing it; and the reasons 
for the adoption of these principles. If the people, through their servants and our 
superiors, the law-making and law-enforcing officers of Kansas, desire that the 
national will shall be so executed, we ask their support, and material aid in the 
form of buildings and appliances, which, in accepting the grant, they contracted 
to furnish. If they do not so desire, but wish t he enterprise conducted upon other 
and antagonistic principles, our resignations a re most heartily at their service
that those who have better ways may be able to try them, on their own 1·esponsi
bility; we will not take the risk. Whatever else may yet need to be tried , there is 
no use iu repe:tting the experiment of flying a literary kite with an agricultural 
tail , so often made in various quarters. It is a pleasant regential and professional 
amuseml:!nt, and quite attractive to an immediate locality; but there is not a cent 
of money in it for the industrial student, whose estate pays for the kite. The fact 
that, ou t of some six hundred students attending Cornell University last year, only 
two were studying agriculture; and that. of all those at Harvard, but two were in 
its Agti culttu·al school, is enough for us. Wha·t the brain, pluck, experience and 
unlimited cash of New York Cornell and Bostonian Harvard have not e!l'ected, we, 
at least, shall not attempt in Kansas. Th e best appliances that money can buy are 
there, and at a dozen other institutions, but the results are the same. And there 
is no particular sense in butting at a stone wall-as a regular business. 

PRESIDENT ANDERSON'S IDEAL OF AN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE PORTRAYED. 

Some day and somewhere, there will be an Agricultural College looking so much 
like the grounds and buildings of a prosperous farmer who did his own repairing 
and manufacturing, that we of the present, happening by, would mistake it for a 
little hamlet of thriving artizans built in the heart of rich and well tilled fields. 
Nothing in its appearance would suggest our notion of t he typical college. Its 
barus, sheds, yards and arrangement would embody the idea of the greatest utility 
at the least cost. Its implements, stocks and fields would show them to be used 
for real profit. Its orchards and gardens would not only reveal the success of the 
owner, but, also, his full determination to enjoy the fruit with the labor. We 
would be quite certain that it was only such a farm-the best specimens of the high
est type-were it not for the presence of cheap, stone buildings, one or two stories, 
scattered among the trees, all of them more resembling mechanic's shops than 
anything else ; some, exactly ; others, not exactly ; and yet no two alike. One 
would be used for teaching practical agricultUI·e, but.would as little prompt our 
idea of a recitation room, as the whole cluster would that of an imposing edifice. 
'While t hm·e would be seats for hearers and a place for a speaker, yet the latter 
would most suggest a circus ring for the exhibition of short-horns, when short-
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horns were discussed ; of horses, pigs or sheep ; of surgical operations; of plows, 
harrows or reapers. The walls would be line:i with photographs of famous herds, 
working models of farm machinery, the grain and stalk of cereals. Part of its 
surrotmding ground would Le belted with every variety of growing grasses ; and 
another would be for the draft-test of implements, or the trials of student skill. In 
fact, it would so look, and so be, like an actual workshop of real farming as not, 
even in the remotest way, to squint toward the article generally y'clept "scientific 
agriculture." The interior of another shop, a few rods distant, and equally inexpen
sive, with its grafting tables, potting benches, packing rooms, working greenhouse, 
and, outside, hotbeds and thrifty mu·sery grounds, would look so much like "gar
dening for profit" as to throw us completely off the trail.of botany as a pure science. 
Another, would be a force shop, where light, heat, water , sound and electricity 
were made to reveal their laws, habits and effects, and to do their industrial work . . 
The constant use of its appliances by busy students, in sacrilegious defiance of the 
rule, "don't touch the apparatus!" italicised with professional emphasis, would 
instantly satisfy us that there was nothing" collegiate" there, and that it was only 
a workshop ·where pupils had to become skiEful work-men! There would be a 
mathematical shop, so much like a counting and drawing room, that when it led 
into an inventor's and pattern maker's room, no one could be surprised at its wind
ing· up in a machine shop. There would be an English shop, remarkably like a 
printing office ; and the '' Printer 's H and Book" of that day migh t strike us as an 
admirable drill in the art of using the English language, as well as in that of stick
ing type-almost as good as a grammar ! There would be a woman's workshop, 
where the pale Hortense, at heart a good deal more sensible, earnest and womanly 
than society supposes, would strive for the bloom and 'faculty' of MaJ:y. The 
blessed Mrs. Grundy would be dead! And there would be mason's, carpenter's and 
smith's shops. Not a shop of them all would cost $5,000; and some, not the half 
of i t; because they would be shops, warm, light, cheerful, but workshops- not 
requiring costly foundations and tall, heavy walls, not furnished as are parlors, nor 
wasting space in broad corridors. And they would not have been foreordained by 
men of a previous generation, who, to save the lives of the best of them, could not 
possibly have foretold just what buildings such a college would need. As, in the 
process of its growth, a want had been felt, its shop was supplied, and each genera
tion l1ad footed its own bills. No! it would not look like our great colleges; but 
very remarkably like a nest of real educational workshops, where flesh and blood 
students acquired marketable skill for industrial labor. In it, drill in the art would 
have greater prominence than the stringing of facts on the threads of a system; 
and the requirements of the art would serve as a skimmer to lift the cream of sci
ence as needed. Knowledge would be shoved prying end first, and not, everlast
ingly, philosophic end first. For the world would have gotten back to the history 
of its own experiflnce, where art -..vas the Columbus discovering science. In it, 
educational common sense would have supplanted uncommon educational nonsense. 
And leaving it, the newly fledged graduate, as does the newly fledged "jour.," 
would at once earn a living. Such an Agricultural College would be in keeping 
with its object, with the requirements and genius of labor , with itself l And too, 
it would be in keeping with a rich, broad State, carpeted by emerald grasses, belted 
by golden grain, clumped ~with orchards, moving with herds, clustered with vil· 
lages, threaded by railways, flecked with countless smoke-offerings from the altars 
of industry to the God of labor. 

Some day ; somewhere ; somehow. 

The catalogue for 1890-'91, * has m addition to the frontispiece, 
*Twenty-eighth Annual catalogue of the officers, students and graduates, of the 

State Agricultural College of Kansas. 1890-'91. Manhattan, Kansas. Topeka. 
Kansas Publishing House; Clifford C. Baker, State printer. 1891. Pp. 62. 
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w11ich is a view of the main building, six interesting full page 
jllustrations, showing the pupils busily at work in the various labo
ratories and work shops.- These are evidently process reproductions 
of photographs; the views are of the Chemical Laboratory; The 
Drawing Room with its casts of Statues and Busts; The Carpenter 
Shop; The "Kitchen Laboratory;" The Printing Department and 
the Sewing Department. 

The following paragraph pr6faces the particular uescription of the 
several buildings, this is accompanied by a full page plan of the 
farm, showing the location of the buildings. 

Tho College grotmds and buildings, occupying an elevation at the western limits 
of the city of 1\fanh&ttan, and facing towards the city, are beautiful in location. 
The grounds include an irregular plot in the midst of a fine farm, with orchard, 
vineyarrls, aml sample gardens attached, the whole being surrounded by durable 
stone walls. The grounds are tastefully laitl out and extensively planted according 
to the design of a professional landscape gardener , while well-graveled drives and 
good walks le..1.d to the various buildings. All of these are of the famed Manhattan 
limestone, of simple but neat styles of architecture, and admirably suited to their 
use. 

The following statements show the resources of the college and 
its methods. 

OBJECTS AND METHODS. 

ENDOWMENT AND RESOURCES. 

An act of Congress approved July 2d, 1862, gave to each State public lands to the 
amount of 30,000 acres for each of the Senators and Representatives in Congress 
according to the census of 1860, for the "endo,vment , support, and maintenance 
of at least one college, where the leading objects shall be, without excluding other 
sci~ntific and classical studies, and including ntili.t:tr y tactics to teach such branch'es 
of learning as are related to agriculture and the Inechanic arts, ·* ~· * in ordet· 
to promote the liberal and practic&l education of the industrial classes in the sev
eral pmsuits and professions of life." 

Under this act the State of Kansas received 82,313.53 acres of land, and, in 1863, 
establishnd t he State Agricultural College, by endowing with these lands Bluemont 
College, which had been erected two miles from Manhattan under the auspices of 
the 1li. E. Church, but was presented to the State for the purpose named in the act 
of Congress. 

In 187il the College was reorganized upon a thoroughly industrial basis, with 
prominence given to practical agriculture and related sciences ; and in 1875 the 
furniture and apparatus of the College were moved to the farm of 215 acres, one 
mile from the city of Manl}attan. On this fine location the State has erected build
ings valued at $135,000, of which a description is given elsewhere. The farm and 
grounds, furniture, stock, and other illustrative appa~·atus are valued at over 
$130,000. All the lands have been sold, giving a fund of $501,426.33, which is by 
law invested in bonds, the interest alone being used for the current expenses of the 
College. 

Th., annual income from the endowment fund-about $32,000-is supplemented 
by an appropriation under an act of Congress approved August 30, 1890, of $15,000 
for 1890, $16,000 for 1891,$17,000 for 1892 and a sum increas ing each year by $1,000 
until the annual amount shall be $25,000. This fund is "to be applied only to in· 
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struction in agriculture, the mechanic arts and the English language, and the vari
ous branches of mathematical, physical, natural, and economic scienCE', with special 
reference to their application in the industries of life, ttncl to the facilities for such 
instruction." "No portion of said moneys shall be applied directly or indirectly, 
under any pretense whatever to the purchase, erection, preservation or repair of 
any building or buildings." 

All expense of instruction is thus provided for, and the State is left to erect the 
necessary build ings and meet expenses in management of the funds. · 

Under an act of Congress, approved March 7th , 1887, the College received, by gen
eral appropriation in Congress, $15,000 each year for the maintenance of an Experi
ment Station •· to aid in acquiring and diffusing among the people of the United 
States useful and practical information on subjects connected with agr iculture, and 
to promote scientific in~estigation and experiment respectiug the principles and 
applications of agricultural science." The property of the station, including a 
building erected especially for its use, amounts to more t han "10,500. 

OBJECTS. 

This College now accomplishes the objects of its endowmen ts in sf.:veral ways: 
First, it gives a substantial educn.tion to men and women. Such general informa

tion and discipline of mind and cha racter as help to make intelligent and useful 
citizens are offered in all its departments, while the students are kept in sympathy 
with the callings of the people. 

Second, it teaches the sciences applied to the various industries of farm, shop, 
and home. Chemistry, botany, entomology, zoology, and mechanics are made 
prominent means of education to quick obser vation and accurate judgment. Careful 
study of the minerals, plnnts, nnd animals themselves illustrates and fixes the daily 
lessons. At the same time, lessons in agTiculture, horticulture, and household 
economy show the aJ>plication of science; and all are enforced by actual experiment. 

Third, it trains in the elements of the arts thelDSelves, and imparts such skill as 
to make the hands ready instruments of thoughtful brains. The drill of the shops, 
gardens, farm, and household departments is made a part of a general education 
to usefulness, and insures a means of Jiving to all who make good use of it. At 
the same time it preserves habits of industry and manual exertion, and cultivates 
a taste for rural and domestic pursuits. 

Fourth, it strives to increase our experimental knowledge of agriculture and 
horticlillture. The provision for extensive and accurate researches made by estab
lishing the Experiment Station as a distinct depar tment of the College, offers as
sm-ance of more definite resul ts than can be obtained by ordinary metl:tods. 

* ·)(- * * * * * 
Fifth, it seeks to extend the influence of knowledge in practical affairs beyond 

the College itsE-lf. For this purpose it publishes the weekly Industrialist. Its 
officers also share in the debates and consultations of farmers and horticulturists 
throughout the State. Each winter a series of ten Farmers' Institutes is held in as 
many different counties of the State. In these the Faculty share with the people 
in lectures, essays, and discussions upon topics of most interest to farmers. These 
institutes have brought the College into more direct sympathy with the people and 
their work, so as to make possible a more general dissemination of the tiutbs pre
sented ; and permanent organizations for the same purpose in many counties are 
increasing. Correspondence upon such questions is invited by all members of the 
Faculty, and applications for institutes are desired from all parts of the State. 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

The necessity for so adjusting various branches of a course of study that there 
shall be as little waste as possible in acquiring both information and discipline, is 
felt by every teacher. Such a course is not designed to be absolutely inflexible, but 
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to ;.;,11 i,Jo the judgment into some definite Hue of progress from which no mere whim 
~ha.IJ t nrn a student aside. 

Earll student is expected to take three studies besides one hour's daily practice 
in a.n industrial art ; and variations f rom this rule can be made only with the con
S(•nt of the Faculty. 

Parallel courses are offered to both sexes, with such differences as their neces
sitie::; seem to call for. 

Full detail of the courses of study are given. The following shows 
the .~ttcntion given to those studies with which this Report is con
cernrd and also a general view of t he routine of the pupils work. 

I:-<DU~TRIAL TRAINING.-Closely adjusted to the course of study is industrial train
ing in several of the arts, to which each student is required to devote at least one 
hour n. clay. Among the lines of training each stuclent may select, with the ap
prova I of the Faculty, except in terms when special industl'ialsare requiJ:ed. Youug 
men may have Farming, Gardening and Fruit-growing, Carpentry, Cabinet-making. 
Iron·work, or Printing. Young women may take Sewing, Printing, Floriculture, 
or l\'[usic. 

All young men must have their industrials for one term in the carpenter shop 
before rompleting the first year ; and during the spring term of the second year and 
the fall t<'rm of the third year , upon the farm, garden, and orchards. Young 
women take their industrial for one term of the first year in sewing, and for the 
winrer and spring terms of the second year in the kitchen laboratory and dairy. 

The daily rou tine requires chapel at 8:30 A. M., and classes from 8:50 A. J\1. , to 1 
P. M. , as Rhown under "Class Hours." Class rhetorical exercises are held weekly. 
Military drill is twice a week. On every Friday afternoon, at 1:30, all attend the 
public lt>cture or rhetorical exercises in chapel. 

The llctails of the courses in Drawing are practically the same as 
already g iven from the cat alogue of 1880. The following gives the 
special training in Industrial Arts. 

INDUSTRIAL .ARTS.-The training in these depar tments is designed to be system
atic and complete in each, so that the student, following a single line diHgently 
through the four-years cour se, gains the essentials of a trade and a reasonable de
grPe of skill. Those who wish only a general acquaintance with t he arts can take 
shorter conrses in several of them; but all are to select with a definite purpose. In 
the established course, young men are required to take the regular term in the 
carpenter shop, and on the farm and gardens, whatever the industrial chosen ; 
young women are required to give one ter m to sewing, one to practice in the kitchen 
laboratory, and one in the dairy. 

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE are required of young men as industrials dur
ing one term of the second year and one term of the t hird year. In these, practice 
is made to illustrate and emphasize the teaching, and cover essentially the same 
ground. 

COOKI":,G.- During the winter term, the young women who have lectures on 
Household Economy are required to cook one hour each day. They are taught 
various methods of making the substantial article.<> of food, as well as allowed to 
sJ>end some time on the dainty dishes. During the term, they have practice in 
waiting on the table, in serving guests, and in arranging for evening companies, 
thus putting into immediate practice the lectures of each day. 

During the fall t erm, any students who have passed the study of Household 
Economy may take cooking as an industr ial, in which canning fruits, making pre
serves, jellies, pickles, mince-meat, desser ts, cake and fancy breads form the prin
cipal part of the w.ork. 
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DAIRYING.- During the spring term, daily instruction and practice in domestic 
dairying are given the young women uf the seconcl year by the Instructor in House
hold E conomy. Here the regular daily work is supplemented by a short course of 
lectures intended to explain the best practice in the arts of butter- and cheese-mak
ing, and to give the reasons therefor. The following topics cover, in the main, the 
instruction given the class: Influences affecting the quality and quantity of m ilk; 
butter-making ; creameries; "deep" and " shallow" setting system s; packing and 
preserving butter ; the household and factory system.s of cheese-making. 

CARPENTRY.- \Voocl-work is requireli of all young men during one term of the 
fi rst year. In the first term's work a definite graded series of tasks is given in 
joining, work t<> dimensions, and simple problems in construction and turning, 
with the proper use and care of common bench tools, t hrough which each student 
is advanced according to ability . Practice is given later in general wood-work, 
carpentry, cabinet-making, turning, and pat tern-making ; and the advanced stu
dents may have work suited to their chosen line, with special problems of con
struction, and special training in the use and care of fine t ools, including saw-filing. 
All work during industrial hours is laid out by t he Superintendent, and belongs to 
the shop, except that fourth-year students are allowed to work from drawings of 
their own upon articles for their own use or profit. All students may be allowed 
the use of the shop outside of the practice hours for work of their own, under di
rection of the Superintendent. 

In iron-'.vork , instruction is given in ordinary work-forging, filing, tempering, 
etc. 

SEWING.-One term of sewing is r equired before the completion of the first year 
of study. During this term t he work is carefully laid out by the Superintendent in 
a series of lessons, graded to the capabilit if'S of each student. To more advanced 
students all ordinary forms of sewing with needle and machine are taught, and any 
student may furnish material, and work for her own advantage under direction of 
the Superintendent. Cutting and fitting by a straight-line system are taught, and 
the systems are furnished at wholesale rates. Fancyneedle-workandknitt ing may 
be taken at certain stages of the course. 

PRINTING.- Two courses are pursued in this art. In one the student is taught 
the use of the implements or tools used in typography; composition and imposition; 
correcting proof; technical terms: presses and their workings; and the general du
ties of a first-class workman. The other course of lessons embraces instruction in 
spelling, capitalization, syllabication, punctuation, proof-reading, and such other 
work as willm ake the student accurate and expert. Wilson's Punctuation is the 
text-book; but much of the instruction is oral-such as grows out of the every-day 
experience of the office. 

Admirable drill is furnished by the Industrialist to all, but especially to those 
who take the full course. The printing which the departments of the College re
quire gives to the advanced student a fair knowledge of the principles and practice 
of job-work. 

Books of Reje1·ence.--l\iacKellar's American Printer, H arpel's Typograph, Ring· 
walt's Encyclopedia of Printing, DeVinne's The Invention of Printing, DeVinne's 
Printers' Price List. the Inland Printm·, American A1·t Printe1·, Superior Plinter, 
Pape1· and Press, The American Boolcmakm·. 

* * * * * * * 
LABOR AND EARNINGS. 

Every encouragement is given to habits of daily manual labor during t he College 
course. Only one hour of daily practice in the industrial departments is required; 
but students are encouraged t o make use of other opportunities for adding to their 
ability and means. 
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All labor at the College is under the direction of the Superintendents of the de
partments. and offers opportunities for increasing skill and efficiency. In regular 
weekly statements, the.students are 1·equired to observe business forms and princi
ples. showing from their daily account when and 'vhere the work was performed. 

The shops and offices are opened afternoons and Saturdays for the accommoda
tion of skilled students in work for their own advantage. Everywhere the student 
who works wins respect; and it is a matter of pride to earn one's way as far as pos
sible. 

The labor of the students in the industrial departments is principally a part of their 
education , and is not paid for unless the student is employed upon work for the 
profit of the College. Students are so employed upon the farm, in the gardens or 
the shops. and about the buildings. The labor is paid for at rates varying with 
services rendered, from eight to ten cents an hour. The Superintendents stri,•e to 
adjust their work to the necessities of students and give them the preference in all 
tasks suitable for their employment. So far as practicable, the work of the shops 
and offices is turned to accotmt for their benefit; and the increasing extent of the 
grounds and sample gardens brings more of such labor. The monthly pay-roll for 
the past year ranges from 8250 to $400. 

Many students obtain work in the city or upon neighboring farms, and so pay 
part of their expenses. In these ways a few students are able to earn their way 
through College. The amount so eam ed will vary according to the tact and zeal 
of the student. The majority must expect to provide by earnings outside of term
time, or from other sources, for the larger part of t heir expenses. The long sum
mer vacation of three months offers opportunity for farm or other remunerative 
labor; and no one need despair of gaining an education if he has the ability to use 
his chances well. 

* * * * * * 
The following statement shows the success of the College since its 

foundation as an educational Institution: 

SUM!IIARY. 

Dtu'ing the twenty-eight years of its existence the College has received over three 
thousand students, about a third of whom were young women. Most of them have 
come from farmers' homes, and after from tlll'ee months to three years of study, 
have gone back to such homes without graduation. 

The number of graduates up to 1890 is 232, of whom 73 are women. Graduates 
previous to 1877 pursued, with two exceptions, a classical course, and received the 
degree of Bachelor of Arts. Since 1877, all have received the degree of Bachelor 
of Science after a four-years' course in the sciences, with good English training. 

The attendance of pupils for the year 1890-'91, is given as follows: 

SUMMARY. 

-----------------------------------------)---- ---- ----

Total. ... . ............................................. .. ............. . 

6 
31 
38 
80 

217 

6 
22 
12 
55 

126 

2'21 

12 
53 
50 

135 
843 

593 

The Faculty consists of 18 Professors and Instructor s, with 6 As
sistants and Foremen, and 8 "Student Assistants." George T. Fair
child, A. M., is the President. 
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THE AGRICUL'fURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE OF KENTUCKY, 

L EXINGTON, KENTUCKY. 

The State of Kentucky, by act of J anuary, 27th 1863, accepted the 
national land grant under the conditions of the United States Law 
of 1862. 

In 18G5, the Legislature established the college as one of the col
leges of the Kentucky University, which had come into possession of 
tl1o grounds,-(some twenty acres),-antl buildings of the Transyl
vania University, at Lexington. Through the efforts of J. B. Bow
man, regent of the University, the sum of $100,000 was contributed 
by citizens; for the purchase of the estate of "Ashland," formally 
belonging to Henry Clay, and comprising 433 acres, of the finest 
farming land; and of the adjoining farm of" Woodlands," in immedi
ate vicinity to the City of Lexington. This was to be the site of the 
University and of the new Agricultural College. The college was 
opened two year s after the passage of the act consolidating it with 
the University, and 190 students attended its first session. Regent 
Bowman claims that it was the :first college actually in operation 
uucler the United.States grant of 18G2. I n. the Repor t of t he Regent · 
to the Governor, Decem.ber 28, 18G8, the history of the establishment 
of the College was given at length, and the whole subject of the 
design of Congress in passing the law was ably argued. In conclu
sion he sums up in favor of the plan making the proposed "Colleges 
of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," Departments of Universi
ties already established. 

Full schedules of the ten courses of Instruction are given. The 
following comprise the studies with which this R eport is concerned. 

VID. SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND MI NING. 

Professor Eyt·aud. 

In this school will be taught Geometrical and Topographical Drawing, Tinting, 
Shading, and Lettering; Descriptive Geometry; Linear Perspective; Sbadoo and 
Shadows ; P ractical Astronomy; Road Engineering; the use of Engineeling Instru· 
ments; Leveling; Architectural Drawing; Geology of Mining Districts; Metal
lmgy ; l\1.ining Engineering; Construction of Fm·naces ; Determination ; Mineral· 
ogy and History of Mining Operations. 

IX. SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS. 

In this School will be taught Music, Drawing, Painting, and Landscape Garden· 
in g. 

In accordance with the ;tct of the L egislature passed t he previous 
session, severing t he connection between "the Kentucky Univer
sity" and the "Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky," 
the Board of visitors met at Lexington, July 12th, 1878, and re-or· 
ganized the college as a separate institution;- selecting from the 
estate one hundred acres of land to which, by agreement between 
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the R.nthorities of the University and the State Commissions, the 
college was entitled for two years. The final location of the college 
rests with the General Assembly of the State. 

The following statement of the first year of its separate .existence 
is from the annual report of the President to the Governor of the 
Stato for 1878- '79.-

The success of the Agricultur al and Mechanical College during the last year
the fir~t year of its existence as an independent Institution-has far exceeded the 
expectations of its Boat·d of visitors and Faculty. During the year 1877-'8 it had 
but sel·tmty-eight matriculates. It closes the present collegiate year with one hun
clred cmd eighteen-an increase of over fifty per cent. For years past it was alleged 
to have brought the Kentucky Univers ity, with which it was connected, annually 
into debt. This year it has paid all expenses, expended a considerable amount on 
student labor, made ample provision for preparatory instruction by tutors, and 
although it has re.'llized, as yet, comparatively nothing from this, its first ye:n's 
crop. has , at the close of the present fiscal year, an unexpended balance in the 
Treasmy. These facts prove that an Agricultural and Mechanical College can be 
conducLccl economically and successfully, even upon the small income derived from 
the Congressional scrip fund, which, up to this time, constitutes its sole endow
ment. 

Each Legislative Representative District in the State is entitled to send one prop
erly prepared student each year , between the ages of twelve and twenty five years, 
to this college, free of tuition. · 

The schedule of courses of Instruction enumerates eight schools. 
Drawing nowhere appears as a study, though, as Civil Engineering 
and Military Engineering are comprised under the "School of Mili
tary Tactics and Civil Engineering," there must needs be some train
ing in Mechanical drawing, at least. 

This arrangement was but for two year s, and the Legislative Com
mission was directed to report to t};le Legislature of 1879-'80, "a plan 
of organization for an Agricultural and Mechanical College, such as 
the neceRsities of the Commonwealth require. 

The city of Lexington offered to the Commission (which was also authorized to 
recommend to the General Assembly the place, which, all things considered, offered 
the best and greatest inducements for the futm·e and permanent location of the 
College) the City Park, containing flfty-two acres of land, within the limits of the 
city, and thir ty thousand dollars in city bonds, for the erection of buildings. This 
offer the county of Fayette supplemented by twenty thousand dollars in county 
bonds, to he used either for the erection of buildings or for the purchase of land. 
The offers of the city of Lexington and of the county of Fayette were accepted by 
the General Assembly. 

A Norma] Department was also established for the training of 
teac11crs for the public schools of the State. 

The Register shows no division of classes, and it is impossible to 
ascertain from it any fact s as to the number of students who take 
any particular study. 

There are 14 courses of study. In that of "Military Art and Sci
ence," "Civil, Mechanical and Mining Engineering; Military Engi
neeriHg; and Drawing," are included. 
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In the Normal Depart ment, Drawing is a required study in each 
of the three years of t his course. The 14th course is that of " Prac
tical Mechanics," under Professor King. 

Instruction in Practical Mechanics includes such elementary practice in the 
workshop as will enable the student to apply the principles of experimental physics 
taught in the class room, and familiarize him with t he use of tools, machinery, and 
n1echanica,l processes. The course of instruction is based on what is known as the 
Russian System, now generally adopted in the Agricultural and Mechanical Col
leges of this countl'y. It eml.Jraces mechanical drawing, the study and care of tools, 
work in wood and metals at the bench, the lathe, and the forge. This department 
is under the care of one of the wost skillful of practical mechanics. 

The following statement of the condition of the college, and of its 
development, since severed from the University, is taken from the 
Annual Register for 1881- '82. 

The collegiate year of 1881- '82 closes with a larger matriculation than any year 
which has preceded. The increase over the matriculation list of the year 1880-'81 
is no less than thirty-six per cent. Since the severance of the connection with 
Kentucky University, which took place four years ago, the growth of the College 
in patronage and public confidence has been uninterrupted, as the following figures 
will show; 
Totalmunber of matriculates 1877-'78 (last year of connection with Kentucky 

University). . . ...... . . . . ... ...... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78 
Total number of matriculates : 

1878-'79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118 
1879- '80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 
1880-'81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2a4 
1881- '82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 321 

The latest Annual Register* at hand has as a frontispiece an 
attractive view of the college buildings. 

LOCA:'fiON. 

The Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky is established on the old 
City Park grounds of the city of Lexington, given to the Commonwealth for this 
purpose. The site is elevated, and commands a good view of the city and sur
rounding country. A new College building has been erected, cont aining commo
dious chapel, society rooms, lectm·e and recitation rooms sufficient for t he accom
modation of 600 students. Two large and well ventilated dormitories have also 
been built, with rooms for one hundred and forty students, for the use of the 
appointees sent by the Legislative Representat ive Di~tricts of the State to the 
agricultural, engineering, scientific or classical departments of the College, and 
containing suitable dining-rooms, kitchens and servants' rooms. 

Lexington is now the most important railroad center in K entucky, being in imme
diate communication with Louisville, Cincinnati, Maysville, Chattanooga, and with 
more than seventy counties in the Commonwealth. The long established reputation 
of the city for refinement and culture renders it attractive as a seat of learning, and 
the large body of fertile country adjacent, known as t he "Blue Grass Region," with 
its splendid stock farms, affords unsurpassed advantages to the student of agricul
ture who desires to make himself familiar with the best breeds of horses, cattle, 
sheep and swine in America. 

*Annual Register of the State College of Kentucky. Lexington , Kentucky. 
Matriculates for the college year 1891-'92. Session begins Wednesday, September 
14, 1892. The Will S. Marshall, Printing Co. Pp. 87. 
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The following Degrees are given by this College. 
Tlu~degrees conferred are Bachelor of Agriculture (B. Agr . ), Bachelor of Science 

(B.S.), Bachelor of Arts (B. A.), Bachelor of Pedagogy (Ped. B.), Civil Engineering 
(C. E.), llfecbanical Engineering (M. E .), Mas ter of Agricultme (M. Agr.), Master 
of Science (M. S.), Master of Ar ts (M. A.). 

'rhe necessary expenses are very small. Those for t h e "cou nty 
appointees" living in the dormitory and messing at a "commons" 
table, are given as $125.50, for the scholastic year. F or students 
paying tuition, and boarding in private families, the estimate is 
$173.00 to 192.00. 

Several full page illustrations give views of the Mechanical H all,
the building containing th e wor k sh ops, etc.-and, also, show well 
equippea machine an d wood working shops. 

The following are t h e several cours&s of study, which are carr ied 
on under the direction of separate faculties. 

Agricultural, Scientific, Biological, Civil Engineering, Classical, Mechanical 
Engineering, Veter inary, Normal School, and Academic courses of study have been 
established under t he instr uction and management of the Faculties which follow. 
The courses of study required for the degrees conferred, with their distribution and 
hours of recitation, are also exhibited therewit h. 

TalJles are given of r ecitations and schedules of studies through 
the full courses. The following extracts from the course in Agri
culture, shows th e technical industrial training given the young 
farmers, and also the opportunities offered for compensated employ
ment. 

WOOD WORKING AND FORGING. 

The course in Shop Work is intended to give young men such a training in the 
use of carpenter's bench tools, and in iron and steel forging, that they will be able 
to make ru1y ordinary repairs about a farm, in either iron or wood. 

STUDENT LA.BOR.-Students holding cer tificates as county appointees have the 
priYilege of working for pay upon the college farm and gardens during the after 
noons and Saturdays, when such labor does not interfere with instructions in class 
room and fielu. In the opportunities for compensated labor upon the grounds pref
erence will be given to the s tudents of the agricultural course, and their hours for 
study will be so arranged as to aid them as far as practicable in their efforts for self
support. It cannot be expected, however , t hat the average student, having only 
unskilledlal.lor to offer , will be able to pay the en tire expenses of his college course 
by this means. The maximum compensation for ordinary labor is eigh t cents per 
hour ; for skilled labor ten cents may, by special con tract, be paid." 

There is also, a special two years course in Agr iculture, for the 
benefit of farmers' sons who cannot take the full course of four years. 
To be admit ted to this course the student must be at least 18 years 
of ag8. 

The following is th e full course in Mech anical E ngineering. 

D EPARntENT OF MECHANIC.\L ENGINEERI NG. 

The training given in this school, both practical and theoretical, is intenrled to 
prepare youn~ men for positions of responsibility and trust in the Commercial and 
Mechanical Engineer ing world. The practical work extends over a period of two 
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years and includes the most important principles and operations in bench work in 
wood, wood turning, pattern making, fotmdry work, iron and steel forging, and 
hand and machine work in metal. 

The theoretic.'tl work during the first two years consists of a thorough training in 
English, German , Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, and Drawing, and during the 
last two years, the fundamental principles of boiler machine and engine design 
are taken up. By a careful solution of practical problems, the student becomes 
familiar with the process carried on by operators and designers of successful ma
chine plants. 

The course of study in Mechanical Engineering extending over a period of four 
years leads to the Degree B. M. E. (Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering). The ad
vanced Degree of M. E. (Mechanical Engineer) may be obtained by resident students 
in one year after taking the degree of B. M. El. from. the State College of K entucky 
or any other institution of equal r equirements, having successfully carried on work 
laid down, passed a satisfactory examinatit>n, and presented an acceptable thesis. 
Ad,ranced degree may also be taken in three years after obtaining the Degree 
B. 1\:I. E. , provided the student has been engaged during the period of three years 
in practical engineering works, passes a satisfactory examination at the College 
and presents an acceptable thesis. 

FRESHMAN YEAR. 

Technical Instruction. 

Twenty-six weeks, three hours a week. 
(a) Recitations on the forms of wood working tools, and the cutting and pe

culiarities of timber. 
(b) Lectures on the operation of the various forms of wood working machinery. 
(c) Lectures on Pattern making, Molding and Casting. 

Mechanical Drawing. 

Twenty-six weeks, six hours a week, and ten weeks, ten hours a week. 
This drawing includes free hand sketches, drawing from copies and model, using 

parts of machines in the mechanical laboratories as models. 

Shop Wark. 

Thirty-six weeks, twelve hours a week. 
(a), Bench work iJ1 wood, including exercises in the following operations ; planing, 

sawiJ1g. rabbeting, plowing, notching, splicing, mortising, tenoning, dovetailing, 
framing, paneling, and general use of carpenter's tools. 

(b), Wood turning, involving the various principles of lathe work in wood. 
(c), Pattern makillg, which gives the student discipline in the construction of 

patterns for foundry work. 
(d), Foundry work, including the various operations of molding core making, 

and the melting of iron and brass. 
English, thirty-six weeks, five hours per week; German, thirty-six weeks, five 

hours per week ; Algeb1·a, seventeen weeks, five hours per week ; Geometry, nine 
teen weeks, five hom-s per week. 

SOPHOMORE YEAR. 

Technical Instruction. 

Sixteen weeks, one hom· per week. 
(a). Lectures on the handling of iron and steel in forging, and the methods of 

tempering and annealing steel. 
(b). Lectmes on modern machine shop practice. 
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Mechanical Drawing. 

Sixteen weeks, four hours per week; twenty weeks, five hours per week. 
(a). Drawing the parts of machines and complete machines to scale. 
(l>). Exercise in tinting and shading. 

Shop Work. 

Thirty-six weeks, twelve hours per week. 
(a). Exercise in iron and steel forging. 
(b). Exercise in vise work in metal. 

32 

(c). General machine work, including screw cutting, drilling, planing and the 
milling of iron , brass, and steel. 

Descriptive Geomeh·y, seventeen weeks, five hours rer week; Physics, nineteen 
weeks, five hours per week ; Chemistry, seventeen weeks, five hours per week; 
Geometry, seventeen weeks, five hours per week; Trigonmnt~try, nineteen weeks, 
five hours per week; Analytical Geometry, nineteen weeks, five hours per week. 

JUNIOR YEAR. 

Kinematics. 

Seventeen weeks, fi ve hours per week. Under this head are studied the velocity 
ratios in Yarious motions, const:·uction of gears, cams, quick return motions, 
straight line motions, epicyclic trains, parallel motions, and the manner of design
ing trains of mechanism. 

Mechanical Drap;ing. 

Thirty-six weeks, ten hours per week. The work done during t hA year consists 
in the design of machines to do cer tain specific work, and the making of detail 
drawings of machines used in actual construction in the laboratories. 

Metallurgy. 

Nineteen weeks, three hours per week. The above includes the study of fuels 
and refractory substance, and the processes employed in puddling iron and making 
steel. 

Chemical Labo1·atory, thirty-six weeks, five hours per week ; Calc·ulus, Seventeen 
weeks, five honrs per week; Physics, seventeen weeks, five hours per week; Ana
lytical lliechonics, ten weeks, five hours per week : St-rengths of Materials, nine 
weeks, five hours per week. 

SENI OR YEAR. 

The1·modynamics. 

Twenty-six weeks, six hours per week. This work consists of a study of the laws 
of thermodynamics, t hermal capacities and the application of thermodynamics to 
the seam engine. 

S team Boilers. 

Seventeen weeks, five hours per week. A study of the variouscommercia l steam 
boilers, consumption of fuel , incrustation, determining the horse power of boilers, 
boiler tests, the design of boilers for efficiency and economy and the methods of 
power transmission. 

Valve Gearing. 

Seventeen weeks, five nours per week. The study of various forms of standard 
engine valves and methods of designing. 

Aln'- VOL 4--21 
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J.fechcmical Drawing. 

Seventeen weeks, ten hours per week. This work consists in working out prac
t ical designs of boilers and steam engine valves. 

Engine and M achine Design . 

Fifteen weeks. fh·e llOlii'S per week. A study of the modern methods of design
ing engines a nd machines for strength as well as motion. 

E::~-'lJerilllental Enginee1ing. 

Fifteen weel,s, ten hours per week. Includes a study of the Indic.'ltor, making 
engine, boiler, belt and materials of construction tests. 

:Mental Philosophy, seventeen weeks, five hours per week ; Political Economy, fi f. 
teen weeks, fi ve hom·s per week; T hesis Work, sixteen weeks, five hours per week. 

Every student before he attains the degree of B. li:L E. must presen t a satisfactory 
thesis on sowe new design of a machine, or an or iginal investigation of some old 
111achine. 

The greater part of the second term of the Senior Year is given to the preparing 
of this thesis. The subject& for thesis are assigned t o students by the professor of 
lll echanical Engineering, and the completed theses are kept on file with the college 
r ecords, that they may serve as a reference for f uture investigation." 

The facilities for carrying on this thorough course are thus set 
forth. · 

A DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANICAL HALL AND A STATEMENT OF ITS EQU!P~rENT. 

17te Building.-Mechanical Hal l is built of pressed brick and stone and finish~d 
in yellow pine. It conta ins the following rooms: Recitation room 34' X25', Recita
tion Room 25'x23', Library and Exhibition Room 25'x2W, Office 10' Xl2', Drawing 
Room 34'x35', Engine Room, 20' x 30', Tool Room 30'X6', Wash Room 30'X10', 
Boiler H ouse 27' x 27', Wood Shop 80' X 34', Machine Shop 42' X 35', Blacksmith Shop 
35' X 35', nnd Foundry 35' X 37'. 

Recitation Room.-The Recitation Rooms are supplied with all the modern con
Yeniences for efficient class room work. 

D rawing Room.- The Drawing Room contains drawing tables, drawing boards, 
curves, scales, tee squares, ::tnd other special drawing apparatus to accommodate 
thirty students. 

Engine Room.-The Engine Room contains a 10 inch by 24 inch Hamilton Cor· 
!iss noncondensing engine a nd an 8.5 K ilowatt Edison compound dynamo with 
ampere meter, resistance box and Yolt meter so that the dynamo may be used for 
experimental purposes. 

Wood Shop.-The ·wood Shop contains t wenty benches, with complete set of 
wood-working tools, thirteen wood tuming lathes, each with complete set of turn· 
ing chisels, band sawing machine, uniYCl'Sal " ·ood worker , f ret saw, and grind· 
stone. 

Fo und?iJ.-The Foundry contains a thirty inch Cupola furnace with a capar.ity 
of a ton of metal per hour , brass furnace, twelve complete sets of moulders tools, 
twelve benches, also ladles, clamps, core rooms, cor e oven, pattern rack, and the 
tools contained in a. practical foundry. 

Blacksmith.-The Blacksmith Shop contains a t en inch steel pressure blower, 
twPlve forc:es, twelve anvils, three Blacksmith vises, an emery grinder. and twelve 
90mplete sets of blacksmi th tools for carrying on all kinds of iron and steel forging. 
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Machine ShojJ.-The Machine Shop contains six lathes, one milling machine, one 
~If-feed drill , one planer one shaper , one tool grinder, one emery grinder, one 
miller grinder , an!l twe!Ye iron v ises, and benches for vise work in metal. 

Tool Room.-The Tool Room is supplied with a fine assortment of superior tools 
for work in iron, steel, brass and wood, and contains such stock and supplies as 
may be used in constructions in the Mechanical Laboratories named above. 

Wash Room.-·The W ash Room contains lockers for sixty-five students and is 
supplied with marblP- basins, and closets. 

Boiler House.-The Boiler H ouse contains a fifty-one horse power Babcock and 
Wilcox water-tube boiler and a Dean Bro's No. 3 Steam pump. 

The building is heated hy steam and lighted by 130 incandescent and four arc 
lamps. 

The following is the list of the Faculty in charge of "The Me
chanical Engineering Course." 

FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION. 

J. K. Patterson, Ph. D. , President, Professor of History and Metaphysics. 
F. Paul Anderson, B. M. E. , Professor of Mechanical Engineering. 
J.P. Nelson. C. E. M.E., Professor of Physics. 
Jas. G. \;1/hite, A. M. , Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy. 
John Shackleford, A.M., Professor of English Language and Literature. 
J. H. Kastle, Ph. D. , Professor of Chemistry. 
F. l\1. He! veti, A.M., Professor of French and German Lang uages and L iterature. 
--.-""Professor of Geology and Paleontology. 
C. D. Clay, 1st L ieut. U. S. A., Professor of Military Science. 

From the alphabetical lists it appears that the total number of 
students in all the Departments of the College for the year 1891-'92, 
was 0±2; of whom 186 were girls. Of these 391, of whom 95 were 
girls, were in the college proper; 53, of whom 31 were girls, were in 
the Summer Normal School of 189 l ; 198, of whom 60 were girls, 
were in the Commercial Department.-There were eleven "Gradu
ates of l S!H- '92;" one of these was a girl. 

The Register shows no classes, nor does it show what studies each 
student is pnrsuing; nor, whether t.hey are in the .Academy, the 
Normal School, or the Colleges. 

There is a State Board of twelve Trustees, the terms of office of 
four of whom expire at the end of each two years. The Governor 
of the State is ex officio chairman of the Board.-Governor John 
Young Brown was chairman in 1891- '92, and Col. H art Gibson, of 
Lexington, was Secretary of the Board. The "Faculty of Instruc
tion," comprises 24 Professors and .Assistants, and one Stenographer. 
James K. Patterson, PH. D. , F. s . A., is t he President. 

THE L OUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY .AND .AGRICULTURAL .AND 

MECHA NICAL COLLEGE, BA'l' ON ROUGE, p .A.. 

"The Louisiana State University and .Agricultural and Mechan
ical College" had its origin in certain grants of land made by the 
United States Government in 1806, 1811, and 1827, "for the use of 

*To be a.ppointed. 
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a seminary of learning." I n 1855 the Legislature founded the 
"Louisiana State Seminary of Learning and Military Academy," 
locating it three miles from Alexandria in the parish of Rapides. 
The Institution was opened J anuary 2nd, 1860, with Col William 
Tecumseh Sherman, (later, General-in-Chief, United States Army) 
as Superintendent." 

This institut ion, twice closed in consequence of the war, had its 
buildings accidentally burned October 15th, 186!l, and in November 
of the same year was transferred to Baton Rouge, where it has since 
remained. 

The Louisiana State Agricultural and Mechanical College was established by 
an act of the Legislature, approved April 7th, 1874, to carry out thP. United States 
Act of 1862, granting lands for this purpo:;e. 

The Chalmette Battle Ground, was given it as a site, but the col
lege was 
opened in New Orleans June 1st, 1874, and remained there till its merger with 
the University. 

On the 2nd of January, 1877, the act, as passed by the :r"egislature in 1876, unit
ing the State University and the Agricultural and Mechanical College, and locating 
the same temporarily at Baton Rouge, became a law; and it was duly promulgated 
June 1st, 1877. 

The new institution, consolidated from the two separ ate State 
institutions, under its present name and legal title, opened its first 
session October 5th, 1877, under charge of Col. David F. Boyd, the 
former Superintendent of the Military Academy. 

Col. William Preston J ohnstou, LL. D., formerly a Professor in 
Washington and Lee U ni versi ty, V a., was elected President, October 
4th, 1880, and in 1880-'81, the institution was reorganized. The 
above historical sketch is abridged from that given in the Report of 
the Board of Supervisors, under date of May 6th, H!82, * from which 
the following account of the College courses, and the statements of 
the Board on the general topic of similar institutions are taken. 

LOCATION. 

The Louisiana State University and Agricultura l and Mechanical College is 
located at Baton Rouge, on tho east bank of the Mississippi, where the first high 
land is met above the -mouth of t.he river. It is accounted one of the healthiest 
Rpots in the State. It has a mild winter climate, well suited to students of deli· 
cate constitution from more northern States, while the summer heats are tempered 
by breezes from the Gulf and Lake Pontchartrain. The University building is a 
superb structure. The large rooms, lofty ceilings, and wide verandahs, half a mile 
in length under a continuous shelter, make it a healthful and pleasant residence for 
its students. Great attention is paid to sanitary arrangements, water supply, drain· 
age, disinfection, etc. 

·*Report of the Board of Supervisors of the Louisiana State University and Agri· 
cultural and Mechanical College, to the General.As:;embly of the State of Louisiana. 
State Printer, Baton Rouge, 1882,-Pp. 120. 
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Tho optional system having proved a failure after a trial of seven 
years, fixed courses of study and a fixed standard for degrees were 
estn.b!ished in the r eorganization. A preparatory department for 
uoth courses is attached to the University, to which students are 
admitted on passing a satisfactory examination in certain prescribed 
stntlies, and from which t hey enter the University, and college 
classes, on passing satisfactory examinations. 

I NSTRUCTION AND DE GREES. 

There n,re two University Cmu·ses, a Classical, and a Scientific, of four years 
each; and an Agricultural, and a Mecl1n,nical Course, of two years each. These 
have corresponding degrees : Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Graduate in 
Agricultu re ami Graduate in Mechanics. The degree of Master of Ar ts will be 
given to Bachelors who have residecl .one year or more at the University and passed 
a sa.tisfactory examination on a prescribed course of study, or two years elsewhere 
on the same terms. Students can choose n,mong those named the course they will 
pursue, with the approval of their parents. Special or irregular students will I.Je 
recein•d with the permission of the President, when then· requiJ.·ements do not con
flict with the regular routine. 

In the Universi ty course, which 1s otherwise the usual classical 
college course, Drawing is taught to a "sufficient" extent. 

AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COUR SE S. 

These courses are accomplished in two years, and embrace just half the amount 
of study required to take a degree in the University proper. Our effort is to give 
the education contemplated in the Federal grant to the College; that is to say, one 
both " liberal and practical." It is intended especially for those who expect to 
tleYote themselves to the industrial arts,.or to agriculture, in Louisiana; and affords 
an OJIJWl'llwity nowhere else to be had, for n, youth to learn the things which are 
most important in fitting him intelligently to cultivate and handle the staple crops of 
the State; sugar , cotton and rice. With these are joined, instruction in horticul
tw·e nntl the domestic arts, and in a few of those branches of general and special 
culture which help to make the home of the planter or mechanic comfortable, re
spectable and conten ted. Other institutions may excel in their own particular lines 

. of education, but we assume as the special province of our college to prepar e young 
men for the life of planter , or plantation mechanic. No expensive laboratories, or 
costly farms are required to illustrate our theoretical t eaching. The n·eighboring 
cotton fields, sugar-houses, oil mills , g ins, etc., etc., conducted practically and for 
profit , are open to the study and inspection of t.he student, and, under competent 
direction and instruction , will complete the laboril of t he lecture room. 

Iu the )l echanical Course there is a full course of mechanical instruction, theo
retical and practical. Mathematics is carried through Analytical and Descriptive 
Geometry, with a short course of Engineering. A full course of Drawing is given, 
aucl ai>;O of French , and a good course of English and Chemistry and Physics, in
cluding the Theory of the Steam Engine. There are also moderate, but sufficient, 
courses in Social and Industrial History, English Literature, Political Economy and 
Ethics. 

In the .spring of 1881 a neat workshop was erected at the University, which is 
now supplied with carpenter's benches and tools, three turning lathes, with the 
necessary belting and shafting, a four horse power Baxter portable steam engine, 
a jig saw and. other machinery, grind stones and some blacksmith tools, etc., etc. 
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In t lu s building a re conducted various exercises in wood-working, embracing car
pentry, wood turning, and pattern making; and as the occasion requires, t he 
building is to be enlarged by the addition of rooms, which will be supplied by the 
necessary appliances for practical instruction in the manipulation of iron and other 
metals. 

As far as practicable, the course given in the workshop is in accon.lance with the 
plan adopted by the Stevens Institute of Mechanical Engineet·ing, at Hoboken , at 
New J ersey. The initial step in this com se is to supply each cn.det with a few of 
the most ordinary carpenter's tools and have their different uses explained, as w~ll 
as the m ethods of sharpening and otherwise putting them in order; after which, 
the tools being expressly put out of order, the beginner tmdertal'es the work of 
sharpening and re-adjusting thew. I t being a matter of utmost importa.nce for a 
mechanic to keep his tools in perfect order at all t imes, considerable attention is 
given to such exercises as will aid the learner in overcoming the many difficulties 
he encounters in this regard, and from time to time he is called upon to give ))rae
tical evidence of his proficiency respecting the case in question. 

Without entering into details, it will suffice, for the present, to say that the course 
in wood working, which is first giYen, a nd which embruces the period of one year, 
is ananged in a systematic and regularly progressh ·e manner , beginning with 
instruction in sharpening tools and the use of the saw and jack plane, and thence 
leading step by step to the higher grades of carpentry, such as house, bridge and 
roof framing , cabinet and pattern making. In conducting his exercises, the instruc
tor, as aids in arranging and systematizing his work, makes use of the most ap· 
proved text-books bearing on the subject, among which are Tredgold's Carpentry, 
Shelly on Workshop Appliances and Holly on Saw Filing. An important feature 
connected wit h the course is the instruction in wood turning. The lathes are run 
by steam power and conh·ibute vastly towards impn ting tha t easy and free motion 
to the hand so necessary to the accomplished mechanic. W ood tm·ning in its 
variety of forms is not only a beautiful art, but to many it is a somce of great 
interest and amusement. 

Special attention is paid to Drawing, beginning with free hand exercises in the 
preparatory department. By successive steps the learner is taught to use instru· 
m ents in a neat and effective manner, and, finally, is inst ructed with especial care 
in Architectural and Mechanical Drawing. 

This course given in two years, is not proposed as a full course for Mechanical or 
Civil Engineers, but it will give the student a sound and thorough ground work on 
which to build such engineering course, and is in itself more than sufficient for the 
ordinary requirements of first-class planters and mechanics. On those who com-. 
plete it, is conferred the title of "Graduate in Mechanics." 

The indisposition to a purely agricultural course is apparent in 
this institution as elsewhere ; on this fact, the Board rentark 

For reasons not necessar y to discuss here the mechanical studies seem more 
attractive to students than an agricultural course. At a sister institution, the 
Texas Agricultural and 1\'IPchanical College, where they have a la rge farn1 and 
many appliances, there are 48 agricultural and 132 m echanical students. A similar 
experience is obtained elsewhere. 

At present there are scarcely any students in the University looking to a course 
distinctively agricultural, as differentiated from a mechanical course. All the pre· 
liminary steps to such an agricultura l course have been taken in offering and teach· 
ing the studies la id clown in the prospectus, and in a course of Natural Science. 
taught by Professor McCulloch , adapted to the advancement of our students, and 
intended to stimulate curiosity and to invite further pursuit of agricultural branches. 
The most practical development of this depar tment will be the appointment of a 
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Professor of Agriculture, zealous and fully equipped for his work in theory and 
practice, and such an appointment will be made whenever the means of the Uni
versity will justify it. 

WISDOM OF CONGRESS IN LEAVING THE EDUCATIONAL METHODS OF THE LAND 

GRANT COLLEGES TO THE DISCRETION OF THE STATE LEGISLATURES. 

We cannot hope to satisfy the desires or expectations of everybody in regard to 
an Agricultural College. The theories and projects in regard to such an institution 
are vague and manifold in t 2e popular mind. Every conceivable form of educa
tional institution, from a manual labor school for rural apprentices to a polytechnic 
industrial university, requiring an endowment equal to Harvard's or Yale's, is 
sketched out as the only true and genuine pattern for such a college, and as required 
bv the Federal grant. This is all a mistake. The grant is very general in its terms, 
l~aving to each State to determine the form in which it should be applied. In Con
necticut it was employed to endow two scientific chairs in Yale College; in New 
York, w give a foundation to Cornell University, which proposes t o teach everything. 
In some States it has been divided between an agricultural sch0ol and a mechanical 
school. In others they are united. In a word, the law has resulted in the widest 
diyersity of development among the institutions benefited by it. So far from being 
a misfortune, this has been one of its greatest blessings. To suppose otherwise is 
to assume that final results have been reached in the science of education, and one 
pattern established for all possible conditions of society. We have not yet reached 
this point of illumination. Doubtless many· mistakes have been made, but none 
whic!1 could compare with the adoption of a uniform plan for all the agricultural 
and mechanical colleges. 

. PrPsident Mills, of the Ontario (Canada) Agricultural College, has devoted a good 
deal of time and attention to the statistics of education. In a recent report of his 
he states these interesting facts: 

" In the German Empire there are 156 agricultural farm schools and agricultural 
middle schools, under the control of the Government, 42 of which are devoted to 
specialties such as · vine and grape culture, horticulture, bee-keeping, etc. There 
are 6 agricultural colleges with farms of from 800 to 1,500 acres, and with extensive 
laboratories and appliances, and complete curriculums in the theoretical branches. 
After completing his studies in such a college, and successfully working as a ,farmer, 
the agricultural department of 9 great universities are 0pen to the student. Besides 
these schools and colleges are 43 experimental stations; and the cost of all-schools, 
colleges and experimental stations-is borne by the State. 

" In 1876 there were 39 agricultural colleges in the United States-473 professors 
and 4211 students. The average salary of a professor was $200, and of the presi
dents $3200; many who were also presidents of universities receiving from $4000 to 
$6000. The average intP.rest paid each college from the Agricultural Fund was 
about $13,500." 

The Commissioner of Education reports that in 1879 there were 45 such colleges,. 
with 3957 students and 1577 preparatory students. 

It is evident from these facts that there is no panacea for ignorance of agriculture. 
The roads to knowledge are many, and we must take that directly before us. We 
must do what we can; not what we would. The General Assembly may rest assured 
that whatever appropriations it can constitutionally and conscientiously vote for 
the purposes of agricultural education will be cautiously and judiciously expended 
by the Board of Supervisors, under a full conviction of the vast importance of 
agricultural and mechanical education to the young men of Louisiana." 

After describing in detail the progress of the past year and the 
changes recommended by the President, all of which are of great 
interest as showing originality in devising plans adapted to the cir-
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cumstances of that community, the Board conclude with these preg
nant remarks on the im:mediate needs ·of 'edU'cation. 

"In Europe a University is ptest'lmeCl to contain Faculties of Art, Medicine, Law 
-and Theology. In our Amerlcan modes of speech and thought, it has come to mean 
merel,y ·one of our higher institutions of learning. When a State lends the sanction 
<of its aut1writy to the establishment of such an institution it becomes it to see 
that n either the name nor the purpose of a University is degraded and robbed of 
its significance. As now located it is not desirable that the University should be 
embarrassed by a union with a Law or Medical college. But there is no reason 
why its instruction should not be so directed and adjusted as to give due preparation 
for the excellent Law and Medical Schools in New Orleans, thus affording within 
the limits of the State the means of a rounded Academic and Professional Educa
tion exactly adapted to the wants of the citizens. 

With the countenance and support of the State authorities and of the good people 
of this commonwealth who have faith in its high destiny, we hope to build up a 
University where the highest education will be within r each of its sons, and an 
Agricultural and Mechanical College where a liberal and practical education wiil be 
afforded to those whose purpose is the pursuit of an industrial career, w hether on 
the farm or in the workshop. To accomplish so desirable an end we rely upon the 
patriotic co-operation of the Executive and Legislative Departments. 

A number of schemes are proposed for the removal of illiteracy in the South by 
the Federal Government. Undoubtedly, in view of all the facts, such aid should 
be given liberally. But we cannot afford to wait. Our boys and girls are growing 
up in ignorance, while, like blind Belisarius, Louisiana stands at the gate with out
stretched palm, crying: "Give me an obolus." 

If we are poor, so much the more necessary to nerve ourselves to extraordinary· 
exertions. Each community must make a strenuous, it may be a painful effort, to 
supply its own wants-to supplement the fund which it first pays into the State 
Treasury, and then in part draws out again. 

Each community must see to it that as much money is raised as can be for the 
education of the young, that the teachers are competent for their positions; that 
they are paid a fair living and not starvation wages; that the school is kept enough 
months in the year to give the children all the benefit possible-nine months instead 
of five or six-and that the education of our children becomes a live issue in the 
land, as much the business of a man, as food and clothing for them. 

If our people once awaken to the idea that knowledge- the food and raiment of 
the immortal mind-is as much a necessity for nurture as the things that perish, we 
may look forward to the r egeneration hoped for and prayed for, if not worked for, 
in the life of the Statt>. Then will aspiration and endeavor, with mutually toiling 
hands, broaden the foundation of the common school, and raise upon this base the 
tall columns which fitly r epresent the High Schools, and crown them with the 
University as with architrave, frieze and cornice, even as the Athenians reared to 
the Goddess of Wisdom the Parthenon, which surmounted their Acropolis." 

The catalogue for the year ending July 4th, 1882, shows an attend
ance of 159 Cadets ; an increase of 90 over the attendance of the pre
vious year. 

The latest catalogue * at hand is embellished with eight full page 
''process" copies of photographic views of the buildings and grounds: 
of the college. These show typical, low, roomy southern buildings, 

·*Catalogue of the Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mecha'lical 
College, Baton Rouge, La. for 1890-'91.· Printed at the Truth Office, Baton Rou~. 
1891. Pp. 50. 
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with their characteristic deep, shaded galleries, which convey such 
an impression of comfort and coolness, in a climate where convenient 
retreats from the glare of the summer sun are· a necessity. The 
view of the tree shaded avenue leading from the City to the "Bar
racks," and that showing the broad current of the mighty Mississippi 
sweeping by, are each very striking. The situation and t he build
ings as seen in these v iews are most attractive. They are thus 
described in the catalogue· : 

THE SITE AND APPURTENANCES. 

The site, which forms the north boundary of the city of Baton Rouge, has a fr_ont 
of 1500 feet overlooking the Mississippi River, and extends back to a depth of 6600 
feet, containing about 200 acres. The surface is high and geperally level, but suffi
ciently rolling to afford good natural drainage:· It is believed to be one of the 
healthiest localities in the South. 

The grounds are covered almost perpetually with rich green grass; and shaded 
by majestic old oaks, which, with the massive buildings, conspire to render it a 
delightful and attractive home for s.tudents and professors. 

THE BARRACKS. 

The barracks are composed of four brick buildings, each 40 feet by 180 feet , and 
two stories high, with broad galleries, in front and rear, supported by large circular 
brick columns. These buildings occupy four of the. sides of a regular pentagon, 
the fifth or unoccupied side being next and adjacent to the river. The rooms on 
the ground floors are used as class rooms, offices, reading rooms, etc., and those on 
tbe second floors are lodging and study rooms for cadets. The corps of cadets is 
organized into a battalion of four companies, and each company occupies a. building. 
Each room has a fire place, and seldom more than three cadets occupy t he same 
room. 

The several buildings occupied by the various departments are 
each described; of these t he account only of that given to the Me
chanical depar tment, will be here quoteq. 

The following, from the announcement of the purposes of the 
University gives a general outline of its -courses. 

OBJECTS OF THE INSTIT11TION. 

In conformity to its char ter, the object of the Institution is to give especial prom
inence to instruction in those sciences relating to Agriculture and the Mechanic 
Arts; and at the same tin1e offer to its students opportunities for a literary and 
general scientific education. In other words we are attempting to build up a 
University where the highest education will be in reach of the youth of Louisiana, 
and an Agricultural and Mechanical College where a liberal and practical education 
will be afforded to those whose purpose is the pursuit of an industrial career. 

COURSES OF STUDY. 

To compass the aforesaid objects three courses of study have been established, 
viz: The Agricultural, the Mechanical and Civil Engineering and the Literary. 
Each of these courses has four classes, viz : The Freshman or Fourth, Sophomore 
or 771i?·d, Junior or Second, and the Senior or First; and though" intended to pre
pare students for different pursuits in life, they are parallel and substantially equiv-
alent in the amount of training and instruction afforded." . · 
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An additional course known as the " Latin-Scientific Course," 
leading to the degree of B. S., has been added; so that the college 
now offers four full courses of study, each of four years. A prepar
atory school is attached to the college. Post Graduate instruction 
is also offered. The following degrees <~re 0onferred. 

DEGREES. 

The degree of Bachelor of Science (B.S.) is conferred upon that cadet who com
pletes successfully either the Course in Agricul ture or the Course in .Mechanics and 
Engineering. The Degree of Bachelor of Arts (B. A.) is conferred upon that cadet 
who completes successfu lly the Literary Course. 

POST-GRADUATE DEGREES. 

The degree of l\faster of Science ( l\'I. S.) will be conferred upon Graduate students 
in the Agricultural Course; the degree of Civil Engineer (C. E.) on graduates in the 
Course of Mechanics and Engineering; the degree of Master of Arts (M.A.) on 
graduates in the Literary Course; provided that, in each instance, they comply 
with the conditions heretofore prescribed. 

THESIS. 

E,·ery candidate for graduation must write and submit to the professor of Eng
lish, by the first of June, au original thesis on a subject of immediate relation to 
his course of study; the subject to be approved ~y the professm· in charge. 

The government of the !J1stitution is military. and by the cadet regulations the 
Professor of Military Science and Tactics is also commanda nt of cadets. 

Once admitted, no cadet is allowed to leave the grounds "except 
upon pe1·mits issued in the regular orde r." The various parishes of 
the State, and the Cit y of New Orleans, are entitled to send a cer
tain number of cadets, 75 in all; whose expense t o the parish is not 
to exceed $250 per annum. 

These St.1.te Cadets are appointed for four years, and are requir ed to teach school, 
or to follow some mechanical or agricultur11.l pursuit in Lou isiana, for two yeat'S 
after graduation . · 

The following ar e the courses in which Drawing and I ndustrial 
Training enter most largely : 

MECHANICS AND DRAWING. 

J. H. Randolph, Professor. · 

The special work of this department embraces a period of three years, beginning 
with the Freshman year. 

In the Freshman year , the subjects of Linear and Projection Drawing, Shades 
and Shadows, and Isometric a nd Machine drawing, will be taught, and there will 
be daily exercises in the shop for a period of four months. 

In the Sophomore Class, the subjects of Descriptive Geometry, Carpentry and 
Architecture wi ll be taken up, with exercises in Architectuxal and Mechanical 
Drawing, as well as shop work ; exercises in the latter to be given daily for a period 
of four months. 

In the Junior year , insbuction will be given on Roads and Bridge Construction, 
ancl in Theoretical Mechanics. In connection with the latter will be taught the 
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Principles of Mechanism, embracing the principles underlying the action and con-
struction of the elementary combination of which all 'machines are composed. 
Some attention will be paid to the construction of the steam engine, boiler riveting, 
uses of the governor, inspirator, and indicator, method of calculating the horse 
power of an engine, and to the acquisition of other knowledge in connection with 
the steam engine. 

Much attention is paid to drawing in this department, and besides A1 chitectural 
and Machine Drawing, a short course is given in Topographical Drawing as one of 
tho requisites in the study of Civil Engineering. 

MECHANICAL WORKSHOP. 

The Mechanical Workshop, which is located about 300 feet east of the Agricul
tural Hn.ll, consists of a brick building one story high, with a slate roof and is 100 
feet long by SO fE;!et wido, and is fairly equipped for wood work. It is provided 
with one iron frame saw table, two wood turning lathes, and one scroll saw, all of 
which are operated by a Watertown eight-horse power portable steam engine. Be
sides the above are the following machines for foot power : One rip and cross cut 
saw table, two wood turning lathes, one mortising machine, two scroll sawing 
machines, one hand tenoning machine, and tools and benches suitable for conduct
ing, to a class of about sixteen at a time, the principal elementary exercises in wood 
work. With a view of equipping for exercises in blacksmithing, a few tools in that 
line have been purchased, and it is proposed to give this branch a practical turn at 
an early day. 

The Mechanical Department is also provided with three working models of steam 
engines, two of which are vertical and one the oscillating type, all of which are 
provided with different methods for admitting steam into the cylinder ports, "thus 
furnishing 1·eady means for practically illustrating how steam may be used as a 
motive power. 

This department is indebted to the generosity of Mr. Thos. J. Kernan, of the city 
of Baton Rouge, for one of the small vertical steam engines, and one of the foot 
power lathes alluded to. 

PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING. 

W . D. Taylor, Professor. 

The student's work on this subject begins in the second half year of the Sopho
more Class, and he is required to possess a knowledge of Linear and Projection 
Drawing and of Algebra, Geometry, and Trigonometry. In this class he is taught 
Practical Mensuration, Field Surveying, Levelling and Plain Map Drawing, and the 
use and adjustment of level, compass and transit. Practical 'illustration in the 
field will be given of each subject. 

'fhe Junior year is devoted to the theory of Plain, Reversed, Compound, Transi
tion and Parabolic Curves as applied to the Location of Common Roads and Rail
roads; 'the Computation of Earthworks, Methods of Profiling, Laying Grades, 
Laying off Work, and Compensating for Curvature as applied to the Construction 
of Roads, Railroads, Dams and Levees, ~opographical Surveying, Map and Section 
Drawing, with practical work on subjects taught. 

When the student enters the Senior Class he is supposed to have a knowledge of 
Pet'Spective, Orthographic and Isometric Drawing, Elementary Analytical Geome
try and Calculus. In this class the mechanical uses and properties of the different 
building materials and their desirability in special locations as compared with one 
another are taught; also the methods of the preservation of materials, the methods 
of securing foundations, of the construction of bridges, roofs,· canals, locks, dams, 
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docks, piers, m asonry and their adaptability to special locations. The student is 
taught both graphically and mathematically the stl'ength of materials, and the cal
cula tion of the strains on different bridges, roofs, and trusses and t_he economic 
proportioning of structures. Structural dra wings of the subjects discussed are re· 
quired of the stmlents from time to time. 

The ad va.nced course in Physics extends throughout the whole of the Senior year, 
antl consists in instruction by m eans of both lectures and recita tions, supplemented 
by experimen tal illustra tion of t !;e leading principles of the subject. Special atten
tion is given to instruction in those divisions of the subject, a knowledge of which 
will prove of m ost practical utility to the student. " 

Col. William Preston Johnston, was called from the Presidency 
at the close of the year 1882, to assume the position of President of 
the newly fouuded Tulane University, in the City of New Orleans, 
in January 1883. · 

The catalogue for t he year 1890-'91, gives a list of 179 cadets in 
attenda nce ; of whom 4 are ' ' special s t udents." The classes are 
Hot indicat ed. . 

The F aculty consists of )!0 Professors and Assistants. There is a 
Board o£ 17 Super visors · of whom the Governor of the State, The 
Superintendent of Public Education, and the President of the Uni
versi ty, are, ' ' E .c- OfJioio." member s. 

Col. J. W. Nichobun, Prufe~sor of Mathematics, was the Presi
dent iu 1891. 
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ment opened in 1867, and a College in 1869-Description of grounds, 
buildings, equipment, and attendance, as given in Calender for 
1881-'82-Legislature of 1881, appropriated $30,000 a year for six 
years, for the erection of certain buildings-There were, already, 
tern porary rooms and workshops provided for instruction and prac
tice in Drawing and Manual Training-Preparatory Department 
offers three courses ; "Classical," "Scientific," and" Modern "-The 
two "Colleges " offer each three courses-There vvere 24 separate 
Departments of Instruction in the University in 1880-'81-Tuition 
free and open to both sexes-Drawing recognized as an important 
study in all the courses-A course in Architecture, and in Manual 
Training, and an evening course in Mechanical Drawing-Methods 
of instruction-253 students in attendence in 1880-'81-Catalogue for 
1891-'92, gives concise Historical Statement-Extracts from this Cata
logue--Departments of Medicine, and of Law, opened in 1888-'89-
The "School of Agriculture," opened in ! 888-From one Depart
ment, with 72 students, in 1868, the University has grown to ten 
Departments, with nearly fourteen hundred students,' in 1891- The 
" College of Mechanic Arts," now reorganized into .the " College of 
Engineering "-In this College, and in the "College of Agriculture," 
instruction is given in the studies germane to this Report-The 
Faculty of the College of Engineering number 21 and the President 
of the University-The scope of industrial and technical education 
given in this College, comprises all grades, from Elementary Draw
ing and Manual Training, to the highest technical training-Admir
ably illustrates the force, extent, and purpose of this new movement 
in Education-Details of course in Mechanical Engineering-Equip
ment of Shop and Drawing Rooms-" Practical Mechanics "-A two 
years' course for apprentices-School for training in artistic indus
tries-Details of course in Wood Carving and Design-School of 
Architecture-Summary and details of attendance in the different 
Colleges and courses-Total attendance of students in the· Univer
sity in the year 1R9l- '92, 1,374; of whom, 291 were women-The 
Faculty and Instructors of the University comprise 121; there are 
6 other officers-Cyrus Northrop, LL. D., President. 

MAINE STATE COLLEGE. 

The State College of Agriculture and The Mechanic Arts of Maine, 
is situated at Orono, which place is distant nine miles from the city 
of Bangor. ' 

The course of study entitling to a degree is for four years. There 
are five full courses of Instruction, viz: In Agriculture, Civil En
gineering, Mechanical Eu gineering, Chemistry, and . in Science and 
Literature. The studies iri all the courses are essentially the same 
for the first two years. 
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By a ruuont law vf the State, roes for tuition, which hacl before 
been h ee, were chargell; with the effect of quito a recluction of 
n umbers in tho enteriug F resh man class. 

The tuition is fixed n.t $30 per year. Free-hand and Mechanical 
Drawing n.ro taught all through Sophomore vear. 

D RAWING. 

The work in tlrawing commences with a course in Free Hand and Elementary 
Mechanical Dmwing, extendmg through the Sophomore year. The first term of 
the J unior year the studen t gives t he time not required for shop-wor k to line shading 
and drawing from dimensions taken by him from actual machines. 

The second term of this year is devoted to isometric and cabinet projection and 
perspective. The t ime for drawing in t he Senior year is given to drawing from 
dimensions, from locomotive details, and to designs by students, of machine, en
gines, &c. 

In tho courses in Civil and Mechanical Eng ineering, Drawing is 
t[mght , varying a little in the two courses, one taking " field work 
and Topography and Rail-road work," vi hile the other takes "shop 
work an <l Machine Drawing,"-otherwise the Drawing courses are 
alike. 

The catalogue for 1881-82, shows an attendance of n inety students. 
The following account of the instr uction in Mechanics in this 

college is from P rofessor Runkle's paper on "The Manual Element 
in Education ," in the 45th Annual Repor t of the Mass. Board of 
E ducation, 1880-'81. 

M ECHANIC ART I NSTRUCTION I N T HE STATE COLLEGE, ORONO, MAINE. 

President Fernaltl says, "This instruction was introduced into our Department 
of 1\fechan i<:s four years ago, and has been prosecuted with constant interest and 
success. vV<• have established, in shops of a temporaxy character , two courses,
vise-work a ml forg ing, carry ing out the system much as is done in the Massachu
setts Institut·• of Technology. P upils t ake to the work witl1 zeal, and their progress 
in it ha.~ been in the highest degree sa tisf:tctory. The n umber of lessons in vise
work is forty-two, of three hours each, five per week. The course includes twenty
three diffet·ent pieces. Sometimes the class has been eli vided, each section working 
on alternate days. The course in forging i ncludes twenty-eight pieces, with lessons 
in length the same as in vise ·work. and about the same number . At the earliest 
date possible we design to extend the system in our college. We do not regard the 
work as interfering with other st udies, but as constitu ting a part of a carefully de
vised scheme, or course of study, in which it is entitled to the t im e required. It is 
scarcely possible t hat ma nual skill can be acquired in accordance with a definite 
and pro~ressi ve plan of work, in which the prineiples and processes are made prorn
inPnt. without a t the same time gi>ing a cer tain amount of intellectual discipline, 
an amou nt by no means uniwportant. " 

The cr.talogue for 1891- '!•2 *,follows the prevailing fashion in giv
ing nine fu ll pages of views of the exterior and interior of its build-

" Catalogue of the State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Ar ts. Orono, 
Maine, 1891- "92. Augusta: Burleigh & Flyn t , P rinters to the State. 1892. Pp. 65. 
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ings and shops. Of these the plat of the campus, the general view of 
the buildings, and that of the dress parade of the" Coburn Cadets," 
are of especial interest. The attention paid to the military features 
of these U. S. Land Grant colleges is suggestive. 

The Republic is seen to be training soldiers, as well as farmers and 
mechanics. In some States, as, for instance in Louisiana, this fea
ture seems to be more prominent than in others. Training in Agri
culture evidently r eceives careful attention in this college of Maine. 

· The situation of the college is thus described: 

"LOCATION. 

The college has a pleasa.rit and healthful location, between the villages of Orono 
and Stillwater, about a mile from each. Stillwater river, a tributary of the Penob· 
scot, flows in front of the buildings, forming the western boundary of the college 
farm, and adding much to the beauty of the surrounding scenery. 

The Maine Central Railroad, over which trains pass many times each day. haS a 
station at the village of Orono. The college_is within nine miles of the city of Ban
gor, and is consequently easily accessible from all pa~ts of the State. 

FARM AND BUILDINGS. 

The college farm contains three hundred and seventy acres of land, of f-air nat
ural productiveness, and of sufficient diversity of soil, to adapt it to the experimental 
purposes of the institution." · 

There are nine principal buildings. The Dormitory buildings 
offer accommodations for 125 students. The equipment in the way 
of buildings and apparatus seems wholly adequate. 

"The shop is amply equipped for instruction in the working of wood and iron, 
including the processes of carpentry, wood turning, filing, forging, lathe work, and 

• the casting of metals. 

* * * * * * * 
DESIGN OF THE INSTITUTION. 

It is the design of the Maine State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts 
to give, at a moderate cost, the advantages of a thqrough, liberal and practical 
education. It seeks to do this by means of approved methods of instructio:1, and 
especially by making prominent the system of practically applying in the drawing 
room, in the laboratory, in the shop, and in the field, the lessons of the class-room. 
It thus endeavors to make its courses of high practical value. 

* * * * * * * 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. 

Five full courses are provided, viz: A course in Agriculture, in Civil Engineer
ing, in Mechanical Engineering, in Chemistry, and in Science and Literature. 

The studies of the several courses are essentially common for the first Y!l3.1', and 
are valuable uot only in themselves, but also as furnishing a necessary basis for the 
m?re technical studies and the practical instruction of the succeeding years. 

* * * * * * * 
SPECIAL COURSES~ 

Students may be received for less time than that required for a full course, and 
they may select from the studies of any class such branches as they are qualified to 

.A.RT-VOL 4--22 
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pursue successfully. Students in Special Com'Ses are not ent itled to degrees, l ut 
may receive certificates of proficiency. Two short courses in Agriculture, definite 
in for m,are also provided; courses involving less t ime than tha t r equired for obtain
lug a degree. 

DEGRE ES. 

The full com'Se in Civi l Engineering- entitles to the Degree of Bachelor of Civil 
Engineering; the full course in Mechanical Engineering , to the Degree of Bachelor 
ur .Mechan ical Engineering : the full course in Ag riculture, Chemistry, or Science 
ami Literature, to the Dc.~ree of Bachelor of Science. 

Three years after graduation , on presenta tion of a S<'l.tisfactory t hesis with the 
necessary drawings, and proof of professional work or study , the Bachelor s of Civil 
E ngineer ing may recei\·e the Degree of Civ il Eng ineer ; the Bachelors of .Mechan
iCc'l.l Engineering, t he Degree of Mechanical Engineer ; t he Bachelors of Science, the 
D<'gree of Master of Science. 

The following is tho course in which Drawing and Mechanical 
·rraining enter as essen tial studies. 

C OURSE I N M ECH ANICAL E NGINEERING 

It is the design of t his course to g i >c such a knowledge of Mathematics, Mechan
ics, Pr inciples of Mechanism, Drawing, and Manual Ar t as shall enable the student 
successfully to enter practical life as an engineer , with the same thorough educa
t ion in subjects required to fit him for the general duties of life ?S is afforded by 
the other courses. 

The fi rst b,·o yE-ars' w-ork is identical with that of the students in Civil Engineer
ing except that carpentry a,nd fo rge work are taken the second year in place of 
part of the drawing. I n the junior :ear , the first term is devoted to t he geometry 
of m achinery, showing the students how dlfferent motions may be obtained inde
pendently of t he power required . Special attention is here given to the subject of 
g<'aring, and a full set of problems worked ou t, illustrating cases commonly occur
r ing in practice. Instruetion is also given by lE-ctures and text-books, on otl-er 
methods of t ransmit ting m otion, as by belts, cams, coupling, and links. Consider
able t ime is given to the study and designing of t he various valve and lin k motions 
uF;ecl on the steam eng ine. Dur ing the second term of the junior year , instruction 
is given in ana lytical mecha nic.<>, and the laws of the st rength of materials, the stu· 
dent being required to design machine detai ls in accordance with t hose laws. 

The fi rst part of the fi rst term , senior year , is t:>mployed in studying the laws of 
t hP. expansion of stea.m and their influence upon the construct ion of steam engines, 
the subjec t being illustrated b_v experiments on the shop engine, with the aid of an 
inclicator. During t he remainder of the term, the students are engaged in design· 
ing engines and other m ach ines, and in making detail drawings of the same, such 
as would be req uired t o work from in the shop. 

During the last term, senior year, the study of steam engineer ing is continua-l in 
its application t o the construction of steam boilers . I n connection with this sub
ject the studen t is required to design a steam boilet· in all its details. The subject 
of hydraulics is taken up briefly, by text-book work in hydro-mechanics, and the 
pr inciples applied to the solution of practical problems. 

SHOP WORK. 

The first t erm of t he sophomore year , t wo hours of each day are devoted to work 
in carpentry, special attention being given to accuracy of workmanship. Students 
are encouraged in every way to make art icles of practical use. 

During the second t erm of the sa me year , the student receives instruction ib 
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forge work, including the welding and tempering of steel. Each student is r~ 
quired to make a set of cold chisels and lathe tools for future use in machine work. 
A course in machine work during the first term of the junior year gives the student 
practice in the various methods of shaping and fitting metals by the use of the 
chisel, hack-saw and file, engine lathe, shaping machine, planer and milling ma
chine. During their second term, the sophomore students in this course take turns 
in running the shop engine, and are taught the rules of safety and economy in this 
branch of Engineering. Instruction in wood turning and pattern making is given 
during the senior year. There is also a course in foundry work in which the 
student is taught molding and casting. Physical laboratory practice engages the 
student two afternoons each week throughout the year. 

DRAWING. 

The work in drawing commences with a course in Free-Hand and .Elementary 
Mechanical Drawing. extending through the freshman year. 

The first term of the junior year, the student spends the time allotted to drawing 
in working out practical problems on the construction of gear teeth, cams, etc. , 
and in elementary practice in line-shading and tinting. 

The second term of this year is devoted to isometric projection. During this 
term the student prepares an original design of some machine, makes working 
drawings of its details on tracing cloth, and finally prepares copies by the blue
print process. The drafting of the .senior year consists of making calculations for 
designs of engines and boilers, the construction of the necessary working drawings, 
and making thesis drawings. 

The remarks under Course in Civil Engineering, with regard to Astronomy, 
Mineralogy and Geology, apply also to this course and to them reference is made. 

Theses are required of all students as a condition of graduation, and must be on 
some subject directly connected with Mechanical Engineering. 

Students in this course receive the degree of Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering 
upon graduation, with full degree of Mechanical Engineer three years afterwards 
upon presentation of a satisfactory thesis and proof of professional work or study." 

The number of students is given as follows : 

''SUMMARY. 

Graduates of 1891 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 Freshmen ... .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Seniors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 Special students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Juniors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . 24 
Sophomores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 • Total ..... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:?3 

It is explained that as the catalogue is made up to December 30th 
of each year, it records par t of two .Academic years; so the Grad
uates of '91 are given; 9 additional students, who have entered since 
the summary was made, must be added to the total of 123.' 

The Faculty numbers 19 Professors and .Assistants. Merritt C. 
Fernald, A. M. , PH. D., Professor of Mental and Moral Science, is 
President. 

MARYLAND .AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

The Maryland .Agricult.ural College, is situated in Prince George 
County, on the line of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road, eight 
miles north of Washington, D. C. "College Hill. 
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the principal college buildings, is a beautiful eminence, overlooking 
wide stretches of country." 

The farm contains 286 acres. The courses of study are grouped 
under seven Departments. The first is t hat of " Civil Engineering 
and Astronomy." Drawing is necessarily taught in the course of 
Civil Engineering. It does not appear from the College Register of 
1881 that it is required in any of the ot.her departments. 

Much attention is given to a general education and to Agriculture. 
There was a totn.l attendance of 55 students, in 1881. 

A biennial repor t is made by tho Boa.rd of Trustees to the Legis
lature of the State. That for the years 1888- 1880, *records the estab
lishmen t at ·the college, in accordance with t he designation by the 
Legislature, of an Experimental Station under the provisions of the 
act of Congress known as the" Hatch Bill, " uf March 2, 1887, estab
lishing snch stations in tho several States. This Maryland station 
"is wholly supported by a.nnual appr opriation from t he Treasury 
of the United States and is conducted within its fixed income of 
$15,000." 

The Board on the 9th of March, 1888, when accepting the desig
nation so made by the General Assembly,- created a nflw office to be 
k nown as that of "Director of Maryland Agricultural E xperiment 
Station." and then "elected as President of the College and Director 
of the E xperiment Stati011, H enry E . Alvord, c . E . , then Professor 
of Ag riculture iu the Massachussetts Agricultural College," at 
Amherst. 

This Maryland College, one of t he first of its class to be opened 
in this country, was fow1ded in 1856, by the public spirit of some 
five hundred libera.l friends of education , mostly citizens of Mary
land, who subscribed the sums needed to purchase the property, 
then an estate of 428 acres, and erect the first buildings. 

I n accordance with its charter , and regularly from its establishmP.nt, the College 
r eceived an annual donation of six thousand dollars ft·om the State. This was 
continued. uninterruptedly, for twenty-five years and then was withdrawn for five 
years, beginning October 1st, 1883. 

The report goes on to show the immediate pecuniary needs of the 
College, owing, in part, to the deterioration of the buildings from 
lack of needed repairs consequent on t his serious shrinking of its 
resources during these five years. 

It appears from the latest catalogue at hand, that the State appro
priations have since been r esumed; t.he College h as, also, the benefit 
of t he U. S. Land Grant to Maryland, under the law of 1862; and of 
the Government appropriations for the Experiment Station, made 
:in accordance with the law of 1887 . 

. ,. Biennial Report of the Board of Trustees of the Mar yland Agricultural College, 
(founded 1856) for the years 1888-1889, rendererl to the Geueral Assembly, January, 
1890. Annapolis: George T. Melvin, State Printer. 1890. Pp. 62. 
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The report, states at some length the needs of the Institution, and 
sets forth the grounds justifying liberal appropriations by the State: 

In order to make the benefits of the institution available to as mapy as possible, 
the Board has declared tuition and room rent absolutely free to all and reduced the 
actual living expenses to the lowest point consistent with health and comfort. In 
June, 1888, the total charge to students for. the academic year was reduced to $185, 
an addition of $60 being made to non-residents of the· State. In June,-1889, the rate 
was still fm·ther reduced to $165, and all restrictions as to residence removed. The 
college is therefore now free to ali who are fitted for its · work, the receipts from 
students being merely sufficient to defray their actual living expenses while in 
attendance. It is safe to sa:JI that no educational institution of like-grade to this 
State, or in the neighboring States, offers equal facilities at less cost to the student. 

* * * . . 
A concise statement of the college courses is given. It is claimed 

that the education offered is both practical and theoretical. By 
inference before the change here recorded the training was more 
strictly limited to agriculture. 

Of the studies more closely related t o t he topics of this present 
Report, the following summary is given.' 

In mathematics the usual college course is taught, but with special referenCe to 
practical application; this includes every-day calculations, computations and meas
urements in ordinary business and country life, and also plane surveying, dividing 
la)lds, mapping, road-making, grading, draining, water-works and principles of 
building and construction. This line of work is accompanied by drawing, free
hand, geometrical and topographical. As required by law military drill occurs 
four days in the week, the weather permitting, and some theoretical instruction is 
given in tactics, field operations and military history. 

The faculty consists of t he president and six resident instructors, four of whom 
occupy rooms in the college building. Special instructors have been employed as 
required, and the regular class work has been supplemented during the last two 
years by valuable courses of lectures by experts and specialists, well-known in their. 
respective lines of investigation. 

* * * * * * * 
The attendance of students at the collP.ge has been steadily, although ·slowly , 

increasing, and at the date of writing this report, is larger than at any time for two 
years. The following table shows the details in this particular: . · 

. ) 

Attendance of Stwients in January for Three Years. 

Classes. 1888. 1889. 1890. 

------
7 4 7 
7 8 10 

18 12 16 
7 12 11 

:;:;~~~~· ::::·::::::::· ... ·::: ::.:::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::: :::: :::::::::: 
~~~~~~~ :::: :· :· .... :.::::. :::.:: .: :::::.::: ::::::::::::: ::. :: :::::::: :: :::: . ----- -

84 86 48 
8 0 ~. · 0 

P Total in College course .. . ... ..... ... ... .... . . .... .. .... . ... . .. ... .. · · · · 
reparatory . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. ,. . . ... . . . . .. . ......... . . '. .... . . • . .. · ·. · .. · .. · · · .... · 

The preparatory class was discontinued in the Sum~er of 1888, as it was found 
to be incongruous, demoralizing and disproportionately expensive. 

* * * * * * * 
Compared with similar institutions in other States and some which apparently 

offer much greater attractions to students, the attendance at the Maryland Agri-
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cultura l College must be regarded as encouraging . A sub-committee of this Board 
has lately visited several flourishing Agricultural or "Land Grant" Colleges in 
neighboring States. Its report of observations presented to the Board is appended, 
and particular attention is in ,·ited to the "Notes on Colleges," from which the fol
lowing is here appropriately quoted: 

" Maryland has more students pursuing the regular course at her Agricultural 
College than there are at the similar institutions in the great Keystone and Empire 
States, and compared with the investment, the Maryland College has more students 
than the l\Iassachusetts College, while, in Maryland, students attend college at a 
much lc;;s cost, both public and private, than in Massachusetts, New York or 
Pennsylvania." 

As m ilitary instruction is required at this college as one of the main conditions 
of its federal endowment, the government of the United States has properly secured 
to the college, by law, the continuous service of some officer of the regular army, 
detailed for the purpose from time to time. This makes it convenient and desirable 
to apply the military system to the discipline of the students while in and about the 
building. * -:. * Yet while this military feature is so administered as to honestly 
meet the requirement of law and to benefit the college a nd individual students, it 
is not permitted to interfere with other educational interests and duties, or to en
croach upon re..'lsonable periods of recreation. " 

An interesting feature of this report is the special r eport made by 
the committee of the Trustees appointed to visit similar inst itutions 
in other States, more particularly with a v iew of the opening of the 
new Experiment Station. 

They thus sum up their conclusions as to t he future development 
desirable for their own college. 

It should be remembered that although the original character of this College 
contemplated no technical instruction except in agriculture, the Act of Congress of 
July, 1862, which was accepted by this State in 1864, and which now contributes 
more than half t he annual income of our College, was much broader in its tenus. 
Consequent upon this, the Laws of Maryland of 1863, chapter 178. define" the lead
ing object" of the l\farylaud Agricultural College to be, " to teach such branches of 
learning as are rebteu to agriculture a nd the mechanic arts, in order to promote 
the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes, in the several pursuits 
and professions of life." The Committee find that in the College where mechanic 
arts departments have been established, they have proved useful and attractive and 
have very materially increased the number of students. The Committee therefore 
ask the Board whether the time ha:; not arrived for the Maryland Agricultural Col
lege to enter upon this heretofore neglected branch of its legal duty. If so, special 
application should be made to the Legislature for the means necessary to provide 
the piant for instruction in the mechanic arts. 

They close with the following excellent suggestion: 

" The expedence of this Committee leads to the recommendation that at some 
suitable future time, a similar tour of inspection be mad~ by a committee of the 
Board, with special reference to the development of the educational branch of this 
institution. 

(Signed:) 11'. C. GOLDSBOROUGII 
J. P. SILVER, 

D AVID SEmERT, 
CurnmitteJJ." 

The following report on Drawing, is by the Professor in charge of 
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tne three departments severally entitled " Military,'' Mathemat
ical," and "Drawing:" 

"DRAWING DEPARTMENT. 

Dw·ing the fall of 1888 and winter of 1889, the Junior class was instructed in 
drawing plans and elevations of simple models. In the spring of 1889 they were 
instructed in drawing the perspective of blocks and buildings, with their shadows 
a~:~d plans. During the fall and w inter of 1888 and 1889, the Sophomores we~e in
structed in outline free-hand drawing in copy-books. In the spring of 1889, they 
were instructed in the use of instruments and in simple geometrical drawing. This 
class, which is now the Junior, has been instructed d'uring the term just closing in 
tbe construction of geometrical curves, and the drawing of projections of blocks 
with their shades and shadows. During the winter of 18110, they will draw plans, · 
elevations and sections of models, and ·in the spring, perspectives of models and 
buildings. The Sophomore class, t hls fall, has beea instructed in outline drawing 
in copy-books. During the winter and spring of 1890, they will draw blocks with 
lead pencil and begin geometrical drawing with instruments. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
A. B. ScoTT, 

Second Lieu tenant, Thirteenth Infantry, U. S. Army. Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics, and Acting Professor of Mathematics and Drawing." 

The latest catalogue at hand* gives an attendance of 4:5 students. 
"To cover the necessary expenses of the year ~t college, clothing 
excepted, a single charge is made of one hundred and eighty dollars 
($180.00. ) This includes board, room partly furnished, heat, lights, 
washing and the necessary text books." 

The Faculty consists of seven Professors. H enry E. Alvord, c. E., 

is President. 

THE U NITED STATES NAVAL A CADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND. 

The "Annual Register" for 1881, sh ows that in the courses of the 
United States Naval Academy at Annapolis, Free-hand drawing is 
taugl1.t to the Fourth Class of Cadet Midshipman the first half of 
the year ; the second half of the year, F ree-hand drawing is continued 
and the study of Topographical Drawing is taken up. 

In the Third class, Topography is· taught the first half of the year. 
After that the study of Drawing does not appear in the list of required 
studies. 

In the course for Cadet Engineers, Drawing is however required 
through the four years. "Mechanical Drawing and Fabricatio~.,'' 
·is studied all th e year by the Fourth and Third Classes. The same 
branches are pursued throughout the year by t.he Second and First 
Classes; with the addition of '.' Designing Machinery" and " Marine 
Engines." 

The " Departm~nt of Drawing " prope:r, · includes instruction in 

*Report of the Board of Trustees of the Maryland Agricultural Uollege and Ex
periment Station, to the General Assembly, for the years 1888-1889. Annapolis : 
Maryland Republican Steam Press. Pp. 28. 
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"Free-hand drawing and practical perspective, topographical and 
chart drawing." 

The Department of Drawing is in charge of a Professor and two 
assistant Instructors. 

The summary of attendance Oct. 1st 1881, gives a total of 161 
Cadet Mid1;hipmen, and of 100 Cadet Engineers. 

From the concise historical statement which prefaces the latest 
"Register" at haml, *it appears that the Academy was founded in 
18-!5, by the late R on. George Bancroft, when Secretary of theN avy, 
during the administration of President Polk. Mr. Bancroft, whose 
reputation as the historian of his country seemed, <luring the later 
years of his prolonged life, to have swallowed up all public memory of 
his earlier active life, so that, on the event of his decease, there was 
very general surprise to learn how much, during the first ha]f of the 
century, he lw,d con tri bu ted to create a part of that h istory; effected the 
opening of a "Naval School," with Commander Franklin Buchanan, 
as Superintendent. '' This was placed at An uapolis, Mel., on the land 
occupied by Fort Severn, which was given up by the war department 
for the purpose." The plan of the school was revised and the school 
reorganize<l and !lamed The ' ' Naval Academy," first in 1850. It was 
still farther c1Janged in 1851, when the corps of Professors was greatly 
enlarge<l, t.hc years of study made consecutive, and the general scheme 
of stucly arranged substan tially as it still continues. It is a technical 
school for t.he training of American youth to become Naval officers. 
"In lSGG, a class of acting thinl-assistant engineers were ordered to 
the Academy for instruction." This seems to }lave been done in 
recognition of the fact that steam propulsion was superseding sails 
in navigation; eventually, after several experiments, the cadet en
gineers wore given a four years course, and, in 1882, the distinction 
between "cadet-midshipmen" and "cadet engineers" was abolished 
aud all were ranked as "naval cadets." The law of March 2, 1889, 
directs that the first class at the beginning of their fourth year shall 
b,l divided in two divisions as they have shown special aptitude for 
the respective duties, and shall pursue the studies to fit them respec
tively for the line or the engineer corps. 

Mechanical Drawing is taught through both terms of the third 
class and the second class; Mechanics and applied mathematics, 
through the third and fourth years.-Of course the engineers take 
the studies r elating to applied mechanics, marine engineering and 
the management of steam. 

The Academic staff number 69. There are eleven departments of 
sLndy each with its separate faculty, besides the Commandant and 
his staff, a11d the Superintendent . 

. ,. Annual Register of the U nited States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md. Fortieth 
Academic Year 1889-'90. Washington: Government Printing Office. 1889. Pp. 78. 
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Captain W . T. Sampson, U.S. N. , the Superintendent, assumed 
command in 1866. The summary of cadets November 23rd 1889, 
gives a total of 244. 

' 

THE MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, AMHERST. 

The Legislature of Massachusetts, by act passed April 29th, 1863, 
incorporated a "Board of Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricul
tural College." The leading object of this institution was stated in 
tne exact language of the act of Congress, of 1862, known as the 
land grant bill for the establishment of Colleges "for the benefit of 
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts." Two thirds of the income 
arising from the United States Land Grant fund under the law of 
1862, was to be given annually to this institution; the remaining 
one third, was given to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

The Trustees were empowered to select the site of the college, and 
to make all provision for its " organization, government, and course 
of study, * * * subject to the approval of the Legislature." 

Several towns sought to secure the new institution, but the town 
of Amherst, Hampshire County, by a-money !:lubscriptionof $75,000, 
succeeded. · 

THE ATTRACTIONS OF AMHERST. 

This charming college towU: is situated on the low hills ·overlook
ing from the east the valley of the Connecticut, which there flows 
through a r egion world-renoWll.ed for its scenes of quiet beauty. 
The fact that it was already the seat of an old and famous literary 
college, well supplied with ample museums, and libraries, and with 
a corps of distinguish ed professors, was no small indncement leading 
to its selection as the home of the new institution; to which there 
was thus afforded access to so many most desirable facilities.-A 
farm of nearly four hundred acres, favorably situated, was purchased 
and the erection o'f the necessary buildings at once begun. 

THE OPENING oF THE CoLLEGE. 

It was not till late in the year 1867, that the College, under Presi
dent Chadbourne, fi rst opened for the reception of students. 

In 1869, Col. William S. Clark, became President, and continued 
to hold that position for eleven years. During his Presidency many 
novel and interesting investigations and experiments were made, the 
results of which were recognized as valuable contributions to knowl
edge. The Annual R eport of 1880, contains a list of 27 subjects that 
have been systematically investigated,. many of them with practical 
results of great value. 

THE ;IMPORTANCE OF THE. WORK OF THIS COLLEGE; 

From this day forward, said Professor Agassiz, when a single one of the above 
papers was presented to the State Board of Agriculture in 1873,-from this day for
ward, the Agricultural College at Amherst has its pla.ce among scientific institu~ 
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t ions, if it had not before; for ouly t ho'e institutions have a place in the scientific 
world which do something. aml this is something extraordinary: it is a revelation 
to physiologists. Let lllO srLy to tho~e who have not thought that the Agricultural 
College \\'aS doing anything worth its expense, that the production of this one paper 
has <LIUply paid for e\'ery uollar which the State has thus fa.J.' bestowed upon the 
insti tution. 

Equally unqualified testimony .might be presented with reference to the high 
character aml value of nearly every one of the investigations named in the above 
list. Every land-surt"eyor, for instance, knows that previous to the establishment 
of permanent mom1ments in ever y county of the State, giving the accurate meriol
ian lines, tho means of conecting his instruments were co1nparatively difficult of 
at:cess; and when it is considered that very many of our farms are bounded and 
de:;cribecl by the points of the compass, often for long distances, it is easy to see 
that the College has had its influence upon nearly every farm in the State, and 
that, too, in more ways than one. It ca.n justly challenge comparison with the 
work of any other similn.r institution in the country, both in its contributions to 
science anu Lo the m ethods and results of intelligent practice . 

. But these investigations, as already intimated, are secondary, n.ncl su bordinate to 
the chief object of the institution-the education of young men for the practical 
pm.;uits of life. 

It was in recognition of the extended and high reputation of this 
College. that the J a.panese Government sought the services of Presi
dent Clark. in order to establish a similar College in Japan. This he 
successfully accomplished, having obtained leave of absence from 
Amh erst, in 1877- '78. 

The development of the College has been directly in the line of 
experiment and of scien tific agriculture. There is a flourishing 
hort icultural uepartment; with" conservatories, nurseries, fruiteries 
aud landscape gardening areas." Much attention is also given to 
military tl'aining, which is made by the provisions of the original 
U11ited States Law, an essential feature of these institutions. There 
appears litt le evidence of any special direction towards mechanics;
a r eady exp1auation of such apparent neglect of one of the main 
provisions of the Laud Grant Law, is found in the fact that all the 
courses of study relating to " Mechanics", were amply provided for 
by the Massachusetts Institute of Teelmology; which, receiving one 
third of the Land Grant fund , should provide for at least one third 
of the required stutlies.-

DrawiHg, however, bas always been an integral part of the course 
at Amherst. The length of t he course is the usual college one of 
four years. The catalogue of l 882, shows that three hours a week 
are allotted to Free hand drawing, through the second term of 
Freshman, Sophomore and J unior years. 

Presideut Clark, was succeeded in 1880, as President, by Hon. Levi 
Stockbridge, for many years the Professor of Agriculture. Presi· 
dent Stockbridge, having resigned to take effect March 18th, 188~, 
P aul A. Chadbourne, s. T. D. , LL. D., wn.s chosen to succeed him. 
There has been for years a total annual attendance of about 100 
stndeuts, there were 1G2 in 1878, and 138 in 1879, the Report of 1882, 
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shows a total for l 881-'82, of 113 ; 80 of these in the college 'Classes, 
17 were graduates of 1881; the others "special," or " post g raduate," 
f:students.-

The commencement of 1887, happening on the 25th anniversary 
of the passing of the Land Grant Law b y the Congress of the United 
St.atet', was taken as an occasion for honoring this event, and com
memorative addresses by distinguished speakers were made. 

These will be found r ecorded among the appendices to this volume.* 
Henry H . .Goodell, M.A. succeeded Dr. Chadbourne as President. 
The annual statements of the college are made in the form of 

Reports to the Legislature, by the Trustees of the College; and contain 
the reports to the Trustees, made by the President, a~d the members 
of the F aculty in charge of their respective departments; w.ith lists 
of the Trustees, of the Faculty, and of the students. 

In the 28th Annual Report, of J anuary, 1891, t her e is an analysis 
of the attendance of the year , which shows that all the comities of 
the State, except Barnstable, Dukes and Nantucket, three sea coast 
count ies, are r epresented among the students by from 1 to 42 indi
viduals. "Ninety-three per cent were residents of the State; while 
of the remaining seven per cent, one third were foreigners attracted 
hither by the advantages .of t he course." 

That the college has steadily grown in the favor uf the people, the· following table 
of attendance during the past few years is proof: 

1884 .... .. .. . . .. .. . . ... .. ...... 111 1888 ............. : . .......... .... 149 
1885 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121 1889 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 
1886 .. . .... .. .. . . .. .. . .... ... . . .. . 131 1890 ............. . . ....... . . ... . ... 173 
1887 ....... . .. ..... .. . .. ... . ..... . 132 

A very interesting report by Professor F ernald, on Agricultural 
Museums, accompanies this report. 

The folJc,wing is the statemflnt of the present condition of the col
lege ma<le by Acting President F ernald i.n the latest R eport t at 
hand. 

To the Honomble Senate and House of R epresentatives. 
During the past year the college has been very prosperous, though no great 

changes ha,·e occurred. President Goodell has been ill because of overwork, and 
was granted a leave of absence during ~he fall term, which was spent in Europe. 
His duties were assigned to me during his absence, and it is bu t just to say that the 
success of the fall term was due to the excellent condition in which he left the col
lege, and to the hearty co-operation ::tnd assistance of the m embers of the faculty. 

A fine class of forty-three students was admitted in September , making the whole 
number now in college larger than at any previous time in the history of the insti
tution. This g radual growth during several years past is undoubtedly due to sev
eral causes: first , the able administration of the college; secondly, the efficient corps 
of teachers associated in its management; thirdly , the higher standard of scholar-

* See Appendix Z. 
I Twenty-Ninth Annual Report of the Massachusetts Agricultural College. Jan

uary, 1892. Boston : W right & Pot ter Printing Co., State Printers. 18 Post Office 
Square. 1892. Pp. 100. . 
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ship required for admission , and for promotion from one class to another ; fourthly, 
the better and fuller know ledge of the college and its aims and purposes by the cit
izens of the Commonwealth; and, las tly, the encouragement offered by the pro
visions of the labor fund. 

This higher grade of scholarship which the institution now m aintains will be a 
source of sa tisfaction to the graduates of the college, since it will prove an excellent 
recommendation for them when seeking situations, and will result in a far better 
preparation for agricultural pursuits. It is not the wish or purpose to crowd the 
dull or slow students out of college, provided they are faithful and accomplish all 
they are able; but it is the express purpose to compel the indolent_and negligent to 
do good work or to leave. 

An important paper on the value of "Military instruction in Edu
cat ional Institu tions" by Lieut. Lester W . Cornish, is given in an 
Appendix to the R eport of 1892. 

Freehand Drawing, is taught during the winter term of Freshman 
year; and Mechanical Drawing, during the winter t erm of Sopho
more year. 

The estimate of annual expenses per student, varies from $231. 15 
to $371. 55. 

The following Summary gives the attendance in detail. 

SUMMARY. 

Resident Graduates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Graduates of 1891. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Senior class....... . . .. . . .... . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Junior class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Sophomore class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 
Freshman class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 

Total. ..... . .. ... . ... . . . . .. .. .. . ..... . . . . . . .. . .. ... ...... . .......... 181 
Counted twice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

Total. ........ . ......... . .. ... . . .. . .. ... .... . ............. . . . . . . . ..... 178 

The Faculty numbers fifteen Professors. Henry H . Goodell, LL.D., 
is the President. 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BOSTON. 

The Board of Trustees of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, were incorporated by the State Legislature, in 1861," for the 
purpose of instituting and maintaining a society of Arts, a Museum 
of Arts, and a School of Industrial Science, and aiding generally by 
suitable means, the advancement, development anJ practical appli
cation of sciences in connection with arts, agriculture, manufactures, 
and commerce." 

In 18G3, the Institute of Technology was designated by the Legis
lature to r eceive, annually, one third of the income of the fund 
derived from the United States Land Grant. 

The Institute, possesses a stately Building on Boylston street, 
Boston, not far from t hat neighborhood of fine architectural struc
tures, which includes, among others, the Museum of Fine Arts, 
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Trinity Church, the 1j ew "Old South·~ Church and the new build,
ing of the Boston Public Library which give to that part of the 
city a striking and beautiful character. · 

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. 

" The Massachusetts Institute of Technology provides a series of scientific and 
literary studies and practical exercises, embracing pure and applied mathematics, 
the physical and natural sciences, with their applications, drawing, the ~nglish 
language, history, political economy, international and business law, French al!d 
German, with other modern languages, if desired. · These studies and exercises are 
so arranged as to offer a liberal and practical education in preparation for active 
pursuits, as well as a thorough training for most of the scientific profe~ioi'is. 

The following regular courses, have been established : 

I. A Course in Civil and Topographical Engineering. 
II. " " Mechanical Engineering. 

III. " " Mining Engineering, or Geology and Mining. 
IV. " .-, Building and Architecture. 
V. " " Chemistry. 

VI. " " " Metallurgy. 
VII. " " . " Natural History. 

VIII. " " " Physics. 
IX. General Courses (A. B, and C). 

All the regular courses of the Institute, whether professional or general, extend 
through four years, and for proficiency in any one of them, the degree of S. B., 
Bachelor of Science, is conferred. 

The studies of the first year, ara common to all the courses. 
"The Instruction in Drawing.-During the first year, instruction is given to all 

regular students in the principles of Free-Hand and Mechanical Drawing, and. a 
large amount of time is devoted to practice in the drawing room, to enable the ·stu
dent to acquire the necessary skill and to prepare him for his future work. In sub
sequent years, Drawing is continued in connection with .the professional studies." 

Practice in drawing is required through nearly all the courses 
and as a matter of necessity enters largely into the courses in engi-
neering. 

"The Instruction in Civil Engineering is given by means of lectw·es and recita
tions and by practice in the field and in the drawing rooms. The use of the various 
instruments for measuring lines and angles, and of the level, plane-table, etc., is 
taught mainly by actual work in the field. The field-work embraces the various 
kinds of land sw·veying, Topography, Hydrography, and the several operations 
with the level and transit involved in Railroad, Hydraulic and Sanitary engineer
ing. The work in the drawing room consists in representing upon paper the sur
veys made in the field, and in making both working drawings and finished plans 
from direct measurements of actual engineering structures, a large number of 
which are found in the immediate neighborhood of the Institute. " 

* * ' * * * * * · 
The Instruction in Mechanical Engineering is given by means of lectures and 

recitations, and by practice in the drawing rooms, and in the :Laboratory of Steam 
Engineering. Occasional excursions are made to enable the students to witnese 
running machinery, and roanufactu1·ing processes . 

• * * * * * * 
The practice in Drawing is carried on in conjunction with the lectures, and text-
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book study. It comprises tracing, copying, sketching from the structure, machine 
or motor, scale drawing from sketches, and the representation by curves of the 
r esults of experiments or of mathematical investigations; to which is added. the 
r eproduction of drawings by the "Blue Process." 

In Architecture, very complete instruction isgiven- a large collec
tion of architectural casts, mostly deposited in the Boston Museum 
of Fine Arts, belongs to the Institute. A full description of this 
department will be found elsewhere in this Report. 

"The Instruction in A1·chitect1t1'e.-lt is the object of this department t o give to 
its students the instruction and discipline that cannot be obtained in architects' 
offices. The course is, however, practical as well as theoretica l, and, besides the 
scientific study of construction and materials, it comprises the study of building 
processes, and of professional practice and procedure, as well as that of composition 
and design, and of the history of the art. It is so arranger! as to m eet the wants 
not only of young men who propose to pursue a compresensive course of study but 
of those who are looking only for such an elementary training as shall qualify them 
for posi~ions as draughtsmen. 

The more strictly pro!·essional work begins in the second year, the first half of 
which is given to the study of the Five Orders and their applications and to Greek 
and Roman Architectural history. At the same time the students of the third and 
fourth years attend a series of lectures upon ornament and composition, or upon 
the theory of architecture. In the same way the study of specifications and work
ing drawings is pursued by the two classes together, carpentry and its related sub
jects occupying one year, and masonry and stone-work the next. In the last half 
of the year the historical studies are continued, the second and third year classes 
attending the same exercises. The medireval period, from the fall of the Roman 
Empire to the fall of Constantinople, and the modern period, including that of the 
Rennaissance, are taken up in alternate years, so that each class is carried over the 
whole ground. 

During the third and fourth years the students are constantly practiced in orig- . 
ina! design. Each set of drawings is examined and criticised before both classes. 

Special exercises m·e also had in shades, shadows, perspective, and the perspective 
of shadows, and in tracing and sketching, and drawing upon the blackboard, and 
in sketching, measuring, and drawing out buildings already erected." ~- * " 

" The Architectural Jl1usewn.-Several thousand photographs, prints, drawings, 
and casts have been collected for this Department, by means of a special fund raised 
for the purpose. 

To these eollections the following additions have been m ade, mostly by gift:
A considerable collection of photographs, lithogt·aphs, and drawings, presented 

to the Institute by French, English, and American architects, taken from their own 
works, including sets of actual working drawings, with details and specifications." 

In the instruction in Zoology and Palaeontology, great use is made 
of drawing: 

The a andling and drawing of specimens by the students is an essential feature 
of the method of instruction. The lectures of the instructor are devoted largelv to 
explanatory demonstrations of the specimens which the students are at the same 
time drawing." * * * 

The Instr'ltetion in Shop W01·k.-Shops or laboratories have been provided, and 
furnished with the more important hand and machine tools, so that the student 
may acquire a direct knowledge of the nnture of metals, and woods, and some 
manual skill in the use of tools, 
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Practical instruction in the nature of the materials of construction, and in the 
typical operations concerned in the arts, is considered a very valuable adjunct to 
the theoretical treatment of prof.~ssional subjects. Students in the course of Me
chanical Engineering are required to devote a considerable amount of time to work 
in Carpentry, Wood Turning, Pattern Making, Moulding and Casting, Forging, 
Chipping and Filing, and Planing and Turning the metals, the design bE-ing to 
Jearn the principles, and not to manufacture articles for sale or use. 

Students in other departments will be allowed to take shop work when the time 
can be arranged so as not to interfere with their regular studies. 

There is also a School of Mechanic Arts, under the care of the 
Institute. 

SCHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS. 

A School of Mechanic Arts, in which special prominence is given to manual 
instruction, has been established for those who wish tt> enter upon industrial pur
suits rather than to become scientific engineers. 

This school is designed to afford such students as have completed the ordinary 
grammar-school course an opportunity to continue the elementary scientific and 
literary studies, together with mechanical drawing, while receiving instruction in 
the use of the typical tools for working iron and wood. 

The shop work is conducted upon a plan designed at the Imperial Technical 
School of !foscow, Russia, and carried out there with most satisfactory results. Its 
exact and syst(ematic method affords the direct advantages of training the hand and 
eye for accurate and efficient service with the greatest economy of time; and the 
instmction in the use of tools and material" ha.s also proved a valuable aid in intel-
lectu11 development. . 

The shop courses of the school are as follows: 
Ji1i1·st year.-! , Carpentry and Joinery; II, Woo:l Turning; III, Pattern Making; 

IV, Foundery Work. 
Second year.-!, ~ron Forging; II, Vise Work; HI, Machine Tool Work. 
The f.ull course includes two years of theoretical and practical studies combined, 

and students who successfully complete it will receive a certificate. Students will 
be received for shorter times, and for special portions of the course. When it is 
desired, such provision will be made for advanced and specific shop work as is con
sistent with due attentir-:~ to the regular classes. 

Students in this school are recommended to attend the exercises in Military Drill, 
and hour.> will b:J so arranged as to allow them to do so without detriment to their 
studies. 

A:)plica11ts for the regular course must be at least fifteen years of age, and must 
j)ass a satisfactory examination in Arithmetic, Geography, and English Composi
tion. · 

The tuition is 8150 a year, with no extra charge for the use of tools or materiais, 
used in the regular exercises. Special students, takip.g the same amount of shop 
work only as the regular class shop work, will b3 charged less. The student is 
entitled to the products of his work. Students, while on the premises of the Insti
tute, are expected to remain in the study room. except when at recitations or in the 
work shops. A monthly return of absences is made to the parent or guardian. 

FlllST YEAR • 

. Ji1irst Term.-8hop Work,-Carpentry. Algebra commenced. English Composi
tion. Mechanical and Freehand Drawing. 

Second Term.-Shop Work,- Wood Turning, Pattern Making, Foundry Work. 
Plane Geometry. English Composition. Mechanic!l-1 and Freehand Drawing. 
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SECOND YEAR. 

First Te1'11t.-Shop Work, Forging. Algebra completed. Elementary Physics. 
English Composition. Mechanical Drawing. 

Seconcl Term.-ShopWork,-ViseWork,MachineTool Work. Geometry. Phys
ics . . English Composition. Mechanical Drawing. 

The beginning and ending of the school-year and the clays of entrance examina
tions are the same as in the School of Industrial Science. See Calendar , page 2. 

The following account of the pra0tical workings of this school is 
taken from the Report of the H on. Wrn. H. Ruffner, of Virginia, 
made to the authorities of the Virgini::l. Ag1·icultural Mechanical 
College of a visit made in 1880, to this class of schools in the North. 

I obser ved nothing peculiar in the course of mechanical enginee~·ing; but the 
school of mechanic arts is full of suggestion. It is designed to afford such students, 
as have completed the ordinary primary school course, an opportunity to continue 
elementary, scientific and literary studies, together with mechanica1 drawing, while 
receiving instruction in the use of the ordinary tools for working iron and 
wood. * * * 

I witnessed the third Jesson given to a class of eight in blacksmithing. ·rhe first 
lesson was in the management of the fire and the handling of the tools. The second 
lesson was commenced by calling attention to a drawing on the wall, showing first 
a piece of square iron, then a succession of shapes with dimensions, into which 
that iron was to be hammered. W hen I entered a regular blacksmith was ham
mering the piece of iron into one of the shapes. His class of eight boys, in check 
shirts and leather aprons, stood around the anvil watching and listening. When 
the example had been shown and expounded, each student went to his forge with 
a piece like the one operated on, and they simultaneously went to work to imitate 
what they had just witnessed, under the supervision of the master workman. 

The first lesson in t he carpenter shop is on the chalk line, second the saw, t hird 
the plane, and so in r egular order , finishing the course with framin~ a house having 
a winding staircase, on a small scale. There is the same sort of skill called for in 
arranging shopwork that there is in arranging bookwork, and every lesson in the 
shop is grade-marked like any other lesson. E very student becomes the owner of 
the ar ticles which he makes. Nothing is made for sale. The boys, whilst in wood, 
work nine hours a week; when in iron, six hours a week. There isonlyonemaster 
workman in wood, and one in iron. ' 

Prof Runkle, who has been one of the leading men of the school, would prefer 
a three years' course of both study and labor for mechanics, and three honrs 
labor every day. Practical education in mechanics is divided into schools of 
in-struction and schools of con-struction. This school is one of in-struction, where 
students are taught principles, and the use of tools in the two great branches of 
m echanical industry. The school of construction is the shop and the factory where 
Y:ork is carried on for its economical results. The school of instruction finds its 
profit exclusively in the education of the boy; the school of construction in the 
products manufactured. The boys leaving this school enter the regular work-shop 
of business, and there soon rise into practical importance. 

The conductors of the Boston School feel very confident that they have struck 
upon the true idea for making educated and skilful mechanics. They claim a 
var iety of advantages for their system. Some of these are social, in protecting 
society against some forms of dictation. As to the students, the school first may 
show that a boy is not fitted to be a mechanic, and this may be worth much to the 
boy and his friends. But if a boy is t o become a mec;hanic he gets an amount of 
scholastic education and knowledge of drawing, which of itself would strengthen 
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\lis ability.. If he t;tk~ .~be Qli)it.ary he gets the slquch drivE)n, qu,t of l;li.~. ~u~ t.h~ 
chief point of importance is1 in the form~tion of character under circumstanc!lS so 
n:iuch better thl!-n those which U:sualiy surround im apprentice boy. . And as. here~ 
tofore intimated, he I really bas peCUliar MVantages in ' learning the Use Of tooTh: 
He has a selected master workman for a teacher. He is constantly· and ·darefully 
instructed, -and -carried -rapidly forward-his.improv.ement and not the .emplo,ver's 
profit being the end.yo~tantly aimed at. · , 

The variety o~ V\'9!='k also ~~- .~ ~i'f?erali~ing_ effe.c~ OJ?., the ~d sirr:tU.ar ~ _th!J:t 11>~0-
duced by varied studies. And finally the habit is created of considering principles, 
and referring everything to its soientific basis-which. will iiisure ' inteUectuil 'and 
mechanical . progress through 'life: · There were forty~two · stilden'ts in 'this cou'rse 
last year. 

There are also free evening,classes• established .by .the .'frustees of the Lowell In·· 
stitute. 

FREE COURSES .. OE. INSTRUCTION . 

. The Trustee· of ·the Lowell Institute ·has established; unde:r the supervision·of. ·the 
Institute of Technology, courses of instruction, generally given iB the evening, and 
open to students of either sex, .. free of· charge. ··· ·' 

These courses are more or less varied from year to year by the omission or. inter
change of ·particular· subjects, •but include in their entire scope instruction in-mathe
matics, mechanics, physics, d-rawing; •chemistry,·geology, ·natural history, -biology, 
English, French, German;-history, navigation, and-nauticalastronomy,.architecture,
and engineering. 

The Lowell School of · Prlwtical Design; m c.harge of Mr. Charles 
Kastner, is also' under 'the Institute. This· school' is ·'described· at 
length .elsewh~;re in this .'.R~pQrt. · . · 

The following is the cost of attendanc~ in the regular course.of the 
Institute. 

"Fees.-The fee for regular students. is $200 per y.e~r, $125. at ,tbe. beg!rullng, a.nd 
$75 at the mid<;lle (first ,Tu61!day, in. Fel;nuary) .<:>f t}le .s~hl>Ol·y~r.. F~r. qne~palf, 
or any less fraction, for the school-year, the fee is $125. Payinet>.t is also required 
of the cost" of apparafus broken, or 'Us8d up 'ill tlie laboratories., 

The catalog1;1.e fo~ .1.s.a1.-'8~; _gives ~. totii. 9£..3~·0 .stl;l._q~n,tsjn .. ~tt!;ln~~ 
ance in all the Departments.of the.Institute . . :164.of these, .are in the 
regular classes, 15 ·are·· Graduate •Students,. , There · were also 138 
special students, taking· special dt pa,rtial courses.-· ' 
. This Institute, .~o~h~ed.' by _·~he la~e.· digtingilis~~d ' Professor ·'Y'il

liam B. Rogf')rs, who ~!l.S. !'JU,CCeeqed in. the Pres~cl,en9y.by J plfn D. 
Eunkle, LL. D. , who has recently been succeeded by General Fran
cis 'A. Walker' LL. D.' slist~ins' deserV-edly 8; higb repu.'tatiori. .. ! ' 

The latest catalogue,* .is an . .admirable example of good 'book 
making, in type and paper, as well as in clearness of statement and 
arrangement of materi~l: The table of conteri.'ts~ running page titles, 
schedules of ' ' Oo11rs~s," a~d of·· ':{'qp~cs, '~ ~lio,wing'the· s~~~~al s~u~ies~ 
and the time given to e~ch; Ljst .of O.ffioe;r$1:l-nd I;o.str"!lctm;$, Regis~ 

*Massachusetts In~~itute_' of T~<:hJ:iology,)3ostO,n.' T~~?ty-7"¢igli~h 4-D.i:m~l C!!-ta~ 
Iogue of the Officers and Stuqj'lnts, ,With, a ~tatlliD.ent of _the· c~ure~.of inst~u.cti~n 
an~ a Register of the Alumni, 1892-1893. Boston : Press of H. G. Collins, 15 Mil-
ton Place. 1892. Pp. 256.' · · · · ' · · · · · · 

ART-VOL 4-23 
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ters of undergraduates, and graduates, and alphabetical index, so 
facilitate reference to the contents of the book, as to render this 
almost worthy to be taken as a model for the Catalogues of Educa
tional Institutions. 

In a concise " historical sketch," it is stated that "the school was 
opened in F ebruary, 1865, with twenty-seven pupils." Th is is in 
striking contrast with the present attendance; as will be seen in the 
"summary" given later. 

The following account given of the buildings now occupied by the 
Institute, as contrasted with the single building in which it opened, 
furnishes additional proof of a remarkable growth. 

BUILDINGS. 

The buildings now occupied are, the Rogers Building, on Boylston Street, devoted 
to instruction in mathematics, literature, history, political Science, geology, min
eralogy, and biology ; the W'alker Building, at the c01·ner of Boylston and Clarendon 
Streets, mainly devoted to the departments of chemistry, physics, and electricity, 
and to instruction in language; the Engineering Building, on Trinity Place, devoted 
to the engineering laboratories and to u1struction in mechanics and hydraulics, and 
in m echanical and civil engineer ing; a series of vVorkshops, on Garrison Street, 
with a room devoted to the Lowell School of Design; a Gymnasium and Drill-hall, 
on Exeter Street. In order to provide increased facilities fo1· the departments of 
Architecture, Physics, and Chemistry, an Architectural Building, adjoining the 
Engineering Building, has recently been erected, and is now occupied by the first
named department. The rooms thus r eleased in the Walker Building meet the 
urgent needs of several oth er departments." 

In the "courses of Instruction," "Electrical," " Chemical," and 
"Sanitary," Engineering; have been added. 

The following statement shows the methorls of education adopted. 
Instruction is given by lectures and recitations, and by practical exercises in 

the field, the laboratories, and !t;be drawing-rooms. Text-books are used in most, 
but not in all subjects. In many branches the instruction given differs widely from 
available text-books; and, in such cases, notes on the lectures and laboratory work 
ha•e been printed, either privately or by the Institute, and are furnished to the 
student at cost. A high value is set upon the educational effect of laboratory prac
tice, drawing, and field-work. Besides oral examination in connection with the 
ordinary exercises, written examinations are held from time to time. Near the 
close of the months of January and May general examinations are held. 

The prominence given to t he study of drawing, is shown as fol
lows: 

DRAWING AN'D DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. 

Instruction is given to all r egular students in the principles of Geometrical, Me· 
chanica), and Freehand Drawing; and a la rge amount of time is devoted to practice 
in the drawing-room, to enable the student to acquiTe the skill necessary for his 
future work. Drawing is also continued in connection with the professional studies. 

The exercises in Descriptive Geometry are of t'vo kinds. In the lecture-room the 
instruction is given by means of models and diagrams, and also by the use of 
text-books. In the d1:awing-room the student is drilled in the solution of problems 
designed to illu~trate the work of the class-room , and to make him thoroughly 
familia r with the subject. 
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The instruction in Freehand Drawing includes an elementary course taken by all 
regular students, and more advanced work in the departments of architecture, 
biology, and geology. For students in arc4itecture, studies in charcoal are usually 
required, and opportunity is afforded for those who have made satisfactory progress 
to sketch in pencil, pen and ink and with the brush. Importance is attached to 
drawing from memory and to rapidity of execution. Students in biology and geol
ogy pay special attention to specimen drawing. 

Besides the large and well-equipped freehand drawing rooi)lS of the Institute, the 
Museum of Fine Arts offers excellent opportunities for drawin,g from the cast and 
regular exercises for advanced stUdents are held in its galleries. 

The Institution is abundantly supplied with fully E;~quipped Lab
oratories; Physical, Engineering, Chemical, Bi9logical and Mechan
'ical. 

The facilities for shop work, have been already stated briefly -in 
the pages immediately preceeding, and at length, in the account of 
the " School of Mechanic Arts", on ,pages 695-710, of this volume. 

Its facilities in the way of Libraries, are thus set forth : 

LmRARms. 

The library of the Institute contains twenty-six thousand volumes and several 
thousand pamphlets. It is divided into a general library, containing certain books 
of reference, and nine dE!partment libraries, which contain a careful selection of 
text-books, special treatise, monographs, etc., an·l of periodical .publications ger
mane to the work of the respective departments. They are thus working libraries, 
accessible to a ll students ; and valuable experience in the use of them is acquired 
before the completion of the t·egular courses, either.incidently to the preparation of 
theses, or in connection with lectures or recitations. The division of the library 
enables each student to consult the works needed by him with the least possible 
inconvenience and loss of time. 

The students have full use of the valuable library of the .Boston Society of Nat
ural History, of the extensive .collection of :the.Boston 'P-ublic Library, .comprising 
more .than five hundred thousand volumes in all 'departments of ·knowledge, ·a.nd oi 
the library of the American Statistical Association. 

Many libraries of scientific societies, of individuals, and 'Of private corporations, 
rich in complete sets of the scientific periodicals of all countries, and of the publi
cations of leading scientific societies throughout the world, are, through the cour
tesy of the owners, open to advanced students of the Institute. 

The number enrolled, in the Register of students in attendance, is 
in striking contrast to the little body of 27 students who met in 1885, 
on the opening of the school, as already mentioned. 

SUMMARY. 

Graduate students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •48 
Regular students, 4th year . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138 
Regular studenbl, 3rd year . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •144 
Regular studenbl, 2nd year .. . ...... · ......... . ......... .'............... . .. 175 
Regular studenbl, 1st year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314 
Special students ....... . ... .. .... . ...... .. ....... ; . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 286 

Total. ...... .... .... ... . ... ..... . ...... . . ..... . .. . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 105 
Deduct names counted twice. . . .. . . .. . .................. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 

1.060 
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The "Officers of Instruction" number 114, with an additional list 
of sixteen Teachers and Lecturers, for the current year. Francis A. 
Walker, PH. D., LL. D., is the President. 

STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF MICHIGAN, LANSING, MICHIGAN. 

This College, established in 1855, by an act of the legislature, in ~c
cordance with a provision of the State Constitution adopted in 1850, 
was opened in May, 1857, and is claimed to have been "the first of 
the existing Agricultural Colleges of the country." It is situated 
three miles distant from Lansing, and possesses a farm of 676 acres. 

The Legislature accepted the United States land grant of 1862, and 
designated the Agricultural College, as the institution to receive it: 

The course of instruction has, from the first, been especially agri
cultural; and manual labor, on the part of the students, is required; 
three hours each day being so occupied. 

Drawing is taught the last six weeks of J unior year. •' The coUllse 
consists of the principles of projection as used in simple mechanical 
and architectural pursuits." 

DRAWING. 

Description and uses of drafting instruments; mounting paper; lettering ai:d 
ornamentation. Projections,-theory and problems ; elementary intersections' arid 
developments; constructions in wood; principles of shades and shadows, of per
spective; elementary mechanical drawing. Minifie's Geomettical Drawing is used 
as a text-book, and a set of finished plates is required of each student. 

Books of reference.-Warren's Perspecth·e and Drafting Instruments; Keuflle & 
Esser's Book of Letters, The Draughtman's Manual, Appleton's Cyclopedia of 
Drawing, Mahan's Industrial Drawing. · ·· 

The catalogue of 1879-80, shows much attention to practical Agri
culture and Horticulture, with the slightest possible to the Mechani(} 
Arts. The total attendance of students for 187'9-80, is 232. 

The latest catalogue* at hand, states that "the appropriations of 
the Legislature of 1887, have enabled the college to materially en: 
large its facilities in the direction of horticultural science and art, 
and in the mechanic arts." " The department of Military Sci~J?ce 
and Tactics, was established in 1884." 

The College is located on the banks of the Red Cedar River, about . threJl .mll!lS 
east of the city of Lansing. The buildings, mostly of brick, stand upon a slight 
eminence among the forest trees, which have been purposely retained. The 
grounds about the college buildings and residences have been laid out with .con
siderable regard for ornamental effect. They are under the care of the Hqrticul
tural Department. 

There are two courses, each of four years, known as ·" The Agricul-. . . . 
*Catalogue of the Offic~rs and Students of the State Agricultural College of 

Michigan, together with other General information concerning the College. Thirty
Third year, 1889-90. Agricultural College, P. 0. Mich. (Near Lansing.) Pub
lished by the College. 1890. Pp. 68. 
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tural course," and '' The Mechanical course.'-' In. the former;· Free
hand Drawing is required· during one ·term of Freshman·year. ' In 
the Mechaidcal course, Drawing in some form, and Shop Work, are 
~equired in each term of the first three years. _ In-$enior year," _Sho:p 
Work " in the first term, ~nd "Maphine Design" in the second. In 
the third term, "Thesis .work,'~ takes the place of shop practice.· 

The followi~g shows the-instruc-tion in drawing:-

DRAWING-FREE HAND. 

The study consists of two hours practice per day for one term in the Freshman 
year for all students. It is designed to train the eye to see. correctly and the hand 
to represent accurately what the eye sees. Drawings are made· from -plates; casts, 
or nature, according to the progress of the student.' Further practice ·is given in 
other courses, as in botany and zoology, where drawing is required . 

.DRA WING-MEOHANIGAL. 

This, in addition to the free-band drawing of the first term of the Fi:eshinan year, · 
conStitutes the drawing of the mechanical co~e. . . . . . . . 

Mechanical Drawing is taugh~ iii some form one ho~ per day for nearly the entii-e 
remainder of the course. 

The subjects for the variouS terms are.aS'follows: 

Second Term.-Geometrical and Pro
jection Drawing. 

Third Term.-Elementary Descriptive 
Geometry. 

SOPBOMOiiE YEAR. 

First Term.-Desci:iy~ve Geometry:·
Second Term.-Shades, Shadows and 

Isometric. · · · - · 
Third · Term.-Pers~tive, · ·Tracings, 

and Blue Prints. 

JUNIOR YEAR. 

First Term.-Elements of. Machines. 
Second Term.-Working Drawings-

Machines. ·• · 
Third Term.-Working Drawings-

Steam Engine. · · 

SENIOR YE.AB. 

· original Designs ·and Thesis Draw
Ings. 

The student in Mechanical Drawing will need draughting board 20 by 25 inches, 
T square, one six inch triangle with angles ·909

; 45" and 45", one 8 inch triangle 
with angles 90", 60" an.d so·, a few first-class German-silver draughting instru
ments, among which should be one drawing pen, one bow pen and pencil, one ·pair 
five-inch compasses, with pen, pencil ·and needle points, one very amall irregular 
curve·, and one triangular scale divided into sixteenths, twelfths, fiftieths-and other 
scales. 

The facilities of the College for ·work in the Mechanical Labora-
tqry, and in the wood and iron s4op~, are :thuf? ~tE!_,teQ.: . . . . . 

MECHANICAL LABORATORY AND WORK SHOPS. 

This building fur~ish~~- a large. lecture roo~ for.ins~ction, m:. the princip_le~ .Qf 
mechanics, a physical laboratory, class room in. enginllering,_ a ~apgl).ti!Jg r~om, 
aud a blue print room. 

In this building there is a complete blacksmith shop SO ft. square, supplied with 
ben_ches, forges, tools of all kinds, and a Sturtevant pressure-blow~r. There is also 
an Iron working shop, 50 by 60 feet. furnished with ai):-engine, nine engine lathes, 
a planer , a shaper , a universal milling machine, a power drill, emery wheels, 
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benches, vises a nd tools and machinery necessary to a complete shop. Of the shop 
tools, fom· lathes besides a twenty-five horse power engine and a great variety of 
smaller tools Jmve been made by the students. The work on these tools will com
pare with that on any in the machine shop. It is the intention to build, as far as 
possible, all tools needed by the shop. All such tools as blacksmith's tongs, cold 
chisels, and lathe tools are made, tempered, and put in order by students in the 
shop. A set of surface plates 12 by 12 has been completed. 

There is also a large "·ood working shop, two stories 50 by 60, supplied with five 
lathes, a jig saw, benches, vises and forty-two sets of carpenter's tools." 

The work Tequired in the shops, is thus outlined. 

SHOP PRACTICE. 

The shop practice is of the nature of laboratory work, and is without pay, and is 
chiefly incidental to the mechanical course. 

A series of exercises is selected principally with reference to giving the student 
skill. So far as possible these exercises consist of practice on articles intended for 
use, and are constructed under the immediate oversight of a skilled workman. The 
shops are run, as far as possible, the Sc"Lme as actual manufacturing institutions. 
The results attained by trial of such methods for sixteen years in similar institutions 
have shown conclusively t hat work in connection with instruction, and parallel to 
it, gives the student more skill than can b3 obtained withou t such instruction in 
twice the time by shop work alone. .Again, the shop work is of value as to practi· 
cal illustration of the precepts taught in the class room. 

WORK IN WOOD SHOP. 

The Mechanical Freshmen spend the year in the wood shop. The .Agricultural 
Freshmen spend part or all of one term in the wood shop. 

The Fi1·st Te1"1n.-The work done relates to the primary operations of carpentry, 
such as exercises relatingtothe use of tools, putting tools in order , and theconstruc
tion of a series of exercise graded according to skill of the student. The work of 
this term is confined principally to carpenter work and joinery. Practice is given 
in the construction of mortise and tenon and dovetail and other joints. 

Second Tenn.- During the second t erm the work relates to advanced joinery, 
tmning and cabinet making. Some practice will also be given in the use of 
machine tools for working wood. 

Thir-d Te1"1n.- During the third term the student learns the at·ts of pattern mak· 
ing and of moulding. The patterns are all constructed accurately from drawings. 
In the foundry the student moulds his own patterns, and potu·s them either with a 
special fusible metal or brass. 

So far .is is consistent with good instruction, the work of the wood shop is applied 
to articles actually to be used. Out of the regular practice hom s students are 
allowed the use of their case of tools for private work, whenever the instructor 
can be present and otherwise when possible, without detrim ent to the tools. 
Mechanical ability is encouraged in every pos.~ible way. Each student in the shop 
(or each two students) has assigned for use a case of tools, consisting of a set of four 
planes, brace and set of bits, four saws, hammer, draw shave, set of chisels, set of 
gouges, try square, ·bevel square, marking gauge, square, brad awl, oil stone and 
oil can. No one else ia permitted to use these tools, so that the students to whom 
they are assigned can be held responsible for their condition. No tools are per· 
mitted to be taken from the work room. 

WORK IN THE IRON SHOP. 

The work in the iron shop extends through the remainder of the course, and in· 
eludes the practical operation:; of forging, vice work, finishing, machine work and 
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casting. This work is all applied· toward tbe construction of some useful article or 
machine. The students have already built one power fret saw, one fifteen-inch 
turret lathe, two fifteen-inch engine lathes, three twelve-inch engine lathes, one · 
steam pump, fine lathes for the wood'shop; on:e twenty-five horse power engine, 
and a fifty-incandescent-light dynamo; besides various small tools. A fifteen-inch 
shaper, a combination buzz saw, and several smaller articles are in the works and 
will be finished during 1890: In the forge shop tools are made a.ud dressed and a. 
considerable amount ot welding and forging done. The equipment consists of 
forges for eleven fires, with anvils and tools for each. 

Accurate record is kept of the progress of each student, and at the end of his 
course, if desired, papers will be furnished giving record of skill. 

Besides the required··work, which is usually eight hours per week, students are 
encouraged to attain additional skill by having allowed to them, when circumstances 
will permit, the privileges of. the shop for any work whicli they may undertake for 
themselves, on Saturday forenoon. Several students have built vertical' engines of 
from 1t to 6 horse power. · 

The iron shop is provided with a separate tool room, and is conducted the same 
as a manufacturing establishment. 

During the Autumn term the agricultural Sophomore work in the blacksmith 
shop in four sections, each section working three· weeks, ten hours· pet week. 

The catalogue for 188.9~'90, shows a marked increase in B~ttendance 
-over that of ten years before. 

SUMMARY OF. STUDENTS; 

M~~- ~~~- Special; Tothl. 

Post Graduates.. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 80 80 
Seniors .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. 9 26 .. .. .. .. .. . 87 
Juniors . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 1!1 84· . .. .. .. .. . 49 

~;:~:-~ ~~~ ~:::::: : :: ::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::::: . ~- ~~ :::::::::: 1~ 
Special.. ............ .. ........ ,.... .................. . ........ 2 5· 16 · 28 . r-·----------------~ 

Total .... ................ . ,... ..................... ...... 113' 210 46 369 

" The faculty and other officers" number 26. Oscar. Clute, M1 s., 
is President. 

COLLEGES OF A GRI CULTURE AND THE' MECHANICARTS; (U'NiiVilllR'• 

SITY OF MINNESOTA), MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA·. 

The University, was the result· of the United States land' grants·of 
1849 and 1851; giving in all four townships of land for its· endow
ment. 

The building was begun in 1857, but, the immediate financial 
revulsion followed by the War of the rebellion~ deferred completion; 
so that, as is stated in t he Calendar for 1881-'82, "The University 
practically dates its organization from· the law of the State approved 
February 18th,· l 868, entitled an Act to reorganize i:the University of 
Minnesota, and to establish an Agricultural Colleg.e therein:" The 
United States Land Grant of 1862, was given to this college. A , pre~ 
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paratory department was opened in October 1867, and the 0Qllege 
proper, in the autumn of 1869. 

RQUIPMENT. -

CAMPUS. 

The University is situated in the city of Minneapolis, on the east bide of the 
Mississippi river, about one mile below the Falls of St. An thony, on an elevated 
bluff in full view of the sam e. The grounds a re now about forty acres in -extent, 
undulating in surface and well wooded with native trees. The plans for the 'em
bellishment of the grounds, made by Mr . H. \V. S. Cleveland, of Chicago, will be 
carried out as fast as means can be afforded. Meantime snch are the natural 
advantages of situation and contour, the g rounds are very attractive. 

The experimental farm of the Agricultural College is situated a short distance 
below, near the east bank of the Mississippi. 

BUILDINGS. 

The general plan of the b"J.ildings contemplates a central academic building, and 
grouped around it, additional structures for the separate departments or colleges. 

The Legislature of 1881 appropriated the sum of $30,000 a year for six years for 
the erection and outfit of the following additional building·s : A farm-house, a b"\}ild
ing for the College of Mechanic Arts, a military building, an astronomical observa
tory, a museum and a library. 

There is a main Building of 3 stories, 180 feet long by 90 in width. 
The Agricultural College building is a spacious one of brick. The 
provisions for teaching in Drawing, and in the Mechanic Arts, are 
thus set forth: 

DRAWING ROOMS. 

Room 45 in the main building, 47X30 feet, is furnished with drawing tables for 
the use of classes in Geometrical and Free H and Drawing . There are also cases and 
cabinets for holding drawings and drawing boards. A considerable colleetion -of 
prints, drawings and models for lessons and illustrations has been made. 

WORK SHOPS. 

The Work Shops of the College of Mechanic Ar ts are temporarily provided for 
in three rooms in the basement of the Agricultural College. (1) The vise shop,.con· 
taining two benches with double sets of drawers, so that thirty-two students can be 
accommodated in two reliefs. This shop is now provided with ten vises and the 
necessary tools for giving thorough instruction and practice in filing and chipping. 
(2) The forge shop, which con tains eight forges and anvils, and all tools required 
for the usual manipulations of the blacksmith. This shop a.lso contains a- six-horse 
power engine and boiler for furnishing power; a starter and pressure blowei· for 
providing blast, and an exhaust fan for removing smoke and dust. (3) The wood 
shop, which at present contains only benches and v ises sufficient for accommodat
ing thirty-two students in two sections. The remainder of the equipment has been 
authorized, and will be procured as soon as needed. 

The University is open, free of tui tion charges, to all persons over 
fourteen years of age who pass t he requisite examinations; with the 
proviso, however, that no one shall be admitted to the preparatory 
collegiate department who can receive similar instruction in the 
public schools. 
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The preparatory department offers three courses, " ·Classical, Sci-
entific, and Modern." · · 

The College of Science, Literature and the .Arts presents likewise three courses of 
study: 

1. A course in .Arts; 
2. A course in Science; 
3. A course in Literature. 

These lead, respectively, to the degrees of Bachelor. of .Arts, Bachelor of Science, 
Bachelor of Literature. · · · · · · ' 

* * * * . * * 
The College of Mechanic .Arts offers three advanced or university courses, based 

on the Scientific Course of the Collegiate Department, which lead to apjm)priate 
baccalaureate degrees : · · · 

1. A Course in Civil Engineering; 
2. A course in Mechanical Engineering ; 
3. A course in Architecture. 

The Degrees of Civil Engineer, Mechanical Engineer and .Architect, will be con
ferred upon Bachelors of Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and .Archi
tectm·e, respectively, of this, or of any reputa~le cpllege or university, w.I:J.O s.J:lall, 
upon examination,. t o be held not sooner than two years after attaining a .fil1!.t de
gree, show special proficiency in some .branches of professio~al study, and shall 
present a satisfactory thesis. 

There are 24 separate Departments of Instruction, 

XVIII. -I NDUSTRIA;L DRAWING. 

(Professor Pike.) 

Drawing and Descriptive Geometry .. ~e requir~ o.f the Sci~ntific stude~~ of the 
Collegiate Department, are opt,iqnal with the. M<;>derJ;L stud~nts dilling .the entire 
course, and for the classical students during the first two years. 

The course is as follows : 
Sub-Freshman Olass.-Duri~g the second term the students learn the use of the 

instruments and dra'Y a seri~ of plates of geometrical problems and elementary 
projections. · · · · · 

Freshman Olass.-ProjectiOii Drawing is Continued a part of the first term. · 'This 
inStruction is given by means of mod~ls and ma.Clii.Jles; each student making 
sket\)hes and taking actuaf measurements from which the final drawings are made. 
Tinting and shading are then taken up, arid, after !(number of practicai plates are 
made, are applied to one or more projection W:awings. . . .. 

Sophomore Olass.-Descriptive Geometry is taken up during the second term, 
especial attention being given to perspective and isometric projection. In this, as 
in projection drawing , the work is done as far as possible from sketches and meas
urements taken by the students themselves. 

THE COLLEGE OF ;MECHANIC ARTS • 

. Object. - The aim of the. ~tr~ction given in. this .college is to l~y a broa:d· at?-d 
solid foundation in Mathematics, ~echanics and Drawing, so that with the practice 
in field, shop and office work, given, to the ·studen:ts in.the respe~tive oourses, th~;Y 
shall be fitted for immediate usefulness ~pon graduation, lj.nd after a moderate 
amount of subsequent practice and experience, be capable of taking charge of im-
portant works. * * * . . . . . . . . . 

There are fifteen lectur e!! or ·recitations per week, . besides daily exercises · in 
drawing, field work or shop work, and the rhetorical and other exercises. 
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Beside:-> r egu1ar two ye<Ll"S cnur:->es in Meclmuical and Civil Engi
neering, in which dra>viug i ::> required, there ar e the following addi
tional courses. 

III. ARCHITECTURE. 

This course coincides with that in Ch·il Engineering, except as follows : 
1. The drawing throughou t the course is especially anangetl for a rchitectural 

work. 
2. In the first term of the Junior year , history and orders of architecture are 

substituted for courses, leveling and earth work. 
3. In 11he second term Senior year , lectures on decoration a nd color are substituted 

for lectures on motive power. 
4. In the third term Senior year, the designs and specifications are those of build

ings, instead of bridges, etc. 
SPECI AL COURSES. 

Besides these regular courses, two special courses have been established. 

I. 

A Course in Shop--Work, Drawing, etc. This college having fitted up shops for 
instruction in vise-work, forge-work and wood-work in connection with its course 
in Mechanical Engineering, is now prepared to offer instruction to young men 
wishing to become skilled mechanics, as follows : 

First Te1'1n.-Vise-work, Mechanical Drawing and Mathematics. 
Seeond Term.-Forge-work, Drawing and Mathematics. 
Third Te1·m.-Woocl-work, Drawing and Mathematics. 
Tllis course is intended to give a thorough drill in the use of tools, teaching meth

ods and processes common to different trades, and also a practical working knowl
edge of drawing, and such branches of mathematics as may be studied. Shops for 
instruction in the use of machine tools, in foundry work, etc., will be fitted up as 
soon as the new Mechanic Arts building is completed. 

II. 

An Evening course in Mechanical Drawing, intended for mechanics and appren
tices who are unable to take the day course given aboYe. 

This course consists of twenty-five lessons, and for the year 1882-'83 will begin 
Monday, Novembe1· 6th, 1882, at half past seven P. M. Those who have already 
received instruction in drawing will be given advanced work, while beginners will 
first receive instruction in geometrical ancl projection drawing, after which the 
work will be Yaried as far as possible to meet individual requirements. 

METHODS 01<' INSTRUCTION. 

Instruction in the several subjects pertaining to civil, and mechanical engineer
ing and architecture, is given by text-books, lectures, reading in the general library 
and practical exercises, the theories taught in the class-room being applied in the 
solution of practical problems and the construction of original drawings. The 
students are also r equired to visit the various machine shops, bridges and important 
structures in the vicinity and make reports upon them, accompanied by sketche1: 
and necessary measurements. The students in Mechanical Engineering receive a 
thorough drill in the use of tools in a series of instruction shops, thus fitting them 
for superintending the construction of the designs which their t ra ining in class and 
drawing-rooms will prepare them for. Field practice is <t portion of the regular 
course in Civi! Engineering. The classes in surveying are drilled in th" measure
ment of land already d1vided up. in the laying out of fields of given shape and 
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area, in the subdivision of land as practiced by the Government surveyors, and 
in the solution of various geometrical and trigonometrical problems from data 
taken by the students themselves. In railroad work the students have practice in 
laying out curves, taking. levels, cross-sectioning, staking out-in fact, they do all 
the work of locating a railroad line, from the preliminary survey up to the point 
of actual construction. In topography the cl.a8ses make a complete survey of a 
piece of land with diversified surface and make a finished drawing, showing the 
contour lines and all other details. In the drawing-room the students in the various 
courses receive thorough drill in•ma:king_.·both working a:nd· finished drawings from 
plates, n·om ma.chmes ·and· structures already built and from original designs· of 
their own. 

The Calendar for 1880-81, records a total.attendance of 253 students. 
The latest catalogue * at hand, shows-for the decade that has passed 

since the above abstract was made, a most amazing. growth; and is 
evidence tha~ the University has kept step,-pari passu,-with the 
marvelous growth of the· State in: its increase in population and 
wealth, as the following extracts from the Historical statement 
~~~: . 

The University dates its actual organization from an·act of the legislature, dated 
February 18, 1868, which was entitled, ''An act to re-organize the University of 
Minnesota, and to establish and Agricultural College therein." From. that time 
until the present the growth of the University has. been all that its friends could 
expect or wish. 

With the opening of the year 1888-'89, .two new departments, which. up to that 
time had been purely theoretical, were made a reality by the opening of fully 
equipped departments of. Medicine and. Law. These departments· have alr~ 
proven their right to exist and the wisdom of the Regents in organizing them when 
they did, by the students which they have draWI;t and the character of. the work 
done. It is not too much to say that no College ·of Medicine or Law has ever before 
reached so high a: degree of usefulness and real merit in so short a time as the de
partments of Law· and Medicine in ·the· University of Minnesota. 

The year of 1888 was also marked by the orga)lization of a new department, 
which was an entirely new departure in the educational world. The School of 
Agriculture is the department which is referred to. It is sufficient proof of its suc
cess to point to other States which have adopted the same plan as· sol~ing the diffi
cult problem of agricultural education. 

Since that small beginning of.1868 the University has increased from seventy4wo 
students, and these mostly of the preparatory department, until now we have 
nearly fourteen hundred. From one department we have increased to ten. From 
an institution struggling for bare existence we have grown until we are second to 
none in the facilities offered for the securing of a thorough education. From a 
part of a building poorly equipped, we have increased until now we have fifteen 
buildings, among them some of the best·equipped··laboratories in the world. 

The "College of Mechanic · .Arts/' has been reorganized and en
larged, and is now known as" The College·of Engineering," as given 
below. 

The following are the two; large departments,. of. the University in 
whose courses are found the studies germane to this Report: 

The College of Engineering, Metallurgy and Mechanic Arts offers courses of 

*The University of Minnesota. Catalogue for the year 1891- '92, and Announce
ment for the year 1892-'98. By the University, Minn~polis, 1892. Pp. 182. 
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study in Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Mining and Chemical Engineering, Archi, 
tecture, ancllVIetallurgy, leading to the following named Bachelor's degrees: Civil, 
Mechanical, Electrical and Mining Engineering; and also Architecture. 

There is a School of Design, Freehand Drawing and vV ood Car ving·, in connection 
with this college. 

The College of Agriculture offers a regular college course in agriculture of four 
years of college work. The degree of Bachelor of Agriculture is granted upon com
pletion of the course. 

The School of Agriculture is a tr aining school for practical farm life, and also for 
the College of Agriculture, if the student desires to pursue the subject further. 

The Faculty of the College of E ngineering number, beside the 
President of the University, 21 Professors, Associate Professors, Lec
turers and Instructors, and one Engineer. 

In this College there a re seven regular courses of study, viz: Civil Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Architecture, Mining, Chelllistry 
and Metallmgy leading to the corresponding baccalaureate degree. 

Special students are admitted to pursue, under the direction of the faculty, one 
or two distinct lines of study selected from some regular course. Such students 
must be persons of mature years. "All applicants, as conditional to t heir admis
sion a.s special students, shall pass an examination in so many of the subjects known 
as requisites for entrance to the r egular course of study, as properly belong to or 
are naturally introductory to the line or lines of study they have elected." 

There are two courses in practical mechanics to meet the wants of young men 
eighteen years of age and upward, who are unable to take a full course in mechan
ical engineering. The requisites for their admission are stated on anothei· page. 

There is also a school of design, freehand drawing and wood carving, whose ob
ject is to provide instruction to regular University students and to others desiring 
special instruction in ornamental design, freehand drawing and wood carving. 

" The studies of Freshman year are the same in all the courses." 
The courses in the several departments of engineering correspond 

to those in the best scientific schools of the country; and the college 
is well equipped with Laboratories, work shops and machinery, for 
their demonstration and practice. The· courses in "Practical Me
chanics", and the " School of Design", more directly connect the 
work of this Univer sity with that of the schools and instrumentali
ties recorded in the present volume of this Report; and illustrate, on 
the one hand, how the connection is made between the elementary 
work both in Industrial Art Drawing, and in Manual Training, 
as given in the common schools, and the h igher training · of the 
University; and, on the other hand, show how the impulse for add
ing art knowledge to industrial production, has begun to permeate 
the community; since it has led this State University to provide a 
special sch ool for such instruction. 

The courses in Mechanical Engineering and the equipment for 
instruction in these courses a re thus shown : 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

The work of this course may be divided into three principal lines ; t heoretical 
engineering, experimental engineer ing, and manual training, or the Mechanic 
Arts. 

* * * ·X· * * * 



In manual. tr.a~g .tlle ~?tQ.de:qt .. recoives p:r:actic~ .4:J..fre~·band .drawmg, sl;lading, 
lettering and sH;etcPing parts .of. ml!-(:hin~ ; 1!JJlo correct ideas .ot mechanJ.c~l dr11-w.-. 
ing. 

The shop work in this department aims to make the student well acquainted ~th 
the methods of _p1odel'I). p1a,m,uacturip8i establishment, an~, .at the !la~~ .Wn:e, to 
acquire .skill in the J?roce!!S~· , , . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. , .. · . . , 

The Wood-working and Pattern-making course is intended to embody a; cerfi<l.in 
application of oertain tools pp.d J:!:lethods to t~e WP:t:~• cpn~ued by. the coi)..Stnlc.tjon 
of patterns for parts of machines. This is supplemented by instruction in the. 
moulding and foundW.g. of. these parts in .brass aJ:I.d iron. . . . , 
. In the forge shop .th.e.student is instx;ucted in.w:eldip.g, fotming various shapes in, 
iron, and in the making and tempering of hand and machine tools. The instruc. 
tion in the_ m!f.¥.n.e . si;lt?J?. will _give _the. s~u~,ent 'll'IIliliarity ~t~ the tools, ~nd 
operations of the modern manufacturing machine shop, by the construction of 
parts or the wliOle of a macliiri:e and the making· of·machi.he toolB. 

* ·* * . *\ * .: * . ~ 
17te Shops.-The basement of the Mecha~95 buijdin_g is opcupi~ by the.J):lechan~ 

icallaboratory, machine and ~ce shop, and wood work~ng shop; the ~ing by ~he 
engine and boiler" room, fo~ge shop SJ,ld foundry. . . ' . . 

These shops are eq\iipp~d with tools which· r epresent the 'best American praeti~.' 
Each shop will accommodate from ten to twenty students at a tinie. . . . ' . 

The instruction given is ' baaed. on the.: Russiiin' System," in which the leading 
idea is to teach principlea rather tha~.' to pr~duee· objeets of conlri:ierciial ·viuue. 1t 
~believed that the greatest progress' cim be made in a ·giv'en tiiiie" by this method; ii.s 
the student proceeds, by a carefully planned series of exercises, from the siD:iplest 
to the most di.tlicUlfoperations, learning" the prOcess but~voidiJ:i.g the repetition 'of 
the ordinary shop. so· far ~ 'is consistent' w~th , this si,stem tlie w?rk i's adavted. ~ 
parts of some ma~hine or structure in common 'use, and after finishing the exer
cises referred'to abov'e, the class Will 'build iioine complete 'madiliie or structure: as 
a review and application of the precedkg work. ·· : ' · · · ·: . · · · · 

Shop work iS . requir~ of~den~· iJ;t, mecliW.eai an~:·~iectricai .en~in~er~~· .in. 
division A and B of t he special courses m Practicru Mechanics, and carpentry is·re-
quked Of Students in: ·architectUre and civil engineering, .. • . . •• • • . . • . . • I 

The engine and boiler room is provided with an automatic cut~off engme of 
modem type, capable of developing thirty"five horse power. A steel boiler of 
ample size, fUl'nished with a feed pump.and b.eater , supplies a steam. 

The machine and vice shop contains a speed lathe, ten engine lathes of various 
sizes, a planer, shaper, universal milling .machine, vertical drill press, emery tool 
grinder, a Brown & Sharp cutter and reamer, grinder, grinding attachment to 
lathe, benches with .ten vice, surface pla,~, .a set of Belt's standard ga,uges, ta,ps, 
dies, reamets, dl-iiis,. chucks, and other }land. toois . a~d accessories for pr~ti~ :~ 
machine, tool and vice work. It contaiD.s the milling machine and ·a tool lathe. · 

The shop for pattern making and gen.er~ w.ooc1 work contains benches with vices 
and tools, lathes and lathe tools, an improved universal sawing machine for pattern 
making, etc., a jig sa~, pJaner, boring m!!fl:).ine, gri~d-ston~, aJJ.d othElr topls for 
use in the coui-ses in C;l.rpentry and P.!l..ii~rt) ";l:i:ia~g • ." ·. ,_:; ·.· . .... · -: 

The forge shop' is provided with a · 'port'a.bie h.and~forge, stationery ·forges with 
anvils and sets of tools, a blower, exhaust fans, hand drill press, drills, taps, dies, 
sledges, swages, a grind-stone and other ·toOJ.S generally in blacksmithing. 

The foundry con~ns an eighteen-inch1 cupola brass furnace! core oven, mould
ing tools, benches, ladles, crucibles and all of the tools and material ordinarily 
needed in moulding and casting iron, _br~ or wp.it~metal . , 

Regular students :pay a fee ·of tbree_dqllars for each term of shop work . . 
Drawing Rooms.-The general drawi,D.g room is furnished with drawing tables 

for the use of classes in geometrical drawing. A considerable collection of prints, 
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drawings and models, including a full set of Schroeder's models for descriptive 
geometry has been made. Two engineering drawing rooms contain tables, cases, 
etc., for students in advanced work in all the courses of study comprised in this 
college. 

Adjoining the drawing rooms arc" blue print" and dark rooms fitted with com
plete apparatus for duplicating drawings by the" blue print" process and for pho-
togmphy. · 

Another dark room exclusively for photographic work has been fitted up on the 
first floor. 

Rooms in Pillsbury Ha ll are equipped with a constantly increasing collection of 
papier mache motlel:;, drawings and charts for use in the instruction in freehand 
drawing. 

The following statement of the course in practical mechanics shows 
how jn this Stato University, just as, for instance, in the Spring 
Garden Institu te Schools, in Philadelphia, the practical t raining of 
industrial workers is undertaken. 

Practical Jlfechanics.-Two courses in Practical Mechanics have been estab
lished in connection with the Depar tment of Mechanical Engineering, to meet the 
wants of mechanics. They are: 

A . A two years' course in shop work, ch-awing, mathematics and applied me
chanics for young n1.en 1.mable to ta.ke the full course in mechanical engineering 
and for those \vishing to prepare themselves for positions of trust in shops and 
factories. 

B. A one year's course in tbe care and management of engines and boilers, in
ten• led as a preparation for the examinations of the State Boiler Inspectors and to 
fit students for the care of steam plants. 

Aclmission.- Applicant-s for admission to either corn·se must be a t least eighteen 
years of age, and must pass examination as follows: 

A course: Algebra, Plane and Solid Geometry as for the regular Freshman class. 
English Grammar and Composition-a practical examination in the use of English. 

B course: Arithmetic, including square r oot and compound numbers, English 
Grammar and Composition, as for A Course. 

F irst T erm. 

Carpwtl·r; [7]. 
Dm.wing 5]. 
Higher A gebra. [51. 

Vice and l\Iachille Work [7]. 
Mechanism [51. 
Engines aud Boile•-s [5]. 

Fi•·st 'fe rm. 

A course. 

FIRST YEAR. 

_I T h ird 'ferm. 

I-Pa_t_te_•--n-ll'-1a_ki_'_u_g_[~-,l-. - -- I Foundry Work [7]. 

Second Term. 

Drawing [51. Drawin!f Machine Details [5]. 
Trigonometry [5]. Mecha.rucs [5]. 

SECOND YEAR .. 

I 
F or ge Work [7]. 
1\Iecb. Laboratory [5]. 
Drawing Machine Details [51. 

B course. 

I 
Machine Work [7]. 
Indicators and tngiue Tests [5]. 
Drawing (Designing) [5]. 

Second Term. 

Recitations aud ' lectures on t he principles and 
c<u·e of cngin.:s and hoilCI"R [~). 

nmwing [:i). 

Indicators and engine tests [5]. 
Dra.wing (engines and boilers) [5]. 

J~uJ.:ine running (5]. 
Forgt', Vil!e and Machine wo1·k [5]. 

En11;ine runninJ~: [3]. • 
~lachine wo•·k [5]. 
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The instruction in shop work is given by means of carefully prepared exercises. 
These exercises are planned wholly with the object of instructing the students in 
the use of tools, leaving out the idea of construction; except in so far as it may not 
interfere with instruction. 

The drawing is conducted on the same plan as in the engineering course, the 
students first using the text book and afterwards varying their work to meet their 
individual requirements. Thorough drill is given in applied mechanics, mechanism, 
and simple machlTie designing, thus giving a two years' course in mechanical engi
neering, avoiding as far as possible the use of the higher mathematics. 

The instruction in the B Course in the care and management of engines and 
boilers is given by the means of practice in the engine room, under the immediate 
direction of the engineer. Students in this course are required to kee: record on 
suitable blanks of the work done J?y the engine, and of the fuel, water and oil con
sumed, and to figure on the cost and relative economy of various fu~ and methods 
of running. The reasons for the regulations, as laid down for running, are explained, 
and the principles of the steam engine and of the construction of boilers are given 
in a manner not difficult for one of ordinary intelligence to understand; and finally, 
tests of engines and boilers are given. 

While the direct interests of industrial workers are cared for in 
the course · just described, the artistic interests of the University 
students in general, as well of those who may wish to become work
ers in the art industries, are cared for in the following department: 

SCHOOL OF DESIGN, FREEHAND DRAWING AND WOOD CARVING. 

The object of this school is to provide instruction to regular University students, 
and to foster and encourage a taste for and knowledge of industrial art among others 
desiring speciil.l instruction in ornamental design, freehand drawing or wood carv
ing . 

.A two years' course in Wt>od Carving and Design, a two years' course in Free
hand Drawing, and a two years' course in Ornamental Design are here outlined. 

Wood Carving and Design. 

FIRST YEAR. 

First Term. Second Term. Third Term. 

Drawing simple conventional Draw~rom cast. Surface Ca.rv~. 
forms. Elemen ry study of hist01::lc or- Study of natu plant forms. 

Carvin~ these forms In low relief. nament. Elementary conventional design. 
Care o carving tools. :Modeling from casts. Carving from original designs. 

Wood flillshing. 

I 

SECOND YEAR. 

Study of the fundamentai prin- Advanced design. Stud;v of historic ornament. 
ciples of design. Study of light & shade in crayon. Origmal composition. 

Elementary original composition. Carving ln hiJ>:h relief. A<lvanced carving In high relief. 
Carvin~t in intaglio. :Modeliiig in clay. 

First Tenn. 

Outline drawing from geometric 
sohds and otlier simple forms. 

Freehand DraWing. 

FIRST YEAR. 

Second Term. Third Term. 

Cast drawing In outline. Ele- Elementary study of light and 
menta.ryfreehandperspectlve. shade, from the cast In pencil 

and crayon. 
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l 1hrehan(l Dmwing-Contiuued. 

Fii'St Term. 

Drawing from casts of historic 
om amentnnd a rchitectural de· 
ta ils. 

Out of doo•· sketching. 

First Te rm. 

The anatomy or pattern. 
The planning of ornament. 
Ana lysis of plant forms. 

Orig inal colot·ed designs for walls 
and ceilings. 

Sepi" and water color work ft·om 
nature. 

SECOND YEAR. 

Second Term. Third Term. 

Elementary study of the antique Study of the full length figure 
in outline, and light and shade and animal forms from nature 
in charcoal and crayon. · and the ca•t, in black and 

white and sepia. 

Ornamental Design. 

FIRST YEAR. 

Second Term. 

Original desi~ns in outliue from 
given mot1ves, in flat. "all 
over," conventioua1 trea t· 
ment. 

SECOND YEAR 

Designin!l' for prints, book cov. 
ers, rehef wot·k, etc. 

Original designs in histo ri c 
styles. 

Third Term. 

Elementary study of historic or· 
nam~ut. 

Flat tt·eatment of foliage from 
naLUt·e, in colot'S. 

Designs for stained glass and 
woven fal>t·ics. 

Studies from nature in color. 

The courses a re as thorough and comprehensive as possible within the limit of 
the time specified, and are carefully outlined with a >iew to the harmonious cul
tiYation and uniform training of the eye, the hand and the m ind to work together 
for the best results. Instruction in landscape drawing will be g iven to advanced 
students. 

Applicants for instruction in Ornamental Design are required first to posse~ a 
knowledge of drawing equivalent to one year's work in the drawing course outlined 
above; which ca,n be taken here (if not previously acquired) before commencing 
work in the course in Design. 

In the course in Ornamental Design , instruction is first g iven in the elementary 
principles of original composition, in their relation to natural g rowth, as applied tc 
decorative art, with the intention of fostering originality of thought and individual· 
ity of expression. Students learn from the beginning to produce t heir own designs 
in both natural and conventional form, and when they are thoroughly conversant 
with the principle of natural growth, and when simple forms can be rendered with 
grace and feeling, the study of historic ornament in relation to different art peri
ods will be introduced , embracing the Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Gothic, 
Renaissance, etc. , with their practical application to the construction of original' 
ornament . 

. Instruction is given in the theory and application of color to printed and woven 
fabrics and, when able to do advanced work, students are placed in direct com
munication w ith manufacturers with whom there is a constant demand for good 
original work and for which remunerative prices ru:e paid. 

I n the foregoing special studies each student will be advanced as rapidly as his or 
her individual talent and perseverance will permit. 

Illustrated lectures are given on the principle of Delineation, Original Ornamental 
Design, Wood Carving, etc. 

Applicants for admission to either course in this school must be at least fifteen 
years of age. 
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There is, also, in this College, a School of Architecture; an account 
of which will be given in connection with those of the other sohools 
of architecture, elsewhere in this Report. 

In the programme of courses and studies in the College of Agri
culture, Drawing does not appear by name; though in The School of 
Agriculture, Manual Training is one of the required subjects 
through Freshman year, i:q which course, from the followiil.g state
ment, it appears that drawing enters to some limited extent. 

SHOP WORK AND DRAWING. 

Instruction is given by means of text-books, lectures, and work in the shop and 
drawing room in the care and use of tools, including setting and filing saws, filing 
bits, grinding plane-irons, chisels, and other tools; also in laying out work, framing 
rafters, braces, stairs, etc. 

Methods of construction are illustrated with models and drawings. 
Various articles for use about the farm are manufactured by the students. 
Designs are made for dwellings, barns, out-buildings and machinery. 
Estimates are made of the amounts of material and the cost of construction. 

The summary of students shows a total attendance during the 
year 1891-'92, of 1,374; of whom 291, were women. 

The " College of Engineering, etc.," has 197 students; 44 of these 
are in the School of Design, and 35 of them, are women. The "School 
of Practical Design," has 45 students, all men. The "College of 
Agriculture," has a total of 132 students, all men. "The Faculty 
and Instructors" of the University number 121. There are 6 other 
officers. Cyrus Northrop, LL. D., is the President. 

ART-VOL 4--24 





CHAPTER XI. 

UNITED STATES LAND GRANT COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE AND 
THE MECHANIC ARTS-Continued. 

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER. 
Page. 

MISSISSIPPI!: AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE, NEAR STARKVILLE.. 375 
Successor to the "College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," 

formerly a department of the State University, at. Oxford-This de
partment, organized in 1872, to receive two-fifths of the annual income 
arising from the Land Grants of 1862-Three-fifths of this income being 
given to Alcorn University, an institution for the higher education of 
colored youth-The act of 1875, divides this income equally between 
the two universities-In 1878-'79, the Legislature chartered this Col
lege, transfering to it the Land Grant fund before given to the State 
University-Objects of this College defined in the law-Farm of 840 
acres-Drawing taught in the last term of both Freshman and Soph
omore years-Catalogue of 1880-'81, gives a total attendance of 540 
students-267 in the Preparatory class, 73 Freshmen and 14 Sophomores 
-Catalogue of 1891-'92, announcesopeningofthe new "Department 
of Mechanic Arts"-RegularCollegecourse isfouryears-Tuitionand 
Room rent free to Mississippi youth-Tuition for others fixed by the 
Trustees-College under military discipline and all students must 
wear the uniform-Brief history of the College-Objects defined
Distinctions drawn between modern Industrial Training and the 
Manual Labor Schools of the past-Mechanical Drawing and Manual 
Training required studies in'the Preparatory Department-Drawing 
a required study for one termeach, in Freshman and Sophomore 
years-Details of equipment of the new ' 'Mechanic Arts Department" 
and of the Drawing required- Ample accommodation for the train
ing in wood and iron-work- Drawing a required study through the 
entire course of four years in this Department-Total attendance of 
pupils for the year 1891-'92, 310; 125 of these in the Preparatory De
partment- Faculty comprises 18 Profesors and Assistant Professors
GeneralS. D. Lee, President. 

MlSSISSlPPI: ALCORN AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL CoLLEGE, FOR

llERLY KNOWN AS ALCORN UNIVERSITY, CLAIBORNE CoUNTY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 379 
Established in 1871, as a State, and U nlted States, Land Grant Institution 

for the higher education of colored youth- Three-fifths of annual 
income of Land-Grant fund given to this U:niversity, till1878; when 
the Legislature changed the ratio to one-half-A farm of 295 acres
Catalogue of College for 1880-'81, gives three courses of study, "Agri
cultural," "Literary," and "Preparatory"-Free-hand Drawing re
quired in first term of Freshman year in the first two of tq.ese courses 

. only- No other training in Drawing recorded- Formerly in the 
"Special COW'Se in Mechanical Engineering" of the "Univel'Sity," 
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Drawing was an important study during all the four years-A total 
of 148 students is g iven for·year 1880-'81-Catalogue of 1891-'92, 
greatly improved in its classification of students in classes and depart
men ts-Besides the fou1· College classes there are three '' Preparatory" 
cla&;es, with a three years' " Academic" course and a two years' 
"Scientific " course-Concise historical statement-Copy of interest
ing and suggestive list of " books for general reading " as given in 
cataJogue-Total attendance of students, 276-47 only of these in Col· 
lege De}Jartment--Ten Professors and Assistant Professors com
prise the Faculty-John H. Burrus, M. A., President. 

1\fJ:>sUUHI: STATE UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE MECHANIC 

Page. 

All'l'S, COLUMBIA.-SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY, R OLLA. . ... . .... 383 
Inoome of the United States Land Grant divided between these two 

Departruen ts of the University of the State-U ni versi ty has nine " Pro
fessional Schools "-Course in Agriculture, two years ; Mechanical 
Drawing ta.ught in first half of the last year-21 students in 1881- '82-
~chool of Engineering includes four courses; Drawing an important 
study in each-42 students in this school in 1881-'82-School of Art 
and Drawing, has a three years' course-140 students of the University 
in this school in 1881-'82; 82 in the School of Mines at Rolla-Total 
University Students in 1881-'82, 591-Catalogueof 1891-'92, gives view 
of ruins of main building, destroyed by fire January 9th, 1892-Ex
tracts from Report by the Curators to Governor Francis- Professor 
Richa.rd H. J esse, of Tulane University, Louisiana, accepts the Pres
idency-Historical statement of the founding and development of the 
University-Opening of the new school of Mechanic Arts in 1891-
Increased facilities offered in the School of Agriculture, owing to the 
increased United States Land Grant by the law of 1890-Influence of 
tllis new School of Manual Tra ining-Equipment of the school-Un
usual facilities offered to students, a ll material free- 73 students in 
attendance-Importance and success of the "Agricultural College"
Liberal appropriations by the Legislature, to replace buildings and 
equipment destroyed by the fire-Girls admitted t o the Academic 
Department of the University-Twenty years of this co-education
Extracts from the catalogue giving some particulars as to dress reg
ulations-A report to the Legislature by the State Cur&.tors of the 
University, dated January 1st , 1893-The economical relations of a 
U niversity to the State, set forth-The Universities the friends of the 
Public Schools-The admirable Public School system of Missouri-The 
.Manchester Guardian, (England), on the direct value of University 
training to our modem civilization-Plea for the new buildings
Plan of proposed buildings-Legislature authorized the rebuilding of 
the University buildings in Columbia- Needs for Library, and for Sci
entific Equiplllent, set forth by the Pt·esident--Catalogue of 1891-'92, 
gives the number of "Academic Departments" of the University , as 
14; 7 under the head of " Language," 7 under that of " Science"
There are also eight " Professional Departments "-The College of 
" Agriculture and Mechanic Arts " is No. 1 of the Professional De
partruents-Origin, Endowment, Equipment, and Courses of Study 
of this College-Students in 1891-'92, 205 -Faculty comprises 18 Pro
fessors and Instructors- Edward D. P orter, A.M., PH.D., Dean-" De· 
partment of Engineering" at Columbia-General statement of-Thfee 
Course..:; offered-Students, 52-Faculty numbers 12 Professors and 
Assi:;ta nt,;-Thowas J efferson Lowry, :>.M. , c . E ., Dean. 
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l>age. 
MISSOURI: STATE UNIVERSITY-SCHOOL OF MINEs AND METALLURGY, RoLLA 396 

Opened in 1871 ; graduated· its first class in 1874-Designed to carry out 
the expressed will of Congress in the act of 1862-Statement of its 
equipmen~Course of three years-Preparatory Deparment course of 
one year-A" G:iris Course in Art" of four years; Drawingarequired 
study throughout this course-Course in "Graphics " detailed-The 
School of Mines, a high class Institute of Technology ; with five regu
lar courses and three "special" courses-Details of instruction in 
Drawing-Total number of students in School of Mines, 83-Faculty 
numbers nine Professors and Instructors-Elmo G. Harris, c. E., Di
rector of School and Professor of Engineering-Summary of Statis
tics of entire attendance of Students in all Departments of the Uni
versity-Total number, 714-Total number of Professors and Assis
tants, 56-Richard ii. Jesse, LL.D., President of the University. 

NEBRASKA: THE UNIVERSITY, LINCOLN .......... . . ,........ • . . . . • . . . .. . . . 400 

The University, chartered in 1869; organized in 1871-The United States 
Land Grant of 1864, for a University; and the Land Grant of 1862, 
formed the endowment of this Institution, which the Legislature 
authorized the Board of Regents to establish-The University planned 
to comprise Five Colleges. Only the two first, "The College of Litera
ture, etc.," and " The Industrial Co,!lege," had been opened in 1880-'81, 
when the tenth annual catalogue was issued--The Industrial Col
lege includes courses in Agriculture, Practical Science, Civil Engi
neering, and the Mechanic Arts-Catalogue of 1880-'81, shows small 
development of this college with a total attendance of 26 students, 
of whom 14 are in the "Preparatory course ":-Only 5, in all, take 
"Engineering"-Tuition is free-There are no limitations as to sex, 
or race, or residence-A preparatory course of two years fits for 
each department-Drawing appears as a study in the third terms 
of Freshmen and Senior years of the Engineering course-A farm of 
320acres-A total of 284 students in attendance in 1880-'81; 258 of 
these are in the Literary College-The faculty number 19 Professors
Catalogue for 18!10-'91, shows no adcH.tion . to the colleges- There is 
a '' School of Fine Arts" with two divisions ; one of '' Music" and one 
of "Drawing, etc."-An "Elementary Agricultural Course" of two 
years-In the Industrial College are courses in" Chemistry,"" Biol
ogy," and "Applied Electricity"--Total attendance of students, 570-
Faculty of Industrial College numbers 28 Professors and Instructors
J. Sterling Kingsley, D. sc., Dean.-Faculty of University numbers 
38. Charles E. Bessey, PH. D. , Acting ~hancellor. 

NEVADA: COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, ELCHO.... 402 
University chartered in 1862, opened in 1874-In 1882 had only a pre

paratory school with an attendance of 27 students-No Drawing or 
Mechanic Arts-Register of 1891- '92, shows a Normal School, and 
College of Liberal Arts ; School of Mines ; School of Agriculture
Drawing is taught in each of these schools-No distinctions of 
sex, race, or color-Total attendance of students for the year, 168-
Faculty numbers 14 Professors and Instructors-Three ladies are in 
the Faculty-Stephen A. Jones, M. A, PH.D., President. 

NEW HAMPSmRE :COLLEGE OF AGRICULTuRE AND THE MECHANIC ARTS, DUR-

IIAM (formerly connected with Dartmouth College, at Hanover)........... 402 
College organized in 1886, and placed in connection with Dartmouth 
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College-A farm of 360 acres, the gift of the late Hon. Jolm Conant
Coun;e of three years-Drawing a required study first term of first 
year only-Cata.logue of 1881-'82, grves a total of 41 students-Ex
tracts from circular of 1890, showing development of College--Dart
mouth ca.talol'ue of 1890-'91, gives fou r special cow·ses in theAgricnl
tural College-Om wing is given great importance iu these courses
A build ing for Mechanical Tr:ainiug-Total number of students in all 

. department:> of Dartmouth College, 462; 36 of these a re in the Col
lege of Agricul ture-Faculty of Dartmouth nwnbers 50 P rofessors 
all\1 Iu4ructors-Facul ty of this College numbers 12, including Pres
iuent of DarLnwuth-Charles II. Pettee, A. M. , c . E., Dean of this 
Col lege-Connection of this State College with Dartmouth, ended 
with the close of the Academic year 1890-'!H- '!'he la te Benjamin 
Thowl>SOn, a r esident of Durham, bequeathed a large farm and a 
large money endowment to this college. provided its connection with 
Dartmouth was severed, and it was removed to the farm in Durham; 
these conditions were accepted- The twentieth ~port of the Board of 
Truo.;tecs to the Legislature, J anuary, 1893-Int.•resting historical 
statements showing evolution of the college into a high class techni
cal ~;;chool-How Gonemment a id in this case, as in that of Cornell, 
has stimulated prin.te benefactions-In 1 9, COlll'SC lengthened to 
one of four yeat'S-In 1892, requirements for admission increased
Brief biographical notices of the men who ha•e sustained and devel
oped the college-Influence of Congressional appropriations shown
United Bta.tes Experiment Station to be opened in 1893- 'ew work 
of college proposed when established In its ne~;r home-Increase 
of Faculty already m ade-Reports of examining committee and 
suggestions r elating to Drawing and Manual Training- Details of 
courses of study in Drawing and Manual Training-Total attendance 
of students in 1890-'91, 61- Faculty nu1:U:bers 16 Professors and In
structors-Charles H. Pettee, A. M., c . E., Dean and P1·ofessor of 
Mathematics and Engineering. 

NEW J ERSEY : RUTGERS SCIENTl FlC SCHOOL, THE STATE COLLEGE OF AGRI-
CULTURE AND THE lliECHANIC ARTS, NE w BitUNSWICK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 415 

A department of Rutgers College o•·ganized in 1864, and designated by 
the Legislature as the State College to r eceive the income of the U nit.ed 
Sta tes Land Grant of 1862--Two regular courses of five years-Ex
tracts from seventeenth Annual Report-I mportance of the study of 
Drawing- Relation of training in Drawing in the public schools, to 
higher scientific training-Industrial Drawing defined-Educational 

value of Drawing-Money value of Drawing to the industries and 
commonwealth of New J ersey-An attendance of 46 students for 
the year 1 1, r ecorded-The twenty-seventh Annual Report for 1891, 
states the passage of a law giving fro:::e scholarships for each assembly 
district-Si."'( com"Ses of study-Drawing required in a ll courses for 
fu·st two years-Methods of instruction ir. Drawing-Total number 
of students in attendance for the year 1891, 134-The Faculty num
bers 36 Professors and Instructors-Austin Scott, PH. D. , LL. D., Pres
ident and Professor of History and Political Science. 
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AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE OF MISSISSIPPI. 

The Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi, situated 
near Starkville, is the successor of ' ' The College of Agriculture and 
the Mechanic Arts," which was originally a department of the State 
University at Oxford. That depar tment was organized in 1872, in 
accordance with the United States Law of July 2, 1862, granting 

.land for the establishment in each State of one or more " Colleges 
of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts." 

By act of the Legislature, the income arising from this Land Grant 
fund was at first divided between the State University, and the Alcorn 
University, the latter an institution for colored st ,1dents, in the ratio 
of two fifths to the State University, ~nd three fifths to Alcorn. 
Subsequently, by act of 1875, the interest of this fund was equally 
divided between the two Universities. 

In 1878-9, the Legislature chartered the "Agricultural and Me
chanical College," and transferred. to it that portion of the interest 
on the Land Grant fund which ·had, heretofore, been given to the 
State University. -

This new Institution was organized i~ obedience to the directions 
prescribed to the Trustees, by the orig inal act of the S~ate Legisla
ture, in accepting the endowment fund from the General Govern
ment ; which directed 

The establishment and maintenance of a first-class institution, at which the 
youth of the State may acquire a common school education, and a scientific and 
practical knowledge of agriculture, horticulture and the mechanic arts, also the 
proper growth and care of stock, without, however, excluding other scientific and 
classical studies, including military tactics. 

They shall regulate the course of study, rates of tuition, management of experi
mental farm, manner of performing labor , and the kind of labor to be performed 
by students. 

As defined in t he announcement in the catalogue of the "objects" 
of the College, the education is designed to be practical and indus
trial;" to educate and direct the minds and tastes (of the studemts) to 
agriculture, horticulture, care and growth of stock, management of 
farms, manner of performing labor and t he mechanic arts. The 
College is not t o be in the strictest sense either literary, classical or 
military; but rather a college intended for special technical training, 
in agriculture and the Mechanic Arts." 

The college is situated on a farm of. 840 acres, near the town of 
Starkville, Oktibbeha county, on a branch line of the 0. and M. 
Railroad. Suitable buildings were erected and the farm stocked. 

They have pr~vided for a preparatory and Collegiate course, which will afford 
the youth of the State ample means of acquiring a thorough elementary education, 
and a scientific and practical knowledge of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts. 

The College opened October 6th 1880; 354 students from all sections of the State 
have matriculated during the session. 
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Drawing is taught in the third term of the Freshman and Sopho
more classes. 

DRAWING. 

F'ree Hand.-Walte1· Smith's Intermediate Course ;is used as a text-book, supple
mented with practice in drawing lea•es and parts of plants, insects, etc. 

Ge()lnet1·ical.-Use of drafting instruments, mounting paper , projection, isometric, 
perspecth·e, working plans of farm buildings, etc. Students w ill be required to 
present an original plan of farm house or barn at close of course. 

The catalogue for 1880-'81, shows a preparatory class of 267, Fresh
man class of 73, and a Sophomore class of 14.-

The latest catalogue* at hand, announces the recent opening of 
the "Department of Mechanic Arts," which addition t o the educa
tional facilities of the College, is a decided departure in the direction 
of the new movement now going on throughout the United States, 
n.nd chronicled at such length in the present Report. 

The annual income of the College, arising from the 6 per cent 
Bonds which represent in the State .Treasury the U.S. Land Grant, 
is nearly $5,000. Fifteen thousand dollars of the principal was 
authorized by the Legislature to be expended in the purchase of the 
land. The youth of the State are entitled to remain for four years 
at the College without paying for tuition. Rooms are also furnished 
free. Students from elsewher e, and citizens in excess of the term 
of four years, must pay su.;h sums as the Trustees may determine. 
The College is under military discipline and all students must wear 
the uniform. 

The following extracts are from the statement of the "Objects 
and History of the College." 

The College is on a permanent basis, the Legislature having made ample provi
sion for both agricultural and mechanical instruction, both in theory and practice. 
There are now provided two com·ses, one in agriculture and another in the mechanic 
arts, both leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in the collegiate department. 
The farm, creamery, stock barns and sheds, gardens and orchards, and shops for 
instruction in wood and iron and foundry work, being ample for practical training. 

The Trustees have established a Preparatory and Collegiate course, which will 
afford the youth of the State ample means of acquiring, in accordance with the 
law, a thorough, elementary education, and a scientific and practical knowledge of 
agriculture and the mechanic arts. 

The large number of students in attendance each year shows that the College sup· 
plies a long felt want to the people of the State by giving a thoroughly practical 
education to its youths. It is evident that a large class of our people desire the 
young men of the State to combine manual labor with literary instruction ; and 
this is a correct idea where boys are to be educated for industrial pursuits. Train
ing of this kind should be in connection with farm and shop work, where indus
trious habits may be preserved , or where such habits may be acquired by those not 
having t hem already. Study for four years without the habit of manual labor ere· 

*Twelfth Annual Catalogue of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of .Mis· 
sissippi. 1891, 1892. Post Office, Agricultural College, Miss. Telegraph and Ex
press Office, Stark• ille, Miss. Announcement , 1892--1893. Vicksburg, Miss. Com· 
met·cial-Herald Print. 1892. Pp. 62. 
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ates a disinclination for such work, and· tends to separate brain worlt and· hand 
work, giving discredit to the latter. 

The development of our agricultural and mechanical-interests necessitates that 
theory and practice go together in the education.of. the farmer and mechanic. If 
this is true of the other professions, why not of the farmer's? The labor. feature 
corresponds to the technical and expensive instruction that is given at West Point· 
and Annapolis in the numerous drills, encampments, cruises, etc.,-to that given· 
in the hospitals and dissecting rooms of medical colleges-in the moot courts of the 
law school, and in the field work of the engineer. 

The instruction in the academic and scientific departments is of the highest im
portance, and nothing can take precedence over it. The industrial feature comes· 
next, and with it is joined the pecuniary assistan:ce which a student can obtain by 
his work. It differs from that of the old manual labor school in this: There, the 
important matter was to work enough to pay all expenses ; the education r.eceived 
was of secondary consideration compared with earning enough money to pay.. one's 
way. The boy who labors most of his time is physically too tired to accomplish' 
much in his studies; whereas moderate labor facilitates study. It is desirable'tliat 
this feature should be understoOd in connection with the College. It must n-ot· be 
thought that a boy can work his way through by his labor, and also get a first-class• 
education. It is impossible to do both. He could not accomplish both if he had·a1 
school at his very door. A student here has many advantages; he not only gets 
his tuition free; but he has an opportunity to work and pay for part of his boa"J'd. 
by his own labor. At home be would still have to incur the expense of board. and· 
clothing-an expense unavoidable in attending school under any conditions. 

In the Preparatory Department "Mechanical Drawing" an:d 
"Workshop Principles and Methods" are required studies. 

The Mechanical Department, now fully organized, furnishes a valuable addition 
to the course of study. By skilled workmen, trained for such teaching, the stu
dents are taught the selection, care and use of tools designed for wood work. Fre
quent practice in the shops will develop skill of hand and accuracy of observation, _ 
resulting in such a love for this work on the part of many, as will, perhaps, lead to 
their adoption of it as a vocation in life. Shop practice is carried on in the after
noons, alternating with work in the field and garden. 

In the Agricultural course of the College, Drawing is a required 
study during the first terms of Freshman and Sophomore years. 

In the new "Mechanical course", Drawing and shop work are 
taken in place of the technical agricultural training, otherwise the 
studies are alike. The following statement shows the equipment 
for the new course and the special work in drawing required. 

MECHANIC ARTS. 

Harry Gwinner, Superintendent. 

This department was opened for the reception of students September, 1891. 
A substantial building 50 feet by 100 feet, was erected in May, 1891, and has been 

fitted up for a thorough course in carpentry, and wood turning. 
The Mechanical Course is designed to afford such students as· have· a coiiU'non 

school education an opportunity to continue the elementary, scientificr, and literary 
studies, together with free hand and mechanical urawing, while receiving theoret
ical and practical instruction in the various mechanic arts, leading to the degree of· 
Bachelor of Science. 

The training here given does not endeavor to train a single set of faculties, but to 
uevelop harmoniously all_ the powers. 
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It proceeds upon tht~ prinCiple that the eye and hanu should I.Jo educated no less 
than the I.Jrain. 

On accotmt of the limited time spent in the shops it is impossible to turn out 
skilled mechanics, but what the student receives there not only gives him the best 
pmctical ideas, but teaches him that manual labor is no more degrading than in
tellectual labor and equips him in such a manner that he will experience no diffi
culty in selecting the trade tba.t is best for him to pu1-sue. 

The Legislature has appropriated an amount sufficient for the erection of a one
story building, 35 feet by 70 feet, which will be used for a forge shop and foundry. 

A portion of the building now used for instruction in wood work will be used for 
machine shop work. 

The instruction in shop work consists of a graduated set of exercises so planned 
as to coYe!· the operations in use in the various trades, and each exercise will cover 
as much ground as possiule in order to avoid undue repetition. 

There are twenty double benches in the wood-working shop each of which has a 
complete set of tools. 

The first insh·uction in carpentry and joinery, is in the use of the saw and plane 
iu working wood to given dimensions; and a series of elementary exercises follow 
in order, such as practice in making square joints, Jifferent kinds of dove-tails, the 
various tenons, roof trusses, etc. 

Wood turning anu pattern making succeeds the work at the benches, and sub
sequently, the student will make ca.sti11gs from the patterns made while in the wood 
shop. 

The foun..dry will have twelve benches to be used by the students in mixing sand 
and making moulds, and the castings made from these moulds will be used by him 
in his vise work. 

The foundry will also contain a cupola, brass fm·nace, and core oven. 
The forge shop will contain twelve forges with anvils for same, and all necessary 

tools. The blast for the forges and cupola, will be furnished by a 24-inch blower 
and all smoke will be taken from the shop by an exhaust fan. 

The work in the forge shop will include t he management of the fire, drawing, 
forming, bending, upsetting, splitting, ptmching, annealing, tempering, and case 
hardening. 

The machine shop will have a n equipment of six: engine lathes, two speed lathes, 
one planer, one drill press, one shaper, six vises, and a full assortment of taps, dies, 
and files. 

After the construction of the lathe has been fu lly explained to the student, he 
will be taugbt centering, turning, chucking, reaming, outside and ins ide screw 
cutting, and will also receive instruction on drill press, planer, shaper, and vise. 
H e is then required to construct some piece of mechanism in which many of these 
principles are involved. 

The motive power is fumished by a forty-horse-power engine, and each week a 
student will be placed in charge of the engiueer , and in this way will learn the 
care and management of the boi ler , engine, and pump. 

All work is done from scale drawings made in the school and furnished to each 
student. 

DRAWING. 

Drawing extends through the entire four years, and is looked upon as of the 
highest importance and the effort is to make the instruction thorough. 

In the Fl·eshman Class, drawing from copy and lettering will be given. This 
takes up the copying, direct fron1 drawings, which will be used until the copy is 
Jiinished. 

The lettering consists of instruction in letters of all styles, and the methods of 
figuring and marking drawings. 
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Later, the work will be orthographic projections and drawings of parts of 
machines and wood work, which will be used in the shop. 

SophO'TIWT'e Class.-In this year the work will be drawings of the construction of 
fraiDes, joints, walls, etc., in architectural work and floor and foundation plans 
laid out . . Instruction will be given in the representation of tlat and curved sur
faces by means of colors, and also of the materials used in engineering work. 

Problems in descriptive geometry will be taken up and explained. 
Junior Olass.-Drawings will be made of epicycloidal and involute gear wheels 

and racks, pin and bevel gearing, and cams. 
Work will be done on problems of power, transmission by shafting, belting, etc. 
Senior Olass.-The fh-st part of thls year the work consists of the designing of 

steaiD engine valves, and valve mechanism. 
Later, time will be devoted to thesis work, and the student will work on such 

drawings necessary to ahow his particUlar design. 
The mechanical buildings are always open for inspection and visitors are always 

welcome. 
* * * * * * * 

All students taking the Mechanical course are required to work four to eight 
hours per week in the shops. As this labor is educational no pay is received for it. 
For all other labor faithfully performed they are paid eight cents per hour. 

The total attendance numbers 310; of these, 125 are in the Pre
paratory Department. The Faculty numbers 18 Professors and 
assistant Professors. Gen. S. D. Lee is the President. 

ALCORN AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE, MISS. 

The Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College, formally known 
as The Alcorn University, occupies the site of Oakland College, 
which was bought for the new University when it was established 
in 1871. 

'l'he University received three-fifths of the annual income from 
the United States Land Grant fund for the establishment of "Col
leges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," the State University 
received two-fifths, until the ratio was changed by the Legislature, 
in 1878, and the annual income from that fund was equally divided 
between the two Universities. 

The college is situated in Claiborne County, four and one-half 
miles northeast from R odney, on the Mississippi River. There are 
suitable buildings ~J?-d the farm consists of 295 acres of diversified 
land, "well adapted to the various purposes of a model or experi
mental farm." 

In the regular "Scientific Course" of the University, Free-hand 
drawing is taught each term of Freshman year; after which, drawing 
does not appear in the schedule of studies. In the "Special Scien
tific Course in Mechanical Engineering," Drawing is required through 
the third term of Sophomore year; " Shading, Tinting, and Drawing 
from Patterns," in the first term of Junior year, ·and" Drawing from 
:Actual Machines," and" Designs of Machines," are required studies 
In the third term of Senior year.-The catalogue of "the Alcorn 
Agricultural and Mechanical College for 1880-'81, gives only three 
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courses of sturly: The "Agricultural," "Literary.' ' ::t.nd "Prepara. 
t ory." Drawing is not a required study in the ·'Preparatory," and 
only appears as " Free-hand Drawing," in the first term of Fresh
man year in the other two courses. 

There is a total of 1-±8 students.-The catalogue for 1880-'81, does 
not show the course, or year, of the student, the names of all being 
simply arranged alphabetically; so it is impossible to ascertain how 
many are in the Preparatory, and how many in the College, classes. 

The latest catalogue* has several interesting and original features, 
and is, in its classification of students, certainly superior to the one 
from which the foregoing abstract was taken; in that the list of 
pupils shows both the class, and the department, in which each one is 
enrolled. In addition to the four college classes, there are" Junior" 
and "Senior" "Preparatory" classes, an(t a "Sub Preparatory" 
class, which last has by far the largest attendance. There is a Pre
paratory "Academic course" of three years; and a "Scientific Pre
paratory Course " of two years. In the detailed course of study 
given for all the departments, Drawing is r equired during each 
term of the first year in the " Scientific Preparatory Course." No 
mention of this study is found in any other department . The fol
lowing statement, however, shows that some technical industrial 
training is to be given, in addition to the opportunities for work on 
the farm. 

The Carpentry and Paint ing Departments were opened up last September, and 
thh·ty odd students received instruction during the year in the former , while eight 
were taught in the latter. The Blacksmith Shop w ill be ready for apprentices in 
September next. 

The attendance has reached the limit of the accvmmodations and 
a new Dormitory building is planned. The frontispiece shows a 
number of two story houses, with pleasant porticoes and galleries, 
set in a line, on a pleasantly shaded campus. 

GROUNDS. 

The grounds, comprising something less than 300 acres, with the exception of 
some 30 acres, more or less not under fence, are about thus divided: 70 acres in the 
campus, 80 under cultivation, and most of the rest furnishes a very good pasture 
for the stock. 

The history and resources of the College are thus set forth: 
" Oakland College" was found ed in the interest of the Southern Presbyterians in 

1828. The grounds and buildings were sold in 1871, when the State became the pur
chaser , and dedicated the same, under the name of "Alcorn University," to the 
higher education of her colored youth. In 1878, the Legislature reorganized the 
school under the name, "Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College," the better 
to comply with the Act of Congress of July, 1862. 

* * ·)(o * * * * 
*Catalogue of the officers and students of Alcorn A. & M. College, Westside, 

Miss., 1891- 1892, and announcement for 1892-'93. Jackson, Miss.; The Clarion 
Printing establishment. 1892. Pp. 26. 
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The Agricultural Land Scrip Fund, donated by the United States-Government to 
this State, had increased to $227,150, when the :Legislature, in 1878, div.ided :it 
equally between the Agricultural and Mechanical College at Starkville and this 
College, giving to each $113,575, the interest on which is $5,678.75 per annum. 

All necessary expenses over and above that amount·have heretofore been ·pro
vided for by legislative appropriations. 

By Act of the Legislature of 1892, the annual expenses of the College for the next 
two years will be provided for thus: 

Interest on Congressional Land Scrip. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . $5, 678. 75 
State appropriations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 321. 25 

Total ........ . ...... .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,000:00 

In addition to the above, the Legislature granted an especial appropriation of 
$2,000, to be used in repairing of buildings, etc. 

An additional appropriation of $8,000 was granted by the Legislature to .provide . 
more dormitory and recitation rooms. 

By an Act of Congress known as the New Morrill Bill, which became a law Au
gust 30th, 1890, and entitled "An Act to apply a portion of the proceeds .of .the 
public lands to the more complete endowment and support of the colleges for the 
benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts, established underthe provisions.of an 
Act of Congress approved July 2d, 1862," eac4 State and Territory received $15,000 
from the National Treasury for the year ending June 30th, 1890, received $16,000 
for the year ending June 30th, 1891, etc., upon condition that in States requiring 
separate schools for white and colored children, an equitable division of the part 
received by said States, shall be made for the agricultural and mechanical educa
tion of the children of the two races. 

Under that clause of the Act which provides: ' 'That payment of such installments 
of the appropriation herein made as shall become due to any State before the ad
journment of the regular session of the-Legislature meeting next after the passage 
of this Act, shall be made upon the assent of the Governor thereof, duly certified 
to the Secretary of the Treasury," the first two payments receLved by Mississippi 
have been divided equally between the A. and M. College at Starkville, and Alcorn 
A. and M. College. 

Hereafter this institution will probably receive something over $10,000 annually 
from this source. 

As to how the new Morrill Bill Fund may be used, the following, taken from a 
circular letter sent out by the Commissioner of Education, dated-January, 1891, 
and addressed to Presidents of State Colleges of Agriculture and the Mecha.Itic Al:ts, 
etc., will show: 

" In this connection, your attention is respectfully invited -to the limitations 
placed by the act upon the use of the money received, which is to be applied only 
to instruction in Agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English language, and the 
various branches of mathematical, physical, natural and economic science, with 
special reference to their application in the industries of life, and to the facilities 
for such instruction. It is held by the Secretary that this language authorizes, be
sides the payment of salari~s, the purchase from this money of apparatus, machinery, 
text-books, reference books, stock and matt~rial used in instruction, or (or purp.oses 
of illustration in connection with any of the branches enumerated." · 

* * * * * * * 
Tuition is free to all Mississippi students, but to all others it is $15 a year in ad-

vance. Each student, on entering, will be required to pay a doctor's fee of $2.00, 
which will entitle him to medical attention during the school year; 50 cents addi
tional will be charged for medicine. Board may be had at the Refectory, at $6.50 
per month, in advance. This includes table-board and washing. 

* * * * * * * 
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By working on the farm, or in the shops, as it is needed , most any student can 
earn about a third of his expenses. 

The last two pages of the cover are so utilized as to add to the in. 
terest and usefulness of the catalogue. On the outsiue page is a 
calendar of the scholastic year 1892-'93. The inside page is given 
half, to concise statements of " Things worth knowing by every 
Mississippi F anner;" and half, t o a list of books for general reading; 
which last., as it must needs be suggestive as to the trend of this 
educational movement among the colored people of Mississippi, and 
so can hardly fail of interest, is here quoted at length: 

Students and others have so frequently asked for a list of the best books to read 
that the following list is given, not as containing all the best books but as present. 
ing a number of good books from which a person fairly intelligent may select what 
he or she is able to purchase, according to the special object iu view: 

.A Reference Bible with Maps. A Bible Dictionary. A Concordance. A Die· 
tionary. An Atlas. Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progre~. D'Aubigne's History of the 
Reformation. Ten Acres Enough. Elements of Agriculture. Page's Theory and 
Practice of Teaching. Sweet's Method of Teaching. Self Help, by Smiles. Ten 
Nights in a Bar Room. History of Cir-ilization, by Guizot. Redpath's Popular 
History of the United States. Titcomb's Letters to young P~ople. Bacon's Essays. 
Locke's Conduct of the Understanding. Green's Short History of the English Peo
ple. Sketch Book, by Irving. Utopia. Rasselas. Don Quixote. Gibbon's 1)e.. 

cline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Uncle Tom's Cabin. Last of the Mohicans. 
The Black Phalanx. Men of Mark, by W. J. Simmons. Rights of a Citizen of the 
United States, by Theo. Parsons. E verybody's Lawyer. Pryde's Highways of 
Literature. Addison's Spectator. Arabian Nights. Vanity Fair. Adam Bede. 
Dante (in English. ) Robinson Crusoe. David Copperfield. American Humorist. 
The P oems of Shakespeare, Milton, Whittier , Bryant, Longfellow, and Sir Walter 
Scott. Manual of Co-operation. The biographies of such Americans as Chas. Sum· 
ner. Presideut Lincoln, President Grant, Henry Clay, Benjamin Franklin, George 
Washington, etc. 

The total attendance is as follows: 

RECAPITULATION. 

Number enrolled in College Department ................ .. . .... .. . ... ...... .. 47 
Number enrolled in Preparatory Department . .... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Number enrolled in Sub. Preparatory Department ........... . .. ... . .... . ..... 179 

Total enrollment . . . . ... . . . . ............... . ..... .. ...... . ... . . . . .. . . 276 

The Goveruor and Treasurer of the State are. " ex-officio," mem· 
bers, and the Governor is the President, of the Bon.rd of Trustees. 

Ten Professors and Instructors comprise the Faculty. John H. 
Burrus, l\1. A., is the President. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF MissouRI, CoLuMBIA, Mis

souRr.-THE CoLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE MECHANIC 

ARTS.-THE SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY. 

The income of the United States Land Grant is divided in Missouri, 
between two Departments of the State University; ·which has most 
of its Departments at Columbia, Boone County~ " The Depart
ments which receive the benefits of the Land Grant Fund, are the 
Agricultural College", situated at Columbia; ·and the " School of 
Mines and Metallurgy", situated at Rolla, Phelps County. 

The " Professional Schools" of the Univer&ity are nine, viz: "Ag
riculture, Pedagogics, Law, Medicine, Mining and Metallurgy, En
gineering, Military Science and Tactics, Art, Commercial." 

The course in Agriculture has been reduced to two years, Mechan
ical Drawing is taught in the first half of the last year. There were 
21 students in 1881-'82. ~ 

The school of Engineering includes four courses, ''Civil Engi
neering" "Topographical Engineering," "Surveying and Astron
omy" and "Military Engineering." 

Drawing is of necessity an important study in all these courses, 
modified somewhat in each to suit the needs of tbe special course. 

In the report to the President of the University for the year 
ending June 1st 1882, the Dean of the Faculty says: 

" Drawing has been made a more prominent feature of the course; 
and W arran's entire series of engineering drawing books is now used 
as the text. McCord, on Mechanical Drawing and Smith on Topo
graphical Drawing, are also used as texts." 42 students were in at
tendance jn the School of Engineering during 1881- '82. 

The School of Art and Drawing had a course of three years. A 
total of 140 students of the University, are enrolled under this school 
for 1881-82. The total number of students attending the University 
for this year was 509. There were, in addition, 82 students in the 
School of Mines at Rolla, making the total number of University 
students 591. ' · 

The latest catalogue * at hand has as frontispiece, a view of the 
stately main building intact ; and opposite, a view of the same 
building in ruins, as left by the destructive fire of January 9th, 1892. 
The majestic Ion.ic columns, and the roofless massive walls, all jagged 
and corroded by the devastating flames, suggest rather the ruined 
monuments of Italy and Greece, than any modern constructions. 
'l'he ruins, in fact, in these views, seem grander and more impressive 
than did the uninjured structure. ' 

The University was created by the law of F ebruary 8th, 1839. 
The site in Columbia, selected June 24th of the same. year, and the 
completed building was opened for academic purposes April 14th, 

*Catalogue of the University of the State of Missouri. Fiftieth Report of the 
Curators to the Governor of the State. 1891-1892. Pp. 149. 1. n. 
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1841. " Tbe College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, and the 
school of Mining and Metallmgy, were made a department of the 
University by act of February 24th, 1870." 

In the Repor t made by the Curators to Governor Francis, "for 
the ycar entling J une, 1 92",-afterthe expression of their gratifica. 
tion in haviug secured the year before, tho acceptance of the Presi
dency of the University by Professor Richard H. J esse, of Tulane 
University; whose administration thus fat', they pronounce a great 
success,- the present prosperity and future prospects of the Uni
versity ar e thus set forth: 

The popularity of the work of the University, and its signal success, as evidenced 
by tho increased attendance at this session, is matter of pridP, not only to the man
agement. but a lso to all the people of tho State. Missouri, now more than ever, is 
devoted to the interests of higher education. The hearts of the people beat in unison 
with the c.le:;iro for a grand institution of leaming that shu.ll give unexcelled power 
for development and progress, and shall be their crowning glory in the Mississippi 
valley . They hase lifted the University to its legitima te legal status of the first 
inst itution in the State. They have made it the State University. They have 
entered upon the policy of endowing it, and they recognize their duty and interest 
to maintain it liberally and suitably. Ther , therefore, have a right to expect an 
expansion pro1>ortionate to the effort being wade. Such has been the case. The 
growth of tho institution in e,·ery respect is encourag ing . The uumber of students 
at this session is 631, being 51 w ore than any previous year of the fifty-three years 
of the University"s history ; and in our opinion , but for the burning of the main 
building in the midst of the session, the number of students might easily have 
r eached 700. With a continuance of the present vigorous policy by the State and 
the University itself, when the new buildings a re erected and properly equipped, 
there appears to be no reason why the student corps should not in a brief time attain 
to t welvE• or fifteen hundred. The State of llfissouri, by her situation and natural 
advantage:;, with the noble character and public spirit of her people, deserves this 
splenditl accomplishment, and it is the ambition of a ll connected w ith the immedi
ate control of tho University to atta in this end. llfissouri should never pause for a 
moment in her onward mo\'ement. until none can mention her name or celebrate 
her gloriel! without giving fh·st thought and cons ideration to her great University. 
For at last it is g reat minds that most adorn a state, and elevate it far above the 
grandeur, fruitfulness and beauty of natut·e in the achievements of history and per
manent l>eneficence of b·ue glOI)'. All t>xperience carries this testimony. Intelli
gence discounts nature. A counhy is known by its men. The university is the 
c1·oator of power-the power of thought-and elevated thought is the inspirer of 
sublime conduct. A country without great t;ehools is incapable of lofty enterprise, 
and buries its annals witt. its years, leaving m·ithe1· name nor memories to redeem it 
from oblivion. 

An historical statement of the foundi ng of several departments in 
their order of installation, is given as follows ; and the opening in 
l 8!H, of tho new school of Mechanic Arts, thus announced: 

ACTS OF CONGRESS JULY 2, lAG2, AND AUGUST 30, 1890. 

By the land grant act of the United StateR o( July 2, 1862, the equivalent of 
330.000 acres of land was donated to the State for tho purpose of establishing an 
A!!,Ticultural College. embracing instruction in agriculture, military science and 
tncliCl:i aml th(' mechn.nic arts. I t wa:; intended that the proceeds of this grant 
,;houltl ho u:;t•ll only for maintenance. aml that the State should supply the build
iug:; ami Ct!uipwe~t. The Statt~ , by act of tho General Assembly, accepted this trust 
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and assumed entire control of the tt ust fund. By act of the Legislature of Febru
ary 24, 1870, the Agricultural College, with the School of Mines and Metallurgy, 
was established as a department in the University. At a later period the Military 
department was developed, and under the patronage of the State, and presided over 
by able and accomplished officers of the United States army, detailed by the Secre
tary of War, is most successful. In this the design of the United States has been 
fully accomplished. 

But the School of Mechanic Arts has beEm for nearly thirty years wholly neg
lected by the State, it having made no provision whatever for its institution or sup
port. But by act of August SO, 1890, the United States Congress made further and 
liberal provision for the Agricultural College. This act yields an annually increas
ing amount from $15,000 in 1890 up to $25,000 when the latter sum became a fixed 
annual income. Of this amount Lincoln Institute receives a part, in the ratio of 
the colored children to the white children of the State. The School of Mines at 
Rolla, as a part of Agricultural College, receives 25 per cent. and the remainder 
goes to the Agricultural College at Columbia. By means of this unexpected income, 
without any aid from the State, the Board have been enabled to establish and put 
in operation in the Agricultural College at Columbia the Normal department, the 
Commercial department, the Department of History and Political Economy, ·and 
also a 

SCHOOL OF MEOHANIC ARTS; OR, MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

This latter deserves an emphatic notice. It is an entirely new feature in univer
sity work. The first Manual Trai~g School established in the United States was 
due to the thought of Dr. C. M. Woodward. It is apart of Washington University, 
at St. Louis, and he is its present Dean. The fame of that school is national, and 
Dr. Woodward is everywhere recognized as the originator of the system. As a 
member of the Board of Curators, he has taken a deep interest in the organization 
of the Manual Training School in the University. This in itself is a guaranty of the 
very best form. And he has stated that it ls as well equipped and ably conducted, 
so far as developed, as any school of its kind in the country. 

On the 3d day of June, 1891, Prof. 0 . W. Marx was elected by the Board Superin
tendent of the school, who gives instruction in the theories pertaining to his depart
ment, and also superintends the manual work. Prof. C. B. Rearick is instructor 
in drawing. 

About five thousand dollars have been expended in equipping this department. 
It was firstlocated 'in the basement of the west wing of the main University build
ing, and was burned out. Most of the equipment, however, was saved, and the 
school is now conducted in a leased building. A separate and suitabl.e brick building 
will be erected on the campus this summer, ample for ts accommodation and free 
development. 

THE INFLUENCE OF THIS SCHOOL UPON THE STUDENT. 

The course in this department is intended to cover four years, and embraces four 
rooms or stages of progress, viz.: plain wood-work or joinery, wood turning, work 
in cold iron and the forge-room. It is no part of the scheme to manufacture any
thing for commerce, but to give practical instruction to the students in drawing 
and in the use of tools of every kind, and in the construction of all the forms and 
patterns of wood and iron work. Thus are educated together in the most natural 
and easy way the brain, eye and hand, developing at once the sense and method of 
useful form, and evolving ideas, mental conceptions and intellectual processes 
into the material of practical life. The scholar is also a mechanic. While he 
thinks, action is present. While he studies, he learns to do. He comprehends the 
necessity of mental and physical cooperation as equal elements of success. He 
creates or preserves habits of industry. He prepares to help himself in after life as 
occasion requires. He is rendered independent. This condition makes him con
fident and sel.f-reliant. Gradually it dawns upon him that study and toil are only 

AR1'- VOL 4- -26 
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d ifferent applications of the same intelligent force, of like merit, and worthy equal 
honor. Thus the first principle of good citizenship impresses itself upon him. 
E very one must do something '' to earn a night's repose." He perceives that an 
idle philosopher is not so valuable to society as a chimney-sweep, and that truth 
dormant and inacti"t"e, however g reat , is ot less value than junk or old rags on the 
way to market. 

The workers move the world to-day. All the mighty forces that once poured 
through the gates of civilization in ruinous war are now engaged in wonderful 
competitive activity in commerce, construction , ar t and manufacture. The man 
that can think and do in this age must surpass the man trained t o think but not to 
do. The hand of industry is every hour growing into greater comparative impor
tance. Hitherto it has been committed for instruction to the minor schools and to 
tradition. It was denied a position by the side of the professions. Now the spirit 
of the age calls the industrial pursuits into the halls of the university, and crowns 
the hand of toil and the implements of industry with the same honor in which it 
clothes the bar, the bench and the forum. Thus passes away the cruel and bar
barous period of personal preference, based on no merit but the accident of birth or 
calling-a monstrous imagination that has harassed and oppressed nine-tenths of 
mankind for centuries. 

Seventy-three students have this year tmtered the Manual Training School, and a 
want of room prevented a g reater number. The bounty of the General Govern
ment enables us to deal liberally with this department. There are no special charges 
for anything. Paper, pens, ink, drawing instruments, desks, models, wood, lum
ber, tools, work benches, metals, supplies, forges, ancf all the necessary and costly 
machinery and outfits, are furnished every student without cost, just as scientific 
instruments, maps, chad s , technical books and suitable equipment are furnished 
to other dep:1r tments. A substantial building, desig ned w ith special adaptation to 
the uses of t!J.is department, will be a. strong feature upon the campus. This will 
be erected from means supplied by the State. Thus the State and Nation join in 
welcome of the industries to the home of the classics and sciences. 

The Agricultur al Building fortunately escaped destruction and 
this college, with its comprehensive departments, is recognized as a 
very essential member of the University. 

THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

From what precedes, it is evident that the Agricultural College in the University, 
Pmbracing the School of Mines at Rolla, the Military, the Mechanic Arts and the 
other important schools mentioned, with yet capacity for still g reater enlargement, 
and having at the same time control of the farm, the H orticultural departmen~ 
and the Experiment station with its revenues, constitutes a strong element in uni· 
versity organization. The Curators have given it special consideration in the 
endeavor to foster its highest interests and bring to its support the popular favor 
its importance and merit demand. In a prominent position npon the campus it 
has a com modious building for its own special us~, heated by steam and bot air, 
repaired and improved throughout during the present year at a cost of over $6,000, 
newly equipped for its work and elegantly appointed in every part. It wholly 
escaped injuq by the fire. To-day t he Agricultural College building stands alone, 
but soon wi'l! be one of a g roup of modem buildings, erected like itself for the spe
cial use of the several departments, and standing coequal with engineering, phys· 
ics, medicine or law, and having an income greater than any other departmen~ 
Seventy-one students, professional agricultm·ists, have this year entered this depart
ment, and are pursuing a special and technical course of study to equip themselves 
for theh· life work, in like manner as medical or law students, either of which 
schools they excel in number. 
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The Agricultural College is succeeding far beyond expectation in its own special 
work and professional course; and when it is allowed that by legal association and 
community of organization and support J!om the same fund, there are due to it 
thE> courtesies of the School of Mines, the Military School and School of Mechanic 
Arts, its interests, power and influence as compared with the other departments 
are imposing and of wide range. In former years it bas been impeded for lack of 
sufficient means to meet its necessities, the physical sciences being very expensive 
as compared with the classics and similar learning. But for the present the income 
of the Agricultural department is deemed an1ple for the pay of its professors and 
for all the "facilities for instruction," to which uses alone it is limited by law. It 
will therefore be inexpensive to the State, except for buildings and fixtures. 
It is our opinion that time will prove the wisdom of associating together all these 

departments of learning and building up one great University, instead of dissipat
ing the energies of the State at far greater cost and loss of that massive effect pro
duced by a grand unity, which is in itself a mighty influence over the imagination 
in fixing the attention, inspiring ambition, crt>.ating energy, exciting enthusiasm 
and impressing every one with the earnestness. zehl and self-respect that spring 
from the combined power of all. Besides, all learning is of the same nature, all 
truth is of the same essence, and all students far into life pursue the very same 
studies and investigations. Only when the practical demands for business and 
subsistence begin to press do they differentiate into law, agriculture, mechanics, 
medicine and the various specialties. Moreover, the association of all the schools 
multiplies the influence and benefits of each , and through acquaintance and friend7 
ship draws together the young men of the State, producing a good understanding, 
obliterating local prejudices and follies of business distinction, and creating a spirit 
of toleration and mutual self-respect. Agriculture, far from suffering by this asso
ciation in the University, must itself, by the inherent purity, beauty and beneficence 
of its learning, in which is nothing evil, terid to the advantage of all other depart
ments, and they have a deep interest in its permanent presence upon the campus. 

The burning of t h!3 main building is referred to a-s a matter of 
history; and details are given of the prompt action of the legislature 
and of the public spirit and generosity shown by the people of Co
lumbia, in supplementing the State appropriation. 

" The 36tp. General .Assembly" made immediate provision for th~ 
needs of the University by creating a building fund of $237,000. The 
plans for the placing of the new buildings are already decided upon. 

The buildings will be erected upon a quadrangle extending lengthwise from north 
to south, and being 300 feet wide-the west line facing with the east wall of the 
Agricultural College building, which will form one of the group, and which is 
really the initial point determining the position of the other buildings. 

The new main building will stand to the south of the position of the old one and 
at the head of the quadrangle facing north. The main building cannot be erected 
at present. It is estimated that it will cost $300,000, and the 37th General Assem· 
bly will be asked to appropriate that amount for the purpose. No plans, however, 
have been drafted for this building. 

The building of six other buildings are authorized; among them 
is one for the Manual Training School. 

An insurance of nearly $150,000, on the main building and the 
library and apparatus, is fortunately available for the ·creation of 
new collections of books and instruments: 

Girls are admitted to the Academic Department of the University. 
The following paragraphs from its catalogue, relate to their student 
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life; the provisions regarding dress are not devoid of interest. One 
wonders whether, sometimes, some fair student has not risked "ten 
demerits a day" for some favorite hat. Can it be, that the innocent 
coquetry of the sex, has been here wholly eliminated? 

YOUNG WOllfEN. 

(Mrs. J. P . Royall in charge.) 

It is now twenty years since the University was opened alike to both sexes. The 
number of young women matriculating has increased steadily from year to year, and 
now exceeds one hundred. In this University, as in so many others, co-education 
has thoroughly approved itself, and is now passed quite beyond the stage of experi
ment. Large liberty is allowed in the selection of studies, but the same demands 
a re met by all members of the same class, and the young women often distinguish 
themselves iu the severest subjects. The lady in charge, whose chief duty it is to 
chaperone her wards, extends to them at a ll t imes the friendliest counsel and sym· 
pathy, and every other provision is made for their health, comfort , convenience and 
improvement. · While no such educational advantages for young women are to be 
found outside of a University, the expense is even less than at ordinary schools for 
girls. 

DRESS. 

A simple u niform, becoming to all young women, is particularly desirable for 
students, as it not only economizes time, money and attention, but also identifies 
them. outwardly, with t he University , while at the same time it abolishes in a 
measure the distinction of rich and poor. Accordingly the following has been 
adopted as the attire of matriculates for every ~ay, regular and special holidays 
excepted: 

A walking suit of black cloth with black trimmings. During the first month of 
the first semester and the last month of the second semester , a white basque or 
waist may be worn instead of a black one. The hat must be black, but its shape 
and material are left at discretion, except that ornamental trimmings, such aa 
flowers and feathers, are forbidden. The rule of the Faculty, authorized by the 
Board of Curators, prescribing this uniform, is enforced by a penalty of ten demerits 
f 01" each day's violation of i t. 

LITERARY SOCIETIES. 

Of these, there are t wo, the Philalethean and the Thalian. Both have large mem
bership, and afford the young women ample opportunity for culture in forms of 
discipline, such as the composition and presentation of addresses, orations, essays 
not especially provided for in the ordinary curricula, and of these opportunities they 
have not been slow t o avail themselves. 

In the new Universi ty buildings there will be made the most complete and perfect 
provision of society and study halls and other apartments for the young women. 

A Young W oman's Christian Association recently organized with a large active 
and associate membership is doing an earnest and zealous work, sure to be crowned 
with beneficen t results. All the professional departments of the University are 
open to young women. 

The latest official publication by the authorit ies of the University, 
is the Biennial Report made by the Curators to the General Assem· 
bly under date of J anuary 1st, 1893. * 

·:+ Bienuial Report of the Board of Curators to 37th General Assembly for the two 
years ending December 31, 1892. J efferson City, Mo. Tribune PrintiDg company, 
State Printers and Binders. 1893. Pp. 107. 
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This is subsequent to that made by them to the Governor, which 
accompanies the catalogue already quoted. 

The urgency of the need of generous state support to the Univer
sity-caused by the disastrous conflagration of January 9th, 1892, in 
which the great main building was destroyed ; together with the 
valuable libraries and scientific apparatus, so indispensible to the 
methods .of modern education-affords to President Rothwell, of the 
Board of Curators, a fit opportunity, not only for urging upon the 
attention of the Legislators of the State, the present exceptional needs 
of the Institution; bti.t, also, for emphasizing the value and impor
tance to the State of a true University. 

These statements of the vital connection which exists between the 
University and the public schools of the State ; and the defining of 
the essential parts which. go to the making of a true University; are 
of weighty import to all American communities, and are well and 
clearly put. · 

In speaking of the University in its economical relations to the 
State, he says: 

THE UNIVERSITY IN STATE ECONOMY. 

There are four essential elements of University success and usefulness, viz.: 
Faculty, buildings, equipment and students. Of these, the corps of instruction is 
first in order and force. High character, strong intellect, comprehensive, accurate 
learning, practical wisdom; correctness of purpose and sincere love of their work 
are the qualities demanded. The selection of the professors must depend uppn the 
good judgment of the managing authority, with the means placed at their disposal. 
In selecting a faculty, it has been the aim of the Curators to make such a reputa
tion for the University that a professorship in any of its departments shall be not 
only a guaranty of intellectual force and scholarship, but, what is of far greater 
moment, evidence of moral worth and irreproacha ble character. Should any fail 
in this regard, it would be a cause for displacement! without hesitancy. Our pres
ent Faculty we believe worthy the utmost confidence. They are presided over by a 
president of the most eminent moral qualities and irrepressible intellectual force; a 
man of noble character, high sentiment, broad views of life and destiny, and under 
all conditions guided by the greatest of all purely mental endowments, good com
mon sense. The Faculty are able, learned and laborious. Amid the wreck and 
waste of the fire, in rented rooms and with depleted accommodations, they, by their 
combined effort and great excellence of work, have kept the University intact and 
helds its student corps to a higher number than when the great main building stood 
with all its comforts, conveniences, equipment and libraries. Facts are better than 
words. No commendation could add to the testimony of these results. They fully 
justify the State for the outlay it has made or·may make in supporting their en- . 
dtJa.vors by providing amply all needed facilities. To supply buildings and equip
ment is the office of the State, and this duty will be discharged according to its 
ability and its appreciation of higher education. Students in any number will not 
be wanting where the conditions are equal to the necessities of modem education. 
Thereis noinvestment whichaState can makeequal toa great University. There 
is no advantage_ to a people so noble in itself, so grandly enduring in results, so far
reaching and irresistible to influence. It is at once a monument to constitutional 
vigor and character, and a mighty controlling power. A University is the labora
tory of the highest thought, the training school of genius. It gathers together and 
utilizes the mind-power of a people, conferring upon it the strength of trained 
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exercise, the mom en tum of a compact moving body, the readiness of practical and 
accw·ate dl'ill, the armor of broad and liberal learning. 

WHAT THE UNIVERSITY DOES FOR A STATE. 

The most real wealth of a State is cultivated intelleCt, neither diminished by use,. 
damaged by fire nor wasted by flood. The University supplies to the State an 
accumulation of mental equipment and reserved power ready for any emergency 
of statesmanship, war or scientific application ; and thi1> necessity for .provident 
preparation is consk1.ntly growing. The State which neglects it wust eventually 
yield to that which supplies it. True, here and there some great minds have and 
will continue to de\'elop without special training ; but these are exceptions, and 
even in these isolated cases it will be found that such minds are the production of 
the institutions under which they live. Taking no notice of the forces in society 
that have strongly impressed and characterized them, they are considered self. 
made; but they are the genuine offspring of their time. 'fhe prepotency of racial 
features and political, moral and intellectual conditions and natural envirol1lllent 
are too often in tllese cases overlooked. 

The influences of tmiversities are not alone dit·ect upon their students, but also 
strongly indirect upon the people. They exercise a potent secondary influence 
almost bounclless in its beneficence. Through the popuhu- love of the land they 
mingle the slrength, precision and ambition of a higher education. They thus up
hold the purpose of thJ people, and stimLtlate them to more thorough mental prep
aration in reading, study and attention to greater problems in government, business 
and scientific methods. 

The sciences are now everywhere regarded as the friends of the most common 
and practical concerns of every-day life. They are no longer confined to the lab
oratory as curiosities of the few, but have gone out to the shop, the field and the 
factory. The univei·sity is the demonstrator and teacher of their uses; the people 
are the recipients of their benefits. The light which the university spreads is dif
fused for all. It reaches with gentle touch every shady place in life. 

THE UNIVERSITY AND '£HE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

The universities are the steadfast friends of the public schools. Thomas Jefferson 
created tho University of Virginia,; he also was the author of the school system 
of Virginia. The interest of the Uni>ersity and the public school is one. They are 
complements the one of the other. They cannot be divorced without immediate 
and permanent injury t.> both. In our constitution they together constitute the 
public school system. Both are made subject to the same State control and entitled 
to the same conscientious care and adequa.tesupport. The university and the public 
school in Missouri are of the same blood. They differ only in their offices. The 
university is not an interest separate from the popular interest. Its teachings are 
not contrary to the truths taught in the public school. All truth is of one essence 
and agrees with itself. The public schools deals with facts and elements, the uni· 
varsity ·with the reason and principle of things, a.nd scientific investigation and 
experiment, whereby the bounds of humfm knowledge are enlarged for all, finding 
its speedy way into the smallest concerns of practical life. This is now the best 
thought of the civilized world. In Germany her great tmiversities a t Berlin, Leip
sic, Gottingen and Strasburg are not more distinguished for higher learning than 
are her minor schools for efficiency and usefulness among the people. And who 
for a moment would assert that Cambridge and Oxford had been detrimental to 
the commons of England, two forces that more than any othet·s have supported the 
English dominion by endowing the English mind? For these two universities it is 
claimed that " they carried the English flag around the world." 

With equal pride all Americans regard Yale, Harvard, Dart,uouth, Bowdoin or 
Princeton, and shall not illissow·ians lovtl and cher ish their University, now rapidly 
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growing in power and usefulnfss? Certainly Missourians cannot be so short-sighted 
as not to do all they can for so grand an interest. 

Their public school system is unsurpassed on the continent. They will make 
their University correspondingly great and successful. In every age great scholars, 
profound thinkers, overmastering intellects, wonderfully accurate scientists and 
ingenious inventors are a necessity, but especially so in this age of surprise, newness 
and mighty progress. The energies with which the world once wasted itself in war 
are now turned to intellectual dominion and the triumphs of learning. It is not the 
mighty tread of nations sounding along the highway that leads to conquest now, 
but the silent hosts of thought and the viewless march of mind. The camp of civ
ilization is pitched in the lecture room and in the laboratory. The. standard of the 
university is set up where once the eagles of the Legion stood. 

In this connection the following words in a leading English Pa
per, (The Manchester Guardian of May 29th 1893), commenting upon 
Monsieur Lippmann's remarkable successin Photographing colors, 
furnish strikingly corroborative testimony to President Rothwell's es
timate of the value of University Training in our modern civilization. 

Speaking of this final conquest of nature so long and earnestly 
sought ever since Daguerre first taught mari to force the sun to make 
his pictures, the Guardian says, speaking to an English audience: 
"The discovery itself was no matter of chance; its author, who has 
long been known for his remarkable researches in pure science, 
foresaw it as a necessary consequence of scientific theory. We can
not refrain from pointing a moral realized abroad but not yet here. 
The majority of really fruitful discoveries in chemistry and physics 
come not from the so called practical man nor the half educated 
pupil of a lad's technical school, but from the brains of those who, 
like a Kelvin, a Lippmann, or a Perkin, have mastered the most 
abstruse principles of their science. It is on our Universities, and a 
half dozen first-class technical schools, that we must spend our money 
if we woultl. see it bring in any serious return. It needs little im
agination to perceive the value of a discovery like M. Lippmanns, 
which widens so immensely our artistic and our scientific horizon. 
All Englishmen will join in congratulating the Physicist capable of 
such an achievement." 

A NEW MAIN BUILDING .A NECESSITY. 

The President, makes the following plea for the rebuilding of the 
Main Building: 

Missouri has done much for her University, both in endowment and buildings. 
She has laid the groundwork for a great institution. But it is an enterprise that 
never ceases. It would be a pity if it did cease to press, by its active demands upon 
the State. Neither have we yet recovered from the losses by the fire. The most 
primary need of the University just now is a main building. It .should be provided 
for at once. The University work can scarcely progress without it. Indeed with
out it a large part of the work must break down or go in a very crippled condition. 
The Curators have considered the subject, and, though not adopting certainly, yet 
have very much approved a certain plan. This is . estimated to cost for building 
and equipment $300,000. If this building should be provided for, the united ca
pacity of all the buildings would, it is thought, be sufficient to care for easily 1,200 
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students. It is a crisis with the University. It is undoubtedly in a ve.ry prosperous 
condition. But h ope is a strong element in its present success. The students be· 
lieve their present awkward situation will be r elieved by the erection of the main 
building. They have faith in the State's good purpose to provide liberally for them 
in this respect. Should they be disappointed there is no foreseeing the r esult. It 
could but be unfortunate. If this main building is supplied at this time, the suc
cess and steady progress of the University is secured for the future. There can be 
no doubt on this point. Th e institution would be one in which every Missourian 
might well feel a just pride. I ts influence in enlarging, broadening, strengthening 
and equipping the mind of the youth of the State for the great and serious work of 
life would be incalculable. The matter is committed to the General Assembly in 
the earnest hope that they may have the means for this grand purpose. 

The sum of 236,577 was appropriated by the L egislature March 
24, 1892, for rebuilding at Columbia; provided the citizens would 
pay $50,000 to the Curators for the same purpose; and would further 
comply with specified demands as to water supply and protection 
against fire. These demands having been met, the following plan 
was adopted. 

KIND OF BUILDINGS. 

Two courses of action seemed from the beginning open to the Curators, viz.: to 
erect a main building, or to erect a number of department buildings. On consid· 
eration it was ascertained that the amount appropriated was insufficient for the 
erection and equipment of a main building with any fire-proof qualities, and further, 
that greater accommodations could be secured, and more pressing wants met for 
the present, by several structures than by one; therefore, after mature considera· 
tion, it was determined to erect a system of department buildings. 

In devising the system, the whole subject and a ll the conditions were thoroughly 
canvassed, and future buildings and improvements considered , so that convenience 
and economy might be secured and harmony of design attained now and hereafter. 
The number and capacity of the present buildings of course would be limited by the 
provisions of the act, which required that n o building or buildings should be begun 
which could not be finished within the appropriation. It was found possible under 
this limitation to erect six buildings, viz.: a boiler and engine house for heating and 
power, a Manual Training building, a Physics and Engineering building, a building 
for Biology and Geology combined with a Museum, a Chemical Laboratory and a 
Law building. A comprehensive campus plan was surveyed and adopted upon the 
idea of a quachangle or elongated court, 300 feet wide from east to west and extend· 
ing from north t o south. The new buildings are arranged on each side of the 
quadrangle, the Agricultural college building being one of the group. Future like 
buildings can be in harmony with them. It is the design to place the main building 
at the south end of the quadrangle when it shall be er ected. The magnificent and 
imposing columns of the old building stand in the cen ter of the court, and will be 
left standing-a sacred ruin and a sad memorial to t he lives of the old students, a 
monument of progress to the new. When the legislature shall provide the means, 
the court will be cleared and graded and put in tasteful harmony with all the sur· 
r oundings, new and old. 

The Manual Training Building to be completed in February, 1893, 
is thus described: 

MANUAL TRAINING BUILDING. 

The Manual Training building has a frontage of 108 feet by a depth of 117 feet. 
It consists of two stories and a full basement. It has six shop rooms 40 x 40 feet; 
an exhibit hall 25 x 40 feet; two offices 16 x 18· feet; one drawing room 40 x40 
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feet; two class-rooms 18 x 22 feet, besides store-room, engine-room, lavatories, etc. 
The driving power of the ma.chinery is a 90-horse power Corliss engine. w * * 
When in full operation it ~1 accommodate 400 students by classes, 24 in a class, 
and two hours to a class each day_. 

Besides his plea for a new main building, the Pi'esident sets forth 
the absolute demand for Library and Apparatus: 

T HE LIBRARY. 

The University ought in the next ten years to cOntain 50,000 volumes. B,ooks 
are the student's implements. H e toils with books. He lives, grows, expands by 
books. His companions are books. He is never educated till he learns to love 
books. He is never prepared for the intellectual contests of life until he is 
thoroughly equipped with the knowledge of books. The student must have books. 
If his own State does not furnish them, he will go elsewhere where they do abound. 
There cannot be a great University- indeed there cannot be any University at all
without a great library. We ask but a small appropriation for this purpose, but 
the Legislature ought to go beyond it, and not postpone for years a good which the 
present so imperatively demands. 

SOIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. 

* * * * * * * 
The modern sciences cannot be efficiently taught withou t proper equipment. 

The sciences are not only intellectual and theoretic ; they are likewise material and 
practical. They deal with facts as 'Yell as ideas. Their conceptions are evolved in 
the exercise of delicate an~ dangerous powers, intimately connected with the busi
ness, commerce, travel, construction, manufacture, production, health, happiness 
and progress of the world. The student of the sciences goes directly from the class
room and laboratory to the appliCation of his thoughts to the material wants and 
vast.complicated industries of mankind. He is trusted on his diploma, without 
question, as qualified practically for his profession. It is little less thai! a crime 
for the State to give him this repu tation by its endorsement, without the full means 
for preparation to sustain it. This cannot be done without suitable equipment. 
One cannot learn to chop or hoe or plow by merely talking, t heorizing or reading 
about it. He must see and handle the instruments. What theory could make one 
practical master of an engine? . What discussion or lectures could place one in safe 
control of the intricate, subtle and quick-acting, faculties of. electricity in its vast 
and increasing application to human affairs? The answer comes at once. We 
listen to the theorist; we trust the practical man. The student must be made 
thoroughly practical. His education must be as intensely factual as it is thoroughly 
scientific. The immaterial thought must be grasped, but the embodied principle 
must also be seen, felt and controlled. 

The movement for thorough and complete equipment is now most decided in all 
the great colleges and universities in this country and Europe. It is felt to be an 
absolute necessity. Missouri, in the erection of her grand new buildings, is laying 
the foundation of the most magnificent University in theW est. A few years hence 
and it will be the admira~ion of scholars, as it is now t heir hope ; students will 
flock to its balls from many States and post-graduates gather at it to prosecute 
their studies and perfect their work. 

To return to the catalogue of 1891-1892. The "Academic " De
partments of the University, number fourteen; seven under the head 
of " Language," and seven under that of " Science." There are 
~ight "Professional" Departments; these are the same as those given 
m the catalogue of 1881-1882, only that from the list there given, 
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the ninth, "Commercial," has been dropped. Of these The College 
of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, is known as No. X V of the 
University Departments, and as No. 1 of the " P rofessional " De. 
partments. 

" This College had its origin in the beneficence of National, State, 
and local governments. Its location, objects and aims, are defined," 
in "acts of Congress and in the laws of Missouri." 

LOCATION. 

The College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts is located at Columbia, Boone 
county, in the north central portion of Missouri, one of the most beautiful towns 
of the State, containing about four thousand inhabitants, noted for their culture, 
refinement and mora lity, and surrounded by a region of country of well-known 
healthfulness and fertili ty. 

ENDOW~lENT OF THE COLLEGE. 

The support of the College is derived from: 
(1) The preceeds of the sales of the public lands donated to Missouri by the act of 

Congress of J uly 2, 1862. Tlus State received as her sllare two hundred and seventy. 
five thousand acres, of which there have been sold up to date two hundred and six
teen tllousand seven hundred and sixty acres, yielding three hundred and twelve 
thousand dolla rs , which sum is invested in a State certificate of indebtedness, at 
five per cent, yielding fifteen thousand six hundred dolla rs ; of this amount one 
fourth, or three thousand nine hundred dollars, is by law appropriated to the sup
port of the School of Mines and Metallurgy, at Rolla. 

(2) The a nnual appropriations from the United States treasury by the act of Con
gress of .August 30, 1890, of fifteen thousand dollars for the years 1889-90, and 
increased each year by one thousand dollars, until it reaches twenty-five thousand 
dollars, which shall remain au annual appropriation. Of this amount, one-sixteenth 
is by Jaw appropriated to the" Lincoln Institute," at J efferson City, for the educa· 
tion of negro children in agriculture and mechanic ar ts, and one-fifth of the balance 
to the School of Mines and Metallurgy, at Rolla. 

(3) The act of Congress of March 2, 1887, known as the" Hatch bill," appropriatEs 
fi fteen thousand dol la.1·s annually to the College of .Agriculture, for the purpose of 
conducting investigations and experiments in variotlS lines of work connected with 
agriculture. By the acts of Congress making the above appropriations, the expend· 
itures are expressly restricted to the pur poses of instruction, illustration and orig· 
inal scientific investigations in agriculture, and not one dollar can be used for the 
erection or repair of bnildings; such facilities are to be provided by the State of 
Missouri. 

( 4) The College building and Experimental farm, donated by the citizens of Boone 
county, and costing originally ninety thousand dollars. 

The above sums, together with the assistance derived fr om the association of the 
College of .Agriculture with the University, furnish an a bundant income for all 
purposes of instruction and experimentation. 

The subjects in the "outline of studies" are given under twenty 
different heads. The following is the outline of the course in: 

DRAWING AND SHOP-WORK. 

The aim of the instruction in this depar tment is not to make finished mechaniCS 
or artisans; it is not designed to be a "Trade school," but is designed, primarily, 
for intellectual development and discipline; and, secondarily, to cultivate habits of 
physical training, and to make farmers' boys familiar with the tools and processes, 
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in working wood and iron, and to give -the;m such training as will enable them to 
perform with facility the ordinary mechanical operations of the farm. The course 
of instruction embraces: 

COURSE IN DRAWING. 

Fi1·st Year.-Free-hand and Instrumental drawing, which is taught by lectures, 
and from objects, models, and flat copies, including intersections, development of 
surfaces, and lettering. 

Second Year.-Mechanical drawing, isometric projections, plana, sections, and 
elevations of machines, and structures. 

Third Year. -Geometrical drawing, tinting, brush and line shading; shades and 
shadows. 

Fmwth Yea1·.-0riginal professional work. 

COURSE IN SHOP-WORK. 

First Year-Wood-working and Pattern-making.-This course begins with a 
series of exercises in wood-working, each of which is intended to give the student 
familiarity with a certain application of a certain tool; and the course of exercises, 
as a whole, is expected to enable the industrious student easily and exactly to per
form any ordinary operation familiar to the carpenter, to the joiner and the pattern
maker. Time permitting, these prescribed exercises are followed by practice in 
making members of structures, Joints, swall complete struc::tures, patterns, their 
core-boxes, and other constructions in wood. Particular attention will be paid to 
the details of pattern-making. 

Second Year-F'orging, Molding and Foundry-work.-These courses are expected 
not only to give the student a knowledge of the methods of the blacksmith and the 
molder, but to give him that manual skill in the handling of tools which will per
mit him. to enter the machine-shop and there quickly to acquire familiarity and 
skill in the manipulation of the metals, and in the management of both hand and 
machine tools. 

Third Yea1·-Machine-work.-The instruction in the machine shop, as in the 
foundry and at the forge, is intended to be carried on in substantially the same 
manner as in the wood-working course, beginning by a series of graded exercises, 
which will give the student familiarity with the tools of the craft, and with the 
operations for the performance of which they are particularly designed, and con
cluding by practice in the construction of parts of machinery, and, time permitting, 
in the building of complete machines, which may have a market value. 

Fow·th Year.- Original work in construction of machines or parts of machines, 
or special devices. 

This college offers four classes of "courses" in Agriculture, 
namely: I. A three months winter course of "Lectures and practi
cal illustrations," for young men unable to give the time for a reg
ular college course; II. A two years course, comprising the first 
half of the regular four years college course; III. A four years 
course; IV. A two years Post-Graduate Course, "designed to give 
a professional training in one or more of the schools of this college." 

"As the college was re-organized in September 1st, 1891, only the 
First year class has been admit.ted." 

The total number of students in 1891-'2, was 205.- Of these 89 
took Drawing and 71 Shop Work. 
. The Faculty of the college numbers 18 Professors and Instructors, 
lncluding the President of the University, who is ex-officio Chairman 
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of the Faculty. Edward D. Porter, .A. M., PH. D., is Dean of the 
College and Professor of Theoretical and Practical Agriculture. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AT COLUMBIA. 

GENERAL STATEMENT. 

The School of Engineering is designed to furnish the students the means of 
acquiring a thorough knowledge, theoretical and practical, of those sciences and 
arts which are playing the most important patts in the development of the mate
r ial resources of our countr y, and the advancement of our civilization. 

The advance~ in scientific and technical education made in the last twenty years 
have been largely in the direction of the introduction of a certain amount of lab
oratory and practical training into courses of study which formerly consisted ex
clusively of text-books and theoretical work. The results of this innovation have 
been so satisfactory that it is no longer a question of debate. To this end it will be 
observed that shop-work, field-work, laboratory practice and drawing are made 
prominent features of the Engineering courses. 

The sphere of the engineer is so broad and diversified that it is impossible for 
anyone t o become proficient in all the various specialties into which the profession 
has been so divided. To meet the demands for special engineering studies and 
training from the end of the second year of the studies laid down in the Engineer
ing Synchronistic table, three parallel courses have been arranged, (see page 99), so 
as to allow of option and diversity of special stuaies. This department will thus 
foster the development of specia1 fitness in each student, by offering him work in 
the line of his preferences. These courses are: 

I-Civil Engineering. 
II-Hydraulic and Topographical Engineering. 

III-Electrical Engineering. 
The course in Civil Engineering is designed for those who wish to make either 

road engineering, or railroad engineering, or the designing and construction of 
bridges and masonry, a specialty. 

The course in Hydraulic and Topographical Engineering is arranged for those 
students who wish to make either geodesy, or irrigation, or water-works, or dams 
and foundations, or river improvement, a specialty. 

The Electrical Engineering course has been established to meet the wants of 
young men desirous of entering upon the rapidly developing field of the applications 
of electricity 'to the arts. Its leading studies a re physics, especially theoretical and 
applied electricity, mechanics, mathematics and chemistry. The course is made 
strong in shop-work, m echanical engine'lring and mathematics, because in many 
branches of electrical engineering a sound and practical knowledge of mechanics, 
measur ements of power and its transmission is essential. 

The total number of students for the year ending June, 1892, were 
52. Total number in the Drawing classes of the Engineering School, 
28. The Faculty numbers 12 Professors and assistant Professors, 
including the President of the University. Thomas J effersou Lowry, 
s. M., c. E., is Dean of the Faculty, and Professor of Civil and Topo
graphical Engineering. 

ScHoOL OF MINEs AND METALLURGY, RoLLA, Mo. 

"The School of Mines and Metallurgy," a department of the State 
University of Missouri, is situated at Rolla, Phelps County, on the 
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, 113 miles south west from St. Louis, 
in a district abounding in deposits of iron, lead and zinc. This school 
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was created by act of the Legislature of February, 1870, disposing 
of the United States grant. 

The School was opened November, 23d, 1871, graduating its first 
class June 1874. · 

"The design of the School of Mines and Metallurgy, in connection with the 
Agricultural College, is to carry out, to its amplest extent, the intention of the act 
of Congress, providing for education in the Industrial arts. This has been kept 
prominently in view in arranging the curriculum of the school, in the selection of 
ita apparatus, in providing its equipments, and in the organization of its Faculty. 
It is a school of Technology, with Civil and Mine Engineering and Metallurgy, as 
specialties. 

The school is well furnished with apparatus, instruments, and other appliances 
for practical instruction and demonstration. It has a full supply of excellent sur
veying and engineering instruments, physical apparatus, embodying the newest 
forms for illustration and research, together with diagrams and models for the 
illustration of metallurgy, and fo~ engirieering, topographical and ornamental 
drawing." 

The School has a preparatory department with a course of one 
year. There is, also, a ''Girls' Course in Arts," extending through 
four years. In this course Drawing is one of the required studies 
through all of each year. 

The course for the degrees of " Mining and of Civil Engineer" 
is of three years. Drawing is a required study through the first 
two years of the Mining .course; it extends through the entire 
course in Civil Engineering. The following schedule of the course 
in Graphics is from the Report of 1881-'82. 

GRAPmcs. 

(Professor Emerson). 

"During the preparatory year, the students are instructed in the elements of 
drawing, with pen and pencil, according to the principles contained in Chapman's 
Drawing-book. They are also practiced in freehand drawing. These exercises 
develop the special tendencies of the student, and enable the Professor to judge in 
what direction his greatest strength lies, and where his week points most need to · 
be reinforced. 

During the first year, the practice is in topographical drawing, wita pen and 
India ink, representing the lines of contour of the earth's surface, showing the 
bounding curves which would limit the surface in case of a gradual rise of water; 
taken at every 5, 10 or x feet . . The hatching lines of declivity are drawn; also, the 
varioils conventional representations of surface. The students are exercised in a 
carefully organized method of drill in printing, in order to acquire a rapid system 
of lettering-of essential impo1·tance in finishing maps, problems, title pages and 
mechanical drawings. There is also a careful study of the true standards of the three 
colors, with their secondary and ternary :}()mbinations, simultaneous contrasts, bar- . 
monies, unisons, aerial pe-rspective, and the important practical application of lay
ing on flat tints. This is followed by applications to colored topography, etc. 

The second year's exercises are in construction of problems in descriptive geome
try, and in shades, shadows and perspective. The problems are drawn with pen 
and India ink on demy drawing paper, and all are constructed on mathematical 
Principles, displaying all the difficult problems of the intersection of curved sur
faces, and the representations of warped surfaces having two or three directrices. 

In the third year, the subject of stereotomy is taken up, in its applications to the 
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Yarious problems of stone-cutting and the construction of terre·pleins, ramparts, 
ramps and embrasures of permanent fortifications. There are also required draw. 
ings of bridges, furnaces, machines, their shadows and perspective, as they would 
appear to the eye, at a finite distance from the perspective plane, mathematically 
constructed ami properly colored. 

Those who possess the r equisite taste for such subjects, may be exercised in pen, 
India ink and color drawings of landscapes, figures, etc., and be led to apply their 
acquirements to natural history." 

The catalogue of 1891-'92, contains two photograph reproductions; 
one a view of the school building, and one, of the student's Dormitory 
or "Club H ouse," both substantial buildings; the last affords com. 
fortable accommodations for thirty students. 

BUILDINGS Al'ID EQUIPMENTS. 

The buildings of the School of Mines are situated in the most elevated part of 
the city of Rolla. They are substantial brick structul'es, well ventilated and lighted, 
a nd heated by the best fm-naces manufactured. The main building has recently 
been painted and kalsomined throughout, and the laboratory, one of the most com. 
plete in the country, has been in use but five years. 

The different departments of the school are well supplied with apparatus. 

The range of the student's necessary expenses for a year, including 
college dues, and board, are estimated from $125.00 to $174.00. .An 
"Academic Oourse"of three year was established by law in 1885. 

The School of Mines and Metallurgy is an Institute of Technology 
with a regular course of three years; which are known respectively, 
as " J unior" year, " I ntermediate" year, and "Senior '' year. .All 
the Engineering courses are the same through Junior year. 

The course of instruction deals in detail with the principles and the practice of 
Engineering, with special reference to Mining Engineering, Civil Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemistry and Metallurgy, Mathematics, Physics and 
Electricity, and includes recitations, lectures, laboratory work and field practice. 
·while a theoretical knowledge of each subject is required, great importance is 
attached to laboratory work and field practice as a source of mental training as 
well as a preparation for active pursuits. In the first of these, while a certain 
standard of excellence must be attained by all, the class system is not adopted, but 
each student, working independently of others, advances as rapidly as possible. 

-1 * * * * * * 
Provisions are now made for the following technical courses: 

I. Mining Engineering. 
II. Civil Engineering. 

III. Mechanical Engineering. 
IV. Chemistry and Metallm-gy. 
V. Mathematics and Physics. 

Each leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 

* * * * * * * 
Besides these regular courses, there are the following special ones: 

I. Assaying. 
II. Suxveying. 

III. Electricity. 
On the satisfactory completion of any one of these a certificate of proficiency 

will be given. The requisite for admission to one of these courses is an adequate 
knowledge of the preparatory subjects. 
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The following is the general statement of the training in drawing 
required in the Engineering Department of the School. 

DRAWING. 

First year.-The first year's work for all regular students in the Engineering 
department is almost entirely at the drawing-board. Here belongs naturally all 
work in Descriptive Geometry and inStereotomy. The use of drawing instruments
simple problems in points, lines and planes-graphical solution of the more com
plicated problems-shading of projections, in pencil, by free-hand pen-work, with 
the ruling-pen, in water-colors and India-ink. 

Second yea1·.-Work assigned according to the profession chosen by the student. 
The students in Civil and in Mining Engineering will select some complete engi
neering structure and present it in simple plan and elevation-one in axonometric, 
another in perspective-all neatly shaded, tinted and lettered. .All field surveys 
must be plotted neatly, and one topographical cyawmg made from notes taken in 
the field by the student will be required of each. The student in Mechanical En
gineering will be continuously exercised in mechanical and machine drawing. 

Thi1·d year.-Seniors have a variety of exercises in Graphical Statics, and are 
required to present working drawings of many structures, such as bridges, arches, 
dams, etc. The thesis must be accompanied by drawings fully illustrating it. 

The total number of students in the School of Mines, is given as 83. 
The Faculty number nine Professors and Instructors, including th£1 

President of the University. Elmo G. Harris, c. E. (University of 
Virginia), is the Director of the School and Professor of Engineering. 

The following is the statement of the entire attendance of students 
in all the Departments of the.University: 

SUMMARY. 

Academic Students. 
Post-graduates ....... -. .... . . . .... .. ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Seniors . . ..... . ........................... . ......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
Juniors.... . ....... ...... . . . ...... . ................... . .... . ..... . .. . . .. ... . 26 
Sophomores . ...... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Freshmen .. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
Preparatory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164 
Special. .. . ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 

Total. ........ .. . 360 

Professional Students. 

Agr'l and Mech'l { a, Regular · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · 71 
b, Special.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134 

Normal {a, Regular .. . ....... . ......... . . . . .. . .... . . . ... . ........ ~.. ...... 108 
b, Teachers' course .... . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 

Law.... .. ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • 66 
Medical ....... ... . . ............. : .................................. . ... :.. 32 
Engineering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 
Military Science and Tactics.. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . 193 
Mining and Metallurgy ................................ :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 

Total....... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 749 

N Grand tot-al. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... 1, 109 
ames counted more than once.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 395 

No. of individual students.'...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 714 
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The following is the condensed statement of the statistics of the 
University with which the Curator's report to the Governor for the 
year 1891-'92, commences: 

Total number of students enrolled during the yeru· at Columbia .......... . . ... 631 
Total number of professors employed during the year at Columbia. . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Total number of assistants employed during the year at Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 
Receipts for the year ending December 31, 1891. ...................... $130,388.69 
Disbursements for the year ending December 31, 1891. ............... $120,139.25 
Total number of students enrolled during the year at Rolla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Total number of professors employed during the year at Rolla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Total number of assistants employed during the year at Rolla.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 

Richard H. J esse, LL. D., is President of the University. 

THE UNI VERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NEBRASKA. 

The United States Law of 1864, set aside seventy sections of land 
to found a University in Nebraska. February 15, 1869, the Legis
lature of the State, accepted the United States land grant under the 
law of 1862, for the establishment of colleges of Agriculture and the 
Mechanic Arts. These two grants of 44,800 aud of 90,000 acres, re
spectively, were the endowment of the University, which the Leg
islature,-by act approved February 15, 1869, and amended Febru
ary 19th, 1877,-authorized the Regents to establish. Lincoln, the 
capital of the State, was chosen as the most desirable place for the 
new Univerity. 

The Uni>ersity was to include five depru·tments or colleges, as follows: 
1. A College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. 
2. An Industrial College embracing Agriculture, Practical Science, Civil Engi-

neering and the Mechanic Arts. 
3. A College of Law. 
4. A College of Medicine. 
5. A College of the Fine Arts. 
Of these only the first two have as yet been organized. 

A careful examination of the " Tenth Annual Catalogue for the 
academic year 1881-'82," shows a small development, as yet, of the 
Industrial Department, with a total attendance of 26 students; of 
these 14 are in the " Preparatory course," 3 in the Freshman class, 
4 each in the Sophomore and Junior classes, and one in the Senior. 
Of these one Junior, two Sophomores, one Freshman, and one in the 
Preparatory, take the Engineering course; all the others are "Agri
cultural" students. 

The University aims to secw·e to all who may avail themslves of its advantages 
an opportunity for liberal culture in literature and science, and in such technical and 
professional courses as may from time to time be established; these advantages are 
offered to all j1·ee of clta1·ge jo1' tttition, without regard to sex or race, or place of 
residence, on the condition of their possessing the intellectual and moral qualifica· 
tions requisite for admission to such an institution. 

There being in each department a preparatory course of two years 
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the ful1 course in each is six years. In the Engineering course of 
The Industrial College, Drawing is required during the third term of 
Freshman year, and "Stereotomy" appears as a study of the third 
term of Senior year. There is a general announcement under the 
head of "Painting," that "Facilities are afforded for the study of 
Drawing and Oil painting under competent teachers." This an.- r 

nouncement evidently refers to picture making and not industrial . 
drawing, and drawing nowhere appears_ as a required study in any .. 
department of the University, with the exceptions already. noted. 

The Industrial College possesses, for its students in Agriculture, 
an improved farm of 320 acres, with orchards, vineyards, etc. , and 
is well stocked.· Bee keeping is made somewhat of a specialty. 

The catalogue shows a total of 284 students, 26 as already stated 
in the Industrial Department, and 258 in the Literary and Scientific 
Department; of these last, 119 are in the preparatory classes, 51 
divided between the four regular ·College classes-21 of these· take 
the Scientific course ;-there are besides 34 "Special," and 4 " U ni
versity" students. 

The catalogue for 1890-'91, * shows that no addition has been made 
to the colleges authorized, since the issue of that of 1881-'82. "The 
College of Literature and Art," and The Industrial College, still 
comprise all of the University. There is, also, a preparatory 
school known as the Latin Sr hool, with a course of two years; .and a 
school of the F ine Arts, with two divisions; one of Music, and one of 
Drawing, etc.-There is, also, opportunity for Post-Graduate Instruc
t.ion; and nineteen Professors, about equally divided between Litera
ture and Science, offer instruction in their several branches. 

" The principal buildings and appliances of the University are 
situated near the business centre of Lincoln. The Farm of the Ag
riculture Experiment Station, is on the eastern border of the City, 
within easy reach by horse car, or other conveyance." 

There is a two years "Elementary Agricultural course," for those 
unable to give time for the full course. " Great prominen.ce ·is 
given" in the Industrial College, "to the natural and physical sci
ences in the Scientific course, and to their applications in the special 
elective courses, and the course in civil engineering. Two lines of 
Agricultural instruct.ion (Chemical and biological), and one in Ap
plied Electricity, are offered." 

The Faculty of the Industrial College comprises 28 Professors and 
Instructors. J. Sterling Kingsley, D. sc., Professor of Agriculture 
and Biology, is the Dean. Total number of students attending: 
Graduates 28, Academic College 174. Industrial Qollege 90. Latin 
School180. Students of Fine Arts; Music students 92, Art students 

• The University of Nebraska, catalogue 1890-'91. Lincoln, Nebr. Published by 
the University. 1891. Pp. 104 .• 

ART-VOL 4-26 
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95.-Aggregate enrollment 660, names r epeated 90. Total 570. The 
Faculty of the University, numbers 38 Professors and Assistant 
Professors. Charles E. Bessey, PH. D. , Acting Chancellor. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, ELKO, 
NEVADA. 

The latest information in 1882, regarding this institution, shows 
only a preparatory school with an attendance of 27 pupils ; as yet, 
no instruction in Drawing, or .Mechanic Arts, is provided.-

The University, chartered in 1862, was first opened in 1874. The 
latest catalogue* at hand, gives, in an appendix, copies of the laws 
of the United States, and of the State, relating to the institution; 
beginning with the U. S. Land Grant Law of 1862. To provide a 
"State University" with "departments for Agriculture, Mechanic 
Arts and Mining, to be controlled by a Board of ;Regents whose 
duties shall be prescribed by law," is made by the constitution of 
Nevada, the duty of the Legislature. The duties of the Board of 
Regents were stated in the act of March 5th, 1869. The Legislature, 
in the act of F eb. 7th, 1887, passed an act relating to the State Uni
versity and matters properly connected therewith;" by which certain 
previous acts, or parts of acts, in conflict therewith were repealed. 
This act directs that a Normal School for the training of public 
sch ool teachers, and a Commercial School, shall be connected with 
the University. 

"There shall be no discrimination in the admission of pupils on 
account of sex, race, or color." This provision was a part of the 
first act. 

In th e Normal School, Drawing is a required study through the 
wholfl of the second year of the three years course. 

In tho College of .Liberal Arts, Drawing appears in the list of re
quired studies only during the first term of Freshman year. 

In the School of Mines, Drawing is taught through Freshman year, 
and during the first two terms of Senior year. In the School of 
Agriculture, Drawing is t aught the first two terms of Freshman 
year and the second term of Senior year. 

Total attendance of students for the year 1891-'92, 163. There are 
14 Professors and Instructors, in the Faculty, t hree are ladies. 
Stephen A. J ones, 111. A . PH. D., President, and Professor of Latin 
Language and Literature. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE MECHANIC 
ARTS. 

The New H ampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic 
Arts, was chartered by the Legislature in 1866, on the basis of the 

*Register of the University of Nevada, located at Reno. 1891- '92. Carson City, 
Nev. J. E. Eckley. Supt. State Printing. Pp. 64. 
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United States Land Grant of 1862. It was placed at Hanover and 
in connection with Dar~mouth College. By gift! of the late Hon. 
John Conant, it possesses a valuable farm of 360 acres. The course 
of study comprises three years. A post ·gradnate course of one .year 
can be taken if desired. The course has special reference to agricul
ture. "Chapman's Free Drawing," is one of the required studies 
the first term of the first year. Drawing does not subsequently ap
pear in the list of required studies.-

The student desiring training in drawing would naturally connect 
himself with the Chandler Scientific Department of the College,. 
which gives a ver'y thorough five years course in Mechanics and 
Civil Engineering. 

The catalogue of 1881-'82, shows a total of 41 students in the Col
lege of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.-

The following authorized statement in a circular of the College of . 
Agriculture issued in 1890, * shows concisely the general develop
ment of the college, as well as that in the lines of" Drawing" and 
"Shop Work," that has gone on since tJ;te foregoing showing was 
taken from the catalogue of Dartmouth College for 1881-'82 .. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE .AND THE MECHANIC ARTS.-IN CON· 

NECTION WITH DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. 

This institution is the State College of New Hampshire and by its location is one 
of the Scientific schools in connection with Dartmouth College. 

Its specialties are Agricultural Science, Chemistry, Work-shop Instruction, and 
Mechanical Engineering. 

There are two dist~ct courses, one in Agriculture and Chemistry, and one in 
Mechanical Engineering. In each course there are a number of elective studies, 
among which may be mentioned English Literature, Political Science, French, and 
German. 

Of all the scientific courses offered in Dartmouth College or in connection with 
it, the course in Mechanical Engineering offers the most ma~ematical arid techni
cal work. While it is expressly intended for the training of mechanical engineers, 
it is also unsurpassed as a preparation for the post graduate course of the Thayer 
School of Civil Engineering. -

The attention given to Chemistry is one of the marked characteristics of the in
stitution. The work, required and elective, extends through three years. 

The State College is the first Technical School established in the State· and its two 
courses when combined with the various elective studies will be found well a4apted 
to the needs of those who purpose to assist in the development of the material re
sources of the state and nation. 

Its course of study has been lengthened and now covers four full years while the 
requisites for admission have been advanced. Thus time has been obtained for a , 
high grade of technical work. 

The Dartmouth Catalogue of 1890-'91, t inciudes among its Depart-

*New Hampshire College of .Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, in connection 
with Dartmouth College. Lebanon, N.H. Press of A. B. Freeman. 1890. Pp.16. 

t Catalogue of Dartmouth College and the associated institutions for the year 
1890-'91. Hanover, N.H. Printed for the College: 1890. Pp. 84. 
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ments, The Agricultural College, and The Experiment Station. In 
the opening words of the catalogue of the Agricultural College, after 
a concise summary of the National and State laws applying to this 
institution, the following statement is given. 

The College is carrying out the provisions of these acts in the following ways: 
First.-It gives a practical and scientific education, which is of use in all the pro

fessions and industrial pursuits. 
Second.-It gives four special courses of study. 

I. Course in Agriculture. 
II. Course in Chemistry. 

III. Course in Mechanical Engineering. 
IV. Course in Electrical Engineering. 

Course IV has just been established, and will be open to students at the be
ginning of the next college year. 

W hereas formerly Drawing was only r equired during the first 
term of Freshman year, now both Drawing and Shop-work are re
quired through the first two terms of Freshman year. In Sophomore 
year, Dr a wing is taken in the first term, and Shop-W ork in wood and 
iron through all the year ; neither Drawing, or Shop-work, are re
quired during the first two years of the Agricultural course. In the 
Mechanical course, Drawing is required in each year, and "Shop
work" in every term of the four years course. The Agricultural 
Experiment Station is on the Conant Farm. The building for Me
chanical Training is t hus described: 

WORK-SHOP. 

The work-shop occupies a building fifty by thirty feet, containing forge-room, 
wood-working and tool-rooms, and a room for machine-work. It is provided with 
power, tools, and machinery. The plan pursued is to engage in work on articles 
which give the necessary practice, and will be, when completed, of practical value. 
During the past year a wood lathe has been designed and constructed, all pattern· 
making and other work, except casting, being done in the shop. Plans are being 
made for the ere0tion of an additional building, and for providing a largely in
creased amount of machinery. 

The total attendance of the students in all Depar tments of Dart
mouth College for the year 1891-'92 is thus given: 

Sttmrna?'Y of students. 
Dartsmouth College... ... .. ... . . ... ...... . . .. ........... .............. .... 258 
Chandler School of Science and the Arts.......... . . .... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 
N. H. College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Medical College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 
Thayer School of Civil Engineering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 

Total. ... ... ... .. ............................ ... ............ . .... .... 462 

The Faculty number 50 Professors and Instructors. Rev. Samuel 
C. Bartlett, D. D. , LL.D., President. The Faculty of "the College of 
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts" number 12 Professors and In· 
structors, including the President of Dartmouth. Charles H. Pet-
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tee, A.M., c.E., Dean, and Professor of Mathematics and Civil En-
gineering. · 

The connection of this State College with the famous College at 
Hanover, was practically ended with the year 1890-'91. 

In its begjnning it was undoubtedly greatly advantaged ·by that 
connection, by which the students were able to avail themselves of 
the Libraries, and Laboratories, of the historic college; whose Pro
fessors, also, at first, aided in their instruction. The Agricultural 
College has, in addition to the grants made to it by the Nation and 
the State, been greatly favored by the gifts of individual citizens; 
and it is in compliance with the provisions of the will of the late 
Benjamin Thompson, of Durham, who has bequeathed to "the State 
College of .Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," a large farm and 
other real estate, as well as a latge amount of personal property, on 
condition that the College shall be established in Durham, that the 
relations between Dartmouth College and the State College are now 
terminated. 

The story of the college from its inception, with brief notices of 
the benefactors and the instructors, to whose gifts and efforts its 
success is due, is admirably told by President Stevens, in behalf of 
the Trustees, in the Twentieth Report of the Board of Trustees, made 
to the New H ampshire Legislature, in Janua;ry, 1893. This · is a 
handsomely printed pamphlet* of 287 pages illustrated with a frontis
piece of the stately new college building at Durham, and with por
traits of Rev. Asa D. Smith, ·n.D. , LL.D., President of Dartmouth 
and first President of this college; of J ohn Conant, the greatest 
benefactor to the college during its sojourn in Hanover; of Hon. G. 
W. Nesmith, long President of the Board of Trustees; and of Ben
jamin Thompson its latest benefactor. 

There are, also, floor plans of the new buildings.-106 pages of 
this pamphlet are given to the history of the college, to the vari
ous official reports, and to a catalogue of officers and students, with 
programmes of courses, etc. An Appendix of 27 pages, contains a 
reprint of the laws both of the Nation, and of the State, which 
relate to the College. Part II, contains "the third and fourth annual 
reports" of the Experiment Station, established by the U. S. Con
gress, and attached to this College. 

The following extracts from the historical sketch by President 
Stevens, will be found of interest as showing the steps in the evolu
tion of a Land Grant College, and how it gradually grows into a 
technical school of science. In this case, also, it is interesting to 
observe how Governmental aid has stimulated individual generosity. 
This has been likewise shown in other instances, notably in connec-

• Twentieth Report of the Board of Trustees of the College of Agriculture and 
the Mechanic Arts to the New Hampshire Legislature, January Session, 1893. Con
cord: Ira C. Evans, Public Printer. 1892. Pp. 287. 
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tion with Cornell University. As an example of how local environ
ment affects developement, it may be remarked that, while in many 
of thesE> Land Grant Colleges the military features are made promi
nent, there is no evidence, in the programmes of "courses" in this 
college, that any one connected with this New H ampshire College 
ever read that portion of the U. S. Law of 1862, which refers to the 
teaching of military tactics. 

REPORT.-HISTORICAL SUMMARY. 

To the Honomble Senate and House of Representatives: 
The trustees of the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts 

respectfully submit their twentieth repor t, and, in compliance with a request from 
the United Sta tes treasury department, preface it with a resume of the history of 
the college from its organization, to the passage of the act of the Legislature pro
viding for its removal from Hanover to Durham. At the session of the Legislature 
of New Hampshire in 1866 an act was passed establishing the "New Hampshire 
College of Agricultme and the Mechanic .Arts," on the basis of the congressional 
land grant, and author izing its location in Hanover and its connection with Dart
mouth College. In accordance with this act, the institution was organized under 
a board of trustees appointed partly by the governor and council, and partly by 
the corporation of Dartmouth College, the authorized connection with Dartmouth 
College was effected, and the institution was opened to students in 1868. Hon. David 
Culver , of Lyme, had provided for the college in his will, upon the condition of its 
location in Lyme. This condition was not accepted, and the estate bad gone to 
Dartmouth College to be used for agricultural instruction. 

A.Dv ANTAGEOUS CONNECTION WITH DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. 

This fact furnished one, and a strong reason, why the State College should be 
connected with Dartmouth College. This was more desirable by reason of the 
inadequate funds possessed by the State College. The 150,000 acres of the public 
land scrip was sold for SSO,OOO and the proceeds investeJ in state bonds yielding an 
income to the college of four thousand eight hundred dollars annually. Under 
these circumstances the offer made by Dartmouth College of the free use of its 
recitation rooms, museum, and library, and to allow its professors to give instruc
tion in the new institution at the reasonable compensation of two dollars per hour, 
was considered a great inducement. Rev. Asa D. Smith, D. D., LL.D. , president 
of Dartmouth College, labored long to bring about t he connection, and afterwards, 
as president of the State College, showed himself a friend of the institution and its 
students. 

The New H ampshire College was apparently the only one of the land grant col· 
leges organized in connection with an older institution and yet dependent upon its 
own income, except the privileges and facilities furnished by the connection. · 

The .first professor was Ezekiel Webster Dimond, who was made professor of gen· 
eral and agricultural chemistry. Dr. Thomas Russell Crosby was instructor in 
animal and vegetable physiology, which was the second professorship established. 
On the faculty list the names of si..'l: of the professors and instructors of Dartmouth 
College appeared as instructors in intellectual and moral philosophy, rhetoric . and 
h istory, natUl'al philosophy, civil engineering, mathematics, and gymastics.· 

At tllis time the College of .AgricultUl'e and the Mechanic Arts was considered a 
department of Dartmouth College, and so received most of its instru!)tiOn from the 
college professors, or from students il1 its graduate courses. 

Since 1877, the college has had an independent faculty, and has empioyed oth~ 
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instructors only in exceptional cases. In 1878, the four members of the faculty 
gave nine tenths of all the instruction. In 1884, the five members of the faculty 
were giving even a larger proportion of the instruction. The number of the fac
ulty was increased to seven in 1886, to eight in 1889, and to eleven in 189L 

DELAY IN DEVELOPMENT OF 'l'R..uNING IN ,MECHANIC ARTS. 

In the first catalogue it was said of the courses of study, " It should be borne in 
mind that while agriculture,-worthy of honor as the primitive pursuit of man, and 
as fundamental to the well being of every community, is to have a prominent place 
in the institution, the mechanic arts are also embraced." In mechanic arts the' 
instruction had to be limited to theory, or turned into the lines of architecture and 
civil engineering. Almost from the first the need of a workshop was felt, and it 
was hoped that some friend of the institution would supply the deficiency. The 
beginning of the' mechanical engineering course came, however, in 1886, when 
Thomas W. Kinkaid, assistant engineer, United States Navy, was detailed to act 
as instructor. He commenced the work under great disadvantages, and with few 
facilities. The lower classes, then in college, were given workshop instruction, 
and it has been given to all classes entering since 1886. At first, use was made of 
part of the carpenter's shop of Dartmouth College, but in 1887, a frame building, 
30 x 80, was constructed near Conant Hall. In the following year the building was 
lengthened to fifty feet; and a boiler, engine, and considerable machinery were pro
vided. Other machinery has been added, but the building itself has remained 
unchanged. Although Professor Kinkaid was connected with the college for two 
years only, he made the mechanical engineering course a prominent feature of the 
college. A course in electrical engineering was added in 1891, 

In 1869, Professor Dimond stated at the annual meeting of the trustees, that all 
the possessions of the college were contained in seven boxes which he had brought 
from Europe. Whatever may have been the contents of these boxes there was no 
place ready to receive them. 

To provide a suitable building for recitation rooml!, and for other purposes, Dart
mouth College offered to furnish $25,000 from th,e Culver fund, on condition that 
the State appropriate for the same purpose $15,000 more. The State accepted the 
condition, and preparations for the new building were be~ in the fall of 1869. 
The corner-stone was laid in the spring of 1870, and Culver Hall was dedicated in 
the presence of the Legislature, June 23, 1871. The college purchased a field of 
about twenty-five acres opposite Culver Hall about the time its erection was begun, 
and later added another field adjoining, upon which Conant Hall was afterwards 
built. 

GIFT OF HON. JOHN CONANT. 

The whole tract was connected with the farm purchased by Hon. John Conant 
·of Jaffrey at a cost of $7,000, and given to the college. Mr. Conant suggested the 
' provision of a suitable building of sufficient capacity to furnish rooms and board 
.for students. Soon a~terwards he proposed to give $5,000 for this purpose on ·con
dition that the State would provide the balance of the cost. The State made the 
necessary appropriation, the building was completed and opened for use in 1874, 
and appropriately nam¢ Conant Hall. Its probable cost was about $21!,000. . 

These sums were but the beginning of the gifts of Mr. Conant. Later he providtld 
the money to purchase additions to the farm, which increased the size of it to 360 
acres. He also provided a scholarship for each town in Cheshir!" county, giving to 
the college in all more than $70,000. 

* * * * * * 
STATE Am TO THE COLLEGE. 

: The income from tuition was· very small, and the only reliable income was that 
.of $4,800 from the endowment. Up to the year 1875 the State had .appropriated 
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$15,000 in addition to the $15,000 granted for Culver Hall. The cost of Conant 
Hall must have exceeded the estimates, and the erection of a large barn was begun 
in 1874, so that in Sep tember , 1876, the college was $7,000 in debt, and made appli
cation to the Legislature for further a ppropriations. In 1877, the State made an 
appropriation of $3,000 a year for sh:: yeat'S. Of this $1,000 a year was to be used 
towards the payment of the debt ; $1 ,000 a year for the salary of a farm superin
tendent ; and $1,000 a year for the building of a new farm-house. In 1883, the 
State made an appropriation of $2,000 a year for two years; and in 1885, an annual 
appropriation of $3,000 was made perpetual. 

In August, 1876, J eremiah W. Sanborn was appointed farm superintendent. In 
his first r eport Mr. Sanborn called attention to the necessity of using the farm as 
an experiment sta tion in order that it might be of the most practical benefit to the 
college. In that r eport he gave the results of feeding experiments, and he continued 
to report similar experiments to the trustees during his connection with the college. 
The work thus begun has been continued by the present professor of agriculture, 
Prof. G. H. Whitcher , who graduated while Professor Sanborn was superintendent 
of the farm. 

When the college was opened to students the course of study extended through 
three years. 

The attendance was gradually lengthened until, in 1889, a full 
com se of four years was established. At the beginning, the re
quirements for admission were only the passing of an examination 
in the ordinar y studies included in a common school training. 
These were rapidly increased till the announcement is now made 
that: 

Uommencing with 1892, the requiremen ts in English are the same as those adopted 
by the New England colleges. 

TIIE 1Y1EN TO WHOM THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLLEGE IS DUE. 

No history of the college would be complete without some reference to those men, 
now deceased, who were identified with the interests and growth of the institution. 
Professor Cl'Osby clie~ March 1, 1872, and P1·ofessor Dimond in July, 1876. In Jan
uary, 1877, President Smith tendered his resignation to take effect March 1, and 
died a few months late1·. Another earlY' friend of the college, Hon. John Conant, 
clied April 6, 1877, at the advanced age of eighty-seven years. His gifts to the insti
tution entitle him to be called its greatest benefactor during its connection with 
Dartmouth College. Among the trustees who have given time and talents to pro
mote the welfare of the college, Hon. George W. Nesmith ranks first. Elected 
president of the board of trustees after the resignation of President Smith in 1877, 
he held that office tm til his death in 1890, and by h is energetic effor ts and wise 
counsel carried the college through many clifficulties; and it will be gra tifying to 
his many friends to know that his memory is to be perpetuated by giving the name 
of Nesmith Hall to the new experiment sta tion building a t Dw·ham. 

I t is fi tting that the valuable services of Ex-Gov. Frederick Smyth should be men
tioned in t his connection. H e has held t he office of treasurer of the college from 
its organization to the present time, clischarging i ts duties efficiently and 1.0 the 
benefit of the college, and all without compensation. 

I MPORTANCE OF 'fi-lE U. S. LAW E STABLISHING EXPERIMENT STATIONS. 

The act of Congress approved March 2, 1887 had an important influence upon the 
instmction given in the college. The annual grant of fifteen thousand dollars which 
this la w made for the support of an agricultw·al experin1ent station, furnished 
means which the college had never possessed for doing thorough work in agricul· 
tw·al science. In place of one man, uniting more or less of the duties of experi· 
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manter' farmer' and instructor in agriculture and chemistry' there were several 
specialists, who, besides conducting the work of the station, gave instruction in the 
classroom. Instead of a farm partially equipped, there was one provided with 
model machinery and appliances. Previous to 1887 there had been considerable 
fragmentary instruction in agriculture ; since that date there has been a steady 
progress in the college towards teaching agriculture as a science. 

V A.LUE OF THE ADDITIONAL AID GIVEN BY THE U. S. LA.w OF 1890. 

If the reason is sought why the New Hampshire College more than any other 
institution has been beneflted by the recent congressional legislation it is found in 
the increase of its income in 1890. On the twenty-ninth of August in that year the 
annual income from all sources, that would directly or indirectly affect the work of 
the college, was less than ten thousand dollars. 

On the thirtieth.of August, 1890, Co~gress passed ail act granting flfteen thousand 
dollars a year to be expended for instruction and apparatus, and providing an 
increase of a thousand dollars a year until the limit of twenty-flve thousand dollars 
should be reached. The establishment of the experiment station had given an 
impetus to one line of work; this large increase of income extended its infiuence to 
nearly every line of work which can be properly done by a. scientiflc institution, as 
the money thus given is to be applied "to instruction in agriculture, the mechanic 
arts, the English language, and the various branches of mathematical, physical, 
natural, and economic science, with special reference to their application in the 
industries of life, and to the facilities for such instruction." 

THE ?!1UN1FICENT BEQUEST WHICH HAS LED TO THE REMOVAL OF THE CoLLEGE 

TO DURHAM. 

The bequest of the late Benjamin Thompson of Durham to the State, of his farm, 
known as the Warner farm, and his other real estate in Durham comprising a total 
of 258 acres, together with the sum of $363,000.82 in personal estate, awakened a 
new interest in industrial education, and the Legislature by an act approved March 
5, 1891, accepted thtf muniflcent gift, and at once proceeded, by appropriate enact
ments, to provide for the removal of the New Hampshire College of Agriculture 
and the Mechanic Arts from Hanover to Durham, and for the construction of build
ings and accommodations which should amply provide for the needs of the college 
in its new home, and be commensurate with the great endowment which will place 
it in the foremost rank of institutions of its kind. 

The trustees, in obedience to the instructions and requirements of the act, ap
proved April10, 1891, took immediate steps to effect the removal of the college 
provided for in this act. All of the real estate in Hanover, owned by said college, 
has been sold at private sale for the sum of twenty-eight thousand dollars, ready 
cash, and arrangements have been made with the trustees of Dartmouth College 
for the re-payment to the State of the flfteen thousand dollars appropriated by it 
towards the erection of Culver Hall. 

• • * * * * * 
As soon as the spring opened in 1892, work was begun for the erection of an 

experiment station building, a barn, a science hall, workshops, and boiler house, 
and the main building to contain an office, recitation rooms, library, museum, 
hall, etc. 

These buildings are all of brick, with the exception of the barn, and all are 
expected to be completed on the outside before winter sets in. They are thoroughly 
constructed upon the latest and most approved plans. A steam heating plant is 
now in process of construction, which is designed to warm all the buildings from a 
central station, so as to secure to the occupants the most comfort and avoid the 
danger of flre . 

• * * * * * * 
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The careful and thorough examination of all the work by the Legislature, is cor
dially invited , and when that is done, no doubt is entertained that funds sufficient 
to complete the necessary work will be readily provided. The future prosperity of 
the college will depend upon its equipment and the manner in which it starts on 
its new career. Evidences are not want ing to show that with proper accommoda
tions, the number of studen ts will be large ; and the futm·e appears bright with 
promise of vastly enlarged usefulness for this institution. Since the last report, the 
college in Hanover has done good work, and the number of students has been about 
the same as in previous years. The removal bas inevitably interfered 'viih the 
ordinary work of the professors, and then: duties have been more arduous than at 
other times, but on the whole it gives the trustees great pleasure to J·eport prosper
ity in the present, and encouragement for a more prosperous work in the future. 

LYMAN D. STEVENS, 
President, in behalf of the Trustees. 

The following statements, r elating to the removal of the college 
antl to the new work proposed when once tho institution is settled 
in its new home, are the closing paragraphs of the report by the 
Dean of the College : 

* * * In the work thus far carried out at Durham it has been the constant 
endeavor of trustees and faculty to so direct effort that futtu·e growth might add 
to, without tearing down , what has ah·eady been accotuplished. To this end the 
funda mental essentials of substantial and convenient buildings, properly located 
and drained, well heated, lighted, and ventilated and supplied with an abundance 
of good water for use and protection, have r eceived careful attention and work bas 
gone forward in accordance with t he advice and under the supervision of the best 
talent availa ble. 

The regular college work has moved on smoothly and successfully during the last 
two years. The Faculty has been strengthened by the a.cldition of a permanent
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, a Professor of Zoology and Entomology, and 
an Instructor in Modern Languages. 

It was not to be expected that the number of students would be maintained, 
while the institution remained in H anover , after the final decision iJ1 favor of an 
early removal to Durha m. H ence it has been very g ratifying to find the entering 
classes keeping nearly up to the average in numbers with n o special effort in this 
direction. It is one sign out of many proving, what is evident to the observing 
eye, that the public appreciate the facilities, unequaled in the State, which the 
bounty of the national government is providing for the youth of New Hampshire 
and recognize the able and painstaking work of a Faculty selected from among the 
trained g raduates of six of our leading institutions for the special work each mem
ber was able to do. All indications point to a large accession of numbers as soon 
as the college is moved to its new home next August. 

PROPOSED ENLARGEMENT OF THE WORK 0 1!' THE COLLEGE. 

Three points only require special mention at this time : 1. It is the unanimous 
wish of the faculty that, as soon as may be after removal, some of the benefits of 
our agricultural instruction may be brought home to a larger number than can 
be gathered together to take any of our regular courses of study. This desirable 
end may be attained by short courses in dairying, horticulture, etc., by lectures and 
institute work tluoughout the State, or by these several means combined. The 
sooner sucb work can be undertaken, the better for all parties concerned. 2. The 
opening of the doors of the college to women has already proved its utility, as ten 
yow1g ladies have been enrolled either as regula r or special students. 3. I desire 
to restate an opinion, given by me in the last report and s trengthened by two years 
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of additional experience, " In regard to preparation for college, we desire that the 
advantages of the excellent academies and high schools, scattered over our State, 
may be enjoyed and utilized by those who propose to study here, in order that their 
progress after entering may be more rapid and satisfactory. It is generally unwise 
to hasten one's entrance under eighteen, at the expense of a thorough preparation." 
The young men and women who are to become leaders in the industrial life of New 
Hampshire rightly demand and expect the best facilities and instruction that money 
can procure. In justice to themselves, then, they should secure that preliminary 
training and maturity of thought which will enable them to fully utilize such 
advantages when offered. 

C. H. PETl'EE, 
Dean. 

The extracts from the report of the examining committee are here 
quoted for their suggestions relating to Drawing and Manual Train
ing, and for their favorable comments on the admission of women 
students. 

REPORT OF EXAMINING COMMITTEE FOR 1891. 

To the Trustees of the New Hampshire CoUege of Agriculture and the Mechanic 
Arts: 
GENTLEMEN: The examining committee have, as far as practicable, attended tlie 

annual examinations and present their report. 
We congratulate your board and the people of New Hampshire upon the prospect 

that the College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts will soon enter upon an 
enlarged sphere of usefulness that will be in some degree commensurate with the 
great interests which it specially represents. When we consider how large a por
tion of the people of this, or indeed any other State, are and must ever be engaged 
in agricultural or mechanical pursuits, and how absolutely essential, not only to 
the public welfare but to human life itself, these occupations are, then we appre
ciate the fact that a college which shall worthily represent and promote these inter
ests must be amply endowed and in all l'espects thoroughly furnished. Happily 
the princely liberality of the late Benjaxxpn Thompson and liberal appropriations 
by the Legislature of New Hampshire are now being combined with the present 
equipment of the college originally aided by act of Congress, for the purpose of 
placing the institution upon an enlarged foundation. 

It cannot be doubted that this will awaken a new interest in the college on the 
part of the people of the State, and that it will take high rank among the educa
tional institutions of New Hampshire. 

HOW THE COLLEGE MAY BENEFIT THE COMMUNJTY. 

We should not overlook the many ways in which such a college may oenefit 
the people. A liberal, generous culture with rational development of both physical 
and mental powers· is a great need in every vocation of life. And in many special 
ways the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts benefits the people,-by its 
investigations concerning improved methods of tillage, the use of fertilizers, stock 
raising, dairy management, injurious insects, and other concerns of farm life) by 
the development of mechanical intelligence, engineering skill, and their applications 
to the various arts; by a comprehensive course of scientific instruction not excluding 
literary and other branches of learning. 

HOW IT MAY PROMOTE THE PUPLIO HEALTH. 

Having considered the course of study as arranged ahd finding in it the means 
of a broad and generous culture there are two suggestions which we respectfully 
I!Ubmit for the consideration of your board. The first is, whether or not there may 
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be need of extending the study of sanitary engineering so as to include other 
branches of sanitary science. The preservation of t he public health, by the proper 
isolation of those sick with contagious diseases, by the disinfection of households 
of those who may suffer from such diseases, by all methods which depend upon 
popular intelligence concerning the means of preserving the health, may well have 
consideration in arranging a plan of practical educ.'ttion for the people. Consider
ations of health, comfor t, and economy alike suggest that the important concerns 
of sanitary science should have full recognition. 

ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTION IN ARCIDTECTURAL DRAWING SUGGESTED. 

The second suggestion is, whether or not the study of mechanical drawing may 
well be so extended as to include the simpler elements of architecture. The design
ing of houses directly affects the health of the occupants. Large sums are often 
wasted upon poor designs. The improvement of the dwellings of the people is an 
object of serious importance. Household architecture should have consideration 
with reference to health, comfmt, economy, good taste, landscape gardening, tree 
planting, etc. 

THE COLLEGE OPENS ITS DOORS TO WOMEN STUDENTS. 

Your committee notice with satisfaction the admission upon their application of 
Miss Lucy E. Swallow, of Hollis, and l\1iss Delia E. Brown, of Hanover, to the ben
efits of the college. Whether we consider the fact that the college is in part sus
tained by state appropriation, that agricultw-al and mechanical employmellts are 
concerns of both men and women, or the pmpose of the college as defined by the 
act of Congress in pursuance of which it is established, the propriety of offering 
the advantages of thl:' college to young women equally with men is apparent. 

* * * * * * * 
The machine and carpenter shops were visited by tbe committee and were of in

terest, not sin1ply for tbe mechanical knowledge and skill that may be acquired by 
their u se, but as a means of physical development. It is said that* ' ' in Germany, 
Fl'ance, Sweden, Nol'way, and Switzerland physical instruction is compulsory in 
all schools. " Manual training schools tend to secure physical development in con
nection with useful mechanical or other industry, for which the opportunity afforded 
by the college should be highly esteemed. 

* * * * * * * 
LYMAN CLARK, 
JOHN G. TALLANT, 
DANIEL W. RUGG. 

Committee. 

The examining Committee for 1892, in their r eport to the Trustees, 
lay special stress on the general lack of suitable preparation of those 
seeking admission to the college. 

REPORT OF EXAMINING COMMITTEE FOR 1892. 

To the TruMees of the New Hampshi1·e College of Ag1'icultut·e cmd the Mechanic 
..d1·ts: 
Yom e..'Camining committee for the year 1892, having carefully and conscien

tiously discharged the duty devolving upon them, beg leave to briefly and respect
fully 1·eport as follows : 

We are satisfied that the teaching in the New Hampshire College of Agriculture 
and the Mechanic Ar ts is as thorough and efficient as that of other colleges of itl> 
class, and of t hose giving what is termed a classic course of instruction. The 

* N. A . Review June, 1891, article on Compulsory Physical Education. 
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natural sciences, which are of fundamental importance to both agriculture and the 
mechanical arts, are certainly in the hands of competent iustructors, who evidently 
feel a deep interest in their work and succeed in drawing out the enthusiasm of 
the students. In this line we witness no evidence of neglect or inefficiency, nor do 
we find any occasion to criticise one department and commend another. All ap
pear w be doing faithful and satisfactory work. 

By way of suggestion, we would call. attention to the self-evident la<:k of thorough 
preparation on the part of the students to enter upon the college course. There 
ought to be some change in our common school system which will give to the 
scholars the fundamental or rudimentary principles, with the leading nomencla
ture, of the natural sciences. Or, in the absence of this, a short introductory 
course in the college, which need not prolong the entire period devoted to strictly 
agricultural and mechanic instruction, as foreign languages, and even history and 
literature, could be left for an additional term by such of the students as would de
sire to devote additional time to them. The recommendation of a careful perusal 
of such books as could be named, might be made to Q.Over history and literature ; 
while the prompt translation and publication of such things of value as appear in 
other languages would ·supply in a great measure any disadvantage arising from 
not having the ordinary smattering of these languages, which is usually soon lost 
on entering upon the serious and every-day duties of actual life. 

Another point impresses itself upon our minds-and that is the lack in some de
partments of suitable text-books for use in a special course of &g!'iculture and me
chanic arts. The field is by no means well defined. 

* * * * 

HANOVER, June 24, 1892. 

* * * 
T. D. CURTIS, 
W. SCOTT WARD, 

Committee. 

The following statement is from the opening pages of the cata
logue for 1890-1892, which forms a part of the report by the Trustees. 

At the session of ·the Legislature of New Hampshire in 1891, acts were passed 
severing the connection with Dartmouth College and removing . the State College 
from Hanover to Durham ; accepting the Benjamin Thompson estate, which was 
then of the value of more than four hundred thousand dollars, and accumulating 
at four per cent compound interest will be available as an .endowment, in 1910; 
and providing one hundred thousand dollars to be used with certain other sums in 
the erection of buildings. 

These buildings are so near completion a8 to make it certain that in September, 
1893, the college work will begin at Durham, with shops, laboratories, and other 
facilities found at the best technical schools. 

The necessary transfers will be made during the summer vacation, and will not 
interfere with the college work of the preceding or the succeeding year. 

The following paragraphs from the statement of the conditions of 
admission, are of interest when one recalls that, only a few decades 
ago, it was possible to enter one of the best classical colleges, with
out any direct examination .as to proficiency in English .. 

In English the examination will consist in the criticism of specimens of incorrect 
English, together with a short essay, correct in spelling, punctuation, division into 
paragraphs, grammar and expression, on a subject to be announced at the time of 
the examination . 
. Students are advised to prepare themselves thoroughly in all the required sub
Jects and especially in English, since no college can be expected to admit students 
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who can not write their own language with neatness, clearness, and an approach 
to accuracy. 

They are further recommended not to limit their preparation to these require
ments. The excellent academies and high schools of New Hampshire put within 
their reach, a preliminary training which will add greatly to the value of a college 
course. 

The following is the general summary of the required work in 
Drawing, and Shop-work; these are given in the different courses, 
and years, as already stat ed in the preceding pages. 

DRAWING. 

[Two hours nud one half in the drawing room is reckoned as one exercise.) 

1. F1·eehancl Drawing. 
(a) Copy Work and Sketching; thirty exercises. 
(b) Shading and Tinting, followed by a short course on the care and use of draw

ing instruments ; twenty exercises. 
2. Descriptive Geometry and Drawing. Solution of problems in descriptive 

geometry; eighty exercises. 
Course 2 is open on ly to those who have taken Ma.thematics. 
3. Mechanical Drawing. 
(a) Elementary Projection Drawing; twenty exercises. 
(b) P erspective Dmwing and Line Shading; twenty exercises. 
(c) Workshop Drawings. Tracing and the blue process of copying drawings; 

thirty exercises. 
SHOP WORK. 

[Three hours' work in the shops is considered equivalent to one exercise.] 

1. Work in Wood Shop. Exercises in carpentry, joinery, and pattern making. 
(a), forty-five exercises; (b), thirty exercises; (c), forty-five exercises; (d), thirty 

exercises. 
2. Work in Machine Shop. Exercises in bench work, machine work, and shop 

measw·ements. 
(a), thirty exercises ; (b), twenty exercises; (c), twenty exercises; (d), forty-five 

exe1·cises; (e), thirty exercises; (f), thirty exercises. 

Floor plans accompany the descriptions of the new buildings. 
The main building, a view of which is given as a frontispiece, is 128 
feet in length by 93 feet in width, with a central tower and a porte 
cocMre 40 feet in length; altogether a stately building of three stories, 
built of granite and brick. The Science building, 93 by 70, is also of 
three stories. 

THE SHOP BUILDINGS. 

The shops have been planned and built with the object of providing facilities for 
instruction in the working of wood and metals and in the design, construction, 
care, and management of machinery. Incorporated ;vith the shops, is a central 
station for fw-nishing heat, light, water, and power , wherever needed in any of 
the college buildings ; and the machinery of this station will form a part of the 
material equipment of the engineering departments. 

The main shop building is 42 by 106 feet, and two stories high, with a basement 
31 by 42 feet. In a separate one-story building 40 by 100 feet, on a level with the 
basement of the main building, are the boiler bouse, forge shop, coal shed, and 
foundry. 

. * * * * * * * 
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On the first floor of the main shop building, a lavatory is provided, with lockers 
for the convenience of students. The largest room on this floor is the machine 
shop, where there will be opportunity for practice in the operations of working 
metals by cutting tools, both by hand work and by machinery. In the mechanical 
laboratory, the students may learn' by actual tests the strength and other proper
ties of the various materials used in engineering constructions ; the lubricating 
value of oils, etc. 

The second floor of this building is mainly occupied by a wood shop, in which the 
co=on branches of carpentry, joinery, and pattern making will be taught. Prac
tice will be given in the use of carpenter's tools, and in the care and operation of 
the machines of most general use in wood-working. A well lighted corner of this 
room is partitioned off and will be equipped for copying drawings by the blue pro
cess. Two office rooms are also provided, one of which will be temporarily used as 
a recitation room, the other as a drawing room. 

The shop buildings are constructed on the " slow-burning" principle, with thick 
walls, and heavy continuous plank floors. The rooms are all well lighted and well 
ventilated. 

A handsome two story brick building, called Nesmith Hall, is occu
pied by the Experim~n~ Station. Tuition is placed at $60 a year, but 
there are 54 scholarships, 30 of which pay the holder $40 besides the 
tuition; the remainder pay $20 more than the tuition. The annual 
expenses are estimated from $129.00 to $228.00. Total number of 
students connected with the college in 1891-'92, 61. The Faculty 
number 16 Professors and Instructors. Hon. Lyman D. Stevens is 
President. Charles H. P ettee, A. M., c. E., Dean, and Professor of 
Mathematics and Civil Engineering. · 

RuTGERs SciENTIFIC S cHooL: RuTGERS CoLLEGE, N. J. 

" Rutgers Scientific School, The State College for the benefit of 
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," is known as the Scientific 
Department of Rutgers College, situated at New Brunswick, New 
Jersey. 

This school, organized in 1864, in compliance with the United 
States Land Grant act, is also, by law, designated as t he "State 
College;" and has forty free State scholarships, distributed pro rata 
among the several counties on the basis of their representation in 
the Legislature. 

The courses are as follows: Two Regular courses of four years 
each, in "Civil Engineering and Mechanics;" and in " Chemistry 
and Agriculture." 

Special courses of two years each in" Chemistry," and in " ·.Agri
culture;" also, optional post graduate courses. The studies of the 
two principal courses are alike for the :first year, at t he end of which 
the student ~lects which course to take ; the studies thereafter are 
specially adapted to their purpose. Drawing is carried through 
each ~rm of the four years in both courses. It is also taught in 
each year of the special course in .Agriculture, but is not taught in 
the special course in Chemistry. 
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In the 17th Annual Repor t of the Rutgers Scientific School for 
the year 1881, made to the Governor of the State by the Trustees of 
Rutgers College, and signed by Rev. Wm. H . Campbell, LL. D., 
P resident both of the College and of the Board of Trustees, there is, 
in addition to an account of the instruction given in drawing the 
past year, a statement of the importance of elemental and thorough 
training in this study on the part of all pupils in the public schools, 
as well as in the technical institutions of a manufacturing com. 
munity. . 

As this bears directly upon the subject matter of the present work, 
and shows the intimate relation borne by the primary schools to the 
higher and technical schools, these pages of the Report for 1881, are 
here quoted. 

GRAPHICS. 

During the past year, instruction in Descriptive Geometry has been given the 
Sophomore Class. A text-book was used in the recitation-room as a convenient 
method of bringing principles to the students' attention, and of discussing them. 
At the same time, problems prepared by the professor, and furnishing novel and 
practical applications of these principles, were assigned for solution in the cb:aughting
room. These have proved of very great benefit, not only in giving a meaning to 
what might otherwise have seemed abstractions, but in familiarizing the mind with 
the relations and properties of geometrical magnitudes, and with t he many artifices 
of solution which are invaluable to the draughtsman as well as to the descriptive 
geometer. The work of the year in this respect. h as been exceptionally satisfactory, 
the problems solved being more numerous and more difficult than those of previ
ous years, and the solutions furnished possessing unusual merit in originality of 
method as well as in comprehension of principles. Many of the problems were 
more difficult than those assigned for the " Science Examinations " in England. 
The subjects of the Intersection of Surfaces, Shades and Shadows, and Linear Per
spective were illustrated by problems which stimulated investigation and ingenuity 
on the part of the student. At the end of the year the growth in the power of 
synthetic and analytic 1·easoning was felt by the students themselves, and it was 
evident to the professor. 

I nstruction to the other classes was entirely oral, in connection with work at the 
draughting-table. During the hours devoted to this work, questions and discus
sions, either among the students themselves or with the professor are always in 
order and generally in progress. As a result, not only are methods learned, but 
also the reasons for them, with the occasion and effects of modifications. From this 
comes a more thorough mastery of t he principles and a greater facility in their 
application. In short, the student grows into an intelligent and ready draugbtsruan. 
The work with these classes was in the construction of geometrical problems, topo
graphicaJ drawing, lettering, the use of colors and practice in shading, cutting of 
timbers, finished drawings, etc. 

THE VALUE AND LllPORTANCE OF PREVIOUS ELEMENTARY TRACING IN DRAWING. 

Attention .has been called in previous reports to tho great hindrance to the ma~t 
effective work in this department, arising from the fact that very rarely does any 
new student coming here, except from the Rutgers College Grammar School, 
have even the most elementary knowledge of rightline drawing. The names of the 
most common draughting instruments are entirely unknown to him. Of course, 
he knows nothing of their purposes or of the manner of using them for the simplest 
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operations. Again would we protest to the people of the State, against this unnec
essary waste of time,-in the curriculum and to the student-a. waste which is the 
more to be lamented because occurring when opportunities a.fforded for advanced 
instruction, based upon the principles of mathematics and mechanics here taught, 
ca.nnot be improved by reason of a. want of elementary instruction in this subject. 
The possibilities of at least one year are lost from this cause. And since our students 
are preparing for various and dissimilar vocations, the arrangement of special 
courses in drawing, with reference to such vocations, and advanced instruction in 
these courses, is not to any great extent practicable, and the limited time available 
becomes, therefore, the more valuable. Besides, a few of the students, as indicated 
above, having bad some instruction in elementary drawing: must either repeat the 
course or a difficulty arises in providing proper work and oversight for different 
members of the same class, which cannot be well met without increased teaching 
force and facilities. We feel interested in this question as an institut:on, for students 
coming to us are not ready to receive for themselv.es, and prevent the giving to 
others who are ready, the instruction which we could and desire to furnish; and 
we are thus hindered from accOmplishing the full measure of results which we 
feel we might otherwise attain. 

INDUSTRIAL DRAWING SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN THESE COLLEGES. 

It seems proper that schools established for the benefit of agriculture and the 
mechanic arts, of which this is one, should encourage the art of drawing, particu
larly industrial drawing. There was a time when industrial education would have 
been regarded not only as an innovation, but almost as a heresy, even if the mean
ing of the term were understood. The importance of this education was greatly 
underrated; special training was provided, and large sums of money provided for 
young men who intended to enter the learned professions; but the young Wattses 
and Stevensons developed in a chilly atmosphere of neglect and indifference. It 
was only when the English public found the markets of the world, which they ha.d 
sometimes seemed to t;egard as their peculiar heritage, occupied by France and 
other European nations, that they clearly perceived the necessity of promoting a 
system of thorough scientific education as the first ground work for material na
tional prosperity. The lesson of the World's Fair of 1851 was a bitter one to English 
prejudice and tradition in education. Commercial prudence overcame ancient 
prejudice, and English manufacturers regained their place in the world's market 
when English money and care founded and fostered the South Kensington, and the 
many other schools for industrial education. 

NEED OF TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL ART TRAINING RECOGNIZED. 

In this country, the General Government, some of the State Governments, and 
several private citizens have, in recent years, aided in the establishment of many 
similar institutions. Such schools are evidences of the need felt by their founders, 
many of them practical business men and manufacturers, for a trained labor, and 
of their sense of the necessity of providing suitable opportunities of imparting the 
desired education. Business men are the first to see the business needs of a State, 
and to provide for them. In promoting industrial education, they simply take 
money from one pocket to secure an increased return into the other. Recently a 
representative of one of the leading industries of a large manufacturing city in this 
State was induced, by his sense of the needs and his appreciation of the advantage 
?f industrial drawing in his business, to propose the offering of prizes to the pupils 
m the public schools of this city, for the best designs for oil-cloths, table-cloths, 
Wall paper, etc. 

We may safely say that the mills of Massachusetts would never have achieved 
their present reputation but for the school-houses; that the system of training in 
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industrial drawing, and of industrial education generally, so well developed and so 
efficiently conducted in that St.ate, has made possible the improved machinery and 
increased skill. whose products are held in so high repute. The State law, which 
makes it possible for all cities or towns of five thousand inhabitants, and obligatory 
upon all of more than ten thousand, to "annually make provision for giving free 
instruction ininrlustrial or mechanical dra,ving," etc., has given the wheels of those 
mills a new impetus. 

In all institutions de,·oted to industrial education, industrial dra,ving is regarded 
as one o( tho principal supports or most essential factors in the system. And just 
here it may be well to meet an objection to the introduction o( drawing into all 
schools, by indic.'tting what we deem the proper character t o be given to this draw
ing. 

INDUSTR IAL DRAWING DEFINED. 

I ndustrial drawing is not what may be called aesthetic drawing. Its object is 
not to make ''pictures." In the latter, t he artist ai rns to represent a combination 
of objects, r eal, imaginary, conventional or conventionalized, for the purpose of 
producing a pleasant effect upon the eye and mind of the beholder . Its purpose is 
artistic or "effect." In industr ial drawing the draughtsman a ims to represent pri
marily, forms a nd r elations as they are in the object r epresented, existing or to be 
produced. Its pttrpose is utility or '· service." When this principal object has been 
attained the decorator may and does add such lines of figure, or other design, as 
shall increase the beauty of the object, wltile consonant with its purpose but never 
interfering with it. 

Drawing is too often regarded as an accomplishment merely, without possessing 
any really practical value. The apathy manifested in many instances when it has 
been proposed to introduce tlus subject as one of the regular branches in the school 
curriculum, gives unfortunate indication of the mistaken notions too prevalent of 
its scope and purposes. And if allowed a place iu the com-se, it is generally as
signed a position such that teachers, pupils and parents understand that it is "of 
little account; " but the instruction in drawing , which we advocate, which we 
should be gratified to see introduced into e,-ery school in the State, and which we 
give in this "State College for the Benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," 
so far as the facilities fm·nished us allo"-, which we feel is essential to the highest 
development of any ma nufacturing interest--industrial drawing-furnishes not 
only bread and butter in any community, but in one whose manufacturing interesiB 
are great it provides strong meat out of which are formed the bone and the mus
cles of a strong and efficient body of indusb:y. The duty of the St.ate toward its 
cbHdren , its future cit-izens, is to make, or as:;ist in making. them as efficient as 
possible factors in diminishing waste of its economic possibilities, in husbanding 
its resources, and in increasing its wealth. 

EDUCATIO:-IAL VALUE OF DRAWING. 

Drawing has an educational value, which is universal in its character. It de
,·elops closeness of observation, accuracy of perception, vividness of imagination, 
quickness of eye, facility of hand, care and judgment in expression. It cultivates 
a knowledge of relations, of .fittingness and adaptation-all useful in the general 
duties of life, and which render their possessor either better producers or better 
fitted to appr eciate the products of labor which was guided by this training. 

MONEY VALUE OF DRAWING TO THE STATE OF NEW J ERSEY. 

There are few States in the Union in which the subject of Industrial Drawing is 
so important as in New Jersey. Her varied industries make constant demand upon 
the designer and draugbtsman. The last report of the Bureau of Labor and Sta· 
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tistics of the State gives $82,871,863.12, as the value of the manufactured products 
in those industries where drawing is essential to accurate work and prevention of 
waste, and $20,528,017.30, as the amount of wages paid to laborers in those indus
tries. To this should be added the values of buildings erected, bridges built, rail
roads, steam and other boats constructed, none of which are included in the report, 
and the sum assumes a magnitude which makes the neglect of anything tending 
to conserve and promote the efficiency of these interests seem culpable. 

Industrial Drawing is one of the most important links , binding together and 
showing the relation between the school and the practical industries of the country; 
giving, more than most others, direct and appreciable results of the training of the 
former upon the products of the latter. It is scientific, artistic and educational; 
scientific to properly secure the accuracy of permanent and economic workman
ship; artistic, to add .the enhancing quality of beauty of form or decoration to the 
products of that workmanship; educational, in the training of the faculties which 
it gives; and it is always practical. 

The Department of Graphics in this institution aims to assist in securing for and 
to the industries and people of New J ersey the benefits which are possible for them 
in this branch of education." 

The report shows an attendance of 46 students during the year 
ending Dec 31st, 1881. 

In the Twenty-Seventh Annual Report,* made by the State Board 
of Visitors and by the Trustees of the School, for the year ending 
December 31st, 1891; the fact of the passage of the law on March 
31, 1890, "establishing a free scholarship for each assembly district 
each year," is recorded, and the conditions given.-The Trustees 
had, in 1888, increased the 40 State "county" Free Scholarships by the 
addition of 10 more, "at large." These were all reported as· filled. 

The following is the course of study offered in this School. 

COURSES OF STUDY AND DEGREES. 

Six distinct courses of study are included in the schedule which follows: 
I . A Course in Agriculture. . 

II. A Course in Civil Engineering and Mechanics. 
III. A Course in Chemistry. 
IV. A Course in Electricity. 
V . A Course in Biology. 

VI. A Winter Lecture Course in Agriculture. 
During the first year the studies of the five full courses are nearly the same, and 

are designed to fum ish a suitable introduction to the pursuit of the higher branches 
in either. 

At the end of the first year students elect to pursue one of the five full courses, 
and for the remaining three years their studies are directed with particular refer· 
ence to the choice made. Some studies which go to the equipment of the intelli
gent citizen, whatever his occupation, such as History, English Literature, Political 
Economy, Political Ethics and others, are interspersed throughout the entire four 
years, in order that students may not only acquire a thorough preparation for their 
special pursuits in life, but may at the same time receive a liberal training which 
will fit them to discharge wisely and usefully the duties of good citizenship. 

• Twenty-Seventh Annual Report of Rutgers Scientific School. The State College 
for the benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic .Arts, New Brunswick, N. J., for 
the year 1891. Trenton, N. J., The John L. Murphy Publishing Company, Printers. 
1892. Pp. 104. 
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Provision is also made for Special Students, who may enter at any time, and 
elect, under the advice and direction of the Faculty, such studies as they may be 
found qualified to pursue with classes already formed. Such students are subject 
to the general regulations and discipline of the institution. They are required to 
have their time fully occupied, and to pass such examinations as may be prescribed 
in each case. On leavin~, they receive certificates stating the studies pursued and 
the amount o£ work performed in each. 

Drawing is required in all the courses for tho first two years; and 
in all others. except the courses in Agriculture, Chemistry, and Biol
ogy, through the four years. 

The following statement describes the methods adopted in teach
ing Drawing. 

II. GRAPHICS. 

The instntction in tl:Us department is oral and by illustration or supervision, ex
cept in Descriptive Geometry. In this subject a t ext-book is used in the recitation
room, while the principles there discussed are more fully illustrated by problems 
assigned for graphical solution in the draughting-room. 

During the entire course of four years the students are reqt:Ured to spend a certain 
number of hours each week in the clraughting-room in practical work in Drawing. 
In the Freshman year the practice begins with the use of the principal instruments 
employed in Mechanical Drawing. Tltis practice is obtained in the solution of 
problems in Plane Geometry, thus securing two ends, viz., a knowledge of the pur
poses of the instruments and of the manner of using them, and a knowledge of geo
metrical principles and their applications, particularly such modifications and 
applications of the principles as will give the shortest, neatest a nd most perspicuous 
methods of working. \¥hen the student has acquired some facility in the use of 
instruments, he is ta,ug ht the methods of Topographical Drawing ·with practice in 
the use of colors . pen-signs, contour-lines, etc. Also, the methods of Graphical 
Representation of Statistical Data. At the end of the first year's work, the stu
dent has had instruction sufficient to enable him to execute all the drawings re· 
quired in Plane Surveying for farm purposes, etc. 

In the Sophomore year, t ile course in Drawing is based on Descriptive Geometry, 
as that, at the beginning of the Freshman year, exercised t he student's knowledge 
of Elementary Geometry. Besides the solution of problems in Solid Geometry, the 
course, during the year, includes practice in Shades and Shadows and Linear Per· 
spective, t he work being n.ll directed by mathematical principles. 

During the Junior aml Senior years, the aim of the instruction is to acquaint the 
student with some of the many applications of the principles of Drawing additional 
to those in which he has bad practice i11 the first two years. The limited time 
allowed to the subject, and the di versity of the intended pursuits of the students 
after graduation, prevent extended practice in any par ticular department of Draw
ing. The design, therefore, is to prepare intelligent and ready clraughtsmen, 
familiar with fundamental principles and methods; men who in any of tl1e me
chanic arts or in farming will be able to sketch machines and apparatus, and will 
be valuable assistants in the draughting-room of the architect or engineer, rather 
than accomplished masters in these professions; to give the student a safe beginning 
on which to grow more easily and surely into the work of the practical designer. 

Total number of students in attendance 134; of these, 7 were "spe
cial" and4 ''Post Graduate." 

The F aculty consists of 26 Professors and Instructors. Austin 
Scott. PH. D., LL.D. , President, and Professor of History aud Polit
ical Science. 
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N. Y., COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

This well known institution owes its origin to the bounty of Ezra 
Cornell, who gave to it the sum of $500,000; and to the 1862 Land 
Grant Act of the United States. 

In 1865, the Legislature of the State of New York incorporated 
Cornell University and appropriated to it the annual income arising 
from the funds accruing from sale of the land given by the United 
States grant. In addition to the departments required by the con
ditions of the United States Land Grant Law, the University is 
chartered to teach "such other branches of science and knowledge" 
* * * "as the trustees may deem useful and proper." The act 
of incorporation provides that one state student from each assembly 
district may here receive free tuition. 

The University was opened in October 1868. It has fourteen sep
arate Departments with Special Faculties. 

As a full account of those Departments of the Universityf in the 
courses of which drawing largely enters, will be found elsewhere in 
this Report grouped with similar schools; only such facts as relate 
to the Department of Agriculture, are here given. This Depart
ment has a farm of 200 acres, which, with its buildings, was given 
by Mr. Cornell, iu excess of the $500,000 mentioned above. 

There is a four years course entitling to a Degree of Bachelor of 
Agriculture, and a three years course not leading to a degree. Free
hand drawing is taught through the first two terms of the first year 
in the regular 4 years course, but only in the first term of that year 
in the 3 years course. 

The following is from the University Register of 1881-82. 
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FREEHAND DRAWING. 

Instruction in Freehand Drawing is given by m eans of lectures and general ex
ercises from the black-board, from flat copies, and from models. '!'he work embraces 
a thorough training of the hand and eye in outline drawing , elementary perspective, 
model and object drawing, drawing from casts, and sketching from nature. 

The effort is, not to make mere copyists, but to r ender the student familiar with 
the fundamental principles underlying this art, and to enable him to represent any 
object he may desire correctly and rapidly. '!'he course is largely industrial, and 
the exercises are arranged, as fa r as possible, with special reference to the drawing 
r equired in the work of the different depa1-tments. 

All students in the departments of Agriculture, Architecture, Civil Engineering, 
Mechanic Arts, Mathematics, and Natural History devote two hours a day to free
hand drawing during the first two t erms of the first year; and student s inArchitec
ture, in addition, two hours a day during one term of the second, and one term of 
the third year. Students in the other courses may take drawing as an elective 
study. 

E QUIPMENT. 

The department has a large collection of studies of natural and conventional 
forms, both shaded and in outline; of geometrical models, and of papier mache and 
plaster casts, including a number of antique busts, casts of parts of the human 
figure, studies from natm·e, and examples of historical ornament." 

The "Register" of the University for 18':!1-82, shows a total attend
ance of 384 students. 

PROSPERITY OF THE UNIVERSITY IN ] 892. 

The "Annual Report of President Adams, for the academic year 
1891-1892,"- shows in the general statement made by himself, and 
in the detailed reports made by the heads of the different depart
ments of the U niversity,-that, while in the total number of students 
attending, the University has grown enormously; and, while the 
increase of attendance in the Mechanical Engineering, and strictly 
Scientific courses, has kept pace with this growth; the attendance 
upon the College of Agriculture, has rather diminished than in
creased. In a table showing the totals of attendance during each of 
the seven years of President Adam's Presidency, it appears that, 
while the sum of students has increased from 575, in 1884-'85, to 
1538, in the year l 891-'02, the pupils in Agriculture in the firs t of 
these years numbered 20, while in the last they are only 22, the 
highest number in attendance at any time during these seven years, 
was during 1888- '89,- when 37, are recorded. In treating of the 
College of Agriculture the President, referring to the small number 
of students definitely enrolled in this department, says : 

The number of students in the Department of Agriculture continues to be rela
tively small. This is no doubt owing to the fact that agriculture as an mdusti·yhas 
been in a very depressed condition and that the sons of farmers, having the means 
and the desire to pursue a thorough course of study have, for the most part, chosen 
to devote themselves to some other vocation. Another consideration is worthy of 
notice. We should not forget that, unlike most agricultural colleges in the country, 
the one here established is almost purely a technical school. I ts design is to edu
cate young m en to be farmers in a large sense of the t erm, or to be teachers of some 
one of the branches of agricult ure in an agricultural college. In a former report ! 
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called attention to the fact that generally in the Agricultural Colleges, students are 
received who desire to study the Mechanic Arts, Civil Engineering, Botany, Natural 
History, and General Chemistry. The studentsdesiringthesegeneralcourseswhen 
coming to Cornell University are elsewhere enrolled, and therefore, while they 
swell the number of students in other departments, deplete the record of those 
forming a part of the College of Agriculture. It must also be borne in mind th;~.t 
all the P1·ofessors in the College of Agriculture, with two exceptions, devote most 
of their time t o giving instruction to students not enrolled in that course. It may 
fairly be said, therefore, that the College of Agriculture requires by its presence no 
more than t wo professors and three or four subordinate teachers more than would 
be required if there were no department of Agriculture at the University. The 
bearing of this condition of affairs on the duties of the University is obvious. It 
has frequently been thought that thelarge expenditures of the Board for the depart
ment of Agriculture ha>e not been adequately appreciated by the farmers of the 
state. It is perfectly true that the laboratories and libraries of the University are 
at the service of students in this important department; but I think we should make 
a grave mistake if we were to suppose that we ought to reduce our expenditures for 
that department in consequence of the smallness of the number of students actually 
enrolled in the College. A very large proportion of the students who come to the 
University, whether enrolled in the department of Agriculture or not, are the sons 
of farmers. It has often been truly said that this University, not only by means of 
the original Morrill Grant, but also by means of the supplementaryMorrillAct and 
A$ricultural Experiment Station fund, came from an impulse that had its origin 
and its support in a desire to benefit the agricultural interests in the country. Our 
function in the College of Agriculture seems to have been very largely to educate 
professors and teachers, and, notwithstanding the smallness of the number ol 
students enrolled in the College, it is probable that no other department in the 
University can now show so large a list of Alumni who have arisen to distinction·in 
their respective vocations. In view of these facts, the University, in my judgment, 
ought not to allow itself to be tempted into a policy of diminishing its appropria
tions for the department of Agriculture. 

The l'eport made to the President by the Director of the College 
of Agriculture, who is also Director of the "Experiment Station," 
is given wholly to details; these include all mat t ers relating to 
Instruction and to those concerning the Farm, Stock, and Buildings. 
He is enthusiastic over the work done at the E xperiment Station, 
which last he claims, attract s post-graduate students from all over 
the country. · 

The following is the opening paragraph of his report : 

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND OF THE AGRI
CULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. 

To the President of the University: 
Sm: The College of Agriculture completes the year in a most prosperous condi

tion. Four new courses of study have been offered in the Department of Applied 
Agriculture. The students have readily availed themselves of these added oppor
tunities for instruction in specific lines of work, and this work, although new, has 
been entered upon with great zeal by students and assistant s alike. As the College 
gro\vs from year to year , and the number of courses offered increases, the facilities 
for giving instruction become more and more inadequate. The rooms available for 
applied agriculture and the Experiment Station are entirely inadequate. It is hoped 
that some provision may be made at an early day to meet the wants of these de
partments in this direction. 
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The "Register"* for 1892-'93, in showing the geueral courses of 
teaching in the several departments, says of the course in Agricul
ture as follows : 

The instruction in the College of Agriculture is comprised in the following gen
eral Jines: 

Advanced or graduate work in Agricultural Science. This instruction is designed 
to fit men for teachers and experimenters and it may lead to the degrees of Master 
of Science and Doctor of Science. The laboratorit's are well equipped for the prose
cution of independent work of a high character. 

The Regular Course in Agriculture covers a period of four years. It is designed 
to afford an education as broad a nd libera l as that given by other departments of 
the University, and leads to the deg ree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture. 
During the last two years of his course, the student selects his studies in those 
departments in which he is most interested. 

The Special Course is intended for young men who cannot well spend four years 
in preparing themselves to become farmers atld who yet wish to avail themselves 
of technical, practica.l instruction in modern scientific agricultw·e. Young men 
w ho are eighteen years of age and who have a fair knowledge of the common 
English branches are admitted to the Special Course without examination. They 
may stay for two years and m·e required to take lectures and recitations to the 
amount of tweh-e hours per week, from the list of electi\-e studies of the Regular 
Course. The remainder of their time, three to six hours per week, they may devote 
to any studit'S which they are prepared to pursut'. Special students, during tlle 
time they are in the University, enjoy equal advantages in all respects with students 
who m·e studying for a degree. They axe admitted by a vote of the Faculty upon 
recommendation of t he Director of the College of Agriculture, and applications 
for admission to the Special Course should be made personally or by letter to the 
Director of the College. 

The short Wintt'r Course is now offered for the first time. This course will be 
given for the first time during the winter term of 1892-S. It will extend through 
one tt'rm of eleven weeks, beginning J an . S, 1898. It is intended to meet the needs 
of those who have only the time and means to spend one or at most two terms at 
the Uni vcrsity. Persons who are of good moral character and sixteen years of 
age, upon application to the Director of the College of Agriculture, may be admit
ted to this course. The instruction offered will be designed especially to meet their 
net'ds. 

"Dairy Husbandry," ''Animal Industry," "Poultry Keeping," 
and "work in the Experiment Station," are different divisions of 
study. There is a fine Dairy H ouse, and a vflry complete Agricul
tural Museum. Horticulture is given in seven different courses," 
"Veterina:ry Science" is taught; there is also a Museum ofVeteri
nary Science. The regnlar four years course in Agriculture leads to 
the Degr ee of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture. 

Out of the 1665 students enrolled in the University during the 
year 1892-'93 ; 22, are enrolled under Agriculture, Teachers in Uni· 
versity 145, Corps of Agricultural Experiment Station, 13. Jacob 
Gould Schurman, D. so., LL. D. , is President of th E> University, 
and I saac Phillips Roberts, M. AGR. , is Director of the College of 
Agriculture, and Professor of Agriculture. 

* The Cornell University Register December, 1892. " .I would found an institu· 
tion where any person can find instruction in any study." Ezra Cornell Ithae8, 
N. Y. Published by the University Press of Andrus & Church. Pp. 237. 
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UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY AT WEST POJNT, "NEW YORK. 

The courses of instruction in this Government Training School for 
the future officers of the Regular Army, are divided into twelve De
partments ; each with their special corps of instructors. The. full 
course of study occupies four years. 

The corps of Instructors of the Department of Drawing, consists 
of a Professor , an assistant Professor, and two acting assistant Pro
fessors. 

· A practical knowledge of drawing being as inseparable from the 
training of a military engineer, (as essential to the Art of War as to 
the Arts of P eace,)-as it is t o that of the Civil and Mining Engi
neer. 

In the official schedule of courses of studT,- Drawing does not 
appear till the second year of t he course (" Third Class"). In that 
year " Topographical drawing," is taught, as well as the "Construc
tion of various problems in Shades and Shadows, Linear Perspective 
and Isometrical Projection." 

In the third year, ("Second Class") "Landscape,." "Pencil and 
Colors." In the fourth year, ("First Class") under the Department 
of" Civil and Military Engineering and Science of W ar." 

" Mahan's Industrial D:rawing," is given as one of the books of 
reference. * 

There were 191 cadets in attendance for t he year 1881-82. 

BEAUTY AND HISTORIC INTEREST OF THE SITE. OF THE A CADEMY. 

This famous military school, whose history is inseparable from 
that of the Nation, is exceptionally fortunate in its local position 
and surroundings. Occupying a plateau, high uplifted above the 
stream on the west bank of the Hudson, just below t he point where 
the lordly nver, emerging from the mountain fastnesses,-whose 
frowning heights seem to the southward voyager about to bar effect
ually its passage-flows with calm current on its unimpeded way to 
the Ocean; it commands a prospect, world-renowned for noble beauty. 
From its commanding position, once held as a str onghold of power, 
whose possession was eagerly coveted by contending armies; it has 
long since, for the purposes of war, ceased to be of strategic import
ance. The broad expanse and circling sweep of horizon it com
mands is, however, no narrower now than when, from its secure 
heights, it dominated the river; and barred the pathwaytothe upper 
and lower waters of the Hudson. 

If character, is, indeed, as some claim, rnsensibly but effectively 
influenced and moulded by natural surroundings, then, to those 

"An account in detail of the instruction in drawing as giv:en to the Cadets, will 
be found on pages 91 and 92 of" The U. S. Art Directory Year-Book, 1882, compiled 
by S. R. Koehler. The Academy has a collection of plaster casts from the Antique 
and a few Water Colors, open to the public. 
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dwelling in the presence of these scenes, where Nature is shown 
in some of her grandest features, where mountains, and stream, 
and far stretching horizon, combine to fill the mind with images 
of power and beauty, there should surely be an ennobling influ
ence. H owever this may be, the spot seems to possess an undy
ing charm for those whose four shaping years of youth have there 
been passed; and the old officers of the Army return to it with 
unaffected pleasure. 

Historically associated with tl1at tragic event of the Revolution, 
the well-nigh successful treachery of Arnold , and the consequent 
capture and death of Andre, thi s renowned spot has for more than 
a eentury, been t he h ome of the one school for the army. 

The offi cers here trained have upheld its fame for generations of 
graduates, from those distant clays when a glorious record was made 
by the hm·oes of the war of 1812, and again, in the contest with 
Mexico; then through all the years remote and near, of the con
tinuous conflicts with savages, waged along the borders of the wilder
ness ever rece<.liHg before the encroaching tides of emigration-con
flicts wit 11ess to many an heroic action unknown to the world. In 
later clays, the deeds of gallantry and claring, wrought in the sight 
of all m en, by those who were arrayed in hostile camps during the 
tempestuous years of Lincoln's administration; gave added proof of 
the effieioucy and valuo of the technical training here received. 
This is the training in the A r ts of War ; but i t would be an injustice 
to this sehool if its value to the Country, were only to be measured 
b y its efficien cy in training soldiers. In n. peaceful country such as 
is the United States, in which, unliko many other lands, wars are 
but accidents, while the Arts of P eace are permanent; the educa
tional value of such an institution is by no means to be limited to 
the training it affords in the Arts of War. 

THE ACADEMY A NOTABLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING. 

All Engineering Knowledge may be made as serviceable to the arts 
of peace as to those of war, and it has happened, during the long 
yea rs of peace, that m any of the gradua,tes of this sch ool have passed 
most of their lives as peaceful citizens; busily engaged as engineers 
in developing the material resourees of the country, in various enter
prises. In addition, many a youth who fails to graduat e as an offi
cer, becom es more or less well grounded in the elem ents of a tech
n ical education, and enlist s in the ranks of the civil industrial pro
fessions; so that it may fairly bo concluded that the Academy at 
W est P oint, besides training tho 0fficers of th e regular Army, contrib
·utes a full quota of trained and competent engineers t o the peace
ful professions of Industry; antl is, for this addit ional reason, of 
substantial worth to the Country. 

The efficiency of this school, for the technical training of Engi· 
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nears, was incidentally set forth by the late President Charles 
0. Thompson, in his inaugural address on the occasion of his in
duction, in 1883, as President of Rose Polytechnic Institute. Presi
dent Thompson, whose early death a few months later , has not 
ceased to be regretted by those who know of his rare gifts as an 
educator, had for fifteen years devoted himself with remarkable suc
cess to the development of the Worcester County Free Institute. 
Called to undertake the Presidency of this new institution, he had 
made a thorough preliminary inspection of the leading Schools of 
Technology in Europe, and was, also, familiar with all similar 
schools in the United States. In his discourse, while tracing the 
rise and develo"{lment of institutions for the technical training of 
Engineers, he said : 

The first independent polytechnic school was the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris, 
founded in 1794. The Ecole Centrale followed, and during the first quarter of this 
century similar schools were established all over France, Switzerland and Germany. 

In this country, the best appointed and on the whole, the most worthy of study 
as far as methods go, is the Military Academy at W est Point; then we have the 
Columbia School of Mines, at New York; the Sheffield, at New Haven; the Rensse-· 
laer, at Troy; the Institute of Technology, at Boston; the Stevens Institute, at Hobo
ken ; and many others. These are examples of pure and independent schools of 
Technology, eacl1 with a. special end of its own, but possessing all the generic fea
tures of the class. They all arose from the demand for engineers in the arts of 
peace and of war. To this list must be added the state colleges of agriculture and 
the mechanic arts, several of which have made provision for effective teaching in 
engineering. The polytechnic school has always offered to the qualified average 
boy a good education based on drawing, the mathematics, the living languages and 
the physical sciences, tending to qualify him for immediate entrance upon the 
duties of an engineer. The course of study in a polytechnic school is determined 
by long experience and in all countries is substantially the same. 

According to the latest "Register"* at hand, that for 1890- '91, the 
number of cadets in attendance at this National Military School was 
261, showing a l~trge increase over those r egistered in 1881. The 
number of instructors in the "Department of Drawing," however, 
remains the same; and consists of one "Professor," one "Assistant 
Professor," and two "Instructors." Colonel Charles W. Larned, 
who has held the position since July 25th 1876, is the ProfeEsor in 
charge. Tho "Academic Staff," numbers Fifty-eight Professors and 
Instructors. 

There are eleven "Departments" of study, each with its separate 
corps of Instructors. Colonel J ohn M. Wilson, Colonel of Engineers, 
is the "Superintendent.' He has a "Military Staff," of seven Army 
Officers. 

*Official Register of the Officers and Cadets of the U. S. Military Academy, West 
Point, N.Y., June 1891. Pp. 40. 
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THE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE OF THE UNI
VERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. 

PRELIMINARY WORDS. 

The interest attaching to the resurrection of this historic institu
tion, for which provision had been made when the constitutional 
existence of the State itself began, and which had suffered so cruelly 
from the vicissitudes incident to the ''war of thfl rebellion"; and 
again suffers loss, owing to recent changes in the public opinion of the 
State which have at length resulted in t he Legislative uivorce of 
the L and Grant College from the University; combined with the 
interesting and able discussion by President Battle, of the intent of 
Congress in cr eating the Land Grant Colleges, a topic of very general 
interest, have led to the giving in this volume of unusual space to 
the accounts of this University, and of this College, both during its 
connection with the University and, more especially, to t he details of 
the equipment and plans of t he College in its new home in the 
Capital of the State. 

BRIEF HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 

The Agricultural and Mechanical College of the University of 
North Carolina, is situated at Chapel Hill, 28 miles fr_om Raleigh. 

This location was chosen for the University for its salubrity. 
The University, which was provided for in the Constitution of the 
State adopted in 1776, was chartered in 1789, and opened for stu
dents at Chapel Hill in 1795. 

The civil war of 1861-65 dispersed its students and in a great 
measure destroyed its endowment s. The University was closed in 
1872, but reopened iu September, 1875. 

The law of 1867, provides that 
' 'In order to prol'lote the liberal and practical education of the industrial claeses 

of the State, pupils may be admitted to the branches of Agriculture and Mechanic 
Arts who possess the requisite qualifications for these studies, without the previous 
Hterary training requisite for admission into the regular college courses." 

The University when reorganized from what was practically, in 
its Academic Department, simply a classical college, was put on the 
more comprehensive plan which the term University implies. It 
now provides three separate courses, ''Classical," '' Philosophical," 
and "Scientific," known as "Colleges," comprising one or more 
"Schools." An optional course is so arranged that students unable 
from any cause, to take a full symmetrical course of general train· 
ing, " may obtain purely agricultural instruction in branches 
deemed of special value." In the Scientific Course, Drawing is 
taught through the first year. In the College of Engineering, 
Drawing occupies a prominent place in the schedule of studies for 
each year d th& three years' course; including working drawings of 
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buildings and machinery, topographical map drawing, Perspective 
Drawing, etc.,-The catalogue of 1881-82, shows a total University 
attendance of 199 students, 47 of these are •: optional students." 

BRILLIANT I NAUGURATION OF NEW MEMORIAL BUILDING. 

Ten years subsequent to the re-opening of the University to 
students after the long interregnum caused by the exigencies of war, 
the quiet upland village of Chapel Hill, and. the classic groves of 
the University, were invaded by .a great gathering. of the Alumni; 
who had come together to honor by their presence the opening of 
the large buildin~ erected to the memory of a revered former Presi
dent of the University, David Lowry Swain, an Ex Governor of the 
State, who, for thirty-three years, had guided the course and pre
sided over the fortunes of the University. 

The corner stone had been laid with appropriate ceremonies on 
the 25th of September 1883. 

The completion of the building was now, in the early summer of 
1885, to be celebrated with equal ceremony. The Governor of the 
State, and the full board of trustees, were present to meet a dis
tinguished and brilliant assembly of Alumni aud citizens gathered 
from all parts of the State. 

THE ADDRESSES. 

After the usual opening c~remonies and the reading of the dedica
tion ode, and a prayer, "Mr. Paul C. Cameron, chairman qf the 
Building Committee, in behalf of himself and his associates on the 
committee (Messrs K. P. Battle and John Manning)," made the pre
sentation address on delivering t he completed building to His Excel
lency, Governor Scales, ex-officio; President of the Board of Trustees. 

Opening his address with a statement that it was unusual for one 
to be called, as he h ad been, to a University rostrum sixty years 
after he had graduated; he proceeded to deliver n most interesting 
historical address-first giving an account of. the life of President 
Swain, and of his administration of the University, and then reciting 
how it had come about that this memorial building was substituted 
in place of the monument at first proposed. Governor Scales, in 
his response~ stated a fact to which the previous speaker had not 
remotely r eferred, namely: that to Mr. Cameron's energy and lib
erality was owing the funds needed to complete the structure. 

Resolutions of thanks to Mr. Cameron, were accordingly passed 
at the close of this meeting; which was ended with the singing of 
the University Ode, written by Mrs. Cornilia Phillips Spencer. 

THE BUILDING. 

The Architect, Mr. Samuel Sloan, had unfortunately sickened and 
died, owing to undue exposure to the sun in his supervision of the 
building at an early stage of its erection. · 
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The building itself is unique and, in its ex terior, suggests the 
great audience tents of the perambulatory sum mer circus; only it 
haslowwallsof brickinplaceof the sheetsof canvass; these walls are 
str engthened by frequent buttresses each side the large pointed 
arched windows, which latter seem almost to compose the walls of 
the structure, t he brick work serving but as the frames of the win
dows. The front , with the round arch of its windows, and t he square 
towers topped with low octagonal turr ets, seems to have little organic 
rela.tion to t he rest of the structure, but serves sufficiently the pur
pose of an entrance. The interior of this building, like i ts canvass 
prototype, offers an almost ideal audience room; this is a circle of 
128 feet in diameter, with not a column to interrupt the view. 2450 
people can be comfortably seated. It is used for the commencement 
exercises, for which it is admirably adapted. 

This building, begun as a memonal of President Swain,-inlieu of 
the erection of an obelisk on the campus,- had become a veritable 
Valhalla, a tomple dedicated to the memory of the distinguished 
graduates of the University, whose names were to be seen inscribed 
on tablets of stone inserted in the walls. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF SucH MEMORIALS. 

These names, once borne by the illustrious sons of the University, 
and of the State, furnish, in themselves, glorious proof of the great
ness of the State, and give enduring evidence of the service rendered 
to the Commonwealth by such Institutions of Higher Learning; 
while they are an ever living well of inspiration to the annual 
throngs of ingenuous youth who come, year after year, to enroll 
their names in the lists of students and to emulate their predecessors. 

A Roll of H onor, which has been growing for an hundred years; 
and on which are found the names of man y, honored alike in the 
annals of the Nation, as in those of the State. 

To be adopted into such a family and endowed with such an 
ancestry, may thus be the proud privilege of the humblest child of 
the State. Who shall measure the extent of this silent influence, in 
elevating and ennobling character? Certain it is that a Stranger, 
having no personal interest, or ties of Kindred in the State, but not 
wholly ignorant of American history, can hardly look unmoved 
upon those walls while reading these honored names with their 
varied associations with the great epochs and events, not only of the 
single State of which this is the University, but of the glorious coun
try of these United States, in whose early shaping the American 
patriots of North Carolina, had no small or insignificant part. 

In the present era of ourcommoncountry, whenallcitizensof the 
United States rejoice in the prosperity and strength of the Union, 
and in the prospect of its perpetuity and its glorious future, one 
may, perhaps, be pardoned for the natural inquiry whether, during 
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that crucial epoch o~ 1861-'65, among the sons of this University 
there were to be found none w.ho stood for the preservation of the 
Union of the States, in contradistinction to so ·many who represented 
the opposing principle of the supremacy of the individual State? 

In the Historical Sketches,* written by President Kemp P. Battle, 
and published by t.he University, it is distinctly stated that this hall 
is to serve as a memorial to the "Confederate" Dead. No one can 
rightly object to the honor thus paid her heroic children by t heir 
stricken Alma Mater; but, in a University, which is, we may trust, 
to exist for centuries under the benign rule of a United Country, 
which in fact owed its revival, in part, to the former bounty of that 
Country in giving to the States the Land Grant Fund, should not 
equal honor be paid to those of her patriot sons who saw in the pres
ervation of their common country, and of the flag they had been 
taught to revere, the object to which their devotion was due; or, can 
it be true that there were then to be found among the Alumni of 
this historic seat of Learning, only those whose patriotic affections 
were bounded by the narrow limits of a single State? 

If this be the case, we may, at least, be permitted to hope that 
. henceforth, the lessons of patriotism here taught may be broad . 
enough to include the whole country above which floats that starry 
flag of freedom to which, in 1776, the Revolutionary Patriots of the 
Old North State, gave unreserved allegiance. 

Institutions of Learning, like individual families, have their per
sonal characteristics, their peculiar traditions, customs, and heritable 
qualities. While they are all united by a "common bond," to bor
row Cicero's felicitous expr ession in illustrating the connection of the 
Arts, nevertheless, to the initiate, the graduates of each are readily 
distinguishable; so it is possible and natural that the sons of each 
should cherish their own loved "Alma Mater," with a peculiar and 
personal affection. Such devotion, from the evidence afforded by 
the record of these Inaugural Proceedings,+ seems not to be lacking 
on the part of the Alumni of the University of North Carolina. 

·THE A GRICULTURAL COLLEGE MADE A DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE 

UNIVERSITY IN 1866. 

· When peace had been restored it was found that most of the en
dowed funds of the University had been lost; and that the United 
States Land Grant Fund entrusted to the State, had also vanished. 
The University, which belonged totheState, still had its land, build
ings, apparatus, etc., and so the Legislature decided to issue a bond 

*Sketches of the History of the University of North Carolina, together with a 
Catalogue of Officers and Students. 1789-1889. Published by the University. 1889. 
Pp. 242. 

tU niversity of North Carolina, Memorial Hall Inaugural Proceedings, Wednesday, 
June 8 1885. Raleigh. E. U. Uzzell, Steam Printer and Binder. 1885. Pp. 30. 
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of the amount of the U. S. Land Grant fund, and to pay the interest 
of this to the University, for giving such instruction as was required 
by the Land Grant law. This was done in 1866. The Universitywas 
required in turn, to provide for two professors; who were "to teach 
such branches of learning as are related to Agriculture and the 
Mechanic Arts, in such manner as the General Assembly may pre
cribe, in 01·der to promote the liheral and practical education of the 
industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life." 

This explains the placing of the State Agricultural and Mechanical 
College at Chapel Hill, as a Departmen t. of the University of the 
State. This arrangement for meeting the popular demands for in
struction in Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, seemed, for a time, 
mutually satif>factory to the authorities of the University and the 
people of the State. 

In the light of t he subsequent action of the Legislature in depriv
ing the University of the income from the Land Grant Fund, and 
in creating a new institution at Raleigh, the capital of the State, to 
t ake the place of one of the departments of the University, the ar
guments of President Battle, in his report to t he Board of Trustees 
in 1887, * are seen to have been possibly put forth to forstall antici
pated attacks, if not to reply to those already made. After stating 
briefly the prosperous condition of the University, and reciting cer
tain changes in, and additions to, the teaching force, which makes 
the Faculty, "the largest in number of auy college in the south," 
and recording certain r ecent improvements, such as the erec.tion of 
a new Chemical Laboratory, the President states that" special oppor
tunities for study are offered in the branches pertaining to Agricul
ture and the Mechanic Arts, in Engineering, and inN or mal Instruc
tion." Post Graduate courses have also been opened. 

H e then sums up t he history of the University since its re-opening. 
The Unh·ersity has been in operation eleven years since its re-opening in 1875. 

In that. time it bas, in spite of e:\.·traordinary financial depression and disasters, by 
the enlightened liberality of t he Gt>neral Assembly, obta ined an attendance of over 
200 student,;, a number superior to a ny reached from its beginning up to 1851. It 
has been the means of educating OYer five hundred poor boys. It has furnished to 
the State hundreds of teacbet·s. It was the parent of Summer Normal Schools, 
which have done so much for our State, and have been copied by all the Southern 
States. Through these Normal Schools it has given impulse to, and led to the in: 
auguration of Graded Schools in so mauy of om· towns. It has stopped the going 
out of our boys to the institutions beyond oar limits, a nd the consequent drain of 
our money . It is no exaggeration to say that it has saved the State hundreds of 
thousands of dollars , besides preventing t he loss of State pride which must result 
from t he spectacle of an inferior public institution. 

Its position has been attained without diminishing the numbers of the colleges of 

*Reports of President Kemp P. Battle a nd of the Committee of Visitation, Bon. 
W. L. Steele, Chairman to the Board of Trustees of the Univers1ty of North Caro
l ina., J anuary 20th , 1887. Printed by order of the Board, Raleigh , N. C. Edwards, 
Broughton & Co., Power P rinters and Binders. 1887. Pp. l>S. 
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the State. They are all as prosperous, in several instances more so, than when its 
doors were closed. 

STATE APPROPRIATION. 

The $7,500 from the Land Scrip Fund received by the University is interest which 
the State agreed to pay, rather than refund the principal to the United States 
Treasury. Besides t his, the State gives the University $20,000 annually . If we 
estimate what is paid by licenses, &c., this is about five or six cents on the $1,000 
value of property. 

IS TIDS AMOUNT EXCESSIVE? 

That it is not, is evident from the fact that from all the resources , the total in
come of the University is barely sufficient to support the instit ution with its pies
ent force. Every departmE>nt we haveshould be retained, and pushed even further. 
Large sums are needed for new books and instruments. Until the State becomes 
more prosperous, receipts from tuition fees cannot be increased. 

Not only the great nations like England, Germany, France, Russia, find it nec
essary to preserve and increase their greatness bysupportingmost liberally national 
Universities, but the States of our Union eagerly follow their example. The fol
lowing list shows what they are doing for higher education. 

Then follows an interesting list of 27 States, with the sums annu-
• ally appro~iated by them, including the income from the U. S. Land 

Grant Funas, to their Universities and Colleges. In this list North 
Carolina, with the sum total of $35,500, is about on a par in amount 
appropriated, with Georgia, Tennessee, W est Virginia, and Ken
tucky; and is in excess of Maine, Connecticut, Delaware, and Rhode 
Island. California leads the list with the sum of $283,278.00. 

The value of a State University to the people is thus suggested. 

BENEFITS TO POOR YOUNG MEN. 

The University is especially needed for the aspiring poor men of the State. The 
rich can send their sons beyond our limits. They are independent of the bounty of 
the State. But our poor men need an institution near at hand, among their own 
people. No one knows as well as I t he inesti.rllable benefits we have already con
ferred on such. 

Several pages of biographical anecdotes of some of . the Alumni, 
strikingly corroborate this statement. The following account of 
the money value to a State of leading Educational Institutions, is 
suggestive. 

MONEY VALUE OF 'fRE UNIVERSITY -TO THE STATE. 

A successful University not only supplies to a State the priceless blessgins of 
knowledge and trained intellect, but it is a means of saving money from going out 
of the State and bring money into i t. Before 1861 our University brought into the 
State about 180 students from beyond its limits who spent at least$100,000 annually. 
It saved from going to other St ates students who would have carried out $150,000, 
annually, thus being wor th a quarter of a million each year. The University of 
Virginia draws to Virginia, owing to its famous Medical and Law Schools, sup
ported out of its $80,000 income, of w hich the State pays $40,000, 147 students, 
paying at least $90,000 annually. Princeton into New Jersey brings 358 students, 
paying $250,000. Yale into Connecticut744students, paying about $600,000. Har
vard into Massachusetts 791 etudents, paying over $600,000. The University of 
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Michigan 711 students, paying at least $400,000. As our Southern land sustained 
such enormous losses by the great Civil War and has experienced such financial 
disa.'lters recently, it is not wonderful that we have not regained our extra-State 
patronage in the short time since our instruction has been expanded. Let the 
University carry on the excellent work it is now doing long enough for the fact to 
be known a broad and a large rueasm·e of our for mer attendance will be regained. 

A successful University will attract donations from those whose benevolence ex
tends to fu tm·e generations us well as the present. Since our re-organizat ion in 
1875 there have been added to the property of the State invested in our University 
sixty thousand dollars from private munificence. 

In the opening sent ences of the following paragraph it is clear 
that the President is aware of a rising antagonism t o t he Univer
sity, he says : 

THE LAND SCRIP FUND. 

It has been charged by m en who have never made any effort to learn what work 
the University is doing, Lhat we ar e not applying the ~7,500 inter est received by the 
University according to the terms of the trust. This accusation is without founda
tion, as the following statement will show. 

This is followed by a resume of the provisions of the Land Grant 
L aw o: 1862. Quoting the list of the studies required )Y the Act, ' 
h e says : 

This is the only description of the college to be found. It is not said there shall 
be an Agricultural College, or a :MechllJlical College, or an Agricultura l and Me
chanical College, but the college to be provided by the State must be of the nature 
set dO\vn in the foregoing words. 

What is the meaning of those w ords? 'rhey are easy to be understood. The in
terest is to be used not for farm experiments for the benefit of the public, not for 
lmilding barns a nd silos, n ot for erecting workshops or pw·chase of stock , but for 
teaching. 

What branches are to be taught? 
1. The Classi.cs, i. e. , La tin a nd Greek , must be provided for. 
2. Scientific studies generally . 
3. l\iilita ry tactics. 
4. Specially must be taught the branches of learning relating to Agricul ture. 
5. Specially likewise the branches of learning re lating to the Mechanic Arts. 
And these t wo latter classes shall be the •' leading object " of the instruction. 

But n ote tlt:tt it is n ot enjoined to teach Agr iculture, i. e .. ploughing and hoeing, 
etc., n or the Mechanical Arts, i. c., planing, sawing, etc. , but the branches of 
learning rela ting thereto, the scientific principles leading to the trades, not the trades 
themselves. It would r equire all the public lands, and more too, to l1ave attached 
to these colleges, lands, shops, m achinery, stock , etc., necessary to teach practi
cally all the trades of the United Sta.tes. 

The object expressed in the Act is in harmony with this description. The object 
is to · ' promote the libera l and practical education of the industrial classes in the 
several pursuits and professions of life. That i'J, the education is for all the indus
tria l classes, not only the farmer, but for the a rchitect, engineer, printer, carpenter, 
blacksmith, wheelwright, foundry man. miner, and the hundreds of others who 
labor with head and hands . They ar e to be educated liberally as well as practically, 
i. e., they are to have, not a one-sided, technical training, but a rounded cnlture. 
They are to be like lawyers, doctors. preachers, endowed with the graces of a gen· 
eralliterar y train ing, as well as with the sciences specially relating to their trade. 

It is clear, then, that such an organization of the school as is for the benefit of 
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farmers only is r obbery of all those engaged in the mechanic arts. .Any organiza
tion which provides only for carpenters, blacksmiths, miners, etc., robs the farmers. 

The instruction, then, is necessarily mainly theoretical, because it is impossible 
to give men in one institution practical skill in all the trades and professions of life. 
The only just, fair plan is, as the Act expressly says, to teach the branches of learn
ing relating to all the pursuits of life, and then let each student in farm or work
shop, or in some great costly school where farms and workshops are provided, learn 
the skill of hand and practical details of his trade. These great polytechnic schools 
being obliged to carry on practically the industries, must of necessity cost any sum · 
from half a million to many millions, and cannot be supported except in populous 
and wealthy manufacturing communities. 

SENATOR MORRILL, AND COMMISSIONER EATON, CHARACTERIZE THE NEW COLLEGES. 

The Act of 1862 was drawn by Justin S. Morrill of Vermont, whose venerable 
form may be still seen in the United States Senate. In advocating its passage he 
describes the college as one "where all the needful sciences for the practical avoca
tions of life shall include the higher graces of classical studies." In 1880 he thor
oughly approves the following words of the Hon. Mr. Eaton, Commissioner of Edu
cation : "The task imposed upon the Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic 
Arts, founded on the Congressional grant of 1862, is rarely understood. Having 
nothing in their establishment antagonistic to classical culture, designed at discre
tion to comprehend all learning when established independently, or to harmonize 
with all other culture when associated as a department with institutions previously 
established, they are intended, undoubtedly, to furnish instruction in the direction 
of science, technics and industry in this country." Senator Morrill, after approv
ing the foregoing language by the Commissioner of Education, adds the following : 
"They were. let me add, undoubtedly intended to be broad enough to " comprehend 
all learning" and to educate all classes, but their leading object was to include the 
branches relating to agriculture and other industrial arts, and to offer better instruc
tions to those aiming 'll.t eminence in such busy and varied walks." 

This construction harmonizes with the letter of the Act, and there is nothing in 
that .Act which can be tortured into a contrary meaning. 

TWENTY-FOUR STATES MAKE THE NEW COLLEGE A PART OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

Acting on this construction, a large majority of the States, soon after the passage 
of this Act, when the arguments of its friends were fresh proceeded to organize 
these colleges as departments of existing universities or colleges. Vermont, Sena
tor Morrill's own State, gave her scrip to the University of Vermont, New Hamp
shire to Dartmouth College, Rhode Island to Brown University, Connecticut to 
Yale College (now Yale University), New York to Cornell University, Indiana to 
Purdue University, New Jersey to Rutger's College, illinois, California, Delaware, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, Ohio, Wisconsin to their universities. 

The States thus using the Land Grant Fund ·are at this day twenty-four in 
number. 

Can there be any doubt that the Legislatures of all these States could not have been 
mistaken in their understanding of the Act of 1862? Can the General Assembly of 
North Carolina justly be reproached for following their example : 

REASONS WHY FOURTEEN STATES ESTABLISH SEPARATE COLLEGES. 

A minority of the States fourteen in number, established separate institutions but 
either the States, or counties, towns, or individuals, gave large sums as a condition 
precedent to such establishment. For example: 
Alabama gave . . ..... .. .............. . ... . .......... . ... . ... . .......... $75,000 
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170, 000 
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Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $55, 000 
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450, 000 
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500, 000 
Kansas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125, 000 
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110, 000 
Florida. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... . ......... . .......... .. .............. Not known 
Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 145, 000 
Maryland ............ ... ........................... . ..... . . . .... . .... . .. 100,000 
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 656, 000 
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340, 000 
P ennsylvania. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 532, 000 
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 212, 000 
Virginia.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 100, 000 
Mississippi. ......... .......... ....... ............... ..... .. ............. 205,000 
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .. ........ 340,000 

In all of these institutions tuition is practically free, and the students are gener
ally, if not in all instances, paid for their labor. 

The statement of the original grant of the Land Grant Fund to 
the U nive1·sity, as already summarized in this account, is then given, 
with an account of the efforts that were made to acquaint the peo
ple of the State with the way in which these provisions by the law 
had been more than complied with, as follows: 

Shortly after my election in June, 1876, the Executive Committee requested me 
to visit some of the leading institutions to whom t he land scrip had been granted 
and report on t he subject. I accordingly investigated in person the workings of 
various universities and colleges, north of us, having full conference with their 
chief officers. The Faculty received m y repor t and liJ;:ewise studied the catalogues 
of the chief institutions of this character in the United States. The result of our 
deliberations was a programme submitted to the Trustees and approved by them 
in wl.Jich the utmost care was taken to carry out our obligations under the act. 

This programme I explained in addresses made at various Agricultural fairs and 
during court week in many cotmties-eighteen counties in all. Moreover, when 
the State Grange requested of me an explanation as to our plans I 1·eplied in a letter 
which was published in the newspapers, giving the same programme. I sent 
copies to the members of the General Assembly. I afterwards addressed the Gen
eral Assembly, carefully and at length unfolding our construction of the act, and 
our intention in regard to the same. Dm'ing all tllis time I never heard a single 
objection, official or otherwise, to this construction, and we right fully concluded 
that it met the approval of the public and of the General Assembly. 

The General Assembly has the right under the Act of 1862, to prescribe the mode 
in which the instruction shall be given. If action shall be taken to thls end the 
authorities of the University will yield a rP.ady obedience. 

An inspection of the work of the University in the branches r elating to Agricul
ture and a comparison with that of other institutions like the Agricultural and 
Mechanical colleges of Mississippi, of Michigan, and of Kansas, shows that we 
a re doing as much instruction in the Agricultural branches as the best, more than 
some. This will appear from the following table showing the number of how'S 
devoted to each study in the colleges of K ansas, Michigan and Mississippi for each 
session. I select these institutions as they are considered by many as the most 
successful of similar institutions. 

A list showing the comparative time given to these studies in these 
colleges is given, and a summary of the subjects relating to Agricul-
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iure and Mechanics taught in the University; showing that fuller 
attention was given them at Chapel Hill,. than in the other colleges. 
The President concludes his plea thus : 

Our University has all the ta.nd arid buildiiigs necessary- tile property of the 
State-and all the professors needed to give the requisite theoretical instruction. 
A small additional appropriation for erection of a barn, purchase of cattle, imple
ments, etc., and putting the land in order, and for the salary of a practicaJ farmer 
to take charge of the farm, would enable the University to give the needed prac-
tical instruction. . 

The agricultural students of the University have the inestimable advantage of 
being educated side by side with those in other pursuits, of having a broad, liberal 
culture equal to that of men of other professions. Mere narrow technical training 
is not best for them. Let them, as the Act of 1862 contemplates, study the princi
ples of their profession. It would be useful, and it is. designed as soon as the money 
can be spared, to have the students experiment on plots to be laid out on part of 
the University land, carefully and scientifically applying fertilizers and recording 
the result<~. If the bill now ~nding in the House of Representatives of the United 
States, which has passed the Senate, called the Hatch bill, shall become a law, we 
will have $15,000 a year for conducting this and other similar work on a large 
scale, and the students will be greatly benefitted by observ~g and assisting in the 
same. 

A " special announcement," made by the Governor of the State, 
in his capacity as chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Univer
sity, under date of June 18th , 1888, stated that the purpose thus an
ticipated had been consummated. The act, establishing a separate 
college, had becomalaw; and the University deprived of the Land 
Grant income. Certain studies have been, therefore, relegated from 
the University to the new College. The University, however, is to 
remain fully equipped; with a F aculty of Fifteen Professors and 
Assistants. The catalogue of 1891-'92, shows a total of 248 students, 
of whom 168 are undergraduates, 18 "optional."- The Faculty 
numbers 20 Professors and . Assistants. George Taylor Winston, 
LL.D., is President, and Professor of Political and Social Science.-

The account of the new College of Agriculture follows: 

THE NORTH CAROLINA COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE 

M ECHANIC ARTS, AT RALEIGH. 

In 1885, thA Legislature provided for t he establishment and sup
port of a ' 'Industrial School." On March 7th 1887, The Legislature, 
by an act supplemented to the one of 1885, changed the name of this 
Institution to that of •' The North Carolina College of Agriculture • 
and the Mechanic Arts," to be located on lands given "by R. Stan
hope Pullen, of Raleigh, W ake County, lying west of and near the 
city of Raleigh." The leading educational objects of the college are 
defined in the law almost substantially in the terms of the U.S. Land 
Grant Law of 1862, and the management is placed in a Board. of 
Trustees; which shall be composed of t he members of the State 
Board of Agriculture, and five additional members; "to be appointed 
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by t he Governor, by and with the consent of the Senate." Provided, 
further, "that the Boarc.l of Trustees shall be composed half of each 
political party." 

The Fund of $125,000.00 derived from the U. S. Land Grant, is to 
be transferred from the University of North Carolina, to this new 
Institution, on the 30th of June, 1888, "or as soon thereafter, as the 
college is ready to receive it." All funds and other property in the 
hands of the Board of E ducation for the est,ablishment of the Indus
trial School aforesaid, are to be turned over to this newly established 
college. The State having accepted the conditions of the so called 
"Hatch Act" passed by t he Congress for the establishment of Agri
cultural Experiment Stations, the L egislature, by the law establish
ing t his college, provides that the station shall be in its charge; and 
gives the college the use of a t ract of three hundred acr es, known as 
The Camp Mangum tract, near the State F air Grounds, which is 
given to the college for its use, or that of the Experiment Station 
eonnected therewith. 

The first annual catalogue* is a well printed pamphlet illustrated 
with a frontispiece of the college building, and with four full page 
wood cuts showing the students at work in the field, in the Botanical 
Laboratory, the Carpenter shop, and the Mechanical Drawing room. 
It contains, also, copies of those Acts of the Stat e Legislature, and 
of the U. S. Congress, which relate to the college. 

The situation and the buildings are thus described: 

LOCATION. 

The College site and farm, in a ll comprising a tract of about sixty-two acres, 
were donated by Mr. R. S. Pullen , of Raleigh, to the State of North Carolina for 
the purposes of industria l education. The gift is a noble one, and the name of the 
donor will be linked with the history of the College. 

Situate on a commanding eminence, on the Hillsboro road , one of the principal 
highways into Raleigh, at a distance of thi"ee-fourths of a mile from its corporate 
limits, the site is, in all r espects, a suitable one. The ground slopes from the 
building in every direction , g iving al most perfect drainage, as well as handsome 
views of the College buildings from every direction. 

The water is exceptionally good and the supply abundant. 
A healthy location is one of the absolutely essential prerequisites for such an in· 

stitution , and the Trustees feel assured that this is secured in the site given by 
:M:r. Pullen. 

Indeed it is a matter of history that Raleigh , N. C., and Aiken, S.C., were 
chosen by a commission of eminent medical exper ts during the late war as perhaps 
the most suitable places for sanitariums in the South. 

The farm has been carefully cultivated for about three years, and the land is be
ing brought up mainly by judicious vegetable manuring. More land would be 
desii·able, but cannot at present be purchased, owing to the pressing need of more 
buildings. 

*First annual catalogue of the North Carolina College 0f Agriculture and Me
chanic Arts, Raleigh , N. C. J une 1890. Fall term begins on September 4, 1890. 
Raleigh: Edwards & Broughton , Printers and Binders. 1890. Pp. 54. 
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BUILDINGS. ' 

The present building is of North Carolina brick, made and donated by the State 
Penitentiary by direction of the Legislature of 1887. The granite used is from the 
Rolesville quan;y, in Wa ke county, and the Crown-stone from Wadesboro, Anson 
county. 

The building is 170 by 60 feet, part one story and basement, and part three 
stories and basement. 

Every precaution bas been taken for good sanitary arrangement. The class
rooms and dormitories are large .and well lighted, and the remaining rooms, such as 
dining-room, chapel, reading rooms, &c., are well arranged. 

A carefully planned brick workshop, two stories high, is now in process of 
erection, and will be ready for use by September 1st, 1890. This building will con
tain a machine-shop, forge-shop, wood working-shop, carpenter-shop, class-room, 
office and wash-room, and will be equipped for thorough work in every particular. 

It is intended to erect as rapidly as means will permit, barns, silos, stables and 
the like, which shall be models of their kind. Meanwhile, for an· purposes of in
struction, students will have the use of the large buildings, for such purposes, al
ready erected on the Experiment Station Farm, near by the Agricultural and 
Mechanical College. 

* * * * * * * 
Provision is made in the law for the admission of 120, free State 

pupils, to be taken from the several counties in their due proportion. 
Every student in college is, by law, "required to take a course of 

Manual t-raining or labor." 
The estimated expenses for the scholastic year of ten months are, 

for the state county students, $100.00, for the other students, $130.00. 
Applicants for admission must be at least 14 years of age, and able 
to pass an examination in t he elementary studies of t he common 
schools including "Arithmetic through fractions." 

The regular courses of study are for four years, and t he Degrees to be 
conferred are, in the Agricultural course, Bachelor of Science in 
Agriculture, (B. S. Agr.) and in the Mechanical course,. B~chelor of 
Engineering, (B. E.). 

The radical step thus taken by the Legislature, in the removal of 
the State Agricultural College from t he State University of which 
it had been a part, and of which it seemed fitting that it, and the 
Experiment Station, should be departments; to another place, and 
the creating of a separate institution; gives in~erest to the following 
account, given in the first catalogue, of the origin of this new State 
institution; although this statement fails to show light upon the rea
sons for such action by the Legislature. 

In the recent similar instance· of the removal of the Agricultural 
College and Experiment Station, from Dartmouth College, Hanover, 
New Hampshire, to another town in the State, and the creation of a 
separate independent institution; the adequate reason was found in 
the conditions accompanying an important bequest. 

In the present case ther e is, also, a valuable gift to the new college 
by a private citizen; but the original movement, .which has resulted 
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in the establishment of this college at Raleigh, seems to have pre
ceded the offer of this gift, and to have had its origin in the gene1·al 
movement throughout the country for Industrial Training, to a 
recital of which, the two previous volumes of this Report have been 
given. The subsequent action of the Legislature, seems to have 
been in obedience to the will of the farmers of the State, who de
manded an agricultural college, pure and simple. 

It is because of this radical change in the policy of th~ State, in thus 
removing the College of Agriculture from the University, that the 
statements given in this first catalogue are here quoted at such 
length. 

A. SHORT HISTORY OF THE MOVEMENT WHJCH LED TO THE OPENING OF THE NEW 

CoLLEGE AT RA.LEIGfl. 

ITS ORIGIN. 

The Watauga Club, of Raleigh, in January, 1885, after having given the subject 
considerable thought, memorialized the Legislature as follows, viz. : 

'1st. To establish an industrial school in North Carolina, a training place in the 
wealth-producing arts and sciences. 

"2d. To be located at Raleigh in connection with the State Agricultural Depart
ment. 

"3d. To erect a suitable builcling and provide proper equipment. 
"4th. That the instruction be in wood work, mining, metallurgy and practical 

agriculture. 
"5th. That necessary shops and laboratories be erected adjoining the buildings 

of the Agricultural Department, and that an experimental farm in the vicinity of 
Raleigh be equipped. 

"6th. That an industrial school is of prime importance and greatly in demand. 
The committee on behalf of the Club also furnished such information as they bad 

been able to secure regarding the scope and utility of such an institution. 
Several bills were introduced in that Legislature, thf\ one drawn by Hon. A. Leazar 

becoming a Jaw on March 7th, 1885, by a vote of 51 to 11 in the House and 23 to 9 in 
the Senate. 

The act provides, among other featm·es, as follows : 
"1st. That the Board of Agriculture should seek proposals of donation3 from the 

cities and towns of North Carolina, and when an adequate donation should be made 
by any city or town, there the school should be located, giving the place the prefer
ence which offered the greatest inducements. 

"2rl. That the school should be under joint control of the Board of Agxiculture 
and directors from such town or city. 

"3d. That the instruction should be in wood work, mining, metallurgy, practi· 
cal agriculture, and such other branches of industrial education as may be deemed 
expedient. 

"4th. That the Board of Agriculture should be authorized to apply annually $5,000 
of the surplus funds of their delJartment to the establishment and maintenance of 
said school." 

After successive advertisement and many meetings, in which the subject was 
fully discussed, the Board of Agrieulture accepted an offer made by the city of 
Raleigh, and appropriated the sum of $5,000 for that year, 1886, pursuant to the 
terms of the act. 

Before this result was attained, the earnest advocates of the measure met in mass 
meetings on several occasions, at which committees were appointed to prepare full 
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information and statistics. Prominent citizens of the State from various sections 
manifested a lively interest in the scheme, and matters were assuming a definite 
shape for the commencement of the school, as shown by the payment of the amount 
subscribed by the city of Raleigh, the purchase of a site, &c., when certain events 
gave a different and broader scope to work designed to be accomplished. 

Two large meetings of the farmers of North Carolina were held in Raleigh, re
-spectively on the 18th and 26th of January, 1887. The first of these meetings, 
among other things, resolved that the farmers ought to have an agricultural col
lege; and further, that the interest on the land-scrip fund should be given for a 
-part of its support. The second meeting, with representatives from forty counties, 
reiterated the resolution referred to as passed by t~e convention of January 18th, 
and also considered fa vorably a proposal of the city of Raleigh to combine the in
dustrial school · with the desired agricultural college, offering the funds already in 
hand, with whatever the Legislature might provide for such an institution. 

After an exciting discussion, a bill for such Agricultural and Mechanical College 
became a law in the Legislature of 1887 by a vote of 68 to 19 in the House of Rep
resentatives and 29 to 13 in the Senate, 

Thus the scheme for the North Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanic 
Arts was inaugurated, and the State took a most important and progressive step in 
behalf of agricultural and mechanical development. 

0J)JECT AND AIM OF THE COLLEGE. 

The mission of the North Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts can 
be gathered from a perusal of the sections or synopsis of the State law and the Acts 
of Congress quoted in this pamphlet. But it will not be amiss to give here a brief 
statement of what it is designed to accomplish. 

Its general purpose is to teach the principles and application of the sciences, illus
trating sound theory by daily practice, as to ma.ke out of its students useful and 
successful men, instead of mere intelligent drones. 

" One of the special objects of the college is to foster a higher appreciation of the 
value and dignity of intelligent labor and the worth and respectability of laboring 
men. A boy who sees nothing in manual labor but mere brute force despises both 
the labor and the laborer. With the acquisition of skill in himself, comes the ability 
and willingness to recognize skill in his fellows. When once he appreciates skill in 
handicraft, he regards the workman with sympathy and respect." 

The Jews in scriptural times taught each boy a trade in addition to such mental 
training as they thought advisable. It was a wise provision. 

Some of the very best thinkers of our own time in this and other countries have 
acknowledged the advantages of intelligent manual training of boys and young 
men in well equipped schools, and institutions of this kind are now being recognized 
as among the practical necessities of every commonwealth. 

In all branches of industry the competition of the world is bringing about a 
closer margin of profits, and a demand is made. upon men ~f every calling to study 
the very best methods and closer economy in first production. The whole trend of 
such institutions as we are now commencing is calculated to work out such econo
mic results. 

In an agricultural and mechanical college the student is taught to know that ~ork 
is honorable, and manual labor becomes a pleasant task when performed under the 
encouraging eye of teachers whom the students recognize as men of ability. It is 
diversified by a proper development of the thinking and reasoning powers, and the 
tasks assigned are not so long as to prove irksome. 

There is no conflict between the practical education which will be given by the 
~gricultural and Mechanical College, and the established colleges and the Univer
Sity of the State. Taking our college as one department of learning and the above 
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named institutions as another, their spheres are widely different, and they should 
be of practical benefit each to the other and both to the commonwealth. 

THE VAST 1\fATERIAL RESOURCES OF THE STATE .AS YET UNDEVELOPED. 

North Carolina is blessed by Providence with the underlying elements of pros
perity in every direction; in all of the principa l crops grown in the entire country; 
in the capabilities of so many sections for successful cattle raising and the produc
tion of dairy products; in its trucking in terests, fruit and small fruits; in its ores 
and minerals; its lumber and hard woods, ami in its abundant facilities' for manu
facturing interests of various kinds. 

Bntins, skill and w ORK a re needed to develop these interests, and the College 
proposes to do its full par t in the educat.ion of the youth of the State as far as it can 
r each t.hem in these all-important factors. 

To make agriculture profitable is one of t,he great problems of the age. With its 
collatera l pursuits i t not only has been, but a lways wi ll be, the most important 
industrial calling of mankind. 

As Nor th Carolina is essentia lly an ngricultul'al State, the Legislatm e has acted 
wisely in its conclusion to aid the interests of so large a clas.> of its citizens by the 
creation of an agricultural and m echanical college, in which the very best methods 
and results can be studied and worked out practically as well as theoretically. 

Full courses of everything relating to the economy of the fanu, including, of 
course, the utilization of waste, will be thoroughly studied. 

Then, too, the State therein lends a helping hand to such of its youth as may de
sire to engage in mechan ical callings of aU kinds. 

The College is intended, not to produce theorists. but practical young men, who 
will become intelligent farmers, borticult,urists, cattle and stock raisers, dairymen
men who will be interested in theil' work, aud who will make their work profit
able. 

The State also has need of good mechanics, car penters, architects, clraughtsmen, 
contractors and manufacturers, and the College will help to make them. 

ln conclusion, while the College will give practica.l instmction to as many of our' 
yout.h as i t can accommodate, it is made the duty, as i t will be the pleasure, of the 
members of the Faculty of the Colleg'3 to IK1.kc an active part in farmers' institutes, 
which are accomplishing so much of good in many States of the Union, and which 
have happily been inaugurated by the Board of Agriculture and by the farmers 
themselves in ow· own State. 

The professors will be at the service of the farmers of the State whenever they 
can impart such specia.l information as may be sought a t their bands. They will be 
g lad to furnish the best methods of building and filling silos. of planning barns, 
stables, &c. They will also be expected to investigate and furnish thoroughly ap
proved fonuulas for r emedies in diseases of cattle, tor destruction of insects, pests, 
formulas for composting , &c., &c.. 

COURSES OF I NSTRUCTION. 

THE GENERAL COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 

All students will pursue the same studies throughout the Freshman year, and the 
Ag ricul tural Course will not assume its separate and distinctive form until the 
Sophomore year. 

I n the Freshman year , therefore. students, looking to the specific course in .Agri· 
culture, will , in addition to their elementary work in this line, acquire dexterity in 
the use of wood wol'king tools and in mechanical drawing. 

In the Sophomore year a partial separation will take place; agricultural studeniB 
will give up the shop and drawing, and will proceed with the studies leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture. 
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This course includes the departments of General Agriculture, florticulture, .A.r
boriculture and Botany, Chemistry, History, English and Book-keeping. 

MANUAL LABO~ IN THE AGRICULTURAL COURSE. 

While all students in this course are required to perform such manual labor in 
the hours for practice as in the opinion of the professors is n ecessary and instructive. 
they are not required to waste time in matters of mere drudgery, of which the 
majority of them have already learned enough before coming to us. We endeavor 
w keep in view the facp that our course is not intended as a training school for 
farm laborers, but for the development of brain power in Agriculture and H orti
culture, and the training of the administrative ability of students in directing t;_he 
great army of uneducated muscle which constitutes our farm hands. While taught 
that no labor is beneath the dignity of a thorough farmer when necessary, the chief 
effort will be to form habits of close observation and economical administration, 
and to inculcat e broad ideas as to the possibilities of American agriculture, and 
thus send them out as leaders in improvements, instead of mere followers in ruts · 
of other men's making. 

The illustrative facilities and means for practical demonstl'ation of the College 
have been greatly increased by the uniting with it the Hatch Agricultural Experi
ment Station, supported and maintained by the United States Government. The 
investigations constantly in progress at the Station not only serve the purpose of 
placing the student in an atmosphere of original investigation, but also serve the 
pnrpose of developing his own powers of observation and quickening his percep
tions. The students will be furnished in the Senior .year special facilities for pur
suing original work in preparing graduating Theses- subjects for which, may be 
selected from original work in either Agriculture, HorticulturE~ , Botany or Agri
cultural Chemistry. 

THE GENERAL COURSE IN MECHANICS. 

As every American is a probable land-owner at some period of his life, it is 
thought best that, during the Freshman year , students looking to a degree in the 
Mechanical Course shall take the same studies as the students of Agriculture, 
thereby acquiring such knowledge of the general principles of agriculture, of the 
composition of soils, of plant life and botany as must be of use to every intelligen t 
citizen. 

But in the Sophomore year t he courses divide. Those who aspire to a diploma 
in Mechanics give up all work pertaining especililly to agriculture, and begin the 
special work of the Mechanical Course leading up to the degree of Bachelor of 
Engineering. 

This course includes the department of Mechanics, the department of Mathe
matics, the department of Chemistry, the department of Ristory and the depart
ment of English and Book-keeping. 

The graduatiug Thesis shall have for its subject some part of the work in Prac
ticalllfechanics, or Mathematics, to be approved by the Professor of Mathematics 
and Mechanics. 

DEPARTMENTS OF lNSTRUCTION.-DEPARTJilENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

PROFESSOR CHAMBERLAIN, .ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ElllERY. 

The aim of this department is to make its pupils practical farmers as well aa 
thorough students. In order to accomplish this end , practice and theory must go 
hand in hand. Science is the foundation on which improved agricultUre is based. 

In the class-room we must study the Science of Chemistry, Physics, Botany, · 
Zoology, Entomology, Physiology, etc. In the field we must study the laws of 
Nature, learn to observe and become familiar with the little details incident to 
agricultural pursuits, and apply our knowledge in agricultural practice. 
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All the students in this course will be required to work in the farm work-shops, 
in the barns and in the fields under the direct supervision of the Professor of Agri
culture. 

The field and shop-work supplements the lectures and recitations in such a way 
that the application and value of the principles taught may be thoroughly under
stood and remembered hy the students, as much time will be given to practical 
work as circumstances will permit. 

* * * * * * * 
In the course in Agriculture; Drawing and Shopwork are re

quired t.hrough Freshman year. In the Mechanical course they are 
required through the entire course of four years. 

Then follow, in detail, the courses in the "Department of Horti
culture," under Professor Massey; and in "Pure and Agricultural 
Chemistry," under Professor Withers. Then comes the schedule of 
the two departments with which this Report is concerned, as fol
lows: 

DEPARTMENT OF PRACTICAL MECHANICS AND MATHEMATICS. 

PROFESSOR Kn<EALY, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WEATHERLY. 

In this department the aim is to combine the theoretical with the practical in 
such a manner as to fit the student to do the work of an engineer and designer, of 
a builder, or of a mechanic, according to his ability and proficiency in the course. 
From the beginning of the Sophomore year until the end of the com-se, the time of 
the student is divided almost equally between intellectual or class-room work and 
practical work. By class-room work is meant work in those subjects of general 
education given to the student in all the departments, and also the theoretical 
discussion a nd investigation of those subjects that pertain particularly to matters 
of mechanics and engineering. In the class-room work of this department it will 
be necessary to use text-books to a great extent, but they will always be supple
mented by explanations and lectures. 

The course, as laid out, is intended to give to those who contemplate it such a 
general and broad knowledge of the subject of mechanics and engineering, and 
such skill in the use of tools and instruments, and in the management of machinery 
as will enable a graduate to be prepared to enter upon and make a specialty of any 
line of work pertaining to mechanics or engineering that he may choose. No 
specialty, as yet, is made either of mechanical engineering, civil engineering or 
architecture: but those fundamental principles which underlie, and form the basis 
of all, are taught to the student. 

In addition to his theoretical training, the student is given a most thorough and 
careful practical training in the use and care of tools and machinery. He is made 
a good workman in both iron and wood. His greater or less degree of skill, will, 
of course, depend largely upon his natural ability. 

The class-room work in tllis department will be as follows: 

SOPHO~lORE YEAR. 

Machinery and MiU-wo1·k.-This study has two hours per week devoted to it dur· 
ing the entire year. It includes the study of the different methods of transmitting 
'motion and force from one machine, or part of a machine, to another by means of 
gear-wheels, belts and pulleys and shafting. The students will be taught how to 
proportion gear wheels and pulleys, in order to obtain certain velocity ratios, and 
to "lay out" and put up a line of shafting . 

.A13 far as possible, this subject will be made clear and plain by explanations in 
the shop buildings and by visits to neighboring manufacturing establishments. 
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Building and Building Materials.-Two hours per week for one-third of a year. 
This is lectures upon buildings and structures and the materials which enter into 
them. The students are taught the names of the different parts, and the correct 
methods of making and fixing each in its relations to the others. They are also 
taught to make estimates and bills of materials. 

Physics.-Two hours per week for two-thirds of a year, following the subject of 
Building and Building Materials. The time is devoted principally to the study of 
heat a.nd its effects upon materials This subject is a prelude to the study of Steam 
and Steam Machinery, which comes during the next year. 

· JUNIOR YEAR. 

Steam and Steam Machinery.-Two hours per week during the entire year. 
This is a study of engines and boilers, and steam-plants in general. A text-book 
will be used. 

Graphic S tatics.-Two hours per week for one-third of a year. The student 
learns to determine the stresses in framed structures, bridge and roof-trusses, by 
the graphic methods. This study is a prelude to the subject of Bridges and Roofs 
in the next year, and is taught entirely by lecrnres. · 

Surveying.-Two hours per week for two-thirds of a year. During the Winter 
the students will confine their attention to a theoretical study of the principles of 
surveying, and in the Spring they will be taken into the field and made to make a 
practical application of their theoretical knowledge by surveying and laying off 
land. They will in this way become thoroughly familiar with the theory and prac
tical use of surveying instruments. 

Each student will be required to plot and work up his field-notes. 

SENIOR YEAR. 

Applied Mechanics.-Three hours per week during the entire year. This is t he 
application of the mathematical knowledge of the student to the investigation of 
the effect of forces upon bodies and structures, and the resistance of engineering 
materials to stresses of various kinds. 

Bridges and Roofs.-Two hours per week during th~ entire year. The students 
are here taught the analytical methods of determining the stress of the various 
members of a roof or bridge-truss when subjected to varying loads. They are also 
taught the methods of proportioning the members of a truss so as tt. resist the 
stresses with the least expenditure of material . 

.Uctures upon Roads, Sewerage, Water, &c.-Two hours per week during the 
entire year. These lectures are intended to cover such subjects of general engi
neering as require a knowledge only of those principles with which the student 
has already become familiar. 

D EP ARTMBNT OF PRACTICAL MEOHA.NICS. 

During this last year, 1889-'90, the practical work in the Department of Practical 
Mechanics and Mathematics has consisted simply of a course in carpentry and a 
course in drawing. Both of these courses have been taken by all of the students, 

The carpentry shop is equipped with thirty carpenter-benches and all the neces· 
sary tools for each bench. · 

Each bench is provided with a cross-cut saw, rip-saw, back-saw, try-square, 
T-bevel, steel-square, nail hammer, mallet, marking gauge, screw-driver, oil-stone, 
zinc oiler, and a brush for dusting off the bench. 

These tools stay on the bench, and are used by any student who works at the 
bench. Only one student works at a bench at any one time. 

In addition to the tools named above, each student, upon entering, has issued to 
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him, a jack-plane, f-inch chisel, t-inch chisel, t -inch chisel a slip-stone and a two-foot 
rule. These tools are used only by the student to whom they are issued, and he is 
held responsible for them. He is 1·equired to keep them sharp and in good order, 
and upon leaving college to r eturn them to either the professor or his assistant. 

All the exercises in the shop are designed simply for the instruction of the stu
dents. Nothing is made for sale. It is the training of the student only, for which 
the exercises are designed. 

STUDENTS MUST MAKE ALL '\VORK FROM THEIR OWN WORKING DRAWINGS. 

All work is clone from drawings. A drawing of the exercise t o be made is hung 
up in the shop, and each student makes a copy of it, putting on it all the necessary 
dimensions and notes. 

This copy is then submitted to the instructor , who makes such corrections and 
alterations as are necessary and then returns it to the student, who proceeds to 
make thf\ exercise from this drawing without having seen the object that the draw
ing represents. 

I n the beginning of the course, the instructor is obliged to give a great deal of 
explanation to the class as to the meaning of the various conventional signs on the 
drawings, and . also, to show each student how to " lay out" his work from the 
drawing. As the students acquire facility in reading the working drawings and 
skill in " laying out" work, and in handling tools, the exe1·cises are made more 
difficult. 

When an exercise is given to the class, the instructor explains where and how, 
the joint or work illustrated by that particular exercise is used in practical con
struction . 

All the studen ts of one class are at work upon the same exercise at the same 
time. And those who, by rea1;;on of their natural aptness and ability, finish their 
exercise before the others, are given pieces of work to do for the college, or are 
given an extra exercise to keep them busy. 

It must be remembered that all work clone in the shop, whether as an exercise or 
in the construction of an article for the college, is done from drawings. 

BUILDING FOR WOOD AND IRON WORK SHOPS. 

The Board of Trustees have already made arrangements for the erection and 
partial equipment of a large shop building. The building will be a two-story 
building. and will contain on the first floor, a Machine Shop, 30 x 40 feet; a Forge 
Shop, 30 x 40 feet; an Office and Class-room, 23 x 24 feet, and a Wash-room, 10 x23 
feet. On the second floo1· will be a Wood Shop, 30 x 40 feet; a Carpenter Shop, 
30 x 40 feet, and a Drawing-room, 23 x 35 feet. 

This building will be finished and the Forge Shop will be equipped during the 
summer of 1890 in order to be prepared to continue the class in shop work. The 
Forge Shop will be fitted up with a number of forges. Each forge will be equipped 
with a water-tank, shovel and poker. For each forge there will be provided the 
following tools: an anvil, hammer , steel square and hardy. In addition to these, 
there will be slellges, swedges, fullers, flatters, and hot chisels, for general use in 
the shop. 

The work in the Forge Shop will consist of a number of graded exercises by 
which the students will be taught to work in iron and steel. The students will 
begin by forging simple shapes out of lead , in order that they may acquire skill in 
the use of the various tools, and may learn to work fast. They will then be taught 
how to build and tend the fire, and to heat iron. When they can do this, they will 
then forge simple shapes out of hot iron. They will learn to " bend," to "draw," 
to make " scarfs," and to weld round or rectangular pieces of iron. 
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After they have acquired some skill in working with iron, they will then be taught 
to work with steel and to temper it, and be given a short course in tool-making. 

In 1891 it is proposed to equip a complete wood-working shop, with wood-turning 
lathes, a band-saw, mortising machine and other tools. In this shop the students 
of the Junior class will be given a complete course in wood turning and pattern 
making, and a limited course in moulding. 

In 1892 the Machine Shop will be fully equipped with lathes for iron, 8haper, 
planer, and other machines necessary for a complete course in machine-shop work. 

After the•Freshman year each student in the mechanical course will be expected 
to wo1·k 7t hoiD-s per week in one of the shops. 

'DRAWING. 

During the Freshman year all the students in the college take a course in drawing. 
The drawing of this year consists of a little free-hand sketching, a course in letter
ing, and the elements of mechanical drawing. 

After the Freshman year each student taking the mechanical course will have 
drawing one hour a day, or what will be equivalent to that time. Each student 
will be taught to make complete and full plans, elevations, sections and details of 
work and machinery already built and set up. The students will be taught the 
conventional signs and symbols used in drawing, and all drawings will be marked, 
lettered and finished, as if they were to be used in a regular manufacturing estab
lishment. Students will be -required to make tracings of some of their drawings, 
and from their tracings they will take blue prints. After the student has entered 
the Senior class, he will then be required to make drawings of one or more original 
designs. · 

As far as possible the work in the drawing-room and in the shops are made to 
supplement one another. In the shop the students make objects from drawings, 
and in the drawing-room they for a long fune confine their attention to making 
drawings of objects that already exist. 

In this way they will be taught not only to work from and understand drawings, 
but also to express clearly their own ideas in the conventional language of the 
draughtsman. 

The Departments of "English," and "Book-keeping," under Pro
fessor Hill; and History, under President H olladay, follow. 

The students enrolled the first year number 72. The Faculty of 
the College number 8, Professors and Assistants. The officers of the 
Experimental Station, number 10. The President of the College is 
Alexander Q. Holladay.- . 

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, FoRMERLY KNowN As THE OHIO 

AGRICULTURAL AND MEc HANICAL CoLLEGE, CoLuMBus, Omo. 

PRELIMINARY WORDS. 

During the thirty years that have passed since 'the opening of this 
college under President Orton, there have been marked changes in 
the attitude of the public towards such institutions, as well as in the 
development of Education in Science itself:-a change exemplified 
by the contrast between the narrowest conception of an Agricul
tural College, by which it was practically limited to the educational 
work of an English High School combined with the manual labor 

ART-VOL 4-29 . 
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required from all the pupils in the every day work of the college 
farm, and the most advanced type of a Polytechnic Institute; with a. 
large staff of learned science t eacher s, and fully equipped with the 
many Laboratories, Machines, Libraries, and Museums, requisite to 
meet the exigent demands of the advanced Scientific education of 
t o-day. 

The history of the development of the institution now known as 
the Ohio State University, as r ecorded in the reports of Supervising 
Trustees on the part of the State, and in those of its own officers, 
illustrates in an effective way many phases of this many sided devel
opment of Modern Education; touching as it does in its beginning, 
the public school drawing initiated by the late Walter Smith, in 
Boston, and including in its work of to-day, the most recent devel
opments of Manual Training as well as the latest technical develop
ments of Scientific Engineering in all its departments. Ranging 
thus, in its experience, from the industrial drawing of the public 
schools t o the latest mysteries and discoveries of Electrical Engi
neering. 

It has, also, run the whole gamut of financial experience, from the 
time when it seemed impossible to induce the State Legislature to 
take any care of this recipient of tho National Land Grant Fund, 
until, at last, by the action of the Legislature in making as perma
nent provision for the State University as for the public schools, of 
which it is the crowning summit, it bas been placed upon a sure 
foundation. 

In the account of these experiences, so well set forth in the several 
official publications, there is so much that is of general value to all 
inter ested in similar institutions, as well as so much that is in com
mon with the purpose of t his Report, that. it has been judged expedi
ent to make exceptionally full extracts from these "Official Reports," 
where they touch upon these various topics; to give statistics, showing 
the growth of the institution; and the increasing proportion of 
"graduates" to students; as well as statements in detail, of the 
"courses" in "Drawing," and in " Mechanical Engineering," with 
which this volume of this Report is especially occupied. 

CONCISE HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 

This Institution was founded by the L egislature, by act passed 
Mar ch 22, 1870,-in accordance with the provisions of the United 
States Land Grant law of 1862,- under the name of "The Ohio Ag
ricultural and Mechan.ical College." 

The county of Franklin, contributed the sum of $300,000, to secure 
the location of the college ; and a valuable farm, of over 300 acres, 
and situated within three miles of the State Capitol in the city of 
Columbus, was purr-.hased in 1870, and suitable buildings erected. 
The College was opened for students in 1873.-
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The Legislature, by act of May, I st., 1878, reorganizing the Board 
cf Trustees, dir ected that the designation of the institution should 
be changed to that of " The Ohio State University," the former 
designation having been thought misleading as too narrowly limit
ing the scope of the education afforded by the institution, which was 
far more comprehensive than a literal construction of its name , 
would imply; three degrees, those of Bachelor of Arts, and Bachelor 
of Science, and that of Civil Engineer, being given; each requiring 
a four years course of study. A special course of Agriculture was 
also provided, of three years. -

A Department of Free-hand .and Mechanical Drawing, was estab
lished on the opening of the college, which was largely attended.-

That the new development of the institution was not limited to a 
mere change of name is shown by the fact that the Annual Report 
for 1880, shows Fifteen departments of studies; and, in lieu of the 
regular degrees above mentioned, that the University now offers 
"three general degrees, viz : Bachelor of Arts (B. A.) Bachelor of 
Philosophy, (Ph. B.) and Bachelor of Science, (B. Sc.). It also offers 
four special degrees, viz: Civil Engineer, (0. E.), Mining Engineer, 
(M. E.) Mechanical Engineer, (Mech. Eng.), and Bachelor of Agri-
culture, (B. Ag. ). " ~ 

A preparatory course of two years with a course of study analo
gous to that of the best grade of High, Schools, is also afforded for 
students coming direct from the district schools.-

Free-hand drawing is taught in all the regular courses throughout 
Freshman year. In Mining Engineering "projection drawing," is 
taught the first term and "special drawing," the third term of Sopho
more year. In Civil Engineering "Shadows and Perspective" are 
taught, 2nd term of Senior year. In Mechanical Engineering, 
"Projection Drawing," the first term of Sophomore year, and 
"Technical Drawing," the second and third terms of Senior year. 

In view of the new departure inaugurated in 1879, in the increased 
prominence given to drawing of which the Report of 1880, gives the 
account of the experiment for the first year, that part of the Report 
is quoted-comprising the references to it in the Report of the Trus
tees to the Governor; of the P·resident of the University to the 
Trustees; and of the Special Instructor in charge, to the President. 

These statements are of somewhat exceptional interest as show
ing the far-off results of the work in the public schools begun by the 
late Professor Walter Smith, in Massachusetts, in 1871. 

The Report of the Trustees gives evidence of an intelligent appre
ciation of the importance to a community of thorough and general 
training in the application of art to industries. 

ART DEPARTMENT. 

Heretofore instruction in Free-hand and Mechanical Drawing has been given. 
The new Art Department is projected upon a broader utilitarian basis and contem-
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plates instruction not only in drawing and painting, but also in designing, model
ling, engraving, etc. It is not designed to make it a schoolfor thecultme of lt"beml 
or fine arts, so much as for technical instruction in the useful arts; to make theat·ti
san rather than the w·tist; and to impart that form of knowedge essential to skill 
and taste in the architect, the bridge and ship-builder, the mason, the machinist, 
the engraver, the cabinet-maker, the decorator and the designer of textile fabrics, 

• and every kind of artisan in the catalogue of human industries. 
Our costliest and largest importations of manufactured articles from foreign 

countries, and especially France, do not derive their chief value from either the 
quality or quantity of the raw material of which they are composed, but from the 
amount and character of the tastefttl and skilled labor employed in their produc
tion. It is this skill that increases the value of labor so greatly, and constitutes in 
cotmtries poor in soil and in natural production, a source of immense material 
wealth. Here, in Ohio, where the natural productions exist in such abundance, 
upon which the laborer subsists, and upon which he operates, this element of ma
ttlrial wealth should be greatly conse1·ved. 

If, as has been wisely said, that education is the fitting of youth for the occupa
tions of adult life, and the duties of good citizenship," and that the uniform demand 
for the products of skilled labor, in our markets, is ah-eady t urning, our industries 
in that direction, no scheme of education can be regarded as complete, that does 
not embrace art culture. 

Mr. Wm. A. Mason , of Cambridge, Massachusetts, a graduate of the highest 
standing in the Massachusetts Normal Art School, has been called by the Board to 
take charge of this Department as Assistant Professor. The necessary equipment 
is being provided as rapidly as possible. 

The brief reference by the President shows that he puts a true 
estimate upon the worth of the training heretofore given by Profes
sor Walter Smith, in the Normal Art Scho.ol of Boston. 

"Mr Thomas Mathew, who had served the college with great fidelity for six years 
in tho cap::wity of Instructor in Free-hand and Mechanical Drawing, retired at the 
close of the last academic year. He takes with him the thorough respect and cor
dial good-will of the Faculty, with whom he has worked so loyally and faithfully. 
His place is filled by the appointment of Mr. W. A. Mason, a graduate of the Nor
mal Art School of Boston. The statement of tllis fact is equivalent to saying that 
Mr. Mason has enjoyed the best advantages for learning the theory and practice of 
iudustrial art to be found in this country. H e has made a successful beginning of 
his work." 

The r eport of the teacher in charge shows that, in addition to the 
spouific work of teaching the University students, he has imbibed 
from his own Teacher, the idea of the great importance to the com
munity at hu·ge, of so training teachers th at this study of industrial 
dm wing may be every where disseminated among the public schools. 

MECHANICAL AND FREE-HAND DRAWING. 

OHio STATE UNIVERSl'rY, Columbus, Nov. 1, 1880. 
EDWMtD ORTON, PH. D., P,•esident: 
DJ~AR Sm: I have the honor to present my first report for the Department of 

Mechanical and Free-hand Drawing. 
Having been connected with the University for so short a time, I cannot report 

so intelligently as I should desire concerning the state of my department. The 
terrn opened with about 40 students in my department, but the number has now 
increased to 55. My ::;tudents are divided into two classes, one group constituting 
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the Free-hand Drawing class, and the other, the class in Mechanical or Projection 
Drawing. 

In the former class there are now 42 young men and ladies pursuing courses in 
Industrial and Artistic Drawing-drawing from the fiat, in outline, or shaded; 
drawing from the round. in various mediums, with the intention of extending the 
study to working in color. In the Projection Drawing class there are now 13 young; 
men studying and practicing the elements. of mechanical dra;w.ing as a preparation 
for the special drawing in· their respective technical couises. 

This latter study is completed in one term, whereas the Free-hand Drawing class. 
holds for the whole year. 

Having stated the nature of· my classes· and the workw:hich is being done, I shall 
be pleased to forecast what I hope will be the course to be pursued in the future ·~ 

roy department. 
Drawing is rather an exceptional study, but although its principles are as exact 

and demonstrable as those of any other study, the practice of the art is limitless. 
With many of the sciences, arithmetic or geometry, the study is soon carried to an 
end, but with drawing, the earlier it is begun and· the oftener it is practiced, the 
greater the mastery of the hand and the discernment of the eye. Therefore, I 
should hope to see drawing introducedinto either the first and second, or the second' 
year of the Preparatory Comse. 

The amount of time being two hours per week; and the subject taught by class
lectures of one hour each. Great advantages are obtained by class-lectures in draw
ing, as in any other study; an amount of enthusiasm is kept up, the attention of all 
members of the class is better secured-, and principles of form, perspective and color 
are much better and vastly more easily explained once before a class, than many 
times individually in the studies. 

This earlier commencement.of the study will undoubtedly. develop latent talent, 
leading many perhaps to continue the study, who would not. otherwise have taken 
it later in their college courses, owing to the press of other studies. 

In the Freshman year the study should be taught as it is now-two hours per 
week, and in the same manner-by studio pr-actice. · The principles having been 
learned in the previous year by the class-lectures, and the elementary part of the 
practice acquired, the students will now be prepared. to take up the studio work 
proper. 

The studio has been stocked wi~h a number of excellent plaster casts for drawing 
from, and a hundred or more drawing-copies in outline and shaded; and I feel cer
tain, that were the studio better filled up-with screens for the casts to hang on, 
good facilities for worli:, and proper light, it would attract many more than at 
present pursue the study. * * * * 

As regards Projection Drawing, it would seem wise to introduce it into the first 
term of the Sophomore year of the Civil Engineering Course. It will give these 
students the elementary training for the special engjneerfug draughting, and w.ill 
synchronize the study in all the technical courses. 

One other suggestion I would like· to make; and that is, that a good oppvrtunity 
may now be offered to persons desirous of becoming teachers of drawing; or to those 
who desire to pursue special courses in Art. A greatarqount of time can be utilized 
that is not now used in its fullness, due to the irregularity of the students' hours." 
If the students, who now come in at various hours through the day, could by any 
harmonious means be brought together, a great deal of time could thus be saved, 
and may be devoted to the special students in Art. This would be fulfilling the 
?emand of the times for designers, and for teachers of drawing in the public schOOls; 
m o~her words an .Art Training Department might be established. This is a sug
gestion to be considered with no little attention. 

Very respectfully, 
w. A. MAsON, JB. 
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The catalogue showing attendance from November, 1879, to No
vember, 1880, gives a total of 315 students, "preparatory," "spe
cial," "regular" and" graduates of 1880." Of these, 60, are under
graduates in regular courses; 24, in special courses; and 13, were· 
graduates. 

A history of this University will be found with those of the other 
colleges in the State, in a recent "Circular of Information", issued 
by the U.S. Bureau of Education.* (See pages 36-51 of" Circular.") 
Iu this pamphlet are full page illustrations of the buildings, and 
interiors, showing the Museum, Library, Laboratories and Work 
Shops; fTom which it appears that the various departments of the 
University are well housed and fully equipped. The recital of its 
early vicissitudes before it had fully secured recognition as one of 
the State institutions which were to be fostered by the State, {two 
others having been suffered to starve by reason of Legislative neg
lect in the matter of appropriations), and, also, of the conflict aris
ing from differences of opinion as to the proper field and functions 
of the Land Grant Colleges, it being hotly disputed as to whether this 
should be an elementary school, looking only to the ordinary train
ing " in practical agriculture and the mechanic t rades," as Governor 
Brough, then Governor of the State, earnestly contended; or, a 
polytechnic institute, looking to higher technical and scientific in
struction in a knowledge of all the Industries, will be found inter
esting and instructive. 

The unmistakable tendency of the higher education in Sciellce to 
direct young men away from an inclination to undertak e the daily 
drudgery of the actual work of a laborer on the farm, or at the me
chanics bench; and to stimulate, by giving a knowledge of their 
higher possibili ties, that "divine discontent" in which all modern 
civilization of the masses has h ad its origin, being recognized; there 
was, for some time, danger lest the higher development of the pro
posed college shoul d be rendered impossible; but, fortunately, in the 
charter of the college, given by the Legislature in 1870, the Trus
tees were empowered with full authority "to fix and regulate the 
course of instruction." 

The Trustees were not, however, by any means in accord on this 
question. An agreement was finally etfected by which the report of 
a committee of the Trustees, in relation to courses of study, was 
adopted in J anuary, 1871.-This recommended the organization of 
ten Departments, namely: 1. "Agriculture;" 2. "Mechanic Arts( 

• Bureau of Education. Ch·cular of Information No. 5, 1891. Contributions to 
American Educational History edited by Herbert B. Adams. No. 12. The History 
of H igher Education in Ohio by George W . Knight, Ph. D. , Professor of History, 
Ohio State Univ., and J ohn R. Commons, A. M., Associate Professor of Political 
Economy, Oberlin College. Washington, Government Printing Office. 1891. Illus-_ 
trated. Pp. 258. 
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3. "Mathematics and Physics;" 4. " Chemistry;" 5. " Geology," 
"Miningand Met~urgy;"6. "Zoology and VeterinaryScience;" 7. 
"Botany," etc; 8. " English Language and Literature;" 9. "Modern 
and .Ancient Languages; " 10. " Political Economy;'' this was sub
stantially the plan of Mr. J oseph Sullivant, of Columbus, a trustee, 
"who had labored long and earnestly to establish the projected in
stitution on the broadest basis consistent with the terms of the con
gressional grant." 

FINANCIAL RESOURCES OF THE COLLEGE LIMITED IN ITS EARLY 

DAYS. 

The small outcome of the large U.S. Land Grant given to the 
State by the law of 1862, seems pitiful by contrast with the princely 
fortune secured from the similar grant to the State of New York, by 
Ezra Cornell. In the case of Ohio, most of whose land brought but 
a little over fifty cents an acre, a shortsighted policy due to impa
tience to r ealize the gift in money, led to a foolish sacrifice of values. 
This was likewise the case in many other States. H owever, in the 
end, the State Legislature of Ohio, came to th e support of the Uni
versity with liberal appropriations, and the v:alue of the land, given 
to it by the county to induce the placing of the institution at Colum
bus, is rapidly increasing owing to the growth of the City. So that, 
in view of the proposed removal of the Experiment Station toW ayne 
County, it seems probable that eventually the-University may secure 
a large endowment fund by selling such of its territory as is not 
longer needed for that station. 

From 1877 to 1891, inclusive, the sum total of $356,260.00 had been 
appropriated from the State Treasury to the uses of the University. 

During the earlier years nothing was given, it being assumed 
that the income from the Land Grant Fund, and the bonus given by · 
the county of Franklin, was sufficient. The first appropriations 
were made in small amounts ; but from 1882, they h ave been much 
larger; now that, as will be noted later, the institution is made a 
fixed charge on the income of the State, it is no longer to be depend
ent on annual appropriations. 

This is, of course, a great relief to the Trustees and Faculty. 

SMALL BEGINNINGS. 

In 1873, the college was opened with Edward Orton, PH. D., 

-who had been chosen, while President of .Antioch College,-as 
President, and Professor of Geology. .A. faculty of seven Pro
fessors, in addition, filling the chairs of Geology ; Physics and Me-

. chanics; General and Applied Chemistry ; English and Modern 
Language ; .Agriculture ; Zoology; and .Ancient Languages; com
pleted the teaching force of the new college. For awhile the course 
was a prepa1·atory one, of two years, leading to a group of parallel 
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courses of four years each with limited elective studies. As already 
stated in the preliminary pages of this account, a reorganization 
was effected in 1879; which practically remained iu force till 1886, 
when, with an increased corps of teachers, and a higher standard 
of entrance, the elective system was again introduced in the three 
non technical courses. The amount of work was, however, speci
fied; and the ratio of elective to specified studies was fixed. After 
several changes in the organization of the Board of Trustees, it was 
settled that it should consist of seven members to be appointed by 
the Governor, and to hold office for seven years each; and soap
pointeJ as that one vacancy occurs each year. 

SUCCESSION OF PRESIDENTS. 

President Orton was President till 1881, when he resigned the 
office, retaining, however, the Professorship of Geology. Rev. 
W alter Q. Scott, D. D. , was President till his resignation in 1883, 
when he was succeeded by Rev. Wm. H. Scott, LL.D., who was 
called from the Presidency of the Ohio University, at Athens. The 
number of students had grown from a total of 90, in 1874; to a total 
of 493, in 1890. As the charter of this college contained no pro
vision limiting the attendance to males, girls presented themselves 
at the opening and were received ; so that this college has always 
been open to the attendance of both sexes. 

The latest annual report* by the Board of Trustees to the Gov
ernor of the State, gives a very favorable showing of the present 
prosperity of the University. From this report, and from the 
latest catalogue at hand, extracts are freely tnken, giving the 
official s tatements of the general development of the institution, and 
showing the especial attention given to Drawing and Mechanical 
Engineering. 

REPORT OF TRUSTEES. 

OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, 

· Columbus, Ohio, November 15, 1891. 
Ron. JAMES E. CAMPBELL, Got•ernor of Ohio: 

Sm: In compliance with law the Board of Trustees respectfully submits the 
twenty-first annual report of the Ohio ~tate University. 

A financial statement shows that the "endowment fund" as given 
November 15th, 1891, u.mounted to $544,745.97; of which the annual 
interest is $32,684.75. 
Receipts from sources other t han State or Congressional appropria-

tion, amotmt to ................................................... $50,495.07 
State appropriations for the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, BOO. 78 
Receipts from appropriation by Congressional Act of Aug. 30th, 1890,. . 48, 000. 00 
From these various sources the income for the year 1891, amounts to.. . 163,480.60 · 

*Twenty-First Annual Report of the B<xu-d of Trustees of the Ohio State Uni
versity, to the Governor of the State of Ohio, for the year 1891. Colurobus, 1892. 
Pp. 124. 
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THE FACULTY. 

The number of professors employed by the university is twenty ; associate pro
fessors, four ; assistant professors, five ; assistants, fi fteen. This does not include 
the faculty of the school of law, which is composed of the dean, secretary and a 
boanl of instruction. 

* * * * * * 
THE LIBRARY. 

Tlte number of books in the library at the close of the university year, ending 
June SO, 1800, was 9,345. The n umber at the close of the year, encling June 30, 1891, 
as shown by the report of the librarian , was 10,494. This number has been some
what increased since the last mentioned date. We are not able to state the exact 
number of the additions, a part of them not having been catalogued, but the whole 
number of volumes now in the library , exclusive of pamphlets, is nearly 11,000. 

Professor Derby, who has ably discharged the duties of librarian for many years, 
has exhibited rare judgmen t in making pul'Chases, and the collection, though still 
meager , is well selected and well adapted to the needs .of the university. Provi
sion is made for i ts temporary accommodation in the new geological building n ow 
being constructed, where it is hoped it can be r emoved and preserved from the 
danger to which it is constantly exposed while in a building which is not fire-proof. 

* * ,. if * * .., 

THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. 

It is learned from unofficial sources, that the Agricultural Experiment Station, 
which since its organization in 1882, has carried on its in.vestigations and experi
ments at the university, has accepted the donation of money and lands offered by 
the citizens of Wayne county, authorized by an act of the general assembl,y, and 
will in a short t ime remove to its new location. 

In one sense such removal is a loss to the university, in that it takes away the 
officet'S aud stafl' of the station who have been co-workers with the agricultmal fac
ulty in many important lines of investigation and research. I n another sense it is 
a gain, inasmuch as the lands the sta tion has occupied will be more avai lable for 
practical instruction in agriculture and horticul ture, and will afford larger oppor· 
tunity for development in these important branches. Thoug h controlled by a sep
arate board of trustees, the relations bet ween the sta tion and the tmiversity have 
been friencll~T and cordial, and it was the hope of the latter that the arrangement 
under which the station has carried on its work at the university so long and so 
successfully, might be continued. 

PROGRESS OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

The progress of the university during the past year has been very encouraging. 
The increase of studen ts has been larger t han in any former year. The number 

iu attendance at the present time is 31 per cent. greater t han at the same elate last 
year. 

The increase in the material resources of the institution is no less gratifying. 
The net of congress of August SO, 1890, supplementing the orig inal endowu1ent of 
the university, was accepted by the general assembly May 4, 1891. This act pro
vides an annual appropria tion beginning with $15,000 for the year ending June 30, 
1890, and increasing the amount $1,000 a year until it is $21'i,OOO, and then continu
ing i t indefinitely. 

The Board of. Trustees and the President in their annua l reports for a number of 
rears past have presented the disadvantages and discouragement.<> in having to de
Jend for a large part of the current expenses of the university on yearly appropria· 
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tions by the legislature, and have urged the levy of a fraction of a mill on the grand 
duplicate for its support and maintenance. During the last year the alumni gave 
the m easure its cordial and active support, and the friends of the university united 
in its advocacy. In your first annual message it received the great weight of your 
official indorsement and recommendation, and on the 20th day of March, 1891, the 
general assembly passed an act providing fot· a levy of one-twentieth of a mill on 
the grand duplicate of the State, t o be known as the "Ohio State University fund," 
to be applied to "higher, agricultut·al and industrial education, including manual 
training." 

This levy would yield on the last year's duplicate, making the usual allowance 
for delinquencies, $87,795.61. The grand duplicate for the pres~nt year is not yet 
completed, but we are informed by the auditor of state that it will be about the 
same as last year . 

These two noble provisions, if wisely administered, insure the continued healthy 
g rowth and progress of the university. They place it among those of highest rank. 
The latter provision is r egarded by the friends of higher education throughout the 
country as a measure of vast and far-reaching importance. While these provisions 
largely increase the income of the university, it is still small compared with those 
of other less favored states. 

All, and more than the additional r esources they provide, are needed for addi
tional buildings and equipment. The buildings already contracted for will require 
all the increased income for the next t wo years to complete and equip them. 

If it shall become necessary to ask further a id until these buildings are con
structed, in order to avoid curtailing the existing teaching force required by the 
rapidly increasing attendance at the university, may we not hope that it will be 
forthcoming ~ 

The future of the university r ests on the cordial approval and support of the peo
ple of the state. They, and they alone, can make it the pride and glory of her 
public institutions . 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ALExiS COPE, 

Set-'Tetary. 

The r eport of the President to the Board of Trustees is of the 
same date as their report to the Governor, November 15th, 1891.-

THE .REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT. 

To the Presiclent of the Board of Trttstees: 
DEAR SIR: I have the honor to submit my report as president of the university 

for the year ending November 15, 1891. 
The year bas been one of great material prosperity. The financial resources of 

the university have gained at one bound as much as they had reached in a ll its pre· 
vious history. And this gain was intended to be permanent. W hat has hitherto 
had to be striven for with new effort every year has been made sooure, we hope, 
once for a ll. This result has been attained through the enact ment by the general 
assembly of an amendment to section 3951 of the revised statutes, placing the uni
versity on the grand tax clupJjcate of the state side by side with the common 
schools, and providing that one-twentieth of a mill shall be levied annually for its 
support. For this great consummation, honor is clue to many active and zealous 
friends. Governor Campbell, for the cordial recommendation of the measure in 
his message and the cordial support of it afterwards, and Hon. N. R. Hysell, 
speaker of the house, who introduced and earnestly advocated its passage, are en
titled to the gratitude of every friend of education. Never were alumni truer to the 
ca.use of their alma mater. But t o name all would be impossible, and to discrimi
nate fw·ther would be unjust. 
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ADDITIONAL PROFESSORS APPOINTED. 

The year has witnessed a considerable increase in the body of teachers. The last 
catal0gue contained a list of thirty-eight, four more than had been employed the 
preceding year. Since that tim& several other additions have been made. 

1'he department of civil engineering was strengthened by the appointment of Mr. 
Edward A. Kemmler, of the class of 1888, as assistant; the department of mechani
cal engineering, by the appointment of Mr. Frank J. Combs, as assistru1t in forging 
and wood-work; and in the third term the president was relieved of a part of his 
work by the appointment of Mr. George P. Coler as assistant. Mr. Coler has 
since been elected assistant professor of philosophy.* These appointments were 
made during the progress of the year. 

* * * * * * * 
At the meeting in June, in recognition of his long and useful service, DL N. S. 

Townshend was made professor emeritus of agriculture. Dr. Townshend aided in 
securing the paSdage of t he Morrill law of 1862. H e was one of the most active in 
pressing the acceptance of the provisions of that law and in urging legislation in ac
cordance with it, upon the general assembly of the state. He was appointed a 
member of the first board of trustees; and finally, after taking part in the election 
of two or three members of the faculty, he was himself made professor of agricul
ture, and has now for eighteen years been a strong bond of union between the in
stitution and the farmers of the state. His wide acquaintance, his cordial manner, 
his fullness of knowledge and his readiness of speech h ave made him a popular 
lecturer at the fanners' institutes, and a potent champion of the University when 
she needed defense. 

At a meeting of the board held September first, Thomas F. H unt, professor of 
agriculture in the State College of Pennsylvania, was elected to a similar position 
here, his term of service to begin January 6, 1892. 

A series of interesting tables showing the distribution of students 
among the different courses of study during the years of Dr. Scott's 
Presidency follows :-

lul891, out of a total of 656 students in attendance 81 are women; 
of these, 57 are in the collegiate and special courses, and 24: in the 
Preparatory. A School of Law, was opened October 1st, 1891, and 
fifty Law students are recorded in attendance. 

The total number of students enrolled from 1874:, to 1890,inclusive 

*The appointment of Professor Coler, recalls the promising eJ..-perimental school 
of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, at the Mt. Clare shops near Balti
more, so earnestly advocated by Dr. W. T. Barnard, Assistant to the President, in 
the admimble report made by him to President Robert Garrett, in the autumn of 
1886, and of which school Professor Coler, became the Principal. 

Tl.us technological school, adapted to the special training of apprentices with a 
view to the creation of a trained corps of railroad employees, attracted great in
terest. The technological schools of Europe and America had been carefully ex
amined and the planning of the courses of this school mos~ intelligently undertaken. 
It is a matter of regret that under a change in the management of the Road this 
experiment has been abandoned. Dr. Barnard's report, advocating the establish
ment of the school, is an able contribution to the literature of the new education 
and is well worthy the careful consideration of all who may be interested in the 
?evelopmeut of methods of technical training adapted to special industries. The 
mvestigations and experience of Professor Coler,during his connection with this 
undertaking, would seem peculiarly to fit him for similar educational work. I. E. C. 
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is 5,213. The record from 1881 to 1890, shows a steady annual in
crease in the proportion of "collegiate," to "preparatory " students. 
In 1881, there were 242 " Preparatory," t o 114: "collegiate." In 1890, 
there were 181 "Preparatory" to 312 Collegiate. 

The following list of degrees conferred during a series of years 
shows how few, relatively, continue till the end of t he courses. 

The whole number of degrees conferred in course since the founding of the Uni
versity is two hundred and forty-three, of which two hundred and thir ty-three were 
graduate, and teu were post-graduate. They are arranged by yea.r and title in the 
following table: 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-----r--- ---- -

Bachelor o f arts... .... . .. 6 2 2 1 5 4 6 8 6 1 7 2 
l.lachelor of philosophy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 2 1 I 2 6 7 5 8 
Bachelor of science . . . . . 5 5 I 2 5 3 2 4 2 4 4 9 2 10 
Bachelor of agriculture... . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 I ... 

3 
..... ~ . . . . 

1
.. 2 S 

Oivil cn~iurer .. _. . . ..... .. . ..... ..... . .... ... . . .. ... J 3 ~ 2 1 
l\lechamcal eug•ueer ...... . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . 2 4 2 1 2 4 2 3 2 
En~neerof mines... ............. . 1 1 . . . .. . .... 2 3 4 2 4 2 ......... . 
Graduate iu ph armacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 3 8 
D oc to!" of veterinary 

med•cme . .. ..... . .............. .. .. ' · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 4 .... . 
Mastro· of arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Jllaster of science.. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 

B~~~ ~~ ~~~~~)~~~ ::::: :::.: .. 1.:::::1::::: ::::::::.: :::: : ·:::: :::::: :::: ::: ::::::: ·· i. ::::: 

* * * * * * 
The courses of study have undergone a large number of modifications, some of 

them of considerable magnitude, and one new course has been adopted. The lat
ter is a course leading to the degree of batchelor of pl1ilosophy. but differing from 
the other course leading to that degree iu offering a much larger opportunity for 
the study of m odern languages. 

* * * * * * * 
The tendency of all successful institutions of learning to g row in 

various directions, is illustrated by the following statements: 
The development of the several departments has added strength on every side. 

The amount expended for equipment in some departments will indicate the ad
vancement mado within t he year. In agricultural chemistry the amount expended 
was eight hundred dollars; in general chemistry, about fourteen hundred dollars; 
in zoology aud entomology, nearly sixteen huncb:ed dollars ; and in physics, about 
twenty-five hundred dollars, with orders outst anding to the amount of two thou
sand dollars. 

INCREASE IN NUl\ffiER OF STUDENTS OUTSTRTPS THE F ACILI'!'IES. 

The healthful growth in t he attendance of students and this steady improvement 
in the equipmen t are very gratifying. The present facts show that the university 
is meeting the demand both for thorough instruction in special subjects and for a 
broad and liberal culture. But the picture has a reverse side. The wants of the. 
institution have by no meaus been satisfied. Indeed, new and greater wants spring 
up faster than the old can be met. The massing of students in the engineering 
courses, especially the course in electrical engineering, has created a great pressure 
on the room, the resources and the teachers of some of the laboratories and of the 
department of drawing. The number of students in the mechanical laboratory is 
forty-five while there are sepamte workiug places for hut thirty-six. In the 
laboratory of agricultural and engineering chem istry there are one hundred and 
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twenty-six students, while there are but fifty-four desks. In the physical labora
tory there are forty-eight students, which is an increase of twelve, and the num
ber next term will be still larger. The number preparing tO enter it next year, €S

timated f~om the announced choice of courses by students now here, is eighty. In 
the electrical laboratory there are seven students, an increase of four ; and the 
probable number for ,ne:rl year is eighteen. In the department of drawing there 
are two hundred and twenty students, an increase in one year of on~ hundred and 

·four, or about ninety per cent. The development of the departments should keep 
pace with the number of studen1B, and this will require more space, more appli
ances and more teachers. 

THE MODERN METHODS OF TRAINING DEMAND A GREAT INCREASE OF FACILITIES. 

New necessities have -arisen aJso from the rapid creation of new departments. 
More class rooms are needed to accommodate the instructors, and the expansion of 
the work requires more materials and more instruments. But when we look beyond 
ourselves and compare our own preparation for the work we have undertaken with 
that of other institutions and with t he general progress in educational m ethods n.nd 
appliances, the demand for the utmost development of our resources is strongly 
emphasized. Every kind of collegiate and university instruction has taken new 
forms. It is less mechanical and less r~tricted. ·The single text-book no longer 
serves as the full equipment of student or teacher. But it has become indispensable 
to have the use of many books for collateral reading, for reference and for research, 
and the use of many tools, instruments and machines, for experiment and for prac
tice. And even the best equipment will soon become inadequate. The acutest and 
most highly trained minds ·are conStantly directed to the improvement of books and 
apparatus. The best authority of this year may be obsolete next year, and the best 

. instruments of the pr-esent may be anti~uated and useless in the immediate future. 
The great wealth and enterprise of some of the colleges and universities of the 
country have given them a phenomena.! growth. Their libraries immediately ac_ 
quire every notable ·book in science or literature. Their laboratories immediately 
procure every improved appliance. To hold our own in the race, to do our part in 
furnishing the world with men educated according to the spirit and demand of the 
times, we must continue to meet new needs as they arise with as liberal a hand as 
our means will allow. 

NEW BUILDINGS REQUIRED. 

The buildings already begun will do something to supply th& existing necessity 
for room. But they will come far short of meeting the whole requirement. Your 
attention has frequently bOOn called to the inadequate provision for the military 
department. The situation grows worse every year. . The battalion was never so 
large as at present, and the in-door space that it can use in bad weather was never 
so small. The dt·ill ball so often .asked for should be built as soon as the state of the 
funds will permit. Besides this, there should be a· hall large enough to accommo
date about twelve hundred persons, for the daily assembly of the students and for 
public lectures. The room at present in use will not seat more than two-thirds of 
the members of the university. It has been necessary to divide the students into 
two sections for chapel exercises, and on the occasion of any general ·meeting, such 
as a. lecture, the anniversary of one of the literary societies, a literary contest, univer
sity or commencement day, a large proportion of those who should be present are 
unavoidably excluded. The present room would still have important uses, but as 
soon as possible a new hall should be provided either by an addition to the present 
main building or by the erection of a separate building de.'ligned wholly or partly 
for the pUl'pooo. · 

* * * * * * * 
The erection of the building-for mail.ual training will provide for all of the element-
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ary work now done in the mechanical building, and thus create an opportunity for 
developing the work of mechanical engineering in its higher departments. This 
development i!:l one which, as it seems to me, the interests of the nniversity impera
tively demand. The mechanical departments of many of the institutions of this 
class greatly sm·pass our own in their equipment and in their practice. Not only 
the best known institutions of the east , but others west and south, have extensive 
outfits for mechanical testing. This is a field of growing importance, and mechani
cal engineers who have not been well trained in it will have but a slender chance in . 
the contest ·with those who have been more fortunate or more wise. On this sub
ject I ask yom attention to the forcible statement in the report of the professor of 
mechanical engineering. 

* * * * * * * 
THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT SHOULD BE INCREASED. 

The removal of the agricultural experiment station from the land of the univer
sity is a matter of regret, for it is desirable that there should be a close union of the 
work of the two institutions. But the loss will be in a large degree compensated by 
the additional opportunity which the agricultural department of the university will 
have for experimentation and practical instruction. The event thus falls in with 
the general movement of the university. While the other departments are increas
ing their appliances and broadening their work, the school of agricultme should be 
kept abreast with the fm·emost, and in order to do this land must be placed at its 
disposal, and money must be expended to provide the stock and implements neces
sary for the most effective instructional use of the land. I am sure that the Board 
is disposed to be liberal here and \Vill not be satisfied till the depar tment has been 
brought to a state of the highest efficiency. 

A SYMMETRICAL DEVELOPMENT DESffiABLE. 

As the university enters upon its larger career, t he occasion suggests the wisdom 
of defining as clearly as possible the lines of its futm·e policy, and of adjusting its 
functions to its probable conditions. Without a well digested plan there is danger 
that temporary reasons will sometimes prevail to the sacrifice of permanent well
being, and that instead of a regula r and symmetrical growth, every new develop
ment arising naturally from the system and in turn imparting new strength and 
vjgor to that from which it sprang, there will be attached here and there an incon· 
gruous department or school that will only consume means and energy and impair 
the operations of other departments. To unify and expand the present work and 
to make only such additions as will be homogeneous with it and will contribute to 
the completion of the general plan, may well commend itself as a subject of the 
very highest importance. 

WHY THE PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT SHOULD BE DISCONTINUED. 

The logic of circumstances is demonstrating the importance of discon tinuing that 
pm·t of om· present work which is adequately done, both in method a.nd amount, in 
other schools within the state. With high schools in every town and with numer
ous acade1nies and normal schools, it seems hardly justifiable for the university to 
furnish instruction in the studies preparatory to the general and engineering courses. 
At present such instruction is furnished to about one hundred and ninety students. 
At their age most of them would be under the immediate care of their parents i 
the room they occupy is grea.tiy needed by the students of collegiate rank; and 
the money expended in teaching them would add much to the efficiency of the 
higher departments. Besides all these points of advantage, the change would pro
mote the dignity aud standing of the university. 

I do not propose that we should abridge the present oppor tunity offered by the 
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short courses in agriculture and mining. But the demands of these courses could 
be met with one-fourth the number of cla.sses and sections that are now necessary. 

* * * * * * *. 
The chief gain would be the concentration of means and of the energies of the 

teachers on the higher work, leaving to the public schools the work that they were 
designed to perform and that legitimately belongs to them and not to the univer
sity. The work that legitimately belongs to the university is more than its present 
endowment will enable it to do. The call for funds to equip and enlarge the depart
ments which are recognized as of paramount importance continually admonishes 
us against expenditure for objects that are foreign to the true work of the univer
sity. 
If a self-supporting preparatory school whose teachers and courses of study 

should be subject to the approval of the trustees were organized at some distance 
from the university, the main objections to the present arrangement would be obvi
ated, while the advantage of a more direct personal management would be secured. 

SUPERIOR, TEOHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION DEMANDED BY THE PRESENT 

AGE. 

All agree that scientific and technical instruction has a primary claim to r ecog
nition in any policy that may be adopted for the university. The physical and 
natural sciences and their applications in the industries of life are assigned a lead
ing place by the law to which the institution owes its origin and the laws by which 
its endowment has been enlarged. This province has a special claim also in its own 
right. The tendency of the times, seen in the rapid growth of manufacturing, the 
opening of new forms of industry, the extension of railroads, the multiplication of 
engineering structures of every kind and magnitude, the increasing need of scien
tific knowledge and skill in agriculture, and the spirit and attitude of the general 
intelligence, call for men familiar with the knowledge and trained in the m ethods 
Ulat will be of service to society in what are called the practical pursuits. It is a 
province also which most of the older institutions of learning have not occupied 
and which many of them do not choose or are.not a.b!e to occupy . . The scientific and 
technical college requires a far greater income than is needed for the work of that 
class of colleges-it must have a much more extensive equipment in buildings, 
laboratories, libraries and teachers, and must therefore have a much more liberal 
support. Here is a broad territory which the policy of the university clearly ought 
to include. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE FUTURE. 

While the lowest grade of work now done by the university ought to be cut off, 
there is at the other extreme an open and limitless field. Knowledge is daily in
creasing and the pressure of new or extended studies for recognition in the courses 
of instruction is enormoUR. By the addition of elective studies some of the courses 
already present twice as much grouud as the student can occupy within the time 
required for a degree; but the universities of the future will be those that build 
another story at the top of the present system, and establish libraries, plant labora
tories, and employ teachers for a range of study that lies beyond the boundaries of 
the present college course. Ohio should have such a university. Here the student 
of science, both theoretical and practical, of history, literature, philology or phi
losophy should ]be carried forward both by instruction and by research to the utmost 
limit of the latest knowledge. Here , also, the light of creative genius should some
times shine forth and in the progress of time the gl<'ry of new knowledge should 
gather upon the brow of the university. .All this should be provided as time ad
vances by extended post-graduate courses in every department of knowledge. 

We owe much to the generosity of the state. Her recent bounty claims hearty 
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gratitude. Indeed, when we reflect on the object for which these appropriations 
have been made a nd on the nature of the results that are all but certain to flow 
from them, it seems impossible to over-estimate their value. Neither would it be 
easy to exaggerate U1e responsibi.lity that r ests on those, whose duty it is to apply 
this g reat benefaction to the purposes for which it was given. And yet, great as 
i~; tho benefit received, it will but meagerly fuJfill the demand·. The work needing 
to uo dono ~preach; before us far IJeyond om· power to accowpli~;h. 

OTHER S'l'ATES ARE RIVALLING OHIO. 

What has been clone l>y Ohio, munificent though it seem~, is surpassed by some 
of her sister states. Younger and poorer states are giving more. With such insti
tutiOns as Cornell University, having au annual income of tlu-ee hundred thousand 
dollars, and the University of Michigan, annual ly expending an equal sum; with 
such endowments as that of H ar vard Uni varsity in the east, amounting to more 
than seven millions of dollars, and that of the Leland StanfOl"d University in the 
west, 1·eaching twenty millions, the humble r evenue of a hundred and flfty thousand 
dollars which the Ohio State University can boast, seems a very modest if not a 
pitiful sum. Let us not forget to be grateful, or to estimate at its full value the 
benefaction of the state; but neither let us err by conceding that the state has done 
all t hat needs to be done or all that she ought to do. · 

Here and there are signs that private benefaction will not long be wanting. The 
will of the late H on. Hemy F. Page, of Circleville, bequeathing all his estate to 
the university, subject to the life estate of his wife and daughter, is a noble monu
ment to his name. '£he estate is estimated to be worth one hundred and fifty thous
and dollars. We can not but hope that so worthy an example will be followed by 
many men of wealth. Others have under consideration donations which, if they 
are made, will greatly enhance the usefulness of the institution. May the day soon 
come when every rich man in Ohio will feel it his duty to give enduring usefulness 
to a part of his fortune by adding it to the endowment of the university. 

The new eminence to which the university has risen, we may well believe, will 
lead to a continued and rapid growth in wealth and numbers. It remains for those 
who are charged with the administration of its affairs to strive to develop here, 
such a uni varsity as will fulfill the need of the time and m eet the just expectation 
of the people of the state. 

Respectfully yours, 
W. H. ScoTT, 

President. 

The following statistics from the report of t he Professor of Draw
ing, show the attention given to drawing during the year. 

REPOR'l' ON DRAWING. 

To the President of the Uniwrsity: 
DEAR SIR : I respectfully submit the following report of the department of 

Drawing for the year ending June 24, 1891 : 
The number of students enrolled in the several clas~;es was as follows : 

Fall term-
Freehand drawing, F reshman.. .. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 

Sophomore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Projection " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 
Special drawing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

Total for the term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113 
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Wiulcr term-
Freehand drawing, Freshman . . ....... . ........ . .. ...... .. .... 23 

Sophomore..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Descriptive geometry, a ..... 00 ............ 00 ............... 00 45 
:\fcchanical dmwing (shor t mining cow-se). ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
tipeeial drawing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

Total for the term...... ... .. .. ............ . . . . ...... . . .. . .... ...... . . 105 

~priug term-
Freehand drawing, FreshU1an....................................... 26 

" Sophomore. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
I.et.t.ering, Freshu1an... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 
Sh<ules, shadows and perspective, Sophomore.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
Photography, Junior ................ ... ............... .. .. .... . ... .. 16 
Special ch·awing . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 

Tota.l fot· the term ..... ........ .. ......... . .... .............. . ......... 170 

Total for the year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 388 
The total emoUnlent for the preceding year was 277, thus showing an increase 

in the tot.'ll enrollment of 111. 

A com·se iu photography has beeu introduced and facilities for it 
provided. 

* * * * * * * 
If the number of students incrE>.ases as rapidly as in the past year, it will be with 

difficulty that the work can be carried on with our present accommodations. The 
department has reached that point in its growth where larger and better arranged 
quarter~ arc imperative. It is a fact that the depattment has never been in pos
session or quarters in which the work could be <:.c'l.rried on to the best advantage, 
aud I hope that, in some of the new buildings to be erected in the near future, 
rooms will bo provided for this department, designed, lighted and arranged to suit 
the work. 

Before closing this report, I wish to express my thanks to Professor llrown for 
kindly allowing me the use of his recitation room, many times to his own discom
fort. 

Very respectfully, 

01110 STATE UNIVERSITY, July 1, 1891. 

J OS. N. BRADFORD, 

Assistant Profess01' of Drawing. 

The full report of the Professor in charge of the Department of 
~iechanical Engineering follows : 

R EPORT ON MECHANICAL ENGINEERI~G. 

Tn lhr Pl'esiclent of the University: 
DllAR • m : I present the following report of the department of Mechanical En

gin~erin,:r. foa· tbe year ending June 24, 1891 : 
Tlw numl1er of students enrolled in classes was as follows : 

First TPI'JII-
Thenllodynamics.. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Analytica l mechanics ... ... .. . ... .. .... ... .... .. .. ............ . ....... . 18 
Design (l ra.wing and invention ..... 00 .. .... .......... 00 ...... 00......... .. 8 
1\Iechanism. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
llfcchanicallaboratory .. ...... .. 00 ... .. ... . .. 00 . . . . . . . .......... 00 .... 00 . 41 

Total. .. .. ........... . ......... ... . ... . ... .. ....... . ..... . ..... ... .... W 
AR1'-VOL 4--30 
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Second Term-
Analytical m echanics ........... . ....... .. . ... . ... . . ... .... . .. . . .... .... 16 
Mechanism. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Prilne .movers. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Mechanica.l lauoratory .. .. .. ...... .. ..... . . . ...... .. ............. . ... .... . 48 

Tota.I .. . .. ... .. ... . ...... . . . . .. ... . .. -- -- .. .. ...... . ... .... . .. ... . . .. 74 

Third Term-
Strength of materia ls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
lVIechanisrn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Macbjner y and millwork.... . .... .. .... ..... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Technical dra wing.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Mechanical laboratory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . .... .. .. 44 

Total. ... .. .. .. ......... .. ............................... . ........... 61 
Compared with last year's report, all classes mark a very considerable increase in 

the nurnbcr of students at tending , with the exception of thermodynamics, prime 
movers, and machinery and m illwork, which follow as dependencies, in the order 
named as one class through the year. 

INCREASED ACCOl\IniODATION FOR CJ.ASSES NEEDED. 

On account of this increase, much difficulty bas been experienced recently in 
providing for the classes, on accotmt of lack of room and facilities in the mechani
cal building. There being only one lecture room in the building, two classes have 
often been in attendance, unavoidably, a t the same time; fu·st, for want of room, 
and second, for want of teaching force. This plan, though possible for classes in 
drawing and other subjects where no larger than those of the past year, is at the 
same time ill-advised, and can not be carried on when the classes become still 
larger; and the present rate of increase will soon make more room a positive neces
sity, as well as more teachers to meet and do justice to those classes in the several 
rooms. For instK1.nce, d uring the pas t year the class in rpachinery and millwork 
and that in technical drawing have m et simultaneously in the one room of the 
building . Considerable disturbance of the one class by the other, in such case is 
unavoidable. 

And these hampering circumstances will be further augmented by the fact that 
to re~1ain on a par with mechanical schools around us, we must soon extend the 
higher mechanical laboratory pract ice, or experimental engineering beyond what 
we now have, to include a fai r course of the testing of boilers, of engines, of lubri· 
cants, of pumps, of flow of fluids, of condensers, of injectors, etc. One step in the 
direction of meeting this want is ab·eacly made in the new course where higher 
mechanical laboratory is specified. 

The present high importance of these questions is evident in the fact t ha t inquiries 
have come to us as to the extent to which we are equipped for this instruction, and 
the fnct that the American Society of Mechan ical Engineering has laid down rules 
for conducting some of these tests. 

This sort of instruction entails its clue amount of labor for the teacher, raising the 
dem and for an assistant still beyond that occasioned by larger classes and more 
class rooms. 

I therefore respectfully ask early attention to these matters, regarding them as of 
importance equaling that of the department itself, viz: 

1st. The securing of adclitiona.I room for class work. 
2d. The procuring of appliances and establishment of an experimental engineer

ing testing laboratory. 
3<1 . The employment of an assistant in the depar tment qualified for the work in

dic~~ted. 
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To meet these demands I would respectfully suggest that until a new mechanical 
building can be put up, an addition be put on the El<'l.St side of the present mech:lni
cal building, providing more rooms for class work, and for museum pm·poses. 
Also, for the experimental engineering work, I suggest that the machine room and 
the north wing of the present building be given to that as soon as the manual train
ing building and school can be established, when these rooms may be relievetl of 
their present elementary practice work by transfer into t he manual training build· 
ing, which transfer I will mention again. 

The procuring of appliances for this experimental engineering will involve con
siderable ex1Jense ; probably about $10,000 to make the laboratot·y what it should 
be, including a first class steam engine fitted with condenser, reheater, steam th·yer ; 
dyn:~mometers; a compound engine with same or like accessories; a gas and an air 
engine; an injector ; a steam tester and colorimeter; water tanks with weighing 
scales and thermometers; steam pumps; stand pipe fot· hydraulic experiments; ap
paratus for flow of fluids; and others, for tests that will suggest themselves from 
time to time, as well as an improved testing machine. 

The assistant must be a graduate, because to be capable of conducting the work 
of the testing laboratory, he must be acquainted with the higher principle!> of 
mechanical engineering ; but h e may be a recent g raduate, one succeeding another, 
each s~rving for such comparatively short term of years as a moderate salary will 
warrant. 

Allow me to remark th~t the above outlined laboratory for experimental testing 
is not a visionm·y scheme, a.s several of the best schoois of the cou ntry already pos
sess similar equipment, and there is ample reason why Ohio sho~tld be second to 
none in its resources for turning out mechanical men of the highest qualification. 

PROPOSED MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

When the manual training school is established, I should be glad to turn over to 
it all the elementary practice as now carried on, including that of the mechanical 
students subject to the condition at present in force for the departmeuts of agricul

. ture, mining and mechanical engineering, viz.: That the instruction be varied to 
fit the stutlent, according to r equests from those departments. In employing a 
professor tojtake charge of that sch ool , I would respectfully r equest that a like con
dition as expressed above be understood and accepted; when all the present work 
can advisably be taken into that school, together with most of the tools and appli
ances for elementary mechanical practice'that are now or may be in the mechanical 
lluilding, a small reserve being probably advisable. 

When the present mechanical practice rooms a re thus relieved, the same rooms 
may be ta.ken for the experimental testing laboratory described above. 

SUGGESTIONS OF PRACTICAL USES FOR NEW MACHINERY. 

I would suggest that the steam machinery for testing as above explained may be 
put to u:;e fo r :t central power station to run dynamos, from which power may be 
tran~mitted to vm·ious points where n eeded, as in running ventilating fans, pumps, 
latlws, or any machinery in the m echanical, electrical, chemical or manual train
ing departments. 

All such machinery will become valuable for purposes of experimenta.l testing, 
an(J thus serve to augment the available apparatus of the experimen tal testing 
laboratory. 

Should the present new boilers be removed to another boiler house, I would ask 
pennissiou to ha ve that boiler so set up that experiments with it may be made by 
students in tho way of boiler tests. For this there should be means for weighing 
of fuel an'l fee,! water; of m aking temperature tests of fire and chimney, and for 
lel;ting the dry ness of steam. 
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I would respectfully mge the earliest practicable introduction of the above out
lined changes. 

Very respectfully yours, 
S. W. ROBINSON. 

Tho latest catalogue* at hand confirms the statement of the Trus
tees Report as to the present prosperous condition of the University. 
It begins with a showing of the relations between 

THE UNIVERSITY A.L'ID THE STATE. 

* * * * * * * 
In accordance with this act (the U. S. Land Grant Law of 1862) the Ohio State 

University was founded by the State as a public institution of learning. The gov
erning body of the institution is a Board of Tntstees, appointed by the Governor of 
the State for tenus of seven years, as provided in the law organizing the University. 
The original endowment has been supplemented, and the objects of the University 
promoted by a permanent annual grant from the United States, under an act of 
18!>0, by special appropriations of the General Assembly, and lastly, in i891, by a 
permanent annual gra nt from. the State. In accordance with the spirit of the law 
under which it is organized, the University aims to furnish ample facilities for lib
eral education in the ar ts and sciences, and for t horough technical and professional 
study of agriculture, engineering in its various departments, veterinary medicine, 
phan nacy and law. Through the aiel which has been received from the United 
Sta.tes and from t he State, it is enabled to offer its privileges, with a slight charge 
for inciuentn.l expenses, to all persons, of either sex, who are qualified for adlnission. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

Tht~ University comprises the Collegiate Department, the Law School, and a Pre
paratory Department. The Law School has a special Faculty, distinct from the 
Univt~rsity Faculty. 

The Collegiate Department embraces the following Schools: Arts and Philosophy, 
Science, Agriculture, Engineering, Pharmacy and Veterinary Medicine. Each 
school is under t he direction of a standing committee of the Faculty, having power 
to act in all matters perta.ining to the work of students in the school, in the transfer 
of studeuts from one school to another, aJild in matters of minor discipline. 

LOCATION .AND MATERIAL EQUIPMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

The Ohio State University is situated within the corporate limits of the city of 
Columbus, two miles north of the Union depot and about three miles from the 
State Capitol. The University grounds consist of three hundred and thirty acres, 
bounded east and west by H igh street and the Olentangy river, 1·espectively. The 
western portion, of about two hundred acres, is devoted to agricultural and horti
cultural purposes, and is now under the management of the State Agricultural 
Experiment Station. The eastern portion is occupied by the principal University 
buildings, campus, athleLic and d1·ill grounds, a park-like meadow and a few acres 
of primitive forest. 

1'he grounds are laid out with care, are ornamented with trees, shrubs, and flower 
bells, and are so managed as to illustrate the instruction in botany, horticulture, 
lanllscape gardening, and ·floriculture . 

. Thm·P. are ten buildings, which are each de~cribed. "University 

*Catalogue of the Ohio State University for 1801-'92. Second Edition. Coluro
bus, Ohio. Published by the University. 1802. Pp. 133. 
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Hall," " a four story brick building 235 feet in length, by 109 wide, 
was the first, and for a long time, the only bu ilding devoted to 
instruction." The Mechanical Building was er ected in 1878. The 
Botanical Building in 1883. The Electrical Laboratory in 1889. 
Tho Chemical Building in 1890. "Orton Hall," to have the geolog
ical collection in. 1892. 

THE MANUAL TRAINING BUILDING. 

Haye.~ Hctll.-This large building, to \»devoted to instruction and work in man
ual training , is now in process of erection. The walls will be built of pressed. brick 
with trimmings of brown stone. The entire length of the building will be one 
hundr<'ll anu sh:ty-eight and the depth one hundred and for ty-sh:: feet. The cen
tml portion will be three stories high and the wings each two stories high. On the 
fi rst lloor w ill be a reception room, an office, a reading room, two recitation rooms, 
rooms for instr uction in cooking, a shop for iron work, a forge room a nd a foun
dry. The second. floor will contain a mechanical museum, recitation and private 
room~, n. room for instruction in sewing, and a shop for wood work. The third 
story will be used fot· instruction in drawing, modeling , wood-carving and pho
togr:tllhy. 

Thoro aro three other buildings, viz : a " V eterinary H ospital," 
and two " Dormit ories." 

THB LmRARY. 

The Librnry contains about 12,000 volumes, exclusive of pamphlets. Several 
special collections of books, which are incorporated in it, add to its interest and 
value. 

* * * * * * 
The librnry is of recent formation; and being designed especially for the use of 

the seveml departments of instruction in the University, in all pUl·chases their most 
urgent ncells have been constantly kept in mind, n.nd none but books of recent 
issue or olllCl' works of permanent value selected. The collection, therefore, in
cludes little that is obsolete, curious or merely entertaining. Annual additions are 
made to all the departments represented in the Library. During the past year 
nearly four thousand dollars has been expended for books and periodicals. About 
ninety periodicals arc regularly received. 

* * * * * * * 
The Library is a circulating one for both officers and students. In the reading 

room all students have free access to a collection of cyclopredias, dictionaries and 
works of 1·cference in the various departments of study; graduate and senior tmder
graduato students are usually admit.ted to the alcoves. The management of the 
Library is vested in a body known as the Library Council, which consists of six 
members, as follows: The President of the University and the Librarian , ex-o.tficiis, 
and four professors elected by the Faculty for a. term of two years each. 

The State Library, in the State House, containing about sixty-two thousand vol
umes, is acccs~iblo to students and forms a valuable au.-xiliary t o tho University. 

The Public Library of Columbus may also be used by studen ts. 
For the students in the L'\w School, the State Law Library, in the State H ouse, is 

of the grcatc-st value. It is the largest and most complete law library in the State, 
and consiRts of about fifteen thousand volumes. It contains complete sets of the 
English, Scotch, Irish. Canadian, United Stateti and State reports, statutes and 
digests, and the important legal text books and periodicals. 
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THE MUSEUMS.-THE GEOLOGICAL MUSEUM. 

The geological museum of the University has been collected and arrimged with 
reference to instruction rather than display. The basis of it is a large and com pre· 
hensi>e collection of the rocks, fossil and economic minerals of Ohio. 

There are also Zoological and Botanical Museums. 

THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 

The Board of Trustees, pursuant to the 1·ecent act of the Generltl. Assembly, is 
making liberal provision for a school of manual training. Plans and specifications 
for a new building for this branch of industrial education have been adopted and 
the bnil<ling is now in process of erection. It is expected that it will be ready for 
occupancy in December , 1892. 'When completed the building will be furnished 
with the most improved equipment, and an extended and thorough course of in· 
struction will be adopted. 

Military training is given under direction of an officer of the reg. 
ular army detailed for that service. 

The expenses of a student in the Collegiate Department for a year may be esti· 
mated as follows : 

Low. Moderate. Liberal. 

$15.00 $15.00 
15.00 54.00 
25.00 40.00 
87.00 75.00 

00 00 iio: o<> 00 

.... ioo:oo 

Incidental fees 00 . .. . . . . .. . .. . • .. . • • .. . .. .. • .. .. . . • .. . • . .. . . .. . .. $15. 00 
La.bora.tory fees..... .. .. . . ........... 00 ............ ................ oo 00. 00 .. 
Books and Stationery ..... . . . 00 .. .. . . .. .. . 00 . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . 15. 00 
Room ........ . .... .. ......... 00.. ... ... .. ..... ... .... . .. . .. . . . . .. 4. 50 
Furniture. 00. 00 .......... 00 . . .... 00.......... .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . 10.00 
Board .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • . . . .. .. .. 70. 00 
Uniform ........ 00 ........... . .............. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 20.00 22.50 26.00 

1-------11--------1---- ---
134.50 224.50 

The second and third estimates for room include light, fuel and care. The third 
one is for a room occupied by a single student. 

The requirements for laboratory fees and books, depend upon the course of study 
pursued. The estimates do not include cloth ing (except uniform) or tmveling 
expenses. 

The collegiate work of the University is divided into six schools. 
These are " Arts and P hilosophy;" "Science;" "Agriculture;" 
"Engineering ; " " P harmacy ; " "Veterinary Medicine." 

Each school is under the direction of a standing committee of the Faculty, hav· 
ing power to act in all matters pertaining to the studies of students in the school, in 
the transfer of students hom one school to another, and in matters of minor 
d iscipline. 

The regular courses leading to degrees are of four years; except 
those in Pharmacy, and Veterinary Medicine, which have only a 
three years course. There are, also, " short courses " in Agriculture, 
and in Mining, not leading to Degr ees. 

The general condit ions of admission ar e as follows: 

ADMISSION. 

The University is open to both sexes. There is, however , no special course for 
women, or special study, elective or otherwise, such as music or painting; but in 
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the bttcr the Assistant in Drawing will r eceive private pupils. Neither is there a 
Jwll for the residence of women. They are assisted in finding boarding places in 
rt•spectal>le families; but the Faculty is not so situated as to exercise supervision 
ll\"Cr their conduct out of college hours. Parents who send their daughters to the 
Unh·ersity should therefore be well satisfied as to their discretion, or else should 
place them under the care and con trol of the family with which they board. 

Canuidates for admission t o the Course in Arts, Philosophy, Science or Agricul
ture must be at least sixteen years of age; candidat es for admission to any of the 
Courses in Engineering must b~ seventeen years of age. 

* 
RULES .AND REGULATIONS. 

AMOUNT OF WORK. 

No student is permitted to take less than fifteen or more than eighteen hours a 
week of class-room work, except by special permission of the committee of the 
School in which he is enrolled ; and no student will be permitted to take more than 
the regular work of the class to which he belongs, who has not passed all of his 
work for the preceding term. 

ELECTIVE STUDIES. 

All elections of work in continuous studies, when once made, are understood to be 
made for the entire collegiate year. 

The right is reserved to withdraw the offer of any elective study when it is not 
chosen by at least four persons. 

* .. 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. 

The instruction given in the Collegiate Department of the University embraces a 
wide mnge of subjects. Detailed information concerning the Courses offered in 
any suh.ject will lJe found un<:ler the proper head, in accordance with the following 
classification : 

Agricnlhtre. 
Agricultural Chemistry. 
Astronomy. 
Botany. 
C'ivil Engineering. 
Drawing. 
Electrical Engineering. (See Physics 

and Electrical Engineering. ) 
English and Rhetoric. 
French. (Sec Romance Languages.) 
General Chemistry. 
Geology. 
German. 
Greek. 
History. 
Horticul tur('. 

·::· * * * 

Italian. (See Romance Languages.) 
Latin. 
Mathematics. 
Mechanical Engineering. 
Metallurgy. 
Mine Engineering. 
Military Science and Tactics. 
Pharmacy. 
Philosophy. 
Physics and Electrical Engineering. 
Physiology. 
Political Science. 
Romance Languages. 
Spanish. (See Romance Languages). 
Veterinary Medicine. 
Zoology and Entomology. 

* ·~ * 
These conrses follow in the catalogue in detail. The courses in 

"Drawing,'' and in "Meclumical Engineering" are here given: 
There is a course in " Elect rical Engineering." 
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DETAILS OF COURSES IN DRAWING. 

1. FREEHAND DRAWING-Individual attention given. Outline drawing from copy 
and wooden models. Charcoal and crayon drawing from copy and plaster casts. 

First, Second and Third Terrns.-Once a week. Two hours' drawing. 

Required in the fi rst and second terms of the Freshman 
Engineering, and the firsttenn of theShortMiningCourse. 
year of the Arts, Philosophy and Science Courses. 

2. LETTERING-Lectures and practice. 

Mr. TAYLOR. 
year of the Courses in 
Elective in Sophomore 

Thi1·d TC1"1n.-Twice a week (four hours' practice). 
Lectures.-Care and manipulation of draugh ting instruments. Proper construe. -

tion of letters. Proper construction of titles. 
Practice.-Nine plates of letters and figures. 

Assistant Professor BRADFORD. 
Required in the Freshman year of t he Courses in Engineering and in the second 

year of the Short Mining Com se. 

3. MECHANICAL DRA WINO-Lectures, recitations and practice. 
Pi1·st Term.- Three times a week. Text-book: Faunce's "Mechanical Drawing." 

One hour lectme and recitation. Four hours' practice in drawing sixteen plates. 
Seconcl Te1"1n.- Five times a week in the Civil Engineering Course. Three times 

a week in the other Engineering Courses. Text-book: Chui·ch's " Descriptive 
Geometry." Two hours' lecture and recitation. Six hours' practice and fifty plates 
in the Civil Engineering Course. Two hours' practice and twenty plates in the 
other Engineering Courses. 

Thi1·d Tenn.- Three times a week. Text-book: Church 's "Shades, Shadows and 
Prespective." One 11om· lecture and recitation. Four hours' practice in drawing 
fourteen plate~, using the technical colors to repre.~ent different materials. 

Assistant Professor BRADFORD. 

Requixed in the Sophomore year of the Engineering Courses and in the first term, 
second year , of the Short Mining Course. 

4. PRACTICAL DRAUGBTING Allo"D BLUE-PRINTING-Lectures and practice. 
Seconcl Term.-Three t imes a week (six hours' drawing). 

Assistant Professor BRADFORD. 
Required in the second year of the Short Mining Comse. 

5. TECHNICAL DRAWING-Machine Designing and Drawing . Lectures and prac
tice. 

First Te1m.-Three times a week (six hours' practice). Lectures on machine de
signing. Practice. Designing m achine parts, and drawing and blue-printing 
them ready for construction, showing form and dimensions. 

Assistant Professor BRADFORD. 

Required in the Junior year of the Courses in Mechanical and Electrical Engineer: 
ing. 

6. TECHNICAL DHA WING. 
Thi1·d Tenn.-Five times a week. Lectures on rules and methods for detail 

drawing, and practice in making same favorably to present the form, dimensions, 
etc., to the workman in practice. Line shading of drawings. 

Professor RoBmsoN. 

Required in the Junior year of the CoursE_:J of Mechanical Engineering. 
7. PHOTOGRAPHY-Lectures and practice. 
Pi1·st Term.-Twice a week (four hours' practice). 
Lectm·es.- Optics of photography ; chemistry of photography; exposing and 

de~eloping; prin ting; orthochromatic photography; lantern slides ; applications 
of photography. 
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.Pmctice.-Oulrdoor photography; interior photography; flash-light photography; 
copying; lantern slides; printing; instantaneous photography; applications. 

Third Te1'ln.-Same work as first term. 
Assistant Professor BRADFORD. 

RcCJnired in the Senior year, first term, of the Course in Mining Engineering, in 
thr thin! term, Senior yeat·, of the Cour:;e in 1\:lechanica.l Engineering, and in the 
third term, Junior yea.r, of the Courso in Civil Engineering. 

EQUIPMENT. 

Thr fncilities provided for the illustration and practical training in tlle above 
Courses a re : F01· Freehand. D1·awing : Flat and shaded copies, wooden models, 
plnst<•r casts, and easels and tables to work on. For Mechanical Drawing : A set 
of the celebrated Schroder models, 0. S. U. improved drawing tables to work on, 
nml n collection of shop drawings. For Photography: A well arranged, ventilated, 
nnd l'CJU ippcd dark room, printing outfits, enlarging, reducing and copyingcii.IDera, 
four Yicw cameras, lenses of long and short focus, flash lamp and a Prosch triplex 
shutter for instantaneous work. For Pen Drawing: A ~veil selected line of work 
from eminent a rtists. The library contains a choice collection of books per taining 
to the work of the department. 

DETAIU; OF COURSES IN MF:CflANICAJ~ F.NGINEERJNG. 

1. Er.EMENTARY MECHANICAL LABORATORY. 
Tlm•e Tc1·ntS.-From t hree to .five times a week. Exercises preparatory to pat

tern mnking in wood. Exet·cises in smi th work, including the elementary opera
tions of the blackstnith, such as drawing, upsetting, bending, punch ing, welding ; 
in moulding and casting, including sand moulds, cores and casting in iron and 
bra.c;.~; in chipping and filing, in which a good number of forms are executed by 
cutting and filing at the bench ; in hand turning in iron and bras.'! in the hand 
lathe; in engine lathe work, in turning and fitting; in drilliug and boring. 

Professor ROBINSON, Mr. HAINES and l\1r. COMBS. 

Re(Juired in the Courses in Mechanical tmd Electrical Engineering, and pot:tious 
of it in tho Courses in Agriculture and Mining Engineering . 

2. ADVANCED MECHANICAL LABORATORY. 
Tlwee Te1'11l.S.-From three to five times a week. 
An ndYance I course in advanced metal work, including grinding and measuring 

M in producing accurate standard plugs and rings; oil testing; dynamometric 
rnensurcment; u se of steam engine indicator; testing of materials or engineering ; 
efficiency of boilers a nd engines; experiments in flow of fluids 

Required in the Course in Mechanical Engineering. 
3. MECHANISM. 
Fi1·.,t Ttmn.-Twice a week, and, 

Professor ROBINSON. 

Second Term.-Five times a week. Lectures on the principles of elementary 
combinations of mechanism. 

Tl1i1·rl Tt>rm.-Three times a week. Accurate laying out of a movement, design
ing and constructing of same in material. 

Professor ROBINSON, Mr. H ,UNES. 
Required in the Junior year of the Course in Mechanical Engineel"ing; the first 

and sccon•l terms required in the Course of Electrical Engineering. 

1. INVENTION, DESIGNING AND DRAWING. 
Fir.~t Tt>1·m.-Three times a week. Lectures on machine designs and original 

designing of machine par ts, and on invention of machines, and a course of five or 
more original inventions, and parts fully designed ancl drawn ready for construc
tion. 

P rofessor ROBINSON, Assistant P rofessor BRADFORD. 
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Required in the Senior year of the course in Mechanical Engineering. 
li. I NVENTION AND DESIGNING. 

Third Te1·m.-Five times a week. A second course of invention, designing of 
some machine, and detailing and drawing of sam e complete, as in office work 
practice. A subject is chosen which involves the necessity of calculations as 
basetl on most of the principles previously taught in the course. 

P rofessor ROBINSON. 
Required in the Senior year of the Course in Mechanical Engineering . 
6. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS. 

Ji'irst and Seconcl Te?'nJ,S.- Five times a week. Lectures accompanied by Bow-
ser's Mech:.miCl;, including statics and kinetics. 

P rofessor ROBINSON. 
Required in the Junior year of the Courses in Engineering. 
7. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS. 

Thi·rcl Term.- Five times n. week. 
1st. Lectures, and Wood's book on Elastic Resistance to tension, compression, 

flexure, torsion. 
2d. Lectmes and text-book on Ultimate Resistance to Rupture by tension, com

pression , flexure, torsion. 
3d. Lectures ou allowed maximum-stress in structures, and the various modes 

of determining it, including Factor of Safety. Absolute Modulus of Safety, 
Rational Limit of Safety, and W ohler 's Laws. 

4th. Two weeks of the term. Lectures on hydraulics ; on flow of water through 
orifices, weirs, pipes, streams, and the gauging of streams. Adaptation of for
mulas to flow of gases at constant density. 

P rofessor ROBINSON. 
Required in the J unior year of the Courses in Engineering. 
8. THER~WDYNAMICS. 
F-irst Term.-Five times a week. Lectures on the action of heat. General equa

tions, isothermal, adiabatic, and isodiabatic lines. Indicator diagrams of perfect 
engines. Ran1.-ine's and Wood's " Thermo-dynamics" serves as accompaniment. 

Professor ROBINSON. 
Required in the Senior year of the Mechanical Engineering and Electrical En-

gineering Courses. 
9. PRIME MOVERS. 
Second Te?'1l1.-Five times a week. 
1st. Lectures on l1eat engines, including hot air , steam, and gas engines. 
2d. Wate1· motors, including impulse w heels, tm·bines, breast and overshot wheels, 

water engines, wind \Vh eels. Rankine's "Prime llfovers" aud vVood's " Ther· 
modynamics" in accompaniment. 

3d. Lectures on valve gears, governors, fly-wheels and fluctuation of speed, 
com1terbalancing, quiet running and economy. 

P rofessor ROBINSON. 
Required in the Mechanical and Electrical Engineering CoUI·ses. 
10. MACHINERY AND MILLWORK. 

Thi1·cl Tenn.-Five times a week. 
Lectures on efficiency of elementary combinations of machinery, strength, 

cnchu·ance, friction, shock, adaptation of materials; fly-wheels for machines ; · 
transmission of power and machinery for the same. Rankine's "Machinery and 
Millwork " ill accompaniment. 

Professor ROBINSON. 
Required in the Mechanical and E lectrical Engineering Courses. 

EQUIPMENT. 

The Mechanical Building contains : 
1st. One room equipped with lmml tools, work-benches, tool cases and material 

for wood work for eight persons at one time. 
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2<1. One room with a cupola for melting iron, a. bras.<~ furnace, a. moulding floor 
with sand, flasks, ladles, etc. , where castings in iron and brass are made a.nd used 
in the labora.tory pract ice. Eight persons can find places here at one time. 

:l1l. One room for forging, containing four forges, a.nvils a.nd equipment, with 
power blast. 

4th. One room with machinery and tools for iron work, with twenty-eight tool 
cases a.ncl room for twenty-eight persons at a time. There arc se>enteen vises, and 
corresponding bench room, four engine lathes, four nand lathes, one drill press, one 
planer, one universa.l milling m achine, one shaper , one universa.J.grinding machine, 
one snrface grinding mach ine, and two tool grinders. 

5th. One room containing a Thu rston oil tester, a Riehle testing machine, a dyna.
momct.cr, a. Westinghouse compressed air a.pparatus, a. Leffel turbine, a nd a cabinet of 
models of lllechanica.l m ovements, a collection of sta.nclard "plugs and rings," snap 
gauges, Rcrow gauges, mandrel reamers, three measuring machines, twist drills and 
screw tools, and samples of manufactured articles. 

The engine furnishing power to the Mechanical Building is fitted up for indicator 
work, as also t he engine in the Electrica.l Builuing, and the ventilating engine in 
the Chemical Building. In the boiler house are a Babeock anrl Wilcox boiler of 
200-horr;c power and a tubular boiler of thirty-horse power, eithet· of which serves 
for experiments on boilers. 

Tho number of hours r equired each week in the different studies 
during the four years, in the several college courses, are given 
under each school ; preceded by a general statement of the school. 
The general statements of thE> sch ools germane to this Report follow. 

THE SCHOOL OF SCIENCE. 

STANDING 001\IMITTEE. 

Presirlent SCOTT, Chairman; Professor BOHANNAN. Secretar!J; Professors ORTON, 
THOMA S, K ELLICOTT. BLEILE, and Associate Professors CHAI-MERS and D ENNEY. 

COURSE IN SCIENCE. 

The nim in this Colu·se IS to give the student not merely a good general knowl
edge of llw various sciences, but that special and thorough training in some one of 
them, which results f1·om prolouge<l study and laboratory work. To tllis end each 
lmtdent is required during the last half of the Course to specialize his work and to de
,·ote at lenst one-third of his time to one among the several fields in science open to 
his choice. At tho same t ime the Course is so arranged as to permit him free election, 
for a considerable part of his work, from other scientific and non-scientific studies. 

* * * * * * 
THE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURI!:. 

STA.h'DING COMMITTEE. 

Pt·Psident SCOTT, Ohai1'11tan; Professor LAzENBY, Secretary; Professors TOWNS
HEND, RODINSON, vVEBER, DETMERS, KELLICOTT, BLEILE, and KELLERMAN. 

ThiR chool embraces two courses : 1st, the Coul'se leading to the degree of 
l3achelor of Agriculture; 2d , the Short Course in Agriculture, intended for those 
students who can spend bu t one or two years at the University. 

'l'hc aim of tlw School is to give to yotmg men n. general education, and to fit 
the1u S)l('cially, first, for the pursuit of agriculture and horticu lture in a rational 
manner; second, to fl ll positions as agriculturalists, hor t iculturalists botanists and 
agricultura l chemists. To this end the University has provided and is constantly 
adding such instrnctional force o.nd tuaterial equipment as are needed to g ive the 
•uost Utorou~h ancl complete training in the s ubjects conting within the scope of 
these important branches of industry. 

* * * * * * 
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THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING. 

STANDL'IG COMMITTEE. 

President ScoTT, Chcti1"1nan; Professor BROWN, Sooreta?'Y ; Professors ROBINSON, 
LORD, THOMAS, BOHANNAN, and EGGERS. 

This School comprises the departments represented in the Courses in Civil, Min
ing, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, and in the Short Course in Mining: 

* * * * * * * 
COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

This Course has for its first object the qualifying of men for the mechanical en
gineering profession. It aims to embrace preparation for such lines of pm-suit as 
the successful mn.nagement of machinery in manufacturing establishments; the 
superintendence of construction; the designing and laying out of machinery plants 
of mills ancl factories; the invention of machines for particub.r purposes, and the 
designing and drawing of the same, or of the inventions of others, preparatory to 
construction; the making of calculations or exercising sound judgment respecting 
strength, shocks, proportion, endurance and suitability of material for specific pur
poses, as steel in temper, composition m etals, woods, etc. 

The following statement shows the number and classification of 
the students for the year. 

SUlllMARY OF STUDEN't'S FOR 1891-92. 

COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT. 
Graduate Students . ............ . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 
Undergraduate Students-

Four-Year Cour ses: 
Seniors .. . .............. . 34 
Juniors .. . ............. . ... .. .. ... ..... . ... . . ... . . : . . .. . . . 39 
Sophomores ....... .. .................................... . 
Fl·eshmen . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. ... . .. .... . ........ . ... . . .. . 
Special Student.~ ...... .................. . ......... .. ..... . 

Course in Pharmacy . .... . ........... .. ... . ................ . . . 
Course in Veterinary Medicine ....... .. .. .. .. ....... ... ..... . 
Short Course in Agriculture ..... .. ... . .................... . 

65 
133 
40-311 

25 
21 
34 

Short Course in Mining .................... . ................. . 25-423 

THE SCHOOL OF J,A W . 

Graduate Students. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Sr.miors. . ............ . . .. .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Juniors ....... ........ . . .. ... .. .... . ..... ·- ---· .......... . ........... 25- 55 

PREPARAT011Y DEPARTJ\IENT. 
Second Year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 
First Year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88 
Irregular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 187 

668 
Deduct for names counted twice .. ... . 4 

Total.. .. ...... .. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 664 

There are connected with the University in all its Departments, 
6G "Professors, Instructors, and Officers" besides the President. 

Rev. William H. Scott, M. A., LL. D. , is President and Professor 
of Philosophy. 
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ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER. 
Page. 

OREGON. THE STATE AGRIOULTURAL COLLEGE, FORMERLY KNOWN AS COR· 
VALLIS COLLEGE, CORVALLIS.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 479 

A denomi.na.tional institution adopted as an Agriculutral College, in 
1868, and designated in 1870, to receive the income of the U. S. Land 
Grant-Course of Study arranged by Commissioners appointed by the 
Legislature-A Preparatory Course and a College Course of four 
years-The purpose of Congress in establishing the Land Grant Fund 
for Colleges stated by President Strahan, of Board of Trustees, in 
1876-Catalogue for 1881-'82-Report qf 1886-President Arnold out
lines a scheme for a practical Education based on Science-Report of 
Board of Regents for 1890--The Legislative history of the develop
ment of the College-President Arnold's report for 1891, to U.S. Sec
reta• ies of Interior, and of Agriculture, respectively-A paper of great 
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T H E STATE A GRICULTURAL C o LLEGE, FoRMERLY KNOWN AS CoR· 

VALLIS COLLEGE , OREGON. 

PRELIMINARY WORDS. 

The Legislature of Oregon,. which meets biennially, and would 
not meet again till too lat e to comply with the law, accepted at once, 
by act of October· 9th; 1862, the conditions imposed by the ·Land 
Grant L aw passed by Congress in 1862. Ninety thousand acres of 
the public lands were given to Oregon under this law. 

There was then no State institution prepared to give the r equired 
instruction and, therefore, in 1868, the Legislature designated Cor· 
vallis College, a school established some years before by the Metho
dist Church South, to receive the income from the L and Grant 
Fund; and, as the lands had not then been selected, the Legislature 
made a small annual app~opriation to enal?le this College to open 
and maintain t he department required. 

Partly owing to co~plications ar ising from this partnership be
tween the State ana the private institut ion, as well as t o the growing 
facilities eventually made possible by the enactment of the law known 
as the " Hatch .Act," in 1887, establishing E xperiment Stations in the 
several States, and by the subsequent passage of the Suppl~mentary 
"Morrill Act," in 1890; many of the questions relating to the nature 
and purpose of these Land Grant Colleges, are freely discussed in the 
various official reports, made from time to time, by the Boa:rd of 
Regents1 and by the President of the College. As these topics are of 
very general interest , copious extracts h ave been taken from these 

. reports. 
This College has been fortunate in its Board of }:tegents and its 

Presidents, who each seem eager to develope the College in accord
ance with t he most advanced ideals of modern Educators; whose 
beliefs and theories will be found to be well stated and ably advocated. 

THE STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

Corvallis College, situated at Cor vallis, Benton County, Oregon, 
adopted as an Agricultural College, August 22nd, 1868, was, as already 
stated, designated by the Legislature in 18'70, as " The Agricultural 
College o{ the State," to be the r ecipient of the income of t he 
national land grant t o the State; and was r eorganized· under this 
grant; November 2nd, 1870. 

The course of studies, as first arranged by the Legislative Com
missioners, provided a Preparatory course, and a College course of 
~our years ; the latter embodying instruction in the higher English 
studies, the Natural Sciences, Mathematics, Languages, Agricul-
ture and ;Military Drill. . 

Drawing, only appears among the Mathematical studies' of Sopho
more year as follows: "Trigonometry, (Plane and Spherical, ) Nav-
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igation, Mensuration, Surveying, Field Surveying, Drawing, Maps 
of Farms, etc." 

In a special report to the Governor of the State, made in 1876 by 
R. S. Strahan, then President of the Board of Regents of the College, 
there occ:m the following comments in regard to the purpose of 
Congress, in passing the act "providing for the establishment of 
Industrial Colleges in the several States of the Union." * * * "It 
will be seen upon inspection that liberal and practical education in 
the several pursuits and professions of life " is the thing to be pro
moted, and not in two only, (Agriculture and Mechanic arts), as 
some do ignorantly talk, for it cannot be meant that men in all pro
fessions and pursuits are to be turned away from their several 
respective pursuits to devote themselves to agriculture and the 
mechanic arts. The great ideal of the law seems to be this. To 
bring education in agricultural science and in the mechanic arts, 
upon a level with education in all other pursuits. (I may here 
remark by parenthesis that our Legislature, in adopting a course of 
study for the Agricultural College, well understood the spirit of the 
1~-~.w of Congress.)" 

If the worthy President is correct in his understanding of the pur
pose of Congress in passing that law, he has most happily stated it; 
and has, also, stated the whole purpose of the movement among 
many educators, during the past 12 years, in promoting the intro
duction of industrial drawing in all the public schools of the coun
try, namely: "to bring education in the Mechanic .Arts upon a level 
with education in all other pursuits." 

The catalogue of 1881-'82, shows the course of study distributed in 
seven schools ; namely Physics; Mathematics ; Moral Science; Lan
guages; History and Literature ; Engineering ; .Agriculture. 

In regard to the School of Engineering, in which of necessity Draw
ing is a far more important study than in any of the other schools, 
the catalogue of 1881-'82, repeats the statement of all the previous 
catalogues. "School of Engineering. This Department cannot be 
fully organized yet, for want of funds. Besides what of this course 
is taught in the Schools of Mathematics and Physics, we teach Draw· 
ing and Descriptive Geometry, Shades and Shadows, and general 
principles of Civil Engineering. Text Books- " Warren," 
"Church," "Mahan." 

Sixty young men of 16 years of age, and over, are entitled to free 
tuition as State pupils; all others pay moderate tuition. The College 
receives pupils of both sexes. The catalogue of 1881-'82, shows a total 
of 150 pupils, 60 of whom are girls. No record showing the distri
bution of pupils betw em the Preparatory school or the several 
College classes, is given. 

In the "Fourteenth Biennial Report, " made to the Legislature 
under date of December 20th, 1886, President .Arnold, t ransmitting 
his report through the Governor of the State, suggests that the Legis· 
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lature memorialize Congress in favor of the " Hatch Bill," to estab
lish Experiment_ Stations; he, also, urges the claims of Technical 
Education; and quotes freely from J. ·S. Russell, of England, and 
the late Mr. Stetson, of Massachusetts, in its advocacy. The fol
lowing summary illustrates his ideal of the institution to be devel-
oped. · 

OONOE~ON OF A PRACTICAL EDUCATION, BASED ON SCIENCE. 

A practical education based on science supposes three things-viz : 
1. A certain amount of instruction in science; 
2. A certain amount of instruction in technological studies ; 
a. A certain amount of instruction in practical application of principles. 
For example, when a man farms, he applies principles to practice, and Agricul

tural education teaches him how to apply these principles well. Now in this case, 
scientific education enables him to understand the principles well ; technical edu
cation teaches him to apply them well ; and practical education applies them. 
Hence, if one school must teach all this, and in addition studies in a Mechanical 
Department, a very large corps of teachers, must be had and costly outfit must 
be used. Such school must have at least three faculties-

1. A Scientific and Literary Faculty ; 
2. A Faculty for Technical Studies ; 
8. A Faculty for Teaching the Operations. 
The law organizing the Oregon Agricultural College contemplates an institution 

upon the broad basis above alluded to. 

A summary of a four years. courl:!e of the ''technical studies of 
Rational Agriculture," is also given. "Drawing" enters in the two 
final years of the course. The President urges the need of a larger 
teaching force and of increased accommodations.-

A report to the President by F . Berchtold, teach&r of modern 
languages including English, and Drawing, states that the "study of" 
Freehand Drawing "was introduced two years ago, and is of great 
practical use to . the farmer as well as to the mechanic." He says 
theclassof thirty-eight show greatinterestand aredoing good work. 
The Professor of Mathematics and Engineering, Professor T. P. 
Branch, looks forward to the opening of courses in Mechanical 
Drawing, and in Shop work, urging their importance and feasibility. 

As appears from the following report* made by the " Board of 
Regents" to the Governor of the State, this College, which heretofore 
had been a denominational college, to which the State had directed 
the income of the U. S. Land Grant Fund to be given; had, at last, 
become a State Institution. Owing to this important change in the 
character and the relations of the college, this .report is here very 
fully quoted. 

*Annual Report of the President of the Board of Regents of the State Agricul
tural College to the Governor of Oregon for the year ending June 30, 1890, Legis
lative Assembly, sLxteenth regular session, 1891. Published by authority. Salem 
Oregon: Frank C. Baker, State Printer, 1891. Pp. 34 & 2. 
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THE STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. 

To His Excellency Sylvester Pennoyer, Govemor of Oregon : 
Sm: The State Agricultural College of Oregon rt>cognizes three gr eat objects : 
First-Education of yotmg men and women in the sc..-eral subjects ordered by 

the act of congre;;s of 1862, namely, agriculture and the mechanic arts, not for
getting the other usual branches of a liberal education. 

Seconc.l-The carrying out of the intentions of congress in establishing the experi. 
u1ent station, as a departmt>nt of the college and by means of the special appro
prifttion of :j;t5,000 annually, under the Hatch act, approved March 2, 1887. 

Third-The exteusion of k11owledge of improved methods of agriculture and its 
a llied science.-;, and of horticulture and its various branches, among all persons in
terested IJy means of bulletins, published quarterly from the experiment station, 
and by farmers' institut-es held under the auspices and di1·ection of the college in 
various sections of the State. 

This report falls na turally, therefore, under these tlu·ee heads. Dealing then, 
Hrst, with the St;ateAbrricultural College as a teaching institution in agriculture and 
tho mechanic ar ts, and the usual branches of a liberal education, I must preface my 
description of the college as it is to-day, with a short sketch of its history. 

HISTORICAL SUM.MARY. 

The Boarc.l of Regents appointed during the February session of the Legislature of 
188.3, did not assume the control and government of the college until July 2, 1888, · 
when the new building erected by the citizens of Benton cotmty was formally 
accepted by you, sil·, as Go>ernor of Oregon. Therefore, only two years, from 
July, 1888, to June 30, 1890, cover the whole history of the college under State con· 
trol-a short t ime measured by months and weeks, but perhaps long enough to 
enable judgment to be passed on the plans formed by the State Board of Regents 
and the measures ta.ken by them to carry such plans into effect. 

The task assumed by t he State board was no light one. 
The Methodist Episcopal Church South had, first, assumed by official acts recog· 

nizecl by the Legislature of Oregon aucl adopted by the act of February, 1885, to 
relinquish to t he State the control and management of the agricultural college, 
and had then, by means of a suit in equity against the individual members of the 
Stato Board of Regents, tried to nullify their acts and resume control. 

All parties, save and except the representatives of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church South, accepted in good faith the acts of the Legislature of Oregon, a.p· 
proved as above mentioned, February 11, 1885, and confirmed by a second act ap. 
proved November 21, 1885. The citizens of Benton aided by a few outside friends, 
proceeded to complete the subscription and payment of sums aggregating about 
$23,000, and the sums so raised were expended by the building association, with 
the advice and approbation of the State Board of Educat ion, as provided in the act 
of February, 1885, in the erection and equipment of the new college building on 
the farm designated by the legislative act as the college farm, near Corvallis. 

In this building-most admirably adaptoc.l to accommodate for teaching purposes 
upwards of 150 students-the agricultural college of Oregon, at last controlled and 
govem ed by the State of Oregon, through the Board appointed by the State, opened 
its session on September 12, 1888, "vith an attendance of about 40 students, closing 
that year , however, with 91 on the rolls. 

THE EDUCATIONAL PLANS 01~ THl!: COLLEGE CAReFULLY CONSIDERED. 

Much preparatory work had been accomplished by the Board of Regents, who had 
met at regular intervals from t he time of their first appointment. The scheme of 
studies had been framed by a special committee of t he board, of which Hon. Geo. 
·w. McBride, Secretary of State, and Hon. E. B. McElroy, Superintendent of Pub
lic Instruction, were the most active members, and was only adopted after a most 
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careful scrutiny and long consideration by the full board. Prior to this, plans an< 
methods of nearly all the agricultural colleges in the United States had been thor 
oughly analyzed and compared, and the course of study and manage~ent of tht 
Oregon college is based on the results so laboriously obtained. . The aim sought t< 
be obtained was thoroughly technical education in " Agriculture and the Mechani< 
Arts," as laid down in the original act of Congress. To make this plan effective, 
a first-rate staff of teachers was neceBSary, imbued with a united and harmoniom 
spirit of interest in their work for the work's sake, and a deter~ti"<>n that the 
agricultural college of Oregon should be second to none in the quality of the teach
ing and the educational influence on the youth of Oregon there taught. 

THE EDUCATIONAL FACULTY SELECTED WITH GREAT CARE. 

No appointments have been made without long and care.f:ul inquiry into the 
character and attainments of the applicants: Such appointments are, by necessity 
of the case, experiments, and it cannot be wondered at that in a staff of a dozen 
men the board have considered it to be for the best interests of the institution as a 
whole that certain changes of men and modiftcations in subjects taught should be 
made in the course of the first two years of the new college? 

NEED FOR PROVIDING FOR THE LIVING EXPENSES OF THE STUDENTS. 

Another requisite for the usefulness of the school was that the charges must be low 
enough to enable the farmers' and mechanics' sons and daughters to attend without 
too heavy a drain on the parental purse, or better still, the cost must be set at a figure 
not too high to be covered by the savingll of that most worthy class of students who 
prize the college opportunities enough to earn and lay by hardly-earned money to 
get there. For this end the students must be lodged and boarded by the college, ad
vantage being also taken of the produce of the farm, garden, and orchard of the 
college to reduce the cost of living to the lowest point. But there were no buildings 
suitable for these purposes. The liberality of the legislature of Oregon was appealed 
to, ;~J~d at the session of 1889 they responded by including in the appropriation in 
favor of the State Agricultural college then paSsed an amount which served, with 
the strictest economy, to build and furnish a student's hall for the reception of 
about 55. Very few then thought that by the end of 1890 accommodations for 
150 students would have to be provided. But to make the teaching of agriculture 
and horticulture effective on a working scale, and at the same time to provide 
suitable scope for the experimental work called for by the Hatch experiment 
station act, much more farming land was neceBSary than ·was furnished by the 35~ 
acre farm referred to in the act of 1885, and which farm had been purchased by 
public subscription of the citizens of Benton county for the benefit and purposes of 
the State Agricultural college many years ago. 

EXTRAORDINARY GROWTH OF THE INSTITUTION . 

. For this purpose also the legislature of 1889 was urged to make an appropriation. 
They met these requirements also by providing the funds by which 155 acres of 
farming land, in proximity to the 35-acre farm and the college buildings, were pur
chased f01• $14,215.40 in the summer of 1889, and a handsome octagonal barn was 
built on the newly-purchased farm and fitted up with feeding stalls, silo, root house · 
and storage room for hay and grain. These provisions also have now proved in
adequate for the increased production of the farm. Technical teaching in the 
mechanic arts demands a building for carrying on working in wood ~d metal, 
some machines, of such simple kinds as 1,1.re in <;:ommon use, and a good supply of 
carpenters' and smiths' tools and implements. Funds for these purposes were also 
fo~d out of the $30,000 appropriated by the legislature of 1889; a convenient twQ; 
stoned workshop, with draughting room and recitation room attached, was built 
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of brick and partially supplied with machinery and t ools- sufficient, at any rate, 
for the instruction in wood-working of a considerable number of students. The 
expenditure under this head has been about $7,441. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING OF GIRLS, ALSO, TO BE PROVIDED FOR. 

The Oregon State Agricultural college receives both male and female students. 
The scheme of instruction adopted by the board included, for the special benefit of 
female students, classes in household economy and hygiene. If the boys were to be · 
practically taught how to lay out, ma nage and work a farm , garden, or orchard, the 
girls must be t.<tught the household duties of the higher social life. To cook, to make 
and repair the family garments, to care for the preservation of individual and of 
family health, to tend the sick, to study how to beautify and adorn the home--all 
these duties lie within this most useful department. E ven after the resolutions to 
establish this chair in the college had been taken it was a long while before the 
regents could satisfy themselves as to making the appointment. Finally Miss Mar
garet C. Snell, M. D., of Boston , lately of the Snell Academy of Oakland, was 
appointed, and the board have since seen reason to congratulate themselves, and 
above all, the lady students of the college, on the selection so made. A visit to the 
class room, filled with class after class of girls a t work from early morning until 
the college clay closes, will amply repay any one in terested in the higher tecbni.cal 
education of women to-day. 

The facilities prov ided for thorough training iu H orticulure, and 
its kindred sciences, are recited. Professor F. L. Washburn, B. 

A. , (Harvard), was appointed in charge at the opening of the college 
year 1889-'90. 

A thorough course in the usual Ji:nglish studies is required of all 
students. 

1>1ANUAL LABOR REQUIRED. 

One of the features which distinguishes the course h ere from that of any other 
college or university in the State is, that one hour's practical labor is made com
pulsory daily on every male student. The nature of this labor varies with the Sf'a
son of the year , with the stage of the college course of any one student, and with 
the nature of the college course itself, whether agricul·ural, mechanical, or scien· 
tific. Besides this one hour of compulsory labor , a certain amount of money is 
allowed for students' labor in tht~ agricultural and horticultura l departments, to be 
distributed among such students as earn it by voluntary labor, at the rate of 15 
cents per hour. 

* * * * * * * 
I NCREASING ATTENDANCE. 

·The chairman of the executive committee was enabled to report to the board in 
March, 1889, that 104 students were in attendance- a gratifying increase on the 
forty-three of September, 1888. At this time upwards of 185 students are on tbe 
rolls, and an attendance of 200 is fully expected after the reopening of the college 
from the Christmas vacation. 

It is pleasant to note two changes in the composition of the classes : First, the 
area from which the students come is growing wider all the time, and the students 
at this time, as a whole, are older, more matw:e, and have been better taught pre
vious to their entrance in the college. 

In a list of Agricultural colleges of the United States for 1889 ( kindl Y fur· 
nished by the courtesy of Hon. A. W. Harris, acting director of experiment sta
tions, W ashington, D. C.,) Oregon stood sixth from i;he foot of the list in number 
of students. If Oregon had been represented in that list by her present number of 
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students her place would have been thirteenth from the foot-a considerable 
change inside of two years. It is believed that the Agricultural college of Oregon 
·has at this time more students in proportion to the population of the State than 
any strictly Agricultural college in the Union. 

A comparison between the number of teachers and the students in the several 
classes in the Oregon college, with similar figures gathered from the catalogues of 
a number of the leading colleges, places Oregon in the front in this respect. 

THE GREAT VALUE OFT~ AID GIVEN BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT, IN THE PASSAGE 

OF THE" NEW MORRILL ACT," RECOGNIZED. 

The attendance of students is not likely to fall off now that the opportunities for 
usefulness are increased by the passage of the new Morrill act, approved August 
30, 1890. This act places $15,000 at the disposal of the regents for the year ending 
July, 1890, and a sum of $16,000 for the current year 1890-91, with annual increases 
of $1,000 until the limit of $25,000 is reached. The first $15,000 will be chiefly 
devoted to increasing and improving the equipment of the college, subsequent 
appropriations to the current annual expenses. This course has been suggested by 
the association of American colleges and is being generally followed. 

But as the present attendance of students has outgrown the present buildings, · 
both for teaching, experimental and lodging purposes, the Regents are at a loss to 
know how any increased number can be accommodated. Congress only attaches 
one condition to its munificent grant, which is that no part of it shall be spent on 
buildings-such expense the several States m,ust bear. 

Therefore the legislature of Oregon must be appealed to, however reluctant the 
Board of Regents, and you, sir, as Governor, may be to appear before our law-mak
ers to urge them to again give monies to this college which. they generously favored 
in 1889. But there is no alternative. 

There is also a full report of the "Experiment Station." 

REPORT OF LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE. 

A report by the joint committee of the Legislature follows. This 
is brief but. very strong in its approval of the management: 

We find that the increase of students has been so rapid (the number present dur
ing the first year being 93, and now while only in the second quarter of the third 
year there are 200 registered) it is necessary that additional buildings be provided, 
or the Board of Regents will be compelled to advertise to the State that no more 
students can be received. 

We believe that the people of the State 8.l'e anxious to .have the good influence of 
this school extended to the greatest number, and we therefore recommend that the 
necessary buildings be provided for the accommodation of the increasing number 
of students that we feel sure will want the benefits of an Agricultural and Mechani
cal education. 

* * * * * * * 
Perhaps contrary to the general impression, the proper equipment of one of these 

colleges is far more expensive, being at least ten times greater, than that of an 
ordinary classical institution. A college of agriculture and the mechanic arts is 
not a cheap affair, and the soon& we awake to the idea that it will and ought to 
cost something to spread the knowledge of facts and principles which will change 
~e drudgery of common toil to the dignity and delight of intellectual and ennob
ling occupation, the better. 

Respectfully submitted. 
E . T. HATCH, 

R. M.. VEATCH, 

Senate Committee. 

E. 0. McCoY, 
JUDSON WEED, 

J. F. HENRY, 
House Oorn_mittee. 
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This intelligent appreciation of the needs of such an Institution, 
and th e cordial approval of its management, thus expressed by the 
Legislative Committee, are certainly matters for congratulation. 

PRESIDENT ARNOLD'S REPORT TO 1'HE UNITED STATES AUTHORITIES. 

In his first .Annual Report to the United States authorities, made 
for the year ending J une 30th, 1891, under the law of 1890, to the 
Secwetaries of the Interior, and of .Agriculture, r espectively, President 
Arnold, acting in accordance with the suggestions of the Commis
simtel' of Education, gave an extended statement; showing the history 
of the institution, its progressive development, and its" present con
clition, resour ces_, and prospects." 

He says, in his opening words : 

The Agricultural College of Oregon h as ha.d during most of its existence a varied 
and fluctuating fortune. For fifteen or sixteen years after its first organization (for' 
it has had t wo distinct organizations) it was under the control of a private church 
school, and the dissatisfaction iu the public mind at this arrangement kept it from 
the prosperity it ought to have enjoyed ; the most strenuous effor ts were indeed 
required to keep the school alive. Since its new organization under the State con
trol it has received new life and is now a growing institution, becoming more and 
more efficient as a means of educating the industrial classes. By the work of the 
College itself in tuition, bulletins, and farmers' institutes, the people are becoming 
aroused to the great importance of the Agricultuxal College, both as a social and as 
an educa.ting power. The policy of the school is fixed in harmony with the Act of 
Congress of 1862, and may be expressed by saying that all its work must tend to 
create in the community an educated class of farmers, mechanics, and housekeepers. 
This policy the authorities are canying out along two lines of work-the work of 
educa.ting by t uition the youth who attend upon instruction in the College, and the 
work of educating the community at large by bulletins and farmers' institutes. 

The work for students t..<tkes three forulS, first, a course of liberal instruction; 
secondly, a course of technical instruction; and thirdly, a course of practical in
stluction. 

The work for the community requires, fu·st, that certain problems relating to 
agriculture be investigated ; and secondly, that the results of such investigation be 
given to the public. This is done by bulletins and farmers' institutes. 

President .Arnold states, further, that the "experiment station" 
is treated as a part of t he college; and that; " all the members of the 
station staff are, also, Professors in t he college." The Board of 
Regents, to insure united action, placed the control of the college 
and the station in the hands of the President of the College. He 
stat es that former dissatisfaction seems to be passing away and that 
the Community is more juclinecl to sustain the College. The author· 
ities have succeeded in their efforts to make its advantages accessible 
at a. minimum cost to the stuuents, who can now obtain "board, 
lodging, lights, and heat in the halls, for nine dollars per month." 
The State has been liberal in providing buildings, and in tbe pur· 
chase of t.he college farm, while the Board of Regents have given 
"cordial cooperation and support." H e enters at length into a. 
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statement of t he plans of work of the Station, which promise to be 
of ya,]ue to the farmers of the State. 

In the" h istory" of the college, tho President recites tho n.ct of 1862 
enacted by the Legislature in accepting the U. S. Land Grant. In 18G8, 
commissioners were appoint ed for locating the lands. As there were 
no State Colleges in the State, the same Legislatu re designated Cor
vallis College, in Benton County, to receive the income from the lands 
when the fund had been formed. Until such t ime, small annual 
appropriations were made by the Legislature for the maintenance of 
tho State College of Agriculture. " In 1885, the chu rch relinquish
ed (voluntarily) its claim on the funds of the Agricultural Col
lege," and t he Stat e resuming control , the Legislature pa::;sed an act 
directing its location, and providing for its government . P resident 
Arnolclquotes at length from sections ofthis Act. The first one directs 
the coutinuing the college at Corvallis, prov ided t he cit izens will erect 
a building for it on the Agricultural College farm, t o cost not less 
thn,n twenty t housand dollars. A Boar d of R egents is incorporated 
and the gener al Government of t he College vested in that body. 
The members of the State Board of Education, and "the Master of 
the State Grange for the time being", are made ex-officio members 
of this Board. Nine other members are to be appointed by the 
Govemor; not more than five of whom are to belong t o the same 
political party. The course of instruction is to be prescribed by the 
Board, and must be "in accordance with the objectssought by Con
gress in the establishment of State Agricultural Colleges, namely : 
instruction in agriculture and the Mechanic Ar ts." Free scholar
ships ("one-th ird of which may be females,") are provided, equal in 
number to the joint number of senators and representatives in the 
Legislature, with an addit ional one for each county. 

The offer of the Church College to r el inquish i ts claim for the 
control and management of the Agricultural College, is formally 
accepted. The statement by the P resident, which follows, is of in
terest as th rowing some light upon the underlying causes of the fact 
so often complained of by those claiming to speak for the farmers of 
the country, namely : that the special training of the farmer is neg
lected in these Land Gr ant Colleges 

He says· 

While the church held t he school from 1868-1888, agricultural science was regu
larly taught as an enforced study to such pupils as held free scholarships, and to 
such others as might desire to take agricultuml s tudies; but I may 1·emark in passing, 
that duriog my connection with the College (from 1872 to 1888) there was neve1· a 
single instance of ct student voltmtee1-ing to take agricultm·al studies, so far as I re
m~mb.er . There was not then , and the same is tr ue to-clay, a generally felt need of 
sc1entJfic agricultural education. 
. Such feeling is of course a product of such education i tself and hence the great 
lmportance of the agricultural Colleges; the desire once awakened, there will be 
no trouble about the education. Such conscious desire as does exist. exists in the 
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minds of the older people, ami not to any aJ)preciable extent in that of the young 
who ultimately settle the matter of their education. 

While the church controlled the school, there was an attempt (and the same 
policy continues to-clay) to popularize the College by taking a dvantage of the 
g range sentiment and by an attempt to bring the school largely under the influence 
of farmers, hence, there seems t o exist to-day a tacit feeling that the agricultural 
College is designed especially for the benefit of the farmer , and that it is their 
school, emphatically, that it is their specia l business to foster it, manage it , and 
patron ize it. Of course everybody in the Sta te is equally interested in the institu
tion, an d should be made to know so, as soon as possible. 

The people of Benton County erected the bu ilding as was reqnired and the Gov
ernor having accepted it in 1888, the Board of Regents t ook charge, reorganized 
a nd p rescribed courses of study which, after some rev:sions, still continue iu force. 

TH E COURSES OF STU DY, AS P RESCRI BED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS. 

There are th ree cour ses of study, " Agriculture," " Mechanics," and 
" H ouseh old E conomy." 

In the first term of the first year these courses are alike, and com
prise Algebra, E nglish, Histor y, and Bookkeeping, except that in 
that of ' 'H ousehold Economy", Sewing, is also taken. In the second 
term, Algebra, English, Hist ory, and Drawing are t aken in all the 
courses ; with H orticulture added in the courses in Agriculture 
and H ousehold E c<momy, and Shop W ork in that of Mechanics. 
Algebra, English, Drawing, and Chemistry are taught in all the 
courses of the third t erm with "Agriculture," " Mechanical Draw
ing," and " Sewing" added in their respecti ve courses. 

I1. the first term of the second year , Geometry, and Chemistry, are 
t he common studies-Agriculture, and H or ticulture, added in the 
course of Agriculture- Mechanical Drawing, and Shop Work, in 
Mechanics-Preserv ing, canning, and cooking of fruits in "Household 
E conomy," with " Language" as an optional. 

In the second term, Geometry is taken in the three courses; Chem
istry in the fi rst t wo ; Modern History in the Girls' Course; Zoology 
in Agriculture and H ousehold Economy; Mechanical Drawing in 
Mechanics ; and Marketing, and Chemistry of Cooking, in the Girls' 
Course; with Language optional. 

In th e t hird term, Trigonometry, and Chemistry, in fi rst two 
courses; English, in all three; Z01)logy, in Agriculture, and House
hold E conomy; Shop work, in Mech anics; and Dressmaking, and 
Sewing, in the Girls' Course ; with Language, optional. 

In the third year, the courses decjdedly differ ent iate. 

In Agriculture, 1st term : Sw·veying 1, Roadworking, Botany, Physiology, Agri
culture. 2nd term: Physics, Meterology, Physiology t , Agric ulture t , Plant Physi· 
ology. 3rd t er m: Physics, E ntomology, Botany, Political Economy. 

In Mechanics, 1st term : Analytical Mechan ics, Analytical Geometry , Elementary 
Mechanism, Drawing, Shop W ork. 2nd term: Analy tical Geometry , Calculus 1, 
Physics, Mechanism, Machine Design, Shop ·work. 3rd term : Calculus, Political 
Economy, Physics, Steam E ngine and Motors, Drawings and Design. 

In H ousehold Economy, 1st term: E nglish Literature, Botany, Lang!lage(op-
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tiona!), Dress Making and Millinery, Physiology. 2nd term: Special Hygiene, 
English Literature, Language(optiona.l), Physiology~-, Physics or lYieterology. 3rd 
term: House Furnishing and Kitchen Gardening, Political Economy, Language 
(optional), (two of these) Physics, Botany, Entomology. 

In the fourth year the Courses for Degrees of B. S., B. M. E ., B. L., are as fol
lows: Bachelor of Science Course, 1st term: Analytical Geometry, Logic, Physics, 
Language. 2nd term: Analytical Geometry i-, Calculus!, Minerology, Psychology, 
Language. 3rdterm: Calculus, EthicsandConstitutional Law, Geology, Language. 

Bachelor Mechanical Engineering Course, 1st term: Mechanics, Logic. 2nd term: 
Mechanics, Psychology. 3rd t erm: Mechanics, E thics and Constitutional Law. 

Bachelor of Literature Course, 1st term: English Li terature, Language, Logic, 
Social Etiquette. 2nd term: English Literature, Psychology, Langun,ge, Sanitary 
Science. 3rc1 term: English Literature, Ethics and Constitutional Law, Language, 
Care of the Sick. 

THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTliiEo.'IT. 

A remark common to the departments of Agr iculture, Mechanics. and Household 
Economy may be made here. Since it is the business of the college to make scien
tific farmers, mechanics, and householders, it is necessary to give three kinds of 
training: 1. Training in general science. 2. Training in technical priciples. 3. 
Training in the practical application of these principles. 

As students come to us wholly unprepared it is needful to give them instruction 
in general scientific 1.---nowledge, and one course of study is designed by its quality, 
quantity, and order of arrangement to give both general training and teclmical 
training, also the pmctical application of the principles is provided for by the rules 
of'the Boaru of Regents that requires each student, male and female, to do manual 
labor at least one hour each day. 

The agricultural course extends through a period of three years. The first year 
is for the most part a work of preparation for the technical studies coming in the 
second and third years. '* ·=• * Each student in this course is required to spend 
an hour a <hy for one term of the fu·st year in the shops learning how to work in 
wood, and during the second year to spend the same a mount of tiu1e in learning 
how to work in iron. 

The completion of this course entitles the student to the degree of Bachelor of 
Scientific Agriculture. 

Pro• ision i'> made by a fomth year's cow·se of study in more advanced science 
and litern.ture for conferring the degree B. S., on sueh as desire it, and become en
titled to it. The means for illustrating the principles of this course a1·e ample. W e 
have a fann of 180 acres furnished with all the needful appliances, barus, stables, 
machinery, tools, teams, stock, silo, and other things used on a well regulated fru:m. 

THE MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 

The work of this department is analyogous to that of the Agricultural depart
ment, lmt <l ifTers from it in respect to time; extending through four years instead of 
three. The degree attained B. M. E., (Bachelor of Mechanical Eng·ineering.) 

Shop work in this course takes the place of farm work in the 
Agricnlt.mal. The student studies mechanical drawing and takes 
shop work in 'vood, the first year; in iron, the second; and in 
mechanics, the third. A sufficiently large and well equipped Mechan
ical Building is provided; with Machines, Blacksmith, and wood 
working shops, and a room for Drawing and one for teaching type
setting and ]_Jriuting. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY. 

This department is inte]l(led to fit girls for the lluties of housekeeping. The 
mistress of the f mily has to dispense what the master provides, and it is believed 
that this department is, therefore, the complement and counterpa1't of t he Agricul
tural department; for t he pn.sperity of the family depends as much upon the intel
ligenc(' and sldll of t.hc foocl-cli•ider as upon those of the food-provider. Indus
trial education should therefore be extended to girls as well as boys. 

Tho g-irls are taught sewing the first year ; cooking and fruit pre
serving the seconcJ: and dressmaking and millinery the third; horti
culture, floriculture, and kitchen gardening, as legitimately woman's 
v..-ork, are taught; also, special hygiene. 

Concurrently with these sttlllies there is given a course of liberal instruction 
nearly identical with the liberal studies of the Agricultural course, more attention, 
however , being given to the English Literature. The course ext ends over three 
ye..·u·s and leads to the degree of bachelor of household economy. The degree B. L. 
(Brrchclor of Literature) is provided for by a four years course of more advanced 
studies. The means for illustrating instruction in this depar tment are ample and 
range from a C.'Ullbric needle to a large cooking stove and several small ones. 

These detailed courses are followed by statements of the work in 
chemistry, physics, botany, zoology, physiology, mat hematics, 
history, English, etc. Freehand Drawing, bookkeeping, and history 
are requirecl of all students. A tabl e is given showing the amount 
of hours pee year given to each study in schoolroom. There are 
nearly fifty subjects of study enumerated in this table. "All stu
dents are required to drill daily in the school of the soldier and of 
the company." 

The terms of admission to the College are that the pupil be fifteen years old and 
be alole to pass an ExaJUination in Arithmetic, Elementary English Grammar, Read
ing and Spell ing-a written Examination is required. A preparatory department 
is connected with the College, there being no special preparatory schools in the 
State. The St..1.te furnishes one hundred and twenty-three free scholarships. All 
other pupils pay a small tuition fee of fifteen dollars a yem·. 

A detailed account of the year 's work of the Experiment Station 
follows. 

The number of students attending the College fOl' the year ending 
J une 30, 18!ll , is given as J 9G, 72 of whom are girls. Se,venty three · 
ar e in the "Preparatory" Classes, of whom 25 are girls. The Faculty 
numbers 12 Professors and Instructors, one of whom is a lady.-B. 
L. Arnold, A.M., President. 

The exigency caused by the sudden death of President Arnold, 
::mel the consequent calling of a new President to take the future 
direction of this new departure of the college, gives especial interest 
both to the attitude of the Board of Regents, in r egard to this devel
opment; and to the ideal which the President will seek to embody. 
It is, for t his reason, that these two r eports are so largely quoted from, 
and that that of President Bloss is given almost in full.-

·whatever is true in relation to these new forms of training, which 
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]wing here about to be introduced are naturally fully discussed, is 
as true for similar institutions in all parts of our country; and, 
tlwreforo, is of general interest. 

Tho latest Annual Report of the Regents* begins as follows: 
To His E.ccellency, Sylvester Pennoyer, Governor· of 01·egon :-

Sm:-It becomes once more my duty, as Pre.sidentof the Board of Regents of the 
Stnte Agricultural College, to present a report of the condition and working of this 
institution to you as representing the State of Oregon. Two years ago I hall a 
si11 1ilar duty to perform. In the report then"pt·esented, hopes were expressed that 
tilno would demonstrate the soundness of the plans of government and control 
ndoptecl by this Board. The proof was to consist in an increasing number of 
stmlent s, supplied from those special classes of our citizens chiefly interested iL1 
Agri('ullurc anc.l the :Mechanical Ar ts, in the visible improvement of the students of 
both st>xe~ in their studies, deportment, and character, and in the increased in
fluence of the College and Experitnent Station on the people of the State. 

The report of President Bloss, a.ppended to this report, gives, in the opinion of 
this Board, satisfactory evidence of the widely extencling influence for good now 
being exerted throughout Oregon by the State Agricultural College. The institu
tion has lost whatever was local and restricted in its l'Oll of students, who are now 
sent to us from all parts of the State. The bulletins sent out from the Experiment 
Station at frequent intervals have now a circulation of nearly five thousa.nd copies. 
The farmers' institutes tmder the direction of the College are welcomed everywhere. 
The attendance at these pleasant meetings constantly increases, and lively interest 
is al\\"ays shown in the papers and debates on the many and di>erse topics affect
ing the farming community. 

* * * * * * ·• 
The year 1891, was one of steady growth and development lmder the Presidency 

or the late Prof. B. L. Arnold. To the high character and thorough scholarship of 
this gentleman the College owes much. His rule was just, kind, courteous : his 
habits tho5e of constant industry and conscientiousness. The extent and depth of 
his influence over his students were only demonstrated by his unexpecterl death in 
January, 1892. 

THE IMI'OUTAN'£ RELATIONS HELD BY THE PRESIDENT OF A COLLEGE TO THE INSTI

TUTION. 

The Board of Regents felt to the full their r esponsibility in the choice of a suc
cessor. 'rhey r ecognized that as is the President, :so will be the college which he 
gol'erns. Not only are high personal character ancl wide and deep knowledge es
sential, but t he President must be a ruler of men-full of tact, and e~:perienced in 
the ditncult art of government. In the case of the Agricultural College, moreover, 
especial technical knowledge is demanded. The clirection of the Experiment.'ll 
Station calls for a man in sympathy with the special needs of the fanners in the 
transition state.> marked by the development of the orchard, fruit farm, and general 
farm , yiel1liug many products from the wide wheat farms and stock ranches of the 
pnst decade. The Board took ste-ps to make the impending selection very widely 
kuo\\"n. 'rheir success was proved by the receipt of nearly forty applications from 
all parts or the Union. A careful scrutiny reduced the number of selected candi
dates to lhe. Still closer examination of the qualification of the selected candi-

"Annnal Rt>port of the President of the Board of Regents of the State Agricul
tural Collrgf' to tho Governor of Oregon for the year ending June 30, 1892. Legis
lath·c 1\ ~tiC lnl.ly, Seventeenth Regular Session, 1893. Puulished by authority. 
Salem, OrL·c;-on: Frank C. Baker, State Printer, 1893. Pp. 44. 
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dates was followed by the choice of ProfE'SSor J ohn M. Bloss, then of the Topeka 
Schools, an educa tor of long and varied experience, who had filled most important 
positions for many years both in I ndiana and in K ansas, and who brough t with 
him to Oregon both the cordial good wishes and the genuine regrets of all his former 
associates. The new President took charge of the College and Station in May last, 
very near the close of the college ye.:'l.r. 

The Board ft'l t it to be very desirable that the new President should have all the 
time possible before the opening of the next college year to know and be known in 
all parts of the State, and to use such methods as he might approve for attracting 
students to the college. It is right at this point to notice the fact that the Board 
placed on Professor J. D. Letcher , as the senior professor, the temporary charge of 
the college in the suduen necessity consequent on Professor Arnold's death. The 
responsibility was at once assumed by Professor Letcher , although at that time he 
was suffering hom depressing sickness, in which a l~ss conscientious man might 
have readily fotmd an excuse. The facts of growth a nd development which will 
be found to be detailed in President Bloss' report, appear to the Board to justify to 
the full the selection they made. I desire to emphasize our conviction that not in 
numbers alone, but rather in the raised tone, charactet·, and attainments of the stu
dents, is to be fotmd the proof that the President is the right man in the right place. 

The annotmcement is made that the Supreme Court of the State, 
has confirmed the State of Oregon in its "unshared and undisputed 
control of the College and its possessions." 

While it is a waLter of great regret to the Board to have to appeal once again for 
further funds for building and furnishing purposes, yet the argument now comes 
with added force that it is the undoubted growth and development of the institu
tion which demands it. To appeals for a stationary or retrograding school, a Leg
isla.tme m ight tw·n a deaf ear. For this College, only now entering upon a full ca
reer of usefulness to the State and fed and maintained with yearly increasing funds 
by the munificence of the General Government, it seems to me that it would be 
hard to refuse any moderate and well considered amount needed for new buildings 
in which to u tilize, for the benefit of the State, tJ1e Government appropriations. 
The fu ll details of the sum which this Board desires to expend for the benefit and 
extension of t he College are found in the report of P1·esiden t Bloss on the last page 
t hereof. To these details I desire to call special and favorable attention. 

THE LEGISLATURE TOLD <•F THE NEED FOR MORE BUILDINGS. 

One thing is sure : It is impossible for any institution to remain stationary. To 
endeavor to stand still is to retrograde. That is the exact condition of the State 
Agricultural College to-day. I ts rooms are full to overflowing. The work-shops 
of the mechanical department cannot give r oom, nor does the present equipment 
in tools suffice for evan the students we now have. There is not room in its chemi
cal, zoological, and botanical laboratories for the student-work there on which their 
improvement depends, under the intelligent and m odern met hod applied to them 
to-day. The horticultural department is without even any lecture or teaching-room 
at all, and badly needs other facilities. The agricultm·al depar tment now overflows 
the barn and shed-room it has, and is unable, without fmther funds, to tile-drain 
and otherwise develop the farm, which is to be the best of object lessons to the 
farme1·s of Oregon as well as to the students. The department of photography is 
put away in a slip of a room, without the possibility of a skylight by means of 
which to print. The number of students has overgrown the desk and table-room 
which was t hought adequate t "·o years ago. The chief increase in numbers is in 
the college classes p1·oper , not in the preparatory department, which comes into 
comparison with the public schools. Even if the preparatory department wei'~ 
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cut off altogether, the application for building and furnishing funds would still 
Juwc to be presented. But, this same preparatory department serves to open the 
doors of the College to some of the most eager and struggling students. 

* ·X· * * * * * 
W'ith this account of the wide and most useful future now open before this Col· 

lege and Station, the Board must leave the matter to the wisdom and liberality of 
the Legislature of Oregon. 

CoRVALLIS, Jcmtta?if 4, 1893. 

W. S. LADD, 

President of the Boa1·d of Regents. 

FIRST REPORT BY THE NEW PRESIDENT OF THE COLLF:GE. 

C ORY ALLIS, OREGON, December 31, 1892. 

Hon. William S. Ladd, President of the Boa1·d of Regents, State Agricult1wal 
College: 
MY D EAR Srn: I herewith transmit to you, and through you to the Board of 

Regents, the following report on the purposes and needs of the State Agricultural 
College, together with statistics showing its em·ollment for the past two years. 
The report also contains a summary of the work of this station for the time men
tioned, and is placed over the signature of the several professors and instructors. 

PURPOSES OF THE SCHOOL. 

The State Agricultural College of Oregon has been organized under the National 
law for the establishment of such schools. It includes within its cmri<'ulum all 
those branches of study and lines of discipline contemplated in that Act. The fol
lowing is a brief outline of its pmposes aucl a statement of what has been done to 
carry out these purposes. 

Neither the State nor the Nation can afford to establish and to sustain a system 
of education which does not have for its basal thought the making of better citizens 
of tho~e who come directly under it.'l influences. Better citizenship does not depend 
wholly, nor even primarily upon intellectual culture, because loyalty to both the 
State and the Nation, loyalty to duty, honesty of purpose, unflinching fidelity, per
sonal purity, and willing~ess to submit to legal restra.ints, are each elements essen
tial to the perpetuity of the State and the Nation. Hence an effort has been made 
in this institution to cultivate, by direct instruction in ethics, all the nobler traits of 
mind and hear t, as well as to stuTound the student as far as possible by all those 
influences which lead to higher ideals of duty and respect of self. 

It bas been the purpose of the Facttlty and the Pt·esideut of this institution to 
combine ethical t eaching with the instruction in all the branches taught. Hence 
it is believed that every reasonable effort is being made to prepare the youth of this 
institution for better citizenship, thus justifying the State and Nation in their 
beneficence. 

'fhe intellectual culture contemplated in this College does not vary in quality 
from that obtained in other educational institutions in the State, nor shottld it. 

THE TERM " EDUCATION" DEFINED. 

Education involves information, yet it is not information. Educativn awakens 
the faculties of the mind to energetic action. but this is not education; it is only a 
means. Education involves the training of the faculties of the mind, and the ren
dering of these intellectual faculties submissive to the control of the will. It is the 
result of all ihese processes of training that terminates in education. Such training 
may be secured while pursuing the work laid out in the curriculum of the Agricul
tural College, as well as in the private college, the normal school, or the u niversity. 
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TilE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE IS, BY THE NECESSITY OF ITS CREATION, A POLY· 

TECH.'IIC SCHOOL. 

By the law of its organization the Agricultural college has a specm. fielel of work 
assigned to it.-a field which is covered ouly in the minor details by the work of any 
other Sta.to or private institution. When organized to fulfill its hig hest mission, it 
is a polytechnic school, where the scientific principles underlying the great business 
iudustrics-agricultw·e, mechanic arts, and household economy-are taugh t in con
junction with m ilitm·y cliscipline and military science. Agriculture is here used in its 
broadest sense, and embraces all appertaining to the art of good husbandry, including 
horticulture, veterinary science, and all that relates to the proper rearing of animals 
and plants :tml their preservation from disease. Mechanical industries inch tde all 
the forms of work in wood and metals, as well as the manufacture of machinery 
for the application or t ransmission of powet·. This is a broad field, and a proper 
investigation of these subjects as sciences and as arts, makes it necessary to study 
thoroughly several other branches of learning. The study of English must be pur
suN! ; fi rst, that the constructive imagination of the student may be cultivated; 
second, that he may be able to comprehend the literature of the subjects studied; 
and , third, that ho may be enabled to express accurately and intelligently the results 
of his reseat·ches, and thus become a -valued member of society. Fm· these reasons 
the study of English and training in the art of expressing thought has been made 
obligatot·y upon all students. An understanding of the science of agricultw·e in
cludes a knowledge of the proper preparation of soils for the reception of a crop. 
Hence t he student m ust understand how to secure the best mechanical condition of 
the soil, not ouJy to cause the immediate disintegration of the tough and baked 
clayey soils by direct physical means, but he should umlerstand how tile-drainage 
rentlers such soils permanently friable. The latter im·olves a knowledge of engi
necriug and a study of the philosophy of t ile-drainage aud irrigation as well. To 
insure the best retums from the fa rm, the chemical properties of the soil must be 
known, as well as the chemical constituents of its products . To improve the im
poverished soi l, a lmowledge of the needed fer tilizer must be known. To feed 
stock successfully, the chemish·y of food plants must be ascertained, and properly 
adapted to their needs. Thus if ten bushels of wheat con tain only enough lime to 
make the shells of five dozen eggs, i t alone would bo an uuprontable foocl for poul· 
try. If one hundred pounds of clover hay has more linie in it than one hundred 
bushels of wheat, it might be used as a valuable food where lime is needed. Hence 
ag ricult ure necessarily involves a thorough knowledge of inorganic and organic 
chemistry. For this reason, the course iu chemistry has been e:\."tended, and the 
pupils are required to do a large amount of work iu the chemical laboratory. In 
tlus 1·espect our plant, al though limited in room, is made to acconiodate about 
thirty students. Agriculture also involves a knowledge of the breeds of stock, as 
well as the means of securing t he most rapid growth and the prevention of disease. 
H ence a knowledge of comparative anatomy and veter inary science is essential. 
But food plants are liable to be injured or destroyed by disease, or t hey may become 
the prey of insects. H ence the agriculturist and t he horticulturist must have a 
knowledge of entomology and insecticides. Here again opens up a wide field for 
the investigation of the true scientist and agricultw·ist. The. microscope and a 
knowledge of microscopy now become essential. This field is one that is ever widen· 
ing with the growth of science, and is as yet cotuparati vely untouched. Observers 
are needed upon every farm in order to overcome the ravages committed upon the 
growing crops. Every sh tdent of agriculture and household economy is required 
to study entomology in t he laboratory, in order that a thoroug h a.cquaintance with 
the known pests to agriculture and borticultnre may be acquired. 
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H OW LABORATORIES AID SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION. 

Our laboratories in chemistry, physics, and along biological lines are small, not 
giYing ~ufficicnt room for the students n ow engaged; they are, while the best in the 
Norlhwe~t, iucomplete as compa red with that of the best institutions. The rapid 
growth of t he school shows that more room and a larger and more complete equip
ment is needed to meet the demands of our work. Laboratory work is essential to 
the successful study of all subjects, and i t is the only mcthou which can inspire the 
student to become a real investigator. Upon the number of educated investigators 
is dependent the rapid development and the material prosperity of the State. Hor
ticulture, when studied from a scientific point of view, is not only ennobling to the 
mind, but is a su bject of greatest profit to the State. With this subject, as with 
certain fields in agriculture, the science of botany is intimately related, and be
comes in its proper study a n important factor. The study of plant life, methods of 
growth, the means and the manner of decay, t he plan of cell formation, the philos
ophy of circulation, the methods of repa ir, the processes of fer tilization, are all 
inspiring subjects to the earnest student, a nd open up to him broad fields rich in 
thought. The philosophy of budding, grafting, transplanting, and methods of prop
agation h:wc a h igh educative as well as esthetic value. The laboratory process 
is carried on in the study of this subject; hence all the pupils who study ag ricul
ture and household economy are required to learn the art of budding, grafting, 
m~thods oC pruning, and caring for flowers , for testing the values of vegetable prod
ucts and modes of culture. Hero, as will be found in other departments, we have 
reached the limits of our quarters. There is not room for the proper instruction 
and work in our over-growing classes. 

WllAT THE THOROUGH STU DY OF MECH ANI CS COMPRISES. 

The mechanical department covers a wide range of work and investigat ion. Here 
is laid tho foundation upon which the work of the artist and the ar t isan and of those 
who conduct the great business industr ies must 1·est. This t raining consists of a 
college ro1 m;o of four yen,rs, and includes a t horough and more extended knowledge 
in physics and in mathematics than the other courses. H ere is brought into use the 
students' kuo\l'ledge 0f free-hand drawing. H ere their knowledge of physics and 
calculus is a-pplied in studying the machine and the laws producing m otor powers. 
Here mechanical drawing is taught and applied in preparing the drawings from 
which \I'Ork in wood and metal is fashioned. In this course, not only the study of 
the philosophy underlying mechanics is mastered, but t he stu dent is required to 
spend ono hour each dn.y a t work in the shops. The first year is devoted to work 
in wood, in which the u se of aU the tools used in carpentry is brought into requisi
tion, and all ihe forms of work in framing and carpentry ar e reproduced from blue 
prints of tlrawiugs which the pupils have been requil-ed to construct. The second 
year is doYob~tl to work in the blacksmith shop. Here every form into which iron 
is wrought and every process with which the skilled smith must be acquainted, is 
repeated. Tho testing of all such work as to exactness of size and accuracy of form 
has as much educational value as t he correct solution of a problem in algebra or 
geometry. The third year is devoted to vise and machine work. The fourth year 
is ~lc,·otctl to the manufacture of tools, and to t he higher forms of work in the rna
clune-shop. Sowo useful machinery, including a fifteen-light dy11arno, is now un
der construction by this class. 

HOW THIS KNOWLEDGE MAY BE AI'PLIE D IN THE PRACTICAL LIFE OF THE FARMER. 

When the student has completed this com se of instruction , if he devotes his 
atteution to fanning, he is prepared , with t he outlay of about for ty dollrtrs, to 
repair nnd to keep in order the machinery of the farm. H e learns how to care 
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for and to manage machinery. This to-day is one of the most important prob
lems to every farmer, ru1d is no less useful than a knowledge of the sciences of 
ag1·icultme. Especially is this true as to the value of the services of the farm 
laborer. In the mechanical department is laid the foundation for the thorough 
mastery of all g reat mechanical industries. flere are educated men who may 
readily become skilled in any of the great mechanical pursuits. Here are prepared 
men not only to be a rtisans, but to become managers of great business indus
tries. They do not simply learn a trade as an apprentice, but they learn the philos
ophy of what they do as it never was taught to the apprentice in the most palmy 
days of apprenticeship. It is well known that the days of apprenticeship are past. 
Two things stand iu its way: First, Labor Unions practically control the employ
ment of apprentices by limiting the number; second, by the division of labor in all 
the great manufacturing industries, there is no necessity nor desil'e to teach all the 
parts of any great industry; it is more remunerative to the manager to hold the 
laborer to that kind of work which he can perform with the greatest skill. Hence 
the study of mechanical industries is essential to the State. 

IMPORTANCE OF SCIENTIFIC TRAINING I N THE MANAGEMENT OF THE HOUSEHOLD. 

The department of household economy and hygiene is an important factor in our 
college work. Here the young women spend an hour each day in studying the art 
and philosophy of household economies. Sewing, millinery, dress-making and 
fitting, and the chemistry of cooking, are among the subjects practically taught; 
while social etiquette and. the laws of hygiene and the care of the sick are not 
neglected. The training in this department is exceedingly valuable, because neat
ness and correctness are required in all its steps. To the State, no more important 
work can be clone than to cultivate those habits which should prevail in every 
household. Economic habits, cultured taste, and nobility of character are the 
elements which go far to make and to keep the home happy. The happy home is 
the prosperous home. Upon such homes rest the perpetuity of the Republic. 

USEFULLNESS OF A KNOWLEDGE OF PHOTOGR.APY. 

Two other departments have been added since the last report was made to the 
Legislature; photography and photo-gmvme, and printing. In each, much interest 
has been manifested, and the classes are larger than our accommodations warrant. 
Photography is important to the student for its educational value in applying his 
knowledge of chemistry and physics, while for its esthetic culture it is invaluable. 
Photography is no longer to be regarded as a secret art, nor is a knowledge which 
is so valuable, and a means which adds so much to human happiness and pleasure, 
to be overlooked in a course of study. Aside from its educational value, it is almost 
a necessity in the scientific work of the station. 

TYPE SETTING IS OF EDUCATIVE VALUE. 

Many young men are practically unfitted, by nature or by accident, for work 
either on the farm or in the mechanical pmsuits. For this class it was believed 
that printing would be a valuable line of work. It has not been restricted to that 
class, however. Young men and yotmg women both have been admitted to this 
class of work. This is not only valuable as a trade, but it has within it a great 
educative value. The training in spelling, composition, punctuation, and in all the 
other lines of English is exceedingly valuable. The first class in printing was 
organized this year, and its progress has been very commendable. 

L ABORATORY PROCESSES. 

That we learn to do by doing has become an axiom in educational literature. In 
-the Agricultural College, practically, all the work is tested by the laboratory process. 
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In physic!', chemistry, mechanics, drawing (freehand and mechanical), botany, 
zoology, physiology, surveying and engineering, English, household economy, and 
in all the agricultural and mechanical, and horticultural processes this method is 
fully carried out. 

Tho President, then recites the value of military drill in the course, 
and states that Capt. C. H. Warren, of the U. S. Army, who had 
charge of this, had resigned and a new officer has been applied for 
to the U. S. authorities. 

REQUffiED LABOR. 

In this institution, which is in one sense an industrial school, each student is re
quire<! to devote one hour each day to labor. The kind of labor depends upon the 
course which the student is pursuing. If he is in the agricultural course, then it 
includes all the kinds of labor which is done upon the farm or garden, thus putting 
into practice that which has been taught in the classes. He is required to make 
slU'veys for tile dminage as well as to take lessons in laying the tile ; he sows the 
seed, notes the growth and development of the plants, and the fruitage; he is 
taught to graft, to bud, and to cultivate the tree or plant properly, as well as to prune 
and train it ; and during the winter term he learns thea.rt of carpentry a nd black
smithing. II he is in the mechanical course, he learns the art and tbe philosophy 
of making all the forms of work in wood and metal, as was indicated above. If 
the student is pursuing the course in household economy, she is taught the art and 
science of sewing, dressmaking and fitting, canning, preserving and cooking. In 
addition to this, she is required to do work in household gardening, including graft
ing, budding, and flora-culture. If printing be the industry, then type-setting, 
proof-reading, press-work, etc., constitutes the labor. 

Thus it will be seen that the work required of the student is along the line and in 
pursuance of the course which he has tmdertakeo. 

HOW THIS LABOR BECOMES OF VALUE TO THE STUDENT. 

The reason for requiring work are the following 
First-Because it is the best means of testing the work of the class room. 
Second-Because of the educative value which comes from enforced accuracy 

and neatness. 
Third-Decause the knowledge thus gained enables the student to acquire any 

trade or vocation r eadily when he leaves the school. 
Fourth--Because it stimulates within the student self-reliance and a. respect for 

pbysir.allal>or. The student who looks upon physica.l labor as beneath his dignity, 
or who would show disrespect for the laborer because he is a. laborer, is wholly un
fitted for training in this institution. 

Fifth-Because physical labor, and the practical knowledge of how to perform 
it, inspires the student with higher ideals of life and best fits him on graduation to 
compete with skilled labor. 

Sixth-Because it enables him to become a more useful member of society. 

A.RT-VOL 4-32 
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STATISTICS. 

The following ta.bles of stastistics show the emollment of the school during the 
year 1891-2, and the first term of 1892-3: 

Number of males enrolled . ...... .... .. ... . ............ .. ... . ... . . . . • . . . .. . .... . .. . 
Number of females enrolled . .... . . .... . .... . .. ... . . .. .. .... .. ...... .. . . .... . .... . . 

Total enrolled ........ . . .... ................................... .. .. .. 

Classifie<l by depm·tments. 

College department . .. .. .. . ................. .. ........ ...... .. .... .. .... . ....... .. 
Preparatory department . . . . ................ . ........ . .. . .... ................... . 

Total . .. 

Classijic<l by yea1·s of wo1·k·. 

Preparatory department ............... ... .............. ..... .. .......... . 
First year. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. ...... ... . .. . ........ . ............ .. 
Second year . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. • . .. . ... . .... ... ...... . ...... . 
Thil'Cl year ... .. . ... ....... . .. . .. . .. . ....................... .... ............ ... . .. 
Fourth year .. . ..... ...... . ........... .. .... ........... ..... ........ ..... ... ..... . 
Post graduates . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. 

Total' ... 

Classified by cow·ses of stt<dy. 

Preparatory depnrtment, ngricultural and household ecotlOmy ..... .• ......... .. . 
Agricultural cou1'Se . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . ..... . . 
Mec.banical com·se . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . .. ........... . 
Household economy .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ............................. . ... ... ... ... . 

~~!~~jjfc ~o~::;~e~ ~ ~ ~ · ~ ·. ~: ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::: ~ : :::: :: ~: ::: :::: ::::::::: ~::::::::::. · : :::: ::: : 
Post gmtluate cotn'Se ...... .. ... . ... . ............................... ... . .......... .. 

'£ota1 ... ... . ............... • .... . .... .. .... ... ......... ..... . ...... .. • . . . .. 

* * * * * 
NEEDS OF THE STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLE GE. 

No en- No.en-
rollecl Cor rolled Cor 
the year the first 
1891-2. 1=. 

180 
78 

208 

161 
94 

255 = -~ 

122 
86 

208 

181 
71 

== 
86 
63 
28 
19 
9 
8 

208 

74 
121 
86 
14 
8 
2 

255 ------- -----
86 
29 
83 
48 
6 
3 
a 

208 

* 

74 
89 
60 
66 

An institution of learning, like any other under taki ng, if successful , must be the 
outgrowth of some real necessity; and the lines of its growth must be in harmony 
with i ts environment. That t he State Agricultural College has gt·own, and that it 
is in harmony with its environments, cannot be doubted after a careful investigation 
of its history, as exhibited by the statistics contained in this report. The reorgani
zation of this college in 1888 marks a mile-stonP, in its history. It then began to 
assume its proper sphere, and to come into harmony with the purpose of its existence. 

The plans adopted in its organization demanded time for their development. It 
was necessary that the class should commence at the very beginning, and pass step 
by step through all the processes to an agricultural and industrial education before 
the method adopted could be fully tested and the necessary adjustments made. The 
period of readjustmP.nt from a literary and classical school to an agricultural, me
chanics!, and industrial school has been almost completed. In June next, the first 
studen ts will graduate from the mechanical course. The reorganization referred 
to above was an internal reorganiza.tion, the re.o'irranging of courses of study, the 
organization of new departments, and the gradual introduction of industrial work. 
This not only demanded time for its execution, but required the greatest care to 
prevent violent reactions while changing from an institution of one character to 
that of another. That period is, however, wholly passecl. 
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NEW BUJLDINl'lS NEEDED FOR THE COLLEGE AND FOR THE EXPERIMENT STATION. 

In adtlition to this change in the character of work to be done, a still greater 
proulern has constantly presented itself-the organization of what may be termed 
thu externals of the college. Buildings adapted to the new purposes of the institu
tion must be erected, laboratories must be fitted up, cabinets, collected, machinery 
pro,·itled for carrying on the industrial work, green-houses constructed and the 
coutoull:; gathered, silos built, stock for experimenting secu-red, plants, shrubs, trees, 
grasses, and grains provided before any work in experimentation could be tmtler
takeu. This work of organizing the several departments went on simultaneously 
with tho reconstruction of the internal work of the institution. It requires many 
IJuiiLliugs aml much expensive apparatus to carry into effective operation such a 
school. The National Government practically furnishes the means for carrying on 
the internal work of the school, and has wisely left it to the State to furnish the 
plant an1l the means for their application. Only a very small part of the magnifi
cent endowment which comes from the General Government can be used for the 
erection of buildings, the fitting up of laboratories, and securing the apparatus 
necessary for the school. These eqnipments the State has furnished in the past as 
rapidly possibly as the needs of the school required; but the institution has out
grown its earlier necessities, and now rightly makes far greater demands upon the 
St.ate. The period of experiment is passed, and there is now every evidence that 
the school is needed and demanded by the people. That it is in happy relationship 
with its environments is evidenced in its growth since 1888, as will be seen by the 
following table; 

STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE FOR FIVE YEARS. 

Year. 

to ..: a 2i 
<l ~ "' s ..: "' "' " " >. " ~ 'tl e "' "' ..... .Q "' ~ .. 

"' .~ 
::l 'tl t ... "S P. 0 .!:> " 

.., 
~ " tl & "' 0 "' 0 il< ~ 00 il< E-' ---- --- --- ---

1 ~"l-~O...... . .. . ........... .. I 3(j 33 14 14 0 0 on 
I. '9-00 ............... . ... .. .. Gi !)5 1i G 0 6 151 
1~'00-01...... .......... . . .. . .. . 'i6 83 ~· 15 0 3 201 
lS!lt-!I"J . ... .. .•... .. ..... • .....• S6 63 28 19 n 3 208 
!lro-2 to Jnuum·y, 189:>, ••.• •• . • •.• 'i4 121 36 14 8 :) 255 

The abo>e shows a constant growth all through this period of reconstmction and 
re.'ldaption. From 1unty-nine students in 1888, it has now reached two hundred 
and fifty-ft>e, again of almost 260%; while it will also be observed that the College 
Department has increased almost 300%, and the preparatory only 200 jt. These 
are e>idcnces of a heal thful growth ; and as the character and purposes of the school 
become better known throughout the State, i ts growth will not be less marked. 
Iu 1888, tho College had representatives from only eight counties; in 18!>1, from 
fifteen cotmties; and, at present, twenty-five of the thirty-one counties are repre
sented. 

The transition of this College from the condition of a small denom
inational college bvored with the annual income arising from the 
U. S. LmHl Grant, to that of a recognized State I nstitution, wholly 
under the llirect control of the State, and looking to the State for the 
means of its development ; in addition to the U. S. Grants,-has been 
so t'ecent, 11.)1(1 is, in point of fact, so revolutionary, as to afford a 
very interesting study. 

This is, doubtless, one of the indirect results of the passing of the 
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Hatch act establishing "Agricultural Experiment Stations" in the 
several States; which, when u tilized by uniting the Land Grant Fund 
and the H atch Act Fund, and placing the t wo institutions in close 
relations, under a single executive, makes possible the building up of 
one strong institution, which it is worth while for the State to 
encourage and support. It results that, owing to these triple 
sources of income to be expended under the supervision of the State, 
the enlargement of the educational plant, in buildings and apparatus, 
and the consequent increase of the teaching force, can be undertaken 
on a scale worthy the highest educational Inst itutions of the State. 

The 255 students in attendance are divided among the departments 
as follows: 
Agriculttu-al department. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89 
Mechanical department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 
Household economy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 
Bachelor of Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Preparatory depm:tment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74 

Total ....... ... . . ..... . ... . .... . .. ...................... . ....... . ... 255 

The President, proceeds to state in detail the needs of the several 
buildings and departments. That of the Mechanical department as 
follows : 

The mechanical department is now more than crowded with students in the me
chanical course, and is wholly inadequate to meet the demands for training the 
agr icultural students in the arts of woodwork and blacksmithing during the winter 
term. This. is t oo essential a part of our work to be neglected. The building ought 
to be greatly enlarged, and the machinery duplicated. This department cannot 
afford to be crippled in its usefulness. Now but little attention can be given to 
electrical engineering ; yet this is of the utmost importance to the State. Electrical 

·plants are being everywhere established throughout the State. I t is only a question 
whether Oregon shall import electrical engineers from abroad to develop and to 
utilize the power of her water-course, now almost wholly unused, or whether the 
Oregon boy shall be given a chance. It is only a question of tim'l when our rivers 
will furnish not ollly all the light for our cities and towns, but the motor-power of 
all our great industries. This department should be established at once, in order to 
keep pace with our sister States and the progress of civilization. 

He asks, for additions to buildings and to departments, an appro
priation of $49,900.00 in all. 

For the Experiment Station .. . .... .. ... . ...... . ... . ............... .. .. .. $20,000 
For the Mechanical department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000 
For the Hpr ticultural depar tment.. . ..... .... . ........... . . ..... . . . . . . . 1, 850 
For the Agricultural department. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 000 
For the College .. ....... . ........ ..... . . ..... . ... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,060 

As already stated the total attendance of students is 255; of these 
94 are girls. 

The Faculty numbers 14 Professors~ Instructors, etc., J ohn M. 
Bloss,.is the President. 
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE CoLLEGE, FoRMERLY KNOWN AS THE 

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF PENNSYLVANIA. 

SITUATION. 

The Pennsylvania State College ''is situated in the village of State College, 
Centre county, nearly twelve miles southwest of Bellefonte, and about equi-dis
tant from the extreme parts of the State. Its position, in the midst_ of a broad, 
rolling valley, with Muncy mountain on the north, Tussey mountain on the south, 
and Nittany on the east, secures a varied and beautiful landscape and a healthful 
climate. 

A special act forbids the sale of intoxicating drinks within two miles of the Col
lege, and all its surroundings are exceptionally free from demoralizing influences, 
and from temptations to extravagance. 

THE BUILDING.-The main College building is a plain and substantial structure 
of magnesian limestone, standing on a pleasant elevation, and is two hundred and 
forty feet in length, eighty feet in average breadth, and five stories in height, ex
clusive of attic and basement. It contains the public rooms-such as chapel, 
library, armory, cabinets, laboratories, society halls, and class-rooms-and a large 
number of dormitories. The building is heated throughout with steam, one or 
more upright radiators being placed in every room, hall, and passage-way, and is 
furnished on every story with an inexhaustible supply of pure water from an artesian 
well. The sewerage system is well devised and frequently inspected, and the 
unusual exemption of our students from every form of sickness justifies the state
ment that the sanitary condition of the building is very nearly pex:fect. 

CAMPUS AND FARM.-The tract of land on which the building stands contains 
nearly three hundred acres. Of this, about fifty acres in the immediate vicinity of 
the building constitute the campus, and furnish recreation grounds, sites for the 
professors' houses, and other needful buildings, &c. The campus contains, at 
present, several of these residences of professors, and is tastefully laid out and 
adorned with trees, shrubbery, flower-gardens, and walks. 

The College farm consists of two hundred and forty acres, forty of which are 
woodland. The remainder, except so much as is occupied by farm-btlildings, 
orchard, and vineyard, is worked under a system of rotation of crops, in five 
divisions of thirty to forty acres each. The soil is limestone, with a large admix
ture of flint, and is admirably adapted to the production of the various grains and 
grasses grown in this region. The farm-buildings include d welling-houses, a 
large and excellent over-shot barn- with double threshing-floor, threshing-house, 
com-cribs, root-house, and stabling-a hog-pen, a slaughter-hom!t~, a tool-house, 
&c. An orchard of about fourteen acres-chiefly of apples-and a vineyard of five 
hundred vines are in good bearing condition. 

The greater part of the labor upon the farm, orchard, vineyard, and campus is done 
by paid laborers, but the professors in charge of instruction in Agriculture ·and 
Horticulture make use of all parts of the College grounds for their purposes. and 
require of each student under their charge as much labor in each place as they 
deem needful for proper practical training. (Catalogue for 1886-7.] 

HISTORICAL STATEMENTS. 

This Institution, was :first founded as the "Farmers High School 
of Pennsylvania," under the patronage of the State Agricultural 
Society, and the County Agricultural Societies, whose delegates 
elected its Board of Trustees. 

It was chartered by the Legislature, and approved by the Governor, 
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as early as April 13th, 1854. A subsequent act of I ncorporation, nam
ing the Trustees and more definite in its provisions thail the above 
act which it r epealed, was approved F ebruary 22nd, 1855; though 
the school was not opened for pupils till February, 1859. 

It was designated as a Manual Labor College, each student work
ing three hours a day. 'fhe course of study was to be as thorough 
as that of other colleges, but was not to include the classical lan
guages. A largo farm of 400 acres and money for building, etc., 
was contributed by the agricultural societies, and by individual 
friends of the enterprise. H owever, after an expenditure of $120,000, 
the school w:.ts in danger of collapse from want of sufficient funds to 
complete the buildings. A successful appeal having been made to 
the Legislature for State aid, the school was authorized May lst, 
1862, t o take t he name of The Agricultural College of Pennsylvania. 
On April 1st, 18Go, the Legislature designated it to receive the income 
of the National Land Grant for Agricultural and Mechanical Col
leges. Subsequently, on the 26th clay of J anuary 1874, in r esponse 
to the petition of the Trustees, t he name of the College was again 
change<.l to that of the P ennsylvania State College. The general 
scope of the purposes of the I nstitution having been of necessity 
greatly enl arged in obedience to the liberal provisions in the the Land 
Grant Bill, for the comprehensive education which that law req.uires 
t o be given in the new "Colleges of Agriculture and The Mechanic 
Arts. " 

A NOTABLE REPORT BY THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE INSTI

TUTION. 

The late Dr. Evan Pugh, PH. D. , F. c. s., a gentleman of distin
guished reputation who had given much attention to the subject of 
scientific Agriculture and Industrial Education, having passed some 
six years in Europe, where he carefully examined the existing in
stitutions, was chosen as principal of the school; a position he retained 
till h is sudden and lamented decease, in April, 1804.-Subsequent to 
the passage of theN ational Land Grant law, a report by Dr. P ugh,* 
upon Industrial Colleges, was addressed to the Board of Trustees of 
the institution, convened at the State Capitol, in J a.nuary, 1864. This 
R eport, evidently designed for use in convincing the Legislature of 
the pro1)riety of designating the State College as the beneficiary of 
the National Land Grant, was an able paper. An interesting his-

*A Report upon a plan for the organization of Colleges for Agriculture and the 
Mechanic Arts, with especial reference to the organization of the Agricultural 
College of Pennsylvania. 

In view of the endowment of this institution by the land scrip fund, donated by 
Congress to the State of Pennsylvania. 

Addressed to the Board of Trustees of the Agricultural College of Pennsylvania, 
Convened at Harrisburg, J an 6, 1864. By Dr. E. Pugh, President of the Faculty. 
Harrisburg, Singerly & Myers. Printers , Pp. 35. 1864. 
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torical fact appears in . the claim, emphatically made, th~t, to the 
long continued . efforts of the T.r:ustees,· and.friends of the Pennsy~va
nia State College, was due the in,ceptiori and final passage of the law 
of Congress.* · 

In this report, after: showing by means of several statistical tables 
the number of prqfessors, the pecuniary resources, and annual expen
diture.s of the leading colleges in tb,e United States; he proceeds 
to set forth, on a similar basis, the pecuniary and other needs of a 
scientific college of th!') first rank, such as should be established. The 
comprehensive breadth of the views expressed in regard to the prov
ince of education in its bearing on the application of Science to • 
Industry, being no less true in relation to the application of .Art to 
Industry, the following passages are here quoted. 

RESOURCES REQUffiED TO SUSTAIN AGRIOULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGES. 

Having briefly examined the resolll'ces expended in sustaining the literary Col
leges of our country, we are prepared to consider what may be required to found 
and sustain Industrial Colleges. 

The first question that arises, in this consideration, relates to whether it is desir
able that Industrial Colleges should be elevated to the highest possible educational 
standard, with the greatest range of scientific and practical subjects, within the 
scope of their teaching, in the class room ; or whether they should be Institutions of 
an inferior grade, with contracted limits to the variety and extent of the subjects 
taught in them. This question has already been settled in this State, by t he action 
of the State LegislatUl'e, in conjunction with the citizens of the State, in appropri
ating and subscribing money to found the Agricultural College of Pennsylvania, 
upon a basis capable of being successfully carried out, only upon a large scale, with 
an efficient course of instruction. But as the extent and character of the course of 
instruction might still seem open to discussion, the attention of the Board is resPect
fully invited to its consideration . . 

THE COMPREHENSIVE CHARACTER OF THE EDUCATION DEMANDED. 

FmsT.-A complete system of industrial education must afford the means of mak
ing known to students all that can be known of the Principles and Laws, accord
ing to which the industrial operations of life are regulated. If the system does 
not do this, it fails to afford the student all that he may wish to know, and obliges 
him to look beyond it, to other systems, to complete his education, in the very 
sphere tow hich the Industrial College is especially devoted. If he must look beyond 
it for the highest kinds of knowledge it claims to teach , he will lose his respect for 
it, and ultimately seek elementary instruction in the same SOUl'ce to which he is 
obliged to go for his profounder studies, and thus industrial education is left to 
obtuse minds, without aspira tion for thoroughness, and the whole system falls to 
the ground disgraced. 

Again.-By no system of education can elementary principles be perfectly taught 
without there being somewhere in the system a clear understanding of all that is 
known in the advanced studies of these principles. The purely practical Mathe
matics of elementary instruction would be a contemptible part of education, were 

*See pages, 11-30 and 32--34_ of Dr. Pughs' Report. See, also, account of the efforts 
made by Rev. Dr. Amos Brown, and by Dr. Pugh, to secure the passage of the act 
by Congress, in Appendi." z of this Report. · 
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it not that they rest upon sublime truths that are demonstrated and understood in 
the h igher grades of mathematical study. 

SECOND.-A system of education which embraces all that can be known of the 
Principles and Laws, according to which the industrial operations of life are regu
lated, must he a very extensive system. '!'his follows from t he fact that the indus
trial operations of life embrace the enti1·e 1·ange of human industry , and almost the 
entire range of human thought. The fundamental difference between man as a 
savage and man as an enlightened being, consists in the dijfe:rence in the extent of 
his indust·rial opemtions. The characteristic peculiarities of the present age, by 
which it is clistinguished from preceding ages, consists in its m ore extended indus
tria l operations. The Principles and Laws which lie at the basis of all industrial 
operations, must, therefore, be at the basis of human progress, and the study of 
them as impor tant and as e:\.-tensive as is human progress itself. 

THIRD.-This ext ensive system of industrial education must be of a scientijW 
character. The industrial operations of life are carried on through the instrumen
tality of Matter and the laws which govern it. They extend to Matter in all con
ceivable forms, and in all known places, and for the systematic and intelligent 
consideration of Matter under all these circumstances, we must call to om· aid the 
entire range of the Natural and Physical Sciences. 

FouRTH.--A system of scientific education, embracing t he entire range of the 
Natm·al and Physical Sciences, can only be carried out efficiently upon a large and 
liberal plan, supported by endowments equal to those of the best educational Col
leges in the country. This is proven, no less, by a consideration of the subjects to 
be taught, than by the fact that no American College, however well endowed, has 
yet succeeded in establishing a complete system of scientific education, and even 
the European Universities, with wh ich the President of Harvard College says that 
University dare not cow·t comparison, do not pretend yet to have, at any one of 
them, a complete course of scientific instruction. 

LIBERAL ENDOWMENTS BY THE STATE Ali:!PLY J USTIFIED. 

Such then will be the magnitude of the demands of industrial education in Indus
trial Colleges. We cannot expect to meet them in the present generation, but with 
their colossal proportions before us, let no man say that endowments, equal to haU 
of those of om· best literary Colleges, are too much for our industrial Colleges. But 
rather let their endowments be doubled and trebled, that America may become in 
industrial education, as she already is in the industrial operations of civil and mili
tary life, the first count1·y in the world-that the nations of Europe may be taught 
in our industrial Colleges, as they now are taught by the industrial operations of 
stupendous military system. 

One othe1· conside?·ation-while the expenses of an industrial system of education 
are thus great, those jo1· whom that edtwation is designed are generally persons of 
small income. The education they receive is calculated to benefit society in gen
eml more especially than themselves in particular. It does not, as a professional 
education oft->n does, elevate them from an humble position in life to lucrative 
posts, in which they can retail out to the community the knowledge they have 
acquired; but enables them more effectually to perform the several duties of their 
industrial operations, and thus leads to an ultimate improvement of all those means 
by which , as before remarked, civilized man is distinguished from the savage; 
hence not only the necessity, but the justice to the industrial classes, of endowing 
industrial colleges. 

In Dr. Pugh's plan for the organization of this scientific college, 
h e shows that he was fully awake to the inwortance of a knowled~e 
of Drawing, and to the 8Vil results arising from the neglect of thiS 
study, in the American system of Education. 
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The following is his statement as to the requisites to be possessed 
by the instructors under whom technical drawing will fall. In his 
survey of the 29 Professors, assistant professors, and other officers 
he enumerates, he places these instructors first, as follows: 

· PROFESSORS AND ASSISTANTS REQUIRED. 

1st. A Professor of pure Mathematics and the higher Mechanics and ~4stronomy.
A man capable of reading the works of Newton, Laplace and Pierce on Mathe
matics and Mechanics, and who could teach Descriptive Geometry, Perspective and 
Drawing. A serious fault with American teachers of mathematics, is an inability 
to give geometrical and stereometrical shape to their mathematical ideas, a conse
quence of their knowledge of drawing not having kept pace with their study of 
mathematical analysis, and this again is the result of the great neglect of drawing 
throughout our whole educational system, from the common school to the univer
sity. Every Professor of pure or applied mathematics in an industrial college, 
should be free from this source of inefficiency. This Professor should have one 
sssistant, to take charge of the elementary classes. 

2d. P1·ofessor of Civil Engineering and -4P,PHed Mathematics.-A man familiar 
with all the details of Civil Engineering, Architecture, mechanical Drawing, 
Topography, map-making, &c., so that he could not only teach the students the 
mathematical demonstrations of the class-room, but could make them good practi
cal engineers, capable of delineating with accuracy the topography of a Country, 
the route of a Railroad, or the construction of an Edifice. He should have one 
assistant, who should be a good draftsman, and who could show the student how 
to work up the details of a survey. * * * 

President Pugh, proceeds with a like description of the requisite 
qualifications of the other needed professors, and gives an elaborate 
statement of the proposed courses of instruction. 

The college buildings, as already shown by the extract from the 
catalogue of 1886-'87, given at 'the beginning of this account, are sur
rounded by ample grounds reserved as a campus from the original 
400 acres. _ 

The endowment consists of a state fund of $500,000, on which the 
state pays 6 per cent interest. This represents the amount accruing 
to the state from the sale of lands under the United States land grant 
law. The actual amount r eceived from the sale of land scrip, was 
$439,186.80; which the state increased to $500,000. 

There were, until1887, three experimental farms of 100 acres each. 
From the catalogue of 1881-'82, it appears that there are two gen
eral and four technical courses. A general science course and a 
general classical course; the two·first years of each of these courses 
are so arranged that a student can enter either of the Technical ' 
courses in Junior Year. 

The Technical cou·rses are of two years each ; and are in Agricul
ture; Natural History; Chemistry and Physics; and Civil Engineer-
~ . 

A certain portion of time is set apart for exercise in technical 
training such as Military Drill, actual surveying in the field, etc., 
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these are called "Practicums," some of them are only taken in 
special courses, others are common to all the courses ; among the 
latter is " Drawing, free-hand and Mechanical;-needed by individ
uals in all employments and professions." On the general subject 
of this practicum in Drawing the catalogue of 1880-'81 says : 

Drawing.-The practical course in this branch is not demanded chiefly for the 
higher purposes of art, nor, as in some manufacturing districts of England and 
France, for the production of elaborate models and designs, to be subsequently 
applied by the silversmith, or tbe carver in wood, by the printer of paper-hangings, 
or the weaver. The ability to produce these designs is not recognized as one of the 
every-day needs of our citizens, a nd so it must for the present be gained at some 
special school of art. As, however, almost every one needs, at some time, to execute 
an intelligible dra ught of some object, our course seeks to enable every pupil to do 
this. The course consists of two parts: Free hand-drawing from copies in flat out
line, which , while giving freedom of movement and speed of execution, trains the 
eye to recognize beautiful forms, and the hand to produce them; and mechanical 
drawing, which secw·es precision. 

A Preparatory Department with courses .of two years, is connected 
with the College. Pupils are here prepared to enter the College 
courses in sciences and the classics. In both of these preparatory 
courses, and in each term Qf each year, great attention is given to 
drawing. 

This has become a prominent feature in the work of the Depart
ment, and is of very practical importance to the pupil. It prepares 
him for successful work, should he select a technical course, and is 
eminently useful in any vocation of life. · "Warren's Industrial 
Science Drawing" is used. Part 1. the first, and Part 2, the second 
year. 

In the College, drawing is taught in both courses in each term of 
Freshman year. 

In the department of Civil Engineering "during the J unior and 
Senior years, the course comprises mechanical and engineering draw
ing, copying from the fiat and from models, topographical sketches 
and maps, isometric and plane projections, plotting surveys and tri· 
angulations, lettering, map drawing, coloring and shading."-The 
catalogue for 1882-'83, shows a total attendance of 148; of these 55 
are in first year, and 30 in second year of the Preparatory Depart
ment, and 47 in the four College c]asses; the l'esidue are under the 
head of Special Students, and Resident Graduates.-

Certain criticisms having been expressed concerning the manage· 
mentoftheCollege, and the charge,- asoroewhat common one against 
this class of institutions of higher learning,-having been made that 
it failed to turn out practical farmers; the Trustees addressed a me· 
morial to t he Legislature, requesting the appointment by that body 
of a' Committee, to thoroughly "investigate the affairs of the said 
College." 

Such a committee was therefore appointed, which in due time 
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renorted to the L egislature. From this r eport,* which was in all 
re~pects most gratifying to the friends of the college, the following 
extracts; showing the condition ·of the Institution, are quoted.-

The resolution was approved by Governor Hoyt, April2~_th. 1881. 

. · . THE COMMITTEE 0RGANIS·E • 

.At tbe first meeting of the committee, an organization was affected by the elec
tion of Hon. C. T . .Alexander , chairman, and the H9n. George W. Hall, secretary. 
In order to facilitate the·inquiries of the committee, the duty of taking testimony 
was intrusted to a sub-committee, consisting of Messrs. Mylin and Newmyer, with· 
Alexander, chairman ef the gener.al committee of the Senate, and Messrs. Roberts 
and Hall of the H ouse of Representatives. ' 

The said committee, havin.g pursued their investigations, have ma<le t.o us the 
accompanying repo:rt, which·~eets with our concurrence and indorsements. We 
herewith present the Same i!-S part of our r eport, with an appendix embracing the 
acts of Congress and acts of the Legislature relating to the State College. 

EV..AN HOLBEN, C. T . .ALEXANDER, 
WM. B. ROBERTS, Chairman. 
ALFRED SLACK, GEO. W. HALL, Secretary. 
JAMES MILHAM, AMOS H. MYLIN, 
A. WILSON NORRIS, JNO. C. NEWMYER. 

'REPORT BY SUB COMMITTEE. 

To the genm·al committee authorized to investigate the affairs of the Pennsylvania 
State College: 

The sub-committee created by the general committee appointed under the con
current resolution of the Legislature to investigate the affairs of the Pennsylvania. 
State College, approved April 28, anno Domini 1881, r espectfully report: 

This sub-committee h eld numerous sessions at Harrisburg, West Grove, Chester 
county, at Philadelpllla, at the Staj;e College, at the experimental farm in Indiana 
county, and at Bellefonte. 

They sought by adver tisements in the newspapers, by public invitations at their 
sittings, and by diligent personal inquiries, t o bring before them every person who 
had or was supposed by himself or others to have any facts, opinions, or criticisms 
to offer which could throw light upon the subject matter of the inquiry, and lead 
the committee and the General Assembly to an impartial and satisfactory under
standing of the real merits of the questions involved. 

And in justice to themselves, in this connection , the committee feel bound to say 
that if any facts bearing upon the matter have not been brought to t heir attention, 
it has not been for lack of diligent effort on their part, nor because the doors of the 
investigation were not thrown sufficiently wide open to admit every comer. The 
resolution inviting communications to the college, was as follows: 

"Resolved, That all persons who have any complaints or allegations to make 
against the management of the Pennsylvania State College, be invited. to forward 
to the committee at Harrisb,.rrg, on or before March 20, 1882, any statement in 
writing they desire to make." 

This resolution was given publicity through the agency of the Associated Press, 

*"Report of the Committee of the General Assembly appointed, at the Request of 
the Board of Trustees, to Investigate the affairs of the Pennsylvania State College, 
Under a joint resolution approved April 28, 1881. with the Laws· and Decrees of 
Court relating· to said College. Harrisburg : Lane S. Hart. Printer and Binder. 
1888. Pp 84." 
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and besides this general invitation , subprenas were issued to every person who was 
named to the committee as possessing- information or facts likely to throw light upon 
the investigation, and notices of the sittings of the committee were published in the 
local papers. 

The general field of inquiry was laid out under the following resolution, adopted 
at the first meeting of the sub-committee, at Harrisburg, J anuary 17, 1882: 

"Resol'Ved, That in order to facilitate the labors of the committee appointed 
under t he recited r esolutions the com1nittee proceed in the iuvestigation in the 
manner following: 

"Fit·st. To inquire whether the present management of the college is in compli
a nce with the requirements of the act of Congress of July 2, 1862, and the several 
acts of the General Assembly of Pennsylvania in relation thereto. 

"Secondly. To exfl.mine into the accounts of the said college to discover whether 
or not the interest derived from the fund refl.lized from the sale of the land script 
fund has been duly expended in accordance with the requirements of the said act 
of Congress above recited. 

" 'l'hirdly. To inquire how the several appropriations made by the several acts of 
the Legislature of Pennsylvania to said college have been expended. 

"Fourthly. To examine into all t he funds received by said college, whether from 
individuals' contributions or receipts of students, and ascertain if they have been 
honestly appropriated and accounted for. 

"Fifthly. To examine the experimental farms, and ascertain the amount of in
come derived therefrom, and of funds appropriated to each out of the general fund, 
their usefulness as such, and whether the funds appropriated to each have been 
honestly'appr0p1'iatell or expended." 

The investigation thus outlined covers a very extensive field, and while some 
portion of the testimony offered to your comm.ittee was irrelevant and inconclusive, 
they believe they have embraced in their inquiry every important phase of the sub
ject; and it is due to the authorities of the college to say not only that they have 
placed before the committee every document or other source of information within 
their conh·ol, but especially that the careful and business-like manner in which the 
accounts of the college have been kept greatly facilitated our inquiries. 

THE EDUCATIONAL D EPARTMENT. 

Adopting,' for convenience, the order of investigation suggested by the resolution 
quoted above, the first branch of our inquiry is, whether the present management 
of the college is in compliance with the requirement of Congress and the Legisla· 
ture of this State in relation thereto. For purposes of reference, these acts are 
given in full in the appendix to this report, but the sections most strictly pertinent 
to t his in>estig;ation are here quoted, as follows: 

1. Act of Congress, a pproved July 2, 1862: 
"SECTION 4. And be it further enacted, That all moneys derived from the sale 

of the lands aforesaid by the States to which the lands are apportioned, and from 
the sales of land scrip hereinbefore provided for, shall be invested in stocks of the 
United States-, or of the States, or some other safe stocks, yielding not less than five 
per centum upon the par value of said stocks, and that the moneys so invested shall 
constitute a perpetual f und, the capital of which shall remain forever undiminished, 
(except so far as may be provided in section fifth of this act,) and the interest of 
which shall be inviolably appropriated by each Stat e, which may take and claim 
the benefit of this act, to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one 
college where the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and 
classical studies,. and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning 
a s are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the Legisla· 
tures of the States may respectively prescribe, iu order to promote the liberal and 
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practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and profP-ssions 
in life." 

2. Act of the Legislature of Pennsylvania, approved April 1, 1863: 
"SECTION 1. Be it enacted b-y the Senate and House of Rep1'esentatives of the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in Genel'al Assembly met, and it is lte1·eby enacted 
by the uutho1'ity of the same, That the act of Congress of the United States, passed 
thesecoud day of July, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, entitled 'An act 
donating lauds to the several States and Territories which may provide colleges for 
the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts,' be and the Bame is hereby accepted 
bv the State of Pennsylvania, ·with all its provisions and conditions, and the faith 
of the State is hereby pledged to carry the same into effect." * * * 

"SECTlON 4. That, until otherwise ordered by the Legislature of Pennsylvania , 
the annual interest accruing from any investment of the funds acquired under the 
said act of Congress is hereby appropriated , and the said commissioners are directed 
to pay the same to the Agricultural College of Pennsylvania for the endowment, 
support, and maintenance of said institution, which college is now in full and suc
cessful operation, and where the leading object is, without excluding other scien
tific and classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such branches of 
learning as are related to agricu lture and the mechanic arts." 

THIS .A.CT OF CONGRESS INCLUSIVE, .A.ND NOT EXCLUSIVE. 

It will at once be seen that the language of the act of Congress is sufficiently 
comprehensive to embrace every department of instruction, so far at least as not to 
exclude auy branch of study from the institutions for which it makes provision. 
The conh·olling requirements of the act are: (1.) That a college shall be established. 
(2.) That it!> course of instruction shall include "military tactics." (3.) That it shall 
not exclude classical and scientific studies in general. (4.) That it shall aim to 
promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several 
pursuits and professions in life; and that, to this end , (5,) its leading object shall be 
"to teach such branches of learning as a1·e related to agriculture and the mechanic 
arts." 

By section one, of the the act of April 1, 1863, the State of P ennsylvania accepted 
the abo'l'e-quoted act of Congress, "with all its provisions and conditions;" and as 
if t{) give it!> acceptance the highest possible sanction, added, "the fait h of the State 
is hereby pledged to carry the same into effect." By section four of the act, the 
interest of the funds thus acquired under the said act of Congress was appropriated 
to the endowment, support and maintenance of the Agricultural College of Penn
sylvania, on the express ground that it was already in operat ion, and so organized 
as to fulfill the requirement of the United States laws. Neither this nor any sub
sequentlaws of the State r:1ade any modification of, or addition to, the requirements 
of tho law of Congress, except as to the maintenance of three experimental farms, 
a subject that will be considered later. In order to ascerta in whether the manage
ment of the State College complies with the requirement of these severalla.ws, the 
committee made a careful examination of its com·ses of study and its methods of 
work, both as they now exist and as they have been in operation since the passage 
of the laws referred to. 

* .,. 
* * * * 

THE COURSES OF STUDY. 

The committee fiud that the courses of study have, from time to time, been 
changed to meet the changing r equirements of la w or of public opinion; but, in its 
earlier years, the subject of agr iculture, both theoretical aud applied , always held 
a prominent place, while other subjects were included in the interest of a broader 
culture. We find, for example, the earliest printed courses of study provide 
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instruction in political and social, mental ami moral science, astronomy, the higher 
mathematics, and other advanced branches of learning. The courses of study now 
in f ull operation are by far more extended and complete than at any previous period 
of the history of the college, and seem to comply, in the fullest sense, with the 
requi1'ements of the Jaws of Congress and of this State. They incluue two general 
courses : Orte in general science, the other in the ancient classics; and four tech
nical courses, viz: Agriculture, chemistry and physics, natw·al history, and civil 
engineering. 

·These courses cover a period of four years each, and, in addition, the college pro
vides for the students who are tmable for any reason to take a full course, a short 
special course of two years in agriculture, and a similar course in chemistry. Special 
students are also admitted for such length of time, and in such branches of study 
as t hey may elect, and be qualified to pursue. Military tactics are regularly taught, 
and a ll students, unless excused on account of physical clis..'tbility or conscientious 
scruples, are required to drill. A course of farmers' lectures are delivered every 
year, which are free to the public. In connection with the usual studies of the 
class-room, we find that there is carrieq. on a very extensive and progressive system 
of practical training in the application of knowledge, which, for extent and thor
oughness, is equaled by few, if any institutions, of which we have information. 
The student in agricultm·e, for example, goes into the laboratory until he becomes 
a well-trained analyst, and into the field and barn to observe processes or to conduct 
investigations. The student in horticultlll'e works in the gardens and vineyards. 
The student in mechanic arts goes into the shop, and is trained in the use of tools, 
as well as t he principles of mechanics. The student in ci vii engineering acquires a 
knowledge of the instruments and the methods of Ins profession by actual \vork in 
the field; and sin1ilarly, .in every department that admits of it, subjects are taught 
with constant reference to their practical application in the various industries of 
life. 

THE 111AN"U AL LABOR EXPERIMENT ABANDONED. 

When the institution was first opened to students, a considerable amount of 
manual labor was required of all. This system was abandoned after a trial of 
several years, and the practical work now required is regarded as educational, 
rather than a matter of manual lab01·, though it evidently serves the two important 
ends of g iving physical exercise and skill in manipulation. Whether the abandon
ment of compulsory manual labor was wise or unwise, the committee clid not feel 
called upon to decide. As it is not 1·equired by any existing law of the United 
,States ·or of thi:> State, it would seem to be a matter wholly within the discretion of 
the trustees. . 

But, except in this par ticular, (about which there may exist natuml differences 
of opinion,) we are compelled to say , in simple accordance with the facts as we find 
them, that the State college is furnishing a liberal and practical education for the 
industrial classes, and that its leading object is to teach sucl~ branches of learning 
as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts. The chemical laboratories 
especially are in a most aclmimble condition of completeness and efficiency. The 
physical laboratory has a fine (though still inadequate) collection of the most 
approved apparatus of instruction; and the other departments of instruction relating 
directly to the industries of life, such as civil engineering, mechanic arts, &c., have 
received from the t rustees small annual appropriations w hich have equipped them 
fairly for the requirements of ordinary teaching. There is great need, however, in 
all these departments, and in the library, for a large immediate outlay which the 
means at the command of the trustees does not enable them to make. Of the twelve 
{12) professors and assistants now constituting the teaching force in the college 
departments, only two give instruction in the classics ;. one of them. also, has charg~ 
of English literatm·e, and otl~er branches which necessarily enter into ev-ery course 
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of liberal education. In the same conn ection it should be noted that the appropria
tions made by the trustees for the purchase of apparatus and appliances for the 
several class-rooms have been almost exclusively for the industrial departments. 
Out of the appropriations of this kind, between the years 1866 and 1881, aggregating 
nearly six thousand, ($6,000,) less th~tn one hundred dollars was given to the clas-
sical department, and that was fot· the purchase of maps. · 

The Committee further extol the character and behavior of the 
students. The Financial managemmit is next COJ.tSidered at length, 
with the following result, as expressed in the final sentence of that 
part of the.report : 

The details are g iven in full in the accompanying papers, and we believe that no 
inJxu:tial mind, on examining them, can fail to reach the same conclusion, that the 
fi~ancial tntsts of the institution have been honest~y and judiciously administered. 

· Th~ Experimental farms are then described and the sale o.f two 
outlying oues suggested, and, in their place, the estabhshment of an 
expel'iment station is Tecommended. They conclude this part of the 
report thus : 

If1 as the course of legislation indicates, it is to be a part of the established 
policy of the State to lend its aid to the advancemElnt of agricultural knowledge 
and practice, it would· seem to be the dictate of sound policy to concentrate its 
experiments and efforts, both in the interest of economy, efficiency, and ease of 
contl·ol. The State College has ahea.dy in use a large part of "the appliances and 
equipment necessary for the successful maintenance of an experiment station, 
and is now doing a larger amount of valuable work in that direction .than at any 
previous period of its history, and is now publishing its results in a ser.ies of popular 
bulletins. 

As, in summing up, several topics of general interest in regard to 
these special Institutions are considered by the Committee, this clos
ing part of this r eport is here given in full. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM:i\IENDATJONS. 

The fact re~ains, notwithstanding the condition of things above stated, that the 
college for a long time has been subject" to an amount of public criticism, which has 
resulted in a wide-spread distrust, if not hostility, towards it, and the committee 
have constantly directed their inquiries with a view to ascertaining its grounds, 
and, if possible, the proper remedy for it. Their conclusions have been presented, in 
part, in former pages of this report. But a few other points require further notice. 

·It is obvions to us, in the first place, that much, if not most, of the feeling referred 
to, grew out of P. condition of things which no longer exist. When the college was 
founded, several attempts had been made, in various parts of the country, to estab
lish schools or colleg~s fo r instruction in agriculture, but not one of them had been 
successful. l\Iany citizens of Pennsylvania, nevertheless, had hopes that the same 
experiment here would result differently; and many of them contribu~d liberally 
of their t ime and means to promote it. The enthusiasm of the few ·easily commu
nicated itself to the many, and the public mind became possessed of vague and ex
trll.>vagant expectations as to what such au institution n1ight be expected to accom
plish. It seemed to be thought that a few months of "schooling" in an agricultural 
institution would convert boys who lacked the elements of a sound English educa
ti?n into sk~llecl and scientific farmers. Such expectations were foredoomed to 
disappointment. The successful farmer must bring to the practice of his art obser-
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vation, insight, judgment, and skill , which can come only from eJ..-tencled experi
ence; and on the other hand, the student who desires to become familiar with the 
sciences on which agriculture rests, must pursue a long and thorough course of 
training. 

DIFFICULTIES CONNECTED WITH MANUAL L ABOR COLLEGES. 

The college soon found that, while many were willing to come to it, and con
tribute their labor for a time in compensation for th<'ir education, few came to pur
sue the necessary course of higher insb:uction. It was also believed at the outset 
that the labor of students could be so employed as to make it remunerative, and 
the total cl:arge pCL' year for all expenses of attendance was placed at the low figure 
of one hundred dollars. It was soon found, however , that it was impossible to 
organize t ho labor of any considerable number of studP.nts on ~ limited number of 
acres in such:\ way as to avoid serious loss. This would be true even in skilled 
labor, much more the labor of untrained boys. The institution ran rapidly and 
largely into debt. and the trustees were soon compelled to double the annual charge. 
The authorities of the college soon bec.'l.me satisfied , also, that it was impossible to 
combine a systematic course of compulsory labor in case of a large number of 
students with a com·se of advanced education. Students who sought the latter 
preferred to go to institutions where the former was not required; while those who 
desire the for n1er were generally unable or unwilling to rema in long enough in the 
college to secure the latter . The t.rustees, accordingly, were compelled to choose 
between a comparatively low standard of education, combined with systematic 
labor , (including, as it did, every kind of severe and exhausting effort,) and a system 
which should furnish an education of m uch higher type , wiLh only so much labor 
as was needed to illus trate t he application of principles. The latter was adopted. 
The experiment might have been longer continued, had not the act of Congress of 
1862 clearly pointed in the direction which experience had ah·eady shown to be the 
wise one. But with that act as a. binding part of t heir charter , they were obliged 
to provide a liberal education, as fa r as possible, for all the industrial classes, " in 
the several pursuits and professions in life." But so far as we arc able to ascertain, 
the proportion of students who go back to the farm now is as great as when the 
design of the institution was more exclusively agricultural. 

EDUCATED YOUNG l\IEN LIKELY TO SEEK VARIED EMPLOYMENT. 

Young men, whether graduat es of a college or not, are likely to follow those 
callings for which they are best adapted , or in which the prizes in life seem most 
easily within reach; and the avenues to successful efforts are open in so many 
directions in our time that all cannot be expected t o choose the same pursuits. 
Many educated young men who would be glad to engage in farming are prevented 
for want of ready capital, which is not so much required for beginning in other 
employments, and even in cases where the nE.'cessary capital can be procured, many 
prefer the immediate rewards offered elsewhere, to the slow but m ore substantia) 
gains of agriculture. So long as the State college provides every needed facility for 
acquiring a thorough agricultul'al edttcation, there would seem to be little justice 
in attempting to make it responsible for the failure of studen ts to avail themselves of 
its advantages. It would be equally tmjust to measure t he benefit of such an 
institution by the number of its graduates alone. W11ile the total number of its 
gradua tes, up to 1881, was only one lnmdred and nine, the number of its students for 
the same perio•l was nearly one thousand five hundred, and these, as far as the records 
show, have g:onehwgely into industrial pursuits, rather than the so-called professions. 

The location of the college has sometimes been urged against it, and it is probably 
true that some disadvantage has heretofore arisen from that cause; but the means of 
communication with it have greatly improved since its establishment, and. there is 
now good prospect that that a railroad will soon run directly to it. With its facilities 
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for ,•asy access improved, the remarkable beauty of it.':i situation, the salubrity of 
ts ciimare. the freedom of it!; smronndiugs from temptations to immorality and 
ex:tmv:tg-a!ICe, cannot fail to secure for it the support and patronage of the people 
of the State. 

COJIP.~REO WITH SISTER COLLEGES. 

Till' :'l.ttention of tue committee was called by one of the witnesses to the con
dition of Cornell University and the Illinois Industrial University, as contrasted 
with Lil;tt of the Statu College, for the purpose of indicatin,~ that the lat!;et· has 
bee11mismanaged. On inquiry, we find that the cases are in no respect parallel. 
In Ke'v York, as .is woll known,a philanthropic citizen, the late Ezra Cornell, bought 
tho entire land script from the State, paying the market price for it, and agreeing 
to Joc;tlo aml holll it, and to give the university the benefit of it.<> advance in price. 
The rermlt is, that aU the lauds sold have brought high figures; a considerable 
amount is sLill unsold, and the endowment of the university from. that SOLtrce alone 
willlx.' fr.llll $3,000,000 to 4,000,000. In Illinois, the county of Champaign, in order 
to secure the location of the university, gave ample farms, amounting to several 
hundred :teres, builtliugs 1·eady for occupancy, and 8200,000 in bonds, thus provid
ing we:ms for the immediat2 needs of a new and unorganized institution, and 
enablin~ tl1e university to locate its lands advantageously, and hold them (as it did) 
for an nd ,-anced price. Besides this, the Legislature has, within the few years since 
its estalJlitilunent, (1867), made appropriations ftom the treasury, for new buildings, 
apparatus, and equipments, amounting to about $400,000. 

THE A V AILABL.E FUND OF 'rHIS COLLEGE. 

The State of Pennsylvania had no such good fortune. Her lanclscrip amounted 
to se•etl l:undred and eighty thonsand acres, and it was undoubtedly the expecta
tion of UG<1gress that the lands would bring to the State at least the minimum market 
mte of onu tloUar and twenty-five cents per acre. Had this heen the case the en
dowment o( a State from that ~:;om·ce alone would have been nearly a million dollars . 
But tho hwgo amount of scrip tln·own upon the market at once so reduced the price 
that se,·er:~.l of the States-om· own among them-realized less than sixty cent.'l an 
acre from tile sales. \Ve do not pass an opinion on oLhers; but we believe it to be 
the duty oC this Commonwealth, having accepted the deed of gift from the United 
States ·• with all its conditions and provisions," and having "pledged its faith to 
carry the same into effect," to restore the land-grant fLmJ to the amount originally 
iuteudeJ by Congress. The need of education for the industrial classes was never 
so great as now. The vast mining, manufacturing, and agricultural resources and 
acti•ilies oC t he State demand for their most rapid and economical development all 
the Hid that can be derived from the most advanced teachings of science, and it 
seems not too much to expecL that a State famous for the extent and ·wisdom of her 
charitaule and reformatory agencies should make full and even generous provision 
for tho higher education of her strong and aspiring youth. In conclusion, the result 
of a most careful and painstaking exa1uination has fully convinced us that the 
State colle~;e i.-; in good faith ful fi lling the tr usts committed to it by the State, and 
that umch of Lho misconception respecting it arises from a lack of easily obtainable 
infonnatio)ll. \Ve believe it has passed its worst clays. Its courses of study, in the 
opinion of e xp: rls, are well organized; its facilities good, autl in some particulars 
unusually C•lmplere; its faculty is compose•l of competent, and many of them highly 
expericncP<l pr0fessors; and whatever mistakes it may have made in the past, the 
entire spirit an• l work of the institution, as now organized and administered, are 
uirected to the promotion of industrial education . 

. l.l~'r--VOL -!---33 
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THE NEEDS OF THE COLLEGE SHOULD BE MET BY THE STATE. 

The needs of such an institution a re little appreciated by the public generally. 
Cornell University has an annual income of about $100,000, and Har>ard Univer
sity nearly $100,000. In comparison with these sums, the $30,000 of the State col
lege is but a mere pittauce, which in our judgment, the State may wisely supple
ment. 'fhe college has been carrying a floating debt of about · $;i0,000 for many 
years, the annual interest on which is a considerable draft on its resources. It bas 
two out lying fr~rms, which invol ve expense, a nd which it is doubtful if any such 
institution can properly manage at so great a distance. The department of mechanic 
arts is in need of a more commodious building, exclusively devoted to its use. The 
chapel is no longer lar)2:e enough to nccommodato the numbers w ho attend on pub
lic occas ions, and a new and. sightly structure is gt·catly needed. 

These immediate needs of the college we believe it woultl be a sound and wise 
policy for the State to supply. Although in its orgnuization a pl'ivate corporation, 
it is i n <>very proper sense the child of the State, and we are strongly impressed 
with the conviction that the t ime has come when the State should give it such fos
tering care as will make it not only an object of just pride, but a source of immeas-
1trable benefit t o our sons and daughters. 

In case the Legislatnre should adopt the line of policy herein proposed, it might 
be thought atl~isable to modify, with the consent of the corporation, the existing 
constitution of the board of h·ustees, eithe1· by making it more largely represent
ative, o1· moro tlircctly amenable to the control of the State government. 

In conclusion, your committee would most respectfully represent, that a re
organization of the board of trustees seems imperatively required if the purposes 
of the State college are to be realilled by the agricultural antl me:lhanica.l classes of 
the State, to the extent of its orig inal design. The law that made the agricultural 
societies the CLtstod.ians of the welfare of this school. seoemed at the time to be the 
best that could be done; but their change of character since that time has unfit ted 
them for this responsible duty, as their failure to pa.rticipate in the annual meet
ings clearly demonstrates. By the same law , a number of State officials were made 
ex-o.(Jkio members of the board; a duty they sec~n to have overlooked, as we find 
by the minutes of the board, their presence rarely, if ever , noticed. 

I t bas also been suggested and strongly urged before the committee, that if the 
Legislature sees fit to authorize the sale of the experimental fa rms that an Experi
mental Station should be established. \"Ve think this a good suggestion, and would 
recommend the subject to the careful consideration of the Legislature. All of 
which is respectfully submitted. 

A.})fOS H. 1\fYLIN. 
Chairman. 

C. T. ALEXANDER, 
JOHN C. NEWl\fYER, 
GEO. W. HALL, 
Wllf. B. ROBERTS. 

Sub-Committee. 

This repor t by t he Legislature, so fully justifying the action of the 
Trustees and Faculty of the College, was calculated to promote the 
interests and popularity of the College. 

PRESIDEN'£ ATHERTON, CALLED TO THE COLLEGE. 

About this time, 1882, Professor George W. Ather ton, of Rutgers 
College, Now Brunswick, New J ersey, was caUed to the Presidency. 

Professor Atherton had, long befor e, become widely known among 
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AnH'l·ican Educators, through the exhaustive and interesting paper 
ou "'l'he relation of the General Government to Education" read 
by him before the National Teachers' Association, at the meeting at 
Elmira, New York, August 6th, 1873; an admirable historical sum
mary, showing that the policy of the General Government in aid of 
E<luc<ttion has been uniform and liberal, beginning with the enact
meut uf tho ordinances of 1785, and 1787, in setting apart portions of 
the p11bJic cloruain for education. 

Uml•'L' t.he new president the progress of the college has been con
tinuous in the line of the modern educational movements: 

.A NEW BUILDING FOR THE I NDUSTRIAL DEP ARTM:ENTS. 

Tho Inuustrial Departments of the College were greatly in need 
of additional accommodations and through the efforts of the Presi
dent, anew building for the Department of Mechanic Arts, was built 
and inaugurated with appropriate ceremonies, F ebruary lOth, 1886. * 

On this occasion public exercises were held in the College Chapel. 
Professor J ohn Hamilton of the College, delivered the principal ad
dress; which, as it r elates entirely to the movement for Industrial 
and Art Education to which this Report is given, will be found in 
the Appendix. t The addresses by General Beaver, and President. 
Atherton, which relate directly to the College, are here g iven in full. 

General James A. Beaver, Governor of the Stato, at that time 
chairman of the Executive Committee of the Trustees, followed Pro
fessor Hamilton. 

GEN. BEAVER'S ADDRESS. 

Laclies a}l(/ Gentlemen :-In one of the admimble series of short biographies of 
Americn.n stn.tesmen now being issued by the press of Houghton, 1\fiffiin & Co., 
Mr. Johu T. iUorse, Jr. , says in relation to the choice by J ohn Adams of his life 
work: ".\. .vouth who had received a college education at a cost of not inconsider
able sacrifice on the part of his parents, lay in those days under a. sort of a moral 
obligation to adopt a profession. Between law, divini ty and medicine, therefore, 
Adams hallln make his choice." It is to be said, however , that such a choice in 
those days was one not so much of moral obligation as of absolute necessity. T'nose 
of us who arc college graduates of twenty-five ye.'l.nl' standing, can well remember 
that in our class prophesies there was, so far as professional choice was concerned, 
nothing beyond hw, divinity and medicin<l. Indeed, the education acquired by 
young men in this country prior to 1860, may be said to have in a measure unfitted 
them for what may now be t ermed, the p1·actical professions of life. The applica
tion of ste;11u and in later yeat·s of electricity to practical uses, opened the way for the 
employmC'n\.of men of edncation in many pursuits which had previously been closed 
to those whu hntl attained any considerable amount of mental training. The fact is, 
that tlw llll'lltul training which men received in our colleges, was such as to unfit 
them Cor pnwlical pursuits, and many were helpless when they finished their educa-

. *"The Pennsyh·ania State College .Adru·esses delivered on occasion of the open· 
mg of the tll'w building for the Department of Mechanic Arts, February 10, 1886. 
State ( 'ollcg<·. Centre Co., Pa. Pp. 22." 

tSec Appemli.'C z. 
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tion, except so far as they might serve to crowd already overcrowded professions, and 
were many t imes compelled to occupy a subordinate place in those professions, when, 
had their education been of a practical charactet· and properly directed, they might 
have reached usefulness and eminence in the walks of life which are now not only 
open, but which welcome men of scientific education and attainments. 

THE MODERN DEMAND FOR A PRACTICAL EDUCATIO;)l IN SCIENCE. 

The call for men of practical education was made long before our educational 
institutions were able to heed the call, or to supply the demand. The men who 
founded this institution, although many of them college-bred men, recognized the 
call for a more practical education, and endeavored in good faith to meet the wants 
of the community in that direction. The education which the present age den1ands 
is not only a training of the mind which will enable men to think, but a symmet
rical training of mind and hand, of eye and ear, so that the mind can guide the eye 
aml the hand in applying the knowledge acquired to the practical solution of prob
lems which concern our every day life. What has already been said on tllis occa
sion and what yet remains to be said by others, will more fully and intelligently 
present this subject than I could do even if time and t he part which is assigned to 
me in this service permitted my engaging in the discussion. Suffice it to say, that 
we are met this afternoon for the pmpose of formally settiug apart to the uses for 
which it has been designed, a building to be devoted to the t raining of the eye and 
hand in connection with the system of liberal education which this college seeks to 
suppl) to those who are ready to make use of the advantages which it offers to the 
young men and young women of our commonwealth. The building is not such an 
one as the trustees would ha.>e been glad to have erected bad the fundsavailable for 
t he purpose warranted it. As is well known to those who are familiar with the his
tory a.nd organization of the institution, no part of the income of the college can be 
applied "directly or indirectly under any pretense whatever to the purchase, erec
tion, p reservation or repair of any building or buildings." The trustees are there
fore unable, even if the income of the endowment of the college warranted it, to 
expend any money thus received in the erection of shops, la boratories, chapel, 
librar.y, propagating and green-houses, and separate buildings for the ladies and 
preparatory department, all of which are greatly needed and to the necessity for 
which they a1·e keenly alive. 

B OW THIS NEW BUILDING W AS MADE POSSIBLE. 

The new building, which we formally open this day, mOClest and unpretentious 
as i t is, could uot have been built by the trustees but for the fact that a smaJl fund 
was accumulated unuer the direction of the President of the college, and by the 
skill and industry of one of its professors in secw·ing and performing scientific 
work which yielded something of an income, aud which by being carefully hus
banded furnished a fund which has been expended under the direction of the 
executive committee of the boanl of trustees. 

This fund, amounting to something less than $3,000, has with but little addition, 
erected and equipped the building which you will shortly be invited to inspect. It 
is a notable and somewhat em-ions fact that outside of the fund already referred to, 
the only contribution to the equipment of t he building was that of a manufacturer 
of New England who generously donated to t he professor in charge of the Mechanic 
Arts Department a portion of the equipment of the forge room, which donatiOJ1 

amounted to about five hundred dollars. The executive committee deem them
selves fortunate iu having contracted with l\1essrs. P. B. Crider & Son, of Belle
fonte. for the erection of the building. The con tract price was $1,525. A few extra 
itmnt> contracted for during the course of its construction made the entire cost of 
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the building about $1,650. Its entire equipment, outside of the donation of Mr. B. 
F. Sturtevant, including steam heating, shafting connecting with the engine in the 
euginc house, machinery of every description and tools cost , in addition to the 
price of buil1ling, about $1,800. 

As part of the improvement, the committee also caused to be constructed a cistt-.rn 
or reservoir for holding the rain water from the engine house and Mechanic Arts 
IJUiluing, so as to supply the boiler which furnishes power for t he engine with an 
auunuant supply of soft water. This cistern, with the foundations of the building, 
coot ~bout 8400. The entire cost therefore of building, equipment and of the cistern 
amounts to about $3,800. This has all been paid out of the fund realized from the 
aualysi> uf fertilizers and other work in the chemical department, except about 
•goo: The college is to be congratulated, not only upon the increase of its facilities 
for iJUpf~rting practical education which this building affords, but also upon the 
fact that it has within itself and t hrough practical work in other directions secured 
the fnuds l>y which these additional facilities are provided. The executive com
mittee feel in t hus closing then· work and handing the building over to the trustees 
as the custotliam; of the college property, and to the fa<:ulty as the agency which 
must necessarily control the educational machinery of the college, that they have 
done all with the amotmt of money at their disposal which it was possible to do. In
deed, the lmilding and its equipment have both grown in extent, appearance and 
completeness greatly beyond what was expected or hoped for when the work was 
comlllenced. 

We wish to acknowledge the obligations of the institution to Dr. Atherton, who 
was i11strumental in securing from the state board of agriculture the work which 
afforded the means for this improvement; to Professor Jordan, the late efficient 
professor of agriculture, for doing that work, or having it done under his direction; 
to i\fr. PattersoH, superintendent of the farm, for his care and oversight in prepar 
ing foundaLions, and overseeing the work at the cistern: to 1\fessrs. P. B. Crider & 
Son, the contractors, for the faithful and liberal way in which they complied with 
the terms of their contract ; to Professor Reber for his constant care and super
vision during the construction and equipment of the building, and especially to Mr. 
B. F. Sturtevant, Brookline, Mass., who made such a liberal conta·ibution toward 
the equipment of the building. The latter gentleman has afforded an example 
which might be well followed by our Pennsylvania manufacturers, who could still 
further add by their liberality to the complete equipment of our Mechanic Arts 
department. The work of the committee is done; how well done with the means 
at haud you can better determine after you have inspected the building, which will 
he thrown open to you when the exercises in the chapel have ended. I t only re
mains, therefore, for me, as the representative of the committee, formally to trans
fer the custody of the building to t he representative of the trustees and the faculty. 
In the absence of the president of the board of trustees (Colonel J ordan) I have the 
honor of making this transfer, which is symbolized by the possession of the keys 
of the l>uiilling, to Dr. Ather ton, the President of the college and the Secretary of 
the board of trustees. Om· hope is that this department, with its enlarged equip
ment and faci lities for work, will enable the college to enter upon t he wide field 
wllich opens before it in tll.is direction, and to cultivate that field in such a way as 
to give practical instruction to the young men who shall be brought u nder its 
direction and control , and fit them for usefulness and eminence in the practical 
walks o( life, which are calling m ore loudly than ever before for trained men to 
fill their places of influence and emolument. 

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS . 

. Dr. Geo. W. Atherton , President of the college, replied to the committee's report 
Ill the following : · 
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Mr. Ohai1·man :-I accept these keys on behalf of the trustees and the faculty, 
with a full appreciation of all that they symbolize of trust ami responsibility; and 
I confidently pledge both of these bodies to a full and faithful discharge of the 
enlarged duties thus imposed upon them. 

Ladies ancl Gentlernen :- Your welcome presence here to-day is a gratifying proof 
of yom· friendly interest in the prosperity of the State College, and especially in 
that department which now enters upon a new and advanced stage of progress. 
After the admirable addresses to which yon have ah·eady listened, it seems hardly 
necessary for me to add anything on t he general subject ; but I may, perhaps, with 
propriety, attempt to point out the relation which exists between om· general sys
tem of iustruction in the college and the department of Mechanic Arts. 

The general scope of our work could not be expressed with more force and full
ness than in those strik ing words of the act of Congress which have already been 
quoted by a pnwious speaker. The states are "to establish and maintain at least 
one college, in which the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific 
and classical studies, (and including military tactics,) to teach such branches of 
learning as are related to agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," 

THE CLASS OF INSTI TUTIONS, DESIGNATED llY THE WORD "COLLEGE", WELL UNDER

STOOD. 

It should be especially noted that the word "college" had, at the t ime of the pas
sage of the act, (1862,) and has always had, a di:;tinct, well understood, and almost 
technical meaning. It is the name applicable to an institution of general and lib
eral higher education, as distinguished from preparatory, and professional, schools 
of every name and gt'ade. It is a place where youth are to pursue a systematic 
and progressivecoUl'se of intellectual traini11g ; in order that, with disciplined powers 
and with a knowledge of the leading principles of a few great departments of 
human learning, they may be prepared to enter successfully upon the studies and 
the activities of any chosen pUl'suit. The act of Congress, then, in using a word 
whose signification was so well established, clearly indicated t he grade of work 
which these institutions were to undertake. But the words immediately succeed
ing are, if lJossible, still less open to doubt. The colleges are to teach not handicrafts 
or trades, but" branches of learning," and are to teach them in such a way as" to 
promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several 
pursuits and professions in life." The difference, however, between these and the 
old colleges was marked by the words used to designat e what " branches of learn
ing" were to be taught as a " leading object." The instruction was to be of col
legiate gra.de and extent. Nothing lower can satisfy the plain intent of the law; 
and I emphasize the point, because so many mistaken attempts have been made to 
drag the colleges down from t llis high standard. But the branches of learning 
taught were to be such 'as are related to agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," ann 
it must be conceded that, in thus fixing a limitation, the act was to that mctenta 
departure from the strict '' college" idea, as already indicated. It raised, however, 
a question of the very first impor tance, not only as of practical application in the 
work of the new colleges, but as affecting the whole t heory of education. !have 
not time to discuss the question, but only to state it. It is no other than the stand
ing question between the '' old" and t;he '' new" educations. Can these branches 
of learning be so taught as to impart a " liberal " education, of equal disciplinary 
value with the classical training? The justification of the colleges by no means 
depends upon an affirmative answer to this question; but its very implication in 
the terms of the act of Congress clearly points out the direction they are to follow. 
They are to impart a liberal education , but they are to do it by giving instruction 
in that wide range of the mathematical, physical and natural sciences, which under
lie the vast activities of modern industry. 
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ESSENTIAL CONDITIONS OF GOOD EDUCATION. 

AJ; to the best method of teaching the applied or experimental sciences, there may 
be saitl to be three leading theories: To teach theoretical principles only , leaving 
applications to be learned by subsequent practice; to teach practice only, leaving 
principles to be deduced mainly from e."\.-perience and observation; to teach theory 
and practice together. The first of these methods is applicable, if a t all, only to 
tho highest ranges of teaching; the second, only to the lowest, and is a teaching of 
trades uased upon sciences, rather than of the sciences tbemselv«?s. The third is 
the only method generally available either for education or for practical training. 

All souml education should furni£!h, (1) intellectual training, (2) an instrument 
for pr:wtical use. The work of our department of Mechanic Ar ts, in its enlarged 
scope, w!ll aim to accomplish these two ends. It will furnish a thorough training 
in the fouudation of ma thematics, including algebra, geometry, trigonometry and 
element..'try mechanics. It will teach the structure and use of the English lang uage 
in order that every student may be able to express himself correctly and intelli
gently. It will teach the applications of principles in the elements of natural phi
losophy, surveying and mechanism. Side by side with this theoretical instm ction, 
will oo gi•en a progressive courSE\ of instruction in drawing, from the simplest free
hand through the various g~·ades of geometrical drawing up to designs of machinery. 
There will also be a graduated course of manual training, covering all the leading 
principles of wood-work and iron-work. The amount of time given to this prac
tical side of training, will, in the aggregate, somewhat exceed that devoted to text
book instruction. In the first year of the course, the proportion of the text-book 
instruction to practical training is as 39: 33; in the second year, 33 to 35; and in 
the third 28: 48 ; thus showing a progressive and rapid increase of the practical 
element. 

PURPOSE OF THE COURSE IN MEC:HANIO ARTS. 

The object of the course will be not to teach a trade, but to give such knowledge 
of principles and their applications as will combine a \vell proportioned develop
ment of skill in the hand, the eye, and the brain. A student so instructed, before 
entering upon his chosen line of employment, will need to spend some time in 
becoming familiar with the practical details of its working methods. But his 
knowledge of principles, his manual skill, and his habit of testing all operations by 
scientific standarct'l, will give him a rapid and easy mastery of his craft and place 
him on the sure road to promotion. It is stated that, in France, graduates from 
such courses fail, at first , in the economical use of time and material; but that, 
after a slight degree of experience, t hey advance rapidly to t he foremost positions. 

With regard to the mooted point whether the course shall follow the method of 
" instruction " or that of " construction," no final decision has yet been made. vVe 
hope to leam by experience. The principal object certainly will be to fix the 
sturlent's attention upon those princtples and processes which a re of universal appli
cation; following, to this extent, the " instr uction " method. But the advantages 
of the other method in giving practical skill, developing the constructive faculty, 
and in guiding the student's ambition toward a completed product, lead me to 
believe that we may profitably give some attention to commercial work. The 
further question has often been discussed whether instruction of this kind can be 
more succC'ssfully carried on in separate institutions or in association with other 
department~. Each system h as its own advantages. I have no doubt tha t, for this 
country in general and for ourselves in particular , tho broadening influences of 
association with those engaged in other lines of instruction and research, are an 
~)vantage sufficient to outweigh whatever benefits may belong to separate estab
lishments. 
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T E{!l:fNIOAL EDUCA'l'ION IN EUROP E. 

Tho path thus !liar ked out for ourseh-es is not untried. The marvellous advances 
of scientific discoYer~7 in modern times, t lle numberless and wonderful inventions 
for ligh tening hmnan toil , and, especially, the myriad applications of steam and 
electricity, have created a matet·ialre•oln tion which has change:! the face of the 
in<lu:;trial world. To meet the requirements of this change, every ci,-ilized nation 
ha:; found it necessary t o create a system of industrial education aJaptecl to the new 
conditions. Four nations of continental Europe ha ve taken the lead in tlus direc
tion, viz : Belgium, France, Germany and Switzerland, and t hey have now come 
to hold a place of recognized pre-eminence in industt·ial skill. Each of these 
countries has created and mainta.ined an extensive system of institutions, covering 
every branch of industrial training, including trade schools, pure and simple, 
scien tific schools of a higher grade, iu which only so much practice is included as 
will serve to illustrate the application of principles, a nd polytechnic schools devoted 
exclusively to theoretical instruction in the highest branches of engineering and 
other branches of applied science. The uniform. experieuce of these countries shows 
tha t the training given in these several institutions not only increases the general 
intelligence of the pupils, but has a distinct and appreciable market value, by 
increasing the thoroughness and the artistic quality of the work produced. Other 
countries, as Russia a nd Italy, have entered earnestly upon the establishment of 
similar systems, and it is no exaggeration t o say that the idea of scientific indus
trial education, in its manifoli! forms, has become one of the controlling forces in 
the present phase of Em opean civilization . 

It is this widespread and almost universal technical t raining which has given the 
four countries na med control of the markets of the world in the products of skilled 
labor. A British royal commission, appointed in 1881, visited these countries and 
made au extensive examination of their systems of industrial training. Their 
obser vations not only conclusively provo the superiority of the countries visited, 
but unhesitatingly attribute it to this t raining. And they strongly insist that, if 
England is to hold her present leadership in some directions, or to secure it in 
others, it can only be by adopt ing methods of industrial education which have 
proved so effective on the continent. 

THE DEMAND FOR THEORISTS LllflTED. 

There is one teaching of tl:Us experience which has special significance for us. 
It is found that the supply of graduates from the theoretical technical courses tends 
to exceed the demand, somewhat as the product of the pl'Ofessional schools fills to 
overflowing the ranks of ministers, doctors and lawyers. In Germany, alone, it is 
found that there is an excess of more than one thousand unemployed graduates in 
engineering ; and one proprietor of a large enginec>ring establiJhment is mentioned 
who found himself obliged to post a conspicuous notice : "No polytechnic need 
apply." This state of things has made itself so apparent t hat not more than two 
thousand students al'e in attendance at the Polytechnic instit utions which have 
accommodations fol'six thousand. And the experience of Germany, in respect to the 
over-supply of highly trained specialists, is being r epeated in the United States, as 
well as in other European countr ies. But the demand for those who have received 
an intermediate grade of instruction , combining theory and practice in due propor- . 
tion, is practically unlimited. 

AMPLE E DUCATIONAL F ACILITIES POSSE SSED BY THIS COLLEGE. 

No •aluable result has been attained elsewhere which is .not equally within our 
reach, and wluch our circumstances do not equally call for. Oul' abundant agri
cultural and mineral wealth, combined with the activity, intelligence and enterprise 
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of om· pt>ople, have secured us, hitherto, an easy superiority in some departments of 
production. But in the highest forms of industry, especially such as involve the 
artistic element, we are still far behind. T'ne value of raw material, compared 
with the value of finished products, is very slight. The higher the form of industry 
the greater this difference becomes. But with the advancement of refinement and 
intelligence in society, the higher forms of production tend to increase in number , 
variety and artistic excellence ; and the people which is best prepared to meet these 
advanced reql,!ireroents will most rapidly advance in Wealth and general prosperity. 
No people has ever existed on the face of the earth possei:!Sing so high a degree of 
general intelligence, flexibility of powers and adaptability to varied conditions, as 
our own. Given these high natural endowments, these boundless material resources, 
and uothing but an adequate system of industrial training is requisite to give us 
pre-eminence in the sciences and arts of life, as we already hold it in the science 
and art of government. As a means toward this great end, the department of 
Mechanic Arts in the "State College" is to be religiously used. 

THE MILITARY TRAINING COMMENDED. 

There is one other feature of our work which I trust we shall never overlook. 
Our system of military training occupies a subordinate, but highly important place, 
not only as required by ·an honest compliance with the law of Congress, but as an 
admirable gymnastic and a means of preparing a citizen soldiery to defend by 
arms, if need be, a citizen's government. But beyond this, and in all his relations, 
we mean never to lose sight of the fact that the student is a man and a citizen
that he is not to be trained as a mere machine, however perfect, but as an intelli
gent and responsible being, destined to perform his part and to exercise his influ
ence in our great system of free institutions. We hope, therefore, that the whole 
tone R.nd spirit of the college will be such as to inculcate the sound qualities of 
chamcter and the high virtues which are the foundation alike of national and 
individual prosperity. 

At the close of his address, President Atherton asked all those present to visit t he 
Mechanic Arts building, which is located a short distance from the college build
ing proper. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING. 

The building is of wood, but very neatly and substantially constructed. The 
apartments consist of four rooms, a forge and lathe room on the first floor, while 
in the second floor is a turning and a carpenter shop. All the tools and appliances 
used are of the best that could be procured anywhere. The tools are made of the 
best material and consist of the latest employed in modern mechanic arts. The 
course is designed to afford such students as have had the ordinary common school 
education an opportunity to continue the elementary, scientific and literary studies, 
together with mechanical and free-hand drawing, while receiving theoretical and 
practical instruction in the various mechanical arts. The instruction in shop work 
is given by means of exercises so planned as to cover, in a systematic manner , the 
operations in use in the various trades, and only such constructions are made as 
cover principles without undue repetition. 

A detailed account of the shops, tools, and machinery followed; 
omitted here, because given later in the report of Professor Reber. 
A list of those present closes the pamphlet account, which is reprinted 
from the report in the Keystone Gazette of Bellefonte, Pennsylvania, 
of February 19th, 1886. 

The Annual Report made by the College to the Legielature, for 
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1886, * is a volume of several hundred pages, illustrated with view 
of the college and grounds, and of the new building for the Mechan
ical Department, with plans of the floors ; and, also, with nearly 
sixty pages of illustrations, showing the lessons given in wood work
ing,-both by hand and machine; and in iron working; both in 
forging, vise work and machine work. 

Such extracts are here given from the Presiden t's report, as relate 
to the studies of the college.-The various professors in charge of 
different departments follow with detailed reports; the report show
ing the Agricultura l experiment work; is very voluminous. 

PRESIDENT'S REPORT. 

" To the Board of Trustees of the Pennsylvania State College : 
Gentlemen : I have the honor herewith to submit my report of the operations of 

the State College for the year 1886, together with the reports of the several depart
ments. * * * 

I n the courses of study, some very important modifications have been made 
during the yeal·, the principal one, perhaps, being the establishment by the board 
at its last meeting, on the recommendation of the faculty, of the new course in 
Mechanical Engineering. Several students have ah·eady chosen this course, and it 
has brought inquiries from many directions. 

The course in Mathematics has been carefully re-adjusted and graduated from 
the beginning of the preparatory to the end of the college work. A difficult stand
ing problem in this branch of our work is to secure a sufficient amount of Mathe
matics to form the basis of the technical courses, without making it so extended as 
to overload students in the general courses. The problem would be easily solved, 
if the college could afford to maintain two courses in Mathematics during the fresh· 
man and sophomore years, the ordinary one for general students and a more 
advanced and exacting one for technical students. But until that time comes, it is 
hoped that the difficulty of the situation will be greatly relieved by the modifications 
referred to. I n the meantime, students who may wish to pursue special branches 
of advanced mathematics can do so by selecting such subjects from the courses in 
Mechanical and Civil Engineering and in Physics . The faculty have also under 
consideration, and will probably r eport to the board or the E xecutive Committee, 
a more extended course in Physics, with special reference t o the recent advances in 
electrical science. Such a course is a lready asked for by our students, and is india· 
pensable to anything like completeness in our physical instruction. 

From the statements just m ade respecting the group of courses, it will be seen 
that this side of our work is becoming strong and effective. It has been made more 
definite and systematic, and the several allied courses of Mathematics, Civil En· 
gineering . Mechanical Engineering, and Physics have been brought into a better 
coordination and a relation of mutual support. This, in connection with the vig· 
orous and successful working of our course in Mechanic Arts, thoroughly meets 
the requirement of the law of Congress, that one of theleading objects of the college 
·Shall be to teach such branches of learning as are related to the Mechanic Arts. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COURSE I N TH E STUDIES RELATED TO AGRICVLTURE. 

The work of the college in the other direction prescribed by Congress, the teach· 
ing of such branches of learning as are related to agriculture, is equally thorough. 

*" Report of the Pennsylvania State College, for the year 1886, with the Financial 
Reports for 1885 and 1886. Harrisburg : Edwin K. Meyers, State Printer. 1887. 
Pp. 405." 
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. Physiology, Zoology, Botany. Geology, and Chemistry enter into all our t·egular 
courses of study; while, in the three courses in agriculture, they are amplified, and 
are supplemented by kindred subjects directly related to the science and practice of 
farming. Our experimental work is extensive, systematic, and as exact in meth
ods and results as it can be made by intelligent care and patience, guided by the 
latest advances in agricultural science. I believe there is not to be found elsewhere 
in the United States so :valuable a. series of continuous experiments in certain lines 
of crop production as those .that have been carried on at the central experimental 
farm near the college. The work is now in better condition than ever before, and 
promises increasingly valuable r esults. The appliances for cattle feeding experi
ments have been largely increased, and the work in that direction systematically 
continued. The publication of bulletins from time to time by the college, giving 
accounts of the most prominent and useful features of these various experiments, 
has been continued, and the demand for them has increased until our regular mail
ing list now numbers nearly ten thousand names, and will soon exceed that number. 

This experiment work and the preparation of bulletins have been conducted dur
ing the year by Professor Frear, almost without assistance. His duties have been 
extremely burdensome and are entitled to the cordial recognition of the board: 
But if they are to be continued on the present scale, still more, if they are to meet 
increasing requirements, it will be necessary to provide some additional assistance, 
which I strongly recommend. 

THE WORK UNDERTAKEN BY THE OOtLEGE IN ITS SEVERAL COURSES OF STUDY. 

It will thus be seen that the college is now carrying on three main lines of educa
tional work, viz: In the sciences related to Agriculture; in Mathematics, with its 
applications in Physics, M~chanics, and Engineering; and in general education. 
Under the law controlllng the policy of the college, we cannot properly undertake 
less, and with these three lines well manned and equipped, we shall have no need 
to attempt more. The character of our general educational work is greatly influ
enced by that of the technical courses. The first two years are designed to furnish 
a sound and strong foundation for the advanced work of these courses, as well as 
for the more general training given in the 'General Science course. That course, to 
use a. statement made ·elsewhere by the college, " is designed to meet the wants of 
those who desire to obtain a sound and liberal education through the study of the 
.Mathematical, :Physical , and Natural Sciences, and Modern Languages and Litera
tures, rather than the Ancient Classics. It provides a thorough training in Mathe
matics and Physics, (with the option of the Calculus in the junior year,) a sufficient 
acquaintance with the leading branches of Natural Science (as Chemistry, Botany , 
Geology, &c.,) and as much study of Mental, Moral, and Political and Historical 
Science as is found in the usual college course, while the literary studies-include 
an extensive reading of French, German, and English Literatures and literary his
tory. No student can fairly complete this course without having acquired a stock 
of recent knowledge and a degree of intellectual training which will fit hiin to 
enter successfully upon any chosen career and furnish an admirable and effective 
equipment for the duties of American life and citizenship." We are keeping steadily 
in view the purpose to make this training equal to that of the classical colleges, as a 
mental discipline, but at the same time to teach all subjects with constant reference 
to their practical applications in the business of life. The good results of our work 
are already showing themselves in the careers of recent graduates, all of whom are 
doing well, and some of whom have won rapid and striking success. * * * 

THE PRESSING NEEDS OF THE COLLEGE. 

It may seem ungracious to remind the board again of the many needs of the col
lage in the way of material equipment. What we have is already extensi:ve and 
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excellent, but our growing needs far outnm om· resources. To summerize the most 
urgent needs, they are, a new building for the Preparatory Department, a new 
Chemical and Physical laboratory, a hall for public occasions, a greenhouse and 
Botanical laboratory, and a large increase of equipment for the library, the Mechani
cal, the PJ1ysical, and the Civil Engineering Department. Two hundred thousand 
dollars ($200,000) could be immediately and wisely expended. Such a sum is, of 
course, beyond the power of the board to raise, but the presen t COnllition and work 
of the college are such as to justify us in asking the State to g1·ant some illllllediate 
aid-such a id as will enable the college more fully to meet the original design of 
Congress, render it more worthy of a great and powerful Commonwealth with 
whose reputation it is inseparably connected, and fulfill the solemn pledges made 
by the State when accepting the national grant of land. * * * 

In closing, I desire in tbis public manner to express my thanks to the faculty for 
their faithful cooperation, and to the board for its unfailing confidence and support. 

Respectfully submitted, 

JANUARY 25, 1887. 

GEORGE W. ATHERTON, 

President." 

The following, is from the official statement of the course of study 
in Mechanic Arts. (See repor t to the Legislature; pages 314-318, 
inclusive.) 

COURSE IN MECHANIC ARTS. 

(Combining Shop-Work and Study.) 

The course was reorganized in September, 1884, and met with so much success 
during the following year that the trustees found it advisable to construct and 
equip a new two-story building, 50 x 34 feet. which is now ready for occupancy. 
The building is divided into four main compartments-a carpenter shop and a wood· 
turning room on the second floor, and a forge roo1n and a machine shop on the 
first floor . 

In the forge room there is a small COinpartment for keeping il·on, and in the 
machine shop is a t ool room. There is also a long sink with basins and with hot 
and cold water connections for washing purposes. 

The equipment is the best modern machinery necessary to give the instruction as 
indicated in the accompanying schedule. 

The course is designed to afford such students as have had the ordinary common· 
school education an opportunity to continue the elementary, scientific and literary 
studies, together with mechanical and freehand drawing while receiving theoreti· 
cal and practical instruction in the various lllechanical arts. 

The instruction in shop-work is given by means of exercises so planned as to 
cover, in a systematic manner, the operations in use in the various t1:ades. 

The object of the course being to give instructions in the use of tools, onlv such 
constructions are made as to cover principle without undue repetitions. 

1. BENCH W ORK IN WOOD. 

The first instruction is in carpentering. The student is assigned a bench which 
he will find provided with one cross-cutting saw, one ripping saw, smooth plane, 
jack plane, jointer, set of firmer chisels, set of framing chisels, drawing-knife, back 
saw, set of Pugh's bits, bit-brace, mallet, oil-stone, try-square, sc1·ew-driver, ham· 
mer, hatchet , two-foot rule, mortise and scratch gauge, bevel and nail set. Be· 
sides fourteen sets, as given above, there is a good supply of other tools which may 
bP passed around to the students as needed, a full set of iron planes, heading and 
matching planes, hollow and round planes, clamps, screw boxes, &c., &c. 
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Particular attention is given to laying out work. This is looked upon as Impor
tant, since it requires the application of fixed· principles, combined with care, 
thought and judgment. The first exercise in this is the use of the saw and plane 
in working wood to give dimensions. and a series of exerci~es follow in order , such 
a.s practice in making square joints, different kinds of dove-tails, the various tenons, 
roof trusses, panels, &c., &c. There are twenty-five-such exercises. 

2. MACBINE WORK. IN WOOD. 

In this room are six turning lathes, a circular saw, and grind stone. The lathes 
are each provided with a complete set of gouges and chisels, parting tool, a pair of 
calipers and compasses and a two-foot rule. * * * 

This course begins, after the last is thoroughly understood, with turning a plane 
cylinder, and ends, after twenty exercises, with a complicated vase. 

3. PATTERN MAKING. 

• * *. The work in· this course is not so specifically laid down, as the range of 
applications for patterns is so great that there are an infinite number of exercises 
that would answer equally well, and in many cases the student will make patterns 
for some particular machine which he intends to build. * * * 

4. IRON AND STEEL FORGING. 

In the forge room are at present seven forges, provided with water and cooling 
tank, and each supplied with air blast from one of B. F. Sturtevant's steel-pressure 
blowers; also a self-feeding post-drill and two large vises. 

With each forge is an anvil, tongs, punches, hot and cold chisels, heading tools, 
hammer, swedging tools, set-hammers, flatters, fullern, &c., &c. In forging con
siderable time must be taken to acquire the elements of the work-in learning 
where, how and when a blow should be struck to give a desired result and to 
come able to keep the fire in good order. Being able to keep a good fire is essential 
to good results. After the twenty seven exercises in iron forging have been finished 
the student takes up steel forging. Having by this time acquired considerable skill 
in producing forms, his time is now mostly taken up in the hardening, tempering 
and annealing processes which are in common use. He now learns to make the 
various tools used in blacksmithing and engine lathe work, and is ready to prepare 
and dress his own tools when working in the machine shop. 

5. VISE WORK IN mON. 

Eight vises are placed on substantial benches, around the sides of the machine 
shop, eauh fitted with a drawer in which the student keeps his work and the tools 
he may be using. In the tool room are eight complete set of tools, such as cold 
chisels, files. clipping hammers, file cards, calipers, squares, hand vises, &c. These 
are given out when needed and returned as soon as the student has finished using 
tbem, he being held responsible for them in the mean time. This course of twelve 
exercises is intended to give practice in the use of hand tools for meW and to teach 
the student how to keep them in order. 

6. MACHINE WORK IN METAL. 

The appliances for machine work are at present being purchased. One Harrington 
lathe, sixteen inch swing by six foot bed, one shaper, a speed lathe and a power 
grindstone. with a proper supply of chucks, cutters, drills, reamers, gauges, squares, 
calipers, &c., have already been received. It is expected to add several more lathes 
and a planer. 

This course i;; designed to g ive the student a knowledge of the different machines 
and the methods of working them. * * *. 
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DRAWING. 

The drawing of this course extends through the entit·e three years. This work is 
looked upon as of tho highest importance, and the effort is to make the instruction 
thorough , practical a nd of direct utility. Considerable time is devoted to free-hand 
drawing, as it is believed that it not only assists in mechanical drawing, but is of 
great service in after years, whatever one's occupation. 

The mechanical drawing consists of a series <>f exercises, such being selected as 
will he of subsequent use. They are arranged in prog ressive order, beginning with 
geometrical constructions involving stra ight lines and circular arcs only, and ending 
with the more complex curves, such as the e'llipse, helix, epicycloid, etc. Projection 
is next taken up. The instruction in this is from models, so that the student may 
have before him the actual object from which the projection is made, and not be 
obliged to depend upon his unaided conception. After completing this work he is 
required to draw parts of machines from actual measurements. For this purpose 
he is given some piece of mechanism to sketch and m easure. and of which finally 
he is to make complete working-drawings. 

In Mathematics the instruction covers Algebra, Plane and Solid Geometry, Plane 
and Spherical Trigonometry, Land Surveyin.~, Mechanics and Mechanism, taught 
with special reference to this class of students, many practical applications being 
made. 

Coua·se in Mechanic A a·ts.* 

~ 
d Hours Hours 
0 STUDIES. SHOP-WORK AND DRAWING. 'irl per J:k. ~ Q) W eek. p.. rn 

-

~ 
United States Hi~tory , 3 Carpentering, . . . 4 
Arithmetic, 4 Geometrical Free-hand 
English Grammar, . 5 Drawing, . 5 

~ 
---

,_; Algebra begun, . . . 5 I C:ulejntering and J oining, 8 p.. $ i .s En~lish Composition, . 5 I Mo el and Object Draw-
Eo< Umted States History, 5 ing, 5 

~ ~ I 
I 

t:O Algebra, ..... 5 Wood-turning, 6 s:l ·o:: English Composition, . 5 I 5 
0. Book-keeping, 4 Designing, . . 
rn I 

:::l Geometry, . 2 Pattem-ma.kiug, . . . 4 
<d Algebra, 4 Geometrical Drawing, . 4 
~ Physics, 

' 
4 

~ ,_; Geometry,. 2 Foundry Work, . . . . 6 ~ .& p.. Algebra, 4 

~ 
.s Physics, 4 Ortho1raphic Projection 

5 
~ English , 2 and ntersections, . . . 

0 
{) -r>il 
rn 8 

biJ Geomet ry,. 4 Forging, .... 
.s Algebra. 5 Development of Surfaces ... Mechanics, 3 and I sometric Perspec-0. 8 rn Civil Government, . 2 tive, 

' I 

*Text-books for the first two years are the same as in the Preparatory Classes; for 
the third year , the same as in the Freshman Class, Mechanical Engineering Course. 
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Course in Mechanic Arts-Continued. 

-
t:i Hours Hours 

ui 0 STUDIES. 
~~. 

SllOP-WORK AND DRAWING. ~er ~ ·~ 
<1) ee)r. 

;>< rn 
- ~~ 

~ 
Algebra, . 3 Forging, 6 
Geometry . 3 Linear Perspective and 
Mechanics, 4 S~ades and Shadows, . 9 

~ ...; 3 fo1 Geometry,. 
;>< .fS Trigonometry, 3 Vise Work,. 6 

~ ~ Rhetoric, • . 4 Detail Drawing, . 9 

Eo< ' 
~ Trigonometry and Sur- Machine Tool work, 9 ~ veyin~, . 5 ·c Machine Designing, . 9 p. Mechamsm, · 3 . 
rn 

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. 

Candidates for this course must be at least fourteen years of age, a.nd pMS a. ea.t
isfactory examination in the following subjects : Robinson's Complete Arithmetic 
(or its equivalent) to Ratio. English Grammar (Syntax: and Etymology); Ge ogra-
phy and spelling. · 

The following extracts are from tne text of the report made by the 
Professor of Mechanic Arts, in which are embodied the illustrations 
of the various lessons referred to above. 

MECHANIC ARTS. 

George vV. Atherton, LL. D., 
President Pennsylvania State College : 

Dear Sir : In order to give the Board of Trustees a knowledge of the scope and 
character of the work of the Department of Mechanic Arts, my report te you em
braces not only a statement of its present condition, but also a full description of 
the methods of instruction in the .different shops, together with plates of the work. 

This department was founded several years ago, but in 1885 was reorganized and 
different branches of shop-work added. Previous to this year instruction only in 
carpentering was given, the carpenter shop being in a small attic above the engine 
house, neither properly lighted nor heated. ' 

The new building, which is now occupied by shops, was completed last February, 
consequently it is only since that time that tM department has been in good working 
condition, and the results of our last year's work give evidence of what can be 
accomplished under favorable circumstances. 

IMPROVEMENTS. 

As before stated, during the last year a two-story f rame buil~g, 34' by 50', was 
erected for the use of this department. The building is divided into four main 
compartments, viz : carpenter shop, wood-turning room. forge room and machine 
shop. Besides these, the attic of the engine house isusedfor a lumber ro01p.. * * * 

While these shops are used .for giving practical instruction to the students in 
~~hanical engineering, civil engineering, and somewhat to the general stud~nts, 
It 18 from the mechanic arts that we have thus far gotten the best results, as the 
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mechanical engineering course bas just been organized and in the other courses 
they are not kept in the shops such a length of time as to attain any great degree 
of efficien<::y in the work. 

In the course in "Mechanic Arts" special prominence is given to manual educa
tion, it being intended for those who wish to enter upon industrial pursuits rather 
than to become scientific engineers. It is designed to tdford such students as have 
had the ordinary common school education an opportunity to continue the elemen
tru·y scientific and literary studies, together with mecha,nical and free-hand drawing, 
while recei•ing theoretica,l Mid practical instruction in the various mechanical arts. 

The nmnber of students in th.is comse at present is thirteen. five being in the third 
and last year will consequently com plf!te the com·se next J tme, and thus be the first 
to do so. * * * 

The number of hom·s gi"~""en to shop-work is not large, but it must be remembered 
that the students are under thE> eye of a competent mechanic whose sole object is to 
g ive instruction , and the work which has been produced from these shops shows 
what may be accomplit>hed in so short a time tmder this system. 

'* * * * * * * 
Although the shops have been r unning for less than a year , there are already 

almost as many students in them as can be accommodated. If the work continues 
to grow as it has, it will be but a shor t time until the shops will have to be extended 
in order to meet the demand. 

Respectfully submitted. 

DECEMBER 28, 1886." 

LoUis E. R EBER, 

P1•ojesso1· of Mechanical Engineering. 

The following information of the College is from the Catalogue* 
for 1886- 7. The description of the College, with which this account 
begins, is from this Catalogue, in which the facts whieh an intend
ing student desires to know, are very clearly given. The collections, 
museums, laborator y appliances, library, etc., are well set forth. 

C OURSES OF S TUDY. 

The act of Congress of July :3, 1862, which, as has been already indicated, is of 
binding autho1·ity on the College, requires instruction to be given in a large number 
of subjects. Provision has accordingly been made for as full compliance with the 
act as is possible, until, by the generosity of priva,te donors or the liberality of the 
St.'tte, au increase of resources shall make possible an increase of teaching force and 
equipment. 

The College now offers thorough instruction and ample facilities in three General 
C'otwses, fiye Technical Cow·ses, and fow· short Special Cou1·ses, which are fully 
described under the headings " Courses of Instruction" and "Departments of In
struction. " P1·ovision is also made for Select or Partial courses according to the 
desire or fitness of students. 

COuRSES OF I NSTRUCTION. 

Tho organization of the College is such that the instruction given naturally falls 
under several departments, which are distinct, and yet so mutually related as to 
form, when combined in groups, well-proportioned, systematic, and progressive 
Courses of Study. The number of such courses is now seven, •iz: A General Sci
ence Course, a Latin-Scientific Course, a General Course in Agricul ture, five Tech-

*" Catalogue of the Pennsylvania State College, 1886-'87. State College, Centre 
Cotmty, Penna. 1887. Pp. 64," 
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nical Courses, designated as Courses in Airiculture, Chemistry and Physics, Civil 
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Natural History, respectively. There 
arc, also, four shorter Special Courses. In three of the Technical Courses the stud
iSS a1·e the same for the first two years as those in the General Science or the Latin
Scientific Course, at the option of thestudents in the Civil and Mechanical Engi
neering Courses they are slightly varied with reference to the later stages of the 
work. 

All students, aceordingly, who intend taking a regular course (other than in Civil 
or Mechanical Engineering) enter t he General Science Course, or the Latin-Scientific, 
at the beginning of the Freshman year, continue its studies until the end of the 
Sophomore year , and then either complete that course or select the Technical 
Colll'se which prepares directly for their chosen work. The studies of the first two 
years are so arranged as to form a course by themselves, especially adapted to meet 
the wants of those who cannot take afull college course, but who desire to fit them
selves well as land surveyors, or for any of the ordinary callings of life, at the same 
time acquiring a fair degree of liberal education. 

Students leaving at this period of their course receive from the Faculty a certifi
cate of their attainments. * * *. 

The following, are the detailed announcements of the special 
studies in which drawing enters: 

3. CIVIL ENGINEERING. 

The work of this Course is arranged with reference to t~e demands ma~e upon 
the Engineer by the theory and practice of his profession. The harmony between 
these and their close mutual relations and dependence are dwelt upon and devel
oped as giving the broadest grasp and clearest conception of the actual problems 
arising in professional work-problems that demand the ability to design, or plan, 
or execute, and which combine both the science and art of Engineering. 

The theory, and a portion of the practice, is taught by text-books, lectures, 
theses, and woxk at the drawing-board; the remainder of the practice, by field and 
shop work, draughting, model construction, and viSits to points of Engineering 
interest. 

The Technical studies begin, in the Spring Session of the Sophomore year, with 
Descriptive Geometry and the Principles of Mechanism. Special attention is given 
to the study of the former, not only because a thorough knowledge of it is essential 
to the Engineer, but also on account of the mental training it gives. Sufficient 
time is allowed to enable a student to apply its principles to: (1) Problems on right 
lines and planes, warped and single and double curved surfaces; (2) Spherical Pro
jections and Map Drawing; (3) Shades and Shadows, and Isometric Projection; (4) 
Stereotomy, including the solution in the drawing-room of original problems under 
each sub-division. 

Mechanics, owing to its great importance, is taught throughout the Junior year, 
the Fall Session being devoted largely to Rational methods. .Ap.alytical and Graphi
cal methods are developed co:lncidently, the purpose being to.accustom the student 
to choose intelligently which of the methods to use, or when to combine them. 
Stll'veying, Least Squares, Practical Astronomy and Geodesy, and Engineering 
Structures complete the work of this year. During the Senior year , the time 
allotted to technical subjects is devoted to lectures on the several branches of Civil 
Engineering. viz.: Sewerage and Drainage, Hydraulic Engineering, River and 
Harbor Improvements, Economics of Roads and Railroads. Designing is made a 
prominent feature in the work of this year, and much time is devoted to it. In 
orde~ to familiarize the student with the legal forms used in connection with every 
Engmeering work of importance, the subject of Engineering Specifications and 

ART-VOL 4--34 
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Contracts is taught, and this, together with Heat, Steam, and Steam Engines, and 
Hydraulic Motors, completes the work of the Senior Class. 

During the ·winter anu Spring Sessions of the Senior year, the student is required 
to prepare a graduation thesis, which must show satisfactory evidence of indepen
dence of thought in considering and treating Engineering problems. 

PRACTICUMs.-Although methods of practical work, and rapidity of executing 
them cn.n only be learned from experience, yet there is much of the routine work 
of the Engineer in field and drawing-room that can be brought within the scope 
of the stmlent"s practical training, and his 'vork is arranged ""itb reference to thls 
fact. Tl1e practicums of the Fresuman year are Dra\\"ing ;:;.ml Shop Work, the 
latter consisting of the Principles of Carpentry, ·wood Tmning and Metal Work. 
During the Sophomore year , there is added Land Surveying, Descriptive Geome
try, and Chemistry. During the J unior and Senior years, t he fit>l<1 work includes 
Railroad Surveying, Geodesy (measw·ing Case line and triangn1ation), Topograph
ical Surveying, Determination of Latitude, Time, Azimuth, and Barometric Level
ing. The College is so situated tllat t he operation;; of smveying can be carried out 
on a large scale, and thus made in a marked degree practica1. Dming the Winter 
Session the practicum time is given to Engineering, Draughting, Computations, 
and Model Construction." 

5. GRAPHICS. 

The rapid development of the work in the department of Civil Engineering, 
within the last few years, has been accompanied by au equally important extension 
of the work in free-hand, industrial, and mechanical drawing. Instruction in this 
subject, however, is not coniined to the Technical Cotu"ses, but, 011 accow1t of it.; 
great value as a means of training the perceptive faculties, and its almost number· 
less applications in every art and t rade. it occupies a considerable portion of the 
practicum time in every comse, including the classes in the Preparatory Depart
ment, where a good foundation is laid. 

During the fall session of the Freshman year, the student is instmcted in free-hand 
and elementary projection drawing. Tllis i~ followed during the remainder of the 
year by mechanical drawing, and the fundamental principles of isometric and 
oblique projections aml sllading. The students also make working drawings in 
connection with their practicum in mechanic arts. During the Junior and Senior 
years, the course comprises mechanical and engineering drawing, copying from the 
flat and from models, topographical sketches and maps, isometric and plane pro
jections, plotting surveys and tdaugulations, lettering, map-drawing, coloring, and 
shading. 

8. MECHANIC ARTS. 

This cow·se was begun about six years ago, but was afterwards greatly extended, 
anu went into full operation in September, 1884 .. A substantial and attractive new 
building was opened February lOth, 1886, and is admirably adapted to its purpose. 
The course is designed to afford such students as have had the ordinary common· 
school education an opportunity to continue the elementa1·y scientific and literary 
studies, together with mechanical and free-hand drawing, while receiving theoret
ical and practical instruction in the various mechanical arts. 

The instruction in shop work is given by mea.ns of exercises so planned as to 
covet·, in a systematic manner, the operations in use in the various trades. 

The object of the course being to gi>e instruction in the use of tools, only such 
constnH'tions are made as cover principles without undue 1·epetition. 

The fm:;t iJl«tmctiOn in carpentering and joining is in the use of the saw and plane 
in " ·orking wood to given dimensions, and a series of elementary exercises follow 
in owler , sueh as practice in making square joints, different kinds of dove-tails, the 
various tenons, roof-trusses, panels, &c. 
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TJ1e instruction in turning and circular-section pattern-maldng .i:; given from a 
series of models; also, bench-patterns are made for subsequent use in the foundry. 

The foundry course consists in casting from the patterns which the student him
self has previously made. Many of the pieces cast from these patterns are used in 
hiB clipping and filing work. 

In tlle forge-shop, are taught the management of the fire and the degree of heat 
necessary to forge the different metals. 

Dr:twing, forming, bending, upsetting, fagoting, splitting, pw1ching, chamfering, 
annealin~, tempering, case-hardening, &c., are taught by means of a series of 
exercises in which tl1e elements of the iron-f01·ger 's art are particularly dwelt upon. 
E1·ery piece is made to certain dimensions laid down upon the drawing, the ar ticle 
being forged before the class by the instructor, who directs attention to the essential 
feature of the operation , which is then repeated by each studen t. 

The course in vise work includes filing to line, filing to template, free-hand filing, 
fitting, and chipping straight and grooved sw-faces in cast-i.J:on, wrought-iron, and 
steel. 

In the machine-shop, the student, after having the lathe and its mechanical con
struction eA1Jlained to him, is taught centering, tape-turning, chucking, reaming, 
iuside aml outside screw-cutting, bolt-tw-ning, &c. H e is then required to construct 
some piece of mechanism in which many of these principles are involved. 

The drawing of this com·se extends through the entire three years. 
This work is looked upon a.s of the highest importance, and the effort is to make 

the instruction thorough, practical, and of direct utility. Considerable time is 
devoted to free-hand drawing, as it is believed that it not only assists in mechanical 
drawing, but it is of great service in after years, whatever the occupation chosen. 

Tho mechanical drawing consists of a series of exercises, and such are selected as 
will be of subsequent use. They are arranged in pt·ogressive 01·der, beginning with 
geometrical constructions involving straight lines and circular arcs only, and end
ing with the more complex cm·ves, such as the ellipse, helix, epicycloid, &c. 

Projection is next taken up. The instruction in this is from models, so that the 
student may have before him the actual object from which the projection is made, 
!tll(lnot be obliged to depend upon his unaided conception. After completing this 
work, he is required to draw parts of machines from actual measurements. For 
this purpose, he is given some piece of mechanism to sketch and measure, and of 
which, finally, he is to make complete working drawings. 

The mathematical illstructiou of the course covers Algebra, Plane and Solid 
Geometry, Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, and Laud Sw-veyillg, taught with 
special reference to this class of students, many practical applications being made. 
At present the department is well equipped, but additions of machinery are being 
made, from time to time, to meet the requirements of the course. 

9. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

The object of this com·se is to prepare student.s ill those subjects which will 
enable them to design machines or plants of machinery upon scientific prmciples. 

The instruction is given by means of lectures and recitations, with practice in the 
shops and laboratories. It treats of the mechanical properties of materials. of the 
motions and efficiency of machines, of the production, measurement, and distribu
tion of JlOwer. 

Excursions are occasionally made in order that students may witness running 
machinery, methods of carrying power , arrangement of shafting, and manufactur
ing processes. 

The study of steam engineering involves the principles and applications of Ther
modynamics. the characteristics and use of different fuel'l, the generation of steam 
with the construction of generators, and the mechanism and efficiency of the 
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various steam <'ngines. Students are also required to design different forms of 
,·ah·e gearing from data gi•en them. 

I nstruction is gi"en on hydraulic motors , windmilJs, pumps, air engines, and 
other machines. 

Drawing is carl"ied on in connection with recitations. It includes sketching 
machines aml drawing to scale from those sketches, making detail and sectional 
drawing8, and designing machines, thus applying tho principles and knowledge 
acquired in tho class-1·oom. The entire work is made as practical as is consistent 
with a thorough theoretical training. A course "in shop "·ork is required, besides 
the experimental work with boilers, indicator!'\. inspirators, governors, testing 
strength of materials, &c. At thedoSl' of tbe course each student presents a thesis, 
in which he is to giYc evidence of his efficiency by explaining and illt•strating some 
work of original research, or by designing aml describing w:ith plates some piece 
of mechanism. 

14. PRACTICUl\IS. 

Repeated mention has beP.n made of the subject of P1·acticmns as forming an 
important pa rt of the educational work of the ColJege, and several of them have 
been l1Qscribed in connection with the departments. Two others, on account of 
their special f eatmes, require separate mention. 

(a.) liiECHAOS"IC ARTS.-This practicum (in distinction from the fulJ course) has 
been in operation six years, and compris('S a course in wood-working (in which are 
learned, :tmong other things, t he making of plane surfaces, correct angles, good 
joints, and the care ru1d use of tools) and a course in forging, metal-working, &c. 

Some may think that the variety of operations in the mechanic arts is so great 
as to n1akc it in1possible to give the student any real knowledge in the time at his 
disposal. It should be borne in mind, ho,o:-ever, that this multiplicity of processes 
may be reduced to a small number of manual operations, and the numerous tools 
employe<l are only modifications of, or convenient substitute:; for, a few tools which 
are in gEo'neral use. The uses of the lathe are, to a great extent , the same, whether 
the material is bone, metal, or wood; whether the moving power be derived from 
the workman's foot , from the water-wheel, or from a steau.1-engiue. Again, IUl 

fitting depends on a correct eye and manual skill, he who has learned to :fit in metal 
by U1('ans of the clipping hammer and the file will not long find difficul ty in fitting 
wood by means of the saw, the plane, and the chisel. 

Mastery O"l"er a few processes and a few tools of w1iversal application, acquaint
ance with tho methods of fitting and :finishing, and with the ordinary means of 
transmitting and converting power, are, then, tho essential points embraced in this 
course. This practicum is required of all ma.le students, at some stage of their 
com-se, but those who wish to de,·ote themselves exclusively to this line of work 
aml study can now enter upon the reg ular course of three years. 

(b.) SUIWEYING.-Altl10ugh a professional ru·t, surveying affords so much prac
tice in the apj)lication of mathematics, a nu is of so frequent practical use, that ita 
J)rinciples are valuable to the general , as well as to the technical, student. It is, 
therefore, required of all students during the Fall session of the Sophomore year. 
Surveys are made with the chain, compass, anu transit; and from the data so 
ol.Jtained, plots are made and areas calculated. Triangular and trilinear surveying, 
laying out and dividing up land, and leveling complete the general course. In the 
Engineering Course, this training is f:u- more extended. 

Tuition is free, both in the Preparatory School and in the College; 
both of which a re open to pupils of both sexes. Ther e are also fifty 
free scholarsh ips, one for each Senatorial district in the State, the 
holders of which :.tre exempt from all the other College charges for 
room rent, furniture, etc.-
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'rhu catalogue of lSSG-'87, gives a list of 72 st.udents in the College 
awl 1;:; in the Preparatory SchooL Ten of the College students are 
girl ~, a.llll there are 13 girls in the P reparatory SchooL 

The list of Faculty and Instructors, gives eleven Professors in the 
College, with two instructors. The Preparatory School has a faculty 
of fonr teachers ; a Principal, and a lady professor, and two instruc
tol's. 

Tho latest catalogue* at hand, shows the continuous growth of the 
College. as follows : 

\V it.hin the last fom years the College has greatly enlarged its facilities for in
struction by t he erection of new buildings, the reconstruction of old ones :md the 
purchase of a large amount of equipment for several of the leading departments. 

The Botanical Department. · 
The Chemical Department. 
The Dep:1.r tment of Physics and Electrical Engineering. 
The Latlies' Department. 
The i\Iilitary Department. 
The Agriculture Experiment Station. 
The Rix tlepa.rtrnents r ecorded above have each been provided wi th commodious 

and a.ttract.ive buildings, designed and built with special refet·ence to their adapta- . 
tion to the needs of these several branches of work. The drill hall of the military 
department has also been fit ted up fm· use as a gymnasium, with the Sargent sys
tem of movable apparatus. A building for the accommodation of Mechanical Engi
n~ering antl Civil Engineeriug, is already planned; and will be erected as early as 
possible. 

The College is thus prepared to cany on its several branches of work more effi
ciently and successfully than ever before, and every effort is made to provide this 
large increase of additional facilities without any considerable increase in the 
expenses of students. 

The following add1tion has been made to the course in Graphics: 
Dming the present year , provision has been made for special instruction in 

lndush·ial Art and Design, wilh a view not only to introduce this branch of Draw
ing as far as practicable into all the courses of study, especially the Technical courses, 
but to pro,·itle a distinct department of training for those who wish to study Art in 
its applicatio11s to Iudustry or to find a career of life-work in this field. 

The course begins with <.lrawing from the object, as, geometrical solids, casts, 
plants, furniture, etc. , passing as early as possible to processes which awaken the 
im·entive faculty and cultivate the habit of original expression by Jneans of form 
an,\ figure instead of words. Special attention is paid to the applications of the 
artistic elements to commercial products, wall paper, oil cloth, wrought iron, etc., 
and it is believed thnt this may prove a n opening to agreeable and remunerative 
employment for young women in particular. 

The announcement is made that the course in Agriculture has been 
recast. to adapt it to the present r equirements of science and prac
tice. 

The aim in the course in Agriculture is to teach how the principal branches of 
physical and natural sc1ence are applied to the business of farming, and to afford 
a thorough nutl comprehensive knowledge of its principles and methods. 

*Catalogue of the Pennsylvania State College, 1890-'91, State College, Centre 
County, Pe1ma. , 1891. Pp. 84. 
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Drawing is a required study in the first term of FreRhmnn yeat·. 
The catalogue shows a small num her of students in the department 
of Agricult ure. 

The admirable report on Industrial Education, made iu 1889, to the 
Legislature, by tJ1e Commission, of which President Atherton was 
chosen chairman, hal:> been already fully noticed in the present 
R eport. (See Pa.rt II, page 1225, et seq.) It is by similar contribu
tions to educational literature, as well as by their services in guiding 
the education of youth, that the able body of educators connected 
with these colleges, serve the community at large, and add dignity 
and honor to their country. 

The catalogue, shows a total attendance for the school year 1890-
'91, of 209 students. Of these, 83 were in the Prepar atory Depart
ment. Fifteen of the "college stunents" and nine of the "Prepar
atory," were girls. 

The "Faculty and I nstructor s", comprise twenty-eight Professors 
and Instructors. 

George W. Atherton, LL. D .. is P resident. and Professor of Polit
ical and Social Science. 

BROWN UNIVERSITY, PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

W as designated by the L egislature to receive the National land 
Grant and in 1863, made provision to carry out its conditions. The 
catalogue of 1881-82, thus states this condition. 

Scholm·ships of the Depa,.tment of Agricnlttwe.-By resolutions of the General 
Assembly of the State of Rhode Island, the national grant, "for the benefit of 
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," was given to Brown University ; and the fund 
of fifty thousand dollars, which has accrued from this grant, is by agreement on 
the part of the University devoted to the education "of scholars, each at the rate 
of one hundred dollars per annum, to the extent of the entire annual ·income." 
Appointments to these scholarships are made, on thf' nomination of the General 
Assembly, by the Govemor and Secretary of State, in conjunction with thE\ Presi· 
dent of the University. 

DEPARTJ\IENTS OF PRACTICAL SCIENCE. 

Departments of Practical Science lw.ve been established in the University for the 
benefit of students who wish to prepare themselves for such pursuits as require 
especially the knowledge of mathematical and of physical science, and their appli· 
cations to indus trial arts. 

In these departments provision has also been made for courses of instruction in 
" such branches of learning as are rP.lated to Agricultural and the Mechanic Ar~." 
This provision has been made in accordance with an "Act of Congress granting 
lands for the establishing of Agricultural Colleges," an~l with " Resolutions of the 
Grneral Assembly of the State of Rhode Island, accepting these lands, and assign· 
ing the same to Brown University." Students who enter only for these studies, 
either in full or in part, are subject to the same conditions of admission as for any 
select course; and when they have duly pmsued such studiPs, they will be entitled 
to a. certificate stating the time of their University r esicleuce, and the amount of 
their acquisitions. They may, however , pm·sue these studies in connection with 
"the regular scientific and classical studies of the University," and when they have 
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so pursued them as t o fulfill the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or 
of Bachelor of Philosophy, they will be entitled to these degrees. 

These Departments are "Chemistry applieu to the Arts ; " Civil 
Engineering; Physics; Botany; Zoology and Geology; Agricul
ture.-As drawing is especially taught in Civil Engineering, the 
progress of the course in this department is given. 

CIVIL ENGINEERING. 

The regular course in this department occupies four years, but a longer or shorter 
course may be pm·sued, according to the w::tnts or abilities of students. Those who 
are unable to pmsue a full course, will find the studies so arranged that the knowl
edge and practice acquired in only a partial com-se will be practical and available. 
Ample provi~ion will be made for the instruction of any who desire a more extended 
course than is h ere indicated, in Engineering and in Higher Mathematics. 

The following is the order of study for the regular course: 
First Year. Use of 1\fatbematical instruments, including Line drawing, P en 

shading, Graphical construction of Plane problems ; Fl·ee-hand ch-awing and shad
ing; use of Mathematical tables ; Trigonometry, and its application to the measure
ment of areas; Plane surveying, including the theory and adjustment of instru
ments, Field practice, P lotting surveys, and descriptive Geometry. 

St>cond Year. Differential and Integral Calculus ; Shades and Shadows and Liner 
Perspective, and Isometrical Drawing. 

1'hird Year. Theory of structure, embracing the construction of foundations, 
Stone and Brick masonry; and detailed drawings of the same; Calculation and 
geometrical representation of the strain on trusses and girders ; Drawing of Plans, 
Profiles, Elevations, and Sections. 

Construction of machinery and bridges, anrl dra wings of the same; strength of 
materials used in construction; Estima tion of resistance of Friction and rigidity ; 
and Hydraulics, embracing the structure and use of hydraulic machines, the inves
tigation of the laws which govern the flow of water from reservoirs and the flow of 
water iJl rivers, canal and conduit pipes. and water used as a motor. 

Fourth Year. Weisbach's Mechanics, or Mahan's Civil Engineering. 
'ro pun;ue this course to the best advantage, the following mathematical studies 

taught in the Univet-si ty, should be pursued in connection with those above men
tioned, viz : Algebra, Geometry, Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, Analytical 
Geometry, and Calculus. 

Students desiring admission to this course are subjected to an examination on the 
same amount of Mathematics as is required of candidaws entering for a degree. 

In Botany, "free use is made of the black-board and diagrams, and 
great stress is laid upon the importance of drawing from nature, and 
students are taught to make illustrative sketches." 

Two courses of four years study, are arranged for those desiring to 
study for the Degree of Bachelor of Philosophy; the :first includes 
one anci1mt language, the second does not. In these courses, draw
ing is au essential study. Mechanical drawing, 2 hours a week, fresh
man year, is required in the first Mechanical course; and free hand 
drawing, 3 hours a week, in the second course. · 

In first Mechanical course, "Shades and Shadows," 3 hours a 
week, fi rst half of the Sophomore year. In second Mechanical course 
"Shades and Shadows," three hours a week; and Linear Perspective, 
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two hours a wcok, first llalf of Sophomore year. Both courses take 
"C1vil Engineering," 2 hours a week in Junior year, also in Senior 
year. 

Thirty-six students took the course of Civil Engineering, in 1880. 
The catalogue of the University for 1881-82, gave a total attendance 
in all tho classes of 251 students. 

From the first annual Report of the Board of Managers of the 
State Agricultural School and Experiment Station,* it appears that, 
as far back as 18GU, there had been dissatisfaction with the Agricul
tural department of Brown University; since the State Board of 
Education, in their report of that date, from which t he Board of 
Managet·s quote, stated that they "are of the opinion that the inten
tions of Congress have not been carried out in good faith by either 
Rhode Island, or Brown University. " 

In 1872, a legislative committee expressed dissatisfaction with the 
action of the College in respect to the Land Grant Fund. In 1884, 
the Legislature changed the sum allowed to the College for " State 
pupils," from $100 to $75. 

In 1888, th e Legislature, acting on the r eport of a joint special 
committee appointed to recommend action in r eference to the act 
of Congress establishing Agricultmal E xperiment Stations, estab
lished a Stitte Agricultural School in the town of South Kingston. 

A. farm containing 140 acres, was bought for $5,000. The town of 
South Kingston, contributing $2,000; Friends $2,000 mor e; and the 
State, the additional $1,000. 

In May, 1880, the Board as st at ed in their second report; t elected 
as Principal of the school John H . W ashburn, B. sc., PH. D., a 
graduate of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, and then study
ing at Gottingen, Ger many, where he received the degree of PH. D.-

Dr. W ashburn, in his repor t to the Board, g ives in detail, the pro
gramme of a course of three years of study. Drawing in each year, 
wood wo1·k, and iron work, are included; work in iron, only in the 
Senior year. 

The following extracts show, in part, the plan of the School. 

DESIGN OF THE l NSTITUTION. 

It is our purpose to ha>e a School which is first class in all its deprutments, to fit 

* Firs t Annual Report of the Board of Managers of the Rhode I sland State Agri· 
cultural School anu Experiment Station , made to the General Assembly, at its 
January session , 1889. Providence : E. L. Freeman & Sou, State Printers. 1889. 
Pp. 27. 

l Second Annual Report of the Board of Managers of the Rhode Island Stata 
Agricultmal School and Experiment Station , made to the General Assembly at its 
Januru·y Session, 1890. Pru-t I. State AgTicultural School. (Part II. State Agri· 
cultural Experiment Station is printed under sepamte cover.) Providence: E. L. 
Freeman & Sou. Printers to the State. 1890. Pp. 20. 
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nnu1;:; IIICII who iutencl Lo pursne agricul.ture or the mechanic arts, for active lif0, 
tt> etlncai L' lht>m i 1t the branches of Agrirulturc and in other knowlt!dge such as is 
necesf;ary to devel0p their manhood and instruct t hem in the duties of good citizen-
~d~ . 
It is ,-ery difficult at the present time for a young man to find a place to learn a 

trfLde. The carpenters and machinists will not take the t1·ouble to teach a young 
lauorPr. ·when he can do one tiring well, he is made to do that and nothing else, 
l.x::cansc he turn;; off work faster and as a factor in production, is more ~·aluable to 
his l'lll]lloyer. The industrial schools which are being founded throughout this and 
all olht' l' civilized countries, are intended to obviate this distressing d ifficulty. Such 
an inl':titution of instt·uction which has for its object the education and training of 
both mind and hand, is the most complete that can he devised; already rapid strides 
hu•:e 1Je0n m ade in tlJC great work of industrial education, and the experience of 
compl'teut educat ors in this direction has been that the pupil learns as much, and 
in somu cases m ore, theory with, than without the additional knowledge of the 
practical manipulation of tools. A young n:mn going out into the world from an 
imluRtrial school has a great advantage over those young men who have had very 
lillie schooling. he is educated and becomes an active man in public aud private 
affaiJti. Industrial legislation has been and will continue to be forced upon our 
legitilator~. The t rades must not remain in the hands of the ignorant. That the 
"·orkiu!),' men in many cases have not r eceived justice is a.u indisputable fact, that 
ma.n~· petc;ons in these lab::>r reforms become excited over one idea and do not know 
whf'n tht'Y J"t!ceive justice, is quite as indisputable a fact. They lack education to 
balance their minds. It is doubtless a potent factor in the solving of our labor 
troubles, to eilncate the lab01'e1' himself. That, and that alone can bring to us a 
peaceful ;;olution of our social t roubles. 

Special attention is given to manual la bor in our school and it is the desire of our 
faculty to have all agricultmal and other labor which is performed as a class exer
cise, educative. Our entrance examination is ~vithin the easy reach of any pupil 
of ordinary intelligence from our di'ltrict schools. We hope that the many boys of 
our country schools will be able to avail themselves 0f therm·e privileges which we 
will offer to worthy young men ·who are striving for an agricultmal and industrial 
education. 

The special ad vnntages of such an institution as we hope to make this one, extend 
iuto every community, not only to tile agricultural but we might almost say espe
cially to tho manufactmiug and industrial communities. 

In the 01"('1" increasing circulation of m en from country to city and from the city 
back agai11 to the countr y, a school of this kind will teach the young man from the 
city the progress nnd improvements which have been m ade in agricultm·e. He 
can \mdcrsl.aml the be.c;t methods which are being successfully used in the specia l 
lll'nHch of agriculture he intends to pursue, and at the same time he becomes ac
qnaintetl with the practical manipulation of farm labor and mnnagement. Our 
intllt;trln l <lupn rtment will t each those young men not fitted to becom e farmers that 
spe<"in.l line of work to which they are adapted. 

The commiHsion. appointed by t.he Legislature to confer with 
Brown Uni.YOl'Fiity, in relation to the so called Agricultural Fund; 
macle to tl1o January, 1802, session of t he L egislature, a "majority " 
and "m.inority'' Report. To the first, a proposition from the Uni
Yersity to rulopt the school as a department of the University, is ap
pewled; tt • thfl Minority l'eport, is a.ppended a resolution calling on 
the Uni'.'PJ·~ity to give hack to the State, the 18G2· Land Grant Fund. 

N 0 fin<~l aet.ion l1as taken place. 
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In the latest annual report* at band, the President, urges that 
this college should prepare itself to undertake" University work," 
in its highest sense. He predicts that, in the near future, a few 
institutions will advance to the higher work of original investiga
tion, which is the province of a true University, leaving the work of 
direct instruction of undergraduates to the majority of existing in
stitutions, which will remain simply colleges; confessedly of lower 
rank in the hierarchy of educational institutions. In other words, 
he thinks the standards of modern scholarship, and the requirements 
of a liberal education, have been so uplifted and specialized, that the 
ordinary degrees, of "B. A." and "A. M. " , no longer represent the 
relative quality and amount of scolarship with which they were 
formerly accredited. H e points to the great increase in the number 
of Post Graduate students in the various Institutions, as confirming 
his position. 

He explains that the difference between a College, and aU niversity, 
does not consist, as is commonly assumed, in the fact that a num· 
bar of schools of the so called " Learned Professions,. are grouped 
with the latter. In fact, he argues that a true University, may exist 
without association with, or direction of, a single one of the old 
professional schools of Theology, Law, and Medicine. 

The opportunity for original research; a body of Professors who 
have won distinction by devoting themselves to such research; with 
ample facilities in Libraries, Museums, and Laboratories, for illus
trating and prosecuting such researches ; and, with a.U, a number 
of endowed Fellowships, to attract anu support such capable students 
as may evince peculiar apti tude for such studies and investiga· 
tions; t hese, are the essential requisites and characteristics of a true 
University. For all these purposes large additional endowments 
are needed; and be appeals to the Alumni of Brown, to enable their 
University to advance by so endowing it ;- under penalty, other
wise, of seeing it retrograde.-The President advocates, also, the 
free admission of women students to all the P ost Graduate courses. 

The r eports made by the several Professors, to the President, 
accompany this report. In that by the Professor of the course in 
"Mathematics and Civil Engineering," it is stated that "courses in 
Machine Drawing and Gearing, were offered this year for the first 
time." · 

In the Department of Physics, the following instruction in Manual 
Training was given: 

During the entire college year , the workshop has been open to students, under 

*Annual Repor t of the President to the Corporation of Brown University June 
23, 1892. The Providence Press : Snow & Farnham, Printers, 37 Custom House 
Street. 1892. Pp. 70. 
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the direction of Mr. Mount, assisted by 1\fr. Lester in the wood-working, and by 
Mr. Burdick in the machine department . The attendance was :IS follows : 

Firstterm . ...... .. ...... . ... . ....... . . . ....... ··· -··---- · · --- -· · · - 43 
Second tenn. . ... .. ... . .. . .. .. .. .... . . ...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Third term ................. . .. .. .. .. ..... .. .... .. .. .... ___ __ ,... 16 

95 

The time devoted to workshop practice by each student was six hours per week. 
In Agricltlture. The usual course of lectures on Agricultural subjects was given 

to the fourteen members of the Senior Class, who were beneficiaries under the con
ditious of t he State Agriclllt ural Scholarships. 

The lat est catalogue* at hand, gives a concise historical statement 
of the movement which r esulted in the founding of the college in 
1764, and reprints, with all its quaintness of expression and typog
raphy, the original charter, authorizing certain persons named 
therein to found a college, or university. In 1770, the college, which 
bad fi rst opened in the town of Warren, was moved to Providence, 
and in 1804, was, by vote of t he corporation, named Brown Univer
sity; in recognit ion of t he beneficence of Mr. Nicholas Brown. 

Tho following account gives a general outline of the plan and 
method of the instruction offered to undergraduates at the present 
time. 

T HE COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. f 

The courses of instruction for undergraduates form a Bystem of studies partly 
requi red and pat·tly elective. The studies of the Freshman year are nearly all re
quired, the main exception being that candidates for the degrees of Bachelor of 
Pltilosophy have a choice of courses according as they do or do not wish to pursue 
the study of an ancient language. The required studies of the Freshman year are 
selected for their disciplinary value, that the students may the more profitably 
pursue those, whatever they may be, of the subsequent years. During the last 
three years larg~ l iberty in the choice of studies is allowed, particularly in the case 
of candidate:; for the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Philosophy. In 
the Sophowore and Junior years of the courses for those degrees the required 
studies occupy seven of the sixteen hours of instruction each week, and in the 
Senior year three of the fo\U'teen hours. The required Rtudies for these degrees 
during three years are restricted to English, Genn an, History and Philosophy, the 
pursuit of which is deemed necessary for every student who is to receive a collegiate 
degree. Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science and Civil Engineer are 
allowP.d less freedom of election, in order that they may thoroughly master the 
branches necessary for the most thorough discipline in their respective departments. 

The elective studies, which are very numerous, are so placed in the curriculum 
as to give all those en titled to this all the freedom of choice which the necessary 
limitations of the schedule of lectures admits. In arrang ing this schedule a num
ber of parallel courses, each unitary and progressive a nd extending through the 
three years are made available. Every student is advised in selecting h is st udies 
to adopt in the main one of these courses. 

*Catalogue of the Officers and Students of Bro\vo University 1891- '92. The 
Providence Press : Snow and Farnham, Printers , 37 Custom H ouse Street. 1892. 
Pp. 167. 

t Instruction for graduate students is treated by itself in a later paragra ph. Also, 
a special circular relating to the same may be had on application to the Register. 
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In addition to the regular courses of instruction, special honor courses are offered, 
which are 1>pen to students willing to do large extra work in their particular de
partments. These honor courses, fully described in a later paragraph, mainly con
sist of special reading supplement by problems and essays. Examinations in them 
are held at the option of the several professors. 

The following programme of inst ruction m Drawing, is given 
under the cour se in Applied Mathematics. 

XII. A PPLIED MA'XHEMATICS. 

* * * * * * * 
DRAWING. 

Professor Randall. 

1. Elernenta?i/ Mechanical Drawing.-Fom· hours. First term. Elective for all 
students. 

2, 3, 4. F1·eehand Dratving.-One hour. First, Second, and Third Terms. re
spectively. Elective for all students. 

5, 6. Desc1·iptive Geomet1·y.- Church's Descriptive Geometry, Mechanical Draw
ing. Four hours. Sl'cond and Third Terms respectively. Elective for those who 
have taken Course I. 

7. Shades, Shadows, Perspective and Isornet1·ical Projections.-Davies's Shades, 
Shadows and Perspective. Church's Shades, Shadows and Isometrical Projections. 
Burchett's Perspective and Davidson's Perspective. Three hours. First Term. 
Elective for those who have taken Courses 1, 5 and 6. 

8. 1liechanical Dmwing.-Application of the principles of Descriptive Geometry 
to machine drawing from models. Three hours. Second Term. Elective for 
those who have taken Courses 1, 5 and 6. 

9. Mechanical Dmtving.-Construction of Higher Curves and their application 
in the formation of Gear Teeth. Third Term. Thxee hours. Elective for those 
who have taken Courses 1, 5 and 6. Additiona l com·ses in Mechanical Drawing 
will be offered in subsequent years to meet the needs of advanced students. 

The Manual Training Comse comes under the general course in 
Physics. 

Work-shop Course in Mechanical Processes. Tt·aining in the use of tools for 
working wood and metals. Three hours [six b.ow·s' attendance in shop]. First and 
Second Terms respt'\ctively. Elective for Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors, but 
pupils applying for this Com-se are required to take Mechanical Drawing also. 

By special permission work-shop practice may be continued for more than one 
t erm, but only a single term will count toward the attainment of a degree. 

In the general desc_ription of the Courses of Instruction, Drawing 
comes in the regular course of Civil Engineering, as follows: 

2. Mechanical Drawing, consisting of instruction in the use of instruments, dis
cussion, proof, and application of t he methocls of constructing Plane Geometrical 
Problems and the more complicated Plane Curves, flat and graduated Tinting, the 
principles of Orthographic and Isometric P rojections, and their application in 
Model Drawing. 

3. Free-hand Drawing, consi~ting of pencil m·awings of models, introducing the 
principles of Orthographic Projections, Shades, Shadows, and Perspective. At 
present this subject is taught as subsidiary l,o Mechanical Drawing, and the aim is 
to enable students to make hasty but intelligible machine sketches which may be 
used as guides in the more accurate drawings which follow. 
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4. Drscriptive Geom~::try, consisting of the discussion and proof of the various 
melhtJds of constructing a. large number of problems, with extensive and accurate 
application of these methods in the Drawing Room. 

ecoml Year . 1. Elementary Mechanics embracing the fundamental principles 
of Mechanics, trea.ted from a mathematical point of view, with such experiments 
as arc necessary to illustrate principles. 

2. Analytical Geometry as indicated on page 64. 
s. Sh:ules, Shadows, Perspective, and Isometr ic Projections, comprising recita

tioll:l aml mechanical dra wing based on the principles of Descriptive Geometry. 
4. 1\fechanical Dmwing, consisting of free-hand sketching , detail and assembled 

drawings of machines, and the study of the theoretical and practical methods of 
constructing gear teeth. Lectures and drawing. 

* * * * * * * 
The objects sought in Mechanical Drawing are: 
1. To prepare the students for the duties of the Draughting Room by bringing 

befon• them a l:nge number of theoretical and practical problems which shall in
,·oh·e t he principles most needed in the work of the present time. 

2. Discipline of the mind through the discussion and proof of original methods 
of solution. 

3. To eocomage neatness and accw·acy and develope the power of concentration 
without which the work of the Draughting Room cannot be acceptably done. 

* * * * * * * 
Wilson Hall , recently completed, is well constructed and equipped for its pm

poses as a Laboratory for the experimental study of Mechanics and Physics. 
The Workshop and the Physical Laboratory are open to students five days in the 

week, from 9 A. M. to 6 P. M. 
The course in the ·workshop is offered to those who have mechanicn.l tastes and 

aptitudes but may not wish to pttrsue cottrses in tl1e mathematics or the subject. 

The announcement of the '' Depar tment of Instruction" especially 
related to the Lancl Grant Fund, is h ere given in full: 

XVIII. AGRICULTURE AND THE M ECHANI C ARTS. 

An extruded course of study in Agricultme and the Mechanic Arts is open to all 
slude•Jts. It includes the cow'Ses offered in the departments of English, Political 
Economy, i\lathematics, Engineering, Chemistry, Physics, Zoology, Geology, Physi
ology and Botany, as given above, and also special lectures on Agricultw·e. These 
relate to U1e t>tndy of soils and to applied EconOlnic ZoOlogy, according to the fol
lowing schedule of topics: 

Introduction: History of Agricultttre, tracing its development through the J ew
ish, Greciau, Roman. Spanish and English nations to the formation of agricultural 
and horticultura l societies iu the United States, with a brief accotmt of the earlier 
of these formed within the years from 1785 to 1829 inclusive. The subject is then 
continued by tho discussion of the following topics : 

I. Primary Condition of ~fatte1·. II. Formation of Soil from Inorganic E lements. 
III. Source of Organic Matter . IV. Cons tituents of Plant required by Soil. V. 
Constituents of Soil in the Mass. VI. Composition of Fertile Soil. VIII. Cardinal 
Law in Agriculture. IX. Rotation of Crops. X. Discriminating Application of 
Fertilizers. 

Under the general head of Economic Zoology are discussed the distinctive char
~cterbticR of the most approved breeds of both neat cattle and horses. Practical 
mxtruction is gi1•cn by the v isiting of farms and in obtaining and preserving speci
men~ in N;~tural ITislory. Taxidermy is also t.c1.ught when desired by the class. 

The above cour:;e is arranged in pw'Suance of the agreement entered into between 
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the Corporation of Brown University and the Genera l Assembly of the State of 
Rhode Island in J anuary, 1863, by which the University receives the benefits of 
the Act of Congress approved J uly 2, 1862, entitled " An Act donating Public Lands 
to the several States anti Territories which may provide Colleges for the Benefit of 
Agriculture and the Mechanic Ar ts." 

The University Art Collections, possess a number of interesting 
por t raits; which ar e, from time to time, added to by the Alumni. A 
beginning has also been made of a Museum of Classical Archaeology. 

A collection of classical casts,-selected by the late Professor 
Lincoln, for Henry Kirk~'! P orter , Esq. , of Pittsburg, Penn., of the 
class of 18GO, who gave them to the University,- was the beginning 
of what gives promise of becoming a valuable Museum of Ancient 
Art. The u tility of such a collection of casts in illustrating classi
cal literature, and as models in d rawing, is r eadily seen. 

Professor W . C. Poland, associate Professor of Greek, is Curator 
of the Museum of Classical Archaeology. The following statement 
shows the students in attendance during 1891-'92. 

SUMMARY. 

Graduates . .... . . . 
Sen.iOl"S.... . . . .. . . ... ... .... . . ..... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . ... . ... ... . 
Juniors . .. .. .... . . . . .. . .... . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . ... . .. . ....... . . ..... . .. .. . .. . 
Sophomores ..... . . .... .... . .. ........ .. ... . ..... . ... ...... . ..... . .... . . . . 
Freshmen .... .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ...... .. .. . ... . .. .... .. . ... . ......... . 
Select Course . .. . . . . . ... ...... . . .. . ...... ... .... ... .. . ... .. .... . . . ... .... . 

Total. .... .. . .. ... ...... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

35 
59 
67 
94 

102 
26 

403 

The " Faculty and other Officer s" of the University number Fifty
two. Rev. Elisha Benjamin Andrews, D. D. LL. D. , is President and 
Professor of Moral and Intellectual P hHosophy. 

U NIVERSITY OF S OU'l'H CAROLINA. 

The South Carolina College of Agr iculture and Mechanics, at 
Columbia, South Carolina ; was established uy t he Legislature in 
accordance with the provisions of the law passed Mar ch, 22, 1878. 

The following sections of which, a re quoted from the 27 sections 
of the bill. 

An Act to Provide for the Organization of the State Unive1-sity. 
Section I. B e i t enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the State 

of South Carolina, now met, and sitting in General Assembly, and by the authority 
of the san1e. That the University of South Carolina shall be. and it is hereby 
divided into two branches-the one located in the city of Columbia, and styled the 
South Carolina College, and the other in or near the town of Orangeburg, to be 
styled the Claflin College; and that the said University, and both branches thereof, 
shall be, and are hereby, placed under the cont rol and management of the Board 
of Trustees of the UniYersity of South Carolina, now in office, and their successors 
elected according to law. 

Sec. 2. That the Board of Trustees shall consist of the Governor of the State for 
the t ime being, the State Superintendent of Education, the Chairman of the Com-
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mittee of Education of the Senate and House of Representatives for the time being, 
and seven pe1'sons to ·be elected on the joint vote of the General Assembly, who 
shall hold their offices for a term of four years, and until their successors shall be 
appointed, no one of whom shall be in any other manner connected with the Uni
versity. * * * * : 

Sec. 10. That all property. real or personal, rights of property and credits, belong
ing or appertaining to the Agricultural College, shall vest in and become the abso
lute property of the University of South Carolina, to be used and enjoyed solely for 
the purpose for which such property and credits were qriginally given. * * * *. 

Sec. 20. There shall be admitted mto each College of the University one student 
from each County of t he State, who shall be entitled to tuition free of charge; such 
student shall be appointed by the Governor, upon the recommendation of the del
egation in the General Assembly from the County in which the applicant resides, 
and after a competitive examination: Provided, Such applicant shall show upon 
examination before the Faculty the degree of proficiency required of other appli
cants for admission in said College, and be otherwise eligible for admission in said 
College. • 

The State, having some years previously accepted the National 
land grant in aid of " Agricultural and the Mechanic Arts," and 
some questions arising in relation to the legislation in r egard to it, 
by act of December 23d, 18'79;-two sections of the law are here 
quoted. 

AN ACT to Provide for the Investment and Use of the Agricultural College Fund. 

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and H ouse of Representatives of the State 
of South Carolina, now met and sitting in General Assembly, and by the authority 
of the same, That in accordance with the stipulations entered into with the United 
States by this State accepting and receiving the donation of land scrip for the 
endowment of one or more colleges for the promotion ·of agriculture and the me· 
chanic arts, the State Treasurer be, and he is hereby, authorized and required to 
issue to the Board of Trustees of the University of South Carolina a certificate of 
State stock in the sum of one hundred and ninety-one thousand eight hundred 
($191,800) dollars, bearing interest at the rate of six per cent. per annum from July 
1st, .A.. D. 1879, payable SP.mi-annually, to be held by the University of South Car
olina as a perpetual fund (capital of which shall remain forever undinrinished), to 
be used by said Board of Trustees solely for the purposes for which the said land 
scrip was originally donated by the Acts of the Congress of the United States in 
relation thereto; the said certificate of stlock to be held in lieu and stead of the 
Agricultural College bonds, formerly constituting the Agricultural College fund 
under the said Acts of Congress and the Acts of the General Assembly of this State 
in relation to the same, and 'heretofore used by the Financial Agent for general 
State purposes. 

Sec. 2. That the Board of Trustees of the University is hereby authorized to 
establish a College of Agriculture and Mechanics for the benefit of the white stu
dents, in addition to the South Carolina .Agricultw·al College and Mecha.Iiics' Insti
tute now in operation for the benefit of colored students, and to maiptain the said 
colleges out of the income of said fund, and to use the property and grounds of the 
University of South Carolina at Columbia in such manner and so far as deemed 
necessary for the purpose aforesaid. 

The third and final section authorizes the founding ~f scholarships 
under cer tain conditions. -

The University, thus revived in Columbia under the name of the 
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South Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanics, opened its 
first session October 5, 1880.-

Dr. Miles, the President, in showing the facilities for obtaining 
instruction in Agriculture aml the Mechanic Arts says : 

"For enabling om students to acquire practical acquaintance with planting and 
farming, autl the methods of cultivating our staple crops, we have an ample area 
of laud, where 1\Ir. Connors, om· farmer, au experienced and skilled agriculturist, 
gives his undivided attention to .field and garden operations. Here the lectures on 
Agricultural Chemistry are supplemented and "illustrated by the test and compari
son of various fertilizers on g rowing crops. * * ·*. 

Mr. J esse Jones a thoroughly skilled and unusually ingenious mechanic and 
machinist, is om: master mechanic and has charge of the work-shop, where, under 
his eye, the student learns the use of all ordinary tools and how to handle them, 
and how to plan and construct farm buildings, and to make a nd repair farming im
plements, &c., a nti where gradually, a practica.l acquaintance with engines, mills, 
and machinery generally, n~ay be acquired. 

A three years course of study is adopted. The School of Mathe
matics embr aces two distinct departments. 1. Pure Mathematics, 
and 2. Applie<l Mathematics. All instruction iu drawing comes in 
the second department and is given in the 2nd year, when Descrip
tive Geometry, Shades and Shadow~ and Surveying are taught, and 
in the 3rd and senior year, when Civil Engineering is t aught. Total 
number of students for 1880-'81, was 60.-

The catalogue for 1890-'91, * begins with a concise histury of the 
various changes that have been experienced by t his Sta.te I nstitution 
during the political vicissitudes of the Century; followed by a brief 
outline of the existing organization of the University at Columbia, 
which, as they show the scope of the University as a whole, are here 
given. 

IDSTORICAL STATEilfENT. 

The South Carolina College was chartered by t he General Assembly in 1801, and 
threw open its doors to the youth of the State in J anuary, 1805. 

It continued in successful operation down to July, 1863, when its buildings were 
taken possessiou of by the Confederate Government and used as a hospital until the 
close of the war. 

I ts charter was amended by the Legislatm·e in 1865, and in 1866 it was reopened 
as the University of South Carolina. 

It was again closed in 1876, in consequence of the unsettled political condition of 
the State. 

In 1878 the chru:ter was again amended, and the University divided into two 
branches-the one situatetl at Columbia styled the South Carolina College, the 
other , situated at Orangeburg, Claflin College. (In 1882 a third branch was added, 
the State l\1ilit.-1.ry Academy at Charleston. ) No immediate steps were, however 
taken to reopen t he College. 

In 1879 the Trustees of the University were empowered by Act of the General 
Assembly to establish a College of Agriculture and Mechanics at Columbia, and to 
use the property and grounds of the College for t his purpose. Tltis was accord
ingly done in 1880. 

*Catalogue of t he UniverRity of South Carolina, 1890-'91. Columbia, S. C. 
Pt·intecl at the Presbyterian Publishing H ouse, 1891. Pp. 84. 
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In 1881 the Legislature granted an annual a.pproriation for the support of the 
schools of the University, and in 1882 the South Carolina College was reorganized 
by the appointment of a full Faculty. It went into active operation the fall of the 
same year. 

In December , 1887, the charter was, for the third time, amended, and the Uni
versity re-established at Columbia, with branches, as heretofore, at Orangeburg 
and Charleston. In October, 1888, t he University was reopened with the following 
departments : Graduate Department, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, College 
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, College of Pharmacy, Normal School, Law 
School. 

OUTLINE OF ORGANIZATION. 

The University at Columbia. comprehends t he following departments: The 
Graduate department; tho College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts ; the College 
of Liberal At·ts and Sciences ; the College of Pharmacy; the Normal School ; the 
La.w School. 

In the Graduate Department, graduate courses, either in special departments of 
nstruction ot· in groups leading to the higher degrees, are provided for graduates 
of this University, or other institutions of similar rank, who wish to pursue 
advanced studies. 

The College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts offers five full courses for degrees, 
of four years e..1.ch, one general and four technical-the course of General Science, 
the course of Civil Engineering, the course of Mechanical Engineerihg, the course 
of Chemistry, and the Course of Natural History. 

For students unable to go forwat·d to degrees this College has arranged three 
special courses, of two years each-the shorter course of General Science, the 
shorter course of Applied Science, and the Business Course. 

In the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences there are three degree courses, of 
four years (o::tCh-tho course of Classical Literature, the courSe of Modern Litera-
ture, and the course of History and English Lit erature. .. 

The College of Pharmacy offers two courses, of two years each-one professional 
course in Pharmacy, leading to a degree, and the COW'Se preparatory for Medicine 
and Pharmacy, leading to a certificate. 

The Normal School has two courses-a professional course of one year for teach-
ers, and a course of two years, preparatory for the study of Pedagogy. 

The La.w School offers a coUt·e of two yeat·s, leading to a degree. 
Elective courses are also allowed under epecial circumstances. 
Every matriculate j,s required, except in special CJl.S6 approved by the University 

authorities, to elect one of the full or special cow-ses. The student is graded in each 
study of the course selected accordi.Dg to 4is preparation therein. The majority of 
his studies determine his rank. In each year of every course there are eighteen or
more exercises a week and six or more distinct branches of study. With the con
sent of the proper authorities, other studies in addition to those prescribed in the 
course may be carried. One or more electives are allowed in the last tw.o years of 
several of the courses. These provisions secure for the student the full benefit of 
his preparation in e.ach study and give flexibility to the cow·ses and system of 
gradation.. · 

The fol~owing are the courses of study offered by the college of 
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. 

COLLEGE OF -AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS. 

COURSES OF STUDY. 

I. Regular Courses for Degree of B~:~ochelor of Science (B. S.~Four Years Each. 

AU/l'-VOL 4--35 
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I. FOR DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE-B. S. 

1. CouRSE oF GENERAL SciENCE. 

Fi1·st Year. - l st Mathematics ; 1st History; 1st English ; 1st French; 1st German; 
Free-hand Drawing. 

Second Year.-2nd Mathematics; Surveying and Descriptive Geometry (each one 
term); 1st Physics; 2nd French; 2nd German; 2nd English. 

Thi1·d Yea1·.-8rd Mathematics; Structura l Bota ny and Physiology (each one 
term); 1st Chemistry; Psychology; Zoology and Qualitative Analysis (each one 
term); Elective. 

Fourth Year.-Mineralogy; Geology; Political Economy; Astronomy and Phi· 
losophy of Religion (each one term); Logic; Elective; Essays. 

2. CoURSE OF CIVIL ENGINEERING. 

Fi1·st Year.-1st Mathematics; 1st French; 1st German; 1st English; Wood Work; 
Free-hand Drawing; 1st Mechanical Technology. 

Second Yea1".-2nd Mathematics; Surveying and Descriptive Geometry (each one 
term); 1st Physics; 1st Chemistry; French or German; 2nd English; l et Meehan· 
ical Drawing. 

Third Year. - i!rd Mathematics; Spherical Trigonometry and Geodesy (each one 
term); Mechanics ; 2nd Physics; Qualitative Analysis; French or German; 2nd 
Mechanical Drawing. 

Fourth Yea1·.-Civi1 Engineering; Civil Engineering Drawing; Thermodynamics; 
Mineralogy; Geology; Astronomy (1st term); Elective (2nd term); Essays. 

3. C OURSE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

First Year.-lst Mathematics; 1st French; 1st German; 1st English; Wood Work: 
Free-hand Dra,ving; 1st Mecha nical Technology. 

Second Year.- 2nd Mathematics ; 2nd Mechanical Teclmology and Descriptive 
Geometry (each one term); 1st Physics; 1st Chemistry; French or German; 2nd 
English; 1st Mechanical Dra,ving; Vice Work. 

Third Yea1·.-8rd Mathematics; Spherical Trigonometry and Principles of Mech· 
anism (each one term); 2nd Physics; Mechanics; French or German; 2nd Meehan· 
ical Drawing; Machine Work. 

Fom·th Year.-Applie<l Mechanics; Thermodynamics; Mineralogy; Geology; 
Qualitative Analysis ; Designing and 3rd Mechanical Drawing (each one term); 
Machlne Work; Astronomy (1st term); Essays. 

4. CouRSE OF CHEMISTRY, 

l<'irst Year.- 1st Mathematics ; 1st French ; 1st German; 1st English; Free band 
Drawing; Physical Geography. 

Second Yea r.-2nd Mathematics ; 1st Physics; 1st Chemistry; 2nd French; 2nd 
German; 2nd English. 

Third Yea1·.-2nd Chemistry; Chemical Technology; Qualitative Analysis; 2nd 
Physics; Mineralogy; Zoology and Physiology (each one term); Structural and 
Systematic Botany (each one term). 

Fou1·th Year.- Quantitative Analysis; Volumetric and Organic Analysis; Geol
ogy; Applied Mineralogy; Assaying and Organic Preparation; Microscopy and Bac
teriology; Essays ; Elective. 

5. CouRSE oF N ATUil.AL HISTORY. 

Fi1·st Year.-1st Mathematics ; 1st French; 1st German; 1st English; Free-hand 
Drawing; Physical Geography. 
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Second Year.-2nd Mathematics; 1st Physics; 1st Chemistry; 2nd Fre~h; 2nd 
German; 2nd English. 

Third Year.-Qualitative Analysis; 2nd Physics; Zoology and Physiology (each 
one term); Free-hand Drawing; Structural and Systematic Botany (each one term); 
Mineralogy; Geology. . 

Fourth Year.-Applied Mineralogy; Applied Geology; Microscopy and Bacteri
ology; Quantitative Analysis; Elective and Hygiene (each one term); Free-hand 
Drawing and Entomology (each one term); Essays; Elective. 

n. SPECIAL COURSES FOR CERTIFIO.A.TES.-TWO YEARS EAOB. 

1. SHORTER CoURBlll OF GENII:RAL Soll!:NO!ll. 

First Year.-1st Mathematics; 1st English; 1st History; Physical Geography; 
Free-hand Drawing. 

Second Year.-2nd Mathematics; 2nd English; 1st Physics; 1st Chemistry; 
Structural Botany and Physiology (each one term); Electiv~. 

2. SHORTER CoURS!ll 011' .A.PPLllllD SolENO!ll. 

First Year.-1st MathematicS; 1st English; Free-hand Drawing; Wood Work; 
1st Mechanical Technology; Physical Geography. 

Second Year.-2nd Mathematics; 2nd English; 1st Physics; 1st Chemistry; Sur
veying and Field Practice; 2nd Mechanical Technology and Descriptive Geometry 
(each one term); 1st Mechanical Drawing. · 

3. BuSlNlllSS COURS!ll. 

First Year.-Commercial Arithmetic and Book-keeping; 1st English; Physical 
Geography; Phonography; Free-hand Drawing. 

Second Year.-1st Mathematics; 2nd English; Phonography; Book-keeping, &c.; 
Elective. 

m. ELECTIVE COURSES. 

These are such as may be allowed under special circumstances, on application. 
Such application must show exceptional grounds, and, in case of minors, must be 
accompanied by written request of parent or guardian. 

NOTE.-ln addition to the studies included in the foregoing courses for degrees or 
certificates, laboratory courses are offered in Zoology and Physiology, and a. course 
in Spanish. These can be taken as optional or elec;:tive studies. 

It will be seen that drawing, in a greater or less degree, is included 
in each of these courses. In the course in Mechanical Engineering 
it forms a very essential feature. The following is the detailed state
ment of this course. 

DEPARTMENT OF MEOBANIOAL ENGINEERING. 

PROI!EBSOR EDWARDS. INSTRUCTOR NllllRNBU. . 

In this department there are twenty-two classes-
First, Second, and Third Mechanical Drawing.-These classes meet three periods 

a week, of two hours each, the first two throughout the session, the third during 
one term. 

First Mechanical Drawing.-The proper use anci care of drawing instruments,· 
construction of plane figures, the study of helical and other curves, the projection 
and sections of geometrical solids, shadlng, tinting, and conventional use of colors. 
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Secontl :Mechanical Dra:wing. ·-Tho making of accurate working-scal e d ··awings 
from measurements, an•l rongh ;;ket<'hes of lXtr t;; of ma.chinery, aml the drawing 
necessary in cormectimr with the course in mechanism, aud gear con;;truction, with 
practice allll traci ng in blue printing. 

Tldrcl Me<:lumical D1'Cm•iug.-Detai l and assembly drawing'S from machinery, 
followed by ureehanism llcu i~u;; :~.ml bviler <lrawiugs. l\fnchinc design. 

The classe:; iu Frc~-lmml Dmwiug meet t hree periods, of two hours each, through· 
out session. 

F'int li'rcc-haurl Dmwina.-Chan.:onl and cra.yon rlrawing frorn plaster casts of 
geome!;rieal ::;olirls. P ers pccti>e tlmwing in pencil, il!Lt::;Lrated by problems. 

Seconrl Free-hrwcl T>rwving.-" A 11ti<1UC" drawiug from pla::;ter casts of feet, 
baml::;. JU<lliks, aJHI J •u:;b;. 

'l'ltird Free-hand Drawing.-" Antiqnc" tlrawing from plaster ca::;t::; of the human 
figure. 

Fonl'th Free-hanil Drawing.-" Life" dr;Lwing fr·om Lhe Ji\·ing model. 
I n atltlition to the forcgoiug, twn special cla.;ses in Frcc-h:uul Dn1wing are formed 

in connectio11 with course in Natural History. Fin;/ yew ·. - Blackboard drawing 
of diagrams aud cut:; Jor lecture illustrations, in colorerl chalks. Second year.
Anatolll iea.l :;tuilie:;, plant and insect forrus from nature in pencil, pen and ink, 
and waL1•r <"olllrs. 

Drawing b cons idt·red as :1. hmg uage, or mode of expressing ideas, and as being, 
therefore, not los:; import:111 t than ling·uist.ic st.ntly on account of its disciplinary as 
well as i ts direct practical valnt'. As a language it is an int<'lligible mode of com
municating thoughts antl explaining t hin~~:;, having . moreover, this advantage over 
other laugua.g-es spoken or written, that it il; universal, that it is almost alike 
intelligiblo to nll tlH~ lli\•en;c moe.; o.f mn.nkind, needing no t ranslation, uut at once 
" k11own and read of ;til men.'' 

The excrci.;es cousis!. mostly in drawing dir<•ctly from th e objects. Tire student 
iH expeeted to ohser·vl' const.antly the relation of Lhe object to the motle of its repre
sentation, auLllo bccOLUC sclf-llirectiug, wilhout wasting Lime in copying the delin
eation of others. 

COURSES IN SHOP WOHK. 

First Shop l'V01·lc.-Tiris is a course in \'Vood ''Vork, a nd consists in instruction in 
the ordinary earpC'nter'fl aud paLLcrn-rnal~Pr's tools, an<l the pl'I'Eorming of such 
operations as planing, sawing, trueing up, mbheti'lg, ploughin)!.'. mortising, tenon
ing, dovetailing, sqnariug, Long;uing, cornering-, LlowC'lling, splicing-straight and 
scarfed, &c. Practice will he gi ven in tuxning, scroll work, &c. , wi th the scroll 
saw, and in such wodr a~ rc:luires the use of other ordinary umchiue tools. 

Second Shop lY01·/c.-This eonRisls in tho ordinal',\' bench and >ice work of ma· 
chine shop, such llS chippin)!.', filiug, 1h·illing, use o.f taps and dies, and fitting in 
general. A portion of this year will n lso be devoted to forge "·or k, such as welding 
iron aml r;teel. tem pering, ma.kiug touls. hol ts, uuts, &c. Brazing and soldering 
will be inelll\led in t!li~ year's work. Forge work will indircctly be continued 
through the last three year:;, as the student will be r equired to dress and temper 
his own tools. 

ThiTd Shop 1-Vork. - This is devoted to the Yarious methods of moulding, and the 
comlllencement of :1. course in machine work. 

Fott?·tl~ Sllop Vflo1'k.- This, Machine Work, commenced the preceding year, con· 
sists iu drilling, planing, boring. shaping. milling, tlll'ning, cutting screw-tbreads, 
etc. A knowledge t>f the clifforent kintl1; of work that E'ii.Ch tool is capable of turn· 
ing out, will lll' givt•u to the stu<leut 1·iiher hy his seeinp; in e;tc·h •·as" the work per
fonHetl , or by hi:-; having eharge of or performing the work himself in as many in· 
stance::; us tiure will allow . 
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'l'hestl fotu· classes meet three periods of two hours each, every week dUI·ing their 
respective years. 

COURSES l N MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY. 

FirBt .Me<:hanical Technology.-This course covers the nomenclature of carpen
try, pattern-making, and other kinds of wood work, the tools and appliances of 
each, ihe ' york to which each tool is adapted, the proper method of handling it, 
and the reasons for its peculiality of construction, proper cutting bevels for edge 
tools, &c. 'l'his cow -se runs parallel to, and is an adjunct to, First Shop Work. 
Texi-book : Shelley's Work-shop Appliances. (This class meets once a week dUI·ing 
session.) . 

Secmul .ilfechanical Technology.-This is a course similar to the preceding, but 
with wachine work and the va1·ious tools and methods of the machinist as its sub
ject. This course is preparatory to Second, Thi1·d , a nd Fourth Shop Work. Text
books: Rose's Practical Machinist; Spretson's Cast ing and Founding; West's Amer
ican Foundry Practice. (This class meets three times weekly during first term.) 

COURSES IN MECHANICS. 

lfechanics.-In the first term of the year given to this study, Elementary Me
chanics will be taken up and finished. During the second term will he discussed 
all of Mechanics properly understood only with the aid of calculus, such as the 
determination of volumes, areas, centres of w:avity, pressure, &c. Text and refer
ence books : Todhunter 's Elementary Mechanics; Smith's Mechanics; Mosely's 
Mechanics; Wood's Analytical Mechanics. 

Principles of Mechanism.-'l'his ernbraces the general subject of kinematics, and 
has to clo with the laws governing the motion of the parts of a machine, but with
out reference to the forces producing the motion. It also proportions the moving 
parts of a machine regardless of strength, so that certain velocity ratios may be 
insured or certain desired movements accomplished. Te:ll.-t-books and books of refer
ence: Goodeve's Principles of Mechanism ; Stahl and Wood's Elements of Mechan
ism; MacCord's Kinematics ; Reulaux's Kinematics. (This class meets three times 
a week during ih-st term.) 

Applied Mechanics.-The application of mechanical laws to structures and ma
chinery. The first term of the year given to this includes the study of prime 
movers and the general principles of machinery. In connection with prime movers 
will be given the different ways of transmitting power by belts, ropes, gearing, &c.; 
and such special machines as hydraulic motors; tmbj.nes, their principles, efficiency , 
&c. Under the general head of principles of machinery will be taken up statistics 
of structmes, including all kinds of frames, trusses, girders, &c. Dynalnics of 

· Machines; Dynamics of the stea m engine; Friction. 
During the second tE>rm will be taken up the strength of materials; properties of 

different metals; strength of elementary structures; iron plates, solid and perfor
ated; riveted and welded joints; strength of all kinds of cast and wrought iron 
beams, rails, &c. Text-books and books of reference: Cotterill's Applied Mechan
ics; Rankine's Applied Mechanics; Thurston's Materials of Engineering; Clark's 
Tables for Mechanical Engineers. 

COURSES IN DYNAMICS. 

The?•Jnodynamics.-General discussion of the law of flow of elastic fluids, and 
the heat equations of the action of steam and other v~pors against pistons. Steam, 
gas, hot air, and oil engines viewed both practically and theoretically as heat 
engines. Lectures on the methods employed in making engine, boiler, and pump 
tests will be given, and when an opportunity occurs the actual tes~ will be made, 
The theory and construction of t he working parts of engines will be studied and 
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considerable time devoted to valve gears and link motions. Reference and text
books: Goodeve's Steam Engine; Rose's Modern Steam Engines; Rankine's Steam 
Engine. 

Designing.- The application of the previously studied principles underlying the 
motion, strength, &c., of the parts of machinery, to some specific machine or me
chanical apparatus, and the calculation of it.'l various weights, so that necessary 
strength may be combined with minimum weight. This will be accomplished both 
by the aid of text books and lectm es. Text-books: Unwin's Elements of Machine 
Design. (Class meets three times weekly during second term.) 

In the last year of his course, the student will submit a thesiR on some mechanism 
planned by him, a test made by him, or a report on some specialty in mechanical 
engineering; such thesis or test to be full, complete, and accompanied by the neces
sru:y drawings. 

THE AIM BEING TO GIVE A COliiPREHENSIVE VIEW OF THE SUllJECTS TAUGHT. 

Geneml Remm·ks.-The aim in the practical shop-work will be to fmniliarize the 
student with the various tools and work-shop appliances, the peculiar uses to which 
they are adapted, and thus the elements of the trade to which each pertains. The 
shop experience will be valuable, not so much from the skill acquired, though it is 
hoped this will not be inconsiderable, as from the fact that it will give a knowledge 
of the capabilities of the trades the students may expect to employ in carrying out 
his professional work. Knowing the possibilities of the shops, his designs can be 
made to conform to the best and cheapest way of executing them. An understand
ing of heavy, expensive, and special tools will be afforded by photographs, draw
ings, and descriptions during the rl>gular course in mechanical technology. 

Lectures will be given on the erection of machinery, terbines, injectors, indica
tors, brakes, the standard pumps, and their valve gears, belting, pullie.s, shafting, 
&c., together with descriptions of those in common use, and it is hoped in this way 
the student will acquire an understanding of the principles employed in the con
struction of such mechanical contrivances and supplies, as well as become familiar 
with the apparatus he may expect· to use in his future work. The above are 
only a few of the subjects embraced in the lectures, and are mentioned merely to 
indicate the nature of the subjects to be comprehended by them. Notes will be 
prepared on the repair, care, and management of machinery, and on the numerous 
things in regard to the general subject of mechanical engineering that may suggest 
themselves from time to time, and which should be known, but are not generally 
embodied in text-books. 

Gra.duate Cou1·se in Mechanical Enginee1'ing.-Bt1·ength of materials: particu
larly relating to the material used for stmctural purposes. Contracts and specifi
cations: details and methods of drawing specifications and contracts for engines, 
boilers, pumps, foundations, power tools, &c.; making estimates as to cost, weight, 
and space occupied. Hydrodynamics: Theory and efficiency of various types of 
turbines and water wheels. Laboratory work: Practice in experimental work, 
such as boiler, engine, and pump tests; measurement of power; tests of the effecla 
of engines under constant and variable loads. Visits of inspection to the various 
industries of the State, and special reports upon the maintenance, equipment, and 
condition of the plant. 

It will be the aim to supplement the work of the department with a course of 
lectures by the best Mechanical and Hydraulic Engineers of the State. 

This course leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science. To obt!lin 
the degree of Master of Science, an additional year of schooling is 
required "with p'roficiency in a graduate course, in not less than 
three scientific studies." For the degree of Mechanical Engineer, 
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a graduate. course of one year, ''including Designing, Metallurgy, 
practical testing of engines and machinery for efficiency, and the 
study of present engineering practices and precedents," is required. 
. The expenses of students for the college year, are estimated at 
about $200. 

The statistics of the attendance of students in the various colleges 
and Professional Schools of the University, arecondensed~sfollows: 

RECAPITULATION. 

Coil. oC Coil. ot Total. 
L.A.& S. A.& M. A. 

Graduate Students . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . • .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . 8 
Under-Graduates : 

Seniors . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. . . • .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . • .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . 19 10 29 
J uniors. .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. . l1 11 22 

~~~~;:~: :: : : : :::: :: : : : : .: : : .:: .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: M 1~ ~ 
-62 

Special Students : 
Second Year . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. 0 

41 

8 

108 

3 
First Year .......... .... . .. ......................... .. ...... ... . 0 

Elective Students .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ...... .. 9 

71 

Coil. oC 
Phar. 

ProCessional Students : 
Second Year .... . ... .. ..................... . ... ... ... . .... ..... .. 11 
~~rst Year .. .............. .. .. . ... .. ...... . .. .. .. ............ . .. . 6 

17 

Names counted twice .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ..... . ........ . . : • ...... 

3 

19 

66 

Law 
School. 

9 
18 

22 

20 
19 

6 
28 

39 

184 
2 

182 

The "General Faculty and Officers," of the University; comprise 
Thirty in all. John M. McBryde, PH. D., LL. D., is the President, 
James Woodrow, PH. D : (Heidelberg), M. D. , D. D. , LL. D., Dean of 
"the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences." 

The Faculty of "the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts" 
numbers eighteen Professors and Instructors, in addition to the 
President of the University. Professor Benjamin Sloan (West 
Point,) is Dean of the College. and Professor of Physics and Civil 
Engineering. 

CLAFLIN COLLEGE, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA. 

South Carolina Agricultural College and Mechanics Institute, 
(Claflin University), is situated at Orangeburg, on the line of the 
South Carolina Railroad, 80 miles from Charleston, and 50 from 
Columbia, the State Capitol. 

As a branch of the State University of South Carolina,* this col-

*The University of South Carolina shall be, and it is hereby, divided into two 
branches, the one located in the City of Columbia, and styled the South Carolina 
College, and the other in or near the town of Orangeburg, to be styled the Claflin 
College; * * * ." Sec. I, Act of March 22, 1878. 
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!t'g-u tlivi tlo:-; ihA iiiP.OilH' of Ow -,LLioun.l Ltntl vmut fmul with the 
:-luuLII o.LI'Ol illa Collng·ll or J\ gL"iculturu :1.11!L MoehmtieH. ~it.uated at 
()olumbht. 

lli ~TORY. 

In Jn ly, 1869, t hr hniltlin::\'f< forme1·ly occupied uy the Ornng-elmrg Female College 
,,·pn· pur·c li:t>'t'd through th«> <;>ffort.~ of Ran;. D r . A . "\Vel,sl.cr a1td T. W. Lewis 
:titlt·d f'uJ<I.nl'i:tlly 1.>_,. tlrt• tli,.:Lingu i,.:lrL·tl family whost' mnne i t bear:-;. In Decembe1: 

f·•lln\\'ing a. lihC'rale ltartL·t· \\'llti oLtainl'tl fron1 tho St:at<l of South Uar olina, declar· 
ing t.l~;tt JH> partinda r n•ligious opinions shall be J'Ctjuiretl a" a test of office of any 
in,.:lnwtnr in thl' ulliY<ersit.y; and tha.t no stmlent sh11.ll he r efused :u:huission or 
dv nictl mr.\· t>f tho [JJ"•Yi ltoge,.: or h onors of t.he tiaW Unin >rsity on account of race, 
complpxion. or rel ig-ions opin ions which h e m ay ent.•1·blin. 

8 .) at·i of Lt•gh;latmP, appron•d 1\J:uch 12. 1:::7:.?, the .Agi'knltumJ. College and 
~·Lt '!'h<mics Jn:;titute was located at Orangeburg, in connection \\'ith Claflin Uni· 

AHRICULTUHA L COLLEGI': AND 1\IECHANJCAL I NSTITUTE. 

f11 the Act of Congress g r:.niin_g public lands for th r entlo\\·ment and m aiJ1ten· 
:nH'<' or ;;twh i nstitutions, tho objeet is declnretl to be, "without excluding other 
,;,·ic·ntili.c and c!n.~>< ical ,.:( tttlil·s, and inehu1ing- milit:H)' htctic:-;. Lo teach such branches 
::!' J,•an1.ir•.U: as :n0 rrlale<l t o agrieulLuro <1JH] f he 11H.:chanic arts .. , 

To t' rll'ly oni th is <ll'sign of Cong-res.o.;, nn l' -.:perimentalfnrm \\·as provided, consist· 
in~ ('f nno htm<lr<'d :lllrl si xt0<' n ac res, \\'hil'iJ . \\'ith o1her lands nuder the control of 
l.llL' C:l:J flin Do:1nl. constil.ul<'. in tltt• n.e:gro·:nh•. a.l>ont nne Immhecl n.ncl fifty acres 
nl' choieo lnnd Jo rostly umler· l'lllli,·ation. Th C'l'C i;; nlso n e:upenter shop for · 
prn.dic:d inArud.ion: nncl other mt'<)hanit-a l !ll'p:n'l.ments will. it is e :-q)ected, be 
openetl ns tiro means shall warrant. SciPnli fh.: n.·rHl inrlustr ial e<lucation arc practi
cnlly unit<' <l. :11111 tltc student, uy mnnunl lahor on the farm and in the shop, can, 
fmnr his paitl iml11sl.r.'·· :1.itl ma ter ial! .' · in meeti t~g· the expe11scs of his education. 

The cl asr-;icn.l course of Cla.ttiu University, i~ of four years; and cor· 
rosponcl:-; with t.h aL of other Americn.lt Colleges. The Agricultural 
<tn tl i\{(•l·kmic.nl course, is of t.ln·ee yc:ws. T l1e ca.talogne a ffirms 
t·llnt it'' i:~ O~Jll't·in.lly :·Mlapterl to Llt" w:mts of tho~e who desire a 
], igl10r orhH\;tLion for tl1o iu(ln:::trin.l pnrf.\uits . . , In t h e sch edule of 
stu dios for 8ophomol'e ycnr, " Dra\tghting is included under the 
general hcntl of 1\fathPm n.ticR whiehcmhrncos also "Conic Sections," 
"Surveying," ":Men snrn.tion ,. n.11<l ":n'i<··l<l '\'York .. , 

" Dran.tt·hting, .. n.lso appears ns 01H~ of tlto stn<lies in the classi::al 
cour se, in i.lto tl1i1·<1 tcnn of Sopl1nmoro }'om·. 

T hnro is a "Norn1:1l sflhool coun:c'· of tln·ce ycn.rs, anLl a "college 
prepar atory co urf.\e ., of three yenr~, tho first two :yem·s of which are 
the same as tlH) crnTcsponcli JJg yo:trs of tho norm:tl sch ool courses. 
Tl1ero is n. G r nmmn.r ::;cltool cm1rsc . of two years.-In none of these 
cour ses is there r eported any instruction in drawing, oth er than 
has been notccl n.bove. 

1n J ~81-·, .2. then' w ere 2:> stnclents in the colleges courses; 136 in 
the Normn.l n.ncl College preparatory; I S± in tho Grammar Scho~l. 
T otal number of pupils i11 all courses, 343, of these eight were Ill 

t l10 Sopl1omoro class in College; n.nd on ly twen ty were r eceiving 
instntd.i tm iu drawing.-
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Tlw c<t1 ,LJogue of "tho UniYersity, ., and tho College, for 1800-'Dl, * 
!'nrtti,;IH~s in itselr an inhm.•sting ·'object lu~sun " of tho very practi
cal t nt.i 11 i ttg in variuus indn::;trics wltit:h i ::; h ere offered to tho colored 
youth oi' Sontlt Carolina. Numerous engn:wings, showing the 
sttultntl~ while engaged in the different tracles and imlu.·tr ies here 
tauu·ld .• ulcl tn its itttractiveness and val ue. Tho annual adthess 
tloi~·t'l'f'•l [tt. tlto Commencemellt in 18!11, by the R ev. Bisll op A. G. 
Hn.ygc>ocl, J>. D. , so long tho managing· agAnt of the ·'Slater Fnucl 
fur t.Jt,, promoti•Hl of the edncation of tho colurod race in Amer ic:a," 
tn.kt'n l'n>m tltu r eport g iven in the Charleston" News and Courier," 
i::; iuclwlvd in tho catalogue. 

BrsHOI' HAYGOOD, ON 'l.'HE EDUCATION OF THE CoLORED RA CE. 

This frHI'Well <:tL1chess on resigning the management of th e " Slater 
Fnncl.'' whkh lte had so etlicient.ly tlirectetl for tho nine year s of its 
Axistrlt l'<'. summing 11p, as i t <loes, tho results of his wicle experien ce 
t.ltnmgh•lt tt. t-he whole South; antl in which ho speaks plainly to all 
tlw cn!ot·c•c1 LH'oplo of the cmmtr y; cnn h ardly fail to interest all w ho 
~:nrC' fnr ilt~· fut.nre of the coloretl. citizens . 

As ilH· tlHnlghtful utten1.nce of one who ha<l demonstrated his 
sinC•'l'• ' mi<'I'C',;t, in that r:we, wl10 has been an act·ive ag-ont in promo· 
tiug tlwir c•dnl'ational deYolopmont and who has, at the s:1.me tim e, 
kt>pt in t"ndt wit.h his fellow south erner s of the white race, i t is a 
1lot'U!tH·nt. well wort.hy the consiclemtion of all who ar e interested 
in tlll' 11'1'1 l':n·c1 of th~ whole country. Eight millions of color ed citi
zen~ <:;lit IIIli. lH~ iglll)l'e<l . 

Tlt C' exl1'11t. of t l tr pocnniar y lmrdcn nntlertakou hy the wlti.tcs 
of tlw ~.,nih in tlte snpport of t.lJeir pnblic sclwols.-provi.Jing- for 
the colcn·•·cl C'hi.ldre11 a::; well as for tbe white, to ·which the Bishop 
cn.llet'i1ltl' nitcmtion of lt is color ed aucl ience, will g-ive to many in the 
Norl.lt n. ll<'W vi ell-or what the people of the Scmt-h are n.ccomplislting; 
whilH 1ti ~: gn1pl1 ic· portray;1.l of the passi:mn.tfl antagl)nism of the 
~ontlwm wltitcs tow;wds t.lte proposec1 F ocleml election law, wil1 
rloullf ll'ss lH' a Rll l'I)l'ising r~vela.tion . 
Hi~ Hllll\l'ing of t.lw won1lerfnl advance made l>y the colored n t.ee 

Rinru tlt<·ir li rRt bwling as Rbves in America, and his wise words of 
cn.nti mt n 11d com1sl'l t;) them in tltPi r presen t conditions, mark this as 
n. mcmor:tl 1lc• a(l(lt-css. I h ave, therefore. in view of all these features 
of th i~ rlis!' nssion, tltonglt t it well to give i t place among the Ap]Jen
tlices iu tltis v()lumo.t 

"Ca.talug-n,. "f (.: laflin University, Colleg(' of A~Ticulture and Mechanics' Institute 
OrangPllllrg. !-l. U. l t$90- '!J I. New York Printed by Hunt & Eaton , 150 5th Avenue. 
I S!l I. Pp. I'll. 
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DEPARTMENTS AND COURSES OF STU DY. 

The classical and literary features of the education offered at 
Claflin University remain substantially as g iven in the preceding 
account. 

The ordinary t ext books in the Classics, in the Sciences, and in the 
common English studies, are used. The modern lang uages are 
taught through the whole of the scientific course, and through the 
senior year of the classical course. Drawing is taught in the first 
year of the three years of the "College preparatory course" and in 
the first two, of the three years of the " Normal course." Through 
each of the six "grades" of the " English course," Drawing and 
Manual Training are taught. 

The " Historical Statement" and the details of the courses in the 
different industries which follow, are taken in full from the pages 
of the catalogue. 

HISTORI CAL STATEMENT. 

The existence of Claflin University is due largely to the generosity of the Hon. 
Lee Claflin and family, of Boston, Mass. 

The college campus is the original site of the Orangeburg Female Seminary. It 
contained about three acres of land, pleasantly located and beautifully shaded. 
The1·e was one large wooden building well adapted for dormitory and class-room 
purposes, together with a few cheap out-buildings. 

In 1869 this property was ptuchased and set apart to its present purpose. 
In December following a liberal charter was obtained from the State of South 

Carolina. 
Later two tracts of land joining the original purchase were secured , containing 

respectively thirty-seven and thirty acres, making the total number of acres sev
enty, more or less. 

By Act of Legislature, approved March 12, 1872, the College of Agriculture and 
Mechanics' Institute for Colored Students was located at Orangeburg. An experi
mental farm, containing about one hundred and sixteen acres, joining the Claft.in 
property, was purchased. For the sake of greater economy and efficiency the two 
institutions, while distinct in every other particulru:, are operated practically as one. 

I n Januru·y, 1876, the main building and one recently erected for class purposes 
were consumed by fire. Soon after a large brick building was erected in the place 
of the main building which was destroyed, and from time to t ime buildings have 
been added until there are over twenty that are used for school purposes. 

The farm and campus have been improved, trees planted, walks and drives laid 
out, fences and buildings put in the best of repair, until the property presents a 
very attractive appearance. The location is healthful, well supplied with pure 
water, and is free from malaria. 

In addition to the t raining in Mechanical and Industrial Drawing 
there is, also, provided for those who wish it, instruction in free 
hand drawing and painting as follows: 

D EPARTMENT OF ART. 

l\1rs. L. i\1. Dunton, Instructor. 

This department has for its object the cultivation and promotion of the Fine 
Ar ts, tlu·ough practice and criticism. Its aim is to familiarize the student with the 
theory and practice of art. 
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It has been found advisable to study elementary or geometrical forms by draw
ing, advancing to copies in architectural and ornamental designs. A.s the study of 
perspccLi ve can be acquired as well by the brush as with pencil , therefore the course 
in att will be selected by the student. The choice will be optional , whether pur
sued with pencil , crayon. pestelle, India ink and sepia, or with the brush and 
colors. 

Free-hand drawing and painting is made a specialty, since it furnishes the only 
basis for accuracy in observing nature and art, and secures freedom and precision 
in delineating and executing designs. Drawing and painting from objects or from 
nature nre most practiced. Composing or designing is only allowed those pupils 
who hnxe an innate talent for such work. Only one among the many receive this 
latter p;i ft. But the development in the mind of the pupil for a love and a fair 
execution of fine art can be accomplished by the prescribed course. Far more atten
tion is paid to painting in oil-colors than in water-colors. During the spring term 
it is designed to form classes to sketch from nature, as soon as there has been devel
oped in the mind of the pupil a talent for this work. The course of instruction in 
painting and drawing, covering three years, is an angeti as follows: 

First Year.- Drawing ft'om objects, mechanical and architectural-linear and 
perspective. Painting: technical practice; ornamental home decorative painting. 

Second Year.- Technical practice; copying from masters; studies in still-life or 
nature. Lecture{ accompanying each lesson on harmony and blending of color ; 
chiaro-oscuro and composition. 

Third Year.- Perspective painting: technical practice; studies from living models; 
portrait-making; composition or designs in landscape. Lectures on the Theory 
and Practice of Art. 

Each year lessons will be given in minor painting, covering studies in the imi
tation of natural wood or painting and graining. 

* * * * * * * 
DEPARTMENT OF MANUAL TRAINING. 

The age is beCloming more practical. In the past the efl'ort of our schools and 
colleges hns been to cultivate the mind, leaving the training of the body largely to 
the freaks and circumstances of the student. 

The monotony of school life has been broken by the introduction of athletics, 
which under proper restrictions can not be commended too highly. But nothing 
has been hailed with so much satisfaction, both by students and patrons, as the 
introduction of manual training. 

The advantages arising from the systematic training of the body and the hand 
and the teaching of tt·ades and industries in connection with courses of literary 
culture are so patent that no excuse or argument is needed to convince the thought
ful mind of the wisdom of the undertaking. 

Over $20,000 have been spent in supplying outfits for the various industrial 
departments of Claflin University, and it is the purpose of the management to 
make it a first-class manual-training school. 

The object of the industrial feature is to give instruction in manual training and 
to teach trades in connection with literary studies. 

In order to provide for manual training there is no effort to lower the literary 
standard of the University, to consume time that properly belongs to that depart
ment, or to detract in any way from the broadest and most thorough literary cul
ture. 

The question really at issue between the old and new schools is not in regard to 
the necessity for recreation , nor the amount of it a student needs, but whether he 
shall obtain it in the gymnasium. on the diamond, at the regatta, or in the shops. 

There are arguments that seem well to sustain both theories: but to the student 
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o f IIH xlcrat<' till':\ us, wlt .. is llt·pPndent ll)lt>n his own <'ncq~iPx :md resources for a 
li n·li luuul. I ht•n• s..•t•tns tn l>t• Inti till<' c hoit·c•. 

The hcs~ edw·a tion . for till· m :t-<'<CS at l t•;l..~t, i:; that whkh <lc,·dops mo:t com
pletely a ll Lh:tL th..:rt· is in a m an, aml Lhat plne~ the enLire rPsources of his nature 
mo~L th•>mughly at the command of t h<'ir pos.wgsor. 

That lil er:H) tt·.t!nin~ is <>f par.tmount impo rta nc<' fe w will tlen:• : bu t the haiuing 
of th!\ tnincl. tlw i>"'1y . ;\l\11 th<' soul ~imulta nt•m t«l.v s<'P>ns to he more in accordance 
with h 1111 c:m tWt>•b. 'l'hl' min,! rn:ty lx• t ra ine<l t o t hin k. hut 1111lf'~ t he eye is t rained 
to see, thP •·ar ln ll<':tr. aml t hC' hnntlto L'XPCIIIP, mnc h pc)\vcr w ill nC'cessnrily be lost. 

To trtany ih C' t•<ltw:ttion of thP p;r~t hn....; been too tlrL•nret iea.l :unl Yisionary, and 
has e<lHcatt.•tl ttH'll onto( thc·ir s pheres rather than into I hem. w hile t he new e<luca
tioll sPc)kf< to Itt' brc>aLle r. m ort' pr:tei k:tl . :lnt l llll)r<' u,:;Lofnl. 

T lw slrops thernseln•;:; :tre an nllj ect lt";;son : for ill l helll t ho stmlen t is brought 
i11to contact ";th :1. ~re:1t Y:wiet.\· nf material , tool:;, n ncl machinery . H is vocallu
lnr,\· tnnchiug these things is inC'rea~ctl , a nd he is mnc lt l>etter preparetl to deal with 
meL·hnnics a nd apprecia t-e the vn lue and utility of Ch<'ir prc)<lne tro ns. 

E xp<'l' if'nco h ns tlemou!'trateLl t ha t the sn hjcct.s t.1ught in the literary depar tments 
recC'i"'' a new in!=<piration from the prad il'nl npplicatio ns which nr <' mad.e of them 
in t lll' m:mua l-tr:ti n in~; d"partments. F11r inMn.uce. there i:-; ;;e:wcely a p rinciple of 
matht•mat irs th n.t is not fountl usPfu l antl lwlpful in the met'itnnical departments. 
Stllllenls ;;oun learn t hat mathematic;; is a.-; t•S&ential to t he m as the tools in their 
ha nds, nntl , ronfleC)nentl~· . a flllhjt'Ct tha t h ;r;; s<'E'nl !'t l ahs tmct antl uninteresting 
suddenly l>ecume,; one o f the m 1>st inter<'Rtin~ in the euniC'ulmn. 

Clnflin Unh·cr,;ity h n..c; in SH<'cessfu l operation t he follc1wing I nule>< :tll<l industries: 

A 1isL of twoHty cl iffc•ront "schot)l s," wit.h t ho nnmher of pupils 
n.tt.emling ea.clt, follow:; : as tlwsc figm·t·s :\1'1' rept•;Ltl'd in t h e very full 
"summ ary" of stmlen ts, whicl1 will bo g i ' 'en lator , they are here 
omi tted. 

It willren.tl ily h e s e e n from tho cletn.n s g iven of instruction in these 
vn.r ions occ n pn.hon~. th at mnch o f it is t> f thnt sam e practical kind of 
tr n.in ing as is .~iYcn in n. '· 'fra.tle School .. ; all(] it. ~ocms for this very 
rC'a.~<m , ' "i:-;1•ly n.cla.ptetl to the ne!'<ls of t lte p11pils; being s u c h as is 
calculn.tC'cl in fit i h mn t o lJecouw f.:Olf su ppor t ing mcmbe1·s of society. 

ARCHITECTURAL AND i\IECJ!A l\ICAT, DHA WINO. 

"Drawing ." s.1.ys one. " is t he very soul of trne te<'hnical education, and of exact 
and intell ip;ent workmanship.'' Dmwi ng enlti,.atl'S pC'rCPption and stimulate; 
inven tion. It often enahles to expre.;..-. by tliap;rn.ms " ·hat e:tn uot he so readily and 
clearly exprc:::sctl hy lall.'-\'llag{'. It is reganh·tl of fir:;t importa nce in all manual· 
tmin inp; Rchools. Stmleut" are first taug;h t w work ont their lE-ssons on paper, and 
w hen tho ohjN•t thnt t hey de~in'! to m a ke is d C'a rl y d l'f111l'tl in t hci•· minrls , then the 
tools ami mal t· r ial a re v laceLl a t tlwir comtna nLI for a n ac t ua l Yer ification of the 
principles t hey ha\"e learned. 

COURSE OF RTUOY. 

S election and uses o f drawing instruments. 
Tho 1 r~e of tlw Reale ns applied t o dra"· ing . 
Simple g!'ometric constructions im·olYing the uso of ins t rumen ts, definitions, etc. 
Lectures on t he his tory and development of arch itecture. 
Frec-ha.utl clrawing of scrolls. irregula r oi.Jjcc ts, e tc. 
Dr:twing f rom tUOllels to a scale. 
Scctiuus aml inter,;ecting drawings. 



t:].,\fo'L IN UNI VEW:;J'l'Y- W OOD AND IRON W OTIK SHOPS. 

1 Jmwing plans for wootl , brick, or stone constructions anfl ft)li!Hlations. 
Drawi11g cl(•vations in wood, hrick, and stone inwrio1·.; aud c.:deriors. 
l'rineiples oC tlesigning. 
Ori~inal tlesiguing-phms, elevations, etc. 
Dctailctl or workin g dr:~wiHgs. 

Excn:isP~ in writing spccificatioiL~. eontracts, ck. 
J.cdure;; ou building a.l!ll supcl'inkndencc. 
'L<'C'Lll\'l''' ou historic styles vf :nchitcct m·e a.nd onmmeutation. 
Lecture:; on ventilation. 

SCHOOL 01!' CARPE NTRY. 
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'l'h i:; depar tment is f urnish<'d w ith bench<'S, tools, etc. , for classes of twenty . 
L('SSOlls are g h·cn from Llmwi11gs prcpa.rccl by the supcrintendeut. 
Stutlcnl-> ar c taught tho names :uul us<'s of tools, an d how to k eep t hem in or der. 
A Yaridy of ::cLLutl work i::; JWrfonnc!l, :;ud1 as lmilding cottages, shops, l'Cpair-

ing i>nihlings, m::tkiug- am! ).'( ·pairing f urnit1.u·c, orna menting build ings !'l.lHl l':tmpus, 
lmiiLliu;.o; ;mtl rep:drin1~ fcnL·cs. making- and repairing agricult ural illlplements, 
makiu.c: wardmbcs, etc. 

The fuii<JWillg is t ho OOLU'SA of s tudy t o be punmcd : 
1. Ex\•n; isl's in llletl!'lt!S of holt ling ancl using try-SIJUare, gauge, divillcrs, bevel , 

sa\\'. malll'l, <:hi:oel, :nul plane. 
U. El••:m'II(:Ll'f framework-cross lap joint, teuon and ruorti::;o joint, cn<l T. & 

M. fra.lll \ ', ;IJHl hliml T . & l\I . hraco f rame. 
JII. La1i>0 w"rk-c~·l i n:lcrs, spindles, hmullcs, r osettes, ct<-. 
IV. A•h':mn'1l fra.mcwo.r l; - miter lap joint , do\'C•ta il join t , lap tlovetail joint, 

Ill\' ( hod>: o[ r;c:tr llllg, lwyc•l j<>iu(,,;, donhlo dovo(,n,il pu~zle . <'tc. 
V. H~:1all :nticlc~, mbraciu.~ f ra mework, mdl-\ll'i\·i ng, t urn i11g, scroll-sawing, 

aw l ulis•···ll:i lll '<lUS work. 
\'l. C':tl1inet \V~)rk--:-;a.w i11g·. h1 rHi n~, f1·a.uting, "''>otl- t ·tu:v i n~, pancliug, Ura.ck cL-.':i , 

plain hctbtuads, washstamh<. tahlcs, etc. 

WOODWORKING BY l\IAC'HlNERY. 

'l'hiH tlt-partllu' n t is Rupplied with n 40-horsc power boiler and ct1gine , planer, r ip 
Ha\1'. jig o:1w, t•nt-off saw, variety mad line. t!n·,,e turn ing latht'S, horin;; ;mol lllOl'
tisin~ m :whiJH', ek.. StlHleuts In-e tau.!>;ht how to opt>rato the machines n.nd how 
to kf'('Jl !helll i11 onlt>r. By the combined effor ts of the department!l nf L·a rpcntry 
and machinery tho Uni•c rsity hns been enabled to do its own building, r epa-ir
ing-, and to mauufacluro its own fnrnitttre. 

SCH(JOL OF BLACKSMITH ING. 

'rhis department is fitted np with eight forges, driven by a steam fan, and with 
thcnece;;.~ary outfit of tool:;. >ist>s, flrills, etc. Tho cour se of instruc tiuu includes 
the care au·•. mana~;el!lent of the fire, and lessons in h eating, holding, and 1;!rikiug 
iron. Dra\\'ing. U!'sctli11g, shaping, bending, punching, cu tting, br eaking, welding, 
hardening aJtd lc!!lpering steel. 

Cou,irl<·r:lhle atlenLionis g iven to repairing . Many shop tools have been made, 
such as tvngs. kumners, swedges. fullers, punch es, chisels, flatters, cleavers, bardies, 
headers, bending-forks, tir e sets, clra.wjacks, traverse wheels, wrenches, bevel
squares. tr.'-~!JtuU'\'S . :<newtlriY<'l'S. pincers, clinch knives, t oe lm ivcs,shoe hammers, 
11HISOnK' ktml!tPr~. cnliF'rs . etC'. Special attention g iven to filing and finishing, 
and tlwre arc many llllccim m1s of work on exh ibition that do credit to the depart
ment. 
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SCHOOL OF MILLING. 

A first-class mill has been furnished , and students are taught how to grind corn 
into meal, grits, and hominy. Feed is also ground for the stock. 

BRICKLAYING . 

Students are first taugM the names and uses of the tools. Then follow lessons 
in the kinds of materia ls and their uses, mixing mortar, cement, etc. 

Practice is then given in laying walls, corners, window and door caps, arches, 
flues, chimneys, cornices, etc. 

During the early part of the course good work only is sought, but later good 
work and speed are insisted upon. 

Instruction is also given in reading plans and specifications. Students who wish 
to stand at the head of their business will join a class in architectural drawing. 

Two large boilers were set, several foundations for buildings put down, forges 
and flues built, and a great variety of practice-work accomplished last year. 

PLASTERING. 

Special instruction is given in lathing, plastering, whitewashing, and frescoing. 
Samples of this work a re upon exhibition at the University. 

One house was plastered, repairs made, and practice-work done last year. 
This department is attractive, and many studen ts have learned enough in one 

year to command good wages during their vacation. 

STEAM LAUNDRY. 

A commodious two-story building has been erected and furnished with the most 
improved laundry machinery, the entire outfit costing $4,000. The object of this 
enterprise is to give instruction in all that pertains to good laundering, so that 
young ladies may have the advantage of thei.J.· training in thei.J.· homes or may fol
low it as a business. 

The work of the University is done here, and girls of m oderate means may earn 
a part of thei.J.· necessary expenses by doing extra work. 

SCHOOL OF TAILORING. 

This department started under favorable auspices, but owing to the expense of 
material and our inability to compete with ready-made clothiers we have decided 
to confine the work of this department entirely to repairing, cleaning, and dyeing. 

SCH OOL OF PRINTING. 

This department is under the management of an experienced printer. The office 
is furnished with a good press and sufficient m aterial to do a nice line of jobbing 
and to publish a small paper called the Claflin 1\Hscellany. The printing class was 
large last year, and commendable progress was made by the apprentices. 

SCHOOL OF HOUSE -PAINTING. 

Lessons are given in colors and in mixing and applying paints and varnishes, 
also in graining and frescoing. Last year the classes painted the exteriors of six 
buildings, besides considerable practice-work. Specimens of the work of this de
partment are on exhibition at the University. 

COOKING. 

Classes are taught both at the Simpson Industrial Home and at the University. 
The departments are furnished with the necessary outfit of appliances and materiaL 
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These classes have usually furnished the whole or a part of a dinner once a week 
for all of the students in the boarding-hall. 

Special attention has been given to the cooking and serving of plain foods in dif
ferent ways. 

Through the liberality of a gentleman in the West the erection of a building 
especially for this department is made possible. 

The following course of instruction will be pursued: Care of ranges. Cooking 
cereals. Soups. Regulating fires. Cooking meats. Making bread. Making des-
serts. 

COOKING FOR THE SICK. 

llfeat soups and broths. Cooling beverages. Cereal soups and broths. Dainty 
dishes and relishes. 

NURSE TRAINING. 

This department under takes to give such instruction as shall enable students to 
take intelligent care of themselves and the sick. 

NURSE-TRAINING COURSES-NON-PROFESSIONAL. 

First Yea1·.-Study as to Care of the Sick Room-Ventilation, Temperature, Fur
nishings, Disinfectants in Infectious and Contagious Diseases. Philosophy of Hot 
and Cold Water Baths, and how to administer them in all diseases. 

Study of Applications-Cupping, Enemata, Suppositories, Poultices, Counter
irritants, Lotions to Relieve Pain. (Massage and Swedish Movements.) 

Instruction in FElver Nursing-Typhoid, Malarial, Scarlet, etc. ; Smal\-pox, Mea
sles, llfumps, Diphtheria. 

Second Yem·.-Method of Ascertaining and Noting Pulse, Temperature, and Res
piration. Administration of Anresthetics. Surgical Nursing. Application of 
Bandages and Splints. 

Preparation and Method of Serving Food. Preventing and Dressing of Bed
sores, and Arranging Positions. Method of stopping H emorrhage. What to do in 
Emergencies-Drowning, Sun-stroke, Struck by Lightning, Burns, Bites, Bleed
ings. 

PROFESSIONAL. 

Third Yea1·.-To complete a course preparatory to Professional Nursing, the fol
lowing additional year of study is required. 

Special Anatomy and a. Thorough Com-se in Midwifery, Chemistry, Materia Med
ica, Therapeutics, Toxicology, Theory of Poisons. 

PLAIN SEWING. 

All of the girls not members of the dressmaking classes are required to take plain 
sewing. So far as we are able we provide them with material for the making of 
useful articles; but many are kept upon sample or practice work. We find no 
difficulty in keeping up an interest, and even an enthusiasm, in tbis department. 

By our new system of dress-cutting by measure any girl of ordinary intelligence 
can learn in one year to cut and make a dress in good style. Persons who are not 
members of tho University are at liberty to learn the system by the payment of a 
small fee. 

SIMPSON INDUSTRIAL HOME. 

Another important Industrial feature is the Simpson Memorial Home, established 
by the ladies of Philadelphia, in memory of the late Bishop Matthew Simpson, one 
of .th~ bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church. A neat two-and-a-half story 
building, containing twelve rooms, has been erected and furnished throughout. 
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Til,. llollll' i~ HIHlcr t l1 <.: cart• of a mat ron , who gi\'(J::I tlaily im;Lruction in the nr t of 
llolnc;;t.i<.; Economy. Sm-ernl girls l'cshlo pennmu:ntly iu t he H o:mo, :1ml have the 
t·oustnnt lwndits of the same: others arc sC'nL I),\' da~scs from the Uui•ersity for 
ins t ruction in c·uLt in~, sewing. ar..d oruruncntal wo1·k. 

Th is s<.:lJ<Jcll is nwler tlw :mspiCl'o of the "\Vonntn 's H olUe 1\Iissiouary So<.:iC'ty of 
Lhc i\lcllHHli>;t ~<:pis..:npal l'lnm:h. 

COUHSE OF STUDY l N TUJ,; SIMPSON I KVUSTlUAL HOME. 

F·i1·st Tci'IIL-l'lain Cookiug, P lain Ncctllcwod ,, L<m ndry W or k, General !louse· 
.kct'pin;!. Uoud .:l[a lllwrs. 

S<'eoncl1'erm.-Drcad-making, CuLti11g aml f:icwiu).!;, Ltumlry \ Vm·J; , Care of Sick, 
1 [ygieno, LL·dures. 

'J'hinl 7'ei'III .-Pastry C'ookillg, Drcs:<making, F ine Laulllkring. :Millillc ry, Hy
g;it·Hc :Ulll !::la11itar.r Regulations. 

l'are of Roollls, Uc11cra l Housework, mid "\li'ork in thu Dini:t;.r, l [nlls 1'0\JU ired 
l'Vc:ry day . 

Tl1c! Sl'hool of Agriculture "'as established in ·187'2, :mel i::; ~ustaincd uy a por tion 
.. r liH· intc·n·;.;t accr uing f rom the Agr iuu ltural Land Sc.a·ip nC South Carolina. This 
cl <'!l:II'tllll'llt prodc1e:s n. farm of about one htmdretl :llld s ixtcl.'n ncrcs. a, s uperiutend
euL, <lllll :1. SUcll of lll<)JIC)" to lJlect incit1cutal expElllJS~:s <tllll lo pay ~~tmleuts for llCC· 

c:s~«rr labor. 'fhu fuJ•tlS at <:omm~mtl :ue not :su tricic:nt to wa.rn mt w u <:h ontl::ty in 
L'Xpc:r imC'nt..-:1 fal'ming. The special effort of the tlopartllll'IIt, t iH'refore. i:; t.o give 
the slmlt-ntti lt'ssons in pra~,;tical farmil1g. Thcl'e are alJout,me hundrecl and twenty 
acre:; of l:u:olnnclt:r cnlti,·a tion, antl the follo,,·iug- fi).\'Url':< will iml ic:tto tlH• procln<:ts 
of l:J:st )'l':ll': 1,600 bush els of Corn. :!.:.?O!l l ll'i:;hel,; ul' ::;"·cc·t P utatcJ<':S. 300 ilu:shels 
u[ Oats . .'iO lmslu:b of Clay Peas. :.?li kLil':; c:i' < 'oLtu:~ . :l,JOO <Jll<•!'t:; of l\lilk. Meat 
:cnd Vq.;L'taiJll'o. 

'1'i1e f:1 rn1 110t only furn it<hc:,.; Y:d ual •lt· omploy1neJ1t L<l :;lu\lcJll:s, uu t ouppl ies 
largely llll' dL·maull:; n[ tho U 11i ,·cr:;it_,, Boarding Hall. 

Th E' l>uardin.'~ D\•parllnt•ut [>:I}!:i the market price for ;ell pn)\·i:;ion:-; obtained from 
the r .. rm. 

Ghf!in University i:; .fully commit tctl t<l Indt1strial E dw:ation. 'l'hc t ime has now 
C'<llliC when mo;;t hoy:; ancl g irls llUltiL get their preparation for t.h eir life-work in 
Uw schools. K"]J~I·icncc lws ::hown that in co1mection with a course of JUental 
training a ::;t udent lias time t.o acquire a t rade, and that a fow houn; per week de
voted tLl imlu:;try cultiY::-.tcs not only t he hand, b ut the .IJt•ad and heart as well. 

The c.·penses of tho sttulCltts are veey light.; for · · lodging, board, 
tuit ion, washing, etc.;' the" Boarding pupils,, pay $8.50 per month. 
Day students p••Y from one to two clollars put· mouth, as they are 
less or more ad v;:mced. 

It harc11y lH)e<.ls to lJe saitl that th.is would not be possible unless 
three fomtlu:: of tho 0xpenses of the iustitntiou wore othen vise " pro
vided by tho volnuta.l'J' contributions of the friemls of education; 
thl'ough the FrocllmansAicl, mHl Southm·n Education Society, by the 
State of South Cal'olina, and by the Shtter and P oabocly Fuutls." 

The followi ng statement givP.s in detaiL tho unmber of pupils in 
nLtenclaJJ<;C in tho cliffol·cnt. clepartment~ uucl tlw::;e learning the sev
eral "trade~ and occupatious." 
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SUMMARY. 

Males. I Females. Total. MaiM. Females. Total. 

-
r 

CoUege- Car~ntry ... ........ 165 0 165 
Sen\o~ ....... . · · 0 0 0 Coo in~ ............ 0 35 35 
Jumvrs .......... 3 0 3 I Croche ing ......... 0 120 120 
Sop!J,,Jilores . .... 3 0 3 Domestic economy .. 0 13 13 
Fre~b! aau . ...... 5 2 7 

131 Dressmaking ........ 0 36 so 
-- Engineering (steam). 16 0 15 

Co li ego JHepara- I Ga•"dening . . . . . . . . . 12 0 12 
to.J{-· I Glazing ... ......... 6 0 6 

bini year ....... 17 2 19 

I 
Grinding (cereals) ... 8 0 8 

Normnl Laundering (swam ). 10 60 70 
Thin! ycnr ....... 9 12 21 Nurse training ....... 14 1 15 
Sccoutl .rcnr .. . .. 81 11 

~ I Painting and gmining ll".l 0 92 
Firs~ y~ar ........ 86 13 Penmanship ......... 889 226 565 

~"'I 
PlaininLand sawing 

English Sdoool- (s am) ....... 20 0 20 
Sixth ~:rntle .. .... 49 24 Printing ............. 69 10 79 
Firth f,'""de ...... 4-3 36 Sewing .. ........... 10 180 190 
Foul't 1 grade .... 71 58 129 Shoemaking ......... 21 0 21 
Thitxl ~•atle ...... 64 35 U9 Boarders ... ......... 288 112 350 
Secontl go·ade .... 60 88 93 _:-..: ---'=== 
First grade ...... 52 40 ll"2 Graduates 1891: 

--565 College prepara-
Night school. ........ 220 86 306 tory ............ 4 2 6 
Teacher,;' class ...... 9 16 25 Normal ......... I 4 5 
lnslnunt:ntalmusic .. 4 17 21 Total graduates: 
Theological class ..... 32 0 32 College .. . . . ..... 22 6 27 
Agricultuo-e . . ...... 40 0 40 College prepara.-
Architecturno draw· tory ............ 15 2 17 
in~ .. . . . . ...... 13 0 13 Normal . ....... 67 79 146 

Art decorations .. .. .. 0 20 20 - - 201 
Blaeksmithin~ . . ... 98 0 98 Total attendance, 1891 448 260 709 
~kkeepiug ........ 17 0 17 ~t;.e::dfo<f!f>ar:.~~~· ······· 255 
Bncklnyoug. . ... ... 92 0 92 
Cabinet-making .... 20 0 20 and 1891. ....... ........ .... .. 964 

• We do not expect to report the Sterling Department after this year. 

The ·'University," and the" College, have different corporations, 
though they are practically operated as one institution. The Gov
ernor, the Chief Justice, and two associate Justices of the Supreme 
Court, The State Superintendent of Education, and the Chan'man of 
both the SPnate and the House Committees on Education, are " Ex 
officio," members of the Board of Trustees of "The Claflin College 
of Agriculture and Mechanics Institute." There are also nine" elec
tive members." The College Faculty, numbers six Professors in 
addition to the President. The Preparatory and Normal Faculty is 
composeu of the same Professors; with the addition of one "Adjunct 
Professor" anti one " Instructor." 

There arc eight teachers in the English Schools. There are a. 
number of assistants in the Trade Schools. 

Rev. L. M. Dunton, A. M. , D. D., is President. 
Alt"!'-\"UL ·1--36 
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UNITED STATES LAND GRANT COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE AND THE 
MECHANIC ARTS- Continued. 

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER. 
Page. 

TENNESSEE: THE UNIVERSITY OF, AND STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, 

KNOXVlf,LE, TENNESSEE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 565 
Historical :;Latements of origin and development-Agricultural College made 

a department of the University in 1869-A fine farm pu1·chase.d for it
St-atements concerning origin and objects of a Science College, quoted fwm 
University Catalogue of 1878-'79-Courses of study, as given in Biennial 
Report to Legislature, in 1881-Seven full courses, each of foUl' years; and 
two partial courses, each of two years-Drawing, a required study in 
courses iu AgricultUl'e, Engineering, and Applied Mathematics-History 
of University, by Professor T. C. Karns, M.A., in" Circular No. 5, 1893," 
of U.S. Bureau of Education, referred to-Biennial Report by Trustees to 
Legislature, Dec'r 31st, 1892, quoted-New buildings described-Increase of 
attendant.:e for past six years, shown-President's report notes important 
additions to buildings and equipment--Details of equipment of schools of 
Mechanic Arts, and of Mechanical Engineering and Drawing-Colored 
Students attend Knoxville College-Equipment and Courses of Study in 
Knoxville College-Summary of Students in University-Charles W. 
Dabney, J~: .. Ph. D. , LL. D., President. 

TEXAS: AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE OF, C OLLEGE STATION, 

BRAZOS COUNTY, TEXAS ....... .. .. .................. . ....... . ....... . . . 584 
Made a brauch of proposed State University in 1876-0pened October 6th, 

1876, with six Students-Military features predominated during first few 
years-Reorganized in 1880-Report in 1880 by President Jones who dis
cusses the kind of education demanded in the U. S. Land Grant Colleges
Faculty recommend substitution of a four years prescribed course, in place 
of Elective Uourses-Industrial Duties considered- No" Manual Labor" 
School proposed-Two Courses, An "Agricultural," and a" Mechanical," 
of three years each, decided on-Drawing which extends through all the 
Mechanical Course does not appear in the Agricultural-Extracts from two 
Annual Reports by Professor Van Winkle, in charge of the" Department 
of Mechanical Engineering and Drawing "-Catalogue of 1893, shows 
Courses lengthened to fours years each-Development of the College-Post 
Graduate Com-ses-Drawing as now taught in both the Agl'icultural and 
Mechanical (;ourses-Total number of Students 1892-'93, 293-Faculty 
numbers 31- L. S. Ross, President. 

VERMONT: U N!V!!:Il.SITY OF, AND STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, BURLING-

TON, VERMONT. .... ..... . .. . .............. . ......... . ...... . . ........... 596 
Historical Statements-state AgricultUl'al College, incorporated with Univer-
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sity in 1865-University Department of Applied Science with course of four 
years, open to Young Women and:M:en-Coursesof Study-Drawing taught, 
through aU the years of Courses in Engineering-Drawing taught in Agri
cultural Course, during first term of Sophomore year, only-In 1880-'81, an 
attendance of 76 Academical Students, and 148 Students of Medicine-Cata
logue of 1892-'93, shows great development of the Scientific Department of 
the University in new branches of Engineering-Important additions to the 
University buildings have been made-These include The Billings Library 
building, the Museum building, and a new building for the Mechanical 
Department-Catalogue for 1892-'93, shows 221 Academical Students in 
attendance; with a total of 448 University Students-The Faculty of the 
Department of Engineering numbers 14 Professors. The total Univet·sity 
Fooulty numbers 52-Matthew H enry Buckham, D. D., President. 

VWGINIA: AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE, BLACKSBURG, Vm-

Page. 

QlNIA.... •• . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • •. . . . . . • .• . . . . .. . • . 600 
Jl'ounded by the Legislature in 1872, and designated to receive two-thirds 

of the income from the U. S. Land Grant of 1862-Succeeds to the real 
estate formerly the property of the " Preston and Olin Institute," at Blacks
burg, Montgomery County-Opened, October 1st, 1872, with 131 Students
The property referred to, consisted of one large College Building and five 
acres of land-A farm near by of 250 acres was bought for the use of this 
new Agricultural College-Report by H on. Wm. H. Ruffner , State Super
intendent of Education, Chairman of Committee on the New College
Dr. Ruffner, quotes from report on Education by Hon. John W. Hoyt, 
U. S. Commissioner to Paris Exposition of 1867-In 1880 Dr. Ruffner, 
repor ts results of a tour of inspection of the Industrial Colleges in the 
U.S. and Canada-Conclusions of this interesting r eport, quoted-Catalogue 
of 1880, shows the college well equipped with shops and machinery-The 
regular course is one of three years-Drawing and Mechanics taught 
throughout the course-An attendance of 78 pupils for the year 1HS0-'81-
The outlook in 1893-Interesting statements by President McBryde-The 
College re-organized in 1891-New buildings and equipment-Town of 
Blacksburg furnished ·with Electric lighting at a profit to the college
Catalogue for 1892-'93- Importance of Department of Shop work-situa
tion and surroundings of the College described-summary of Students
Total number 177- Faculty number 27-John McBryde, Ph. D., LL.D., 
President. 

VI RGINIA: HAM PTON NORMAL AND A GRICULTURAL I NSTITUTE, HAMPTON, VIR-

GINI A ...... , ......•..........• • .... . . .... •. .. . ......... , . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 611 
Established in 1868, by the American Missionary Association of New York, 

to aid education of colored people-Chartered in 1870, by Legislature of 
VIrginia- In 1872, designated to receive one-third of Virginia's share of the 
fund established by the U. S. Land Grant Law of 1862- Hampton has a farm 
of 600 acres-In 1878, the experiment of instructing Indian youth was 
begun-The training of the two races in conjunction, attracted great inter
est and has proved a success-Extracts from General Armstrong's reports 
for 1879, and for 1880-School Industries-Drawing an important study
Total attendance for 1880-'81, 371 colored youth ; 211 boys, and 160 girls: 90 
Indians; 62 boys, and 28 g irls-Total attendance for 1881- '82, 501-A Noble 
Life-Death of General Armstrong, May 11th, 1893-Memorial Service held 
on Anniversary Day, May 25th, 1893-His personal work-Two of the Memo
rial Addresses ; one by President Washington, of Tuskegee, Alabama, and 
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Page. 
one by Col. Tabb, of Hampt6n, a trustee-Extracts from publication enti
tled" Story of Hampton for'Twenty-two Years"- Auto-biographical sketch 
by General Armstrong-His Story of the inception, organization and devel
opment of Hampton-Self-Help the fundamental idea of the School-Cost 
to the public-The Colored Schools of the South-Sixteen Thousand frf>.e 
colored schools supported in the Southern States by taxation-Colored Nor-
mal and Collegiate Institutions in the 'south, largely aided by charitable 
individuals and societies in the Northern States- First Indian pupils 
received in 1878-This experiment has proved· a great success-General 
Armstrong pays a hearty tribute to the Board of Trustees and to his teacher 
associates in the great work carried on at Hampton through. the past 
quarter of a century-Interesting recollections given by J. B. F. Marshall, 
Esq., Treasurer and Resident Trustee-Extracts at length from the final 
report made by the late General Armstrong, who for more than a quarter 
of a century has been the inspiring and guiding genius of· Hampton-His
torical statements concerning the Past-The present methods and future 
policies frankly set forth-Detailed rev.iew of the Industries taught and car-
ried on at Hampton, as told by .Annie Beecher Scoville, Teacher-Summary 
of students in attendance-The Faculty-Rev. H. B. Frissell, Principal. 

WEST VIRGINIA. THE WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY, MORGANTOWN, FoR

MERLY KNOWN AS THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE • . . . • . . •• , ••••••... , •• 

Established by the Legislature in 1867, and designated to receive the income 
of the U. S. Land Grant Fund of 1862-Citizens of Morgantown gave build
ings, land and money-College grounds of 25 acres contiguous to the town
Name changed the second year by the Legislature-132 students in 1879-'80, 
224 in 1892-The increased income from the additional Morrill FVnd of 1890 
enabled the University to offer two new courses; one of three years in Agri
culture and one of four years in Mechanical Engineering-A part of this 
Fund goes to the West Virginia Colored Institute at Kanawha-Instruction 
in Drawing is limited to its a'pplications in Engineering and Mechanics
Total number of students in 1892-'93, 231-Faculty numbers 20-E. M. 
Turner, LL. D., President. . 

WISCONSIN. THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON .•• , . . •. . , ... ,,,, ..• 

Chartered in 1848, opened in 1849-Agricultural College organized in 1866-
The University Fund derived from U. S. Land Grants of 1838, 1846, and 
1854--Agricultural College Fund from U. S. Land Grant of 1862-The his-
tory of the origin and growth of this prosperous State University, well illus-
trates the continuous and beneficent policy of the U. S. Government in 
aiding Education-University reorganized in 1866; to conform to the proyi-
sions of the U. S. Law of 1862-Extracts from various official reports 
Drawing fully recognized-President Adams' interesting analysis of the 
University statistics, showing the relative attendanc-..e on different courses 
of studies-Great number of subcourses of study offered-Situation of the 
buildings and g rounds described-Organization of the University-A total 
attendance of 1,287 students in 189~'93-0fficers, 106-Charles Kendall 
Adams, LL. D., President. 
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THE UNIVERSITY oF TENNESSEE AND STATE AGRICULTURAL CoL

LEGE, KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE. 

The Act of Congress of Aprill806, gave to the State of Tennessee 
one hundred thousand acres of land for school purposes. Two col
leges were to be established by act of State Legislature. • In accord-
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ance with the provisions of the law of Congress, the necessary acts 
were passed by the State Legislature October 26th, and December 3d, 
1807, and the Trustees of E ast Tennessee College were incorporated 
to have charge of one of these colleges. Soon after, the franchise 
and property of Blount College, chartered by the Ter ritorial Legis
lature in 1794, were transferred to it. This college continued under 
this charter more than sixt y years. In 1840, it was made a Uni
versity; and the Trustees, were made " The Trustees of the East 
Tennessee U ni versi ty." 

By act of J anuary 16, 1869, the Legislature gave in trust to the 
University t he proceeds of the United States land grant under the 
law of 1862, for the purpose of establishing " The Tennessee Agricul
tural College" as a part of the University.-The trust was accepted 
and the college organized the same year. Three courses of study, 
The Agricultural, The Mechanical, and The Classical, were provided. 
These were arranged in three separate colleges in 1877, acting under 
the one University head. I n 1879, at the request of the " Trustees," 
the Legislature changed t he name to that of " T he University of 
Tennessee." 

The College held a tract of forty acres of land contiguous to the 
City of Knoxville, on which were the several buildings of the insti
tution. 

W hen the Agricultural College was established a desirable tract 
of 285 acres, a half mile distant, was purchased for use as the farm. 
The law requires a biennial repor t to be made by the Trustees to the 
Legislature. The fi rst one, made October 1869, g ives details of the 
possessions of t he University and of the purchase of the agricultural 
far m, etc. , and, ah::o, gives an account of the visit of the Trustees to 
such other State Agricultural Colleges, as had t.hen been established; 
and makes a strong argument for the promotion of scientific studies 
instead of making a mere manual labor school for farmer boys. 
Two preparatory schools, one for admission to the scientific and one 
t o the classical course, were provided by the t rustees. The college 
opened September, 1869, with 104 students; of whom 27 were in reg
ular college classes. 

Some changes were made in reorganizing under the name of the 
State University.-The elective system was adopted, each profes· 
sional branch was called "a school ", and these were grouped into 
colleges; as The "College of Agriculture", The "College of Engi
neer ing and Mechanic Arts", and the "Classical College." 

The following statement in regard to scientific education is taken 
from the Catalogue of 1878-79. 

Of the Scientific Colleges, their orig in and objects, a few words here may ~ot 
be out of place. There are many who, feeling the need of a course of instrucbon 
which shall in some points differ from that of the Classical College, have misco!l· 
ceived the scope of the College best fitted to supply the need, and many ?t?eiS 
utterly opposed to the Science College, under the erroneous conviction that Jtlsto 
be built up at the expense of, or in antagonism to, the old College. 
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ORIGIN OF THE SCIENCE COLLEGE. 

The .uain feature of modern progress, next to the elevation of the masses, is tbe 
application of machinery to the industrial pursuits of life. In former times, men 
studietl the forces of nature as means of recreation, but now they seek rather to 
conquer and domesticate them, and have attained such success in this that it is no 
exaggeration to say that the entit·e frame-work and running gear of modern life is 
based on and controlled by Science. E~ery improvement of the present age is, 
indeed, due to some scientific discovery. This condition of things, and the per
suasion that the perpetuity of these improvements depends on the continuance of 
that scientific knowledge to which they owe their origin, has created an imperative 
demani! for school and college instruction in those principles, or for what is known 
as pract ical education. Formerly it was thought that a College Education was 
needed only by physicians, lawyers, clergymen and gentlemen of "elegant leisure." 
All other occupations were mere handicrafts, or trades, to be practiced by the rule 
of thum u. But now something more than skill is demanded of the master work
man. He must ha'7e knowledge, and this knowledge h P. must seek in the schools. 

The Science College is a response to these demands. It is a later and riper fruit 
of the s..~me general movement, that gave rise to the common schools for the people. 
In some measure it is but a further development of the same growth; different only, 
in that it answers to a higher and more special want. 

OBJECTS OF THE SCIENCE COLLEGE. 

The Seience College has for its primary objects to teach the principles of the 
physical :mel natural sciences, which relate to, and underlie all of the industrial 
occupations, and to train its pupils to such mental habits as will most thoroughly 
fit them for their special work in life. But the Science College holds that to develop 
the mental and moral faculties of its students, is of right the primary and dominant 
purpose of every college, be it classical or scientific. Culture is its end and aim. 
No college can wisely take for its highest, or recognize as its ultimate aim, the 
preparatio··~ of its students for being mere bread-winners; to qualify them merely 
for makinf~ a living. 

There is ll. need for emphasizing this higher view of education, and especially of 
the educn.lion of the industrial classes. With the majority of parents who send 
their sons to College, the commercial value of the education they are to get is the 
controlling value. And there are well meaning, but unwise persons, who would 
limit the work of the Science College t o mere handicrafts of the industrial arts. 
Such a course might turn out fair farm bands from the College of Agriculture, or 
good journeymen mechanics from the College of Engineering and Mechanic Arts 
but it would be an exaggeration to speak of them as educated men; and a misnomer 
to call such institutions colleges. Farm hands and journeymen mechanics can be 
more quickly, more thoroughly and more cheaply made on any well managed farm, 
or in any well conducted workshop, than in a college. One of the highest practical 
aims of the Science College is to elevate the standard of life among the industrial 
classes, anJ. to lower its work t o this level, is to rob it of half its ~alue, and that the 
higher and better half. The very general shrinkage in values of property, and the 
common neeessity of working for a living, lends color to this low view of the aims 
of education : even with some, who really and rightly value the higher education. 
It is not that i.hey appreciate culture less ; not that they admire scholarship less, but 
that they feel more the need of a working education. Time, however, will remedy 
~his. Day by day, and year by year, science will be esteemed and pursued more for 
Itself alone ; and the estimates of the relative commercial and culture values of a 
scientific educat.ion will change. 
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The Biennial Report to the Legislature, made January, 1881, thus 
details the changes in the course of study. 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

Since our last biennial report the course of study in the University has been 
materially modified and greatly enlarged. Its flexibility has also been increased by 
introducing to a larger extent than heretofore the e lective principle, under which 
students, with the advice of parents, and with the approval of the faculty, are 
a llowed to select their own course of study. * * * * 

At the same t ime the regular course of study in the several departments of the 
University have been both increased and m ore carefully adjusted. The classes in 
each depa rtment have been correlated according to a fixed schedule of hours, which 
admits of largely increased time for instruction , and are thus ananged into several 
continuous and complete courses of study, open to the option of the student, and 
each leading to its appropria te degree. 

Thus have been arranged the following courses, each of four years : 
1. A General Science Course-Degree Bachelor of Science. 
2. A General Classical and Scientific Course-Degree Bachelor of Arts. 
And the following special or technical courses : 
3. A Course of Civil Engineering-Degree Bachelor Civil Engineering. 
4. A Cou rse of Mechanical E ngineering-Degree Bachelor Mechanical Engin· 

eering. 
5. A Course of Mining Eng ineering-Bachelor Mining Engineering. 
6. A Course of Agriculture-Degree Bachelor of Agriculture. 
7. A Course of Applied Chemistry-Bachelor Applied Chemistry . 
In add it ion to these regular a nd complete courses of four years there have been 

also an anged the following partial courses, each of two years, designed for students 
whose time or means may not a llow a full course, viz : 
· 8. A Course of P ractical Agriculture. 

9. A Sur,eyor's Course in Applied Mathematics. 

The catalogues for the past few years show that drawing, both free 
hand and mechanical, bas been held as essential ; both in the Agri· 
cultural, Scientific and Engineering cour ses. " Fifty lessons in free 
hand drawing are also given during the year (in addition to the 
thorough training in geometry before mentioned,) to all scientific 
Freshmen."-A similar account of additional "drawing" is given 
in Sophomore year. In the notice of t he studies of the school of 
Applied Mathematics, in the Biennial Report for 1881, occurs the 
following: 

Descriptive Geometry is t he foundation of both the science and art of drawing. 
It is followed by a course of problems in shades, shadows and perspective- roechan· 
ical drawing. 

The course of engineering consists of the subjects treated in Prof. Gillespie's 
Roads and Railroads and Prof. Wood's revision of Mahan's Civil Engineering and 
of a course of lectures by the instructor on surface and t horough drainage, on agri· 
cultura l, h ydraulic and marine engineering, and a brief outline of the science and 
art of military engineering. The engineering drawing consists of a course of instruc· 
tion in the drawing of plans, sections, elevations and details of bridges, tunnels, 
canal locks, etc. · 

For the above engineering course studenls can substitute mechanism, machinery 
and machine d rawing. 
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The value of drawing in its relations to scientific training is evi
dently highly appreciated and due provision is made f~r .it in the 
courses in Agriculture, Engineering, and applied Mathematics. 

In 1879'- 80, there were 157 pupils in the collegiate department. 
In preparatory schools 132, and in the Medical Department 126, giv
ing a total of 401. 

In the series of "Contributions to American Educational History'' 
issued from time to time, as" circulars" by the U.S. Bureau of Edu
cation, the circular "No 16," issued in 1893, * contains a very interest
ing resum~ of the history of the University of Tennessee,-from its 
beginning as Blount College 1794, down to 1892-prepared by Pro
fessor T. C. Karns, M. A., Associate Professor of History and Phi
losophy in the University. (See pages 63-106 of this circular.) This 
account is illustrated with views of the buildings and, also, of the 
interiors of Laboratories, Reading Rooms and W orkshops; showing 
the additions that have been made in recent years to the equipment 
of this institution in providing ample facilities for thorough educa
tion in Science and Mechanics. 

LATER HISTORY. 

The Board of Trustees of the University are r equired by law to 
make reports biennially to the State Superintendent of Public In
struction. From the latest report, that for the two years ending 
December 20th, 1892, the following statements of the recent additions 
to the buildings ai:td equipment, as well as of the increase in attend
ance during recent years, are taken. t 

* * * * * * * 
We are glad to be able to report again that the University has continued to prosper, 

and has extended ill! influence in many new directions. · 
Among material improvements, we can mention the completion of the Science 

Hall, commenced in 1890; the erection of a building for a. gymnasium and the use 
of the Young Men's Christian .Associat10n of the University; the complete remod
eling and refurnishing of academic building known as South College, and the erec
tion of two additional houses for professors. 

The opening of Science Hall was celebrated in due manner at commencement, 
in June, 1892, and it was regularly occupied by the several schools at the opening 
of the present session. 

*Bureau of Education Circular of Information No. 5. 1893. Whole number 196. 
Contributions to American Educational History, edited by Herbert B. Adams. No 
16, Higher Education in Tennessee by Lucius Salisbury Merrian. Ph. D. Sometime 
Fellow in Political Economy in. Johns Hopkins University; Instructor in Political 
Economy in Cornell University. ·washington, Government Printing. Office, i893 . 
. Pp.287,lli. 
. t Report of the Board of Trustees of the University of Tennessee to the Super
mtendent of Public Instruction. Two years ending December 20, 1892. Nashville, 
Tenn. Marshall & Bruce, printers to the State, 1893. Pp. 75. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SCIENCE HALL. 

The Science Hall is an imposing structure of brick and stone, four stories in 
height, with a slate roof, having an area of about 80,000 square feet of floor space, 
besides a large basement. It is a simple de~elopruentof Romanesque architecture. 
I ts chief feature is a beautiful tower , rising one hundred anq fifty feet from foun. 
dation to .finial, with au open observatory. The south wing contains the auditorium 
and physical laboratory ; the large north wing, the chemical laboratories, library, 
engineering rooms, and the offices of the President. 

Fronting the entrance is the handsome r eception-room, and to the right is the 
auditorium. The latter , a spacious room, has an inclined floor, set with opera 
chairs, and a large gallery, set with benches. It has a seating capacity of seven 
h unch ed. Especial attention has been paid to the lighting and ventilation here. 
The platform is provided with all the conveniences for scientific and other lectures, 
and there is a large projecting lantern for purposet! of illustration. A grand pipe 
organ stands in the gallery. 

The distinctive feature of the building is its system of heating and ventilating. The 
"direct-indirect " system is used, in which the radiators are so constructed that 
fresh, warm air is brought into the building. The foul air is taken out at the floor 
and ceiling by twenty-one stacks, ten of which, eighty-five feet high, are iz1 the 
centre of the building. The building is lighted with incandescent electric lights. 

On the first floor, south end, are t he laboratories of the School of Physics, paved 
with asphalt, resting upon the ground, in order to g ive a firm foundation for instru
ments of precision. They are spendidly ligh ted through numerous large windows. 
Two Edison dynamos (one hundred and twenty-five volts) furnish the electric cur
rent. The gas, water, steam, and drain-pipes are in trenches, covered with marble 
slabs. The lecture-room has raised seats ; a conveniently arranged lecture-table, 
provided with gas, water, and electric current; w indows arranged to be darkened 
at pleasure for lantern illustrations, etc. 

The assay laboratory is also on the first floor, and is equipped with a Blake ore
crusher , a heavy pulverizing plate, a new gold and silver smelting furnace, a gold 
and s ilver cupelling and refining furnace, and many other interesting appliances. 

The chemic.'!.! laboratories are located on the second or main floor, north wing. 
They are supplied w ith an abundance of light from large windows, and ventilated 
by ten stacks, and elegantly furnished with well-contrived desks, hoods, sinks, etc. 

On the second floor from the entrance are the President's handsomely furnished 
office and reception-room. The remainder of this floor is devoted to the library. 

The fourth floor (third from entrance) is occupied by the School of Civil Engineer
ing. It contains a large draughting-hall, magnificently lighted and supplied with 
adjustable draughting-stands, etc.; dark-room for making blue prints and photo
graphs ; laboratory w ith water-tanks, weighing-scales, and testing-machine, with 
micrometer and other appliances; laboratory and museum for specimens, engineer
ing materials and devices ; an engineering instrument-room, with lockers for tbe 
individual instruments ; professor's office, and store-room for maps, drawings, etc. 

BUILDI NG OF THE Y. M. 0 . A. 

The building erected by the Young Men's Christian Association of the University 
has a lso been completed and occupied since our last report. It is a substantial struc· 
ture of pressed brick and stone, covered with slate, and was planned with special 
reference to its uses. It is considered bv those who have seen many such buildings 
to be the model of its kind. The buildi~g contains, in addition to the usual offi~, 
a parlor, a reading-room, an assembly room, and a large gymnasium fitted Wlth 
the best apparatus, in connection with which are baths, lockers, etc., which is open 
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to all the students of the University. An instructOr is proVided by the Association 
to direct the· young men in physical culture. 

The finances of the institution continue in a healthy condition. The Board has 
received all funds due it, ap.d has disbursed them in accordance with the laws of 
the State and the statutes of the United States. The biennial report of the Treas
urer, which is submitted herewith, will showthedetails of the receipts and disburse
ments. 

The atwndance upon the Academic Depar tment of the University has been as 
follows during the last six years : · 

From Tennessee. Total. 
1886-87 . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ' . .. . ..... . .... .... 148 160 
1887-88 . . ..... : . ............... . ......... ... .. i90 203 
1888-89 . .. .. . . .... . ........... . . .. ............. 231 249 
1889-90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 283 259 
1890-91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 208 229 
1891-92 . .................................... ... 210 241 

The attendance this year to date upon this department is two hundred and thirty
eight. This would indicate a still larger attendance for the session of 1892-93, as 
many students enter the second term, especially those taking the teachers' course. 

This report, which urges the need of new and better buildings, 
and which gives in detail many facts which bear upon the relation 
of the State officials to the University, is signed by Charles W. Dob
ney, Jr. , President of the University, and J. W. Gaut, Secretary of 
the Board of Trustees. 

Reports by the P resident and the Professors in charge of the 
Departments 0f the University, accompany that of the Trustees. 

Perhaps the growt h of the University during r ecent years in both 
material equipment and in its educational work, cannot be better 
shown than is done 'in the following tables; in which the President 
in his own r eport, has summarized the statistics, which set forth the 
increase in buildings and equipment and give, in detail, the attend
ance on the several courses of study. The extracts which follow, 
comprise but a small part of the President's report; which is largely 
given to details showing t he general condition of the Institution. It 
begins as follows : 

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT. 

To the Honorable the Board of 'l'rustees of the University of Tennessee: 
GENTLEMEN: In submittilig this, my third biennial report as President of the 

University of Tennessee, I am glad to be able to state 'that the last two years have 
witnessed continued growth and prosperity in nearly all the departments of the insti
tution. Great improvements have been made in buildings and equipment. The 
striking fact of this period was the erection of the Science Hall. Material improve
ment has, in fact, characterized the last five years of the histOry of the institution. 
A. list of the chief additions to the permanent equipment of the Univllrsity .made 
during this time will be interesting,' · · 

INCREASE OF BUILDINGS AND EQl!fl'MENT SINCE iSiri. 

The value in many cases is only appro;x:imate. Many improvements had to be 
made and paid for little by little, and I have only undertaken to collect the largest 
items from accounts extending over so long a period. Much in the way of appa-
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ratus and equipment has been added that is not listed here. Fully two-thirds of 
these improvements were made during the last two years: 
Addition to Agricultural Building and equipment ............ . ... .. .... . 
Mechanical Department and equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Electric light plant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . 
Improvements in Steward's Hall and equipment ......... .. ............ . 
Refitting and refurnishing South College .. •• .......... . . . ........ . ..... 
Improvements in other old buildings, not including ordinary repairs ... . 
Science Hall, furniture, and equipment ..................... . ......... . 
Gymnasium and equipment (Y. M. C. A.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Dairy at farm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Additions to equipment of Chemical School ........... . ....... ... .. .... . 
Equipment of Civil Engineering School ............. .. . .. . ............ . 
Equipment of Military Department. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Equipment of Zoological Department ............... .. . . .. . ........... . 
Physical and Electrical Engineering School .. .. .. . ...... . ........ . ..... . 
Offices, ful'niture, etc . . . . . . . . . . ............................. .. ..... . . . 
L ibrary-3,000 volumes added ............ . .... .. . . . . ...... . ........... . 
General flll'niture improved. . . . . . . .. ...... ... ... . ................ . ... . 
College farm, stock, and implements, added by University .. .. .... . .... . 
Industrial Department equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ... . 
Part on two professors' houses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Tool-house and stable ...................... . ...... . . ... ... ........... . 

Approximate value of additions, buildings, and equipment since 

$12,500 
15,400 
3,400 
2,250 
3,350 
2,720 

56,000 
6, 1:!2 

550 
1,250 
1,100 

552 
1,185 
1,700 

825 
6,050 
3,200 
2,800 
2,800 
1,750 

375 

1887 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $125,789 
Experiment Station movable property, apparatus, furniture, etc .... 9,260 
The following other improvements have been made upon the University 

grounds at expense of others : 
President's house ..... . . . ............. . ..................... $5, 600 
Two professors' houses, exclusive of University payment . . . . . 8, 750 

$14,350 

Grand total of permanent improvements in five years-1887-93 .... $149,349 
When we consider that the University has r eceived no State appropriation during 

tltis time, we believe this will be taken as a very satisfactory exhibition. The build
ings were erected and repairs made with the funds accruing from the sale of land, 
rents, etc. The large additions to equipment for teaching, apparatus, etc. , were made 
out of current funds. These totals illustrate most forcibly the power of Iittles when 
saved and invested. 

The attendance upon the Academic Department of the University during the 
session of 1891-92 was as follows: 

SUMMARY BY COUBSES PUBSUED. 

I.-Collegiate course. 
Sub-Fresh. Fresh. Totals. 

Latin·Scientitlc .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 12 26 38 
Agricultural and Scientitlc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... .... . .... .. .. . ..... . ... . .. 41 41 

Soph. Jun. Sen. Totals. 
Latin-Scientitlc . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 14 15 7 38 
Literary-Scientitlc . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . .. .. . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 15 4 3 22 
Civil Engin.eering . . . .. . . . . . .. _ .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 11 5 4 00 
Mechanical Engineering . . ... . .. .. . .... . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ... . . . . . . 1 9 
Mining Engineering . . .. . ... . ... .. ...... . ... . .... . . . ......... . .. . 3 
Stnte appointees at Knoxville College . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . 

Total Latin-Scientific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . . . ...... . 
'.ll 
74 

Total Agricultural and Scientitlc .. . . ... .. .. . . . . ... .. .. .. .. . . 4l 
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!I.- University courses (special and graduate). 

Teachers' Course ......... . ..... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . 23 
Mecb&nlcal Engineering .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1· 
Latin.SClentlllc . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 2 
Agricultural ..... . ... · .. . · · · · ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Chemistry .. . ............ · . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Literary·Sclentlflc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1 
Civil Engineering . ... .. .. .. .... . ....... . ... .. . ... .. . ............ . ............ . .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Languages and Literature.... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . a 
Mathematics . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . ....... . .. .. ... . 
Greek (post-graduate) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . .............. . ..... . .. . 

Total number In Academic Department ........ . .. . . ................... . ... .. ... .. ... . .. . . . . . 284 

* * * * * * * 
The following shows that in this, as in all live educational insti

tutions undertaking the new methods of scientific and industrial 
training, t he demands for increasing facilities are incessant. 

NEEDS OF ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT. 

The various scientific departments need additions to their equipment. The new 
School of Physics and Electrical Engineering requires many pieces of apparatus, 
some of which we hope may be secured early in the new year ; the School of Civil 
Engineering needs more and better instruments, a new and more powerful testing
machine, show-cases for specimens, and many laboratory instruments ; the School 
of Zoology and Geology needs show-cases to contain valuable specimens now packed 
away, additional microscopes, and other apparatus; the School of Agriculture needs 
most imperatively a new barn and other farm buildings, bt>tter agricultural imple
ments, and more stock; the School of Mechanic Arts should have an addition to its 
building for a foundry, two new. lathes, moro testing apparatus , and many new 
pieces of machinery for its shops ; the School of Chemistry has only partially 
equipped its large new laboratories. 

Considerable additional apparatus will be absolutely necessary in order to carry 
out the courses of study already planned. It is plain, therefore, that the board 
must expect to invest a large amount of money in scientific apparatus for several 
years to come. We have undertaken to provide facilities for laboratory work in 
these different sciences and branches of engineering, and as the classes advance the 
apparatus must be provided. When all of these new schools have been runnine for 
three or four years, they will have fixed their courses and secured a fairly complete 
outfit. I advise, therefore, most decidedly, that we do not undertake the establish
ment of any new scientific schools for a t least three years, but devote all the means 
at our command to the perfect equipment of those already started. 

COLORED STUDENTS OF THE U NIVERSITY .ATT:END KNOXVILLE COL
LEGE. 

The opportunities provided for a university training for colored 
students are thus set forth: · 

Since our last biennial report, the Industrial Department of the University of 
Tennessee for the instruction of colored students appointed to free scholarships under 
the agricultural and mechanical college act, has been placed upon an excellent 
basis. This department is at Knoxville, Tenn., located about a mile from the 
University, in immediate connection with Knoxville College, an excellent institu
tion for the education of colored people. 

The statutes of the State of Tennessee (see the Code, Article IV., " The .A.gricul· 
tural College," Section 889) dil'ect ''that no citizen of this State, otherwise qualified, 
shall be excluded from the privileges of the University by reason of his race or 
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color, but the accommodation of persons of color shall be separate from the.w hite." 
The Board of Trustees of the University have for many years wet tho r equirements 
of this clause by providing similar instruction, modified to s uit tho requirements of 
the students of this race, in a separate department. 

ADDITIO:<S 1'0 THE E~UIPMENT OF KNOXVILLE COLLEGE. 

In order to wak~ ootter provision for the instruction of these students in the 
sciences pertaining to agriculture and the mechanic arts, n special scientific and 
shop building was erected hl.st year, and it is now fairly well fu rnished. It contains 
s hops !or wor k in wood ami iron, tlrawing-rooms, and laboratories for work in chem
istry and agriculture. It has a boiler and engine, and the necessary machiuery and 
tools. The laboratories have a good outfit of apparatus. A tract of land immedi
ately adjacent to the building is provided for work in agriculture :~nd hort iculture. 
T wo additional instructor::; have been employed for t his tlepartwent. Oue instructor 
t eaches t he classes in physics, drawing, allll mechanic arts, and the other has 
charge of th e classes in chemistry, botany, and agriculturo. 

A contract has been mac.le with the trustees of Knoxville College u nder which the 
State students get their general literary instruction in that institution, but this 
I nc.lustrial Department anc.l its whole course of study ar~ und~r tho supervision and 
direction of the Board of Trustees of the University, who elect all of its teachers 
and pay all of its expenses. 

COLORED STATE APPOINTEES. 

Twenty-seven State appointees were in attendance upon the department last 
session, but a large proportion of the other students of Knoxville College get con
siderable benefit f rom it. Free scholarships in this department are obtained upon 
exactly the same conditions as in the other depar tment of the Agricultural and 
:1\fechauical College. 

In order to further encourage this cla::;s of persons in securing a n industrial edu
cation, ow· Boat·d has established a number of apprenticeships in this department, 
which enable wor thy men t o earn from thirty to fifty dollars per annum while in 
attendance there. They are given work in the shops and on the farm of the depart
ment, the service r endered being paid for at its market value. We believe that the 
facilit ies for the education of the color ed men have been, thus, made f ully equal to 
their present requirements. 

NORlltA.L TRAINI NG IN TH E UNIVERSITY. 

The Teachers' Department has made substantial progress during the year. What 
has been accomplished shows that the department was needed, and is desigued to 
do a great deal of good in educating young men who lnwo to teach school as a 
means of advancing themselves. It has attracted to the University a number of 
mature young men, who promise to make excellent schola rs and teachers. It is 
gratifying to be able to report that the young men who have completeJ the course 
in this department a re entering, w ith promise of success, upon the work for which 
they were trained. Evet·y one of the nine students who completed the cow·se last 
June is now actively engaged in teaching. One is the principal of a county acad· 
emy and a County Sllperintendent, one is president of a local college, another is the 
principal of a city graded school, three are principals of village schools, and the 
others have good positions in schools of the best class. Nearly all of the other 
students in the department a re teaching in the common schools at t he present time. 

* •lf * * * * * 
Respectfully submitted. 

CBAS. W. DABNEY, Jr., 
President· 
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In connection with the biennial report of 1892, from which the 
above extracts are t aken, the latest catalogue at hand* continues the 
history of the development of the University. From this the follow
ing extracts are taken, showing the increase in the number of Depart
ments, in the attendance of students, and in the facilities afforded 
for instruction in drawing, and in mechanical training. 

THE TRUSTEES. 

The Board of Trustees of the University hold a charter from the State dating 
from Hi07. It is limited to thirty members, chosen from the different Congressional 
district:; in the State, who serve for life, or until r emo\'al from the State, or resigna
tion. The Governor, the Secretary of State, and the Superintendent of P u blic 
Instruction are members ex-officio. Seven members form a quorum. The l're.-;i
dent of the University is also President of the Board of Trustees; the other officer:: 
are a Trzasurer and a Secretary. 

DEPARTMENTS. 

The Uni•ersity of Tennessee is an integral part of the public educational system 
of the State. As at present organized, it forms the capstone of this system, and 
completes the work begun in the common schools and ca.Hied on through the 
secondary and high schools. I ts existence is due chiefly to the bounty of the United 
States, the largest portion of its income being derived from thP. proceeds of the sales 
of public lands granted to the several States by -~ct of Congress of July 2, 1862, 
and from the appropriations made by the Acts supplementary thereto. 

The present organization of the College of Agriculture, Mechanic Arts and 
Sciences, is designated to meet the requirements of the laws which provided this 
foundation. 

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT. 

This department includes: 
I. The College of Agric·ulture, Mechanic A1·ts and S ciences, with the following 

Courses of Study : 
1. General Course, including the literary and classical. 
2. Course in Agriculture. 
3. Course in Civil engineering . 
4. Course in Mechanical engineering, including the electrical. 
5. Course in Mining engineering . 

Graduates in the General Course receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts if the 
ancient languages were taken; otherwise the degree of Bachelor of Science. 

Graduates in the Agricultural, Civil engineering, Mechan ical engineering and 
Mining engineering courses receive the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, 
Civil engineering, etc. 

SCHOOLS. 

I. Sclwoi of Latin. 
II. School of Greek and French. 

III. School of English and German. 
IV. Schooi of History and Philosophy. 
V. Scb0ol of Mathematics. 

VI. Schocl of Civil Engineering. 

~rtiity-of-Tennessee. Register for 1892-93, and Announcement for 1893-94. 
Knox,· ille, Tenn.: P ublished by the University: Press of Newman & Co. 1893. 
Pp. 72. 
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VII. School of Physics and Electrical Engineering. 
VIII. School of Mechanical Engineering and Drawing. 

I X. School of Mechanic Arts. 
X. School of General and Analytical Chemistry a.nd 1\Ietallurgy. 

XI. School of Organic and Agricultural Cht~wistry. 

XII. School of Agriculture. 
XIII. School of Botany and Horticulture. 
XIV. School of Zoology. 

XV. School of Military Science and Tactics. 
Connected with and forming a part of the Academic Department, is a Teachers' 

Department, designed to train teachers for the public and private schools of the 
country. Students who complete the course •·equired receive a certificate with a 
license to teach in Tennessee. 

The requirements of the Code (Section 339) that "the accommodation and instruc
tion of persons of color shall be separate from the white," is met by providing cor
responding " accommodation and instruction " in the Industrial Department of 
Knoxville College, in Knoxville, for colored s tudents who pass the r equired exam
inations and receive appointments. 

II. The Unive·rsil!J Depa1·trnent. 
1. With courses for the graduate degrees of l\1 . A., M.S. , and Ph. D. 
2. With professional courses leading to the d~grees of C. E., l'ilin. E. , 

and Mech. E. , and elective courses for special students. 

PROFESSION AJ- DEPARTMENTS. 

1. A Department of Law, with a course leading to the degree of B. L. 
2. A Depar tment of Medicine, with a course leading to the degree of M. D. 
3. A Department of Dentistry, with a course leading to the degree of D.D.S. 

FACULTIES. 

A separate Faculty has charge of the instruction in each department. The Fac
ulties consist of a dean , professors a nd associate professors, and aided by lecturers, 
instructors, fellows and assistants. 

The University, as a part of the system of public education of the 
State, is authorized to receive three hundred and sixty-six State 
scholars. These scholarships are awarded throughout the State, ten 
to each Senator and t hree to each Representative in the General 
Assembly. " These State scholarships secure the holder free regis
tration and t uition until graduation or dismission." All State sec
ondary schools are, by law, "accredited schools." These were estab
lished by thA law of March 25th, 1891. These have a course of eight 
years; three years more than the priruary schools. The studies to 
be J:>Ursued are stat ed in the law. The g raduates, under stated con
ditions, are to be admitted to the UniverE'ity. There are, also," schol
arships," "apprenticeships," and "fellowships," connected with the 
University and carrying certain privileges and incomes; much 
space is given in the Register to the details relating to them. .As it 
would be impossible to give full details of all the institutions included 
in th is volume, that is in no case attempted ; though much more 
of detail is given in many cases than would be admissible if the rule 
to confine the accounts only to what relates to drawing, and mecban-
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icn.l or u.rt training, were rigiuly enforced. Tho main purpose is to 
give tho fu.cts r elating to these branches as fully as may seem desir
able antl, also, to show the development in modern educational meth
ods mul fu.cilitios, that has taken place during·the years since 1880. 
Tho following lJriof showing of the location and equipment of the 
Univur::>ity is from the full and detailed account given in the Register: 

LOCATION. 

The Uni •ersity is situated in the subUl'ban town of Vvest Knoxville, one-half 
mile fro11t the Custom·house, the center of tho city of Knoxville. 

ltti location, eleven hundred feet above tho sea, in the mountains of East Ten
ne>tiCC, j ,; unsurpassed for healthfulness and beauty. The twelve large buildings 
stancl in a beautiful campus of forty acres, covering a h igh hill on the north bank 
of tho Tl'Uttessee r iver. They command a view of the valley of the Tennessee river, 
from the Smokies to the Cumberland mountains, a distance of one hundred miles. 

The Univer~ity has a complete system of drains and sewers and all the improved 
sanitm· ~- anangeruents. The public buildings, dormitories and grounds al'e lighted 
with incandescent electric lights, operated from the Mechanical department. 

BUILDINGS. 

There arc eleven large brick and stone buildings in the beautiful campus of forty 
acres, three of them new. 

The Science hall contains the auditorium, President's offices, the library, reading 
room ami ~>elllinary room, the laboratories of Chemistry and Physics, and the dl·aw
ing rw1ns anc.l iecture rooms of the schools of Civil engineering and of Mechanical 
engiuccring. 

There is a fine library and very complete laboratories to the uses 
of which twelve apartments in the new Science building are given. 

!IIECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 

The present equipment of the School of Mechanic arts occupies two floors of a 
building about eighty-four by forty feet, which was erected especially for this 
purpose. The whole of two floors is occupied by machine shops. A large one-story 
annex contains the blacksmith shop and boiler room. The third floor is occupied 
by drawing·roorus, a blue print room, ..1. store room, a laboratory , and an office. 

There are two wood-working shops. The first of these is furnished with benches 
and lockers for tools for carpentPring and joining. The second room contains ten 
speed lathes for '~oocl-turning, with a full set of tools for each lathe, kept in con
venient reach on a tool rack. The tools a re those required for turning and boring 
light work. 

All the heavier power machines for wood-working are placed in another room 
on the ground floor. They form a complete set for reducing lumber from its rough 
state to finished pieces of any kind, ready to be used for pattern-making, cabinet 
work. or carpentry. Connected with the wood-shops is a drying kiln. 

The blacksmith shop has six power blast forges. A full set of tools for light and 
medium work is provided for each forge. The smoke is drawn away from the 
forges by a large exhaust fan. Suitable benches and blacksmiths' vises are also 
provided. 

Tbe machine shop is fitted up with twelve benches and vises for use in chipping, 
filing, and the general work of fitting together the various parts of a machine. 
There is also an outfit of all the tools needed for the general work of the machinist. 

Alt'l'-VOL ±--37 
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These tools arc also of the newest and best designs of workmanship. They were 
selected with a view to showing all the ge>neral and more important special methods 
used in iron working. They include engine and speed lathes, planer , simper, heavy 
and sensitive dr ill presses, universal milling machine, universal reamer and milling 
cu tter g rinder, and emery tool grinder. 

Power is furnished by a forty-horse-power Sweet straight line engine and a boiler, 
the latter located in an annex. The engine runs all the machines and a dynamo 
for experimental purposes during the day, and at night is belted to the Edison 
dynamos in the same room for lighting and experimenting, which light the Uni
versity buildings and gi'Ounds. The boiler , beside supplying steam to the engine, 
heats the building and drying kiln by either direct connection with t he heat ing 
coils, or with exhaust from the engine. 

The Department is well supplied with steam gauges, engine-testing apparatus, 
volt-meters, ampere-meters, resistance boxes, and other test instruments for elec
trical engineering. 

FARM. 

The School of Agriculture has a beautiful and well stocked farm of over one 
hundred acres, \Vith experimental dairy, stables, silos, root cellars, etc. The Agri· 
cultural Experiment Station affords many advantages for scientific students. In 
addition to the laboratory work of t he Station, many experiments are in operation 
in the green house, on the horticultural gi'Ounds, on t he farm, and in the stahltl$. 
A first-class working herd of J ersey and Holstein-Friesian cattle, each, belongs to 
t he farm. 

The gymnasiwu is completely equipped with t he best apparatus, baths, lockers, etc. 

Before quoting the account of the Schools of Mechanic Arts, etc., 
from the Register, the report of the Superintendent of the School 
of Mechanic Ar ts, given in the Biennial Report of 1892, is inserted, 
as g iving a clearer view of the methods of instruction. 

IX.-SCHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS. 

Dr. CHARLES W . DABNEY, Jr., 
President Unive1·sity of Tennessee : 

DEAl~ Sm: I have the honor to submit the following repor t of the School of 
Mechanic Arts : 

EQUIPltrENT. 

Since the last repor t, several valuable a dditions have been made to this depart
ment , though the accommodations are still insufficient to meet the requirementll of 
the rapidly increasing number of students. This is particularly true of the newest 
bra.nch- the machine-shop-which has been improved rapid ly, especially in the last 
year. Every new article added, however , bas been of the best type in the market, 
a rule which seems to have been the motto of the department since its start, and, 
as a result, the whole equipment is first-class in every respect. 

Wood-shop. - This depar tment is well equipped to give instruction to a moderate 
number of students. The carpenter's shop is supplied with t wenty-six sets of tools, 
each with a good bench, bench-stop, and Massey vise. The benches are so placed 
as to economize space, and, at the same time, give good arrangement for light and 
convenience. The tools are in cases so constructed that when open each tool is in 
easy reach of the student. The power mach ines of t he wood-working department 
consist of a planer , combination rip and cross-cut saw, jointer , sharper, jig-saw, 
borer, mortiser , roll-turner , and nine wood-lathes. Others are available when 
needed. 
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Blacksmith shop.-This shop is furnished with six Buffalo forges, each supplied 

with a. complete set of the ordinary blacksmithing tools, many of which have been 
made by the students. By means of blas t and exl1aust fans, each forge is given a 
blast from below and a forced draught above . 

.Maclline·Bhop.-This branch has an excellent equipment for the instruction of a 
limited number of students. In it are found all the tools and machint>ry essential 
for the construction of a great variety of other articles, tools, and machinery of 
practicnl and commercial value. The power machines consist of a planer, shaper, 
two lathes, drill p ress, milling machine, universal tool grinder , sensitivo drill press, 
and emery grinder; also good sets of reamers, taps, dies, drills, scrapers, surface 
phttes, etc. H eavy benches, supplied with good vises, are placed in position for 
light and convenience. 

A largo new lathe and some additional apparatus for making engine tests have 
just been ordered. 

Tho engine is a 40 horse power Sweet Straight-Line, and, with the boiler, of like 
size, is used for the shops by day, and the electric light plant by night. The heat
ing of tho building can be accomplished either by live steam, direct from the boiler, 
or by the exhaust steam from the engine. 

INSTRUCTI ON. 

TVoorl-1Vorking.-The student star ts with a complete exercise with each individual 
tool, and, having become proficient with each, he then takes up a complete set of 
joints, splices, dovetails, etc., such as are met ... vith in actual construction work, 
bringing into constant use many, if not nearly all, of his tools. The hand and eye 
are now trained to undertake more difficult work, and he passes to turning, )_)attorn
making, cabinet-work, and the polishing of woods, all of which give him a thor
ough familiarity with the power machinery in cutting, dressing, and shaping his 
material. The aim is to make the course as practical as possible, in the construc
tion of useful articles, such as models for the drawing department, patterns for 
castings which will be actually used in the machine shop, and cabinet pieces for 
this and other departments of the University. 

Blaclcsmithing.-Starting with the management of his fire, the handling of his 
tools, and the general manipulation of his forge, the student takes up various exer
cises in forging, so graded that the more difficult ones follow the simpler , and will 
involve thorough practice in welding the various grades of iron and steel. Special 
attention is paid to the forging of tools and tool-dressing. The larger portion of 
the lathe, planer, and shaper tools for the machine-shop have been made by the 
students in this department. 

Machine-shop Practice.-The student now reaches the last department of his 
manual training, and he finds in entering upon his two years here that all the skill 
which he has acquired in the other depar tments comes into play, and he enters at 
once upon exercises demanding the greatest of accumcy. Commencing with thor
ough practico in vise work, he progresses, step by step, from chipping, filing, and 
scraping to careful and particular exercises on each machine tool; and, when he 
has pro\·cd himself competent, he enters upon the construction of some actual tool 
or machine. Care is taken to so disb·ibute his work that he will have a great variety 
of exorcist's, involving every machine under the dilierent conditions. A great 
~an): tools, gears, a small engine, and other articles have been made by the students 
Ul ~Ius department. They are now working on a working-model engine, both of 
which were designed in the Mechanical Department. They are also building a 
Mather Ulotor, and will soon start on an iron-bed wood-lathe, a twist-drill grinder, 
and a planer tool-tostin~ apparatus . 
. The only branch the student does not get instruction in, is foundry work; but it 
15 hoped that this department will soon be added, so that the transformation of the 
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rough commercial material to the finished machine will be placed entirely in his 
hands. · 

The complete course of manual training is taken by the mechanical and electrical 
engineering students; but those of several other courses take as much as their time 
will permit. The course is not designed to make n. tradesman or artisan out of the 
student, though he will be able to take up any of the branches with profit; and 
whether he he an agricultw·ist or a. lawyer, a mining engin<:.-er or a business man, 
the training thus acquired will a id him i n either doing his own m echanical work 
or knowing that i t is correctly and economic.o'llly clone when placed in the hands of 
others. But the main pw·pose of the course is intended, rather, to fit him for 
desig ning and o>erseeing, for th is practical training, taken along parallel with his 
theoretical, has made him capable of putti ng his ideas into practical form, and, 
having once been through sim ilar work , he is equipped to meet intelligently the 
problems of construction. 

Respectful ly submitted. 
J. R. 1\ICCOLL, 

Actit~g Superintendent of Shops, in chcu·ge School of Mechanic Arts. 

VIII. SCHOOL OF l\1ECHAN1CAL E.."'GINEERINO AND DRAWING. 

P,·ofesso•· to be elected; 1\la. Fearus. 

I. DRAWING. 

The instruction and practices in drawing extended throughout the various classes 
of the engineering courses. The Freshmen m·e instr ucted for one term in free-hand 
drawing and linear perspective. The work in the upper classes is arranged to suit 
the course of study which the student is pw·suing, or the object which he has in 
view. 

1. Free-hand sketching of models, patterns, p ieces of machinery, etc. , linear 
perspective; Freshman class, all courses, fi rst ter m for Engineering courses; second 
term for General course, tlu·ee periods a week. 

2. Drawing begun ; Freshman class, eng ineering courses, three hours a week the 
second term. The class becomes familiar with the use of drawing instruments, in 
making tracings of standard types of machines and in making detail working 
drawings to scale. 

3. Mechanical drawing; J unior class, engineer ing courses, three periods a week, 
throughout the year. The work consists largely of m aking detail working drawings 
of standard ty pes of mach inery. 

4. Machine designing; Senior class, Mechanical engineering course, three periods 
a week, t hroughout the .session. Or iginal designs of ~·arious parts of the steam 
engine, pump, etc. 

0. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 

1. Descriptive Geometry; SOJlhomore class, engineering courses, three periods a 
week , second term . A theoretical study of the subject, together with a 'number of 
practical examples, of which drawings are made under each head. 

2. Kinematics; Junior class for Mechanical engineer ing cour,se, second term, 
three hou rs a week. The geometric principles of machines and relative motion 
of the dilferC"nt parts, as the link-work , cams, gearing, and belt ing ; the relative 
m otions of pistons and cranks, eccentrics and valves, etc. 

3. Materials of constr uction ; Senior class, Civil and Mechanical engineering 
courses, second term , three hours a week. The origin, nature, method of prepa~· 
t ion and useful properties of the common metals and other .materials. used in engJ· 
neering structures, and their st rengt h , elasticity n.nd other essential qualities. 

4. P rime movers ; Senio1· class, Civil n.nd Mechanical engineering course, rust 
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t<'nll, two hours a. week fot· the civil engineers, with an additional three hours 
a wt't' k for the mechanical engineers, dw·ing the second term. In this course 
the v:1 rious boilct·s and engines in use, together with the Yarious link and valve 
motions, the indicator and its applications, and the proportioning of the different 
part~ of the eng ine, at·e studied. 

IX. SCHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS. 

:tin. McCOLt,, Acting supt. : M.a. GUINN, f m·emcm .IJfachinc shop. 

The object of this School is not to train mere a rtisans, such as carpenters, pattern
maker~, blncksmiths and machinists, but to educate engineers who will have that 
practical knowledge of the essentials of all construction which will qualify t hem to 
direct ~uch work intelligently and to judge as to its proper execution . 

The staff of the School of Mechanic arts consists of a superintendent, a machinist, 
a blacksmith, a day engineer and a night engineer. The latter is in charge of the 
dynamos n.nd electrical apparatus. 

The regular course in Mechanic arts begins with the :first term of the Freshman 
year, and extends, with the exception of the last half of the Sophomore year , 
through the whole four years of the Mechanical and E lectrical engineering courses. 

1. Wood-working: Exercise with hand tools and turning lathe; Freshman class, 
fall term, for all courses, except the General, three periods a week. (These periods 
arc at least two hours each.) 

2. Wood-working: Cat·e and use of power tools, including those for sawing, plan
ing, jointing, shaping, moulding, boring and mortising, as required for pattern
making and cabinet work; Freshman class, spring term, for the Agricultural, Civil, 
Mechanical and Mining engineering courses, tlu·ee periods a week. 

3. Iron-working: Exercises in forging, welding, and tempering; Sophomore class, 
fall term, for the Agricultural, Mechanical and Mining engineering courses, th{ee 
periods a week. 

4. Iron-working: Exercises in the use of hand and power tools in the machine 
shop; Junior class, for t he l\Iechanical engineering course, three periods a week, 
throughout the year. 

5. l\Iachine construction, requiring general use of machine tools ; Senior class, 
fall term, for the Mechanical engineering course, three periods a week. 

G. Expert, work bringing into use all skill acquired in the various branches of 
shop-work; for the Senior class, spring term, six periods a week. 

The following is the account of the Department of the University 
which is g iven to the education of the colored youth of the State who 
desire University training: 

l l"DUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT AT KNOXVILLE COLLEGE. 

The statutes of the State of Tennessee (see The Code, Art. IV., Sec. 339) dh·ect 
"that no citizen of this State otherwise qualified, shall be excluded from the privi
leges of the University by reasou of his race or color ; but the accommodation of 
persons of color shall be separaoo from the white. " The Board of Tmstees of the 
University have for many years met the requirements of tllis clause by providing 
similar instruction, modified to suit the requirements of the students of this race, in 
a separate dC'pa rtment. 

The Industrial Department of Knoxville College, located at Knoxville, Tennessee, 
is the colored department of the University of Tennessee. 

The Board of Trustees of the University elect the instructors and pay all the 
salaries and cunent expenses from the Land grant income and additions thereto. 
The President of the Univet'Sity and the Professors of Agriculture and Mechanic 
arts have immediate supervision of the coui'Se of study, the equipment and the 
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m ethods of instruction there used. This is a department of the University, like 
any other. 

This institution lHIS a complete outfit of buildings, a full faculty and a fine equip
m ent for giving instruction in the usual college branches. A new building was 
erected last yea.r for the laboratories and shops of this department. There are shops 
for work in wood and iron, drawing rooms, and laLoratol'ies for chemistry, botany 
and agriculture. The building is equipped with a boiler and engine, and the nec
essary machinery and tools. The laboratories have a good outfit of apparatus. A 
tract of land immediately adjacent to the building is provided for practical work 
in agriculture and horticu lture. Separate instructors in chemistry, botany and 
agriculture, and for drawing, mechanic arts and physics are provided for this depart
ment. All of the work in it will be under the super vision and direction of the 
P1·esident and Board of Trustees of the University, as are the other departments. 

Students in tlus department r eceive State scholarships under the same regulations 
as other students. The Board of Trustees have created twelve separate apprentice
ships in tltis department, wor th fifty dollars per annum each, to be awarded to the 
most meritorious and promising students in the r egular industrial courses. These 
apprenticeships will be awarded by the President of the Univet'Sity, u pon the 
recommendation of the President of Knoxville College. They secure work in the 
shops and on the farm of the department, the service required being rated at its 
mal'lmt value. 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

State Studen ts mus t be prepared to enter the Second YE>ar's cow'Se. 

Agricultm·al cow·se. 

Arithmetic. 
English. 
General History. 
Farm work. 

Elementary Algebra. 
Rhetoric. 
Physiology. 
Physiography ; Agriculture. 

Higher Algebra. 
Language. 
English Literature. 
Botany ; Agriculture. 

Geometry. 
Zoology. 
Political Economy ; Logic. 
Agriculture. 

Natural Philosophy. 
Agricultural Chemistry. 
Geology. 
Experimental Farm Work. 

llfechanical cow·se. 

FIRST YEAR. 

Arithmetic. 
English. 
General Histor y . 
Drawing ; Shopwork. 

SECOND YEAR. 

Elementary Algebra. 
Rhetoric. 
Physiography. 
Drawing ; Shopwork in Wood. 

TBffiD YEAR. 

H ig her Algebra. 
Language. 
English Literattll'e. 
Drawing; Shopwork in Iron. 

FOURTH YEAR. 

Geometry . 
Chemistry. 
Political Economy ; Logic. 
Desig ning ; Shopwork. 

FIFTH YEAR. 

Natural Philosophy. 
Trigonometry. 
Care of Engine and Machinery; Construo

tion. 
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Lectures and readings on the studies of each year in the Course. The graded 
course in shopwork is taken up as the student is prepared and masters the various 
subjects, according to the judgment of the professor in charge. 

For detailed information with regard to courses of study, expenses, etc., see the 
separate catalogue of this department. For this apply to the President of the Uni
versity, or to Dr. J. S. McCulloch, President of Knoxville College, Knoxville, Ten
nessee. 

Swmnm'Y of students in the Academic Department. 
Sub-freshmen . . .. ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Freshman Class. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . 77 
Sopbomo•·e Class . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. 61 
Junior Class .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . • . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . 20 
Senio•· Clnss .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . • . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . 19 
University and Special Students..... . . . . . . .. .... .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .... .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . 47 
State Appointees at Knoxville College..... ... ..... . ........ . .. . ....... . ................... . .... . .. . Zl 

Total in Academic Department ......... .. .............. . .... . ..... ...... ... ........ . .... .. ... 266 

'fotnl nmnber from Tennessee... . .. . ...... , . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .................................. 239 
Total number from other States. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . Zl 

SUMMARY BY COURSES PURSUED. 

1. Collegiate courses. 
Sub·freshman. Freshman. Totals. 

Latin·Scientitlc . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . 14 28 42 
Classical ......... . .... . .................. ...... ...... . ......... . 13 14 
Agricultw·al and SeientiJlc. . . . ................... .. .. ........... . 36 36 

Soph. Jun. Sr. Totals. 
Latin-Scientific . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 3 8 31 
Literary.SCientiJlc . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . 14 4 3 21 
Civil Engineering . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. 5 4 3 12 
Mechanical Engineering. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . 11 3 1 15 
Mining Engineer ing. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . 1 3 8 7 
Classical . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . 4 3 8 
Agricultural . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. 5 5 
Electrical Engineering. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . • .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . 1 1 

Total Agricultmal and Scientific .......... ... ... . .............. . 36 
Total Classical . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . ... 22 
Total Latin-ScientiJlc .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. ... .. ...... . 78 

. 2. Unive1·sity courses. 
Agricultural .. ....................... ........ ......... .. .. .. ........... ............................ . 
Chemistry . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . ....... : .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. 2 
Civil Engineering .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Greek ... ... ...................... . ................................. .. .......... .. .. . ............... . 
History and Political Science . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. 1 
Languages and Literature... ... ... ........... .. .. .. ............................ . .. .. ... . ........... 4 
Latin-Scientific ... ..... ..... ......... . ..................... . ... ............. ,. ...... ... .. . . . .. . . . . . 2 
Literary-Scientific . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. 1 
Mechanical Engineering.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. 2 
Sciences ... ...................... ........ .. .. . ..... .. . ... . ... .. . . .. .. ...................... . .. ... 3 
Teachers' Course .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . 29 

Counted twice 

Resume. 
Students iu the Academic Department: 

1. College students .... ........... . . ... .......... ....... . ........ .. .. .... .................. .... .. 219 
2. University and Special students . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. 47 

Total number in the Academic Department.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . ... . .. .... . .. · .... . .......... 266 
Professional Departments : 

8. Law Department ........................... . .......... . .. . . . ............... . ... . ....... , . . . . 7 
4. 1\ledicnl and Dental Department . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . 260 

Total number of students in the University of Tennessee . . . . . • . . . .. .... .... . .. . .... 542 
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The F aculty of the Academic Depar tment of the University num
ber 21. Charles W . Dabney, J r., PH. D. (Gottingen), LL.D. , P resi
dent of the University (1892-93). 

THE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE OF TEXAS. COL
LEGE STATION, BRAzos Co., TExAs. 

This college was established by the Legislature of Texas in accord
ance with the United States L aw of 1862, the provisions of which 
were formally accepted by the Legislature November 1st, 1866. The 
act establishing this college became a law April 1'7, 1871. 

By a provision of the State constitution of 1876, this college was 
made a branch of the proposed University of Texas, "for instruction 
in agriculture, the mechanic arts and the natural sciences connected 
therewith." 

The county of Brazos, to secure its location, gave to the State, for 
the use of the college, a tract of 2416 acres of land, lying five miles 
south of the town of Bryan. The Houston and Texas Central Rail
way passes through the grounds and the post office address is Col
lege Station. 

The legislature made successive liberal appropriations for erection 
of buildings and purchase of apparatus; aggregating in 1881, the sum 
of $202,000. The college was formally opened for reception of stu
dents October 4th, 187G, with an attendance of six students; which 
however rapidly increased. The military feature of the college 
attracted great att ention; and the second year, there was an influx of 
250 students, wi.th only accommodations for 150. The buildings, when 
fully completed, were designed for an attendance of 250; but the 
applicants soon far exceeded this limit. 

The permanent trust fund arising from the land grant was $174,000; 
invested in 7 per cent State Bonds. A defini te number of State stu· 
dents are boarded and taught free of cost. The purpose in founding 
this college, as the address delivered J une 26, 1877, by the Hon. A. 
J. Peeler , of Austin, Texas, one of the State Directors of the college, 
distinctly shows, was that of training up for the great State of Texas, 
from among her own sons, the engineers, men of science, archit.ects, 
scientific agriculturists, and practical mechanical constructors, that 
were already, and must soon be more and more, in demand. This 
admirable address shows a broad and far-reaching comprehension of 
the needs of the community for thoroughly trained scientific men, 
as well as a true conception of the proper work of such an institution 
as was intended by the act of congress, which, while not opposing 
classiel'l.l or literary culture, sought to build up, either in conjunc· 
tiou with classical colleges, or separately, institutions giving scientific 
training in agr iculture and the mechanic arts. 

It was soon felt that the literary and military development of this 
college wa!:l Jisproportionate to that of the studies it was its special 
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province t o teach, and tho President, being required by law to 
annually repor t, Presideut J ones, in his "fourth annual Report," 
uuder date of July 1st, 1880, discusses a plan of reorganization; and 
states the conclusions of the Faculty as to the desirability of modi
fying the studies and changing the courses from elective to pre
scrillot1. H e, also, incidentally discusses the kind of education de
mantled. Tho topics he treats are of such i nterest in any considera
tion of higher t echnical industrial educn.tion, whether in institutions 
ind irectly founded by the government, or not, and discriminate so 
clear]y between the idea, once somewhat prevalent, t hat the Morrill 
law originaJly contemplated only manuallaborfarm schools, and had 
been unfairly wrested from its purpose; and the other idea, that all 
higher education must needs be of t he classical type; t hat his con
clusions a ro here quoted at some length; as bearing upon the general 
subject of the present work. 

COMMENTS BY PRESIDE:-JT JONES. 

A little more than six months ago this institution was turned over to the present 
faculty, to mature by the end of tho next session, a. Plan of Reot·ganization. They 
found that it had been organized and conducted upon the university plan of elective 
studies, with the classics as its great central idea; that no systematic and practical 
instruction had e,·er been given in what the law commanded should be the "leading 
objcct"'-agriculture and the mechanic arts; and that instead of popularizing the 
study of agriculture, horticulture, stock-breeding, and the mechanic ar ts, and thus 
fostering a juster appreciation of the dignity a nd the importance of these great indus
tl"ial pursuits which must ever be the foundation of the state's material prosperity, 
the college had sedulously cultivated a sentiment antagonistic to the development of 
these branche1; of study, and which continually decried them. It was in spirit and 
in fact, as Car as circumstances permitted, a strictly literary college-top-grafted with 
a strongly prominent military feature. That it should fail to secure its support in 
an h;tell igent publ ic opinion, while thus conducted in the face of the mandatory 
legal enactments under which it was established and endowed, is not to be won
dcrC<! at. 

The Morrill bill explicitly requires that the interest of tho endowment fund "shall 
be inviolably appropriated ·by each state which may take and claim the benefit of 
this act, to the endowment, support and maintenance of at least one college where 
the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies, 
awl including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as aro related to 
agriculture antl the mechanic ar ts, in such manner as the Legislature of the states 
tuay respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical education 
of tl1e industrial classes in the several pursuits in life." 

TIIP. STATE ACCEPTED THE PROVISIONS OF THE U. S. LA.ND GRANT LA.W OF 1862. 

Our state received the benefit of that act by accepting, in 1866, its provisions, and 
establishing, in 1871, the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas. And, to 
t:aYe no doubt as to the real object of the college and its tlue relation to the educa
tional system and industl'ial interests of the state, the constitu tion of 1876 declares: 

Section 13. Tho Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, established by an 
act of the Legislature, passed April 17, 1871, located in the county of Brazos, is 
~lereby made and constituted a branch of the University of Texas, for instruction 
m agriculturo, tho mechanic arts, and the natural sciences connected therewith. 
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With marked liberality the state has equipped the college with commodious build
ings, a well stocked farm, laboratories, apparatus, instruments, means for purchas
ing tools and machinery, and all else necessary for complying with the intention of 
the law; but it has made no provi~ion for prominently developing the literary side 
of the institution either by adding to the endowment fund, or paying the salary of 
a single professor. Simple honesty, therefore, requires that the trust imposed by 
the act of Congress, (and Texas is a bound trustee in the matter,) should be strictly 
discharged, and that, without excluding purely literary studies, the main stress of 
the teaching and influence should fall upon the technical branches specified. There 
is already a wide demand in our state for just such scientific and practical indus
trial education, and if there exists a demand equally as wide for a broader and more 
liberal literary and professional culture than existing colleges within our limits can 
supply, then tho time has come for the establishment of the State University; it 
has an ample endowment fund already provided. For this college to do thoroughly 
and usefully its own distinctive work will tax to the uttermost its present limited 
resources in money and instructors. 

ILL RESULTS WilEN THE LAND GRANT COLLEGE IS .MADE SIMPLY AN ADJUNCT TO 

A CLASSICAL COLLEGE. 

Nearly every state in the Union has taken advantage of the Morrill a~t. In many 
the attachment of a so-called agricultural department to an existing institution was 
deemed a compliance with the law. The result in every instance almost has been 
a disastrous failure, due to the overshadowing influence of the literary features. 
Over fifty colleges haYc received this endowment, a nd of them all, the only ones 
which have proved eminently successful are those which were organized and con
ducted as separate and independent colleges, for the purposes specified in the act, 
and for no others. And this is very pointedly put by President William Johnston, 
of the Ontario School of Agriculture, who in his report on Agricultural Education 
in Germany and the United States (1878), to the Hon. Commissioner of Agriculture 
of Ontario, Canada, thus accounts for the failure of so many of our agricultural 
colleges : "The gren.t faults of the majority of them a re the attempts to teach too 
many subjects superficially ; to g ive too many optional courses, to leave out a course 
of farm apprenticeship, and to make their curriculum too literary and not sufficiently 
technical." 

I deemed it proper to call your attention, in this connection, to the following 
action of the United States Senate in March last: 

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior is directed to furnish to the Senate 
such information as is in the possession of the Bureau of Education in relation to 
the state of technical or industrial education in the schools and colleges endowed 
in whole or in part by the government of the United States , and also in other schools 
and colleges in the several states and territories and the District of Columbia, and 
the extent to which provision has been made for the education of females in rech· 
nical and industrial branches of education and the number of females in attendance 
at said schools. 

To the official demand made upon me for information concerning this college I 
returned such a nswers as the facts warranted, and I regret that they could not show 
the technical and industria l side of the college in a more creditable condition. 

The Faculty have unanimously instructed me, therefore, to recommend that t~e 
present elective system of studies be abolished and that there be substituted for It 
a well ananged curriculum, four years in length, and embracing, besides such other 
studies as your Board may prescribe, English Language, Histot·y and Literature ; 
Scientific and Practical Agricultru·e: Horticulture : Stock -Breeding, and Veterinary 
Science ; Animal and Vegetable Physiology and AnatomY' ; Physics ; Chemistry; 
Mineralogy and Geology; German Language and Literature; Philosophy and 
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Politicul Economy; 11futhematics; Land Surveying and Leveling; Civil Engi
neering; 1\Icchanics ; Drawing; Book-Keeping; Physical and Descriptive Geogra
phy, Elocution, Declamation and Composition; Military Tactics. 

To this curriculum optional courses in the Latin and Spanish language~ should 
00 added-the demand which already exists for them being quite large, and they 
arc too important to be omitted. But it is recommended that Greek and French be 
no longer taught. Should Greek be discontinued, it is respectfully suggested that 
tho prcJScnt course in Philosophy, including Logic, Mental and Moral PhHosophy, 
and Political Economy, be given to the Professor of Ancient Languages, and that 
his department in future be designated the chair of Latin and Philosophy. 

Tho course of instruction recommended, while it makes prominent the scientific 
ami tocltnicn.l features, affords at the same time ample facilities fot· literary culture, 
and, indeed, requires a large amount of it a s an essential for graduation. 

THE INDUSTRIAL DUTIES. 

The success and usefulness of this institution as a school of Applied Science will 
very largely depend upon the tact and ability with which the practical duties in the 
technical departments are arranged and enforced. There should be no misconcep
tion as to the object, nature, and intent of these duties. They should occupy to 
the theoretical cow·ses of Agriculture, Horticulture and Mechanics, relations analo
gous to those susta.ined by the laboratories, field-work and draughting, and dissecting 
room to the courses in Physics and Chemistry, Engineering, and Anatomy 1·espec
tively-and without these practical supplements no course can be made valuable. 
The nature and extent of the labor to be performed must be left necessarily, under 
some general restrictions imposed by the Board, to the discretion and experience of 
the Professors of Agricultw·e and Mechanics, who are to be directly respoustble for 
the success of theh· departments. The field and shop duties will not come every 
day, but w ill t~ka their 1·egular place in the round of practical work which includes 
also laboratory practice in Physics and Chemistry, field-work in Suxveying and 
Leveling, Draughting and Designing, military drills, Animal and Vegetable Physi
ology and Anatomy, and Veterinary Clinics. They will not be intended to give 
mechanical skill in field operations to the student but to make him an intelligent 
applyer of the laws a nd principles of natw·e on the kno\vledge of which scientific 
agriculture and horticulture are based. 

INDUSTRIAL DUTIES SHOULD BE COMPULSORY. 

To the question: Shall these duties be voluntary or compulsory? my humble 
judgment deliberately and unhesitatingly replies that they should be compulsory. 
First, on social g1·otmds; as all students under the proposed curriculum will be 
required to study the science of agriculture and mechanics, so they should also be 
required to make the necessary practical applications with their professors in the 
fields aud the shops; otherwise, there will inevitably arise in the college a species of 
caste, in place of that homogeneity of feeling which should bind all its members into 
a close fellowship, and which, in my judgment, will soon destroy the efficiency and 
iuftuenceof the technical depar tments, however lavishly money may be spent in their 
equipment. Second, on the ground of 1Ltility : The courses, if taught at all, ought 
to be made of some value to the student and to the state. The student of agricul
ture should be made as familiar as possible, not with books only, but with the actual 
soils, manures, crops, and implements tbelllSelves, and should see and participate 
In, as far as practicable, the best methods of culture and preparation. The student 
of horticulture must learn how to plant, cultivate, prune, bud, and graft fruit-trees 
and vines, not in the lecture room, but in the college orchard and vineyard, under 
the professor's practical instruction. And the student of mechanics should see, 
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hn.mllo, and usc the tools and machinery which are necessary for the applications 
of tho principles of mechanism and construction, studied in the text. 

THE COLLEGE SHOULD NOT BE A " MANUAL LABOR SCHOOL." 

As I said in my report of March last : All work will be carefully performed under 
the guidance of the instructors, who will systematically enforce attention to prin
ciples as well as practice, and thus make the exercises a mental discipline no less 
than a training for eyes, hand and muscles. But 110 attempt should be made to 
convert this into a mamutllabo1• school, in tho popular acceptation of the term, in 
which the student is to be turned into a verit:.oule field hand 0 1· mechanic, and his 
work received as a full compensation for bo::u·d and tuition; no college can do this 
and make its academic course of any value. The practical work should be regarded 
solely as a part of the r!lgular instruction, which, in after life, may be valuable to 
the student, whatever his profession. 

In other words, just as the professor of Chemistry compels his class to go with him 
tlu-ough the practical and experimental part of the course in his laboratory, so the 
professor of Agriculture ought to be allowed to require hi~ class to go with him 
through the practical and experimenta.l par ts of his course in his laboratories, the 
farm and orchard. This labor. being simply instructive and for the student's bene
fi t, should, of course, be without remuneration. 

Tho Fifth Annual Report by tho President, for 1880-'81, shows 
that a rearrangement of the courses has been adopted. The plan of 
instruction consists of an Agricultural course and a Mechanical 
course each of three years. All students must enter one or the 
other. The classics are optional studies. 

The studies of the first year are the same, in the English branches 
n.nd mathematics; but the agricultural books and farm practice, are 
given iu the one, and Free hand drawing and shop practice, in the 
other. Drawing in all its industrial forms, and direct shop practice, 
run through the succeeding two years of the Mechanical course.
Drawing does not appear in the schedule of the Agricultural course. 

The President announces that a building has been fitted up with 
suitable tools for wood and metal working. 

The following extracts from the report of Professor Van Winkle, 
in charge of the "Department of Mechanical Engineering and Draw· 
ing," sot forth the purpose of the new departure and the course of 
training: 

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND DRAWING. 

President J. G. JAMES : 
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the organization, work and 

condition of the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Drawing for the ses
sion of 1880-'81. In organizing this department due consideration was paid to

The wants and resources of the State. 
The character of student material to be dealt with. 
The appliances requisite for giving such a course of practical and theoretical 

instruction as would be most beneficial to the community and consequently most 
valuable to the graduate. 

The urgent and increasing demands of the State ru·e for skilled artisans-those 
who are able to do good , practical work, or take positions in manufactories and 
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other mechanical pursuits as superintendents a.nd foremen-whether in the con
~lruction and operation of railroads, cotton and woolen machinery, or building of 
structures and machines for developing our natural resources. 

The immense water powers of Texas should be tumed to good account in driving 
thousn.nds of spindles and looms. Capital , dormant or invested abroad in similar 
enterprises, is ready to lend it~ assistance in preparing our staple products for the 
large aml growing demands of home consumption. But the State is almost entirely 
dependent upon foreign skill and labor in the mechanical pursuits, and the com
paratively few enterprises already in existence are crippled and stagnated. The 
importance of the problem is fully appreciated, and it is incumbent upon us to find 
a speedy solution. The novelty of this course of instr uction may require an expo
sition of its objects, which being clearly understood, will serve as the best explana
tion of its details, viz : To give a, good education based on mathematics, physical 
scienceR and drawing, and a sufficient familiarity with their practical application 
in the mechanic arts to secure to the student a livelihood and to the State a valuable 
member of society in exercising and disseminating his technical knowledge. 

The scope of a single trade is too narrow for pw·poses of instruction by classes : 
moreover , there are cer tain principles u nderlying them all. The great variety of 
tools used in m echanical processes of the present day are only combinations of a 
few elementary hand-tools. All pupils should, t herefore, take the same course of 
elementary instruction, after which, encouragem ent should be given in those special 
brm\Ches for which they show au aptitude. Students possess different talents to be 
developed-some exhibiting a tact for drawing and designing, others for directing 
operations or for mechanical manipulation; but, to be proficient in any industrial 
branch, a thorough knowledge of all pertaining to it is as essential to the director 
as to him who actually frames the house, bores the steam engine cylinder, or builds 
the structure or machine. Each must not only be familiar with his own work, but 
know exactly what to expect from those connecled with him. In order to intelli
gently rlircct others, he must know their capabilities; to follow the directions of 
others be must know bow to interpret and supply their wants. For practical 
instruction the student r equires only physical strength and common sense. But 
text-books on m echanical subjects employ principles of mathematics, physics and 
chemistr,,·, as well as those of practice. Instruction in these branches must, there
fore, precede theoretical or text-book mechanics. Thus arranged , the practical 
value of the course is directly in proportion to the time spent. The student feels 
this, anti is prepared to receive his theoretical training with higher appreciation 
and broader criticism. 

THE COURSE. 

The course of instnlCtion is in three par ts, viz : 
Pmctice.- Shop work ant! mechanical laboratory. 
Drawing.-Free-hancl, geometrica l and mechanical. 
Theoreticctl.- By lecture and text-book. 
In the shops practical instruction is given-first, in elementary construction, that 

the pupil may acquire a most intimate knowledge of practice and skill in the use of 
tools and wor k-shop appliances. He is conducted through the shop exactly as 
though assuming the lowest place in a manufacturing establishment, successively 
filling higher posit ions, until finally graduated as superintendent. Practical instruc
tion is Lle,·cr carried to the e.:-..'ient of weariness or drudgery, but is, on the contrary, 
a pleasant transition from studv and recitation. All work is executed after draw
ings to which it must confor m: Beginning with exercises in framing and joinery 
by use of hand-tools, the pupil is promoted to the use a.nd care of wood working 
machinery, such as circular ant! fret saws, the turning lathe and exercises in pat
tern making. He is then made tool a.nd stock clerk and timekeeper, thus fa.mil-
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iarizing himself with any special tools which may have escaped his notice in the 
wood department, and becomes acquainted with makes, sources and prices of the 
shop equipment. He then takes a com:se of filing, chipping, screw cutting with 
taps and dies, and other vise work, and erecting of machinery; is then put in charge 
of the boiler, whence he is duly promoted to engineer to ta.ke charge of the power 
and its transmission. This is followed by a course in drilling, boring, turning lathe, 
screw-cutting and other machine tool work. 

The above, including the bulk of shop practice, covers the first two years of the 
course, which, together with the preparation in other departments of the college, 
has laid the fotmdation for a course in Mechanical E ngineering and laboratory prac
tice. Beginning in the third year, lecture room instruction is given in the follow
ing subjects, the practical illustrations of which, together with the students' specially 
elected line of work, forming the basis of practice in the junior and senior years: 

General properties of building materials. 
Experiments on strength of materials. 
Masonry, framing . 
Bridges, roofs, roads, railroads and river improvements. 
Iron, kinds of- manufacture of wrought and pig-mechanical properties. 
Steel : kinds and how made, uses and how worked. 
Shafting and transmission of power. 
Study of construction and operation of steam engines ; original essays and criti

cisms of machines and structmes of various kinds throug hout the course. 
Special study of construction of locomotive-from complete set of original work

ing drawings-grist mills, cotton mills and machinery-silver mills-plantation 
machinery, railroad equipments. 

DRAWING. 

is the short-hand language of modern science. It is a universal language, common 
to all men, showing at a g lanco what wonls would be inadequate to express, and 
is indispensable to the m echanic and engineer. The course begins in the first year, 
embracing lettering (free hand) sketching, geometrical problems and construction 
(with instruments), plotting of surveys and level section of drawing and elements 
of machines. In the third and fourth year elements of mechanism. Descriptive 
Geometry, Shades, Shadows and Perspective; drawing of original designs forma
chines and structures, and drawing for graduating thesis. 

The Sixth Annual Catalogue for session of 1881-'82, shows the new 
departments evidently well established. The following is the pro
~ramme thus given: 

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND DRAWING. 

Professor FRANKLIN VAN WINKLE, 1\1. E. 

The aim of this department is the instruction of the pupil in the applications of 
the sciences to Engineering and the Mechanic Arts in a manner which will be thor
ough, practical and of direct utility. 

Instruction is imparted by practice (in shops and drawing office) text-books and 
lectmes. 

The following subjects are taught : 
I. lofecllanical D1·awing.-This subject is taught by lecture and text-book, and by 

praeticc, frec-hantl aml with drawing instruments ; and embraces free-hand sketch
ing and shading of geometrical Rolicls, and intersection of solids, lettering, sketching 
of farm implements. with dimensions; geometrical construction with insb·uments; 
drafting to scale, and architectural drawing, and drawing of col)structionsin wood; 
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projection of elementary pieces of mechanism ; projectional drawing of machines 
and structures from sketches andmeasw·ements; drawing of designs for machines 
and structures; d!awing for graduating thesis. 

Text-Books: McCord's Mechanical Drawing, Lectures. 
All drawings are original and not copied by the student. 
Methods of reproducing and blue-prfuting are also taught. 
Each student must provide hi.mself with a set of drawing instruments. · The cost 

will be about $8 for all that is required. 
He will make his own " T " square and set squares (triangles) in the shops as part 

of his regular exercises there. Pencils, paper and ink can be obtained at the college 
book store at regular market prices. 

n.-Engineering.-Instructi6n in this branch of the department is by text-book 
and lecture. Like drawing with shop work, the instruction here is made concurrent 
with shop work and drawing. · · · 

Theoretical instruction is practically illustrated and applied by the student for 
himself. 

The subjects taught are : 
Materials of Oonstruction.-Their resista:nce with experiments on their strength, 

&c . 
.llfasonry.-Foundations, walls, arches, &c. 
Carpentry.-Framing, floors, roofs, &c. 
Bridges.-Of stone, wood, iron, suspension, &c. 
Roads.-Common, railways, and railway appliances. 
Determination of formulre for strength of beams and columns with verification 

by experiments ; the steam engine and steam machinery, with practical experiments 
on college engine with indicator and dynamometer; special study of the locomotive, 
from complete set of working drawings, iron and steel as materials of construction. 

The student to write a monthly essay in the department, and before graduation, 
to submit a thesis on approved subject, accompanied by drawings and shop work. 

Text-Books.-Mahan's Civil Engineering, Fairbank's Elements of Mechanism, 
Bourne's Catechism of Steam Engine, Lectures. * * * 

!NDUSTRI.A.L DEPARTMENT. 

Professors GEORGESON and VAN WINKLE. 

Each student is required to labor ten hours a week throughout the session. The 
Agricultural students, in the fields, orchards and gardens; the Mechanical students, 
in the shops. * * * 

SHOPS AND SHOP WORK. 

F. M. GILBERT, Foreman. 

The Mechanical Department occupies a two-story wooden building, 84x34 feet, 
and two small attached rooms. In order to give systematic practical instruction it 
has been organized as follows : 

1. Carpenter shop. • ,4 .. Wood-working Machine shop. 
2. Forge shop. 5. Metal-working Machine shop. 
S. Vise shop. 6. Steam Enginery. 

Five thousand dollars have bee1;1 spent for tools, machinery, 12 horse power engine 
and boiler, and materials necessary for a thorough equipment of these shops on a 
useful basis and the student, who will complete the prescribed three years' course of 
work in passing through them, will be well fitted for commencing life in some man
ufacturing or mechanical pursuit. .As evidence of each year's proficiency, he will be 
expected to produce some piece of work of value and usefulness. 
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All shop work is executed from drawings fnmisherl to the student, or made by 
him ; he is instructed how to rend anu measure tl rn.wiugs to ma ke free-hand 
sketche!i w ith dimensions of wm·k in hand. and t·o make out correct uill of m nterial 
from samo udore !.c:;inuin:; hi:; ex<'rciso with tools. All work m ust come up to 
the slawla rcl .. r goo• I worlwl:lllship, before 110 is allowed to IJegin the next exercise 
or wcn·k. Stwl•·nts are heltl strictly aocountal.h• for the presen ·ation and order of 
the tools u•· machines to which tluo~y are a:;signed, aftet· hnsing been taught how to 
put thetn in onler. 

Pockd callipe rs awl a 2-1 inch ru le aro IH'I'<le•l l>y c·ach Rtntlent; t hey can be 
gottt•H lt<· rc·. 

Defm·•· any student in this •lepartnwnt can gra<luate, he must place on exl1ibition 
some tool , imph'll tt·llt or machill<' "·hkh he has made in t he shop,;, and which has 
bccu pronounced sn.tisfactorr by the Pn>fi'SSnr or lllechanical Engineel'ing. 

1'h oro is sh own n. total attendance for 18 'J-'82, of ::258 students; 50 
Agri<:nltura1, HlD Meclln.n ica1, no f't1Hlon ts in last year of tho Agri
cultur:.Ll course. and only 1, in th o second year. 

L.i\TEH HISTORY. 

Tho latest catalogue n.t ha1Hl* shows th n.t the college is lleveloping 
h ealthily, with a small increase in tho number of students. The reg
ular nntlerg r::uhmtc course Juts bl'L'U increa:;etl f rom ono of three, to 
one of four years; mul a P ost GrmluaJo course of two years added. In 
J annn.ry, 1888, tho Bom·tl of Diredon; L'StabJisJJ e<l n. Government 
"Agricultuml Expcrim ont8tat ion'', in conno<:tion with tho college ; 
in accor<bnco with tho Jaw passoll hy Collgress, i 11 J 887, appropriating 
$15,000 a year, for tho cstalJlisJJ ing of snch stations in the several 
Stn.tcs. 

T ho college 1Hts developed on tho line::; laid 
izn.tion, as givou in the catalogtw of l l->1:30-'81. 
is thus stated in tho present cn.tn.1oguc : 

OBJ ECT S A).' D PRESE!\T POLICY. 

down in the reOl·gan
Its general purpose 

The act of Congress which estaulishcd the Stato Agricultural and Mechanical 
Colleges defines their objects, l>u t u nder tht• :tl't there h a,·e been founded as many 
di~Terent school:; as there nrc Statt·~. ThC'se institutions have presented a variety of 
ellnc:ttional schemes, which haxe emi>ra<;etlnearly all gradations from the classical 
and mathem:ttieal culiL•ge to the ma11ual labor industria l school. In view of thi~ 
fact, it is proper to :;tat\! as definitt•ly as possilJie the interpretation g iven to the act 
of CongTess uy the nut.horitics of this tollege, :11111 the JUanner in which they are 
cn<ll'a,·oring to carry out its Jll'O>isions. 

Th(' g"L'ne ral ohject of this eollegL' is to excite and foster in the minds of our people 
an <'nthusiastic appreciation of the attradin'J\l•s;; and Yalue of those pursuits by 
which the mnterial ~ l c>elopnl<'nt of tho <'onn h·_,. is ath·:mced. 

It. proposes to el)uip boys for th<'ir fnhu·•· <':ll'f't•r h.' the fullest tle>elopment of 
tllf'ir P""'L'rs wi th rt'fcrence t" the want.~ of lifL', awl r•cqnaint them thoroughly, 
both th<'Ort•tk:ll ly and practicall~·, with thL' tlnt.Y, the dignity and the nobility of 
labor. Tlwru i ~ a g-reat fieltl Of'enin\!; in our State fllr practicn l t echnical etuploy-

·X· :-;,.,.,.nt•·<·i:l h ; \111111:11 t 'al:l logt H' M lhl' ,\ g rit·nltHral a11<l 1\IechanicaJ College of 
'.1 \•x :~ s . St •s,;iun 1s!l·~- ·!l:l. 1-::ti lrl):lll n l'(IDI , JO:xpn·~s a!Hll\r,mey Order office, College 
S taliuu, Texa:;. Austin ; Ben C. Junes~ l.'u., ::itatu Printer:;. 1893. Pp. 79. 
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ment and a growing demand for the services of those fitted for labor in every branch 
of scientific knowledge, and we are now compelled to draw upon the skilled labor 
of other countries to fill the most lucrative, honorable and important positions in 
every industrial enterprise. In face of this fact, there can be no exaggeration of 
the value of an institution which w ill afford the direct advantage of conducting the 
student from the simplest mechanical principles to the complex order of artistic 
ingenuity by enabling him to combine principles, construct models and call into 
activity his ingenuity for designing ; while a practical knowledge of the use of tools 
can be acquired in one-half the time necessary under the ordinary methf)ds of 
obtaining a trade knowledge as an apprentice, kept at such work only as proves 
most profitable to the employer. 

After discussing the value of scientific training in Agriculture and 
Horticulture, as tending to the development of self-reliant manhood 
in the students, and commending the military training, for the value 
of its exercises and discipline, both upon the health and the morale 
of the students; the busi.J;less of the college is stated to be to turn the 
attention of the young men of the State, from the so-called "lea.rned 
professions", to the scientific studies directly bearing upon the devel
opment of the material resources of the State. 

These objects are sought to be obtained : 
By a thorough course .of instruction in all practical and useful branches of knowl

edge, with continual application of principles to work in the shops, fields, gardens, 
vineyards, orchards, pastures, dairies and other laboratories. 

By relying upon text books as little as possible and leading the students to seek 
information directly from observation and experiment. 

By inculcating the dignity of intelligent labor-banishing the idea that the farmer 
or mechanic who is worthy of the name need be any lees learned than the profes. 
sional man. 

By inducing in the mind of the student an enthusiastic love of nature and the 
study of natural laws, whereby agricultural· and mechanical procest~es become 
invested with absorbing interest, and are pursued in a spirit which leads to progress 
and success. • 

It will thtl$ be seen that the authorities of this school adhere to the interpretation 
of the act founding it, which has been given by. the author of this act, and which 
has been adopted by all the successful colleges of similar origin, namely: That this 
college is not a trade school , designed to take the place of the old apprenticeship 
system, but an institution where young men may receive broad and liberal training 
in all those sciences and arts which contribute to useful citizenship in the pursuit 
of all productive industries. 

METHODS AND SCOPE OF INSTRUCTION. 

The courses of instruction cover all that is comprised in the curricula of the best 
institutions of our times, except the ancient languages. The time usually devoted 
to these is here given to the application of the principles in the fields, shops, and 
laboratories. Mere text book study is regarded as comparatively of little value 
unless supplemented by intelligent practice in applied science. ·This practice occu
pies from six to eight hours per week. 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 

This furnishes the chief m!)ans of training students in accordance with this view, 
and hence a most important sub3idiary object of this institution is the discovery 
and dissemination of all sorts of information with regard to industrial pursuits. 

* * * * * * * 
ART-VOL 4--38 
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HE'IULAH COURSES OF STUDY. 

There are two r~gular courses of study and practice leading to degrees and 
extendin~ through four yerm; each. They are identical for the first year, thus 
giving- tho student the ad,•antage of elementary training in subjects that are of 
e([Ual importance to cYCIT one, and a ffording opportunity for intelligent choice 
Letweon the courses as continued separately through the three succeeding years. 
I n the thirc.l year, or second class, there is a still fmtller specialization by which the 
student ma.y, in the agricultural course, Yary his studies with reference to obtaining 
eithe1· of two (legrces, that is, Bachelor of Scientific H orticulture (B.S. H.) or Bach
elor of Scientific ,\.~riculture (B.S. A .). In the mechanical course a similar special
ization is pwvided for by which the student is g iven choice between the degrees of 
Bachelor of Civi l Enginee1·ing (B. C. E.) and Bachelor of ,\fechanical Engineering 
(D. i\I . E.). 

All regular students llltL'it pursue either the agricultural or the mechanical 
course, anll there b no course of instruction which is not industl'ial. 

The Jangua~cs arc optional, except as shown in the curricula, and may be studied 
as subjects outsiue of the regular courses. There is uo charge for any optional 
sLudy. 

In view of the great practical importanr.e of the German anu Spanish languages 
for business purposes in our State, special attention is given to these. 

Post Graduate Courses are offered in the following subj ects : 
"Agriculture; Mechanical Engineering; Horticulture; Botany; 

E xperimental Agriculture; Civil Engineering; Physics; Math; 
matics ; Chemistry; Geology aud Mineralogy; Modern L anguages; 
English ; and Drawing." 

The following 12 " Departments of Instruction " for undergt·ad
uates arc comprised in the College: 

"English and History;,. " Mechanical Engineering;" "Shops 
and Shop W ork;" "Agrienlture ;'' "Chemistry and Mineralogy;" 
"Mathematics;" "V cterinary Scieuce ; " " Military Science and 
Tactics ; " "Civil Engineering an<l Physics;" " H orticulture and 
Botany;" " Languages;,. "Drawing." 

Tho courses in Mechn.uical Engineering and in shop work have 
boon set forth in tho previous pages and are substantially the same 
as are described in the present catalogue. The following extract 
gi vcs the course in Dmwing as it is given through the present four 
years course in the two main divisions of the College : 

DEPARTMENT OF DRAWING. 

Professor, F. E. GIESECKE, M. E. 
Assist[lnt, D. "r. S PENCE, C. E. 

The course of instmction giw•n in this department extends through four years; 
tlw work of the different classe,.; i,; shown in the following outline of the course of 
::;tndy: 

FouRTH CLASS-Prwnwu;llipuwl F1·ee-IIoncl Drmcing: The lessons in penman· 
ship tend to teach the student to write a plain and rapid business hand, by means 
or till' 111\ISCUiar UIOVCJUent. The instruction in free-hand drawing is intended 
alto;.:l'!her a;; tuean;; of tmin ing the student's hanu anu eye, as well as his mind. 
Tho drawing books used are selected from Thompson's Primary and Advanced 
F'rec-huutl Scl'ie;~, 
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THIRD CLASS-Agricultural Course: Free-hand drawing, one and one-half hours 
per week throughout session. Thompson's Advanced Free-hand and Mod~l and 
Object Series are used. 

SECOND CLASS-Agricultural Course: Mechanical drawing, two hours per week 
during spring term. This short course in drawing is given to enable the student to 
make the drawings necessary to his study and practice of surveying. 

THIRD CLASS-Mechanical Course: Mechanical drawing, three hours per week 
throughout session. The student is taught the use of the drawing instruments in 
the drawing of simple figures, geometrical problems, and lettering during thE' fall 
term. During the winter and spring terms projection drawing is taught to prepare 
the student for the study of descriptive geometry. Practice in free-hand drawing 
is continued in this as well as in the two higher classes as an E!5Sential part of the 
regular work. 

SECOND CLASS-Mechanical Course: Descriptive geometry three hours per week 
during fall, and two hours during winter term. Faunce's Descriptive Geometry is 
used as a text-book, and is supplemented by weekly original problems. Two hours 
per week during each term are devoted to drawing higher plane curves, gear teeth, 
screws, and various conventional signs used by draughtsmen. During the spring 
term the student makes working drawings of parts of machines which involve the 
principles he has studied in descriptive geometry. ·Those who take the B. M. E. 
course receive lectures on the materials used in machine construction during this 
term. 

FIRST CLASS-Mechanical Course: The drawing in the fall term will consist of 
exercises in tinting, tracing blue printing, and isometric projections. Applicants 
for the degree of B. M. E. will in addition receive lectures on machine designing, 
and will have practical exercises at the drawing board, during thQ winter and spring 
term, in designing and making working drawings of machine elements or of simple 
machines. Applicants for the degree of B. C. E . will be required to make a number 
of working drawings, general and detail, of such machines, buildings or structures 
as is thought advisable. 

Equipment: The department is equipped with a good set of skeleton and solid 
models and plaster casts for free-hand drawing; a complete set of Schroeder's 
models for descriptive geometry, and a number of drawing instruments, which are 
only used occasionally. There are also provided for the students' use all necessary 
instruments, squares, and triangles, so that the lll.aterials only have to be purchased 
by the student. These can be obtained at the College book store. 

The Catalogue gives copies of the Land Grant La,vs passed by Con
gress, a brief summary of the different acts passed by the Legisla
ture of Texas, and a copy of the existing State law, relating 'to the 
College; also, a copy of the U. S. law establishing the Experiment 

· st~tion. 

The following '' Summary" shows the attendance during the Aca
demic year 1892-'93 : 
Post graduates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
First class . . ... . . . ... ........ . ...... . ...... . ...... . ............. : . . . . . . . . . 17 
Second class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 
Third class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Fourth class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103 

Total . . . . ..... . .. . ...... .... .................. . .. . ........ , . . . . . . . 293 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 

'The governm<:>n t of t his Coll<>ge is vested in a Boartl of Directors, consisting of 
five m embers, appointed by the Governor of the S tate. They a re "selected fmrn 
di tferent scctiom; r•f t he State, and hold office for six years, or during good behavior, 
and until their successors a re qual ified. " 
H on. A. J . nost•, Prcsi11eut ............ . ..... . .... . . ... . .. . .. . . . . .... . .. . . Salado 
H on. W. R. Cn.dtt . .............. ....... . . . .. ......... . ................. . . Bryan 
H on . J olnt E. IIollin:;sworth, Commissioner of I nsurance, S ta.tistics, History, 

and Agricult un·, ex-officio. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . ......................... . Austin 
Dl'. J. D. Fielus ... . ..... ... .......... . .. . ........................ .... . . . .. M'anor 
H on. J oh n Adr iance .... . . . . ... .. .. ..... . .. .... ... ....... . ............. Columbia 

The Boartl o f Directors of the College a rc also the governing Board of the Exper
iment Station. 

Tho " Faculty and ()thor Officers" number 31. L . S. Ross, is 
President. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT AND STATE AGRICULTURAL CoL

LEGE, BURLINGTON, VERMONT. 

In 1863, the General Assembly of V ermont authorized the three 
classical Colleges of the State to unite in one State University, which 
was to be organized in accordance with the provisions of, and was 
to receive the income a.rising from, the United States Land Grant 
of 1862. This project failing, the Vermont Agriculture College was 
cha.rtered in 18GJ, on certain conditions, not complied with. An act 
was therefore passed November !l, 1865, incorporating the State 
Agricultural College cha.rtered in 1864, with the University of Ver
mont, which was founded in 1791. The act specifically directs that 
tho University shall always ma.intain "such instruction in the 
various brancho!; of learning as is contemplated in the several 
char ters of the institutions hereby united." 

In accordance with this law the University maintains a Depart
ment of Art, with the four years' course common to the higher clas
sical colleges, and a Department of Applied Science, organized in 
a.cconlance with tho provisions of the United Sta tes Law of 1862,
also, with a four years' course.-There is, in addition, a " Literary 
Scientific" course, differing from the regular classical course only in 
the substitution of cer tain scientific studies in place of the study of 
the Greek language. 

All the courses in both departments are open to young wowen, 011 

the same conditions <~s to young men. 
A Medical School is also attached to the University. An account 

of the P ark Gallery of Art, attached to the University, will be found 
among those of the Art collections of the country, to be given in a 
later Yulum e of tlti~ Report. 

The Dvpar tment. of Applied Scieuce presents the following courses: 
A <.:uur~e iu Oi vil Eugiueeriug. 
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A ('.tJurse in Theoretical and Applied Chemistry. 
A com se in Agrieulture and R elated Branches. 
A course in Metallurgy a.ud Mining Engineering. 
The studies of F reshman year are common to all the courses. In 

])r;"twing-" Geometrical," is taught the first t erm; " Elementary 
Projection," the second; " Church's Descripti vc Geometry," the third. 

l n the course in Engineering, Drawing is pnrsuecl throngh the 
ft nt r years. Sophomore year, the first term, "Descriptive Geometry; 
P loLting." 

Suphomore year, 2nd term, "Shades and Shadows ; Isometrical 
Dmwing." 

Sophomore year, 3rd term, " Shading n.n.I Tint ing;" " Topograph
ical Drawing." 

Junior year, 1st term, " Linear P erspective ;" 2nd term, P lotting 
Surveys of previous term; Construction of Maps;" ilnl term, "Struc
tnrrd." 

Senior year : 1st term, "Mahan's Stone Cutting;" 2nd term, 
"Graphical Statics." 

I n the Agricultural Course, Drawing is taught, the 1st term of 
Sophomore year as " Descriptive Geometry complote<l;'' it rloes not 
appear in the schedule of subsequent terms, nor at all, in either of 
the other courses of study. 

In the Biennial Report of the Trustees, for 1870-'80 occur the fol
lowing statements in regard to tho courses of the Department of 
Applied Science. 

Tltu courses in agriculture, chemistry, civil engineering and m ining, are de
signed to introduce young men into these professions through a training in the 
gencr:1 l and special sciences which relate to them. The industries of t he world are 
no longer mere handicrafts. Every industry has a scientific basis, a thorough under
standing of which is greatly helpful to success and essential to inventive improve
ment. The young men who arc entering upon these professions are slow to appre
ciate these facts, but the ed ucational institutions of the land must r ecognizu and 
proclaim t hem till they are universally accepted. An eminent civil engineer says: 
"Scientific t raining is indispensable to any considerable success. Those who with 
out snt:lt preparation, engage as chain-men or axe-men in an engineer corps, expect
in~ bJ work their way up, will be bitterly disappointed. Science and practice are 
both indispensaule to an accomplished engineer. The latter he can get ' in the field.' 
The former can be obtained only at the schools." It is the same with agriculture, 
mining. pharmacy, dyeing, &c. Each of these industries is encircled by a group 
of sciences waiting to be auxiliary to it, if their help is invoked and will be received. 

The Yarious scientific courses, agricultural, chemical, mining, engineeri::~g, are 
designed to furnish this kind of instruction to those who are looking forward to 
one uf these industries. 

The catalogue for 1880-'81, shows a total attendance of 76 students 
in the undergraduate departments. There were, in additio11, 1-!3 
Medical students. 
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LATER HISTORY. 

Tho latt•st ()ataloguo at hand, that for 1802-'93, * shows, iu the 
followir1g statement, that tho University has kept pace with the 
tlevelopmcnts of Seience; which continually makes new demands 
upon E1lucahonal Tm,ining . The schools of "Sanitary Engineer
ing," "Electrical Engi nearing," aud "Mechanic~Ll Engineering," 
demonstrate tho progress, since 1880, in the needs of Institutions 
which urHlorlako to fit students for the Scientific Professions. 

Instruction is gi,·en in the Uni•crsity, in: 
l. Tho Depmtrnent of Arts, which embraces : 1. The usual Classical Course in 

the Languages, ancient and modern, Mathematics, Physical Science, Mental, 1\foral 
and P olit ical Philo~ophy, Rhetol"ic , Literature :\ml History, and leads to the degree 
of J3achclnr of Arts ; 2. The Literary-Scientific course, in which the studies of the 
Cla.-;r;ical courso arc pursued with the exception of Greek, and which leads to the 
tll•p;rcu of Bachelor of P hilosophy. 

II. The Scientific Departments, emlm.1.cing the studies required (1.) by the Morrill 
Act of 18G2, which provitlcs that instruction be g iven not only in "classical and 
other scientific stncli<.>s," but especially in " branches of learning relating to Agri· 
culture, and the Mechanic Arts;., and (2.) by the Endowment Act of 1890, which 
pnl\·i<les fm· instruction in "Agriculture, the Mechanic Arts, the English language, 
:.tn<l the •nriow; branches of mathematical. physica.l, natural and economic science, 
with ~pedal reference to their applications in the industries of life." 

Thesl' Dc·p:trtmeuts, are : 
1. Tit<' D<•partmcnt of Enginr0ring, which incluues (a) Ci\"il and Sanitary Engineer-

in;.( ; (b) Electr ica l Eng ineering; (c) Mechanical Engineering . 
2. Ch<'lllistry. 
3 . .1\grieulture. 
The llc:;ree in each case is Dnchelor of Science, see index, cleg1·ees. 
III. The Dc•pa rtmPnt of Medic ine, leading to the degree of Doctor of Medicine. 

Tho U ni vorsity has been elll'ichccl by the gift of the choice library 
of tho late R on. George P. Marsh , LL. D., an honored son of Vermont, 
fol'rncrly U. S. l\Iiuister to Italy, a sch olar and author of world wide 
recognition. This library of between twelve and thirteen thousand 
vol umes is especially rich in Philology, History and Physical Geog
raphy. R on. Frederick Billings, of Woodstock, Vermont, purchased 
and presented this library to the University, and added to his gift 
that of a Library hnilLling, thus descr ibed in the catalogue: 

The beautiful and commodious Billings Library, erected at a cost exceeding 
StriO.OOO, with a shelving capacity of 100,000 volumes, contains the general library 
of the University and the special collections . The apse, originally designed for the 
l\Iarsh collection , has been appropl"iated to the use of the reference library and read· 
ing room. 

The gift of *10.000 which l\fr. Billings made for the increase of the Library, is 
nuw lu•ing expl'tHletl. a nd sen•ral thousand volumes have already been added. 

* C:tta lug nt> of t lw Univ~rsi tyof Vt•rmnnt awl Stat<~ Agricultural College, Burling
ton. Vt•mtont. ltll.l~-1!:3. Burlington Frue Pre~ti Atitiociation Printers and Binders 
lt)IJ:.!. Pp. ll<l. 
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There is, also, a Museum building with large mineralogical collec
t jqns; and other collection· of naturn.lliistot·y, archeology, awl coins. 

In tho Engineering courses, drawing enters as an ossontial part 
in the course. In Agriculture there is no eviL1enco that it is tn.ught, 
nor does the catalogue show any courses in drawing other than 
'; ?IIochanical." 

The development of Manual Training, to an account of which the 
prodous volume of this Report was so largely given, has record 
hero in the new buildings at1aptod to instruction in Mechu.nics. 

THE MECHANICAL BUILDI~OS. 

Tht> Uni~ersity has recently completed the construction of a group of buildings 
snitahle for the lecture rooms and workshops required for giving instruction in both 
llh•clt:mical and Electl'ical Engineering. 

Tit<' buildings consist of a machine ancl cct1')Jentel' .shop, a jonncl1'y an<l j01·ge shop, 
nwl a Jmikling for 1·ecitation w ul lectm·e 1'0oms. The latter building is of brick , 
sixt~· feet long aml thirty-fh·e feet wide, three stories high with a high and well
li).{htrd hasement, and contains six recitation rooms. 

Tho? foundry and the forge shop is another brick building forty-fom fePt long by 
thirty-tw·o feet wide. The foundry is supplied with a cupola furnace, brass furnace, 
ron' m-en and facilities for moulding. The forge shop contains eight forges, anvils, 
a hnn<l drill and the hand tools necessary for instruction in this branch. 

The machine and carpenter shop is a building seventy feet long by thirty wide, 
t\\'O slorie;; in height. The upper story is used for the carpenter shop and is supplied 
with carpenter benches, a full line of tools for manual work, six wood turning 
htiH's. an ei~ht-inch pattern-maker's lathe, a circular sa\V and a scroll saw. A 
pnrti<>n of th is story is also used for the making of blue prints, or the reproduction 
or drnwings. The machine shop in the lower story of this building contains three 
en:,:inC's lathes, a hand lathe, a planer, a milling machine, two upright drills, a 
grin<l~tone, emery wheels and filing and chipping benches . The lower story con
tains a Harris-Corliss engine of twenty-five horse power, a dynamo specially 
dt•si:,:tH'd and pro~ided with extra armatures and field coils and used both for pur
posC's of instruction and to generate electricity for lighting the Engineering build
in:,:s. and for testing lamps, motors, etc. 

The basement of the recit.'ltion building contains a general testing machine of 
50,()00 lhs. capacity, manufactured by Riehle Brot hers of Philadelphia and fitted for 
tensile. compression, or t ransverse test;:, with a n electric micrometer, for measuring 
elon:,:ation. It also conta,ins a cement tester of 2,000 lbs. capacity, an electrical 
storag;e battery of sixty cells, and other apparatus used in these departments. The 
buildings adjoin and communicate conveniently with one another. 

A full agricultural course is given. The students in agriculture 
are t·eqnired to take a full course of shop work in wood anc.l iron ; and 
to n.ttend lectures and recitations on "the elemen ts of mechanism." 

The military instruct ion and training required by the Land Grant 
Law, is given under the direction of an Army officer, detailed for that 
purpose by the U. S. W ar Department. 

Tnition is sixty dollars a year; the total of College Bills is given 
from$!)] .50 to $113.00, according to room accommodation. Allnece~-
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~at·y oxpen~es of College Bi lis :111<l bom·t1, washing, etc. , range from 
$20:1.00, Lu ~~7;2. 50. .Attuudn.nco of stnclonts is given as follows: 

Smnmm·y of Stnclents. 
St·niors , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
Jnninrs,.... .. .. .... . . . ..... . ................ .. . . . ...... !i5 
Sopho11wrcs, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !i3 
Fn·shrncn, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69 

--221 
Sln·kuts in Dairy School,.......... .... ... .. .. . . ... .. . . . .... 37 
~tud(•n ts in i\fedical College, .... . . ................ . . . ....... 190 

Ttllal, .......... . . . . . .... . .. . ...... .................. 448 

The Faculty of the Department of Engineering number fourteen, 
in acldition to the President of the University. The Teaching Force 
of the University, not counting the Medical Faculty, numbers fifty
one, in adt1ition to the President. Ther e are, in addition, ten special 
professors in th o Medical D0partlllent. 

Matthew H enry Bnckhnm, n. D . , President. 

VIRGI NIA AGRICULTURA L AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE, BLACKS

BURG, VA. 

The General Assembly, by act approved March 19th, 18'1'2, gave 
one thi.rcl of the ln.ml script allotted to Virginia, under the United 
States Grant of 1SG2, to the Hampton Normal an<l Agricultural 
School; antl set apart the remaining two thirds, for the founding of 
a new instit.ution to be called the Virginia Agricultural and Mechan
ical College, to be located at Blacksburg, Montgomery County; pro
vided the real esta.te belonging to the Preston and Olin I nstitute, 
should be transferred to it, and that the county should appropriate 
$20,000 as an ntld ition to its funtls. 

These conditions were complied wi th and the new institution was 
openotl October 1st, 18/'2, with an attendance of 131 students. 

The real estate of the "Institute," consisted of five acres of land 
on which was a three story college building, of 100 by 40 feet. 

An additional estate of some 250 acres, but a quarter of a mile dis
tant., was purchasetl for the farm of the new institution. 

The committee appointetl to report upon a plan for the organization 
of the proposetl institution ma.tle, t hrough its chairman H on. · Wm. 
H . Ruffner, State Superintendent of Education, an admirable state
ment of the P olytechnic antl .Agricultural training institutions in 
Europe, quoting at some leugLh from the excellent and well known 
r eport on Education in Europe and the United States, made by Hon. 
J ohu W. Hoyt, LL.D. *-The conclusions reached were that the new 

'*Paris Uni versal E xposition, 1867. Reports of the United States ComDJissioners. 
Rt!port on Education, by John W. Hoyt, United States Commissioner, ·washing· 
ton. Go\·crnmcnt Printing Oft1ce, 1870. Pp. 398. 

These Reports by the Go•crnment Comu1issioners were issued in six large 
volumes. Pnbli:shed by authority of the Senate, under direction of the Secretary 
of State. and Edited by William P. Blake, Commissioner of the State of California. 
Dr. Hoyt'~ TIC'port. iR thP last of the fi>c rPportR contained in Volume VI.-I. E. C. 
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r 11:-;l i {.ntioll sh ould be pra.cti<.:al' {\,11(1 should nut tnmch upon the 
;..;rullllll a] really <J<.:<.:ttp.iml Ly Unive rsity, o r Uollugo.: lmt shonlcl seck 
t .. train pr;wticn.l ~tgriuultnrisL::; ;md m cch ani<.:s. 

A scheJ.ulo of a three years cour se wu::; l'Ccommmuled, the first 
year:; stuuies to be common to both tho Agri cultural a.nu Mechanica.l 
conrscs. In both cour:;es Drawing, " Free haml" alld " Mechanical," 
ltolJs an irnportn.nt place a.nd is continued through th e ent ire course. 

The report closes with an appea.l for nc1J itioua.l ;mtl continued 
Slate aid, as follows : 

'\Ve have this trem endous :l.l'gument to bn.ck our a ppeal fo r nn increase of 
endowm ent, "\"lZ: that t his is the first thing the State ha.-; ever done in the way of 
c·e>llegiate education for the masses of her people, and even th is is but the tmuing O\'er 
of a gift from tho F ederal government. To neglect thl~ special wants of the g reat 
prndncing classes is not only unjust, but exceedingly unwise. It is towanl them 
thf' Yitalizing power of technical educ:ttion should be most stml iously directed, ami 
lhl· forms of education shoulll be so varied that iill forc~s will lake effect through
out the entiTe m ass. 

The Land-Grant was a r ecognit ion by Cong ress of the cla im of t he producing 
class!:'s for forms o f scieutific education really sui.te1l to their wants, mlll the action 
of tho Legislature of ViTginia in creating a separate colk•ge was a si)uilar recogni
tion. This actiou of our Legislature was a.'> wise in pol icy a s it was just in princi
ple, all!l may be regarded as an indkation of the intention of that uo<ly to provide 
\\'hat(•Ycr m ay be necessary for its support. vVe can not suppose that our industrial 
clas~cs will be left wholly dependent upon t he bounty of Congress fo r the means of 
lt:'l'llllical education. Day laborers bciug left out of Yiew, fanners a nd m echanics 
constitu te the great bulk o( our population. There are in Virginia, by the census 
o( JSiO, 73,000 farms, which no doubt represent at least that number of farmers 
(indlllliug proprietors and tenants). W e have not yet been able to ascertain the 
lllllllht·r of mechanics in the State, but supposing it to be one-thinl less than the 
umnhers of farmers, we h:we someth ing like 125,000 white farmers and m echanics 
in the State, which is w ithin 25,000 of the w hole num ber of white r egistered ,·oters 
in l~fi!.l. 

'Thl•se facts compared with our educational statbtics show where lies the g reat 
li•:hl for t echnical education, aud furnish a. guara.uty fur the ultimate success of 
the Virginia Agr icultural and Mechanical College. 

'J'he Legislature subsequently mR.de appropriations running 
tlnongh several yem·s, for additional buildings. 

In J '80, Mr. R uffner, at the request of the Boarcl of Visitors of: this 
Co11oge, undertook a tour of obser vation amoug the industrjal col
luges of the country, ext ending his visit to Canatln. His Repor t, a. 
a pamphlet of 39 pages, in which he also emlJOclies a brief account of 
such other of t he laud g rant colleges as he ditl not personally visit, 
is full of interest. A few paragraphs from his concluding rema.rks 
rtl'P ]1cre given: 

lla'""iug tim ;; completed such re,·icw as t ime a llows, of the systems of cduca_ 
ti•m ('l'acticcd in American A~t·icul tural and l\fechaJl ical Colleges, I will close with 
Slllllc l•ricf remarks founded on the facts obser ved. 

1. .\ s lu:retoforo intimated , there i;; exhibited surprising coutrariety o( sentiment 
in n·spt·('t to the meaning of the act of Congre~s of l tlG2, under which these iusti
tntions are largely supported. SomPcolleges aim to provide liberally all theeduca-
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tiona.l facilitit•x •·itltt•r rt'• luirf!d cw l•in ll.-tl nt in the a ct of Congress. Others feel at 
lihNt.y to go just so far ill suppl,,·illg' facilities as the 1uea11s wi ll pay for , and no 
fartlll'r. ·* ·X· ·•· 

At tlw holtoul of a ll these ,·:uialiolls lies a question whieh ltns Hcvcrhccn s•Iu::trcly 
mt·t as iL should han• bct' ll-JJalltely, whether the leacling aim of the:;e eolleges 
slttll dd '"' t•• lu.:ndit the industrial classes personally or t•> benefi t thew technically ; 
that is, whc·thN (),.. industrial clas:;e:; a rc t<> be benefitted gen erally, in and for 
tht••nselvt•s a,; persons , or bene littetl by increasing their intelligence ami skill in 
th<;ir i111lttstri••s. Fo•· t•xample, shall a technical college aim to pi'O<"iclc general 
Nlucat icm for the sons uf fanut·rs anll mechanic:; which will s imply increase their 
geHeralabilit.y, or special ed uL:atiun whereby those who are looking forward to the 
far111 or lhc ;;lu•p •nay he taught anti tminctl in anti fur t heir respective occupations. 

TO rHOYJI)J; 'fEt'lll::>I(; • .\J" 'fllAl:\I::-10 WAS THE EVIDENT 1:\TENT OF CONGRESS. 

Th" •lou iJt t.hat Sl·e•us to exist in r efcrellC<' to this point has checked the harruoni· 
ous dev••lopllll'llt of tl1e te<·llllkal id<•n. in Cllucn.tion. 'fhe former interpretations 
cannot In• maintainetl, becn.u~e ir the tedmical itlea be thl'Own out. the whole pro
ct••·•lin;.: u [ Cnn).(n•ss in 1:r<:ating these eollcges becomes irrational, aml t he colle!{es 
th••u•sl'lves .. an offer no gootl reason to the public why they should exist at a ll; for 
ns n ·:;pecL-; the common uranches of study, farmers and mechanic::; want no pro
vision tlilfcrent from w hat is made for other people. Congress meant to promote 
the publiL: in terest. by doing something for the industrial classes that would be 
c<1u i valent to what hns ucen <lone for tho profC'ssional classes in oll te>r vocations. 

A11tl those who have stmlied the history of the technical idea all o~er the world, 
must ol•st~rYo t.lw specializing h·mlency of education e\·erywhere; that is, the ten
tle ucy to have :;pceial eom·st•s for special t hings, a nd to weave liberal s tmlies into 
thc.~e courses, le,;s or 1110re. :\Ccunling as lhesc stmlies may or may not contribute 
to the pradicnl rc~nlt nirncol at. A course of study mtu;t do the thing aimed at, or, 
whatever b·· il s genL>ml merits. it i:; a failure. ·:+ ·» ·* 

I t is very cnl.ain tlla.t thn thing tlem:tmletl by the public of the technical college 
is tht• tl·chnical f'<':tture. This b what they look for, anti talk auout, anti criticise. 
Till·n· llltt~t ),e Stllttt•th ing to show that this sdtool is not a sham, but a r eality true 
to it:< ll:tllll'. 

gpg('JAL Dl':YELOP~IENT ACCORDS WITH LOCAL ENVIRONMENT. 

Tht' proule m a:< to just how the <'lltl can best be reachC'd, is one which has to be 
s tHdit•ll aut! <ll'l'ilh·tl h~· each Stale fur itself. There will be L:ertaiu cardinal points 
wllidt ::;lu>ultl loc the sa111e in all, bnt there arc other points on which Cc'l.Ch college 
s honlt11m•·sm• a t·our,;B atlapktl to its peculia r contlitiun~. F or example, it does not 
nel:l's:;aril.'· follow that l ~~..·e<~Hse cmnpHl:;vry lllalltullln.bor for three ho11rs e~ery day 
i:; a l:mece:;:;fnl L:oll ege feature in Cn.nalln. or Michigan, that i t " ·oultl be successful 
in V irginia. The theory is right tha t to e>ery technical course there should be a 
'lJI'ul'iicum,' a:; souw now t <'rm m:tnual t>xercises,-an d t heoretically there is a cer· 
tain right proportion bet"·eou exposition aucl actual practice-but a ll theories in 
ethwatioH :1J-~ in uth t•r things ;;houltl be modified according to the materials to be 
opt•ratt>d on. \\"hi14 much ma~· he done to educate public sentiment, true wisdom 
dict:l lt>s that nothing shcmld hl• attempted in education to which the public cannot 
be indm·••d to n·spontl promptly. Collegl'S mnst work n.mong the people, not above 
them. Tht• Jl~'"J>It' umst un•lersta1Hl the college. mHl love it, and he proud of it-and 
th us un ly can yon ll.we a pro~penms n.ml useful college>. 

'l'lte c;ttalogue fur the ::;ession of 18<30-Sl, shows that the institution 
is well equipped with uuiltliugs nud with ·· ::;hops which are provided 
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with a good steam engine, and with Rovera.l excellent machines." 
Thuro is n, prepm·n.tory depa.rtmOll t of Oltll year, allll a eourso uf i hroe 
years; in oach of the yonrs of the <..;1 >1lego <..;tHU'sos tlmwiug i::; taught. 

VI . MECH ANICS AKD DltAWl NO. 

Profcs."'or BLACKtWitn. 

Tlwrc are three classes in Drawing-the Junior. Int<'rmediatc anrl Renior. No 
rig-i•l order of suhjects is imposetl, l>ut all th rou:-:h regard is hall to tlw taste. apti
l.lhl•· am! prospecti\·e wants of the stut.lent. The course i nchttle~ Topogr:tphical, Pt>n 
anti Ink. Pencil, vVater .. Color, Ar chitect.nral and l\Iechanical Dmwing . A C\>Urse 
of llt>scriptiw Geometry belongs to the I utermetli:l.te Year . 

The Senior class in :Jiechanics studies the theory of m echanics. as illustmted in 
modern machinery , engineering an1l construc t ion. 

Tht> College Shops a re under the control of the Professor of Mechanics. As means 
m:~~· hH :~. fl'onled, they will be put into st.eady ant! vigorous operation-affording to 
~Lnd t!llL.~ the opport uni ty of gaining skill in the use of tools mulmachinery. 

The catalogue shows a total attendance of 78 stw..lcuts for the year 1880-'81. 

THE Co 1~LEGE I N 1S!J:3. 

Tho article hy the: Prosi<leut, from which tho following extracts arc 
takf'n. is a fullantl authori tative showing of the present prosperous 
den•lopment of the college. Tho a-rticle closes with :1 :--ta.tement of 
tl1u fmthor needs of the college in tho way of aclc1itiona1 buihlings 
rt1111 ('rptipment, to enn.hle it to receive all who now S<'ok n.,Jmission, 
in numbot·s largely in excess of present accomrnodations. These 
sf :1knwnls are horu omittotl. It will ho observed t lmt the eonrse has 
hcPn lengthonctl hy a year , it being now the usual college course of 
fou1· year,.;; am1 that t.ho facilit ies for Engineering and Mechanical 
h'ai1 1i :g l1ave bemt mnltipliecl. Tho practical feature of supplying 
rb·\.ric·al light to the Villa.ge of Bhekslmrg is cer taiuly an inter
rsti 11!:\' • • ohjc<..;t lesson," illustrating· tltu economic chamcter of the 
CllllC':ttion lwre givon; tho eloctricallig·ht plant h<wing tlnv nearly 
p:Li'l l'o:· i (R,~lE within tho Hrst year. From this sta.tement by the 
Presi,],'nL, :tllll from the 1lctai1s of the several courses a:; given in the 
latr!:.:t. t.::l,tn.log·ue, the practical clun.lity of tho thorough tra,iniBg here 
g-i n·n in .A.gricn I tnro, ::tlHl in Mechanics, is ver y apparant. 

TilE 0UTT~OOK AT THE Y llW I.:-IIA AGIUCULTU!t,\L AKD MECHANICAL COLLEGE. 

By Dr. J . M. 1\IcBnvo~:. 

[Rep1·inted from Tht> SouLhern P lnnLt>r. October, 1893.] 

,\ ~ ~·ou klH>w, I h n,-e been promising to g ive to the fnrmers of Virginia, through 
tlw IIH'diulll of your excellent journal, n short account of the prPsent organization 
:111tll·,ntlitioll of our Agricultural an1! :\Ieclmuical College-an im;titntion which was 
(•,ta!,lisl"••l la.r:;ely for the ndvnncement of their interest.<; a n•l "'hich depends in 
l:( l't ·aL part upon thei r patronag-e and s uppor t. I have dcfen ed suhmittin~ such 
acctHtnt until I could write with sumo assurn.nce as to the results of t he late r e-01·
ganizntion of the College. I shall endeavor to be as brief as the nature of the subject 
'll' ill permit. 
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lleoi'!JIIni;;u/£on.-'l'hn Coli<';;•• was thm·ou~h ly re·OI').!;:wize•ll•y nd ion of the Board 
of Visitor:; in July, ] ~j!JJ , J,r Ll11• "lt·ction of a President, the appointment of se\'cral 
new proft'ssors, and the adopt ion of now course» of stutly. 

Tho objcr;t arri ,·cd at in tl:u rcur~anizatiou wn::; to m n.lw the College n. real school 
oi Applietl SciciH:e-an Institution of Technology that will, in due time, be an honor 
to tho State. Snr·h instructors aml eqnipwents were, therefore , JH'O\'idetl ns would 
~i \ 'C tlwr<>ug-h theoretical :Lnupmctical instruction in !.he courses untlcrlying Agri
cnlturu awl l\1t•cllanics anti other culturists. civi l, mechanical and electrical engi
neen; aJHl analytical chemists , nn<l, in time, mining engineers, architects, viticul
turists, ""t<~•·in;trians, etc. At the same time, it wn..o.; recognized that tho students 
were not only to bo t ra ine<l as specialists, !.Jut also to be educated for the duties of 
citizenship. Provision was, therefore, made for instruction in English, Political 
Economy, Constitutional History, and Ethics. 

I n order to give practical effect to these views, the following positions were estab
lishetl: Profe;;sorship,; of l\'Iatheuw.tics anu Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engi
neCJ·ing-, JI, ll'ticulturc (including- al~o Entomology and Mycology), English (including 
llistory mul Political Economyj, Biologr, l\Iilita ry Science nmlTactics. 

Adjunct Professorships of 1\Iotlern La.nguages, Physics, and Electrical Engineer
ing, General Chemistry (inclwl ing n.lso Geology antll\fineralogy), Agriculture, An
alytical Chemistry, antl Veterinary Medicine. 

Assistant P rofessorship of :Mathematics. 
I nstructorships in .Machine ·w ork, 'Vootl w ·ork, and Book-keeping. 
I n the establishment of a regular grn<lation in the teaching force, the value of 

the princ iple of proillotion, with increa~e of salary for faithful service, was clearly 
rccognizelt It was sought to make the stilllulus, inherent in this principle, bear 
upon the younger teachers. 

COURSES OF STUDY AND METHODS OF I NSTRUCTION. 

The scheme of study n.ntl methods of teaching ndoptetl may h<' succinctly set 
forth as follows : 

The Sciences, especia lly those related to Agriculture and the 1\Iechanic Arts, hold, 
in strict nccon lnnce with the Aets of Cong ress from which the College derives its 
income, the fnremost plac<'. Large provtsion is made for instruction in their prin
cipl<'S and npplicationR to the industries of life. 

In onlet· to meet tlw wants of di lferent classes of students, nine distinct courses 
of study are offeretl-seven courses, of four years each, leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, and two courses, of two ye;tr~ each, for certificates. All are 
gr<>upml umle•· the two general hea•ls of Ayricnltural anti .llfechanical. Under the 
first heat! ar c inrlutletl the tlegree cnurse.o;; of Agriculture, Horticulture, Applied 
ClH."\tnistr y, anti General Science, a11<l the Shorter Course of Practical Agriculture; 
u ntler thr second, the tlcgree course of Ci~il Engiueering, .!l.fechanical Engineering, 
and Electrical Engineering, antl the Shorter Course of Practicall\fechanics. 

The first, or fre~hman, years of all the courses are very nearly the same, and io
clLule the fullllamental stwlics-;\Iathematics, lli>;tory, English, and I norganic 
Chemistry, as well a:; Physiology and Book-keeping. The courses begin to diverge 
in tho Sophomore year , ami the differen t iation is complete in the Junior year. 

Every course contains n. <"ertain ell'tJ.l<mt of gem•ral or liberal culture in addition 
to the sprdal or technical stntlic~ appropriate to it, the aim being to give the students 
a practical as well as theorctic:Ll kno\\'le<lgcof the sciences related to the profession 
or pursuit ho Jn·oposc•s to follDw , ant!, at the smne time, to fit h im intelligently to 
dh;clmrge tlw duties of dtizenship. To this entl he is made to study the Constitu
t ional History of hi:; country ami the general quest ions affecting its material inter
ests, nncl is tau~ht t he correct nod ready u!le of his mother tongue. The general or 
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Jil"·ral studies required in ever y degree course are 1\In.thcmn.tics, E nglish, French, 
l;,.rruau. Ucncml am! Constitutional History, Phy,;iulogy, Politica l Econowy and 
Ethics . 

. \ t'olli':-i<' n( preparatory or s ub-colle;;i:tto ,;Lmly, con:riug one yuar, i~ arranged 
r .. r "l'l'liL·aut,; unable to meet the rcquinJJucnt:; fur adruis:;ion to tho F reshman 
l 'Ia~~-

PRAC:riCAL W ORK UEQUJREJ) IN F.AOII OOUH:-;E. 

Th<' method of instruction :tllopted combines theory with pmctice. Laboratory 
or practical work is r equire<! in every department. I n Engli:;h and l\InLlcrn Ln.n
guaguscompositions aml other written exercises arc cxactc•l ; in P hysics, Chemistry, 
1\Iint•ralogy, Mycology, Botan y, Zoology and Physiology, la.boratory w ork; in the 
di!Iercnt branches of Engineering, shop or field work and mechanical drawing; in 
Agriculture and H orticul ture, shop and field work; in Veterinary l'!Iediciue, dis
secting nnd clinics. Such practical work is intended to illustrate, emphasize anu 
apply the principles ancl theories propounded iu the lecture-room. 

'fhu tlrills and other lUilitary exercises rcrtuireLl in every com·ti<\ in corlllcction 
with lite :;hop and fielu work, develop the bodily power:; of the student a nd greatly 
contri bute to hi:; physical well-being. 

The <·ourscs of study a rc so arranged as to g ive thfl :;tn•lent sixteen hours of class 
work or recitation and fifteen hours of Jabumt(lry, shop or ficltl work a week. The 
ledtu·e or recitation continues one hour; the cxerci::;es or work in the lnboratory, 
slwp <•r field three h ours. 

Allreqnirctl work in tho shop or field i ~ held to be instruciiYo an<l is not paid for. 
The Coll<'!,;C pro~idcs, as far as its mea.m; permit, unins~ructive wnrk or w::mual 
lal••r fnr the :;tuden ts n eeding pecuniary assistance. Such work is pai<l for at rates 
pruporlioncll to the vn.luc of the labor pcr(ormed. Dy out· scheuulc of lectures a 
shllll'nt Ita:; at his own clisposal about JlftePil hours a w eek, which he can, if he 
l'h""s""• devote to such labor. It i,; possi blc for an imlwstrious student to earn from 
8-.l to 8l :~ lllOnth , or $2::i to $10 Lluring the ::;es:;ion. 

NECESS.AJt\' EXPENSES. 

Tho rost of the session is esti matl'tl a s follnws : 
Tuitiot • l'cu ... ..... .... ......... .. . ....... · · ... . .. . . · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
l\[atri•·ulation fcc (pa.yable only once) ........... . . . . ........ . .. ......... . 
l nli n nary 1\•c {covering meLlical attentlancc, etc.) ............ ..... ....... . 
C'nnli n~··ut fee (deposit to cover daruagel; am! ba lance returnable at end o( 

SC.'-..;icu t) .. .... ... . . .... . . . ......... . ...... . .. .. . . ..... .. . ..... . . ..... . 

Steam lu•ating . ... . ........ .. ... . ... .... .. . .. . . ... .. .. ... ..... .. .... .. . . 
Elt.'d ric; lights . . ...... . .. . ............. - .. ..... ... ......... ... · · ...... . 
Jani t .. r's l'el' .. ....................... .. .. .. · · ...... · · .. · · .. · .... · · .... · .. 
Board at 8!J per month-n ine months ..... . . . ......... .. .. .. ... . .... ..... . 
\\'a~hing at 81 per month- nine months ... ... ... ... .......... ...... .... . . 
Cni(unn . . .... ... ............... . ...•............. .. ... · · ·· .. .. · · · · · · · · · 
Ttxt-buoks . . .. . .... . .. ..... .. ...... . ...... · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

$30.00 
5.00 
5.00 

fi.OO 
9.00 
2.70 
2.2::; 

81.00 
9.00 

16.75 
10.00 

~175. 70 
ProYision is made by Statute for the free education at the College of 200 young 

tHen frntn tit!' Stntc. The ac t ren.ds a!; follo"·s: 
".\ tt!tn.l .. -r ol' studl•nts, (Jouhl" t he number n( mcmh!'rs of the Hous!' of Dele

g-alt "<. 1n:tldn~ Lwu hunlll'!'tl, :;hn ll haw• tht• priYileg-e uf nilmuling Raiu College free 
<,f tu it i .. tl. lu ,, . ~dcctml bv tht' >;Chool trustees of the respecli,·e l'Onuties, dtics,and 
cle~l ion district~ for ::;aiu. ddegates, with reference to t he highest prol"icieucy and 
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~oorl c hnr:u·ter, from ( reo schools of their counties, or, in their discr etion , from 
otlaPrs than lhns<• attending sni<l frc>e ::whools.'' 

Tho• ('os t of th" .. ntiro sc.-;sion of n ino month:; to lu)ldcrs uf Btatu &.:holarships is, 
l•y this pro,·is ion . n •tluced lo $ 1-l:i.'ill. 

The (;ollcg:,., in :~old ilion to th is pnn·i -;iun, cmleM·or.-; to assist young men of limited 
nu•ans in t l11 ·i r .. trort s 1" :<<·•· u re ·~ !'ollo•gi:alo tr:oi n in_!{. Sut·h .f<ntn:.; IU<m a a·e fully 
:din·lu the inaporlllll 't' oc[ applk-:ttiom anol :;tuo ly. nn<l tiispused to improve to the 
utrno . .;t tho· :llh·;r:~L:t;,;l·s offe rot l them h un•. To g i1·e t'fiect to thi::1 aim, all paid 
<:r ol] l l ol.l' l~s Ia: a,.,, I IL'<nt, ns f':<r as Jlu.-;sible, c l ispl•nsuol witl t ::tml their work diviucd a mong 
ll<·t•cly s t uclo ·nts. I n this way"'" a ro cn;~blcc l to g i,·o n •muncrati,·o work to nearly 
Ji f' Ly yuH II ).( Jll<'n. Tl11: mn•mnts [Jai •l themrango fro111 B;3 to $:?0 per lllOllth. Some 
ru n ou r <•rtg illo•,; a rul <lyn:wws; so:aw li:·l' our furnaces niHl boiler.;; some sweep out 
il11· shop-; awl !'h·an l!au JH:tchi rat·ry ; >:n1no rnako brooms, others mi lk; a number 
an · "'"i'lo,l·c·•l in our scn~ r;tl tlcp:u·tnwllt'l llmkin:.;- out aml collecting bills for milk 
a 11•l \'l'~c·tablo·s sc)l.l , for <'lt'l'trie li;;hlin~ alii I work <lO!IO fur outsiclcrs in our shops, 
dirc!'Li11:: :nul ma il in.~ ou r Station bulletins ( 11.01)1) copic.; of each monthly bulletin 
aru is~no·: l l, :n·l <tnit:• a numbe r ~~-illlwn•a fLer w:tit at our table; in the m ess. The 
Y"""·~ nu·n <· ll~a~e·l in s uch lauc\a blo effort.-; (,:) work th .. ir wa y through college 
gc ·au · a~ tll ,\' han~ C'.xccllcnt r ecorc\:; as s twle nt.<;, nnu nil ar:.J gre:~tly respected by their 
fpiJow-slu•lt·nls. Thl'~· pmmise to m:tko self-rclin.nt, stnnly, mHl w ell-equipped 
m~:n. Til<' Sl•ntimcnt of l!l(' stn<lents in n •g:w. 1 t-> m ::mual hbor is atlmira.ble. The 
dem:uul for work of nn_,. k itHl that will ai,\ tlH'm to pa.y their way in part through 
Culh·ge- no 111atler hoi\' "' ' ''L' re anc\ oxat ting it may be-is f:tr beyond our power 
to JllCI't .. 

An•\ in n•lcl itinn to thi;; olt•ma1Hl for work from OHI' own si tt<lC'nts, hundreds of 
It-t to •r·s <:1111 1< ' t•l ns f' ro111 _,·.,nn:; men all m·l'r the Sialo pressing upon us t heir desire 
to lll'llil thvrnsdl'l'S o[ tho atlv:mtages olfered ihCIIl h ero, fraukJy pleading their 
Jl"'''•rLy, l~t at a:li rmi nr~ tht>i r willin~nc.>ss, nay, c:t.gl't·ness, io accept a ny work that 
wil l aitl tlwrn in rncetin:; Llll'ir t'vllc:;ialu (•xpcnses. A labor fund, w hich , inn large 
n nrnl,.•r of 1-'lnlc•s. is annnallr g-i,·C'n l1:• i lll'it· legislatures to Colleges like ours, would 
t•nal,]u 11 ' lo lll<'l' t this olt•m:tll<l. anc l to t rain fur snct·cs';, in i nLlust ri nl pursuits a 
larg-1' l1 111 11lo. ·r nf hrig'lrt ancl promising yomths who aro now !'Ut off l>y their poverty 
fro:n :al l hop1• of :tcii'<IIH'<' Illt'll t in l ife. The Stllns a lloweol in other States generally 
r:111.~< · l'ruua ::;.1.111111 to >310,001) a yo·ar. Thu smn\IC'st a.r nount, 8·i ,OOO, woulu enahle 
11" to ai.J from .; :1 to IIIII youn~ m c·n i:t p:~rll .1· working their w:~y through College, 
a11cl :at tla•· sa1au· Liane, hy m carts nf their Ja hor , to irnpro,-e our farm , gardens and 
ordaanl. acl.J to cnn· hn ilclin ;~-; aaul nih~·r NJilipment.'l. :tnd g rea.tly beautify our 
gr .. un.J -;. ll is 11uL our intent ion to estahli"h ht'neficiary positions. Every young 
lll:ln is a ll till' l• •ttl•r ami more im\epemlcnt for helping himself to the best of his 
n.bilily . 

A rnong thn m :11 a_r ianpro>C'mcnts etfectctl since tho 1·curganiza.tiou of H!91rnay be 
I.J ri<' ll_l' lnt•ntimwc \ the fo llowing: 

VPlt•rin:ar_,. [nl irrna rr , a "·ooclcn bnilcling' of nino rooms, supplied with steam, 
ll':llc•r·. :uacl ).!;:I S. Forgn mrd Foumlrr, ono-;;tory brick bniltling , erected and partially 
<'qrlipp<•cl w ith t l11• appropriation of :;;:.!,'i-iU, al lowocl u:; by last Genera l Assembly. 
Th,· hocl.r io; 110 r,.,., l•.r :w f<·ct, with an L till l'L•ct. l1_r 30 feet, and a second L 25 feet 
by :;1) r,·d. The• Forg-l' shop is suppli<' cl with li forges, a l.Jluwcr , a nd the necessary 
hl :t!'ksrnith's t<l\lls ; the f<HIIldry, with a c upula. Two Lhuu:;and dollar:; additional 
willi.Jc rcquircu fully to equip the forge and foundry, 
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A combined creamery and cheese factory is n early completed-erected out of 
proceeds of farm produce. From this same source we have been able to supply the 
farm with additional silos, stabling, and laborer's cottages. 

A convenient house has been rented and fitted up as an infirmary. The ward is 
well lighted, and contains 12 beds. It is under the immediate charge of a com
petent matron. , . 

An old building, called the Pavilion, and u sed for Commencement exercises, has 
been fitted up for a Mess Hall. 

The wooden building, formerly used for shopR, has been fitted up for a Steam 
Laundry. A party, not connected with the College, has put in, at his own risk, an 
excellent steam laundry plant, the College merely guaranteeing to him the washing 
of the students. 

A small brick magazine has been erected for the storage of ammunition, and a 
neat wooden building over our 1·eservoir. 

The floors of the basement rooms in the two academic buildings have been lowered, 
and the rooms formerly used for cellars, coal-bins, etc., have been converted into 
excellent lecture-rooms and laboratories. 

A large 5,000-gallon tank has been put in the tower of the Dormitory building. 
By this arrangement, a good head of water is furnished to all our laboratories ; and 
in case of fire, a stream of water can be thrown on the roofs of all the buildings on 
College Hill. With our reservoir of 14,000 gallons, and two tanks of 6,000 gallons, 
we are enabled to keep a large reserve supply of water. Our supply comes from 
an excellent spring. 

ELECTRICAL LIGHTING ENTERPRISE. 

Our system of electric lights has been extended into the village of Blacksburg. 
The income derived from the extension bas been nearly sufficient to cover its cost 
within the year. 

The more important additions to our equipment may be summarized as follows : 
The partial equipment of the new Forge and Foundry bas been referred to above. 

All the lecture-rooms, offices and laboratories have been supplied with new seats, 
tables, desks and cases, and the dormitories and infirmary with new furniture, 
made by our own students in the shops. 

One hundred and .1fty new Springfield rifles ll.nd two pieces of artillery, together 
with the necessary belts, bayonets, etc., were secured last spring from the General 
Government. 

A laboratory has been fitted up for assaying, in order to carry on the work in 
this line ordered by the last General Assembly. The Act imposed upon the Board 
of Agriculture the duty of assaying any minerals sent in for examination by any 
land-owner in the State. Under an arrangement made with the Board of Agri
culture, several hundred assays have been made by our chemist during the last 
year. 

An electric clock, designed and made entirely in our shops, has been put in and 
connected by wires with every College and Station building. We now have uni
form time in every department of the College. 

Large additions of live stock, including Holstein and Guernsey cattle, and Berk
shire, Poland-l.!hina, and Essex swine, have been purchased for the farm, and some 
fifteen grade cows added to the dairy herd, which supplies all the milk consumed 
in the College Mess. 

The farm has also arranged to supply the Mess with meat. 
Chemical, physical, biological, mycological, and bacteriological laboratories have 

been fitted up and supplied with the necessary apparatus, 
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T H E EQUIJ')IE:\'1' .1:\f> F.ICJLl'fll!:~ O F TilE COJ,LEGE. 

As at presertt equippcu for its important and expcnsh·c work- for a ll scientific 
and technical work i~ necessarily <'XpcnsiYc-the Colleg-e lms huiltliugs and lands 
as follows : Catnpns u [ ab•mt thirty-fh·e acr<'s of lantl ; a farm of :dmut three hun
tlretl aeres ; two larg•: aeadem ie lmildin~;s, of three l;turies each , containing library, 
r i>ading room, t\\'o :-;od cty hall,.;, ten lt•ctu ru rooms, physica l laboratory, botanical 
laboratory, !'l temieal laboratory (io >nr roum,.;), nss::y hhoratury (four rooms), and 
fou r ofl1crs ; •lonnitory lntil•ling euntaining se\'ent,,·-t"'o rooms ; h•n'ticultura l build
ing conta ining- lectu re mom. mycolop;ica l lauoratory, aml fil-e on-ice rooms, with 
atljacent greenhouse•, hoilt.'r room :t nd Yegetable storeroom; Yl'terinary infirmary, 
with lect ure room, bacteriological laboratory, JUuseum, dissecting room, operating 
room, drug room anu offices; cream ery and cheese factory; mechanical building 
c~Jntni ning wood shop, machine shop, engi11e room, storeroom, la>atory, boiler 
room, and oflice; forge aml foun•lry building, conta ining forge room, foundry, and 
la rge ofTice ; steam launch·~- . wi th tweh-e studt•n t>;' rooms on second floor; five pro
fessor:-;' houses; six lahoren;' cottages; :;tables, silos, etc. ; orehartls, Yiueyards, and 
gardens . 

The Station ltas carried on many lines of experimental research. The results 
already reached have been g i>cn to the public in the bulletins : 

* ·>1- * * * * * 
Fourteen thousand copies of each bulletin are prin ted n.utl distl'ibutecl among the 

farmers of the State. 'Yo hold ourscl\'(.!ti prepared to fmnish our publications to 
any fa rmct· of the State making written application for them. 

Ono hun•lretl aml sixteen students were unrolled during the session of 1891-92; 
17i lluring the session of 1 'H2-93-au increa~u of 61. From the number of letters 
n' cei,·e(l, there is eYery prom ise that we shall ha.,·c from 225 to 250 student& next 
session (18H3- D.J). 

The President nndor dn.te of MarclL 22nd , 18!l4, a.nuouu ces the enrol
ment of 2:1G students in attendance. · 

* * * * * * * 
The appeal for increased State support is thus introduced: 
The lll'l.'tls of the College a rp many and prc.·sing. Its buildings are insufficient to 

accoruttlllllate the rnpiclly-inc rea.sing number of students. 

* * * * * 
Tho special attontiou of his r eaders was called by the editor of 

''Tho Sou thorn P lanter," to t ho artide from which the above extracts 
ar e taken; and the plen. of the President for additional aid from the 
State, hear tily omlorscd. 

Tho latest catalogue,* is illustrated with views of the buildings 
and of the interior of the woodworking shop. There is no course in 
Drawing other than in tho Mechanical Drawing essential to the 
sovcml courses in Eng ineering, and to the Course in Mechanics. In 
t.hose courses th·awing is taught t hrough t hA four years ; each class 
meeting t wice a. weok, and giving a session of three hours to their 
drawing. 

------------------------------------------------
~ Cata.l").:ll<' uf thl· Virginia Ag ricultural antl Mechanical College, 1892-'93, Blacks-

bur~, Vir:~inia. Hidtmoml, Va.: Everett vVacllly Co. Publishers and Printers, 1893. 
Ill. Pp. dU. 
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In the Department of Shop Work, there are eight classes. A direc
tor, and three assistants, have charge of this department.. The 
details given of the courses in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, and in Shop Work, show that the standard of training 
in these studies is in accord with the demands of modern scientific 
and industrial education. The following details given in the cata
logue show the existing facilities for shop work. 

DEPARTMENT OF SHOP WORK. 

Director Anderson. Instructors Cunningham, Bray and Porcher. 

* * * * * * 
Equipment.-The main building is 40 by 110 feet, two stories high. The machine 

shop, the supply room and the engine room are on the first floor ; the wood-working 
room is on the second floor, and the store rooms for lumber in the attic. The wash 
room is between the two floors. Power is furnished by a fifty-horse power Buckeye 
engine, which also drives the electric light dynamo. This is connected to the main 
head shaft by a friction clutch, so that the shafting of the shops can be started or 
stopped at pleasure without interfering with the engine. The shafting of each room 
is also connected with its head shaft by a clutch. 

During last summer a very substantial one-story brick building was erected for 
use as a Foundry and Forge Shop. The body of the building is 110 feet by SO feet. 
At one end there is an L 60 feet by SO feet and at the other an L 25 feet by SO feet. 
The forge shop occupies the 60 feet by 30 feet L and is now partially equipped and 
in o)5cration. 

The foundry is not yet equipped, but is expected to be in running order by the 
opening of next session. The boiler and coal house is a brick building 22x45 feet 
detached from the other buildings. 

Steam is generated by a battery of two sixty-horse power horizontal return 
tubular boilers, fitted with all modern appliances. One supplies sufficient steam 
for our needs and the other is kept in reserve. The shops throughout are heated 
by exha.ust steam from the engine and lighted by incandescent lights. 

The lVood-working room is 40x110 feet, and contains eighteen work-benches 
(described below); twelve 12'x 5'turning-lathes (described below); one large turning 
lathe, one combination rip and cut-off circ~r saw, one large circular saw, one 
hand-saw, one scroll-saw, one mortising and boring machine, a reversible shaper, 
one double-headed universal wood-worker, one 24" surface planer with tongue 
and grooving attachment, one Daniel's planer, one steam glue heater and one 
steaming-box. The work-bencheJ are 8x2i feet, strongly and neatly built of oak. 
Below are two closets, and at the back of the top are two tool-cases, each case con· 
taining the following tools: One 'rip-saw, one panel-saw, one tenon-saw, one joint
plane, one jack-plane, one smoothing-plane, one block-plane, one claw-hammer , 
one mallet, one set of chisels, one set of gouges, one screw driver, one scriber, one 
framing-square, one try-square, one bevel-square, one marking and mortise-gauge, 
one pair of compasses, one bit-brace, one set bits, one brad-awl, one oil-stone, one 
oil-can, one rule and one dust-brush. Each bench is fitted with a Massey's vise ; 
one beuch accommodates two students working on alternate days, each student 
having exclusive use of one set of tools and one closet. The turning lathes are 
equippecl similarly to the benches, each lathe having two sets of tools. Each set 
is arranged on a system of boards, and kept when not in use in cases under the 
lathe; when used these boards are placed on the rear end of the lathe, where the 
tools can be easily reached by the student at work. A set of lathe tools includes 
three turning gouges, three turning chisels, one parting . tool, one~ of calipers, 

ART-VOL 4---39 
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ono pai r of llivi•1er,;, one hamnH' t', one oi l-ston<', one slip-sLonc, one oi l-can , and 
ono dust-brush. As with tlto benclws, ca<·h lathe act·omm<>•lates t"'o students on 
a ltcm ato •lays, each ;;tu•k•nt hadng a set of tools atHl a. ca.so to himsplf. Sixteen 
f l•ct is cnt ()('f at one ezHl of t hi,; rO<>Ill; a part of t his spn.ce is used as the instructor's 
oflicP. Amon~ ot hcr thin~s kupt in tltis offico is a complete st•t of tools n ot in such 
fr<J<p tent d t•m:uul as t•1 Jtecessit:tto their boin:; illclllllCll in thu r egula.r sets. Tho 
remaining }':LJt of tJz:, ,; p:t~·e i,; ntn.•lu dust proof, an•l ttsc•l a.-; a finishing r oom . 

'J'l1t! Frii'U'' Sllf'l' no\\' contains six impro,·e•1 east-in 111 fo rgt1,;, with wa.ter and co:~l 
hox<'s :m•l :u1jnst:dol<' ltno•l.'; six 1 ~0-poun•ls Pct:•r 'Vri:;ht andl,;; six <'omplete sets 
of fot'J;<J t"nls, car·h consisting of four pair,; of ton;;,;, one sledge, one flatter, one 
S<'t-ha mnw r, o110 <·o1•l chisel, ono hot chiscl, nne hanly, b\'ll punch<'s, twu pairs of 
fullers, t wo pairs of swages, one shon·l a.ml two pokers; t,,·eh ·c sets of h and-tools, 
each consisting oC ono ha tH1-han:mor, one prick punch, one 12" squar<'. one pair of 
calipPrs, one pair of <livillen;; t"'n benches fitte•l with three Yiscs, an•l haYing below 
(•ightPen locked cnphoanls in which t ho stullent.'i ke()p their hawl-toolti and unfin
islH·<1 work. I n nno cf>l'IH'r ••f the forgo shop is a n l3 x t! fept <>ffieo for the instructor, 
i n which is k <·pt a c<>mph·to set of fullers, swa:;e~, punche;;, headers a.ml other tools 
fm· ~Pneml use. A :).J" Duff:do l>luwcr furnishe.~ bla.st fo1· t he forges. 

'l'lw Jlfcu·hi11e 8/l()p occupies :~ sp:~cc 80 x 40 feet, anol contains eleven work-benches 
(descrii>Nll>clow), one J.l"x !i'Flathc r eng ine In the with taper attacluncnt, two 14"x6' 
Flathet· engitw lathe;;, three 17'' xG' Muller engine lat hes, one 16"x8' Reed engine 
latlw, ono 10''x5' l~t·ed engine lathe, one 12''x4' Diamond hand h\thc, one 10'' speed 
lathe, one 1G" W'alcolt shapcr , one 10''x 10''x 22" H endy planer, one 2-!"x 24"x 5' Gray 
planer, ouc No. 1;3 Dr:Linarll1mh·crs:tl milling machine, one 13" Ree:l drill press, one 
eml'ry grintling machine . ono grinr ling stone, one pipo vise an•l bench with tools 
for work ing pipe up t<l 3" . In the instructor's office a rc k ept for general use in the 
s hup c<>tHpl,.te sob up to uno i11ch of twist drill~ alit! ta.ps and dies, up to two inches 
of r camcn; :tmlm:Lilllril.;; an :t-;s<Jr tlllont of files of ntrious sizes and shapes, of cal· 
ip~·rs, scalPs, s• pt:t.n •s, hamtn<'l'sl cltis~· ls, a.n<1 many other t ools. Tho work-benches 
arc on tlw same plan a .. -; th<>se of the wood-room. They a rc eigh t feet long and two 
a11•l a h:tlf fc<•t "'i•li·, an•l h:w<: a four :ud a ha!f inch swi,·el jaw m achinist's vise 
on each en•l ; in thu l'4'ntru of rc:tr <·t1:;•~ arc four C:ltil':i of tn()b (two for each vise) 
an ti Lcluw an • four do;;ots. E:wh tool-c:tse conta.im; t he following : One ball-pin 
h :Ullllll'i', twn col•lehisds. t\\'o <'ape chisels, nne prick punch , six assor ted files, one 
scraper, ono ±" s•·:d• ·, one :;" m:w hinists' square, <>no centre gauge, one scriber, one 
pair of 6'' on b i•kr calipers, ono p;tir of ::i" insil10 calipers, one pair 3" outside spring 
calipers, one pa ir ,; ·· spriHg-•1i,·i,lers, one 10" 1uonkey-wrench , one screw-driver, one 
set of eight lntlw cutting tools, one oil-stone, one oil-can, one file card, one pair of 
cnppcr jaws for dse, an• 1 one dnst-IH'Ito;h. Each bench will accommodate four 
stwlcnts (t\'i'O un alternate <lays), each s tUtle11 t h:\'i'iug a set of tools and a closet to 
himself. Erwh lllachinc has a hnx nnder it, in which its attachments are kept, and 
a stool n car it fur the reception of to<>1s when in usc. 

T!te Snpply-Rvom, located in the main building, is 14x22 feet, and is fitted up 
with shelves, m cks, cases, etc., for the storage of supplies. A dry-kiln for drying 
lumber is situn.t\)(l m···r the boiler-room and heated b,v steam. 

The situation aud surroundings of tho college are thus described: 

LOCATION. 

Tho colle~c is locate• 1 in one of the mo~t beautiful sections of Southwest Virginia., 
It imtuo<lia.tely a•l.ioins the town of macksburg, is about eig ht miles distant from 
the Norfolk :m•l 'Vt'~tern rn.ilma.d, and one hu ndred miles west of L ynchburg. Its 
~:~itna.tion on the summit of the AJlcghanios, SOlllC 2.100 feet above sea level, secures 
for it a. delightful summer climate. Several of the m ost popular watering places 
in the Statu arc only a few mile:; away. 'fhe winters a re by no means severe. 
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The nearest railroad point is Christiansburg depot. There is a daily line of hacks 
between this depot and Blacksburg. The two places are also connected by a tele
phone line. 

The summary of attendance for the year 1892-'03, is given in the 
catalogue as follows. 

RECAPlTULATlON. 

Gracluate Students .. . ..... .... ... .... .................................. 10 
Under-Graduate Students: 

Seniors.. . ... . ..... . ....... . ......... ... ......... . .. . ......... . 6 
Juniors . . . . . . . . . ... . ........ . ........... ... ... .. . ... .. . . .. .. 12 
Sophomores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Freshmen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 

100 
Special Student~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

Total Collegiate Students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 
Sub-Freshmen Students.................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 177 

Tho " Faculty and Officers" of the College, number twenty-seven. 
John M. McBryde, PH. D., LL.D. , is the President. 

HAMPTON NORMAL AND AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE, HAMPTON, 

VIRGINIA. 

This Institute, which has become one of the best known, as it is 
one of the most interesting, of the educational institutions in the 
country, was established in 1868, by the American Missionary As
sociation of New York, with the purpose of a.iding in the education 
of the colored people. It was opened in April1868, with an attend
ance of fifteen scholars, on a manual labor basis. In 1870, it was 
chartored by the General Assembly of Virgini~ a Corporation of 
17 members being created under the corporate title of "The Trustees 
of the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute," empowered to 
elect their own successors. In March, 1872, the L egislature granted 
to it one third of Virginia's share in the United States Land Grant 
to Agricuitural Colleges. The remaining part of the fund going, as 
already stated, to found the Agricultural College for whites at Blacks-
burg; . 

This sum was invested in State 6 per cent Bonds. The State 
annually pays the interest $10,000, to apply to the many expenses of 
the institution. The United States Freedman's Bureau, also made 
liberal grants by which needed buildings were erected. Benevolent 
individuals have also given land and funds for needed purposes, 
while many annual scholarships of $70 each, are endowed. 

The Institute has taken a farm of 600 acres, and is building a 
machine shop, etc. The wise management and the enthusiasm of Col 
Armstrong, the principal of the school, having created a very gen
eral interest in his undertaking. It is largely due however, to the 
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cxporilllc ll t l tert· i11angnratctl in April l81'8, of t raiuing Intlia.n youti1, 
tlw.t espec ial i:tterest h as h('t•n awa.ken etl in tho work of the Ramp. 
ton In~titutf·. Tho two races k wc lJeCH taught together and so far 
tlH! cxpcrinH·nt ltas m et with g reat success. 

SpL'a.ki n;; " f thu Ind ians, tho Principal in ropol't of 18';'!), says : 

Tlw ~-: i rJ . ; ;~o to school fi\·e tlays en.c h week, are taught sewin!;, hon~Phold w ork, 
a w l a n · to I ~· iast m ctetl in cooking and gardening. 

Th•· hoys work on the farm, n. fe w in shops, an entire day eac h wet-k, a nd besides, 
an• di,·itkd into squads RO that each one work~ two hours da ily fo r four <lays each 
\\'<'e k in Lhn .. train ing shop," under )Jr. G. B. Starlnn·atlter , whe rt• they are ta ught 
tltr 11se of tools. antl to work in wood, iron, t in and leather. Saturday is holiuay, 
with fr<'e ac·t·ess to shops, where many r esor t ,-olnnta rily. 

Our l ndi:ut youth are encouraged to pract ice and impro\"e in their nat ive art. 
l'aintin.~ on paper, fans, antl on pot tery , brin1-,~ them pocket m oney which keeps 
tll( ' lll e lit •f•rfuJ. 

Thn zwgro has the only American m usic; t he Indian ha.s the only American ar t. 
llwlicn} it to he :~ (luty to preser ve, a nd in a w ise and natura l way to develop 

hn tli . 'fhC' laUL· r j,.; c urimtsly suggesti,·e of a.ncient Egyptia n tn· oriental styles. 
Tlwn• i.; nn o riental expression in tho Indian's countenance. 

Our Indian pa intings are much sou ght after , and a re doing gootl in m a ny places 
a s relllintlers of the needs of a noble but wronged people. 

In the R epor t of 1880. tho Principal thus :-;peak :-; of the progress, of 
tho lndin.n pnpils : 

Their stmlie;; are rudimenta ry ; teaching is chiefly hy the obj ect m ethod. They 
arc now r ending s imJIIe stories, arc eager to learn , and m ost iutet·esting as pupils. 

In work they are slow , bu t a.~ a r ule, willing , and have made satisfactory prog· 
ress. In the l mlia n w orkshopH the fo llowing nrticles ha>e been m ade: a one-horse 
cart complete, :"lllll quan ti t.ic~; of ;;pukes a nd other m a tC'ria ls used in wheel-wrighting; 
a variety of s1nall and nscful a rtic le . .; of ul:lcks mith w ork; :-~ 11 t he wooden tables 
use(l ill t he sehnul, :uulm:my articlt•s of " ·oodwork; all the tinwa re n eeded by the 
sehoul; most uf the shot•-mezHling-, a n,l a few pa irs of shoes. They h ave replaced 
broken wintlow-pazws. :11111 dono many slllnll jobs in pa inting and other m echanical 
work. Tht•y han•. u lllll•r <l in ·dicm uf a (';trpenter , uuilt a two-s tory carriagehouse, 
~-! x 50 f t .. ,,·eather-buan le•l nnd shing led. 

The f:ln u squad has worke•lregula rl y ha lf a day , cultiva t ing the various crops. 
Tlw ~iris h:wc h:ul instruc tion i n househohl industries, wash ing, ironing, and 

\'Onking . They an• learning to w a ke and m end their own clothes. 
Instca•l of rccci~ in:; clothing as fast as it was w om out, the boys ha•e been put 

on w ages. out or w hich they are <'xpeetecl to purchase their clothing; there is some 
wa,;tc, but the consequences o f nny foll .v are sure to be felt, and a >aluable lesson 
in ih(• use of m oney is t.hus g iven. Putting m en on a manly footing is the best 
way tu prom ote' manhood. Thi>; fact is nt t he bottom of any success with the 
wcal; cr races of our country. 

The govprnment allows 8Hi0 JWr yt>ar. for Pach Indian pupil; this 
l tnwe \re t·, with 1ho <'nrnings of hi:; labor, does not meet the cost; the 
deficiency is mn.1l o up l,y gifts 11f in<l iYiduals and societies. 

The sclwol tliff.e rs f rom most of the oth er institut ions that have 
arisl'lt m~<1 er. or Ul'l' l1C'Hefitted lrY. th e U nitefl States Land Grant, in 
tl tat i t i:; n •a 11 y a manual labor l:i~hool. " La bor is r equired of all for 
tho sakl1 of L1iscipline and instruction. Day schohtrs a re expected 
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to work at the rate of one hour a day without compensation, at such 
industries a.s may be assigned them. Students usually work during 
one Sl~hool day each week and the whole or half of Saturday, thus 
securing four whole days for study each week, and from one and a 
hn.lf to two days of work." 

EMPLOY:MENTS TAUGHT. 

" The following is a list of school industries : 
The farm,, with bone-grinding, grist-mill, soap-making, blacksmith's shop, 

butcher's shop, and milk-dairy. 
The engineer's department, with knitting-machines, broom-shop, shop for iron

work, rag-carpets weaving, and carpenter-shop. 
Girls' industrial department, for making and mending garments, and learning to 

sew by hand and machine. 
Household work, including washing, ironing, table duty, and cooking lessons for 

the girls." * * * * 
The problem of the school, indut~trially is-1st. To make labor as instructive as 

possible. 2nd. To turn it to the best account. 
By giving each student one and a half or two days' work each week, and four 

whole days for study (by having a detail of one-fifth out of each school day, and 
all or one-half on Saturdays), his mental interests do not suffer materially; be is 
physically better off; is able to pay about one-half, in some cases the whole, of his 
personal expenses; if! better fitted to take care of himself, and becomes more of a 
man. 

Labor schools are expensive. We do not expect our industries, as a whole to 
pay. They are primarily educational; yet they have, under the circumstances, 
done well this year; and in time some of them will, I think, be remunerative; but 
that is not to the point. 

In respect to its manual labor feature, the Echool has been considered an experi
ment. 

A fair conclusion is this : If its friends are ready to pay the increased cost of 
giving a practical education, by training both hand and head. the work can be done 
here: and the student will be fitted for life far better than he would be without 
that drill. 

In addition to the regular students there are so called work students, 
who pass their first year at work, for wages, all day through the 
whole year, and attend night classes.-" They earn enough, often, 
to carry them through all the rest of their course in the Institute, 
and get habits of industry and self help to last them their lifetime." 

OF THE SCHOOL AND STUDENTS. 

The course of study is three years. The first two include elementary studies of 
a wide range; the last, higher mathematics and some scientific instruction ; enough, 
I think, for the purpose of the school, which is to develop character and educate 
teachers for the colored race. Political, natural, and moral science in the senior 
year test their powers, and are needed both for mental discipline and for their prac
tical value. I need not dwell on the academic work of the Institute, although it is 
the leading department, to which all others are subsidiary. It requires the entire 
time of twenty teachers. It embraces the studies of a primary, grammar , and high
school course. No dead languages are taught. Our advanced work will more and 
more be scientific. In this direction almost nothing has been done for the colored 
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racl'. It will 1Jc of great use to them in the development of the resources of the 
cnuntry ahout tlum1. 

Thu stanclarcl of ::ulmission- a knowledge of reading and writing, ami of arith
meti<··, throug-h Jon ~; division-cannot be raised till more thorough work shall be 
done in tl11• pul.Jli\: fn·n s\'hooll'l. The crow<ls that irn~gulrtrly attend them, as badly 
olf fur books as fur clothing, 111akc slow progress. 

I n t lw com·:-;u of ~tn(ly of the first year, " Map drawing" is taught. 
R egular iHstnwt.iun in practical farming is begun with tho boys and 
continued tlmmghout the t hree years course, while like teaching in 
sowing awl honsc.ltoltl industries is tMtght the gil'ls. 

Froo-haJHl !hawing is one of the regular studies of tho second year, 
it is not givun thu last year. 

An attenda.ncu of ~L l colored boys ancl HiO colorud girls, in all 
:371; aml of G~ In(lian hoys and 2l; Indian girls , in all flO; making a 
total of 41il Rtutlents, is reported for 1881. 

A totn.l of 501 pupils, is reported for 1881- '82 ; of these tlwre are 28 
Indian girls n.lHl lil I lillian hoys. I n n.l1 , 89 Indian you th. Leaving a 
tutu.l of 412 colored students; of these 173 n.re girls, aJHl 2:3$l boys. 

A NOBLE LIFE. 

The death of General Armstrong, which took place on Thursday 
May 11th, 1 SD3; a few days before the celebration of tho twenty fifth 
anniversary of the fouJHling of tho Institute, to which his life had 
hoen so nnreservodly devotetl; lemls a deeper interest to his latest 
wor(ls, contai nc(l in his twenty fif th a nnual r eport, for the year ending 
J nne 30th, 1803, which ho luul prepared for that OCC[tsion. Before 
this, in tho hook: issiH.Hl l)y t he Insti tute, entitleJ, "The Records of 
Hn.m pton's T wenty-Two Y ears' vV 01·k" * tho principal had, for the 
firs t t i nw, gi von <L personal statumunt concerning his own life work. 
Sonto sixty pagP!·.w f 1.his hook were isf::ued ill pamphlet form two yeat·s 
l>eforo tho Volumt~ . These hits of n.utobiogntphy, alHl details of the 
o rig i11 aJl(l gr\)Wth of the WOJl(lerful work which h e iuitiatetl and ac
compl ish cd; arc, i 11 themselves, so full of interest, and are so int imately 
r C'latc1l to tho m <:e problems of t•duca.tion which confront theAmct·ican 
people, that 110 apolugy is neede!l fot· their introduction here. The 
experinwnts of imlustrial training umlertaken at H ampton, n.re so 
tl iroctly in line with the topics treated in this volume of the present 
R eport. nllll arc of such Yital importance to the future welfare of tho 
Afri can awl IJl(lian populn.tious of these United States, that thA 
1m• I hocls t.huro n<lopte<l are stated here n.t tumsun.llength. The judg
mt•nt o f' Chmeml.Armst.nmg, n.s to the kinds of t raining best adapted 

* Twenty-Two Yt•ars' 'Vvrk of the Ha.mpton Norrnal and Agricultural Institute, 
at H a tn pt<)ll. Vi rg inia. Rt•t·onls of Neg-ro an<l Indian Graduates and Ex Students, 
\\'ilh historit·al and personal sketches antl te:;timony on important race questions 
front within anu without, to which :we athled , hy courtesy of Messrs. Putnmns & 
f:ions, N.Y. , ,;nnw of the Songs of the Race:; gathered in the School. Illustrated 
\\'ith l"it'Wti and twtp:;. Hampton Normal f:ichool Press. 1893. Pp. 520. 
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in I !to wi~c development of our African fellow citizens JH>W number
iii~ .,,.L'l' eight millions, is entitled to the most sHrions consideration 
J,,· l1lal'ks a111l whites alike. Tho (1n.ring experiment by him begun 
a ;11l L·arrie( 1 ont with such gratifying snccoss, ch a lleHgos the attention 
(l r ;t ll c·dncators. 

< ll' 1\ri;; h eroic man, whoso life encletl a,t the compa.rn.tivoly early 
<I~" of fifty four years, the Christian Union, in an appreeiat.iYO 
nt•'J'l<Wial editorial in its issue of May lOth, 1803, says: "His whole 
lil'1· >nts a consecrateLl one. Hampton Institute· is n. nineteont.h-cen
lllr.': ,·atlwtlral, built by a ninteenth-century sn.int, to the glory of 
c;., ,]. ·· To the t wo races so gre~ttly wronged by the white race on t his 
Clli il inf'nt, he gave, and inspired others to give, unstintingly. 

J Ii~ faith in the generous cooperation of t he good people of America, 
kill'\\' Jl() shadow of doubt, anu his personal devotion to the welfttre 
"'. tli•hO chilllren of the Llarket· races, left no opportunity for failure. 
J 11 1 \J i~ ~o calle<l "A.go of Materialism;" Hn.mpton Institu to, stn.wls in 
.~·!1 •l'il>lls protest against th e nspersion, a wl furnishes striking evi(lencc 
ol' tlw existence mul efficacy of Christian self a,lmegation a.n<l sac
rilin·. 

THE MEMORIAL SERVICE. 

On t.ho afternoon of tho "Anniversary Day," Monday, May 25t11, 
LS!l:l, 11·as hel<l the m emorial service to th e F ounder of the Institute. 
A grt';tl throng were in attendance. Distinguish ed Divines from the 
N~n·tlt. fr iends and Tmstees of the Institute, paid eloquent tr ibutus 
to llw nwmory of the man. From the addresses macle, two typical 
tr i I Hl11·,; . i I lnstrn.ting the wisdom, generous nature and g ren.tness of 
th i,; ( li·•·at Tuadter, are here quoted from the r eport of the memnrial 
s('n' i<·•: in tho New Y od;: Evangelist, of June 15th, 1803. Tho first 
i,.: h.'· a ,·olon:<l Teacher, tntinecl at Ham pton, who h as himself snc
(' ''"~1'1111.'· <lirocte<l tL similar sdwol in the fat· South; Mr. Booker T. 
IVa" I ii11gtuu. Principal of the Tuskegee N ormnl Sehool, Abhmn;L: t ho 
othui· i,; hy ;m ol<l Virginian, n. r esi<le nt of Hampton, wh o, a.s nn ex
C"II r~ -d, ·rat.o officer, might well have b oon prcj ntlico<l ngai nst this 
Uli i• o;: ( h:wentl, who came thoro as n special champion an<l g um·dian 
()[ t l11· unfra~tchisod negroes. To lw.vc dov0loped iu one of these 
•lt•:-<pis1·<l <·ontrahamls such qualities as his address i1Hlicates; or to 
lia1·1· o1·c·rcome the natural prejuJice of n. Virginian <LnLl former slave 
< l\1'11 1'! '. u1·idences both the integrity of character a.ntl the rare abilities 
(•I' tl"' T t·;tcher , ns well as tho powerful personal influence of tho 
lll;iii : "·hie I 1 was so markorl a charn.cteristic of Genoml Armstrong. 

l n •t<lolition to the income of the institution a rising from the La nd 
rtr.iitl Fnllll, tit,~ anntHLl appropriation by the Stnte L egishtture, awl 
I hi • profits from the Farm, atul W ork Shops; G en eml A rmstrong was 
f•Ji '1't·d himself each year, to r a ise some s ixty t hons<LWlLlollars l>y 
pt·t·:,:I)I Jal :tl'[>e::t.ls to the Lenevu lence uf private i tH.l.ivid uals tltrouglt-
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nnf the crHmtry. \ iV.ith <l fai th that Hevcr falLere<ll1e ~uccessfnll y 
a <.:compl is hod h l:; ~ol r-im po:;cr l task: and. possibl y, hy n u sn rer m ethod 
U)lllrl tho gruat wor k that was l1e ing wrought out at H ampton, 
havo heen so effe<.:tually hrunght to the knowl eclge of the American 
pr·uplo. To S lt<.:ee~:-;sully cren.te, uttl"l' fo r n.n<l clirect in a ll their mater
ial ar lfl e<lneat ional needs, n. <.:ommnaity o f severa l hnmlrc<l persow;; 
anrl by lri s owll uxr;rtinns. trJ securo as a f ree gift each year, so lm·gc a 
stun of nwn<·.\' ],y pe r·sonal a<ldre~ses anrl appon.h to th u cr•mJH uni ty, 
a rg- ur·s tl11 : posSl'ss ion of ex traordinar y executive capac i t~- n.ncl llll

uoJJunon snlf rle\·otiorr to clnty. 
~uc l r was Lht' life work of Samuel 0 . A rmstrong . snb:;equent to 

Iris patt·irJtic scn ·ice in the Armies of t he Union.* Of the man and of 
It is i nllu once over h is pupils, his for mer schola r t hus l.1ore witness at 
tlw ll wmoria l m ooting just r eferred to : 

ADDltESS J!Y I'JU:SI IH:::>'I' WASH INGTON, OF TU!';KEGEE. 

[tis cnmp:tratil·el5· ert->,1- to speak nf the General as om· teache r, but he was more. 
! [, . was the !wart of o u r m t:e. :t iHl held us so strong ly and tenrlerly there tha t t he 
g-n·at hm rt; broke wlwn most men were j ust beginning t o li'l·e. He \\':lS 111ore than 
a f ri end; the power of h is lm·c. his <·nnfidence. his pe rsonality was so g reat that 
h is s tmh•nts' n?\'l'rcuc·p is ahno,;t worship. But the last thing h e wouhl want is 
\\'onls of praise; e \·cry spark of t'lH' rg~· in him went to the purpose o f lifting up 
t lw unfortnn:1te. His work in V irginia ~·ou :11l know. The m se I plncc on his 
_l.;' ra\'C' is lti.~ work a t Tusk<'gt•t•. EJe,·en y<?n r,.: ngo it began with thirty pupils and 

·=+I :1111 in<h-htotl t l l Pre.~id cnt Frissell for a cvpy o f the touching '·l\Iemoramla" 
writt<'ll ''·'· Ul'n<'ml A rmstrong ami found aftet· his rleath. deposited with his will. 
1n thest' fl'\\' wo n ls. frnm l•t',I'Ond the tomb as it were, the genuine s implicity, rev
t' rt•nt tll'l·ot ion. a111l c hl•t•rful spirit of the ma n. nppear. A few sen tences from the 
op!•Jiilll-;" a11d t:losin~-;" parap;raph,:;. an' he re quoted. Ho wishes no biography. states 
t ill' mai11 iuci t lt•nt~ vC his life. :IIHl i ~ thankful for all the hle~~ing-s he h as recited; 
spr •a ks t.l•ntlcrly of wi ft• a ml d lildrt!n ; a 111 \ rejoice:; in his oppoztunities a t H a mpton, 
" ·!lid • " ha~ bJp,;sC'rl lllt' in ~o mauy way:;."-1. E. C. 

Till' paJ>l'l' wa:; \\Tittcn ··to ~ay thi ngs that I shonlt\ ,,·ish known shoul1l I sur\denly 
d it•. l wi~h to b~· huriC'd in the sthonl g raxe yard , a mong the stmlen ts, where on~ 
of the111 w ould han~ heen put h ad he d ied m •xt. I wish no m <mnment or fuss 
whaten•r O\ 'l'l' mr p;raYe: only a. s imple heatl:;to ne-no text or sentimen t inscr ibed, 
t•n l.'· m,r name ami the rlate. I wish the s implest funera l SC'rYice , without sermon 
vr attelllpt a t oratory-a ~nl clier's fnneral. 

1 hope there will he t'IIOu~h frientb to sec that the work o f the Sehool shall con· 
tinul'. U nlcss !Some shall make sarrifices for it. i t cannot go on. A work that 
n•quire~ no ~acrificl' dnPs not ('ount for much in fulfill ing God's plans. But what 
i ~ c<H nmonl.' · ca ller\ sacrifice is t ht' ht.>st. ha ppiest use of one's self and one's re· 
s< Hon·ps-tht• best in"I'Ciilmen t of time. strength. a nd means. He who makes no 
~u.-!1 s:H-ri tl ce i:; most to lw pitiPtl. He is a heathen, because he knows nothing of 
( :od. .,,, ·:·:· .,.,. Pr:L.n·r is tho greatest power in the world. ·~ ·:+ * Bamptonmu:;t 
not go tlnwn. Rec to it. \ ' Oll who a rc true to the black a nd red children of the 
l:111< 1. aut! to jus t ideas of Ptlncntion. The J,n-al(Y of nw o ld soldiers, and of my 
"tn•lt·nt,.:. has ht•Pn au uus peaknule comfort. .It ,;ays to .follow on e's best light-to 
pul <lntl azltlt'<Hml r.'· fir:;t ; onrsel\·e:; afterwa rds. Ta ps has j ust sounded.' ' ·' i;. C . 
. :\ n nst rnu~ ... 

" liaz uptun. Va. , N!lw Yeat·'~ Eve. 1890. " 
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,.11 •. l•·achcr; to-day it has ~ix hundred StlHleut,; a.nd thirty-four teach(•rs, own,; one 
th· •ll-':1nd four hundred acres, tweuty-cight huilrling,;, of whic h Rt'\"t•ntec n were 
lon il: I'.'- our s tudents. 

'•n r gTl:':lt chief ta ught us that all material success is nothing exct•pt as it con
tril otHd to the elenttion of lJlankind. H ow has Tuskegee stood this t est. Its white 
ll• ·i:.Jtl•ol',; ha,-e become its friends, and n'~pect General Armstrong and his work. 
11:t" thu uarknc::;s around it, w here a dense population of colored pt>oplo li\'C, iu 
i\!'11 .. ;·:11H't- and abject po,-ert_,. anti tlegrathtion. Tuskegee teachers ha,-e gone an1l 

1:,. , o>lt<Li<)llizE>rl different couunnnities. (Jenera! Armstrong saw that to r a i:;u men 
tlwn · nm~t lte tmining of h l'<lll. henrt, aml h and. Four hundred Tuskegee stmlents 
ha n• n·•·cin'cl enough to g•> ont anrl gh·o it. The.'· ha\'e taught 30,000 chilth·en in 
the c ; ,.If States. Tuskegee h:Ls beett in,.;trumenta l in starting imlustrial ;;chools at 
l:a lhro~ln aml )[t. i'lleil:,"S, and in starting the annnal Tuskegee Confcrencl' or Far
lltt ' r~ . .\t first General Armstmng's methods \\'Cl'e opposed by many. Now they 
are,,., 11 to be right all through the Sotlth. Thrro are still millions to reach. Let 
it Itt' rite :uubitiou of H ampton's children to work as he worketl. till we carry a 
tlrup .. ~· his lif't>-blood to every darke:;t corner of the darkest Sonth, :mtl in doing Ro, 
"·e ,l.:r il u<Jt fo rget to uphold the hands of him whom General Arm:;trong lon•d , 
:uul nn "'hose shonltlershis mn.ntle hasfallen." (Rev. H. R. F rissPII , ncwl~-:tppointed 
Prinl' ipal , to the satisfaction of all nt H amptonl. 

-:-:- ·:f * * * -:: ·:'t 

Fn•Jll the seYet·al eloquent, appreciative an1l touchiug adll resses, 
illu,.:!J ating as they did, the varions phases of this stro11g' man 's 
clutr:••· ttn·; sho\ving his great heart full of sympathy for all t.l1e 
'Jl'P~'''""ocl, Jlis ntro tact, discretion :tJl(l cxecutiYo force, the two 
Lrilm 1, .,_ "·hich, on the one h ancl, proYo l1is p uwer oYer his pupih, and 
on th·· other, his snccess in wilming tho friend ship of a h o~tilo, or, at 
least. :l ll incli fferent community . m·e chosen. T1 te words of ltis fo1·mer 
pnpil l1aYe n.lreaclybeen g iven . Later in the exercises his H ampton 
JH:ig1 rlJ<H' ~poke, ns follows : 

ADDRESS BY COL. 1'ABB. 

Col"'"'l Thomas 'i'aub of llampton, Va., an ex-Confederate ollicer, l.>ut for m a.ny 
."t":tr' a • rit·rul and Tmstee of H ampton I nstitute, spoke most f t<cling ly uf his own 
anrl 111l11·1' titizeus' admiration a nd n•spect for General Armstrong, whom he ha1l 
knoll'n fnr t we nty-tiYe years and rn<Jrc, since he came tu Hamptun as ot-licer in 
dtar;..:-•· 11f lt·n counties of Virginia, u nder the Freed maz:.':s llureau, in care of 
"n·f'u.o.:•·•·.<, l-'n•t•tlmen, and al.>am:oned lands." " H e came in the dark days. when 
tht· •·x·< "nl't'derate and the widows, and childless w ere retuming to the tlt'Serlt'tl 
lrrmH·-. t 'ourts \\'t·roshut; theBurcauadmiuisterecl justice. l\Iany were embittered. 
Hr· lt:ul" •liflicult position. But he impressed us at once as 110 man hatl done, as a 
lrue. 111·,,, e. just, impartial man, feadess or consequences, impartially j ust to white 
:rnd l'lllo on·cl. Sll'eet m c•nJOries come to me of h i:; gootlness to those who JH:edetl it. 
Tla· ltr: r~·(·st are tht' t enderest. 'l'hes{' nJagnific~·nt buildings tell tire story of his 
at·t·onrpli-ltn u·nt~: more than thnt, the lmndretls of young men anu women who 
alltlr t·uu;;h thb land have gone to eleYate their people. 'l'hey are his rnomHtwllt. 
~-'•·o pt. · nl' (' 'PI'.\' da~s. condition , aml race stootl b_,. his g ra\'e to do him r e\·crence. 
It isu1.1 pride to IHt,·e !mown th is gTeat man fur tweutr-five years, a man of i11lenfie. 
~·Hrnt;,;t • ·n tliusiasm anti of supl'ritn· jndgurent, a u rau of uUer sci f-for~etfulnt·ss-tlti ,-

1' a lu·r... Lik (• t 'lu·ist. him"•' ! f. lw !!;':txe his ;;plt•ntlid !if~ to his country, to !Huuau
ity. l t1 c:.u1.·· 



(\1 X JmUC:ATTON IN TJTE TNOU~TRTA T, AND FINR A R 'l 'S. 

Front tl10 ~tc>ry of " H ampton 's Twenty T wo Yom·::;,,. already 
r c fon cd to, tho following extra.<.:ts a.ro taken. I n view of l'Ocent 
i neicl cnts occurring in connection with Ha.wai i, tlte fact t hat Gcn
oml Arm~trong- was Jt:tt i vc horn to tho islands , and that h is early 
l i l'o was pm;sc·cl tlt f' t·n. loncls pt'osont inturC'st to his words. His evi
dct tt lifu trainin .~ fur tho groat work lto was to do tLt Ha.mpton, is 
sng-gcstinJ aJtCl improssiY<' . Tltu chilahood of this son of mission
a ry parents, pa,:sc:cl am ong these simple heathen peoplo ; the later 
c·xpuri uJH·e o[ t.hc ltc'grocs, ;Lcclni r l'cl clnring the wa r for the Un ion, 
wl ti ch l>r()ught so closuly uw1cr his observation the enslaved Afri
<·alls ; a.ll fitt.ocl him, ns perha~)S 110 other man iu tho whole country 
wa,: fitted, to snccessfnlly mtdcrtako the unique enterprise of attempt
ing· to ci ,·ilizc two n.licn ra.ces. Snch prepa.ra.tion and such success 
gi,·c! Wt!ight rmd ::mthority to his ·words. 

I n the profac.;o to tho work from which th ese ::mtol>iographical 
11nLus are t.akcm, l'l'furonco is maclo io a fo rmer publication i~sued by 
P ttf nalll's, Nuw Ycn·k, in 1873, entitletl .. Hampton and its Students ;" 
nncl tl to cunc1iLion t hon, with tha.t i tt lt:;!):J, is thus contrasted: 

f:iint•t• that tilllt!, its l.milolings ha,·e increasetl from the or s ix to o•er forty; its 
stw ll'nls fmm li.i to G::>O hoarding students, r epresenting twenty-two states and 
tc rritoric•s : i t. i-; )W0 \\'11 a:; tlto first of the modern Eastern Schools for I ndians us 
wt!ll a:; tl tc• fir)<t Southern f:!l'hnolo . its kiUtl for the freedmen, anu, with its repre
st•ntatin·~ t•f 11i•w other races or nationalities- Afro-Cuuan, Russian, Natb·e Afri
cnn , Anuenian , l't·r:;ian, Ult iuesc, J apauese, Austra lian aud Hawaiian,- ·may claim 
to haYc " put a ginllc ar,uutl the world." Or;uluating its first class iu 1871, it has 
110\\' 7:?3 g ratl na!t•s (:?.) of lht'm Imlians). almost \\'iihout exception t eachers and 
ll'ach•rs of tlll'i r )H'opl!·, dticl'ly in th!' cnnntr.v districts of V irginia. :tnd neighl.Joring 
f:iou t ht• m Htal t•s. Th<·~c· , w ith a.t least ltalf n:; mnny more colored under-graduates 
\\'ho h>md t awl clo ollt!' l' \\'ork , ::t.llll ahont 3.J.) retnrneu Inuiau students, the great 
lll:tj. >rit,,· o[ wholll h::t.\'l' clone w t•ll , arc the frui t :mel ntcasure of Hampton's work 
f<> t' t\\'o I"IH'l'S, 

Tllll follow ing a.ro G eneral Annst wHg':': "·onls with which the 
h uuk l a"lginl': : 

FROM 'rflfo: llEGlNN ING. 

[Ry S. ('. Al'lllSlron~.] 

It nwant sonwthing to the Hampton School, aml perhaps to the ex-slaves of 
Anwric;t, that, from 1 ~:?0 to lSGO, t he tlis tinctiYely missionary periou, there was 
worketl out in the Ha\\'ai ian Isl:uuls, the problem of the emancipat iou, enfran
clt isl'lltCil t ::t.llcl Christian d l'ilizntion of n. d:trk-skinnetl Polynesian people in n1any 
n •spt•t·ls li ke the Negro nl<'l'. 

Fw111 li:!:JI, nty p:tn•nts, HiC'hnnl Arms trong of P ennsylvani:t aml Clarissa Chap· 
lllall of' llras><:tt'ltttst• tb. \\'l' l'l' missionarit•s, till m y fa thl•r':; appointment, in 1847, as 
l\rinistpr· of Public Insirud .ion , when lte took charge M, amlin part built up, the 
li\'c h11ncht>clllawaiian frt•c schools ami solllt' l'f the higher educational work, until 
!tis oh-ath in l~(iO, 

llont then• in 1~39, ami lea,·ing the l'Onntry in 1860, to complete my education 
llrttlc ·r I )r. l\ !a rk llopldw; a t ·wi\liaiJls ( 'ollcg-e, l\fass., I had tlistinct impressions of 
ll 11 · pPopk, of thL· \\ '<>rk for thetn aml of its n •sults. J.ct me say here, that what
l' \'t· r g-oocl lt>;lt'hin;..: l t11ay !tan· tlonc Ita:; ln•t·ll l\f:trk H opkins teaching through me. 
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1111 hor~eback, and in canoe tours with m y father allll alone, around those g randly 
]•idn rL'~IJIH>. Yolcanic islands, inspecting schools and liYing much among t hu nati>es 
(t ! ,,_·n ;.:;L'HPrally Christianized), I noticed how easily the children learned frum book~, 
"' '"" un i,·er~ally the people attended church and had family prayers- always charm
in.c;i _,- hLl~pi tal.Jle; and yl't that t lwy lived pr etty much in the old ways; all in one 
r ' "'"L im:ltuling the stranger within their gates, who usua lly hat! , however, the 
,,..,I!L of th l.) raised end and a curtain. They seemed to hase accepted . but not to 
lt;t , ." fully adopted , Christianity ; for they diLl nut haYe the condition,; of liYing 
w!ti.-!1 11\alw high standards of m orality possil.Jle. 

\\"l ,ik fa r auoYe the plane of h eathenism, most of its low aml enwl practicl's 
ha,·ing· <lisnppeareLl , and while they w r re ~imple and sincere l.JelieYers, nmtrilm(ing 
p[ t hc·ir substance to the churches mure, in proportion, than any American eom 
lllltnity o( which I n ow know, they couhl not, under the circm.ustance:;, keep u p 
to a , , i_~h leYel of conuuct; the " old mau " in them haLl pretty much his own way. 
Till'_,. wt·W like t he people to whom the epistles of the New Testament wero writ ten : 
Lhey iH•rc g rown up ch ildren. 

'['., pn•ac h the Gospel rather than to organize living was the mi:;sionary illea. 
DL·,·ut<:d women Yi:;itetl their houses, and practical u10ra lity was thuHtlered f rom 
th•· ]'Ill pit. "Let h im that :;tole steal n o m ore," or the like, was the daily precept , 
f, ,]]u\\·L·d loy se\·(·ro church tli:;cipline; but h ouses without partitions, and en:;y-guing 
trupit·al way:-;, after generations of licentious life, made virtue scarce. 

Tl,. ·y ""L•re not hypocrites, and, f rom their star ting poin t , had Jn;uk a g reat 
ad mnet•. "Our saints a re about up to your respectable sinner:;," s;LiLl :1 r cturnet.l 
Jni:-;:-:i,,nary. 

Illu~lr;tling two lines of educational work among them, were two institutions : 
!111 · Lahaina-luna (go,·er ument-) F:ieminary for young m en, where, w ith manual 
lah .. r. lllalhclllatics allll other h igher l.Jra nches were taught; ami tl w Hilo Boarding 
:u11l ~"' nual-labur (missionary) School for boys, on a simpler basis, under the dc\·oted 
IJaYid !\. L_nnan and his wife. As a rule, tlw former turned out more brilliant; 
thL' 1 <~111- r, h·ss aLh-anced but more solid men. 

y,, ""'king t he plan of the Hampton Institute, that of the Hilo School seemed the 
l•t·st (., l"olluw. 

l\lr. L_nnan'::; boys had become among the best teachers and workers for the ir 
peopl•· ; \\"hile graduates of the higher school, though many had done nobly at home 
ruul in l"nn•ign fields, had frequ ently been Ll i s~"Lppointing. 

Ht·n•·•· !'atlH' our policy of oaly Euglish aml generally element..'u'Y and imlnstrial 
krwhin;; at H:unpton, aml its system of tmining the hand, lu?rttl aml heart. lis 
gradual,·~ a rc to be not only good teachers, but sk illed workers, ahle to buiJ,l homL•s 
a111l <'an' <l living fur themselves and encourage others to do the same. 

W AR EXPElUENCES WITII THE FREEDMEN. 

'1\n , :1 11 d a half years' ser vice with Negro soldiers (after a year as Captain ami 
Major in t he 125th New York Volunteer:;)-as Lieut . Colone l ::tml Colonel nf the 
Ninth "n'l Eighth Regiments of U. S. Coloreu Troops, cmwinced me of the exccl
lenL 'lu;tlities and capacities of th e freedmen. Their llnick response to gooLl treat
Hll'nt <IIlii to tlisdpline, was a constant surprise. Their t idiness, devotion to t heir 
duty and their leaders, their dash and dat·ing iu battle, a n(l a mbition to impr ove
often ~tutlyiug their spelling books under fire-showed that slavery was a fabe , 
thoug-h doubtless, for the time being, an educative conuition , and that they deserved 
a~ ~ontl a "hancc a:; any people. 

!11 :\la rch. J ~GG . I was placed by General 0 . 0. H oward, Commissioner of the 
Fn•L•<lnu·n ·s 13nreau, in charge of ten couuties in Eastern Vi rginia , with bt•;u.lcjltarter:-; 
at Hantpton, the g reat" contraband " camp ; tu manage Negru affairs ami to adju~t, 
if jJO:;~iiJI<·, the relation,; of tl w race~. 
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Co Ioree l sc ptattcrs hy thousands and General Lee's disbanded soldiers returaing to 
t heir f:unilies. came to:;Ecthl'r in m.v t!ist rict, on hundretls of "abandoned " farms 
which government had sl'iwcl :tncl allowed the freedmen to occupy. There was 
irritatiou , but hoth c la,;ses were ready to do the fair thing. It 'vas about a two 
yf':us' task to settle matters by making terms with the la nd-o,vners, who employed 
111:my Ja l•ort•rs <m their r estored homes. Swarm~ went Lack on passes to the" old 
p lantation,'' with thirty cby:;' rations, and nearly a thousand wet·e placed in fami
]if's in :\[as.-<achusctts, as set·va.nts, through the agency of n "Home" in Cambridge
port, nuckr ehargo nf a comtnittee of Boston ladies. 

'I'll I·: 1\E< atOE;) SU(;CESSl'ULLY MADE TO BE SELF SUSTAINING. 

l iard est of all was to settle the ration question ; about two thousand, having been 
feel for yf'ar.-;, \\"ere <lemorali%:eJ a n•l seemecl hopeless. Notice was g iven t hat in 
thn•c Jllollths, on Od . 1, 1866, a ll rations would be stopped, except to those in llOs
pital, for whom fall provision wa.~ made. Trouble was expected , but there was 
not a ripple of it, or a c:ompla.int, that day. Their r esource was surprising. The 
Negro in a t i:;ht plac:e is a genius. 

It was my cluLy. (•\·e ry three months, to personally visit, and r eport on the con
dition of the teu counties; to inspect the .Bureau office in each , in charge of an 
a rm.v officer; to investi~ate troubles and t o stuuy the r elations of the races. The 
bett1•r class of'whites w:.•r c well disposed, Lut inactive in suppressing any miscon
duct of ihe lower class. Frientllines,; Letween the races was general, broken only 
by politieal <'Xcitement, a.ntl wa!'< du<', I think, to the fact ihat they had been brought 
u p together , oftl'll in tho m:~st intimate ~'ay. from childhood: a surprise to me, for, 
on lllis!'<ionary gronncl. prtrents, w ith the spirit of martyrs. take every pa ins to 
prevent contact of their children with tlte natives around them. 

i\fartial l:l\\- pre>ailecl; there w0re no civil courts, and, for many months, the 
Bureau ofnr·c•r in e:wh county act.,•d on all kinfls of case3, gaining, generally, the 
confhlem:e of bnlh races. \Vhen marlial h w was over ancl the rest were e\·erywhere 
discontintH'll. thl' :'IIi litm·y Court at Hampton was kept np by common consent, for 
nLout six months. 

Scattcre<l f:unilies were reuni ted. From even Louisiaua-fo1· the whole South 
was mappetl out. each county officcreu, am! as a rule, wisely administered- would 
con1 0 infJ uirk::; about tho rehtti\·es aml friends of one who had been solc.l to traders 
yPan; Leforc : a ncl g rea t j ust ice and humanity were done in hringing together 
Lrolwn hons<'IJOlds. 

<.;HEDlT Gl\'E.N TO GENERAL H OWARD AND THE FREEDME:-1'::> BUREAU. 

General Ilow:u·d and the Freedmen':; Bureau c.lill for the ex-slaves, from 1865 to 
1870, a man·cllous work, for which tluo creuit has not been given; among other 
thill!!;S, g iviug to their education au impulse ::tUU a foundation, by granting three 
ami n ha lf millions of dollars for school houses, salar ies. etc., promoting the educa
tiou of about a million colored children. The principal Negro educational institu
tions of to-day, ihen sta rting . were liberally aided , at a time of vita l need. Hampton 
l'<'< '<'i\·ed o>er 850,000.00 through General Howartl. for building a nd improvements. 

On rel ie>ing my preclecessor, Capt. C. B. vVilcler, of Boston , at the Halllpton 
lll'adqnarters, I found an active, excellent educational work going on u nder the 
J\llll'r icn n Missionary Association of New Yor k, which , in 1862, had opened, in the 
Yic·inity, the first school for freedmen in t he Sonth, in charge of a n ex-slave, Mrs. 
Hat·y Peake. o~·er fifteen humlred chilclren were gathering daily; some in old 
hospi tal batTacks-for here was Camp Ha milton, the base h ospital of the Army of 
th,• James, whl'rl'. dnrinp; thl' war. t.hou"ands of sick a nd wonnded soldiers had 
bel'll t·<ut•d for , ami where now over six thousand lie buried in a beautiful National 
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\ · .. ~r,eter.'". The largest class was in the •· Butler School " building , since replaced 
lo.1· ti1e fine "John G. ''i'"hitiicr School-honse." 

HISTORIC Srrt: ATJ0:-1 OF JIAllfPTON. 

1 'l •)~t · a t ha.n:l , the pioneer settlers of America and the first slaves landed on this 
c••nt inent; here P owhatan r eignt>d; here the Indian was first met; hero the first 
) llliia ll child was ba ptised; here freedom was first given the ~<la1·e loy General 
Hul i<·r·,; famous " contraband" order; in sight of this sh ore, the battle of the 
.. )I••Jiitur .. and " Merrimac" saved the U nion a nd re>l)lut ionizec.lnn.n tl warfare ; 
h<'r•· I :eneral Grant based the operations of his final campaign. The place was 
P:: , il.' :wcessible by railroad and water r outes to the North , and to a population of 
t1m 111ill ions of Negroes ; the centre of prospective great commercia l and maritime 
dt·"·l.,plueui-of which Newport News, soon to l1ave the largest and finest ship 
yanl in tho world, is beginning the grand fulfilment-and, withal, a place most 
lwall ht'ul and beautiful for situation. 

l ~""n felt the fitness of this historic ancl strategic spot for a permanent and great 
etl tw:.t iunal work. 

Til.· " '•gl{e,;tion was cordially received by the American Mission ary Association, 
\\'hie· !: authorized the purchase, in June, 1867, of •· Little Scotland," an <'state of 
12.; ;><· rt·~ (siuce increased to 190), on Hampton Rh' er , looking out OYer Hampton 
Roacl~ . 

GENERAL ARMSTRONG UNEXPECTEDLY CALLED TO THE WOUK. 

1\ol t•xpecting to have charge. but only to help, I was surprised, one day, by a 
!Pi ll' I' rrnm Secretary E. P. Smith, of the A. ~I. A., stating that tho man selected 
for I Itt · plnl·c h:lll tleclined, and asking m e if I coultl take it. I replied, "Yes." 

Till 1 hl'n my o wn fut ure haLl been blind ; it had only been clear that there was a 
\\'ork '"do for the ex-slaves , and where aud how it should be done. 

A ci ,. ,· . .Jrenm of the Hampton School nearly as it i:>, had com e to me during the 
wnr a ,-. .w times; once in camp during the siege of Richmond, and once one beau
tiful ,.,·,·ning on the Gulf of 1\:Iexico, while on tho wheel house of the transport 
sh•:w•·-hip " Illinois," enroute for Texas. with t:\0 2.')th Army (Negro) Corps for 
fmnl i· ·r duty on the Rio Grande river, whither it had been ordered, under General 
Slu-ri. l.ul. h' watch and if nece::;sary defeat l\Iaximilian in his attempted conquest 
or ~ l c·, ; t .... 

Ti l(' : !> ing to be done was clear: to traiu selected Negro youth who should go out 
and t .. ;ll'h and lead their people, firs t by example, by getting land and h omes; to 
gi l'!-• t li••J>i not a dollar · that they could earn for the1uselYes ; to teach respect for 
labor. ' " rt·place stupid drudgery wi th skillecl h:uuh; ; and, to these ends, to build 
11 p an inclnsLria.J system, for the sake not only of self-supp:>rt and intelligent labor, 
lim a!'" r .. r the sake of character. And it scemetl et]ually clea1· t hat the people of 
the t 1111n t ry would support a wise work for the freedmen. 

l th i nk ~" still. 
Th•· lni,, ionary plan in Hawaii had not, I thought, considered enough the real 

necrl a11c! wpaknesses of the people, whose ignorance alone was not half the trouble. 
Tlw t·hic r difficulty was, with them, deficient character, as it is with the Negro. 
Hl' i ~ II'IJ:1t his past has made him; the true basis of work for him, n.ntl all men, is 
the ti<" i,·u<i lit- one- tho facts of heredity and surrounding: all the facts of the case. 

Tht> rc· was no euthusiasm for the manual labor plan. People said, " It has been 
tri(·d :1 1 nt .. ·din and cl:;e\\'hcre, and given up; it don't pay." 

.. Of n•ur.:c·." s:1 icl I , .. it cannot pay in a money way, bnt it will pay in a nwrlll 
wa~· : ' '' l "·c· iall~· with the freedmen. It will make them men anrl women as noth
ing e l~<.: \\'ill. It is Lh~ only way to make them good Christians." 
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'flu· :-ic·llo••l has hacl, frotu the first , the good fortune of liiJCml-mindctl Trustees 
who an;cpl<.'i.l its unformnlatetl, practical plan when it OJ"lenctl in April , 1868, wit!~ 
two tmelt<'t"S anrl fifteen pupils, anti adopted m y formal r<'port of 1Si 0,* the year of 
its incorporation nntler a special Act of the Assembly of Virginia. 

HEI.b' l! I-:LP1 Till': FUNJ>~IENTAf, W EA OF H AMPTON. 

By tl u· J\t ·L of lncnrpora tion, the Sehoul Lccame i lltlcpenut•nt of any association 
or svt·t , a11ol of gon~rnmcnt. It docs work for ihc stat.e nntl general government, 
for which it n ·cei,·es aill, but is not controllerl or s upported hy them. 

Fro111 the first , it has been trnc to the idE>a of ethlC.'ttion by self-help, and I hope 
it wjll rv!llain so. Nothing is asketl for the stntlent that he can provide by his own 
lahor ; hu t the !>ystem that gives him this chance is costly. The School depends 
on charity for !i'Gt),UOO.OO; tho student gets nothing but an opportunity to work l1is 
way. \ \'hilP the• work-slwps umst be mndc to pay as fnr as possible, instnJCtiou is 
:~ s ittt(I<Ht;n•t :tK protluction. 

:-ilt·;ttli ly increas ing, it.-; full growth, j ust reached, is 650 bonnling students, from 
::l l statt •:l a111l tet..-it<>rie:l, a ,· .. rag ing 1~ yt•;m-; of age, J:lG o( tht•m Jn(li:tns; SO officers, 
tt-:u·ht•rs n.ncl assistan ts, of whom half :uo in the l'i~hteen inuustria l departments 
aml slwps; 300 chihlren in ihc " Whitt ict· " (primm·~-) tlep:utmcnt. 

Til E COST OF THE SCIIOOJ, TO THE P UBLIC. 

The School is mainta.inetl at a total annual cost of a bout $155,000.00. Deducting 
the lalx•r pay111ents of Negro students, (sa.y $53,000.00), e;too,OOO.OO-wllich is $154.00 
n.piecv-is the net aunnal cost to the public. This is provided, 1st by auuual appro
priation from Virginia of $10,000.00, interest on the State Ag ricultm·al College land
fill Ill (Act of Congress, 1862 ;) 2nd. by au appropriation of ij;20,000.00 by Congress 
for the lllninienance o f 120 out of our 13G Iudhul H, 11t :!:167 apiece ; 3rd, by an income 
of about. $l0,00tl.OO from our endowtucnt fund (<>f $l!H,OOU) an1l ft·om rents; 4th, by 
about $60,000 l'nntrilmtecl l>y the peopl<', in the form of ~70 ~ eholan;hips, donations 
for g-~'JH'ral Jltnpnso antl oceasional unreslric tecl k•gacies. The School is ne>er 
e ln:-<l'tl, I.ut n·clncecl nearly one-half in the sumo1er ; many eolorctl students go out 
to lint! work, and s ixty or more Intlian students have " outings," among Massa
clmsclt...--; farmers. 

COLORED F'JtEE St'HOOJ.<; I =' TilE SOUTH. 

A g reat stimulus to this Institute, nml to a ll like work, has heen the 16,000 Negro 
free schools of the South- nearly 2,000 in Virgin in a lone- costing the ex-slaYe states 
nearly four m illions of dollars a year in tax,~tiun. 

Northern eltm·it.y . a t the m tt• of about a million dolla rs a year, with liooral South
em state a id in some ·ase;; , is supplying ,n-et· twl•nty strong Norma l ami Collegiate 
institutes, mostly under church auspicl'S, where not far fn>m 5,000 adult select 
!\egro youth of both sexes a rc bvi11g fi ltetl to teach and lent! tllt'ir people-industrial 
<•rlucatiou being more anti more appreciatecl and introduced. The Slater Fund has 
bl!en n great stimulus t o their technical training. The Negro girl hns proYed a 
~-:reat sUC<'l'S8 ns a teacher. The "·omen of tho race deserve as good a chance as 
thl' men. 

:-io far . it has l>et•n impossiule to supply the tlemnnd for Negro teachers. School 
hollst•s and salaries, s11ch as they are, arc ready; but competent teachers are the 
great a11tl pressing need . and there is no bette r wurk for the country than to supply 
them. 

• Reprinted in m y Hcport oC 18&.1-00. 
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But the short public school sessions, of from three to seven months, do not give 
full support, and skilled labor is the only resource of many teachers for over half 
tho year. As farmers and mechanics, they are nearly as useful as in the school 
roolll . Hence, the importance of industrial training. 

Hampton's 720 graduates, discounting ten per cent. as disappointing, with half 
that 1mmber of under-graduates, are a working force for Negro and Indian civiliza
tion. To fit them for this field has cost, since April, 1868, the round sum of $1,350,000, 
not including endowments, of which over $500,000 is represented by the School's 
"plant" which is good for generations to come. 

Every year, an account of funds received has been rendered in detail. 
* * * * * * * 

FIRST INDIAN PUPILS RECEIVED IN 1878, 

It was not in the original plan of the School that any but Negroes should be re
cei'l'cd, though the liberal state charter made no limit as to color; but when, in 
18i8, n • • Macedonian cry" came from some Indian ex-prisoners of war in Florida
once the worst of savages-through Capt. R. H. Pratt, whose three years' wise 
management of them in Fort Marion had resulted in a wonderful change, seventeen 
were n.ccepted, at private expense, Bishop Whipple providing for five of them. 
Tho !Ion. Carl Schurz, then Secretary of the Interior, was quick to appreciate the 
success of their first few months at Hampton, and sent us more Indians, from the 
West; then Congress, on the strength of· the results at Hampton, and of Capt. 
Prn.tt's proved capacity, appropriated funds to start the great work at Carlisle, 
where over five hundred Indian youth, under Capt. Pratt, are being taught the 
"white man's way." 

THE EXPERIMENT A SUCCESS. 

The annual Indian attendance at Hampton is now 136, of whom 120 are aided by 
government, the rest by charity. The results are reported elsewhere in this book, 
by Miss Folsom. The death rate, once alarming, has, for six years, been not quite 
one n year. Of the 345 returned Indians, but 25 are reported as unsatisfactory, but 
four of them bad ; the rest are employed as Farmers, Catechists, Preachers, Teachers, 
1\Iech:Ulics, Clerks, etc.; 35 seeking further education, six of them in Eastern Normal 
Schools and Colleges, and 42 of the girls are married, in good homes. 

The old homesickness of Indians at Eastern schools is nearly over. The three 
years' period at school, which was formerly too much like a prison term, is more 
and more ignored and the idea of fitting for life, whatever time it takes, gains 
strength. Indians are no longer coaxed to come. Twice as many as we can take 
wish to come; yet the really desirable ones are not very many, and we do not care 
to increase our numbers. Our Indian work is illustrative rather than exhaustive. 

Hampton's work for the "despised races " of our country, while chiefly for the 
Negro, is really for all who need it, 

Till our limit is reached, any youth in the land, however poor, can come here 
and work his way. 

GENERAL ARMSTRONG'S TRffiUTE TO IDS ASSOCIATES. 

In this review, I cannot but refer to my associates, without whom this work could 
not have been what it is; too little credit has been given them: the men and women 
who, for twenty-two years have labored with noblest zeal, have enjoyed the privi
lege of such work and are thankful for it. 

The present efficient force of officers and teachers could manage successfully 
every department of the school, should its head be taken away. In twenty-two 
years it has attained a life of its own ; it would be poor organization and develop-
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mont that would not , in that time, have read1E'tl this point. It might once have 
been. hut is not uow nm h . .- · ' one man powe1·.'' 

The chango will come and the school will hu r t-ml_,. for it. 

1-'0RTl:.:-1 .\ TE I,UCAL ::;URRO UXDIXOS AXO CONDITIONS. 

We h:ti'C i.Jcen fortunate iu c>ur neighbors , who froUl the first have been most 
friendly. Tho Wille awake town l>f H:uuptou , with au enterprising white com
munity, has n ~egro population of about three thousaud, and illustrates, as well as 
anr pinl'l' in thu ~outh , tho formation of two classes among fhu freedmen; the pro
grl•ssi,·c• nml HOH·progressi,·c. For miles nronml, tho country is dotted with their 
hard earm•cl ho•nesteacts : yet the" shiftles.~" class is large. There is little race fric
tion and stca1l~· i •nproYcment. 

Adjoining om gron•Hls is the Natio11al Sokliers' Home, with its 3,000 army 
>eternns . Go\', P. T. \Yoodfin in chargc; and, two miles distnut, is the U. S. Artil
J .. ry S t•ltnol at Fort :\Ionroe, Col. Royal T. Frauk, commanding , where a large detail 
or Ann,,- Officer:; is sent ('V ('I'Y two years to pursue profcs:sionnl stu<lies. 

'l'hr IIygC'ia Ilntc•l ;n1d an cxtE'nsi\'e new one now building a t Old Point Comfort, 
hase l>cea and will be tlw means of bring ing man:r to see and become inte1·csteu in 
tho worl; of th i :-~ School. 

Full of n •sum·cps , this famous Peninsula, COUlpnrati,·e!y dormant for two hundred 
and fifty ~-l'ars . is :\,,.akening to a wonderful de>elopment, especially along its 
mag ni ficent harbor front on Hampton Roa<ls and the James Ri,·cr. From historic 
Y rn·ktown . Ohl Point Comfort, Newport Naws, and up to J amestown island, where 
Btancls thu oldest ruin of English civilizntion on this continent, ha>e a lready sprung 
n ~ points. large t·nmule•·cial , nationnl anti erlucationa l enterprises and institutions. 
Thousaml;; flol'l;: tn these shores, winte1· aml smumcr. for rest andrccrention. The 
growth lm,; 0111.'' l•t•gun. 

This new life uml energy but typif~' the awalw uing of fhe whole South under the 
ich•as whkh won in the wnr. 

Tho " Doy:; in Him• •· did a fearful buL net:esl:!ary work of dt•structiou. " I t is for 
11s to Iini:;h thl' wurk whkh they so noi.JI,r began,' ' said Lincoln at Gettysburg. 

Tho tlut.'· t•f th~· houri~ construction; to build up. "With a ll t•redit to tho pluck 
:uul lll'roic..: Ht'lf-lll'lp of the Southern peopJl,, ami to NortiH·rn enterprise for railroad. 
minl•ral ami vt ht·r t:ommerc ial devdopmcnt, the g•·cat constrncth-e force in the 
South ami c ,·erywherc is tho Christian teacher. •· I u ll oc .~igno t ·inces," is as true 
IHI\\' a :; in the days of Cousumtine. 

Ll·t us m:tkl• tlll' tc~achers ::mel w e will wake the people. 
Tlw Ilamptun In:stitutc should be pushed steadily, not t.o larger, but to better, 

Inort• thnroul-:h e lfort. and placed on a solid foundation. It is big enough, but its 
w ork is only Jxogun. It;; work. with that of other likt' ,;chools . i:s on the line of 
Prodclentin.lJnirpnsl• in cmling the great struggle as it di1l; the redemption of both 
rat·es from the eYils of sl:~,·ery, which , while to the Negro educative up to a certain 
point. wns a curse to the country. 

Clod said: " Le t m.v people go :•· aUtl it had to be done. 
J fence this work, to which Hawaii, raised from heathenism l.y American ll.lis· 

sionaries. io glad to make her contribution. 

Frolll n. most interesting statement by one of h is colleagues the 
folluwiug extracts are quoted: 

REMI:.XISCE:.XCE S. 

I Ry .1. F . B. Mnrshnll.] 

Till' fourlt'l'll years :speut uy lllt' as t reasurer and resident trustee of Hampton 
lustitull', 'n·re a ,-aluable part of my education , and arc among the most satisfac
tory years of my life, now past the Psalmist 's lim;t. It is a pleasure to recall them• 
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Forr.,-. three years ago, Samuel C. Armstrong was a. restless m ember of w~- Sunday 
S··lt••• o1 clas~ of eight year o ltl i)oys, in good F n,ther Damon's ' · Sea.m en';; Bethel," then 
tlw ''" '·'·En . ..;! ish Church in H onolulu. His father, Re>. Richard Armstrong D. D., 
, 11 , , ,f' th<' early A.me ric.1.n Missiona ries, had entered the ser..-ice of the H a.wa.iian 
Kin:-;" n~ his ;\[ini:;ter of Publi c Instruction, with whom I, a,~ cha.inn:m of the Com-
111itl•··· .. a E.ltu.:;ttion of the Ha.waiia11 Parlin.ment, was hmug ht i nto close r('la tions. 
:\o ·it !wr nf u;; then dreamed that this boy a.nd I would e ,·er be a ssociate< I in ~ep;ro 

a 11 ! lnoli;ln educational work in Virg inia., and that I should sit a s a. lc:tr net· at the 
ft-d , .f 111.v former pupil. 

] ll,J,., .,J. the Hampton system. with its g rand result~. has bet•n :m edtwat iou tn the 
"'""" · , . .,unt r_,., the value of which ca.nnot he o>erestimatetl. 

1 ,, .lt tne . l$69, I received from J\Irs. Choa.te and llfiss Quint:y stevt·nt_,. t lollar~. "'hieh 
"' "~'' ' the first Boston contributions for the Hampton School of whic h I Ita, . .., auy 
L\Jltlw: ... .._tge. 

* ·X· * * * 
FIRST VISIT TO HA)!PTO~ . 

Tn .J nne, 1R70, I visited Hampton for the first t im e, to sec wlmtmy former Snn<lny 
~l'l t •u •lt •llpil was trying to do for the freedmen of the South, after thn ei,·il wat·, in 
wltio ·h l~t• ha•l taken an active part. I became so deeply interested in tht• work, 
rlt:tl I :,.-t·t·ptl-ll the im·itatiou of m y fellow trustees to beco1ue the n·s itlent t rnstPe. 
I r .. u •. .J tlt t• f:>dwollocated on a charming and h istoric spot, n ot far from where the 
lir<t c·ar:-:u of ~\.Crican sla,·es was landed; with about fi fty colored pupils of both 
st-Xt·~. !o whom Gen. A. was g i·dng just the training which they neetletl. Jt \\'aS 

nut just the training which a. maj ority of the students thought they Jtceuetl. It 
\\':b toot just the training a majority of the trustees thought should be gi\'(•u, or 
wk1l !it<• lt•atl ing colored ruen of the country then a.ppron~d of. Instead oC Gn•Pk 
and l.:~ i in roots, the boys planted a nd dug potatoes, while the girl~ Wt'l'<! taught to 
make · '111•1 mentl clothing, a nd all were iust'ructetl iu the rudiments of a. plain 
En:-:Ji., l, · ·•lucation. The t rustees had yielded to his energy rather than to his ar:.;-tt-
11\l 'lll '· 'l'hP,I' ~aw tha.t, if he was lo tlo the w ork, he must he allowt•d to tlo it in 
hi~ '"'·n w:t.'·, en~n though it was against t heir jmlgm ent. On the board of trustees, 
" '<'1'1· '·-: po·rit•nce< l Nlueators, who were startled at the radica.l inno,·ations propm;l"d 
b.'· IJ,i, .'·, nng a ml inex perienced leader. The Ycneraule Pre:;i<len t H opkms of 
\\'i lliar••" t \ •liege of which Geu. A. was a graduate, nml Gen. Garfield , also a 
\Vill i:11n< J.:;r:tduate a.nd ex-P resident of a. college in Ohio, then :~ JDL'mher of Con
f.( n ·:<, ,,,,[ t rustL·e of the school, a.dvised t he adopt ion of Gen. A's plans, saying that 
he "'""ld ll• 1t he sa.ti:;fietl till he ha.tl tried them, and tha t , if they pro•ctl fa ilures, 
lw " '' "t!d "'' the lirst to see aml abandon thew. Aml thus the Hampton School 
~-'' :<l vllt, tllu \\'i:;doru of which i:; now universally acknowledged , was adopted. 

TJI R S)!ALJ. BEG!NNlNCJS OF A GUEAT ENTERPRISE . 

. \ t tl•· · : imeof my fir:;t ,·is it, none of the sch ool build ings, which 11</W co,·er almost 
all till· a ·;ailahle space, "'l're erected. The old ba rra.cks, built dur ing the \\':lr for h os
pit al pttq> .. st·~ . had been converted into dormitories, chitpel, dining r ooms, kitchen, 
<'la,;s and i~~tlttstrial rooms. ba rns a nd stables. The brick wa.lls of Aca.demic H:1ll , 
thl' li r,t "·luw ol building erected, were partly up. The old l\Iansion H ousL•ha.n been 
llt;ll k- llal oitalole for the few teachers t hen er.uployed, among whom l\liss Rehecc:t T. 
l3a<:•m of ;-: ,~"" Ha.\'!~n. Conn., lady principal , Fra.nc is Richardson of Philadelphia, 
"'h" laiol "ttl the gi'Ounds, set out shrubs and trl;'es. managed the farm anti the 
lHt-:i tl•""" ,f til e sl'lt<111l anti g-a,·e ngrkultnral Jectu n•s, :mo l ;\Iiss .Jan<' Stuar t '\Vool
'L'." ,[ :--;,.," y,.rk. wh., gan~ se,·er:tl ~·ea.rs of Yulnn tar,v :tL!< l Y: dnal •l•· sen ·ice in 
•Jt·~auizin~ tlu• (: iris' Iu tlustrial Dt•partmcnt, an• ~;ratefully n ·u•e ntherl'd. The 
h•JII~t· "'"' .. r the nJ, l pla n tation ntr)llel. with lm>a•l pia.:~,zas :t!t<l l•>ft,,- pi llars on two 
sitlcs. \\ '111·11 the yuung Principal b rought h i:; yotmg uride to sharu and lighten his 
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burdens, the only way in which rooms could be pro>ided for the newly married 
pair was hy boarding up one of the broad piazzns, which ga,·e two swall 1·ooms in 
eac h story . These rooms are s till occupied by Gen. Armstrong and his family. 

A suhstaniial lu·ick uuilding near by, formerly a sten m mill, was fitted up as a 
clormitory fm the g irls and the i\fatron, through the self-denying generosity of Mrs. 
Stt•phen Grig-gs uf New York, after whom it was named. 

This was the cia~· of small things. The School at first found few f riends in the 
loc ·;dity, awl "·as looketl upon as a most unwelcome intruder. Proper ty in its 
Yid niLy wa-; thought to be depreciated in Yalue because of its proximity. All this 
has "''"II t·hangt•tl. Lots near the School have doubled and trebled in value, and 
a rl' now in g reat cll'mand. Through the wisdom of its management, the School 
has gainecl the eonfillence of t he people of H a mpton, with whom its relations are 
entirely satbfactory. 

'nil, EXl'EltlilmNT WITH I NDIAN P UPU"S AND lTS ORAND Jt ESULT AS SEEN l N THE 
FA)!OUS SCHOOL AT CARLISLE, PENNSYLVAl\' lA. 

·wlwn, in 1A78, Ci en. Ar mstrong wns asketl to recei\·e into his school some of the 
ln•li:m prisoners who had been confinetl nt Fort Ma rion , St. Augustine, I was not 
in f:wor of the plan. I hml little fa ith in the c:tpacity of the retl m an fo r ci>iliza
t ion . an<l fl'lt too that Gen. A. had already as much on his Rhoulders as he could 
w <•ll t·n t'l'.\', I think a majority of tho trustcPS were of the same opinion. It was 
w E'll for thr conntt·y and for the cause of Trnlian cil"ilization that our objE>ctions 
Wl're O\'t' tTule<l. The chihlliko tloci lity, ca.pacity to leam , aml readiness to adopt 
th e ways of C'ivilb:ation. or as thE'y poetically expressed it, " to walk in the white 
m a n's ro:t tl ," of thr•se ~1.,·ngP warriors who hntl cmuE' to their Eastern prison with 
blontl,r hands, were a ren'lntiun to the great majority of our citizt·ns, who had 
hen·tofon• only associated the reLIIllcn with sc:tlping kniYes, tomahawks and t reach
t•ry, Prr~i<lcn t Hnyf's, with Carl Schurz and others of his Cauinet, Yisitetl Hampton, 
a nti wa.-; so impre>ss(•<l wi th the hope fuln t'S:> of this experiment in Imlian industrial 
train in~. that he tletenninetl to make it a special feature of his administration, and 
Capt. P rntt was SE'nt to the resen'ation~ to hring fifty ch iltlrPn of both sexes to 
ll:llltpton. Out of tllis ht>~;inning gre w tho now famous school a t Carlisle, and 
ot.lll'r 8a.-;teru st·hnolfi, to t lH' influence of whic h is ma inly <lue the p;re:tt atl,·ance 
of puhliu st,>ntiment conce>rning the.educa t ion and intlnRtl·ial traini ng of our lndiaus, 
for whil'h Con~ressionn.l a ppropriations ha\·e steadily increasNl from :!'-20,000 in 
IH7fi, lo $1,806.726.00 in 188!l. 

\Vhpn, ten years aftl'l' the Custer 1\fnssacre," Hnin-in-the Face," the hero of Long
ft•llow's poem . applied for admission a.~ a pupil in to the H ampton School. I enclosed 
t ill' lctler to 1\Ir. \Vhit tier. sugp;csting it as a good suhje>ct for a l'eace poem. in con
trMt to the wnr poem of Lonp:fellow. He aclc•l upon the sn.~gestion, and in the 
At !antic l\Ionthly of April , 1887, n.ppeare<l his lines " On t he Big H om." Both these 
pOt'mS are popular with the Indian students nntl nre standanl material for their 
(' xhibitions. 

THE FOUNDlm OF THE SCHOOf, AT TUSKEGEE, AJ,ABAMA. 

Till' .1·oung mnn hem·i11p: the honored name of tlte" Fathl'r of his country," who 
eanw, in the school's early days, to Ha.mptou, with hut fifty cents in his pocket, in 
st•atTh of the oppo1·tunity to cam his cdncation which it offered , aml w ho has since 
fnmult•tl the remarkable ::;chool at Tuskegee. Aln.ha.ma.. has huilt Hampton's proud
<'st monument. That scion of the parent s tem. wi th it:; atlmirable methods, its 
sight!.'· :mel commodious huildings plamwu and huilt h:v Hampton graduates. of 
hri(' k and lumber lll:tnufactured ou the prelllises, it s agricu lturnl and other indus
t.rit's fo r both sexes. with its thorough class training, i~ a triumphant vindication 
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,,[ 1 h•tt. Armstrong's views and m ethods, which tho grand work done all oYer the 
s .. nth ant lvn tho Indian reservations by Hampton graduates hut emphasizes and 
1'1 Hlfi rii\S. 

Tl ... friemls of Ha mpton and of its indomitable Chief who has gi ,·eu his life-blood 
itt it,; :;L·n ·ico, may well be satisfied with these results. 

'l'hn L'Xtracts which follow: comprise a la rgo part of tho ln.test 
l"l'P" l"t ma.do hy General Armstrong to the Trustees of tho Institute, 
"·Jtidt was completed shortly before his den.th: 

HAMPTON NORMAL AND AGRICULTURAL I NSTITUTE. 

Tll"t-::\"1'\"-Fl f"TH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL FOR THE SCHOOL AND FISCAL 
YEAR ENDING J1r.fE 30, l 8n:l. 

To the Traslees of the Hampton Normal and Agl·icttltm·allnstitnte : 
(; E:>TLF.~rEN: vVhen at tho close of the war, twenty-eight years ago, four millions 

of low. ignorant Afro-Americans were thrown upon their own resources and upon 
thec .. nntry"::; care, our civilization r eceived its severest test, and there was tho added 
strain nf tl isbanding armies and broken-u1> social and economic conditions. But, 
natu ra !I_,. and quietly as the rivers flow to the sea, the soldiers of both armies went 
to tlwir homes, and to steady, manly liviug; war horses pulled the plow; the Px 
sla,·<·s went to work or to school as they h ml the oppnrtunity, and a" New. 'nuth," 
ba;o;c·•lon order, industry and general justice and intelligence, has nobly ll<' '"clopctl. 
The four millions of freedmen have become nearly eight millions of l)('opl<', having 
HHitle a mm·,·elous record of progress in the quar ter ccntm·y closing in l S!la. 

Ilo"· dl'a r now to all is the Providential illea that the great ci \'il war me..1.nt not only 
lite wplfare and progress of one race, but of the entire nation, and of mankind. 
Only in the remote future will its fa r-reaching intent and bearing as an education 
be nmlo·r~tood. The following facts from the Bnre..'\u of Etlucation at Washington, 
""''l"l' fon·Hhatlowed, predestined, but not eYen dreamed of, when, in 18G2, the A mer
it-an i\Iissionary Association of New York opened the first school for slaYe children 
at Hampton. Va. Then there wero no Negro schools in the land; now there aro 
~4, J.jll nearly, under Negro teachers. A million aml a thirtl children are at school: 
th<•n• are 1 'i::i schools above the primary or common grade, in which there are 3iJ,OOO 
dtildrPn ant11 ,311 select Northern teachers giving an advanced grade of instruction. 

Q,·t•r two million colored children have learned to read and write in a public 
school s_,·.4mn as firmly established in the ex-slave as in the Northern states, sup· 
portt'll "·'· i()(;al ta.xa,tion whose total, since 1870, has not been far from fifty million 
of tlollars; now, at the rate of eleven millions a year. Northern charity since 18G2, 
for til•· ~:11uc purpose, may be estimated at twl:'nty-five millions of dollars; now at 
the rate.,[ about a million dollars yearly. 

II"I!AT TllJ•; FREEDMEN H AVE ACCOMPLISHED IN THEIR FIUST QUARTER OF A CEN· 
TURY OF FREEDOM. 

Fmtn nttcr po;erty in 1865, the ox-slaves have accumulated, to the present time. 
<il"t'l" llno hundred million dollars worth of property. Getting land and knowledge 
has IH·t·nllll'ir passion ; they have not thrown a pauper upon the nation; while, for 
lh• ·ir educ:ttion, but a palt1·y three and a half million of dollars of goYernment 
muncy h~s locen expended- this, through the Freedmen's Bureau before t 8i0, with 
th .. happiest results. As a race, the colored people of the country as k for nothin~ 
by ll"a~· of boutlty, and for uo material or political advantages. They do not expect 
le~islatiou Lhat shall be of the slightest advantage to them, while it is clear that the 
l'ust <~ l :-ia,·in:.!;:i Bank system would help them greatly. "\Vhile the national feeliug 
uf re~I>Otbil,il ity for them hati disappeared, there is still a strong indivit.lua\ feeling, 
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expressctl from time to time in noble charity in their behalf. Dropped as wards of 
the nn.tion, they a rc still t he people's wards, and for a long time will need and get 
helpful cn.re in thei r noble efforts to help themselves to better living. They ask only 
for n. " Fai r Chn.nce." 'l'hey ne>er beg for anything but for a chance to work their 
way throug-h ~l'hool. Stwh applir;ations arc o>Prwhelming; some must be rejected 
for want or J'oo1n. Tho young Negro wvumn is the most needy and unfortunate 
ancl shoulcl IJ:I\"C a la rger opportunity. Our country 's noblest mission is to leaven 
and lift up tht• ,,.PakPr, less fa,-ore<l and despisecl classes in our midst. 

The Iln.mpton School's fh·st quarter century, f rom 1868 t o 1893, covers the most 
interestin~, dillic-nlt but hopeful period of development as well as of national prog
ref's. Our sc>t·ial, political and economic problems have been bravely faced; more 
Lrain and wealth devoted to their solution f han e\'er. That the initiative of progress 
was rccci>etl in sla>ery, e\·en the thoughtful Negro admits, for, in the intimate 
contact of the black and white· races, civilized ide>as \\-ere im bibed. The greatest 
h<'nefit acqni rccl by the former was a knowledge of the English language, with 
in1lustrial t raining, and :\ knowledge of Christianity; a very imperfect education, 
hut a start that counted for much, of far more ad>antage to the blacks than the 
contact of the whites has been to the red race. W hile developing the Negro, civili
zation has ne[trly annihilntecl the Indian. Anglo Saxon sensuality and selfishness-
1m man nature, in shorl-has acted and reacted; t he wrong doer has been the greatest 
sufferer morally, made lJlUch llloney unjustly, but a ll things have \\'Orked together 
for good. \ Ve shoultl not too lightly estimate the opportunity gi,·eu the Negro 
when his mn!iter left him to manage the plantation in order to go to the war . This 
was highly developing, made a step in advance, and he was, so far, better fitted 
for r<'sponsibil ity. The good conduct of the Negro at that period has won him the 
lasting g rntitude and r-espect of the Southern people. It is unparalleled in history. 

THE INDUSTRT,\L TRAINING FOR)U:RT~Y GI VEN IN SLAVERY MUST NOW BE SUPPLIED 
BY SCHOOLS. 

Sla.>cry had its good side, hut was, in many ways, a hard, bad school; worse for 
the mastm· t ha n for the shtn'. It was a good school for teaching trades ; t rained a 
host of ~ootlmechanics who do the work of the South. \Vhile ruinous to the soil, 
which it abused and exhausted, it !>Upplictl an army of mechanics whose places 
young coloretl Ill en ><hou Jd he tra inerl to fill. A large per cent. , no doubt one-fourth, 
of the two hnmlred thousand Negroes who w ere enlisted as sold iers, learned to read. 
The spPlling book was always carried \\'ith the rifle; often studied under fire. Army 
life was useful to them in many ways. No lawlessness was e'·er charged to the 
disbantletl Yolnntee>rs; while the several Negro r egiments of the r egular army han1 
made a fino record ; bearing w ell any com parison. 

The locomotive has been a c ivi lizer quite as much , perhaps, ns the school house. 
Railrond>< and other enterprises in the South, developing its resources, scattering 
enormons a mounts of wa:;e money, cre..1.tiug new values and better conditions for 
industry, have betwfited hoth races alike, and ha,·e, with the spirit and pluck of all 
dass<'s. ma cl e tlw '·New Snuth,'' wh ose ~rand fulfilment we haYe only begun to 
see illustrnted; nowh ere so well as in this peninsula, of which Newport News is the 
commercial centre and capitaL 

As was stated, common school:< for Neg1·o chiltlrcn received the>ir initiative at this 
place, in 1862. H ere industrial educa t ion for the Negro, sugge>sted by a foreign 
experience, was first begun. has recei\'C'!l its largest development, and in 18i8 the 
Hampton School, throngh the co-operat ion of Ilon. Carl Shurz, then Secretary of 
the Interior. was pioneer as an industrial school for Indians, received the fi rst red 
youth in :my considerable number separated from barbarism ·and educated away 
from their home:;. The great I nd ian work at Cal'lisle and elsewhere rapidly fol
lowed under the irnpul!>e here given. The genius of Capt. R. H. Pratt inspired the 
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admirable system of " Outing" of Indians among farmers, grandly carried out at 
Carlisle and practiced here since 1878. 

Fittingly has work been done here for both races. Here, or near Hampton, 
English civilization first touched American soil; near here the first slaves were 
landed, and here freedom began. Here, where white, red, and black people first 
met, the white man began the conquest of the continent, a conquest characterized 
chiefly by sensuality and selfishness-the red man was doomed to disappear; and the 
black man, made a social pariah, has had a hardly easier fate. Is ~t not right that 
Christian education should spring up here where freedom and education began? 
Should its appeal for the means of making self reliant manhood and true useful 
womanhood, through endowment, perpetuallypossiblefor theseweaker peoples, lag· 
through another quarter century? Having a third of the needed million dollars, 
how long must it wait for the rest? I earnestly hope that in this Columbian year, 
this school's endowment may reach the sum of at least half a million dollars. While 
this and other countries are filled with admiration and wonder at ourselves for the 
tremendous achievements of America in the past four hundred years, whose com
pletion this year celebrates, it is well to remember that on our part, there has been 
a" century of dishonor," and that about the most wonderful product of our litera
ture has been the· remarkable story entitled "Uncle Tom's Cabin," based on the 
experience of a people brought here against their will. Will the nation's conscience 
and benevolence be quickened like its pride? 

THE GROWTH OF H-¥fPTON INSTITUTE. 

It has often been stated that the Hampton.Institute opened in April, 1868, with 
two teachers and fifteen pupils. It now requires about eighty teachers in all 
departments, about half of them industrial, and provides regularly for 650 board
ing pupils of whom 130 are Indians from New York State and the West, with 300 
in the '' Whittier" or primary department. So much for growth. What of results? 

WHAT HAMPTON GRADUATES HAVE DONE AND ARE DOING. 

For the past four years we have been gathering, through correspondence, the facts 
regarding the 723 graduates of the school from 1871 to 1890, which are just published 
in a book of 520 pages, Printed by our students, entitled" Twenty-two Years' Work 
of the Hampton Institute." It really shows the_results of the school's firstquarter 
century of work. Five maps, notably the" Star map," indicate the facts, which 
briefly stated, are that 129,475 pupils have be~n taught by our graduates, two thou
sand of whom have been teachers, (150,000 pupils taught would be a fair estimate.) 
The thrift of these graduates has made their reported accumulations $167,855. Of 
forty-five the record is unsatisfactory; we know of but three who have been crim
inals. Not a single grievance has been mentioned by a graduate teacher, not an 
"outrage" has been reported in their wide field of work. Great fairness and kind
ness on the part of public school officers, and general good feeling, universal cheer
fulness and hope, have characterized their correspondence, which is encouraged 
and responded to in a special department of this school. A lamentable weakness of 
intelligent organized effort to improve the ignorant, poverty stricken, and whiskey 
drinking condition of the people is reported on all sides ; ro meet which has been 
organized, as recommended in my last report, a Missionary Department of the 
School, of which Rev. H. B. Turner, Assistant Chaplain, has taken charge. His 
aim is to secure the co-operation of graduates in the wide field, who shall build up 
Sunday-school, Temperance and other work, and, so far as good example, teaching 
and influence can do it, tone up and improve the low conditions around them. Not 
the least good to come out of this will be the selecting of the right student material 
for the School; fot· there is a lack of the first rate material, especially of young 
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m en of the right parts, who should be picked out of the thousands and thousands 
over the land who would gladly work all day, ten hours, and study at night, to get 
an education ancl a trade ; but it takes hundreds of square miles and millions of 
people to produce one first rate man. 

I would state again that the sum of one hundred thousand dollars is needed to 
pl:Lce our Missionary Department on a solid, permanent basis. The income from 
that would sustain a working force from which large and happy results might be 
expected. I r efer you to l\Ir. 'l'urner's report below. The plan is to make our 
g-r:uluates an army of Christian workers. In discussing the results of Hampton's 
quarter century of work, there is great satisfaction in pointing to the schools and 
institutions built up by its graduates, in the line of its ideas, at Tuskegee, Ala., at 
Cappahosic , Gloucester Co., Va., at Lawrenceville, Va., at Kittrell, N. C.; the last 
three by undergraduates. Other like ·work is being planned. At these schools 
excellent, growing, telling, creative work is being done by our former students; 
notably at Tuskegee, where there have been forty of them; while from our work
shops and classrooms have gone other m en and women who are effective industrial 
awl moral educators in FloriJa, Kentucky, South Carolina and Texas. Several 
are among the best and foremost workers for the colored people of Virginia. Our 
work is seed sowing; essentially germinant; it multiplies itself. That is its inspira
tion. Our shops are especially looked to for managers and helpers of labor depart
ments in the growing industrial education for the Negroes. 

I am glad to acknowledge h ere the liberality and appreciation of our industrial 
(lepartment shown by the Trustees of the Slater Fund and am most anxious that 
that should be put on to the best, soundest, most effective basis, made a model ·work 
of its kind, of which there is more discussion below. 

THE EVOLUTIONARY STEPS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES FOR 
COLORED YOUTH. 

First came the common school to the Negro; n ext cam e industrial, practical 
c<1ucation, and the next step was higher, College and professional education, for 
which Lincoln, Howard, Fisk and Atlanta Universities nobly stand, ·with others of 
excellent record and promise. Most of these began before 1870. No more devoted, 
lJrainy or faithful work was ever put into institutions than has been put into these. 
They arc all sound, flourishing, excellent institutions, and ought to have permanent 
foundations. No one who has taught them doubts the capacity of the Negroes for 
higher education. I have long felt that colored physicians have been the best results 
from the professional training of Negroes ; not to belittle their worthy educated 
ministry, or their m any able, successful lawyers. There was and is no need of the 
higher education h ere , when e>ery Northern college is open to the capable, earnest 
colored student, who in many of them has already made his mark. Hampton's 
development lies, I think, in being as complete and perfect as possible a Normal 
and Industrial Training School of the highest tone and efficiency ; to teach not only 
how to ·work, but the dignity of labor, to become distinctively an aggressive power 
for and help to non-sectarian Christian civilization of the ·widest range; to supply 
a high and many-sided grade of teachers whose work and influence shall be, largely 
by example, upon the whole of life; to build up manhood and help make good 
c itizens for the country. 

The political experience of the Negro has been a great education to him. In spite 
of his many blunders and unintentional crimes against civilization, he is to-day 
more of a man than he wmlld have been had he not been a voter. His political 
like his former, oppressor, is only belittled by his course ; and will in the end suffer 
for it. Reconstruction measure> were like a bridge of wood over a river of fire; 
Lecause of too much political selfishness and greed, and lack of statesmanlike fore· 
cast and sound policy. Manhood is Lest Lrought out by recognition of it. Citizen· 
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ship "·ith the common school, is the great developing force in this country. It 
compels attention to the danger 'vhich it creates. There is nothing like faith in 
men to bring out the manly quality. 

Iu the twenty-five years of co-education of both sexes of colored youth, there has 
been no occasion to regret our policy; the moral record has been man·elous for 
" ·hat has not happened. We have learned to make nothing of the complexivn of 
thL' skin. Mixture of blood, in our experience, counts for nothing. In fifteen 
y (•ars of co-education of Negro and Indian there has not Leen a fight or fracas or 
~uy ill feeling or bad result that I know of. 

THE TRUSTEES AND TEACHERS OF HAMPTON. 

The board of Trustees was organized under a liberal state charter granted in 
18/U. ReY. Dr. Strieby and myself are the only original members still on the Loard. 
Then-' ha\Te been many changes by death and resignation. No body of m en could 
haYe Leen more loyal to the interests of the school than have been its trustees. 
Sollle ha\·e been too ready to give up their places to others; there has been no 
'' d1~atl woocl'" in the board ; no useless staying on, but always a high, sometimes 
tou ltig·h, sensitiveness on that point. There have been no divided councils, no 
anta,!:!/)-nisms: So in relation with many score of 'teachers, chiefly ladies, of various 
temperaments. In the past 2:3 years I can recall no serious difficulty or Lreak; 
not that everybody has Leen perfectly satisfied, or that all have been completely 
illl'n l. but in the past quarter century, there has been a long pull, a strong pull, and. 
a pull all together by our little army of teachers and workers, without a serious 
break or friction of any account. A reason is that there has been no politics in it 
all : the spirit of Christian work has been universal. Dogmatic tests have not been 
applieLl , for true workers need none. There has been no flinching from severest 
clut_,., and a good deal has gone out of some lives into the \Vork. The names of 
Gen'l J. F. B. Marshall and Mr. F. N. Gilman, our faithful Treasurers, of Misses 
Mary F. and Charlotte L. Mackie, ex-teachers, who, with others, worked here 
many years, are embalmed in our school memories and traditions. A few have 
died in the service, patient devoted young women who wore themselves out by 
officv drudgery. I cannot speak too highly of school graduates who have clone 
oftlce :.mLl other school duty with excellent success and tireless devotion. 

Kl~DXESS SHOWN TO THE SCHOOL BY THE PEOPLE AND LEGISLATURE OF VIRGINIA. 

Onr neighbors have been most kind and seem to have no grievance. Whatever 
there was, was expressed freely in 1886, and settled by a wise and friendly com
mittee of the Virginia Legislature most satisfactorily. This school is most fortunate 
in its surroundings of well-disposed, kindly people in a great commercial and 
geog-raphical centre. 

I cannot but ask the friends of and contributors to this school to sustain an effort 
to gi ,-e to each teacher who shall have clone ten years of consecutive work h ere, a 
year off for rest-salary to continue meanwhile. If, for instance, salary h as been, 
MOO awl board, the former to continue, but not the latter. The study and observa
tion of those having this vacation, would, in most cases, bring back marked benefit; 
and their absence strengthen rather than weaken us in the encl. This has not Leen 
sugget>ted or asked for by anybody; but is it not the right, fair thing to do? 

* * * * * * * 
If further personal reference is pardonable, I will say that I am still a cripple, fit 

only for partial duty; attending to general routine business: office work, corre
sponding, faculty meetings, and to boys' discipline ; talking to and lecturing :-;tu
dL·nt:->, taking such time for r est and recreation as has seemed wise; working espe
cially upon our complicated industrial system, and making some important changes. 
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Last year, when I felt called upon to offer my resignation for the good of the 
school, the Trustees took the kindest and most considerate possible action in the 
matter. I am ever ready to g{,e my place to a more capable and effective successor. 
Time may cure my ills as it has like ones ; but recovery is slow. I gained much 
by spending most of last winter in the South. This was made possible by the kind 
belp of friends, coming in a kindly, spontaneous, generous way. In a work like 
this one cannot be ready to meet by way of prevention.ancl care, the emergencies 
that come in the line of duty. The " Rainy clay" is apt to find one unprepared and 
almost llelpless, but the right thing always happens. 

Tho Hev. ::\Ir. Frissell, Vice Principal, has, this, as last year, carrieLl much of my 
burden ; making calls, holding meetings , organizing working co1~1mittees, doing 
Treasurer's Lluty, besides his regular '\YOrk. Rev. H. B. Turner, Associate Chaplain, 
with his t~xcellent lecture and stereopticon views of the school, h as made a most 
dfeetiYe carnpaign of education in Northern cities, interesting many people. The 
appeal to the ear by the Hampton Quartette, whose old time Negro m elodies are 
still effective , together with brief original addresses by Negro and Indian student;;, 
alJ(l the appeal to the eye through ·dews, have been so t elling and satisfactory in 
r('~;ults , that I think it important both in winter and surnl.ller to hold meetings at 
the centre,; of population, w ealth and social life, to "educate the public." A series 
arranged last ~-;ummer in the \Vhite Mountains, New Hampshire , by 1\fr. Frissell, 
n·snlted yerr well. I must speak with special and grateful appreciation of the 
work of Committees of ladies and gentlemen of New York City, of Brooklyn, of 
Boston, 1\Iass. and of the H:tmpton Clubs in Springfield, Mass., and Orange, N. Y. 
who, burdened with other social and philanthropic duties, haYe worked devotedly 
and successfully for this school, enlarg ing its circle of friends and helpers, increas
ing our endowment, and aiding to meet current expenses. None of them have 
seemed at all w eary of this well-doing. This committee work is most helpful; it 
gi \·es me needed relief and a chance to get well and encouragement to remain at 
the helm, which I should not do did not the old ship move on. .My own vitality 
depends on that of the school. 

* * * * * * * 

QUESTIONS AS TO EDUCATIONAL POLICY, 

I ask your attention to two points of educational policy. 
(1) The age at which students should be admitted. 
(2) The right m ethod of manual training. 
As to the first, I found in the '' Christian Union" these words : ''Inexorable sta

tistics show that nearly every criminal career begins between fourteen and eighteen 
)"ears of age.'' Are we right in admitting Negro and Indian pupils between the 
ages of seYenteen and twenty-two? I think so. One reason is that only the able
bodied and mature, Negroes especially, or those of full strength, can work their 
way; su ch arc soon able, if of fair brain capacity, not only to work their '\Yay in 
shop and field, but to hold their own in classes. A constant "weeding out" goes 
011. l\1any rnust be dropped as poor material, rnorally, mentally or physically. Up 
to eighteen years of age, a youth is like a strong, spirited colt; he feels his strength; 
has little self-control, if without good home training; and a weak moral sense. 
Having probably been to school a few terms when a child and seen or felt the 
aLhantages of education or a. tratle , h e wishes to be like others. If he really cares 
to he lik~ the trained men whom he knows, he makes up his mind to have an edu
cation, and will work for all he is worth to get it. Before he knows it he is leading 
a hvruic life: working day and nig ht to improve; protected, developed, saved, by 
the routine uf hard wurk which he has chosen because he wishes to make something 
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.. r l:i1nself. This applies to both sexes, and to all kinds of people. I p refer to have 
,1, pupib those from 17 to 22 year~ of age, becau~e it is the mo~t fonnative period; 
tl t<hl! younger may be more plastk, but don't "stay put .. so well. There is too 
ll::l<' h putty in the early teens. Later t here is better mental d igestion; more wil l 

1,. ,,,·vr; more bodily hardness and m ore intelligent, tlecisive, reliable choice of ends; 
J ... t tt>r sticking to things and more staying power. The stronger nature, rightly 
dir,., .t;, . .J, can accompl ish more. The d ifficulty is to get t he righ t material to work 
lii'"'l. Of whites who entet· college, I believe about 40 per cent. fail to remain with 
til<' ~:lass. By weeding out and tlropping, 7;j per cP.nt. of our colored pupils fail to 
~:onliii\H!, ~·et many return to complete t he cou r:>e. 

Tlii; W<JH'l' METHOD OF MANUAL 'l'RAlNING-P1W~'El:iSOJt WAHJtF.N's CU~Dm;<;TS CON
SIDERED . 

. \.thorough teacher antl experienced educator is a sked, every year, to inspect and 
niti<·izt• our methods. Prof. Warren of Connecticut, came, saw and reported in 
part a~ foliOII'S: " I am awar e that t he labor department here i~ a growth. I a m 
all';ll\' that n.Htn.': c·ircumstances have contributed to make it what it is. I do not 
:<Ill'!""" that it i~ the purpose of the Trustees to modify or r educe it in size. At 
th,• sa1ue time I take it for g ran ted that you want to know how it impresses one 
ll'hu Ita~ nut watched its growth, but sees only its opera tion. This, then, is what I 
think •Jf it. 

·· ( ! ). It seems to me that the idea of manual training or even of trade-teaching is 
fu ndamentally opposed to money-getting. That where one is the other cannot lie. 
H lumhur is to be soltl, wheelbarrows offered iu the market, skilled labor must be 
en q>loye<l, the market must be studied, and e,·ery thought centered o n m aking a 
pmli l. Or, if not:\ profit, then as small a loss as possible. All this excludes the 
tc•:wllin.t:: of boys, except to that slight degree at which their labor is profitable." 

.. ('!). lf, on the other ha nd, we would make the manual work educational, we 
n1usL make all our energies bend to that. No thought must be had <~bout t he 
l!lonc•y sicle of the question; except to prevent waste, which in itself is educational." 

· ' I :un :tll'arc that many pupils earn their living here and thereby become a ble 
latt"r to joi u the school. I think that this day-working and night-studying is admir
ahlt'. and i!' there b no other way in which this branch of the work can be kept up, 
I should want to think a good while before I took any step looking to its elimina
tion .. , 

•· 1\'hether " 1\Ir. '\Varren says, "the Night School pupils could not be otherwise 
Cll.lpli!.\'C'<l i~ a question to which I can give no answer." "You see, I cannot recon
cilt· the i,\t:a of manufacturing and the idea of education." 

?\oil', making and selling lumber is our leading industry. "We manufacture at 
tht· rate of about 25,000 feet per diem or about 7 million feet a year, of yellow pine 
hnulJt•r; ~(']ling it in local and Northern markets. In the "Huntington Industl'lal 
Wnrks" are 5G young men working their way, taking lessons in d rawing and the 
use o( to<Jls, making >arious kinds of building material, leaming ho w to use as 
]Jerfc·ct II"C•od-working machinery as can be got. Machinery, l.llaterialized brain, has 
ton"· South to stay and to spread broadly. The Negro m ust learn to u se it, be 
etlul'af·pfl to it. even at a risk of accident, or get behind; he is "·ell adapted to it; 
he 1uak•·s :111 excellent tradeslllan. Student labor, used in manufactu ring, is a t a 
serious clbatlYantage. It should he employed, as fa r as possible, in piece work, 
nn<l<' l' wise. careful, business-like foremen, who shall select, discipline and train 
the111. Thl'ru are many eapable colored young men seeking trades, but we m ust 
~•·h·<· l <q•pren tice:; more earefully t han her etofore. Hund red:; apply, but few are 
just ri.t::ht. Our 1nissionary department l!rings some of our best nmteria l; thwugh 
it ll'e ohuultl get the Lest. 
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l 'ltOJ>l:<:l'ln·: 1:\l>l:STHY .\ ) !UR.\L FORCE. 

Careful ;u;<:oun t kccpiug is at thu l>ut tom of sm:cess(ul school or any iudustries. 
Each fon•m:ut or ma naget· must knuw just where ho is, whether losing o r gain ing. 
Our plan of wcckly rc port , that lllight beconw daily, is hel pful. .·\ CC<>tUtt of stock 
tak• ·n twit·•· a year ke<•ps things clear. Thu itll'<1. of self-hcdp can l>e carried out 
only by pn11ludin• ir11.lu:<tril's. Jionl•!;tly gidng value for vahu•, labor becomes a 
stt•pping- siorrt·. a lathle r to l'dm·:Ltion, to all higher t hings, to ~ucce~s. manhood and 
draractl'r. Tlrus it l>ceo!lrc,.; llrt· mm·ulfurc·e that it ought to be , for unly as a moral 
uplifting- force tlo I ad\'lwate such an cxtensiwl industrial ~:;ystelll ;!:; ours, which, 
ri~b tly ea rrit·d out, may tlo incalculable moral good. 

Svlf-Juad•.: lltL' IL have IJCcome so by l>uing useful; by doiug that for which there 
i . .; :! 11eecl, ;t <le rnallll. 'l'l•n hou rs a day for three years in one of <>Ur workshops, 
with constant t'\'l'll iug s twly, followed by two year~ in our Normal class (two years 
of Hight. sltllly 111aking one yeat· of the Kormal cour~e) gi \·c~ a gootl etlucatiou and 
a f:r irly curnplele llllJntal, manual amlmora l outfit. 

Louk int•1 ihL' workshops : ~eo the ~killed mechanic, with ~tudent as~istants, 

w;rkin~ artid<·s by thu pieCL', at a fixed price. solll at an achanco to a clamorous 
market. Examiuu tho account book. It w ill show seriou~ losses in previous years. 
Tlrat is now dmngetl IJy n e"· 111anag<Jruent and better outfit : \Vor k is done only 
l>y the piece; s mall eha ru;e for waste or los~ . The careless apprentice is " l!J-lStled '' 
out, a new onu put in his plan•, nml a fter a few months' training earns wages 
<'nough to pay f t •r his l>oard, hooks :1 11cl elothing; learns thrift, economy and a trade; 
is t•dueated ; can soon do as \H·ll as tho ~killed lU:tn at whosa side he "' orks. The 
foreman , or .. hos.-;, .. is dtit•lly t·onl·ernetl tt> see that the work is w.:lll done (else it is 
throw11 back). that the IJOy has pn>p<·r· attent ion, a ml knows the n·a~ons of things. 

I11 a wcll-mga niY-e<l shop the grt•at diffic ulty is to get the rig ht "boss," under 
whom rmsonal>lc pruHt is assun•cl w ith well S!o'lcdcd students. We a re trying to 
havn itll'al workshops; l>ut uurs a re yet fm: from p<•rfcct. Gi>e us the needed time 
an•ll>ackin~. \VIto t':tll. t'\'en w ith :u nple " pla11t,"' manufacture without working 
capi tal ? 'l'lris Ira:; not lJt•cn supplit:!tl. Do 11ot expect n:; to wake brick:; without 
s traw. 

:-:lhall our presC'n t systetn of combining instr uction wi th production as of equal 
imporLa nct·, ho tkwolopl'll into its bt•st possible C'Outlition ? If not, we must face 
tl isaster. I IH•Iit•\·n t:lw tme polit-y i::; to make tmr protlucti\'t' manunl training 
systl' lll a~ p<·r[,•l't as )'Ossivlt•. T ht· ll•nding illt•a is to mn.ke men rather tbau to 

Juotke mnnt•,r. In wcll -organizu•l shops, with t',·ening study, ""'~ can make men. 
Tho hope of the wllrking- class of our day i;; in e>ening ~:;tutly. 

* ~- ·X * * * 
Thanks to thC' generous, pro1.npt action (lf the Trustees, a liberal sum, increased 

hy the proceetls uf a concert gin~n in Ne w 'lurk City , was raised to help our exhibit 
at thn. \ Vorhl's Fa ir in Chicago, whic h , umler the supet·>ision of a t eacher , Miss 
Com 1\f. Fol:smu i~, I think, creditable aml etl'ectin~. ami w ill do good. It was wise 
to push tho maltt•r as has ueen dout'. I wm; una ble, from absence, to do anything 
alHnrt. it, but all has gone w ell . The aborigine~ of America and the forcibly ill' 
port.,•d nat i ' 'l'S of A fri<:a furn ish a sing ula rly tmgic chapter in "\ nwricau life, uniquP 
in ll1e history 1>f tho worltl ; and ha,·e gi,·en this country a most srrious problew, 
<>Ill' t h:tt has banted irs legislator~<, hut whit-It ha:; been wisely, nol>l,r and hopefully 
tak,•n up loy onr Christia n people: to meet nud sl'!tle which the Christian devotion 
ami spirit of tho eonnh·~· i:s rising generously and gmnclly . Emanci}Jated Afro
.1\m<•ri(·ans ami C'lt r istianizctl Indian ci tizens are our g-n>alest national glory. 

Hesp<·t·t fully ~:; nlnn ittetl , in tht:l hope thnt, at the ethl of the nt!xl Twenty five years 
of w ork of t hu H ampton Institute, it will , under Gotl's hlessiug, have attained a 
mudt w ore pl•rfect tlovt::lopmeut tha n it has reached , ami have sent out several 
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hllllt1re•l more e<trnest workers into the wiue field whose needs a nd claims are 
H'''"'l'l ttl none that appeal to those who love to s pend and be spent fo r God and 

S. C. AHMSTRONG, 

PriiiCijJal . 

1 l•a n' great rc>spect for and fai t h in technical instruction iu the use of tool:>, in 
whi•·il production is "-holly secondary, where things a re made to illustrate a prin
('ipl.. :1nd which has n o value except to tho student. Thb should begin with" SloFl " 
work in primary class<'s. vVe have, thanks to the Slater Fuml, a Technical Car
pcntr.,- Shop in which every trade boy h as lessons in drawing-. 'fhough fairly well 
appoin!etlnow, w e w ill per fect it so fa r as possible. '\•Vo h:t\'e one ::mch shop in 
whil'h g irh; are taught w ith g reat :uhantago :mtl sati;;faction. 

Tit>! h primar y, (" the Sloyd ") aml higher grades are desirable. Still, I think, the 
ht' St llla.nual drill, education antl instruction in business-like ways a rc gi1·cn in 
n•gnl:n· workshops, by making that which somebody wa.nts , even in the fierce com
J>Lotiti .. n nf markets w hich we h ave felt. This we here arc t rying to do. It is <t 
hard st ruggle; the har d0st of m y life. 

r iii•JlL' to have t ime, strength a nd the means proviued to see it through to a solid 
basi,;, I th ink w e are on t he way to that point : :;hall we not fig ht it out, no mattt!r 
whn ur what is u sed up iu the effort? 

* * ·.~· 

Tl1i ,.; report uy the Principal i~ n.ccompanied with <lot:~ilc<lrcports 

l>y tl1•·hoads of thosovern,l departments of tho sclwui. Mr. J . K Davis, 
in ma.king tho report of t1JO "Noemal School e1ass Work," thns 
L1e:-;cri be;:; the m ethod a<lopted in iustrnction in drawing: 

DRAWING. 

This :;ul,:jcct has been t aught this year entirely from objects, the aims having 
bren tlw training of tho eye to :;ec and the hand to e xecute truthfully. 

'· \\"h,•n once a student r ealizes what he see,;, the str uggle is ha lf over. For the 
rest. it is hard at fi rst for the uutrainO<l hand tn ohcy the wilL " 

The gn·;~h:or part of tlw j unior w<>rk has been <Ira wing· f rom models, ch iefly typo 
forms, with occa;;ionally a little furniture dmwiug. "In addition to the outline 
mn.l..t th'all'iug, the 1\iicldlers a nd Seniors have taken up c ha rcoal in lig ht and :;h aLio, 
makiug- Jun.ny Yery creditaLle drawings f rom cast:; of flowers, fru it and animals." 

.'J. * * ·>!- ·}:· ·:{· ·X. 

'l'h•· fn••• hand drawing clas::;es umlet· l\Iiss Pon•1 and the mcchn.nical 1h·awing 
und,•r )fr. F. L . Small, in charge of one of tho tt•chnical shops, have shown good 
n·sults. 

All thu trades boys have !teen under l\fr. Small's care. The object of the w ork 
has l"'l'll to g iYe such instruction in m echn.nical drawing a-; lllay he n.pplied to the 
diffL•n·nf tr:ulos aml to teach the pupils lo appl!J the iustrttdion ; to teach pupils to 
1.>(· nlolc to read n.ncl construct working m odels. Many of the fo re men of the shops 
n:prnt l'<lY<•rnbly of tho work in mechanical <h:awin; as S(•en in its e fiect upon the 
1><•:;-s in the ir trades. 

Tltt· full lietaile<l report on the industries taught in the Hampton 
Scli<Jul nnd the meth ods of instruction in them, is given her e, as it 
fmnisbes a practical illustration of methods which are h old by m any 
gorJ(} .indges t o have won marked success. It is believc<1 that those 
intc·rt·o-;tel1 in securing for the multitudes of neglecte<1 yonth in tow11 s 
and cilies similar practical instruction in industries am1 trades may 
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fiwl, in these tlotaile<l stn.ternents V<tluu.hlu : uggestions; and, there
foJ·, unusun.l space has hcen given t o them. A t.tention is called 
io the cltJ:>illg pamgmvh of 111:i»s Scoville's summary, in which fuller 
i 11 formation and opportunity fur personal inspection of the classes 
is ofterc•l to all w]w may desire. 

Ih:vn:w o l•' l~l> li::>THIES. 

ThPre :tro two d istinct and OPlH)Site ideas of the manner in which an industrial 
c>dncution sl1nllld he g iven. 

One b the illca of absolute perfection in detail , that spenus days and weeks in 
finishing onu point with no iuea of the article's filli ng any demand, but simply for 
the skill it ,:;ives to thu hand. This is exemplified in its highest form in the" Sloyd" 
111dho<l. Tho whole thought here is g iYen to the power that the indh·idual acquires 
1•:; this work. nut to the worth of the article made. 

Tho other theor~r is thu more natural , if less scientific, ono of learning to do some
thin~; uecauso theru is a tlumaud for it aml we ha n l a. chance to fi ll it. Ju this, too, 
pe rfection is son~ht fur its educationa l value and also lx.>causo there is a demand 
fvr it in life. This is tho ml'lhoo by whk h every Yankee boy learns to farm. 

The parent or tho Sbte tha t has w ealth. bra ins and power may w ell take its 
children from tho cradle a url tra.in them in the Kindergartens, Sloyd and Scientific 
sl'houls and turn out at tho end a man or woman ideally educated , but the great 
111ass of mankind i,; forced to stand aml c ry "Gi,·e us a place-a chance to earn our 
Ln•atl." Comparath·ely few hope to ha ,.e their boys t..'Ln).;ht, they only ask for a 
chance to try, a place among workt>rs, that they may teach themselves. 

Ea t II of tl•C~'<l' schemes of learning has its ad vantages and neither is perfect. 
Till')' s tand in the same relation to each othe r that tho so-called college man and 
Sl'lf-ma<lo wan do. Tho college man can tlo nothing unless he is also self-made; 
tlH' theory-trained mechanic will a.mount to nothing unless he also receives the 
st•lf-ellucation of practical life. 

Ur. '\Va!Tl'n , t :1o critic teaeher, who visited us this year, says : 
· • H seems to 111e t hat tho idea. of manual training o t· e\·en of trades teaching is 

opposed to m oney gt•t ting. That w here one is the other cannot ue. If lumber is 
to be sold, w he,..lbarrows offerell in the market, skilletl labor tuust bo employed. 

* * * * * 
This excludE's teaching the IJoys except to that degt·eo t ha t s ha ll make their labor 
profita lile. Jf on tho other hand w e make m anual education om· object . we must 
make aJI our energ ies Lend to that. 

* * * * " 
I think this day working aml night studying is admirable. 

* * " * * 
Whether the N ight School students could n ot be otherwise employed is a question 

to which I can gi\·o no answer. * ., * You see I cannot reconcile the idea of 
manufacturing ami tho idea of educa t ion." 

Tlw question is here put uefore us fairly that industria l training must be for 
t>ducation only, that it cawlVt bo malle to furnish the breatl ant! bt1t ter at the same 
t.iiUe. 

Gen. Armf;trong has answereJ this in his pithy way by say ing that" It is an 
ednl':ttion in itself to make something that t he world wants." 

His this thought that should 1.Je emphasized. The first thoug ht in all our indus· 
tries is and should be the lesson in self-reliance and thrift that productive labor 
gi,·es. 

For eYCn the theoretical tra ining of our students it is bette r that they should be 
eugngeJ in pr0o.luctivc labor. 
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l'IWDUCTIVE INDUSTRY DEVELOPS SELF-RELIANCE AND THRIFT. 

Tlti~ School was founded for a race taught to work, but not to profit from its 
w .. rl;. If it h ad taken a man trained for twenty years to work for others and put 
!I i111 io "'orking just for practice, making a r ticles that bring no r eturn, whateYer 
1nighl haY<' been sai~l he could hardly realize that he ha~l more than changed ma.s
tt•rs. .E>.-ery round red cent won by his ln.bor was a declaration of freedom. This 
~ri':lt strcmg- child-race n eeded t he lesson of making money as much as it ueeded 
training. It knew how to work under task masters and direction. It was not 
P'"'·"r that it needed, but purpo~e, and that honest earning and spending gi>es. 

Wlu:n the School had been founded a few years, another race was brought a 
foun<lling to its doors. The Indian had not the slave idea that labor brings no 
returns. but an opposite it.lea that profit comes without work. He is fed and clothetl 
and nnthing demanded of him. To save his manhood from destruction he must be 
taugltt to work How are you going to make him see the sense and >alue of such 
tl'aching "! Only by showing him the sure reward of every stroke of labor, since, 
nnfortnn~tely, it is impossible to put him where profit can only come from labor. 
This i>c·ing so, every one must admit that the simple fact of bringing a return for 
the shop and the worker has its educational value. Therefore, for the student's 
sake alnJH', the problem for the School ha.~ been an<..l always should be how best to 
<·owhi11e theoretical and practical training in our industrial life. 

If "·o w ere teaching 600 students who are n ot vexed by the question of self
support we might think too much of ~he thought and too little of the prae ticai 
Y:llne. wh ile on the other hand if we were just a manufacturing concern we shoulel 
l•1se a ll .~ ight of education and use the m an alone for his value to us. 

THE HAMPTON STUDENTS PARTLY SELF SUPPORTING. 

The·qLlc>~tion that was and is forced upon the helpless of this race is "How can 
we ,.,1nhinc the greatest amount of education of head, hand, heart with self sup· 
port. ·· 

Natnrallr the first answer to this was-
Here i;; rt fanu on which work is to be clone, let the student do it and earn his 

wa.' . To i'artl an education is in itself an education. 
This thl'n giYes us our first division of Hampton Industries. 
I. The Tnrl•tstries Necessw·y for Self Snpport whose main object is to earn the 

ilail.Y hrPatl of the worker. 
Fir~L un<IL•r this comes the care of the 75 teachers and 600 students. 
It is 1\L'Pdless to say that every student cares for his or her own room. That thetic 

1uay he kPpt pr operly, they are subject to daily inspection. As far as posHible, the 
numiJ,~r i<t a room is limited to two or three, that the idea of home and private 
possession n.uty be given. 

There) nr•· i' -i officers and teachers living on the grounds for the care of whose 
rooms "·o ha,·e a division of workmen called Room boys mul girls. There are 39 
room g-irb :tnd 22 room boys. Their work is making beds, sweeping, cleaning, etc. 
These ''"nrkers are all from the day classes, and attend to the rooms in the three 
'JH:\.r!eJ's nf an hom· between study hour and school in the morning. 

0 11 :linn• by they give the rooms the weekly cleaning. For this work they receive 
:i'~ Oo per month. 

Cvn·id,Jix-Eyery corridor and pair of stairs is in the charge of a girl or boy, 
who s"-''' 'Jl" and thtsts it each day and scrubs it once in two weeks. 

Tltl' g-rnnn•l floor of Virginia Hall is occupied by the Teachers' Home dining room 
at 1'11<· <·nd anel the Students' dining rooJU at the other . Below thesp tho !JaSPJ uent 
holcls tilt· gn·at kitchen, bake rooms, etc., for providing for hungry stnrlcnts. 

Se\·L'Jtty lin . .: teachers come to the Teachers' Home dining room for their meals. 
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Thl' running of this <lining r oom gi>es employment to ten Day snhool boys as wait. 
r rs anti ten night school hoys as cooks and scullions. 

S tw lcnts Dinin~JroOm.-Th is <l ·partment has, this winter , averaged G:32 hoarders. 
To care fur these we haxl' h n.<l -1 cooks . 3 baker:;, anti 2 scullions. These work all 

day an< I go lu school for two hours in the e>ening. 
There a ro :jj Day Cia.-;.-; l•o_r,; to wait on tho hungry throng which t hree times a 

day pours into thn "n·at <linin~ room. and the minute the last one ha!! finished and 
gone. 81 Da.v I 'lass girls turn to aml clca.r away ami was h tho dishes, so tha.t in half 
an lwur tht• n~un is n •:uly for lho next mea.!. 

This happy. lu•at·ly, <TOw<l<•tl. noisy <lining room is not tho host pla.ce for a. sick 
or ail in~ !;\tlll< ·n t •. "" pn,,·ision i:; ma<lu for them in t he Special Diet Department. 

This d<'pa rtllll'nt, sPmls out the meals to tho three hospitals or to s tudents rooiUS 
when they :tr<' eon tine•l to thc111. The re is a sm:tll dining room where students con
' 'alcscing or n eeding ,.;pl•cial tliet go on order f rom the resident physician, to enjoy 
n rat her mor<' del icate or better adapted fare of beefsteak, oat meal, milk puddings, 
l'll'., as each case <i<·mamls. 

F m m :3 ,000 t.o !i,llOO m c:tls arc >;upplied hy this tlep~tr!.nwnt p!'r month. 
To 1lo this work , 2 Night School girls give the ir whnlc time, while one Day School 

hoy ne ls as waiter. 
Turn in~; fro111 thl' dining room, lhc next great llOnll'sLie tlepartnwnt that dema.nds 

aLtt·ntion is the Lattn<li'!J. This is divided into two distinct branches, first, The 
'lhtchers' I .-(llllllfry, under the charge of i\liss \VO<Xlward. 

This ree<•i,·cs al••ut l ,.JOil pieces pc>r week during the School year. ln lhis.laundry 
an• cmployo<l l) work girls all day, 12 girls working ono tlay each in the week and 
one outside wom:Ut who acts a.;; a snh teacher. These girl,.; a ro selec ted when they 
cntt•r school on accoun t of al reatly ha,-ing smne knowledge of tho subject. 

The girls who w ork all <lay receh·c :j;l'i pe r month in boa.nl nnd c redit and 11.ttend 
Night School. Tho tl1~· Class girls rcceh·e :j; .. iO pe r day. ~[iss \ Voodward reports 
thai f;ho has a nico set of girls, good at their " -ork and conscientious. 

Tho StnrlcnfN' Lmu\111'!/, under tho cha rge of llliss Howhml. is of course much 
larg t•r than till' tl'aclwrs' , t lll'l'O hving he t.wocn 8,000 <nlll 9,000 pieces washed per 
Wl'l'k. Thir-; inclnd<'s \\':tshing- for a ll students s;we Intlian girls, who do their own. 

To <lo thi,; n.n an·m~o of 27 Night School g irls work every day iu the w eek, and 
!i~ U:t.v g irls for ono < l:ty c:tch per week. 

7'/tc 1 l o11w Fut·m, l\ll'. Howe in charge, stretches :u-onn<l u,; on all s ides. I n this 
tht•rc :u o 100 ac·res under cultivation, the chief produc t.ions !Jcing milk and vege
t:alt)(',.;. 

Altont :J:'j cows ~u·c milkc< 1. :wcra.ging from l).j t<J 100 gall<) liS of milk per day. 
fll'si•il''i snpplyin.~ the ~chool f:~rnilic.~ ou the place and tho Dixio Hospital, a good 
tlml i-: ,;ol<l out si<lc. 

There are;!:! hor:;t•.'; aml t·ults Pit tho farm. 6 of which a rc lu>anlcd for ou tsiders. 
There a ru a lso :nn ho:-."'· hut much more pmk i:; consumed h.'· tht3 School than the 
farm ca.n s upply. A la rgo part of tho poultry and egb"S for the School aro also 
ra.isr1l on the place . 

• b to c rops, them an· :Ill :u·rc•s in clo>c>raml orchanl grass,!) in foddc>r, 14 in oats, 
fi in r~·<', !J in Jll':ts, .10 in potatoes , 7 in corn . G or , in truck and the balance in 
tltThanls, s mall frui ts, &e. Fw1n many of these fields two n.n<i three crops will be 
g-:ttllt' I'P<l this sll llllll('l'. For instance, the pc>as wi ll be followed hy sweet potntoes, 
iht• l':Lhhagt• h.v ::;" ·vt•t enm. &c. 

Tlu•n• nrc 1\ol\\' nn till' farm 1:3 h;uuls : :! in dmrgc of t•a ttlt•, :1 in eha.rge of harn, 
1 in l':ln' 11f pigs .. j adin~ as car t 1l riYcrs :till I farm hamls. :ll lli ouc working in the 
"''.~l'tahll· ga.nlon. 

Tho• Flll'ttt lf'll<'o'{ll•t·iultt 11mf Hlct<"k.•mi/11 SII!IJl. un<il'r th•• dwr~c of 1\Ir. Corson, 
sn:d-. ·-: wa~11n:;. carts. ami trneks a1Hl tlol'S the rl'pairin~; and horsc>shocing for the 
farm . 
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J kn' nrc lG boys working: 13 giving all their t ime to their trade and going to 
, , ·it••ol at night and 3 w orking two days each a week. Two of these boys are Indian. 

f,,._.;ide the hmne farm there is about five miles from the School, tho Hememmy 
Fru· i tl. 111Hler l\fr. West. 

In !·h is farm there are ()30 acres devoteu to grain, g rass mid stock raising. About 
.1011 ;I<Te~ arc under cnltivat.ion. This place is too far from the centres of habita
tinns tn he Yery profitable ns a dairy or market garden farm, but it r aises cattle, 
,hl'<'! '· horses, pigs, geese, ducks , turkeys, and chiekens. In this way it is a goo<l 
s<~lll ., ., . of supplies for the School. This year, two large iucuhators haYe been ad\k<l 
'" 1111· l'arm outfit and it hopes to go into poultry misiug much n1ore C'xten><ively. 
01~: his farm there are now 14 colored boys who work a ll \lay and arP taught in 

thP ,.,·,·ning by l\Iiss Clapp aml Capt. Jonlan. They r eceive both goo<l teaehin~ 

:w\1 ~;nntl \\'ages, and n ext year will enter either the Night or Normal schools on 
tllC' lto1uc grounds. 

TII,, l•o5·s usually go on to the farm just to earn thei!· way tlm:mgh school, but 
then• :1re fe\\' places where they learn more u seful lessons a.nd a. large proportion of 
th,' lll u~<' t ile knowledge gained sooner o r later. One of our Senior hors sp<>ke 110t 
loll.!.:: ,i1we nf t he many questions on fanning that tho people bring to them when 
th<·_,. :11'1 ' ont teaching and how much help the fanu training aml agricult.uro clns.'PS 
nrr· t<) i hew . 

~\.It I!Pll.!.::h this fann work canuot now be place<l among tho tnull's, it i:; l'XJWdP<l 
that it ' '"'n will be, with a. regular eorps of fa.rm apprentices nmlcr diitJ'I.!i~Of the 
D,·parlnll'ilt of Agricultural Education , to h0 spoken of further on. 

Tl11· f{11ilting Shop, under tho charge of l\Ir. E. J one,.., is umler contra.et to furnish 
lti.Oilil dnzen pairs of mitten,; to S. B. P mtt & Co., of Boston this year. 

ThP1··· nrc 12 Night School boys in this shop, and two Norma.! School l 10.)K who 
\\'nrk n11l .1· two days a week. They get 21 cts. per doz. pa.ir of mittens, al.Hl for the 
fh·,;t tlt r,••: mouths a'era.ge only about forty cents a. tlay, bu t " ·hen the trade is once 
lt•arn(·d a l•o.1· will usually make f rom 70 cts. to $1.00 in a day. A quick hoy can 
lt'arn '" r1111 oue of these machines perfectly in three months and probably m ost of 
thPIIl "'1·k it \\'ith the idea. of earning their way through school, but it is one of the 
l~' st I hi 1 1 ~s for thes~' rae('S to lea rn to handle m achinery. 'The lessons in cont·('ntnl
tion . J•:ll il·lln' . aml deftness learned here are of more value than tho fact that they 
ha1·,. 11':11'11\'11 a t-radt> in which they can set themse}vps up without m uch capitnl. 

'1'1"· I [ 11 11/ i11uton Inrlnstriul 1 1-'0I·k.~.-This is the largest and in man~· wa.n; the 
11111"t i"'l'"rt:mt industry on the place. It is, in a way, the power for all t he woo<l
\\'orkin!.:; :111d hnilding done here as from it all the pine lnmber is obtainetl. 

Till' 1"!.::·' a re brought in rafts from the Dismal Swamp and the business of the H. 
L Work~ i~ to reduce these logs into all forms of lumber. The works a rc Ll ivitlell 
intn lili'PI' d!'part.mPnts namely . Swl• Jllill , Lum11e1' rol'(l, anrl n ·oorl-wmkill(j SIIO]J-~. 

ThP li r., ( r"·" o f these departments come nmlcr this divis ion of our s uhjeet, as 
lu"ill.!.:: ·'li"JI' in which the student \vhile earning his Ji1•ing does not lcam a c<Jntplde 
trn<lt•. 

In th .. ~P t.\\'o branches of the H. I. Works there are 10 N igh t School boys work
ini:; "''"'" <Ia,- n.nrl10 Normal School bovs each workin"' 2 davs in the week. Tht·~o 
''"·'··' l1·n~·n t•~ keep tall1•. scale anrl mea~nre logs, g-r:vl~ lttm.ber aml work the llun
ht·r llli1Pl1in•·~ . besidE's the general knowledge of m;LChiner_v learne1l in a big saw 
mill. Thi ' i ~ knowledge very necessary for t his race to have if they are to compete 
with "ll 11·r~ in thi:; ag-e of machiner_v. 

Tla· thi ;·,J dPpartmont of t hese works however must come in the next \li vision of 
rhr indn-r; i""· 

Tlw llul/!f 'L'rPe Inns a re two little restaurants on the gTonn<ls . one for lm.vs and 
" 11 ' ' l'nr :-~· i rk The ho.vs' is the lar~er , luwing a reg-u lar set of hoarders. (en.Iplny<)eS 
"r lh·· " '"''' •ll ht·si<h·s fumbhing the l!o_,·s with treats ou \\'hich to r:;pcntl'their pocket 
IIH>nry. Thi~ e1Uploy~ 3 students as cooks and waiters. 
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Thn g irls' is more :L hake shop, where one Night School girl is kept busy baking 
all day and whose wares tho hungry girls treat themselves to after school. 

Last, but not least of all, comC' the Oll<ls :uul emls \vho cannot be counted into :fny 
llopartment lmt aro bread winners and most important members of our fa1nily. 

First t.ltc-ro are.[ onlcrlies whose thtti\':; aro ma.nifohl. They are stationed in the 
onlerlies' room, within call of tho oflil'e bell, r eady to <In the endless errands and 
othl johs of the School. Their must important duty is that of acting as g uides for 
tho humlrc<b of \'isitors that come to us. 
Th~·ro is ont· boy employed in the colllmissn.ry aa clerk, general duty men who 

ltn.ndlc frl•ight, one boy who works in the hospital, one girl who works in tho Doc
tor's of-Tiel'. :l paid ni:;ht guards, 12 janitors in boys· bniltlings and some ten or a 
dozen boys earn 8'3 per month for tlw care of boat~. 

f:>nmming up this di,·ision of our subject we fin rl. o:1 a rough estimate, that we 
ll a,·c il:iO stmlent.; working with theit· hamls to earu the eLiuCc'l.tion of the head. 

lYe Llo> not nu~au to say that much is not learned by every faithful student in 
lho •s,. <l<'partmPnts-he or she will h~ <t better eook, laundress, or farmer. and surely 
tnuch llco<lo-•l lcssons in promptness, anrl thoroughness are inculcated, hut still the 
ohj<~d in \'icw i.; not to teach a tra<lo hut to gC't the work don •, ancl hPre the prin
l' ipk of profit industry, each doing what he cn.n rlo best, i'! enforced as far as pos· 
sihle. 

Mnny might think in 1'<'\' iewinl{ this gnmp of industries that the student w as only 
~t·ttiug suppOI't for tlw hea.<l hy his labor, but \\'hen ~-on remcwher that a~stnolents, 
mcdmuics or bnsim•;;,; lllf'll. in nnthing these rn.ce.; an'l so weak as in their sense of 
thC' valuP of time a.n•lmaterial, ever.\' les,;on in thrift a ntl :;peed that they learn by 
secin)!; how necessa,ry wor k is Cil.l'ried on in a systematic aml business like way is 
of inestimable YaluP. 

T H E TRAD~S. 

' Vo come now to tho seron1l division of the inrlustrit>s. Those included in this 
have been est;tblishe<l for the purpose of teaching tratle.:;, but at the same time this 
!wing- missionaq work, '"e h:we to consider the support of thE' student. 

Gen. Armstrong hn<l from the Yer.r bP:;innin:; the conc<>ption of a school that 
should oiTe r all forms of intln;::trin.l training. A~ tl1 st:hool grew and prospered he 
pa.tit•ntl.'r worketl ont hi;; thong·ht, mltlin.!.'!; a sho;) at a time until we have now 11 
!.m<k's taught on the g rounds. 

In this tliYision cnnH'S the :H dep:trtment in the JI. I. lVu!·ks-tlte Genel'nl Car
J)('IIf<'l' ShoJ>-nmlcr charge of i\Ir. P. I. Frost. It dne; a.ll k in<!;; of w ood-working 
sueh a.; "·indow-sa.~he;; . door;;, mantel<;, stai rwa.n;. &e .. an<l nlso all fences and 
huildings on the school gromuls. All of this work is made practical ant! profitable 
hy being Llonc nnd~r contracts and orderti. 

In this ,;hop thPrO arc 2.) students who work all day ctml attend night school. 
Three ha,·c finished their tl'a<le this yen.t· nnd G begun. 

Xu one who :>ees tho beautiful wood-work this shop sen t to thC' vVorld's Fair can 
tlonht the skill am! ahil ity acquired in it. 

The C'm·Jwnlcl' ant/. Repai1· Sltop, uudcr tho ehargo of l\Ir. Sugden. does the general 
Carpentr.v \Vnrk for tho School. 

Tl<>n• are 1:3 students emplo,,·e•l : 1 of these has finished his t ra<le and is acting as 
nndl' r-ftn·em;m: 1 t a re leamiug the tra<lc. ;; working every day in the week and 
g-oiu:; to ~ight School, + I ndian bo.n; working half of e:tch day ltnd 2 Normal School 
ho.vs who gin' thP t\\'O work <la .. n; n. week to their trade. 

J . \Von< I. thP Hndl'r-fnrL·man. spertking fmm tht• hn.\·s' pn~itiou, says" the boys 
u;;nally c::ullll' lllt':tn inl!; to get their tnule. ami go, hnt the desire for an education 
g'l'<)\\'s strongl'l' e,·er y day and in the end they usually g·o into the N orma.l School for 
a ~·Par "~" t\\·o a.111l many g-ra<lu:tte' thl're .. , All student:> from this Shop receive 
draught ing lessons iu the Technical Shop. 
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The Engineering Depm·tment under the charge of 1\lr. G. Vahlen, fumh;hes the 
pvwer for running all the machinery on the grounds, supplies the ste<\tll fur heat
ing, cooking and washing, and cares for the gas house from '~hich must uf the 
grounds and builuings are lighted. 

'l'here are nino boys working in this department, se~en from tho Night School 
:nul two from the Normal School. Four of these l>oys ar<l teaming t heir trade of 
Pradicr~l Engineering, while ti ,.e are eaming their Ji,·ing. One of th is department 
will ~r:uluate this June from the Normal Academic course of the School. 

:\<'XL under this subject come t he Tt·ctining S ho1>s. 
'l'hc Paint Shop under l\lr. J . F. Lacrosse c111plnys 16 Indians and 3 colored 

studL•nts. Of tho 3 colored students 2 work :tiiLiay anu go to ~l\ltool at night aml 
1 wurl>s only two Llap• in tho wel:'k. Of tho InLlian:s two are N<mn:d School boys 
\\'Orkiug ouly 2 Lla.ys per week, and 14 are from tho Indh\n Sehoul working half of 
each dny. 

This department docs all the painting, Y:u·Jlishing ami glazing on the place. 
The bhop pays well and at the same time attention is gi~cu to tho etlucational iLle<t 
of till' trade. For tho first half of the year )!r. La Crosse gan• n·~11lar lectures 
en~ry Monday morning. These talks covereu such sul.Jjects n'> P rimary colors, 
Mixing colors, Apply ing colors. 1\raterial~ . etc. 

l\lr. La Crosso is so con,·incml of the value of thes,• t lmL hL· says i( h" Wl•rc running 
a shop pure ly fo1·profit, he should take tiwc for thu;;c l e~osons, a.'l hu thin klS it wuulll 
pay. 

As to tho two races, he says that tho Imlia.n talws lwl<l quickt•r, tho Nl'gro holcls 
out lvnger ancl they come out about e~en. 

The ll<tnU!S8 Shop, umler Mr. 'Vm. H. Gmhlis, himself a. gr:uluato studc•nt (>f this 
,·cr.'· :>hop. reports 3 colore< I an•l 3 Indian stuclent<;. Tho colon~! students g-i~e tlll'ir 
full time to trade and go to Night School ; tho Indians arc ~or mal School !Joys who 
gi,·t·::! da,,·s per week. 

'l'\\'n thirds of the yen r they h ave been filling orders for harnesses from 1\fr. John 
W!\ll:lll1:1ker. Tho otlu:!r thi['(l has been devoted to loc1tl work to keep tho !.Joys 
busy. Tu the onle•· Lrn.de t hey hn.,·e recei,·c,l as high as $ 100 fo r It harness, while 
tht• Jo,·al work 11.Y<.'rag-es about 82il fo r a h:um•ss. 

Mr. Gad,lis has tn.ught some of the stmlonts outside of his LlL•partment stitching, 
and has lllado tho fino work uoue for the 'Vnrl<l's Fair an occasion for cxLra. lessons 
iu ti• ~c• work. 

Tlw Shoe Shop under l\Ir. S. E. Smith, another sturlent who learned his tra<ln in 
tht· sh' 'l' wlwro ho is now foreman, rl'port.-; a l;tllrt I of B students; :; l'olorccl from the 
Ni).(ht tkhool working a ll day, 1 colorer! from Normal School w<>rking 2 days per 
week anll 2 I ndians working 1t days per week. 

i\ lo~t of the students w ho entered he1·e cn.mc to lt'arn tho t r:t<lo: :J stur\Pnts 
han• finished their trade this year a.nd 2 w ill finish this summL•r; one has just. 
l ~·~uu. All seem earnest in their work. 

i\fr. Smith <lividcs tho trn1le years systema.ticnlly and a lthough hL· gi~rs n o general 
clas..; lc-ii.<;ous, yet tries to teach each indiddtutl thn qualities of leather , usc and 
dh·i,ions. One of the trade graduates of this Shop has mn<le a ~-:ood reconl this 
year io Charlotte Hall School in St. :Mnry's Co. Maryland, w here he hns taken charge 
of the Shoe Shops. 

ThP 'f'i11 Sl10p is in care of Mr. Walter Baker, a las t year's gmclnatc, who is Loth 
foreltmn and work111an , as there a re now n t> students in tho Shop. He reports 
h;wing- p11 L on !i.2:17 sq. ft. of roofing, 323 ft. down spout,, t\~ ft. of guU~r spou t, ll'iO 
pieces of tin ware repa.il·ecl; !i72 new pieces of ti n ware ma•IL• np and one Senior 
ooy taught I tow to !ioldcr. 

The Pl'iu/iou O.t/icc HilLier the charge of 1!1-. C. W. BeLts roporL~ a dull business 
year. but n. ~<><>< 1. eamest set of boy:;. There aro iu the Shop 6 colored :;tutlcnts who 

Alt'l'- \'OL -1--H 
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give their days to this h"rHle attending Nigh t School· G Indian boys, 5 who come 
in for two days in the week and one who goes to Night School aud gives a ll his 
days to his trade; 8 graduates anu ex-students aml 4 outsiUers ; making a total of 
24 hands. 

This office does all the School printing, which, besides the t"·o School "papers this 
year includes tho" Twent_v Two Year:;' \Vork ,"' a iiOO page book gi\"ing a record of 
Hampton'l; w<>rk, and a number of weekly paper:> and periodical:; nntl considerable 
j ob printing f rollt outside. 

The Pierce Jllach iue Shop~. l\Ir. Chas. King, in charge, r eport on 3 departments 
of labor. 

1st, the llfacll"ine Shop proper. I n !Ids ltL' report:; 2 Jml ians working 2 days in 
the week and 7 Night School boy:;. 

2nd, the Blacksmithing department where he r eports 4 Nigh t School boys and 2 
Normal School Indians. 

3nl, the VVooclworlcing department, where he reports 2 Night School boys working 
all day aml 4 Indians working 2 days in a week. 

Mr. King who has just assumed the ch[trge of these shops this year , has been 
re-organizing them with the object of improving the instruction given and of 
placing them on a better bus iness basis. 

The work still done in the .Jllctchine Shop is the manufacture of a cheap grade of 
tools with which l\fr. King is not wholly sa tisfied and hopes by another year to be 
able to afford new patterns and a better Yariety of work here. 

In the other two departments, B lacksmithing and Woodworking, where are made 
raft gear , ploughs, trucks, com-shellers, wheel-barrows, carts, hominy mills, etc., 
1\:II'. King feels tha t he uow has the best variety of work both for instruction of his 
boys, the business of t he Shop and the fact that t hey are things the boy can make 
when they go out from here, without having to have much capital to start in 
business. 

Sewing, Dressnwkiny aml Tailm·ing DejJartment, Miss J.\f. T. Galpin, manager, 
reports as follows : 

48 girls began work in October, of which number only three have dropped out. 
The work done is dressmn.king, tailoring, shirtma.king and mending for 400 boys. 

The under clothes needing m endiug a re sent from the laundry and keep the 
m ending squad busy from Tuesday till F riday. On Saturday the janitors bring in 
the boys' suits that need m emliug and the Senior girls see to i t. Some idea of the 
amount of work done is shown by these figures : 2,3tll shirts, 300 uniforms, 2,868 
miscellaneous articles have been made this school year. 

J.\iiss Forsythe has tlus year had <"harge of the dressmaking department and has 
given lessons iu draughting, cutting aud bn,sting. 

llliss Galpin speaks of the marked benefit of the Whittier Sewing classes as shown 
in those girls who come into her department from them. 

The Green Ilow;e, under the care of l.\Ir. Chas . Goodrich, r eports a good set of 
boys, two in the winter and four t his spri ng. The.~e are all colored boys from the 
Night School. Of t.h is set one ca. me to learn his trade. one probably intends to finish 
the trade and two are simply working their way through s0hool. One outside 
laborer was emplo.ved last f<tU hut now a ll Lhe work is given to the boys and the 
aim is that there shall be 110 outside help. No class instructions are given these 
boys but inuiYidua11essons aml questions on their purpose are given to each as he 
works. 1\'Ir. Goodt·ich has this spring taken 18 girls in classes of 6 and given them 
lessons in planting, cutting, and transplanting. These girls will each have a bed in 
the Girls' Ga1·den-where she will cultivate her seedlings auu sell her fruit and 
vegetables to the Teacher's Home, thus gaining- some pocket mo~ey. 

Thi:; h; a new sche1u e and it is hoped will solve the question of making the girls' 
garden a stwcc:<:; a:; well a:; a lesson for the girls. 
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In summing up our 2d di'"ision of labor, we find we ha.~e 11 departments employ
in;: au a~erago of 1-33 student.<; ; that in these shops while the stutlent c!oes earn a 
p:t>·t. or tho '~hole of his li~iug according to the t ime de,•oted , ~-et t he chief purpose 
i-: , hmrn a trade anti in every one of these ten departments u. useful and profitable 
traiuiu,; is g iven the hand and head. 

lt i-< 0n this branch of our industries that ?IIr. ·w an en's critic ism bears when he 
~"·'·:; that he cannot reconci le the idea. of education and mnuufacture. 

u you take the motlem iue:1. of :L manufactor)' where u i,·isioll of labor to secure 
li"' biggest possible profit is t he plan anti aim, it cannCit ue rcconcilotl with ednca
ti•m IJccause such mauufacturing dwa.l'fs the whole man. Bnt Hampton canies Cln 
tn:uJtd'acturcs for their educational, n ot thoit· prodtwtin~, Yaluc. \Vheu it is a 
l[UC~li"n between tho 1>rofit of the shop and the educ:Ltional goou of the student, 
the pwfit lllU!>t suffer. 

\\"1.! h:1.>e spoken before of the Hampton theory that a productive l:tbor is one of 
the gn·at eclucatioual factors for these r aces, and that the industrial education is 
not hu rt in this combination seems to be conclusi>oly pro\·ccl not alone uy the 
huudn:.ls of good mechanics that go from h ero South null \Vl'st hut by the numuers 
that li:L\'O taken charge of shops iu schools and in other way~:~ .;!towed theLLlSelves 
ma,[<•r " ·orkmeu. 

Tf, hem-ever , 1\fr. \Varren feels that \\"O can not m aiH• the money that we ought 
to wilh this endowment of s hops it can only be said that in pulLin~ the goods into 
markl-l, H nmpton llocs not expect to lx.'Co1 no indepcudcntly wealthy. The plaut 
for hc•r intlustl'ies has IJeen g i\·cn her aml h<·r aim in productive labor is to nm 
her ,111 •ps on a. good t hrifty bus iness basis. 

We ~hall no>cr be tomptA•d to hope for g reat business profits, because as soon as 
a man i ~ , in a uusiness sense, profitable to the School, he is seut off to teach others. 

Quitu opposecl to this critic isn1 too. is the feeling in 1uany llhops that tho educa
tion of I he student is a good in Vt'stmeut for the shup ; Umt the more care and 
thought 1 h:\t is pnt on the r elation of the student to his work the bettor the business 
staud iu))' of the shop is. Imlustrial trainiug cau IJe gin•n allll prollnctive labor 
carrird on according t o the old ide:\ of a s mall sure bn,;iuess and a well rounded 
fl l"l fl f't\1n" l1.1h~ "rf'\ t•IT•H .. H'\ l , nf- ,...,"i· ,..n ., ,.. , . . l :" ·"' 1- .., 41 . - 1f\ ._t . r t 
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I n the laundry Miss Booth has the 42 girls divided into SlJUads of ten for Mondays' 
washing ; each squad has the use of the laundry for an hour and a half. On their 
work days they inm their clothes, after which the clothes arc ins]Jected in the sew
ing room an• I each girlmemls her own. Besiue this memling they make their own 
clothes, four coLton dresses a year at the lea:;t, prepare extra clothes for the store
r<JfJill r c:uly to fit out new students aml make aml weml all the Wigwam and 
' Vinonlt lx.•1lding. 

As ' ·Vi nona l1:1s n o sepamte kitchen they could not cook their own meals. How
eYer there is a :;mall o,·erflow dining roow ut ';yinona which they take care of, get
ting prn.cticc in care o( lal>IC' and dishes. 

To gain the much llecole>,] knowledge of cooking, a small three-roomed cottage 
on the grotmus ha:; bct·n titted up like a home, with parlor, dining room, kitchen 
and storeroom. The girls arc tlil'idetl into companies of fou r and each four uses 
the cottage for a week. They are gh·cn 50 c ts. aml flour ant! milk and out of this 
must get four suppers fur t hemseh ·cs and a teacher. 

The object kept in view is how to tlo well with n little. They rarely make cake 
but lC'arn how to prepare eggs, potatoes, etc., in all ways. 

This is meant to be the practical application of the regular cooking lessons, under 
Miss vVillinmson. The girl:; enjoy this as •' phty ing I 10usc" on a grand scale. At 
the end of the year each gi rl will ha,·e hat! 3 week:; of this training. The money 
for tlli.s unique training school has all heen !c'i,·en by charity. 

Now that we haYe seen how the I mlitm girl learns in laundry, housework, sewing 
and cooking-let us f\ee "·hat i:; done fur the boy. 

Like e,·ery stmlt•nt on the ground ho has to care for his own room; then turning 
to the shops, we SL!C many tleltls of lah<Jr before him. 

Those now call eLl t he "Training Shop:;., i. e. the Harness Shop, Paint Shop, Shoe 
Shop and Tin Shop-were at first called the Indian Tmining Shops, and established 
largely with the illca of giving the Indians prartical knowledge of different trades. 
They ha'>o change1l their name since then in order to express the fact that they are 
not limited to one mcc, lmt we shall fiutl2l Indians t:~king their trades in them and 
still others in the printing office, machine shop, etc. 

The Technical Shop. nmll'r tho charge of Mr. F. L. Small, manager, is designed 
to give the training in usc of tools :md wood turni11g. Here at present, there are 14 
Indian boys, {) working half of each <hy and 5 two days per week, under the direct 
super vision of i\lr. Spinm,~·. a colore•! e.'H;tndent. It is intended that every Indian 
boy shall have nine uwnths. Although the object is purely educational-the work 
of the students, in the shn.po of carved paper cutters, ink.;tands, picture frames, etc., 
is sold. 

In this shop abo :tre given the les:;ons 111 f ree-lmn!l n.ud mechanical drawing to 
the trades boys. 

There are lh·e classes of 8 each from the carpenter shops and one of 14 from the 
blacksmith and lllachine shops. 

The Abby Jlfny Hvmc, under the charge of l\fis:; Austen, has been opened for the 
fir:st time this ~·car. I n this channing buihling-, 'vhieh truly deserves the name of 
home ten colore, ] g id:; at :t tillle arc taken for :t three months' course. These girls 
learn to cook, wn:;h, iron, men1l :wd do gcnural house,vork on a small home scale 
that they may have a trne llH11lel after which to fashion their own home. They 
work all day and go to Night school. Perhaps the greatest lessons they receive here 
an• in their litt le Sa.turday night compauie;;, re:uling:; with the house-mother, &c. 

This li fe is to g iw the specinl train ing; that the Riz!l of our school household wiU 
unt a llow in other places. UmlE'r the cnre of this house is brought the cooldog and 
:sewing; classes and the Girl"' Holl~· Trcfl Inn. 

While the :;tudents in the Normal School only work two days in the week instead 
,,r six. still here the opportunity is taken to g ive them in classes technical training 
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that cn•r r person ou~;ht to h nxe, ns Thr. Tt•<'hlli• ·ul ( ''""s''·• iu t.Jw u s•· ,,f tools m Hlnr 
)fi.;;; l(nthari ne P a rke. H ere a ll the g irls of tlw ;llidd lt• t 'lass rnnw f or 1 wo hours 
l"' r " .,.,.);:for h nlf a Yl..'<l.l' rmtl thP Indian Sdwol gi rls for unn h olll' pe r wo•l'k fnr the 

11·1udt· ,,.,.,11'. The.'· an-• h•·ro tau~ht h ow to u;;o tools and t hu principles nf construc
tion. Th,•ir first work i,.; lll:d>:iug :~ uox-as t his is m eant to IH'Ip them . both Indian 
:11111 ··olnrl'•l, tn mak0 their own h omes comfort;~hlt•. they an• taught how t hey can 
111 :11:• • the mnst of th inJ;s-lu>w to use h•ather for hinges. how to cm·1•r a. uo:o.:. &c. 
Till'~· ll'arn h ow to make ~creens, s tools, picture f t'(I.JUL'S :mtl how tu Yarnish and 
paint them. Kothing is soltl fmm th is shop, tho stutlent k eepinp; whnt sh e makes 
n~ : 1 r!•wanl of h er in<iustry . 

. \ 1-(a iu, :t <·olorl•<l g-irl arig ht c:nme in to our <lny school aml gr aLluate and m>t I< nnw 
hnw t•1 meml her cloth <.>s if s he ha!lnot worketl in tho indnRt rinl roomR. T u 0\'1'1'
cnnt<' this th e l\Iidt! le rs go one C'V<>ning in the \\'Pek tel tlu• "\hh.v l\In:v H ome to a 
suwitt):; dass. Thi~ is just to teach p lain. neat. u lll fashion e<l se11·iug-. 

For sumo year ;; cooking cla.:sses have been established. These are nn11· ~·arriod on 
at the _\l oby May H o rne. 

llt-rl' I he :'IIiLldlers go iu d a.s."<'s t11"ice a week fn1· half n. .~ear. Thl'ru ru·e l!o'n g il'ls 
in a. da"~ :tml each cla .. ,;,"' l ms :t thorough cum·:;p in 111a.king fires. baking, lu1iling. 
fryin;.(. l,roiling, mixing. Sl'<lsnniug, e tc .. also in gettinl!; up:~ who!" llll':Ll. o•le:~t·ing 

up.&.·. 'Jhe c ln .. ~se~ g ive a l>rl'fl.d pa rty to which the boys a rt· in vi Lt•ol as i:tstcrs, <Lnd 
prizL•s ""·:tnlc•<l for the fmcst l>reatl , r olls, &o:. 

It ~<'L'' "" J.,~>st tlmt el·ery hoy that comes to th is seh nol hoth frotH t ltu \V<'St :wd 
South shon!Ll kn ow som ethi ng ahout fa rllling. To th is !'lllllll:UJ.I' :Lnwng- Llw work 
stmlPnls nrt• put on the f:Lrlll-allll n.mon~; our Norlllal s tw lput :; t h is .n·:u· reg-ul:Lr 
cla,;:<t•,; in :t g r icult nre h ttve been established ttlllle r th e c ha rge uf l\Ir. Uoutlrich a nd 
l\Ir. '\\'t•<t. 

All tht' ) Jidclle boys atteml tltest• Qlll' h nur a week tlm·ing th e scltntll ~-··:w. 
The: ... I,Jin.t; tu and enlarging of this <li ,,ision of' th e industrial training has been 

on<: oC lhL· chief a im s of this year. Not on ly h a 1·u Jlt'W c lasses in io•o·hniL·nl lmining , 
as LltL' nlitld lc yc•:11· sewing n.nol a~;riculturo classes l ol't'n aol<kol, Inti; t·areful Lltought 
hns l,..,.n put on t he g rad ing anol i;yst emat izing t h e wor k in the s hape t.hat all t he 
work 111a.'· push iow:trd t he snJUe end, a complete. wcll-ground etl indm'tria.l educa 
tion. 

T ltl· ••1 L<'tnpt in th<' al>ov<• has heen to only ~ive n CJUick ·dew of th e hranches of 
inolustr.' · at Ilnntptun. to show snJUewhat ho11· tlw.r ha.1·e g-rown u p nul of lH>th theory 
atul tlt ·('('S:<il.l' mill some of tl11· lfll !o'stions awl JH'ol.J(• tns pn•s!'nt('d ' '·'· tlt~·tot . ~[uch 
Joltol'L' ''"Pi"n~ r t'porLs hai'C l>L·eu maole on all t heir work, 11·hidt iht• Sl'h<1nl will 
gl:t•ll.'· fnm ish, togethe r with oppo r tuuitic:; to sec every imlustry on the g rounu:; tu 
<HI~· ...... "'"" Lle:;ire:; to go more deeply in to the snbjL•ct. 

AN~IE B1mum m H<:OVI!,U:, 

Tr:ache1·. 

1'h"1'"ht1 attendance of s'tndentR for l f\!):3 . is given a;:; GRfl. For 
rletail :-: ~'"'! letter nf Principal in note.* In f·lll' l'<'port tn t1to Tnts-

--- ---------- ------ -
* HAMPTO~ NoR~tAL A:o<D Aomc u r,TURAL I=-sTtTUTE, 

Ron. 1. BI>WARDS CLA!tKE, 
Hm112Jto11 , Vu ... ·l]wil fJ3, '94. 

R 1u·ec1.n of E<lncation, H"ashington, D . C. 
D"·' tt f=;m: In reply to your letter of tl1e 17th in st. i 11 r eg-ard to the numuer of 

stud"nt~ at this school fo r the year ending Juuc lJUth . 18!HI. T ),..~ to appoutl th e 
follow in;.( statement of the enrollmen t for t hai year: 
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tee.-; tl1u at tendance in tho "WhiUier School" is given as 265; 136 
girls and 12!) boys. 

The Faculty Jmml>et',.; SO P rofessors, Instructors. etc.-20 men and 
GO women. R uY. H. H. Frissell. Principal. 

THE W J-:s-r VrR GI Nf A U:s-IVERSI TY, MoRGANTOWN, WES1' VIRGINIA. 

The Vv ust Virginia _-\.gTicultura l College was established by the 
Legisb tu 1'1' in acconla nco with the United States Land Grant Law. 
Tho citize11s ur M()t ganto wn, llmmt ing huil <lings, grounds and money 
t o the ammm t of $50,000 .: t he college was established there, in 1867. 
The fund from tho p roceetls of the Unitell States Land Grant, then 
amo·nn t ing, with a <..:crnL•tl interest, to 300, 000. This endowment was 
snbsc(ruently incroasotl by t he State to the sum of 8110, 000. In 
:ultlition aHnual appropri<~tio ns fo r current expenses a.nd for addi
t iOJla,l builllings, h:we been madu. The colleg e grounds consist of 25 
aeros cont ig uous t1> the t own of Morgantown, which is on the 
Monong[thola R i vor, Monongahela. Couuty. Daily stages connect 
with F airmount, a station on t ho Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. 

The nmne of t he college was, on the recommendation of the Gov
ernor, changed hy tl1 e Legislatur e from that of t he " Agricultural 
College,' ' t•J its p resent mtme tho seco111l y1-1ar a ft.e r its establishment. 

T he U ni ' 'ersity uow compri~es :\ p1·eparat ory Department; The 

NOlt)IA L SCHOOL . 

Co I'd 
Girls. 

Senior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
.llfitldle . ... . ... ... . . ....... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Ju nior .... . ... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 49 
Intennedia!.t" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 

Night School. .... . . ..... . ... .. . ... . ............. . . 
ludian School . . .... . ...... . .. . ..... . .. . .... . . .. . . . . 

129 
83 

0 

Col'd 
Boys. 

19 
28 
50 
20 

117 
222 

0 

212 339 
Total Colored Gids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .. .. . 

Boys . ... .. ..... .. ... . .. . . . . ....... . . . .... . . ..... . 
Indian Girll'l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . 

Boys ..... . ........ . . ... .............. . . . . .... . . .. . 

Ind. Ind. 
Girls. Boys. 

0 2 
8 11 
8 21 
0 0 

16 34 
0 0 

29 59 

45 93 

212 
339 

45 
93 

689 
The 'Vh.ittier School, whose census is reconlecl in our report to the Trustees of 

th is school, while being largely untler t he control of our Faculty is a public school 
a.nu consequently we do not reckon its numbers in our returns to your Bureau. 

There a re frequently smal l diilcrE'pancies between the t wo reports mentioned from 
l.hl' fact that t he annual report is usually put in print in April to be ready for the 
Annual Meeting of the Trustees in May, while that to the Education Bureau is 
made June i30th. 

Very respectfully, 
H. B. FRISSELL, Principal. 

By F. C. BRIGGS. 
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Cr)llcge, 1viLit both n. classical and a scientific Department with 
courses of four years; and a Department of Engineering, of which the 
com·so for the first three years is the same as the "Scientific" course, 
tho ~tnclies of Senior year alone varying. "Civil Engineering
Maha,n," ":Military Engineering- ~Ltha.u," a.nd "Gillespie on Loca
tion, construction and improvement of Roatls and Railroads," are 
stnclierl; each one term.-A Military Department, in which there is 
instntetion in Military Science running through four yea.rs, n.nd an 
AgTicultnral Department, with a two years course. There n,re also 
" Law" and "Medical" Departments. Drawing does not ~my where 
appun,r in the schedule of studies, except n,s Map Drawing in two 
terms of the first year. 

The catalogue for 1879-'80, shows n, total of 13;2. students in all the 
clepnrtments; 52, in the college proper, and 70, in the preparatory De
partl uen t. 

LATER HISTORY. 

Tho btest "Biennial Report of the Board of Regents," dated 
Decumber lOth, 1892, shows a marked increase in tho number of 
stnclr-:Lts over the total n.s given in the ca.talogue of 1870-'80. "For 
the y<,nr ending J une, 1891, the total was 205; and for tho year ending 
Juno, 1S9:2, itwas2U." The lack of ana(leq natenumberof high schools 
and rLe<tdemies, in the State, fitted to prepare pupils for entrance into 
college, is noted as lt persistent hindrance to the growth of the Uni
ver.~ity . Many who desire a college training, being compellerl to 
leave their homes in order to attend the preparatory course of two 
years. in the University, before being qualified to pass the entrance 
examin<-Ltion for the Academical Department; in frequent instances 
then·hy ~:~o exhausting their pecuniary resources as to be unable to 
cont innt, , 

TltLJ ,,dtli tional income, under "the new Morrill Act of 1890," has 
eaalrlt •rl tlre college to open two new courses of study; one, of three 
years. iu Agriculture, leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Agricul
ture, twd one of four years, in Mechanical E ngineering; leading to 
the DegToe of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering. 

A building for the Department of Mechanic Arts and Mechanical 
Enginl:'l·ring, authorized by the Legi::;latnre at its last session, has 
been C<! mpleted at a cost of $5,000. 00, n,ppropriated by the Legislature, 
and equipped at a cost of $12,000, at the expense of the Morrill Fund. 

ProfPssor Emory, a graduate of Worcester (Mass.) P olytechnic 
UniYersity, has been appointed Professor in the new Department 
of :Meeltanical Engineering. 

The Legisla.ture, also, authorized the erection of another building 
to be k rwwn as Science Hall, at a cost not to exceed $40,000, which 
has ho(·n l1e.gun. An appeal is also made to the Legislature for an 
adrli ti.<rllal building; to be used for instruction in E lectrical Engi
neeriag-, the plant of which is to l>e provided from the Morrill Fund. 
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The l:ttr·st cn.tn.log1w * n.t hand , that for 1 802-'!l3, contains n.n inter
esting tn.blo giv ing a · ' compn.rati vo view of courses for Bachelor 
Degrees," of whicJ1 live arc offerecl , vih: A. n., JJ. s., B. s . c. E. , B. s . 
M. E., and n. AGR. Tho frontispiece gives views of the five most 
important lmilcliHgs. 

Tho LPgislt\turP- <.lesignatell tho U nivcrsity to receive all the residue 
of t ho F mHl arising from the new U. S. Lau<l Grant of 'DO, after the 
<.lue proporli•m assigned by that law, hn.s boon given to t ho " W est 
Virginia Colm·ccl I nstitu te," an institntion for the instruction of 
co]or e<.l youth in Agricul tu rnl awl Mccl1rmical Science, recently 
estn.blish ccl in the county of Kanawhn .. hy t ho Logis]n.ture, in accord
ance with tho provisions of thoU. S. Law. Three thonsan<l dol1ars 
per n.nm1m for fn·o years; n.nd, a fter that, five thousn.ncl dollars a 
yPn.r, hC'ing assignccl to t hat I nstitute. 

'r ho stimuln.ting- impulse g i von by this n.ddition to tho U . S. Grant 
Fund, i!-i fL very marked fen.ture in th e recent history of all t he Land 
G rn.nt Colleges; as has also been the case where tho now A gricultural 
Experiment Stat.ions have bC'en attached to an existing institution. 
By these two bws, Congress has wisely mado possible the much 
JHlctle<l tlevc1opmcnt of the Scien tific Departmen ts for the t.raining 
of stnclents; and, also, given to tho community, the opportunity to 
avail ihomsel ves of the best n.1J<l latest results of scient ific investi
gn.tion ; which is ever progre::~sive. 

I NSTRUCTION I N DR AWING. 

In thecomseof Civil E ngineering; Dmwing, in its several branches 
of F reehand, Mcchan ien.l, aml Instrumen tn.l , is taught t hroughout 
tho course. I n tho comse i n Mechn.nical Engineer ing; Mechanical 
Dmwing is taken for n, single term in the sccon<l year, an<.l t hrough 

·· all the th ird yen.r. " Shop work " is also taken up throughout 
tho third year . In the · ' Mechanic Arts " there are courses in 
W oodworking ; ~Ionl<ling n.n <l Cn.sting; Forging; Tin Smithing; 
Pipe Fitting; Machine Shop work; and Machine Construction. .All 
students in tho Agr iculturnl com·se nrc required to take a course in 
manual trn.iuing sufficient to give a practical knowledge of working 
in wood n.nd iron. The building containing tJ10 shops, a substant ial 
st.nlCtu ro 00 x 3:3 feet, is ample in size and fully equipped with req
ui site tools n,]1(1 mne]lincry fe-r 11sc of the students tc'l.king the three 
years course in Mcc]Htnic Art s. This course is open to all the stu
dents. A special cou rse in l\fech n.ui c Ar ts of one year, is provided 
fo r tho students in .Ag ricnJturo. The estimated necessary living 
cxp\~nses of st.nclents for thn Academic year of th ir ty six weeks are 
g iven as r n.nging hetwcen t.he limits of $137.00, and 8204.00. This 

----------
*l'alalugue uf ' Vest Virginh\ Unin~rsily, iHOI"J . .(<l ntown. For the year 18!12-'93. 

Ch:uh•slon, " ' · Va . M osl'S ,V, Doua lly P ublic P rinter. 1893. Ill. Pp. 106. 
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includes all expenses except tuition fees. These are $12.50 a term 
for students in the University from other States; and $5.00 a term 
for such students in the Preparatory Department. Tuition is free 
to citizens of West Virginia, except in the La~ School. The Col
legiate Department of the University is equally open to youth of 
both sexes. A very small number of girls, however, are in l:l.ttend
ance. 

It will be observed that Drawing is given only in its relation to engi
neering and mechanics. There is no instruction in Drawing in its 
relation to the Fine Arts. The Military Department of the Univer
sity is fully developed. Cadets are appointed by law, from the Gen
eral Assembly Represenative and Senatorial districts of the State. 

The total number of students in attendance for the year 1892-'93 is 
given at 231, with 3 deducted as counted twice. Of these 108 are 
Preparatory, 22 Law, and 101 Collegiate. It may be of interest to 
give the distribution of these Academical students and to note how 
few here, as elsewhere, seek degrees in Agriculture. 

For degree of A. B. 33, B. s. 17, c. & M. Enging. 4, B. AGR . .2. 
Special students in some of these Departments, not studying for a 
degree, 34. "The Faculty and Teachers" number 20 .. E. M. Tur
ner, LL. D., President. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN. 

The State University was chartered in 1848, and organized and 
opened for students in 1849. The Agricultural College was organ
ized in 1866. 

"The University Fund" consisted of the proceeds of the sales of 
land gra,nted by acts of Congress for the support of the University, 
approved June 12, 1838, August 6, 1846, and December 12, 1854. 
The available fund amounted in 1881, to $226,796.86. 

The Agricultural College Fund consists of the proceeds of the 
sales of 240,000 acres of land granted by act of Congress, approved 
July 2, 1862. 

The amount of the productive Agricultural fund was in 1881, 
$271,939.81. Some portion of the lands accruing under the grants 
both to the University Fund, and to the Agricultural Fund, still 
remain unsold. The above statements are from the annual Report 
of the Secretary of the Board of Regents of the University, under 
date of October 1st, 1881. . 

It will be seen that this institution is the outcome of, and in itself 
illustrates, the continuous policy of direct encouragement and assist
ance to higher education, adopted by the Congress of the United 
States. With the material progress o£ the country, the rapid devel
opment of science, and the ever growing activities of the Industrial 
Arts, the expansion of the needs of higher education have been recog-
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ni7-ed by Cm1grcs~. It will lJe noted that the Agricultural Fund 
created to meet tlte new needs, is somewhat in excess of the fund 
arising from the previous grant:;; made l>efore the ueecls of the indus
trial c lasses for l1 ighct· tcclmical training hall been recognized.. 

F ew institutions so W<'ll illustrate tll e continuous policy of the 
United States goYcrnment in aid and encouragement of education, 
as, in many casl's, in other States, the f1mus creat ed by different 
gra.nts have been distrilmtud among different institutions. Here 
the development uf tho new education and the proof of its r ecogni
tion by the government of the United States, are cl<'a.rly shown. 

In accordance ·"' ith tho provisions of the U nitetl States Jaw of 
1802, the University was re-organized in 1860, as appears by the fol
lowing extracts from the laws of tho State. 

REOIWA-NIZATION. 

Chapter 144, General Laws of 1866. 
Section 1. Tlte ol!ject of the Univerf<ity of Wisconsin shall be to provide the 

means of acquiring a thorough kno\\" ledge of the various branches of learning 
.connected with scientific, industrial, and professional pul'suits; and to this end it 
shall consist of the following college:;, to wit: 1st. The College of Ar ts ; 2d. '!'he 
College of Letters; 3d. Such prol'e:;sional, and other colleges, as from time to time 
may be added thereto or connedl•d t herewith. 

Section 2. The College of Arb shall embrace courses of instruction in the math
ematical, physical, and natural scil•nc~s, with their application to the industrial 
arts, such as agriculture, mechaniC'~ aud engineer ing, mining and metallurgy, man
\tfactures, architecture, and comm c:>rce; in such branches included in the College 
of Letters as shall l!e necessary to a. proper fitting of the pupils in the scientific and 
practical courses for thei r chosen pursuit s ; anll in military tactics; and as soon as 
the income of the Un.i \·er:;ity shall allow, in such order as the wants of the public 
shall seem to r equire, the saill courst•s in the sciences, and their application to the 
practical arts, shall Lc expanded into distinct colleges of the University, each with 
its owu fat:ulty and appropriatt• title. 

Section 3. The College of Letters slwll be co-existent with the College of Arts, 
and sha.ll embrace a liberal com se of in::;truction in languages, literature, and phi
losophy, t ogether with such courses, or parts of courses, in the College of Arts, 'l8 

the authorities of the Uni\'ersity shnll prescri!Je. 
Amendment of 1867. 
Section 1. The University shall be open to female as well as male students, under 

such regulations as the Boartl of Regents may deem proper; and all able-bodied 
male studeuts of the University, iu " ·hate"l"er college, shall receive ins truction and 
discipline in military tactics ; the requisite arms for "hich shall be furnished by 
the State. 

Tlte following extract from t he report of the " Board of Visitors," 
to the " Board of Regents, ., ma(le J nne 21st, 1881; gives a view of 
the Universit.y a.s t hen organize<1, ~Lllcl of the provisions made to 
carry out the purpose::> of the United States Grant of 1862: 

'l'he Uni"l"ei'Sit)T seems to be well l!alancecl in the several depa rtments of study 
and experiweut, allll your t·om UJ ittce IJeg:s le:txe to commend the institution to the 
coutinued faYomble attention of the citizens of t he Stute as an efficient means 
wherl'by young- nwn autl women ean prepare for the acti"l"ities of life. 

In the ancien t aud uwdern classical courses, the work, as far as we witnessed in 
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visiting the class rooms, showed in the main careful preparation. The English 
course and the applied sciences are efficiently administered, bringing the student 
into vital contact with the history of literature, of the race, and of the past and 
present literature itself, and the truths of natural science, and inspiring students 
with the great practical utilities of the industrial world. · 

. Citizens and professionals alike see in the materials of the University farm and 
shops most potent means of instruction, stimulating for young men and women 
the same thought, except in degree, that the kindergarten purposes for the child, 
and with the sole end of suggesting the parallelism of art to science, of practice to 
theory; and the committee observes further, that the advantages which the agri
cultural and mechanical departments are designed to confer should not be lightly 
esteemed. The vast importance of the branches should receive your liberal atten
tion. The present prosperity and future greatness of our state depends largely 
upon her agricultural productions and manufacturing interests. 

By act of Congress of 1862, there were donated to the several stat;es certain lands 
for the establishment of colleges for the benefit of the agricultural and mechanic 
arts. The revenues from the funds arising from the sale of such lands are by the 
terms of the act to be applied to the purposes indicated. We find that a special 
effort has been made by the erection of the new science building, the purchase a.nd 
maintenance of a university farm, the establishment of a professorship and liberal 
equipment of laboratories and machine shops, to carry out the spirit and intent of 
this law. These features of the University we cannot too highly commend. In 
special training of young men as engineers, miners, chemists, geologists, machin
ists, farmers and dra.ughtsmen, the University offers inducements equal to the best 
special schools in the country. This is not, perhaps, as well understood in the state 
as it ought to be. We think a. special effort should be made by circulars liberally 
distributed, or other proper means, to bring these facts before the people of the 
state. 

The following passage from the Report of President Basc~m to 
the Regents,* is interesting as showing the tendency towards adjust: 
ment between the different courses of training offered: 

There has been for the past half-dozen years, a steady alteration in the relative 
number of students pursuing the three leading courses of study: the Ancient Clas
sical, the Modern ClassiCal and the Scientific. In 1875 the number in the Univer
sity belonging to the Ancient Classical Course was thirty-nine; to the Modern 
Classical, twenty-six, and to the Scientific Course one hundred and twenty. In 
the year which has just closed, the resp('Ctive numbers are sixty, seventy-one and 
88venty-six. The number in the three departments are becoming nearly equal. 
This fact seems to be due t o a variety of intluences : (1) The terms of admission in 
the Scientific Course have been somewhat enlarged. (2) Young women are pre
ferring ·the Modern Classical Course. (3) The strong feeling in favor of a scientific 
education as opposed to a classical one seems to be somewhat abated. 

An experimental farm is attached to the Agricultural College. 
The report of the Professor of Agriculture on the results obtained 
during the year, occupies nearly 50 pages of the Report of the Board 
of Regents for 1881. 

A well equipped astronomical observatory, the gift of the late 
Ex-Governor Washburn, is also attached to the University, which 
thus possesses two of the most important facilities for training in 
Science and Agriculture. 

*See page 25 of Annual Repon of the Board of Regents of the University of 
Wisconsin for the fiscal year ending September 80th, 1881. Pp. 86. 
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Th1• ( 'r •ll r·;..:<' of J\ r(s l'tnl•r:t•·•·s a< :,·nc·ral R<·iencc C:our~c. and tho Special Tech
nit'al D<·parbncmls of .\ ;..:rinilt un•. ('i,·il En;..:in• •cring, Mining Eu:.:i necring and 
lllctallurgy, an•l )f,·cltanical Eng-illt'l'l'ing. 

H will l >c scnn l>y ilw following parn.gr:1pl1~ from the catalogue of 
1SS I-'S2, il111.t tho importance of the study of tlmwing, in n.ll the 
0nginocri'ng awl indnst.rial conrscs, is fully recognized. 

Dl'au;..:hting.-Instruction in drangltting commences with the course of special 
!<Indy in till' f:lopltmnorc year, a ml is contimtc1l in daily exercises of two hours 
•·:wh, throngltout the eour~t\ with t he exception of one ter m in the Junior year 
ancl snch clays as a rc l:tkl'n for fic·lcl pract.it'C', in the one course, and shop-practice, 
in the ollwt·. Tho stwlents an• J1rst tanght the usc of dr:wght.ing instruments, and 
thC' simpler dran;..:htin;..; operations. The principle's of descriptiYc geometry, taught 
in tlw class rool!l, a re thC'n fnrthf'r illnstm.tf'<l :m<l C'nfon·•••l h~- a prog ressi,-e series 
o( spC'cial prohlt•m!;, including projections and int ersections of lines, surfaces, and 
solids; awl problems in shades, shadows, rwrspect.i,·e :m<l isometric projection, 
whic lt tho s !tHh•n t.'> arc rertuin•cl to solve', aml can•fully and cxn.ct.Jy execute. These 
ardnllowt!cl. in uuc order, by instruc tion in shading and t int ing with pen and brush, 
in }Jl(]ia ink aml water colors . 

The stnch·ub; in ci\"ilengint•l'ring n .!eci,·c special instm c tion in the JWC'paration of 
ddnilt•<l drawings for n1nsmrrr st.ru<'tnn•s. in tho rlelineation of topography hy pen 
a n•l in colors, aml in t ltn plotting of h r11l. rn ilro:11l aml toptli;,'Taph ical, surveys from 
tlt f' li t•l•l nutl's. Tlwy a n • also r <'qnirC'cl to mn.lm finished and detailed clrn.wings of 
n \ariC'ty of structures nncl :1pp:tmtus. 

Stuucnt<> inHH'C'h:rnieal ••ng-im•<•ring are instmcted in skotching and making work
jug aucl fiuishc<l dnt\\'ings of tnachincs. .A hq;u liUtnhl·r· of dra\\'ings is required, 
an• I the subjects an' chosC'n almo~t cxclusi,·C'ly from actual constructions. The 
principle;; of dl'sign an• tau;..:ht, a nd the stmll'nts r equireu to show his proficiency 
hy making one or 111ore orig in:tl <lesigns. 

In the Depn.r tmcnt of Agriculture tho design of which, as stated in 
tlte catalogue, "is to g i vo :1 tl1 orough and cx.tensi ve course of saien
tific instruction, in whicl1 the leading stmlies shall be those that 
re late to Ag riculture'' :Machine shop practice is given the fi rst 
t.wo term~ of tl10 Frci;ln nan year. " Freehand Dra\Ying," the first 
term, antl "Agricultural Drawing,., tho second term, of Sophomore 
year. "Top0graphical Drawi11g." the second term of Jnnior year, 
and ")Esthetics" and "L::tml~cape Gardening," the third term of 
Senior year. In tho special .Agricult.nr:1l c.;ourso uf two years "Free 
Hand Dmwing," is tn.nght first t<.• J'm. alltl " Shop prn.ctice and use 
of tools," secollll tor111 . of first yNu·. 

I n Civil Engineering. tho first year, the studies are the same as in 
t.ho general scieutiilc.; com·so with tho excep tion, that, if desired, 
"French," may be taken insteatl of · 'Anglo Saxon. " " Free hand 
anrl geometrical Drn.wi11g .. , n.ro taugh t first tenu, " lVIap Projection 
aml Ste reotomy Problems,., tho second term, a]l(l Stereotomy Prob
l em~ and " Plotting., the thinl term, of Sophomore year. "Topo
graphical " first term. " Dmwing" second t erm, and "Drawing
Sten,m Boil ers and Engines," third term, of Junior year. " Bridges 
and Roofs,'' first term. " H ydraulic Mac.;hinery" second term, and 
"Preparation of Thesis Drawing" thin!. term, of Senior year. 
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In Mining Engineering, the studies of the first years are the same 
as in Civil Engineering. "TS:Jpographical" Drawing first term, 
" Dr a wing " second term, and "Furnaces, etc." third term, of Junior 
year. "Drawing" each term of Senior year. 

PRACTICAL MEOHANICS.-Mr. King.-
The course in mechanical engineering was established in 18'77, and with it was 

commenced, as a prime requisite, the fitting up of a proper machine shop, wherein 
instruction in practical mechanics and machine construction, inight be given, in 
connection with that in the class room. 

The shop is a large, well-lighted room, 38 by 40 feet, 14 feet high, in the basement 
of Science Hall. The equipment of machinery and tools is all after the latest and 
most approved practice, and consists of a Sellers planer, three engine lathes, a hand 
lathe, a Brown & Sharp's milling machine, and a Fitchburg upright drill, 'with 
convenie:~.tly-placed and arranged work benches, vices, etc., and a large collection 
of taps, dies, twist drills, fluted reamers, etc. It has also received and put in place, 
a Stowe flexible shaft and attachment, the gift of Mr. George W. Burnham, of 
Philadelphia. The motive power is furnished by a fine SO-horse power, Crane 
Bros. steam engine. 

Ten hours' work is required each week throughout the course. The method of 
instruction is modelled after the Russian system, and that of the Worcester, Mass., 
Institute of Industrial Science. * * * 
It is also designed to construct, as fast as possible, working models of machinery 

for the purpose of instruction, and each student, before graduating, will be required 
to design and construct one or more of these models. 

In Mechanical Engineering, "Freehand and Mechanical Drawing," 
first term, "Elementary Mechanical," second term, and "Mechan
ical" third term, of Sophomore year; "Shop work" and" Drawing" 
the three terms of Junior Year; ''Steam Engine," ' ' Shopwor k and 
Drawing," and "Preparations of Drawing to accompany Thesis," fill 
out the three terms of Senior year. 

In the Autumn of 1881, there were ~45 students in college studies, 
91 of these were in the various scientific and industrial courses. 
There was a grand total of 401 students in all departments of the 
University; of these 101 were young ladies. 

LATER HISTORY. 

In their Biennial Report for the two years ending September 30th, 
1890, * the latest at hand, the Board of Regents, while noting the 
satisfactory growth of the University since their last report, draw a 
sharp contrast between the necessary expenses for instruction in
curred by the higher educational institutions twenty years ago, and 
at the present time. 

When only languages, literature, mathematics and natural history were taught 
in the University, the apparatus and appliances for giving instruction were com
paratively inexpensive. Twenty years ago one theodolite chain and staff answered 

*Fourth Biennial Report of the Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin 
for the School Years 1888-'9, 1889-'90. Madison, Wisconsin : Democrat Printing 
Company, State Printers. 1890. Pp. 55. 
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all the rcquirl•rnenls of tiro c:idlt' nginccring department, w hile the departments of 
m echauical ancl Pl•·ctr:cal t>Hgineerin~; and tha t of agriculture were even less 
expensively cctuipp•·cl. Thc tlcm:m •l:; mnlle on the Uni~ersity are Yery different 
n ow I * -:• " l\lanr tluousamb of dolhtrs of the incom e of the Uni>ersity, for the 
past two years, kt,·u g-one into machim·s, aj•pantlus, appliances aud material for 
gidng, to tho hest mlv:wta.gc, the instmction demamled by the t imcs, and many 
tl rousantls of d<Jllar s must yet ),._,expended i11 this way. 

Tho roport l1y tho Prusillont of tho University to the Board of 
R egents for tho sttmo purioll , coniai ns Yery i11teresting analytical 
tables of stati:-:tics slttnving th u a nnual g rowth of tho University 
from l 885-'8li, to 188!1- '!JO, hy tho !ntal n umbers in :-tttenclance, and 
also, by coJlogcs, by courses, itrul l>r collegiate departments as com
pared with Prufe~:;;icJLtal departments. In total attemlance, there 
'vere 4-!:3, in 1885,-'SG, n.nd 700, in 18SD-'DO. The college of Letters 
antl Science, ha<l217, iu J>;SG-'87, awl :mG, in 1889-'DO. T he College 
of Mechanics an1l Engineering, had 4::!. i n 1 SSG-'87, and 113, in 1880-'90. 
T ho College of Agr iculture, had 20, in 1886-'87, and 32, in 1889-'90. 
College of Law 70, in 1880--87 and 112, in 1880-'90. School of Phar
macy, Hi, in 188G-'S7, and 35, in 188()-'90. The growth by "courses," 
is shown by detai l ~ of fourteen courses. Of these, Civil Engineering, 
shows 17, in 188G-'87, and 27, in 1880-'90 ; Mech anical Engineering, 
25, the first of tho above years and 43, the last; Electrical Engi· 
neering, appen.rs for the fi. rst time in 1889-'00, with 9 students; Met
allurgical mHl mining had 2, the fir:;t, and 3, the last year. The 
Collegiate Departments hall 3-!Z, the first, and -!83, the last, of those 
y e:-tt·s, and Profc:;sional Dllpartments, had 168, and 20.5 students, the 
corresponding yNn·s. The Humanity courses, in con trast with the 
Physical Science coursC', show, for the same years, as follows: Hu
m n.nity, HHi. in J::i8U-"a7, and 314, in 1880-'00; The Science course, 51, 
in 188G-'87, :-tncl 08. in 1880-"00. These statistics are extended in great 
detail; the single exercises given in 33 studies, are stated for four 
ye:-trs, for each of the three terms of the scholastic year. For the 
two-year spaces, heginning in1S8G and en!ling iu1890, tho Language 
a1Hl Litemtnre eon rses, increased n.bont two per cent, and theN atural 
Scionco com·ses, f ell of! about thr ee per cent: Mathematics however 
increase!! n.hout one per cent : n.ml H istory, Civics, and Philosophy, 
about held their own- which is nearly';' per cent of the whole, where 
Langn u.ge an1l LiLem tu re had about -!0; Natural Science ab't 25; 
and Mathematics about 15, per cent. "The University offers 246 
snb cou rses of ~tntly... TwC'lvo of these are in Practical Mechanics; 
trn, in Theoretical l\fecha.ni cs ; ten, in <lmughting ; three, in topo· 
g raphic:-tl eng.inoeri11g : sixteen , in special ougineering ; and ten in 
Agriculture. Tlw Pl'esident closl':-J a very minute enumeration of 
the tli fforent course,, sub courses, and studies, with the following 
stat ement: 

The• fnn 'I!:Oing fact:; ha.\"l' been gi"l"eu t hus fully and specifically because of a sup
posed tendency to over-growth in the direction of the physical sciences. The facta 
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do not appear to me to support this, but the ample data given enable every one to 
draw hill own conclusions. To my interpretation the facts pointedly indicate a 
natural, wholesome, and reasonably symmetrical growth. 

The enlargement in the departments of Agriculture, and the 
Mechanic Arts, made possible by the passage of the U. S. law of 
1890, increasing the former Land Grant Fund by an annual incre
ment, is recorded; an additional course in Agriculture is estab
lished, and courses in Electrical and Railway Engineering, have 
been opened. 

The report of the Board of Visitors made at the same time, shows 
a hearty appreciation of the needs of the Science and Engineering 
departments. They-recommend a special appropriation to defray the 
expenses of a Professor of the University on a tour of investigation 
among Technological Schools; and, also, to visit the Manufacturing 
Establishments connected with the branches taught. They say: 

We believe that such visits, with a proper report made to the Board of Regents, 
would be productive of much good, in that it would give to both instructors and 
pupils the benefits of the rapid advances being made in the Mechanical Arts. 

From the latest catalogue* at hand, the following statements, 
showing something of the present status of the University, are com
piled. . 

LOCATION. 

The University of Wisconsin is situated at Madison the capital of the State of 
Wisconsin. The University grounds comprise 240 acres and extend for more than 
a mile along the south shore of Lake Mendota, a sheet of water about five miles in 
width and six miles in length. University hill occupies the eastern part of the 
groundll. It rises abruptly from the lake and has two summits, of which the east
ern and higher reaches a height of about one hundred feet from the lake. Most of 
the college buildings are placed on the summit and eastern slope of this hill. * * * 
The legislature in 1893, authorized the purchase of an additional tract of contiglious 
land, 45 acres in extent. * * The buildings of the University which are used 
for instructional purposes are thirteen in number. 

GENERAL POLICY. 

* * * It is the general policy of the institution to foster the higher educational 
interests of the State, broadly and generously interpreted. It is its aim to make 
ample provision for the demands of advanced scholarship in as many lines as its 
means will permit. * * * The University recognizes no distinction of race, 
color, or sex. 

The University is amply supplied with Libraries, Laboratories 
and Science Museums with an excellent Astronomical Observatory. 
Students hav;e access to.the State law library, of 25,000 volumes, and, 
also, to that of the State Historical Society with some 76,000 volumes 
and 77,000 pamphlets. 

*Catalogue of the University of Wisconsin for 1892-1893. Madison, Wis. Pub
lished by the University, 1893. Pp. 207. 
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ORGANIZA'fiON OF THE UNIVERSITY. 

The University embraces frJur "colleges," viz: Letters and Science; 
Mechanic:; and Engineering; Agriculture; Law; and two" Schools," 
viz: Pharmacy; E conomics, Political Science, and History. The 
College of Letters and Science, embraces five regular " Courses," and 
two "Special Courses," one for proposed students of Medicine, and 
one for Normal School Gra.duates ; a.lso, " nuder the Group Sys
tem, a. largo munLer of courses." The College of Mechanics and 
Engineering, emhra.ces four engineering courses, viz: "Civil," 
''Mechanical,'' '' Mining and Metallurgical" and" Electr ical." The 
College of Agriculture, em braces four "Courses," also, "the Experi
mont Stn.tion;" n.n<l " Tho Fa.rmers Institutes." Tho College of Law, 
embraces two courses; one of two, a.nd one of three years. The 
School of Pharmacy, ha:; three "courses." "The School of Eco
nomics, P olitical Science, aud History, embraces : I. Numerous 
Undergraduate conrRes in all the::;o branches. II. Graduate courses, 
leading to tho highe1· tlugree:-;." 

In Philosophy, '' .M:;thotics and the History of Art," are taught five 
times a week in the fall term, by Professo r Steams. This is the only 
r eference observed to tho giving of a.uy art instruction. Drawing, 
somo knowletlge of which is absolutely essential to instruction in 
Engineering and Mechanics, seems confined to the forms directly 
applicable to those mechanical and instrumental needs. In these 
the instruction, jmlging from the time required to be given, seems 
very thorough. Shop work, required of all the Engineering stu
dents, is in charge of a Professor, and four assistants. It comprises 
twelve courses, viz : 

Bench and J\'[achinc \Vork iu Wood; Foundry W ork; Bench Work in Iron; Pro
duction of Flat Surfaces and Stra.ight Edges ; l\fachine \York in Iron; Toolllfaking; 
l\'Iachine Con~trucLion; Forge \York; Practice at the Lathe and Milling Machine; 
Construction and Pattent \Vork; Constructiou; Construction and Testing. 

The " Summary of Students" shows a. total attendance of 1296-
from which !) are deducte<l n.s twice counted, leaving a total of 1287 
actual individual students. Of these !)2 are Graduates; 711, in Col
lege of L etters and Science; 17!), in College of Mechauics and Engi
neeriug; 175, in College of Agriculture; IGG, in College of Law; 65, 
in School of Pharmacy. Something of a contrast as compared with 
tho total of 401 students, given n.s in attendance in the year 1881. 

The list of "Officers of Instruction n.nd Government" connected 
with tho University numbers l OG. Of these, 21 are classed as "spe
cial Lecturers;" 7, as "other officet·s;" and 6, as "Members of the 
Faculty Elect." This leaves an active teaehing and directive force 

t . " f of 72 Professors and Instructors. The " Corps of Instruc 10n o 
the College of Mechanics ancl Engineering numbers 30; not including 
the President of the University. Of these, 13 are instructors in the 
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technics of Engineering and Mechanics; and 17 are instructors in 
general studies, Science, the languages, etc. The Corps of I nstruc
tion of the College of Agriculture numbers 29, exclusive of the Pres
ident of the University. There are, also, 8 officers of the Experiment 
Station. There are in addition to the regular Academical force, 35 
Institute Speakers, who visit and address the Farmers Institutes 
throughout the State. These institutes are a striking feature of the 
State system of encouragement to a general dissemination of a knowl
edge of the Science of Agriculture. W. H. Morrison, is Superinten
dent. " During 1892-'3, 97 institutes, lasting two days each, -were 
held at the places named." Although this College of Agriculture 
is a department of the State University, which in some cases has 
been thought disadvantageous, there seems no possibility of any 
just criticism of that kind in this instance. Charles Kendall Adams, 
LL. D., President of the University. 

AR'l'-VOL 4-42 
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UNJTED STATES LAND GRANT COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE AND 
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Brief summary of these new Laws-How the differing conditions in 
the Territories, and new States, modify the new institutions
Immediate benefit to these young communities of this direct aid 
given by the General Government to theit\ educational interests. 

ARIZONA: THE UNIVERSITY 
1
0F, TUCSON, ARIZONA..... . .... . . .. . ..... . . . 665 

Law creating University passed in 1885-A tract of forty acres on high 
ground near Tucson, secured for site-College opened October 1st, 
1891- Resources derived from U.S. Grants and Territorial appropria
tions-Five departments, or Colleges, planned-Two, Agriculture, and 
Mines, opened at first-College of Agriculture has two schools ; 
"Agriculture" and " Irrigation "-Collegeof Mines has three schools: 
"Mines," "Engineering," "Mathematics "-Colleges of "Natural 
Science " and of "Letters" have been since opened; also a Prepara
tory School and Schools of "Art" and of "Busines;:"-Fifteen 
"Schools" already established in 1893-" Open to all qualified per
sons of either sex"-No tuition fees are. charged except in schools 
of "Art" and of" Business "-Drawing in all its branches a required 
study-Total attendance for 1892-'93, 38-Teaching force of 8 Pro
fessors and 4 Instructors-Theodore Bryant Comstock, D. s. , Pres
ident. 

IDAHO: UNIVERSITY OF, MOSCOW, IDAHO . ..... . ..... . .......... .. . . .. . ... . 666 
University established by Territorial Act , J anuary, 1889; and confirmed 

in State Constitution, November, 1889-Building Fund created by 
tax levy- Building ready October, 1892-A liberal and comprehen
sive organic law defines the purpose and duties of the State Univer
sity-Ample authority given by this law to meet the educational 
demands of the future as they may aris&-Institution is co-educa
tional-Site of buildings desirable-Five four year courses of Instruc
tion organized-summary of these courses-Drawing a required 
study in a ll except the Classical-Preparatory course of three years 
and sub Preparatory class-Details of Preparatory coin-se-Atterition 
given to English Literature-Drawing required in this course
Appeal to prospective students quoted- Details of Courses in Draw
ing-College of Agriculture-summary of courses and studies
Household Science Course-Total number of students in 1892-'93, 
134-College Faculty comprises 12 Professors and Instructors, 3 of 
whom are women-Faculty of College of Agriculture 10. Franklin 
B. Gault, M. s., President of University and College of Agriculture. 
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Nv.w MEXICO : C11LLEGE 0 1, AGRICUI.TURE A~D M ECHANIC ARTS, LAS 

C itUCES, Do:'IA ANA Couxn:. New ::IIr.:xtco. .. .... ......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . 673 
In ,-iew of the pnssa~e or the •· !latch Act," Las Cruces College was 

iueorporated and opened for students in September 1888-The Legis
la tnreaccepte•l in l ti:)!J the conditions of the Hakh Act, and estab
lished the Agricultural Coll!'ge i11corporating it "·ith thi~ institution 
and placl•tl the l~x purim._.nt Station in connection with it- The College 
fonually opened i>y tl10 Te rritorial Authoritic» illarch 11th, 1800- A 
t rad. of :,?:;o ac res, near the town, ~i,·en to t he College hy citizens 
and the 11ew build ings l·n:cte•l- Incollle from the i\funill Bill , ~mbse

q t t~·ntly gil"l·H to Lhe collcge-Prcparator.r school opcnl:!u aml college 
eourse~ of four ye:u·s eadt arrange<l-Spauis h Langtw g-e a prominent 
sttuly-Departmt•ut-uf ::IIechanical E 11g ineering opened in lt~Ol-Five 

course,; of stml.r oJTen .. •l for 18!J.J.-Oue in " Ag ricul ture," Three in 
•· Engine•: •·in~; ,' ' and "A Lmlies Course ''-Five a lternative courses 
off1•red in i\I .. \"hanical Eugiuet?ring-A large buillling erected for class 
n•o•••sawlJ>Hblic assembly hn.ll- Nu llormi toriesor L•m.nling houses
.. Fe<·d ruon1saud horsusiH'•ls ., proYitled for convenience of the pupils. 
iml ieate Lite Jocn.l metho<ls of tmn• I--Ci tiz< ·n~ pay an entrance fee of 
thn•c tlollan; a yl•a r : stwlents not c itihens uf the U. S. pay tuition 
ft·e of $fi0.00 a yca.r-Tolal :tttendauce for 1892-'0a, 100-Teachi.ng 
Force 13 Profes::;ors and lnotructors-Himm Hadley, A. 111., Presi
dent. 

0KL.\HOMA : AGRlCULTIJllA L A:\U ~[E<.:fL\NICAJ .. COLLEGE, STI LI.W ATER, PAYNE 

GoUNTY, OKlAHOMA . . . . . . . . . . ........................... . .. __ . _...... 676 
The first Legisbtun• of 1 his ne"· Territory acceptt?tl t he cond it ions of 

the Snppl<•ute utar_,. i\Ionill Law aml, by act of December 22nd, 18!!0, 
llirccte• l t l1e t>stahlisln ncnt of this colleg•·-In 1\ln rch , 1803, Bonds 
were :mthorize•l for its support and :111 annual tax of one-half mill on 
a •Iolla r onlere•l - The Experiment Station. also. wa:; connected with 
tht• C:oll• •gl·-~tu<kn t Lahor i,; n••jttired-Dra\\"ing: is ta.ught Sopho
m ore anol .Junior years- Total :lttc mlancl' f<Jr !8!1:1-'!l-!, 132--Facnlty 
muubers !J Professor~ a111llnslructors-R. J. Barker, c. E . , Presitlen t . 

U T .\ 11 : A<~JUCUL'I'I"U.\1 , C<>I.LI•:Ii l•: IW, L OILI.N, UTAH... . ..... . ....... .. ... .. 677 
College orga.uiz••tl ''·'· Leg islature l\Iarch tilh, 1::\HK-Designated to 

rccei ,·e the im·nltl<' :tl'l' nting from the U.S. Lnml Grant L1.\\"S t~f 

1l:\li2-1H!)I\ a111l tho l:t\\" o f 1887 l'Sta.hlishing Agricultura l Experiment 
t!tation,;-.A l•soht! L' frt•Ptlom of Colll•~;e fwm pol it ical O!' sectaria n 
hias guaranLl•ed hy Hl'l'tiou 10 of tho organic law-Certain studies 
madu r cquisilt· h.'· lhl' la\\"-Liht•rall~- supportl·d hy Legislati,·e appro
priat.imts in :11lditinn to income frotu U . K Grants-A farm of 100 
ncres-llc:mt,Y nf situation •lt>scribetl- l\Iain Building describecl
Atttl il' IH'I' room will hole! 1600 persons-Buildings. Library, and equip
llll'llt in <':t<'h of tltt' fiYl' •lPpa rtnwnts of the college, ample for their 
nce•ls-Pia.r gnnmd of 31 ancs near college-Fh·e regular courses 
:11111 thrl't' sp<'cial cnur,;es pro,·itletl ; a lso Post Gmtluate courses of 
one y<':lr P:wlt in liTPehnnil'al :wtl Irrigation Engineering-College 
0 1)('11 tn l ~>th sexes-G irls reqnirell to tlo m ilitary drill- Drawing an 
important f l':tturc in all courses-Tuition free-Annual entra nce fee 
of fhc cloll ars-llnnnl from 82.00 to il.:;o per w eek-Total a ttendance 
ft>r IK!l:J-'!l+. :11)1 ; 1:1.1 \\"t're girls-Faculty numbers 19 Pr ofessors and 
Inst ructors-JcrcJUiall \\' . Sauborn, n. s., President. 
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Page. 
WASHINGTON : THE WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE AND SCHOOL OF 

SCIENCE, PULLMAN, WHITMAN COUNTY, WASHINGTON . •••.... . ..........• . 680 
Admirable situation of College-Legislature in 1889 created a commis

sion to establish a State College-Legislature in 1891, accepted con
ditions· of the two later U . S. Land Grant Laws-Wise provision for 
future growth of the College-Sow-ces of Income-Munificent U. S. 
landendowmen~Liberal Appropriation by Legislature in 1893-
Four Courses of Study-MechanicalDrawing,Woodwork, and Forg
ing are taught in Freshman Year-Regular courses of four years
Preparatory course of two years-Special College courses without 
degrees-Farm of 200 acres-College Campus of 30 acres in addition 
-College Buildings-Total attendance for 1892-93, 235.-Eleven 
Professors and Instructors-Enoch A. Bryan, M.A., President: 

WYOAUNG: THE UNIVERSITY OF, LARAMIE, WYOMING... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 682 
Authorized by Ninth Territorial Legislature in 1886-0bject stated in 

law-State tax of one eighth of a Inill for its suppor~Opened Sept. 
6th, 1887-Ex Governor John W. Hoyt, President for first three 
years-Designated to receive income of U. S. Grants, by the First 
State Legislature, January 1891-Faculty th~n increased from 7 to 15 
members-Six Experiment .Farms established in different· places 
in the State-University Campus contains twenty acres in the 
eastern portion of Laramie City-Handsome Main Building of 
Sandstone with necessary recitation rooms and with audience room 
for 500 people-Farm of Agricultural College, two miles west of city 
-Summary of Departments, Schools, and Courses of Study-Nor
mal school-Agricultural college-School of Mechanics and Manual 
Training-School of Irrigation Engineering-Drawing a required 
study in all courses, except the classical-Tuition free to citizens
Total attendance 1 892-'93, 107-Professors and Instructors 14-A. A. 
Johnson, A. M., D. D., President. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION FOR COLORED STUDENTS . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 684-706 
The New Institutions created in the Southern States by the provisions 

of the U.S. Law of 1890.-These Schools and Colleges are organized 
largely on the lines of the older institutions of Hampton, Alcorn, and 
Claflin, already described in this volume at great length. 

ALABAMA: STATE COLORED NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, NORMAL, 

ALABAMA......... .. ....................... . .. ... . .... . ............... . . 684 
Organized in 1875 at Huntsville-In 1882, the teachers contributed half 

their salaries to help secure a permanent home for the school-Aided 
by " Peabody" and "Slater" Funds, and by gifts from friends, the 
effort was successful-In 1885, Legislature largely increased the 
annual appropriation-In 1891, the share of the U.S Land Grant 
income was given to this school-A farm of 182 acres two miles from 
town was secured and excellent buildings erected-Tuition is free
All living expenses are supplied for seven dollars per month-Normal 
course of three years-Preparatory course of two years-Drawing 
in Normal cow-se one term in each of the first two years-Normal 
Department Faculty eleven-Summary of Industrial Organization
Three Industrial Departments; "Mechanic Arts," "Agriculture," 
"Domestic Science"-Industrial Courses are very practical-Sum
mary of .Attendance-Total number of pupils in 1892-'93, 253-A 
Total teaching force of 18 individual Instructors-W. H. Council, 
Principal. 
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J>age. 
ARKA:\SAS, BHA KCI! NOIU !AJ, COLL EOE OF THE A RKANSAS I NDUSTRIAL 

U :'> IVERSITY. P r:-:R Dr.t:FF. "\nKA:>~As... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 087 
Estaulished by la.w of 187!1- 0 pencd. 187ii- Object to t rain teachers for 

colored schools of t lw Sta te-Fine new building opened in 1882-
C:ampus of 20 :tf"l"l's- Htate students, appointed from each county by 
the County ( !o 11 rt . Pnt itled to free t uit ion for four years on pay tuent 
of ent rann · l't'l' of fi '"e tlolla rs-Doan l in prh·ate families costs f rom 
$.<! to !)10. oo a tunnlh- Preparatory School Course of three yeat·s
Dra\\'in)..(a n •• tni re•l stndy for first t\\"O yea rs-Departmentof Mechanic 
Arts add(•d to l'ompl_,. with the U. S. Law of 1890- Shops open ell iu 
Felmta ry . l i'9~-Eqnipment-Shops accommodate 100 pupils a t once
SunJtuary of shop con n;es-l\Iechanic Ar ts conrse- l\Ianual Train
ing <'<>nrsP-Tot:d attendance 18!lt- '!l2, 2(3!3- A teaching force of four 
lnstnwtor,.;-C. V . K err . Superi ntendent of Mechanic Art!'. J. C. 
Corlrin, A . ~!. , P ri ncipa l of Brandt College. 

'IJEI.A W AitE : S T ATE C OL I.IWJ.! F(JR C OLORED S TUDE NTS, D OVER . . .. . . . .. . ... 089 
Sit n:•tcd tl\·o ru ilps nort h of Don~r . on :t I a n n of one humlred acres

\Vell equi pped for teaeh ing lntlustri a l Arts-Five Courses of Study 
of four )'l':trs <·aclt- Tuit iOn free to cit izens ; ten dolla rs a term to 
ot.hcrs-Tioanl t wo dollars n week- Tota l attendance for 1892-'93, 
2:.l--Nn11 rlrer of Inst ructors 3- Wesley \ Vebh, M . s .. Pre!>ident . 

F I.oiU OA: FiTATJo: N OR)IAI, AND l NDUSTHIAL COLCEGE FOR COLORE D STUDENTS, 

T AI.LA fi ASSE, F J,OHIIl ,\ . . ... ... . .. . . .. . . . . ... .. . . . .. . . .. . . ...... . . ..... .. 090 
College Estahlishetl uy t he Legislature in 1887- Loca tetl in Ta llahasse 

a11<l gi n•n a lllll t011 appropria tion of S·l,OUO- Opened with l G pupils
I n 1 ~91 wa:; remo,·.-tl to a fnrm of 100 acres on the edge of the town
Desig~tatt>d to r ecei n l the incoute from U. S. Gr::m t of 1890- State 
<'tout inll<'s fot'JIIl'l' appropria tion a nnually-School site Yery attractive, 
RUtTOliiHlings llt-:;crihed- Physi<·al nud Chemica l Laborator ies ,,·ell 
e•tn ippl•tl- Tni tiun f ree-Collegt' open to hoth sexes-Three Cou rses ; 
" L il.-ra ry , .. "l\Iu:;ica l, ··aut! " Intlnsi rinl "-P repa rator.'' Course of five 
year;;- Norlltal C'our~e of t wo .r•·ars- l\Insica l Dl' partll t<:>n t- Tlwrough 
<·nurse of tra in i n~ in instn tllll' ll ta l a n<l YOca l music-" I ndustria l 
( 'our,.;p ·· This l'lllllpri><l'S the iHl'ehan ica l, Agricnl tural ami Dairy 
DeparlJ.II l'll ts-l!a rpl'lltt•r shop equippt•ll w ith ut"ncht•s and sets of 
tools for ::!0 hoys-Pradica.l work on farm a nd in Dniry-I utlnstrial 
Training for g irls-Tota l Attendance in Hl!l2- '93, 75-Eight P rofessors 
and I nstr uctors comprise the teaching f01·ce-T. De S . Tucker , A. M. , 

P re.;idcnt. 
G E<IIt<IIA: S TAn: l C'Dt:sTHIAT, COLLE GE, C o LT,EGE, GEORGIA. .. .. . .... . .. . .. 692 

Estahl i~ht •<llry the LPgblature as pa rt of the Sta te U ni•ersity, in Novem
ber 18\Jil- E mlowell hy the Gc1w ral Go,·em ment and suppor ted by the 
Sta te o f Georg ia-The College owns 86 acres of laud ; 50 acres inn farm, 
and 136 in the College Cnmpus-Four Com ses of Study organized
These are •· Industria l," "Sub-Normal," " Normal,' · "Collegiate." 
Pupils must be 14 years of age, pass the exmn inat inn . and be of good 
moral eharncterin orrler to be admitted to t his College.-Tu ition free 
to citizens- Each " Torma! " student m ust lParn som e trade-Eight 
ll ilfPrl'lnt trades are taug-ht in the Dt>par tment of l\Iechanic Arts
SttHlents when com1wtcnt a.re pai.-1 for extra work- This Course is 
of three yea rs-Thes<' t rades a re Yery practica l. as is . a lso, the t ra in
ing- in the Ag-ricultu ra l Depar tment-The pu pils a.re tnng ht to work
The Sub Korma l course is one ~-ear, t :ll' Non ual , three years ; the 
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Liberally sustained by State appropriations-Four Departments of 
I nstruction: "Intlustrial." "l\Iechanical ," "Agricultural " and" Ladies' 
I ndustrial "- -Well equippetl work shop-U. S. Experiment Station 
attachetl to School-Farm of 100 acres untler cultivation-Large 
lauded estate I)(J)onging to school-All expenses of "State Stmleuts" 
m et by school- Others pay $10 a month for boanl-Attenclance for 
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W EST VIRUDiiA COLORED b STITUTE, STATE AGRICULTURAL, MECHANICAL, 

AND NORMAl. COLLEGE, FAUM, KANAWIIA C OUNTY , \VEST VIRGINIA..... 702 
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Thirty acres of ln.ntl hought an<l lmiltl ing erected-Formally opened, 
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mal ·~-Courses are each of three years-Preparatory Course of three 
years-Drn.wing taugh t in all courses-Vocal Music taught in Pre
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A GROUP OF NEW INSTITUTIONS. 

Attention has already been called in these later chapters to the 
influence in s timulat ing the g rowth and t1eveloping tho activities of 
the long establishe<l coll eges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, 
resulting from tho subseqneut passage by Congress of the two laws 
relating to these inst.itnt ions. 

The first of these bws whicl1 was passed in 1887, and popularly 
known as the ' ' Hatch act," from the name of the member who intro
duced it,-H on. \Vm. H . Hatch , of Missouri, chairman Housfl Com
mittee on Agricnlturo,-established the Agricultural E xperiment 
Stations with the pmpose of sening tho interests of the Agricul
tural Community; while tho second, passed in 1800, and popularly 
known as the supplementary Morrill act, directed an annual addi· 
tional appropriation to increase the h10ome accruing to the Land 
Grant Colleges from the Land Grant Law of 18G2. As these Agricul
tural Experimout Stations thus created by the first of these laws and · 
e Hdowetl with an annnn.l income of $15,000 each, have generally 
boon placerl in close connec.tion with the Agricultural Colleges, the 
two institutions have bepn of mutual aid to each other; while the 
atldition ::>.l incomo, n.ccrning from the law of 1800, which begins at 
$15.000 and increases uy :m annual iucrement of one thousand dol
lars till it reaches tho sum of $25,000 annually, and which is to be 
devoted to the employment of alldit.ional teaching force and to 
increasing the material equipmen t of the institution in the way of 
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machinery, tools, books, collections, etc., could hardly fail of impor-
tant results. _ 

It remains bri_efly to note the farther influen~e 9f these recent laws 
in calling into existence new institutions in the Territories and new 
States of the Union. As these later colleges have for the most part 
been established, and opened, or taken their present form, within 
the past three years; and as they are closely modelled after the older 
colleges which have been here described, there will be little attempt 
to do more than to record their names and locations, noting briefly any 
striking individual peculiarities arising from their surroundings; 
for it is of interest to see how, in some degree at least, institutions, 
as well as individuals, take shape and color from their immediate 
environment. The exigencies of the new settlements, the scattered 
population, the different languages spoken by the inhabitants, the 
character of the country, whether plain or mountain, well watered 
or arid, agricultural or mining; conditions, some of which are found 
in each of the countries where are situated these new colleges, fur
nish striking illustrations of such adaptation. It is in these new 
settlements t hat the beneficent wisdom of this National legislation 
in favor of education, is most readily recognized. Carefully guarded 
so as to stimulate local effort, rather than to substitute outside aid 
for self help, it enables the young community to secure at once edu
cational facilities and opportunities which otherwise must have been 
deferred for a generation. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TucsoN, ARIZONA.* 

The law creating the University was passed by the Territorial 
Legislature in 1885. The control of the University is given to" a 
Board of Four Regents to be appointed by the Governor. The 
Secretary of the Territory and the Superintendent of Education 
are, also, "ex officio," members of the Board. The Regents accepted 
for the site of ·the buildings the gift of a tract of forty acres of 
land on high ground commanding an attractive mountain view, 
and distant about one mile from t he business centre of Tucson. 
The first building, the "School of Mines" building, begun in 1887, 
was not, however, completed till1891. The college was first opened 
for students October 1st, 1891. -

The resources of the institution are derived from an annual tax of 
about $4,500.00, to pay the interest on Territorial Bonds pledged to 
the uses of the University, and f rom the National appropriation 
under the law of 1890 .. Besides these two sources of revenue, the 
conditions of the law establishing Agricultural Stations were also 

*The University of Arizona. "Each man must be a unit-must yield the pecul
iar fruit which he was created to bear." Holmes.-"Come with us and we will 
do you good." Second Annual Register 1892-3, with announcements for 1893--4. 
Tucson, Arizona, June 1893. Pp. 104. 
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COll1lJlied with iu 18S!J- !JO, " n.llll at tho same time the College of 
Agriculture was estahlishctl, tho Direct or of the E xperimen t Station 
being made Professor of Agriunlture i n the University."' 

Tho organization of the University contemplates Five Depart
ments or Oollegt·s. Two of these. ' · AgriC'nltnrc, ., and "1\[iues," were 
opeuoll a t fi rsL. Tho college of Agriculture has two schools; "Agri
culture," mill ' ·Irriga tion." The College of Mines lHts three schools;. 
" Minos," "Eng inoeri ng," " Mathomatim;." 

The powerful i nfluence of local needs in shn.pi ng the development 
of tho ins ti tution is shown by the importance g iveu to the study of 
"Irrig[~tion ,"'and t o tl1e " College of lVIinL'S." Stwlen ts of mining 
and meta llurgy, arc offered great facilities; aml the Assay Laboratory 
is r ull y oqn i ppeLl. 

The Colleges of "Nat ural Science," and of " Letters," have befln 
s incn opened. There is, n.lso, n. P r(•pamtory School, anJ "Schools of 
Art,;., namely of lVIns ic, Painting, aJHl Elocu tion, as well as "Schools 
or 13nsi II OSS. " In all, t her e n.ro a.t proscmt fifteen schools established. 

The Uni versity is" open to all quali fied persons of either sex." 
'I' here is no charge for t ui tion in any of the Depat'tments of the Uni
vers ity except in the Scl1ouls of Art and Business, where instructors 
fees a re exact ed. T1w necessary cost to students is estimated at from 
$170 to $200 per annu m ; exclusive of cloth ing. 

The School of Industrial Drawing is in t he College of Mines. All 
engmccring- s t nllents a t·e H'quired to gi ve nine m· ten hours a week 
to I nclnstr i:tl Drawing, tluring Freshman year; the same is required 
of Ag rieultu m l s tuden ts for t wo termH of this year. Free Hand 
Drawing is taught, both as a preparatory and a uuiYersity study, and 
is prescribe(] for most stmlents withou t fee. Ad \·anced work in 
Design. and tochniual Free Hrm<l Drawing , when sough t by the 
stwlunt, is subj ect to ehn.rgos for ill str uctor's fees. In view of the 
rulati ve mtm bor of students to professors and instructors, and of the 
variety of courses offered, the Arizona youth seem to have very 
unusual ell ucation n.l opportunities. The list of students in attend
ance for J KD2-!J3, gives a t otal of 38, of whom 12 ar e girls. There 
are n stwlent:; in the Preparatory school; 3 special students; 18 iu 
the Freshman class, and -1 in the Sophomore class of the University. 
The Faculty number eight Professors. There are also four Instruct· 
ors who are not members of the governing F aculty. Theodore 
Bryant Comstock, D. s., Professor of Mining and Metallurgy, and 
Dean of the School of Mines, is the President of the University. 

THE UNIVERSI'rY OF IDAHO, Moscow, IDAHO.* 

The University was founded and located at Moscow, by the Terri
torial Legi~lature, by n.ct appro\-e(l J an nary 30th , 1889. This act was 
confirmed in t.lte Constitution of the new State adopted November, 
1889. A hnihling fn111l " ·as createtl b y a tax levy. It was not till 

*Calendar of the Unh·ersity of Iuaho for 189;)- 1894. Moscow, Idaho, 1893. Pp. 96. 
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October 3rd, 1892, that the building was ready for occupation. The 
organic law defined the purpose of the University to be 

To provide the means of acquiring a thorough knowledge of the various 
branches of learning connected with scientific, industrial and professional pursuits, 
and to this end it shall consist of the following colleges or departments, to wit: 

First.-The college or department of Arts. 
Second.-Tbe college or department of Letters. 
Thinl.-The professional or other colleges or departments as may from time to 

time be added thereto or connected therewith. 

The provisions in the law, for the creation of other departments as 
need may arise, are so comprehensive and unrestricted as to include 
all possible forms of scientific discoveries in their relation to indus
trial arts ; nor ·are the interests of Literature, Language, or Philoso
phy, in any way ignored. Provision is made for the equal develop
ment of the two main divisions of the University. The "depart
ments" or "colleges," already organized are those of "Arts;" "Let
ters;" "Agriculture." "The institution is co-educational." 

The City of Moscow, a town of five thousand inhabitants, is 
described as 

"One of the most beautiful in the famous Palouse country." It is on the main 
line of the Spokane and Palouse Railroad-Northern Pacific-and on a branch of 
the Pendleton and Spokane railroad-Union Pacific. * * The altitude is about 
2600 feet, the air is pure and invigorating; and the climate healthful. * * * 

UNIVERSITY SITE. 

The University is located upon one of the beautiful rolling hills that environ the 
city of Moscow. The view from the University is one of varied and surprising 
features and is E-asily one of the most inspiring in the northwest. To the north lie 
tbe Mo~cow mountains, a range of beautifully wooded foothills that project from 
tbe Creur d'Alene range with Kamiac Butte to the northwest, a lone sentinel tO 
mark the boundary line between Idaho and Washington; far eastward are to be 
seen the foothills of the Bitter Root range, while in the foreground the eye falls 
upon the Paradise hills, with their s~ttered evergreens and patches of prairie. The 
Campus comprises twenty acres. 

Tl.1e building is an imposing brick structure, commodious, and well adapted to 
the purpose for which intended. 
It is 180 feet long and the greatest width is 122 feet ; including the basement it is 

four stories in height. When·completed there will be about forty-five bright, cheer-
ful rooms, each suitable for school purposes. · 

The interior finish is California red-woo{!, giving a rich and attractive effect. 
It is by far the largest, the most substantial, and the most attractive building in 

Idaho. 

Five "Courses of Instruction," have been organized; these are 
"The Classical;" "Scientific;" "Mechanic Arts and Engineering;" 
"Agricultural;" and "English;" Each of four years. There is also 
a "Preparatory Course" of three years. Among the requisites for 
admission to the Freshman class of the collegiate courses Free Rand 
drawing is included. In the "Classical Course," Drawing does not 
appear. In the "Scientific Course" it is a required study for the 
first two terms of Freshman vear. In the "Engim ering Course," it 
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appears h1 some form through all the four years. In tho "Agricul
turaJ," it is required one term in t he first two years, aud the same in 
the "English" course. Instruction in Architecture, is given during 
Senior year in the course in "Engineering." Drawing, both "Free 
H and" and "Industrial, " is required of all studen ts in the Institution. 
When tho main huilui.Hg is complet ed the basement will be available 
for MoclJ anical Lab01·atorios and Shops. 

In this institution tmusua l att enti on seems to be given to the Pre
paratot·y School, tlto fn1l course of which is three years; and especial 
emphasis is given to the importance and value of a thorough Jmowl
eclge of the Jnngnago and literat ure of our mother tongue. There 
is, also, a Kll h Preparatory Class. As these featm·es of fit ting schools 
mo Jargol y tlu o tn tho peculittr concl it.ious and scatter ed population 
of the Mountain State, t he pag·es of th e Register given to these Pre
paratory Classes are quoted from at tmusual length. It is very 
interestiug to not e the attention given to the litemture of our noble 
English language in these primary department:-;. a.s is shown by the 
list of au thors rectuire<l for a<lmission to this school . It is surely a 
worthy pnrpose t o endeavor to give a lovo of the best reading when 
t eaching how t o r ead. 

PREPARATORY SCHOOL. 

The Preparatory School is snsta.i n~tl expressly for prepn.rin~ students for the col
lt>gc courses. \Vhilt> a hig·h sta.n<lanl of excellence is ma.iutn.inetl the preparatory 
<mu·se iR so arranged as to f:w il itatc prepamtion for college. No instruction is 
g iven in t he elementary scienn•s. (>xcept inph~·sical geography aml physiology, as 
the sciences are fully treated in the collegiate tlcpartmcnt. Accordingly students 
devote t heir en tire time in the preparatory course to those branches that lead 
tlirectly to t.ho coll<'g-t' eourscs. 

The Pl'l•parator.'· School is umh•r t he imHll'tliate supervis ion of the President and 
the Facility. i\lan.r of th(l c las><cs ret:itc to the reg nh r college professors. This 
insures a hig-h onll'r of instm ction and thowug hly lmrmonizes tho methods of the 
fi tting school with those c>f the U nin :lrs it.r pm pcr. 

Nn stmlent t eachers arc employed , except in short-hand, typewriting and pen
lllallship. 

·while til(\ com·s<' , as stated above, is st rictly college preparatory, it is, neverthe
ll'SS, a thonm~hly practic·al conrsl'. be in~ tli ''t•stc~tl uf non-essentials, and invaluable 
to those who clo not contemplate entering upon t he Univers ity courses. 

·X· ·lfo * * * * * 
DRAWING. 

Special Requirement.o;; : Dmwing is required throughout the course. Students 
entering a,ny year hut the Sub-Prepara tor.'' \\'ill be lWJ llircd to make np the draw· 
iug under Lhe clirection of the instructor in thttt branch. Students must write a 
fair hautl. No s tucleut will he admitted to an ad•:tnced class whose composition 
\\'Ork is defective ami whose spelling and penmanship are poor , until such deficien· 
cies are removed. · 

REMARKS. 

An experience of m any years in school \\'Ork con>inces the writer that students 
are irn ·ariably weak in E nglish g m mmnr. composition and literature. This may 
be 1lue to clcfectil'e courses. or to llllJirotlnct.i 1·e methods of instruction. It may be 
due to ~t lack of appreciation of t he YaJue of the study of our language as a means 
of mental discipline, to a lack of its importance as an element of liberal culture, 
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An indifference to correct pronunciation and spelling, and to the grammatical use of 
language is too prevalent even among well informed people. 

The Preparatory Course of the University of Idaho is made particularly strong 
in its attention to Engli'lh. Aside from the disciplinary and culture value of a 
critical study of English-too commonly underestimated-there are two reasons 
why this branch of learning is magnified. First, to induce pride and accuracy in 
the use of our language ; second, so to qualify students that they will be able to 
interpret the thought found in the rules, definitions and discussions in their sub~e
quent studies. 

With these values in view, grammar and literature are separate branches during 
the first year preparatory. 

In the second year, grammar and literature constitute the unit of study, while 
literature and history constitute a unit of work in the senior preparatory. To those 
not taking Latin ·a full and invigorating course in English will be offered. 

Let it not be overlooked that English is a vilal element in the preparatory course 
of this institution. 

COURSE IN LITERATURE 

Upon which students will be examined for admission to the several classes, Sept., 
1894. 

To enter First Year: Hawthorne's Wonder Book, Tales of the White Hills; Kings
ley's Greek Heroes; Johonnot's Historical and Natural History Series. 

To enter Second Year: Ha wthome's Biographical Stories; Scott's Ivanhoe; Tales of 
a Grandfather; Cooper's Spy; Tom Brown at Rugby. 

To enter Third Year: Scott's Lady of the Lake; David Copperfield; Vicar of 
Wakefield; Holland's Bitter Sweet, Arthur Bonnicastle; Lincoln's Gettysburgh 
Speech. 

To enter Freshman: Dickens's Child's History of England; Whittier's Snow Bound; 
Goldsmith's Deserted Village; Shakespeare's Julius Cresar. 

SUB-PREPARATORY CLASS. 

It has been found necessary to form a class of lower grade than the first year pre• 
paratory, which is known as the Sub-Preparatory. The formation of this class is 

.. due to the large number of young people who live in sparsely settled districts where 
school is maintained but a few weeks of each year. 

A teacher of unusual skill and power is assigned to this class, devoting her entire 
time and attention to students unable to enter at first upon. the regular preparatory 
work. To join this class the applicant should be 14 years of age, and show both 
inclination and ability to do the work required. Parents at a distance are advised 
not to send young sons and daughters expecting that the Faculty can assume a 
guardianship over them out of school. 

Every effort will be made to secure suitable boarding places, to take a kind and 
friendly interest in the welfare of each, to advise each as to the proper use of time 
and money, and in a general way to look after the moral welfare of each student 
out of school. But no direct or immediate responsibility can be assumed, as the 
institution has no dormitory. 

TO YOUNG LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.-(PERSONAL.) 

You must first make up your mind that your duty to yourself as an individual 
and as a citizen of the commonwealth requires of you the best education it is pos
sible for you to acquire. You must .remember that tuition in the State University 
is free. It matters not how poor your scholarship, or " backward " in your studies 
as it is often expressed, the University is for you. If you fear you cannot pass the 
entrance examination, there is still another way to enter the Preparatory School. 
You may join the Sub-Preparatory class where every advantage will be given you 
to get started in your studies and accustomed to school life. This class will be so 
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conducted that the momen t you are able to do stronger work that fact will be found 
out and you will be allnu1ce<l. It matters not how pla inly you are clad, how poor 
your scholar,;hip, tho Unin·r~ity offers you its benefits. If you are determined to 
lealll , if you will111a ke the pffort and t he sacrifice, a liberal education is possible. 

In the pages g iven t<J the announcements of the Collegiate Depart
ment of Civil Rngineering, tho several topics are briefly summarized. 

The general statement is made that: 
The regular cour:>c of instruction of iho best schools of this kind is given , and 

particular a t lt·ntion pa i<l to those subjects w hich will especially engage the Engi
neer iu the Llon·lopment of this Sta te, namely: I rrigation , l\Iining , and Road and 
Ha ilroa<l coustruction. 

Drawing and Architecture, are included in t his department. 

DRAWING. 

'Vork in the dra ughting room is requi1·ed through n early the whole course, and 
incht<lcs the use of instrumen ts, Lettering . P lott ing of Profiles, Topography, Stere
otomy am! Bridge design. 

AUCHITECT URir. . 

Students in architecture w ill find m uch of this course adapted to their needs. 
Specht! instruction i u :n chitectura l drawing will be given if called for. The history 
of architecture is taughL in the :Senior year. · 

MECHAXIC AR TS . 

At present the course in ~J cchanic Arts is consolidated with the course in Civil 
En~inecring. This has be!'n uc·cessary as we have not as yet adequa te shop room. 
MoreH·r, our students h n.Yo n e\·er had instruction in free hand drawing ; so design
ing . workiug drawin)!;s and <lraught ing ar e wholly out of the question. 

l\Iean whik' Fn·e Ha nd ancl Imlustrial Drawing is required of a ll students in the 
inst itution. The aim and chn,ractPr of t his course a re fu lly explaineLl elsewhere. 

As soon as tho main huihling i>; eomplc·ted a suite of rooms in the basement will 
be available for mechanical laburatury a11<l shops. 

It is the intention to gi,·e a complete collegiate course in the Mechanic Arts, em
bracing electrical e ngineering. mechan ic·al eng ineering, architectui·al engineering 
and such ot her instruction as perta.in:; to the · ' iu<lustries of life." 

In its more el ementa.r~- form~ . :wa ilabl0 to the students of the Prepara tory School, 
the cou rse ind udes w hat is popula rly know·n as l\Ianual Training . 

As thl' Bnglish course in tho P reparatory , 'chool has ueen referred to, the outline 
of t he collegiate course in English is of interest . 

THE Jo:XGU S I! COt "RSE . 

The collegia te course in ]~uglish can not be outlined in this catalogue. Few 
schools in l <laho teach Latin . conse<1uently many students will seek admission to 
the Uni,·ersity wh o a re dcficil'nt in this branch. It is presurued that many students 
will 11ot care tn be rlc!n~·ctl in their ccllegiate cour::;e by making up this deficiency. 

·Furthermore therc is 1-\"ood n•ason to belien' that a course in English language and 
Jitcratm·c may produce h ig·hly disciplina ry and prac t ical results. 

English in its ,·arious forms " ·ill be taught for its culture >alue, for its relations 
to the world's Yiia l thought- in its best forms of expression- and to cultivate liter
a r> taste. 

In connection with the English course it is planned to give a course in Political 
Science, Sociology and F inanCl', thereby qualifying tlw student for the great civic, 
economic and financi;~l <1uestions that to day demand of the citizen a trained mind. 
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correct moral bias, and the support of well formed foundation principles for orderly 
and safe consideration. 

The entire course will be especially valuable to those preparing to teach, to engage 
in business or in public life. This course is now being considered and will be 
announced in the next catalogue. 

Under the head of Dr,P,t;wing, a detailed programme of the course 
in the Preparatory and Collegiate departments, follows the statement 
here quoted. 

DRAWING. 

[Miss Bowman.] 

A course of Free Hand and Industrial Drawing is open to all. Aside from its 
value as a means of culture it leads to habits of close observation and is a very 
important adjunct to the other courses, notably the biological, engineering, and 
industrial courses. For this reason the course is required in the Preparatory depart
ment. College students not taking Mechanical Drawing are required to take Free 
Hand the same number of hours. 

The Course consists of :-
(1) DraWing from objects ~d casts in pencil, charcoal and crayon; also pen and 

ink drawings. 
(2) Technical Perspective. 
(3) Painting from still life, flowers, and fruits, in water colors and in oil. 
(4) Modeling in clay from cast, photograph and nature. · 
A sketch class will be open to the students qualified to work in it, one afternoon 

each week in the spring and fall. In the winter sketches are made in the studio 
from casts, still life, or from life. 

In all courses the work is made of direct benefit to the students in other lines 
and at the same time it aims to develop in them a love for and an appreciation of 
the beautiful. 

The school owns a set of geometric solids and 11 small collection of casts, mainly 
of historic ornaments, which will be increased as needed. It is also hoped to secure 
a collection of foreign and American photographs. 

As the "Experiment Station" law, and the additional appropria
tion.to Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, made possible 
the establishment of this institution; these two departments of the 
University are of especial interest. The following statements about 
the College of Agriculture, show the important place it occupies. 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE-THE- PURPOSE. 

The College of Agriculture as a constituent college of the University has for its 
specific object the preparation of the young men of Idaho for successful farming, 
stock raising, fruit growing, dairying, and allied occupations. While this technical 
and practical knowledge i!> being imparted a broad course of training is given that 
fits the student for any station in life to which he may be called. 

Accordingly the course in Agriculture is made equal in weight and ~gnity to 
the other courses, and leads to a degree of its own, that of Bachelor of Agricultural 
(B. Agr.). As the sciences and the mathematics lie at the basis of this course the 
student is offered the pure sciences of the scientific course and the pure mathe
matics of the mathematical course. 

In the domain of the applied sciences and applied mathematics this course will 
be seen to be peculiarly strong and practical. In the latter branch, for instance, 
the student is qualified for farm, road, and irrigation surveying, for highway con
struction, platting, and the like. 
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Whi lr. t he collegiate course r equires four years for completion, it is not intended 
to withhold th is va luaule instruction f rom those who are unable to take the full 
course. 

It is the inteution {1) to estaulish elementary courses in agriculture and allied sub
jects; (2) to ofTc r winte r courses of lec tures to farmers and others in the University 
bui lding; (3) to assist in org-aniz ing and m ainta ining farmers' institutes; (4) to aid 
hortic ul tural. stock ln·l•cdi ng a nd other societies ; in other words to extend the bene
fits of the U ni ,·ers ity, along t hese lines. to the varioris communities of the State, to 
carry the College of Agric ulture and its benefi ts as fa r as possible to those unable 
to come to the Univen;ity. 

IRRIGATION. 

No sul•ject is more important to the development of this commonwealth than a 
t horough liiHlt'r.~tn.nding of the possibilities of t he arid lands of the State. The entire 
subject of irrigati< m, whether ,·iewed as a problem in ciYil engineering or as a prob
lclll in chemistry or <ls n. p roulem in a.gricultuml or horticultural experimentation, 
will U(> thuruu:;ltly t reated , both theoret ically aml practically. 

ADVANTAGES. 

T ho sturlents of Agric ult ure en joy every advantage a ffonled by the University. 
The Prep;tmtory Department prepares for the course in Agriculture. The 

lihrary of thn U niversity. t he department libraries, the laboratoril·R, the equipment 
of the civil cn~ineering department, all a re d irectly ava ilable to the s tudents taking 
this cout·se. Technical or professional instruction is g iven by the professor of agri· 
c ul ture and by the other professors of the U niversity whenever the course of agri
culture requ ires thei r ser vices. 

LABORATORY. 

The laboratory of tho U ni ,·m-;;ity haH been supplied w ith apparatus a nd reagents 
w ith SJll'eialrefen·m·" to the needs t~f th<· Experiment Stations. 

Tlw pro(,•ssor in c ha i'J..(<', \\'ho i" a lso c hemist for t he s tations, is now prepared to 
ana lylle ;;oils, \\'aters, f l•rti lizers. fuub, de., a nd to inst ruct ach·anced students in 
the :;al ii( ' , 

LllJRAltY. 

The technkal library of th(' College of Agric ult ure n ow contains the leading 
ant.Jwri t ies of th is a rl,l fol'(•ign eount rics upon the \'arious subjec.ts perta ining to 
scicnt,ific and practical agricn ltnn·. 

The depar t.mont of womans work on the F arm, as a par t of the 
E xpcrim0nt Stat.ion work. is a new departure-Like departments of 
honsohol(l economy a.ncl work, haYe for some years, been organized 
in vn.r io us colleges; an a (hlitional step is, however, taken here. 

H OUSEHOLD SCIENCE. 

I . Instrnction will he g i• en in all bmnches of domestic econom y . This will 
inelmk practic:tl ('xereises in cooking , baking, prepa ration of j ellies, preserves, 
con(l irnents, etc.; construction of properly bala nced ra tiollS, calcu lation of cost of 
food , preparation of Jl1('n W>. etc.; tlesigni ug. c utting. fitting and m aking of gar· 
nwnts; testing of cloth , threatls. etc; flue needle work , embroider y, stamping, 
painting. aml mill inery; appl ication of a r t, flo ricnltnre, etc .. to h ome decoration; 
in fact c,·ery thin~ per taining to the succes~fnlmanagE'ment of the household. 
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II. The professor of Household Science will act as domestic economist to the 
Experiment Station. .This is a new departure in Station work; the object is to 
improve the quality and to reduce the cost of food; to devise labor-saving appli
ances for the household and to study methods of beautifying our homes. 

Seven hundred and twenty thousand dollars are annually spent in the United 
States for experiment station work. This amount is used for investigating subjects 
perta.ining to agriculture proper. Howmuchofthis sum is devoted tothe aid of the 
hom;ewife? Is not the work of the household as important and as valuable as the 
other and usual lines of experimentation? 

The field is new and offers many problems for solution. The work will consist 
of original investigations in cooking, baking, preservation of meats and fruits, pre
paring jellies, condiments, etc., testing of new fruits ; examination of food prod
ucts for adulterants ; testing of household machinery ; testing recipes, etc. The 
results of these investigations will be published as soon as completed in· the bul
letins of this Station. 

THE EXPERIMENT STATION. 

An important feature in the equipment of the Agricultural College is the experi
ment Station. 

This department consists of a central office and three experimental farms. These 
farms have been selected on account of their peculiar situation in regard to altitude, 
rn.infall, etc., and serve very well to illustrate the various phases and conditions of 
Idaho Agriculture. The work of the Station consists of original investigations of 
the problems bearing upon agriculture and the practical application of the facts 
discovered. 

* * * * * * * 
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT. 

The announcement is made that since beginning t~e publication of this pamphlet 
extensive and carefully selected additions to the equipment of the University have 
been made. The departments of ·Engineering, Chemistry, Biology, Mechanical 
Drawing, and Meteorology have thus been materially augmented inefficiency . . The 
working libraries of the various departments have also been extended by purchase 
of the latest authorities. 

Total attendance of students for the year 1892-'93, is given as 134. 
Of these, 14 are in the Colleges-9 Freshmen, 4 Sophomores and 1 
Junior. The College Faculty, comprises 12 Professors and Instruct
ors. Of these, three are ladies. The Faculty of the College of 
Agriculture, numbers 10. Franklin B. Gault, M. s., President of 
University and College of Agriculture. 

NEw MEXICO CoLLEGE OF A GRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTs, 

LAS CRUCES, DONA ANA COUNTY, .NEW MEXICO. 

In 1888, in view of the passage of "The Hatch Act," establishing 
U. S. Agricultural Experiment Stations in the several States and 
Territories of the Union, some friends of Education in Las Cruces, 
procured the incorporation of an institution of learning unde:r; the 
name of Las Cruces College, secured a building and teachers, and 
opened for students in September, 1888. The Territorial Legisla.-

ART-VOL 4-43 
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tnre, tho next Y~":tl'. cstrd>lish e•l thn Ag1·icnltnrn.l College at Las 
Crncc·s, n.ntl c•mJu•dc•tl \\·ith it tl1 0 Oo\·c·rllnlt'llt. Expc·riment Station; 
tl1 n etJJHli l irms r,f tl1o bw L·stal,]i.:lJing wlricl1, were, rLt tho same t ime, 
a('(:optutl. Tli is AgriL:nl! ural Collt·ge. npcnetl J anuary 21st, 1890, 
with :m au,~wlallt.:f' or thirty lhr·stutl0nts. T he fonnalofficial open-
111 .~· ccrt·lllolli t·s tu"k plau· 1\'hn·h I I th. with mnch enthusiasm; and 
wure <LtLt•ilflt·•l lJy tlH· (}o\·t·rnot·. T etTit.,rial Offieiab. antlleading cit
i;~,t•JJs . 'l' ltu oct:asinn .,f tho <l}'CIJingul' :stu;h an Institution devoted to 
J1 ighur u•hwat ioll. \\·as l'L'Cogni%Ptl m; an important event. The citi
ztms or tltu }Iosilb V:Llley hwl g-i\·en a vahwl,]o t.mct o f land con
tninillg· t\\·o lntwht•tl all(l fift.y acres, fo r the nses of th e College. 
Tlris tract i;-; sitnatotl about b\·o mil es sot1th of L as Cruces, <mel the 
uow lll iilclil l.!-;' uf tho college is erec.t-etl there. The college was first 
OJH.:Jwd in n. J·untelllJnilLling in t he town. 

Thn first :umnal rc·port hy the Regents. to Go,·ernor Bradford R. 
P rinn:. fu r the year omhng DecemlJer 3hit, 1::\flfl: *recites the fact of 
tl1eir nrg:mi11:1 iion in November, l t>t>!J . and of il•L•i r success in secur
ing t.ho plar: i ng· of tlw l~xperi ment Station in connection with the col
legt' : t l1 oy e:q))'ess the h ope thnt the income of the supplementary 
Morrill Act, o[ 1 R!JO. will, alsn, lJC' given to the college. 

Tlw,t th i:s cxpc·dation was r ealizell n.ppears from the pamphlet 
con tai ni 11g the fi ''"L a111l se<:ontl n.tmnal n•ports made by President 
H n.tlloy. in ac·(·o t·•bnce with tho U11itutl States law, to the Secretary 
of thn I nterior antl to the SL'C'l'etm·y of Agricnhnre. t 
· The Presi(!C'nt. rC'l'ites the faets as to the origin of t h e college and 
of his being calle(l toils lH·ad. As ~;ooti. as it wus reasonably certain 
that the fu rUIC•r Gnw mmcnt aitl. gi,·en by the Monill Bill of 1890, 
wonl(l uo st·<·nre•l for tl1i;-; iustit11tion ; the organi?.ation of the future 
College " ·ns. as full y as poss ihk . ln'oYidct1 f•J r. The P resident of the 
Territorial Agricnltnral College hatl already been appointed Director 
of tlw U . S. E:·qiE'J'imcnt Station. 

A P rcpamtory Seho"l wn.s estabhsheLl. mH.l a four years College 
Com·so a.n:mgNL It was al;-;o Lletermined to establish for the coming 
y ear. a lh·pn,rtment of MElcllanical Eugincering . a nd a f uller course 
in the Spani:;;h L n.ugnng-0. Conceming t his stmly, President Hadley 
says: 

In this region n. pr:1.ctiC'n l knowle,lg-e of th e Spanish language is absolutely 
JH'cc>;snry to tlll' sLKl't•s~fu l .. applit·ation ·· of Sciences in the .. imlustries of life." 
I n dl'L'LL l Lluul>t "'hcthl'l' lhr re is an.'· otht>r unt' braneh of lea r ning t hat has within 

• First .\nnu;il HL'Jlt>rt of lh(• Rt>gcut~ of the "~grieultural College of New llfexico. 
Jt!!IO. ~nnta .Fl'. N. ) [. : Ne\\' i\fpxico P rinting l'ompan~-. lS!H. P p . 7. 

t Nt•\1· ~ ft·xi,·n l'ollc•gL' t>f "\ gricu lt nn• and t hl' ::lle\'hani<' Arts. "Morrill Fund." 
F irst and ~L'('t>JJd ..\niHJnl RCJ>~>rts nf tlw Pn•sit1l'nt" of t lH' CoiiE'~e and the Treasurer, 
as Rt•q uin·cl hy lhl' Ad of l'ongn•s,; of ..-\ ugust :lOth . 1800. in aid of Co!l!'ges of 
Agri,·ultun• and lhl' ~Iechanic Arts. Las Cruces, N . .M. : The Rio .Grande Repub
lican. J t'!J:!. Pp. 24. 
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it so large possibilities of usefulness as a practical knowledge of Spanish has. In 
the region contributary to the College it is a necessity. 

In the Second Annual Report for 18!H-1892, the opening of the 
new Department of Mechanical Engineering is announced. The 
equipment of this new department, consists of five wood turning 
lathes, an engine of eight horse power, six cabinet maker's work 
benches, and twelve sets of carpenters tools. 

The following extract from the Report, gives a graphic picture of 
the local surroundings, and of the obstaeles to be overcome by those 
seeking an education. This, in connection with the need for a 
familiar knowledge of Spanish, r eferred to in the previous Report, 
illustrates how these institutions, situated in different, widely-sepa
rated localities, are, of necessity, modified in their development by 
their environment; while the fact that the exist ence of this particu
lar institution is wholly due to t he stimulus, and material aid afforded 
by National Legislation, has already been fully eet forth. 

Tho President says: 
The advantag~s offered by the College are good and are highly appreciated by 

the people of New Mexico. In a sparsely settled Territory every isolated ranch or 
miuing camp contains one. young man or young woman, or more than one, who 
desires to attend such a school. In many cases whole families move by team from 
one hundred to two hundred miles and undergo many privations in order to enjoy 
these privileges. · 

The latest catalogue at hand, that for 1892- '93, *gives proof of a 
healthy growth and development of the College. · 

The following "Courses" are now offered : 

COURSES OF STUDY. 

(1) A course in Agriculture. 
(2) A course in Mechanical Engineering. 
(3) A course in Civil Engineering. 
(4) A Ladies' course. 
(5) An Elective Engineering course. 
During the coming year, the above courses will be taught. In the Freshman 

year, the General course is the same for all male students. This becomes in the 
Sophomoro year the Agricuitural and the Engineering. The latter in the last two 
years becomes the Mechanica! and the Civil Engineering courses. 

In the Department of Mechanical Engineering, :five alternative 
courses are offered. One of these is a special one;-a course of one 
or two years, in the · draught ing room and the shops, for students 
wishing only to acquire practical mechanical skill. Facilities are 
offered for instruction in Manual Training; in all branches of wood 
and iron work; also, in the theory and practice of higher Mechanical 
Engineering. Drawing, is b egun in Sophomore year. Only Mechan
ical Drawing is taught; with one term of Architectural Drawing in 
Senior Year. 

*New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. Location : Las Cruces, 
Dona Ana Co., New Mexico. Catalogue for 1892-'93. And announcement for 
189~'94. Las Cruces, N. M. Rio Grande Republican. 1893. Pp. 47. 
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There is a single large, well constructed two story main building 
of brick with stone trimmings. 

This, contains thirteen large rooms for recitations and a commodi
ous public hall. Thel'e are as yet no dormitories, or boarding houses, 
connected with the College. There are several out buildings on the 
groun<ls; ~L ware-house for machinery, et c., a pump house with 
mac.;hinory for irrigation from tho six wells; and "feed rooms, and 
hon;e shods ." " These are used to accomodato the horses of those 
students who ride to the college." A charge of 25 cents a term, is 
made "for .the usc of a horse stall." Citizens .of the Territory, pay 
sirnply an "entrance fee each year of three dollars." "Students, not 
citizens of the United States," pay a tuition fee of Fifty Dollars. 
Tho College does not provide board or rooms. The cost for room 
n.JH1 board, ranges from sixteen to twenty five dollars a month. 
Sturlonts a re allowed to perform labor and to receive pay for such 
work as is noecl ed in connection with the college. The college cam
pus n.nd tho experiment farm are cultured by irrigation. 

Tho totn.l number of students in attendance for the year 1892- '93, 
is given as 1 OG. Of these 37 are in the college, 11 of these are girls. 
The Board of Regents consists of five mem hers appointed by the 
Governor; with the Governor and the Superintendent of Public 
I11struction members ex officio. The "faculty and other officers," 
m1mbor 13; Hiram Hadley, A. M. , President. 

OKLAHOMA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE, STILL· 

\VATER, PAYNE CouNTY, OKLAHOMA. 

Tho .fll·st Legislatm e of the New Territory accepted the provisions 
of tho U. S. ln.w of I 800, supplementary to the U . S. Land Grant Law 
o[ 1 SG2; antl, by act of December 22nd, 1800, directed the establish
mont of an Agricultural and Mechanical College in Payne County. A 
snl1sequont law, passsed in lVIarch, 1803, enter ed into various details 
respecting the government and organization of the College, the pro· 
vi;; ions for its support. the issue of Territorial bonds for it, and the 
levying of an annual tax of one-half mill on ·a dollar, for its benefit. 
Section 25 of this bw. provides that " Citizens of Oklahoma between 
tho ages of H and 30 years, who shall pass a satisfactory examina
tion in remling. aritlund.ic, geography, English grammar, and U.S. 
l1i~tory : an<l who arc known to possess a good moral character, m~y 
hl' ad mittr<l to all t.ho pri vi loges of the institution." P er sons not Cit
i;.:ons of tho Ton i tory, will he charged a matr iculation fee of twenty 
dolln.rs : in other rosprcts they enjoy all the rights and privileges of 
stntlf'nts who n,ro r.it:izens. The proviRions of the U. S. law estab· 
lishinp; Agricultural Experiment Stn,tions wor e al so accepted, and 
the Station was opened in connection with the College. 
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Stillwater, where the college is situated, is in the center of a fertile 
well watered valley. A farm of 120 acres, is devoted to the Depart
ment of Agriculture; while the Department of Horticulture has 
ample grounds. 

The following statements are made in the Catalogue. * 
PREFATORY. 

The object of the Agricultural and Mechanical College is not to afford aU niversal 
education, but a thorough teaching or training in the literature, arts, and sciences, 
supplemented by experimental labor, necessary to a first-clas.'l education in the 
various fields of business, and manual pursuits. * * * . Conforming to a well 
established custom, we ha-ve allotted four years, exclusive of the Preparatory 
Department, for the entire course. * *. 

STUDENT LABOR. 

The College will afford to its students the benefits of daily ma.nuallabor, most of 
which will be paid for, thus lessening their expenses. * * It is believed that two 
hours labor per day on the farm or in the garden, besides serving to render the 
student familiar with the use of implements and the principles of agriculture, is 
sufficient, also, to preserTe habits of manual labor, and to foster a taste for agri
cultural pursuits. Every student in the agricultural course, not exempt on account 
of physical disability, is therefore required to labor two hours each week day, 
except Saturday, in those seasons of the year when labor can be furnished. At 
other seasons, an equal amount· of time is required in laboratory or shop work, 
which being instructive is not paid for. * * *; 

MECHANIC ARTS. 

All students in the course of Mechanic Arts will be required to labor four hours 
per week in the shops. This work being instructive will not be paid for. · 

DRAWING. 

In the college course, Drawing is taught through two terms in both 
the Sophomore and Junior years. · 

The Catalogue for 1893-4, shows an attendance of 132 students. 66 
of these are in the Preparatory, 41 in the Freshman, and 25 in the 
Sophomore, classes. The Faculty numbers nine Professors and 
Instructors. R. J . Barker, c. E. , President. 

AGRICULTURAL CoLLEGE OF UTAH, LOGAN, UTAH. 

The act organizing this college was passed by the Legislature of 
the Territory March 8th, 1888, accepting the provisions of the U . S. 
Land Grant Law, known as the Morrill Law, of 1862. The U. S. law 
passed March 2nd, 1887, provided for the establishment of Experi
ment Stations; the law known as the Supplementary Morrill Law, 
was passed in August, 1890. In accepting the conditions of these two 
later laws the Territory was pledged to their execution in good faith. 

*Annual Catalogue and Prospectus of the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College. Session of1893-4. P. 0. address, Stillwater, 0. T. Telegraph and Express, 
Wharton, I. T. Guthrie, Ok. State Capital Pr'nt'g Co., 1898, Pp. 48. 
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'L'liiJ object~ or the c;ul leg e:-;, aud uf thu 1£X}J8l'imeut Stations, beiHg 
:;I IfTic;iea tly sot forth in thoU. S. bws ;tuthorizing them, the Terri
t"rial Law tlc fii ws tlwse ohjeds lJy quoting the language of the U. 
~ - L aws c;CJilt"l'l"li i11g tltt'lll. Tho illfluencc of lomLl conditions may 
p urltaps l11.: suuu in section lO, uf the 'l'eniturial La.w, which provides 
as fo1luws : 

f:il·<:. 10. In llH' :t['pointnwnt of p rofessors, instructors and other officers and 
assistant:; of said !'ollc •gl•. :11ul in pn'scri bin~ the stud ies and exercises t hereof, no 
parlia lit.y or pn •fpn•llcl: :-;hall l~t• "hown b.r the trustees to one sect or religious 
denon1inal ion m·l·r anotlwr. 11or shall anything sectarian be taught therein: and 
pe rsons engaged in t'oHdul'Ling, g-on•rning, ma11n.g ing or controlling said college, 
a.Hcl it s stu•lcnl's awll•X(>r<:ises in all its pmts. sha ll faithfully and imparti ally carry 
out. thl' pro,·isinns of t'his act for t.he common good, irrespective of sects or parties, 
pol i l ica I or· rcl ig-inns. 

lltstnu:t ion i11 Lhe Eng]i:-;h Language and Literature and the mod
ern ~l'it• n c·t:~ ; in \"L\Lt•rin<Ll'Y art, hou~eholtl cconcnny . and "especially 
tltt: appJieaLion of i'c iullCU <LJHl of tlH:! m ec;kwical a,rt.s to pmctica] 
n.gl'i('nltun· in the fil'ltl, " a ru r elluired in the" course uf ·instruction" 
bi1l clow n in t.ho bw. 

Tli(:J present rc~-;ourccs of the Inst.i t n tion are 1lerivecl from the two 
grant~ gi ,-en by the n.cts of Congres~. viz: to establi1:\h t h R Experi
ment 8t."1.tion s, and tu ~upplement the gift.s of tho Jaw of 1862, by tho 
annnal g mnt. The first. gi,res $15.000 a year , t o the station; and 
Lht' sccoJl(l. hog-inning at 815,000 a year, increa~es by 81,000 each 
yc<LI' Lill it am<muts to 825,000 annu ally; at which sum it is to con
tinu e i tttldl niLuly. 

TIH• 'fprritc •rial act llf organizat ion ga>e '!32i'i,OOO for buildings. The last General 
Assembly gan· :3-18.000 :11111 t he pi'I.'>WII L Ueneral Assembly ga,·e 8lU8,000 to the col
kg-l'. Till' total re\'l'IHHJ asaila!Jic fm· the biennial period ending Dec., 1$03 is 
:5IOH.OOU. 

·when Ut nl1 is a<1mittc< t ns a Stctto. the college will receive its 
llltota uf thoU. S. Laud Grant nuder th e law uf l Su.:.l. 

LOC.\TIO;-< OF THE COLLEGE . 

Car he County aml Logan g:we a farm of 100 acres. and thereby secured the loca
t illn of th<:' college at Logan. Log-an is th<:' c·a pi tal l'ity of Cache County, and , in a 
comml'l'l'i<ll ;;,•nst• of Cache Yalley. It is surpas::;ed in wealth and population IJy 
only thrl'e citi(>s in Utah. aml in the beauty of its loca t.ion by none. Cache Valley 
is svllll' sixt_,. mil l!>< in ll•ngth. t\\'eh-1! mile:; in wklth, and b completely surrounded 
uy t he \Va~atl'h ra ng-e of llhlllll taillS. Fn)m the upper hPnch of the old lake fonna
t ion. upun wltil'h tlw <"nllt•.:;t> and farm a re locatt>d. can he seen. in the clear air of 
this intc·r-ll l<HIIr tain r t>g-ion. t lw full expan::;e of t he rich ,-n.lle~·. while the uniquely 
l'otTugah·ll liiOtmta.in s i<l l>s encirrling the Yallt>_,- :1re ~et•n in all their wealth of varied 
bP:lllt~- . The beaut_,- of this local'ion is probnbl.r tmsurpnssed h:; that of a ny other 
l'Ollt•g-e in the country. Logan Ira < the charac teristics of a lwantiful colleg-e town. 
It,; rum! pnpnla tion b. in morn b. ;;ecnnd tn nn town in the Tenitory, and its size 
eq ual" t hl' • lt•llla.!Hl upon it for boarding facilities. Board cau be procu red at lower 
rates than in large cities. 
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The latest catalogue at hand* is illustrated with views of the 
buildings. The frontispiece gives a front view of the main college 
builuing, a very large and imposing looking building; 342 feet in 
length, and 190 feet deep, in centre. The centre is a five storeyed 
structure with a very high central tower-the too wings are four 
stories in height with end towers. The roofs are high and steep. 
The catalogue describes it as "one of the largest college structures 
in the country. " It contains class rooms, work rooms, a Laboratory 
a Museum, Library, Gymnasium. and Military drill hall; "each 
some 80 feet square." There is besides, "an Audience room, or 
Chapel," which will hold 1600 persons. There are, also, three large 
halls for Literary ·Societies. There is a boarding house connected 
with the College whch contains thirty three rooms. The other 
buildings comprise a model barn, a model farm house and dairy, 
three cottages for laborers, and a house for the superintendent of 
the farm.-There is a Library of some 3000 carefully selected books, 
which also receives the current periodicals. Collections for a 
Museum, have been begun. In each of the five departments a col
lection of apparatus and materials for illustration has been pro
curet!; some $35,000 having been thus expenued. 

Eighty five acres of land are used for instructions in the art and science of 
agriculture and horticulture. Three and one half acres of ground. located close to • 
the collage building, are set aside for the sole use of students for athletic sports. 

COURSES OF STUDY 

The college work includes five distinctive lines of instruction; fow· special cow·ses, 
and a Preparatory Department. 

1. Course in Agriculture 
2. Course in Domestic Arts 
3. Course in Mechanical Engineering 
4. Course in Civil Engineering 
5. Business Course. 
The special courses are as follows : 
1. Three Years' Course in Agriculture 
2. Irrigation Engineering 
3. Two Years Course in Domestic Arts 
In adtlition to these special courses there have been organized two courses of 

winter lectures, covering ten weeks each, namely: A course of lectures for the Agri
cultural Department and a course of lectures for the Domestic Arts Department. 

The Courses in Mechanical and Irrigation Engineering will be Post Graduate 
Courses of one year each. 

The mineral resources of the Territory, and the need in many 
places of irrigation, are sufficient to call for special attention to train
ing in civil and mining engineering and to the engineering problems 
affecting i rrigation ; and these indicate the probable influence of 
local needs upon the subjects selected for special attention. There 

* Annual Catalogue of the Agricultural College of Utah, Logan, Utah. 1893-4. 
Ill. Pp. 7il. 
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is, howevc:r, m10thc:r peculiar fea t ure of thi:; College, which may, 
perhn.ps, ho cre1l ited to environment. Like· many others of its sister 
Cullvgcs, its fauili tie:; are as freely offere1l to the cln.ughters as to the 
sons of the State ; l!ll t this College is peculiar in that the militat·y 
drill, whiuh is a part of the en rricn1 nm in the Land Grant colleges, 
is requi re<l of the g-irl:;, as well as uf the boys; and light muskets are 
p rovided for the female soldiery. 

In most of t he uo nrses. Drawing is taught through each term of 
Freshmen year. In t lte com·sos in "Agriculture," and in '·Domes
tic Arts," Free ltmul only i:; taught.-In the Mechanical and Engi
neering courses Free hmlll is t n.ught for one term and Mechanical 
for two. In Domestic Arts · Sewing, Dressmaking, Laundry Work, 
::md Cooking, the latter both as an "art" and as a "science," are 
taught throug]t tho course. Drawing, is one of several "elective 
studies," which may be ta.ken each term of Senior year. In the 
Mechauiual Ellgineering Course; Shop \Vork goes through all the 
four years, wi th Dnnving in some form. 

Drawing is taught, also, in the shorter courses of Agriculture, 
Domestic Arts, and Engineering. Tuition is free. Ther e is an 
annual entrance foe of five dollars. Board can be had from $2 to 

• $:.l. 50 per week 
The t otal number of students attending for the year 1893-4, is 

given as 3Gl; of whom 13±, wer e girls. There is nothing in ~he cata
logue to show whether the stutlen t f.: were in the Preparatory or Colle· 
g iate Dopart.ments, nor iu what classes they were. 

The Faculty numbers 1!J Professors and Instructors. J eremiah 
W. Sanborn, B. s. President 

THE WASHINGTON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE AND S CHOOL OF 

SCIENCE, PULLMAN, WHI'l')fAN COUNTY, WASHINGTON. 

This College is beautifully sit uated on an elevation directly east of and overlook· 
ing the young, flourishing town of Pullman, in \ :Vhitman Cotmty. Its location iu 
the midst of the famous Palouse Valley gives it ·unusual ad vanta.ges for agricultural 
and other experimental purposes. Pullman is supplied with numerous artesian 
wells of pure water , is hen.lthfully located a.nd has an intellectual and enterprising 
population of fifteen hnmlred people. It i~ also readily accessible from different 
parts of the State by both the Union and Northern Pacific Railroads. * * * 
The Washington Agricultural College and School of Science was established by the 
leg islature in t"·o separate acts.* 

The Legislature, in 188D, created a Commission to establish a State 
College and in the act designu.tetl a department of Agriculture; and 
directed seven different brn.uches of study to be taught. This Com· 
mission did not succeed in finally locating and establishing the 

- - - ·----------
*Second Anuunl Catalogue of t he \Vashington Agricultural College and School 

of Science lncatell at Pullman, \Vhitluan County, \Va~hiugtou, 1892-'93. Olympia, 
Washington. 0. C. White, State Printer 1891!.-Pp 60 
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College, but the act authorizing .its establishment was not repealed; 
the subsequent legislature, in 1891, accepted the conditions of the 
acts of Congress popularly known as the "Hatch act," and the 
"Morrill Act," and directed that : 

The Agricultural College Experiment Station and School of Science created and 
established by this act shall be an institution of learning open to the children 
of all the residents of this State and to such other persons as the Board of Regents 
may determine. * * * It shall be nonsectarian in character and devoted to 
practical instruction in agricultural, mechanic arts, natural sciences connected 
therewith, as well as a thorough course of instruction in all branches of learning 
bearing upon agriculture and other industrial pursuits. 

A further provision enumerates a number of studies that must be 
taught, endingwith: 

And such other sciences and courses of instruction as shall be prescribed by the 
Regents of this institution of learning. 

A most liberal and wise provision. 
The immediate income of the institution arises from the national 

grants of the Hatch Fund and the Morrill Fund. The U. S. Land 
Endowments amount, in additio~, to 190,000 acres, which, in time, 
should result in a noble endowment; as yet none of this land ha~ 
been sold. The State Legislature, in 1893, made an appropriation 
of $93,000 for buildings and expenses. Tuition is free in ·all depart
ments-a moderate rental is charged for rooms in the buildings of 
the college. Students necessary expenses, exclusive of clothing, are 
estimated at a little less than two hundred dollars a year. Four 
''Courses of Study" are provided: 1, General Science; 2, Agriculture; 
3, Civil Engineering; 4, Mechanical Engineering, including (a) 
course in Electrical Engineering; (b) course in Mill and Hydraulic 
Engineering; (c) course in Steam Engineering. The studies in these 
courses are essentially the same during the :first three years; identi
cally the 'same for Freshman year. Mechanical Drawing is taken 
one term of Freshman year-"Woodwork," and "Forging," also, 
each one term. In the Engineering courses," Drawing," and" Shop
work" in some form, are taken through the entire course. The 
"Drawing" is, in all cases, Mechanical, or Machine Drawing. The 
regular course for Degrees is of four years. There is a " Prepara
tory Department;" with a course of two years. There are special 
courses in the College; without degrees. 

Iu the second year of the "Preparatory Course," Free Hand Draw
ing may be taken for two terms. A series of "Practicums," run 
through all the courses; in these, practical training is given and 
required in those sciences, or occupations, whose theory is taught 
in the College. The college farm contains two hundred acres, 
which are all under cultivation. The grounds about the College con
tain thirty acres. This campus is contiguous to, and west of the 
farm, and is just outside the city limits of Pullman. There are 
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lnl H•mlori~>>' . shops. a larg•: d·n·mitu ry hnilcling . <tlltl a tltroe-Htory 
wuuol0n col ilogl: lnJiltli 11g . .. cul ti< ~i !lillg class l'o om ::;. lalJuratu l'i e::; and 
ofn eos." A llL: W nclminist.mtiuu buildii1.~· cd' ~tune aml brick is 
Lei.Jtg cJ·<·ctetl. T otnl JttunlJe r of shule11ts a ttemliug in nll D epart
m oub l'u1· tho years J 8!Jl-fJ:l. ;.!:l.) . T horo :tl'l'. in the Prep a ratory 
D O}JartnH: Il l, U::>; then.: ar c. also, :j5:;pocial stndt•nts. In tho eollege 
}ll'ol'Ol' tln'l'U ar e {j·~ stud ents. diviLletl a::; follo\\'S: Fresh man , .JA; 
Supl,omoJ·es, 7; J n niur::;. ll : t:lt· niur::;, J. The Fa~.;ulty and Instructors, 
HUll! lJcn· 11. Ellueh A. Dry au, :ilL A . Prt•sitlou t. 

THE UxiVERSITY OF Vvvo:m :..:G, L AR .-u n E, W YOMING. 

A Uui ven;ity, to bo l(>C'ated in L a mmie. was createtl by the law 
passotl uy the Ninth Terri torial Legislatme. in lSSG. The builtling 
wa s autlJUr ized at. a eu::;t Hut t() exn·L·•l tlw sm n of 850,000. The act 
of Incorpon~tiun W<t~ VL'l'Y full. JilJ<•ml and comp1·ulwusivo in its 
pruvi;;ion::;. The ohject was s!a.tt·d to ],o 

t<1 p ro\"idu enident. lll<'<lllS fo r i lll[Mrtin.w; tu ~ · otll1~ men <Hill ~-otlllg " ·omen, 
wi lli<lllL rcgnnl t·o colOl', on t'C'Jll<l l tl'r111s. a liiJt'ral cd UI'al io ll and t llorong;h knowl· 
cd.>;e ol' lhe ditterent uranchcs of literalurc, the a r ts ami ,;dellccs. with th t>ir ,·a ried 
a ppl icatium;, -:<-

A State tax uf one eighth o( a mill 011 a,ll htxi~hlc property, was 
ouaetc·d; iu ord er to ::;ecnr e t lte dlic:iL·nt llHLwtgemeut. aud ::;npport of 
tho UHiversit.y. 

The Unin·r::;i ty, W<1s opcmu<l Sepb·mlJt' r fjtlt. J8H7. and was carried 
011, iu accor<lall ee wi t lt t h o }11'<1\· ision::; uf tll(:' la\\" hum whieh the 
<LlJovo stn.temmtt is qnote<l , fur tit we years nllller the presidency of 
E x-Govem ot J ohn \V. H oyt. 

Tltu fir::;t Stat<• L t>gislahm·. in J mm:try 180 I, authorized the Uni· 
versity t u n ·cl'i\'u ll 1c' iJw<llli L' ()f iltc l : . ~ - grnnb to Agr iL"nltm al 
Col lt>gos m·isi ll g fl '<l lll t.lt u so calletl .. MunHl la\\'S .. of J8G2, a m l l S!JO; 
mul the " Hatch Ad,'' of 18;-;7. 

This increasuof incomt'. enabl1'<l the fn cnlty to be increa-sed from 
i ts }ll'l'V ious llll lllbt' l' ur S('\'011. to firt<•(•n IIICIIIUer:-:. 

Six " -" Pt>riment f:mns wt•n · nbo psta bli~hl'd in dilh•n•nt part s of the Sta.te; viz: 
at Lannn it•, La!HlL'l'. Sarato:-::<1. S hl'ritl:tu. Sllll tlnllcL' nnd " Tlieatla ncl. ·X· * * 

The Unin· r~i l \' i,; situateol iu tht• 1·it-,- of L;~r;nnil'. on the U nion P acific Rail RoM!. 
The gTOU lltl~ ar~ about twent~· <!en·s i.n <·xtl'nt. hnndsnmel_,. gm<led and orna lllenh•ll 
w ith natin· trees. nml loente<l in t lw eastern por tion of the city a bout half a wile 
from the ra ilroad station. 

Thl· U niYersit,\' uuilding i ~ a henutiful struc·tm e that \\'nlllll honor any institution 
ur db· in t ht' Uni ted States. I t f:tcPs till' " ' ''"'L mHl is nuout 1 :>0 feet in length and 
iift·y .t'Pt't in breadth. ha Ying thr<'L' storks ai Jv\"l' t ht• hase;nent. The material used 

in itst;onstruction is nati,·e s;ulllsf<,nL'. <> <:- ·::- The anLlitorium in the_second story 
is till' lilwst a:;,;pmbly ha ll in th t• Statt•. a n1l wil l sent \\' ith comfort !iOO people. 

_, TIH' U nh·ersitY of \ V,-,,min ,.·. Catalo,.-u,. for the n•ars 1891- 92. and announce· 
mt'nis for tlu• ~-,.a.rs l tl li:.!~!J;J. Laramit•,\\~·uming. Rt!imblkan Buok a ud J ob Print. 
1892. Ill. Pp. 100. 
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MUSEUM. 

The Museum has been fitt~d up with beautiful cases in which John D. Conley, 
Professor of Geology in the University, has placed his choice private collection of 
fossils, mineral~:> a nd Indian and Mound builder's relics-the result of over twenty 
year's collecting. * * * 

THE FARM. 

The experimental farm of the Agricultural College is situated on the Pioneer 
Canal, about two miles west of the city. 

DEPARTMENTS. 

The University is composed of the following departments : The Academic Depart- . 
ruent composed of a two years Academic Course, a Sub Preparatory course 'or a 
Business Department. 

The College of Liberal Arts with four courses of study, called Classical, Scien
tific, Philosophic, and Literary. * * * These college courses are of four years, 
and lead to degrees of B. A. , B.S., B. P. , and B. L . 

A Nor mal School. * * The Agricultuml College. * * The -School of 
1\fechanics and Manual Training offers courses of practical training in shop work, 
drawing. designing and wood carving-but no degrees are conferred. 

The School of Irrigation Engineering will confer the degree of Bachelor of Irri
gation Eng·ineering on all completing the prescribed course of study. 

Course of Ele<'trical Engineering and Civil Engineering are soon to be established 
in the College of Mechanic Ar ts. 

SPECIAL COURSES. 

In all the departments students of an advanced age are permitted to punrue, under 
direction of the faculty, one or two distinct lines of study. 

In the College courses: Drawing enters as a required study for 
the autumn term of t he Philosophical, Literary, and Scientific, 
courses; and is, also, an elective study for the full year, in those 
courses. It does not appear in the programs of the Classical course. 
It is taught during one term only, in the first year of the Normal 

course. 
In the College of Mechanic Arts; Drawing appears in the schedule 

of studies through each term of the whole four years. Every student 
in the Agricultural course, is required to labor two or three hours for 
five week days each week, in the fields or shops. In the course in 
Mechanic Arts, students are required to labor eight to ten hours per 
week. 

THE SCHOOL OF MECHANICS AND MANU.A.L TR~INING. 

This school has been established as a department of the University to meet the 
wants of young men desiring to become mechanics. 

There is a large general clrawing r oom fitted with all needed draw
ing tables and cabinets, and with a "blue print," and a "dark," 
room, for reproduction of drawings. 

In the basement there is a wood-work room with "fifteen sets of 
hand tools, two wood lathes, and a six horse power engine." 
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Tui tion is free to citizens. Students not citizens of the State, pay 
fiv<3 dolbr:-; a yuur m; tuition fees. All students pay an annual fee 
of two do11n-rs and n, half for support of the Library and for incidental 
expeuses. Cost of board in private families ranges from five dollars 
npwanlH. 

Numher of students in attendance for the year l 892-93, 107. In 
Col](•go, 18; Normal, n; Mechanical, 9; Acauemical, 3G; Special 
Cour:-;e:-;, 5; Inegubr 30. 

TJ ~e Faculty of the University for 1803-94, numbers H Professors 
aud Instructors. A. A. J o]uu;on, A. l\L , D. D., President. 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION FOR COLORED STUDENTS. 

In t he former Slave States, owing to those provisions of th e law of 
l 890 made to secure for colored youth a just share in t he educa
tional advantages provided by t he National Government, new Insti
tutions, or new departments in old ones, have been opened for the 
instrnction of colored students in Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts. 
The Natio11al appropriations are apportioned between :mch institu
tions for tlte white and colored students; and generally, in accord
auee with the rela,ti ve ratio of the colored and white school popula
tion in each State. 

As much space has been given in the preceding chapters to detailed 
accounts of the three older and leading institutions for the instruc
tion of colored youth; namely: 'Hampton Institute," in Virginia, 
cstnblished in 1868; Alcorn University, in Mississippi, established in 
1871; and ClaHin University, in South Carolina, opened in 1869 as a 
collPge for eolored youth, and opened as the State Agricultural Col
lege iu1~72; there will be no attempt to describe in fullness of detail 
the methods of the more recent schools. The aim in most of these 
new schools to give thoroughly practical training in the trades and 
industries most likely to be of service in the everyday life of the 
farmer, the mechanic, and the housekeeper, is very evident; and 
gives great promise of t he practical value of the education to be 
received by their pupils. 

Hampton, since it was the pioneer institution and has achieved 
mark ed success, may be held to furnish in many respects, an admira
ble model for these new schools; while the records of Alcorn, and 
Claflin, each with a history of nearly a quarter of a century of suc
ec~s, reinforce the Hampton lesson of the value of industrial train· 
ing as a vital force in education. 

ALABAMA. STATE COLORED N ORMAL AND I NDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, 

NORMAL, ALABAMA. 

This sr.hool, organised in 1875 at Huntsville, Alabama, began with 
an annnnl n,ppropriation of only one thousand dollars, with two 
teachers, and an attendance of some sixty pupils. This appropria-
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tion wa,.<,; doubled in 1879. In 1882, the Principal and teachers donated 
one half their salaries for the purpose of securing a home for the 
,.;ehool and, by great economies in expending the State appropria
tion and the donations from the Peabody, and Slater, Funds, in addi
tion to individual contributions by friends of the school, the sum 
to purchase a desirable lot was accumulated and suitable buildings 
erected and deeded to the State. Industrial work was added at this 
time; the training before this had been entirely literary. In 1885, 
the Legislature, appreciating these successful efforts, "increased the 
annual appropriation to the sum of four thousand dollars and made 
this the industrial school for the colored people of Alabama;" and, 
in 1891; made it the beneficiary of the supplementary Morrill Fund 
of 1890. 

It was then thought best to sell the Huntsville property and to 
acquire a farm in the vicinity. Accordingly a desirable place of 182 
acres, some two miles from Huntsville, was purchased. This is sit
uated on an elevation of 300 feet above Huntsville. Three fine large 
buildings suitable for dormitories, class rooms, and Chapel, have been 
built; and the old buildings renovated. A new barn, dairy house and 
other necessary buildings have already bElen built. Tuition is free; 
and board, including washing, fires, lights, and furnished room, except 
bed clothes, costs the pupils only seven dollars per mon~h. The 
"Normal" Course, is one of three years; there is also a "Prepara
tory" school, with a course of two years ; and a ' 'Model" school. In 
the courses of study in the "Normal Department," Drawing finds 
place only in the second term of both the Junior and Middle years. 
The Faculty of the Normal Department numbers eleven. Five of 
these including the · two "principals," are also enrolled among the 
Faculty of the Industrial Department. 

THE INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.* 

The aim of the Institution is to give both practical and theoretical " instruction 
in Agriculture, the Mechanic .Arts, the English Language and the various branches 
of Mathematical, Physical, Natural and Economic Science, with special reference,to 
their application in the industries of life " thus giving to the State an intelligent, 
industrious citizen, with proper ideas of life and the relations of education and 
labor. The object is to have the student begin practical life right in the school-room, 
receiving here some useful trade or profession, or laying the foundation for the 
same. The results of the efforts of this Institution in this direction, in past years, 
plainly indicate the correctness of these methods. The head, the heart and the 
hand are harmoniously and conjointly developed and trained. 

Further, the aim is to turn all labor, and all articles produced by labor, to advan
tage and utility. Therefore all of those industrial departments contribute in some 
way to the equipment of the Institution, and are, in most cases, a source of income 
to the student as well as a means of instruction. 

*Catalogue of the State Colored Normal and Industrial School, Normal, Alabama. 
(Near Huntsville) 1892-93. Cincinnati, 0: Elm Street Printing Co., 176 and 178 Elm 
St. 1893. Pp. 48. 
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A page of <'xtrn.ds frclln Pr()fessor Rnnkll', c:m<l oth er authorities 
on ::.\'Ianual T raining, enti tlC'tl " '\Vhat is thought of ::.\fanual Train
ing·· follows. Then follow so\·ern.l pages in which Lhe details of the 
courses of study ill eaclt hmHeh are given in f nll fot· each year. In 
t lt c·se cour"('s the Lraini11g S<'Cms to he ver y thoro11gh. practical anti 
<l i J'C'l't. Tlte following tnlJle sho ws the <1 ifferent indnstr ies taught 
awl tl1 e llt1lll l•or of f'tucl eHts in each occupation. In the cnrpenter 
f'llll]' 011ly )IaHd tiJols <tl'O at }WOSen t USGU. It is expected tl1at Steam 
power will eventually he p roYideu. 

SU~I MARY 01-' I NDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION. 

J. OF:P.\RT)JEJ:\T OF MECHANIC ARTS. 

Ht•c. 1. C..:ARPENTRY- Four classes, fo r ty-four apprentices, two hours per uay, 
thrl·c days pPr week 

f:;l'c. :.l. PIUNT!l'O- Thn·e classes, lline apprentices, two hours per day, three days 
pc•r week. 

Sec. 3. 1\lATfRESS-MAKING-Orie class, fow· apprentices, two hours per day, six 
day~ per week. 

Ht>c. ~- SHOEMAKDIG-Three c lasses, thirty-one apprentices, two hours per day, 
three days per week. 

Sec. 5. B LAl'KSMITiliNG-Three classes, twen t_,·-seven apprentices, two hours per 
1lay. three days per week. ' 

Sec. 6. #\VHEELWRIGUT \¥oRJc-One C'lass, four apprentices. 
Sec. 7. PAI:i'TING-One class. six appt·entices. 

II. DEPARTi\IE;\'T OF AGRICULTURE. 

f;ec. 1. FARMING AND H ORTICULTURE-Three classes , thirty-three students, two 
to t•i.r;ht hou rs per dar. six days per week. . 

Sec. :3. D.\IR\' AND L IVE STOCK-One class, five s tudents , two to eight houi·s 
pl' l' day, six days per week. 

!II. DEPART)IENT OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE. 

Sec. 1. LAUNOR\"-T,vo classes, thirty-four m cu1bers. two to six hours per day, 
six c la~·s pt> r week. 

Sec. 2. COOKING - Three classc>s. thirty-s ix mc>mbers, one hom· per rlay, two days 
per week. • 

Sc>c. 3. C t:TTING AND SEWING- Three classes, Re•en ty members, two to four 
hon rs per day . 

Sel'. 4. NunSING-Three classes, thirty members, t"·o hours per day, three days 
p<'r Wt><'k. 

SPl'. :,. JiousmmBPINO-Two classes, t"·enty m embers, t \<;"O hours per day, three 
da ys p<'r week. 

The following ' 'summary ,. shows the attendance of students for 
tho yen r l SD:.!-U:>. 
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SUMMARY. 

Ma)es. Females. Total. 

----------------------------------------1-------------
Post Graduates ............ ...... . ....... . ............. . . ·. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 
Seniors .. .. ..................... . ... ...... . .............................. .. 
Mi<ldle Year . . ..... ..... ..... .......... . . ............ .. ................... .. 
Junior Year ............................. . .. .......... , ..... .. . .. ... . . . ... . 
Senior Preparatory.. . . • ·. . .. . . . . .. . • .. . . .... . .... .. ...... ........... . .. . 

~~~rlc"i~~a~~~ -- ·:.: ·: :: :·. :·. ·.·.::: ·. :::::: :·.::::: ::::::: ·:: ::::::::: ·::: :: 

1 
9 

19. 
25 
17 
15 
32 

118 

·o 
8 

16 
26 
23 
18 
44 

185 

1 
17 
35 
51 
40 
38 
76 

258 

The Faculty of the" Normal Department;" numbers eleven. The 
Faculty of . the (<Industrial Department;" numbers twelve. Five 
are members of both Faculties. The 'l.'e::tching force thus numbers 
eighteen individual instructors. W. H. Councill, Principal. 

BRANCH NORMAL COLLEGE OF THE ARKANSAS INDUSTRIAL UNI~ 
VERSlTY, PINE BLUFF, ARKANSAS. . . 

This institution is a Department of the Arkansas Industrial Uni
versity and was e·stablished by law in 1873, and opened in 1875, 
for "the training of teachers for efficient service in the colored 
public schools of the State." · 

The school building, first occupied in January 1882, is described 
as one of the handsomest and best buildings in the State. It is of 
brick and contains a large assembly room and four recitation rooms. 
It is situated in a "beautiful tract of twenty acres of ground, in the 
suburb of Pine Bluff, J efferson County, Arkansas." It is con
venient to the junction of two railroads. 

Students are appointed from the several counties to the Branch 
College, the same in number for each ·county as are allotted to the 
Parent University of Fayetteville. They are appointed by the 
County Court. "All students ~o appointed are entitled to four 
years free tuition, upon the payment of five dollars matriculation 
fee, in advance, at time of entering the school." Board including 
fuel, light s and washing, .can be had in private families from eight 
to ten dollars per month.* 

The Normal Course is of four years and is designed to be the 
equivalent of the usual college course of four years. There is a 
Preparatory Department of three years. Drawing is a required 
study during the first two years of the preparatory course. The 
"Forbriger" system is taught. Drawing does not appear as a re
quired study in the schedules of the Normal or the Classical 
courses. 

*Catalogue and circular of the Branch Normal College of the Arkansas Indus
trial University, located at Pine Bluff, Ark. For the year ending June 7, 1892, 
and announcement for 1892-3. Press Printing Company, Little Rock. Pp. 30. 
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THE I>EPAHT)lENT OF )IECHANIC ARTS. 

This aduit.ion to the Normal College had its origin in the appro
priation of tho supplementary Morrill bill, the annual income of 
wltich is to he 1livido1l between the white and colored youths of the 
StaLe. Tho r1uota coming to the colored youths of Arkansas Is 
assigned to this Department of the Branch Normal College. 

THE EQUIPMENT. 

The shop huilll ing was completed in February, 18!>2. It is of brick, 70 x 70 and 
con• pri~cs a '''<JOd shop, a foundry, a blacksmith shop, a machine shop and a boiler 
room. The wooJ shop has 12 benches with complete sets of carpenters tools, a 
double circular sawing machine, scroll saw, buzz planer and six woodturning 
lathes. 

The Foundry has a Collan cupola capable of melting 1i tons per hour. 
The Forge Shop. Twelve Bulfalo forges are in position . * *. 
Machine Shop. A 15 inch crank shaper, 24 x 24 x 6 feet planer , 20 inch drill 

press, 1;; in("h x;) feet tmret lathe, 18 x 6 inch engine lathe, 1<1 inch x 6 feet engine 
lathe, 12 inch x;; feet haml lathe, universal milling machine, cutter and reamer 
grinder , twist drill grimier , power grindstone, etc. 

Heat and Power Plant. Two vertical eng-ines of 12 horse power each; and two 
30-horso power tubular boilers. '"" .,.. 

An abundant water supply. Shops in best &'lnitary condition. 

GENERAL STATEMENT. 

Tho shops of tho Brancn Normal College arc built and equippe<l for the purpose 
of g iving the colored boys of ou r State a chance to make themselves useful by learn· 
ing to he carpenters, pattern-makers, moulders, blacksmiths, machinists, and engi· 
neers or firemen. The shops will accomodate sixty students at one time, as follows: 
Woo< I shop, 18. Foundry 12. Forge shop 12. Machine shop 14. Tool rooms 2. 
Boiler room 2.= 60. 

"\.Yhilo learning t he Lasis of his trade, the student acquires a good knowledge of 
Lan~-;"uage, History. Mathematics and Drawing. Throughout the com·se of four 
years in the shop!'!. the student spends an a>erage of ten hours a week in actual 
labor ; and while the amount of time spent in the shops seems small, experience 
has shown thnt students under constant instruction from skilled teachers and 
passed from one exercise to another as soon as the work is well done, make very 
rapi1 l progress : We are therefore prepared to offer : 

(a) A conrse in general shop work extending over three years , followed by a 
fourth year's work in one of the shops selected by the student. The design is to 
enable a young man to choose his trade intelligently and to acquire a sound basis 
for it. 

(b) A three years course in general shop work followed by a fourth year's work in 
thr management of boill'rs, engines, and heating systems. This course is intended 
to train young men for the practical work of firemen and engineers. 

(<') A course in gene•·al shop work extending; o..-er three years , together with class· 
room work in the theory nnll practice of tcnchinp;. follo"·ccl by a fourth year's 
work in handling classes in the shops and in lnying ont ~;cries of practical exercises 
There are industrial schools for coloretl bo~s springing up all m·er the South, and 
we hope by thi~; coursP to help supply the demand for trnined shop teachers. 

! 11 the Mechanic Arts Course aud in tho Manuel Training Normal 
Course, tho studies and shop work me very much alike, there are 
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however, more hours of the shop work per week, in the Mechanic 
Arts Course. 

Drawing offers but one term in the Sub Freshman Class of 
Mechanic Arts, and is not taught in the other course, but much time 
is given to various kinds of shop work. 

The Catalogue gives no separate list of pupils in the. Department 
of Mechanic Arts. A total attendance of 233 is given; 57 
" Normal," and 176 " Preparatory." 

The Faculty consists of four Instructors. In the Department of 
Mechanic Arts there are six places in the Faculty, of which only two 
are given as filled. · 

In the Department of Mechanic Arts; C. V. Kerr, is Superin
tendent. J. C. Corbin, .A. M., Principal of Branch Normal College 
of the Arkansas Industrial University. 

STATE CoLLEGE FOR CoLORED STUDENTS. DovER, DELAWARE.* 

The Catalogue of this Institution contains no dates of its history. 
It may have been founded yesterday, or a hundred years ago, so far 
as any information as to the time or circumstances attending its 
establishment is vouchsafed. The following statements however 
are given. 

GENERAL REMARKS. 

The college is established and maintained by appropriations from the Federal 
and State governments. It is located two miles north from Dover, the State capi
ta.!, on the Locltermau farm, a tract of about one hundred acres. The facilities 
for instruction are an ample equipment of chemical and philosophical apparatus of 
modern and approved character and a workshop which is amply fitted up with 
tools and machinery for teaching the industrial arts. These include a large boiler 
and engine, lathe, drill press, shaper, forges, and carpenter's benchelii; with the 
necessary tools for iron and wood working, and a set of farrier's tools. A plant 
for electric light has also been installed. The shop will be opened at the begin
ning of the fall term, and will be under the charge of a competent instructor, and 
will be kept running throughout the college year. Thus facilities are afforded for 
acquiring skill in the trades-carpentry, blacksmithing, carriage making, etc. 

The farm not only furnishes adequate facilities for instruction in the various 
branches of agriculture and horticulture, but also provides labor for the industrious 
student, who by this means and the long summer vacation, may earn a large part 
of his expenses, by his own exertions, during his college course. 

COURSES OF STUDY. 

Five courses of study have been arranged, namely: Classical, Scientific, .Agricul
tural, Engineering and Chenustry. Each course covers a · period of four 
years. * * * 

Students must be not less than 14 years of age, of good moral character, and 
pass an examination in the ordinary English studies. * * * 

Tuition is free to all Delaware students. Others ·will be charged $10.00 per term. 
Students will be boarded at the College at cost, which will not exceed $2. per 
week. * * * 

*Catalogue of State College for Colored Students. Dover, Delaware, 1893. Pp. 6. 
ART- VOL 4-44 
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Total nnmher of stw1cuts for the year 1S!l2-:~ , 22. Nnmher of 
Ffwnlty :1. L . D. Hilebnd, Instructor in SholJ ·work. Wesley 
Wel1h. i\1. s . Pn·siclont. 

STATt•; No tO L\L ,\:\11 l NIIUS'I'JtL\L CoLLECm Fcm CoLoRED STu
VEYrs . 'l'ALt~AIL\SSEE, FLUJ.UIJA. * 

111S'I'O JfY. 

Tlw Collr _(.(C was estal,Jishrtl in 1HH7, in ac~;onlancl' w it h eon:;titu t ional provision, 
·• ·~ and t,y L<•gis l:tti,.,. t•mtl'tlllt'nt ; ·:<· «· it " ·a s locate d a t Ta llnh nsse , with an 
a nnual npprnprintion of 8-1,01111 rn:ule for it s mnintc n:u rce. 

Uy a t" t ion of tht · :-lta l\' Board o( Etluc:r t ion, it w as s tarlt•<l Oc tobe r r;, 1887, in charge 
ofT. Dt •. H. Tu~; ln·r, Prim:ipa l , :urcl T . Y. Gihhs, A~st.-Priueipal , .-:than attendance 
of Jifl·cf' t r pupils , " ·ho !tat! :-< IICCP('tlt•d in p:.rssin~; the pre liminary examination. 

Tn "IH!JI . tlu• sL"Itc~<>l , lr:11·ing ou tgTn\\"H i ts a c t·ommotla tions in t h t> city, was moved 
out to Hi)!;ltwnod. in tht· snlmrhs of Tall:lhnsse, whl'rt ', on a larg e antl historic 
plnutal ion of m ·t·r a lnnulr<'t l a e n ·s. th u St"ate h as 111:1\ll• exlt·n~ i ,·e p r e pa ra t ion to 
a rt:oltllllodatt• a ll 11·1to r11ay l'oJt re. Tire nlunl >t•r of tl·al"ltt •rs l t:.r:-; hcen largely 
iJt<;r~asl'd :wd Lltl· cquip11rcnt antl fac il itk•s n rade :lluollg- tire hl•;; t in the South. 

SUPPORT. 

Tho Colll·ge is SHpportt•tl lty a n nua l apprnpriat inns f rom the Fl·<leral a nd Sta te 
c:on' rnllle nts. It was l'~ta hl isltt>d a nd, prior to 1 ~!11 , 111a in tainc•l h.1· the State as a 
sc hool f or n onua l an• I nr:tnual t rai11ing nf t.<'al' h<•rs. This f eature of the work or 
thP sch ool is s till m aintain l'ol as lht• spet:ili<" t•ncl a11d aim of the in:;titution. * * * 

The n:ppropriatin11 for Flo rid a . (untlc r ti ll' l\lorrill law o f ISOO) -x· ·:• * h as been 
cquall.Y dil"itlcd hctwl'Cil tire i->L:rtt• Agrit •ttl tn ral :rml .i\feehauical College , for white 
stwlt•nts, :tJHl t.ht' :':ilalc No r111al anol Tncl rtstrial < 'ollei-!:L'. fo r t·olon·ol s tudents . The 
t>tato continue~ its amrual appropr ia t ions as ils sha re uf the :;npport of the school. 

Ltll ".ITit >:0:. 

Tall:d w ssc. ·:< ·:• is Lht• e·apital o l" !Itt• S tat t•oCFiorida and !Itt• countyseat of 
!.Poll l!o1 m ly . ·X· <<· 11. is a lo ll" tt o f :tl ulltl :1,0110 in l ra hit:tnh .. ,., ·=< The school 

s ilc is a Jltag nifit·t•rllc l"""i'l'rly . 11·it h s pac ious canqn ts sha tl t•tl ' '·" s ta t<•ly trees ami 
lol'atetl ll'i thin t•a s.l' n ·:wlt o( lhP l"i ty, 1111 :thig h h ill nn•rlooking tire Ua rd t>n City, 
whill' onl'itlrt•r :-;id u llrl• 1\'l'l l till t•el a l"!"l'S of the t:OIIl•g e farn1 s lrl'kh :tll"a~· across 

tht• su rrotu rc l in g- , ·:tl ltoy . Tht• g rour11ls :m el lruilolin:.:s art' li)!;ld t•tl l>.l" gas. Comfort· 
ahlt· nn<l •·wr n·n iPnt elnnnito ry rH·t ·onrn lo<lat.ions kll'f' l •c•t•n pro1· itlcd. These 
dt>rtnitoriPs :m: t·otteltwt t•tl a tt< l t•on l r!ll it•d l11· the Fanrlt1·, awl. unles.<; excused by 
~pPdal Jlt ' rtnission ol" !Itt• Pn•!< i<k n t. al l ~tu;h-nt;; not re~itlcnts of Tallahassc will 
be requ in •tl to loua n l a t tltc school. ..,. ·:• ·=• 

A t'l'.l I!ATFS. 

'Tht> Plt,·sif":tl T.a horal rll"_l. r·onl :r ins ;r. •·nntplf'te s('t of appara tus o f a bout one 
hrnuln•tl :tnel fo rty p it·t·e•.<. ·:<· ·=<· Tht• t 'irl"tnit"al La l•o ra t"ory con ta ins appa ratus and 
f"ltt•n ric:r ls for ll'or k. in lht · s t1ttly of tlte• :-;d ent·e : arHl f or ><ll\"h special 1\'0 rk ·• " • 
as llt :t..l' hl• Hl'e<ll"tl in agrit·HitHr:tl <'XJH'rirnents nn thr farm. ·« .,. * The .Mathe· 
matit:al <lepn rtltJl'll t .i>' snppli<'t l w i th a t:arl'fu ll_,. s<•lecte•l equipment of valuable 
apparatuo<. 

·» ;o;i xl lt .\ nlln:tl < '::l :tlog ll <' of tit< • Flnrid:t ;-; ta l •• \'orrn:d awl lnelustrial ( 'nllt·g<>for 
l 'nlon•d ~tltt l < · lll s. T:l ll:r has""· 1-'lo r id:t. 1;-;!t·!-· 1" !1::. ,lat"ksonl"il lt•. Fl:r .. The Dt• 
( 'n~t:l l•rin1ing:t 'o .. I S!I:L Pp. :2 7. 
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EXPENSES. 

There is no charge for tuition. The necessary expenses for tne school year, rat
ing board at $7 per month, are estin:ated at $88.50. * * * A few students can 
have the opportunity of remunerative work. * * * 

MUSIC, DRAWING AND ELOCUTION. 

Special attention is given to vocal music, free hand drawing, and elocution 
throughout the course. * *. 

ORGANIZATION. 

The college, as at present organized, consist of a Literary, a Musical, and an 
Industrial Course: 

The Literary Course comprises the Normal and the Preparatory Departments. 
* * *. The Preparatory Course covers a period of five years. * *. The Nor mal 
Course covers a period of two years. To enter this department applicants must be 
16 years of age, and pass a satisfactory examination in all the common school 
branches of study, and in Latin, to Cresar. * *. No student will be allowed to 
graduate without taking the full two years' course, 

The Musical Department, both vocal and instrumental, is under the care of a 
thoroughly practical and successful teacher, a graduate from England, trained in 
the Queen's private chapel, St." James, in London. Pupils may receive a partial or 
a full course ; the latter of which covers a period of four years and embraces instruc
tion in Thorough Bass, Harmony, Orchestration and Composition. * Instruction 
in vocal music is free 

INDUSTRIAL COURSE. 

This course comprises at present the Mechanical, Agricultural and Dairy Depart
ments. * * 

TBE MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 

This department is under the control of a thoroughly educatecl and skilled 
mechanic and an experienced teacher. The course of study and practice covers a 
period of five years. All graduates from the full course will receive the degree of 
M. E. The training includes exercises in carpentry, cabinet making, wood-turn
ing, pattern making, moulding, casting, forging, brazing, soldering, tempering, 
chipping, filing, and general machine shop work. The course also embraces a 
Bumber of finished articles. Instruction is given in the proper care of steam 
engines and boilers, and in mechanical drawing throughout the whole course. 

The equipment of the wood room is as follows: · 
110 horse power horizontal engine and boiler. 
1 circular saw. 
1 Band saw. 
1 jig saw. 
1 Grind stone. 
1 speed Lathe, 12 foot bed, 14 inch swing. 
6 speed Lathes, 3 foot beds, 8-inch swing. 
20 cabinet maker's benches. 
Bench and turning tools for twenty-seven boys. 
Much of the furniture in use in the school is made in this department. 

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

The department of Agriculture is comprehensive in ita scope, embracing the 
culture of all the semi-tropical field crops,-gardening, fruit growing, dairy hus-
bandry, rearing of live stock , poultry and drainage. . 
. This department in all its branches, is under the immediate supervision and direc

tion of the Professor of Agriculture, and affords the best facilities to illustrate by 
actual practice the theories taught in the class room. 
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Agriculture in its several branches is taught as an applied science. 
Lectures hy the Professor of Agriculture upon the science of Agriculture are 

<lc•li n~n·d to the section daily. The students are then taken to t he field where the 
prac-tieal applic:ation of t he scientific principles taught are demonstrated. * * * 
,\ full a nd complete outfit of farm machinery and implements is provided on the 
place. * * .,. 

D AIRY DEPARTMENT. 

Special a ttention is given in the course of lectures to dairy husbandry, covering 
the theory in breeding dairy stock, feeding for milk and butter , and of making and 
shipping milk, cream, butter and cheese, and t he practical methods of doing 
work in different sections of the cotmtry. * * * Fair compensation is allowed 
the student for rt"\munerati•e work done on the farm or in the Mechanical Hall. 
* * * . Industrial t rain ing for young ladies is a growing feature in the work 
of the school. * .,. The school has been exceptionally fortunate in securing the 
services of a matron of rare qualifications- a lady of fine culture, ripe experience, 
and thorough devotion to her work. * * * . 

Tota.l number of Students in attendance in all departments, for 
the year 18!:12-03, 75. Of t hese, !J were in t he N ormal Course. 4 boys, 
5 girls. I n the Preparatory Course t here were 27 boys, and 39 girls. 

Iu the Industrial Department; t her e were 30 in both the Agricul
tu raJ and Mechanical course, and 22 in the Dairying. 

In the Musical Department there were 19. 
The Faculty comprises eight P1·ofessors and Instructors.-T. DeS. 

Tucker, A. M., President, Professor of Mental and Moral Philos
ophy. 

THE GEORGIA STATE I NDUSTRIAL CoLLEGE, CoLLEGE, GEoRGIA. 

The Legislature of Georgia by act of November 26, 1800, estab
lished. a school for colored persons as a part of the State University. 
This instituti o11, it was pl'ovidetl , was to "be located within or uear 
tho corporate limits of that city or town in the State which shall 
offer t he best inducements for such location, in the opinion of said 
Commission. " 

Wha.t city or town off'ered such prevailing inducement does not 
appear, fr om the latest Catalogue at hand. * 

It ·is stated however, in the Catalogue, that 
there is e&1:a blished in l he College. a regular post office. The name of the office is 
"College, Georg ia." All mail matter should be plainly directed to "College, 
Chatham County, Georgia." 

Th is will probably sufficiently indicate to r esidents of the State 
t.he precise location of the College, but to others it conveys very 
little information as to its relative locality. 

THE COLLEGE. 

The Georl!ia Stntr In<ln!\trial College is a State institution, the only one of the 
kind in G .. orgia. for cnlnrcd youths. It is endowell h.'· the gener al government and 

-- - - - --- ·---··--·- -- ---·-
·>' :\nn"IIIH'ernt•nt a nol Catalogue. The Georgia State Industrial College, College 

(<a. 1 ~!1:3-!l;!-Hohin :-;"n i:;tcam Print ing Co., ::l<t•annah, Ga., 1893. Pp. 257. 
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supported by the State. The grounds are now about eighty. six acres, consisting of 
thirty five acres in the Campus, a nd fifty acres in the College farm. The Campus, 
shaded by tall live-oaks festooned by pretty pendant moss, is for natural · scenery 
the most attractive in the State. The location is perfectly healthful. 

The College farm is separated from the Campus only by the railroad by which 
passengers are conveyed to our grounds. There are at ~resent four main buildings 
ou the grounds- Dormitory, School Building, Farm House and President's Resi
dence. 

The courses at present established ai:e the Industrial, Sub Normal, Normal and 
Collegiate. 

The conditions of admission are 14 years of age, a good moral 
character, and passing an examination in the elementary English 
studies. Tuition is free to all citizens of Georgia. Cost of board 
is estimated at $50 for the Academical year. 

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANIC ARTS. 

A. Alexander Ashton, Supt. 
This department comprises eight branches: Carpentry, Wagon and Carriage 

making, Blacksmithing, Painting, Mechanical Drawing, Bricklaying, Printing,· 
Typewriting and Stenography. Experienced persons will teach each branch. 
Each student on entering the Normal Cow-sa is required to select the trade which 
he is expected to complete. 

This com se 0overs three years and is taken in connection with the Normal Course. 
Every student is required to devote ten or more hours each week to his trade. 

The course is practical, every student working with his instructor upon general 
repairl:i and manufactures. As soon as he is competent to do efficient service he is 
paid for all extra work. In this way it is designed to turn out practical and effi
cient workmen. Indeed the aim of this department is to so train the student, in 
giving him a trade, as to develop h is love for honest work and instill in him habits 
of neatness, exactness and perseverance, and thus make him a useful and intelli
gent citizen. 

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 

R. H. Thomas, Superintendent. 
The aim of this Department is to give the student a practical as well as a scientific 

knowledge of farming. * * The farm is fairly well supplied with the latest 
agricultural imple~nents. * " * 

SCIENTIFIC DEPARTMENT. 

D. C. Suggs, A. M. 

It is the design of this department to furnish a general knowledge of all the sub
jPCts usually embraced in a scientific course, special emphasis being placed upon 
those topics which subserve a practical purpose. 

There is a Sub Normal Course of one y~ar, a Normal Course of 
three years and a College Course of four years. The Catalogue con
tains a copy of t.he " Code of Laws for the Government of the 
Georgia State Industrial College" in .five chapters. The provisions 
regarding ''the possession of weapons;" and in regard to "duel
ling ; " read rather singularly to a Northern reader ; but, if needed 
at all, are certainly very sensible provisions. 
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Tltu i• •l:~ l a Lien <lance u[ ::;LulleHLs fur tho yem·::; l S:J:t- ' D:.l, i!-; U5-·.l: only 
in tho Ul)lluge t1epal'tlll0Ht. 

Tlto Faunlty mnnhor Hill e. R. R. Wright, A.M. , President. 

t:lTATE NO RMAL Sc HooL FoR CoLORED PERsui'>'s, FRANKFORT, 

KENTUCKY. 

"This iw;Lit1tti0n is situate<1 about one and one half miles from 
Fmu kfurL 1111 a beautiful hill \wel'1ooki11g tho City. The site com
pri f:iOS twenty iiYe acre:-; of t illable la.nd antl melttlow, upon which 
arc loca ter1 tho main school buildings with r ecitation room and 
clin.pcl ; a H OW m ochanic:tl sh op, forty feet by sixty feet , with 
modern e<ptipmcn t rmtl furn ishings; tjte " Ladies' Hall" r ecently 
·IJLtilL, and cottages for the r esi<len t professors.''* 

'fhi f:i school wm; fou nded some fC\V years since, hy act of the State 
L ugi slahn·o, for "th o prop[tmtion of teachers for teaching in the 
eolurer l pnl1lic school:; of IContucky.'' 

Tho n'gnlar Normal Course is on e of three ye~trs. Applicants 
must lJo 1 U years of age, o1· over, must possess good h ealth and good 
moral dtaractor, mHl must p ass . ·uccessfully examination on the 
stmlie:-; ol' the public schools : must also, sign a written agreement to 
teach in tl te pulJlie ~chools of th e State twice th e length of time that 
t hey remain in the school. For colorotlresitl ents in the State. tuition 
is f ree; eulored noH-resitlents pay two dollars ~t montl1. Board is 
$8.00 per m outh in families. The g irls board in the sch ool for $7.50 
p ur month. 

The Iw1nstria1 Depal'tm cn ts wer e c._·tahHshetl to secure the advan
t ages made p ossihlv lJy tlto approprintion g iven by the U. S. law of 
J SfJO, for th o benofi.t uf the College:> of Agricnlturc and the Mechanic 
A rts. 

Of tho annual amount thus appropriated to K entucky, 1±.5 per 
Cf'nt is gi von to thi~ seh oul for the benefit of the colored youth of 
t ho State: th e <1ivisiou lJeing m a.de " on the hasis of tho vercentage 
of eolurl'cl ]•upil children of tho Stato a cccmling to th e Census Bureau. 
For th e fi nancial yonr 1Sfi2-'D3, th e amount is $2,175." 

Thn' e spt·cial depm-tmcuts; namely : ' 'A griculture and H orticul
ture;" " .Mechanics n.nd Manual Training ; and "Domestic Econ
omy;" n.l' l \ th us maintained. 

Tho aim is "to aiTonl to every pu pil rt goo<l, practical English edu
cation , ·with oJfecti \ ' O trai11ing iu tho Labomtory, an d th e field, or in 
tlte workshop." These Ilulustri al courses are ea ch of three years. The 
progmmme of th e Ag ricu ltural cou rse indicates a thorough practical 
course ill tlte "Th eory and Practice of farming.'' In the Mechanical 
DcpartmL•nt a n ew builcling . .J.ll x 00 feet , has been built by the stu-

.,. R"''<'n th Ann na.l Catalogue of the S tatt• Normal School for colored persons for 
l ::l!JiJ--' \1~ , au,J Annual .Aunouucl:luwnt fur 18!l-1-'!lJ, Frau k fort, Ky. 1894. Pp.32. 
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deuts and equipped with six carpenters double benches ; there is, also, 
such modern machinery as is r equisite to fit a first class shop. The 
programme of the course includes for the first year, Physics, Draw
ing, Algebra, Physical Geography, Shopwork. In 2nd and 3d terms 
of tirst year " Penmanship and Bookkeeping," are taken instead of 
Physical Geography ; and in the 3d term, "Composition and Rheto
ric," take the place of Physics. For the second year, General History, 
English Literature, Algebra, Drawing, and Shopwork,occupy the first 
two terms. In the third term of second year the studies are: Botany, 
Elementary Mechanics, Geometry, Roof and Bridges and Shopwork. 
In the third year, the studies vary more fromterm to term. The list 
reads 1st t erm : Chemistry, Strength of Material, Drawing, Shop
work. 2nd term: Chemistry, Moral Philosophy, Drawing, Shop
work. 3rd term: Belts and Pulleys, Steam Engine and Boilers, 
Drawing, Shopwork. · 

This course " is designed to turn out thorough finished and edu
cated workmen. The course of 'shopwork ' begins with the care and 
use of tools ; exerGises with the saw, plane, chisel,. etc.; exercises in 
mortising, tenoning, splicing, dove-tailing, chamfering, etc., leading 
up to the manufacture of all kinds of joinery, turned and scroll 
work, cabinet-making. Stair building and practical house-building 
are matle special features of the course. 

Draw·ing extends throughout the entire course. It begins with 
plain, free hand drawing, rough sketches, geometrical drawing with 
instruments, leading up to projections, details, architectural design· 
ing, house plans, estimates and specifications." 

The '' Domestic Economy Course" is designed for the young 
women students. 

"A general knowledge of Housekeeping, including something of 
Oookiug, Laundry-work, Plain, Hand and Machine sewing, Draught
ing, Cu.tting, Fitting and Dress-making is required. 

No young lady will be graduated from any of the departments 
who has not acquired a reasonable degree of proficiency in the course 
as outlined in the Domestic Department." This course in each term 
of the first year comprises "Housekeeping, Plain Cooking, Laundry 
Work, Hand-Sewing, including Darning and Patching." The course 
for the second year is as follows : " Housekeeping, Fancy Cooking, 
Fine Laundry, Machine Sewing, M.,easuring, Draughting, Knitting 
and Crocheting." For the third year, the course comprises " House
keeping, Cutting and Fitting, Dress-making and Fancy Work." 

The training given in the Industrial Departments, if we may judge 
from the outline of studies, seems to be eminently practical and 
judicious. To enable the pupils to become skilled farmers and 
mechanics, and good housekeepers, cooks, dressmakers, etc., is cer
tainly well calculated to fit them to become good, useful and valued 
citizens in any community. There is, also, a Business Course of two 
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years; for entrance to which a satisfactory examination in the com
mon school stutlics mnst bo passed. Thoro is a thorough Prepara
t ury Course of two years connected with the N orJnal School ; antl 
all who enter the St;ltoul must have passed satisfactorily this course, 
or its ct1uivalent, as giYen in the Common sehools of the State. 
"Pmctil'al work in tho ficltl, the sho]J, OL' the home, is requireu of 
all stude11ts in this Preparatory Department," a,s well as of all in the 
h igher departments of the Nor mal School. The purpose of giving a 
thorough and practic<.tl education is kept ever in view. 

Tutaluumber of students 11±. Of these 38 are boys and 76 girls.
In Preparatory Depar tment 22. Th e Faculty and Instructors 
numLer eight. J ohn H. J ackson, A. B., A. l\1. President. 

SOU'fH ERN UNI VERSITY, NEW ORLEANS, L OUISIANA. 

The Law, incorpomting and establishing this institution for the 
higher " education of persons of color," was approved April l Oth, 
18::!0. Provision for the establishment of such an institution was 
incorporated in th'e Constitution of the State by the Com;titutional 
Convention of 187fJ, through the efforts of Ex U.S. Senator Pinch
back, of New Orleans,; and Messrs. T. T. Allain, of Iberville, La., 
and Mr. H enry Dewas, of St. J ohns P arish, La. 

The Constitution provided for an annual appropriation between 
the limits of Five n.nd Ten Thousand Dollars.* A ::;pecia.l appropri
ation was also made to provide suitable grounds aml buildings for 
the University. 

SCOPE AND DESIGN OF THE UNIVERSI TY. 

This institution , and its suppor t is the contribution of this State to the higher 
edueatiun of its colored people. It was intended to supplement the public school 
by offering college instruction n.nd industrial normal trfl.iniug under conditions cal
culated to stimula te the desire for thorough classical and pract ical education among 
the colored people of the State. ·while college work is its proper field of labor, it 
has done much Hig h School and primfl.ry work under the pressure of local necessi
ties. This prepamtory work has been subsidiary to the original design of college 
work. As t he pupils ha,·c been advanced to the higher grades, lower grades have 
been dropped. There still remain several of t he lower grades. As a Sta.te Uni
versity the expetlieucy and propriety of attaching Law and llfetlical Departments 
has IJeen suggest-ed , and they will be in operation as soon as proper arrangements 
are made. 

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS. 

The bniltling formerly occupied was sufficien t to accommodate only city patronage. 
By permission of t he Legislature this building was sold and a beautiful square of 
gnnn1<l on l\iaga~ine a.nd Sonial streets purchased, and a new a nd commodious 
bri\'k bu ilding erected. In the month of l\Iarch, 1887, this uew U ni<;ersity building 
situated on l\laga~ine :;treet. was opened with appropriate ceremonies. It is one 
--- --------·- ------- -· ------------

.,. The a bon• facto are cornpile•l from the statements in the Catalog ue of Southern 
Uni\'ersity, New OrleanB, La., 1892-- !>~. Ill. Pp. fll. 
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of the finest buildings in the city, situated in the midst of a beautiful square of 
ground, surrounded by live oaks and other trees. * * The Doric columns and 
Gotllic arches, the marble entrance and the beautiful galleries adorning the front 
render the building very conspicuous. · 

In the spacious grounds ample room is. afforded for youthful sports. There is in 
the rear of the central building, a large and well equipped Mechanical Building, 
containing steam engine, turning lathes, band saws, scroll saws and other machinery 
1un by steam, and such other constructions and' appliances necessary for the train
ing of boys to be skilled mechanics. This building, in a.,ddition to the Southern 
University Farm above New Orleans, is equipped and supported by the annual Con
gressional appropriation for the Agricultural and Mechanical Department of South
ern University. This industrial building will be enlarged, as the necessities require, 
to accord with the demand for more room made by this Department. The location 
of the University is healthful, being on the highest ground in the city, and within 
a few squares of the Mississippi river. · . 

In the University buildings the industrial departments, both for boys and girls, 
will receive the attention they need, and will be provided with the conveniences 
necessary for successful .operation, to the extent of the financial ability of the 
Board. 

* * * * * * * 
GIRLS' INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT. 

This department organized eight years ago, has trained hundreds of girls in the 
use of the needle and the machine, and in the making of clothing and various other 
articles. It has proven a success, and is a department that reflects great credit on 
the pupils. 

The work is regularly and systematically graded, beginning with the plain and 
simple, and advancing to the costly and intricate. The pupils furnish their own 
materials. 

Students in this department are thoroughly instructed in all inanner of needle 
work, and in cutting and fitting. Those pupils who complete a course in this 
department receive a certificate stating the same. We design the addition of such 
industries as will afford them the means of earning an honorable and competent 
livelihood. We are planning to make this department during the coming session, 
a greater success than ever before. 

AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 

In June, 1890, this department was organized. 

Professor Hugh J amieson was elected Superintendent of this department. An 
excellent farm of over one hundred acres of tillable land wa~ secured and is now 
in operation, near the upper suburbs of New Orleans, and fronting on the Mississippi 
river. This farm has been stocked with teams and implements necessary for the 
culth,ation of the various agricultural products of Louisana. Dormitories for agri
cultural students and a room for class exercises have been erected on this farm. 
* * * The pupils are taught theoretical, scientific farming in classes, and the 
result is shown in the practical application in the fields. The soil is analyzed in the 
chemical laborator and its deficiencies supplied. 

THE MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 

At the beginning of the session, students were enrolled in both SEICtions of the 
Agricultural and Mechanical Department. The Mechanical Building has been 
stocked with work benches, tools, steam engine and machinery, where pupils are 
daily taught in alternating classes. 
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Tht· t wo s<'dium; a re pla•·t·tl nnd• •r •·n11 1pelt•nL in,.;lrudor,.;, :u11l ,.;ludt•u (s a re ta ught 
sci•· nlilic; agl'ic ulturt·, horlil'lliln re , :111d the Jllt•c hani•· a r ts. 

Professor \Villiam :-:icymonr , a practica l JUI:'l'hanic . of expt'rience a ntlreputa.tion, 
has i>et·n l'i•·•·L•·•l principal of lbe llll'l'h:m ica l spl'tion. 

Thn stt~~ li<'s t•nliml<'l' l•olh Lh<' LIII 'Ul')' :1 1111 p ral'Lice of' nwc hnnics . The pupils 
ha'·" 111adt• rapid progre:<s in till' handl ing nf' Luol,.; a nd in the cha racter o f the work. 

All !'olorl'llr•·~itl uJtts of ili L' ::;t;~t•· of L•misiaua. of lJofl1 ~exes, a r e 

Ollt it l<;d to ;nllll i:-:sioll to tl1is 1J IIi \'(~ J·:-:ity, Ull pa~~illg' the entrance 
uxatuinatiou, fruu .,[all (')targe~. 

Tht• fwhonl is d i,·itle•l into th<' l'ollv\\'illl; tl t>pa r t m !'nts. 
J. ( '~> lll'g< · D•·p:n·t n tt•nt. 

H . Nonn:tl IJ<'pa rtllll' IIL 
'Ill. II ig h ~dtnol ll< ·parlme nt. 
1 V. C:rnnunar Sl'i<t•nl (Pn·paratory) Dt>pnrtmcnt. 
V . <:iris ln<ln,.;Lri:LI lJ•·ro:u'tnH•nt. 

VI. ;\g ril'n lt nral and ~ il'dt:111ical Dt•partnwnt. 
V ll. I ll'pa rLnten t uf l\.1 us ie. 

Grwlu:~tion in tlti ~ University dopemls rather on the Course of 
Stn<ly :-:uc<.:e~:-:full y <loJH•, than u11 t lw time g i Ycn to the conr~e. 

!11 l>oth !-Ito "()],t::-s i('al ,. and tl tc "Scientific " Courses Drawing is 
a l'<'quit·ccl sh11l y tlnouglHmt Frl'shm a n yc•n r . It <loC's HOt app ear in 
t.J1u ::;eh(·<lnlc : of s tn<li <•:-; int·las~Ps aftot· F ru:-:ltman year. In the Agri

cultnral Dt •part.m onL. t.lt n eon t'st1 is 1 mo of two year s. I 11 tho M eehan
i<"; Ll S eetion, t lt C ( 'Ulll'SC is on" of tltree yum·s . Any pnp il of the 
Un iversity fourtee11 yun.T;; of ag·t:. can eutnr t ltis clepn.rtment. 
Young e r pupils m a.v he l'nh' t·c<l hy v ute t l f t h L• Fat·nlty . In the 
Gil'ls' Inclnstrin.l D uparhHOttt'.. tl11· course is one of tlm.Jo year s. In 
tl11· 1\1u;,;i<.: D op a.rtnwnt.. t l1o com·sc• is on e of fi \'e )'('ILl'S . 

T he t oLal nmn Lur ol' :-H·tHl t·n ts in n.t tmuhnrc for t h o year 1892-93, 
w m; G:!:l ; of whom. :; :-;~ 1. w nn : gi rb; antl :n±, buys . In tl1e coll ege, only 
t lt L' Frl'Hhmn.n l'lm;s "·as rl' pt·c~eHtocl ; a.nd by :l members. I n the 
Bra11ch ~kllOol aL tlt<' Fn.t·m. t.lt pr o wero 12 p n pils; U lJoy::;, allll G g irls. 
In the Tntl nsh·i ;tl Dt: part.m('nt. t l H•rn "'l'l'e l l'+; -l-2. in tl1 o Agri<.: nltural 
Scd.inn: .tfi, in tl11· Mc)('ltanil'al S l•c tion: and !J7, in the Girl's Indus
trial D<:part.m l'nt .. 

Tlw Faeulty of tlto Unin·r~ity numhers Nine Professors and 
Insl'.nwt 1 •rs. 

H. A. Hi ll. Prosith'n t awl Profvssor of 1\fental n.nd M:oral Pbilos
oplly. 

LINC'OL l I NS'I'l'l'l.T 'T'E . .TEFFEHSON CITY. l\IJSSOURI. 

Tlti:o; insli f'nt io n . wltieh i:-: llL'signalL'<l hy t h e Stn,te a u th orities to 
rnt·!'in' t lw.t p Mtion uf llt•· Nat.iollal n.ppropriat ion coming to Mis
souri . wlti\'lt is an~ilahl0 1'111' tho train in~· 111' t'l)lol'ocl youth, had its 
urigiu iu t hL• tlosiru uf cur tain eolu t·t•tl s<Jhliers uf the Uuiou at the 
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close of the war to contribute directly to the educational develop
ment of their own people. Eventually becoming a State school it 
has received liberal appropriations from the State. 

Although unfortunately no late catalogues or reports are accessi
ble for use in the preparation of this account, it has nevertheless 
been thought desirable that it should not be wholly omitted in this 
resume of the educational facilities for the colored youth of the 
country, which are aided by the General Government; and, there
fore, the historical statements which follow are condensed from the 
latest catalogue * at hand. 

HISTORICAL SKETCH. 

Lincoln Institute had its origin in a fund of $6,379, contributed by the 62nd and 
65th regiments of U. S. Colored Infantry, when discharged from service in Jan
uary, 1866, of which the 62nd gave $5,000. The only condition of the gift was, 
that a school be established in Missouri open to the colored people. 

The Board of Trustees, ten in number, was organized on June 25th 1865, and the 
school was opened September 17. 1866 For the first few years" the school was 
taught in r ented buildings, and had many obstacles to m eet." 

In June, 1871, the present Lincoln Institute building was completed. It is a 
substantial brick, 60x70 feet, three stories, conveniently arranged, and eligibly 
located upon a prominent hill, just outside the limits of Jefferson City, command
ing a view of a large part of it. The grounds contain twenty acres. 

The Legislature of 1879 appropriated $15,000 for the support of the Institute. 

* * * 
Since the Institute became a State school, the Legislature has not only made 

large appropriations for its m aintenance, but has also given money to erect a dor
mitory for young ladies, to purchase scientific apparatus, to make additions to the 
library and repair the main building. 

By an act of the Thirty-fourth General Assembly, a college and a college prepara
tory school were established in connection with the Institute. * * * 

By an act of the Thirty-sixth General Assembly, an industrial department was 
established in connection with the Institute. 

No fees of any kind are charged 'in the Normal Department. 
Pupils pay an incidental fee of fifty cents on entering the Elemen
tary Department and one dollar on entering either the Preparatory 
or College Department. In addition to the main building there are 
two large Dormitory buildings for boarding students. Board costs 
eight dollars and a half a month. 

The catalogue gives a total of 208 student s for the year 1890- 91. 
A statistical return for 1893. gives a total of 264 students. 73 boys in 
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. and 117 boys and 74 girls in other 
courses. with 8 Professors and Instructors. Inman E. Page, A. M. 
President. 

*Twentieth Annual Catalogue of Lincoln Institute, J efferson City, Mo. 1890-
1891. J efferson City, Mo.: Tribune Printing Company, State Printers and Binders. 
1891. Pp. 30. 
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A(UUCLJLTURAL AND MEC I!A:\fl'AL CoLLE<lE F OH THE CoLORED 

H.AUE. G HEE:\SUUIW, NOHTH CAROLINA. 

This new institution established by the State Legislature in 
:wconln.JJ <.;e with thu U. , '. Law of 1890 expected to take possession of 
th e Uoll vgo B uildings wl licb have been erede(l in Greensboro, and to 
I ll·gin as a separate u.ml independent institution early in N ovemher 
I :-;!J:3. 

Tho President states in his report to the U. S. Secretaries of the 
I11 torior autl of Agriculture, that the main building for the new col
legl' is une of the finest public buil(lings of the State; that it is to 
be heated with steam m1tl is completely finished anu furnished 
tlm mghont in the best manner. 

Thus far this school has been conducted as an Annex to Shaw 
U 11 i vcm;ity in R aleigh. As that institut ion has no Agricultural 
department or any facilities for teaching Agriculture pract ically the 
A & lVl stutlents have taken "only the Mechanical Course, princi
pally in the preparatory department." 

From the repor t made by the President of tho Shaw University 
to the President aml Trustees of the A & M College, it appears 
t hat for the year 1892-93, one hundred anll two pupils have 
attemletl the A & M Annex to the University which was supported 
hy tho A & M Authorities. 

The Imlnstrial work undertaken on several lines, had in view 
practical teaching of processes incident to the demands of daily life 
on the farm, or in the home. In blacksmithing, for instance, the 
boys are taught to make bolts; t o turn a horse shoe; to set wagon 
tires. otc., etc., . Seventeen pupils took this course. In carpentry 
twt•11ty pupils were kept lJnsy in repa,iring and completing a build
ing; and, later , were t rained in shop work. In short to teach the 
nse of tools and the evo1-y llay arts was t he aim of the practical 
iustnJCtion given. The new Machine Shop was being fi tted with 
t.hc necessary engines and machines anu the pupils were employeu in 
th is wurk of sett.ing them in phlCe, and were then t.aught to manage 
a steam boiler aml engine, and to uRo all kinds of wood cutting power 
maC'himls; abo to use e11gine ln.tltes in the turning of metals, etc., 

In fumitnrl' mak ing, twenty-seven stmlents were employed under 
a eompetent instructor, in making and repairing all kinds of furni
tur e and in the arts of painting and varnishing. All the students 
attended regular classes in Rnglish studies. 

Thera are four teen acres of land attached to the college in Greens
boro. ten acres of which are 1.nulor cultivation. This college receives 
mt n.mmal income of more t han six thousand dollars under the U. S. 
Lalltl Grant Act of 1890. The Faculty numl>er sfwen Professors 
and l ustr uctors. J . 0 . Crosby, P H. D. President. 
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PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL ScHOOL, HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS. 

The act establishing this school as a State "Normal school for the 
preparation and training of colored teachers" became a law April . 
l!lth 1879. The school has been supported by liberal appropriations 
by the Legislature. The Normal course of study is like that of 
other normal schools with the exception that the languages are not 
taught. 

The course of instruction has been enlarged from time to time as 
needs for such additions arose; special attention being given to such 
training as would tend to incline the pupils eventually to undertake 
teaching. In addition to this general purpose there are now four 
'·departments" of the School, namely: "Industrial," "Mechanical," 
"Agricultural," and "Ladies Industrial," in which the endeavor is 
made to fit the pupil for employment in the higher industrial pur
suits. The "Industrial Department" is, however, "subordinate to 
the Normal feature of the school." ' 

All students "do practical work from one to two hours each day. 
For the use of the Mechanical Department a work shop, 70x30 

feet, has been built and equipped with thirty-eight separate sets of 
bench tools, three turning lathes, etc. An engine for running the 
machines is provided and a forge secured for giving ins~ruction in 
blacksmithing. 

For the Agricultural Department the school has 2,225 acres of 
land, of which one hundred acres are cultivated in farm and garden; 
there are, also, numerous pastures for stock. A branch of the U.S. 
Experiment Station is in charge of this Department. 

In the Ladies Industrial Department, sewing, cooking, and all 
kinds of house work, are taught by special teachers. As in this 
department the chief purpose is to train teachers, "the Industrial 
features are kept subordinate to this aim." . 

"One student from each senatorial district and fifteen from the 
State at large will be admitted. These students will be maintained 
and taught free of charge." "All students, however, pay a matric
ulation fee of $5.00 and a medical fee of $2.00." "Pay students are 
charged for board $10.00 per month payable in advance." "No 
tuition is charged anyone." All have t]le use of text books without 
charge. "No person under sixteen years of age will be admitted." 

The above statements are taken from t he latest catalogue at hand.* 
This shows a total attendance of 132, for the year 1889-90, 52 of whom 
were girls. Faculty and officers numbered 9, 3 of whom were 
women. 

*Annual Catalogue of the P:rairie View State Normal School , for the school year 
1889-90, with announcements for school sessions. Beginning September 4th, 1890. 
Hempstead, Texas. Houston, Texas: Dealy & Baker, Printers and Binders, 1890. 
Pp. 25. . 
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When later this school was designated to receive the share of the 
income from the Govemmcnt Grants coming to the colored people, 
t lw in1ln:-;trial featu res of necessity assumed greater importance. 

Fl'Om returns made to U. S. Bureau of Education for the year end
ing June :HJtlt. J8!1:J, a great increase in the teach ing force is show11; 
t ho Faculty Hnrnhcl"ing 10, of whom 2 were women. There wer-. 
184 stwlents, of whom li2 were g irls. 

L. C. Antlerson, Priucipal. 

WEST VHWIN IA CoumED I NSTITUTE, FARM P. 0., KANAWHA 

CouNTY, WEST VA.* 

Tl1is institu tion for tho training of colored youth was the direct 
Ollk()]llO or tlll' passage lJy Congress of the act known as the "Sup
plmnentary Morrill'' Law o( 18!JO. 

The Ll'gisln.turo of \ ¥est Virginia lJy the act of 1801, incorporated 
t his Institute a11d appropritLted to it, from t he national appropria
tion of 8 1.8.000. coming to tho State, under the Law just referred to, 
t.hc sum or $~l , OOO; the remaining sum of 615,000 was given to the 
\ .Vl'st Virginia Ulliversit.y. This equitable division between the 
wl1ito and colore1l citizens was based on their relative ratio of num
bers as shown hy thu com;ns of population of school age. At the end 
of Jive years it was provided that tho annual sum to be given to this 
lnHtitute bo iJI C:rea:-<e<l to 85,000. 

The Legislature llHt<lc a,n ~Mld itional appropriation of $10,000 for 
the purchase of a farm a.wl eroetiou of a suitable buil<ling. Thirty 
am·os nf h\vel hoLLom lan1l on the Great Kanawha river about eight. 
mi lcl:-; hulow t l1 e <·it.y of Charleston, wore purchased an<l a substantial 
t.lll'C'<' story brick hui11ling huilt : tho corner stone of which was laid 
with mtH.:li corem<my Odouer lJth l~Dl. In April 18()2 the com
pl ute<l building was a.ceeptcd by the Board of Regents and" on May 
:Jrd tho In::;titute was formally opened in the presence of the honor
able " Boar<l" an<l an :Lmlience of over four hundred." Twenty 
stn(lcn ts regiskretl the first term. 

At their next su:;siull the Legislature made a liberal appropriation 
of 8H,OOO for tho eq nipment of the school and necessary improve
ments, in the matter of fencing and farm buildings. The machine 
shop waH also a1leqnately fnmished with woodworking machinery at 
a c..:n>-:t of $+,000, ancl a blacksmith shop with four forges, put up. A 
"we11 chosen library of 500 volumes " is announced as open to the 
use of the students. 

The prmwnt principal J. Edwin Campbell, PH. B., was chosen by 
the Bnn.nl aml took charge of tho school April 1st 18..02. 

·X· Tiw WPSL Virg"inin r,;;t;t~Ite, St;;:t~ Agrirnlt~II':'1 1.-iiechaukal :ll-lt_l _N_o_rn_l_al-Co-:-1-
(l'~l'. lnt·orporatt·d Jan11nr_,. _ 1891. Opent•tl l\Iny a, 1892. Charleston: Moses W. 
Donnally . l'ul>l it: Prinll'r ttm::. Pp. 25. 
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These statements have been compiled from the Regents Report 
for 1892. 

As at present organized three courses of Instruction; the Agricul-
tural, the Mechanical, and the Normal, are provided. These courses 
are each of three years. There is also a Preparatory cou.rse of three 
years. Drawing is taught in the middle year of the Normal course 
and through each year of the Academic course. A course in Vocal 
M nsic continues through all the years of the Preparatory and Normal 
courses. Drawing is taught through the whole of the Mechanic 
course, with special reference to its practical applications. The 
Wood and Iron W ork courses in Manual Training run through four 
years each. There is also a printing office in full operation with a 
two years' course in type setting and printing, and a class of twelve 
girls are setting type and publishing "The Owlet," the Institute 
J ournal. Outside orde·:s for both wood work and job printing are 
taken, and filled by the students. 

The following is the programme of the Mechanical and Industrial 
r.ourses, which are under direction of J. M. Canty, Jr., Professor of 
Mechanics, who has also charge of the military training of the 
s~udents. 

MANUAL TRAINING. 

CoURSE IN CARPENTRY. 

FIRST YEAR. MACHINE WORK. 

rrerm 7 Weeks.] 

Fi1·st Term.-Name, proper care and use of tools and machinery. Adjustment 
of tools and machinery. 

Second Term.- First term's work continued. Wood turning and machine boring, 
circular sawing, work on emery wheel, jig sawing. 

Thi1'(l Term.-Proper care and use of tools, .and wood turning continued, planing, 
sharpening planer bits and knives.on emery wheel and grindstone, filing and setting 
saws, belt cutting and lacing, band sawing, work on shaper. 

Foui·th Term.-Planing lumber and wood. Turning continued. Band sawing. 
Scroll work on jig and band saw. Mortising. Work on shaper. 

Fifth Term.--scroll work on jig and band saw continued. Planing. Tongue 
and grooving. · Beading work on " universal wood worker," getting out molding 
and picture framing, etc. Belt cutting and lacing, mounting and speeding 
machinery. Machine carving. Lecture on year's work. \ 

SECOND YEAR-BENCH WORK. 

[Term 7 Weeks.] 

First Term.-Proper care and use of tools, planing, joining, squaring, boring, 
dovetailing. 

Second Term.-Miscellaneous.-Plumbing, proper care of boiler and engine, pack
ing steam and hand pumps. 

Third Term.-Miscellaneott.S.-Mixing paints, painting, making and using putty, 
making and using glue, preventing and, warping lumber, preventing cracking of 
ends of lumber in kilns and dry houses, · 
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Fnm·th Terii!.-Bench 1-l'ol'k Re.mmecZ.- Pattern making for scroll work, picture 
fra111ing, l·unstruction from sketch, repair work, cabinet work, cutting miters with 
<II Ill without miter box. 

F~{th '/b ·m.-Gcneraln•l'it>w of and lectm·es on the year's work, awardil!g prizes 
for the hl'~i origimtl (]esigm; uf :;m·oll work and framing for pictures and machine 
catTing, outside work. 

THIRD YEAR. 

Fi1·st Tei'IIL-Outsirlc work and repairing, cabinet work, picture framing, hand 
l>t•ad and rc·wlin)..;' . Hand molding for pictures, frames, etc . 

Sei'OIItl 'l'el'm.-First te rm's work t:ontinued . Wood work for wagons, wheel-
barrow making. 

Th irt/ '11•1'111.- Work of fh-st aml second terms. Buggy and car t building. 
Frmrth Tam.-This terJU \\'ill he gh·en wholly to wagon, buggy ami cabinet work. 
fo'l)'fh Term.- vVork of fourth term continued. Re1·iew of the year's work, 

s trengthening defective points, lectures. 

FOURTH YEAR. 

Fil·st Tel'm.-Cabinet, wagon, and buggy work continued from third year, hand 
('an·ing. 

S(•rnnrl Trrm.-Re1·iew of mounting and speeding machiner y and adjustment of 
pull('ys, increasing the capac ity of machines, by original attachments, to do other 
\\'Ork tlutn that for which they were intended, hand t:arving. 

'1'hirr1 Tenn.-" rork fmm 1lmwings, outside work , cabinet work, repairing fur
niture. lwuse framing from (lrawiugs, house building, estimates, hand carving. 

Frmrth :Irrm.-H uuse building and framing continued, estimates, hand carving 
for fnrniture. 

Fifth Term. - ReYiew of fourth term's work. Prizes awarded for best hand 
ratTing, hou:;e ()esigns aml estimates. In this term the Senior class as a whole 
will do a. piece of work as a representati1·e of their m echanical skill, lectures on 
the year':; work. 

COURSE IN BLACKSMITHING. 

FIRST YEAR. 

[Term 7 Weeks.] 

ft'il·.~t Tl!l'm.-Name. proper care and use of tools. I nstruction in setting tune 
irons. ,-h·iking anti hnihling fires for different forging. 

Secowl Tenn.- Proper care and use of tools continued, regulating t he blast for 
iron nncl steel wd.Jing, ete. 

Thirrl 'l'erm.-Filing, flrilling, emer.~ g;rincling, use of cold chisels, proper care and 
usc of tools. propert ies and na ture of metals. 

Fo11rtlt Term. - Third term·s work continued, thread cutting, grinding on emory 
wlwcl drills. chi;;els. hriek punches E'tc., E'tc. 
F~(t h Tt'?'I/1.- Repetition of fourth term's work, use of an>il tools without helper. 

lt•eturc covering the year's work. 

SECOND YEAR. 

[Term 7 \\' eeks.] 

First Tl'l'm.-Usc of an>il tools with helpE'r. work from wood models, dressing 
:uul tE'mpering an>il tools etc., etc. 

Sccoud 'J'el'm.-\\'ork of first tPrrn continued, dressing and tempering drills, 
simplP repa ir w ork, welding iron. 
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Third Term.-Making drills, ·cold chisels, punches, callipers, screw drivers, "S" 
wrenches, etc., etc., simple repairing, welding iron and steel. 

Fourth .Term.-Work from drawings, welding iron and steel, jumps, "V" and 
:;carf welds, setting irons to wood, putting work together. 

Fifth Term.-Review of work of fourth term, welding iron and steel tires, prin
ciples of dishing wheels and setting tires, lecture on year's work. 

THIRD YEAR. 

Fi1·st Tm-m.-Horse shoeing, making anvil tools, repairing wagons and buggies, 
formula for tempering solutions, formula for welding compounds. 

Second Tm'1n.-Horse shoeing and making anvil tools continued, forging parts for 
wagons, ~;~pecial attention to tempering. 

Third Tm"'n.-Miscellaneous.-Hore shoeing, plumbing, proper care of boiler and 
engine, setting and speeding machinery, packing 'hand steam pumps, babbitting 
boxes. 

Fourth Ternt.-Horse shoeing, wagon and buggy'ironing, forging anvil and bench 
tools, ch·essing mill picks, stone cutter's tools, facing· iron hammers, anvil tools, 
etc., with steel. 

Fifth Tm'11t.-Horse-shoeing, wagon and buggy ironing, dressing mill picks, stone 
cutter's tools, etc., continued from fourth term. Lectures on and review of the 
year's work. 

FOURTH YEAR. 

First Term.-Making mill picks, stone cutter's tools, mattocks, hoes, cla~ ham
mers, picks, wheelbarrow wheels (all iron), iron fencing, etc. 

Second Ter1n.-First term's work continued, making knives for planers, machine 
bits for molding, and beading carver's tools for hand and machine. 

Thi1·d Term.-Review of first and second terms' work: Forging parts for 
machinery, repairing machinery, splicing iron, steel and cast-irons, making 
invisible seams. 

Fmwth Ter1n.-Brazing band saws, etc., soldering, plating and review of babbit-
ting. · · 

Fifth Term.- In this term the seniors, as a class, will construct a piece of work, 
selected by the Professor of Mechanics, which will show their mechanical skill. 

The senior class, individually, will do original work of their own selection and 
design. A prize will be awarded the students of this class for excellence. 

COURSE IN PRINTING. 

FIRST YEAR. 

Type setting and distribution, study and use of treadle presses, correcting proof. 

SECOND YEAR. 

Type setting and distributing, making up of forms, proof reading, use of presses. 
The young ladies in this department are already doing job work and publish each 

month an excellent little journal, The Owlet, devoted to the interests of the Institute. 

DRAWING. 

FIRST YEAR IN ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT. 

[Term 7 Weeks.] 

First Tm"'n.-Drawing (pencil) from plain geometric models. 
Second Term.-Work of first term continued, with models united into other 

forms, etc. 
ART-VOL 4-45 
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Th i l'fl :t'I'I' IIL.-S<'COll<l terJU's work continued. 
J<'uurlh Tam.- Drawing from cast~, sketching simple studies frolll nature. 
l!'iflh 7'erm. - Work of vreviou:; torm continued. 

SECOND YEAR. 

First 'l't•rm. - Pn·,·inu:; tunu continucu, mechanical drawing in class room. 
\Vurk cuutiuucd through tho year 

'l'HIHD YEAR. 

OriJ..(ina l dcsigninJ..( for t he sh ops. 
Nm·1~-The t hinl Y"'<tL', work in crayon. ancl pastel portraiture may be taken at 

optioa,; stump work uccnpying tho entire firs t term. 

'l'uition is free, except a. matriculation fee of one dollar each term. 
Bon.nl i ~ not more than seven dollars per month. 
Tho list of stwlonts shows an attendance of 40, 3() in the Prepar

a tor y Department ~Lncl .I in the Academic; 2-1 take the " Agricultural 
and Mechanical " com·sos nncl 30 the "N orma1 and Indus trial," 17 
names being repeated as in both eli visions. From the list of names 
tho sexes seem about equal in number, with apparently a slight excess 
of boys, but this i~ uncer tain as some of the first names gi vo no clue 
to tho sex of their bearers. Tho t eaching force numbers seven; six 
Professors and Instructors antl one Practical Farmer. J. Edwin 
Campuoll, PH. B. , P1·iucipal and Profe::;sor of Mathematic::;. 
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APPENDICES. 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 

The present volume of this Report being given to accounts of the 
Institutions of Technical Training in the United States, including 
the Mechanical and Technical De2artments of the National Land 
Grant Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, the Appen
dices which here follow are composed of papers relating more or less 
directly to these several classes of institutions. 

As each Appendix, and often each paper; is accompanied by a few 
explanatory words of introduction, only a brief summary of the 
several appendices seems here desirable. 

These appendice~ begin with Appendix "X," which is entitled 
" Technical Education in the United States with instances of similar 
efforts in European countries;" and comp-rises, first : The addresses 
delivered on tb.e occasion of the opening, in 1883, of the high class 
mechanical school, then known as" The Terre Haute School of Indus
trial Science," later renamed'' The Rose Polytechnic Institute," which 
is the second, in date of its opening, among such schools in the United 
States ; the first having been" The Worcester County Free Institute 
of Industrial Science" founded by John Boynton, in 1865, and oRened 
in 1868; now known as "The Worcester Polytechnic Institute, situ
ated at Worcester, Massa.chusetts. 

The Terre Haute school-endowed by the single public spirited 
citizen, Chauncey Rose, whose name it now· commemorates-was 
the direct outcome and result of the success of the Pioneer school of 

. this class in America, just referred to. 
The directors of the new institution had wisely secured to launch 

their new enterprise, the aid of the man who had achieved distin
guished success in the management of the Worcester school. 

President Thompson, took for the subject of his Inaugural Address 
"The Modern Polytechnic School." A topic which he was pecu
liarly fitted to develop owing to his long experience as Director of 
the Worcester School, supplemented by two JOUrneys of observation 
in Europe, undertaken by him for the express purpose of investi
gating institutions of Technical Education. This important contri
bution to the literature of the Modern Educational Movement is 
given in full. For the account of the Institution so admirably 
i~augurated and of the cutting short of President Thompson's bril
~lant career, in the very fullness of his powers, by his sudden decea~e 
111 March, 1885, the reader is referred to page 184, et seq., of this 
volume. 

Dr. Thompson, was followed in the presidency of the Worcester 
school, by Dr. H. T . Fuller, parts of whose Inaugural Address, deliv
ered June 28th, 1883, and entitled" The Present Place and Work of 
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'J\:elllli(;al Schools," n.n• given as the final pn.pel' of this Appendix. 
'J'hi s adthess gives n, coneiSl1 statement of the origin, p1·ogress anJ 
pn:sunt statns of Iustitu tiom; of Technical Indusiri~tl Training on 
t]w ContiHent of Europe. 

'J'.he iHter r olaiiuJJs IJctween ihe H.ose and W Ol'cester Polytechnic 
S\'hools, l1;tvt: l1c.·< ·n ag<tin illnstmtetl by the cnlling, in J 8!J.!, of Pro
fessor l\·It·ndenlln.ll-wllu followed tho lamented President Thomp
son, n.:; Prc!~-; ic lc•JJt of " The Rose P olytechnic,'' ~tud who WitS called 
from thoro 10 vVashington tu preside OVOl' the u. s. Coast and Geo
dut.ie Survey-to w;sumo tho Prositleuey of The W orcester Polytech
nic Institute. 

Appowlix "Y ", eonsists of an account of au interesting exferi
mout of a special technical school undertaken by the ufticia ls o · the 
BtLltimon: allfl Oltio Railroad Comp[l.ny in connection with their 
sliUp:> at t l1e J\1 t . Claro sbtion, Bea-r the city of Bn,ltimor<•, Ma-ryland. 

This sel1oul. owiug to ehn-ugos in the director y of the company, was 
so SO()ll almll<lrmed tiLat it W(IU ld hanlly have here n•ceived more than 
a ln·iuf 111011tion were it 11ot for the very valualJlc " Report" on t he 
wlH do sn 1 1jret of " Teclmi t·al Im1ust.rial Education," mn-tle under the 
<1il'odi()n of t110 Jato Dl'. W. T. Barnard, assistant to President Gar
rett-, wl1ich is, ht it:-;elf, a va1na1Jle conhibution to the literature of 
tllis llludt•rn 1111 1Vomunt in education, and as such, is hero inserted. 

Appun<lix .. Z, ,. compri st'!> "Papers r elating to the U. S. Colleges 
of AgTit-n 1 tnro aml tho:M:ecllnllic Arts." These inclm1o, first : Copies 
of t.l1e tln·l'o Laws of tho United Stah•s conYeying grants to these 
ill :,;titntions: popularly ]mown as '"l'l1e Morrill Act of J8G;3," " The 
Hatcl1 .A e!. (If lkkl:;.'' aJHl ·' The snvplementary Mon :ill Act of 1800." 
Tlw seeo)}(l paper consist.:-; of very int.eresti11g hi storical statements 
slwwi11g· tlll' adive }Wrt 1n-kon by the la,te Dr. Amos Brown, of New 
Y ork 8tnto, a.ml the late Dr. E n m Pugh, of P eunsylvania., in aiding 
tJ1e pass;~ge of tlw first uf the just mentioned U. S. Lantl Grant 
Laws in f:wcn· of tho 110w education. 

An inh•l'osti ng pn.pL'r foll ows, on " Agricu ltnral Education in 
H.waria,'' lly Professor R. B. Warder. 

TJ1 on C()JJH•s (.he atltlress, giYing a clear setting forth of the char· 
adt•l' and pm]Ju:>o of this new movement in education , with which 
Pl'ol'l's::>or Hamilton t1ignified tho opening, in 1886, of the new 
Mu('hanil'al Dqmrtment Bnihling of tho P ennsylvania State College. 

Tllis .Appt'ntlix is closed lJy the farewell address by Bishop Hay
gotul, tldi Ye t·ed in J8fl0, at the commencement of Claflin University, 
ut Onmgolmrg, South Cmolina. In this aLldress the Bishop opens 
up tho wholu ~m lJj ect of T l'chnical Int1ustrial Training in its relation 
to tlw eoloretl youth in the United States. 

AppeiH1ix .. A.A.," comprises " P apers relating to Technical Edu
cation in Ellg-lantl" n.ud <'OJJ"'ists of addresses, and articles from the 
Pn'ss. "·hich il1ustmto the a-dive a-nd intelligent interest taken by the 
nilillg authorities of Grt>at Britain. in every plw,se of the industrial 
tl\ln' lopment of tho people. These papers iuclmle among others, 
rvpurts of acl<lre~s<:>s by President Dawson, by the Lord Chancellor 
an<lll)' tlll' PriJI(:<' of \ ValPs. 

1\ppcJIIli:x .. B. B .. ·· comprises" P apers Relating to Technical Art 
Tl'a.ini11g in Enghll<l.'' 'l'heso inclutle a lendt:>r from t he Times, on 
thP acltlrl'ss 1Jy Lcml Hartiugton: an article from tho W estminster 
H,twiew, :;;h nw illg' t.h(' m•ed of T uehnical Tra-ining iu England, in view 
of tlu~ ( ra\lo competition of Continental Europe; also, an address by 
Prufe~sor Huxley. 



APPENDIX X. 

PAPERS RELATING TO TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED 
STATES; WITH INSTANCES OF SIMILAR EFFORTS IN 

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES. 

I. Introduction. 

II. Inaugural exercises, with r eport of various addresses, delivered at the formal 
opening of Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana, in 1883. 

III. Inaugural Address by President C. 0. Thompson, entitled : "Ro~ Polytech
nic Institute and The Modern Polytechnic School." 

IV. Inaugural Address by President Homer T . FWler, Ph. D., Worcester Free 
Institute, Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1883. 
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APPENDIX X. 

TECHNICAL EDUOATION IN THE UNITED STATES; WITH INSTANOES 
OF SIMILAR EFFORTS IN EUROPEAN OOUNTRIES. 

I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

One of the earliest established and most important of the new 
Schools of Science, is that of t he Rose Polytechnic Institute, founded 
at Terre Haute, Indiana, by the munificence of the late Chauncey 
Rose, who organized the Board of. Trustees and witnessed the laying 
the corner stone of the edifice; but whose death preceded by some 
years the actual opening of the Institute, which took place March 
7th, 1883. 

President Charles.O. Thompson, who had for many years success
fully presided over The W orcester Free Institute of Science, was 
early selected as President of the new Institution, and visited Europe 
in its interest, to see what were the latest methods adopted in Euro
pean schools of a similar character; with the purpose of securing • 
for the new school of which he was to have cliarge, whatever was 
most desirable in apparatus or methods. 

In the extracts from his inaugural address on "The ·Modern Poly
technic School~" it will be observed that President Thompson begins 
with a clear aefinition of what Technology is, and with a philo
sophical statement of its origin and its province. 

In doing this he happily discriminates between, and defines, the 
other forms of artistic and mechanical industrial education, gener
ally somewhat confusedly grouped under the compreh ensive term 
of "Technical Training, "-he then gives a brief outline of what a 
School of Technology proper should teach, and, by instituting com
parisons between the W orcester methods and those of the leading 
European schools, makes a very clear exposition of the principles 
in accordance with which the Rose Polytechnic Institute is to be 
developed. · . 

President Thompson calls attention to the impressive fact that 
most of t he notable institutions of this class have been founded by 
private generosity; this, as we have previously noted, has also been the 
,case with many of the classical universities and colleges. · 

When President Thompson left Worcester, Dr. H omer T. Fuller, 
~as called to succeed him. The following extracts from Dr. Fuller's· 
maugural address, delivered June 28th, 1883, give a succinct history 
of the founding of technical sch ools abroad; with very interesting 
comparisons of their rapid development as observed by him in his 
two visits, made three years apart. 
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II. 

ADDRESSES nF.LIVERED ON THE OCCASION OF THE OPENING OF 
'l'HE H.usg PuLY'rECHNIC INS'l'I 'l'U'l'E*, MARCH 7TH, 1883. 

Tl to formal pul)lic opening of Tho Rose Polytechnic Institute, at 
Tone Haute, Imliana, was ~~ notable event · memorable not only 
lJe<:aHsl' it ·was the inauguration of the secon(i school of its class in 
tho UuiteJ States, aml in thus receiving the approval of the dis
tiuguisltcd et1nca.tor:> ,,.·ho had assembled to do honor to the occasion, 
gave ovillcncc that the pioneer school in Worcester, Massachusetts, 
openetl iu l.SGS, had demoustrateJ the value of the combination of an 
euginceriug school and a practical workshop, which is the peculiar 
feature ()[ this elass of etlucational institutions; but, also, because, 
i11 )tis Inauguml Atltlress. President Thompson, the inventor of this 
form of s<.;hool, gave an historical survey of the rise and progress 
() f T e<.;)tllologicnl Educ-ation, with an analysis of tho mothocls adopted 
1y him iu his first experim eut, the W orce~:;ter School, and indicated 
the mollifieation of the W orcester plan which he sought to introduce 
in the H.oso Polvteehnic Institute. 

\iVhon it is recalled that Dr. Thompson, before he began at w Ol'· 

cester. had made a careful personal investigation of the leading 
scltools of Sdence and Technology in America anu Europe; and, 
again. sn bsct1uent to his years of experience iu W orcestcr, had made 
a similar tour of inspection at home and abroad, in preparation for 
the esta1lislnueut of this ne'v Institute whieh he had been called to 
create, the permanent value of such a cleliberate exposition of these 
methotl:> of t echnical Training can hardly l>e questioned. The 
adtlrl'ss of tho htte President Thompson, is, therefore, here given in 
full. Some twenty-nine pages of tho memorial pamphlet which con· 
tains tlti:-:; n.tltlre:-:;s, are given to the adtlre::;ses which preceded it,
in whil'h, tonl'hiltg tributes nre paid to the late Chauncey Rose, the 
Fonmlor of the Institute, mul a cordial and appreciative welcome 
is uxtt•w lell to Pn1sident Thump:>oiL Extrrwts from these addresses 
nre gi von. The <W<.;unut of the Institute itself will be found on pages 
J !JJ- 201 of this volume. 

I NAUGURAL Ji;X ERCISES. 

Arrangements fo:· ihe inauguration were made by Gen. Ch:nles Cmft and Messrs. 
Willia.m Mack antl RobertS. Cox, a. committee appointed f~r the pmpose; On 
We!lne~(lay . Man·h 7th. l&Hl, a t, 10 o dock A. J\1., the <:erenlOIHes were held, m the 
chapel of the lu;;litute, iu the presence of one of the largest amliences ever assem· 
bled in the city of TerrL' H aute. The stage and auditorium of the chapel were 
crow(led to oYerflowing, and a multitude filled the halls aud conidors of the 
ncndeJui~.: build in~. The stage n1Hl the speaker::;' stand w ere beautifully decorat~ 
w ith fl owers an(l putted plants, contribntRLl by Mrs. Sarah A. Heminway ,,a COl~SID 
of i\[r. RnsL•, :mLl. for many of the tlecliniugyears of his life, the head" of Ius family. 
On the President.'::; table an eX•tni~ittl tl01·al ornament represented the taste and 
lihPr:tlity of l\lr. F irlll in Nippert, and at the extreme right of the platform, a fi.ne 
India ink portrait of 1\lr. Rose, executed by Brady, of New York, was wreathed wtth 
gnrhn(h; of s111ilax. . 

The ;;t:tP:L' was ocenpied b~- the Board of 1\Jnnagers, the Faculty of the Instttute, 
Lhe spenkt•rs of the tlay, a number of tlw leading E'(lucators of the State, and many 

·~ Ro~t· P olyt.rchnic ln~titute. Addresses of Juauguratiou and Dedication, with 
nwnwrial 1wtkPR, a hi~toric:tl inta·o•luet ion, anLl First Annu al Catalogue. Terre 
Haute, lml: U. VI/. Broun, Priuter and binder. 18::!3, Pp. 84. 
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prominent citizens of Indiana and other States. Among them· were Hon. R. W. 
Thompson, LL.D., and Gen. J ohn Eaton, United States Commissioner of Educa
tion, who were the invited speakers; Prof. John M. Bloss, Superintendent of Public 
Instruction; Hons. George L Reed, Murray Briggs, Joseph Gilbert, and Barnabas 
c. Hobbs, LL.D., of the State Normal School Board; President Lemuel Moss, of 
the State University; President Emerson E. White, of Purdue University; Mayor 
Jas. B. Lvne, of Terre Haute; Hon. John E. Lamb, M. C.; Monsieur Louis Genis, 
l ug. Civ.: and Eleve of the Royal Polytechnic School of Belgium; John R. Elder, 
of Indianapolis, formerly one of the Normal Trustees; President George P. Brown 
and Prof. E . F. Brown, of the Normal Faculty; Superintendent Wiley, Prof. 
Byers and Prof. Donaldson, of the city school staff; R. A. Morris and J . W. Lan
drum, City School Trustees; John F. Roedel, John DeBaun, and John Wilson, 
County Commissioners; Hon. W. R. McKeen, and Prof. J. H. Cooper, Superintend
ent of the Evansville Public Schools. 

Promptly at the appointed hour, President J osephus Collett, of the Board of Mana
gers, who presided on the occasion, called the assemblage to order, and the exercises 
began with music by Prof. Breinig's orchestra, after which prayer was offered by 
Rev. C. Pitman Croft, Pastor of the First Congregational Church: 

* * * * * * * 
ADDRESS BY HON. R. W. THOMPSON. 

The President then introduced Hon. R. W. Thompson, who delivered the follow
ing address : 

* * * * * * 
This institution is destined to fill a place hitherto unoccupied in this State and in 

the West. It should be viewed, therefore, with especial favor and pride by the citi
zens of this city, not only because it will become the central point from which valuable 
educational influences are expected to radiate, but because it had its ori~ in the 
mind of one of our most eminent citizens, and is so endowed by his magruficent lib
erality as to insure its complete success. We can not do too much honor to the 
memory of a man who, With unsurpassed liberality, rounded off a long life of 
assiduous industry by devoting his wealth to this and other benevolent enterprises, 
calculated to benefit society, alleviate suffering, and give fresh impulse to ennobling 
thoughts. 

* * * * * * * 
There is, therefore, no antagonism or room for it, between existing educational 

institutions and a polytechnic school like this. They belong to the same family, 
draw inspiration from the same fountain, and should dwell together in concord 
around the same altar. They are twin sisters. Technology does not repudiate the 
abstract· sciences. On the contrary, it recognizes their demonstrations and applies 
their truths. It takes them up at the point where they have reached their higbest 
theoretical development, and causes them to serve practical and indispensable 
uses-to the production of results which would otherwise remain unknown. It is 
such an au.:tiliary as the abstract sciences should seek after, so that, neither repel
ling the other, the two should constitute a harmonious whole. And it is because· 
this feature in our system of education will be exhibited in the progress of this 
i.IIStitution, that it commends itself, in an eminent degree, to the public approbation. 
The public need the existence of such a school, and are to be congratulated upon its 
establishment under existing auspices. In view of its origin, its location, the char
acter of our people, the sagacity of its man~ers, and the eminent fitness of its 
f~ulty, I may oo allowed to say, as we sometrmes do of individuals, that it is the 
nght school in the right place. 

WHAT POLYTECHNIO SCHOOLS HAVE EFFECTED IN EUROPE. 

Why may we not assure to ourselves the advantages which others have enjoyed 
from. technological teaching in polytechnic schools? France, under whose national 
auspiCes they were first established, less than a century ago, with a view chiefly to the 
education of civil and military engineers, has been greatly benefitted by them. They 
h!l\'~ enabled her engineers to occupy positions in the front rank among the most 
distm~ished in the world. These, by thorov.gh explorations, have succeeded in 
ml_\ppmg out with great particularity, all her material and natural resources. By 
th1s means, and by the scientific classification of her soils, and her mineral and 
vegetable products, she has been enabled to understand the nature and extent of 
h
1
er own resources, and to shape her policies and industries so as to develop them to 

t 1e utmost. Her wonderful success in this is seen in the facts that wealth and the 
means of subsistence are more equa.lly distributed in France than in any other Euro-
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pean state, and tl~at almost ~very_ foo~ of e:trth is made t~ cont~·ibute _to the ~rosper
lty of a people to whom enngratwu IS not necessary, as m ne~ghuormg mttlons, in 
order to better their ma terial condition. 

Our natural resources are m:tny hundred fold in excess of those of France. One 
only of our sta tes, out of thir ty-eight, contains 70,000 square miles m or e of territory 
and our whole area i:; more than seventeen times b'1.·eater. There is not a single na~ 
ura l pwduct to be fomHl within the degrees of latitude that .rnark our extent which 
we do not possess. They arc scattered about in every direction in rich profusion
here, there, and everywl1ere. Alreatly has their tle,·elopmeut astonished the world 
antl ourseh ·es a l:;o; a nd what,,.(:) shall need in the future i!:! to see that nothing shall 
occur to arre:;t or check it, but, on the contrary, that everything shall be done to 
accelerate its JH'<>).!; re,;s. 

W e have occupations enough for all- fields of adventm·e and enterprise widening 
out en·ry tlay- iwlucl'lllent:; for the e mploy ment of our best energies and our most 
ennobling faculties. Om whole population is thirsting for knowedge, in all the 
vnrietit•s of its forms. They read more books, and magazines, and n ewspapers, than 
any other people. Th(:)se g reat educators are tireless in the work of enhgh tenment, 
awl he wh u does not lcnrn someting every day may well exclaim, like the Roman 
E111Jl''ror, "1Jerdilli diem-" I have lo~t n, day ! Our young men are standing ready 
with tlw courage of \'CtPran soldiers, panting to leap to the front whensoever any 
ad vt'rsary to our prug;n•!-ls, material or intel lectual, sha ll appear. They have the 
rig ht t• • demand that those of us wlw are passing away, and whose places they will 
soon Jill , that we sha ll not withhold f rom them the proJler weapons wi th which to 
carry ou the batilt• of life-a Lattle that will require :til the courage antl fortitude 
they can command. 

Among the weapons for this conflict none are so etfecti \'e in the production of good 
results as enligh tened. intelligence, which enables its possessor to appreciate the 
charaet1>r and importance of passing events, and to derh·e wisdom from their 
t eachings. 

It was thus that the founder of this institution reasoned in his lifetime. He was 
anxious that the youug m eu of this state, and especially those of this vicinity, 
should Hot fall behiml in a ny sphere uf lluty to which they migh t be c;tlled. And, 
desiring them tv perform tlll·ir sh:tre in the g reat work of the future, he established 
this sd wol as the means vi' enabling them tu do i t. manfully aud well. It is a gift 
to th(• co\mtry, aml a lt•gacy tu theUJ, worth more than gold. It is a pricelessinher· 
itancc. Whu can wcl~~nrt• the ex tent of Lhe guocl it is flcstinetl to accomplish? Who 
can tell what shall be the t•xtl•nt of its contributions towards such a material clevel· 
opmc nt of thiK couut ry a:-: slmll compare with that pn•Llucetl , by like means, in 
Fr:uwe ? 'Ve knuw now th at its first steps a re well taken. anti in tlw right direction 
towanl!-l <.'-o•upll'U' sucn·s.~: and t.he clmr:1cter mHI qu:t lities of those wl•o manage its 
:tll':tirs, gin: tht• hpst, a:-:snr:tlll'l' tha.t this >'<U<'Cl's.~ will be won. Then , if it shall be 
a llm\'l'd hy Pn•,·iclt•n(a• that thl' spirit or it.~ gt•n<'I'OIIH founder shall look back upon 
thP Hl'l'lll'S of thi,; lirl', hi,; imnJnrtal soul will e~mlL at thl' thought that his methods 
o r dilfn:-:ing bt•nelkent inlluenees auwngHL llll'll wen• wl'll conceivetl , :md have been 
fai thful ly execntetl . 

MEMOHIAL NOTlCl~ OF C HAUNCEY ROSE. 

It is appropriate to this occasion that. .I acltl a few words with special reference to 
Chauuct•y Rust•. without wlwse w·nerotiH·llt'arkd liht·rality thest• ceremonies could 
not h ave tmu:-:pin•tl. L ikl' a few other:-: in tlti:-: amliPI.ICt', my pnsonal intercou~ 
with him t:>mhrae<.•tl a period uf mon• t han tl1e t"llirtl of :t ccntnry . During thiS 
timt• I hat! utany oppor ttmities tu ob~crvc !tis kuling- characteristics, antl to become 
fallliliar with tht• strul'iurP of his mine! nne] tht• tt•mlency ui his thoughts. He was 
em\'haticn.lly self-matlt• , ami owed nothing to the meru :ulvent itious circnmstane€5 
of ift•. Having- com1ueneetl life willwut t he f:t\·ors of fortu ne, one of the first 
lessons ht' ll':u·npd was sclf.-rdiauce, from w hich grew that in<lumit'1.ble conra~e 
which Gllllstitu tt•tl one of the n•ost conspicuous d c111ents of his character. H1s 
charadt•r , then-fon•. was his own c rt>ation, and was w ell ancl >'ymmetrically b~Jlt 
up. Tt was n1ouldt>tl in a n important dep:ree by the ineitll'nts t•f a frontier lifew1th 
wh i1:h lu.• p:u·tic ipatt-tl. Ht~ hcemne :~ citi:r.en of this countr _,. aloout two years after 
tl1P :-:tal;(• eon:-:titut.inn w as formecl , :111d the y<•ar in which this city was selected as 
tlw count_,. Ht•:tt.. ThP pupula ticm , :tt that tinu' . w:u; vpry small , and I ]mow of but 
two now li,·ing- in Tt•rrt• Hautt• whu were then here. The fa.ct that he sought t.he 
acln·ntnn• of a com•try l'n!;ireJ.'· m•w, and was willin).{ to contc ntl against i~ hard· 
s lli 1 >s. w h ieh wPJ't~ nmm•rou:; ami scaredy eonct ·i \'(•t 1 t 1f l•y the present populatiOn, was 
prnof t.hat IH' was enuragcous. Hl• hatl nwn_\· ocrasinns. in the course of a long 
lif1•, t.o t•xhiloiL this qua lity, a mi I am <}UitA' :-:m·p that. upon 110ne of them, was he 
ever knowu to fall helow it.~ r (:)quirements. I tlo not meau were animal courage, 
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but that of a higher and· nobler type-such as is the product of honest and intelli
gent convictions. This may be justly said to have been the base upon which the 
whole structure of his character was built, and it enabled him, upon all occasions 
of business or social intercourse, to impress his thoughts and opinioi!B upon others. 
It was impossible not to see that he believed and meant what he said, and that his 
whole conduct was the result of honest conviction. This was, undoubtedly, the 
ca:;e with him, so conspicuously and to such a degree, that e~en those who did not 
a!!ree with him, were ready to concede that whatsoever opinions he expressed were 
h~nestly entertained. And thus it was that he acquired a reputation for integrity 
upon which no aspersions were ever cast. . 

In his business transactions he always displayed great sagacity, and was scrupu
lously exact. His mind was well balanced, and his judgment generally accurate, 
both as regarded men and things. He read a good deal, and was a careful observer 
of passing events, which he analyzed with great thoroughness. He was, therefore, 
among the earliest of those who foresaw the growth and prosperity of this city and 
county, and; indeed, of the state. 

* * * * * * * 
He acquired the reputation of being what is popularly called a" railroad king," 

and if to have been one of the foremost and most conspicuous among the pioneer 
advocates of that kind of improvement entitled him to be so known, the title was 
properly given him. 

* * * * * * * 
He took deep interest in the cause of education generally. But that kind of 

education most suitable for young men of genius, talents and enterprise, and which 
should fit them for the highest spheres of practical life, was, with him, a favorite 
topic of thought and conversation. His leading idea was that a system should be 

· provided that would blend the industrial sciences with the branches of knowledt?e 
usually taught in the schools and colleges, so that the pupils should not only become 
scholars in the ordinary sense, but should be enabled to follow the various mechan
ical, professional, and industrial pursuits with intelligence and skill. He desired to 
build up a class of educated and scientific mechanics and laboring men, so that, 
in the ~ursuit of their various vocations, they should be able to give full scope to their 
invent1ve and constructive talents. In furtherance of his general purpose he gave, 
from time to time, liberal contributions to Wabash College, at Crawfordsville. He 
also furnished the means of adding essentially to the library of the State Normal 
School, in this city ; and paid the expenses of a considerable number of young 
ladies while fitting themselves at that school to become teachers. And at last, his 
leading and long cherished thought with reference to education, culminated in the 
grand and noble bequest which bas caused the erection of this building and the 
establishment of this polytechnic school. His valious gifts in this vicinity and 
State, for these philanthropic pur-P?ses, exceed a million of dollars. · 

Few men have left so many evidences of a humane and philanthropic spirit, or 
have bestowed their charities more wisely. There is an entire absence of anything 
like selfishness in each one of them, and so quietly were many of them dispensed 
that the public knew nothing of them until their fruits were observed. As his own 
conscience guided him, and he needed nothing more than its approval, he did not 
seek after notoriety, or what the world calls fame. As it was rmvossible to shake 
his purpose when it became fixed, so it was always executed without regard to 
mere applause. As he deliberated well and intelligently before acting, and followed 
the r.ounsel of his own convictions, so he left his acts to speak for themselves, as 
they now do with eloquence w'hich no words can imitate. 

The many who have already been relieved by his benevolence will unite in the 
bestowal of blessings upon his memory. Hundreds of others . .ret to come, who shall 
a!mre the benefactions he has so bountifully provided, will repeat his name with 
smcere and heartfelt praises. But there will be none louder or more earnest in this 
t~ the recipients of the blessings which shall flow from this school, whose foun
~ations he has laid with so much"'wisdom and foresight, and around which his affec
tions clustered with the most intense ardor of his nature. 

* * * * * * * 
REMARKS BY GENERAL J OHN EATON, U. S. COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION. 

G~neral John Eaton, United States Commissioner of Education, 
hfavmg been presented to the 'audience by the President, spoke as 
ollows: 
Thi~ ~ion is a striking illustration of the characteristics of American freedom 

anhi~ Civilization. How often, in other forms of government, imperial or monar
c cal, only members of the royal or aristocratic families are expected to make 
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henef:\ctions for the w ulfa.re r.f th<' people. T,yndall, m·en, has expressed a fear 
that A m eric:~ w ould come short in tho race of scientific r esearch bc<.:a.nse of lack of 
royal patronage. 

An intelligent F.uw>pean tra,eling among us was so struck with the great endo\v
nwnts of wlli<·h he h-anlle{l, :~ nu tlw r na~nificent buildings erectetl l>)" pri ,·ate persons 
for e<luc·ational Jllli'J>Ose~, that he gather ed tho lwst inforruat ion and illu><trations of 
~orH" of llu· nrost t ons pk uuns inst:tnCl'S, and a rrang<•d them for the benefit of his 
frinnds in his store• in til t· ol1l cit~· of l'ragm·, that tbo~e seeing t:hem might not wait 
for ro~·al ly. lnrt go t llcmseh ·cs antl <lo likowisl•. 

1\Lr. HosH was a man nf the people : he g:tined his wealth br those methods of 
lrorwst toil, IJy that sl'lf-<ll' nying, persistent apL>licnt ion whieh it is the peculi:tr distinc
tion of our .fn •c institutions to warmly encom·a.ge anu generously reward. Ga ining 
W<•alth, he <l id nnt coi11 h i;; soul into money. ll.c pr<:'servetl his humanity; he was 
toucherl by the concl it iun of his ft•llows. V isiting among stmn~ers in New York 
Uity an institution for rrrpture<l and crippl<:>d children, he felt then· needs, and gave 
in all f1n· l"l rL·ir henl'fit nHe humlretlthousanddollars. H e w on his way by toil. His 

l•enctration saw t he r elation of thonght to action, of science to labor, of culture to 
unnan Wl'lfare. He ntay not haYe been able to state all the postulates that unfold 
till' f'ffcct of education upon handicraft , hut he so far apprehended their meaning 
that he gave fmuls for this institute of technology, tha t tho hon est life efforts of the 
yonng who come here m ay not be burdened a mi crippled and circumscribed by 
i"ntor:mcc. H e would otfer them h ere o}>portunities to gain a. power more subtle 
an• I e frt,eti ve than tlmt of Ala.ddin , with w 1 ich to ma<;ter difficulties and make nature 
con trilmte tn t hei r prog ress, usefulness, comfor t and pleasure. 

Thost' intrnstorl with the execution of his purpose h :w e sought to adopt t he wisest 
means to find ont the right way. They have made haste slowly. The problems 
upon whuse solution his great pur pose depends for su ccess a re not all solved. The 
two gT<:>at worlds of capital an<lla!Jor, so often in danger of a rraying themselves in 
conflict, are hrin;!i ng all the forces at command for their solL1tion. These considerate 
oHict•r~; hav<:> s<"•ng-ht to ta,ke advantage of wha t has been done. They h~\,eselected 
for Pre~icl<'nt one w ell kpown for his capacity, alike for broad and precise scholar
ship an•l sul-ee~;sful .atlministration , w ho has brought n simi lar inst itution from its 
first phnting to a high degree of m <:>ritecl success, and hefore putting his l1and to 
the work hew hr•s taken time to \"isit and study again the conditions of educational 
JH"O,_;"n·s~, "Cil<'ral aml special, in its great centres and lllOSt instructive aspects in 
Uroat Britain and on tho continent of .Europe. 

* * * * * 
In tiro U nitNl States a b rge portion of our people have heen engaged in the strug

" lcs of pion<:'er I if<·. The f'.lrun:h antl the school house han • ueen conspicuous side 
hy s i<l<' in their scLtlenrcntl:l. The school mast<'r has been abroad in the common 
sl"hnnl . Tho inn onsu of hooks and. newspap<>r-s has been marvelous. Tho discharge 
of tho dut_y of citiz<'nshi p aud of the manifol<l voluntary associations promotive of 
social and indivi<lual welfare in a<l<lition to the e ffort::; for self-support, have had a 
nrarketl and h t1a lthful <·l<luc:tting inthu'nee. 

'l'lu1 chances for w e:tlth have been rewarded with r emarkable success, and have 
hc<·n sought by the citizens of eYcry ci, ilizell nation. Among these n ewcomers to 
our shnrL·s are many who have recei\·ed th e training of schools of technology and 
of lltL' a rt~ and t.ratlcs. 'l'hc::;c sticn t ists and exper ts luwe cou trilmted enormously 
to ihe llL·,·elvpmen t of om· interests and the advance of Amer ican scholarship and 
li tL•ratun' . 

S<HUf' yea rs since, in eonuection with au effort to overthrow the h igh school in 
one of our larg-est mannfaetnring cities, an in51uiry revealed the fact that the fore· 
ma.n in each of the la rge maunfacturi.ng estabhshments hall en joyed the advantage 
of .-kill<:>tl t raining in a for eign land. 

The enndit ioJrs which ha ,·e le<l to the establishment of special schools in other 
laJHb arc l)C<'<)llling appareut in our ""·n. • 

.Etlucators antl bendtwtor s h:LYe uni te<l in their establishment and efficient con· 
<lur·t. The Qlil eo.lh'g-c~ h:we ;ulmit.tecl scientific departments. H ar Yard, the Law· 
n ·rua• Rt:iPntifi<- School ; Yal<:>, the Sheffield; Dartmouth , the Chandler. The natural 
lW ienc1•s h:r.vu lo('<' ll ~i,·en larger sp:tce in thL' curriculum of all colleges. General 
eult un' lrn~ bePn brought into closer relations with the struggles of life; but more 
has bC'cll <lemandctl. 

TI-m U. S. J,AND GRANT LAWS. 

I n 1~1i2 t.he Cong-res::; of the United StatL'S made a g rant of lands from the public 
don rain 1\n· l"lrt' t'stahl i:;luuent nf eollt'gE's of ag-ri<•ul ture and the m echanic arts, and 
t.h,.,.,. in"tih_rt.ions Jr:~,.l1 heen acconliug-ly established in all the state:;, except_one, and 
aw nnw du111g g:nnd work. Ofteu and often they luwe ueen declared faiJm·es by 
lho~l' who did ll t>t know the facts. . 
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It should be observed that there were no institutions established to fit young per
sons to enter these colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts. All fitting schools 
aimed to prepare their students for classical courses. Moreover, our farmers had 
not in sufficient numbers come to appreciate the application of scientific informa
tion and training to their great industry, and were not ready to compensate suffi
ciently the graduates of these institutions to warrant them in devoting their lives 
to the tilling of the soil. Our educated youth cannot be blamed for turning their 
!lfiorts in the direction of the greatest success. But changes have come rapidly. 
In addition to these institutions, in which more attention is expected to be given to 
technology, science and industry, many others have been established and sustained 
by private endowments, and these have been adding their graduates, specially quali
fied in the various departments of engineering and mechanic arts. Already a larger 
number trained in these state and private institutions are demanded by those who 
wish to apply science to a~iculture. They are called for as foremen in the mani
fold manufacturing establishments; they are directing the enormous capital invested 
in mining; they are surveying our rivers and harbors, our coasts, our undeveloped 
lands, and marking out the ways for our great railroad enterprises. It is gratify
ing to know that the demand is greater than the supply. The Polytechnic school 
has its own work to do in this community and this state. We have passed the time 
of frontier life, rude, vigorous and poor. We have a great population, a various 
industrv, enormous natural resources to use wisely and proVIde for shrewdly. 
The loneliness, the privations, the dangers of early times, are gone with the free 
land, the forest, the deer and the panther ; the frontiers of our speech and our 
civilization are now at the Rio Grande and the Athabasca. The work of four ~en
erations has made the Ohio valley and the Lake region more populous, more accessible, 
more rich than all the thirteen colonies that fringed the Atlantic coast a century ago. 

THE NEW DEMANDS MADE BY THE PRESENT AGE. 

Our wants, our tastes, our objects have changed as much as the circumstances 
of our life. We wish for comfort as well as shelter, for tasteful as much as warm 
apparel, for various as well as sufficient food, for mental as much as bodily nutriment. 
The defective, dependent and delinquent classes of our population are better fed, . 
lodged, clothed and instructed than the pioneers of the ofd time. The soil must 
produce more and better food, without losing fertility; the earth must yield its 
coal, iron, lead and copper for the arts of peace and the uses of war. The waters 
must bear craft of which our forefathers never dreamed, and must be curbed so 
that the fields and homes of our people shall not be submerged; the electric fluid 
must carry, not only the verbal, but the oral messages of our intercourse. The 
waste, the ignorance, the carelessness of the past are doomed. The problem for 
the new age is to perfect every appliance for man's progress over land and wave, 
his comfort as well as his necessities, his enjoyment as well as his life. 

The common advance in economy, precis10n and importance which improve
ments in machine construction have made manifest in that branch of industry, 
must be sought for in other branches of work and life. Our trades, our farm work, 
our buildings, our vehicles, our vessels, must be equally developed and perfected; 
and our tastes, our minds, our bodies and our souls must not be neglected. The 
graces of life, the amenities of manner, the beauties of art and nature must be 
cultivated as sedulously as com, and bred more carefully than sheep and hoxses. 
~ot men only are reqmred for this work. Already women have had a share in the 
mcrease of opportunities. The normal schools, especially, have opened to them 
ne~ careers as successful teachers, and biological, chemical and scientific labora
tones are offering to them the same opportunities for excellence as to men. 

THE ROSE POLYTEOHNIO IS TO BE .A. MODERN SOHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY. 

· Th~ Rose Polytechnic Institute to-day takes its place in this array of great schools 
?f sctence, technology and industry. It has wrapped up in its plans untold bless
~~ for the community in which it is established. It is one of a trio of somewhat 
8~hl!-rinstitutions, Purdue University and the University of Illinois, which together 
wu ttself may be said to stand at the angles of a. limited triangle whose lines ma.y 
draw them into a proximity calculated to awaken the sensitiveness of some minds, 
bu~ each of these institutions in its local approaches can onl;r create a healthy emu
rtto~. Each and all are under national demands to do therr u tmost, not alone to 
~rnmg, to science, to the arts and trades, and citizenship, but to general educa
tt~n. I h~ve alluded to the effect of establishing the Kensington museum and tech
meal and J?l~ustrial schools upon elementary education in England. Our educators 
are recogmzmg a similar necessity in this country. Teachers are needed who under-
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stan•l more of :u'ts anu t rades. 'L'ht• in tell igent pul>lic minll in J\mer ica is strug. 
g-ling wi lh this problem of h11w to adapt the couuuon :;chool etlucatiou to the 
ch:llt)5illg needs of imlu:;try awl S•)cit::ty. 

* * ·)(- ~· * * * 
If I thought t.o atl• l :moth<·r remark, I wi~h I could convey to you some idea of the 

activity Jll:tuif(•sL to one in tho Unreau of Etlucati .. u at ·washiuglml , Lha.t national 
c lt•ariug house of t•d ueatiunal iul'onnation U[JOJJ tho instruction to l>e iUJparted in 
thnso iustitulious. Uennauy, with al l its previous aLll'lllp(s in thi,.; •lirection, has 
jus l, had a HJK't·ial t·oJIIJniss ioJJ Lr<weling to g:Lin infon 1mtion o ll this subject. There 
is o·uonJwus ;u·ti ,·ity in Fr:uwe; uven Hpa.in aud Russia aru br inging in:;titutious of 
thi;.; t:la;.;s to tht• Vl'r.r Jon·l'ront of <•xc,•llence. Engbnol has hnd a ll•arnc<l CI>UIInis
~ ion tho >1'1 >JJg-)dy in w stig-at.ing thu s ubject upon Uw Continent: h er colonies in North 
AHwrit·a and in olistant s•·as hanJ ht•ell making the sa.mu itH[lliry. 

The II Jany dt•Jn:tnd ;.; a t Wnshington have p ront ptell the Henate to call for a special 
t·cpurt on intl u~trial l'ducation in the U uiLetl Statt·s. The Bureau of Education 
~et•king- a<·cortling to the llll':tHnre of its mt•:uts to answer tht'se demawls, has IWiutied 
thu prcl iulinary l'l']H>r t of the English <·ommission antl ha.o; issued a small circular on 
inst.metimt in the minor arts, for which a single mail brought requests for over six 
thousand eupic~ . Another extended report is in progress on d mwing and instruc· 
tion in ar t. 

'J'It u pen;nns among us who arc making this subject :\ special study are as yet 
unJJUIIIII!•r<-<l. EYery philanthropic awl patriotic impul~e of our n atures prompts 
us as Anu·ricans to de~i ro that tho pl'Ohh'nJs conunit tt<tl to this awl :til other institu· 
tious of lcarnillg" in our land may be solved without the necessi ty of blows aud vio
lonut•. 

TflF. LESSON OF THE OEHMAN HELli.IET IN l'HE Fm~NCJI MUSEUM. 

You may renwmber the story that Prof. Roscoe t old of a visit to a teclmological 
s<,Jwol in tho F reneh city of Houen, whero he was shown a muoeum of natural 
ohjeets . Tlw Eng-lishman saw among the articles a Gennan h elmet, and asketl, 
" Do you t'all that a JHLtnml object?" "No," sn,id th e French direc tor, "but it 
pln,ys a ver.v import:t nt vnrt in onr teaching. \Vhen our young lllt' ll seem lax and 
hJ<litfenm t I pu t this hl'lmet ou the table befor e them and say. 'Gentlemen, look at 
that helmet: you know how it came here; you know that thn wearers of those hel
mets strippt•tl Franc•• of her fa irest provinces from the Alps to the British channel, 
and hullliliated us in our city of Rouen. You know also that thoy were able to do 
thl>.~e thing;.; beean:-;e I.IJ<',\' wore m ore intelligent than we Frenchmen were. Do you 
wish them to do it again'! ' Nothing quickens the iudnstry of my students as that 
hcl111et tloPH. " 

Friends of Hose Institute, may you n ever 11ecd to r em emuer any '' ictory in your 
011' 11 t<orril.ory .,,·pr yoiJL'St:>lves-1\·],et her in a rts or in anns, j.\':tiut:>d by others, 
heeam<t' o( your ig norant·!'. 1\lay your ch ildnm ever find the hi~he;;t stimulus to 
a.ppli c:~t.ion , 110t in di:-;gracc, hut in the wisdom :md s uccess of the1r fathers. 

·:t * .. x· * ·A- ·X· * 
Dr. L~'muel l\Ioss, Pre,;iden t of the State UniYen;ity, wn,:; calletl upon by President 

Collett for an fl<hlre,;:;, and respomled briefly. Dr. Moss n ot haYing been able, 
owing to th o pressuro of his engagem ents , to comply with the request of the Board 
that h <> should fmnish a r<?port of his remarks , it is impos..~ihlLl to pr escut them .as 
delivered. They were a. notable epi:;ode of the ceremonies, rmtl , iu the charactens· 
tically •·lo(1uent mannt·r of the tlis tingni:;hed speaker, rccog-ni~etl the new institu· 
tion as an importaut a(hlition to t he educn,tiona.l forct•s of the state, extended the 
heartiest aml mo::;t cnnlia.l welcome to Dr. Thompson, President-elect of the Fac
ulty, ami paid n, g loriuu:; tribute to the far-sighte(l and practical benevolence of the 
generous founder. 

ADDRESS BY PRESIDENT E. E. vVHITE OF PURDUE U NIVERSITY. 

The P resident then introduced Dr. Emerson E . vVhi~e, P resident of Purdue 
UniYersity, who sa id: 

·:t * * * * * * 
While I should much have en joyed the privilege of being a silent listener •. the 

occa :;ion makes speech easy, since it a ffords me an opportunity to w elcome to Indiana 
mr friend , Dr. Charles 0. Thompson , who this clay assumes the direction of one of 
th<? mnst import.-1.nt educational enterprises in the ·west. H e comes here to try no 
ne"' t'xper iment. but to orgauize and direet an institution all the elements of whose 
su~'CL':;s are familiar to him-he come;; au org-ani:r.er , who sees the end fron~ the 
begitming-. I ;jDin most heartiJ,,· w ith President l\Ioss in welcoming ;;o distinguiShed 
o. representative of higher techuical t:Klucation to tl.Jis noble collllllOnwealth, whose 
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vast industrial resources are waiting for the touch of technical science and skill to 
turn them into fabulous wealth. I have watched the work of Dr. Thompson for 
years, and his acceptancy of the presidency of this important technical institution, 
is to my mind, a full assurance of its success. I stand in this presence as the rep
r~sentative of Purdue University, an institution foun~ed by Con!P'ess for the benefit 
of agriculture and the mechanic arts, and I assume no prophetic forecast when I 
express the belief that there is to be no unpleasant rivalry between the two institu
tions. The success of Rose Polytechnic Institute will emphasize t.he j?ractical import
ance of technical training, and it will thus create a wider appreciatiOn of the special 
work for which Purdue University was founded. It is true that Purdue covers a 
wider field of technical training, but, in this case, whatever strengthens a part will 
strengthen the w hole. The better the technical training here the better the industrial 
work at Lafayette. Purdue welcomes her worthy co-worker in the field of industrial 
education, and she extends most hearty congratulations that the opening to-day is 
so auspicious and so full of promise. 

THE TECHNICAL SCHOOL A PRIME FACTOR IN THE RETENTION OF AMERICAN POWER. 

The American people are at last awakening to the importance of technical train
ing, so universally recognized in the older countries of Europe. Seven years ago, 
when I went to Purdue, there was little demand for agricultural or mechanical 
educat ion in this state, and, though the present appreciation of such training is far 
from satisfactory, the change Wl'Ought in these seven years is full of encourage- · 
ment, the most significant evidence of this change being the founding of this great 
technical school by private munificence. . 

It is becoming more and more evident that the railroad, the steamship and the 
telegraph have destroyed our industrial isolation, and that the American artisan 
must successfully compete with European workmen in skill or retire from the shop 
and snnender the market. The day of mere muscle in industry has passed and the 
day of tuind, with skill of eye and hand, has dawned. It may be well for a time to 
put legal barriers between American industry and foreign competition, but in the 
end. wo must depend on equal technical knowledge and skill. What our vast 
resources most need is the touch of science and technical power, and hence the 
t~chnical school is the prime factor in the problem of American industry. This is 
the great industrial lesson which the people of this country are beginning to learn
am! not a day too soon. Thought in the brain of the workmen has been the source 
of our marvelous material development. It has been the parent of invention which 
bas already wrought a revolution in neady all departments of human industry. 

OLD AND MODERN FARMING TOOLS COMPARED • 
• 

Forty years ago the father and his sons, with sickle in hand, filed into the wheat 
field and handful by handful laid it in sheaves. A thoughtful reaper, with aching 
back, asked himself the question, "Why can not I give my fingers to my scythe?"· 
The answer was the invention of the old square-cornered cradle, with which the 
harvest hand could cut two acres of grain with less weariness than he had cut a 
half acre with a sickle. Another thinking workman, with aching arm, asked him
self the question, " What is the use of so much timber?" and he rounded the corner, 
inventing the" muly" cradle with which the harvester could cut half an a.cre of 
grain more daily and with less weariness than. before. 

But the sickle long since disappeared from the harvest fiflld, and is now kept only 
as a re!ic of c;>ther days ; the old square-cornered crad.le hangs on a ?-ying peach 
tree with a smgle finger left ; and the " muly" cradle IS only ~ept to plCk up lodged 
-places and cut out corners. When the harvest waves its golden welcome to the 
JOyous farmer, out from the stable come fat horses, and attached to wondrous 
reaper n.ud self-binder, round and round the field they &o, leaving the grain in well 
bound sheaves. Here is progress in farming as the mdustrial result of thought 
power. Thought in the brain of labor is the alchemy that is turning everything it 
touches into gold. 

PRESENTATION OF THE KEYS TO THE NEW PRESIDENT. 

After Dr. White's remarks, President Collett presented the keys of the Institute 
to Dr. Charles 0. Thompson, President of the Faculty, in the following terms: 
Proje.~so1· Thompson: In selecting a President of the Rose Polytechnic Institute 

~he managers were impressed with the importance and delicacy of the duty devolv
Ing upon them. The question as to whether the Institute were to be successful and 
r~t the expectations of its founder, or prove a source of disappointment to its 
nends, depended largely upon the wisdom of their choice. 

ART-VOL 4--46 
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Thn matter was long aJHI ra.n·fully umsi<lercd, and eYery etrort made to secure 
th<" full<·~t information as to t:ht· fi tness of the persons snggcstet! for tht' p<)Sition. 
'l'h< ·ir 11nanimous c lwit:u hns fall<:n upon you, and they rlt•<•m themselves fortunate 
iu having s<·curf'<l ynnr St'n-i<-rs, helit-ving that the Institute will be safe iu your 
hnn•ls, n ml its prosper it.'· and uscfulne::;s fully assured. . 

()n hl'll:tlf of the Hoard of l\l:l.nager:; I tender yon the kep; of the Inst1tute. 
On n:cl'iving till' keys, Dr. Thompson, in a few brief c:c-fr:mpm·e sentences, 

th:mln·d Llu· Hoar•! of ~ lan ag•· •·s for their expression of confi(]<'•lee and pledged his 
lu •st <"fforts In st·•·un· t.hu success of the :;chool. He then JJrOt;eetled to the delivery 
of' his inaugural mid res:;. 

III. 

DR. THOMJ>f'ON'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS. 

Th<· Rnsn Pol~·t<·('hnic Institute is a Hchool of technology .. I n order to understand 
th<: fnndions of the school it is necessary to take a brief sun·ey of the field of 
t<·ellllk:tl training. This phra8tl tlescril>es all th~se forms of train ing youth which 
clNtl with tlw n.pplicn.tion of nrt or of science to the indnstria.l arts. Those schools 
in whi(:h <ll'sig-nin~ for ~ne patterns of textilc,fr~hrics, or for the decoration of wood, 
irnn, J•Ot.!t•ry, .~wns, etc., is the principn.l en<!, are called ar t schools, or schools of 
<h·s i~u, o[ which the South Kensington system is tho most famous example; all 
thoso in which the princ iples of physical science a.r e studied with reference to their 
applic.1tion to tl•e solution of pmctic.1.l prol>lems in building, machine construction, 
:Jll(l tl<•sign, or in ciYil cnginrcring, arc called polytechnic. or technologic.'\! schools. 
'l'hnrf' is great (:nnfusion just n ow in the use of terms, technical education being 
nst:d to tlt·scriht• n.ll that whieh aims nt a direetly practical end ns opposed to the 
t••lnC'ntion given n.t Lhe colleg<': wh ile that pnrt of i t which does not clea.l with oma
ment or textii<' drsign is solllctimcs described hy the same term. The woru tech· 
11oh•gy. which fonnerly f\ignifiPd the t('l'ms used in the sciences, n ow means the 
application nf the sciences to industrial ends. The term polyteC'hnic, originally used 
to t!Psnibe schools of tcchnolol?y. has refused to yieltl to the more desirable synonym, 
tcchnologicn.l, p:~rtly because 1t is n.n easier word, and partly because it contains a 
;;ugg<'stion of the m:my-sitle1lness of the subject which th e better word lacks. There 
ilS no g-oo1l word cnrref;ponding to polytec)mic or technological to apply to the 
Jw t·snns who prnctice th"' ]Wnfession indiented, and so these persons are called, now 
a~ n.lwa.ys, rngin cL•rs, anti the busjness engineering. A few still cling to the term 
sei<•11tific sehools in speaking of these institutions. In the present prevailing con
fusion of tem_1s tl•c hl'st that qan be said is thn t a polytechnic school teaches tech
nology to r ngincrrs. Below the grade of tho polytechnic there are multitudes of 
scl•nols :m<l partti nf schools that teach the elements of tho mechanic arts-many 
of th<'.m of U1e greatL·st i!J.terest and importauce-and around it are many institu
tions !.haL <leYnte tht•mst'h·cs to industrial art; but I must.ueny myself the pleasure 
o[ discussing nny of these, with the i!uportant collatcml qtwRtions of policy that 
tl •er pres0nt. and p roct•c.•l at once to the, :school we haYe in hantl-the polytechnic. 
vVL· shall find that all schools of technology, m.tder whatever names, or with what
<'H'l' speci:~l aims, present arommon sy:;!Rm of ins_Lruetion co1npk•te in itself, with 
strl'mi<msrC<JUisiLions, a logical cuniculnlll antl a sharply defined cml. In n·eating 
of t.t•cluwlog,\·.] am happily :.thsoh·cd from the duty of poin~ing out its importance; 
thaL is s..t lh·d by llw (•st:tl.Jii:;hment of this school ancl others like it by the men wl10 
endowc1l them. Tl1ey were m en whose sngacity was too strong to be mistaken. 

WUA'f TilE DISCOVERY OF THE LAW OF THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY HAS 
WROUGHT. 

'l't'<'hnolog.r i~; esso:>n.tially a new idea; it is certainly no older in its present aspects 
th:m t h" di::<COYery of the lrl"· of the couser>ation of energy-the great idea of the 
pn•sl'nt l'l'ntur_y. No tliscovery since that of gntvitation has been so stimulating or 
"'" prnn·rful. Its intluenct' is inealculable. It is seen iu the multiplication of labor· 
:>aYing machint>ry fo r every form of work, the great array of useful inventions, the 
l'Xp:111sion of the s~·strw of !anti nn<l ocean. highways, m~tl especially iu the immense 
inneasP llf the mcm1s for acquiring knowleuge. This demand for economy of fo~·ce 
n11tl matt-rial has brought about great ch:m.~es in the intlustri.al arts: the apprentice 
syslt'Bl has tlisappeared : the Jlt'C"essaries of life being matlt- hy machinery, manual 
tmtl•·~ arv no Iunger nct•tll'd for that end, and skilled h:11Hlicraft is a rnre accom· 
pl islnnl'lll. Tht•rP is anti there "·ill ahnl.YS hen. <lemantl for ~killf'd labor in the arts 
of huiltling--('on~trnt:tion, in patt~·rn-maidng; and Himilar forms of wood-work. in 
tlit •-si.nkin~ nntlldn•ln•tl a rt;, tlmt <h•a l with the uwtals, an<! c::;pel'iall~· in assemblio_g 
a nd fnnslung Lhc parts of struc tures as they are dcliYeretl from machines ; hut tlus 
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is a small demand compared with what existed when shoes, clothes, furniture and 
tools were made by hand. The mechanic of the future will b€' a machinist. To 
such au extent is this replacement of handicraft by machinery true that we have 
shoemakers who cannot make a shoe, chairmakers who cannot make a chair, and 
generally artisans ignorant of the whole of any art. Mr. Batchelder, of North 
Urookfield, :Mass., the largest shoe manfacturer in Worcester county, said that out 
of his six hundred men not more than ten could make a shoe. I once examined a 
,·ery interesting picture of some pieces of iron that had been done by boys in an 
experimental forge-shop; the work seemed to be well done and creditable to the 
\\'Orkrnen; but out of some seventy pieces not more than ten would ever be made 
Ly hand at all in actual manufacturing. 

Another result of the economy of force is that attention is concentrated now more 
upon the principles of phenomena than upon the phenomena themselves. Formerly 
the only hope of finding a better or cheaper way of doing things lay in the chance 
discoveries of ingenious men-men looked at things from the outside in ; now it is 
seen that nothing is so fruitful and that nothing so advances human interests as a 
principle-men look at things from the inside out. For, nearly all mechanical ways 
of doing things were once 1·egarded as out of the ordinary course of human affairs 
and to be relegated, if not to the domain of the supernatural, at least to that of the 
superhuman. The feeling towards scientific investi~ation as a means to practical 
eudti partook of the same quality that infested men s views of disease ; if typhoid 
fever prevailed in a given district the people did not look to their drains and wells, 
buL flocked to chu1·ch and appointed a day of fasting. What were regarded as the 
pardonable vagaries of Daniel Treadwell, Rumford Professor in Harvard Univer
sity, turn out now to be the inventions upon which single-track railroads, the 
machinery for spinning cordage-yarn, the Armstrong, Blakely and Krupp cannon 
lie pend. I will venture, however, the assertion that no person in this audience ever 
heard before of these great inventions as Tl·eadwell's; they came too soon for the 
world to know them as works of genius, yet they are the first fruits of tho new era 
in which gTeat problems are solved, not by happy inventions of geniuses real or 
alfect~d, but by the sober and steady application by laborious scholars of established 
principles of physics. 

NEW INVENTIONS ARE NOW ONLY SCIENTIFIC DEDUCTIONS. 

Time would fail me to enumerate the influential inventions that have sprung frolll 
a similar origin. Who has not heard of the Siemen's Furnace, the Bessemer Con
verter , dynamite, compressed air and the uses of electricity? And it must also be 
remarked that each of these inventions demands corresponding machinery of novel 
design ; for another feature of the new era is the necessity of reconstructing. old 
machinery in more economical forms and the constant call for new machinery to 
meet new demands. When a new invention is made nowadays, machinery for it is 
as important as the invention itself. Perhaps the most striking illustration of the 
change in common things which has been brou&ht about by technology is the rail 
on which railway traffic is conducted; formerly 1t was an iron edge rail, sup,I?orted 
by chairs and having more iron in its base than .the head ; clumsy as this ratl was, 
it was claimed to be the only form in which the only available metal could be used 
for the purpose; now the rail is made of steel, with well defined tread, web and 
base, the prmcipal weight of metal in the bead, where it is most needed, and every 
line suhjected to the finest physical tests. To those who know how much of the 
best knowledge we have of physics and chemistry bas been put, and is still put 
into a railroad rail, it seems one of the most interesting of all modern manufactures. 
It is not wide of the mark to characterize the past age as one of invention, the 
present as one of engineering. The study and mastery of the principles of physical 
science, the ability to express those principles in drawing and descriptions and to 
apply them to the solution of practical problems through machinery and handicraft 
are the essential qualities of an engineer. So that a polytechnic school, by what
ever name ca.lled, technological, technical or engineering, teaches technology to 
engineers, i. e., it teaches the principles of physical science and their application to 
the industrial arts. 

ENGINEERING A COMPREHENSIVE TERM. 

~ngineering is the term that includes all the arts of production and construction 
whtch arise from the physical sciences. Its object is to bend the forces of nature 
to the service of man. 

';['he names applied to the different branches of engineering are not always appro
pr~ate, but in general, a..civil engineer constructs public works, such as highways, 
rfatlroads, water works, sewers, etc.; a mechanical engineer deals with machinery, 
rom the original design of each part, through the machine shop and into the struc-
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tun · a rHl lo tlrl' operation of th e st ructure, i. e. , the machine; the ch emical eng-ineer 
appli<•s l'lt•·rnistry Lo the m a nifoltl vro<lucts tha.t result from the pla.1· of dremism. 
'l'h•·n ll tl' l'<' an! nurnNous liPids w hich the term covers : as hydranlie. s team, ~as, 
•·lt·•·tri•·al •·n ~in < ·• ·r ir r~. In •·:wh :md all , the engineer is d i:;tinl't from the a.rtisan or 
c r:r rt s r11a 11 I •Y l'X:wtl.r tl11· :unoun t (If his krww letlgc: of the scit·ntiti c pri11dpl<'s which 
unrh·rl io: li H· pr:w1i•·• · of his pruf .. ssion anti his resnl tin~ ability to apply those t>rin
c iples tu tiH· rl'at! y au•l complete ~ol ntion of n·a.l problems as t hey ari;;e. 

~:<.: IE:'>CE Al'l'LlED TO PROl.ILEMf) OE' CONS'J'lWC'l' lON. 

For <• x:rmph·: llrr. H:~ttnsnn hml ncca;;ion tn cut n. bloek of m a rble sn :ts to pro
<llll'U a wa r p•·d srrrfan·. fo r \\'hic h his \\'orlor ren had no pattl•nrs : tho m en had 
gTP:t ( skill in storw •·u11 ing-, hn t could rrot cut tha t s tone. A g-r:ulu:~tt· of :~school 
of t•·chtl< '. log·,r hap p< •ned lo Ire l'lll]lloyed in t he eity school:-; as teal'l11•r o( tlra.win~; 
IH'arirr).!,' o f till· r·as•· a t tlll' nrarhk• .rani , he temh ·r·ed h is serTit'!'s, a pplit•d the f:nuil
i:r r J ori rrt·i 1 oles • of s t1·n ·• ol< onry , 111ade pattcms, a nd the men at OII('C t'X!'C'H( C'!l the work. 
Last No\'!•lld ,.·r tiH· ltali:m gm·l'l'lllllf'llt uu:t<lc compara(.i,-,. t!';;ts of the power of 
.lilr, .... llt arll ror-platl·s to n·s i~t t.lr t• s hot of ht•:wy onlr r:m n ·; the pla tes tha t stood 
tl w 1c·st w•·n · 1nadc loy ~l'hlll· itler , a t the shops of the F rench teclmological ;;chuol at 
],,. ( :n·us< o( .. 

Till! loridg"<' o l'l'l' t ire V istula ri n •r, a.t W arschau , w as lntilt hy a graduate of Carls
nrlu ·: t.hal on·r t.hc Volga , by English cn~ille<•rs : hut tl11• la tl•st. l:rrg~•st :md most 
('os t l.r hr idg·c in Hussin.- OY<•r tlw N1•Ya- was built loy g-ratluatps of ilrn Imperial 
'1\·dnrologi!'al sch ool of St. l 'etenshurg . and every piece of irmr tl 1at entercu into it 
\\'as l• ·s t.• ·•l ill the lahomtories of that school. 

A ,.,."' )'1·:r rs ago it hl~·:uue s u<lrle111y dt·sirahle and important to pn111p out the 
n mtr:r l shaft of till' ll< 11 •sac Turmel: n su<:tion ]'lllllp was plainly inndn rissihle; the 
naflsnrt-rr hall nothirrg- to suggl·St: a young Oll!-\'incer built a Sllla ll raft on the sur
l'a!'e of tlH· \\'a ler in (.Itt• sha ft . lo\\'erc:d on to it a steam pump, sl't his loo iiPr at the 
shaft Jrrou tlr . had lrirnsul l' lmn ·re<l to the raft. and alone in the <la rlmess \\'orked his 
purrrp L\n·nly-s ix hours "'ithout accid('n t and with g;rent efliciency; w en theu ten
lll'n ·<l t.heir sl'l'\'in·s in abun!la nc<', an tl tire problem was soon solnO>d . 

Bu tt lw air ·is full of rnoder.u inst:mces of the triumphs of en~ineering skill in 
Ol'!•n ·ornirlg- g reat natural obstacles; the usc of tire• inclinc!l plnne in the zig-zag 
roads o1·er whic h hol'S!·s trot in sa fety :tn<l a.t ease from A lpine lt('ig lrts to tho val
ll'ys ltt•low ; thl· applie:1.tion of eompressed air to the two purposes of sinking cais
sons :11111 driving- rn::tl'hin<:s a t : L grent 1l i;;ta nce from the source of powe r, the use of 
tl11· friction dutch , the ttir-un\ke. all!l a, thousand ot her exa mple,; of t ho applica.tion 
of tlt l' fn111 iliar principles of scienee to the solut ion of m eclt:-rnical prol•lems. In 
each <':lsl', lr• "l'l' ,·er . it wi ll Joe Jwtk ell tha t one m a n ma.y undt•rstanll phy:sic::; tlror
oug-lol ,l'. ns tlwusa.ruls of Jnen han • nudc•rstoo<l t ire subject, m11l :m otlrl'r m:tn m:r.y 
nrulprs ta nd til!' eonstr'ud.iorr of mae hitll'I',Y , hut not one of tlrt• triumphs of engi· 
lll'\'rin~ :dom·u rm·ntinnl'!l lrP achie ve<!. T he thl•oretic:u knn\\'ledg;e of plrysics and 
t ir e pr:u·Lii':Ll comman<l of madr inery must <"Orrre tow·tlwr: if this h:tppy ennjunc· 
Lion o!'l'lll' in m1e arul the same man. thr best resu lt.o.; follow. Then the sn.nre a fllueut 
good <"OIIH'ii fort h in t ht• doJn:tin of .mechanics thnt a boumled iu the middle nges, 
\\'hl'l'll tlw a.rt ist a mi artisan were nne ; when Pl•tt~r Vischer nml Quent in l\fat.~ys 
work l'll a t lola!,ksrni thing-, a n1l l\lieha l'l Angelo cu t stone, anrl DenYenuto Cellini 
h:lllllttt·rcd :;iln•r anrl gold. l':tl'h touch ing the iron , or tho stone, m· the silver, with 
a hl':tllt.y nml ,·aim· that all th e• ages since have only eJllmnced. 

Ill·n· some onl' will surely interpose the fact tha t E . B. Big-e>low, the inventor of 
i hu rnodern <"arpet loo111 all< I one of the> g reatest of A merica n im·entors . could neither 
mal;(' o110 of his own 11 \:l!'lrilll'S nor tht• \\'Or king drawing;;; for it. His heall was an 
:una~ing hmg-lu of nwl'haJriea.l coutriva.n <"es, hnt the tlraftsm a n a.uclmechanic were 
indispl'ns:thle to the succes:<ful •·•olut.ion of them. This of course was a tempera· 
rrH•ntal ma.tler with him. \ Ve cannot cha.uge the fac t thnt many in~·entors cannot 
e xprl•ss t. lwir o\1'11 ith·as ; nor arn I g-oing to claim tha t a ny am oun t of technical 
tminin!-\' or of a 11y o111l'r kill!l of t ra ining is likely to a ir! a. so-cnllecl m echanical 
g-enius 1·ery rnm' h. I n <lee1l.l\Ir. B igelow neYer adm itted to m e a t l t~ast , thnt a course 
in t<·drnolog;,r \\'oul<llra I'!' a i!ll'lllrim : the nea.rest approa.ch to sueh a concessi(ln was 
Uw n•nra rk. at. t.ht• d ust\ of a. l•nsy fon•noon spent in s tud ying t he W orcester school : 
•· '\\'1•11 . I'll g;o ho111e anll l'<>nl'ider how a ll th is wo11hl hn.Yc a ffected me lrad I begun 
IH'n· as a hoy." l do not think h<' would ha.1·e be~uu t here or in any other school, 
for lr t• \1':1 !:< :r g1•nins in the hl'>;t seJJSt>. A genius i::; tL law to himself, the processes 
hy \\'hich the m a::;s o( m en must ga in lmo\\'le!lge are s t ra ng"e and useless to him ; 
gl' n•·ra lly hl' is a l "'" r a1h'is<'r in edueationa l qHest ions. 'li t• ca n neYer be edn<"ated 
in an y s!•nst• in \\'hi..Jr the w ord is uncl<•rstood hy ordina ry m en . Still , by a kno~vl· 
cdg;c of the principll's of m cchnnis ll.l and the methods of expressing aml apJ>lymg 
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tho&e principles, the ordinary inventor would secure to his use the benefit of his 
own inventions which somebody else so often appropriates, and would save the 
Patent Office much of its costly and superfluous rubbish. 

THE GRADUATE IS BUT A BEGINNER. 

No graduate of any school is at that time an engineer. The qualities of good 
judgment and efficient reason grow only in the atmosphere of experience. Hence 
no diploma can be regarded as meaning anything more than that the possessor has 
passed successfully the examinations that are set at any particular school. Gradu
ates should begin at the bottom of their profession and their school b·aining will tell 
best and most effectively in the rate of their advancement. They will advance more 
rapidly than others along the lines which are determined by their natural aptitudes. 

The Almighty makes superintendents and leaders of men-no school can do this. 
But the training required for a superintendent must be that of his subordinates. All 
the best experience of the world sanctions this rule. A superinte~dent who has not 
had the training of the shop is as useless as Achilles without his weapons-he may 
seem and assume to direct and to lead, but he does not ; on the other hand, the man 
who attempts to lead without natural leadership, however wise, is as useless as the 
weapons without Achilles. 

The question how men shall best be trained for engineering was asked long ago 
before any practical result ensued. 

The Marquis of Worcester, imprisoned in the Tower of London, 1645, working 
industriously upon his steam and water engines, cast eyes upon a lot which he 
could see from his window 'and instructed his agent to buy it, intending, he said, as 
soou as he was set at liberty to erect a school wherein boys might learn something 
of the principles of the mechanic arts. But he never was allowed the opportunity 
to carry out his idea. 

There is an interesting letter from President Leonard Hoar, of Cambridge, to 
Robert Boyle, in which the ~ood man, after acknowledging some favors from Boyle, 
discloses to him some darling projects of his own about the imyrovement of the 
course at the University and says : " I would have a large, wel sheltered garden 
and nrc hard for students addicted to planting ; an ergasterium for mechanic fancies, 
and a laboratory chemical for those philosophers that by their senses would culti
vate their understanding ; for the students to spend their times of recreation at 
them ; for reading or notions are but husky provender ." Boyle did not encourage 
the President, and his project slumbered for two centuries, but was at last substan
tially realized in the Lawrence Scientific School. 

THE PIONEER POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL OF THE WORLD. 

The first independent polytechnic school was the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris. 
fountletl in 1794. The Ecole Centrale followed, and during the first quarter of this 
century similar schools were established all over France, Switzerland and Germany. 

AMERICAN POLYTECHNIC SCHOOLS. 

In this country, the best appointed and on the whole, the most worthy of study 
as far as methods go is the Military Academy at West Point ; then we have the 
Columbia School of Mines at New York, the Sheffield at New Haven, the Rensselaer 
at 'l'roy, the Institute of Technology at Boston , the Stevens Institute at Hoboken 
and many others. These are examples of pure and independent schools of Tech
nology, each with a special end of its own, but possessing all the generic features of 
the class. They all arose from the demand for engineers in the arts of peace and 
of war. To this list must be added the state colleges of agriculture and the mechanic 
arts, several of which have made provision for effective teaching in engineering. 
~he polytechnic school has always offered to the qualified average boy a good oouca~ 
b~n l1ased on drawing, the mathematics, the living languages and the physical 
scte~ces, tenuing to qualify him for immediate entrance upon the duties of an 
engmcer. 

COURSES OF STUDY IN POLYTECHNIC SCHOOLS. 

Th.e course of study in a polytechnic school is determined by long ext:erience 
anil m all countries is substantially the same. It includes : 

.Mathematics-Beginning with algebra and geometry, and proceeding through 
trtg~nometry, a~alytical and descriptive geometry, the calculus, theoretical and 
apjlhed mechamcs. 

Ph.ysics-From the elements to the solution of problems, sometimes with laboratory 
practice. 

Chemistry-With laboratory practice. 
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J .:tllg'Wtg;e-Thc t'IPmcnts of German an<l French , (English replacing one of these 
in EurOJH'<LII f>('hools) and. the motlll'r-tougue. 

JJra\\'ing--lleginnin~ wiLh free hand and including perspectin', orthographic and 
iHIIIIH·I ric pmj(!ctinll, sharlt •s and shadows. 

C :eolop;y an<lmin<'ralog'~· a~ far as time permits. The other n n.tnral' history sci
t·llC<'H an: JH·cessarily w uitte<l , pxeept in special cas(;'s. In all these schools the 
ins tmcli11n is g i\'t•Jl with :L :;tron~ practical beRring;, anu ~Pil t?r:\JI,\· the s tudents 
lt•an l Uw tnanipulati1111 .. r th!' instruments uscfl in sur veying , :tiHl the more impor
talll 11f thus<· ust•tl in physical r ese:wches. 

SC.:HO()LS 01' TECHN<) LOGY NOT SCHOOLS OF DESIGN. 

I t is n<'C<'S.~m·~- to rema.rk at this point t hat tPchnological schools do not include 
sehools of clo•sign. '.L'IH'rt' is a great interest iu E uropean countries and in the United 
f:ltates at the prt>s ... nt tituu in what is called iJHlustrial art, m eaning the study of 
f11rm. col11r anti vmam(;'nt to n>n<lt•r structures and manufac tured goods intrim;ically 
mon• ht•a ntiful, and tv im·rt•ase tht•ir Yalul' by this m eans. A department of draw
ing and d <·sign ha.s a place in a Rchool of technology, but engineering does not l1atu
rally int'lndc (ill' work of a school of th•sign. 

Hut JM•Iy tec·hnie schools as they were clitlnot meet all the wants of the new era. 
J'rat'tit'al m<·n dctt•etc·d a laek in engineers who had heen trained wilhon t actual 
c·o1ttarl \\'it.h a lllachin<· s hop-there was a surplus of t.heorctica,l engineers and a 
dt•arl.h ot' praetic·:tlly dlkil'nt ones. 

' l'ltc· principiP of t he di\'ision of lahor resulrecl in making it next to impossible for 
a l.oy to I in< l a plaet• in :t !IY n.t:t.eh iue shop to Jearn the tratlc. The owner did not 
want him becansc it nntltl not i>e in any way conducive to his business interests to 
c·mplny :t p<·rson ig-11orant of his hnsiness ; ami if he employed him at all he kept 
him on a. single sort of p ieC't?-\\'ork, from moti,·es of self-interest. Trades Unions 
cvnspiretl to kPep out appn·utices froUI shops, ancl so it came to pass that a boy 
could not. get a good working knowled g-e of machine-shop practice except by stealth. 

JIOW THE WORCESTER l!'REE :INSTITUTE ,\ROSE. 

This oll'mntHl fM mrehanieal engineer s with work-shop training, and the practical 
it11pnss iilility ot finding a place fm a hoy in any good m achine shop, Jed to the 
t·stailli,;lllttl'nt o f :t pnlytPl'h nie school in wltic·lt a tuanufactmi ug machine shop is a 
prontinent and tlwroughly adtninist<!red feature. This is the sehool known as the 
\Von·t•ster Frl'<' lnstitnlt•. 

This institu t ion was org:mi:r.e<ltmtlc;>r the infiuenct? of a. belief that, after all that 
h:ts 1"'"" dotu· in h•l'hnolog-y _ thC're is s till ll<'t?d of a syst<'llJ of training boys, broader 
and ilrig'hkr lh:111 .. leaming a tradt •," aml tnoro s implt• and direct than the so-called 
•· lillt'r:d t•<ltwal.ion: •· that w hill' the bo~·s should IJt• thoroug hly trained in all the 
psst•ntia.ls t>f a pul,,·l\'d tnie t·our.~l'. tht•y should a lso tim! a work-shop open where 
tl1•'.\' t 'oltlol g \'1. :111 thP c•sst•nt.ials of :t trnole; so that u pon graduatiug they should 
ha ,.,, sHilkit'nL lutowl,.tlge of m :whim·ry aml ha.ntlicraft to enable tl1em to earn a 
Ji ,·ing w hi ll' pushing tho·ir way U)' to the hig hest positions for which nature n.nd 
tlu •ir training had qn:tlitit•tl tht•m . It was held t hat not the lea s t important of their 
<_!ll:t lifil'atinns for llig h positions is a. good oxpt,rienc(;' of the lower positions. 

"It is tilt• undonilt.htg· opinion nf the managers of the Institute, and of all who 
h:~n · watdwtl ih opt•ration. that th l' connection nf acatlemic culture and the prac
ti<·al application of sl'ienCl' is :uhantageous t o both, in a Hchool wliere these objects 
an· start ed (ogl'l her and t·arrit•• l t>H with harmony and l'<JUal prominence. The 
:wad<•ttt.' i nspi n •s its in t,.llig<'nl'l' int.•> the work of the shop. and the shop with eyes 
opt•n to the intprovpnwnts of protlnrth·p in<lustries preYents the monas tic dreaDJS 
a.nd short ness t•f Yisi t>n that st>metin.tes parnly7.e the profound learning of the 
t ·o lle!o(<' .' ''~ 

1)!\I>F.HLYINfl l' HDI('Il' T.ES OF THF. WORCESTER SCHOOL. 

Th is s..!tnnl \\':IS npt•ncd in l~fis. wit h thn following full<lanwntal itleas : 
1. Th;>t all tm·t·hanical <' 11 ~--": illPl'l's will Jim! t heir aecount. in future, in going through 

:1 \\'nrk -shnp training;. 
~. This \wrk-shop instrnetion ma~ JH'PCt?tle. accompany or fvllow the intellectual 

tr:1ining-. lntt for 111any rt•asons it )ll't'ft•t·ahly at'l'Ontpanies it. . 
:1. Tht• \\'ork-shop instntl'l inn is ht•st g ivrn in a gennint• manufacturing maclune 

shop \\' ho•n• \\'ork is dotH' t"ltat is to he soltl in ll}ll'll ·Jn:trl>et ami in unprotected r.om-
1 • •ti I iot l \\' i I h t Itt • prodtwt.s of ot ht•r >:>hop~. 

·X· \\' on·t'st.er ('atalog ut•. P. 'i. 
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4. That in a course of three and a half years, working 800 hours the first half 
year and 500 hours a year thereafter, a boy beginning without. any knowledge of 
mechanics can acquire skill enough to offer himself at graduation as a journeyman 
and will be found on trial not inferior to those who have spent the entire time of 
three and a half years in a regular machine shop. 

5. That the work-shop practice must be a part of every week's work in the insti
tution ; that it shall be momentarily supervised by skilful men, and that the stu
dent must not expect or receive any pecuniary advantage from it. 

6. That the question who shall be a superintendent or foreman or engineer 
engaged in designing or drafting machinery cannot be settled in any school-that 
being a question to be determined only by actual trial ; because the discipline of 
the judgment by actual practice into which personal responsibility enters is vitally 
es;ential to a valid claim to the post of superintendent. Hence, it will follow that, 
wlJ.i~e all receive the pr~liminary training requisite for .en~ineering, ma~y will ~ot 
attam to It, but these will find a full reward for all therr time and labor m super1or 
intelligence as workmen-in being masters and not servants of the machines which 
they make or t·un. . 

7. A seventh principle was announced when the first class graduated, and has 
been inculcated into all their successors, viz : that the value of the education they 
have received will show itself in the rate of their advancement and will be easily 
detected by their employers, and that they should not be so much concerned, in 
seeking places, about great wages or high positions as about the chances ahead for 
advancement; indeed there might be cases in which they could well afford to work 
a while for a bare subsistence, such would be the value of their experience. 

These principles have now been tested under as favorable conditions as could be 
desired for fourteen years, and this experience all goes to confirm them. No valid 
objection has been urged and no adverse criticism worth a moment's attention has 
been heard. The expense attending the proper development of thls plan is the only 
difficulty in the way of its general adoption ; but, within the brief period of its 
existence, the Worcester School has seen two great institutions founded on its 
plan, the Miller School in Virginia and the Rose School at Terre Haute. 

Now since the principles just recited are to be the r egulating force in the organ
ization of this school, some discussion of their grounds is in place. 

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE OF SHOP WORK ESSENTIAL. 

No argument is needed to prove that an engineer should have practical acquaint
ance with handicraft and with the machine shop in general. The great demand 
for men who have this qualification and the surplus of unemployed theoretical 
engineers, otherwise able and competent men who lack it shows that the point is 
well taken. The experience of the older countries sustai.rul this view. It is found 
in Austria, so the Baron Von Eybesfeld (Minister of Public Instruction) told me, 
that there is a great excess of graduates of the polytechnic over the demand, and 
that he is now engaged in organizing a new kind of school in which workshop 
instruction shall form part of the course, so that the country may have some men 
for foremen and superintendents of works who are thoro'ughly versed in the prac
tical details of machine-shop work. In carrying out this new policy, the latest 
phase, it will be noticed of technology, the greatGewerbe Museum has been organ
ized and put in charge of Dr. Exner, a strikingly competent and efficientman. 
He has started two totally distinct sorts of schools : the first is substantially a half
time school, in which boys from the higher common schools work half the dley" 
and study the other half, receiving instruction according to the polytechnic plan as 
far as the time permits; the course being two years, these boys do not receive as 
much instruction as the polytechnikers, but they have the immense advantage of 
practical power in the shop, which secures them a living and adds to their value. 
Every stroke of work in the shops is done with reference to the sale of the articles; 
~nd no fact was mentioned oftener, or with more evident satisfaction by Dr. Exner 
m proof of the solid excellence of the school than that they sold in the first year a 
thousand gulden worth of their work. It is intended to multiply these schools so 
t~1at th~y shall provide a great variety of mechanical practice (the two now in opera
bon bemg devoted wholly to wood working) and to extend the course to four years. 
\Yhen this has been done there will be in Vienna two schools in which all the prin
Ciples of the Worcester Institute will be adopted and applied. 

THE AUSTRIAN. EXPERIMENT IN COTTAGE INDUSTRIES. 

The second line along which the Austrians are moving is in cultivating what are 
known as cottage industries ; this movement is so interesting that I shall venture 
to say something abou~. it, though it is not immediately germane to our purpose. 
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There is :t mnrkc<l tendency in Austria to concentrate popnlation io large cities. 
Tlw population of Vienna has grow a frollli:!OO,OOO io 1,200,000 withiu hm o r twelve 
years and other cities show a g reat incren;;e; this has o<·cmTe<l without a con·e
spun<l i n~ incre:u;e in ihe toial population; the inference is that the g-rowth of the 
•·ities is oh·pupuhting the , ·illag"es-an nn1uistakaule <tncl a.larming fact. Inquiry 
into the l'au,;(•s of Litis 1110\'t'llll'nt has brought ont the fact tha.t ihe peasants of these 
,·illag;<•s have losi the lllarkt·t fo r their l•askl'ls mul other wares because tlwir Swiss 
:uul F renc h nci~ltiJors . who hanJ J.ad abundant schools of iJI(lustry, h:we de'l'ised 
nt:w aJHIIlHJre attractin: fnr111s fur the sallie wares. The peasauts of },ustria were 
unnllie to co111pde l>l·eause.thruugh their ignora.nel' of design , they w ere confined 
to ihe old and uns:dable for111s, a nti with the faiuoU:! hastt• so often seen, crowd the 
<:iiit•s in the vain lH>pe vf Itt-tiering thl'ir lot. Dr. Exnl'l', un<lt·r the genera l tlirec
iiou of ihe wise aud a<·utt- l\1 inister of Pnhlic I nstr uctioJt. has s iartetl sch ools fur 
l >asket-wea.Yi u~-hy far tilt' nwst intpol'tant of the~e lwn~ehultl intlu~tries . Half of 
the tlay is tl<•vuteol to Jto:n·ning new anti ueiter ways tof lmsl>et-wt:adn~, anti half to 
tlrawin)!; :llltlmodl•ling ill day : the n•sult be ing that the pupils learn how to do the 
thing-s that are now in denw nd a1Hl are cloilll'd with power to design whatever 
fol'lns Lht• fu ture 111ay su;.::g·t·st. Any hotly may a t tend these schools who chooses to 
CCIIl ll' to Yit•ttna ; for tlll'ret•nly enu a 11\llseuut of ex:unples be gatheretl suffidenLly 
:u nple to t:nal•lt• the ministt•r Lu multiply t he schools so a:; to lH'OYidc fur other indus
Lrit•:; :ts well as haskl't-weaviug. '.L'he hopt• is that the m ore intellig;ent .rotmg peas
aub; will atit•nd the:-;<• sdwuls and (':t!Ty back to their v illages the new ideas; this 
UCittg oloJH•. :1. dJt•ck will he put Upoll till' tt•ndellC.)' Of ]'l'O)l]C to lea\'e the Villages, 
ht·ca use they can ag;a.in ue prusperon~ mill h:tjJ]')' where they are. 

SUMMARY 01:' HEASUNS F OR UOMlllNINU SHUP WORK \YI 'I'll SUI IOOL W ORK. 

U pon the que:;tion whetht•r workshop iustruciion ~;hould precede, accompany or 
folio"· till' sc h<Jol training opinions diiit·r. ami a fu ll discu:;sion of the subject is 
impo~sihle within the limi ts of this adtlress. This subject occupied the attention 
of the A Jill' rica n lnst.itute or Jlli11 ing cug-inl'l'rs through two proluuge<l and intensely 
acti,·e st•ssions in l tiili. :tllll the l'l'l:at lt:; are t•utiJotliell in a \'aluahlc pamphlet which 
presents tlw vi t·\\·:; of t:he n.l>lt•:;t enginct•rs in the country . I will hriefly summarize 
tlw fads anti 111oii \'t•s whidt St•eln to le:wo us practieally no altern:LtiYe but to incor
por ate lite Hhop pmcticC' " ·ith tlte sdwol-\\·ork. Doys fitt.ing for a polytechnic 
t;ehool <':JIIIlot ll':t\'e the prl•parator.'· sehoul young;er ihan sixteen; if tlwy are to get 
iln•ir slll >p-tr:dning- hefon• !ht• pt•lyteclmic . thl'y ntu~t sp<·ntl titre<• years at it a nd nt 
Lit<' cwl of till' timl' Uwy will he rath€'r too oltl to get ihe !JPsL at! ,·:mtag;e of the school, 
a Jttlllliss t.Jw all i ntportant opportunity of applying their theoretical lmowletlge as 
they g;o along·. 

If, on til(' other ham!. uuys tl t• fe r th•· shop till after j:?;ratluating. they will find 
lll:LII)' cxeusl's fur ::<l ighting iL or for noi doing it a!, all. At the age of twenty, with 
n )!;Ootl knowl<•dg;e of draft.iug autl \H·l l diseipl iJwtl fa!'ultie:;, A tnerican l>oys would 
JH• far IIH>I'l' Ji kt·ly to tlll'll i IILn dra n.t:;htsllll'Jl ur to in.ke t hl'ir c h:tiiCl'S in UUSiiiCS.<; than 
to suhl<lii lo the dull routine of elt-lnl'ltinry ::<hop-pradiet•. Thl'uret in 1.lly there is 
nnteh to bt• s:.itl in f:n·ur· of this piau, for ii l>ring-s to the work-shop ihe trained 
powt•rs of tl~t• sc.hool :mtl •uakes t lw pr:ll'tke continuous. It is the plan of i he Rus
sian:;, in tht• luq~t•ri:d lustitutC' of Tedmolog;.'· at St. I>t•ter:;lmrg, certainly one of the 
llt'st tt,ehuolog il'al schools in t.ht• wurlol. wht•rl' till' ::<tllllents , aftL•r a four years 
courst• in pure ll'l'imolugy with tht• usua l holiolays anti ,·aeatiuns, 1vturu on the first 
<lay of :':>eptt• tttl >cr :I.IHI \\'ork in lhl' nt:tchiut> ~hops till tho· li rs t tlay vf the following 
Sq>tt•ntl ~t.·r. tt· n htnu·s a tla .'· \\'ithout ,.a<·at.it>n:;. :nul th e n 'sttlts arc Yt•ry satisfnctory. 
Hut the Hus:;ialls t·an l'arr.'· ou t suc h a s.n<tt•m lwl'anse the go,·crn•uent con trols the 
positions h• wliieh th• • s tndt•Jlls :1spire antl \\'it.hout whil'h they must ~tarve, and 
wake:; .the Jift h. :n•:tr of p me!it·e l'\>lllJ>l!lsor.l·. Very fl'\\' who han• hatl much expe
nenee 111 tmdnng A ntel'lean boy:; be hen· that such a plan eoukl he successfully 
a.tlop~l'tl ht•n•. 

'l'h t~re :ll'l' lltnn.l· ~olio !. positi n• n·astlns in fa,·o r of incorporating the shop
pr:wt.it·• · \\'ith thl' intellt•<·tua l tlist·iplillt' . Thl' pt•riod of :1 uoy'.; lift· hetweeu sixteen 
and twt•llty-one is tlu• pt·riud of ::<harp :tl'< Jlli~ i ! ion; iolt·a~ t:1ke n then rem nin in a 
SJH'<·i:ll :-<t 'IISl' a part of tht• tllt'll ta l furnitllrt• fo rl'\'t•r. Prol>al•ly no one, whose 
<'oHrst• of t·<ln\'ation is uninterrHptt•tl. al''J Hin•:; a:; nmeh as heL\\'el'll t.he ag-e~ UlCil· 
tinned. or retains \\'hat ht• ae'lnirl':; a~ loug·. I t i:; an ilttert•st ing fact thai the enthu
siasm whit:h a n Aml'ri\'a n hoy clwrisht•:; for his eolle~e. an E nglish buy feels for 
his sdwol. whl'n' th l' training Itt• m ost Y:tl11es \\':ls rt>cei,·ctl. The American hur
rahs fur Yall' or llnn·anl- l hl' En)!;lish for Eton or Hughy. The saUte would 1.Je 
tn11• hl•rt• \H'l'l' :tll t>nr ho,\·:; littetl fo r ('llllegl' ai a ft•w largl• school,; ami fitted ~ 
\n·ll. This l~t •ing; t rul' . shop prac tice Ita:; an :uhantage it would ot herwise lose m 
cullling into Uti:; pl'riutl. 
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ADVANTAGES OF A SCHOOL WORK SHOP. 

Again, a man whose matured and furnished mind has laid hold of the strong 
problems of theoretical mathematics in school, and who finds himself on the thre.shold 
of manhood does not bend himself with just the same ease as an undergraduate to 
the elements of machine-shop practice. There is some advantage, too, in beginning 
shop-life in periods of five hours semi-weekly over ten hours a day; for less time 
proportionally is wasted. And finally, a great economy of the pree1ous time of the 
students is secured because shop-work serves the double purpose of practice and of 
exercise. 

Why the school workshop should not be a shop in a complete sense and not a 
mechanical laboratory or some other device for escaping the hard but necessary dis
cipline of a shop, has not yet been stated. There is a difficulty in meeting the first 
co:;t and inevitable annual deficit, but' if any other valid objection has been made to 
the plan it has escaped my attention. It offers every advantage of every other form 
of school-shop, with immense additions. 

Tile advantages of a shop in which actual construction is made to aid in instruc
tion are numerous ; a few only can be mentioned. These boys are all hoping to be 
engineers, at least they may expect to become skilled workmen or draughtsmen. In 
any event the more the faculty of judgment is cultivated, and the more the boys 
realize the nature and extent of the difficulties that actual practice presents, of 
which the best theoretical knowledge gives no hint, the nearer they are to attaining 
the end they seek. We have seen that no graduate of a school is an engineer, but 
is in the best way to become one. Why not advance him as far as possible? If now 
the student's comprehension of the principles of engineering is'clear and his weekl;r 
practice enables him to see those principles in action under conditions as like as possi
ble to those which he will meet in real life, his entrance upon the life of an engineer 
will be an expansion of his school-life, and not an abrupt transition from it to a new 
mode of life. The more his work is subjected to the mexorable tests of business, 
and the more he feels in the use of his materials just the same responsibility that 
rests upon an actual workman, the better he is. He must make the things that 
are to be used and not those contrived to suit the peculiarities of his tem:J?Elrament, 
the exigencies of his situation or the mere purpose of instruction. There 18 nothing 
that a student needs to make in a school workshop from which he cannot gain 
something if he puts the article into its final serviceable form. 

Applying the stern test of serviceableness is the only way to know whether the 
things that have been made were worth the making or not, and is the only way to 
correct any tendency t o visionary structure that is so apt to infect a school work
shop, and to prevent that sublimation of common sense which is apt to ensue when 
responsibility for the correct use of costly materials is removed. 

There is no merit or charm in work, considered merely as work; to work to pro
duce something that some one else wants and cannot make for himself and is able to 
pay for is the stimulus of industry. All work in school-shops or any other will 
ultimately obey this law or else it will evaporate into exercise or sport. 

Workshops into which the princi~le of construction does not enter are liable to 
exalt the importance of the purely hterary aspect of mechanica~ knowledge. It is 
possible to know the five hundred and seven mechanical movements, to know the 
best cutting angles of saws, files and edge tools and not be a mechanic or be in the 
way of becoming one. This kind of knowledge is useful and attractive and desir
able when it is not offered as a substitute for the dexterity that can be obtained only 
by the usc of the tools. It will not do to regard our ancestors, the skill~d mechanics, 
as fools. There is still but one way to learn to file and that is to file. The most 
expert tiler I ever saw could not write his name. I do not think he could have filed 
any better had this simple accomplishment been added to his merits; he would 
haYe been a better and a happier and more useful man with more knowledge, but 
he did that one thing as well as it could be done at that time. 

MACIDNERY RAPIDLY SUPERSEDING HANDICRAFT. 

But this thought instantly suggests another of the greatest importance, viz: 
handicraft occupies a constantly narrowing place in the mechanic. arts;, machinery 
a constantly widenin~ one. Every year adds to the number of trades from which 

. the machinist has dl'lven the craftsman. It is clear then that no training of boys 
for the life of mechanics is complete which does not make them familiar with 
machinery and machine-construct10n. 

There is one demand sometimes made upon the school-shop which is unjust, 
nrtt~ely, that it should pay its way. How can it pay its way when so large a part 
'Of Its force is spent in teaching boys? If so many machine shops in this country, 
fitted up and managed with especial reference to money-making fail in business, or 
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only make the cntls meet by the most; painful efforts, how <'an :t shop one-half of 
whose effecti\'e fnrc:C' if< spent in tt:>al"hing boys, who <:an nut fur t.he fi r:-<t ha lf of their 
t.inw produce anythin:; salaLIP. hope tu pay its way i' Teaching in school-shops costs 
as teachiug eb ewhert• co:;ts. 

T HJo: sCJ!lHlL AT MOSCOW, UUSSIA. 

i\£anv tliJiknlt.it·s ha,·o i>l'l'll llld and o,·ert·ome . and ma.ny more w hich wore a 
tltreatcuin;..: aspec:t ct>ast•cl to lot· tlitllcultics at all wlwn the tiin e came to deal with 
tftl,lll. I t is id lo lo S('l'lld liJnt•, thl'refort>, in e11mncratin~ a.ntl tliseussing these dif
l i<:~ tl t i!'s . 'l'ltotie tltat rcmn.iu a re of t rifling ma!{nituclt•. It is better and more 
inl•·re:-<tiug- to turn aUl'ution for a moment to another solution of this problem of 
t!'clttwlo~;il'al t•tln<'ation in the school a t l\Ioscvw, in ltussia, w hich was opened 
a lmost t•xactly at the :;aut t> time a.~ the "vVorn•ster :<chool, and is now administered on 
tho sa llll! gcut>ml plan. I \'isitml the ~clwollast October :md willn<cord a few obser
\'ations upon it. The Jirst room, into which I was :;hown hy t he s uperintendent of 
the shops. h;Llf the size uf this chapel, was tlevotetl to conferences w ith purchasers 
of tnaehiner_,. and would-be pun:hasen;, who n eeded t he aid of ru1 t>ngineer to design 
:ntcl tl raught tuachinery fut· spcdal purposes; nil t he llHtchinery thus tlesigned is 
tnacle in lht• sehool-shops. This room was filled with large tlmwing tables, on 
w ltidt lay workin;..:-tlrawing·:; of machinery in Yarious stages. The second r oom I 
saw was the t•Jtg-inc room, wht•re a t wenty-horse engiue was doing its best to drive 
tht• Jnachi Jll"l')' of the sh op~, a nd later I saw a tluplicn.te uf this engine, every part 
of w hi<·h ha<l lJet·n cast a11cl Hn i:;hed iu the school-shops. The thinl rooms were 
t.IH· maeltine-shcJps, smithy and foundry, where a hundred workll1en are employed 
in the <louiJk• du ty of manufactLuing, and instructing the students how to mauu
fal'turc; ming led with the workmen on that day were about sixty students. The 
fourth roo111 was a store house in which was exhibited GO,OOO rou bles worth (lJ;30,000) 
of lll:tchiuery and machine tools, being the result of one year's wor k, P.nd ju.~t 
Lroug-l1 t back from the annual exhibit ion of the Industries of Central Ru:;sia. An 
ecp tal :mwunt made duriug the previous year has heen sold. The fifth rooms were 
a scri .. :; of smaller apartments in which , for convenience, the sLmlcnts be!;in their 
praclict•. Tltc method of teaching them b t his : each year abou t eighty uoys are 
n·t·<•i ,·ctl at :m axe rage ag:e of s~·vt'uteen and a half years; the course of study is six 
)'l':tn<, of tlti r ty-Lwo "'e<'k>< in each year; for the first , Recond an(l third years, the 
ho."s a ll work in the shops fourteeit hours :~ week, or 44<! hours annually; for the 
fourth . fifth an<l s ixth year:;, tt•u and a h alf hours a week, or ililG hours annually, 
so tlmt thuy work an agp·egatc of lilH hom·ti in Lhe first t hree years and 1008 the 
st•euml threl': t lto r est ~·f thc•ir time i:; occupied with the ordinary curricu lum of a 
poly t.••<:l mic ><dwol. The prn.etice for the first three years, or rather more than half 
of tht• whok• is spt•JJt i11 pt·eparing for that of the second three: i. c. for the first 
h al f they <lo not at.tt•tnpt any untuufactnring, and for the secontl half do not clo 
mt_y ( hing- elst•. * In thl'se rnu111s t he l>op; were filing, forging. sawing, tum ing, 
f'k .. meh a:; fast :llttl wl'l l as ltl' could , a ll the boys in any one room bt1ing respon· 
:-;il>l" to Llw fore.• man llf that ro<>m , wh ose duty it is to Jn·oYitle work for each boy 
:mel ch•('itlt• u pon its lJUality. Each boy is pushed a:; far as possible in the time 
allottc·•l tt• t•adt room r eg;anllctiS of h is mates. The work done in these rooms is 
main ly Lhrown away, t hough some is savetl for models. 

THE lllOSCOW SCHOOL SHOPS A MA:-.'Ul•'ACTUHI~G ESTADI~ISIIMENT. 

But the hoys n.re just as much in need of di1·ection and effirient skill when they 
emerge· from the> ele>mentary shops as they were befor e, and it never occurs to the 
faculty that OJW of these boys is fit for any shop but their own until his course is 
COmpleted , any more> thn.n n.n Ordinary college faculty regard soph omores as ready 
to st;ntly t heology. The boys in the elementary shops haYe free access to the manu
facturing shops. sec when• ewry pie<:e they ar e making fits and how it is uSt>d
th t")" <lo cverythillg in n. manufacturing atmosphere, and en!ry hoy who passes the 
rc•<JUisi tl' {:'xaminations, with very ft>w exceptions. passes into the manufact~1ring 
sht~ps. The 1\'[ost·ow school-shop is a great manuf:wturing- establishment ami, tf the 
m:mu faeturing denll'nt were romon'tl, the school woulc.l l~t' <:>ither revolntionized or 
C'xting-uishe<l. Tht• elt•mc,-ntar_,. shops are a convenient, and for th:tt school, sen·· 
i('(•ablL• and C'('OJH)m ic·a l deYice for doing what n.ll school work-shops must do, sepa· 
ra t ing uns:d n.l>le wor k fnuu s:dahlc, anu keeping apprentices n.t w ork by themseli'~S 
thoug h in full view of and in full co-operation with the manufacturing shops till 

.,. Tit,• !:iup .. rin ten<knt sa itl that if one ,,f th e> Loy.; in the preparatory room mad~ 
anyt hing salaLlc they did nut lw:;itale to sell it. 
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they have skill enough to begin to do salable work. My conviction is, however , 
that the results are not what might be expected; for the work done by these boys 
at the end of their first half year course, or after 1344 hours _practice, does not com
pare favorably in excellence with that done by the boys at Worcester after their 
first half year, or 800 hours, and candor compels me also to say that the work of 
thl' graduates at Moscow is at least not at all superior to that of theW orcester men.* 
The graduates of this school and of that at St. Petersburg compete for the same 
prizes and all obtain good positions in manufacturing establishments. 

Some statistics will show the thoroughness of the .discipline of the school and the 
importance attached to it by the government. The government appropriates 
250,000 roubles, or $125,000, annually to this school (and the same to St. Petersburg). 
The number of Professors is fifteen, of Lectors ten, all others three. The tuition 
is 150 roubles, or $75.00, a year. The floor space at Moscow is not less than 400,000 
square feet-that of Worcester is 50,000. 

A set of plans of the building will soon be found in our library. 
It adds great force to Russian examples and precedents to knoyv why we find 

their polytechnic schools of such rare and unsurpassed excellence. 

ADMIRABLE EQUIPMENT OF THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOLS OF RUSSIA. 

The popular impression of Russia does her great injustice. The educated Russians 
are a highly educated and accomplished :people. Part of this intelligence is due to 
the intermixture of the German population, which began soon after the death of 
Catharine and has continued to the present time. Now, when the Russians began, 
about fifty years ago, to attend to the development of their internal resources in a 
scientific manner, they started in the most sensible way, by sending commissioners 
to stuoly the systems of technological education of Weswrn Europe. These men 
wiunowed Europe for ideas. These ideas they carried to Russia and expanded into 
schools which surpass in completeness of equipment and affluence of resources all 
others in Europe, with the possible exception of the Ecole Polytechnique, in Paris. 
They had the money to give German ideas of education and expansion and devel
opment of which the Germans, in their poverty, never dreamed. Russia is the lee 
shore upon which the choicest educational pebbles may be gathered. In studying 
Russia one sees all European technological education epitomized. 

And since the notice of these inauguration exercises was printed I have news 
that the Imperial Institute of St. Petersburg has stretched her hand across the wide 
waters to give us a welcome into the fraternity. Notice has come that a box of 
examples of the work done there and a collection of drawings has been shipped as 
a present from one of the oldest to this, the youngest of the polytechnic schools. 

SUCCESS OF THE SYSTEM AT WORCESTER. 

But I must hasten to complete this exposition of principles. The fourth funda
!Dental at Worcester is that in a c.ourse of three and one-half years a boy, by work
mg Suo hours the first half year and 500 hours a year thereafter, can gain as much 
dexterity and be as fit to offer h is services as a j ourneyman as he would be had he 
worked three and one-half years steadily in a modern machine-shop. The experi
ence of two hundred graduates of the Worcester school, and the opinions of the 
manufacturers in whose shops they have found employment, establish the fact. 
Some of the reasons for this somewhat paradoxical result are that in an ordinary 
machine shofJ a boy must SJ;>end his time in his employer's interest and not in his 
own, ami on y a small portwn of that time is devoted to teaching him manipula
tion ; in the school-shop the time is wholly used in teaching. Again, the student
apJ~rentice is under daily training in school and comes to his work with alert fac
ul~tes and acquisitive powers constantly growing stronger. This is especially true 
w1th reference ~o his weekly practice in free dra:wing, a study w~~h tends to 
de,·elop and tram the sense of form and proportwn, the very trammg that a 
mechanic ruost needs. And, again, the work of the student is done under the eye 
and with the r eady assistance of a skilled workman whose duty it is to teach him, 
by precept and example, all he can learn. Meantime, while he has been getting his 
manual dexterity, our student-mechanic has ohtained a good education. The 
remaining principles require no further explanation. 

~The work done by the graduate-mechanics of St. Petersburg is especially inter
~mg because it is evidence of the advantage of well-disciplined faculties in acquir
lllg skill in handicraft. 
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LIFE WORK OF WOUCESTEil GRADUATES. 

It will JJOW be aske«l what may the ~ratluates of this ~<t:hool be expected to do. 
To th is I reply by rccitiug w hat the graduates of the \Von:estcr :;clwol have done : 

Oceupatiuns of );mduatPs-
P:utnen; in lmsim·ss Jlmrs . ..... . ...... ... . ..... . .. ...................... 23 
·* Hupt•rintt·ntltmts ..... . ........ . . . . .. . ......... . . .. . .. .... ........... . ... 16 

m1!-i~io~ 1~~~~y;~~~;.;;: :::: :: :::::::: :::::::::::::. : ::::::::::::: :::::: ::.::: : 
Assistant E ngineers . .. . .. . .. . . . .... ... .... . .. . . . ........... . ...... . .. .. 16 
Ci,·il Engi lll'L'rs .... ........ . .. ... . .. . ....... . ................ . .......... 20 
Dmn~h l:;1ncn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . ........ 49 
·l· ~kch:mie:d Eng-ii.H'l•rs .. . ......... . ...... . ......... .. . ... . ... . ..... . . . . 10 
·"Machinists ..................... .... . . ....... . . . ...... . .... .. . .. . . .. . . .. 13 
FOl'l'IIICil . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . • . . ' . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 8 
Teachers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
C!ll!'mists............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Atlvaw·l'd l:>t.wlt•JJts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Desig ners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Others, uwst.ly en);:t:.{cd in luanufactm·t·s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 

246 
Deccasetl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 9 

Tot:tl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ................. . 255 

More than n i1wty-fivn pt'l' t'l'llt. of thH g-ratluatcs are engaged in occupations for 
whie l1 thl'ir train in g- at. t lrt' In::;titnl e s pt.•cially prepareLl thew. 

ll'lODlFIUATION OJo' WOIWESTER PLANS l'llOPOSED AT ROSE POLYTECHNIC. 

In ihe Rose sehool the following motlific..'ttions of t he vVurcester p lan will be 
nttem]Jtl:'tl : 

I. Tlw course of study will he four yea rs instl'a•l o f thrPI:' and:\ hn lf . 
2. The practice will ltc com·entmtl'll in the fin;t yt•:\1' a nd diminishl•tl in thefonrth, 

sons t..• allow ti nw f<>r more instrudion inmn.chinl'-dl•sign. 
:3. Wlrill' the saul\' ::;uhjects will llt;' tnugh t , JWrhaps more attt•Htion w ill be given 

to the humanities. 
4. A different dl'w will hC' tn.lwn h C>re of the profl:'ssion of c i,·i l en~iueering from 

the om~ u sually hl'ltl. Th o yonHg !I It'll who propost' to l>l' ciYiloHgineers will spend 
:1. part of llll'il· pradi<'l' tinw in the m:lchilll'-Shnp. 

Uivil t•ng·int•t•ring l':unrot t•:rsi ly he st•paral;ed from mC'l'll:l.nieal , hceanse the most 
ir 11 porta nt ln1s i nt•ss of a. l'idl t•nginCl'l' JJOW:ttln.ys is Hut :;nn·t ·y i ng- and mapping 
hut hritl~t' a.nd huil<ling- co11slrtH.:tion, t lw sl'tting t>f water- whl'ds and other 
<·n~ines. nnd stwh li kt• ll lltl l•rf.a.kin~'l-l whieh involvt• •~ knowlt~lgl' of mechanics ; so 
that two or t lm•e t•f llw hl'st so-l'alll'lll'h·ill•ugint•t•l·s in the country h:we gh·en it 
:ll> Lll<'ir jwlgment that a con rsl' in mt•ehmlics inC'Iutlin:.{ workshop instruction, is 
thl' hl•st w ay t«> prepan• for tht• practil'l' of eiYill'll:.{illl'l'ri ng. 

B ut o n thC' ol.her hall< I, tlw hnil<ling uf Hl'W highway:-; n.ntl ntilroatls still goes on 
n.nd l':l.lls for :1. <'t'rtain munbl'r of young lll l'll wlro are oxpert in the nRC' of the tran
sit mttl ltwd (l'S jll'Cially in r:lilroad prohk•m;;) who 1"10"' lww to d raw nnt! who 
mult• rslamlnH•w;uralion: henet'. trnining for this :;ort of l'mploy 1uen t caunot be 
m·g lect<•<l in a polyt<•chnit' :;l'huol. It wonl1l comluce to cll:'amess to call such work 
'l'opo~raphinalen~incering. 

A n add<·tl consitll•ra lion <•f sonw W<'iglrt in f<tYOr of r etaining a. distinct dep:r.rt
nwnt of Topog-raphical en.!.\'i lll'l'ring i~ that man.r of the young men \\'hO frC«Juent 
tPdmologie:rl scht•ols han• 110 taste• or aptitude for nwchnnical work, n.ml ~mue 
han• not !.II<' n•tJll i:>ih• phy~i<"al Yigo1· for H. whosl' Jil uess for sncc<,•s.<; in fieltl-work 
01' in mapping is tllltjlli'Stinnal·lt·. nnt it will I.e dcnrlyatl\·anbt_!!:('OIIS to all to hare 
s<nnu workslwp pral'li<·<•. No ch:rng l:'s will J,p nm<le except snc lt as r eason nml n 
large l'XJll.'l'il'IICl' show to h1• dl•siral>ll' mul ml,·anta.g-l'ons to tht' sttHlent. 

Hut a ht•althy c·lriltl wnnts food. A11 :l<k•qnatC' bt•ginning JI111Rt IJe sustained by 
co n l.imml t·on trilrutiom; in <ll'llt•t· to g-ood pro.~n·s.-;. \ \lp want the sympnthy anti 
path•nt l'nnsid<•r:r tion of the conrmunity. vVl' want hook~. n.ppn.ratns and mode~ 
con stan t ly in f'XCl'SS of t ht' n •;;om·ces uf our funds . The exntllplu of our founder IS 
worthy uf attl'n tion :mtl imitation. 

·--- --··- ----
* 1\fany of thesu are ' · M:rstC'r Mt>chanics. ,. 
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The machine-shop is ready; a reference library will soon be on the shelves ; a 
cabinet of minerals is on hand ; ample models are ready for the proper equipment 
of rooms for drawing and design ; the bricks for a new building for a chemical 
laboratory are now lying in the yard ; apparatus for chemistry, physics and field 
work is in the building or provided for; commodious recitation and lecture rooms 
are ready when wanted. 

I hope also, in course of time, to collect models and examples of the best mechani· 
cal devices, and also of leading manufactures. These collections of models play a 
very important part in European technological schools, and for obvious -reasons. 
Indeed, the outlay in some cases is enormous and would be insupportable did not 
manufacturers find their account in placing here examples of their best work. At 
Chemnitz I saw two good examples of this class: one a perfect workin~ model of 
the Hartman locomotive, which cost $3,000, and the other a large workmg model 
of the Merkel stationary engine, worth $250-€ach presented by the manufacturer. 

In order to any effective use of these resources two things are vitally requisite: 
good teaching before the students enter the Institute and good teachin~ afterward. 
It is ou the whole, a mistake to suppose that :fitting for the polytechnic IS essentially 
diflerent from fitting for any other form of manly labor in thisw()rld which depends 
upon a sound, instructed brain. Technically, boys will be examined for the pres· 
ent in English grammar, geography, United States history, arithmetic, and algebra 
as far as quadratic equations; but these are the essentials of any success at all in 
the polytechnic; the more a boy knows before he comes the broader and deeper his 
success w ill be. The polytechnic is a professional school and must concentrate 
itself upon its own special work ; but the broader the base on which it builds, the 
more massive the structure that can be reared. Whether the polytechnic course 
shall rear an obelisk or a pyramid depends on the preparation of its students. 

llien are born as ignorant as they ever wers a nd the same steps· from ignorance 
to the elements of all knowledge must be taken by every one. This work usually 
occupies the first fifteen or sixteen years of every human life. 

It is very desirable that every boy that presents himself for admission here should 
have at least a full high school course ; if he cannot get that, let him make the 
closest possible approach to it . Youth once passed, the opportunity for acquiring 
the rulliments of knowledge is usually gone forever. An eye hath not seen nor ear 
heard a sadder thing than the lament of a man who, amid the emergencies of life, 
suddenly confronts his n11ed of some simple knowledge which he might have got 
for the asking in his youth. 

QUALITY OF THE INTELLECTUAL TRAINING AT WORCESTER .AND AT ROSE 
POLYTECHNIC. 

The greatest solicitude will be ever cherished here about the quality of the teaching. 
It is not intended that students shall find more assiduous or competent teaching in 
the various branches of the course than will be constantly found in this institute. 

But there is one peril and annoyance to which the new polytechnic is subject: 
handicraft in school never having been used before except for reformatory pur
poses, the impression gets abroad that the institution must lower its intellectual 
standin~ to raise the handicraft. I do not know an institution in this country 
except West Point where boys achieve as much good work or are better prepared 
intellectnally for effective service as engineers than they are at Worcester. We 
propose to give the same t raining here. 

If what has now been said seems to have a too exclusive bearing upon the study 
and practice of mechanics it is because this is the leading department, and presents 
the only novel and difficult features of our enterprise; but there will be depart
ments of civil engineering, physics, chemistry, and design organized on the same 
general plan ; the studies will be the same in all departments- the practice different 
according to the purpose for which it is intended. These departments naturally 
~oup themselves; for chemistry, physics, and drawing must be taught to mechan· 
1cs, and the additional expense req~ired to give practice in each of these departments 
to those who prefer it to mechanical practice is very small. The outlay required 
for civil engineering practice is justified by the demand. 

La.ter iu our enterprise a de:partment of Mining Engineering may be organized ; 
~nd m the department of phys1cs special attention will be given to electrical engineer
mg. All this will come about in due time. It will be observed however that only 
one kind of practice can be profitably taken by any student, during the course. 
Full particulars in regard to all these matters will be seasonably given. 

THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL HAS COME TO STAY • 

. If t~is account of the origin and method of the technological school be correct, it 
!5 ob·''Ions t hat it is no longer an experiment, that it fills a gap, that it is a natural, 
mev1table, every way desirable and welcome concomitant of modern civilization. 
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It, dot•s for thP indust ri;tl arts what t he colleg<'S Ita YO S<) Wl'll donl' fo r the learned 
pwf't·s.o.;iL.n:s b,v fi t.ting men in a carefully plalllll'd cuun;c• of :study f~·r tl•t• intelligent 
d isl'hargt• of t.l\\'i1· du t.it's. 

Tht• polytechnic :<ceks tn work as an a lly of the ohl ela::<Sical collcgt;>. a nd hopes 
thai. 111'1' ol<l f riuud 111:1 .. ' · Ji n• l smueth in.(\' to her nthantnge in st.tlllyin:.:; tho e<:unomy 
of l'on·t· which pn·,·aiJ,; in tht• nwthods a11tl rcsulls of thv 111 '\\TUUI<'I'. The poly
kehnit· <lovs not sn;;laill any organie n ·lat.ion to t.hecoll<·gt· su .. h as the aeatlemy has 
on t.hc ono IJ:1111l a11d th" prol't·ssiunal st'lwol on the otht ·r: yt•t in a d t•eJ>er :sense it 
Sustains :L \'t'l',\' inq • >rtanl, n ·lat ioll to it. vV.Imtever lL!IIlls to ill(:rt•ase Ill' fo:;l,er the 
tll'sin · for kno\\·lptfgo l t>nds a.t. wH·e to foster a ll in:;tilution:> wlw~e oL•.it:ct is to pro
nwt .. knowledge. _E,•t•ry m:w institution tt•ntls to i11cn·:tsu the interest in the olti
Jn·o,·idetl Lh<' old :Lro wort hy. 0 ( t:nnrst•. I tlo not. JIH•an hy " now institut ions" 
repdit ions of oltl Lyti{'S, such :~~ tho mul tipl ication of :;mall t·olle:.;es. for this i~ gcn
t•rally an c>\·il ratht•r t han :t g11otl (t•xcept in nc•w 1-itatt·s), but I m ean new in~titu-
1 io11s, li ke polyt.echnie :;ehooh;. that striko their ruo(l; into uew soih; and m a.ko what 
was once a tlesl'rt. l•lo;;som a;; tht• ro:;c. 

Tt·L·hn ic:d s .. hol)ls haxe llt>t nlreetetl t.]l(' collc·gt•s un(avorahly in the matter of 
att•·ndam·•: ; for in spite of tlw cruwds that ha.H' tlockctl to their doors, the tlasscs 
in t.hc coiiL'I-;l'H haYe Rteadi ly inert •asl'tl. Mort• new colll'ges l ~<we hl'l'll founded dur
ing t.ht• pl'riotll)f the rise of polytechnic schools in this country tha n in any similar 
pt·riod l•l'fore ; the ohl cnllegL•fl h:L\'(' n ·ceinotlmttniJiceut incn·:tse of th t·ir re~ources 
and h:we m ore tloa.n held their own in till' 111atter of attt>m lancc, ant! <til the students 
:II lt•t11ling- t.ltt· state uuiYer:;iti l'S ill t hL' cour:;o of Liberal Arts may Le reckoned as a 
:;ol it! atltlition to the rank:; of th e college. 

For ol"·iou~ rcn~ons the pol.vt1•ehn ic sehool flourishes best wlwn separate and 
distinct f rom the collt•ge : but tho more it tluurishcs the more it will directly benefi t 
t.hv col l.eg-e hy providing for the in~t.ruction of the youth who tlemaml the s~-?a.lleu 
"pract1cnl courses" :tml thns kaYe the cnlle~;e free to pursue her own leg Jt.Jmate 
work. Tnw:tnls all fo rms of k nowletlge technology is h ospitable, n.nd towards all 
who know. eugint•ers a.ro a treetioJJ:! Le. The study of Hdenco iu a tenehable and 
l'l''·erent spirit dot•s not lx•get intolerance or bigotr~·. i::icience inculcates hatr ed of 
prt:'h,•use, a nd is intolerant of dogllla tism : lmt mimlful of the coun:;el of her greatest 
d isci ple, she n t.lPrs the solemn words of Bacon: 

" This a lso we humbly heg that human beings may not pr ej udice such as are 
diYine, m ·ither that from the Lmlocldng of the gates or sense, anti the k indling of a 
g reater light , a nythin:.; of incredulity or intellectual night may al'ise in our mind 
toward Divino myster ief< .. , 

The day has fnn, ,·er pa .. <,setl w hen t he old idea. that tho study of Latin, Greek and 
t lw humanities is (.he nnl.r e•lucntion. The definition nf a n educatt•tl man w ill bear 
sti ll 111ore expan ~ion , hut it l•ns l>roatlened rnpidly, du ring the last quarter century. 
*"The Yulga r :1rgLm1ent that a s tudy of t he elnstiics is l lE't::L'SS<1.1'.}' f'<) w a ke a gentle· 
1nan i ~ lll'll t'a.t.h contl'mpt. H onor a nd g0nt.lene:;s are not a tl ye or a lacquer, but 
warp :tilt! woof. It is t rnl' that a. eertaiu socia l Ctnlsidl'rati<m at!acht·s t.o per:;ons 
w ho arc sup]•Ot<t•d to know Latin and Gn·ek, " ·hether they are gt•H Ll~·men or not;" 
but sol'il'ty i~ r:1pidly adapting its0lf to the new ern. in w h ich !lll'll nml WOlllL'll are 
to liL• ta kt•n fo r what they are and n ot what they a.n1 said to be. 

It. is an \ll ti<tlll' and interesting fact that m o:;t uf tht• polytechnic schools have 
ht' l'll foumll'tl am! endowed hy priYa.te bene.fa0tors . The colleges, seminaries and 
ac:t< lt•JIIit's ha n· 1lepentled at ti mes upon lC>g-if<l:tt.i-.o fo;;tering. Hardly a session of 
a :-) ( :~te lt·:.:; i;;ln.t ure passt•d prior to 1873 witf10ut C'onsideriug- :;ome bill in aid of an 
t•dltl·ationa.l inr-;titu tinn. But the strong point .-J.I ,out polytechnic ~chools is that the 
t•uurmuus l'Xpt•n:;e of founding and :HIJUinister in:.; them ha,; been provided in most 
ea~t·s by intliYid un.l cit.izt' ns who !mew their value . The Ecole Centrale in Paris, 
next to the P olytechnif) ue the Lest in France, was the joint product of t he brains 
of Duma:;, Pietet and Ollivier ami tlw pucket of their fr iend Ln.,·alle<', w ho paid all 
the t:xpt;>nse of ;;tarti ug nnd running t he ~chool for fi ,-c yl'ars. ami at the end of that 
time pn•seuted it to the ~OvE>rnment. In this country Law renee at Cambridge, Van 
Hem;lSd at•r :\t Tro~-, Sheffield at New H a•en , Rtevens a t Hoboken, Boynton, Wash· 
!.urn ami Salisbury at ' Vnrcester, Rose at TeJTe Haute, Case a t Clen~lancl and many 
otlwr~ haYO sairl in tones which m nny genera tions will hear what they t hink ?f. the 
Y:tllll' and importa nce of tcclmical education, a.nd ha•e m ade the State the reclpJent 
allllliL•t the nurse of their bounty. . 

I n thl' city 1>1' Ulasgow, noth ing impresses a tra•eler more amid all its teenuug 
industril's than two m onuments . one of g reat height and majesty to J ohn Knox, 
tlw nt.lll'r a. simple tahlt;>t in the wall of the cathl'd r:tl to t.he mem ory of George 
Hnilt·,· who fmtntled nnosectarian sd tnols aml lil>mr il's fur the op<>ratinl <.:lasses. 

* Pre:sitlent Eliut. 
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The city of Terre Haute will cherish none of her treasures longer than the memory 
of her princely benefactor; but her choicest heritage is the inalienable right to put 
upon his monument with a change of name the inscription which can be read at 
the grave of Copernicus in Warschau: 

TO CHAUNCEY RoSE, OUR FELLOW CITIZEN. 

President Thompson's inaugural being concluded, President Collett called upon 
Dr. Barnabas C. Hobbs, a former member of the Board of Managers, and now a 
trustee of the State Normal School, who thus responded: 

DR. HOBBS's' REMARKS. 

About eight years ago I became personally acquainted with Chauncey Rose by 
accepting an invitation to make his house my home, while attending a State Edu
cational Association. During a breakf~t conversation my bachelor host stated that 
his friends had been advising him to get a wife, and turning to me said, jocoselr., 
"What do you think about it?" I answered that" Men sometimes had an unwnt
ten history, and until I knew his I did not think it well to give him any advice." 
He thoughtfull;r remarked," You areright, sir, I have an unwritten history." 

I saw from hiS manner he had sympathies the world knew not of, and that he was 
not an enemy to woman. Sometime after this on the occasion of another visit, he 
told me how anxious he was to use the means at his disposal in a way that would 
do the most good. He had been a successful business man, and everything he had 
undertaken seemed to have been a success. He asked me what I thought he had 
best do. I told him that I thought no investment would pay better than one paying 
the expenses of deserving young women in the Normal School. Women had a hard 
time in finding profitable employments, and teaching was exactly suited to their 
condition in life. He was pleased with the suggestion and authorized me to select 
one dozen, then fourteen, then he increased the number to twenty. William A. 
Jones, President of the State Normal School, was my aid. ·we chose, chiefly, such 
as promised well but were not able to complete the course without aid. 

In time I suggested to him the desirability of securing a building for a boarding 
house, which with furnishing would not cost more than $20,000, and giving an 
endowment of $100,000, in aid of .deserving young ladies who could not pay their 
way. He acceded to the :proposition on condition that the State should pay one
half the cost of the building, and authorized the Board of Trustees to say that 
much to the Governor and State Legislature in their next report. It turned out 
that no official notice was taken of this proposition, unless it was a paragraph in . 
the Governor's message. He became disgusted with their lack of appreciation and 
his mind underwent a change. 

When I next saw him he told me he had lost faith in public officers and politicians. 
Changes in parties imperiled finances and he did not want to leave his money in 
the control of State authorities or trustees. H e preferred private incorporations 
who are empowered with self-perpetuity. He had been thinking much about busi
ness men who are good workmen, but can not prepare their estimates, drawings 
and specifications and have to be runrung to lawyers and architects. If he could · 
do something for them he would like to do so. I informed him wM.t he wanted 
was a polytechnic school. I had visited several in the East, and espP.Cially one at 
Worcester, Mass., which gave a full and complete scientific training ·,o boys, prac
tically fitting them for business men ; and if he desired me I would write to Prof. 
Thompson for some reports which would give him a correct idea of the purpose 
and working of such an institution. After examination of these his mind fully 
settled ou the endowment of a polytechnic school and on the erection of a build
ing. His will was then made, specifying his bequest, which he read to me. I think 
very likely J osephus Collett, the presiding officer of the Board, whose head is ever 
full of practical ideas, had also a leading part in formulating his thoughts and 
purposes. 

A Board of Trustees was chosen, a Constitution and By-Laws drawn up, an 
organization completed and a seal approved and ordered to be made, Chauncey 
Rose being President of the Board. An occurrence created no little amusement 
when it was discovered that nearly all the Board were bachelors. We must not, 
~owever, reflect on them. I well remember finding a very worthy old gentleman 
m England, who had never been married, in a good comfortable home with a h ired 
housekeeper. I deprecated his lot in a conversation with an estimable lady. "Oh," 
she said, " I presume he is not to blame for it." Our fortunes are not all alike in 
~•fe . The poet Whittier tells us of the sweet little girl who hated to go above him 
!n the spelling class at school, over whose beautiful form the grass has been grow
mg for more than forty years. No, do not reflect upon bachelors. How do we 
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know lmt tha t 1110re of thelU a re preparing to make further entlowlllent bequests 
to J ~>lytechnic schools. 

At tlH~ suggestion of Chauncey Rose, w hile I was in New E ngln.nd, I was requested 
to inquire of P rof. Tlwmp;;on f ill· some talented l'.tullt>n t who ha<l passctl under his 
t rai ning nml who had ;;kill and fitness for such a place. \VI1en that result was 
aln10st achie\'etl there was a suspension of operations by the death of Chauncey 
l.to~e. 

\ .Yhcn nn advance movem C'nt was resumed , I w as a~,.,·ecablr surprised to find 
that, like Miles Htawlish's courtship, the Doartl instca<l of taking !.he ma n P resident 
Tho1npso11 h:ttl rt>uonunewled took the Prcsident hitnst•l f, anti it now so turns out 
thnt we h:w e for the Rosu Polyteuhnic Inst itute !.he kad i11g cduuator in technical 
;;uiullt'< ' in America to :.;-i,·e it ran k :unong the Lest in tl1e world. 

I <lcsire l>l' f'ore I c lose to ;;ay t hat we ought not to stop in this ente rprise where 
we an·. The g-irl s need polytechnic ;;chooli; as well a~ the boys. Tht')' nee< I to ,know 
lull\' to cook suientifica.l ly. '!'here is scienWic tn.<; t.e :1.1Hl methotl in gnoll vent ilation, 
lle:ttm·ss. H ealth :tlHl :;eiencu n.re co-ordina tes or a ~ystenl . E Yery girl should 
know how to cut ami 111ake her own d re;;;;es. l !Hlel•<l, I <[Ut'sl.ion whether n. young 
lad y should bo a llowe<l to marry if she could not stallll n. s uccessful exmninn.tion on 
lh <'HO su lljeet.<; . 

Yon m:ty ha,·e seen a n otice of some French l:ulics w hn had lately been inspect
ing ;;ehool:; in Anwr ica, a11<l h:ul IJCL'II at Vas.-;ar a111l in<Iuired of tho young ladies 
what a th ·nlion they ga ,·e to t·ooldng, a 111l hou:;l'keepiug- . and cu ttinp; and making. 
" None," was their answer, " ··we hanl dom estic;; to do s uch i hiug·s." The visitors 
la ng h<·ll outrigh t at the a bsurdity of yotmg housewives fi UJit>rintctHling cooking, 
lumsPkeepin:.;- all([ seam;;tresse;; when they are tulttC<gmintcd with tho work they at·e 
tloiug . 

Ll:'t us hope a.ntl look for tho day wl1cn our g irls will bo :tble wi::;ely anti intelli· 
~en tl .v to attend to the kitehen anti houselwlll interest;; an<l to eut a nd m ake their 
own •h·esses. \ Vc need professional scientific schools for gi rls ns well as for the 
I.Joys for tht> comp!t•tt-ness of an educational system. 

Aftur musie l>y !.he orchestra, Rev. l\fr. Grof t pronounced the ben edic Lion and the 
audience dispersed. 

IV. 

INAUGURAL ADDREss BY PRESIDENT HoMER T. FuLLER, PH. D. 
" THE P JU:SENT PLACE AND 'W ORK OF' TECH NICAL S CHOOL S. ·X· 

The t<ochnical school , as w e now know it, is the ou tgrowth of modern civilization, 
especiall y llf modern invention and wide·~prC'nd co1upctit ion. Let us briefly note 
t hu beg-inning!; :tl \11 the prog-ress of its work. U p to the pn~seHt cen t ury, except for 
m ilitary purposes, in no l'idlized country has the re been speci:tl, sy::;tema tic public 
t rain in)!; for hu~in ess or t he arts. Great puLlic wor ks iuvoh·ing stern conflict with 
the forces of n at ure were not attetulJted. The firs t military seh oul , the famous 
Ecol·~ Polytechni(!IH~ at Pttri;;, was established in 17!J:j, It cmbnwed in its plan 
:;< Hncthin.!..\· of ddc eonstrnction. Napoleon said it was the hen t ha t lai<l him golden 
<'1-!:f..:H. Tho <' ni?;ineers it trained h rwe fC'w laurels f rom lhe common historian, but 
they brid~ed for t lwir si re m any a mighty ri,·er , <tntl roLbcd the Alp;; of their ter· 
ror (or soldier and ei,·ilian. 

T F.CHNICAT" SCH OOLS IN F R ANCE. 

SehooiR of arts and trades in France were founlletl hut a little later-at Chalons 
in 1 ~02, at A ngers in 18 11, an(l a third at .Aix in H!4.3. These train foremen and 
skillful workmen , m:l.Ster-Hnishl'r:;, founders, blacksmiths and machinist.~ . Pupils 
are :ulmitted at Hi yea r;;, after a comuw n school education. They work seven and 
n ha lf hour>; in t lw shop. and fi~c and a ha lf hours Llaily in classes and in drawing. 
•· Tho chief alh aniage of the:;e school;; is not their direct intluence on labor , but 
they sen ·e ns s ta.nda rlls of comparison. They supply good o~erseers, but t he theo· 
reticn.l s tud ies art;~ not sufficient to form skillful engineers ." H ence, in 1829, ~as 
established t he cclebra.tetl Ecole Centmle. or higher techn ical school in Pa ris wluch 
t•duca tcs Png im·ers and superintendents of m achine shops and nwnufactories .. It 
hw; coHrse,; on m C'clmn ics, ch·il engin('ering, chemistry, metallurgy and a rclutec· 
t ure , CO\'ering three ye:n~, and its re<lui;;ites for ltdmissiou include the eleu1ents of 

*An I uaugural A<hlress by H om c>r T. Fuller , Ph. D. , P rincipal of the \ Vorc;:ester 
Free Institute. June ~~. 18~:3. vVorccster , l\In::;s. E. C. Stone, vriuter ancl pubhsber, 
Hlti:J, 1'1'· 17. 
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physical science, and mathematics through descriptive and analytical geometry. 
Other technical and many apprentice schools, with shops for wood and iron work, 
exist in Paris, and other cities of France, and there is an increasing demand for 
them. Paris alone has one hundred art schools free to both residents and foreigners. 

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS IN GERMANY. 

Germany has eight polytechnic schools of the high grade of the Ecole Centrale. 
The courses are four years in length, and the preparation, Greek being omitted, 
corresponds very nearly with the attainments made in our better .American colleges 
at the end of the sophomore year. .Austria has seven such schools, Switzerland one, 
and Italy three, each of them instructing from six hundred to one thousand stu
dents. At Berlin will be opened in October next a new building for the Polytechnic 
of that city, which is the largest and finest single school edifice in the world. It 
will easily accommodate four thousand students, and has a separate chemical lab
oratory where four hundred and twenty can practice at once. These buildings, 
with furnishings, will cost two millions of dollars. 

The oldest technical school in Germany was founded at Augsburg about 1806, and 
the Bavarian system of which it forms a part is r egarded as more symmetrical and 
complete than that of any other European nation, unless we except Italy, which has 
adopted substantially the Bavarian method. It provides technical instruction in 
two grades of schools. After a preparatory course, which includes Latin, French 
and English, and mathematics through a part of analytical geometry, the young 
man enters an indU8tria.l school, where he has higher mathematics, physical sci
ence, with practice in laboratory, English and French, drawing and des1gning for 
two years. If he chooses the mechanical department, he has shop practice at the 
vise and bench, and a limited amount of machine work nine hours weekly. There 
are four such industrial schools in that small kingdom, and the graduate from them 
can then enter the Polytechnic at Munich, and pursue for four years longer, theo
retically and experimentally, the etudies of the department he has chosen. 

INDUSTRJ.AL SCHOOLS IN EUROPE. 

Industrial and ilcientific schools of a lower grade are in all the central states ot 
Europe, numerous and varied in character. Germany has three mining schools, 
four of forestry, others for ~eneral agriculture, for grape culture, for weavin~ and 
dyeing, and for theoretical mstruction in almost every kind of trade and busmess. 
These are mainly supported by the state or city, and are open to citizens and 
strangers upon payment of merely nominal fees. Besides those schools which 
provide regular and continuous courses of study for the young, there are opened 
from November to March winter schools for laborers and other persons. These are 
sometimes day schools, sometimes evening schools, according to the occupations of 
the people and the time they can devote to study. In some regions there are many 
distinct and separate industrial schools, as in the vicinity of Frankfort-on-the-Main, 
where, within a radius of thirty miles, may be counted nearly a score of them. In 
large commercial cities instruction in a great variety of subjects is given under the 
same roof. Hamburg, for example, has a scientific and trade school, whose r ooms 
are occupied constantly from 8 o'clock A.M., till 10 P.M. Eighty teachers give 
instruction to several thqusand pupils of all ages from twelve to SlXty years. No 
one there thinks himself too old to study. NobOdy is too proud to confess ignorance 
and avow thirst for knowledge. 

INCREASE OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS IN GERMANY. 

Without being able to give exact statistics, I am quite sure that the provision for 
instruction and· for appliances in technical work has increased in Germany more 
than twofold in the last fifteen years. What bas been the result of this scheme of 
almost universal industrial training? Chiefly, the direct and enormous development 
of manufactures. Fifteen years ago England manufactured cotton; woolen and 
other goods very largely for German trade ; to-day Germany imports cotton from 
the United States, and sells the product at a profit in the streets of Birmingham and 
Manchester , of New York and Worcester. Fifteen years ago Nottingham, England, 
made cotton gloves, hosiery and coarse laces for the world ; within five years, so I 
atp. told , twelve of the largest firms of Nottingham have moved their machinery and 
fixtu:es to Chemnitz in Saxony, and have found that the skilled, educated labor of 
that mlaud, mountain city was much more profitable to them than any they could 
empl<;>y in sea-girt England, even though the multitudes of the latter were almost 
starvmgfor lack of work. This same Chemnitz exports larger values to this country 
~nually than any other European city, with, perhaps, four or five exceptions. It 
as ~ .population not greatl;r aboYe that of our own city, but in it, with the best 

provJsJon for general educat10n, are three distinct higher technical schools, and two 
ART-VOL 4--47 
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tra•lf' schools, all of such l'ffic iency aml celebrity as t o att ract the attention of tech
nologists t hroughout the world. 

llWCSTRIAL SCHOOLS I N RUSSI A. 

Other states of Europe haYe l1een following t he example of t hose already men
t ionE-d . Hnssia has had fnr .H·nr~ t wo g-reat mecha nical schools, one of them at 
Moscow, a n im meuse l'staulisllulent. cond ucted on thC' plan of our own school, and 
she is n ow orgaui:t.in::: appn·nt i<:P sc- hools. anol othPr leehnical schools of an inter
mediate grade. f; wo ·dcn . Denmark, H olland and Delgi tun ha~e schools scarcely 
infl'r ior . nay, in sn111C' r eganls su per ior, to tlwse of <Jerrnauy aJHl F rance, while 
Hpa.in a nol l'ort uga I , t hough far behiml, have entered the Jis t to contest the prizes of 
ci d e inolust•·y. 

CAUSES WHICH LJo: J) TO THE B RITISH SCIESTIFIC AS D TECH NICAL l'OM~IISSIONS. 

There is 110 doubt t hat receut iutemational exposi tions hy t he opportunities 
affo rded of the comparb on of: fabrics l•r•,·e haol a consillerahle infl uE>nce in impress
ing, if 11ot detl'n nining, the Ynlue of speeia ll'tluca.tion for industria l pursuits. Prof. 
Rouleaux of Bt•rlin went home from Sydn ey to r E-port that. certain German fabrics 
wt•re often i nferior in qna lity. H is people needed better mnchinery, a nd more skill 
:uul ('are in lll:mnfactnn', and , lwginning at home, he iush;ted on practice as au 
i111por l:.'l.nt elcmt•nt, of i nstrnl'tion i n nwdmn icnl enginl'Nin~ . At Paris, in 1818, the 
English eom JJJissiont•rs found tl 1a t e ,·e11 in woolen and worstctl \\"Ork the English 
hall failed to maintain tl ll'ir former Ruperiot·ity , nnol w hl' n they discoYored, a little 
later , that tlw ir 0\\'11 )lig-irm• was !:tkl'n o~er to Belgium nnd \\TOught into stE'el and 
m achinery mon ' satisfadorily than it could be done at home, pm·liament mo>ed for 
a royal technica l collllllis.~ ion t o ino1u ire into the causes :m ol reJue<l ies. This com
mission eut C'rc<l npon its w ork in Aug-ust, 1881. They haYe Yisited most of the best 
t l'chn ica l f'chools on the continent, a nd haYO repor teol t hat in lnrgely incren.sed and 
i n1pro~ed fa('ilitil's fo r t<>ehnicnl educa.t ion alone lay hope of resuscitat.ing the wan
ing indnst.rial fortunes of the king<lom. :i\Ieanwhile, priYatP enterprise ditl not wait 
for t l1e tanl_y nc tion of ~-::n•at oHicial l>ouies. Since fn·e years ago, a single iudi~idual 
has foull(kd and pa rtly endowed the l\Iason Science College nt Birmingham, at a 
('OSt of nea rly h a lf :t million doll:•rs. A n e\\' tE'chnical school a t Bradford has 
been hnilt bp mhscript ion. Older school:; a t .i\[anclwster , Dristol, ShC'ffield and Leeds 
h:we heen put on hl'ttl'r footing. U ni,·crsity and K ing':; Colleges in Loudon, with 
laboratories and worl<shops, are g i dng· their attention largely to sc ient ific antl tech
nical work. Notting-ha m is cnnno>r t ing its nni,·ers ity in to a place for similar train
ing, am! <.'n •n old nnd nri:;tocmtic Eton. h er etofore in tensely d assical and more the 
school of t ho n obi li ty than a lmost any other in England, has created a scientific 
course of ~Ludy an(l built \\'Orkshops w here its stmlents may lear n and practice a 
Yar iety of t l':l<ll'S. In Lon<lon dnring the lnst tweh·e months two t echnical schools, 
one qn itc new, haxC' erecte•l eoJn lnodions buildings, and the t rn.de companies of the 
ei ty Jmn ' in add it ion su hseriuetl $10U,OOO for the current annual expenses of these 
aml other pro,·ineial scl•ools. These fnc ts show the tr end of t he t imes abroad. Did 
time permit I m ight men t ion olht'rs " ·hieh I har-e k nown or ,-er ified by personal 
oi.Jsen ·ation . I n the inten·al of three years between m y t wo Yisits, and careful 
st ml ies of Enropean R('hools of a lmost evC'ry grade , there has been ~ery marked 
prog ress in technical and in<lust.rinl t raining . E ngland h as doubled its outlay for 
th is purpo.·e within that hrief time, and no one " ·hu h as not been ou the gt·ound has 
any allPquatc concept ion of t he intense interest now t aken thm·e in this form of 
C'1lncation. 

It is no exagg-erat ion to say that th is subject is j ust now the foremost educational 
topic of the work! , :tLJ(l that those states or colllmnnities that fifteen, or ten, or even 
fh·e yea rs agv did the beRt w ork t.hen demanded, and rested t here, h a-ve seen, or\l'ill 
soon see , ot her nat ions and c ities outst ripping them if they do not k eep pace with 
thC' ach ·ance. * 

* ~-

*How much in our o \\·n ronn ta-r ll a.; hepn done since this Institute began its 
w ork may ht• Sl'Cn f ron t thl' da tes of organ izat ion of t.he following schools, and the 
a moun t of fund~ cvntribntC'<l to each by pr ivate li bemlity. 

S!E'YC'ns Inst itute of Tedmolngy, l loboken . N. J . . . . .... . . .. . . . 18'il , $650,000 
Millt•r ~l'lwnl. DatesYillt•. Ya... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1878, 1, 000,000 
T< m' Jlt· :--;e it<nti fie School, Philmh•lph ia ... · . . . . .... ... .. ... . .... 1872, 1, 000,000 
l'anll'l' SeiE>ntific Dl•pnrtment. Lafaydtt• Col i. . Jo:a ~tnn. J>a . .. . . 1873, 500, 000 
J ohn C. Ci n ·Pn·s f-.:ehool of Sc iencl', Princeton . ~- J . . ... .... .. 1873, o~er 400,000 
Cast• Fkhool nf .AppliC'ol Science, Cleveland. 0.. ... . . . .... . ... . 1881, 1, 250,000 
Rose Pol,\'h'<' hnie I nsti tu te . Tt•JTL' H:mtC'. I no!. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 188~, owr 500,000 

Th ese ar C' ouly a. few of (.he whole nuntl >~ 'r that might he 1nent ioned. 
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THE DEMAND FOR HIGH CLASS TECHNICAL TRAINING. 

2. The second consideration worthy of special note is that technical schools are 
coming more and more to be relied on to meet the demand for intelligent and skilled 
labor and superintendence. It is true both in Europe and this country. The busi
ness men of this land long ago found it to their advantage to employ in manufac
tures, mining, engineering and allied pursuits men who were trained in the 
principles of these sciences. And since our own schools failed to meet the demands, 
we have imported men or sent our sons abroad to be educated. For some of our 
finest public works we are indebted to the training of foreign technical schools. 
Mr. Ellet, who built the first wire suspension bridge in this country, over the Schuyl
kill at Philadelphia, and who first spanned Niagara, studied in Paris, and the elder 
Roebling, the architect of the Niagara railway bridge, and designer of the stupen
dous structure, just completed, which swings multitudes high over the masts and 
sails of crowded shipping between Brooklyn and New York, was a graduate of the 
Berlin Polytechnic. In September last the head of the Technical School in Brad
ford, England, said to me, "I have just lost my most valuable assistant. He has 
been enticed away to a mill in Philadelphia." Indeed, in a single manufactory in 
this city of Worcester, there are employed, in important work requiring great skill, 
four men who are graduates of foreign technical schools. The same is true of 
chemists and engineers, and experts in many others of our manufacturing centres. 

AMERICA MUST SUPPLY THE AMERICAN DEMAND. 

What, my friends, is the logic of these facts? Our corporations and private firms 
find this technical training valuable, yes, indispensable. Not even now do our own 
schools, for all forms of work, and especially for the higher grades, nearly meet 
the demand. Shall we continue to draw from the schools of Europe? We can not 
many of us send our sons thither to be educated. If we could, it were still doubt
ful policy. Shall we let our children grow up idle and unintelligent, and hire 
aliens to do our best work? Then we invite supplanters. For those who do most 
skillful work will sooner or later own the cap1tal. The most of us hereabouts 
believe in the protection of American industry. But that phrase, "American 
industry," is susceptible of more than one interpretation. Does it mean a simple 
advantage to the capital invested in our industries? But, what if a fortune be 
accumulated in one generation, only to be squandered in the next? What avails 
it if our children have money, and fail to learn its value and its best u se? Or, does 
the protection. of American industry mean special advantage to the present genera
tion of laborers? But what is the advantage in the end, if children are not trained · 
to habits of industry, are not fitted to succeed the fathers? If our own sons are 
not as well equipped as those of foreign birth and culture, they will eventually lose 
in the race, and be despoiled of their rightful heritage. It is but simple justice to 
our own that we give tnem the best possible preparation for the work of the future. 
The interests of capital and labor in the long run are not separable. Protection to 
one is protection to the other. But protection in the broadest sense should mean 
protection to the American boy, and we should be ashamed to confess that he can
not be educated "in most of the principles and applications of modern science, as 
well at home as anywhere else in the world. 

We in this country cannot slavishly imitate foreign systems of education. We 
must create or adapt our systems to our people and' to the industries we would fos
ter. We need a variety of schools to su1t the widely varying demands of business, 
the diverse interests of different sections of the country, and the tastes and capaci
ties of those who must receive instruction. But we greatly mistake, if we think 
we are well enough off as we are, if we suppose that our smartness is sufficient for 
all things, if we imagine that nothing is to be learned from those who for scores of 
years have been doing substantially what we have just begun to do. 

* * * * * * * 
GENERAL CULTURE AN ESSENTIAL OF illGH CLASS TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

!'inally, we do not forget that the work of a school like this must seek to unite 
~1th special training the utmost possible general culture. We cannot in this land, 
1D harmony with rE!publican principles or consistently with the attainment of the 
purpose of technical training, divorce general culture and practical skill. Either 
alo~e tends to narrowness. The one ends in mechanical repetition; the other, in 
vap!d talk or empty speculation. The testimony, not only of educatorsz but also of 
engt~eers , is emphatic on this point. Says Dr. R. W. Raymond, eaitor of the 
E~gmeering and Mining Journal, "the more one observes of the careers of men 
auuut him and the more one wrestles with the difficulties of one's own, the more 
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profound becomes thf' convic·tion that a young man makes a g n •at mistc'lke "'hO, 
IJc·eanse he is going to !:c'lke a technical education in engineering, deliberately decides 
that lw will not have any general culture to begin on," and in a recent address 
bt·fore the American Inst itute of lliiniug E ngineer:;, President Holley had this 
u tterance : " It i~ us .. less to clis~ui:;c the fact that tht· want, not of high schola rship, 
but of liberal and geru ·ral !.!d ucation, i,; to-cl:1 .'· the greatest of nll embarrassments 
\\'hich the major it.\· of t•nginePring t•xperts and managpr~ t'JlCou nter." 

H ow much of th is <·ulturc· sha ll pr<?ceclP the techn ica l course, or just how much 
sha ll be incorpornll'rl in it, is a question which m ust from time to time require a 
,·a r.dng answer. '\Vt• must haYe enough in tht• com·sp, or before it, to make the 
nwst of the mnn , ePltninly t•nough in the cour:w to s<-cure a steady .and healthy 
int <·llcctual and 11tor:ll g ro\\' lh . Tht·ntmosplit·n• of these row us shonlu he one, not 
o f conknt, hut of' aspin:tion. and the impu l::t• to Immel am! generous thinking, to 
hit.;"h :rltainments in st·it·JH'C and the nrts. nnd. alJO\'l' a ll , to a pure and noble <..:hris
ti:ru Ji,·i ug. he ~o :;t mng that it sha ll a l>itle tu the em l of Lhe days of every one who 
graduate:; f rom these halls . 



APPENDIX Y. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING IN INDUSTRIAL PURSUITS. 

I. Introduction. 
II. Report on Technical Industrial Education with accompanying papers, made 

by Dr. w .·T. Barnard, Assistant to the President, to Mr. Robert Garrett, 
President of the Baltimore and Ohio'Railroad Company. 
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APPENDIX Y. 
ON TECHNICAL TRAINING IN INDUSTRIAL PURSUITS. 

I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

This Appendix comprises a large part of the important and com
prehensive report, made in 1886, by the late Dr. W. T. Barnard, 
recently deceased, {1895), to President Garrett, of the B. & 0. R. R. 
Company. Dr. Barnard, was, at that time, connected with this 
company as "Assistant to the President," and it was primarily with 
the purpose of inducing the establishment of a Technical School, at 
Mt. Clare, near Baltimore, Maryland, in connection with the works 

· of the company there situated, in which a corps of intelligent and 
skilledRailwaymechanics,engineers, and employees, could be trained, 
that the preparation of this admirable paper, with the accompany
ing " Exhib1ts," showing the value of definite technical t raining m 
all industrial pursuits, was undertaken. Unfortunately, owing to 
changes in the personnel of the officials of the B. and 0. Company, 
with the retirement of Mr. Garrett from the Presidency, this exper
imental school, begun under such favoring conditions, had but a 
brief existence, comprising only two short years of active operation. 
The account of the origin and work of this pioneer school is to be 
found in Chapter V. of the present volume of this Report. (See ante 
pages 129-170.) A concise statement concerning the labor expended 
in the preparation of Dr. Barnard's report is there given. As the 
outcome of careful study, by competent authorities, of European 
and American institutions and experiments in the direction of Tech
nical Industrial Education and Training, this report will be found 
of value to those interested in investigating the industrial and edu
cational tendencies of the present age. 

The few words prefaced to the report by Dr. Barnard, show that 
he looked upon · 1t as relating to the whole subject of Technical 
Education in all Industrial Pu~suits; and by no means as limited 
merely to Railway interests. It is because of this wide embracing 
survey of Technological Educational activity, that so much of this 
very interesting and valuable report finds place here. 

At the possible risk of some little repetition, the notices of a few 
~uropean institutions, which may have found place in other papers 
m some of the various Appendices to this Report; as well as the 
?oncise statements of a few leading Technological Schools, as given 
m the t ext, or "Exhibits," of Dr. Barnard's rel?ort, are retained. 
The number of similar high grade polytechnic mstitutions in the 
United States is not as yet so large as to render us indifferent to what 
other countries, our industrial competitors, may be doing jn the mat
ter of providing for the higher technical training of their people. 
Accounts of a number of European Industrial Art Training Schools 
are included in the Appendices to Part III. of this Report. 
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The view taken by Dr. Barnard, of the relation which the Johns 
H opkins University might, and as he contends should, bear to the 
free public schools of t he City ;-namely: to be the head and crown 
of the City's system of free public education,-and the direct influ
mtce tltis institution of higher learning could, if it should so elect, 
so happily exert upon the industrial training of the people, is some
what 11ovel as well as most suggestive. 

In showing that the great fortune of J ohns H opkins was invested 
in the B. & 0. R. R. Co. and that so large a portion of the income 
of tho Ullivorsity comes from that com1)any, he traces a connection 
lJetween the Uuiversity and the B. & 0. R. R. company, which, in 
his opinion, ju~tifies his remarks : and is, he thinks, sufficient to 
tunply justify the authorities of the University in initiating practical 
elementary tech nological t raining for the graduates of the public 
schools of Baltimore, on a large scale.* 

If this university should enter on this field and undertake this 
great work, without in any degree lessening its present activit;y in 
the higher work of original research and initiation, in which lies the 
lleculiar province of a University as differenced from other educa
tioHal institutions,- it would do more, t han in any other possible 
way, for popularizing higher education; by awakening the interest 
of the veople, as a whole, in an institution, whose beneficence was 
not linn ted to a narrow and special class; but which, like a life-giving 
Sun, shed its light and warmth on a world of workers. 

In his comments upon contemporary conditions in the City of 
Baltimore, aml on the rapid loss of certain of the former industries 
and sources of prosperity of the City, and in his illustrations showing 
how some other communities have succeeded in retaining and improv
ing ol<l, or in creating new sources of industrial prosperity there is, 
in Dr. Barna.nl's method of marshalliug his statistics, much of sig
Jli .ficance. One of the most striking points made is the showing of 
tho very small number of persons, as compared with the entire popula
tion of the city of Baltimore, who can possibly be trained, annually, 
in auy }lmcLieal industrial and technological knowledge; even if all 
the faci itios of the City Manual Training School, The Day and Night 
classes of The Maryland Institute, The McDonough School, aud the 
present facilities for higher technical training in the Laboratories 
and lecture roo ms of tho J ohns Hopkins University, should be availed 
of to their utmo. ·t capacity. This feature of his references to local mat
ters in Baltimore has led me, contrary t o my first intention, to retain 
this part of tho report because, it is only by the study of such com
parative statistics as applied to the populat ion in our American towns 
aud cities, that we can come to any r ealizing cor11prehension of the 
appalling lack of opportunities existing in the United States, for 
tho thorough training of American youth in any form of technical, 
or artistic, industries. Such facts emphasize the importance of 
iutroduciug in all our public schools, so much of elementary train
ing in Drawing, and Industries, as may be found possible. 

As is somewhat unusual with theor etical writers on educational 
t opics, Dr. Barnard, and his co-adjutors, were brought in immediate 
contact ''"ith a large population , whose working members were 

·*The subsequent transferring of the funus of the Uni>ersity from the B. & O. 
R. R ~ecurities to otltt•r forms of inYestment, renders these particular argume~ts 
irn•l<_, ,·;m t. hut in nowise tliminishes the force of his suggestions as to the desJr
~tl..ole relations of the University to the City school system. 
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ougaged in a special industry; and thus were made aware, by per
f;onal observation, of their educational deficiencies and needs. The 
.wcount as ~ven of the low estimate in which even the most elemen
tary educatiOn was held among these settlements of B. & 0. R. R. 
employees, and of the causes of this indifference, is very striking. 
(See a.nte, Chapter V.) 

This experience gave to Dr. Barnard a fuller r ealization, than is 
possessed by many even of the professional advocates of Manual 
Training, of the pressing need that exists for the immediate extension 
of elementary industrial and technical training among the children 

·of the people. He writes with the earnestness of enthusiasm, the 
soberness of conviction, and the confidence of knowledge. 

The importance of the detailed statements of the advantages that 
would accrue to the Rail Roads, if t hey could command the aid of 
educated and skilled workers in every department of their f!ervice, 
which were indeed especially suited to the purpose of this particular 
report,-designed to convince the President and Directors of a great 
Rail Road corporation, of the wisdom and expediency of establishing 
a technical training school for the Apprentices of the Road,-is not 
confined t o any single Corporation or Industry; Mutatis mutandis, 
the arguments are equally valid when applied to any industries or 
under~akings where skill is n.eeded; to a~y emp~oyers of wor)rme~ in 
factonesi or to any town or City corporatiOn, whiCh ·has pubhc bmld
ings, brictges, and highways, to provide and 0are for. The doctrine 
of the conser vation of force is all-embracing in its application, and 
the resources and energies of a corpor ation, or a community, are 
to be husbanded as carefully and expended as judiciously, as those 
of an individual; and this can only be done by men of trained and 
skilled experience. 

Although these words about Dr. Barnard's report are written in 
June, 1895,-nine years later than the publication of that report, 
still it is believed t hat the ratio of the number of Institutions afford
ing opportunities for technical industrial t raining, tothewhole pop
ulation of the country, remains, owing to the increase of population, 
about as it was when Dr. Barnard wrote; and, therefore, bis lessons, 
comments, and suggestions, are as ap_plicable to present conditions 
and as worthy of consideration by all interested m the educational 
prosperity of the people, as when first published. 

However, the natural inference from the above st atement, namely: 
that there had been no progress·in the development and extension of 
opportunities for Technical Industrial Training, or in the interest 
taken by the public in such educational methods, would be mislead
ing; for there has undoubtedly been in many communities, since that 
report was written, a steady growth of that ~ublic opinion which 
demands the putting of Manual Training, and Training in Domestic 
Industries, in the higher grades; while there is a very general demand, 
growing with each year, that "Drawing, as a r equired study," 
shall be taught, in some of its forms, in each and all grades of the 
Public Schools. 

Nor would it be proper in even the most cursor y account of the 
present condition of Technical Industrial E ducation in the United 

. ~tates, to omit t o state that, during the nine years that have elapsed 
smce the publication of this r eport by Dr. Barnard, three admirable 
and fully equipped Industrial and Technical Institutions of high 
grade, founded by liber al individual Philanthropists in different 
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cities, have been opened to th e public. These are : The Pratt Insti
tu te, ?f Brooklyu1 opened in 1oo7; The Drexel Iustitute, o~ Phila
J elplna, opened m D ecember, 1891, and The Armour I nst1tute, of 
ChiGago, opened in 1894. * 

VnJuulJle as arc these institution s, regarded as a.n addition t o the 
(•d ucational facilities of the p eople, and desirable as has been the 
g rowing publiG interest iu the introduction of elementary industrial 
and artistic tmiuiug in the publi c sch ools, i t would be a g rave mis
take to couclmle th at, sinGe so much has been accomplish ed, there is 
no furt11er lleed for m1xiety.- " Eterna.l vigilanGe is the price," not 
ouly uf "Liberty" lmt a.lso of Progress; and, with our ever increas
itlg popubtion awl auuual swarms of untaught children besieging 
the sdwol room doors, the u eed for that form of training for which 
Dr. Bamnrd pleads, is as pressing to day as when he wrote.-In fact, 
with eaeh passing year, i t b ecom es ever m ore prP-ssing; because 
In vuntio11S and Scientific Discovel"ies advance with such rap id strides 
that uGGupations l.Jecomc useless almost before they can be a cquired. 
Dr. Banmr(l, h as called attention to the fact that in the shops of the 
older R. R. companies, the old patterns aml models, so rapidly become 
olJ'iold e that this item alone, is a source of expense and a cause of 
in feriority. This is equally true in man y oth er manufacturing and 
m eGltn.niGa.l lndnstries. 

The marvellous developments of the myriad applications of elec
tricity ereate ever new dem ands for skill; while the many new 
indu~tries. evoked by discoveries in scieuce, make like demands. 
The only hope fur tho com ing nwe of workers lies in the prevalence 
of more t hol·ough scien tifi c and technical training, to g ive to mens 
mi tHls, su eh breadth and quickness of comprehension; ~mel to their 
llaiHls, snch skill of mauipulation; as will suffice to enable them 
r l'adily tu atlapt themselves t o the new and ever changing conditions. 
To compuse m achines from their scattered machin e-made members 
and parts, and to manrtge and direct the operations of machines, 
ill ~tcatl of tl1 c making uf tools, or objects, by hand; would seem to 
be the coming ewployment of the majority of skilled workers in 
th o ucar future. For su ch <lnties, a higher degree of skill, a greater 
grn.sp of miml is requisite, than when, as not l01w f>ince, t he whole 
working life of many a n artizan was passed in making, or polishing, 
the same si11gle unrelated part of a m achine, or the portion of a 
tool; such, for example, as the of t quoted instance of the employ
m eut of numbers of workers in the grinding of t he point of a needle. 
In tlli s day of electric m otors and of bicycles,-an era as pregnant 
w it.h change as was tlw.t of the introduction of steam, and which like 
tl1at, will eompel many antl far-reaching changes in industries, and 
the Greating <Jf numberless n ew mechanical contrivances;-the fol
lowing arg uments urged b y Dr. Barnard, both for t he elementary 
aml advance<l tec]mical training of the people, appeal wit h aclcled 
f01·ce. 

" TIH' two first will ue fouutl fully lle::;cribcd in t he preceding •·olnmc of this 
Ro:port. (See Part III. , pages ·!-!8-GOD.) Tho ··.Anuou1· Institute " was founded too 
recen tly to lint! place in the hotly of either Part III or I V. of this Rt>port; ~ince th.e 
page:; arc sten·ot_qJed as soon as proof read. A concist· account of thi~ new insti
tution is, IHn,·en•r, gi>cn in the fina l Appendix to Part III. .As the authorship an.d 
compilation of the m aterial of these ,·olumes, and the author"s proof reading, IS 
wlwll~· the " ·ork of a :;ingle person, t here is, of necessity, a considerable lapse of 
t iml' bl't·wlo'l'll tht· first pag-e of Chapter I. a nti the fiual page of the Index of the large 
volumes which make up tlli:; R.:port.-1. E. C. 
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BALTIMORE Ao.~D OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY. 

SERVICE REPORT ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R. SERVICE. * 

By DB. W. T. BARNARD, AssiSTANT TO T BII PBESIDBNT. 

Mr. ROBERT GARRETT, 
BALTIMORE, October 1st, 1886. 

President Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company. 
SIR: June 7th, 1881, the General Counsel of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Com

pany invited your attention to a scholarly and thoughtful address on technical 
education, delivered )Jefore the Maryland Institute, June 4th, by Hon. S. Teackle 
Wallis, and, referring especially to so much thereof as related to the establishment 
in Baltimore of a technical school for scientific and mechanical instruction, Mr. 
Cowen said: 

I have always thought that the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company did not have enough of edu
cated talent in its service1 and that, among its artisans and mechanics, there should be more soientitlo 
knowledge than can now oe found in our various departments. 

It strikes me that there is no one in the city so much interested in theestablishmentof such a school 
as Mr. Wallis indicates in connection with the Maryland I nstitute as the Balt-imore & Ohio Railroad 
Company. 

I presume you have a hundred or more apprentices at Mount Clare, and have thousands of artisans 
along your entire road, who should ha..-e received a first-class education at some technologicalschool1 who bave neverreceived any such education at any place of instruction, and have simply an empirical 
knowledge gained from practical work. 

As Mr. Wallis justly says, the " practical man," so called, has had his day, and is fast going to the 
wall under the law of t-he "survival of the fittest." 

On all mechanical subjects there is au amount of learning which can be obtained from schools, and 
cannot be obtained in any other way, and beyond question the Railroad Company should endeavor to 
avail itself of the class of men who hM·e had this early training. 

There is no way in which this coul<l be so well done as by having a competent technological school 
in the city, tho students of which could be taken into onr service from time to time, and' would cer
tainly elevate it very much by tho application of the learning derived from skilled instructors. 

I wish you would look at the subject, both as an officer ana a citi~en, and see whether thero is any 
way iu which you can aid in the establishment of such a place of instruction for the deserving arti
sans nod mechanics of the city. 

NO RECORD OF EARLIER CONSIDERATION OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR B. & 0, 
EMPLOYES. 

A careful search amongst the voluminous records of this Company fails to show 
that the necessity for a· higher standard of qualifications for its operatives had, 
before this communication, found official expression, even if it had engaged the 
attention of the Company's officers. Indeed, technical education in mechanic ar ts 
had then but slightly attracted public attention in this country, except !~ally and 
as the result of endowed institutions for combined scientific and manual training, 
such as the schools at Worcester, Troy, Boston, Hoboken, et al.; this notwithstand
ing the fact that, as early as July 2d, 1862, Congress-contemplating especially the 
promotion of practical education of the producing classes-had made liberal grants 
of land to the several States in aid of the establishment of schools for scientific 
instruction in agriculture .and mechanical pursuits. 

*This pamphlet r eport was printed with the following preface. 

PREFACE. 

The solicitations of several prominent citizens of Daltimore, earnestly interested in its welfare, and 
of other friends specially concerned in t he de-<elopment of our American railroad system, who, after 
examinin l> th., manuscript of this report, believed that the data therein contained would materially 
aud benenciaHy affect the educational work of Baltimore and of our rail wars generally, have deter
mmed me to give these pages a wider circulation than merely among the offiCials of the :fialtimore and 
Ohio Railroad Company, for whose information they were primarily written. 

I n doing this I should much prefer r e-arranging t his data, so that the publication m ight show no 
relation whatever to the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, but other demands upon my time 
P.reveut this r evision. Though, for this reason, m aterial collected for my own purposes and dednc
tlOna therefrom are em bodied in an official r eport, it is to be distinctly understood that no one but the 
writer stands committed to the statements or views therein contained; the responsibility for which 
he, as a private citizen, solely accepts . 

W. T. BARNARD. 
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V IUI':-PHESIDENT GARRETT CALLS FOR SPECIAL I~VESTIGATION A~D REPORT UPON 
'fH E PRACTICADfLITY Or' 'fEUH=" lCALLY EDUCATING H. R. EMPLOYES. 

Some time subsequently you requested me to make th is subject-thus forcibly 
urou~ht tu your noticc-une of SjJecial investigation and recommendation. lllv 
ti11tc l,dng then wholly occupied in organizing the Relief Association, I was not 
a i,Ju, at tho nwment. tu giYe it more than cun;ury a nd casual con~ideru.tion, except 
as tusotne SJit•cial pointsupon "·hich reports were, frow time to time, rendered-e. g., 
upon tlJL' tJ eccssity for a laboratory for te:;tiug raw and manufactured materials 
us .. d i11 cotsstructiun , asul fur exper imental work in engineering and in mechanical 
physics-resulting in the estnHishment of the chemical aud physical laboratory at 
l\lt. <Jia re. l\It•anwhiltJ our pt·esent Vice-President, l\Ir. Samuel Spencer, having 
lX!tJn assigned tu t l•c Llin;>ction of the physical operations of the service, was enabled 
to correct mnny (ami to favorably influence other) practices which were opera ting 
deiri menta l!_,- tll the Company's interests ; so that there seemed to be no special 
urgenc-y for this re}!urt. 

Hin!·lJ rl:'tiring from the executive management of the Relief .Association I have, 
ns p ress or othc•· engagements perwitteLl, given the subject of technical education 
I ~ lTS HELATI0::-1 '1'0 l!AILW.\Y SERVlCE "the special iJIVel>l'igat'ion ctncl St1tdy" you 
n ·qHL·stcd, ami herewith submit, as briefly as its importance permits, the results of 
my Jal>urs. 

EST..\l.!LISIHIE:-IT OF TEUHNICAL CLASS INSTRUCTJO)I OF APPRENTI CES AT MT. CLARE. 

Also. at nn L'nrli!•r date, taking adv<mtage of the erection of a new passenger-car 
shop at 1\lt. Clnrc, I recommended that sufficient space be included in its outbuild
ings tu ~en·e temporarily as class-rooms for the theoretical instruction of appren· 
t iccs, and, llttYing been so pro,·itled, those rooms are now u tilized for the Employes' 
Circulating Library, and for iustructing classes of apprentices in accordance with 
thl' program announccu in your Executive Order No. (i , of January 15th, 1885, 
lwretu nppemled [Exhibit A], which was designed to be initiator y of the plan of 
instmctiun recollllllentleLl in this report. 

JUWOLU'l'ION IN TlUDE HELATIONS CAUSED DY TECHNOLOGICAl. EDUCATION. 

At the threshohl of an inquiry into the statu s of technical education a t the pres
ent da_,., the in,·estif.{ator will be astonished no less at the magnitude of the subject 
than a t the ruYolution it ha.<; caused in t he trade 1·elatiom; between competing sec
t iom; of the snme. ami between dilfereut, countritJ:;; alway:; in favot· of those util
izing its clticient aitl. 

IN'fEI~ES'r TAKEN 1::-1 IT JN ENGLAND, GERMANY, ETC. 

One has on ly to peruse. in the leading English and Continental newspapers and 
perio!lica ls, the leg;islatiYe debates, governmental , municipal and trade reports 
aud editorial:; on this subject, constantly published, to r ealize the overshadowing 
importance which, in Europe, is now attacheLl to technical instruction, not only by 
llmnuf;lduring ami eummcrcial interests directly affected by it, but perhaps to a 
g rc•ater degree 1 •Y the foremost statesmen and political economists of the day; as 
w itlws:; the writing-s of such noted authorities as PI·ofessors Huxle.v, Ayrton, Siemens, 
Kennedy, Sully, et al., the Lleuates in Parliament, anti the attempts of PI·ince Bis
lllarck, of Gcr JUany, of Lord Salisbury and other English treasury officials, to solve, 
through its ageney, the great so<.:ial problems affecting the ma~se:; of their densely 
populated countries. 

CHARACTER 01>' INYESTIGATION I NTO STATUS OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION. 

In onkr to acquire such thorough knO\dedge of what has been, and is being, done 
in th is Jield ns would enable me to make intelligently the recommendations called 
for. it l •l'<'<tllll! nec('ssary to stmly antJxtensh·e literature, and also, by inspection of 
hou1c a nc I fo reig-n schools. uy personal i1n-estigation among the principals and work
llleu of those acc.-ssible rorporations anti firms enforcing techn ical instruction o_f a 
praetieal chnractl:'r. nntl b_,- witnes.~ing their methorls of applying it , to deter!Dme 
its L'('<)llOillie n •sult><. In this wOl·k I was ably assisted by Messrs. C. W. Scn~mer 
and U. 1'. l'oiL·r , who, upon the inauguration of class instruction for apprentices, 
Wl're appuinted in::;lnwtor::; at l\It. Cla1·o. 
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INSTITUTIONS FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN AMERICA INVESTIGATED. 

The principal schools and places visited and inspected in the performance of this 
duty were: Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N. J.; Massachuset~ Institute of Technol
ogy. Boston, Mass.; Worcester Free Institute, Worcester, Mass.; Columbia Colle~e, 
N. y .; Cooper Union, N. Y.; Philadelphia Manual Training School, Philadelphia; 
Spring Garden Institute, Philadelphia ; Chicago Manual Training School, Chicago; 
:Maryland Institute, Baltimore ; Baltimore Manual Training School, Baltimore. 

INSTITUTIONS FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN EUROPE INVESTIGATED. 

Abroad, at London, the Central Institution of City and Guilds of London Institute, 
Finsbury College, Young Men's Polytechnic Institute and the Birbeck Institute; at 
Manchester, Mather & Platt's Workshop School, OweD,.S College and the Manchester 
Technical School; at Oldham, the School of Science and .Art ; at Leeds, Yorkshire 
College ; at Newcastle, the Elswick School of Science, connected with the extensive 
works of Sir William Armstrong & Co.; at Bradford, the Bradford Technical Col
leo-e: at Nottingham, the University Colle~e and the People's College; at Glasgow, 
tl~ College of Science and Art, Allan Glen s Institution and .Anderson's College ; at 
Edinburgh, the Science and .Art Museum; at Crewe, the Scit>n9e School of the Lon
don & Northwestern Railway Company; at Paris, the School of Am·and Trades; 
at Nuremberg, the Royal Industrial School; at Munich, the Royal Industrial School 
and the Polytechnic School ; at Zurich, the Polytechnic School ; at Mulhouse, the 
Ti:ades School, the Professional School and the School for Spinners and Weavers. 

BASIS ON WHICH RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS HEREIN CONTAINED WERE 
REACHED. 

It is therefore to be understood that the recommendations herein contained for 
the application of technical instruction to our own service are founded on careful 
investigation and study of technical institutions at home and abroad. Recognizing 
that a more forcible and conclusive presentation of such a complex subject would 
be secured by the citation of pertinent fac~ and conclusions reported by or drawn 
from the experience of those who, by reason of special training, study or unusual 
facilities of observation, are acknowledged to be competent authority on the subject, 
rather than by advancing personal views, I have, in·the preparation of this paper, 
freely used parliamentary and U. S. Governmental repom, and other authontative 
publications on technical instruction. 

VITAL IMPORTANCE OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION TO GENERAL INDUSTRIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL INTERESTS. 

Our researches-which, it will be noticed, have compassed a broad field-have so 
impressed me with the vital importance of technical education, not only to the B. & 
0. Company, but to other industrial and commercial inwres~ of Baltimore, and the 
United States in general, and with the almost universal ignorance of its potency 
displayed by those in our community whom it would most beneficially affect, that I 
have deemed it a duty to collate the salient results of our labors into a form that 
may possibly exert a favorable influence upon other interests besides that in whose 
behalf those labors were undertaken. To do this effectively such a report must take 
a much wider range than was originally contemplated, and even then the magni
~de of the subject is such that it can only be considered a sketch; but it is hoped 

. tts matter will compensate those interested in ·the subject for i~ length : the uninter
ested would not peruse a less elaborate statement. 

CHARACTER AND SCOPE OF THIS REPORT. 

For obvious reasons this report is divided into, first, a sketch of the effects of 
~hnical education in Europe ; second, a review of its progress and present status 
m the United States; the third part will show the need of more thorough and 
eBxtended technical instruction in Baltimore ; the fourth, the advantages which the 

· & 0. Company, in common with other railway interests, would derive from a 
thorough system of this character ; and the fifth offers a program for )naugurating 
systematic technical instruction in our service. 
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EFFECTS (H' TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION I N EUROPE. 

TECI!KI <.:AL EDG<.:ATIO)I FORCED I:o(TO PRO)ll:o(EJS"CE, IN EUROPE, BY TRADE 
CO)!PETITION. 

In Europe the IH'cessity of technical r<lucation for indust r ial laborers, felt and 
freely acknowled~ed many years ng-o, "·as fon·ed into prominence t hrough the 
irwn·asir~g ri\'alr.'· hetwPen manu facturers and other producers competing with like 
arta.:h.!s m the samr markets. ln on.J.er to counterbalance the ad>antages some 
1'111-(age<l in a g-i,·en industry enjoyed through the possession of cheaper raw mate
ria l, laL01:, prestig-e ()r fa,·orahle situatioo. t lwir competit01·s of foreign-and e>en of 
1 he samc-JJationa lit.v were compelled to look to impro>ed methods of manufactme 
or production for nhilit~- lo hold their own. and were thus brought to realize that 
P1lucate1l IaLor nnd technical skill "·ere the soundest elements with which to defend 
themsehes in trade com petition. in thnt they proruote excellence of execution, 
iJJ,·en ti>eness, enterprise, and all the qualities r equir ed to successfully conduct pro
;..;-ressiYe industries. 

NATTONAL TECHNOLOGII'AL EDUCATION IN EUROPE. 

Under this prc·ssm·e pi'Otlucers antlma.nufncturers, t hrough their guilds and other 
nssoeiations, \\'(']'e soon able to exert an influence upon their go\'enuuents which has 
rPsultC'd in I'YPry European nation 's making g reater or less proYision for public 
irulust.rial education: until at this t ime not only England. France, Germany, Aus
t ria, 1;wiLzt·rlantl. Holland aJHl Italy , uut all the minor Continental States, have 
tl1c•ir gov<·rn!Jientnl S<"hools for bot.lr elementary and high er technica l instruction ; and 
C'\·en Russia-so fa r behind n,ll othl'r nations of E urope in elementary education
has fonncl it necessm·~- . in order to maintain her h ome indush·ies, to make quite 
lihC'ral prcn-ision for the maintenance of mechanical and manufactur ing schools, 
ancl has establ ished L\\'o grent Imperial technical institutes-one at St. P etersburg 
and tlw ntlwr at l\Iosco\\'- which are classed as amongst the finest in Ew·ope in 
poi nt of Pqnipment anrl ample means. The encouragenwnt which tha.t government 
is gh·ing· industrial education ]JaS been supplt>meuled uy lhe action of leading Rus
sian railroads, which haYe es!K1.blished schools for their people at their principal 
works. 

ELEMENTARY SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION I N FRANCE. 

While in Fra.nce will be found the best examples of wha t may be termed higher 
elPJnentary schools . in which the children of artisans, small shopkeepers, etc., are 
alfonh•d opportunitic•s of obtaining an education which i~ technical in so far as 
t h<•i r studies nre s peeia lly <1 irected to\\'ards the r et1nirem ents of commerce, mechan
ical or manufacturing industries, and while in nearly all t he modern French 
st'IJOols-of which tha t at Rheims may he taken as the llest type- the laboratories 
for h•ach ing practical cht'lllistry. and th•' equipment of other special departments 
which t C'aeh the technology of the trades forming the staple industries of their 
n ·spectivt• tlistrids, lea,·e nothing to he tlesired. it is in Germany and Switzerland 
tlrat the nwwmt•nt for industrial education has attained its highest development. 

OllSElWATIONS OF THE BRITISH ROYAL COMMISSIONEHS ON THE EFFECTS OF SCIEN· 
TIFI<' THAINliS"G lN JNDUSTlUAL ARTS IX OEH~IANY AND SWITZERLAND. 

In th<' h1tter country th<' British Royal Commissioners found the value of its 
technical schools-the beneficial result~ of which were elsewhere more or less prob
lt·matical- dbtinctly illustrated in the marked impro>ement of manufactures; in 
the elc•\'ation of the protlucing classes: in the diminution of cr im e ; in the popu
larization of education, aurl, genC'rally, exercising a most. important influence upon 
Llw nation·~ intlustri(•s a nd welfare. In summarizing the r esults of their itwestlga· 
t in11s in Germany, they remark that the con>iction is un h·ersa I among the German 
pPople that thl'y can oulr meet the co1npetition of their riYals in other countries by 
I raining- thC'ir worklnC'n in taste and skill. and that the prosperity of their indus· 
tril's will innc•nsc• on ly in proportion as they keep up the efficiency of their s_chools 
a!J(l spread Ut{'ir intluence muong- the workers themselYes. In support of tlus con
t·lnsion. ('xtt•ndetl inqn ir~· shO\\'S that Gen uany and SwitzC'rland, E'.specially, ~re 
filling; up with technological nnd polytechnic schools, many of them of a •ery h~gh 
slarHlanl of inslrnt'tion aml nsefuln<'s.~ . The polytechnic institute at Zunch 
I Exhihil· Bl ma~- hp !' itecl as illn~tratiYE' of this class of !'>c.hools, which aim t? c~m
f,ine lhPorptit·al :n1<l applierl instruction in all branches of industry where sc1entdic 
knowlt•d;..;-c a rHl skill in applying it are tlesirablc. So successfully has this plan been 
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worked out at Zurich that students from all parts of the world seek admiBSion to 
its institute; and, referring to "it, the British Commissioners say they had opportu
nity of judging of the advantages which it· has bestowed, not only upon Switzer
land, but also upon Germany, by the number of thoroughly trained scientific men 
it has educated who are now holding important positions in various industrial estab
lishments which they visited. A similar institution is that at Munich. [Exhibit C.] 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF TEOHNOLOGIC.A.L SCHOOLS DESCRIRED. 

Tt-e direct and indirect effects of technological schools upon the industries of their 
respective countries were, immediately upon their establishment, felt to be bene
ficial in the highest degree. Their graduates were eagerly sought out to fill impor
tant and responsible positions in manufacturing and commercial establishments, 
many of which had sustained serious losses through the i!Plorance and consequent 
bad management of administrative officers ; and this inqmry soon far exceeded the 
supply. As the result of this appreciation of, and demand for, skilled laborers and 
supervisors, many enterprising corporations, and even private firms, engaged in 
manufacturing and other industries dependent for tneir successful operation and 
development upon intelligent direction and skilled labor, i·1~ividually organized 
scientific schools and training classes in connection with their works. Some of 
these private schools excel most governmental and. municipal institutions of sin;illar 
character in enterprise, progressiveness and immediate practical results. 

DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION AMONG PRIVATE FIRMS AND 
CORPORATIONS. 

The conductors of many of them claim that the best 'results are obtained where 
intimate relationship between the school and the actual works!10p is maintained, 
thereby facilitating the adaptation of theoretical training to the needs of the pupils 
and the character of the work on which they are engaged. As illustrative of this 
method of combining practical and theoretical education, I cite the schools in suc
cessful operation at the mammoth works of Sir William Armstrong at Elswick; at 
the great works of the London and Northwestern Railway Company at Crewe 
(where more than 9000 men are employed and 600 apprentices and young journey
men attend the evening classes); and that at the works of Messrs. Mather & Platt, 
extensive iron manufacturers at Manchester. These are but examples of a large 
class of schools conducted in connection with manufacturing establishments which 
follow this system of education, and it is reported that a large additional number of 
corporations and firms, encouraged by the increased profits realized by those who 
have adopted it, are arranging to inaugurate similar instruction at their works. 

TESTIMONY AS TO WHAT TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION HAS ACCOMPLISHED. 

As the foregoing statements may contain somewhat startling propositions to those 
who have given the subject slight consideration only, it may be well to cite from 
authentic testimony as to what technical education has accomplished. 

AT CREFELD, PRUSSIA, FOR ITS SILK INDUSTRY. 

Crefeld, Prussia, a city of about 80,000 inhabitants, relies almost entirely upon the 
silk industry for its support, and its revenue therefrom amounts to more than 
£4,200,000 (over $20,000,000) annually. Its leading merchants and manufacturers 
unhesitatin~ly affirm that this great industry is very largely dependent for its suc
cess on the mfluence of their technical school, which is one of the best of its kind. 
!n all Europe. They declare that, among other benefits resulting from the school, 
It raises the tone and increases the knowledge of rising manufacturers and fore
~en, and by spreading technical education broadcast among industrious and ambi
tious artisans, very materially widens the field from which successful managers 
and specialists may be chosen. 

AT MULHOUSE, GERMANY, FOR TEXTILE MANUFACTURES. 

Mulhouse, Germany, affords another illustration of the fact that an industry may 
lar~ely depend upon technical education. Its leading manufacturer& claim that 
the1r textile museum, by its facilities for education, has exerted a most important 
and beneficial influence upon the leading industry of the district, some even going 
so fa~ as to say that the trade could not in any degree prosper without t he influence 
of th1s museum. Its principal citizens say that the town owes its great prosperity 
to the commercial and scientific knowledge principally acquired by its artisans in 
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t•·chnological insti tutions, anrl to the commendable public spirit and enterprise of 
its cit i;.:(•ns in promoting general technical education among a ll classes; also that 
tit is action has exercist'cl a marked influence in suppressing trade jealousies, which 
han· a lmost t·ntirely tlisappeared from this community . 

AT VElt\"JERS, DELOlU)f, l~ MAINTAINING ITS PRE-EMINE NCE IN CERTAIN 
MANUFACTURES. 

Testimony to the sa me t'fft'ct is gi t en by employers a t Verviers, Belgium. They 
<:!a im that t<><·hnieal ctlucation is a great help to its industries. Their competition 
\\' ith ollu:r localit ies iH n ·r.\· sharp, and the P resident of its Chamber of Commerce 
has lml.licly testifi t•d tha t their chief hope in maintaining pre-e iJlinence as spinners 
an1l n1a nufnC'tun•rs rests on the super iority and not on the cheapnesil of their pro· 
d udions. This co1nnnmity has felt none of the evils of the late labor troubles in 
Bclgiuw. 

AT CHEMNITZ, SAXONY, F OR ITS T EXTILE l\IAl''IU FAOTURES. 

Chemnit7.. :Saxony, is another ci ty that freely acknowledges the benefi ts r esulting 
from h-chnieal education. The British Royal Comm issioners declare t hat to the 
( :helllnit;.: wt•:tYin;; ~chool should be credited the •al'iety and excellence of the textile 
manufacture:; of the district. The zeal of the inhabitants of Chenmit z for tech
nical l'dncation \\'ill be apprecia ted when it is stated that up to 1883 they had 
eontrihntetl (r\ er $·1-10.000 for the suppor t of their industria l schools. In their con
w r:;ations with managers ami foremen there, t he Commissioners were informed 
that t l1c illlportanceof technical education was c,·erywhereaclmowleclged in Saxony. 
One of its larp;cst l'lll ployers srLi(l tha t the influence of the schools upon the indus
tries o( :Saxon.'·· hy increasing t he intellig-ence and skill of the artisan class, could 
not be too highly estimated. [Ex hibit D.J 

EFFEG1'S OF TECH ::\ ICAL E DIJCATION .\T ROUBAIX, FRANCE. 

In Uw city of Roubaix. France, ()Onsiderable attention has been given to technical 
('(hwation . l\Ir. M. Ca rlos Dela.ttre-a member of a com mission appointed by the 
l\Jayor to in•estiga te its effect on the industries of the to" ·n-sttid that during the 
ten yea rs their technical wea•ing and dyeing school had been in Ot)eration, great 
progT<:'>t~ had been uwde in the dyeing industry ; tha t in e,·ery establishment where 
tlu· t:ons of employers . foremen and workmen attP.nded the classes, good results 
followe<! ; thnt in the rlye-,vorks man y of the young m en ca.n now make their own 
prepara tions: that there isles.~ twefl of supe1·vision ; t hat economy in production 
has resnltt-d from attendance a.t t he school ; and that fe1cer 111 islcd>cs have been 
m all", and ?liMe ·reliable all(l e,(Jlcieut tco1·k has resulted from its teachings. 

TRAl:o<JN(I SCHOOL F OR MARINE ENGINE ERS AT AMSTER DAM. 

The train in~ school for marine engineers a t Amsterdam was estai.Jlished by private 
en tPrprist•, in conseqm•nce of the g reat need for skilled engineers in its merchant 
na,·y . Owing to tho ig-norance and incompetence of the men who had charge of 
thf' machinerr of their •essels, shipowners of Amsterdam sufferecl grievous losses, 
until lhl')' fi nall.'· tl t'citled to found a. school for training men to take proper care of 
tlll'ir "'ll-amers. The orig inators of this school gladly t estify to its economic •alue. 
(:Second Report of Royal Com. , Vol. I. , p. 112.) 

!MPROYE MENT 1::-1 FRENCH INDUSTRIES THROUGH TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

FranC'e lm~, of late years, been par t icularly active in making provisions for tech· 
nical etlnca.tion. An iru portan t rt'port on the wool industry of France states that 
so great haYO i>eeu the 1uechanical improYemen ts during recent years that since 
l ti!i'i the cost of wool-combing has fallen off 25 pet· cent. ; that since 1851 the cost of 
spinning has decreasrcl more than half, while during t he same period the wages of 
s pinners and piecers ha•e increa~ed 40 per cen t. The repor t, after stating that the 
im pron•ment in weaving has been still greater . says: "In 1851 the goods were 
itTl'gnl:n· nml imperfect, while as early as 1878 they had almost attained perfection, 
with half the manipulation and double the wages paid to the workwen." 

E FFECTS OF E DUCATING COLLIERY FOitEniEN AND ENGINE ERS. 

It is co1nmon1~- acknmYledged h)' the proprietors a nd managers of mines that 
.nnmg nwn who ha n• been educate<! in technological schools heat their boilers bet· 
t•·r allll with h··'·' <'Ool than do the other workmen, a nd that their scientific k~owl· 
L·dgL' enabll•:; thl'lll t v e:-;capc mall y accident.~ ami to avoid stoppage of rnachwet'Y 
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and 1·epairs. They are therefore very much sought after as firemen, and command 
higher wages than common firemen, because their services are more valuable to their 
employers. The Royal Commissioners mention the fact that several of the princi
pal colliery firms of Europe have organized mining schools in ·connection with 
their works, and so convinced are the rest of the Continental colliery p:J;oprietors 
of the beneficial effects of this character of education that like schools are being 
generally established in the coal districts. 

SUPERIORITY OF GERMANY IN E.NGINEERING CONSTRUCTION DUE TO TECHNICA,L 
KNOWLEDGE OF HER MECHANICS. 

The generally recognized superiority of German artisans in the constru0tion of 
roofs and bridges, both as to cost of construction, safety and durability, is to be 
attributed to the superior technical knowledge of her mechanics, which enables 
them to secure the necessary stability with the least consumption of materials and 
the minimum expenditure of labor. 

DEPRESSION OF ENGLISH WOOLEN MANUFACTURES DUE TO SUPERIOR TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION OF RIVALS. 

Colllparing the worsted industries of France and England, the British Industrial 
Comlllissioners admit that France has far surpassed Great Britain in the manufac
ture of woolen goods. They say that while-English depression in the woolen trade 
has been attributed to two causes-viz.: the greater cheapness of labor in compet
ing r.ountries, as represented by longer hours and lower wages, and the superior 
technical education of their foreign rivals-the cheapness of labor had very little 
to do with the depression, the real difference being found in the superior training 
and skill of the workmen of foreign nations, together with some minor local advan
tages on the side of the French manufacturers. They also say that since the estab
lishment of a technical school at Bradford, equipped with various departments, 
qualified teachers, and the best obtainable apparatus and machinery for teaching 
designing, weaving and dyeing, the result has been that British all-wool goods of 
several varieties are taking their stand in English and foreign markets in open com
'petit.ion with those French and German goods which, but four years ago, seemed to 
enjoy almost a monopoly of public favor, and that, as a consequence, Bradford 
manufacturers are now operating as profitably as their rivals in any country. 
[Exhibit E.] 

INFLUENCE OF TECHNICAL TRAINING UPON THE MANUFACTURES OF NOTTINGHAM 
AND BELFAST. 

The manufacturers of Nottingham are unanimous and emphatic in their testi
mony as to the important influence of technical training upon their industries. 
They say that without this training some of their art-productions could scarcely 
have come into existence. The linen manufacturers of Belfast acknowledge that 
their ability to compete successfully with foreign nations in the more artistic pro
ductions depends on the higher training of their employes. _ 

EFFECTS OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL TRAINING ON CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES. 

The beneficial results of high scientific and technical training on the chemical
color. beet-root sugar and alkali industries are especially noted by the Royal Com
missioners. (See Rept., Vol. I, pp. 222-9.) They say that the beet-root sugar manu
facture, which is a great source of wealth to Holland and yields large profits to firms 
engaged in that business, often dividends of 100 per cent, is a striking illustration 
of the rise and successful operation of a most important industry, depending UJ!On 
the intelligent application of the scientific principles of engineering and chemistry. 

SKILLED WORKMEN IMPROVE METHODS OF MANUFACTURE AND INCREASE PROFITS. 

The firms and corporations of Euro-pe that have been foremost in securing skilled 
workmen have been most successful m their enterprises. As a result of improved 
methods of manufacture and new discoveries made by their trained employes, large 
profits are often realized by such employers. 

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS PROMOTE SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION AND METHODS. 

In short, it is the testimony of all who have studied the subject that technical 
schoob, when rightly directed, give wonderful impulses to industrial pursuits by 
promoting scientific investigation and methods. Athough at first this influence 
affects only those who attend the classes, it soon w.~es itself felt thro-ughout the 

ART-VOL.4-48 
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(•Jtlire body of workmen of the connnunity to whic h the school belongs, and the 
itHTl·ascli interest in scientific subjects on the part of employes, thus de"eloped, 
in t urn reacts to the pecuniary adntntage of their elllployt>rs ; because mechanics 
\\' ho have been trainPd in the scientific principles tha t underlie t heir handicrafts 
are then·b.'· enabh,d to uu<lerstan1l the techn ical puulications affecting- their trades, 
anti to utilize ne \\' ill\·cntiuns and improYed methods of work; while men unedu
caLl'<l in tl11• nu linH•nb, of scil ·nc!e igno re such sourct•s of knowledge and, quite nat
urally . oppo~e all improvt,II H'nt,; as innO\·ations ca lculated to work injury to the 
laboring- classes. (.;nit i ,·at<' a. la boring man 's intelligence to a. puint where it recog
n i;ws intpn•,·< ·llll'llls an<l comprehl'tHis their nature ; his opposition ceases, and he 
will hintst•lf likdy innmt impron,!d processes, w hich will inure to his employer 's 
uenl'lit. 

TilE DEl:ADg:\('E ( W TilE SILK I NDUSTRY IN LYONS D UE TO RETE::'<TION OF THE 
VLI>·F.\ SH IV:\ ED METHODS OF' MANUFACTURE. 

The t.ruth of th is is C'xe mplified in the history of the rival silk industries of Lyons 
a.nd :;wit:.wrl:md. The ski ll of the \\'t>:l.,·ers uf Lyons in the use of hand-looms was 
tna r n•lous. l>n t tltt>)' cumlJi nc!l no intelligence with it, for they hat! no scientific 
train ing-. Tloc·.r clung tenac iou:sly to tho:;e loom s-relics of their ances tors-long 
aft•·r th1· iutrod1wt ion clsl•wherc of power-looms , and the reby ah uost wrecked the 
si lk ind ust ry of Lyons. A leading lnt•rchant of that city, in spe~'\king of this fact, 
n ·cl'IJ!h· s:1id : ··They ha.Ye al l. howeYer . both masters an!lJUen . fallen behind the 
(illli'S ii1 Cll( t•rprisc, clinging tO traditiOns ::t.llll oJd-fashiO!led methOdS, While their 
contpd1tors ha,·c l><.·t·n organi ;dng factories ami t eaching their work people the use 
of the pow<·r-lomn, aml otlwr economic inYentions. Duriug the last ten years 
Lyons has. cnns<·quPntly. lost Yery much of its trade .. , Their enterprising Swiss 
cmnpl·Litors . on the othl•r h:tllll , enga.ged h ighly trnincd teach ers, who brought to 
hea r upon th .. ir w ork tlw sc ientific princip lPs taught in the polytechnic schools 
ro111 w hi•·h th r y g ra!luatctl, nml introdu erd the inventions of which they there 
!'f]llin•d knowledge . As a COJJSefJIH' nce 1he cantons now l:;nrpass Lyons in many 
iml,; of w t•ttYing :md in dyciug, as they do other 1radt> cen tres in >arious industries. 

TECH :--I ICAL EDUCATION ATTRACTS CAPITAL. 

'1\·chn i.-.nl e1lueation has ueeu the m eans of attracting capital not only to specific 
loealitics. hut to 1·1Junt ril•s. Indisputa ble eddence of this is found in Switzerland, 
and n ot:tl>ly in Zurich , t hl• manu facturiug town auoYe citetl. For yem·sa technical 
school has l>l'l'll conductell in this town at g-o,·-ernment PXJWnse, and when recently 
t h l' F!•dera l l '< •unci! was 1lisposed to lessen t he 11sual gr ant for its support, the manu
fnctun ·rs s howetl , hy mHleniahle ('\' i<lence, that this siJ1gle institu tion had in a few 
p·a rs hl'<'ll lht• Jnt•nns of bringing c:apital to t.he country to the extent of millions of 
I><>Unds s l!•rling . · 

TilE IIHI T!Sll HOY.\T. C:OMMISSIOl\ERS TESTI FY TO THE EFFECTS OF SCIENTIFIC 
Kl"VWLJWUE AKI> I TS UENEUAL APPLICATION TO SPECIAL I NDUSTRIES. 

Othl•r and CYen IJlore forcible illustrations of like character might be cited ad 
1·u.fiui/uut, and can ue furnished, if desirable, but they are suustantially coYered by 
the B ritish Royal Commissioners, w ho. in summing up the results of their study 
of th1• dfec ts o f teehuical t>elucation on the continent of Europe lExhibit Fl, say 
that tl a·~· c:an!lOt rc>peaL too of~en how strongly they have ueen impressed witil the 
gelll'r:t) I~ltel)lgt'llCl' !ln<l t t>e.hmcal kt~owledge of the m asters, managers and work· 
1nen of Coutmt·ntal m<lustTw l estauh;;hrnents They have found that both classes, 
ns :~rule. l!O:::~css SOI~ntl and liberal knowledge of the. sciences and principl~ u~n 
":Inch their n~<lnstn~s dep~nll: tha t they are fmuihar w ith e\·cry n ew SCientific 
th scon•JT ai.td 1m·?nt~nn of l!liJlorta nc:c, and can and ~lo apply them to th.e deve!op
ll~l'nt •.•f t·he1r SJX'Cin~ m!lustnes, a!loptmg not only the un1n·oyements and m wntwns 
o( then· own conntn es, hut a lso those of the world a.t large. 

TECH NICAL EDUCATION HAS PASSED ITS EXPEIUi\IENTAL STAGE I N ENGLAND. 

Tlwy further testify tha.t a few ~-ears ago the question of technical education in 
Eng-l:u ul would haYe hecn a tlclmlable one, hut that now no ar"tunent is needed to 
t·on,·itwc English e1nployers of its impurtnnce ; that it has been"tr ied and has given 
the hig-h1·~L satisfaction : tha t in n ea rly all the 15-reat industrial centres-in the 
n.wtropolb, in Glasgow. in Manchester, Lh·erpool , Leeds, Bradford, Sheffield, Not· 
tm:.;-ham. Tiirmit1g-ham, The Potteries. ami else" ·here-more or less flourishing 
school~ uf :science and art, of various grades, together with numerous art and science 
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classes, are to be found in successful operation, and that their inftuence may be 
traced in the improved productions of the localities in which they are placed; in the 
decreased consumption of crude material, and in saving of time required for the 
performance of labor. 

In short, one cannot study the present condition of European nations without 
being thoroughly convinced of the great economic value of scientific training to 
tlu~ir industries, morals, and all that tends to shape the affairs of the world to their 
ad~antage and to the happiness and prosperity of their people. 

TESTIMONY OF PROFESSOR HUXLEY ON THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF SCIENTIFIC 
KNOWLEDGE. 

Further testimony on the economic value of scientific knowledge in connection 
with the staple industries is furnished by the well-known Professor Huxley, ·who, 
answering the question, "What bearing do you consider that superior general cul
tur~ in Germany has upon the industries of Germany?" said: 

Tho bearing of it, if I do not misapprehend the matter, is this: The development of industry under 
its I" escut comlitions is almost entirely the effect either of the application of science, or of the devei
OI""''"t of mechanical processl!o of complexity, requiring a great deal of attention and intelligence to 
•·arrr them out,; and I do not think that I am wrong in supposing that the adv1111ce of industry in all 
coouit riea tlep~nds on emJ?Ioyers b<~ing able to lind to their band t>Sr&ons of sufficient knowledge and 
sulli.-ient flexibilit.y of mmd to be able to turn from doing the thing they have been doing and· to do 
something different, according to the nature of the improvement til at has been made. It is there, I 
apprebena, that the advantage Gf such Fcientiflo training na can he ~ot in those amaU univoreitieo of 
(;c,rmany is manifestecl. Smentific training ia of Infinitely greater Importance In the case of such a 
man th:iu literary training, bacaus& no amount of literary training ever enables a man to understand 
what it is to deal with facts at first bund; it does not conduoo t~ that habit of mind which ia most 
useful to a man in the practical affair& of life. Sclent-lfto trainin~ does conduce to it, though it may 
uut produce it. 

TESTIMONY OF PROFESSOR VON HELMHOLTZ. 

Professor von Helmholtz also points out not only the general advantages, but the 
absolute necessity, of elllploying, as heads of departments, persons conversant with 
the theory of their work, and able, by virtue of their scientific knowledge, to antici
pate results, and to calculate beforehand the quantity and quality of material 
required, as compared with those who, lacking such attainments, are compelled to 
adopt-often at greatly incl'eased cost-the more empirical methods of repeated 
trial. · 

AGENl:Y OF TECH NICAL SCHOOLS IN SUPPLYING TRAINED SPECIALISTS AND DEVEL· 
OPING INDUSTRIAL ARTS. 

In short, it is almost universally testified by the observant that technical schools 
have supplied a long-felt want for trained s_pecialists, who have been, and con
stantly are, the source of unexpected economies ; not alone because, through their 
scientific knowledge, superior training and habits of thought and observation, they 
are able to anticipate results, and to give intelligent direction to their subordinates
inspiring them with interest, and often enthusiasm, in the discharge of their 
duties-but also because, through the util&ation of the latest discoveries of science, 
they improve methods of production, turning out superior articles with marked 
economy. Through the agency of such schools originality has taken the place of 
servile imitation; decaying industries have been revived, and new ones promoted; 
while they have exerted a most marked influence in developing the intelli~ence and 
skill, and consequently in securing the permanent prosperity, of the mdustrial 
classes generally- the people by whom the work of the world is done, and upon 
whom national , no less than corporate and individual, wealth depends-by enabling 
them to develop the sources of wealth peculiar to each country. 

SCIE:-iTIFIC KNOWLEDGE PROMOTES THE WELFARE OF EMPLOYES AS WELL AS OF 
EMPLOYERS. 

Ability on the part of laborers to understand something of the principles that 
underlie their various handicrafts is productive of good results, uot only through 
lessening the cost of _Production, but also in advancing the welfare of the employes 
themselves, by enabhng ell}.ployers to pay better wages for articles of superior work
manship and manufa-eture, from which they derive greater profits. 

EDUCATION PROMOTES INDUSTRY AND THRIFT. 

During its last session, the British Parliament was compelled to take into "serious 
~on.~ideration" the condition of the overcrowded districts of London and other large 
Industrial centres, and the debates in the House of Commons developed an almQ!It 
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unanimous opinion that only through government furnishing, in some form or other, 
additional facilities for indu~trial ellucation l ies the temporal sah·ation of their idle 
population-semi-paupers through laek of knowledge of how to work. While our 
own Gent'ntl Go,·emHl('n t is not parental , in the sense that European Governments 
a rc, OLtr f:i tate and municipal ~;oYermuents do, in theOl·y, Yery nearly approach that 
relationshi p. allll can exercise thei r functions in no more beneficial way than by 
fostering thn indusfl' ial education of thei1· people. 

I n his rq>ort for 1868, the Fn·nch Minister of P ublic Instruction gave testimony 
as to the ntluahlc nesults of technical training as follows : 
~cit! ll ce coutiuut:li illi discovcl"ic:-c, ntH\ O\'t•ry tlny p1nccfi at tho dispo:-la1 of i ndustry new nnd aorvice. 

ahlu ng,·uls; Out in orcl,·r to Ito H/•plit.:il. 1 hose ngcllt!i, which nro ~umctinu~s \'l'I'.Y deHcn.tc nnd sometime8 
\ 't•l',\' powerful, J"CIJiliru tu he ~ldl fully haudletl. 'l ' IJis i~ tl tc rt·nson why, in tho t•rCfi('llt dny, hulnstrial 
pn•~-trt· l'4.M htliO iutiwatt·ly c·oJuwct.t:d with ctlucatiounlt•ro,!!"rc~:;. autl why q ucst.ion~ whiclt it i:$ tho Uut.y 
uf t lu: l JHi,·crsi ty t '' t·xattliuu antl to Holvo Ita vu acCJ uirccl so great :111 i mportaJtC6 as regards the m aleri3.l 
prol'(pl'rify of a untiun. 

A most noteworthy example of the truthfulness of this statement is found in 
Switzerla nd-n. country beautified by Nature with lakes and mountains and a 
cl iumle that has made it the beloved of art ists and poets, but denied por ts, navi
g-ahle ri,·et·s, canals, mines, fertilit_r, or those other natm·al gifts which are the 
usual foundation of the prosperity of other civilized States. Yet from among those 
sltrile rocks there arc yearly exported industrial products not only in excess in value 
of a ll t he importation!; of the cantons (including the two hundred and odd 
millions of fr:wcs' worth of goods wh ich they purchased from France alone), but 
tnore than snllicicnt ah:><1 to cover the tost of internal administration. Industrial 
c•cl ucaHon alone can claim the credit of elen1ting this nation-which in fo rmer 
tim{'s t:ultintted mercenary warfare as its ~;ole occupation-to the first rank in those 
Jtt:UHtfacturing industries requirin~ illllivillual skill and intelligence. 

I cannot 11wre forc ibly close t ins section of my report than by t he following 
quotation f rom t he wor k of the eminent scientist, engineer , builder and educator of 
Ureat Britain, J . Scott Rus~ell , on SY:;TEMATIC TECHNICAL E DUCATION FOR THE 
E!>OLISH PEOPLE, 18G9 : 

I ntay atlfl that. i n t:\·or.r t·nuutr.r who1·o tf'clmic·nl t·ducntion hns tnkeu r(lot t\llcl h:Hl time to benr 
frnit,l nlao /imlnwtnc.4ioua1Jle )lfi)OJ'd of tlJO ra.pi4lity with which iucrensetl iutolligonconn<l e ulargcd 
knowlt·tlgu Uring- im·rca:o)o 111 cmpluyuu·ut nutl l'PIIlllHCration. J.t'rum my persoual UXJ'cri~nc.o, 1 may 
I"':t.Y thnl withiu tht· last tweuty.th·o year~ l h:n·e St'l'll Jar,;o UrnuchN~ of commcrdnl tr·ndo leavooue 
couutry a ud plnnt tlwutst·h· · ·~ in :mother, Uecau:·~u t.ho worl.-ers of tile 011 0 wcro educated and those of 
thn other Hlwt1rwalcd. .A tull ha\"0 warch~tl na1ious t·i~lug: inlo importanco and }lOWer Ly ctlucaUon 
:.ud l1.\' tho ut·tlcr, ol'gnuizat.ion aull ctlicielll'.\" which c•lnt·ntion lm:ottows: au<l other n n.tions lagging 
behind :uul lo~iug t he ir pl:tco hy reasou of tltoir uuwHiinguc~s 1o cducato eit.her t ho higher or Io,ver 
cl:tSijCS uf 1 ht>i r pcuplo. (P. 7G.) 

DEVELOL':UP.NT OF IKDUSTIUAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 

H the results of an educational system cau l•e ascertained front a close inspection of 
thnst· intlustrie~ in which the mass of n. country's population is engaged, and in 
which their lowwledge is clispl:t.rccl by the fru its of their labor, it w ill be found that 
t he uationa l ~y~tem of popular educat ion in the United States fa ils en tirely in 
aecompli!;hing it.~ mission, in ~everal important par t icula rs . 

PUilLIG SCHtiOJ ,S JN A~IEIUCA l<'AlL TO PREPAlm FOI~ INDUSTRIAL PURSUITS. 

For exmnpi(•, in the p ublic schools our youth are, as a r ule, entirely untaught in 
en•n the rudiments of industl"ial occupations, and upon passing from t he school· 
room are genpmlly u tterly incompetent, unassisted, to earn a livelihood in any trade 
or pur~uit requiring manual dexterity. Even our ltiglt schools leave their graduates 
to drift, l>.r accident or unintelligem direction, into <~vocations gener a lly foreign to 
their abilitie:::, and, as a nth·, w ith few cxeeptions, unequ ipped with that character 
of knowlellge or exper tness without which a comfortable living becomes difficult-
promineuce impossible. It is commonly accepted as fact t hat a good elementary 
t'clncation sneh as is afforded by our pu blic-school system g i,'es a child that which 
wi ll carry it well along- in life; hut th i:; is t rue only of agricultural, or at most of 
><parsl:'ly :;ettled districts . and i:s then t rue only w ithin limitations. 

Sl 'IIOOL TltAI NI NU SHOULD liE SUPl'LEMJo;NTgo BY TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE. 

ln t he crowded count ries of Europe, n.ncl in our own Eastern and Midclle States
whl·r .. inlabor ami industria l problems al ready closely approximate those inEurope-:
tiH're is an increasing recognition of the fact that, t hough good school tuitiol:~Js 
ah,·ays important. to be effective it must be supplemented by such techm~l 
lmowk•dge and t raining as will enable the student to survive in the battle for exts· 
km·l•-which b deaclli<'st in tho~e sections where dense populations cause the 
~harpest an• I most active competition. 
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS TURN OUT CONSUMERS, NOT PRODUCERS. 

In other words, the tendency of our public schools is-by elevating pupils above 
their actual.or probab!e ~tations in life, an~ :prompting in them desires and aspira
tions of which there 1S little chance of frwtion- to turn out a large class of con
sumers, who fail utterly of success in the professions and kindred occupations, 
under conditions which, had their efforts been directed to mechanical or other indus
trial pursuits, would have made them efficient producers. Most of the education 
acquired under our common-school system is temporary and only preparatory for 
~uch higher studies as do result in business qualifications ; whereas, to be of imme
diate benefit to the masses, school education should of itself give the graduate an 
earning capacity. S::tys Judge MacArthur, in a recent and interesting treatise on 
popular education: "To graduate one taught to think only, is like sending a ship 
to ~ea in charge of a navigator, without a. single person on board who can under
stand or execute his commands." 

POPULAR EDUCATION SHOULD INCLUDE THE CULTIVATION OF PHYSICAL DEXTERITY. 

Knowledge and mehtal discipline alone do not constitute all of education. To be 
practical and useful to most of those who must earn their own livelihood, education 
must also afford physical dexterity, with special reference to the industrial pursuits 
of life. As the result of this absence of instruction of a practical character, a 
re111arkably small percentage of our public-school graduates in the Middle and in 
the Southern States engage in any kind of manual labor. 

HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS SHOULD COMBINE INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUCTION. 

Recognition of this lack or" utility in our educational system has, of late years, 
become quite general, resulting in variously directed efforts to engraft upon our 
higher-grade institutions industrial and spientific instruction, and the colleges and 
schools whose curricula embrace those subjects which fit our boys and girls to par
ticipate in the practical work of life are now rapidly increasing. There have long 
exi~ted in the United States a certain number of educational institutions wherein 
special attention is given to technical and scientific training in mining, civil and 
mechanical engineering, applied mathematics, physics and the natural sciences, 
which are fully equal to the best of similar schools in Europe. 

COLLEGES WHICH AFFORD ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC INSTRUCTION. 

Among the most prominent of these are the School of Agriculture and Mechan
ical Arts of Cornell University, the School of Mines of Columbia College (N.Y.), 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Lawrence School of Science in con
nection with the Harvard University, the Pardee Schools, the Stevens Institute at 
Hohoken, the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and the Sheffield School at Yale; 
but the high tuition fees charged by these and similar schools make instruction 
therein available only for the wealthier classes. 

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE -BOW TAUGHT IN OUR COLLEGES, ACADEMIES, AND HIGH 
SCHOOLS. 

In addition to those institutions which afford special facilities for advanced 
instruction and original research in science and the mechanic arts, in most of the 
States elementary science is now taught in numerous colleges, academies, and high 
schools. While this instruction, in point of cost and preliminary educational quali
fications, is generally within the reach of the masses, the subjects t.aught and, as a 
rule, the manner of teaching them have but little practical bearing on industrial 
pursuits. However, in the last few years considerable progre~s has been made in 
mtroducing a substantial help to industrial education-that of manual training 
schools-and already their feasibility ar.d desirability as a feature of popular edu
cation have been practically demonstrated Well equipped schools C'f this char
acter are to be found in St. Louis, Chicago, Toledo, Philadelphia, and Boston. 

POPULARITY OF MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOLS. 

The secret of the popularity of this kind of educa'ti.on is to be found in the natural 
and practical combination it makes of intellectual and manual training. Both 
thought and action are developed equally, and the skill acquired at school, together 
With the respect for industrial pursuits there fostered, makes their pupils useful, 
wealth-producing citizens. 
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SUVC:ESS JJEJ>I>NJ>.ENT UPON A TJIOHOUUJ! UNJ>EHSTA::-I J>INU OF OBJECTS FOH WH ICH 
T HE SCHOOL I S INSTITUTED. 

The s uccess of the manual-training schools at Chicago and St. Louis, and most 
other points where inaug-nratecl , has fa r exceeded the sanguine expecta tions of t heir 
originators. That our own Baltimore school, as a ppears by the dissensions in its 
111anag-em1mt, to w hich so much public ity has recen tly been given , h as not been 
c•cpmlly succc•ssful si111ply proYes tha t the objects for which it was instituted, and 
the uwthoc ls Ly which practical technical educat ion is to he accomplished, have not 
been 1111Jt' rstood by those controlling its policy and operations. 

CO~IBINATI ON (W )!f;NTAL A::-ID MANUA l, TftAIN!NO NOT VI SIONARY. 

The results that haYe ah·eatly been achieved elsewhere by kindr ed schools prove 
that l'fTorts to com bine mental and ma nual t ra iuing a re not visiona ry, while the 
libera l pat ronage which such schools, properlyconducted , ha>e uniformly received 
is a utmda ut H idence of the demand that exists for the t raining they afford. But 
thc•sc• schools can each provide for only two or three hundred boys at most, while 
thc•n.J a re thousands more- equally anxious to recei,,e t he same kind of inst ruct ion 
a ucl equa lly meritorious- who are den ied , through lack of facilit il's, their equal 
ri)!;h ts to puhlic mechanical instruction. 

A fuw yE·:u-,.; ap;o t he United Sta tes Commissiont•r of Education r ec1uested anum
hl'r of la r)!;t' and t•xperienced employers of labor , ancl others qua lified to for m reliable 
opinions on the snhject. to exprl'SS thei r views u pon the com para t iYe value of edu
C"akcl aml unecl nca k tl labor in A merica. Ans wprs were receivt~d from many men 
whose acknowledg-ed ability am! experience entitle them to considerat ion as 
authorit ies u pon the subject of this report, and! therefore invite your thoughtful 
pe rusal of the few selected answers printed in Exhibit P . The e\·idence thus 
aceum nla ted lJy Commissioner Eaton shows a very general concurrence on the part 
of our fan;ig-h tetl employers in t he foreign test imony abo,·e ou tlined ; but there 
selc'ms to be far less appreciation in the m inds of our sta tesmen and educators of 
the fact tha t , by m akmg pu blic-school instr uc t ion- w h ich has by elevat ing the 
gl•neral in telligence m easumbly increased t he producti vpne!';s and efficiency of 
labm·-pn~paratory to s pecia l technica l tra ining , t hey w ilt n ot only dir ectly promote 
t he na tion's industl'ie:;, but a lso make genera l education far m ore popular with t he 
masses. 

R EPORT O F li!R. W )L ~lATHER, OF ENGLAND , ON TECH :-IICAT, E DUCATION I N THE 
UNITE D STATES. 

P ursuant to the idea of avoid ing e.:t J>m·te evidence in this r epor t , in further 
analy7. iug thl' state of technica l education in the U nited States, I a m fortunately 
ahlu to a ,·ail of the labors of Mr. William Mather , w ho, as the representative of the 
British Royal Commissioners chaq~ed with an examination into industrial and 
t.c•chnical l•cluca t ion in A nwrica , pattently and exhau sti>ely investigated, not long 
:~:.:o , t he education:t l and industrial ins titutions of the U nited States. Mr. Mather 
is :w nccornpl i~ lwd ex p<'rt in technica l education , and from no h igher sou rce could 
d isinterested and unprejudiced test iwony on t he subject be obtained. Extracts from 
his report a re gi,·en as appendices , and a few of his obser vations upon our educa
t iona l system. peculia rly pert inent , are here 11uoted. 

Says Mr. Mather : 
. lt i:i mncb to ho d oplurotl that in th o Juajority of iu~Ut ntiou :i in ..Aw oric a wlu·ro ~c it•nco is taught 
111 tim nU~tract thc ro nro uo d~p;u·t meuhl ar·r·augntl for $ U Ch tuchuical t raiuiug a s t.·x:ists in SOIUC 1 hav~ 
tlt ·:osc t·ilwtl. 

'l 'l10 d om:uuls made u po n tho!iC' w h ic h gh·o tcclmit·al i ns truction nrt' g reate r t han t.hcy c nu sati~(y. 
'l 'hiM acl·ount:i for tho high fce!i c harge d , autl :d:-to for tile f:lc t that the :ulvautagcs o f s uch tt:clluicnl 
sdwoJa aro iu tho main t•on tiucd to tho l'IO IIS of wealthy mnnn!'uctnn~rs or prOft!ssiona l mc u . . 

A 11 thoso t)\"itlenct..•s o f l-lcic utific: :i ldll (A rnorica n mcchn.nicnl coutrh·auces) s pe ak 'veil for ~he 
mutlwels of edurat ion iu tlw ret·cut pas t , s n far :a ~ it s-oos; hut otlu~r inthton ces, s nc h as · · uecc~SJ ty 
tho w ot ht•r o f iHvtmtiou, '' a 1Ul th1.• pn·acuco iu Amer1c n of fo reigu t'XIH;rt~ , will nccouut. for much of 
tl tc rapid g:r·owth ht the mechauit: ar t !-t, . . 

l t is. uf (':onrs o, in tho moru recen t ~t ructnrcs nncl m o«leru mor.banical appli:l.uccs tbnt the e vidence 
o f sde,utilic truths nutl methw1~ is obsut·,·all lt· . '! 'ho rough-aud-rcady cu n t t•h ·a tJC 't'S of cm·ly ra.ilroa't. 
clo\'dopmcut i tul it;ato cU'igiuality nud " ruotht•r wi t ''; hut in tho was to of material a ud crttdfmess ot 
e l ~o·.;i,l!n may he uotiet•ll tho ahs uuco of tt-clmh:al or ~u:lout i lic trniuiug o n t.ho par·t o f t ho5-1e w h.o con· 
elurt t·d t•:cr emnvo Oll!!' i ll ct•riu~ or me e·hauie·al opc ra t ion:-J iu tho:io dayli. '!'he g radual ditl'u~10H of 
~t'i ,•ll t't \ ~~VI' I' ,\" 11\fl l'kt•l l i n th\.l rat•id ret·o usl ruc tiun, d unu~ receu t yea rs, of tho .qrcat railroac.h• of tb6 
pas t, :uul iu tl10 uow m:ti u line~ . Al:-~o , in ratlway plant ~euet:a ll v 1l1e ol<l iR Ueiug ropJacetl by 
t ho no w, auu lbo laller oxbibils h igb tbcorct ica l l<~~owlt·clgo eumlliue<l w ith )lr·act ical ingen uity . 
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The Americans undoubtedly owe to European engineers the rapid advance they have been able to 

make in th~ir public works. ~he consen-at1o!l of water po~er fo~ the use of the mills at Lowell and 
Lawrence, m Massachusetts, IS due to the emment h,vdraulic en1c1>neer, Mr. Frances, an Englishman, 
who practised for 40 years in America. The water r1ghts of a d1strict are held in trust for the whole 
community by a board or corporation elected fo,· the purpose. T he power is distributed according to 
tho sllare wh1ch may be purchased or rented by the users, but regard i s had to the rights of all, and 
its u tilization requires great skill and knowledge to 11revent loss of power. Mr. Frances has had 
charge of this important work for many years, and is deservedly esteemed as the highest authority 
on hydraulic engineering in America. .A.ltbough a lucrative field was, in the early days, open to 
European engineers and machinists having a thorough scientific knowledge of their profession, yet it 
is evident that they found apt scholars, wlio, as they acquired some theoretical science, launched out 
into new paths untrammeled by the traditions of the older countries. 

It would appear that employers and foremen no longer value the labor of boys under 17 years old 
in machine shOJ?S· There 1s, m fact, a marked discouragement shown by managers of most of the 
works I have v>Rited to the employment of boys. The assistant manager of the Edgar Thompson 
~teel Works "thinks boys under 18years old ouJ;tht to beat school." H e was educated at the School of 
Mine•. Columbia Colle~e. The whole tendency is to eugage boys as they do men, only for what they 
are worth. The e\•il of this will be severely i elt in the Iuture, if not mitigated by great changes in 
education, for the reason that many boys are obliged to leave school at 14 or 15, and if they are not 
allowed to enter the skilled trades they will be thrown upon casual employments or unskilled pursuits 
for temporary gain and a livelihood. 'rhus a mass of incompetent and unskilled laborers would grow 
up incapable of going out West, and would become a drug upon the labor market of the East. ~tis 
uudonutcdl)' a sllorts>ghted policy on the part of employers to discourage tb& employment of boys, 
without aidmg those movements which, in the form of mdustrial schoolsl would anablea boy to qualify 
Jor service at 17 years old at a higher rate of wages than he conl<lprobaoly get at that age but for this 
traiui~g. • 

The futuro development of .A.m~rican industries will depend upon a population not compelled to dare 
and endure and experimentalize for "very life." In the past the waste of material has been excessive. 
To make the best use of a given quantity of material requires a sound knowledge of its properties 
and of it• disposal in the arts and manufactures by scientific methods. In this direction the technical 
nnd ~cience schools already instituted have accomplished much in providing foremen and mana~ers, 
chemis ts, miners, and intelliu:ent employers in the engineering and manufactudng industries. :some 
extensions of these instit.utions are now being promoted. One significant indication of progress in 
t his direction was afforded me during my tra"<"els. I attended a convention of about a thousand 
teachers, professors, and principals of schools and colleges, at Saratoga, and another similar gathering 
in the White Mountains. The discussion of technical and industrial t•·aining was the chief feature 
of tho conventions.' I was much impressed by the hi~h qualities of culture and character which 
distinguished this truly "Grand.A.rmy of the Republic" m ita.300,000 teachers, as represented at these 
n•eetin:>•· If tbia fore~ shoul~ be directed by a chang~! of tactics, so ~ speak , m .the schools, to 
sc1enutlc and tecbmcal mstruct10n, and to less concentrat10n upon purely hterary subJects, there can 
be no donut that America will solve the industrial·&ducation question more rapitlly than any ot1n .• 
country, and utilize it in the further development of her inexhaustible resources. 

It mus t not be s upposed that Nat.ure bas bestowed her gifts over this continent in such wise that 
they can be enjoyed without much skill and labor in the gathering of them. No couutrr offers more 
difficult problems to the engine.er, the agriculturist, ami tne manufacturer . .A. c)imat& of extremes; a 
•carcity of water in tho West; the difficulties of cheap transport and distribution, all require the 
higheet qualities of self·reliance and endurance, with scientific knowledge, in the progress of the 
future. 

It is remarkable that, in the great contrea of tho mining and iron. producing districts, where also a 
large amount of mechanical construction is carried on, as, for instance, in Pittsburgh, Chicago, Detroit, 
<.:levchmd, and Philadelphia, so little has been done by the owners of large establislnnents, or br, the 
town or State authorities, In the direction of technical schools or evemng science schools. 'lhese 
industries represent a large proportion of the working population in those large cities, and yet the 
owners of works ha'<'e to rely npon the scientifin knowledge obtained through many institutions remote 
from these districts. Pittsburgh is lamentably devoid of facilities, either in the shape of libraries, 
museums, science schools, or technical schools, notwithstanding that the manufacturers have enjoyed 
the beu~tits of, and accumulated vast wealth i'rom, highly protecterl industry. There is not even a 
public library in t he city, although there is a population of about 200,000. 

ln Cleveland a movement is !Jemg promoted to establish a technical school. I have already stated 
that Chicago is building a manuaJ.traininu school. 
It is a uoteworthy fact, that, among all the many munificent gifts which have been made by private 

incliYiduals for the cause of" education, amount ing in the aggregate to many millions sterling, very few 
have ~mana ted from t hose who have derive<! tbe>r weal th !rom the scientific industries, all of which 
have becu protected and owe much of their success to foreign skill. On the otb&~ band, merchants, 
bankers, and professional men are largely represented in the noble list of benefactors connected with 
s01ue of the best educational institut ions of the country. 

I haYe not met with any inst.itutions for technical training having any bearing on the textile 
industries . The knowledge of chemistry acquired at the various institutions which I have described 
1s, of course, utilized more or less in dyeing, printing, and bleaching; but there are no schools in which 
tho knowledge of tho nature and qualities of 1ibre8, and of the various processes in working up the 
raw material- s ilk, cotton, or flax- is taught. ·In all the manufactures into which taste ana design 
enter, tho Americans have to relv almost entirely upon European aid. It is intended, however, so I am 
privately informed, to establish; in onto of the centres of textile industry, a large institution in which 
a ~borough and comprehensive industrial training will be given in textile manutacturing, together 
w1th tl~at theoretical knowledge which is necessary to t he production of the highest quality of fabrics . 
. I have not included the Southern States in my investigations by a personal visit to the various 
Important towns, for the reason that education, for the present, is at a low ebb in that part of the 
~ountry . There is, however, a very strong mov·ement already apparent for the promotion of mecban. 
1cnl au•l textile industries in the South. The enormous resources of some of the States-Alabama, 
for instance-where mineral wealth abounds, have attracted capital for the rapid development of vari· 
ous maJlllfactures. This, together with the proximity of the cotton·growiug districts, points to a 
~evelopment, in tho near future, of many industries which, until recently, were unknown in the 
South. • • • The different colleges established by the assistance of the "Land Grant" appear to 
hn,·e dono goocl work, in con1.1ection with agriculture, in tho South, in teaching the elements of srim10e 
~u•l in providing a liberal education for those students whose means ha'l'e enabled them to attencl. 
.l ho m~chanical arts have had less attention in Ruch colleges than in sinlilar institutions in the North, 
111 cousequeuce of the di1ference in the occupations of the people. 
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Tlw inHiitution• for the tuh·auccmen t nf tho workpcopl~. other th~n schools arul colleges, nre not 
numcroHR in Awcrica. 1-'ho )oug IJOUtH or labor (at h:aat 60 ltuurs a Wt:t..•k) lu:n ·u I.Jut li ttlo ll!i~uro for 
the workiuj: clasHes t·ither t o atndy or to> seck r~n~:otiou . Tho·r·o i• n o half holiday on tbo S"turdn~·· 
'l'hl're art: IIH hulitlaya tluriu~ the year of more than ouo da.y at a time , a1ul that ouly n. fow time& 1n 
t,lu; )'Car. LilJr:u·it·~ ancl reading ro<uns, nlthuugh amply provided iu uwst c ities aud tow us, aro not 
av:tilablo aij uuh·t·r!iniJy as iu Nuglnud. CluJ,~ und recreatiYoiustitution!i, promoted by tho <"mplort•rs 
for the employed, :u·u unt prc,·altmt. Thoro i~ Hot muc h interestmauift•:4cU Uy cmplop'rs gcuoraliy in 
tho s ociul cullllitiou of thu puoplo·. This may lou nccount~d for by the numbcrof joiut·stock companies. 

If the few institutions affording technical education now in operation in the 
United States have ueen able, in a shor t time, to accomplish so wuch in those 
l>ranciH•s of m echauicnl industry in which Americans are confessedly pre-eminent, 
a~ is shown in the testimony from which extracts a re appended to thi;; report ; if, 
through our inqmtive and m echanical ingenuity we are, as Mr. Mather and other 
intelligent foreignrrs say, ta king hi~h rank in those arts and manufactures to which 
fertility of r esource and invention 15 most elfecti,·ely applied-and that, too, not
withstanding om totally inadequate provision for industrial education-with what 
hope migh t we not look forward to equal or greater pro-eminence in other arts and 
industries of which their technical schools have given foreign countries a practical 
and profitable monopoly? 

OUR NATIONAL PHOSPEIUTY NOT DUE TO SUPERIOR TECHNICAL TRAINING, BUT TO 
OTHEI~ CAUSE!:i. 

That our national prosperity has been greatly promoted by the pre-eminence of 
certain of our manufacture~ in the markets of the world is undeniable, but that this 
successfu l competition has lreen due not to the superio1· intellectual cultivation, or 
even tire mwmal skill, of om· natire w·tisetnli, but to very different C<'tuses- such as 
n.uundanee and quality of crude material; superior facilities for economical manu
facture ; the a id of imported skill, and those natural and untaught qualities to 
which Mr. l\'Iathers and others pay such high tribute-is likewise easily demonstrable; 
and it is sad to reflect what greater success might have been achieved by combining 
therewith that high tlegrec of intelligence and skill tha t Em·opean 11ations, under 
the compulsion of competition, are setlulously cultiYating in their industriai classes. 
'"e must soon }Jlace greater depemlence upon the quality, finish and unique designs 
of our txported products for success in unprotected foreign fields, and it will be 
well for us to profit 7!0/t' by the experience of our rivals across the Atlantic. It is 
wist•r aml t·heaper to discoun t llefeat than to repair its effects . The season of pros
perity is t he !Jest t ime to proYille against the depression which , with certamty, 
follows; and the knowledg-e and skill of the specialist are most efficiently and eco
nomically applied to an industry in its infancy or when it is in a depressed condition. 

ACHIEVE MENTS OF JNDGSTRIAL SCHOOLS IN EUROPE SHOW WHAT llllGHT BE 
ACCOMPLISHED BY SIMlLAR. SCHOOLS IK THE UNITED STATES. 

From the foregoing it will be noted that the careful, thorough and extensive 
inn1stigations of the English Go,·ernment, supplemented by the published observa· 
tions of intlividual students of recognized abihty a nd accuracy, ha\'e resulted in the 
uniform testimony that polytechnic and other science schools in Em·ope and the 
United States have, without exception, stimulated national and local industries, 
manufa('tnres and trades, and, in a large proportion of instances, ha'e transplanted 
or tlevelopecl new industries. EYen tho few-and not selected-illustra tions of this 
fact which the com pass of thi:; report permits to be made therein, bear forcible 
tPstimony to the achieYemC'nts of such schools [Exhibits F, 0 , and Q], and are sug
ge><th·e of the profit whi<'h our more populous dish·icts-and especially those sea
board cities which, as the termini of our great trunk lines, become the focus for 
many manufacturing, mechanical and other interests dependent upon the products 
which they transport-might deri'e from the investment of a reasonable amount of 
corporate and inuiYidual wealth in the establishment of similar schools, adapted, 
of cour;;e, to the wants of our peculia.r industries and institutions. 

WllHKSIIOI'S DO NOT VOMBJNE llm:-<TAL AND lllANUAL TRAINING, AND OUR PRESENT 
SC'IF.NCE TEA C'IllNU IS OF TOO HIGH A GHADE. 

\Vhi le it may be saitl , with some ><how of truth , that the most practical technical 
;;choob are g-n•at workshops , still the ordinary workshop does not yet combine men
tal iustruclion with manual training, while our science teaching is of too high a 
grade to be as:simila.lrle b~· t he ordinary nwchanic and m echanical apprentice, an.d 
is too theoretical to he n.tlaptable to the current work of our shops. Not only lB 
there ton little applical iou of ;;cience to our various handicrafts, but there is, for 
thL· most part. a ><:ul lac k of intelligent effort to teach apprentices in our workshops 
that manual dex~rity which, at least, they are :supposed therein to acquire. 
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SOMETHING NEEDED TO TAKE THE PLA.CE OF THE OLD SYSTEM OF APPRENTICESHIP. 

Now that the old system of apprenticeship is rapidly becoming obsolete, the ques
tion of what shall take its place in the way of educating and training the youth of 
our working classes becomes an important consideration for all who are interested 
in om national welfare and in the dev~lopment of our industries. Skilled labor 
must be had from some source, and we cannot afford to import it in bulk, if for no 
other reason than its expensiveness. 

HOW TO MAKE OUR LABORERS THE EQUALS OF FOREIGN WORKMEN, 

Our own people have the first claim upon our industril\l occupations, but if we 
are to compete for foreign trade they must be so trained as to make and keep them, 
in knowledge and skill, at least the equals of foreign workmen. The most practi
cal way of affordin~ them this training is to build up special low!grade science 
schools, whe1·e the mstruction shall be of such a character as will directly bear 
upon our arts and manufactures; for if any lesson can be drawn from the study of 
technical education abroad, it is that progress and success are most readily and 
cheaply attained by means of combined theoretical and practical instruction, and 
that our designers, our superintendents and our foremen, at least, should be scien
tifically and practically trained experts. [Exhibit G.] 

Without dwelling further upon this point, however, the foregoing B'tatement and 
the several exhibits hereto appended sufficiently demonstrate bow much the United 
States alrPady owe to those schools wherein the afplication of science to the mechanic 
and useful arts is practicaUy taught [Exhibit Q ; as also that, as a people, we have 
been singularly backward in discovering how potential a. factor in mternal politics 
and in our domestic and foreign trade relations the systematic cultivation of our 
laboring classes in technological knowledge could be made. 

THE MISSING LINK IN OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. 

It is obvious that to supply the missing link in our system of national education 
there must be either a modification of the curriculum of our public schools, as sug
gested by Mr. Mather, or we must establish schools intermediate between our gram
mar schools on the one hand and our high schools, academies and colleges on the 
other; which, while affording our youth those opportunities and facilities for tech
nical instruction that are absolutely necessary to the devolopment and success of 
many languishing industrial and manufacturing interests, will also fit them for the 
higher duties of American citizenship. 

COST AND CHARACTER OF NATIONAL EDUCATION. 

In 1880 the United States contained 189,000 elementary schools, having 9,720,000 
pupils. Our national and State expenditures for the support of publio.; schools now 
largely exceed $100,000,000 per annum, and the value of our school property is not 
less than $200,000,000. These expenditures exceed those of England and Wales 
nearly five times, and those of France nearly four times. In the nqmber of pupils 
and the expenditure of money on our public schools we lead the world, and yet 
neither our State nor national appropriations in aid of industrial education for the 
working classes have been sufficient to make more than an impression upon the 
great maRs of technically uneducated labor of the country. (Exhibit L.l 

Says Judge MacArthur, in his excellent work on Educat10n in its 'Relation to 
Industry : 

To cotnpcto successfully with foreign work" e must b11ve a class of artisans as highly cultivated 
!n workmau~hip as those we import from over the sea, 8Jld this skill can be acquired only by practice 
m their rcspccth•e l:nndicre.fts. It is true that with us applied science and mechanicRl powers haYe 
supcrsc!le<i, in a great measure, the burden of heavy labor ; but the quick oye, the expert hand and 
)he ncute t~st~ cnn "':ver be disp~nsed with in the manual processes of~~~~ arts anol manu!'actures. 
ro meet th os tmperattve demand for first-class workmen, Wlthollt Bllbnuttmg to the exacttons anrl 
competitinu of foreign work, we must educate the constructive ability of our youth during the period 
of lifo which is now devoted to study alone. We have developed, in a high degree, the arts of mann· 
facture, but we nre nearly without any American artisans in tbe trades connected with designs and 
~re conseftueutly deprived of the acknowledged sharpness and Ingenuity of our r.ouotrymen in ltelp· 
tog on ~.mericnn industries. 'l'hiij wide and remuneratiYe field of lnbor is left t~ be oc~upi~d by 
partl.v. eotucnted and skilled foreigners . We bave excellent achools for allsort.o of mstruct10n m the 

k
esseut•als of mathematic•, hi•tory, literature 8Jld philosophy, but we fit nobody with either Hkill or 
uowlcdg~ m an:v particular habit of industry. · 

I Tho period seems to have arrived when institutions of Industrial science and education can no 
o~ger IJe postponed in our count.ry, 8Jld when they must be tried on as extensive e. scalo ns tho•e 
~"-!'eJI••cl nbrond. There seems no reason why the m•titutionul system should not be adapted to the 
rau .. ruau, the artisan and the manufacturer, as well as to the mortl pedantic profeasions, in which 
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tllf'H arc· RO tlwrcm,:.!hly t rainf'd . . 'l'l1o rrfonn of our tnsto hns cmnmcnct•tl b~r tho ]Htri f_y iug iufluence 
which JH'•w•·HdS from, a)l(l which will gradually mako it~ wny tl1rough, tl10 conuuuu ity from tl1e 
nnh t·rsalteadtin:.c of drawinJ,!. A11 apJwn l wust 1111w bo mac.lo 1n Lehalfof tcacltiug tho processes o( 
JH'wlu..ti•m. :t!i wdl :Hi tlw ]lri ru.> ipJ,·s whic·h l'lhall g-nithl tilt: work. Tho u~o of tonlM nutl macllinery 
tlm·M 1111t. couw l•y i ut uitiuu, ~11u l iJHlu:o\trial kuowled:.ce ougl1t to iududo iul'lt rut'! ion in t iloir uso. 

ABST<:NCP. 1:-1 OUit GOU:\TilY Of" 1:-ISTITUT!O:-IS FOR COMBINED OENERAL AND 
MECIJAN ICAL EDUCATION. 

With a very few t•xcq>tioHs there is. in our country, a conspicuous absence of 
institut ions for eotni>ined g-etll•ral and mechanicnll•clucation of the character which, 
in France, (h·rmany and in otlwr Continental na.tionalties. are rr~an.led as the 
J.(reat source of nat ional wealth , and which arc ueginning to play a 111nst important 
par(, i11 t he prouwtion of t hose trades a nd manufactures with which England is 
colllillg to the front. 

ACT OF CONGHESS, .rU LY 2, 1862, P ROVIDING FOR I NDUSTRIAl. EDUCATION. 

Thoug-h Congress, by its act, appro~·ed July 2, 1862, setting aside a. large portion 
of u ... U' tTitorial wealth vf the nation for industrial education . inaugurated a sa~a
cious s .. hl'llte for " teaching the processes of production ," and their underlying pnn
l'ipiPs, whidt. w isely and l•ner~etically followed up. would in a short time have 
pla.<:t!ll t ho U11 itell States in the foremost rank of civilized nationB in Lhe theoretical 
kHowiPdJ;<' and skilled train iug- of its work-p0ople, and havr developed many old 
and en•atl'cl!lcw indnst riPs. therphy more ra pidly enriching the country, most of 
the l"'oYision 111ade hy that n<'t for industrial nnd scienti fic tt>aching of the masses 
has, hy n•ason of the parauwunt importance attal'hed to agr iculture in most sec
tiow;, Ul'ett absorbed in the endowment of agricultural colleges-so called. 

COUmm OF STUDY IN AGIUCULTUHAL COLLEGES NOT WHAT THE AUTHORS OF THE 
ACT INTE:-IDEU. 

Whilst these colleges, as first contemplatell , were to have departments for teach
in).( nu>el>anic trades, most of them ha1·e d rifted away altogether frotu the original 
intention of thl· a nthors of the act. aml them is in them, generally, little or no 
dfort to comuinc theoretical in::;truction with pmctkal mechanical t ra ining in 
otl>(•t· than those branches of knowledge closely related to agricultural pursuits. 
l\Iudt rentains to he done lJt>fore they cau be of any m ateria l a.<h·antage to manu
faetm·<•rs and l>tlwrs requ iring sldlled labor. If their managers a rc to fulfi l the 
(ksig-n of Cong-ress, they lllnst, much more than at present, tm11 their attention to 
the training- of experts in mechanical an( I imlustria l a r ts; for it is only in schools 
d,.,·ott·d to instm ction of thi s chamcter t hat the poor youth of our country can 
obtain Slll'h instwetion and training as will enable them to acquire a nd maintain 
that sHpremac.\· o1·er fon•ig-n rivals iu important a rts and u.mnufactures to which 
our lll:tny advantages entitle u s. 

JIIECHANICAL AS WELL AS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES ARE NEEDED. 

It is true tha t agricultural colleges hn,Ye, pe1· se, a g reat mission to fulfil, espe
cially in our Western aut! Southern sections; but as Congress, by express terms, 
providrd and in tended its approprintion of school lands to inure to the advantage 
of a ll industries equally. ami as many important inte rests of the country require 
tha t t~'clmolog-ical instruC'tion should be placcll abnn~ mere depeudence upon mdi
Yidual sup] ~lrt. t he remodeling- of those cplleges is necessary to bring t hem into 
harmony with natioual legislation, anll snch action would probabl.f stimulate State 
and municipaJ a u thorities to dl'ectil·ely supplement national appropriations. 

OUR BEST SCHOOLS .\RE THOSE ~t;~TAl:\'ED RY ENDOWMENT OF PRIVATE 
I NDIYWUALS. 

At prC'sPnt om moRt 0fficient institution !'~ for affording tech nica1 education are 
!,hose pstai>Jislll'fl antl Rustaiut>d. wholly or in part. by the endowments of private 
indiY iduals. It is uot to be inferre(l , howcvm·. that this assertion implies that Gov· 
<'rtt>nen t a nd State schools might not he made ellually-aml even more-efficient 
than similar private institutions. 13nt it h a ppens that. as a rule. endowments have 
l>l'l'll ll•ft undl•r condi t ions ;tiHl instructions m ore specific than in the ca.c;e of Go~· 
<'l'l llll r-nt and State g-mnt". awl h:11·e therefore been less easily diverted from th~tr 
ll,g-itimah> ol>jeds. and are, lwsides. lt•ss :msceptihle to those influences which wtth 
us almost uniformly pwst itute public educ;ttional funds to political or sectional 
puq>oses. 
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DESIRABILITY OF DONORS EXECUTING THEIR OWN BENEFACTIONS. 

Still it is a stern fact that should be recognized by all would-be founders of educa
tional institutions, that this character of trust, especially, aft'ords much opportunity 
for misapplication, ·even under the most carefully guarded legal phraseology, and 
that the most conscientious trustees and managers are not proof against the tempta
tion of construing, and even forcing the construction of ambiguous terms, in har
mony with their individu~l predilection_s .. Moral :-:Execute your own ?e~efactiO?J-S· 

In just what manner private appropnations and City systems of pubhc mstruct10n 
should deal with industrial education is a grave problem, but the labors of the 
Bureau of Education at Washington have resulted in the collation of a mass of 
dat.'l, not only upon the needs of the country in this regard, but also in reference to 
the mnny experiments and efforts (mostly successful) to inaugurate technical educa
tion in various localities, that will greatly aid in its solution. Among other of this 
Bureau's reports, Circular of Information No. 1, 1885, containing the observations 
and views of John D. Philbrick, LL. D., State Superintendent of Public Instruction 
in Connecticut, and, later, Superintendent of Boston Schools, upon the city-school 
systems in the United States, is of special value and interest to ooards of education, 
school superintendents and educators generally. Extracts from those pages of his 
report devoted to the consideration of industrial education, and the necessity for it 
in the United States, are aprnded hereto, and their careful perusal is earnestly 
recommended. [Exhibit N: 

CONCLUSIONS OF DR. PHILBRICK UPON THE SUBJECT OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
IN THE UNITED STATES. 

Summing up his conclusions as to what should be done for industrial education 
by city systems of public instruction, Dr. Philbrick says: 

Without abating our zeal or contracting our s cheme of provision for general education, there 
remnius much to be done by our city-school systems in providmg t hat kind of instruction and train· 
iDg which tits perijona, in part at l!la8t, for some ]>articular mode of. gainin g a lh·elihood. '.rhe pro
visions for this purpose which seem desirable 1n the present stage of peaagogical experience and 
opinion nt·e here briefly enumerated : 

(I) A. modification of the curriculum of elementary instruction which will render it better, not 
ooly fur 1 he r,nrpoije~ of general education , but al•o bette r as a direct preparation for many industrial 
JH•rauit•. '1 his modillcation consists, in brief, in throwing ovorboRru a considerable mass of the 
uscles• tletaila of some of the branches now t augh t, in appTying more practical and comurehensive 
ruetbo<ls ur teaching wl -tbe subjects, while always aiming at the sl•orteat and most direct mt~aoa of 
communicating and enabling the pupils to acquire usefullmowledge, and at the same time ignoring 
proc.eAses :m<l exet-ciaes merely for tbe sake ot what is called symmetrical development of the meoW 
faculties ; thus mnk.ing room for drawing (b oth freehand and mechanical), tho rudiments of book
keeping, the rudiments of practical geometry. physics, ch emistry an<l natural history, modeling and 
carving fur boys, needlework for girls. I omit the workshop for boys, because I think that up to 
fourteen years of age the abo"l'e stucliea, in connection with gymnastlca, would be more prolltable as 
n proparntiou for n.pprenticeabip, and I think boys ought to complete their elementary eduoatlou at 
fourteen years of age, and, if they havonot, the.more reason why they should not thtni divide sobool 
work with •bop work. 

(2) To teach girls, in all grades of public instruction, sewing and cutting and fitting, ancl, besiclaa, 
opecinlscboul• •houtd be eRtabliabed for instruction in the advanced branclies of needlt~work, cutting 
aotl litt!ng, nnd perhaps millinery. 

(3) To e• lauli•h everywhere, in small cities a~ well as large, thoroughly equipped evening indus
trial (lrawiug schools. 

('l Evening high schools should be widely disseminated, giving inatruetinn in more or less 
tccbn_ical hrauches, ~uch as bookkeeping, commercial arithmetfo, stenography, practical geometry, 
drawmg, etc. 

(5) Evening schools devoted exclusively to technical bral!chea, like those in France. 
(6) l'o est.tblish in tho larger citit:a one or more appren tice schools !ike that in l'aris, on the Boul· 

C\'&rd do Ia Villette. 
(7) l 'ho establishment of simple manual-training schools, na they may be required, Hke those in 

Now Haven, Boston, and Peru, Ill., for boys who h ave compleU>d their elementnry Htndiea and for 
boy• alreariy in the l,'l'ammar schools wl10 wish to attend them out of ochool hours, whether in the 
eveoin_g or daytime. 

(8) '[o establish in the larger cities manual-tr aining schools, after the p attorn of the St. Louis 
aebool an<l tbe school ot' mechanics connected with the Boston Institute of Technology. 

(~) 'l'ho gene,.al establishment .of ••·boola of practical cookery for girls, after the pattern of those 
wbJcb have beon so s uccessful in. the city of London. · 

PRESENT P ROVISIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL TRAINING INADEQUATE. 

Reference has been made to departments in our principal universities for techni
cal and scientific training in mming, civil and mechanical engineering, physics, 
and the natural sciences, and to other and more directly technofogical institutions 
for teaching low-grade science, and the character and plan of instruction therein 
pursued are illustrated at length in the ap~ndix LExhibit L]: but all tht>se schools 
~ud departments, aggregated, are insigmficant in number, and in most of them 
1obscnstruction in the mechanical arts has not been strictly adhered to, having been 

ured by the literary and art-science sides of education, as therein taught. 
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Tl~NDENUY TO IGNOHE l'ltAUTICAL SUBJECTS. 

T hat this tendency is n. ,·ery gra>e danger in t cclmolog-ical schools generally, iR 
n·ry apparent from a stmly of those in England, where lllost of the institutions 
l'si;Lblished J•urely and simply for technica l instruction are already drifting into 
clcn>tion for tho higher uranchc~ of the natural ~cienccs and m athematics, to the 
1·xclusion of tlra\\'ing, applied science, antllllechau ical teaching. 

Jwlge l\[at'Arthnr sa~·s that w hile \\'e have school:; for nll sorts of instruction in 
tnathenwtics, history, litera ture and philosophy in abundance, they fit nobody with 
either knowlcllg'tJ or skill in any particulnr Lrauch of intlustry . l n the a bsence of 
pro,·ision for ulanua l t raining and for a practical a pplication of theoretical knowl
edge tJu,ro is, uf course, 110 aCtjllisitiou of skill, but there is a notable tendency to 
Leget di ti like for those pursuits that require manual labor. 

L ACK 0~' MANUAL THAINI NG. 

It is high t ime that those interested in public educa t ion should display a danger 
sig-nal in c·onnection with our national system of elementa ry education, which also 
drifts io the litenu·y 8icle wi th a mpitlity tha t should nlarm our social economists. 
The storing- of i he Ull'lllOry with rt mul titude of ex tracts from books which. for a 
lorit·f pt•riod aftt•r Sl' hoollife, may be r etained and repented as a proof of educat ion, 
is allog't'tht>l' lllisll·adiug anti useless fot· boys and girls who must face the ~;tern real
itil'.~ of 111aking their O \\'ll liviug. 

SCHOOl'~'> Dg\'OTI-:11 TO MATHEMATIC!;, PHI LOSOPHY , LITEHATURE , E TC. , CREATE 
Dl~TA!:iTE FOlt MANUAL LAJ30 H. 

The ehnm C'ter of teaehing in the public ~ehools of Amer ica is rapidly creating a 
tlistaslt• for lllalllJal \\'ork and iudustrial pursuits in general , a mi it would Le well 
for our public tt•al'ht• J'S to m a ke au eam est attempt to m odify their instruction, in 
t iH' tl irt>ction of tle,·oting 111on• tiJIH ' to sulJjccts of a pral'lit'al lmture, th(•reb.v pro
JJ w t ing- tastes for industria l pur!luits based upon lmowletlg t• of the principles of the 
nat ural sc ienct·s appl it·;Lhh: thereto. 

lli•:J•'g (;Ts 1:\' EXISTI:\G SCHOOLS AFFORDING I NDUSTRIAL 'fRAI NINO. 

Rt·,·it·\\' ing hridl.v the volu minous <lata showiug t ht' status of technical training 
in tilt• United Ktalt>s. it is to he Jwtetl that, \\'hile provision fo r sorue kind of indus
! ri :~ l t•duea t iou is now made in many o[ om· uni,·ersit it•s ant.l colleges, it fails to meet 
l ht• ).ireatc~t delllantls of the ti111 es in the fol lowing respects: 

T OO EXI'El\'SI \' K 

I.-The insin H'tion is too cxpensiq~ for '~orkpeople. But few of our mechanics 
aml ar tisans could affnnl to pa..1· the hi~h tuition ami meet the other necessary 
t•xp<'lltil'S, t•,·e n if thcy had thL• llleans of support during the three or four years 
llece::;::;a ry to coulplete the course of instruction. 

BEYOND HEAl'H OF W ORKPEOPL E. 

!?.- The course of studies in these inst itutions is much too far advancetl for the 
Jnass of ow· people-the conditions of admission l>eing >O rigid a nd ar-reaching 
tha t ouly those per. ·ons who have aln·ady had supl·rior school faei lities an• able to 
t·omply with them. llence most of those uniYt•rsities and colleges that do make 
~on1~· pro,·ision for teclmical training an' practically closed to the gTeat majority or 
our lauoring c·lnsse>:<, who. Lt·ing una ble to ]>as:; examination on all t he numerous 
~nl>jects ret1ui red for atlmission , are exc luded fro111 any of their depa rt111ents or 
stud.'·· There are abo rallica l d t•feds in present methods of ascertaining the fitness 
o f .n>ung- people for pursuing h'<:hn iLal studies. Those m ethods generally only 
dcYelop how lnueh l'r:lllnnin g- has bee>n dmw J,y nn<l for the candidates. when•as far 
g n ·nJer l'Onsideration shoulcl he g-h·en the nat ive ability. the pre>ious educat10nnl 
f;w ilitit•s. thl' present circumstances, aml the prol,ahle f uture career of tl.le applicants. 
i\lauy wl11 >. Jrom lack of preliminary train ing, may nut be a !Jle to take up and.coiJ!· 
pll'l't· all of a prescribed course !Jl ight still Ul<lke govd h~atlway in stJecial studJes,lf 
t ht>y could only be atlmittetl to ihe classes. 

TOO THEORETICAL. 

:1. - Tht• inst rnC'tion in m o!'<t of our institution~ is too thPOrl'tical. In order to 
ht•udit workuH' Il an•l t>mploy<•rs it should l·l' l.>t· ttt•r adap!etl to practical ends. 
:::itudeHt~ in industrial classes should hnYc grea ter fac il ities for Yisiting shops, fac-
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tories and mines, and for studying their operations, and should be examined with 
reference to their proficiency in applying scientific principles to the numerous 
mechanical processes they witness, just as students of botany visit fields and forests 
and study flowers and plants, or as students of medicine go to the dissecting room 
to Jearn the human body, and to the laboratory for practical study of chemical com
pounds. For a mechanic to be able to dissect a machine that he has to run and 
keep in order, and to understand the nature of the material of which it is made and 
the office of each part, so as to be able to take the machine apart, mend that which 
is broktm or out of shape, and put the whole together again, is just as essential as 
that the surgeon should understand the materials, con.'ltruction and functions of the 
human body in order to repair it intelligently and well. 

STUDENTS NOT TAUGHT TO OBSERVE AND TO DO. 

But the students in most of our college classes know machinery only as they see 
cuts of it in their text-books. They Rtudy about wheels and pulleys and levers and 
screws, but rarely see them in operation. They learn the laws of electric force, 
without acquiring thA mechanical power to properly arrange a battery when the 
materials are put into their hands. They learn the formulre of chemistry, but are 
unable to undertake the simplest experiments without endangering their own lives 
and tho::;e of others. 

ABSENCE OF EVENING SCHOOLS. 

4.-Another important deficiency is the absence of provision for evening instruc
tion of the masses of mechanics who are compelled to labor during the day for the 
support of themselve8 and families, many of whom would gladly attend evening 
classes for theoretical instruction, if accessible at reasonable cost. That this is true 
is proven by the large number of work)llen in Europe and in sections of our own 
country who, of their own accord, attend evening classes when opened in technical 
schools. universitie8, etc. That many of these men and boys make commendable 
progress in their studies, even after working hard all day, is shown by the testi
mony of those having charge of such classes. Those of our colleges and universiti68 
having class-rooms, laboratories, apparatus and libraries already equipped could, 
generally, without great expense, make arrangements for evening classes. 

EVENING STUDENTS IN OWENS COLLEGE, LONDON POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, AND 
COOPER INSTITUTE, OF NEW YORK. 

In Owens College, Manchester, an institution of about the same rank as the 
Johns Hopkins Unive~ity, several of the instructors of the day classes also give 
instructiou to evening students, who number about six hundred. The class-rooms 
of the Polytechnic Institute at Regent Circus, London, are crowded to their utmost 
capacity every evening of the school year by young men and middle-aged mechanics 
who spend the day at work in shops. This school has accommodations for about 
three thousand students, and hundreds of applicants are refused admission every 
year because there is no room for them. Many who do gain admission to the classes 
succeed in passing the Government examination in science, or the city and guilds 
examinati<>n in technology. The fact that hundreds of wqrkpeople in our own 
country aYail themselves, with great profit, of the evening instruction afforded· at 
Cooper Institute, New York (Exhibit L), and at the few other evening schools of 
merit in our cities, adds to the proof that there is a demand for increased facilities 
for practical instruction in evening classes. 

In a recent special and comprehensive report on the present status of industrial 
education in the United States*-from which I ha>e gained much information
the Commissioner of Education at Washington says: 

VIEWS 0~' GENERAL EATON, U.S. COMMISSIONER OF EDU:)ATION, WASHINGTON, UPON . 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

:rhe manufacturer is aided by induRtrial education through 1he improvement of hie products. 
~18 succcs~ depends on the deman<l for hie goods at reasonable prices. This demand is regulated by 
fenootls ofrustomers. They ask for •lurability of material, attrootivenesij of design and excellence 

0 u;orkmanship in whatever they purchaoe for pennanent use. Manufooturel'8' business improves tb ey b;eco~ue possessed of these and similar <tUalitioo, which can be economically secured only bJ 
· 6 .applicatiOn of tecbnica\ knowledge. Durability arises from excellence of raw material, and 1s 
retamed b'rv tho selection of the right processes by which to convert it into the state in which it finally 
appears. ho qnality of raw mat.eria.l is not unfrequeutly to be determined by chemical testa, and 
ma.ndy o~ tho processes of it.~ manufacture are regulated by chemical principles. The science which 
gm ea 1u tho determination of these processes must be the one which Will lead to their improvement 

~Ind~strinl Education in the United States. A Specil\l Report prepared by the U. S. Bureau of 
ucat10u. Washington : Government Printillg Office, 1883. Pp. 319. 
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:on•l perfec tiun. Henco conr•eR in chcmiHtry aro eHI:tblishml in our principal rolytechnic schools 114 
wc·ll IIH iu c:ollegett of a~riculture (to which aciouce chc111istry makes lilwra coutribnt ion), and' io 
:.dwols ofutiui1q,::awl ml'tallurg,\·. F11 r n.:-Jitnilnr purpose cngiucor~ arc taught to clctormiuo thostreugtb 
f1f matt·rial~ IIS(:tl in huillling rai1rmuls and bric.lges, houso:i ancl machines. 111\'C:it igations in the 
clotuaiu of phyftic·li nntl du·mi~try l1avo frequcutly tnnght tho Rkillful applicnt.ion or ne\V and ser"ir.e
nhlo ac:eulH 10 tho prodnc1i<lll of lahor. :ll"n tbnH l:tUgbt ha,·o laid ont our railwars. orencd our 
miues, ~tnrtc·tl awl impro,·c.tl our mauufactoric ... ancl built nm· hou#tO~. They lu\\~e aided in increasing 
Hur i~~tln lit l'i CK :l5 pcr·t ·PHL iu tl10 J:• ~t clccade and in C'oHJ)IC11inJr nu E11g:lish (;ollfcssion thnt "tho Uuited 
S l aft·M w ill pruUaltly p:us& 11s in thu tm:-onita~ clcuatlt·" iu tht) ,·aluo of her induf4tries. 

Thf~ clt·\·atiuu uf t.Ju, worli:iJJ~ cl!l~St'li is nn huwitablerC~sul t of ctlttt;atiug them in industr ies. Tbe 
dirut:l <·IH·t·t upnn tlw intPIIt·(·t i:-4 ,:rC'n.t and hC11cfioinl. 'rho iunnedia.to moral intluence is of tho lloat. 
A manly ft•t ·ling is awakoHt:tl a1111 kopt aJi,·o bv tho cnnsciomuu;Fts of )lO\VC.r aullBkill to clo . .An ineent,. 
i"" In frugality and c11Lcrpri"o i• set forth. It bas hoon lai•l down as a rule by Prof. Edwar<l Atkin
soH that-

"( Hhr·r thin.~t~ being 0•1ual, hi~h wa~ce, couplef\ with low co~t, are tho n ecessary result of the 
m ol' I iutclli!,!o11t applit-.ation o r uJaclliJJer,r b y llw art~, J)rodtlctl tho education of tho oporath·e keeps 
p:wt• with the: iBIJII'O\'CIJiellt Of tim JII<ICIIIlll'l",\'. 11 

lmln:-o lrial CdJH•:t lion tliguities labor a li weJl ftS O{lCII~ (lOOrf~ to it~ skillful nntl remunernti\·e per. 
fnl"looaJH'O. J f )aliOI' }t:t" "IJOU}O <'lltl :tlll] purpOSO; If it Clllploys iutel!cCI ; if it abundantly rewards 
itR ~crnmt~. tlwn it is v.rt;rfhv to ho crowJwtl. 

'J'ho p•·rf•·c· tiou of Hill' manitfactm·es, tho f;l r.ilitatiug: of cmumcrco, the Hneartbing of mineral wenhh 
flu· •·t·onwuiziuJ.! of tho ft·rtility of farm~. tho diS:iOlu.inatiou of )lf:tctical kuowledge-theso nrc cnd8 
whid1 aro hciug t:wn·ed by the graduates of our iutlu/'11 rial jnetitutious. 'l'beso ends tlo not luck. 
uul•ility. Tlle~.w for111s of bbor n ;rt niro tlw ('xcrdso of high intollectunl powers. 'l'ho nttainme11ts 
:tru of u o lnl':lll urdt•r w11idt ou:lhlo a m an to ]'Or form tho J!l'C.a .t fonts of eng-iueurin::r for which our 
c·ouul ry i~ hccnruiug- kuuwu, Ill' wltit'h nro rcquin ·tl of I'Hipcriutt•rHlont.~ of cxtonsh·o fac tories. E,·eo 
the ~ tlon:~ of a t-~ing-lu thiug mtdt•r!if antlin~l:r a.n<l well ln·iu:,!:o' t.ho door rm•}lHct fr·om hhn~el f nnll hiM 
w·i~hlmr, :nul clig-uili··~ lliR callin,::. " It Ht t.l1o prh·ilcge ofnny human \Vork wldch i!iWCil dotw," ga\'S 
}:uwrscm , " to invo~t tho tlocr with a certain JtaugiJtitwss. He can woll atlOn.l not to conciliato whose 
faitld'ul wul'k will aii~Wt'l' fm· him.'' 

Tho dimiuntiun of cl'inw i~ to be oxpectccl frotu tho ditrnsion of industrial education. 'J'ht' per
l'i'JJta;.:o of crimil.als whu ha,·c rcl'cived 0\'1'11 the ch•uu·nt ~ of nu education i:i small. Au authority 011 
tl•· · Nnhj('c~t h:l:-t snhl thnt 04 onc-tldnt of all t'l'illliuah; nro totally Hncdutated, nml tbat four-til'ths are 
pr:u·tirally 1n1ethu·ntod. " Yet whcu the rclath·o numJwr of convicts who aro illiterate ia <·otnpared 
with tlw IIIIHJllt' f ot' t ho~o whu ha,·o uot lt·arnc tl a tnuln, it i~ fountl to bn much !'tmnllor. It is stat&d 
hv Ur. 'Vines I bat in Baden only 4 Jl('r nmt. of tho prisonerli &.re uunblc to read when received, and 
t i1at they nro fur tlw ntO!-'t, part foncl of rrarling, hut tl1nt 50 per f'cnt .. h:l\·e not. lcarnctl a trade; in 
J~a,· aria 12 )101' c·ent. aro ill it.crat l', 2!) per cont. ignoraut of a tr:Hlc. lfr. Chnl'lc~ 1, . 'l'hwin~ a t'e\v yean 
"iuc·<· c-laim<·• I that 60 per t·cnl. of the• iumalcH of lito M idtigan State PriijOII hatl u o tmde. while 1088 
thn11 :!5 per c·out. c·ouhl not, read, write :u.ul ciphel'i that in the prismt of }\linnm;ota 37 of 235tlri'loners 
(·uulrl uot. r6:l(l ;md write· , 130 JJl'\·er learned nny l)lf~incss: au<l that in the Iowa l>cuitentinry the ratio 
nf illit<'rale rnn,·ictH to those unskille<l iu a t rade was ahout 1 to 6. 

1\"h:tLC'\"Or may ltc tlu· rl'liahihly uf tltrso tignrc•. it mnuot bo tlenie<l tho.t the lack of technic"! 
tr:liuiH;.!' i:-4 a prolifit· c:tuse of r rh11o. This lark i:-t bein;.!' supplied to :-~ome ext out by Ao iiJO n•ctntly 
''"' ""li"ht:d •clwnl". which both afford npportnnitics for such training a u<l cl raw public attention to 
t ht· t•xi~ l in.J! 1Jt•t·d uf it. 

Tho intrutlw·ticlll uf intlustrial features iuto educational institutions l1:l8 :t· tendency to relie\'e 
f't l1wation of tho accusal ion tlmt. it iii unprat·.tit':t1. '!'here are t h ose that ask ufour school~ mure than 
fht ·y :lr1· iute JHie<l tu furnish. 'l'hdr ,·oico i11 yl·ar:-4 pn!it cnll0l1 iulo being manunl·labor anti half-time 
l·whuul:-t. Sillt'O tlw failuru of theso m«'nus tn rcnlizu tho OX}lCCtntiou:-; nf their :uh·ocat.es, beliovcrs iu 
t·~J Jwat iou fu r iHdn~trial lahm'!-4 h:l\'o heel\ u uct'l'taiu what course to adopt in t;ar·r.ving out their ,-iewa. 
1\uw, it may bo !'\:tiel wilh snl'ety 1hnt tho· uHLqs of unr dtizous ;u·o coudtu·ctl that tbo ed ucational 
:-~.' :-ol l!lltS :11111 ill~tilutiorl:-t or tlm c-ountry arc aho,- ,, I'Oproach, autl will ho modified hy the inti'O<luct!on 
,,,. tH'W fcatnrtJl't ns tii•'Y aro JHwtletl. A 111inorily nro diStiO!oied to ho critical nntl aSl'SOrt that Nlucat1on 
i~ uuwhwly t·otuhwtcd, :nul that S!'o'·er·mnontal aid might be nppliml mnro r rasonably to tl10 e~tnblish· 
IIH'HI of lntblit· f:tl'lll !-4 antl worlotllll})!'\ fm· ttaiuiug- purpoSCli than t o puUlit \ schools. 

F irwlly, pt•utt~et imt to A mrrieau iulitit utious th·m:uul ti tho iudustrinl education of our ~- outb, thnt 
flu•\ way carry our itlt·as of uhetliew·(• to law nt11 l our republican pri nciple~ into tho mld~t of the 
tuult.ittulo of l'orCiJ!IICI'~ t.hat, crowtl our faetori(·~ and t•ll l' miuos :tnd })erfm·m much of our labor. 

C)ur!i is a Jlcc·uliar uatiou. Iu it 1110 pl'iuciplcs of morality pn•vailiug iu cidlb.ed countries ~re 
llftlu·hl with war111th ancl rt•:lson. Our pnli t.icn l priuciplcs nre tli:-;tinctiYO aJHl characte ristic. Dautel 
,,. Ph!'ttt·r t 'DliiiH'ratt·cl tht·m iu otJO or hi~ grca.t· :o~pccchcs. Thr·y aro c he O!'l fablishmcmt. of popular gov· 
t·ntuu•nt un tl11· haAiR of l't')H'I'~nnl;ltiun ; the I'Cr·og-uitiuu of tho will uf the majol'itr, fail'ly expre .. ~Rt:d~ 
:l!-1 haviug thl' fnrco of law; the. ~uprcm:u·.r of Jaw ns thnrulo of go\·erument for all, atHlthc~xistence 
or writh·u cmuo~titnlione fonutlt·d on tho anthnritr of 1110 propfl\, Ho nssHr·tc<l his bdit·f that the 
iullm•JJrt: of towuuwt•till!,!~ in whkh Autc rit'an p1·inciples wot'O rcco:,!uh•c-•1 aUtl followed, mado those 
"l1•• went from tlJOIIt to diJ! ,l.!Oid ill Calif't•rnia 4

' mon' fit to lHflkl• il. repnUl icnn J!'Overnmrnt, thnn any 
hutly of mt·n iu GcruJ:tii.Y or l taly." If thoro b(~ aclclt>cl to tho lessons of our political gatherings and 
el•·ct ion s Nlucat it'll in tlto csst·ut ial~ t•f ~nYOI'IItllf'Jif, in~truction in the 8Cieuce~ contributing to.llnn•an 
prul'pOrity. familiat ·ih· with tho lauguagC'~ of f'idlizaUon, MUIItll1 rule~ for the courlnct of ltfe. and 
trn i ui11~ fur au (I!JnwhlinJ! awlt•uridtiU;.! nt·etqmtion, tl1C~n ..Anwrit-an youth wiJJ be prrpar cd ofteue~ to 
fill Jt>:uling- place~ iu incln~tl'ics, will win respe(.:t for clu.•ir skill, h•:truing au<l wisdom. and, Ue1n~ 
rt'~'Pl 't~tt•tl ant\ tnt~tt •tl , will l •o t·nal•lo(} to cn~hl'inP Amot·ican liberty more socnrol.r in tho heart~ of 
hl h11r i111! 111011. So Cllll' Jaucl ~}tall b~ 11Jt• hOIJl(' of a ~af'e :UHl parmam·ut uati011, 10 where AI\ iud nstrJO~IS 
populnliou ath·allct·~ lik•' a ,·ic.:turiou:i army," ht•rl'\ the pnor tintl work, tit•· laborer Ueromea a.proprlf:· 
fol'. thP. pro\•rit•tor g1·ow:-t ritoh, nwl all haYo tl1e 110)10 of n pro!iperous fu turo,'' nnd tho ends of our 
i~~tlu stri:tl <'t ncatiou will Uo aecompli .sl1cd. 

Common Renst• mill experience combine in declaring that, to attain to eroin.e~ce 
in Rd!"nc11, a r t or literaturl", nations and communities must make liberal pr?v~JOD 
for institutions lie>oted to their stlllly a!lll ill\·estigation. A rudimentary prmc1ple 
of political econom~· is that, in clirect proportion as money is invested in the endow· 
nH•nt of ::<uC'h inRtitntionR with free proft:"ssorships and scholarships, and th~ mea?d 
for orig-inal re;;<'a rch and expet·imeutation, is its >alue corn pounded by the1r ~apl 
ad \' :llH'l'tnent in tho;;e hrnnclws of lmowletlge which are the foundation of _natwnal 
prosperity. In rl'cognition of this principle, the se>eral States of the Umon have 
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not been backward in endowing universities and colleges devoted to the study and 
in,·estigation of one or more special subjects, and the natural increase of those 
institutions is sure to provide for the maintenance and the reasonable advancement 
of our literary and abstruse scientific status among the nations. Let greater pro
vision, therefore, be made for the practical application of scientific and technical 
knowledge to our useful arts and trades, which are languishing in every branch. 
Whatpver the cause of this depression may be, improvement in the quahty of our 
products would go far towards stimulatin~ demand and in restoring prosperity, just 
as it has done abroad in leas favored localities and under more adverse circumstances. 

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW INDUSTRIES. 

Besides, there are numerous new industries awaiting development and the assist
ance which technical knowledge alone can give. Society tires of the old and a 
depression in business ensues ; it clamors for the new and novel, in which, when 
produced, it is always r~>.ady to invest millions; thus affording employment to many 
workmen, the disbursement of whose earnings in sustenance, clothing and shelter 
for their families has a far-reaching effect in stimulatin~ other industries. Witness 
the a1,plication of the recent discoveries and inventions m the domain of electricity. 

THE USEFUL ARTS THE FOUNDATION OF INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE. 

It has been shown that, in Germany, France, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, 
aud, later, in England, the promotion of the useful arts is acknowledged to be of 
the first importance, as lying at the foundation of all industrial enterprises, and in 
all those countries many of their ablest citizens devote their lives and scientific 
knowledge to improving methods of manufacture and the attractiveness and utility 
of staple products ; to the discovery of new designs and to the origination of new 
industries ; while great polytechnic and less pretentious institutes exercise a healthy 
and stimulating influence in the same direction. 

~lORE DEVOTION TO APPLIED SCIENCE -AND TECHNICAL ARTS NEEDED. 

A respectable class of our citizens, both young and old men of ability, devote 
themseiYes to a single branch or phase of literature, the orbamental arts and the 
pure sciences, while, c.onsidering the size and population of our country, the num
ber who devote themselves from-similar motives to <tpplied science, technical arts 
and educ.ation-i. e., not related to the social professions and fine arts- is really 
insignificant. When, in addition to some suCh plan as that outlined by Dr. Phil
brick, our agricultural colleges are ~ven the breadth, and are equally devoted to 
the several branches of instruction, mtended by Congress ; and when, by the rear
rangement of present and the establishment of additional polytechnic schools, 
sufficient industrial instruction is afforded to meet even present needs and demands, 
the more important, at least, of our industrial trades will take their true positions 
as of equal respectability and value as the professions and the higher commercial 
pursuits, and then the (to us now utopian) condition will be fulfilled when our 
mechanics and artisans, like the peasants around Groningen, can cast "compas
sionate glances at all that population of shopkeepers, clerks, professors, officials and 
proprietors who, in other countries, are envied by those who till the ground, but 
-here are regarded by them in the light of poor people." . · 

INDUSTRIAL AND EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF BALTIMORE. 

COMPARISON OF BALTIMORE WITH OTHER LOCALITIES. 

The foregoing statement of the development and present condition of technical 
e~uca~ion , abroad and in the United States, though only a brief and incomplete 
lustoncal sketch, affords a basis for com~ing Baltimore, commercially and ruc
chanically, with other localities where higher scientific methods are practised in 
cor:esponding industries. Such a comparison seems absolutely necessary to awaken 
an mterest in, and a demand for, more thorough and widespread scientific knowl
edge, the power and effects of which, in the arts, manufactures and trades, are por
trayed in the preceding pages of this report; for it is to be observed that where the 
lack of scientific instruction and technical training is greatest, the want of it is 
least likely to be felt by those who are deficient in it. Realization of the need is 
generally followed by sufficient agitation to secure it. 
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IlALTD!ORE Z\OT PROGRESSING. 

It must be painfully apparent to a large number of our business men , as well as to 
otl tl·r thoughtful citi..:en,; that. notwithstanding her super ior natural and artificial 
advantag1•s and resourees. Baltilllore is not only not progressing, as compared with 
1•\·en less fa,·ored section,;, but is not maintaining her former position in the com
mercial and tnanufacturiug world. 

C:At:SES MUST BE UNDERSTOOD. 

Whnte\'(~r the causes uf the general apathy that is paralyzing her business enter
pl'ise,; nm.\· be. tiH:')' w u,;t be analyzed , the facts brought to light and their effects 
understood, hl'fure intdligent uwa,;ures c.'\n be devised for producing a different 
state ul' atl'airs. Although it is nL"·er <Ul agreeable task to criticise, in any relation. 
the comlllunit.r in which one li\·es, yet here, as in surgery, the diseased part must 
he ba rE'd and it:; comlition made manifest before proper r emedia l measures can be 
detcn ninell. 

HIUSONS FOR DIS<.;U!;SI Z\U THE lNDUSTRlAL AND EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF BALTBIORE. 

•nu· intcrE'sls of our service are so interwonm with the commercial prosperity of 
Hallitnoru: the pon·rty of her youth in int!'llectuaJ attainments and mechanical 
~kill has bl•en ~u painfully umnifL•:;ted in the prelimiP.ary ('xaminations held the past 
year in cuuut-etion with the technological dasses at 1\ft. Clare, a~ " ·ell as in the cur
rent. wcehani<:al l>perations of the sen·icc that, in view of the intimate relations 
tha t l!lUst alwa.n; exist O('tween the educational facilities of the city and any tech
nolol!;ical iustitution t lmt JUay be e~tablished within or near its boundar ies, a dis
cuo;:;ion , in this l'l' J>ort, of the needs of the city in the matter of technical instruction 
aml its ad\'antages, becomes pertinent-indeed necessary. Neither from profes
sional education nor expl'riencu aw I able to treat the subjeet exhaustively. But 
what is hereiuafter cited i::; patent eYeu to superficial obsenation, and if, throu~h 
t his citation, such geneml interest can be a"·akened in Baltimore as shall result m 
plac ing her industrial and tt•chniea l ellucat ional facilit ies-which are· of paramount 
illlJ>l>rtance to her prospe r ity-upon a par w ith those offereLl by ri,·al cities, a great 
~ ~on will ha,·e heen conferred upon the com munity iu general , and the Baltimore 
:\nd Ohio Railroad C'olllpa.ny and a ll other manufacturing corporations w ill enjoy 
the retlex a<hanta~es nccruing- from the increased intelligence and skill that her 
wor king-people will soon acquire. 

NECESSITY OF Ui'\ !TED EFFORT TO RESTORE PROSPERITY. 

If thos(' public-spirited c itizens who recognize our deficiencies in this respect, and 
whoHP pmfpssional or huHiness attainments p lace their lJUalificatious and motivt'S 
l1e\ ond cavil. ean he indneL•d to unite in devising am! in securing the acceptance of 
au· intcllig-L'Ilt and practical measure for r eviving am! extending the industrial inter
t•sts of l!H· cit~·, its comu1ercia l and manufacturing nd,·antages are unquestionably 
sueh t hat it won!(! soon not only recover its lo~t prestige, but would rapidly advance 
ueyond the prosperity of many of its now successful competitors. 

I NDICATIONS OF A NEW SOUTH. 

At this t ime thor~? are indications of the birt h of a new South-a South that shall 
become fatuous aml wl'althy, through the den'lopmeut of it."> immense resources 
and !h(' a ppl ication to its industries of scientific methods, which elsewhere will be 
of slower g-m\\'th, lwcnuse they will supplant and make worthless the expensive 
plants of present processes. 

APPROACHil\0 ERA OF NATIONAL PROSPERITY. 

Standing a!'; we eviclentl~· a re at the t hreshold of another era of national .pros· 
1writy . in w hieh tlH' Routh and oth er sections naturally depencltmt upon Baltnnore 
(as the con!let'ting- link h('t\\'1•en the North :mel S0ut h) fo r m anufactured yrodu~ts 
lllnst participate, thE' pre~ent is nn opportune t itue to make provision for mdustml 
('<]ucation commensurate \\'ith the neetls and resources of the c ity. 

METHODS HERETOFORE PROPOSED TO SECURE PROSPERITY HAVE NOT MET WITH 
GENERAL FAVOR. 

Th(' c·n.uses that have combined to relegate Baltimore to a rank so far .beneath her 
tnH• status as a commercial and manufacturing centre become readily apparent 
from a study of her industrial history. I t is unnecessary to enumerate them here, 
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but it is pertinent to remark the almost invariable la.ck of appreciation, at times 
actually assuming an attitude of unreasoning antagonism, w1th which the efforts 
of those who have sought to promote her material prosperity have been received. 
Considering the widely divergent and irreconcilable views developed upon the pre· 
sentation of many plans from time to time devised for the improvement of her 
trade and commercial relations, it is manifestly useless to hope now for fruitful 
result from any similar proposition which has not the merit of promoting at least 
the principal business interests of the city. . -

ALL INTERESTS ~y PROFIT BY TECHNICAL TRAINING. 

Municipal industrial education, however, offers a program upon which every 
business interest may harmonize, with equal certainty of sharing in the ultimate 
prosperity which, as experience has shown, uniformly follows its general adoption 
m a trade centre, and which it can hardly be questioned would, in the case of 
Baltimore, prove equally-and probably far more-valuable than could reasonably 
be hoped for from any of the measures for increasing our general prosperity to 
which allusion has been made; while at the same time promoting the material, 
intellectual, and moral welfare of the masses of our population. 

HISTORICAL RETROSPECT OF BALTIMORE. 

During the period between the close of the Revolutionary War and the War of 
1812, the city of Baltimore enjoyed its greatest prosperity, and at the end of the 
latter conflict it gave promise of becoming pre-eminent among the most l?rosperous 
commercial and manufacturing cities of the country. It was then that Its growth 
was most rapid ; new enterprises were readily undertaken, and its commerce was, 
relatively, if not actually, greater than ever since. 

ORGANIZATION OF B. & O. COMPANY. 

After the opening of the Erie Canal, its most astute business men, realizing that 
without more rapid and direct freight commQnication with the west, Baltimore 
must suffer greatly from the increased competing power of· New York, as early as 
1820 began an agitation for increased traffic facilities to the west, the outgrowth 
of which was the organization of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. 
Though constantly subjected to the attacks of rival corporations, to home opposi
tion born of prejudice and jealousy, and to the more vexatious indifference with 
which its efforts to maintain and stimulate la.Dguishing industries have been met by 
those it sought to benefit, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company is to be 
credited with diligent and consistent efforts to foster and enlarge Baltimore man
ufactures and commerce, and it is interesting to observe that, to the extent it and 
its affiliated interests have been conducted in a liberal and progressive s,pirit, they 
have expanded and prospered amid a general decadence of the city's industries. 

SUPERIOR NATURAL ADVANTAGES AND RESOUROES OF BALTIMORE. 

While substantially at its door are water powers capable of furnishing motive 
force for many times its present m.anufactures; while the advantages of its superior 
~eographical r elation t o a large and productive section of country are preserved by 
Its being the terminus of an extensive trunk-line system tapping that section at 
many points; and while it has within easy reach enormous reservoirs of the finest 
steam-making coals found in America, as well as generous supplies of iron, copper, 
hard woods, cotton, toba.cco, and other material suitable for manufactures-in 
fact, all the staple raw materials, the conversion of which into manufactured 
products builds up those large industries and commercial interests without which 
no city can be great or prosperous. 

LOSS OF PROMINENCE IN n{DUSTRY AND COMMERCE. 

Baltimore has practically lost all claim to pre-eminence or even pro~ence in 
any manufacturing or mercantile pursuit. Not only do many industr1es develop 
elsewhere, and which should be prospering here, not exist, but it has been impossible 
to maintain those we had, and yet the apathy of the community is such that no 
substantial response is made to the most urgent appeals for financial encouragement 
and assistance in increasing our commerce, reviving old or establishing new manu
factures or kindred enterprises. 

ART-VOL 4--49 
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LOSS OF Wl~ST 1:---DL\ SUGAR TRADE-F.XTENT Or' THIS l>OSS. 

To be more specific, I may remind you that Baltimore has, apparently throu~h 
pure lack of energy, lost the \Vest lmlia sugar trade, and her iron industries are little 
shor t of the throes of dissolution. The gravity of the loss of this sugar trade is shown 
in a r ecent pamphlet prepareu under the instructions of l\lr. C. Morton Stewart, 
which set.<; forth the total Yalue of the city's imports of sugar allll molasses in 1874 
as !j;l0,:j!J8,22i; Llenea~cd in 1884 to $107,041, but even these figures by no means 
r eprt·sent the nt't loss to the city, in one decade, from this single item-the ten 
millions of i 111 ports m erely representing the 1'ntV material bTought here ; to which 
shoulc l be added the commerce s upported by its transportation , the r epairs tv vessels, 
the labor and the 111anufacturing industries incident thereto; all of which, when 
summed u p, ~h<lW a loss much more serious and far-reaching tllan that indicated 
by these hare ligures. 

.HOW TO REOAJN TillS TRADE. 

·w ere Baltimore now able to manufacture those articles for which vVest Indian 
products :tre exchanged, at prices and of quality that woulLl compare favorably 
\\'ith the wan:s of riYal m anufaeturers, thus direetly exchanging manufactured 
goods at a prolit for those products , instead of paying for them in specie and com
pelling incoming vessels to look elsewhere for return cm·goe;;, we could, in a large 
measure, again :tttract this lucratiYe tmdc to our port. 

DIM INISHED i\!AlliTI ME COMMERCE . 

Baltimore has entirely lost her r eputation and renown in maritime pursuits, which 
a t the dose of the war of HH2 was world-wide, without gaining compensating 
:Hhantages. Possessing a fine harbor and first-clllss shipbuilding facilitie:s (includ
:t dry-llock hardly surpassell in size and equipment by any other on our coast), she 
is .'·et !lebarred , t hrough the unskillful work of her artisans, their trade agitations 
aml prohibitory labor tariffs. from ~ccuring the construction of even the few coast
ing steamer:; registering at her port, while her shipbuilders a re, from the same 
causes, com pel! eel tn Llecline bidding on the few ocean bottoms offering for con
stmction here. 

ABBOTT JRON WORKS. 

The Abbott Iron Works, after a prosperous business career , have been idle fora 
long time, aml are no\\' a bout being ;;old and the •aluable plant thereof distributP<l. 
Tlw sallie general causP accounts for the depression in other branches of trade, with 
the details of which :dl citi :~.ens who, like yourself, take au active interest in the 
" 'l'lfan• of t he city, must w fa.llliliar. 

But it is umwce~sary to m ultiply illustrations of neglected opportunities for 
<·nh:nH.: ing- our wealth and increasing our corporate and commercial importance, 
or of absolute loss of ef<tahlishell trade, apparently from a specif?S of Lh·y-rot, incom
pn·heusihle, hut ,·err satisfactor.'· to onr more pushing rivals : for no one better 
than yourself appreciates the great <lisadvantages under which Baltimore now 
labors in her competition with other cities. 

B. & 0 . REVENUES OFTEN IL\ZAJlDED AND SO~IETIMES SACRIFICED TO PROTECT THE 
C'lTY'S lNDU!;TRlES AND COMMERCE. 

It is sufficient for the purposes of this r eport to point out t hat, because of the 
city's colllmcrcial apathy. the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company has frequently 
been compelled to hazanl, a nd lllore than once to sacrifice its re•enues, in order to 
pre•E'nt the practical supprE-ssion of the trade of the port, in which the business 
interests of the city are common with its own. 

EXAMPLES OF THIS. 

To cite r ecent examples of this, you will r emember that when , less than a year 
:~go. the Baltimore emigrant business was threatened hy her Northern rivals, the 
Baltimore a:u<l Ohio Railroad Company found it necessary to surrender the profit 
of the business in order to secure the maintenance of t he few steamship lines run
ning to this port. 

Also, that though many a ttempts hase heen made to r etain our coasting trade, 
such w:~s their lctharg~·. that it was very lately fouml impossible to induce our mer
ch:tnts to subscribe sufllcient money to insure even a line of steamers between 
Baltimore and Charleston. 
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INDUSTRIAL POVERTY OF BALTIMORE AS SHOWN BY REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON 
ESTABLISHMENT OF MANUFACTURES. 

Probably I cannot more forcibly illustrate our city's poverty in respect to business 
enterprises generally, and to manufactures specifically, than by quoting at some 
length from the Report of the Commission on the Establishmt>nt of Manufactures 
made to the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore in 1877, which contains much 
valuable information on the subject of which it treats, but which seems to have 
received much less consideration than its merits deserve. From p. 20 et seq. are 
extracted the following quotations : 

These tables, which have been very carefully prepared, disclose the poverty of Baltimore as a man. 
ufacturing city with painful distinctness. Baltimore is (by Table B) shown to be far below the 
iudus~ial a>·erage in the propo~ti~n of her w:orkingmen t<? the ~ntire JlO.pulat!on. There i~ one oper· 
ative m e"Very.5.2 ;per~ons1n W:•immgton; ~ m every 5.04 m Philadelp.hta; 1m ev~ry 5.5 m .Bosto~; 
1 iu every 5.8 m Cmcmnati: 1 m every 3.6 m Newark, New Jersey; 1 m every 7.6 m St. Lows, while 
Baltimore has only 1 in every 8.1. 

This deficiency of manufacturing hands is more than accounted for by a still greater deficiency of 
capital per capita invested in industrial pursuits. In this respect Baltimore ranks the lowest of any 
of our hll"l!e cities-lower even than Louisville, Kentucky. In Philadelphia the capital in manufac· 
tories is$252 percapita; in Wilmington $235; in St. Lorus$194: in Cincinnati$197; in Boston$188, while 
in Baltimore there is only.$~ capital per caf.ita ao invested- less than half as much as Cincinnati has; 
just hall as much as St. Loms has ; only a 1ttle over half as much as Boston has, and not a great 
dea!111ore than a third as much as there is in Wilmington and Philadelphia. The tables of bank 
capital and savings· bank atock and capital will show that in Philadelphia, Cincinnati~ St. Louis and 
Chicago, tbe money which our citizens lock up in bank stock, ~tronnd rente, private uiscount banks 
and such securities, is by preference invested in productive industrial enterprises. In those cities, as 
t.he tables show, capital is used to buy materials and pay wages, and returns in the shape of values 
received for products manufactured. In Baltimore, on the other hand, capital is used to produce 
interest. While in neither case can it be truly said that.capital is barren (smce the hiring of money 
may be ns useful as the hiring of sewing·machines or any other sort of tool or S!lrvice), yet it is quite 
apparent t hat money used in manufactures and other forms of active production is more fertile than 
money put at interest, or in ground rents or l and, to reappear in permanent improvements distributed 
ovor a period of years, or in houses and buildin~s. Capital in manufactures must turn itself over at 
least once a year, and it will be seen by comparmg the column of capital (Table B) with the column 
of "materials," th11t more than the total capital of all manufacturing establishments is every year 
invested iu the purchase of raw materials for manufacturing, and more th.m a third of the whole 
capital of such establishments is annually disbursed as wages. 

Wages added to cost of material a.nd the sum deducted from gross product gives ~ross profits of 
manufacture, expenses of course not being allowed for. Tested by this, we find that m Philadelphia 
manufactures in 1870 paid 47 per cent. on nominal capital, in Cincinnati 43 per cont., in San Francisco 
47 per r.ent., in Baltimore 48 per cent., in Chicago 50 per cent., in Lowsville 50 per cent., in Boston 61 
per cent., in Wilmington 71 per cent., in New York 74 per cent., and in St. Louis 120 per cent. 
Unquestionably, these fi~ures show an excess of capital to product in Philad~lphia and Cincinnati, 
and a deficiency of capital to product in St. Louis, but they also show that manufactures are less 
protitablo in Baltimore than elsewhere, when we come to deduct the heavy taxation and other charges 
to which they are subject here, and from whicll they are free in Philadelphia. 
If now we turn to Table A, we will find our deficiencies set out in detail in comparison with 

smaller cities, and with rival and competing ones. Your commission do not need to do more than call 
the ntwntion of your honorable body to the array of facts presented in this table. showing how we are 
snrpassetl, even in manufactures which we ought to monopolize, by the most inferior towns and 
cities. There is only one partinular in regard to which your commissiOn will dwell upon in the figures 
in this tahlo, and that is in respect of the manufactures which are needed to keep up our mercantile 
bnsino•s and domestic commerce with t he South and with our own counties. In the item of agricul· 
tural implements, for instance, Chicago makes seven times as many, St. Louis five times, and Louis· 
ville throe times as many as we do. In the item of fertilizers we are surpassed by Wilmington, not 
to speak at all of other and lar11er places. In the item of boots and shoes, leaving all Now"Engta.nd 
out of the question, Philadelphia makes four times as many, and St. Louis, Newark and Chicago, 
all three, equal our production. Chicago manufactures more tlian four times as many bricks as we do, 
in spite of our facilities. In the makfilg of carriages, etc., Cincinnati manufactures more tLan four 
times as much as we do, New Haven six times, and W~lmin~;tou and Chicago three times as much. 
In confectionery, while no city can rival Philadelphia, Chtcago makes three times as much as 
Baltimore. Our cotton manufactures are not yet quite on a level with those of New London. In fiour 
and meal Newark. W ilmington and Louisville are our equals, while Chicago makes three times and 
St. Louis fourteen times as much as we do. Chicago and Lomsville beat us in furniture. The glass 
manufacture of Pittsburgh is fifty times as great as ours. In iron manufactures, leaving out the 
great centres of this industry, we find oursefves inferior to Chicago, and not much above LOuisville, 
Newark, Ne'v Haven and Wilmington. In leat.her manufactures we are completely outstripped by 
all the large cit.ies, by every city in t he country, in fact, whinh has half our population. In llquors,
distilled or malt, even Newark surpasses us. In machinery we are not equal e"Ven to s mall cities like 
Newark, New Haven. New London, Louisville, Wilmington, etc. In sugar refining, leaving out Boa· 
ton, New York, Brooklyn a.nd Philadelphia, we find St. Louis beginning to be our ri"Val. Of paints 
we manufacture $400,000 worth: St. Louis $2,000,000. St. Louis makes ten times as much patent medi· 
ems, ten t imes as much saddlery and harness, ten times as much manufactured tobacco, as Baltimore; 
wh1le Cincinnati m akes twenty time& as much soap and candles,_ and St. Louis four t imes as much as 
we do. In stoneware we make $127.000: Cincinnati $3,600,000. .1n sash manufacturing our producta 
area beggarly $145,000, against$2,300,000 for St. T,ouis, $800,000 for Newark, $500,000 for New Haven, 
$250,000 for Wilmin~ton, etc. In short, the exhibition is in the highest degree painful and mortifying, 
and must cause senous apprehensions in the minds of all persons who k now that it takes trade to 
make t rade. 

It will not be denied that this is an anomalous condition of things. Equally it will not be denied 
that manufactnres bring wealth and population to cities in more certain and speedy ways tban any 
other form of labor. 

As Amasa Walker said upon this point: "It is without question true that in an equal manufactur. 
ing population will be found a greater accumulation of wealth than in an agricultural or commernial 
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popnl~tion . One important reason of this is that a larger share of the population are engaged in 
prnduction, and a l:u·gcr amount of capital is OntJlloycd. " ' omen n1Hl children, who could earn but 
li ttle iu agricultural labor (and none in corumer·cial). can cnru ruuch iu manufacturing. Mannfactur. 
ing need utn·er :itop, summer or winter, cold ur hut, wet or dry. 

UALTBIORE CANNOT ESCAPE COMPETITION. 

These facts are not pleasa nt to contemplate, but they must be faced whenever an 
caru(•st e ll'ort is to be madc to increase the pro!:<perity of Baltimore, be the time 
prcs(•nt or distant. It j,; idle to expect to '"scape competition with other cities, and 
equally it lie to expect sm.;cess therein nntler existing circumstances, or to depend for 
municipa l growth upou ,;poradic seasons of nntional or local prosperity; for in these 
days of rapid trn ,.,.!. cheap anrl 'Iuick transportation, those centres best equipped 
with plnnt and skill e>cl workruen will inel"itai.Jly , in seasons of prosperity, substan
tially absorb tiH' l>rul"its of quickened trade. In the United States seasons of l?reat 
prosperi ty :ne succ.:Peded by periods of stagnation of trade. which subject our msti
tntions to gTeat strain. During these recurring periods of business depression, and 
because '.1f tile dt·arth of sta pie nnd diYersified industries of magnitud~, Bal~imore 
;;nllers (hs proporttonntely to other centres of t rade. I am told that tins stram was 
particulnrl.Y He,·cre when. clm·ing the labor disturbances of 1877, traffic was inter
ruptt>!l on her principal remaining element of commercial prosperity- the Baltimore 
aJHl Ohio truuk-l ine system. Hat! the earning cnpacity of the city accrued, in any 
material dl'gree, from manufacturing industry , the depression would not have been 
so great. 

MR. MATHER CO)JMENTS ON B.-I.LTDIORE'S TRADE DEFICIENCIES. 

1\'Ir. i\father, in comnwntiug on the industry of our city, says : "Baltimore does 
not pOHSl'SS any large distinctiYe nmnu"nctures; her t rade is chiefly that of ~rain 
aml tim bPr export." Though a were statement of fact. this quotation contams a 
reproach to our city, whose great opportunity is that of distinctive manufactures, 
ami whose great want is an increase of producti ve capacity. 

TMl'EllATIVE NEED OF GREATER I NDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY. 

It cannot be too often reiterated that we neHl greater industrial ac tivity to afford 
employment to our c-itizt·ns. to adtl to the ntlue of our property, to increase munic
ipal income, and to a ttract capital and 111en of lmsiness to our cit.y. But at this 
tillle to what iutlustr.'· can our veople point as, in a, '' iHihle degree. tlt·awing foreign 
population for permanl'nt residence within thP limits uf their city? Or what 
inducctue>nt tin t he.1· hold out to capital ists to !win~ wealth from other localities and 
settle hen• with a l"icw to en~aging in indtlstria l pursuits "! Our own citizens are 
phenomt•nall.'· hack11·anl in inn~sting in extended business enterprises, and in the 
ahst•llt l:' nf SJll'<:ial inclucenwnts it is useless to l'Xpe>ct aid from forPign business men 
or capital. l'onunerdnll.'· our city will remnin nothing m ore than a secon,l or 
tl1inl-rate cxpottt•r uf raw materin l until. within its corporate limits, this raw 
material is con,·ertetl into manufactured products. 

OA!.TL\lOUE C'AN NOT DEPEND UPON DISTINCTIVE MANUFACTURES. 

Some citiP>< depend for their prosper it! u pon the manufacture of special products, 
as witness l\fa11clwstt•r, which so long e11jn.'·ed pre-PminenrP through its cotton tPx
tile fabric:;. thoul-(h it iwportetl all the constitnE'n ts thereof; Crefe ld , a wealthy 
Prnssian c·it.1·. which clepencl~ for its prosperi t~' almost ex:clm;ively upon its silk 
m anu factures : ~ht>ltield upon it::; cutler!, antl L.,-nn, )lass. , upon its manufactured 
prothwts of lea ther. But. a:; ha,; been sa itl. Baltimore can boast of no distinctive 
manufactures. Our onl.r hope of industrial prominence lies in the inauguration of 
a mult iplic ity of 1·arietl industri t>s. 

There i~ abundant testimonr to show that a city's prosperity may result from a 
great dentan<l for some loca l natural production. or eYen from limited markets 
where there is no competition. Of this we ha ,·e an example in the city of Pitts
lmr~!;h. whose 11·ealth is dPpenclent upon the iron and coal trade ; as also in the 
o~·strr tr:Hie. of which Baltimore for many yE>a rs enjoy('d a substantial monopoly, 
and which is still of sufficient mag nitude and financial importance to count as a 
c-hief e le111ent in the city"s prosperity. 

DALTDIOHE'S OYSTER I lW USTRY DECL INI NG. 

Hu t thi<' o~ster trade can by no means pro·dde support for our large population, 
and e~eu respPr ting om oysters it is to he remnrked, parenthetically, that for w:ant 
of are, propl'r legislation and deYelopment , the beds of the Chesapeake are raptdlY 
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decreasing in yield, and already the oyster industry of Long Island Sound has 
become an active and powerful competitor of, and bids fair to eclipse, our home 
trade. Unless, therefore, efficient means are speedily taken to replentsh our waters, 
the ti"..Ie must soon come when" Baltimore oysters" will he as rare as "Baltimore 
clippers." 

ABUNDANCE OF RA.W MATERIAL AND CHEAP MANUFACTURE NO LONGER INSURE 
SUCCESSFUL COMPETITION. 

In times past, a city like Baltimore, possessing within its boundaries (or by reason 
of cheap transportation, or favorable location, holding tributary to it) abundance of 
cheap raw materials might, if it possessed, additionally, facilities for cheap manu
facture, successfully compete with less favored rivals, without much regard to the 
quality and finish of manufactured products. ~ut in these days, when rival trans
portation lines distribute crude materials to competing points upon substantially 
equal terms, with little regard to long or short hauls, and when the cultivated 
tast~s and luxurious habits which resUlt from increased wealth create an active 
demand for superior quality and finest finish, such centres as are best prepared to 
turn out first-class art1cles will control the mar,ket. 

POTENCY OF EDUCATED AND SKILLED LABOR. 

It is just here that educated and skilled labor becomes a factor of the greatest 
po~ncy, because, as has been shown in the first two sections of this report, while 
improving quality, it uniformly cheapens production to such an extent that the 
control of such labor has enabled many cities to overwhelm trade competitors who 
possessed cheaper raw material or better natural facilities. That we are totally 
unprepared to avail of any artificial means of bettering our condition is patent from 
the Report of 1877 already referred to, wh~ch in very strong terms sets forth our 
deficiency in regard to manufactures. However great the national and foreign 
demand for manufactured products might he, were all other factors present, the 
dearth of skilled and trained laborers in Baltimore is so great that it could not, 
to-day, compete with other cities in the manufacture of special-and not even of 
many staple-products. 

LOW RENTS AND TAXES CONSIDERED. 

Low rents and taxes and favorable laws have very great attractions for capital, 
and hence many towns, without possessing any special natural advantages, have 
received the impetus which resulted in their becoming large manufacturing centres 
purely as the result of a liberal municipal policy. But while exemption from taxa
tion and other special privileges are influential in building up new and reviving 
and extending old enterprises, by inducing the investment of capital, yet, in the 
present era of active competition and small profits, a factor more important to their 
permanency is the assurance of skilled and intelligent labor, an abundance of 
which has been shown to attract capital far more than the other advantages 
enumerated. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN BALTIMORE AND PHILADELPHIA AS MANUFACTURING 
CENTRES. . 

Comparison between Philadelphia and Baltimore aptly illustrates this. For com
mercial purposes no better, and for manufacturing purposes not so advantageously, 
situated as Baltimore, Philadelphia, first by offering special exemptions from taxa
tion and other inducements for the investment of capital in manufacturing works 
and, later, by the establishment of such technical and industrial schools as the 
Mechanics'. Institute, Spring Garden Institute, Franklin Institute, the Philadelphia 
School of Design, the Pennsylvania School of Fine Arts, the Pennsylvania Museum 
and School of Industrial Art, the Mechanical Department of Pennsylvania State 
~ollege, Girard College, and the Philadelphia Manual Training School, has grown 
~~".?and maintainS its position as the second city in the Union, and as pre-eminent 
m 1ts manufacturing and allied industries ; while Baltimore, practically without 
tec~nical inst~tutions, except the meagre facilities of the Maryland Inst.itute, and 
u~til. lately w1th onerous and unusual taxation, has, as stated by the c1ty's com
miSSioners on the establishment of manufactures, substantially starved out its old, 
and prohibited the undertaking of new, manufacturing enterprises. We may deepen 
our harbor and make valuable additions to our natural ana artificial facilities for 
trade and commerce, but, as Mayor Latrobe aptly remarked in his message (1877), 

f
"We should remember that it is not commerce alone, but commerce and manu
actures together, which will insure the future p~osperity of the community." 
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DALT!MORE"S DACKWARDNESS UESULTS FRO)l INS UFFICIENT TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

Comparison between the present condition of Baltimore and the industrial status 
of many European cities that ha,·e experienced its Yicissitudes only goes to corrob
orate the conclusion herein announced- that the backwardness of the former 
results from the insufficient technical education of our artisanti and laborers. 
[Exhibits D, B and F.] Neither our immense resom ces i11 the shape of raw mate
ria ls, our facilities for manufacture, our tulvantages in the way of cheap living and 
healthful climate, nor the offerin~ or low taxes and rent, nor all these combined 
will effc,ct, at this late llate and u nder existing comlitions of trade, the restoration 
of Baltimore to its normal position among the industrial am! commercial centres of 
the country. But if we crown a ll t hese athantages with thnt most potent of aU 
a gencies for proUloting- ind ustrial prosperi ty, a combintttion of superior skill and 
intclli~ence on thu part of our mana.~Prs and workpeople, we 1nay then hope to 
stimulate ne w hw;iness ventures :uul to :;ec Baltimore once more taking rank with 
the fi rst cities of tl w nation . It is Yery generally conceded t lw.t no enterprise turn
ing out products for ~ale can sncces~fully compete in our own and foreign markets 
unless superior skill a nd iutellig(•nce can be secured to conduct it. 

NEW HWt;STIUAL ENTERPRISES WILL 0 0 WHElm TECHNICAl, TRAD:IKG IS PROVIDED. 

Ct·rtainly then it is only r easonablt• to suppose tha t if f<pecial school:; arc essential 
to success in any industry, men who lil-sire to engage in that huf<incss would rather 
go to a t:i ty where such schools are a.ln•aliy provided than to a city like Baltimore, 
wl1cre, before they can hope for succl'ss. they must be at the expense and trouble 
of establishing or helping; to establish technical schools. vVe have an abundance 
of crudC' labor, as WL'Il a,~ of cheap and crude material: bnt preliminarily to con
verting t hat. mat~·rial into attractiYe and useful products we mm;t so train our 
artisans as lo m:Lke tlwm a t least the peers of foreign nncl home "·o1·kmen following 
kindred pursuits. Then, when men of means and enterprise realize that we offer 
them not only raw materials am! the same concessions ami liberal policy that have 
proven so succc:;sful in promoting the corporate prosperity of Philadelphia and 
other cities, but likewise t lw uecessary skill aml intell igence to transform those 
materials into marketable comnlotlities, we ma.y rC'aRmlably count upon the assist· 
a nee of outside capital in startin~ a host of manufacturing and kindred enterprises. 

In cv<:'ry li!'ld where American enterprise has entered. it has asserted itself and 
has berm fully 1·ecognized-especiall.v in labor-sadng ill\·entions for agricultural 
purpose:;. vVhat has bet•n accomplishC'd in ag;ricnltuntl machinery can Le done in 
metallurgy, trxtile fabrics, wood-work, railway appliances, etc . 

ABUNDANCB OF RAW MATEIUAL TlUBUTARY TO BALTIMORE. 

Nowhere :we t here cheaper or m ore extensi ,·e tlevosits of ntinerals, timber and 
otlwr raw materia l than in the va:;t motmtainou:; rl'gions of l\Iaryland, Virginia 
aml W est Virg inia, tributary to this city. .A.mpll' capita l is se!'kiug investment in 
any bu:;iuess in which profi t is r easonauly cerlain: machinery em uodying the latest 
tlc;;ign;; of the inventor·s skill can he procurC'<l ; market.~ are acces.qible : what is 
Jll'etktl is skilled aml educated lauorers to llirect aull carry on the industries which 
con vurt raw material into manufactured products. But :;killed and intelligent 
workmen are n ot found to hand ; they must be made. 

BALTIMORE l'\OT NATIONALLY RECOGNI ZED AS A:-1 I NDUSTRIAL OR TRADE CENTRE. 

The foregoing may appear to IJe trite remarks . more suitable for trade reports or 
the JWOcer~llings of ciYic banquets thau for embodiment in a report of this character, 
bu t they bear gravely upon the conditiou and prospects of Baltimore, which it is 
but too apparent to those who traYel extensively is, nationally cousidered , a provin· 
cia! towu. It is a sad commentary upon our commercial importance that one 
seldom sees our special ware:; announce•l beyond local markets, nor paraded in the 
e lfectiYe manner in which centres of far less size and wealth make known their 
productions or conuuercial ad\"antages. During se>eral ext('nded visits to the 
Pacific coast I seldom heard Baltimore mentioned it\ business circles beyond the 
l\Ii»sissippi ri n•r, sa>e as the place whence ovstrrs come and where St. Jacob's Oil 
is manufactured . Vf'r V receotlv t he execu t i-i·e officer of the Boa rd of Trade of Port
land. Oregon (the secorid cit_; in importance on the Pacific coast and claiming to be 
the wenJthiC'st , per capita , in the country)-himRelf a Baltimorean-advised me that, 
though his office is constantly supplied with all t he trade publications of eve1-y other 
exporting city of the Union, it was with the g reatest difficulty and only a~ter 
r epeated efforts that he had ~ucceecled in procuring for his board any statistical 
information concerniug Baltimore's productions and exports. 
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WHY OUR MANUFAcTuRING ARTS LANGillSH. 

The obvious deduction to be drawn from the foregoing facts respecting the city 
of Baltimore is that OUr manfacturing arts are languishing as much from the want 
of skilled and intelligent artisans and managers to direct their operations, as from 
the lack of capital, cheap raw material, or natural facilities for production, and, 
from wha~ has been stated in the first section of · this report, it is evident that, in 
order to stimulate our manufactures and trades into greater activity, we must afford 

. our people additional and better opportunities than now exist for acquiring indus
trial training and technical knowledge of our established industries, and of others 
which might be inaugurated here, with proiit both to capital invested and to the 
city at large. 

THE REMEDY TO BE FOUND IN TECHNICAL TRAINING, 

As one of the first steps toward securing much-needed additional facilities for the 
technical training of Baltimore's youth, there should be radical changes in the pres- · 
ent methods and character of public instruction. I fully r ecognize how much easier 
it is to point out errors of administration than to suggest wise remedial measures, 
and how unbecoming it would be in any one to make such suggestions without 
special preparation and recognized fitness for the task. To change the character of 
public instruction in a great city like Baltimore is a very serious undertaking, and 
no proposition contemplating such action should receive serious public consideration 
unless sustained by irrefutable facts and arguments. 

REASONS FOR CONSIDERING THE EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES OF BALTIMORE, 

But while I conceive it to be altogether outside my duty, even on behalf of the 
material interests of our service, to proposE.' lines for municipal policy, and while I 
believe your instructions will have been measurably executed when. I shall have 
given you a clear idea of the character, extent and effects, in general, of technical 
training, and specifically of the beneficial results that may, with reasonable cer
tainty, be counted upon to follow the inauguration of technological instruction in 
the Baltimore and Ohio service, I also feel that the character of tuition under the 
public-school system of Baltimore and the State of Maryland is of as paramount 
importance to any technological work at Mt. Clare as is the commercial prosperity 
of the city to the revenues of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. If, in 
order to secure in its staff and in the rank and file of its service the same (if no 
greater) skill, intelligence and consequent efficiency that our Northern and Western 
rivals enjoy, the Baltimore and Ohio Company is unable in the future, as during 
the past year, to procure from the great mass of J?Opulation in Baltimore enough 
candidates for apprenticeship possessing the minimum elements of a grammar
school education to meet the requirements of the service, but must undergo the 
additional expense and labor of instructing its apprentices in those rudiments of 
English education which are absolutely essential as the groundwork for even the 
most superficial technical training, it will be well to consider whether economy 
and the best interests of the service will be promoted by continuing Mt. Clare as a 

. construction station ; and whether greater economy and more satisfactory plant will 
not be secured by distributing its machinery among the company's repair shops, and 
depending for articles now manufactured at Mt. Clare upon those outside works 
which-by reason of their employes having acquired.a higher knowledge of the 
scientific laws that underlie their trades, and greater skill and higher intelligence 
than prevail among the artisans of Baltimore-turn out with economy the highest 
grade of such products as we now manufacture. 

It would seem that, in view of our large expenditure for free public schools, there 
should be no difficulty in securing educated boys for apprentices. 

CITY SCHOOL STATISTICS. 

The appropriations for the public schools of Baltimore aggregate about three
fourths of a million dollars annually, out of which nine hundred and sixty-three 
teachers are employed to conduct the schools. The estimated population of Balti
more at the present time is 400,000. The number of children and young people of 
school age (between 6 and 21) at the last enumeration in 1879 was 86,961 (1t is now 
probably 100,000), of whom 52,970 were enrolled in the public schools in the year 
~885-6, and the average daily attendance was 34,21'7. There are no statistics show
Ing the number in attendance at the various private schools in the city. Of the 
100,000 children and young people who ought to be in school, perhaps 95 per cent. 
olif t~e males, and a large proportion of the females are destined to gain their own 
v~lihood-a majority in the trades and manufactures-and many must, wholly 

or m part, contribute to the support of others. 
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NECESSITY OF ADAPTI:\Q EDUCATION TO WANTS OF THE PEOPLE. 

The o>ershadowing importance of so shaping our system of education as to con
Yc·rt this great army of future citizens into intelligent and law-abiding men and 
women , who shall ue able to maintain their self-r espect by at least pro>iding for their 
own wants, induce:; me, not only on a L:count of the needs of our own service, but 
also from a eonsideration of the f uture well-being of the laboring mass~ and of 
t he city of 13altim<>re, to unite ""ith General Counsel Cowen in invoking )'Our active 
efforts , "l>oth a:> an of"flcer ami a c it izen,"' in soh·ing the iiJlporta nt question how 
he~t to alfonl <>111' work ing-people that character and quality of knowledge and 
traiuing- which wi ll qualify tl!em for conducting successfully the occupations of 
industrial life as tla·y exist to-day, and which all interests, indiYidual, corporate, 
munici pal and uational , a like r equire they should enjoy. In >iew of the peculiar 
identification that exists u<·tween Balt imore's political and educational systems, it 
is a.pp:went that. to secure any substantial or valuable change in existing m ethods 
of education, will r equire the acti,·e countenance nnd support--without respect to 

· political bias-of om en tire business community, as well as of all other citizens of 
r esponsiiJi li Ly pos~es~ing knowledge of the conditions and needs of the city. Already 
many intelligent wmking-people a re beginning to realize that if any improvement 
i~ .to he m:ule in tht>ir ma.te r·ial condition, it will l>e throu~h the proper education 
of their eh ildn'n in industrial occupations, n.nd that thercm , far more than in the 
false moYements and agitation~ of trmles unions, lie t hose elements which, properly 
fostered, will iusure the permanent better iJlent of their condi tion. 

UOTH LAlJOR AND CAPl'l'AL J\IAY PROFIT BY THE RlGHT KlND OF EDUCATION, 

It has been wisely sa id that " from domestic economy rather than from political 
l'conomy wi ll come the solution of the labor <1uestion." In thrift and industry, and 
in recognition, on the part of employers, of the justice and necessity of encourag
ing, in a practical way, al-l legitimate e!Tor ts of work people to improve their condi
tion, surely lies the true solution of the great problem of labor t·ersus capital; for 
you wi ll han • obsen ·ed , from the historical sketch constituting the first pa.rt of this 
r eport, tha t in those localities where industrial education and technical training 
ha,·e been most promoted l>_y em ployers, there, also, are the least f riction and the 
least agitation uf the complex and Yexed <JUest ions constantly arising elsewhere 
between employer and employe. 

VIEWS OF A NEW E NG LAND WORKINGMEN'S CLUB UPON THE EDUCATION OF 
W ORKINGi\IEN'S CHILDREN. 

In this connection I extract from the September number of the New Princeton 
R e1•iew, for t·.he cu rrent yl•ar. the following citation from the proceedings of a New 
Eng land \Vorkiug-rnen's (.Jluh : 

' Vo ],a,·o <·xalllint·<l tho .-cpurt~ nf ntt~udanr·c, nnrl tl1o cour.cs of study , of man,,· of tbe public 
Kchool !-4 iu mauuf'ad uriug towns in Ylll' ious part,:i of tho con lltl'V, aucl tho im)H'ed~ion made npou our 
miJHI:i is that t iu• an·~~~~~l' IIH:u1, uf s lutl i~:s i R, iu 1lw w niH , :ulaptcc) l.o tho wau tH o f pupil:i w ho take tho 
full publit· ·l'·u·lwul, or higJ • - ~· · l •ool. culll"."'l\ ~u aR to he prepare tl , 01' ne:tr1 y prcpnretl , to eutor college. 

" 'o :!lsu li11d, h_,. ox1Nulccl iuquir,,·, that a ];trg.o ]u·upor·t iou o f I h e c ll ilth't-n of laborer:-J, especially in 
m aun l'actul'illg" awl Jniuiug: (·onnlllmiticl-4, len YO sd10ol ti11ally l.H.'for c thL';\' aro fourtf'ell yenrs of nge. 
It. nppf'nrs 10 us that the cd ucntion of tl1f'SO c hihlrf'u i:). usually, pcL·u linr ly ine fli cien t , a.ud, ns a 
prepamtiou fo•· prru·lic:ll lifc, of little 11tiliry , f1·um tho f:w t that tl~t·.l' ],n,·e been •·mployed mo•tly iu 
bt·yiuninys ju varionR IJr:~ndiC!i of knowle1l,t!'L'1 :u ulllaYO ncf1uir0{1 but little that i s complete in itself. 
'l'hu ~t tlllil'~ fo r p upil:i uullc r fonrtC'l'll years of ngc 8ct·m tu l.w, in g reat tnca.surc, ouly n. 1u·epamtioo 
fol' tho wurl< ol' tho 111on• :ul n u u·t·tl dns:ics, all(l tl1cy nrc tiJcn•foro of uucertain valne to tllose who 
m ust lenYo f'l'itonl nt tho :~ge uu·ntimn·tl. · 

"'o l 't.•cum llll'lltl tLnt tho dub judie thl• co·OJWrntlou of worl\in~mcu who aro interestetl in rclnca· 
1iou in ll1P effort. to al'rin} nt. liome ]H'ftl~lkal coudus inu re~anliug tho pnrticular cdttcntion which 
workin g-· people nt~e<l-lhc 1\in<l of l\ HO\\' It·d~o t iL' 1raiuiug w l 11Ch N \ll ho oUtnined nt school w hich will 
u~ of uwst worth to 1 ht•m in mnturo Jit'o-mul we Rll !!'~eRt 1hat if, would bo well to obtain nnd compnre 
opiuious ns to a cum·:-\o o f s l\ul\·, or ttiU'cn.·ut spcc i:~l t·oursl'S of stnUx. for boy s and g irls who 111Ust 
lt•a.yo Krhnol at fourlccu yt ·aJ'::i Of ngt· . · · 

" 'o w ill <ul •l that iJ. flJlJll·:u·• lo " " rhat . .,,..], iuqnirio~ will h e more like] ~- to yiel<l Y&lnable practical 
n·~nli A 1f sumo tliYis iou is1uaclo of tho su lJjcet of t·dnc ntion , than if it i~ tnkeu up ns w lwle, or in an 
abstl'nl't ur ~!"OII OI'a l wn,r. 'J'Iu~ follow in C! is ~n~,:!'t ':o\tl'cl : 

l. l t i!ot dt·~irahl l' tha t 11w c: hihln·n of wurldug-.pcoplo l'hnul(l olJtnin nt school knowletlgo mul trnio· 
in~ w lt id1 MhntllH', in ROIIIO mOa1'4m·<·, t•ompl t> tO it1 i t:-wll' mHl a\'ailnblo fur 1180 in nftoryenrs reg:lrd~f:!g 
uu•:ms mhl nwt l 1ml:~ for tho Jl l't•Scr,·atiuu uf tlloh· hodil,\· )u·alth. TIJatis, they ~hould rccch·e spectfic 
iu!olt nu·tiun ns to lu.•nlt hJ'nl wa,\'s of living, aud in tlw L'nn _• of tl1e i r eyCli, teeth, d igesrh·e orga11s, nnd 
otht·t· bu,lil ,\' f:wu1ti t·s. Tho oJ'tliuarr HH·tlnul:i of t •·:~l'llint! physiolog-y in schools see-m to us rntb~r 
,·n~uo :uul iuttH•eth·o, :t llel , atan.v rnt o. uot suitNl to t he lH:tods of tho clnss of ]mpils we now baY& lD 
milHl. They alwnltl Uo tau g-l1 t. thu Ynluo of JHtro nir :nul uf )1111'0 wate r, fl tHl of some measure of out· 
of·duor •·ujonnout. in rclnt hm t o h<'alth nf bod\' nutl Hlilul. 

2. Lnhoi-l·i·s (If all dal'lse:s Ut:l'tl f:u·l!n•atea· J'; ·:u1itt <"~H in "the nso of ligures ," iu orcliuarr business 
OJil'l'al iou~ wil l! 11mnlu-rs, thnt1 i:i ll:<'ll :ll l y attaiu ed, t· \'t'll lJ,r tht' adntll l'l~tlpnpil~ of our pubfic scbool.a. 
Our .-llihh·•·n • hunl•l Lo t.-aiu r <l 10 t lwrou~h cllicient'~· iu the use of tho t:tu los and rules used~ 
measuring or nscer tuiuing quantities of aU kinds iu actual bu~iness, such as brick· work, atone·wor., 
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and everything connected with building operations; in the measurement of articles of merohandise, 
of surfaces ann solids of various kinds, and in the methode of computation for intflrest, percent.l.ge, etc. 

3. They should be taught whatever will be in the greatest degree serviceable In enabling them to 
make life interest.ing for themselTe& ancl for those abOut them, and should be early taught that they 
wn•t depend mostly upon themselves for this object. As one of the best means to tliis euil, they shoula 
be taught to uudoratAnd, enjoy and respect t he powers of the English language, and should be trained 
to apeak and write it with directness and sincerity, so that while they subsist by the labor of their 
bnn1ls. the life of working. people may be made attractive and interesting to themselves by thought. 
"We belie,·e that the inefficiency of education, and the vagueness and uncertainty of thought or mental 
vision which it produces, are highly injurioua to the interests of the working. people of our country. 

SCOPE AND METHODS OF OUR SCHOOL SYSTEM. 

In order to suggest intelligent direction for your efforts and those of other public
spirited citizet.ts wh?se ~tive occupatio~ a~d pursuits forbid their giving this su~
ject the close mvest1gat10n and thought 1ts 1mportance and great scope demand, 1t 
is proper briefly to enumerate the proposed objects and methods of our school 
svstem, as at present conducted, and then invite attention to the views of those best 
qualified to make suggestions and recommendations for impro.ving our present 
method of public instruction "in the interest of those working-people of limited 
means who wish their children to look forward to manual labor as the means by 
which they are to obtain a livelihood," and fitting it to the industrial conditions that 
must exist hereafter. It will be sufficient for this purpose and will prevent unneces
sary enlargement of this report to review, very cursorily, the educational facilities 
and institutioLs of Baltimore ; the character of instruction afforded and its bearing 
upon the industries that it seems essential to our interests to improve and promote
referring you to our annual school and other municipal reports for more detailed 
information. 

ENROLLMENT IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

First and most important among our educational institutions stands the system of 
public schools. These comprise primary grades, enrolling last year 24,511 pu\>ils ; 
grammar grades, enrolling 13,381 pupils; city high schools, enrolling 1,168 grrls; 
the Citv College, enrolling 630 boys ; the Manual Training School, enrolling 120 
boys. tReport of Commissioner of Public Schools, page 56. J 

SUBJECTS TAUGHT. 

The subjects taught in the primary grades are reading, spelling, elements of 
arithmetic, penmanship, drawing, and vocal music. The same studies, with geog
raphy added, are pursued in the grammar grade, which requires five years for com
pletion, and physiOlogy, history, grammar and composition, algebra, geometry, and 
elementary physics, are begun toward the close of the grammar course. 

CITY COLLEGE. 

The subjects taught in the City College, in addition to the common English 
branches, are English history, book-keeping, chemistry, natural philosophy, Latin, 
Greek, French, German, literature, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus, 
astronomy, mental and ::noral philosophy, logic, and Constitution of the United 
States. 

GIRLS' IDGH SCHOOLS. 

The advanced studies in the girls' high schools are elocution, French, phr.siology 
etymology, music, algebra, drawing, literature, rhetoric, natural ph1losophy, 
geometry, history of the United States, mental philsophy, book-keeping, and 
astronomy. 

OTHER PUBLIC AND ENDOWED SCHOOLS IN BALTIMORE. 

The other public and endowed institutions accessible to residents of Baltimore 
are the McDonogh Institute, with a capacity for about 100 pupils ; the Maryland 
Institute, with very inadequate accommodations for perhaps 500 or 600 students ; 
the University of Maryland, for students of law and medicine; the State normal 
school and colored normal school for training teachers; and the Johns Hopkins 
University, which affords hi~her instruction to such students from different parts 
of ~he world as possess the h1gh standard of qualifications necessary for admission 
to 1ts classes. 

SCHOOLS AFFORDING INSTRUCTION IN ART AND APPLIED SCIEtiCE. 

With the exception of drawing in the public schools, but little is taught that 
serves to fit pupils for industrial handiwork. Of the schools professing to teach, in 
a practical way, the science and arts underlying the industries of this country, there 
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aru only the l\Iarylaml Institute, the l\Ia nual Tra ining School, aml the McDonogh 
Sdwf• l. The first, of these has to Llo ·with the arts and with drawing , while only the 
latter two pretend to tt·:tch :tpplied ;;ciC'm ·<o> ; and together , they affoni instruction to 
fewer than thn·e Jmndn·d bop, many of whom ar e in these :schools for only a 
Sl'condar.l' purpose. expecting, ultimately, to L>e c.:ome clerks, shopkeepers, or profes. 
;;ional men. 

EVE~ l;\'G I;>;sTRl:CTION. 

At t hC' pre~l'nL tillle in th ~:> cit.1· or Ba lt imore a!IJiost nothing is l>eing done in the 
way of :tll'nrdin~ e i'L'Il ing in;;l ruction to yonng peoph· ll'ho a re engaged in labor dur
ing Utt: •lay. TilL· atlL'IllJlts l ha.t hnl't,o IH?E'n made toward;; cloing something in this 
din·c ·t i••n ''.1' the J•ul •l k ,;c lto• •Is ha ,.\, nnt l1een Yery stH:cessful. No doubt one of the 
pritwip;li r('aSOilS of lh<• f:tiituv is that tit ~:> illstmet ioll otferetl to l.Juys and girls has 
not heL'Il snllil'il'n tl.1· pr:tctic.:al to induce them to rn.tt fort h the exertion required to 
enable the m to profit uy it. 

BAL'J'L\IORE'S LIMITED FACILITIES FOR PRACTICAL TRAINING. 

From tltc·s(• scanty statistics awl c.:i ta tions it is r eadily seen that only a few schools, 
wi th Yer.'· limih'd c.:apacity and ill:>ignificant financial support , can be classed as 
:tfl'ording- •Htr ll'orking; populati(J!l a knowledge of the science:; as a pplied in indus
t r ial pu r,.;n its. a nd , tht•re fon.:. the llll'tnher:s of this large class nec.:essarily enter the 
u~ual o<.:cHpations of life nntaugltt in te(·hnica l knowledge anLluntrained in manual 
:-;kill. Lacking- tltt• t l•ehnical knoll'h•clg-e and tht• m anual training to perform intelli
g'L'ntly :tncl skillfnlly tht• o1wm ticms of t lw manufactures and other kinds of indus
tria l II'Or k tht•:v L'Xpect to pu rsue all thl'ir Ji,~es, they must waste years that should 
be de1·oteJ to school ur to (•:trning wagL'S, in aC(jlliring sufficient manual dexterity 
tu make their ~t·n· ice;; Yaluaule el't'Ll in this markl't, and in doing this they forget 
much of the t empomr.1· information acquired at school. Mm1ifestly, therefore, in 
order to supply the mis,.;ing link in our puhlic-sdwol system, somethin~ must be 
done to vrm·iclL• fa.ci lit·ies for irnparting information and a ffording traming of a 
charact er tha t ll' ill fit ~l.te "'? rkiuq-man 's children f?r acquiring ~uc~1_ scientific 
Jmowlt·dge as can he uttlr7.ed m th t> n· Yarll)llH oCCLtpa.t.IOn:>. Of the :;;'i'lu,362 appro
printf'd L>y the c:it,r of Bn ltinHH'f;' for public-school iu:-;truction for the year 1885, only 
:j; l:.l.HOO o r 1:1- (ll'l ' cent. wa:; de,·oted tv t·oncluctin~ the l\lanual Training School, 
:lllcl this is !.he olll_l' pnrl'ly induslri<il inst.itu t.e provided fo r under our public-school 
system. 

UlSPOSITIOK OF SCHOOL FUNDS. 

Tht• n·mainclL• r of thb Yery lar.~e sum i" cliYideLI in to' sub-nppropriations for the 
s .. ,·eml g mlil',; clL'I'Ot\•d Jllo:-;tly to litL·rar,v training . lnclmled in this general sum is 
:)ti,OOO r .. r et•rulHcting el'!·nin)!.' sc lro .. b. ll'h ieh. howeYer , a re devoted entirely to the 
t·onrmml Eng·lish i>ra ndte:>. \\'hill' only $1:.!,800 i:; de1·oted to special industrial 
t•tlu('ation , <Lhon t $7:i,UOU- or m vtl' t han 10 pe r cent. of the sehool a ppropriation-is 
annuall.v ex ]1\'JHiec.l iu lllaintaining two hi~h schools :\11(1 the City College, which do 
litt le tnll'arcl fi t ting t lwir pupils (abt•ul l, tlOO or less than 4 pet· cent. of the em oll· 
ll ll'nt) l'nr ha.nclic ra.fts-tlwir cunic.:ula l>eiug intended to qualify pupils for clerk
sh iP" a ml the IL•arned professions. 

TilE CLAIMS F OR SPECIAL lNDl'STR IAL SCHOOL FAClLITIE. ARE EQUALLY AS STRONG 
.IS TilE CL.IDIS l~UR SPi,;CUL LITJmARY TUAINING. 

As lhe Johns Hopkins U ni 1·ersity is exc lusively de\·oted to hig her education ; as 
the l\Iarylanll Agricultural CollE-ge is prac tica lly a cipher in a tfording technical 
train ing': as the Manual Train in.~ School. e1·cn were it a.n efficient institution, as in 
point l>f fact it is not. could iustrnct only l :iO l.Jo~~s, or less than thre('-fifths of one 
per cent. of our puhlic-schoul enrollment : ns the l\Iarylaud Institute, with its meagre 
fac ilitiL·S nml in;;nl"lit-il'ut support, atTords only special instruction in art and draw
in.!.;. it may pwpe l'iy he said thn t Baltimore, with n popuht ion of nearly 400,000, a 
school emtmerntion of ne:trl.r lUO,OOO, n,m l an nnnua l school expendit ure of nearly 
lh l'l'L'-qtwrtprs of a mil lion dollars. is practically de,·oid of fn cilities for fitting her 
II'Orking da:;st ·~ for tht>ir life ll'ork. In 1·ie ll' of these facts . I appreheucl it is not 
on•rsteppin)!.' the bourHb of pm priet.1- tn snggesl . in this repor t , that those children 
ll'ho:-;e ei rcum,.;tan('e~ or inelinntinns t'iParly poinL to an industrial career should 
!taw facilities for s_p~·~· ial t raining hearity." on t heir li fe ."'ork rela tiYely .equivalent 
m l'Xtt'nl t(> thL· fn et lrltP>' thn,t are n nw atfLJrded m our C1t,r College and Jugh schools 
ln those ll'hll t·xpect to fo llL>II' <tl'ncations of a cli1Tereut character. It is not intended 
hy tht·~e remarks to daim that public-school instruction should fit persons for indus· 
trial pursuits alone, nor that it should attempt unduly to dispose children towards 
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those pursuits, but that it should afford opportunities for qualifying those whose 
circumstances and dispositions or genius point directly to mdustrial occupations, 
for that sphere of labor, just as it now fits others for literary work or the learned 
professions. That technical education has a claim on our municipal schools equal 
to that of literary education, and that industrial trainin~ deserves a place in our 
schools both as a necessary compliment to intellectual tra1ning and as a preparation 
for pursuits involving manual labor, ought to be patent to all. 

TENDENCY OF OUR SCHOOL INSTRUCTION. 

Without unde1taking to discuss at greater length the efficiency or practicability 
-of tlte instruction in our free schools, attention cannot be too strongly drawn to the 
fact that the whole tendency of our teaching is the imparting of temporary infor
mation to children, less than 4 per cent. of whom pass into the High School, and 
probably 90 per cent. of whom pass from our primary and grammar schools into 
various industrial occupations before reaching fifteen years of age. On this point I 
cannot more forcibly and gracefully present the deficiencies of its common-school 
system than by applying to the city of Baltimore the language used by Mr. William 
:MaU1er, of England, in his testimony before the Senate Committee on Education 
and Labor, whose report on labor and capital has but recently been published. 
'!'Iris testimony is a vacluable expo.~e of the practical relations of our educational 
system to our industries and, besides being fertile in suggestions of value in refer
ence to the American school system generally, bears directly upon the question ·now 
under consideration- the educational needs of Baltimore. , 

MR. MATHER'S COMMENTS AND STRICTURES ON OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. 

Mr. Mather says: 
In my travela through your country in pursuit of my inqniries, I have visited about twonty.two 

cities, nnd stayed at each for a while making inquiries. I suppose I have visited over one hundred 
institution• of various kinds, particularly scliools and collegeo, am! I think I have a pretty fair notion 
of what you are doing In tbe direction of education, both generally and specifically. My opinion is 
in regnrcl to tbo question raised by your inquiry, ~hat you would have au immen•e effect upon the 
condition of tho working classes here if you would alter the methods of teaching in your primary and 
grammar schools, and very much also in the high schools. 

After having given reading, writing, arithmetic, and those rudiments of education which you give 
thoroughly and intelligently-you seem in that r espect to ground the children thoroughly well in tho 
rudiments of education-yon then seem to pile upon them a lot of studies which do not enter into 
their lives afterwards when t.bey come to work, and you utterll' ignore in all your publio schools tba.t 
element or industr ial training which seems to mo so necessary for every people-particularly a people 
like the Amerir.ans, ao mechanical and Industrial in their occupations. · 

J,ookiug at the course of educatiun of tho grammar school, the graduates of that school everywhere 
nppcnr to me to ba.Ye spent a great deal of time on the refinements of grammar and of llterature
.etlucation of very little consequence to them when they pass intotbeir life-employments-and durin!' 
that time they have no opportunity of acquiring knowledge of the natural laws or elements of ch~m· 
istry, physic•, or tbe var1ous sciences that underlie all the Industries that abound In the country, and 
into oue or the other of which these children are passing-. That is aU a dark and unknown l nnd to 
them, and I think it is a misfortune to the working classes of this country that their education rona 
.so much to the side of literature, and not to the industrial and scientific side. 

To illustrate bow readily children can acquire such information, we have adopted in Engl:md, in our 
new "Bonrcl" sohool~, quite a different system. If you examine a boy of twelve to fourteen year~ 
of age in our new "Board " schools throughout .an;v of our large cities, you will find that he will at 
that nge know as much about the elem~nts of stmple mathematics, mechanical drawing, physics 
·chemistry, electricitv, magnetism, and aU those general elements of science, as many of your boys and 
girls do in tbe h igh schoofs when they are sixteen or seventeen years of age. That is not owing to 
the fact that our boys and girls a1·e any smarter or more intelligent than yours, but is owing entirely 
to the system of education adopted. We are endeaYoring to 6ring this natural system of education 
in our country to a point where it will be of uso to the working clu,ssea chiefly; and we endeavor 
.to teach them those subjects that will have a direct bearing on their future employments. Without 
tencbiug them a trode, or any particular handicraft, all the tendency of the teaching is to make them 
~itbor commerciolly or in<lustnally a success, in the way of -having some HCienti1ic knowledg~ which 
they can utilize as they pal'S into their various occupations. 

I find iu this country what I should call lamentable want in this respect. I think it only requires 
tbat your public men,' your educators, should take this into Immediate conslder~ttion, in order at once 
to alter the currlcullliD of tho grammar schools, so that a large portion of tbe time should bEt devoted 
to these more Important subjects and less given to the faots of ancient history or remote matters, 
which the children will probably never think of when they once pass out of school into the ordinary 
occupatious of life. * * * 

Under t ho ortlinary arrangements we are now trying to Introduce Industrial occupations generally, 
~~d we have thus far tried it to the extent of joinery or rArpentry classes. We have in several of tbe 
:uancbcster schools put up sheds for carpentry classes, fitted up with benche•, O:nd turned every boy 
'"the school, nole?ll voun•, who Is as much as ten years of age, Into the carpentry class for three hours 
e,·ery week, dividing the time into three lessons per week. There all tbe varwus timbers from all 
parts of t he world are collected, and a little lecture is giYen to the boys os to the character of tho 
w_oods aud whnt they are good for. Then each boy must tak~ his tooltl and cut from a log a certain 
x:~e of timber, nuder tbe instruct-ion of the foreman of the department. So each boy goes through the 

uorent linea of work In the department, always under instructions. This bas liild a wonderful 
effect on pupils, and has really Increased their Intelligence, so that the three hours lost from the other 
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d~pnt ·t mcuts of tho •chuol ar~ nut iu fact lust, a. the hoy• keep wull aLrcust with tho others in the 
otllt· l' :-~t utli t!H. 

(/. )' 11\l tiu<J t hi• in<Jns l r iaJ CUIIC'ation IJUite II H U6U<·ticiaJ tO till• intellect fiS the p lll'SUit Of tho StUdies 
in t lw likrary Uo pa.J·tmont! . 

A . Yea; itwuuhl aln•ust •ccm to hn,·e r e\'P.alcd to 118 a I read~· that the proper method of t rnmiug the 
jutt'"llot·t i.lj tojuiu iuduslri:tl work to t lle tonclliugli of tho sciJ OOl. \\'c tiud theso Uoyli ar~ mo~e capa. 
hl·~ o f li1Jtlet·.'(taut1i••g t l•u oral te-:h_·hin~ a11tl tlJey u uder:;t:ln<l bett<-r what they r e.'ld. T betr mtntls are 
ttwtlo m oT'C rcll t~t·l i n : aJHl n·•·op t.ivo b\· tiH! fnc t t hat they havu <lc pontlt·d more upon t hemselves and 
pHI· iutu operafiou t)u; )i lloWit ·d:,!'O th;tt the,v ha\'~~ boforo UCti,Uir'?\ l in tb~ ~Chool~. rl'hnt. ex.per iwent 
lt:l:-4 lwcu tr·iccl , 0111 -'".on Hl'n proha Lir a ""a re, very c:xteus1~·oly ~u l ' ranc·o s1ncc the ]{e~uUhc was c~ta\.1. 
l islH·c l tlu:l'tl, :ntcl Willi , .,.,T l't•ruarkahlo n·:owlts. Ou SOl.'JIIg, JJI sotuu case~, t he beue lits to be d en,·ed 
fro111 tl1at p iau , we J,a,·o 111:11lo souttl o!qll'riiiH'IIts in Eu~latul, nud we· thiuk they nre fiO :-satis factory 
that \n: s hnll •·tacl•·a,·or· to lJI·iu;.! t u mloptiun in all uur pui,Jic Hc:huol:; ~owo p1an of iud m;trJal or 
Juc:clt:mical trai uiu.:.: to ;!_IJ ;-..idu lly s idl• with tl1t~ intt·lle t·tunl <' VUI'.'iCS. 

Q. -\\'jl) yon 111 ) )\i llll t.'IIOllgh t o ~h't ! 11:-i 11111 l'CSII It O f your iH\'estigntiOUS, if )"OU J>)eaS01 ' \Te ~hall 
Hot. oftc:11 !tan· opport u ui ty tu ~t.·t il fro111 Ro aut l10t'it a ti\·o n ijOIII'Ct' . 

. A. \Vdl llmr·t lh · t hi uk it wonlcl lJ,, qui ll• pcl'tincmt t tJ tho cpwstiu n Wts nre discussing. .All I ueed 
to fia \· i :-~ 1 1'1at 1 tlduk tlu; opport nuillc:i i n Frnnt·,·, ~witz,·t·lawl, aud licrmany fur technical t raining 
ha\·c '•d' lato .n·:u-. .o 1•\·eouto lJ lli tu •·xrt·rclih·e. lu :~lll:lrgo c·itieii tltc t r aiuing is Yer·y t.horough. If they 
crT nt all t lll'n·, it i:-;, :1s I thin k , that 1 Itt!,,. tlworizo too much, :nul causu their studcuts to iUJagiue that, 
iul•a:-;.•lill;.!' tlc ro11;:h rlu·ir t<:c:Jwical schools. they hn,·onlrPatlynl·quirecl.all tile kn •.'wlodgo ue•~~~:~snryto 
maiH; tlu·111 c·H;.::itu.:t·rs, c lttmtistR, wiu~rs, t.•f c·. , :tud tlwt ac·tn1ll , )Jrac tJcal. WOI'k JD Hhops, JHlllCS, and 
lahumturi1·:1 i:-t nut Jwt.·c·s:,al',\' · T hat is t lw odl t hat i :i enrotmt ur cU by their n w thoclsof teaching, aud is 
ouo 1 hal J tlliuk nvi t lu•r A111oric:ms uur tho Eng-lish aro lilwly to :;co iu their own sy8tew s wheu they 
allopl auytldug· of tho 1\irHI. 

A.-1 vuc·, l.: uuw, \ ' Ctl\1' cmmt 1'\' tloc:-4 possess nlrt~:-ulr n. t·on:-ddorabl• · ntnnbOl' o f v or·y remnrkn.b1e te.cb-
11 ind ~.-J,uo iM, w lti'dt t"t'l'l aiul,,: :Hu u ut Hlll' p:tKsc.cl Uy 'any ~chuol 1n E:.rope. '! 'hey aro :;cUools, however, 
t ica L H ru 11111. a ,·ailaiJl,; fur t lu1 wor ki11g i. :la:-t~Cli, as aro tlwsu of Ucnuany, F r nuce. :nul !';witzerla11d1 and 
what Ji It h· we lta,·u do11u iu J ~ugl:uul. 'l'ht·y l>eloll,l..!; to a hig her ra11lc iu Kocit•ty, :wet t hcroforo you llave 
Jtut f,·lt 1111'111 ill ·' IIIII' ur•cliuarr l ift· . But fur the tm in ing or Hki llfulruauagor:1, forulut·n , au tl 0\'0U }JrO· 
priururs uf Ja rg-1 · iwlu st rieK, a i,Pu t a t.l uzc u of tho sclwol:ot atHl ~·ollc.:;-• ·s ul' tld:1 conutr·y nro uut surpn:ised 
b.\· Hll ,,· t ld u~ in J·:nroJII'. ( ll l't·d oul,v to n :l't·r to tlan t~.· clnwlog-i • ·nl in stit uto at Boat.uo, for example. 
'J'II:rt fur·ru uf sdmo1 i :-~ purd.v tt·clmic·al, nucl , in t.hc hr:uu·h('S which tho.v ntlop t fo r t heir courso of 
tcal'ltill;.!, tlu·.v l1:1\'t· a pra,·tical Juelhufl of l':uT,riug out :dl t lu: utt'll pat.ionR, jwln:ot t ri:ll a ud p rnctical, 
i 11 a :-> illtpli· for111 IH'I'oro tlttj sluclt·Ht:i whi t: h I t hiul\ i.o; mm:h uwro tu th1• purpo~e tha11 rmything done 
in l.:urupc·. Tlw ..A.tut.:J'It·au Jllilul i ~t c~~o1H ia1l~· HWt'O ]'rac;l ic;rl than tltc li cl'ltlan or f'.IJO Ji'rouch, nnd in 
tht.'!il' w· lwol!i w•· !it'C t hh oll"ect uf tho clill'cr·c·m·o. Tho,\· k ccJl tht·ir c·y•·d Hxec.lu pun 0110 thing--tbat 
t hc!'iu ,\' 1HII c;.! mon an~ to bl'I 'CH I Il~ 111:\:itt.· r:-~ m· t·aptai:ls of industr~·-and, therefore, nll t.ho tt~acbiu? bas 
a :-ttroug practit.-al bia:i. Tho Stat u uuivcrsit io!"! in tld ... ·t~o nutt·~·-lllu!o\c conling: \UHler the nntwu~ 
l!ra ut--wuuld, of l'um·.-io, lwcomo uxcc·llcnl suun·l·M fur u •c•.Jmi•·al :nul it~dustriall e-nruiug, which wi~ht 
lJeuljlj;'.ccl lnl';.!'(•},\· Witltottt co:-~ ling lllll t' h ntuucy, t •ilhCI' t O tlw ~tatO 01' lo tl10 l'OIIllUClllity. 

Yuu s c·t ·m to have a wi•lcsprt•:ul-alluo:-~t uuin~rsa l -opportnuit ~· for all I h o peo}llO ltore to get atoch
ui•·aluwl Mt·h·lltiJic t·tlll l':l tion .• \IJ tha t )'tHl wnnt ilia s huflli ii,C' ul' tlw car·cls to alt t.> r tho curricula of 
tl1o n1ritHI:-t instil utiun:-~. T ltta·o ili HWJ'O s]wut. iu thi:1 t•mm t r ,\ for ctlncatiou thau iu nn yotlJer country 
in tho Wol 'l ll·-hurh It ld11k hy Jll'h';\tu J,euofic :il'ut iluliYitlual~ wl10 ha,·c ll· ft ttwne-y ftu· ce r t ain colleges 
:wclu u i \'cr:-titil•s, :tlltl. o f t·tnu·:..u. by thll ~ClJCI'Hs ity of .yunr t owns anti cities in tl u~ pnl,lic-~chuolt:tvR· 
lt ·m- tlmt iH a f;lt't ol' worltl-wiclf" u oturit·t.\·. 1 clu nnt think tl1e wfH·k ing- cl:I S£-\e~ he l'e have nuythfng 
nL all to t'OIIIJII:ti ll of in n•:.mnl lo (.• llHc at.ioll , t·xn·pt thnt it due~ Jlot hax~ n /itroug enough ancl close 
cnuug:lt 1·ulatiou to tlw iuclns tries whid1 thu wurl;:iu~clas:-~ c.• !"-IJIC IJ'Suo. 

'Vlu·u _\' CIII ft ll' ll out nilw·i t• u lhs of :ell tlw Uoys a rul girls iu tlli~ conutry fro m tho schools at tl1e 
g-r:UIIIIIar·:-ochool H!!t "-. fum lce u.or fi ftcuu-~·on t":l ll s t•o I tow intportaHt it i ~ t ha.t at t hat ago tlJuy h:n'H 
u o t ltt ·P n e:1 nit:tl t lu·mt{!h that· p rcd :-ot\ I'OIIJ'ao of Stlul,, · whit-h tlto:iu m:t ,\" reasonably p:l!iS thr ouJ.dt who 
iutt·ud tu )Htrsuu t·tluc·atiou up to fiiiJ a~o uf oi :..:-h t• ·t.•JI iu t ho high s l'lwul. I suppuso i t wonlU I.Jea 
,. , ~n· 1'4 i111pl•· 1ttill tc;1· tu tual,;o KliCh n ·J!n lal iou.-; in rcgant to pl'imary a ucl hulustdal Mdwol~ fur those 
t'lti~•lr,• n wlwKI\ p:u·t·nl~ iulentl tlu•.\' ~->hall h ·a\'0 at, fourt t!cll o r Jift1·cH ~·,·:lrH of a g-r, and uot p u r., no the 
lli~h ·~dwul 1-' l u •l it•s: that in thus,• t'HSl'S ~·uH"h a. c·ltmt:,!B cnul1l Uo m atlo in tlto CIIITicnlum of aU the 
g-r:ult·s t l1:11 thu IC<tdaiii~-C :-.houlcl l•u morn of uu inclus tt·i:l l l'harnd c·r, ;mel atltn·tl tho i n furmation and 
trai11iJt;! tltnt. w illl\ltahlo the m to ptc 1·scw tlll'ir Ol;cupatillli.-1 moro iuft·ll igtmtly. '!'hat, I thiuk,is a 
thiiiJ,! tlwl thu w ut'kpcuplc ltaYc:t right. tu t'laim here- a rcds iou of the colu·so of i ustruc tiou in the 
p nhlit: Mdwol~ . 

Ouo thing lltan•. lu·anlromarl\Ctl hy man,\· Amcr·icaus, nntl obs<'n ·e<lmyself :18 I hnvo gone through 
tlw t·ouut 1',\·-t hat hn_\'N a ud g il'ls jnl'\t. n J'ri \'i11g n t tho ago for out l'rin~ into tlCCII]mtions involving man· 
u alla lJur rather :.~c•t•k what wo c:all in Eu;.:-Jarul politO uutploywout~-to bu t'ler·k s, or to be iustores, or 
tiUHtu worl\ that tlut•s uot jn ,·ul , .c m:mual lahur. }.' r·cquc utl,· fltcre i:i rousi•lurablu cliUicultv in some of 
tlu• tnill!i :uul 111:11111 fal'f ori••l'\ in kP~·p i 11 ~ t lll· r·u t hmw who ma·,. h:l\'f! cun_\1\lC UtTcl to l cnrn a t t:'nde or occu· 
p atiuu , hc.t:tusu tlwy liml mauual laU;". tnliu ten•st itt,C". :18 tht'y art.· sure tn tirul it wbou t.hey bavo no 
knowlc,lg-o whal t 'Hll' o f llw Htt·auiu:; o f all this lahttr. or of th£\ :o;ci(.'n ti tic trnth~ under lying it all. 
Their ro~JH•et,i,·o puwpr~ nro 11111 in tt'l't..•stt ·ll : h t'IICO mauual lnl1or lJecomc~ n tl rml(rcrY, nu<l t hoy soon 
h ·a\'t• t ho:.~c i~tclu:J t rh·:.~ if t.lte_y ha\'O opport n uity. "lio~t of \'Our emplo_ycrs say

0 tliey cannot keep 
~llh·rican .ruuth:1 at tltis wm·k. 'l ' lwy clo rwt like 11Ja11Ua1lnbo'r·. . 

\\·o want to l'l(lo\' ilt•: awl exalt tho iclea of rnauua11niHI1' iu Eo~l :t J H.i. \Yo (lo not want our pubhc 
l:whnul ijystc m tu ~h·o 1 lin ddlclru11 o f 1 ht~ wurki ll ,!!·lll'Oplo t he ich'a tl1a.t lalJor i ~ low, uuiutercsting, an1l 
vniJ,!':tr. \\·c waut to a\·oid t hn r h_,. !!idu;.! th~m "l'J~•rtuui t ~· to t nl\\' iutere~t in tile sciences t hat 
lllc(ll•rlic all Oll l' iJulnst ric~. and :-:o imbun tlu·111, l hrou~h that iuslrnc t iou, w ith a.u inte llig-en ce t h~t 
will J,!i n· thorn au cn.io,\'m t·u t of lifo u11 l~nuw n 1n t.llci r fat.l.Jm·s . TiJ.at character of in strnctiou it 1a 
l tut possiLlc to J.!'l' t at fiiiCh sdwols a~ I I1a\'C tlcdl.a'ibcd. 

OPI::\ION OF PROMI NE::\1' EDUCATORS. 

At a joint meeting of the Xational Teachers' Associa tion and the American 
I nstitute of Iustructiou, held at Saratoga in l tl:;2, there was a report on Indus~rial 
Education b_,. :~committe~ previously appointl•tl. con si~ting of General FranCIS A. 
\ \ 'alker , Presitlent of the l\Ia,<;sachusetts Institute of Technology; President M. C. 
Femald . of l\laine College of Agriculture and )[echanic Arts; President l\1. H. Buck· 
ham, of the University of Vermont; P1·of. \Villiam H. Brewer, of the Sheffield 
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Scientific School, Yale College; William B. Weeden, of Providence, R.I., and John 
S. Clark, of Boston. This committee reported as follows : 

Your committee chosen to investigate the subject of Industrial Education, and to report thereon to 
your a~sociation, beg to submit the following as their conclusions and their recommendations : 

Your committee are of the opinion that there should be incorporated in the prosen t schem& of pub
lic eciucation broader provisions than now exist for imparting to our youth the elemcmt.a of knowledge 
and skill roquired in the industrial arts ; not alone for t he development of those arts, but also as a 
part of tho gen~ralsystem ?f ~ublio education, having for ita object traiuing for citizenship through 
the normnl <levelopment of mdividual power. 

To this end t hey wonld recommend: 
Pir~t. The introduction into public schools of proper appliances for the development of the sense-

11crc·eption of puplls, in regard to color, form, proport ion, etc., by contact with modele and with nat,. 
ural oujcct s. 

Seco1id. The introduction into grammar schools of simple physical and chemical experiments for 
the p11rpos~ of acqua.inti.ug pupils, through _orig~nal observation, with the elements of chemical and 
pln·sical sc1euce and t he1r common apphcattons tn the arts. 

Thio·d. 'l'he teacWng of drawing, not as an accomplishment, but as a langnago for the gra~hic pree
entation of t ho facta of form and of matter ; for the repres&nt.at.ion of the appearance of objeCts, and 
also n• a means of dev&loping taste in industrial rlesi!(n. 

Fourtil. The introduction into grammar and high schools of instruction in the use of tooja ; not for 
theit· applic.otion in any particular trade or trades , but for developing skill of band in the fundamental 
manipulations connecte<l with t-he industrial arts, aud also as a means of mental development. 

I n view of the fact that much misconception exists in regard to gh·ing inst-ruction in the several 
features recomrueuded and of the desirability of more information in regard to their practical intro
ductio" mto scbroola, your committee suggest a further examination into the general subject of indus
trial educat.ion and its relation to public educa tion. 

This testimony, officially published by so representative a body of practical edu
cators as the National Teachers' Association and the.American Institute of Instruc
tion, hardly needs supplementing, though much more testimony to the same effect 
can be furnished, if needed, to serve the purpose in :view. In lieu of more extended 
comment, I herein make a simple reference to Judge MacArthur's late book on 
"Education in its Relation to Industry," Charles Ham's new book on" Manual 
Training," and C. B. Stetson's work on" Technical Education," remarking that ali 
of their testimony is in perfect harmony with the strictures contained in the quota
tions from Mr. Mather's report [Exhibit Ml and those made by Dr. Philbrick 
[Exhibit NJ in the report on the City School S'ystems of the United States, which is 
in itself a compendium of the subject. 

INFLUENCE OF PUBLIC-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION IN DETERMINING THE FUTURE CAREER 
OF PUPILS. 

In concluding the> discussion of our public-school system I may remark that, 
broadly speaking, our lower and middle classes ~et no educational training beyond 
what is afforded in the public schools, and the d1rectio n given their studies greatly 
influences, if it does not entirely shape, their future career and con!)eguently, in 
the aggregate, our social, industrial, and national life. This statement IS simp1y a 
reiteration of the fact that if our school instruction, broadly considered, is to fit 
young people only for literary pursuits and the learned profff!Sions, our industries 
must languish for want of qualified persons to direct them and lack of skill and 
intelligence in the performance of the labor necessary to their successful develop
ment. On the other hand, if our schools are such as to fit young people for indus
trial pursuits, as well as for professions and clerkships, thus placing the professions 
and occupations requiring man\l-allabor on an equal footing in point of dignity and 
qualified operatives , we may expect a systematic development of our national wel
fare. B.v giving more attention to scientific instruction, and to the training of the 
hand and eye, our public schools would not only do much toward meeting the 
present requirements of industry, but the reaction upon the schools themselves 
would be highly beneficial, and intellectual training would assume a high value in 
all grades of society. Teach the boys in our public schools that to be a carpenter, 
a machinist, or a moulder, is just as honorable, requires no less skill, and may be 
more profitable, than to be a clerk, or a doctor, or a lawyer, and there will be hun
dreds of qualified applicants for apprenticeship in our best shops, and soon educated 
labor will take the place of uneducated labor, and _intelligent mechanics will dis
place those who refuse to learn more than they already know. But as matters now 
stand, with scarcely any facilities in our school system for even the most elemen
tary technical training, few boys who leave the higher grades of our schools have 
any disposition to enter a workshop as apprentiCE>.s ; not because they have no 
mechamcal genius or capacity for artisansh1p (for oftentimes their bent of mind is 
more in the direction of such pursuits than otherwise), but because their education 
has been such as to prejudice them against pursuits requiring manual labor and to 
predispose them toward some other sphere of activity which they look upon as 
more dignified and as giving them a higher social standing. 
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NEED OF FACILITIES FOR HIGHER TECUNICAL TRAINING. 

It may not he gainsaid that Baltimore is sadly in need of additional facilities for 
those of her youth who are to hecom<' ac·tive m fl.nagers of shops and fact-ories or 
specialists in industrial occupa tions. "While there are many considerations which 
:;lwuld iwlu•·•· tiH· State or our municipality to take imruecliate action in the direc
tion of pnl\·iding fu r the gn•at educational want that ha.-; heen shown to exist in 
our llliolst, (IJil· :dsn not unnatumlly looks for efTiciL•nt he lp in t he direction of the 
gn•at, U11ivcr:;ity which has already become so conspicuous a part of our educational 
systeiJI. 

REASONS WilY THE .JQTI:s'S H OPKINS UNIVERSITY SHOULD PROMOTE INDUSTRIAL 
EDUCATION I N BALTIJIIOUE. 

Therl' certainl_y are co~~;ent reasons why the Johns IIc..pkins University should 
c·o-op•·ratc to this end; prominent among wlrich is the \mdeniaLle fact that its 
1 r11stl'L'S are dra.rge•d with ~ht' :Ltlministration of a bequest that was primarily 
intL'IIIIe<l "·'· IIH.' tt•stator for thL• practical education of the you th of l\'Iaryland and 
1 lrt> Hout h. Upon casual rl'tlection only, an f'xtentled reference to the character of 
instruction in that insLitutiun IJiight not be consitlered especia.lly pert inent to such 
a n •port as Ur is, lmt as one of its principal oLjects is lo secure for our service a 
sutlic icnt IIUnlhl'r of young men possessetl of snch general and ,·aried knowledge 
:111d technil'al lr:rining ns will tit them for the many posi tions of responsibility in 
this seni('e, in which Yacnncies are constantly occurriug, and as many of these 
position>; call for gn ·ater ~kill and1L highe r gmtle of etlucation than a re at present 
contl'mplateLl in <·omnection with our l\l l. Clare schonl , the curriculum and methods 
of the J'ohns H opkins Uui,·ersity becollle, n.s a matter of fact, of great moment in 
this connection. 

RELATJONS OF .JOHNS HOPKINS TO B. & 0. Jt. R. 

Such n.f<•r<'rwe is fmtlH'r justified hy the close financial antl executive relations 
whiL"h t hL· folllHler o[ that U ni ,·l'rsity sustained to the B:tltimore and Ohio Railroad 
Company. aml hy thl' fact that thl' g reatl'r p<u-t of its emlowwent is vested in the 
securilit•s of that Cutnpa.ny, whose sucet•ssfnl ami economical admiuistration is 
Yital to its own prospl'rity nml existence. If, therefore, some pm-t of the large 
annual im·om L' which the UniY('rsity enjoys through this Company's operations 
(:j;lilli.:?:ifi). :md ~uutc pori ion uf tht> st•n·i<-l's of its organizetl corps of experienced 
teadH·rs antl of it.~ c:xtpnsi 1"1.~ equipment ean he St'cnred in nit! of the higher training 
in llll'<:lr:urieal :tlltl indust rial pnnmil:; of tlros<' to whom we must look for skilled 
and intpll ig-ent Opl'r:ttiq·~. and of thl' child rcu of our workpeople generally, than 
onr linrilctl faeilit ies can all'onl, the intl'resh of t lw Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
t'unrpany. as well as of all other Ht:urufacLuri n:; corporatious, and of the city gen
era !I_, .• wili be materially promoted ; while tho Unh·ersity itself would achieve 
g reat renown as the ehampion of high inLlustrial t•<lucation for the masses, and its 
t.mst('l'>; woul<l. at t he same time, rdieYe thentseh·es of the blame which now 
attaches. in th<' mindti of many of our res pectable CiLi7.ens. to their method of 
:ulmh1islering the Johns Hopkins bequest. The c itizens of Baltimore are not alone 
in th inking that the man:w;ers of the JL>hns H opkins University Trust have mis· 
judgetl , 1wt o·1ly the intention of its founder, but also the spirit and the want of 
the 11atiou aml of the present age. 

MR. ) !ATJIElt's C'HlTIC'lS~IS 0~ JOH:\S HOPKINS UNIVERSITY l\IETHODS. 

In this connt:'ction, I again call attention to that Pxhibit in the appendix of th~s 
r<'port (Exhibit l\1 ) in whkh l\Ir. l\latlwr r egretfully r efers to the devotion of tl~rs 
Unin•rsity to the highe~L mathenmtienl, physical anti medical sciences, and torts 
<ll'l'i<led and especial Lia,; towanls original research and scientific discoveries in pure 
sci<'Un • nntl other theorvtic-al mLher than practical branches, and also to his further 
r emark that ··One mig-ht expect f rom so richly endowed au institution a more 
tl ir·eet re lntion to scientific indu~tr_,. I han now app0nrs to be the case. l i\l'ith an 
incow e of :j;:!2:i,001) a. ~·em·, it would appt•:n· possible for n. Ia rger amount of wor~ to 
Ul' <lotu• anwn~ the veople of the city without in any degree diminishing the !ugh 
class of instruction in the advanced :;tages of literary aut! scientific study." 
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THE UNIVERSITY IS NOT DEVOTED TO THOSE PURPOSES FOR WHICH IT WAS 
FOUNDED. 

It is unquestionable that its splendid endowment has stimulated literary and 
scientific education; but, in view of Mr. Hopkins's well-known practical turn of 
mind and of those terms of his will which are susceptible of different constructions, 
it is important to consider the character of work to which the University is now 
devoted, in order to gauge its powers and influence in affording educational facili
ties to the youth of the States of Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina, whose 
preparation for the practical pursuits of life and instruction in branches not taught 
under our common-school system, for which, in specific terms, it was incorporated 
and which it is also the testimony of his intimate associates the institut10n was 
founded. 

AMOUNT AND DISPOSITION OF THE JOHNS HOPKINS BEQUESTS FOR UNIVERSITY 
PURPOSES. 

The present income of the Johns Hopkins University is (closely approximated) 
$225,000 per annum, derived from an endowment of about $3,500,000; of which 
$2,207,900 is in Baltimore a11d Ohio securities. Making liberal allowance for the 
cost of buildings, apparatus, etc. , it is ascertained that an average of consider
ably more than $100,000 has, yearly, since 1876, been expended for instructing an 
average each year of only 188 students ; that the annual cost of instruction per 
student has been at least $700, and that each of the several teachers has had an 
average of not more than six students to instruct, for which services they have been 
paid salaries varying from $2,000 to $5,000 per annum. While these figures are 
approximate, it is certain that since the institution was opened for students more 
than $1,000,000 have been expended for the instruction of less than one thousand 
individuals, for an average of less than two years each. Considering the magni
tude of this fund and the almost unparalleled expenditure per individual student, 
one might certainly look for encouraging results in those lines for which the trust 
was primarily founded; but, as a matter of fact, out of the 923 students who have 
matriculated during the ten years of its existence, fewer than fifty have followed 
the occupation of merchants, engineers, electricians, manufacturers, or enqaged in 
other industrial pursuits; while all the rest were educated for professrons not 
directly related to our industries. · 

THE COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY DOES NOT FIT FOR 
INDUSTRIAL CALLINGS. 

Even the few who have gone from the University to engage in practical industry 
have clone so by chance or from previous inclination, as the training received there 
did not particularly fit them for an industrial calling. Certainly those in whose 
behalf Mr. Hopkins's magnificent bequest was made have a right to expect greater 
results than these from the proper management of that fund. 

WHAT THE PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEES MAY CLAIM AS THE RESULT OF THE 
UNIVERSITY WORK. 

If the President and Trustees are asked what the University has done for the 
public, they will doubtless say that it has provided a large staff of able teachers, 
weU equipped laboratories, and carefully selected libraries ; that it affords broad 
and liberal courses of stu~y ; that it encourages original research and investigation, 
and t hat important discoveries have been made in science ; that several serial pub
lications are sent out for general and special information ; that gratuitous courses 
of lectures have been afforded the public; that the University offers a number of 
free scholarships and fellowships· to the meritorious; and, finally, that an average of 
nearly two hundred students annually receive instruction in its various departments. 

QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE UNIVERSITY'S METHODS W~CH THE PUBLIC MAY 
PROPERLY ASK. 

The public certainly have a right to ask what some of these important diecoveries 
have been, and to know what practical bearing they have had upon the welfare of 
the community at large. The beneficial results of these discoveries have not yet 
been seen or felt in Baltimore. Most of the University's serial publications do not 
profit the general public of this city, because the matt..~r contained in them consists 
lar~ely of glittering generalities in science, mathematics and literature, that are of 
no mterest or value to most people, while its public lectures are said to be of such a 
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char acter as to be understood and appreciated only by those who a re themselves 
specialists, and who m ight easily go to original sources for the information thus 
a ffonlerl. Likewise it may not be out of place to ask who are the students upon 
whom the r (o!sources of this instit ut ion have been expended so lavishly . Are they 
front :Jiaryland and the Southern States? Are they the sons of poor parents? Are 
they young men "·ho have to work their way up in the world ? Ver y few of them 
inriE"ed ha\'C' heen d rawn from the laboring classes or from those who ar e likely to take 
a ny part. in indnst.ria l pursuits. As far as I can ascP.rtain, they are the sons of the 
wea lth.v: thl',\' :U'<' young men who have already r eceived a liberal educat ion in 
pn·paratory schools nnrl in colleges, and most of whos<;> parents a re awply able to 
send tlwir sous to any of the already nu merous high-class litera ry universit ies, such 
a~ Y:tl<;>, Ha r mnl. or )I ich ignn. At any rate it is from this la tter class that those 
who fill the H opkins schola rships and fellowships are mostly drawn. 

TilE U:<IVERSITY DOES NOT )!EET T HE ~lOST UR GENT EDUCATIONAL NE EDS OF THE 
CO!:::-iTRY AND OF THE PRESENT AGE. 

The present tendency of the J ohns H opkins U niversity management savors too 
much of t.hc cla!<s ic and metaphysical scholasticism of the Middle A,.es. In their 
effo rt·s to im it:"ttc or surpass the great European universit ies, its P resident and 
Tt·w .. tt•es s<;>(•m not only to have ignored the educationa l needs of ) fa ryland and the 
South , uut o( the en t.ire nation. Our country is compara tively new. Very few of 
om citizens haYe leisure for the higher study of the classics, for speculative philos
ophy, or for the study of pure science for its own sake. The time has come when 
erlucation oug;ht to mean more than it once did. Proficiency in speaking Greek, in 
r·ott tposing Latin ,·ersc, or in displaying dialectical skill , ought no longer to be the 
sole or lead i n~ pmpo~c of a urt i ver sity tra in in g. As education ceases merely to lead 
a fa ,·ored fe"· int.o the realms of classic and philosophical thought, and begins to 
elevate w hole clas~es of society by increasing general intelligence, and to dign ify 
thei r labor uy uniting the power of the mind w it h the skill of the hand, it will 
become a. bles~ing as well as an ornament to society . The continuation of vigorous 
ami )l('alth ful national life and development depends largely upon the aid which 
such education as th is alone can a fford. A hundred years later we way need to 
a lfrml more extcnsiYe facilities than can n ow be had in ou r universities for the 
hig;hest classical and philosophical culture of men and "·omen , who may then be in 
a po;;itinn t o lleYote their whole lives to study and metaphysical discussions; hut 
J ill\\' we need educ.'\t.ional fncilitil'S of a different character . Most of our citizens 
lmn• to labor in SOIUl' way in order to gain a livelihood . W e ha;e vast resources of 
weal th t hat a re awaiting de•clopment. Specialists h if:?hly trained in industrial 
sciencP a rc HcetlPd to d irect our manufacturing and engmeering enterprises. As a 
people we haYe :t bias fo r the practica l. Our c it izens have a gen ius for invention. 
~" grf'at is their n bility in th is d irection that. w ith scarcely any scient ific or mechan· 
ira ! training, they hrl.\'e wellnig h Jell the w orld in the number and usefulness of 
thei r itt l'f'nl ir>m;. If now to this nath·e l1ias we wer e to add t he power that would 
restd t rr,ml in tell igent t rni ning in appl ied science, aud if w e cou ld give our artisans 
a cham·r• to attain tlw highest skill a nd intelligence in the execut ion of their work, 
for what m ight we not reasonauly hope in the way of nationa l development? 

,\1>\'A:\TAOES OF A TECH NICAL DEPARTMENT IN A GREAT UNIVERSITY. 

" ' hy shnnlrl not the Joh ns H opkins U niversity sustain a depar tment for higher 
technienl tr:tinittg in imlustrial pu rsuits? There are many reasons why such t rain· 
ing ean lie hl'lter a fforded in a grea t u ni,-ersity than in a special technical school. 
The same liurary. appa ratus . lauoratories and class instr uction would answer for 
both , in manr dep:t r ttnents of study. The association of the students in the regular 
U u iH·rsity classes " ·ith those pursuing technical studies would be mut ually benefi· 
cwl to the slwlents themse!Yes a nd the country at large. This is shown to be true 
in the cxprrience of such lending uni ,·ersities as Cornell and Colum bia, where 
classic:1 I and t'l~c httical stmlents a re daily l•r ought together. vVhatever serves to do 
awa_,. wit h ant:t ~onism . " ·hether between labor a nd capita l, or bet ween industry 
:.ud cult nre. nnght to be a ,·ailecl of as a social and national blessing . 

1'11 E PREsiDE:\T A:\D F ACl' LTY OF J OH::\S H OPKIXS UNIVERSITY FAVOR TECHNICAL 
TRAIXING . 

. In <'(•rt nin hrandws, ns chemistr ...... ph~-sic:s am! biolop;y, there are no more capable 
m~tructun; anywltl•re than in the Johns H opkins U niversity, and I ha; e no doubt 
tha t t hey Wll tdd cheerfully render to the city ami to this Compan y the assistance 
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they are so _capable ?f aff?rd~ng, in any commend~ble _effort. for _promoting iJ!-dus
trial educatiOn. It 1s gratifymg to be able to note, IL th1s connectwn , that Pres1dent 
Gilman and his Faculty seem to be in accord with the general idea here advanced. 
Profe~sors on. h~s ~ff hav~ expressed and taken ~eat interest in the question of 
techmcal trammg m Baltimore; some have dehvered lectures to the working 
classes; papers on economics and kindred subjects, calculated to bring the Uni
versity into intimate relations with the people of Baltimore, have been published, 
while its President has directly expressed his willingness to use the institution as 
a source of technical training as soon as a practical scheme to that end could be 
devised. [Exhibit M.] 

THE TRUSTEES HAVE IT IN THEIR POWER TO FORGE THE MISSING LINK IN OUR 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. 

Is it, therefore, too much to hope that, all things considered, the governing body 
of this institution, recognizing that there is not now an extensive demand, in our 
locality, for such high-grade literary and philosophical study as is afforded in the 
Johns Hopkins University, will change their present policy ·(which appears to look 
to founding a university that shall favorably compare with the great literary uni
versities of Europe), and will, aided by the city or through their own corporate 
individuality, forge the missing link in Baltimore's educational system, by estab
lishing, in connection with the present course of instruction, a department of higher 
technical training, and thus more directly benefit the hundreds of thousands of our 
citizens, who can never hope to derive any practica\ benefit from the University as 
at present conducted? . 

BALTIMORE IS A DESIRABLE LOCATION FOR A TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY. 

Besides the great demand in Baltimore for facilities for higher t echnical training, 
there are many circumstances that combine to make it a desirable location for a high
grade technical university. It is situated nearer than any other city to Washing
ton, and the teachers and advanced students of such a school could have ready and 
comparatively easy access to the Smithsonian Institution and the Patent Office. 
These places would contribute much towards the success of an industrial course in the 
University, or of a separate·polytechnic schcol. Washington is not sufficiently of a 
manufacturing city to sustain such a school. Baltimore is the only city that is 
close enough to the Capital to profit, educationally, to any great extent by the col
lection of models, scientific apparatus, and specimens that abound therein. In 
point of healthfulness, and moral and social mfluence, Baltimore is probably not 
surpassed by any other city of its size in the country. 

ADVANTAGES OF HAVING SUCH A SCHOOL LOCATED IN OUR CITY. 

Situated here, midway the Atlantic seaboard, a high-grade technical school would 
attract students from theN orth and the South, thus bringing about a better sectional 
feeling and widely disseminating knowle<.].ge of the resources of both the Northern 
and Southern States. The effect upon our own city would be beneficial in many 
directions. We would have finer architecture (in which we are sadly deficient at 
~he moment), better sanitary measures, and a greater manifestation of public spirit 
m all deserving enterprises on the part of our citizens. A polrtechnic school , or 
technical department in the University, would supply a gap m our educational 
fac ilities between the educaticn afforded by the common schools and the high 
scientific and literary education offered by the Johns Hopkins Uni•ersity. It would 
exert a •ery healthful influence upon the public schools of the city, by modifying 
their course of study, by furnishing trained specialists to teach technical subjects, 
by stimulating young people to avail of their advantages so as to pass into the 
tec~ni<'.al school. and by demonstrating that education is an important factor in 
fittmg young people for skilled labor and industrial pursuits generally, as well as 
~n fitting them for clerkships or soft-handed professions; and thus those callings 
mvo!ving industrial dexterity and knowledge would, in point of dignity and of 
quahlied and intelligent operatives, soon secure an equal footing with what are 
popularly known as the' ' learned professions." A good high-grade technical school 
m our D?idst would do much towards supplying competent teachers and suggest_ing 
a practical course of study for our evening schools, and for secondary techmcal 
schools that would spring up, and the more ambitious of the pupils from such 
schools would have something to stimulate them to greater exertion; for, besides 
competent teachers and suitable instruction, there would be the additional incentive 
of making sufficient advancement to secure admission to the higher technical school. 

ART- VOL 4-50 
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It if; well known that many young people in Europe fit themsel>es for the higher 
technica.l institutions by attending e'l"t>ning schools. Finally, with facilities for both 
lli.,her and seconda.ry technical training to supplement the general educa.tion now 
al~mlcd in our public schools, we might reasonably hope that the frequent labor 
troubles resulting from the apparent a.ntagonism between capital and labor, or 
rather the r eal a ntag-on isUt hetwt'en capit..'ll and uneducated labor , would cease; 
for educated labor would soon supplant unetlucated laloor in n.ll our leading indus
trie;;. Intt•l l ig-t·nt mechanics will tlo more for themseh"es and their brethren than 
any numuer ,j f · · Jauor agitators." 

EXTltACTS FRO)l AX ADDRE SS OF !ION. S. TEACKLE WALLIS. 

I cannot hettl'r c lose thi:-; section of my report thn.n by quoting tl1e following from 
the address of Hnn. 8. Tt·ackle '\~Vallis , b~·fore the Maryland Institute, June, 1882, 
to which )Jr. Cowen ca.lletl your special nttention : 

Cau wo lf't our Jli :Oplo go tmtaughtof tl1o art~ of t·tm:ottruc·t ion nn<l <lcsign, whe n nll tho sisf.ct com• 
nllluitit·:-4 wilh wllid1 wo raul\ oursel n·M ai'O strainill!! t·,·cn· nen~,, to t ea c h the m! Are tho mecb a.nie 
artt-4 :-.o ~·llnnl1 an tdunH'nt i11 Oll l' pro~pt·1·itr rltat wo Can soi fcly lt·t 1 hem nm or rnst. in tho worn-out 
1-(: rOn\'(':i of 1 hirty y car:-J :l!!n! \\' Ju·u tho ,},·mmul :111 nrotmtl us i~:~ for akilh:d workmc Jl, Ht'e we to set· 
t-lu dowu without. ~k ill I .1\ rt' tho t•cnplu who a 1'o ltorn t u t.lae necessity uf Ja.bor to ho f u rn ished \Vitla 
no u u•auR nf lig'htollin;: nu tl n·liui n;! it! ])o tho hcHI, wu lll:t,\' 1 wo l':tll 110\'Cr di~pt :nso w it h tho prolo. 
tary mul thu «lrmlg-o; l111t in )lt'an·n ':-t u a m o let H:-4 hdp him, if w u •·au , to ~OJHOihi ug l>t: ttor-let us 
aHaku tho ht·wurs of wootl a111l tlrnwoa·M o l' wnte t· mt r,,w t\:-4 may lw. 'J'hili iM uot, ouly tho <ln t:,• of a 
,·opu ltlit: ntul Chri~tiau couunmdt,r, hut if~ hc!'4L iutcrcHt ns wcJl. Think uf tho wc•nrincss t.hat will be 
J i~htutll'd b y nrt Jahorof tlwKo who nro w oak aml,\'Ct mn~t toil. 'l' lliuk of tho p on n iJe.'iSnn tl helplesf!. 
wmn1·n w lw willlaavu )Jlea:w ut :nu l cuugcnial work :tWa\' from rtulo t:uutacL with pi1 1'ou:-t t cmpta.tion. 
'l'Jiin){ of tho \'unu~ men of p oor 01:1 tatt l who:;o tnl"ICf4 wilt Ito 110\'Clopt"cl. whmw H:ttnrcs wi1l IJo refined 
n111l1o whom iL \' t'JI IIC~ o f iJHlopetulom·n aJHl JlCI'hap~ •iistiudinn will bu upctJCtl. ( :au nny man IHok. 
nuotJu•l' in t ho fa cu aJHl s ny tlta t tiH•su lhiug,~:~ nro u ot to Uoco\'l:tccl / Alt(l yHt how Khnll woa.ttaiu tlwm1 
'! ' lao •· hihl1·<·u o f tuil •·au not odtlt'at o t hcmsl'in·s. ( )f tlw many c \'rll tn who111 wor){ h1·m~H <'om fol't. it 
ln·ing:fi lmt. little Jnol'l" . .As mnt.tt rity ronH"~S ou t ho HIIH takes up tho farll c r '!i foul s. a wl his cclucation 
fr,r tim m ost part c ud s. \\'·hat tho worlu~hop t<•:u~h··-~ him . moro OI'lcf:. ~ rude ly, ho learn."-~ , and li ttlo 
<liHt l. I i 11 1<·:--~s KoHIO o11o lu·lp:-t h im , ,, iHtpru\"f\m eut and tln\'C•lopn a(•n1 , it. i~ out.\· t·X<'t·ptiou a J thnt he c,·er 
rnac Ju.:s thew . J wli\'iclual ht·lp may st·ryo in iudiddua l calit\~, H. is 1 rut•, hu t a. largo n u cl public need 
eau only ho s upplicfl by public l'tltu·t nn1l t hu puhlic h:uul. • * • I n this t•i ry of ours, and tllis year 
of ;:!raco, thrt't\ i~ Hot ono ~ing lo puhlit: :watl f' lll,\' of art of nuy sort e xct·pt tlla t witlliu whoso aliuost 
nnJ.;t ·t\ walls wo art' . Tho t•lulltl'ntary im;tructiuu ill tlr-a wing- whirh iri :,!'ivou in uur public schools is 
llt·t' «'sl'l:trily luuit cd, matl :t l;~rgo por·t iou or tile pujliJs :no Ctllnpollcd tu lc.a,·e a t, nn early ago, as the 
n •pon nf thu (.;oumli~Mimu·rs t' "\: f'laiu~, 111 order to tmrn tr:\.dl's f or their fu turoHupport.. • '* * 

lt hali loll~ lwt'll Jll \' 0\\'Jl ('tllldction that one or tho 1110.'-i t direful Ut't'(l li of education in this State 
b thu e s taUiisluut·ut .·,r a h ·dlllit·al Kdwul fur scientific m c.cbauical instt·uction. Thoro il'l nl.Hwlntcly 
uutltiuu ol' tlw:..;ort upon tho Hnil ol' 1\l.arylnll(l - a hloL iiHlt•o,lupuutho i n ftollet·tn:ll nnd tho lmsineSs 
J·o,·onluf n. <·utmnutaity wlw~n JH'mlud,iYo :mtl mcch auicnl <·ap:l<' IIY is so l;1rgo am\ Yariecl a :i our own. 
'l'lw <:Ia~.'\ for wllom Hlll'h iustrue ti o11 i/o\ uct:t1Ctl. aru tltt~ YCl' \' UUl'S who c:umot afl'onl to St'Ok it nt a 
tli.-uauro; :nul t,xrnpt uu t of Ala ryl:uul, 110 1\lnr.r Janclman cau iincl it. E n11',Y onu who if:t at a.ll fmnilinr 
with th11 l'lll l ~hwt, l\1111\\!i that, i11 llw li1rgr\ (·rtterpri~C'S whe re m echanical a:,rou d cs a ro ncede<l 1 tbe 
dt ·tnaud i8 tww fm· •ut·t·h:u tit·.:-l, uut, ouly iil\i iJ I"tl, but. tllm·ou~llly :mel :iCicutilir:allr ccluc.Jtell . T he so· 
t:allt•d ·· pradit·al tn;tll, '' wlto:-;t l l\ uuwl1:tl :!t' i.'i :-;iuq•l,YOII1pirit-a l, :uul whose f'ac· ts lio ~Rolatotl jn a ,·acuum. 
i:i fa:-; t lluiu ;.!' pu!ilwd tu Uu• wall. Jl o is a. dntim nf tht· Hun· h·a) of tho lit.t.csL. Our mcclt n. n i c~ n.ro nt 
n :4atl cli:4:td\'auta,::.ll, fro ua 1l11• nl1:otOtH·P of' opport unity to qualifY tl n•JIIs«·h·e~ fur this n ew order of 
tlaiu~:ot . Au laonora hln mad ltu·rali \"o p1·nfuM~ion , whkh 1n:ay wt·ll lJt ' cla~~e<l nmoug tlwso best t\aser'f· 
iu;.: t ltu a ppPIIat iuu of 11 ltarutd , '' is I I 111M )'r:tetic.ally clu:sc1i to a. largo Jl\l tnbur of tho wosb Yigorous 
int ollt·ct• of our ::;tnlo. 

ADVANTAGES TO RAILWAY I NTERESTS OF S CIENTIFIC TUAINJNG OF WORK~lEN. 

All that haR heen spt forth in the preceding sPct ions of Uris report may be con
sidered as paYing tilP w:1y for au intellig-ent consideration of the bearing of scientific 
a ml t~ehnica.l training upon rai lwa)' in terE>sts }JI!'I' :se. The witle scope and the 
importance of the subject bewiltler the inYestigator "'ho seeks to know why tech
nica l instruction has not more rapidly n.tl 'l"am·etl anti prospered in this country, 
where the field of industrial enterpri:;t' is so wide, aml what its effects are upon 
interests with which railroad,; nrc directly itlentifit>tl. An early recognition of the 
tlitl"iculty of securing a. proper appreciation of the necessity for 111ore thorough and 
widespread :>cientific Jmowledge among ra ilroad people, led me t o afford you a 
<'OIIlpari ~on of how it has affected mnnufacturin_g nnd kindred interests in tl10S€ 
loea lities wlwre it has hC!t'n sufficiently an<l s_,·stema.t.ically cnltinJ.ted, with otbe1 
plact•s approxiltln.tely simila l'ly sitnn.tecl with respect to trade facilities and compe· 
tition , hut '"hich ha'l"e tll'Rpi!<ed or disrep;n.nletl its nitl . This preliminn.ry presenta· 
t ion matE:>rinll.\' narrow:< the tliscussiou of tt-clmica l t•tlncation from our particulai 
standpoint. aml yet I approach this tli vi ti ion of the subject with g reat diffid~nce 
and with full n'cogni t ion of the pitfall::; surrounding ouc who, lacking expenenct 
in many praetital rletail,; t>f J'n.ih,·ay operation :-~n tl of those industries that have t< 
<lo with till' production of railway ]Jin.nt and ttpplia.uces, attempts or suggest: 
l'eforwations or m oLlifications of time-honored methods and practices. 
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RAILROADING .AS .A PROFESSION. 

Considering its importance and ma!Plitude, there has been a singular dearth of 
discussion and testimony upon the subJect of technical training for railway officers 
and employes. While there seems to be a general agreement that, because of the 
enormous capital and allied interests involved, and of the technical knowledge and 
skill necessary to successfully conduct its varied and far-reachin~ operations, rail
roading has acquired the dignity of a profession, fully as exactmg and requiring 
equal professional skill and intellectual attainments as the liberal professions. 

ABSENCE OF FACILITIES FOR THOROUGH AND SYSTEMATIC TRAINING OF RAILWAY 
OFFI CIALS AND EMPLOYES. 

I fail to find that any of our railway managers have a proper appreciation of the 
situation, or that there has been any well-digested effort in the direction of edu
cating railway officials or employes upon systematic lines, such as, for example, 
produce at West Point and Annapolis corps of young men whose basic education 
and tra ining, with a little experience, fit them for any position of responsibility 
and trust in our military and naval service. Unquestionably there must be in 
many of our large railway organizations those who have long recognized the need 
of, and would warmly welcome, this educational factor in railway management, 
and doubtless many of them are, from previous education and long experience, 
peculiarly qualified for making a forcible l?resentation of the advantages of-and in 
view of the great changes that scientific discoveries are making in methods of pro
duction and transportation, and the new industries that are continually springing 
up, I may say the absolute necessity for-a combination of scientific and technical 
education for the operatives of the transportation service of the country. But, 
unfortunately, men of this type are, as a rule with few exceptions, overtasked with 
responsibilities and harassed with anxieties that leave few opportunities and little 
inclination for expressing their views on any subject foreign to their specific duties. 

DEARTH OF TESTIMONY .AS TO EFFECTS OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION UPON · RAILROAD 
INTERESTS. 

Having accepted the task of investigating this subject , I shall endeavor to crys
tallize for you the testimony of such well-known authorities as, though not actually 
railroad men, have themselves been connected with the details of industries more 
or less related to railway interests, and who are, therefore, competent witnesses; 
and I shall further endeavor to set forth as clearly and succinctly as possible, such 
conclusions and considerations as have been evolved from a careful and somewhat 
prolOH!;ed inquiry and study of this subject from various standpoints. 

ALL APPOINTMENTS OF RAILROAD OFFICERS IN LINE OF PROMOTION SHOULD BE 
B.ASED UPON HIGH STANDARD OF QUALIFICATIONS. 

I do this in the hope that my labors will be fruitful of r esults in the direction of 
at least stimulating those in our service who have its welfare at heart (and espe
cially those officers who are charged with making net results) to inau~ate a new 
policy, which shall r equire of all candidates for all positions, however msignificant, 
that are in the line of promotion, a reasonably high standard of qualifications, and 
shall then look to fostering and developin~ the youth of the serv1ce into a corps of 
ed_ucated operatives, mentally and mechamcally skilled in their various handicrafts, 
With at least sufficient breadth of knowledge anq. capacity to r81lder unnecessary 
and un,justifiable the selection of men outside the service to fill the highest !JOsitions 
of responsibility and trust, even in the administrative and executive staffs of the 
co.mpany. Such a policy would not be chimerical, but one easy of accomplishment 
w1th (considering the interests involved) an insignificant expenditdre, if accorded 
the hea~y good-will and co-operation of those upon whom devolves the duty of 
developrng our resources and increasing the net earning capacity of our system. 

_If the testimony previously set forth affirmatively shows that scientific and tech
meal education stimulates, develops and secures economical processes in the manu
factures and other industrial avocations, a much stronger case can be made out in 
fav?r of broad technical education in connection with our railways; which, col
lectJvely. employ in the production and repair of plant, more workmen than are 
engaged in any other class Qf commerQial business. 
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SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE SECt;RES ECONmiY IN ALL RAILROAD DE PARTMENTS. 

In the sa me ratio that our extensiYe railway system surpasses a ll other branches 
of industry in the magnitude of its business, the number of its depar tments and 
t he interest.<; affected. is t here greater need for economy of administm tion and 
g reater nec!.'s~ i t.v for the application of the highest obtainable scienti fic knowledge 
and manual skill to its Yar ious operations. It has become the a lmost universal 
practice of our great railway corporations , and especia lly those whose lines are 
r each ing out into undc,·eloped and sparsely set tled terri tory, to assume the entire 
repairs of thei r plan t, even w hen they amount to practical reconstr uction, and 
thero i~ also :\ steady tendency on the part of such compan ies in the direction of 
m:.mufaetu ring their own equipment from raw mater ials. 

RAILWAY COll'PORATlONS H AVE BECOME MANUFACTURERS. 

This plnces thPm in the category of manufacturers, and makes t hew amenable to 
the laws a nd fac tors regulating production , and, further , makes applicable to them 
much of the testimony heretofore given as to the value of technological instruction 
in mech:m ical pn r~ui Ls. Because of the nature of their service, im-olving the trans
portation :mel care of many Ji ves and valuable property, no less than as a matter of 
economy, is it of prilne itnportauce to such corporations that, in the construction 
anti in the n ·pa ir of their roll ing stock and appliances, t hey should employ work
m en of exceptionn I l"(>mpetency. It is unnecessary, in t his connection , to comment 
upon their ~rea t respons ibilit iE-s as g uardians of life and proper ty, but from a 
merely sonlid point of Yiew a few illustrations will demonstrate t hat, in their exten
sive mechanical operations, economy nod credit r esult from t he employment of 
intelligen t lnborers, who u ndersta.ud t he theory and purposes of their work, and 
who have the scientific lmowledge thnt g ives them, beforehand, a realization of the 
proper quality a nd quantity of mnteria l to be used , anJ enables them to anticipate 
the results of t he labor thC'y must expend upon t hat material to produce given 
result.s : pe1· conl1"Ct , that corres ponding danger and loss result from the employ
ment of workmen who, lacking this knowledge, a re compelled to experiment upon 
their l.lJaterial, and who require constant super vision, instruction aud 1e-instruction. 

METHODS OF TRANSPORTATION RE VOLUTIONIZED BY WATT'S I NVENTIONS AND 
INTRODUC'J'!ON 0 1" STEAM. 

The fact is t hat with the diRCO\"C'ries or , more properly spE'aking, inventions of 
·w at t nncl the in troduction of st~?alll as a motiYe power , began a new and eventful 
era in the histw·_,. of tnechanic:d sc ience. The wonder ful deYelopment of land and 
wawr tra.nspor taLion that follow!.'tl the inaug uration of steam locomotion created a 
demand for a cla~s of OJIL'ratives. artisans aml mechan ics before unknown. 

EVOLUT!OK 0 1'' ' . Pl~ACTICAL " MEN. 

Entering u pon a. new field of operations wholly unrelated to their previous expe· 
riencc, without p repara tion or present instruction , save what they absorbed in the 
performance of exacting duties on the railway, in the works hop and in the engine 
and boiler-rooms, men who hac! been'' picked up " from ma.uy walks of life, and 
w ho a ltogether lacked scientific t ra ining , would naturally be guided solely by 
•· rule-of-thumb '' prnctice, and their lin 'S were sure to be narrowed, until they 
acquired n pr ide in being known as' · 2>ractical " men-a term nearly synonymous 
w i-th t he habitual but unreasoning work of many fttmiliar species of the brute 
creation . 

DEFECTIVE l\IETHODS OF TRAINING APPRENTICES. 

The railroad workman of to-day is largely t he outgrowth of this condition of 
atTa in::, and yet is not wholly respon~ible for his educational deficiences. When 
lenrning their i rndes milrond apprentices were generally placed under "railr~d 
111cn " of the ' "J>rucl icul"" type I h:we described ; ,..-ho despised or affected to desp1se 
scientific knowledge and scienti1ic methods of operation; generally not beca~se 
they understood or were able to " ·eigh their bea rings and >alue upon their pursut~, 
but because, knowing absnluteJ_,. nothing about them , they t hough t thus to disgu~se 
their ig-norance. Under such circumstance~ apprentices recei,·ed little if any spectal 
instruction , but were mostly left to pick np their trades as best they could. Of 
conrse. under snch n syRtem, instead of having t heir special aptitudes develope<!d 
they, in turn, beca me <; pl'actical" men; and of this type is the present rank an. 
fil C' of railroall opE>ratives. It i::; therefore not remarkable t hat blunders and a:i 
tlcut:; f requently occur; that the Jive~ and property of t he public should be entrus 
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to men whose limited knowledge frequently does not enable them to jud~e of or to 
reflect upon the responsibilities attaclied to their several duties, painfully illustrates 
the recklessness and indifference to public duty that characterize our age and 
country.* 

RAILWAY COMPANIES DEPENDENT FOR SUCCESS UPON THE COURTESY AND 
INTELLIGENCE OF THEIR EMPLOYES. 

Perhaps no large class of men are more subjected to public observation and 
criticism than the employes of transportation companies, and there is certainly no 
other class that can more materially promote their employers' interests by the 
exhibition of such courtesy, manly spirit of accommodation, and general informa
tion upon cun-ent topics as a fairly liberal education manifests, and yet you can
not have failed to notice-and as a railroad manager to regret-what is so commonly 
commented upon by the observing : the intellectual deficiencies and narrow
mindedness of this very class. That our railway operatives are one-ideaed is small 
matter for wonder; it would be more remarkable if, as a class, they were otherwise. 
I have already pointed out that the operating departments of a railroad which most 
expose their employes to ·public observation are those which require the longest and 
most exacting apprenticeship for the acquisition of that degree of knowleage and 
expertness which secures the performance of their functions as public carriers with 
safety and dispatch; that ~he heads of administrative and operative railway depart
ments, who must of necessity be men of technical knowledge and familiarity with 
all the intricate workings of their respective branches, which can only. be acquired 
by progressive service, generally commence their car~ers in the lowest grades, with 
little or no preparatory education ; and yet their duties throw them into constant 
contact with a public which is indifferent to the measure of their experience, but 
which judges them by the standard of business men, and demands of them gentle
manly courtesy and general and varied knowledge, and which, I may add, favorS 
or obstmcts the operations of a railway company according a-~ its officials are judged 
worthy of commendat10n or condemnation. The managers and owners of railway 
property are the ultimate sufferers from the deficiencies and derelictions of sub
onlinates in this regard, and yet they are mainly responsible; for if, instead of 
exacting a high standard of qualifications on the part of applicants, they open their 
service to uneducated boors and then fail to provide them with facilities for acquir
ing, with manipulative and technical skill, at least the rudiments of those branches 
of knowledge and the opportunity for extended observation without which no man 
can be intelligent, liberal, progressive, how can it be expected that those employes, 
when taxed with the cares and anxieties of an active business, shall display such 
enlightenment and refinement as will reflect credit upon themselves and service? 

LACK OF GENERAL AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AMONG RAILWAY OPERATIVES. 

Many of our railroads employ armies of people, all of whom are supposed to be 
technically expert in their various avocations-and they need to be Even a good 
track laborer is not found ready made. It-is a well-known fact that in many rail
roads only one or two m en in a road gang know how to properly tamp a tie so that 
it will not require resetting the same season ; and I know of extensive lines that do 
not possess a foreman- perhaps not a su_(>6rvisor-whP can adjuse a curve with 
instruments. Does it not behoove execut1ve and administrative officers who are 

•That this is neither an unjust nor groundless statement e&n be oasily proven from the abundant 
e'•idence ht!fOre me, and also from pers<>nal experience. In too many sliops apprentices are looked 
U)IOn as convenient lackeys, and although they may have strong predile<~tione for certain kinds of 
work they are more likely to receive rebuff than encouragement in attempting to utilize their abilities. 
~tis very probable tbat much Industrial usefnlnll'ls both to employers and society has been blighted 
ID tho bud from lack of recognition and wise direction . 
. A. very interesting article, opportunely appearing in the November number of the Oentury Maga.

ztnt (Vol. 33, No. 1) as t-his report Is paaeing through the press, very fully discusses "TilE NEED Oil' 
TRAD£ SCHOOLS," and especially this parttctilar point of apprentice education, and in that connection 
1 commend it to your notice. • 

Mr. Robert Thomas Eadon, an English manufact,urer. says: "I am fnlly Impressed with the impor
tance of technical education. Some time ago I was In Bradford, and I saw that preparations had lieen 
ruade worthy of the town. There is no trade, however wanting It maJ7 be in taste or form, that does 
!lot h•oetit in tbe banda of a tasty man. One great reaaon why technical schools should be encouraged 
~~because of the very great division of labor thatt.akes place In some of the largest engineering eatab
lBhruents. T here is a. great tendency to put a boy at one machine, and be understands but little 

beyond tbat machine. The result is, though he has been in an engin..ering shop, b" has no idea of 
the '•ork carried on as a. whole, when he comes out. He is a helpless man if yon take him a. way from 
~hat one machine. It may not be always to the interest of excellent workmen to Inculcate tbe1r sklll 
ID the minds of the boys under them; in fact, they may not have time to do it; but the advantages of 
a cillollege or school of this kind will be tha.t If a youth h~ a desire to Improve himaelf, the facilltlea 
w be oflered. and at euoh a ra.te as would be attainable.' 
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Pntrnstctl w ith such •ast i nt<'rests a s those of ra.ilroatls to look w ell to the qu alifica
tio ns of tlw ir o peratives ? A r ecent an d generally accurate w rite r h as fixed the 
value of railroad property in th i:S coun try a t one t houtiallll m illions of dolla rs . 
A nother wri ter says t hat th e nmubcr o( sk illed laborerti requirell in the operation of 
rai lroads is mud1 g reater than iti coJ uUlonly su pposed , elllbracing large numbers 
of men not usually chlSSl·tl a~ railr<nHI opernti n~s. In such extended enterprises 
the efficiency of the unit-the intli \' itlna l workma n - h ecomes an item of grave 
c•couo m ic cons ideration . for if it bt• true t hat t he Yal ue of the intlidllual's work 
(wlmte\'<'l' it hi') is im:rmsed throug-h g reater intelli~;ence and specia l training, 
though it be only by :1 fL• \\· C'l•n ts JWr day, t h l• t otal is of no incons iderable moment, 
w h L·n his sl·n ·iL·c·s <·ontin ne throug h a series o f year :; aml when, instead of oue 
work u;an, tlun1sancb a rc em ployell. 

TH E Jo:<.;l):-10 )11(.: YALUE ·UF S I'B<;J.\L 'fH AJNI NU FO!t R AILWAY Ol'!':HATIVES. 

If c ,·en a :-;lig ht ciPfk ieney in the skill and m telligeuce of on e " ·orkman makes a 
few l'ents' or a few dollar:;· cli ffereuce in t h e cost of the p roducts of each week's 
la lJOr: i f t l1c incom petency of one fore man or one ll.l:mager la ckin g scicntif.c train
i n~; dot•s usua lly-ns so positi,·ely stated by eomp Ptent auth orities-net a n apprecia
l>h: loss; nndtiply t he n ·su lt t o corporations li ke, fur instance. our Eastern trunk 
li nes (one of w hich employs :tt leas t ;)Q,OUU peoplu on tha.t p ar t of i ts system east of 
thu Ohio Ri,·er , and m ore than ha.l f a.~ m any more west of it: others may exceed 
o r lll':trly equal this e nonuon:; fo rce) ; realiw tha t in snch extens i q ; organizations 
fc·w if any of the pmctical dl'tails of the operating llepartments c:tn l>e accurately 
g augL•cl by those w ho. ·e intl'rest:;; are most \'itallr concernell ; comprehP.n d how 
Jn:wy important m :ltter:;, invoh in.!!; gran~ con secJnence:; in t heir execution, must be 
<·ntrustl 'll to superi ntend e nts, m aster nH'dl:mies anti foremen: th en obtain a cor
n•et nJl'asur e of th eir l'dncation and geu<'r:d k ncnvlellge (to say u othing of their 
se ient ific attaimllen ts). allll yon will hcgin h • appreeiate t he import a nce ami bear
i llg of this qtll'st ion o f teclmologica l ell ucaUon , an d the enormous losse::; the lack of 
it yearly l!lltails u pon inn!:;tor:;; in ra ilway sec.;urities:~ 

FJOELIT Y BUT 0:0\E UF nm ELEMENTS CONSTJ'l'UTJNG A Y.U ;UABLE R.U f, lWAD 
OFFI<.:EH. 

That 111ost of those who have r isen to p n:;i tions of r espons ihility and trust in 
milw:Jy scn ·icc in t his euunt ry a rc h onest aml faithfu l, goes without saying; but 
in te~rity allll indus try aru nut s nftieient: they shoulll also,- a:> aforesaid. be men of 
i11te ll igen<:e, and slwuld Jll>SSl'Ss not o nly a specia l k nowledge o f t heir owu depart
lllcnt:;, lmt also :lll an·u m te umlcrsta11ding of re latell 1lepnr tnH•n ts of t he ser vice. 
Hy in tell igent Ll irect io11 of t hose u nder h im a foreman 111ay largdy increase the 
l' tlic ieney of a score o f work111e11 ; ami, on the ot.her hand, by fa ilure to compre· 
lu·I!Cl t he sl'ientifi<: pr ineipll'ti i nvoln~ l iu the work he superintends , h e may cause 
constan t loss or make Lle::;tructivc accidcu ts p ostiible. 

---- - --·---
* ]t i :i a ~rcat , miHf"or1H IIO to ou r ndl ro:ul proJu•rtil':-\ that tiiC'il' OW JH•I':i nn• uut ln·ought into rontact 

with tho :1tan· a uti ran k and lil( l uf t lu·il· upnr:ll h · l' d upa1'htwll t:-4 , l'IO a:-~ to a}IJH'ccin to thei r Ylllue null 
tluticieuc il'H o r l11ci1· uct..·ll~ au(\ aMpirat iuu s . :-)o1y:s Mr. K i t·ki.Jaw, iu hi ::j w ork un t hu Mninteuauce of 
Hail way.;, J>. Sr•: 

"No ono wlw i ~ tlt ·pCIIClt ·n t H) IHJI t lw ~ootl will and 1ltlt·lity of others for Uto mniutt•u:w co o f Ins inter
C'lit s can allbrtl I" ~'th 11 11 t lwir :wq ua iut aHt·t· Ol" JH!t'IHit t lwm to rr·nmin iu ignorauee Hf hi:-( guml iuteut.ions 
toward~ tlu:m. O u t Ju, t'ollf rary, h i :-~ tl n ty :mel i utt-r·c~t a liliO th•mnnd tha.t ho Khmtld cnlth·:ttO ~uch 
rolatiou:-t w ith th t·IH :1:-t 1nay bt· Hct·cs~nr,r to ass H I 't· tliL•m of lli:-o cous t.mt nud f rit•JJ<lly r cgnrd and the 
beuc lh:ciiCU Of h is J111 l')'U."'O. \\'hl' ll it. i~ Ju•('c:;sar,\" that me-n :-<honld t.•lltrtl:-<t th e immodialeand I!;CUl'rai 
1Hnnagot•11u.·ut ul' t ht·ir ] H'OJH'l'f,\· to utlwr~ they m ust d o su llllfJ.na.litied l_v :11ul hcnl'lily, but such dolegn· 
tiun uf}hiWOr :;lwuld ll l'\'cr t•x h .. · Jul St) far na tn n ·liJup li:-:lt thP r ig ht a ncl tlnt y of euquiry iu to thostH't.tU:J 
hi' SHIJordi n ato cntpluyt•s. T ho ]H'Ottt·il'tur will o\'er c:ons ult l1is w e) faro Uy :-<uc·h mauif~stat.ionuf inter· 
l'XL in hi:i :-;cn · au l :o~. , ami uuy J.!l ' tlern l ot· }l l'u lollg ~·d Heg:lcl't. ou l.li~ p nl't to f nlt ill t his canliua l dnt): of 
ownt·r:-<hip wi ll n·tlonml to his greut nud pcrm:UH' JJt iujury. By many uwlJl'l'~ s ncllmnuift•sbttlon 
of intcrc:-.t i:1 thought to ltO Sll h \-t 'l'1'4i\'O of tli:-u-ipliuc, a11ll it i :i VOSSibiO that t J10y ]J:l\'0 been CDC0t11':1;!ed 
in th iH ruou:-: t1·ou~ tlcln:-.iou. l t i~ a ~ullichmt nu~wt·r to say tl~:tt w h"re t 1te owucrof n.railroad caunuL 
c·oHio ill c11nt;u·t with hi:t '-'Ul)llust ·:i without .kopanliziug t'ho tli:il'il'liuc of the org-anization, it. oug_ht 
uot to n ·quire a n oulltn·a k aJnoug hii'J st·n·aul:-~., ut' tho fl('!itr·nction of h is pt·opcrty, to eonviuce bun 
tlt a t. t hlii'U wns a l'atlit·n l th •ft· t..·t s onll' Witt• t'P in i t :-; lltCiiu)tl of :ulministratiou . 'l'lto d iscipline of au 
urgauizat iou that i:i tll'J•t•Jttlt•nt upou torrori~w , npo11 o:-:.trat:ising m· soquest1·ntiug the employe, upo~ 
supara1iu~ h iln from t l10 at·tpeaiula tu.:o or ~~·mpnthy of tho o wucr, is nnmife~tly a f! l'OSS por,·er810D o 
t 'C:->]WII"'il•lu llu·thod s of ~o\'t:'l' l t H t t>l t t, au~l '' h ol'l'\'l'f prolf~ti st •ll t·,·ilw<"s tui~mnungcment, and m~y be 
:H'n•ptl•cl ns t·,·illl'lll'O v f d i~t·ou h·Ht..awl insuhonliuatiuu aud outra~l ·ous diRrl'gant of tbo r ights of. own· 
t·r:-~ h,\· tlwso wltu l' flt·ouru,::t~ or prad it·O it. 1 f t Itt· tmui .. •Jtt ·y of corporate history in t be U uited Stat~s 
fl\aCII t..•:i Otlll fat·t l\101'\.l c:ll·al'l,r tl tall :lllnt] u :J' it l:i tltat tht• oWl.h."'l'S of :-:uch property will fh ad it tO tbeJr 
:uh·m11 a.~t : t o mau if~:.t iunu<'tl iato a uti ]~t·r:-;m,al cont·orH in i ts ntlhil':i aud iu t he a tfa irs of tbose.wbo 
Opl'rato it , lt ·~t thoir ]lC'I':<:tmali ry lm lo:-or nUtl lht·ir p roperty nlie·natt!tl (Jr its Yaluo scl'iuus ly impatre~. 
'l '1w pnR~, ·~Mimt of p l'opet·t ,\· pn·:-:. u ppu~e~ the tlut,\· of gu:neli:m:-:ldp, inl'huling a pntcrnnl iott•rest 1d 
tltoSl' who tiJh·rat<• it., :nul ir:; )lrC::h.:l''·atiuu to tho owuer will ultiwately depend upou t lw geuoral an 
wjso oxcrc1~0 uf thi::s llnty." 
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THE VALUE OF THE SERVICES OF FOREMEN AND OTHER RAILWAY OFFICERS 
DEPENDENT UPON THEIR TRAINING. 

And what is trUe of ;t foreman applies with greater force to his superior officers. 
Where is the intelligent railroad official who has failed to re;tlize the many prob
lems yet to be solved iii the matt.er of ra,ilway operations and appliances, and who 
is not also conscious that, for the most part, railroad officers and operatives are 
mucl~ more likely to. fl!-il m. appreciation ·of; and ·eve:n tO oppi>se, impr.ovements and 
contnvances of ment m this field worked out by others, than to or1gmate them f 

TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE MUST BE SUPPLEMENTED BY GENERAL KNOWLEDGE; 

The exigencies of railway service require men of special training, of pecUliar 
qualifications, of minute practical knowledge. There are no important exceptions 
to this rule in any of the departments or branches of the business. To perform 
their duties wisely and efficiently supervisory officials must be relatively as well 
skilled as the general manager. They must possess a general knowledge of the 
branches of the service to which they are assigned, as well as a particular acquaint
ance with the peculiarities that are special to the immediate positions they hold. 
This general and particular knowledge involves an intimate acquaintance with the 
property, its defects, its resources and its peculiarities, and presuppos.es prolonged 
association and years of observation and thought, without which such knowledge 
is not attainable. 

TESTIMONY OF MR. KIRKHAM AS TO THE UNRECORDED LOSS INCIDENT TO THE 
EMPLOYMENT OF NEW AND INEXPERIENCED OFFICERS. 

In a recent work on" Railway Expenditures; Their Extent, Object and Economy·" 
(p. 111], Mr. Marshall J. Kirkham says: 

Those not familiar with the prootical operations of railroads can hardly estimate the innumerable 
mishaps and unrecorded losses that occur to a property in consequence of the introduction into its 
life of new and inexperienced officers, • of officers unacquainted with the duties they are to perform, 
unncquainted with the manner in which these duties have been performed in the past, or the scope 
anot Circumstances that are expected to characterize them in the future. The result is always disas· 
t rous, no matter how great the ability or how upri!Jht tbe intention of the new official. Under the 
most favorable circumstances he is placed in the pos1tion of a m an called upon to act without possess· 
ing the definite and trustworthy knowledge necessary to enable him to act intelligently. He has 
everything to l earn, from the arrangement of his files and office furniture to the unrecorded policy 
that has governed his predecessor. He has to learn tbe local and foreign geography of the line, its 
peculiarit•es, t.raditions and prospects; what it possesses and what it does not possess ; its contracts, 
af!reements and leases ; the officers and employes who operate it, and tbe people who give it support. 
All these things must be learned by rote before a new officer is either valuable or trustworthy . In 
tbe acquisition of his knowledge ho is harassed by doubts, and his path is otherwise beset by 
obstacles. 

THE B. & 0. POLICY OF PRODUCING RAILWAY APPLIANCES FROM CRUDE MATERIAL. 

I have already referred to the increasing tendency of railroad corporations to 
repair and even to manufacture their own pla.nt. This seems to have been the tra
ditional-as it is certainly the present-policy of the Baltimore & Ohio Company. It 
is patent that if everything, or most of the important things, needed in the oper
ations of the service could be manufactured from the raw materials, in our own 
shops, by our own employes, of as good quality and character of construction as can 
be had elsewhere, and always with economy, the interests of our stockholders would 
dictate that policy. 

NEED OF REFORM IN METHODS OF SHOP-WORK AND MANAGEMENT. 

But, in order to produce in the shops of corporations of such extended and diver
sified interests as railroads, work of a high order, with economy, very material 
progress must be made over the situation as I now regard it. We have seen that 
no productive enterprise can in our day be made an economic and commercial 
success without intelligence and skill, and that, other things being equal, it will be 
profitable just in proportion to the degree in which those elements are utilized. 
Surely, enough has already been said to establish these two elements as of the highest 
importance in the production and in the operation of railway plant and appliances . 

. ~And they never will be able to appreciate these mishaps and unrecorded !oases, for the r eason that 
•t •s the interest of the class who precipitate them to conceal the real facts from the owners of the 
property. 
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I presume no rnore · difficulty is experienced in procuring for railway service men 
w ho have manual skill , and who are frequently superior artisans in their several 
occupations , than it is to obtain them for other IJLtrsuits; a nd I know that many 
railway shops eontain manr such men, wlrose wor th as mechanics cannot be denied. 
ami. who have doulltle;;s made the llest of their opportunities. ' 

THE DEMAND I S FOR SKILL <;O~JDJNED WITH GENERAL AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE, 

But the great wm1t in railway service is men who combine technical skill with 
disciJ,Iined minds and broad intelligence; men who, with professional experience and 
lnrowlmlgc, poss• ·s;; minds disciplined to accurate obser vation and logical thought
qualities that corne f rom s ustained rnental application, and are not likely to exist 
without it: men whose qualifi{·ations ma ke t heru wor thy of 'promotion, and guar
antPe efficient and economical ma.uag-emc-nt. I cannot too often emphasize the 
s tatement that, to the extent suc h qualities a re lacking in heads of departments, 
and ·i11felliye11t ser vice is ];tcking in the rank and file, railw~y operations will be 
conducted crudely, inelliciently and with high percentages of operating expenses 
to gross r eveuue. 

SCARCITY 0~' EDUCATED TALE:<T IN R . R. SERVICE. 

'While this is so patent as to be undeniable. it is certainly a fact that we have not 
generally lleeu successful in secnrin7 enough nf e<lucated skill and intelligence to 
even leaven the uras:; of ''p/'((ctical ' men who constitute the operatinn· forces-to 
~-:ay nothing of otlrer deparLtnents-of our railways. ·whether thi • be because the 
mana~ers of railway intert>sts are apprehensi,·e of the disapproval of their stock
holders if the.v pa,v wore than t he loll"e~;t market price for labor, or personally 
enterta in too imlitfen·nt uotious respecting educated til lent to induce them to com
pete for it with priYat .. firms and local corporation~ that clo value it at its commer
cial "·ort h . is nut for nr <• to sa.v : hut l do assert that it is folly fot· such long-lived 
corporation,; as railroads to lrnuml their future pro~perity for temporary profits, as 
the_,. do when a llowing a nd encouraging their <1dministrative officers to seek and to 
prefer uneducated-because nominally cheap-laLvr. If we expect to operate such 
proper ties on uu:;ines:; principles, and not for uwre speculative results, our railway 
m aua.gors must provide fur the Le.tter education of the rank and file of their 
emvloye:;. * 

TYPES OF RAILWAY SERVANTS. 

H istorically considered. the first sen-ant of a railroa.d in whom technical knowl· 
edge i;; au t•s,;ential quali licatiou is tire locating, followed lly the constructing, 
c rrgirreet·. Our college~ and tl'chnolo~ical schools are yearly turning out, in increas· 
ing numbers, young ruining, c ivilnntl mechanical engineers-the latter in less num· 
Ler:; tha n the wants of thl' co11utry require. Electrical engineers and industrial 
chemists are also makin:.: their appearauce. and as electricity, mechanically applied, 
is coming to the froJJt as <Ul important ncce.;sory of rai lway service, and will soon 
form an esseutial part of our transporta tion operations, this class of specialists 
ready made to ou r hand~ will, \\'he n competent, easily fi nd lucrative employment, 
aJHl it will be many years before they OYerstock the telegraph and ra ilroad markets 
alone. The imlus.rial chemist is a lso destined to play no iusignificant part in the 
rail\\'ay management of the f11ture. But none (or at least very few) of the members 
of an)' of these, or, in fac t, of any other classes, enter upon professional life under· 
standing, or qualified to mec-t, the necessities of railway service. 

*Thr purch:tse of l ow-;_!ratlo 1natcrbl:o' b("t':Hiso 111~"Y aro cheap ntHl c·:ut ho mnlle to serve ]lreaent 
Jllli'J HISt'!i ht even a lcsst•t· evil thnu d~pontliug uu low-grade labor. l _)arouthctically, a writer already 
quut•·<l snys: 

"Only nn exJwriencecl mul far~ccin.:,! nHlll:lJ!C'T, I h:n·o rt•na:trkNl. rnu withstnn<l the seductitteindn· 
Clll'O t.hat ('ITlVt·lnp:-\ nn nrticloof I>rinw Jlf'Ct·s~itv to his «:orupauy wh._.n uiH.·red nt n low r ate. 'l'he fttct. 
1hat its ultiwato c.osL willl'e ont of nll JH·opc•r·t'iou to the temporary Raving is l u~t sig.ht of or igoor~d 
hy ~nmc. Th<· hHIIII 'di;IIO nod Yi~iiJ!o n:·tluction iu the cost of operating, anti the notoriety that Will 
attadt to llim for rll'Pt..:ting !':uc·h r. ·cluctiml, nre too strong for n. w cuk 111:1n tn w ithstand. '1'his would 
not bo tho •·a~o 1u 1110 t·X1l 'll t it ili if ~o gn·al a } ITO}JOI't ion of the loFts which a t'ulupnuy tnust nltimatel,r 
sum•l' iu c ·ou~oqucrwr ot the ]mn·ha~o of i uf~rior mntel'inl was not nuavoitlai.Jl \· blotted ont or covered 
up Hlltkr foreign ht·ncliugM, aml l'PIIHlill t'cl, in t·oH~f>f'lllt'IICU, unknown. . . . 'ln considering the cos~ 
of •·:u· nutllocomoti,·o whceJs, nxlc.'lt, JhtmeA. spriugs, l11Jlts, 1111t:-t, atHl),inclrecl appliances, we find the 
rclatiYo coAt l.wt.we•·u thn J!Oucl amlt1te lt:ttl articled is 1wt :~lHuo 111ttuif'e~t i n tho price paid. fortbe 
nrtklu it~ol f. It will he dist·o\·erell t h:1t the uso of t !10 jii!'Priul' nrtida mntt.1 rially sw<~lht tbe dJs~nrs~· 
Hlt·ntneP••nlc t:ot t;lrdt•nths nn•l in.iurie:1 t'rmu nccifleut~, for I••S~"~t'S autl damages, and all tho mu!tltUfh 
lHH1~ ex)h·ndilnl\'!i t·uu;uor·ntl·d ahuvn in t'011 11COtiou with tho ww of inferior Jnbric:\llts, iocludmt;t~3 
CtJ."'tof n·p:lil'ill;.! tl'at·kl'l. lorn up h,\' dt·raih·cl tt·niu . .:.;, tiu• iutenuption of busitw:.~R audits ~:nnmfu,, 
lodSUd, thuswcUiug: of tho account for wages, autl tiually tlu.: co:,t of r t%pairiug thu injured ~utpwent. 
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SCHOOLS NOT CONNECTED WITH WORKSHOPS CANNOT FURNISH THE KI!"'D OF 
TRAINING THAT IS NEEDED IN RAILWAY SERVICE. 

It might, indeed, with some reason be assumed that a competent civil engineer, 
a.t least, would be qualified to undertake railway engineering, but a railway engi
neer is not, to the present time, the creation of any educational institution in this 
country. Upon tliis single point, a paper just read before the Society of Arts of 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (one of the best conducted in the country) 
is exceedingly interesting. and I therefore append it hereto as Exhibit T; recom
mendin~ it to your careful perusal. Much of what is therein said may be taken to 
applyw1th equal force to other branches of 1·ailway service, and it will well repay 
the reading. · 

COMPETENT MEN OF VARIED ATTAINMENTS A NECESSITY IN RAILWAY SERVICE. 

In railway service, especially, there is frequent necessity for sending to a dis
tance, and beyond supervision, one or more thorou~hly competent men, who shall 
not be simply mechanics, in the ordinary acceptation of the term, but who shall 
be able to turn their attention to work coming under their notice, whether they 
have before done that thing or not. 

YOUNG MEN OF INTELLIGENCE MAY BE ENTRUSTED WITH RESPONSIBLE DUTIES. 

I think we are all prepared to admit that at :{>resent such men are rarely found 
enrolled in the rank and file of railway mechamcal departments; yet it is testified 
by many manufacturers who have afforded their employes the advantages of tech
nological instruction, that they have no difficulty in filling such positions with boys 
of 20 or 21 years of age, whom they send long distances and place in their hands 
work with which they have had little or no previous acquaintance, and by their 
intelligeirce they not only give the greatest satisfaction, but frequently develop into 
competent teachers of others. · 

Quite enough has been said in this report to show the necessity of technical knowl
edge on the part of machinists and other artisans employE'.d in constructing and 
repairing railway eguipment. As a class, the men thus em:{>loyed are doubtless of 
average skill in therr several trades, but. it is apparent that m such a hard service 
as railroading, where machinery, rolling-stock and roadbed are, as a rule, taxed to 
their maximum strength and capacity, even a slight lack of appreciation, on the 
part of mechanics and those supervising them, of the special and technical require
ments of their work will result in the failm·e of their productions at critical 
moments, always to the pecuniary loss of the owner and sometimes causing serious 
disasters. 

NEED OF FLEXIBILITY IN WORKMEN. 

Mechanical trades are at present acquired in this country through very general 
instruction or in shops devoted to special construction. When work is stagnant in 
one branch of a trade it is generally active in other directions, and the mechanic 
must, from necessity, often drift from that kind of work in which he is educated 
to others to which he can apply only manual skill, with a smattering of general 
knowledge, perhaps altogether inadequate to the proper performance of his new 
duty. Even our foremen, master mechanics and supervisors, who are, almost 
without exception, men of practical knowledge and long experience in their par
ticular lines of work, have very seldom received such general or technical instruc
tion as would enable them to appreciate the effect, upon their own productions, of 
changes in methods of operation such as are constantly occurring in all transporta
tion service and to meet them. 

EDUCATION OF ENGINEERS. 

Every one understands why locomotive engineers should be well educated, and 
yet we know quite well that very few have enough education to enable them to 
respond to emergencies re~g higher qualities than mere mechanical skill, cour
age and local knowledge. In our road departments very few foremen or super-

•Says Mr. Wm. Fairbairn, of Manchester, F. R. S., and an authority on the subject: 
"The locomotive.engine drivers and stokers have only been known to ua for the last twenty years, 

but they constitute at the present moment an important branch of the industrial community, and so 
f~r 118 tbeir acquisition of knowledge and respectability of character are concerned, we are all\ indi· 
V>doala as well a11 tbe :public, deeply intereeted. Engine drivers and stokers, above all others, anould 
ba'"e a regula.r and rigid course of training. They should bave a keen eye anu a clear pereeptionii· 
they abould be tauglit care and attention to elgnala, and every minutia connected with tlie rulee au 
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vi~or:; undcrstaml-or if tlH'y understand can intelligently d!'scribe-the causes 
w hich det~riomtt· their t ra<' k or hridge structur es, or othen -:ise affect t heir every. 
da y work:·' 

I m ight in Hiln ilar Jlla nuer go o\·er the whole Jist of n tilroatl opemti Yes, but it is 
unn .. t·essar_,. . TIH' n·ason for all th\'ir educational deficiPncies is ap parent when we 
com;itlt•t· how f<!W opportnu it i<·s tht•.' ' hanJ for acquiring- t hPory and practice in the 
sau1e t•lacc or a t t l1e same t inw tlul'ing a ny pcr io<l of t heir l ives. 

!)K ILl •• \ X IJ 1:\T EI.J.II:EM'I•: l >IV()R('E I) B\" l'HESENT PUBUC St:IIOOL l\IETHODS. 

It has bee n sl l0\\' 11 that so w ide is the chasm between onr schools and our work
':!hops that thos•· i11 the on<! seltlom pass tlin·d ly in to tlw other , nntl consequently 
UJanu:ll sl: ill a n<l in tell igt•n<·e n·n1:1 i11 <livon·e<l. ny m r a.ns o[ w orkshop-schools, 
properly <:on<l nctt•tl, a railway C<• lupany may not only obtain in telligent help 
dwa p<·r t l1:111 it could otl1rrwi~e be s<·cnretl , but it lii:I.Y also so sha pe the instruction 
h erein as to <·xactly adapt it to the ITlJUir ements of its service. an ti thus g ive it a 
]JB<: ial Y:d ut' 11ot attaiual,Je elsewhere at any price. 

ADVA'l'iTAGEO liS F.FFECTS \Jl' WOLtKS HOP SCHOOLS UP0:-1 RAI LWAY 1:-ITERESTS. 

Sn c·h ~d1""'" als11 Sl'l'll\ t" .. tft•r tl u• easiest ant! cheapest solution of the problem 
how to ~< ·< ·nn· :L ('orps 11[ w11rknwn anti op<'nl tin•;; combining technical skill and 
" <'ll<'rll.l in lell ig-e ncu in a high Llcgrcc wi th t hat special ac<1uaintance w ith the needs 
and tlelails of operation so important in ra ilway ser Yice. 

Again , it is tnattL•r t•f <·ommun olJsen·ation th:Lt t>Hr uniYersities, colleges, acade
mies and llig-h :;c!Hw•b tum uut. in snlwra bn 1ula nce, young men possessing theoret· 
ical kn .. wh•tlgt· antl dialectical skill in suffic iency, hut w ho, Jacking manual 
cxper tnt•ss a nd practical knowleLlge. a rc cumparatin:Iy u seless for industrial 
purpo:;t·s. 

CHAHAt:TEit ANl> l>:EUHEJ•: O l' El'F1C1E1\l'Y Ill' A (;ADEMlC GRADUATES l N RAILWAY 
SER\'lC'E. 

Similar complaint is also Ye ry genera lly made agail1st all our t echnological 
·sclwob - tha.t their gra.<lnall's are too theon •tical and n ot sufficiently practical, and 
tl1is 11111st llt•n•.-;. .. ,ar ily ue so w hercYer such schools are unco1mectecl with shops 
operal t•Ll as l>o/111-jhle intlustr.ia l enterprisl's. On the other hand, it is diffkult to 

l' rot·m·u at :111y price lllt•n who coUi hine ~npcrior skill. com prehensive mechanical 
>nowle<lge and gt'lll'l':d intt•ll igen('C in Huc h proportions as to make them Ya.luable 

as forenlt'll. Htana.~ers a nd Hpecialists in lltt•<·ha nica l pursuits o r in the operating 
br:m clil's t>f' l';li lway ><t·n ·it·<·. A n a.ppret:intion of t his fact, aml of the necessity for 
educating· i hl'il' workpt•oplt• to an \lltdt•rstanding of motlcrn r ailway machinery, 
appl ia n('<'s :t11<l llll'tho<l><, l1as h-<1 a Jnun lJt' l' of nuuutgers to seek t he services vf the 
gratlna!t•s of' l l'('hllit'al s<·hools as assistant forrmen, assbtant su per visors, assistants 

~Ot"OJ'umcnf, ol' tho l ine~ on whidt lhc•y :tru t•tuplt•.n•cl, :Hul, :lho ,·t ~ :•ll. thoy ahnnld hoinstructed in the 
m auag-t·HH·ut o f 1ho en,l.!i tu•, 1110 \':tlno o t' ti nu~, a11tl tho nh~olnto lt('c·esl'iit,y of workiug t ho di!Jtance 
n.cf·or·tliu;: to t1to 1i111u lai.Jio and t hu~o t'~lahli ~hl·tl r niPs hy w lddt t lu·y n~~tl t Ito pui.Jlic nro to bo ~OY· 
t•ruml i n thf'i l' dl·pat'l ll ru from :IDtl arri \'i' l ;tt t ht· tlifrcn·ntstaticm~. A tlrh·cr should aJ~o IJencqnaiut~l 
with t ho ] lfilldplt•:i 11 pun "·hid 1 t l 14' :-;H·am iu tlu~ Uoilc•r i~ g'P11 t'I'Hh~ ll , it s cln~f i c f urcc, t ho :o;CCHI'HY nurl 
frPO wodd111! of t l~t ) :-saf•·ty Y:lln•s, mul, in flwt , in or1h'1' fo preparo I lim fur }Hthlio SPI'\'ice. ho should 
a ttain hili clt:~n ·n :11 111 chantt·tor in t Ito\\' urk i ng111n·11 '~ Collt·J!u hd 'ctro lie i~ CHH l>IHltH'Cil c ligiblo to mount 
tho foot. plato m· tu h:uullo nn OH!.!islt'. l.asrly. o ther (•l:t~~c:-4, such :lli hladtsmit},:-;, t.•nrpcnters, mnf:Jons, 
hricl\la,yt•r~. tiii'Dl'l':-&, tilt·T·~. JHltHhlcr:i. lite .. t·xc·htsi n : of iuumum·a.Ulu others, :iw·h :l:1lipiuuerR,we:n·ers. 
dyer!-', priuh•rs, Cit' .. cu1ployrcl in tltu 11Jallllfnc t u r (", migltt Ntch of t llcm rcnsounbly dcmnnd to be 
iuclt ttlf'tl in a un.ti011Hl sn~tCiu ~ ·f itulusrrial otl 114.':'l tiou." 

* l u this cou u('('tion tho Jollowiug is liu.~·gc:-;thc : 
"Tho n~·q ubdc iou o f huowh:tl~t'. a~ C\'l.'l'.)' on e hns occnsinn t tl rcmnrk, is not of so m nc h V<llue for 

t.ho spm.·i lie Utin ,~ t l1a two learn :1 !'3 for it~ coutingt:nt rovclatiOII:i, 1 ho rorrcln.th·o i•lens that it Rug;esb; 
awl xo it way ho pu:iailtlo that. <:vt·n au impcrfct·t COUl't'}lt i uu of tho tixetl cxpt·Hs e:-t o f a rnilroatt tun}' 
atlo n l ~tl~.!!t:stwn t o tlloso who :1ro 111•t d isposed to rt.~_!!nr<l tl1e i uformatiou i tself of t:::~ pccinl valu~ 
Thu~. whi lo wo may nut «.':\1'0 ,,·II at relat ion 1 he fix t·~l ox pc11~C':i lu'nr cu contingt·nt outlay as a •r.ohole, 1f 
we Jo1t>W nt·t·urato·ly tho Plh·t'f of '\ •·ar :md tl·nr of trallic u pon particular clnssl).~ o f r.x t•ense s, aud the 
)H'H'4'11 1:Lg:l\ uf d~· t t · r ior: lt ioll fl'ulll JJ:It lll':l l t':t11S4'S, thCl'O t'llll bl• HO <lonl.Jt th:tt thn kuOW}edge \\:ould 
p rcH'U of va1uo to part i•·nlar uwn, if uol to rnllway mcu as a whole. Tbu trutb of this bears apt 11lus· 
tra 11o11 i ll t ilu t:a:-;o (I f fi ':H·k·t·;uht. . 

·· J'rac· t k:tl HlOll with w ho1n J l1nn1 c·otmll1111ic·nfc,l n~ to the rcJnth·e deteriorat ion of rnils rrom~h· 
Hta1t) :1 114l trall it·, }w,·o :-;.ta lt•tl t hat. a r:ti l will J't•ll tain fit 1'4tr tl:-\4..\ fon•Yt· r 1f trnins tlo uot. run uvcr it; 
utht•l':1 put t ho dc tcrioratioll f1·ou1 11at ura l cau~t':'i at. t "o pe·J' n·ut.; ot ltct'li a.t fh·e JH'r C'ent., nnd so )n . 
.J\ :i a u taltt.•t' of f:u:l, tho dt•lt·l'iom t iouof nul~ du'-' to dimat,·. w ll ilc 11o t grea.t, is marl.-ccl nn<l cumu ~· 
Tin'\ , Tho <h~tcriorat iun fr u111 dh11ato iu 1 hu ('ll!'o t' uf ot h4.·1· uaatt·n:l i H is, :as a. rnlt~, much grentcr. l tJa 
Hut. Hoco~:-~:uy, uur woulcl il lu1 p rupe·r , lwn · l o c ll h'r into a. tuinn l l' m· scicnt.itic srat~mc.mto[ th.eeffeci 
uf clima ll~ upuu d i ll't •l'l·llf da:-o:o-t'~ of warpnal. 'l'ho snh.Jt•t·t lwlongs more ]'ropt:l'ly to sc1ent.Ists. 
lll t'l't'ly <·ito 1 ht~ t 'a:-<t l of rnil~ to illu~t t'atu lito l:u·k of illli•rnw tion on ~11ch ~uhjt!cts by tbo&e whoso 
tl utH'~ an' e ·t~u tt ct.:lud whvlly w i tllt he caru v f Hll4.'Ll IH'O}Il'rty. ' '-L:Uursl.wll M . li irkluuu, " l!aintccauce 
o r l~ai lway • . "J 
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to engineers of roadway, master mechanics, etc. Aiter some actual experience 
these young men are put in line of promotion, and inquiry shows that generally 
they stand well in their respective corps, but even after going through the shops, 
such graduates continue more theoretical than practical, and this constitutes the 
e;reat objection to railroads taking into service technological school graduates, 
mstead of educating their own young men. 

As already shown, coml;>ined mental and physical education alone give sat~fac
tory results, and no substitute for this method will yield a railroad the highest 
value of its talent.* 

POLICY OF PENNSYLVANIA R. R. IN EMPLOYING COLLEGE GRADUATES. 

The Pennsylvania Railroad pursues the plan of exacting of the graduates of tech
nological institutions entering its service a :q.ovitiat.e in the construction and repair 
shops at Altoona before they are permitted to enter active service. Many young 
graduates of technical schools so highly value the opportunity of studying the 
scientific methods and enjoying the instruction of the Altoona shops as-it is said
to disregard pecuniary compensation, in a wise desire to avail of the fine training 
obtainable there. At the same time, if I am correctly informed, this instruction is 
neither so specific nor so thorough as it should be, nor can any method by which 
it is sought to qualify young men as railroad officers be successful which does not 
provide for theoretical instruction in those branches of knowledge that comprise 
what may be designated as railroad science, ;pari passu with actual commercial 
shop-work ; the latter illustrating and confirmmg the former. 

THE JII:ETHOD NOW IN FORCE AT MT. CLARE FOR SECURING EDUCATED APPRENTICES. 

This method of combining theory and practice so as to give both an educational 
value has during the past year ·been pursued with signal success in preparing the 
apprentices at Mt. Clare for cadetships in the B. & 0. service, under the program 
announced in your circular of January 15, 188fi. When it became publicly known 
that technological instruction had been inaugurated at Mt. Clare, we were besieged 
by applicants for admission to the school whose social status, scholarship and cul
ture were infinitely superior to anything found among the 147 apprentices already 
in service, whom we had examined under the terms of that crrcular. Many of 
these young gentlemen entered as regular apprentices, without favorable discrimina
tion as to hours of work or pay ; in fact, they accepted low wages for services far 
more valuable to the company than those of the a>erage uneducated apprentice. 
By supplementing theif shop-work with the class-instruction which was specially 
adapted to it, they have achieved excellent records, and now possess a very solid 
foundation for a higher technical course, in which theoretical instruction may pre
dominate, and after a year or two of further study they will honor the service in 
whatsoever positions may be assigned them. 

INTELLIGENT WORKMANSHIP WILL REDUCE ACCIDENTS. 

With educated and intelligent workmen and operatives, railway companies will 
have fewer accidents, and the saving on this single account would doubtless often 
more than cover the cost of a liberal educational provision. Of the graduates of a 
technical school at Lille, M. Hovarez says: " Those engaged in working mines soon 
perceived that workmen who came from this school heated their boilers better and 
with less coal than did the other workmen, and that they escaped many accidents 
and repairs and stoppage of machinery." If this be true of simple stationary 
~ngines, how much greater must be the effect upon such complicated machinery as 
railroads operate I On this point Judge McArthur says that technical and scientific 
education becomes a subject of universal interest; that-

The ordinary accident<~ to which we are exposed arise in too many instances from some error in the 
work of tho draughtsman or t he machinist. The unexpected fall of buildings, A-nd their bad constrnc
t!Oo, as devolop~d in caaes of fire, are sometin>es attended with horrors that curdle the blood and sweep 
away precious lives by the most excruciat-ing deaths. Tbe wheel or axle of tbe locomotive may be 
nnsvund i n material or model, and the train tn its rapid flight be plunged over a viaduct or embank· 
meot, b~uiRing and maiming ita living freight and sending our best and most beloved ones into tbe 
grave w>tbon~ warning or preparation. Boilers explo>de, machines are shattered, owing to defective 
work of some kind, a nil the newspapers publi~h a daily catalogue of disasters more applilling than the 
carnago of war. The lesser evils are also considerable. 

*Dr. quincke, fonnerly Professor of Physics in the Berlin Polytechnic School, and now Professor 
of Phya>cs at the University of Heidelberg, pointed out to t he Royal Commissioner& the error made 
~Y many In believing that any polytechnic course of instruction could by itld/ teach a student (for 
>nsta~r.e) to erect. an en gino~, work a blast furnace, or manufacture sulphuric acid ; the real obJect of a 
Jechu>eahchool being to fa.cJlitat.e the transition from pure science to practice by means of l~pvropriate 
ectures anti laboratory work, which are obviously insufficient to prepare the student for carrying on 
aetna! work where practical t;xperienoo id needed. 
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t:NEDUCATED WORKMEN UNABLE TO UTILIZE SCIE:-;TIF IC DISCOVERIES AND METHODS. 

Many of the d iscoveries of the day aro not u sed because w orkmen do not under
stand them or are incom petent or unwilling to utili ze them , and there is also an 
acknowleugetl deficiency in the ability of railroad employes to deter mine , with 
scienti fic accuracy, the shapt's antl d i1uens ions w hich are best ndapted to stand the 
stra ins of the vn rious wor king parts of the JocOJnotive& a nd other machinery used 
by rail mall com pa nies. Though llluch has been done in this tlirection by specialists, 
it is m ore than proha l.JIE>, f rom thei r test imony and f rom the de ficiencies of such 
m achinery, that sea rcul~' a t ithe of the facts that may and ought to be known in 
this u.H1t te1· are yet tliscoveretl, or , where lmown , availed of. 

INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS 1\IAY DE E CONOMICALLY SOLVED I N CONJ UNCTION WITH 
SCHOOL WORK. 

Sueh investigations , owing to the scarcity of m en com.bining both pract ical and 
theor!'ti!':'ll lmowledge, nre so costly ancl uncer~'lin , a nd require so 1' 111ch skill and 
technica l training to condtwt. the m, tha t manufacturing compa nie;; cannot often 
a fford to hi re s pecia lists or be:.tr the expense of experimenting; bu t in a school con
JlCcted wit h rail\\'ay ~hops, u nde1· com petent gu itlance antl i nstntdors of a bility, 
m uch m a y be done, a:; a part <Jf the school :md shop-work instr uction , t hat will , at 
tht• f.ame time, accomplish desirable r esults in other fi \'lds. It is t he testimony of 
JU:IB)' of our best educated cngiB<·er:; t ha t the engineer ing profession in a ll its 
•k•pa rtmcnts is continually hamperetl by t he wa nt of m ore extensive and more 
necmale experimen ts. Thl'y say t ha t " in far too ma ny m a tters t hey have nothing 
t u rely on hut the imperfect or ituperfectly reported results of an tiquated experi
m ents." T he tl iflicul ty is t hat most of t heir expel'iment .; and obser vations have 
Jit•ccssa rily to be of shor t tluration , a nd that they ha.n :l ins ufficient da ta upon which 
to hase t heir conclusions . If, n O\\', we can in t roduce t he scientific method of 
orig inal resea rch and experiment into our workshops ; if , im;teml of one experi· 
111cnter, there may be tluze!ts of \\'idea\\'a ke, obsen ·ing antl e nergetic men in search 
of sciL·n t ific a nd m echanicnl t ruth ; if, instead of one ex pcri111 ent at a time, there 
Ul ay be s<•Yf'ra l under d ifferent circum~~'lnces going on a t the same time ; if, instead 
ot' conti nui n11; a single tiny o r a single week , these expt•riments in the w orkshop may 
lll ' cuntinuetl throu.~·h nJOnth,; antl enm years ; if, in ot her \\'Ords, our wor kmen, or 
a la rge nu mucr of the m. can be taught to regard the workshops themselves as great 
lauoratorit•s for cont inued r etiea rcil , experimeut a nd ou~en·aLion with a view to 
g'3.iuing originn l information for prnct ical purposes; then there n eed be no more 
complaint iu the rea lm of <L[J]Jlietl ;;cience about inatlequa te data an d uncertain 
conc lu:;ions . 

But there m·c other importa nt considerations which should induce railway man
ng-en; to promote the education of then· people. The advauce of our civilization is 
st•en in a n awakened eagt•nws~S for :;cientil"i c tliscoveries, and disposition to use sci
e ntific ill\·es t igations, not aloue as a methotl of m cntn l gywnast ics, but as a torch 
t o illumine g-reat fields of producti,·e and com mercial industries anti to shed light 
ti pon the path way of the laboring m asses. 

SClENTIPIC I NV ESTIGATION OF I NDUST RIAl. P ROBLEMS P R OFITABLE TO RAILWAYS. 

W hat the outcome of this spirit of itwention and discovery in t he r ealm of applied 
science will lie ca n only be con jectured, but whate>er other industries may be 
affected hy it. none a re JUot·e likely to n ·ap r ich ha n ·ests f rom its encouragement 
and gro"·th tha n tllotie railroads that, in point of qualified m anagers, scientific 
speci:1list ,; and intelligen t and sldlled workmen , nre uest prepar ed for promptly 
u t ilizin.!!.· such de>elopmcnts. No ind ust r.v has fixed boundaries, nor can any be 
sn it! t o haYe r eached maturity . The inYentions of to-mor row m ay necessitate radi
ca l ehauges in the procestie~ a nd in the kin1l a nd m anner of manipulatin~ the 
1nac i1 im•ry of to-tln.y. \ Ve ha,·c seen how combined sc ien tific a nd t echnical eauca
ti" n n >JHl nces to t'Conom~· ami 1w t r esults . by cu lth ·ati Jw habits of thought a_nd 
oh~l··n·ntion . an ti deYeloping- special a pt itudes; t hus ena l:\ing workmen to utihze 
impro,·l'llll'Hts and inYention;; a t la rge, anti encourag ing t hem in a ttem pting inven
t. iuns anti tit-eking for more economical met hods of work , w hich inure mainly to 
t he ucnl'fit of the employer. 

H OW Ih!PHOVEME I\TS IN 1\IECH AI\ICAL PROCESSES ARE ACHIEVED. 

Orig inal mechanicn,l con trivances; n ew- and improvements in exis t ing-processes 
and llll' thods of manufacture, ar e seldom thl' r esult of accident or the f ruit of a low 
lleg-rel' of int<'llig'Cn <'l?. Ana.l~·~ is of t he h istor.1 of indus tr ia l and mechanical P!og
re;;;; tlemon:;trates tha t the large m ajority of inventors who belonged to the arti.Sail 
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class were deserving, faithful, investigating and generally well-educated men, whose 
minds, through technical training, had acquired flexibility, and whose faculties 
were stimulated by study. If our workmen do not make inventions and develop 
economical methods of labor, others in the employ of rival companies will do so, 
and the active competition of the age will give those corporations that are advanced 
enough to cultivate the intelligence of their employes material advantages over 
others. Even if, in order to neutralize this superiority, we are willing to pay well 
for the privilege of utilizing improvements and inventions O'l\'1led by antagonistic 
interests, we may still lack the power, through want of intelligence and skill on the · 
part of oui' own people. Because of the lack of scientific knowledge that would 
have enabled its managers to appreciate the value of a meritorious improvement, a 
railroad company with whose affairs you are familiar, now has to pay a rival cor
poration for the use of a slide-valve for its locomotives, invented a few years ago by 
one of that company's employes, who, for a nominal consideration, would have 
licensed it to manufacture this very valve for its own use and for sale to other 
companies. 

PROFESSOR HUXLEY'S TESTIMONY AS TO DEPENDENCE OF INDUSTRY UPON EDUCATED 
KNOWLEDGE. 

In this connection I again quote from Professor Huxley's declaration that "the 
advance of industry in all countries depends on employers being able to find to 
their hand persons of sufficient knowledge and sufficient flexibility of mind to be 
able to turn from the one thing they have been doing to something different, accord
ing to the nature of the improvement that has been -made"; and that "the develop
ment of industry under its present conditions is almost entirely the result of the 
application of science to the .development of mechanical processes of complexity, 
requiring a great deal of attention and intelligence to carry them out." 

. SO-CALLED PRACTICAL SKILL UNPROGRESSIVE AND NON-INVENTIVE. 

In this connection, the citation of two curious circumstances, bearin~ on a brancli 
of trade in which we are greatly concerned, will interest you. The 1ron and steel 
workers of Cheshire and Lancashire are the most skilled manipulators of the com
mon metals in the United Kingdom, and their mechanical instinct has been heredi
tary for centuries. The first Earl of Chester was Master-of-Arms to William the 
Conqueror. His workmen resided in the villages of those counties, and when the 
use of armor was discontinued they were still notable workers in iron and steel. 
Their descendants still call their tools and illJ.plements by Norman-French names. 
They possessed hereditary skill and knack such as no other workingmen in the King
dom had; yet from all this body of skilled labor no inventions came; they were and 
are satisfied to go on as their fathers and forefathers had done, and the inventions 
which have made this the age of steel came from those who were destitute of their 
practical skill. The introdudion of the hot blast in the furnace ; the application of 
the cold blast in the Bessemer converter, which changed liquid iron into steel; the 
production of steel direct from ore on the open hearth, and the discovery of the 
basic lining, by which phosphorus is eliminated and all grades of iron made con
vertible into steel, revolutionized the mechanic arts; and yet it is remarkable that 
only one of the inventors of these :processes was directly connected with the iron 
trade. and not one came from all this body of workmen whose skill in manipulating 
iron had descended to them through many generations. 

WHO ARE THE VALUABLE INVENTORS IN METALLURGY. 

The hot blast was discovered accidentally by an engineer ; Sir Henry Bessemer 
was an engraver ; William Siemens was a mechanical engineer and electrician, 
unconnected with iron industries ; Gilchrist Thomas was a member of the Civil 
Service; James Watt was an instrument maker; so that the iron and steel industry 
owes its development to science, distinct and apart from itself, and in no material 
degree to its rule-of-thumb workers. 

DISADVANTAGE OF USING,ANTIQUATED MACHINERY, AND CRUDE WORKMA.NSHIP IN 
RAILWAY SHOPS. 

The rapid and important improvement of machinery and mechanical appliances 
has placed many of our older railway companies at a disadvantage, in respect to 
economical construction and repair, in that their shops are filled with machinery 
and appliances of obsolete patterns, costly and slow in action, while works more 
recently established are generally equipped with the latest and best the market 
affords. Mechanical processes enter so largely into railway operations, and the 
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results of using crude help or plant so directly and seriously affect the percentagei 
of operating expense to gross re.ceipts, that one unacquainted with the history et 
railway management would naturally, but vainly, look to railway shops for the 
latest improvements in processes and machinery there used ; for probably few man
agers would have the temerity to propose the periodical replacement of obsolete foll' 
the latest approved practice and inventions in shop-work, though able to prove the 
wisdom and economy of such a procedure. 

MOST WORKMEN IGNORANT OF NATURAL LAWS AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS, 

I might almost indefinitely multiply testimony respecting the difference in 
efficiency and economy between educated and uneducated labor ; but I apprehend 
it is only necessary to prompt the minds of those experienced in handling labor tQ. 
the line of reflections above suggested, to lead them to convictions respecting th&-> 
economy in time, material, supervision, and value of products turned out by edutj 
cated help fully as strong and emphatic as those I have quoted. At least th~f 
employers and supervisors of labor who possess the kind of knowledge that cati. 
only be acquired from the combined reading of books and extended observation~· 
know that at the present time most workmen in America have little general intel~ 
ligence and less general skill ; that most of them see machinery in motion governed~ 
by laws of the existence and nature of which they are totally ignorant; that they ... 
see operations performed the nature and scope of which they are incapable o~4 
understanding; that they are accustomed to make parts of machinery which,~ 
together with other parts of machines made by other workmen, go to make up~~ 
organic whole, and yet neither know nor care to know how to put those Pa.rts!{l 
together, nor how to operate them when combined. It is needless to commsnfr<t1 
upon the results of such ignorance, except to point out that, aggregated, it musaf 
entail enormous losses.* ·' 

CHEAPER TO EDUCATE APPRENTICES THAN TO PURCHASE SKILL AND INTELLIGENOB~ 
IN THE MARKET. 

How best to remedy this condition of affairs is a problem of very serious im:P,?rt-~ 
but I have written this r eport in vain if it has not at least demonstrated that, if we::, 
are to continue manufacturing our own plant, it will be cheaper to manufa.ctwlei; 
also our own skilled artisans, mechanics and other operatives out of the crud~. 
materials which abound in the shape of applicants for apprenticeship, than bid fo~ 
them in the market; especially as, thereby, we will secure a corps familiar withi< 
the needs of, and attached by various ties to, the service. .:· 

Let me here add a little to the testimony in the first section of this reJ>.<>rt as· t<J; 
what technological schools are capable of accomplishing, especially in atd of rail'{ 
way interests. I call your attention to the mass of evidence contained in th~) 
Exhibits to this r eport, and in further and effective support thereof I adduce ~.: 
testimony of Mr. J. Scott Russell, the eminent English engineer and builder, a.n<!fi 
other intelligent directors of labor. Although a hi~hly educated man and an abl~ 
scientist, whose scholarship has received recognit10n from several of Englandt~' 
learned societies, Mr. Russell is not a mere theorist on questions relating to manurti 
facturing and constructive industries. When a boy he served a regular apprentieer; 
ship at a mechanical trade, after which he long followed the business of practi~i· 
engineering ; gaining such prominence that the building of the fam ous GREA~ 
E ASTERN was entrusted to his superintendency. The testimony of a man who th~ 
c0mbines {?!"eat intelligence and learning with experience in the workshop, in the, 
art of origmating, and in the supervision of workmen, ought to command carefUl:, 
consideration from those who are largely interested in enterprises requiring coiF~ 
structive and mechanical ability. 

WHAT TECHNOLOGICAL SCHOOLS ACCOMPLISH. TESTIMONY OF J. SCOTT RUSSELJ;i! 

In his "Systematic Technical Education for the English People," a book pubill 
lished in 1869, Mr. Russell says: · 
It seems to me almost an axiom that intelligent men must do better work than boors; that t~ 

skilled men must do hotter work than clumsy and awkward ones; and that the more any man kno~ 

• While labor with hand-tools and machines should be wisely. blended, yet, since machinery~ 
constantly increasing share in the oonv~raion of material into useful forms, the educated m~ 
should kno\v how to -design, construct and assemble the parts of a machine, a.s well as how to liUI!l 
its product; and excellence in cons t ruction is to be sought as a most valuable factor in instrnc~o 

Tho power of the engineer t.o decide upon general grounds tho best form and material for am . 
and to calculate it-s parts, is vastly increased by blending wit.h it the skill of the crafteman in m . 
ulating the material, and the fact that the product is to be tested and used kindles interest in it.e 
ufacture and furnishes additional incentive to thoroughness and exactness. [Catalogue of W ... 
Free Institute.] 
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of the objects and methods of his own work, and the work of all those who around him are engaged 
in co·operation, the more likely he is to do his own part well, so aa to exactly fit into and form one 
with his neighbor's work. Thus I think that an intelligent community of workmen will get through 
their work quicker, will fit its p·arts more nicely, Will tin ish off everything more sharply, will waste 
less material by t rial and error, and so give higher value as well as quality and durability to all their 
work than ignorant, unrefined, uneducated men. 

unhappily, mechanics, when taught to workingmen, is generally either taught superficially, unphi· 
lo•ophically, or with little or no reference to the business of their life. Economy of bodily strenlt1;h, 
best wavs of handling things. best wa;rs of helping each other, best 'vays of carryin~, lifting, aliift. 
in" thiu'gs-these are seldom taught. Some algebraical formula, or abstract geometncal diagram, is. 
p~ before the poor mechanics and called science; as well call it magic! 

* * * * • * 

BEARING OF TIICHNICAI. TRAINING ON RAII.WAY CONSTRUCTION. 

1 will now come to practi.cal III:atters which sl_low <lirectly the re.sults of. technical edncatio~ in t~;te· 
production of one of Its ch1ef objects-the creat10n of wealth. It 1s notor10us that those forrugn ra•l· 
ways which have been made by t.he people themselves, in the educated countries of Germany and 
Sw•tzerland, have been built far cheaper than those constructed by us in England; it i8 known that 
th<lJ have been made by the pupils of the indWJtrial school$ and ter.hnical colleges of these countries: and 
I know many of their clistinguished men who t ak e pride in saying that they owe their,politiOns entirely 
to thei·r technical schools. I lind everywhere through their work marks of that method, ordll1', sym
nutry, and ab1ence of w a•te which arise from plana well tho'U{Jht out, thejudiciom application of prin· 
cipl<s, conscientiom parsimony and a high feeling of profu•ional responBibility. In the accurate 
cutting of their slopes and embankments, in the careful design and thoughtful execution of their 
beautlful but er.onomicalatone masonry, in the aelf-denyinj; economy of their large span bridges, the 
experienced traveler can read aa be travels tl1e work ot a superiorly educate<f class of men; and 
when we come down to details, to the construction of permanent way, arrangement of signals, points 
an•\ sidings, and the endless details of stations, we everywhere feel that we are in the hands of men 
who have s pared no pains, and who have applied hi_gh professional skill to minute deta ils. It is well 
known that many years before we could follow the1r example, the engineers of the Germa.n railways 
bad int.roduced a system of constructing an<l unit ing to each other tlie iron rails of the permanent 
WaJ which made them cheaper, safer and more durable than those employed in England. • • • 
It •• romarked by every traveler that the work of their railway stations is, when compared with ours, 
much more beau tiful, convenient and fit, both within and without; the construction of their trains, 
tho proportions of their carriages, the fitness, convenience, and comfort of their internal arrange
ments, all tell to the disadvantage of ours, and the only thing in which our railways excel theirs is in 
high speed. Theirs, on the other hand, are economical in capital and high in revenue. . . 

IICONOli!IC V..I.I.UE TO EM.PI.OYEJI.S AND TO SOCIETY OF IIDUC..I.TED WORK.li!RN. 

To return to the mere vulgar usefulness of educated human beings. I will venture a remark from 
persoual experience in my profession, which I trust may illustrate the vast importance to us of edu· 
catinj,! not only governors, or masters, hut of extending a high scientific education and skilled technical 
traiumg to the workingmen of a ll skilled occupations. It is this: The community at large are. 
deJlrivcd of the u•e of enormous treasures in mechanical,invention, and enormous progres~ in scien .. 
titic arts, by the fact of the general want of education in those who practise them. lt may not be. 
known, but it is yet true, that the mechanical power employed in all om· manufactures is infinitely; 
more costly than it need be. It is equally true that some skflled men of s uch professioM know· 
t~orougbly how to produce immense econon•y in the production and use of mechanical power, but. 
that we dam not pnt the means into the hands of the uneducated masters under whose control t hey· 
would be applied. I am not now speaking of a loss of five, ten, twenty, or thirty per cent.: I say· 
that I know that we are only utilizing one.ter.th t<> one· twentieth of the pou•ll1' we employ and wa•te, and: 
that an economy oj one hundred, two hundred, three hundred. and jour hundred per cent. is quite within. 
our pou·er so soon as a better inj'01~d, high.,. skilled, more perfectly t1·ained class of men and masters: 
shall ari••. who are fit to be trusted with the use of instruments and tools at present utterly bayonet 
the1r comprehension, control or application to usc. Special knowledge is not sufficient to produce· 
even t~e best special results. The best workman is always the one who has a knowledge of tools andl 
prmciples beyond the direct r~uirement of his work. whatever that may be. 'J'he best scientist is. 
always tho one who acquaints hrmself with other departments of science than t he one to which he is. 
opeClnlly devoted. The best artist is always the one who does not limit himself te his specialty, but. 
studies the whole circle of art. This breadth of study and work gives a breadth of knowledge and. 
training which decidedly strengthens a man for his specialty, be that however rude. 

* * • • * * * 
I am continually asked why a man whose business it is to turn a furrow, dig a ditch, wheel a bar .. 

row, move bricks, saw trees, plane boardsJ quarry stones, get coals, or hammer hot iron, need know 
anything more than how to handle a spaae, use bis arms, or manipulate his hammer; and whether· 
more knowledge than that would not spoil their minds and s~t them above their work. 

THE EDUCATIID MAN MAKIIS THE CHEAPEST AND BEST WORK.li!AN FOR THE MOST VULGAR PURSUITS. 

To this I can answer that, takin~ the matter on the very lowest grounds, I never saw any kind of 
labor in which the man of greater mtelligence could not do more work in aborter time, to better pur
pose, antl with less waste, than the mere uneducat-ed savage of civilized society. I have seen at t he· 
plough the clodhopper, little mom int-elligent t.han the well-fed brutes in front of him, let his clumsy 
plough wrig!(le on with small care how it went, an<l litt le thought as to how its work were <lone; and 
I have seen the skilled ploughman, with half the number of horses, and with no greater toil to them, 
cover double apace on the same kind of land with clean, straight, even, weJI.finished work. The one 
knew all about the draft on his team, the strains on his harness, the adjustment and action of his 
plough, and felt at his fingPrs (instinct with intelligence) every variation of direction or force which 
•
1
nhdlCateu whether his own slight pressure on t he plough-s tilt should give it bias one way or tho other . 
. e one man avoids dlllicultybecause he sees it beforehand ; the other endures it because he is in the 

m!ddle o~· it before he knows it, and so mnst go through it. The intelligent ditcher who l ays out 
wr•sely h1s day's work before he puts a spade in the soil, b as so forecast and arranged it that every bit 
o
1 

earth i• moved out of its old place into ita new t.he shortest way, over the least distanoe, wit.h the 
eagt Ioree. The skilled na\'VY can do double the work in tbe day of tbe equally ston~ but uuskill\19. 
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rustle; and it thie be the case in the loweet operation& of moving eartb, it needs no iteration on !Dy·· 
part to show that in every succeeding atageof work-in getting stone or getting coal-,·en before wo! 
come to shaping, selecting, fitting, fixing and finishing articlee of worlrniansblp, the more intellicen* 
and better trained man will use h ie mind to apply his strength and wield hie tools eo 88 to opare hla-. 
strength and material either for himself or his maoter. Estimated, therefore, on the l oweot ecale of 
social-value, education means economy, profit, absence of w88te. . 

TESTIMONY OF JOHN NYSTROM ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

Mr. John W. Nystrom, at one time Actin~ Chief Engineer, U. S. Navy, who 
received his education in the Royal TechnologiCal Institute at Stockholm, in which 
theoretical training is supplemented by workshop and laboratory practice, in a 
report advocating a Techno-Naval Academy, says: 

There Ia now a very distinct line drawn between ecientUlc and practical men. The more we study 
and cultivate the branches separately, the more distinct will this Uno become and the 1888 will they 
understand each other, and may ultimately fall into irreconcilable estrangement. The p~udioo . 
against science is in our day a very serious evil. 

A blind man can walk on roads and streets, but when he fln.ds an obstacle must stop; at a d itch he 
may tumble Into it; he cannot turn from hie accuetome<l track. Such lethe case with many practical 
and otherwise most valuable men working without a knowledge of pbyeicall&ws. In order to follow · 
up the improveUlente of the age, the tre.oli pursued by our fathers must often be abe.ndon~d and a new 
one selected and surveyed for onrselvee. · 

Without the application o f science we go ahead without knowing where we are going. In verifica. 
tion of which we have many ex&mples in englnfl8ring blunders, sometime• submitted to a committee 
of inquiry, which 1nay result in tho discharge of the er.glneer, accompanied by extravagant abuee of ' 
the <ler.artment concerne<l, and the evil only temrorarily remedied IJy enbstituting anotber, who will ' 
most hkely not repeat tho same blunders, but wil do something worse. '£bore is yet no &ttempt made 
to permanently remove these evllo and secure euccees in onr enterprleoo by proper institutions .. 

• * • * * • • • 
At tho preeent time scientific attainments and true practical knowledge are vory little reepeeted;: 

physlcallawA ~stablisbed by the Creator of tbe universe are often dorid..d as theoretical; Ignorance 
bas taken tho lead, and rules in the ascendant, and often adopts th&t which is opposite alike tO science, 
experience and common sense. 

• • • 
We must in nil ngeA an<l in all countries expect active and operative minde to come forward witli 

ingenious contrivances sometimes with wild ideas, ridiculous in design and wrong in mechanical 
prlnciplee; but then It Is the !unction of science e.nd knowledge to step In and correct t heir aberra- . 
tions, orJ if neces•ar,r, to guard against or prevent their further introduction until developed to an 
e<lncateu design, wh10h ot6erwis" might lead to destruction of life and property. . 

On t be other band, most ingenious e.nd valuable ideas !Ire •Ometlmes submitted to t.he opinion of 
scientific men with no practical knowledge, who may condemn th~m from an Imperfect perception ot 
their merit. It is only a knowledge of combined theory and practice that can accomplish juetice IIi 
all cases. 

• • • • * 
W e h&ve numerous e:umples in Europe, particularly in Russia, wbere engineers &reeducated to only. 

scientific attainment.., and who when they enter a machine shop or engine room, are incompetent for· 
the proper conception of work, but are, nevertheless, entrusted with responsible stations, wnere the~, 
practicol achievements only le.d to mischief. · 

Our experience throughout life teachtlB us that a practical man without science seldom makes ea~h 
serious blunders 88 a scientific man without practice. The merit then of the Tec"hno-Na~al..icademt~ 
would bo in the education of engineers In the practice, and not with mere eoientitlo precept& of 
professors. · ~ 

The writer has. often observed the career of students from colleges, and regrets to say that too few, 
of them turn their attention to work. Thoso who have receive<lscientitlc education generally prefer 
to become professors, scientific M ' 'ooates, patent agenta, lawyers, pbilosopbicalsecretari~1 etc., etc;F 
whilo the prncLical operations of our workshops sutler in the extreme. Every once in a wlll.le weha'l'e 
n st<•nm-boiler explosion, killing <•if a gree.t nmr.ber of men, with great destruction of property; " · 
bnll<l vessels which will not tlont; nre often disappointed in the performance of vessels nod me.obinet'JI 
wo wnste great amounts of fuel, and we make extensive and costly experiment& in ste&m engl.neer!Di. 
without C11nsulting the physicallawa Involve<! in the operation. .; 

In irnn founr\rie~ castJDgs are often made with too little mete!, and sometimes too muoh; the by~ 
etntic action of the tluid ca.st iron in the mould is rarell underotood; the laws of shrinkage, s~· 
direction of cryetal\lze.tlon, ann sinking in cn•tings o irregular form, are not generally compre
hended ; an(\ me.ny defect& of experience exist whiCh often cause the loss of valuable castings, for 
want of &pplied s cience. When the casting turns out a failure it Is generally said that the fonndry 
superintendeut is not skillful, or has not experience enough, which often means that he has not made 
blunders ~nottJ!:h to secure success. . 

The gen~ral impression about tho businees of moulding and casting, as well as all other br&Dob,ee ot 
mechanic arta, is, as bas been r~pe&tedly told to the writer, namely, that "the profession cannot~ 
brought within the scope of science, and must be learned by experi~nce alone." · . . .• · 

On the other hand, scientific men without technical education, entrusted with practical proble!DJf., 
are generally not familiar with important circumstances involved in the operation, which BCOOrdlilgff.• 
result& in blunders; they are then derided as " scientifio men ." 

ENGLAND UNABLE TO MAINTAIN HER INDUSTRIAL PRE· EMINENCE BY MANUAL sxitiil 
OF HER WORKPEOPLE. 

England has long had a large bodf of skilled workmen, by whose labor she..~ 
attain<.-d commercial and ma.nufacturmg pre-eminence. But mere" rule-of-thumtjlr 
work, w1thout gem~ral intelligence and scientific knowledge, was insufficient to h~ 
that p~:e-eminence, which has several times been in jeopardy, and is now maintain~ 
only through recognition of the fact that her laborers must be intelligent, and ti!P. 
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their technical and scientific education is a national work. In this connection I 
call your attention to the following and to other quotations in Exhibit M about the 
waste of material, etp., in construction, due to lack of educated labor. 

In the re~rt relative to technical education by the Schools Inquiry Commission of 
2d July, 1867, Mr. McConnell, one of the English jurors, is quoted as saying : 

In the claas for which I was juror for England, I made a very careful examination and comparison 
of our locomotives, engines, carriages~ railway machinery, apparatus and material with those exhibited 
by France, Germany and Belgium (wn!ch government& support schools of technology). I arn firmly 
cunvinced that our former superiority, either in material or workmanship, no longer exists. . . . 
Unless we adopt a system of technical education for our workmen in this country, we shall aoon not 
even hold our own in cheapness. 

TRAINED SPECIALISTS IN INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENTS OF EUROPE, 

The Royal Commissioners make frequent mention of the fact that in the most 
enterprising and successful factories and shops of Europe they found men peculiarly 
fitted and trained for their special duties pla:ced at the head of the various depart
ments and shops as managers and foremen. But they particularly noticed that 
very many of these firms had been compelled to make provision for the training of 
their own managers and foremen, so as to secure men specially adapted to their 
particular industries.* 

In his testimony before our Senate Committee on Education and Labor (Exhibit R), 
Mr. Mather said that, as the result of the long and thorough study of our institutions 
which he had made preparatory to reporting to the Royal Commissioners on the 
indubtrial and educational facilities of the United States, he had reco~ized the 
"native ingenuity" of Americans in contriving helpful devices in various mdustries, 
and particularly in matters of transportation; but he had also seen that, notwith
standing their enterprise and ingenuity, Americans owed much of their rapid 
ad vance to technically educated Europeans, and that in so far as their achievements 
are the result of native efforts, it is due to lately established technical schools. I 
quote his language on this point : 

MR. IIIATBBR'B TESTIMONY ON INDUSTJUlL BDUOATION BI!J'ORE U. 8 . SENATE COlllriTrEE ON LA.BOR. 

'rbe workmen of America have peen educated Md brought up under conditions different from those 
preYailing in l!Juro~. It is lmpoeaible to traverse this vast continent (America) without witnessing 
the evidence )f ortginality of application a.nd of a. growing development due to education in thescien· 
tific arts. In the railroad system, from the locomotive to the baggage car, there are ori~Sinal design 
an•l naked ingenuity in every contrivance; iu bridge-building, great daring a.nd ready devtces for tem
porary, yet safe, structures; in the navigation ef rivers there are boats which d iffer from all European 
systems. The shallow rivers like the M.iasiesippi, in summer, are navigated for thor.sande of miles 
by steamers drawing lese than twelve inches of water. The Ohio conve:r,s thousands of tons of 
material from Pittaourgh by boata drawing nine inches of water. Towns hke Chicago, Denver aud 
San Francisco were boUt under difficulties which require a.n entire departure from all old xr.ethode of 
applying science. The produce of the great agricultural r egions suggested new methode of tilling, 
sowing and reaping, and in agricultural machinery the Americans snowed how quickly er.d directfy 
acience could deal with vast product&, which would rot in the field but for mechanical Hliill to preserve 
them. The same aptitude that dealt with the overwhelming abundance of the West has turned to 
account the sterility of the East, where in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont the mechanical skill 
of the farmer in devising economy has contributed as much to his support as hie knowledge of cattle 
and crops. ' 
It is, of course, in the more recent atructurea and modern mechanical a.ppllancea that the evidence 

of B<:ienti6o truths a.nd methode is observable, The rough-and-ready contrivances of early railroad 
de~elopment indicate origina.lity and "mother wit," but in the waate of material and crudeness of 
design mny be noticed' the absence of technical or scientific training on the po,rt of those who COD· 
durted extensive engineering and mechanical operations in those aa.ys. The gradual diffusion of 
ecienco i• very marked in the rapid reconstruction, during recent year&, of the great railroads of the 
past, a111\ in the new ma.ln lines. Also in railway plant generoilly, the old is being replaced by the 
new, and the latter exhibit& high theoretical knowledge combined with pr&Otical ingenuity. 

*It will be noted that the British Commleeionere' report expresses astonishment at the great prog• 
ress on the Continent of industrial methode and the successful application of scientific principles to 
manufacture since the Paris International Exhibition tn 1878. [Second Report, Vol. I , p. 505, et aeq.] 
They eay that tbe great industrial eatabliehmente are almoetperfeot in their management and efficiency 
of production, especially in France, in Gennany, in Belgium and in Switzerland, the countries where 
technical education haelleen ruoet effectually tried and idopted. In 1878 the English nation was con· 
ceded to be fa.r ahead of these countries in the production and manipulation of machinery, but the 
Commissioners now admit that much machinery of aU kinde is produced abroad equal in finish and 
efficiency to that of England. and that it ie applied to mannfacttll'68 with great skill and intelligence. 

When we remember tllat England has heretofore taken the lead in European manufactures; that 
obe bas decided advantage over ller Continental r ivals in the abundance of crude materials and cheap· 
nese of fuel; that heretofore her machinery has been acknowledged to be far superior to that need tn 
t)>e factories of other European countries; tha.t the concessions above referred to are made and pub
lished to the world by a commission consisting of English manufactHrere, legislators and educa.tore; 
and when we consider further that not untif very recently has England done anything worthy of 
mention for the education of her artisan class, while Continental nations have made strenuous effort& 
to this end through the establishment and moniftoent endowment of polytechnic and other industrial 
::;,hools, tho economic value and great importanoe of technical education appear in a moat striking 
"'6ht. 
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The Americans undoubtedly owe to many European engineers the rapid advance they have been 
able to make in their public works. The conservation of water power for the use of the mills at · 
Lowell and Lawrence, in Massaobnsettl!, is due to the eminent hydraulic engineer, Mr. Frances an·· 
Englishman who practiced for forty years in America, and who Is deservedly esteemed as the bighoet 
authority on hydraulic engineering in America. Although a lucrative field wOB, in tbe early day~ 
open to European engineers and machinist!! having a thorough scientific knowledge of their profoe: 
slon, yet it is evident that the~ soon found apt scholars in America, who, as they acquired some th&
oreticelscience, launched out mto new paths, untrammeled by the traditions of older countries. 

Even the science of foreigners, when applied here, takes diffe rent methods. The Englishmen and 
Gennans become bold and self-confident to a degree only manifested by rare men in Europe. The 
everlasting thirst for 8omething new excites, stimulates and drives men to venture into untroddan 
p_aths of applying thoir knowledge . 

• 
All those evidences of scientific skill (in America) speak well for the methods of education in the 

recent past, so far 88 it goes, hut other infiuences, such ali ' ' ncccesity the mother of invention," and 
the preeence in America of foreign exports, will account for much of the rapid growth in the mooban
ical arte. The future development will depend upon a population not compelled to dare and endure 
nnd experimentalize for "very lifo." In the paet tho waste of material b as been excessive. To make 
the beet use of a given quantity of materiel requhes a sound knowledge of it!! properties and of its·. 
disposal in tho arts and manufactures by scientific methods. In this direction the teehnioal and · 
science school~ already instituted have accomplished much in providing foremen and managers, · 
chemist!!, miners and intelligent employes in tho engineering and manufacturing products. (For . 
schools referred to see Exbibft L.) · 
It Is remarkable, however, that in the greAt centres of the mining 110d iron-producing districts,. 

where so largo an amount of mechanical construction is carried on, as, for instance, in 'Pittsburg, 
Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland and PbiladelP.hia, so little has been done by the owners of largo eatall-' 
lishments, or by the town or State authorities, In the direction of teehnical schools, or evening science 
schools. These industries represent a large proportion of the working population in those large 
cities, and yet the owners of works have to rely upon the scientific knowledge obtained through wany 
institutions remote from these districts. 

Mr. Mather is only one of many who have seen and regretted-and. have called 
attention to-the lavish waste of material and reckless expenditure of time and . 

·money, and even sacrifice of human life, that have resulted from our lack of scien
tific knowledge and failure to appreciate the economy of its application to produC'- . 
tive industries. The facts cited in his report form an eloquent appeal for its greater 
application to our arts and manufactures. 

Elementary knowled~e is most easily, economically and thoroughly acquired in 
youth, when the mind I S free from cares and distractions inseparable from man
hood. Upon this point Mr. John B. Jervis, a civil engineer, who has lately written 
on the construction and management of railroads, well says : 

ELEMENTARY KNOWLEDGE ECONOMIOAT.LY AOQUIRilD ONLY IN YOUTH. 

Though there are exceptions, it is a general truth that it is expensive to learn a hew ooonpation l:i : 
maturer manhood; nnd consequently, tho railway company t-hat commit their business to-unskilled 
or uno(\ucated men, must be at the expense of educating iliem during their suporvision of bnsinese, and. 
while they are learning its arts and duties; meanwhile depending on advice, trusting to tho guidance.· 
of others as they may chance to find out matters beyond their powers of criticism. Can there be a 
doubt that the procOOdings of the pupil will often be undecided, wavering, and wan Ling in that sys
tem indispensable to the efficient and successful conduct of intricate nnd Important huslnessl Now, 
lthllll happoned that such men have in some cases eventually acquired a good knowledge of buei.nesa, 
butit is obvious that this education has been of the most expensive kind, and, what 1s particularly. 
important, it has been at the expense of the proprietors, 'vho paid a salary while the Incumbent was 
obtaining the qualifications that would enable him to earn it. . . 
It will be admitted that tra.ining of some sort is necessary for e'•ery department of Jailor or huain84&
A man who Is educated to a particular business- whose time is devoted to a full understandiug.of 

ita requirement-s- and who Ia stimulated by the consideration of professional reputation, is more. 
likely to conduct affairs advantag"ously than one who picks up his ideas at random, and though doing, . 
some thingA very well, will oft.en fail m respect to others. Certainly the important matter of main--,, 
taining tho track and m11cbinery of a railway should be committed to the most competent bauds. 

CAPACITY OF TECHNOLOGICAL SCHOOL GRADUATES FOR WORK. 'I 
. . 1 

I also repeat that it is the universal testimony of employers that the graduates of
good technological schools have a greater caP.acity for work than other workmen 
of average intelligence, and that they eas1ly adapt themselves to changes o~-; 
employment, oftent.imes to the great financial advantage of their masters. .'\r 

It has already been shown that many manufacturin~ companies in Europe have.-;,_~ 
recognized the importance of affording technical trairung to their employe&, and}1' 
have also called your attention to many workshop schools in various parts of Euro~t 
that are wholly or partly supported by proprietors. ·:lllt~ 

. . .. : *.1 

RECOGNITION BY EUROPEAN EMPLOYERS OF THE VALUE OF SPECIAL TEQHNIO]:~~ 
TRAINING. ·, ( • 

So valuable is such previous technical training recognized to be, that { ha~;. ; 
learned of a large nwnber of instances where employers are in the habit of selq;, 
ing to home and foreign exhibitions, at their own ex~nse, those of their yo. 
people most advanced in teclmological study and of qmckest perceptions, in ord. 
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that they mar study new inventions, machinery, etc.; while many others allow 
their apprentices and young men to leave their work an hour or more before 
stopping-time, on class-nights, without abatement of their wages. Many European 
manufacturers a:nd the managers of some foreign railway works now call the par
ticular attention of their workmen to new designs, improvements in machinery 
anti methods of work, and to successful inventions that have been made by other 
workmen trained in technical schools. 

INTELLIGENCE AND THE LOVE OF INVESTIGATION PROFITABLE TO EMPLOYERS. 

Such workmen, partir. as a result of greater intelligence, recognize and are stimu
lated by the great poss1bilities that · are constantly opening up to them, and partly 
through a love of study and investigation acquired in technological schools are con
stantly on the alert for opportunities to accomplish something above the perform
ance of mere routine duty ; whereas, lacking scientific knowledge and technical 
training, they would probably not only have contentedly followed in the footsteps 
of their predecessors, willing subjects to the tyranny of routine, but would, in all 
probability, have opposed the introduction of improvements made or suggested by 
others. 

FUUTHER ENGLISH TESTIMONY OF THE VALUE OF WORK-SHOP SCHOOLS. 

Valuable information in the same strain is furnished by a number of the leading 
JUanufacturers of England, who state that, as one beneficial result of the instruc
tion given their employes in classes and evening schools, they have perceptibly 
advanced in intelligence and, understanding better the directions given them, and 
the objects had in view in the work assigned them, their useful.iless and value have 
been materially increased. That whereas, before they received a technical training, 
their workmen would have to return to the shops to get personal instructions on 
every emergency or case of difficulty, the same workmen, after acquiring the ability 
to wake sketches and to reason about their work, now make suggestions themselves 
and remedy such difficulties without delay ; also, that instead of requiring a 
draughtsman or foreman to look after every serarate shop, the youn~ fellows who 
are growing up under their system of technica instruction are makmg their own 
drawings, working from them, fitting their work together and erecting it with great 
economy, because one man now does what it used to require a separate man in each 
department to accomplish; and, generally, that their workmen are, at a much 
earlier date than formerly, acquiring intelligence and ability to understand and to 
execute their tasks, and at much less cost to the manufacturer. [Royal Commis
sion, Second Report, Vol. II, p. 430; Vol. III, pp. 217- 18.) 

EDUCATIONAL AND MECHANICAL VALUE OF DRAWING. 

One of the most valuable and effective agencies for increasing the intelligence 
and efficiency of workmen is instruction in drawin&'. The habit of working from 
drawings and from careful measurements; the ab1lity to make drawings and to 
construct machinery and other products according to scale (which may readily be 
acquired in a school of technology by any one of ordinary intelligence) will always 
be a source of profit and economy to employers, and is probably of greater impor
tance in railroad shops than in any other branch of mdustry. Very few of our 
artisans (and in this general term are included carpenters, shipbuilders, masons, 
machinists, etc.) know enough of the principles of projection to be able to read the 
working chawings placed in their hands, to say nothing of the skill required to 
make such drawings, and are therefore obliged to work under constant supervision 
and at reduced wages. While in some few cities drawing is taught in the common 
schools, it is an exceptional case where enough of the theory and application of 
projection is taught to meet this universal want of artisans ; while, as a matter of 
fact, no school-child of either sex can well afford to dispense with the peculiar dis
cipline which is derived from instrumental drawing and free-hand practice. A 
finished draughtsman must, for many years to come, be the production of special 
schools. Professor Thompson, of the Worcester School of Technology, says that-

A boy who spends two hours a week in drawing and the rest of the time in working at the bench, 
loarns his busmess faster and becomes more skillful in it than one who works all the time, and he 
calcularos that the productive efficiency of every machine-shop would be increaaed thirty-three per 
cent. if every journeyman could read any common drawing and work by it. 

Professor Ware, of the Boston Institute of Technology, says: 
Drawing is an invaluable element in a general education. To th«~_ workman It le of the grea.tMt 

pra.ct1cal ase. It makes hlm more intelligent and serviceable. If he altains to real skill in the use of 
h1s pencil, autl <levelops the tastes and talents t hat cannot without this training be either discovered 
ofr ma<ie uso of, he becomos a valuable person at once. E very branch of our manufactures is sufferin~ . 
rolU thu want of ju•t this intelligence and skill. 
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LABOR TROUBLES LARGELY ATTRIBUTABLE TO IGNORANCE. 

That technological schools adapted to the wants and standard of our workmen will 
do much to prevent and overcome labor troubles, is self-evident. Such troubles 
frequently occur through the inability of the workmen to understand the mutual 
relations existing between labor and capital. Dense ignorance makes men the easy . 
and ready tools of demagogues, while the influence of a few well-educated, think
ing mechanics, scattered among a mass of workmen, is an invaluable nervine in 
labor agitations. 

That such training as i s here advocated will also be a source of profit to rail
way corporations, by diminishin~ the t endency to dissipation on the part of 
workmen, and thus increasing their efficiency in the shops and on the line, lS 'easily 
demonstrable. 

IGNORANCE THE PROLIFIC SOURCE OF MANY VICES. 

It is not putting it too strong to say that ignorance is the great centre from which· 
radiate intemperance, coarseness, brutality, vice, conceit, arrogance, irregular 
habits, and almost every other trait of character that a good workman shoula not 
possess. An ignorant and unskilled workman can .never be anything more than 
"a hand," often untrustworthy and troublesome to his employers and to the com- . 
munity in which be lives, while an educated laborer is a valuable citizen in any 
community, and likely to be the helpful adviser of those availing of his services. 
In both Europe and America many promising enterprisea are rendered unprofitabls 
by the bad characteristics of emploY-es, and capitalists abroad are beginning to see 
that the surest remedy for this evil is the education of the laboring classes. In 
Ghemnitz, Saxony, one of the greatest centres of European industry, where ths 
standard of education amon~ all classes, including the poorest, is exceptionally high, 
there is a corresponding high standard of decency and self-respect among the 
laborers. Very httle time is wasted through intemperance, and the workmen · 
attend their tasks with great regularity. (Royal Commission, Vol. I, p. 304.) The 
same kind of testimony comes from Windisch, Switzerland, and from many other 
places, where the emJ?loyers look after the education of their laborers. It is claimed 
that in Windisch dissipation is not known to the managers of shops. (Vol. I, p. 273.) 

Mr. William Anderson, a member of the Institute of Civil Engineers, and also of 
the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, says : · 

When we eatabliahed works in 1864, we used to hl\ve great difficulty as regards the drinking habite, 
of the people and we bad great difficulty lu managing them generally. M"onday was a blank day, 
for instance~ but that is completely changed now, since the establishment of schoo1s. The young men 
now engagoo in ~he works, who have passed through the schools, are of a very different charaoter 
from those we used to have. Instead of having let-ters from our men that we can hardly decipher, we 
get well-written letters, sensible in every way ; and this improvement in elementary education baa 
1m proved the whole moral tone of the clas;; from which our workmen are derived. We are getting a 
better raw material to deal with, and the young men are beginning to show a desire for seif-oulttue 
and self-improvement. 

IGNORANCE ENCOURAGES DISSIPATION IN WORKMEN. 

It IS not surprising that men whose intelligence is so little developed "that the:it 
have no source of pleasure or enjoyment within themselves, should easily a~uire 
habits of dissipation. The workman who is incapable of deriving enjoyment from,. 
useful reading and elevating thought; whose home is probably nothing more than.' . 
a place to eat and sleep in, possessing none of the comforts and social attractions-:· · 
that emanate from culture, and whose associates are not of a type calculated to. .. 
elevate or inspire him with aspirations to do something and be somebody, is handi·, 
capped in the march of morality and civilization, and naturally falls an easy 
victim to habits of vice and dissipation. • 

DISSIPATION DISQUALIFIES FOR GOOD WORK. 

It is the universal testimony of managers of labor that the usefulness of worli:Jt 
men diminishes in proportion to the frequency with which they spend their ev~~: 
;,.. m place< of dWpaUo~ Tm. ;, natural, for after a >ti~ht or ev"' = t, 
spent in such haunts, a workman must resume his work dissatisfied with · .: 
and with his surrounding; his brain will be dull, his hand unsteady. He will .' . 
irritable and unwilling to receive instruction or advice; indifferent as to bow . 
does his work, or, if he can escape the penalty, if he does it at all. Of course I dg 
not mean to intimate that all ignorant laborers are dissipated or predis~-1« 
ignorance to vice, but it is an established fact that the mass of people who are vic;.~·o . 
and dissipated are, if not ~holly without mental training, mentally and pbysi . 
unskillful, and that an educated man is not nearly so apt to indulge in dissip~~-ti 
as an uneducated one. 
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CU LTURE GUARANTEES FIDELITY AND ENHANCES A WORKMAN'S USEFULl!ESS. 

A man whose mind has been cultivated as his hands become skillful, finds enjoy
ment iu his work; pleasw·e and profit in reading useful books and papers, and in 
innocent social pleasure of a higher type than can be found in bar-rooms or on the 
~treet-corners. His home, however humble it may be, is likely to be tidy, and to 
afford him an appreciable degree of comfort and enjoyment. Such a man is free 
from many temptations, and the probabilities are strongly in favor of his leading a 
sober and useful life ; which, of itself, is a guarantee of fidelity to his employer. 
Instead of diminishing his ability for efficient work he will, in all probabilitr, when 
out of the shop, bestir himself in a?quiring useful information and in takmg that 
rest wh1ch nature demands, and wh1ch will enable him to resume his duties with 
efficiency and satisfaction to himself and to his employers. It follows, therefore, 
from this point of view alone, that the necessary result of educating laborers will 
be increased profit to the capitalist and the elevation and greater remuneration of 
the laboring classes. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF TRADE SCHOOLS IN EDUCATING AND PRESERVING THE MORALITY 
OF APPRENTICES. 

Trade schools, by providing useful and congenial employment for the leisure 
time of apprentices, have an especially beneficial effect upon their future ; keeping 
them from idleness and dissipation; increasing their self-respect and moral tone 
and confirming them in studious and steady habits at a critical perwd of their lives. 
One of the greatest a dvantages that comes from operatin~ evening schools, or 
classes that require evening preparation of lessons, in connection with shops employ
ing many apprentices, is that such schools fix the knowledge and continue the 
habits of thought and mental application acquired in school-life, at a time when all 
previous school-acquired learning would otherwise become so 'indistinct as to exert 
little if any inftuence in forming or confirming in them tastes for useful work and 
enjoyment. 

Says Mr. J. Scott Russell : 

I am hopeless in the matter of educating t he "worklngt!lan" who has grown up into manhood with· 
out educntion. For th!'most part, such men are too old to learn. I have never seen, but exceptionally, 
mucl1 good come of trving to drive figures and geowetrical problems, and mechanical theorems, and 
light aud shade, into the bead of a full. grown workman who had failed to get. a 2:00<1 education when 
young. There have been brilliant exceptions-bow brilliant ! how few ! 

I also quote again from Mr. Nystrom : 

It i ~ not expected, neither is it necessary, that tl1e student sball become an accomplished mechanic, 
but the object is to concentra te his mind on the work about which be is studying and calculating. 
When confined only to books and blackboards, his conceptions rarely extend any further. He acquires 
the knowledge by routine. as it were; the study becomes tedious to him: and when brought to bea.ron 
practice, t he most simple problem may confound him. When a student i s brougbt up in the combined 
science aut! practice, however, he generally acquire~~ a taste for work-good workmanship and proper 
proportions-and the application of his science becomes a pleasure. He studies mathematics at the 
same time he learns drawing : physics and mechanics at the same time he makes his tools aud models 
for machinery. His science is anl>lied as fas t as it is acquired. and he will never forget it. When a 
student is thus equipped for the ,Journey of life, l1e is able to bring such physical laws into action Bll 
to secure success in all his enterprises. He will be nble to record and report back to the institute his 
future experience, by which the most thorough connection may be kept up between science and 
practice · 

As things now stand, a man of most valuable information is not able thus to record his achieve· 
menta; in fact, he may not know himself the very laws of his success: his experience and valuable 
knowledge die with him: his tolllnt succes~or will reiterate his b!Wlders, and gain new experience 
by a new series of expensive trials and errors. 

TRADE SCHOOLS MAKE THEORETICAL INSTRUCTION OF PRACTICAL UTILITY. 

There are many other advantages that workshop schools have over others. Easy 
acce~ to machinery, and the direct application of principles and theory learned in 
~he school-room to work in the shops having a commercial value, would make such 
mstruction practical in a high degree, while the tendencr of the usual technological 
schools which use mechanical plant (generally limited m quantity) for illustration 
and manual exercise only, is toward the study of science, without regard to its 
practical application.* Workshop schools would also make it possible to bring 

• The great difficulty I experienced in getting tan~Vble and conclusive evidence of the ntilit:y of 
workshop schools abroad nrose from t_be .Ugeneration of their original programs into purely t.heoret1cal 
instruction and the teaching of pr inciples without applying them. I know of but one English school 
where :my consistent efforts are made to apply school instruction In the shops-that of Mather & 
Plnslatt, Manche~ter, whose teachers are employed in the shops and personally direct the theoretical 

truetion of their pupils to shop. work. The absence of this combination of theory and practice, 
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science to bear upon mechanical pursuits in a way and with a power.that has here
tofore been impracticable, because thereby it is possible to have long-continued, 
closely inspected and carefuJW verified experiments bearing directly upon practical 
work. So great has the demand tor learning becom e, and so numerous and diver
sified the occupations of life, that to be successful it is now necessary for men and 
women to specialize and expend their intellectual energies in particular fields of 
thought and investigation. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION MUST BE SPECIALIZED. 

In accordance with the principle of economy from division of labor , it is neces
sary that the same degree of specialization shall be applied to technical education. 
But no school, as such, can accomplish what is needed in this direction that does 
not afford opportunity for practically applying the knowledge gained in class 
instruction, and the only way to accomplish this is to have schools intimately con-
nected with, and under the management of, industrial corporations.* . · 

TRADE SCHOOLS ENABLE THE YOUNG TO EARN THEIR LIVELIHOOD WHILE BEING 
EDUCATED. 

Trade schools are especially valuable for training the young of our industrial 
classe.'l, because they are thereby enabled to earn a livelihood while acquiring theo- · 
retica.l and practical knowledge,pa1·i passu; each supplementing and assisting the 
other. As no boy can well acqmre the manual skill of a good workman except in 
the workshop (or in the field, so to speak), where all the details and appliances of a · 
trade are regularly used, and where the m ethods and processes of that trade are to 
be seen on a business scale, so no boy can well acquire the theoretical knowledge 
pertaining to a trade where his attention is constantly distracted by material sightli 
and sounds, more attractive to the youn~ than mental application. We all know 
that scientific principles are easiest fixed m the mind in youth, and by the illustra. 
tion and practice of rules in actual work, to which the responsibility of value 
attaches. When a boy can be got to comprehend the elementary principles of a 
science, he bas put himself in the way of mastering that science in after years. But . 
before be can make any solid advance in scientific knowledge, he must have a basic 
education such, for instance, as should be furnished by om· grammar and higher 
public schools. t 

under intelligent direction, constitutes the great weakness and seriously impairs the neefulneea of .. 
encn schools. To teach the principles of ruathematice, physics, mechanics, machine construction and 
gearing, the fonnulro of chemistry, etc., without fixing tbose principles In the scholar's mind by lllna
tratlve experiments, the actual handling of apparatus, machinery and tools, is an impractical method. 
of instruction which, ne aforesaid, has In a large measure destroyed the usefulness of technologicalu . 
well as of public schools. · 

•In the October Oentury, President Gilman, of the Hopkins University:, places himself on record in 
fn,•or of industrial education, and formulates h is views of what may be done for Ita promotion in our 
educational institutions of overy grade. Doubtless Dalt.imore would receive wise counsel and snlr
stnntinl aid from him and hie experienced coadjutors in remodeling our school system so as to mllkei'. 
more nearly Mnfonn to the recognized net>ds of the citY" and age. 1'be Guilds of LoD<lon afford vain. 
nblo precedents an<! a wide experience upon which to found an intelligent and practical scheme of 
traole education; and should the city show such a spirit of advancement, the J obne Hopkins Unl· 
vcr~ity might bo disposed to supplement it \vith a school of applied science similar to those of Harvard 
or- better, because moro practical-ofCoruell or Columbia. 

I He who hiUI studied, retlected, learned and arranged his knowledge in system and order, !a able, 
to gather othorstores ol' knowledge and add them to those already acquired.· Iu order to knowledge, 
thurefore r eflection is indispensable. 

Tile reflective faculties, we see, are eminently practical. The'[ nre not eo much for speculatfon.u . 
for life. Not. even the simplest work can be well done withon them. The chief difference in all 
workingmen is that some put their brains into what they do, otbers do not. It is eo with woman'swork, 
too-wil.h se\1 lng, housel<eeping, cooking. How invwuablo is thought in all this1 and, ala.s I how rare.· 
That ie why we say, "Let boys and girls In our schools be taught to think; let tnem not drillll<i eo · 
mnch iQ remembering as in reflcctmg; l a.y more stress on processes than on reeulte." lean, 
objection often urged against those higher retlective faculties in their 
that they gi\'e theoretical rules w hlch are not l' ra.ctical. Thus, if onoB no)t ~Lct•~ally <lDE:aged .lJ11;e&<lD!I!JI, 
SUI!geete any new view intended to improve t 1e processes of education, he is 
is uot "practical." It is sometimes even aeenme<l that theory and practice 
Wo oft.en hear it asserted that a notion may be "true in theory, but false 
for prnctiral purposes. I, for one, esteem practice. I trace all real Kn<>w•em•n tel~ el<}>EiriEIDC<B: 
for "" theories, no systems, no generalizations, which do not spring from 
Practice and theory must go together. 1'beory, without practtce to test it, to 
is idlo speculation; but practice Wlthout theory to animate it is mere mechanism. 
business, theory is the soul and practice tbebody. Tbosonl without a body in which 
only a. ghost, but the bod:~- without a eoulls only a corpse. When the wate rworks in 
out of order I want a theoretical plumber as well ne one whole I want 
stands tbe theory of hydrostatic pressure; who knows tho laws 11:i••inKresrsti:og,qu:llli 
zinc and copper ; who can eo arrange and plan' beforehand the 
tho result aimed at with the smallest amoun~ of piping, the least to frost, least 
of leakage or breaka~e; and this a merely practtcal mnn, a man cannot do. The 
artisan needs tothoor~zo-i. e. to thiuk-to think beforehand, to foresee: tbatmnat be 
aid of general principles, by the knowledge of laws. An intelligent man, a man of 
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WISDOM OF REQUIRING OF APPLICANTS FOR APPRENTICESHIP A HIGH STANDARD OF 
QUALIFICATIONS. 

Even where it is not deemed wise to inaugurate workshop schools, as such, much 
can be done by managers of railroads towards securing higher grades of apprentices 
and helpers, by fixing a proper standard of qualifications, to which all boys applying 
for service l)mst, as a condition precedent to appointment, demonstrate they have 
attained, and then requiring them to attend evening-class instruction of a technical 
character, which can be maintained at trifling cost, or even to attend public even
ing schools. The good effects that have followed such a procedure have been shown 
in preceding pages. Mr. Thomas Clegg, of Manchester, testifies in the same strain: 

I havo, from quite a. boy, attended and taught night schools, and seen a. good deal both of the work· 
ing ancl results of them, and believe my convictions have arisen partly from this, and in a great 
mea,uro also from being a considerable employer of workpeople: from fifteen years of age probably 
never having fewer than one hundred under my individual management. .M;:[ two brothers and 
myself have now probably not less than from 1,200 to 1 500 people in our employ. I have alwnvs main
tahcd against all my friends that those parties t~t 'have be.en educated in the schools that I have 
heen connected with will always do mMe work to. the same money and do it better and with IU8 trouble 
thllll those that are not educated: and I have always been in a position to prove it so. 

EXAMINATION OF APPLICANTS FOR APPRENTICESHIP IN B. & 0. SERVICE. 

Tho system of examination of applicants for apprenticeship inaugurated by the 
Baltimore and Ohio Company nearly two years ago, was regarded as a hardshiJ> by 
many people, and especially those who had uneducated sons they wished adnntted 
to the Mt. Clare shops. They did not consider that with lack of intelligence is 
always combined an absence of ambition on the part of a boy to make anything 
more than an ordinary mechanic of himself; that much more time is necessarily 
consumed in teaching a trade to an uneducated boy than to an educated one; that 
the former is not nearly so useful during apprenticeship as the latter, and that 
when he has acquired the manual skill of his trade, the uneducated workman will 
still be the less useful of the two, because lacking those valuable habits of careful 
observation and systematic thought that result from scholastic training, and are 
hardly ever otherwise acquired. 

COMPULSORY INSTRUCTION OF APPRENTICES IN B. & 0. SERVICE. 

Upon the inauguration of compulsory class instruction at Mt. Clare, the same 
sort of protest was freely indulged in by opfonents of the measure, who argued 
that corporations have no right to compe their apprentices to attend evening 
school after a day's work, and that anyhow the results of compulsory attendance 
would be disappointing ; for although boys might arbitrarily be compelled to attend 
evening classes, they could not be made to learn against their will. The answer 
was made to such arguments that it is a common practice with firms and corpora
tions elsewhere to compel the attendance of their apprentices at evenin~ schools; 
that where applicants for apprenticeship understand this to be a condition prece
dent to their employment and yet accept it, there can be no injustice in enforcing 
the rule ; that experience has shown that though boys may at first attend class 
instruction reluctantly, they usually soon become interested in their studies and 
unwilling to give them up, and that those who obstinately refuse to learn always 
turn out to be poor workmen, whose services are· unprofitable and should, in the 
interest of the service, be dispensed with. The results of class instruction at Mt. 
Clare have abundantly demonstrated the correctness of this position. 

INFLUENCE OF SBilLLED AND EDUCATED WORKMEN UPON OTHER WORKMEN. 

It may with much reason be expected that the good resulting from workshop 
schools will not be wholly confined to their pupils, but that their influence will 
extend to the journeymen and others with whom the students associate. The edu-

whose mind has been quickened with ideas, will often be able to show a mechanic how to do his own 
work. When wo are young we have a. superstitious faith in tho knowledge each man j,s supposed to 
have of his own business. We outgrow this after a while. If you wish anything done ahout your 
houst•., senti for a mechanic: but overlook him: do not leave him to himself. You will presently find 
that yon can snggest something to him in his own work which be bas never thought of. Allsuce< ss 
depends on practice, but all improvement on tbeo~. Let neither desJ!ise the other. The saying that 
anytlung "is true in t heory, but false in practice,' involves an impossibility. The theory indeed may 
~ plausihlo, )mtfalse, and then it will not work, and its not working is tbeproofofits bemg false. It 
;;s ncitlwr t.ruo in theory nor in practice. On the other band, a theory which is trne may not work at 

rat, because the true way of working it has not been found out. It is not false in practice, but 
pract1co bas failed at first: but you cannot say they were "true in theory, but false lD practice." 
They l•nd not been really put in practice. If anything ie seen to .be certainly true in theory, it will 
come ri ~;ht by-anti-by in practice. Fulton's steamboat would not work at first, nor <lid Stephenson's 
locomotn:o. nor Da:,nerro's s un-painting, nor Morse's electric telegraph; and no doubt a great many 
people sa•d, "Oh! tnat's true in theory, but false in practice."-J.J!'. Olarke in "Seif-Oulture."• 
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cational influence of a number of specially skilled mechanics upon the l.arger tna8l 
of workmen surrounding them will be !P.:eat; their superior skill and zealous inter. 
est will inspire those who witness it With a desire to improve, and this influence 
will spread and perpetuate itself. That the industrial interests with which they· 
are associated will be promoted by their correct and accurate methods cannot be
doubted. 

While the r easoning and illustrations in the preceding paragraphs refer es~ 
cially to mechanical pursuits, they apply with equal and in some respects With 
greater force to other branches of railroad service. 

TECHNOLOGICAL INSTRUCTION IN RAILWAY SERVICE A PROFITABLE INVESTMENT, 

In short, I thoroughly believe that the greater efficiency which a railway would 
soon secure over its entire system through the study and application of scientific 
and economic principles having a direct bearing upon its various departments, 
would make a t echnological school specially designed to meet its requirements far 
more profitable than anr, other investment of the money that would be 1·equired to 
conduct it.* As our railroad shops are now conducted, there is little or no system
atic instruction of apprentices, and, as a rule, it would be difficult to find in such 
shops foremen capable of giving scientific instmction, even if they had the time 
and inclination. But through the agency of such schools as herein described our 
shops would eventually be supplied with competent foremen, and a spirit of pro
gressiveness and healthy emulation would gradually permeate the whole service. 

ALL APPRENTICES SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO ATTEND. SCHOOL. 

I do not doubt but that if our American employers could be brought to realize the 
value of such schools, they would follow the general European custom of req_uir
ing, as a condition of indentUre, that apprentices should attend shop or other mght 
schools, and this simple requirement would result in a practical educational move
ment the beneficent effect of which upon the nation's mdustries and prosperity is 
now incalculable. 

RAILROAD BUSINESS GROWN BEYOND RULE-OF-THUMB MANAGEMENT. 

In the preceding pages of this section it has been shown that, while, in its early 
history, the railroad business of this country was conducted with fair results by 
officers and employes who, of necessity, had no previous technical training or 
experience, but who absorbed practical knowledge as the business expanded, it has 
now grown to such vast proportions, both as regards its physical operations and its 
executive management, as to call for great skill, thorough training and broad expe
rience in its operating officers and, in a less degree, also in the rank and file from 
which they are drawn ; while of its executive, administrative and traffic officers it 
demands a varied and comprehensive knowledge and executive ability fully equal 
to what is needed to secure success in any other profession. It has also been shown 
that, generally speaking, our railroad officials have reached their present positions 
through successive promotions injrade, as the result of long experience and serv· 
ice ; which, however, was acquire at the expense of culture equally necessary and 
imJ.><>rtant in, at least, those who come in contact with the public. Also that in the 
active competition between rival corporations, those whicb earliest recognize the 
necessity for high-grade talent~ and provide accordingly, secure direct and mate
rial advantages over those that do not. 

PROGRESSIVE PROMOTION IN RAILROAD SERVICE DESIRABLE, UNDER CIVIL-SESVICI 
RULES. ' 

On the ninetieth page of this report I expressed the desire tG see the Baltimore . 
and Ohio Company which, admittedly, holds a progressive position among Am~
can railways in respect to its treatment of employes, inaugurate what is familiarly 

• .Answeri,ng by letter an inquiry Mr. Coler made of him concemin~: the economic value of work· 
allOp·school fA.OiliLies to railroads, General Manager W ebb, of the London and Northwestern 1¥1-
road, whose sl10ps are at Crewe; among other things says: 

"The provisions under this head (theoretical workshop instruction) are very much apprecla~ II 
you will doubtless notice by referring to the Annual Report w.hlch I had the p1easure of handing~. 
when here. 

"With regard to the economic results , there Is no doubt that the :railway company, by aopporllu 
such an inst itution, are able to retain the services of thoujtbtful, s teady meu 1n their empfoy, n~ 
only for their own snkea, but it supplies an educational medmm for their'boysL and, also, the tb~ 
leal instruction imparted, if only to tho comparativelv few, mus t have some enect on theintelli~ 
i u the shops, which has been found to be the case. J.:lany of those who have received instruetfoo.Ja · 
our classes have, through their application, been intrusteil with work in the engine-worka requirlJ!I 
mental exercise who would otherwise have been still at tho bench. · '; 

"ThiA, I think, is, in an economic view, an advantage to the employers, ae it doee not n-1~ 
their going outsido, o.nd consequently giving high salaries to persons required for such employmt~~i> : 
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known as a civil-service policy- believing that thereby it would secure gTeatly 
increased efficiency and net results. Since penning that paragraph there has been 
brought to my attention an article in the Railway Review of October 25, 1884, on 
the subject of PROGRESSIVE PROMOTION BASED ON QUALIFICATION AND MERITORIOUS 
SERVICE, AS WELL AS ON LONGEVITY, which SO fitly supplements what has been said 
respecting the education of railroad apprentices and employes of higher &'fade, and 
rotmds off this section so harmoniously, that I quote it at length. In my JUdgment, 
however , it would be a fruitless task to undertake to inaugurate such a system of 
progressive promotion among the rank and file and subordinate officers now in our 
service,-the basic material for such a program not existing therein; but I think 
that the system of technological instruction of apprentice.~ and railway cadets 
inaugurated by your circular of January 15, 1885, if carried to its logical sequence, 
would soon develop that material in abundance. 

EXTRACT li'ROM AR'flCLS ON PROMOTION BASSO ON MERITORIOUS SIIRVICO:. - RAILWAY RO:VIBW, 
OCT. 25, 1884. 

The knowledge and ability with which railroad officials of to·day perform the many responsible 
dnlics that now devolve upon them are mainly the result of long experience in the service. Sncb 
knowledge as this cannot be acquired from books (useful as good b ooks are to ever;)' man); t he rail· 
roads r.annot look to anJ institutions similar in nature to la.w schools or med ical colleges to furnish 
them the necessary supply of competent and efficient oflicerB. Without the slightest desire to reflect 
in nny way upon colleges or technical schools, it is maintained that but a small proportion of railroad 
oOicials or employes (excepting those connected with the engineerin~ department) now or in t he 
futuro will have more than a good commOn·scbool education [unless g1ven by railroads themselves]. 
Tho time necessary to secure any better ecbool·educa.tlon than this can probably he apeut to better 
ad,·nntago in obtaining that knowledge of details that can only be acquired by actual service in minor 
po~itions. 

Accepting the foregoing as correct, it can be safely assume<! that tho railroads will have to look to 
tlleirown ranks for their officers of both high and low degree. If this is so, itie clearly to the interests 
of tbe r ailroads to do all they can to elevate the sta.nda.ra of railway service. 

So much for the general railway service of the country . And now to come down to tbe r elatione 
that s hould exist be~ ween the individual railway compa.mes and their employee. 

· If t be r ailway officials of the country must be taken from the lower grades of service, and it there
fore ia to the interests of the railway system to endeavor to keep the supply of competent men equal 
to nny probable demand, is it not judimous for every railroad company to ha.veamong its own employee 
trained men who are familiar with its own peculiar mode of management, in order to meet any 
emergcnc.v which may arise! 

The fore_going bas not been written simply to show that it is to t he interest of the railway compa
nies to do all they can toP. ' romote the efficiency of the service, but to demonstrate that there is a certain 
identity of interest which should act as a. bond between them and their employes, securing to one 
faithful service and to the other considerate and equitable treatment. The interests of the two are 
•o closely allied that any permanent bene tit to one of the parties must necessarily be to the ad vantage 
of tho ot.ber. It is to the advantage of the railroad company that its employes should serve it faith
fully; i t is to t.be advantage of the employe that his services should be consul.ered valuable. But, to 
stimulate the ambition of any man, an incentive is required. No man will specially exer t h imself or 
endeavor to increru~e his usefulness to his employer unless be feels satisfied that at some time be will 
reap some reward for his increased exertions. Why should beT As a mat ter of fact, without such 
assurance his services are more likely to deteriorate ; be will perform bis duties in a perfunctory 
manner, perfectly satisfied so long as be escapes dismissal. But, on the other band, let biro see t.bat 
his initial efforts at improvement are recognized, and be is stimulated to still greater efl'orts. 

The railroad service is like an army: while every private cannot, of course, become a general, if 
he is entitle1l to promotion by reason of his persona.! merits he should be made a corporal, at least, on 
first opportunity, or in some other way receive due recognition for his meritorious conduct. Again, 
a-·ery recruiting officer likes to secure firRtrclass recruits ; bot to do this be bas to show that the serv 
ice for which he desires to obtain !·heir enlistment possesses special attractions. Now, considering 
the railway Rm·vice to be like an army, iu what way shall it show its appreciation of meritorious con· 
<I net of it " employes, and what special attractions must it present in order to secure the enlistment of 
flrM·cln•s material I 

Permnnency of emplovment is what every workiDgman desires. · Therefore, every employe should 
have ~:ood rea.~on for feeling confident that so long as be performs the duties of his position in a con· 
ari•ntious and faithful manner be is secure in his position; that be n eed ha.vo no fear of dismissal 
excepting for good and s ufficient cause. What the railroaa companies should endea<'or to impress 
upon the mind-s of all employes Is, that in entering the railway service they have adopted a perma
nent occupation in the same sense as a physician or lawyer adopts his particular profess10n-as a life· 
work, in which, under ordinary circumstances, he muat expect to attain wba.tever success in life it 
may he his good fortune to have allotted him. As far as practicable, officials should discourage the 
emplo~1nent of any one wbo is only desiring to secure temporary employment, while awaiting a more 
auspicious opportunity for engagmg in some other pursuit. This class of men a.ro of no practical 
benefit to the service, as they llave no desire to become acquainted with the businlll!s ; and if they 
hnrl, would be likely to leave the service before they had acquired even a. l imited knowledge of their 
dnt1es. . 
. However, t{) induce any man to enter the service with the intention of making it his business during 

hfe, somethil!g beyond t he mere fact that he will proba.bl~ have permanent employment ie needed. 
He must not only feel ass ured of permanent employmen t, but be must also be satlsfled tba.t he will 
be hkely to better his condition as be becomes more familiar with t.be business, and when, as a natural 
consequence, his services are more valuable. Any bright and intelligent young mau, full of energy 
and .sanJ,!Uine to the highest degree, is very lik~ly to think t hat if his first position !n the ser:vtce 
(wh1cb, 10 consequence of his lack of exper1ence a.nd technical knowledge, must be a. nnnor one) IS to 
be the one in which he is likely to remain for a long period, and that be stands but a slight chance of 
advancement, whatever his merits may be, he bad better start in some other business which pre.qents 
better. promise of future personal advantage. In his inexperience of the vicissitudes of life, and his 
unh!"lted aelf.reliance in his own natural ability, be is fully convinced that he is predestined to 
attam sucress in •omethinrt, although he has but a very hazy idea of what f·ha.t•omething Ia to be. But 
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let him have reason to believe that there is a very fair probability of hie securing advancement in the 
railroad service, if he is willing to work for it and merit i~. and in his confidence in himself he w11J 
he willing to enter the service and anxious of having an opportunity of proving hie ability. 

For these reasons - to encourage present employee and to attrnct the right J<iud of material to the 
service-it is vorv <lesirable that all vacancies that may occur in any company's service should be 
tilled, as far as J?tacticable, by tho promotion of worthy emplo'los from lower positions, instead ot· 
giving tho posittOn to any outside party, or to some favorite o the higher offiCials. Let it be full:r 
understood bY. any company's employes, that all vaoancies will be filled from their own ranks, IUld 
that no favontism or partiaTit;v will hclshown, the appointment& being made on the strict meritaot 
each particular case, and the result will in all oases be beneficial. 

The pages of the report proper, which here follow in the pamphlet edition of 
Dr. Barnard's report, are given in the account of this Technological School of the 
B. & 0. R. R. Co., in Chapter V. of the present volume of this Report. (See ante 
pages 132-147.) " Exhibits" " A," "U," " V," and "W," which relate directly to . 
the work of the school, are also given. (See ante pages 148-170.) The remaining 
" Exhibits" follow here. 

EXHIBITS. 

EXHffilT B. 

POLYTRCHNIO SCHOOL AT ZUBICH, SWITZERLAND. 

The Polytechnic School at Zurich, Switzerland, is one of the largest and most successful of ltit 
kind. Itwns established in 1854, and the magnificent building which 1t occupies is one of theleadiJig' 
features of Zurich. Its citizens are justly proud of the nobfe edi.tlce and of the great work aoooin: 
pUshed by the school in developing thei r industries, attracting capital to their city, attraotb\g 
hundreds of studenta, and sending forth trained spooialists to all parts of the world, and generallY 1i 
improving the condition of all classes of society. . 

This institution supports a largo number and variety of laboratories, libraries, industrial museuma, 
collections of apparatu~1 and objects of scientific anii. artistic interest, which of themselves exerh 
wonderful educating innuence upon tho thousands of students that resort to them for instruction aDd 
training: I t makes provision for more than two hundred distinct courses of lectures, given by 11 
many as sixty different professors, many of whom have a world-wide reputation in thefr respeotjn 
departments of science. These professors a.re assistod in giving instruction by numerous tarot., 
curators of museums, and other servants employed to assist in experiments and to take oare of ~ 
apparatus. 

ITS ODJEOT AND INFLUENCB. 

The object of the school bna from the first been to impart the greatest possible amount pt acieQ~· 
instruction to the artisan classes, and to direct thought and scientific research to the developmentilt : 
in<lustrial arts and trade. In this way there have been brought about a mutual interchange of id_. 
between science, and the ACtual application of its J1rinciples to manufactures, etc. The Cl.irect and. 
indirect benefits thus resulting to the industries of Switzerland and Germany are numerous, and &he · 
achcol receives the hearty support and endorsement of manufacturers, merchants, legislators, and ~e 
intelli~ent citizens In general of both countries. In the moat successful factories and commerdll 
eetabhshmeuts of Switzerland and southern Germany, an<i. often in France, are found manage~\~, 
foremen and lending workmen who have received their eduoation and preparatory training af &he" 
Zurich Polytechnic University. These men have not only become experts In their special departmellll, · 
as a result of their t raining in tbia school, but they have learned to study the history, progroae &lid 
preeen t condition of the inaustries of their own and other countries; and this kn.:lwledge is eePeofal:l7 
valuable to those whose establishments and commercial interests they conduct. Oftentimes proprl~ 
tors of large establishments are th6mselves graduates of this school, and are thereby quall118<Uo 
perform much executive labor that would otherwiso be entrusted to men whose services coold be 
secured only by the payment of large salaries. · 

Dut the influence of the Zurich Polytechnic School is not confined to Switzerland and GertDAIIf· 
The impetus tlmt it gives to industrial pursuits is felt and ncknowledged in more remote countri~;. 
Studenta come from iill parts of the world to profit by tho instruction it affords, and, having com!~ 
tho prescribed coarse of" study, return to their native countries to enter upon careers of indua .. ~ 
labor in which they fully utihze their attainments. Last year six studeuta from different parla;P.f;: 
North america entered this school . The English Roy a I Commissioners testify, that in aJmoet ~.$... 
country visited by them, graduates of the Zurich school were found in the leading induatrialilla~ 
tiona, or were teachers in numerous technical schools. 

EXIITBIT C. 

TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL AT MUNICH. 

The Technical High School at Munich is similar to the ZHrich School. The magniftcent bl 
in which this schoofis conducted were erected at a cost of over $775,000, whilst the cost of ita v . 
collections oxcee<led $180,000, and the annual expense of maintaining the school is $100,000. T~ 
institution was fnumlctl nnd is operated with special reference tothehighereduoationoftheind .. 
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classes, and one of its ~otable features is the nwnorous subdivisions into which the various subjects 
taught are divided each sp~ia.l braneh of a subject being taught by a separate professor, who, by 
limiting b1s investigations, 18 enabled to master every detail of his chosen speeialt y. Tnus in tile 
dcp~rtment of engineering forty.five distinct courses of lectures are given by thirteen professors. 
Tho school is wolf supplied with laboratories, in which a·al kinds of experiments are tried, the results 
of ••hicb are carefully. tabulated by the students and reeorded in their books. The Atudenta in the 
engineering branch determine tho strBlDs and modulus of elasticity of different substances, make 
numerous testa of t'Je various kinds of wood, atone and other buildi ng materia.!, and carryon series of 
iu1•estigations to ascertain constants, to verify formullll, and to test the strenJtth of metals of various 
sections, including experiments as to torsion, tension, compreasion, and the tiffecte of long-oontinned 
concussion on the ilbre of meta.! bars. 

This testing laboratory, besides having n"fforded instruction to hundreds of students since it was 
founded in 18M, lla• been largely utilizeii by numerous manufacturers and builders in all parte of 
Gern1nny, who frequently send materials there to be examined, tested, and reported upon. 

Notwithstanding the great capacity of this school in the way of teachers, laboratories, apparatus 
and class-room~. some of the departments are overcrowded, and numerous students seeldng admission 
are aunua.lly turned away. 

EXHIBIT D. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN CBKMNITZ, SAXONY. 

In 1856 a weaving acbool was fotmded at ChemnitzJ Saxony, by way of an eX}lel'iment in technical 
edurntiun. Here practical weaving has been tanght tor almost tb~ :vears. Mr. Felldn, who wrote 
a book somo yea.c~ ago on "TecluiiCBl EduCI>tiOn in a Saxon ToWll, ' asse~ted that "the school had 
been of great benefit to the trade of the town and district," and the British Royal Commissioners, 
after h:.,;ng visited the schools, say that Mr. Felldn's statement is corroborated by many infinentia.l 
citizens of Dhcmnitz with whom they con\"ersed and add that there was a general concurrence of 
testimony in favor of the sehool on the part of all manufacturers with wliom they talked. The 
clns•c• nre attenrled by merchants and distributors of goods, and by the sons of manufacturers1 as 
well as by managershfirerucn, designers and other worknien. There is not a manufaetnrin~ establish
ment in the town t at has not one or more men in ita employ whoso training was rece1ved in the 
school. Of late years English students have been attending the cla.sses, having selected this school 
as tho best place to receive a preparatory training for the factory. Some enterprising manufacturers 
frolll distant citie<~ have sent the1r managers to talr.e a course in the school at the expense of the firm. 
A leading feature of this school consists in ita provisions for instructing merchants and salesmen in 
tbe quality, design and material of textile goods, so that they may be better able to buy lntelli~entlyl 
by detectmg fau1te and imperfections in the nature of the goods, by j udging of tbe mente ana 
demerits of new designs. This feature of the school-work is sometimes opposed by the manufac
turers. 

So great has been the success of tbe school at Chemnitz that numerous otl1er weaving schools have 
been e•tablished and modeled after it. Such schools are to be found at Glauchan, Moorane, Loessuitz. 
Oodm·an, Milwerda, Ha!niohen and Frankenberg, all of which places are adjacent to Chemnitz, and 
where weaving is the principal industry. 

EXHIBrr E. 

BRADFORD (ENG.) TECHNOLOGICAL SCHOOL. , 
The citizens of Bradford, England, a few years ago organized a technological college adapted to the 

wants of the principal iml ustries of that manufacturing centre. The new buildings were opened by 
the Priuce of Wales in 1882, and though the original plan bas by no means boon perfeeted, the coat of 
tho buil<linl!s and apparatus therein liM already exceeded $200,000. When complete it will be one of 
tho bfst institutions of its character in Europe. Concerning this institution the Royal Commis
sioners say: " The formation of the college was the result of the prevailin« feeling in the minds of 
many of t!Je commereial community at Bradford that, In the competition of the world'slndustries, it 
has become" more and more needful to develop, to the fullest extont, the teehnical knowledge of the 
employers am! operatives in the various industries on w!Jiclt tho prosperit.Y of the diijtrict ilepends. 
It wa• there foro determined that an institution ohould be founded in wh1ch instruction should be 
givun in the principles underlying the numerous industries of the elty and vicinity." 

EXHIBIT F. 

CONCLUSIONS OF THE BRITISH R OYAL COKKISSIONERS. 

The conclusions of the British Royal Commissioners, as summed up in their 
report, though somewhat voluminous, are so thoroughly a digest of industrial 
development that they will certainly repay careful perusal in full by those interested 
in the subject; but even the resume of their deductions embraced in the extracts 
herein quoted illustrates the value of the subject. 

[Extracts from the Conclusions of the Brbish Commissioners as to the Effeot of Teehnical Education 
on Industries.) 

. ' • • It will han been seen from the preceding pa~:es of this r eport that we have attached con
e•ilcrnble relative importance to that portion of our commission which direeted us to inquire into t"he 
conilitinn of intlustry in foreign conn tries; and it is our duty to state that, altho,g!l the display of 
Continental manufactures at the Paris International Exhibition in 1878 had led us to expeet great 
progress, we were not prepared for ·,o remarkable a development of their natural resources, nor for 
•ncb perfection in their Industria.! establishments, AS we actua.IIJ found in France, in Germany, in 
Belgium anti in Switzerland. Much machinery of all kinds Is now produced abroad equal in finish 
am\ iu efficiency to that of this country, and we found it in numerous instances applied to manufac
ture. with as great sldll and intelligence as with us. 

In ~orne hmnches of industry, more especially In those requirin~: an intimate acquaintance with 
orgamc chemistry, as, for instance, in the preparation of artificial colors from coal-tar, Germany has 
unqne.~tiona.bly taken th!l lead. 
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The introduction by Solvay, of Brussels, of the nmmonia process for the manufacture of soda, aDd 
the German application of strontia in sugar refining, constitute now departures in those arts. In the 
er.onomical prOduction of coke we are now only slowly following in the footsteps of our Continental· 
ne1gbbors, whilst the experiments which have been carried on for nearly a quarter of a century in 
France for recovering the tar and ammonia in this process have only quite recently engaged our 
attention. 

The ventilation of deep mines by means of exhausting fans was brought to perfection in Belltium 
earlier than with us. and, although our methode of sinking shafts served for many years aa mode18 f~ 
other countr ies, improvements tliereon were made abroad which we are now adopting with advanta£e. 

The abundant water power in Switzerlan<! and in othor mountainous districta i s util ized for motfve 
purposes by menus of turbines perfect in design nod execution. 

The construction uf tbe dynamo·machlne by Gramme gave the first impulse to the general use of 
electricity for lighting, and to t he various new npJ'!ications of that force which appear likely to 
exercise so great an intluence upon the industry of the world; and in all these applications, at leaet, 
aa much activity is exhibited on the Continent as with u s. 

In the construction of roofs and bridges, more esp8(1ially in Germany, accurate mathematical 
knowledge baa been usefully applied to the attainment ot the necessary stability with the LEAST COD· 
snmption of materlnls. 

PROOR&SS OF .ENGLAND'S INDUST11l.U. SYSTEM. 

The beginnings of the modern industrial system are due in the main, as we have indicated, to Great 
Britain. Before factories founded on the inventions of Watt, of Arkwright and Crompton, had time 
to take root abroad, and wbilst our own commerce an<l manuf .. ctures iucreaijed from year to year, the 
great ware of the early part of this century absorbed the energ!es and di~sipated the capital of Con· 
tinental Europe. For mauy years after the peace we retain&d almost exclusive possession of the 
improved machinery employed in the cotton, woolen and linen manufactures. Dy various acts of the · 
lnst century, which were not repealed till 1825, it was made penal to enlist English artisans for 
emf.loyment abroad; the export of spinning machinery to foreign countries was prohibited until the 
ear y years of Your Majesty 's reign. Thus, wben, lees than lialf aceLtury ago, Continental conn. 
tries liegan to construct railwayij and to erect modern mills and mecbauical workshops, they foond 
themselves face to taco with a full·grown industrial organization in this ~onntry which was almoat a 
sealed book to those who could not obtain access to our factories. 

CONTINENTAL COUNTRIES COliiP&LL,BD TO FOUND TECHNICAL SCUOOLS. 

To meet this state of thin~;e, foreign countries established technical schools like the Ecole Centrale 
of Paris and t he polytechmc schools of Germany and Switzerland, and sent engineers and men ol 
science to En!>land to prepare themselves for becoming teacbi!rs of technology in those schools. 

Technical h1gh schools now oxist in nearly every Continental State, and are the recognized challlllll 
for tbe instruction of those wbo are intended to become the technical directors of !nilustrial estab
lishments. Many of the technical chemists have, however, been, and are being, trained in the Ger
man universities. 

FRUITFUL RESULTS OF THESE SCHOOLS. 

Your Commissioners believe that the success which has atten<led the foundation of extensive miD· 
ufacturing establishments, engineering shops and other works, on the Continent, could not have bNm 
achieved to its full extent, in tho face of many retarding influences, had it not been for the system of 
high technlcnl instruction in these schools, for the facilities of carrying on original scientific invest!· 
gation, and for the general appreciation of the value of that instruction, and of original research, whiCh 
fs felt in those countries. 

With tbe exception of the Ecole Centrale of Paris, all these schools have been created, and a.re 
maintained almo~t entirely, at t he expense of the several State•, the fees of tho students being so low 
as to constitute only a very s•ua\1 proportion of the total income. The building~ are paintial, the 
lnborator ies and museums are costly and extensive, and the staff of professor~. who are well uald 
according to tbe f'Jontinental standard, is so numerous as to admit of the utmost subdivision o(tll• 
subJects taught. In Germany, as we have stated in a previous part of our report, the attendanCf)" 
some of the polytechnic schools has lately fallen off, chiefly because the suf.1ply ofteuhnically trailled 
persons is in excess of the present demand; certainly not because it is he d ~hat the training of'tbe 
school can be dispensed with. The numerous young Germnns and S\•iss who are glad to ftnd emplOJ· 
ment in our own mauufru:tories bave, almost without exception, been educated in one or ot)ler ol11le 
Continental polytechnic schools. 

GENERAL INDUSTRIAL I NTELLIGENCE OF MASTERS AND MANAGERS ON THE CONTINENT. 

Your Commissioners cannot repeat too often that they l1ave been impressed with the generalintel: 
Jigence and technical knowledge of the masters and managers of in<lnstrial establishments on the 
Continent. They have found tliat these pergons, as a rule, possess a ·sound knowledge of the ecien<llll 
upon which their industry depends. They are familiar with every new scientifl.o discovery ofimpor
tnnce, and appreciate its applicability to their special industry. They adopt not only the invenNOJ!I 
and improvements made in their own country, but also those of the worJ.d at large, thanks to thO\!' 
knowledge of foreign languages and of the conditions of manufacture prevalent elsewhere. • 

Tho French and German scbools for miners, and the one which has been quite rectntl:y fonndedlll 
Westphalia for workers in iron and steel, differ from the preceding schools for foremen, masmuchaa 
they are reserved for the theoretical instruction of men who, having a.Iread~ worked practically a& 
thelr trade.•, bave distinguished themselves by suporior intelligence and good conduct. Mo~tof ~ 
German schools of this kind are founded or maintained by the manufacturers, and will. we feel cowo· 
dbnt, repay the trades which have hac\ the foresight dOd public spirit to create them, bytrainiDj(J.:~ 
mon to become foremen ano leading Lande, willing and able to carry out with intelligence the"""'\"" 
tiol18 of their superior otllcers. 

SOCIETIES FOR PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIAL KNOWLEDGE. 

In several of the more important industrial centres of the Continent there exist societies~ 
tho Societos lndustriclles ofMulhouse, Rheims, Amiens, etc., tho Soci6t6d'onseignementpro~ ->.:. 

1 du Rbonewhich has its headquarters at Lyons, and the Niederoesterreichisclier Gewer])e.Venuuo 
Austria, one of the chief objects of which is the development of technical education among wot~ 
and other persons engaged m industry by means of lectures ancl I.Jy the establlHhment of schoola:~ 
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~useuros of technology. These associations are supported mainly by the merchant, and manuf&c· 
turers of the district to which their operations are r estricted. In many cases they are found Ad and 
supported, or are gre~Ltly assisted, by the Chambers of Commerce; these bodlos, abroad, being incor· 
porn ted. and ha1·ing, in France, considerable taxing powers over their members, are generally wealthier 
nod moro influential than those in our own country. In addition to these sources of income, the asao
ci"tiun• recei1•e help from the municipality, and sometimes from the State. In Mulbo1111e, besides 
proutoting education, the society sees to the material well·boing of the workmen by erecting, on a 
Jarl(t:SCale, laborere' dwellings (Ia cit6 ouvrillre), and by organizing savings bankaand other economic 
arran"ements; undertaking, in this reSJ:leCt, on a smaller scale, what is done in this country by self· 
811,tai.liug associations, like building and co-operat!.-e societies of tbe workpeople themselves. The 
s••·ict ,. in Lyooo has established numerous evening classes for elementary and technical instruction, 
whicli are att~nded chiefly by work people; and the South Aus trian Trade Society, which baa ita cen
tral uliico i n Vienua, bas organized several technical day and evening schools for operatives of every 
grade, which a re now under State control. and receive subventions frow the Government. 

Mil . lllATHEll' S REPOllT ON THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. 

Tho report of Mr. William Mather to your Commissioners, on his eix months' tour throughout the 
Unilc<l States of America and Canada for the purpose of studying the scboole and factories of that 
continent, deserves the most careful perusal. It will be seen that Mr. Mather aeeigne greater inflll· 
ence ou American manufactures to the general educatio~ of the American people derived from their 
common schools than to their technical schools, tbe importance of which latter,llowever, In the train
ing of civil engineers, has been experienced for some years, though it has only more recently become 
rcc~guize<l by those '"bo are engaged in mechanical en~Pneerlng and in metallurgical and inanufac· 
turing est.ablishments of various kinds. This recognitiOn is, however, now becoming unh·ersal. A 
decltlcd preference is being given in the United States, for the positions of managers and heads of 
depnri iDCilte. to persons who nave received a lcimtijlc training in 1J technical lthool, and the plan is 
folio wet\ in these schools of combining imtruct\on •n "application " with inrtruct\on in pure rcience. 
Although the conditions of American industry differ in many respects from our own, there can be no 
doubt thilt we may derive great advantage from a careful study of what is being done in the wa;v: of 
tocbnicill instruction i n the United States, ae, togeth~r with the elementary education of Canada, 1t is 
•o graphically described by Mr. Mather. We may add that the accuracy of hie statements and con
clnsiuus is gon~rally confirmed by the accounts of technical instruction in America which we have 
rscei"ed frow other compe•.ent judges. 

SCHOOLS ESTABLISHED AND SUPPORTED BY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIONS. 

Not many years have passed since the time when it would have still been 11. matter for ar~ent 
whether, in order to maintain the blgh position which this country bas attained iu tbe Industrial arte, 
it is incumbent upon us to take care that our manager~. our foremeu and our workmen should, in the 
degree< compatible with their circumstances, combine theoretical instruction with t heir acknowledged 
practical skill. .No argument of this kind ia needed at the present day. Iu nearly all the great in<fua- · 
trinl centres - in the metropolis, in Glasgow, in Manchester, Liverpool, Oldham, Leeds, Braaford, Hud
dersfid cl. Keighley, Sheffield, Nottingham, Birmingham, the ;ortteries, &nd elsewhere- more or lese 
6ourisli iug schools of science and artol various grades, together with numerous art and science classes, 
exist, ami their influence may be traced in the productions of the localities In which they are placed. 
The schools established by Sir W. Armstrong at Elswick; by the London and N ortbwestern Railway 
Compnuy at Crewe; and those of Mesere. Mather and Platt, of Salford, in connection with their engl· 
oeer:t g works, testify to t he importance attached by employers to the theoretical training of young 
mschanics. '£he efforte of Messrs. Denny, t!Je eminent shipbuilders of Durubarton, for enco1uaging 
the instruction of their apprentices, and for rewarding their workmen for meritorious improvements 
in details applicable to their work, are proofs of this appreciation. The evidence of Mr. Richardson, 
of Oldham, anti of Mr . Mather, of Salford, is emphatic as to their experience of its economical value. 

Without more particularly referring to the valuable work in the past accomplished by the numerous 
mechanics' institutes spread over the country, many of them of long standing, we may point out that 
tbey nro now largely remodeling their constitutions in order to bring up their teaching to the level of 
modern requiremente ae regards technical instruction. The example of the Manchester Mechanics' 
Institute may be studied in this connection. 

Moreover, as evidencing t h11 desire of the artisans themselves to obtain facilities for instruction 
both in science and art, we must not omit to mention the classes established and maintained by some 
of the leading co·operative societies. The Equitable Pioneers' Society of Rochdale has led the way 
in this, as iu so many other social movements. It is much to be wished that the various trades' 
unions would also consider whetbtlr it ie not incumoont on them to proinote the technical education 
of their members. 

The manufacturers of Nottingham s~k with no uncertain voice of the important influence of the 
local school of art on the lace manufacture of that town. Without tbe Lambeth School, the art pro
ductiono of Messrs. Doulton could scarcely have come into existence. The linen manufacturers of 
Belfast are becoming alive to the necessity of technical instruction if competition on equal terms 
with foreign nationeln the more artistic prOductions is to be render;\. poesible. The new generation 
of engiueers and manufactm-er• of Glaagow has been trained in the technical schools of that city. 
The City an<l Guilds of London Institute owes its existence to the conviction of the liverymen that 
~bnical instruction is a necessary .condition of the welfare of our great indnetriee. 

Natural science is finding ite way surely, though slowly, into the cnrTiculum of our older English 
universities and of our secondary sohools. It is becoming a prominent feature in the upper divisions 
of the elementary board schools In our large towns. There are scarcely any important metallurgical 
w~rks in the kingdom wit.hout a chemical laboratory in which the raw matenale and products are 
d;uly subjected to careful analysis by trained chemists. The attainments of tbe young wen who 
have be<;u trained iu the Royal Naval College at Greenwich recommend them for remunerative employ
ment by our great shipbuilding firms . 
. In . our relations with :public bodies and individuals in this country during the progrees of our 
~qu~ry, tho greatest anx1ety has been manifested to obtain our advice as to the mode in which tech
Dioa\ instruction can be best advanced, aud we have to acknowledge the readiness of the Education 
&~II Scieocn and Art Departments to r eceive and act upon suggestions in matters of detail from indi· 
VIdual members of the Commission which it would have besn pedantic to delay nnUI the completion of 
our task. .Amongst the suggestions which have thus besn made was that of an exllibltion of the 
achool work of alf nations, which IDs Royal IDgbness the Prince of Wales has consented to add to 
}he !'lealtb E xhibition of 1884. This exhibition will be an appropriate illustration of the account of 
ore•gn scbools contained in the previous parte of this report. Your Commie~ioners, during their 

Co
111
nt:nent.nl visit~. received from the authorities of techniCal schools numerous assurances of their 

co 1alsupport and co-oper11tion in such a display. 
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BOW THE COST 011' SCHOOLS SfiOULD DE BORNE. 

In considering by: whom the cost of the further development of technical Instruction should be 
horno, we must not forgot that, if It be true that In foreign countries almost the entire coat of the hl~th· 
est general a111l tocbnicallnatruction is borne by the State, on the other han<l, the higher elementary 
and secondary instruction in science falls on the localities to a much groater extent than with us· 
whilst, as to the ortlluary elemontnry acbools, the cost in Germany a.nd ·switzel'land is almost exclu: 
slvely borne by the localities ; aud this wns also the case In France and Delgium until the people ot 
those countries became Impatient of the lamentable absence of primary instruction on the part of vas' 
numbers of the rural, and, in somo instanr.es, of the town, population; an evil which larp:e State sub
ventions a:one could cure within any ren.sonable period of time. ·With the exception of France, there 
Is no Eur01101la country of the first t·ank that hns an Imperial budget for education comparable in 
amount with our own. In the United Kingdom at len.at one-hall of the cost of elementa.ry educatioii 
Is defrayed out of Imperial funds , and the instruction of artisaus in science aud art is almost entirely 
borne by the fitate. Hence. it will ba necessary to look, in the main, to local resources for any large 
addition to the funds required for the further deYelopment of tcclluical instl'Uctiou in this country. : 

EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF MUSEUMS. 

We cannot dismiss this branch of tho subject without calling attention to the O<luco.tlonal valoe cil 
tho museums of natural objecte now found in many of the modern elementary scbools of the Continent,: 
Probably the best examples of snc:b collections are those of the Normal School of Brussel•, and of~ 
el~mentary schools of Zurich. Collections of natural objects, _Pictures and diagrams are of the grer.t;' 
est ussistnnco for illustrating object le~sons in rudimentary sc1ence to children of the earliest yea.r. ., 

FRB:E L!DRAR!BS. 

Ma.ny persons who have pai<l attention to tho worklug of free libraries In our large towns, are at,: 
opinion that tho benotlt of theso might be extende<l to elementary sohools by placing at tl•e disposal orJ. 
such schools books of n character cnlcul•tte<l to iut.erest children of school age. Amongst these boob:t 
eomo euitahle technical works, especially illnstrate<l ones, might be included. Tlleeo •choolllbrarl~ 
wouhl bo of the nature of tho hrauch libraries which nre now attache<! to many of the free libraries ·ot{ 
our lnr~te towns. -~ 

MANUAL TRAINING AS A PAllT OF SCHOOL WORX. 

Your Commissioners, a.fter having ha<l tho opportunity of fu rther considering tbe Yalt1o ofmnnuaC 
work as a )>art of primary inetructfou, aud after having seen such work introduced into elementaey.j _ 
sohools of various grades in other countrieR llesidea France, are able now to express a stronger opin!QD, 
In its fnvor than at tho time of th11ir first report. They do this with greater confidence because, in[, 
consequence partly of the •uggestion contained in that report, the experiment of introducing manull..
worlc Into J>rimary schools has been successfully effected lly at least two school boards in this country~ , 
viz.: thoso of ManchtlBter nncl Shefhold. They have bad the opportunity of inspecting the manii&J; 
work of the pupils both at the Manchester Bonrd Schools and at the Central School in Sheffield, aDd· 
they are satisfied that Bucb work IH very bencJicinl aa a part of the {lreliminar,y education of boys in-\· 
this country who are to be euhse(Jucutl.v eog .. ge<l iu inclustrial pursmta, even though it should not, u, 
however, it probably will do, .actually shorten the period of their apprenticeship. · 

EXHIBIT G. 

ENGLISH SciENCE SCHOOLS AND THE CITY AND GUILDS 011' LONDON INSTITUTE. 

The Enjtlish Go..-ernmont is beginning to make liberal provision for the higher training of artli&DI, 
Its great mternntional exhibitions hnve een•ed to arouse a spirit of national pride amODjt the Eng!la11.' 
people. They have seen themselvos outstripped in the race for national supremacy 10 articles or· 
manufacture, but they are resolYed to re_gain their former prestige as a nation of tlrat rauk In art. · 
This spirit of national pride, combined With th!'t iudomitnble euterprlse which is so charaoteri•tlo o" 
tho English race, and whioh is just now quiclceile1l by the depression In trade and the intense riva!rj 
that results from sharp competition with Continental nations for control of the great industries .00. 
home and foreign commerce, together with tbe necessity of making some provisiou for the employ· , 
ment of the thousa.nds of men and women who are dependent upon their daily earnings for their live-'; 
lihood, and of making such a disposition of the children of those people ae \viii prevent their becom· 
lng pau~rs, vngabouds and crlmina.ls, has taken a practical turn by endeavoring to place the me&DI · 
of acq lllring a Rpecial training for some fiuld of productiYo ludus try within the reach of all 

BOUTB KENSINGTON BCIKNCE AND ART SCHOOLS. 

But the English Government does more than merely provide schools and Bpparatus. It has a· riel' 
university of science and art at South Koneington, where tho ablest instructors that the nation hal 
produced are employed and furnished with every needful facility to train special teaohel'!! for ~~ 
higheet departmenta of artistic manufacture, and for the various schools of industry th&t tore beini· 
esfabliehed iu every industrial centre. The Government also holds out iuducements in the wa~ 
prizes and scholarships as incentives to young people to enter the schools and complete the presOrl . ' 
courses of study. .. 

The great tendency of the Government Rchoole, however, iR to provide for the teaching of PDJ .. : 
science only, or of applied science onll in a theoretical way. To supplement this theoretlealli. : 
tlon by making a direct applicP.tion o the science thus ta.ugbt to tho development of the nnme . 
national industries, efforts have been put forth in various directions to provide for a correspon . . ' 
clovelopment of skill b'{ training the hand, the eye and the taste of persons engaged ·in manUal . . ,. 
suits. The greatest o these attempts is tha one that has lleen made by the numerous gulldl 111 

London. These organiza.tiona have been accnmnlating great stores of wealth for several ~n~ 
tiona, o.nd of late years theyh1we wisely determined to utilize their boarded t-Teasures byestab !J·· 
aucl •n•t-nining schools fot· both the secondary and the higher tra.iuingof people; who, like thew 
aro eugngoU iu iuduMtria.l avocations. · 
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CITY AND GUILDII OJ' LONDON INSTITOTB. 

AccordinJ;IY they have formed what Is known ae the City and Guilds of London Institute, tho pur. 
pose of winch is to provide for and encoura~~;e education adapted to the requirements of aU classes of 
persuus ong,.ged, or exl.'ectinjt to engage, in manufswturing an<l other industries. Recognizing that 
the toacbiug of pure sCJenoo JS so extensively provided for by the Government, this Institute makes 
no at.tempts in that direction, but confines ita efforts to technical education in the true sense of that 
expres•ion-i. •·· the. d~nlopment .of skill an~ the acquisi~ion of manual dexte~ity in indust;r.Y-:bY 
uoHit.'g manual trammg wtth sotence teach1og, and basmg a.ll shop iostructJOns upon sctonttfto 
pnnctples. 

Tho I(Uilds are organizing a number of technical schools in various J•arta of London for tho ctlnca· 
tiuu of tho artisans of the great metropolis, and to serve aa models of schools to be founded in nther 
d tius autl towns of the kingdom. These schools are to be supported in part by fees and local offorta, 
an<l iu part by grants, conditioned on reaults, from t he Government and from the guilds. 'l'he Insti· 
tuto ~tlso aims to induce existing educational institutions to mako provision for technical education, 
a111t they make yearly p:rants to these institutions, providing the 6ducation t hey furnish is of such a 
character as to satisfy the Council of the Institute. When tbe existing institutions make provisions 
sul~ciently varied and extensive to meet tho requirements of a community, the guilds make no eftort 
to c•tablish a separate school there. 

'!'he guilds also encoura~e the formation of evening classes, in which boys and men ongagod in the 
verfortnnnce of their dutJes during the day receive special instruction in tbe principles of science, 
and in the application of these principles to the various processes that enga~e their attention in the 
sbo]>S and factories. '!'bey now asstst in the support of evening classes m technology, as distin· 
guisbed from the Government classes in science and art, in nearly aU the large centres of industry. 

CENTRAL INSTITUTION AT SOOTH KBNBINGTON. 

Tho guilds of London have also established, and propose to mainta.Jn, a great central institution at 
South "Kensington, near the National Industria.! Museum and the South Kensington School of Science 
and Art.. This central inst.itntion is s imilar in man[ res:{>OOte to the polytechnic schools of Germany, 
Swit:r.erland and Italy, and to the lilcole Centrale o Parts. It is designed to supply the instrnction 
aml training that cannot be obtained in any of th11 smaller technical schools, and to ~ive the highest 
possilll•• traming to manufacturers, mana~ers, foremen, and teachers of technology. This io~titution 
will nflorcl an opportunity to many ambitJOus young artisans to secure the highest technical training 
who otl1orwise could not do so, as their circumstances would not permit them to attend any of tho 
polytechnic schools on the Continent. 

'l'ho City nod Guilds of London Institute is thus one of the most poMnt otlucational organizations 
in Europe, nncl if it continues as it has started out, ita achieYemoot.. in behalf of intluetq• and the 
industrial clas.es will be without a parallel in tho history of the world. Ita magic intluonce '"already 
fult ami acknowlodgod throughout tboloogth n11d breadth of tbo kingdom. 

NOTICE Oli' A J'&W SCHOOLS SOSTAJNED BY I NDUSTRIAL CORPORATIONS. 

Conspicuous nmong tho echoolsin England sustninNl l>:r iu<lustrlal corporations for t he benefit of 
their employes nre those of the London and Nortltweatorn 'itailway Company at Crewe, of Sir William 
Armstrong &. Co. at Elswick, and of Messrs. Mather & Platt, extensive iron manufacturers, at Sal· 
ford, nror Manchester . The obJeet of each of these schools is to enable apprentices to study the 
sciences alliO<l to their trade. The first two of these schools do not make attendance compulsory, but 
as the companies s ustaining them eaeh employ about ten thousand workmen, the evenin~ cl&~~ses are 
attended to their full capacity by voluntary students. .At Urowe the number enrolled Ill the RChool 
for the last year e1ooeded six hundred, which wa.s as many aa could be accommodated in tho large 
school building which baa been erected and 0<1uipped by the Loutlon and Northwestern Railway Com· 
pany . .\mont: these voluntary students were mno:y journeymen who were ambition• to surp&~~s their 
present eclucntionnl attainment-s. Mr. Webb, the efficient General :Manager of this company, was the 
moving spirit iu tho organization of the school at Crewe, and he continues to be an earnest advocate 
of k<clinicnl training for railroad employes. 

AT'EENDANCK AT SCHOOL A CONDITION Oli' EMPLOYMENT Oli' APPRENTICES. 

Mcaors. Mather & P latt require all their apprentices, aa a condition of employment, to attend the 
evening classes in the technical school which tile firm has establishe<l, and the manager of their works 
claims that t he boys make better headway in acq.Iiriog tbeir respsotive haodicr~Lfts by acquiring the 
related t cehuicnl knowled~e at the same t1me. · 
. 1'ho thc'Oreticnl iostructJOo in all three of the schools just referred t.o iRvery mtwh tho same, ioclud· 
tng mathematic•, mechanics, physir•. cltemistry and engineering. Instruction is also alfordll<l in 
drawing, wuclliue construction, bull< ling construction, and the use an<l care of tool•. 

EXHIBIT H. 

TBSTIMONY OJ' MR. STBPHBN, Oli' GLASGOW. 

Mr. Alexander Stephen, in a speech before the gra<luating class of tho Allun Glen's Institution, 
Glasgow, mnolo some pertinent remarks on the subject of teclioical education, the substance of which 
was f,bat it is only within the last few years that the importance of teaching science subjects in the 
schoo!s ol tho country has come to be realized, and it is eatisfactot·y to observe that the desire for tWa 
~htny is incre:\Sing from ~·ear to year. In past generations facilities for obtaining a know lodge of 
sctenc• •ubjects were very hmited, but now there are institutions and schools where the studies can r carrie<l on which lay the basis and give the taate for science training, 80 that when the student goes 
orward to the practica.J work of daily life, he ia the better fitted to take a leading part in the per· 
forrua~ce of its duties. If the young student can be goi to ma.• ter the first principles of any science 
tl,t"htch be may have given hie attention in a technical school, he bas put himself in the wny of being 
a e to prosccu tt> scientific studies successfully in after years, and may even rise to distioctiou or 
confer a OO!lD upon society as a consequence of his r esearches. At tho same time the boy is acquiring 
tn~nnal skill Ito should have an opportunity to continue his elementary education, which will other· 
~tse hbe of little nino to him. The t.echnical school affords this opportunity, a.ud while the boy is 

ug t to do ho i• also t"ught to think accurately on scientific subjects. Science teaching becom.es 
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more and more necessary for the development and snccess of the manufacturing and other in!lnatr!al · 
interests of the conntry. It is a fact that, owmg to the greater attention that other countries have
given to technical teaching, we bave been obliged to have recourse to fore1gners to fill positions aa 
de.•igners in our factorles. I am informed that this is so in Glasgow, but I think that we are now on · 
the r oad to overcome this necessity. 

In the report of the Royal Commission on technical instruction it is stated, alludmg to schools ill 
other countr~es, tbat the best examples of higher elementary schools are to be found in Franca; and 
in theRe schools it ia said that" tbe children of nrtisans and of amaH shopkeepers bave opportlliJitlaa 
of obtaining an education which is technical in so far u these studies are directed toward the reqnire-· 
menta of commerce, mechanical or manufacturing industry-mathematics, science and drawing con: 
stituting the ru"in subjects of instruction. Alld in nearly all the modern French schools-of whioh . 
that at Rhe1ms may be taken as the best type-the laboratories for teaching practical chemistry leave 
nothing to be desired. In these schools the workshop instruction is carried to a much more advanoec!. • 
stage tban is pos•ible or desirable in the elementary schools; and there are special department., 
replete with modele, apparatus and specimens, for teaching the technology of the trades which form • 
the staple 'ndustries of the district in which these schools are situated." The Germansaro considered 
to be much ahead of us in technical training. but, now that we have made a start, I trust that we 
shall soon be ahead of them. Improvements and new discoveries, whether in engineering science c!r 
in other mechanical contrivances, are most likely to be made and applied in the light of sa!entiJio · 
knowledge. 

EXHIBIT I . 

THE MA.BTIN ScHOOL, LYONS, FBANOII. 

[Extraots from report of British Commissioners.] 

This school was founded 50 years ago by a bequest from Major-General Martin, who left Lyona a 
poor boy, fought a~ainst the English under Tippoo Sahib, and entered the service of the East Indfi 
Company alter Sermgapatam bad fallen. More tban 20 years elapsed before the city of L)'ona conljl: 
recover his legacy from the Indian courts, and the school was at length established in 1830 on the' 
remnant saved from the lawyers. The school was intended to ~ive to the poorer classes of Lyou· 
an education which should enable them to improve their position In after-life. M.A. Monmartin thua 
sets forth the object which the fon.nders of tbe Martiniere had in view in creating this indnstria'l; 
school. "The intention of this school is to instruct the son of the workman, of tl:ie artisan, of the 
small manufacturer or the tradesman of Lyons gratuitously in the sciences and arts applied to indua, 
try ; to develop in him, on the sole condition that he is intelligent, moral and industrious, those aptii!' 
tudes which will most surely conduct him to well· being, if not to fortune, and to create new ele1D61lt.. 
of productive force and of futuro prosperity to the country." · 

The building, adapted and furmshed at a coat of $200,000, contains good class.rooms, eaoh capabli: 
of accommodating 80 pupils, a very large drawing-room, in which all the pupils of the diil'erent dlTI," 
sions can work at once, workshops, lal>oratory, museum, library, council·room, director's office, e!Al;, 
together witb severn! dwelling-houses for the bead master and other officials. 

The school is presided over by an administrative commission composed of seven members, who are
nominated by the Minis ter of Agriculture and Commerce on the recommendation of the munioipalitf: 
The appointment. is for seven years, and one member retires annually, but is eligible for re-electi011. 
The Mayor of Lyons is the ez-o.{ficio President of the Commission, and the trustee of the fund, under 
tne will of Major-General Martm, is the Vice-President. This committee appoints and dismisses the 
teachers, selecting them as far as possible from the old students of the school, but they muat ha..e 
completed t heir instruction as masters, and have obtained the diplomas of secondary teachers, and, 
for employment in some brnncbes, of superior teachers. ·. 

A 1•rlncipal, a vice. principal, and five superintendents form the administrative staff, and theinatroo
tion is carried on under the care of 40 maaters and 10 assistant teachers. Those latter constitute 1 
diviRion of masters in training, and form an Integral part of the org"nization for teaching, as well II 
for disciplinary purposes. There are also a registrar and a chemical assistant. * * * 

The Professional School ~f Rheims is a school of a somewhat higher type tban the foregoing, IIJd 
Is one of the best of the higher elementary schools which the COmmissiOners have seen. It wu 
founded on the model of the •cbools of Mulhouse and Nantes, and differs from the Martinlere aoliool 
by the further development of manual labor in the shops. · 

The school was established iu 1875, in order to impart to the youths of the city of Rheims s~ 
practical knowledge of manufactures, and to train them early to satisfy the re11niremente of her~ 
and commerce. A municipal commission <:omposed of city cooncilors, leadmg manufacturere IDd 
tradesmen of the district came to the conclusion that professional education ought properly to be iiJe 
continuation and the normal development of primary education, and that. snob a school as this ahoalcl· 
draw ita pupils from those children of the elementary schools who had passed a satisfactoryexaminRioli. · 

There is an entrance examination for those wbo do not possess the leaving certificate of the prlmll'J 
school. The boys enter the school at about the age of tb1rteen, and the course of study extends over 
three years. During the first two years all the pupils pass through the same course of .theoretioal 
and practical instruction, and the course up to this point sef\·es also ns a preparation for thP ~cole dill 
Arts et M6tiers at ChAlone. Very few boys leave at the end of the second year. There !a an euml· 
nation at the end of each vear to determine the promotion to the superior division. , 

In ordor, moreover, in tbe brief space of three years to train up these boys so a.s to be oapable.cil 
renderin~ real service on quitting the school, it l:iae been found necessary to enable them to anp~ 
m&l)t their tbeore.ti~ studies with practical '!or~<, analogous to that which they will. have to praot104ilil. 
their future proless10ns, and to pla.ce at tbe1r d1sposar a complete and well-orgamzed plant for tlill-_ 
purpose. Rheims ha.s spent $80,000 to $100,000 on th1s plant, and haa thus placed her sohoola ill t$'. 
first rank of similar institutions. , 

The school has quadrupled it. number of students since its foundation in 1875, and the nnm~.'/if!' 
boarders would be lar&"ely increa.sed if sufficient funds were a..-ai!able to defray the ooat of ~
boarding-house. This school received the gold medal at the Exhibition of 1878. 

TBB PBO!'ESS!ONAL SCHOOL 0.1!' RoUIIN. 

The Professional School of Rouen is another school, much of the same type as the foregoing, b~· 
which .more atten.tion is paid to meoban!cal industries. This school. which was alsovfaited.b :o 
(:om~ussioners, was founded in 1853. The director is M. Delarne. Tbe special object of the IDJ, , 
tion 18 to prepare youths to enter the :It cole des Arts et M6tiere. but a certam number of t.he P 
leaye the school to enter at once into practica\ work. The bulk of the pnpile are the sons of t.he . . .. 
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tradMpeople of the town; some of them enter with scholarships. ~iven by the Government, or by the 
muniCJpaf authorities. There are six exhibitions given by the 01ty of Rouen, twelve by the Depart· 
ruent :\nd four by the State. The education at this school became gratuitous under the law of July, 
JSlH.' The school expenses, hitherto paid by the town, have amounted to about .£1120 annually. The 
school course, w llich combines both theory and practice, extends ove1· three years, and is conducted 
in wry indifferent premises. The boys must be at least twelve years old on admission, and must have 
II"' amount of knowledge necessary for the primary-school certificate. Prizes and medals are given 
1., tle•crving pupils at the end of each year. · Frequent visits are paid to works aud factories. There 
;, ,, cbemical1aboratory, bnt the instruction in this subject seems to be inferior to that of the Rheims 
school. Inst.ruction in the English lang;uage is given to all the pupils. There are about 140 students, 
half of whom are boarders, and there 1s a r,reparatory course for the younget· boys. The hours of 
theoretical stu<ly are from 7 in the morning till 6 at night, with three hours of recreation, and in the 
evening two hours of manual work. They therefore have eight hours of class work anu two hours 
of manual work per diem. The practical instruction consists in working lu wood and iron. The 
I-.andicraft work is carried on in a. large room lighted from the top, having desks for drawing down 
ihe centre, aud working benches against the walls; all the pupils work in this room at the same time. 
The puvils are put through a graduated series of manipula.tJOriS; for example in smiths' work and 
turning of iron, each pupil bas to make in succession e,·ery one of the baud-tools mentioned in a list 
and figured on a table bung up in the workshop. The boarders pay from .£24 to .£26 per annum. 
Many of the. pupils, after having passed through the school. ultimat~ly obtaiu situat.ions as foremen ; 
other• ent~r the Government schools of ChAions or Angers. At a receut examination\ ten pupils 
from this school presented themselves for the entrance examination for ChAious, anu nine were 
admitted, being one-eleventh of the total admissions for the year. 'l'his fact was quoted to prove 
that the school is a good one. 

Tbe director stated that the object of the education was not to form foremen, hut rather to ~rive a 
gtnerrt! education, calculated to serve as tho b,ilSiS for many trades. He pointed out a school museum 
containing specimens of "arious products for object lessons, and stated that similar museums were 
about to be formed in. all primary, and higher elementary schools in France. Amongst the specimens, 
the Commissioner• noticed a Prnssia.n soldier's helmet. On being asked why it was placed there, the 
director s tated that it was picked up during the German invasiou, and added that it was his custom 
to point out to his scholars that France lost her best provinces through t.he superior education of the 
invaders, and tho helmet served as a constant warning and stimulus to the students. 

EXHIBIT J. 

Westphalia, Germany, is a great centre of irou and steel manufacture . . In order to snpply their 
shops with competent managers, foremen, and workmen, the employers have succeeded in establish· 
ing a number of schools design.ed to combine theoretical scientific instruction with workshop practiceL 
ani! tbe s uccoRs of this attempt has been very satisfactory. At Bochum is situated one of the best or 
the schools. It was the result of private enterprise, and is gaining in efficiency each year. Instruc
tion is giYen in moulding, steel-working, iron-rolling, •mitbing, fitting, turning, nnd pattern-making, 
together wit.h drawing and both elementary and higher science. In order to insure that the instruc· 
tion slwuld not run into the purely theoretical, no student is admitted who has not served a year or 
more"" workman in some shop. '! 'his . preliminary servic6, it is claimed, leads students to appreciato 
and apply t he instruction ~:iven·in the school. 

The employers of labor m Westphalia lay great stress upon attendance at the evening schools, 
requiring alf boys under li! in their employ to attend the classes two or three evenings of each week . 
.d. register of attendance is kept, and this is daily in•pected by nn overseer, whose duty it i s to look 
after all a.bsentees and see that they giye a. satisfactory account of themselves. It· is s aid that parents 
willingly co-operate with the emplorero in ser.urin~ regularity of attendance at the schools, and that 
the boy• usually appreciate the instruction afford en them. 

E:x;HIBIT K. 

J. G. Fitch, an English educator of acknowledged ability, says: 
We shall, I hope, erelong, come to the conclusion that the true way to reco11nize the claims of what 

are called modern subjects IS not by the erection of separate modern departments, but rather by taking 
a wiser and more philosophical view of the whole range and purpose of school education. 

It is uot good that the boy who is to be a classical scholar shoul<l grow up ignorant of physical 
laws. Still less is it good tliat the boy who shows a leaning toward the natural sciences should be 
debarred from the intellectual culture which literature and language give. • • • · 

There comes a time, no doubt, when it is clear that we s hould speciahze, but this time does notarriYe 
early ; aud, until it arrives, it is important that we should secure for every scholar a. due and harmo· 
nious exercise of the language faculty, of t.be logical faculty, of the inductive faculty, as well as of the 
powers ol' acquisition and memory. 

In this connection the following quotations from the catalogue of the Ohio State 
University is very appropriate: · 

In nearly every department of life the demand for knowledge and skill is constantly rising. The 
public is learning to appreciate quality in work. Facility, precision, finish, are acq.uiring new value. 
As a consequence the c hRilces of the untrained and the ill· trained are rapidly dimmishlng, and those 
who presume to adopt pursuits without the reqnioite preparation find themselves placed under di~ad· 
''antagcs that grow more serious every year . 
. 'ro meet this increasing demand for a higher order of training,, new educational methO<Ia are being 
Introduced. That men may be well equipped for their work, it has been found necessary to make their · 
preP,aration for it a ~,>art of their ednca.t10n. The vounj/; man who is to become a civil engineer should 
rece1ve practical tra.ming as an engineer. If he ls to booome a chemist, he should receive practical' 
training in the laboratory. Many rook no farther than this ; hut technical training should be based 
on scientific training. The civil engineer s hould not he content with knowing how to handle his 
lbenstruments, but he should be a mathematician of extensive a.ttainmenta and read;v skill, and should 

master of the principles of physics and mechanics. The chemist should not r est in a knowledge of 
processes and manipulations, hut he should be well versed in chemical philosophy. In medicine, in 
law, in teaching, on the farm arid in the shop, in every occupation which involves human interests 

k
and requires the application of human intelligence, empiricism should be supplanted by scientific 

nowled{;e. . 
There 1s no employment in which intelligence is not worth more than mere manual dexterity. .A. 

man of •cientilic knowledge and training, other things being equal, will even shoe a horse better than 

ART-VOL 4-52 
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one who lacks them. The educated hand is a hundred times better than a hand without education. . 
But the educated hand is made a hundred times better by being placed under the direction of the edn· 
cated brain. 

EXHIBIT L.• 

FACILITIES NOW AFFORDED IN UNITED STATES FOR TECHNICAL TRAININU. 

This exhibit contains a brief account of the nature, organization, and worh of 
most of the leading industrial schools of the United States, including the industri!j.} 
departments of some of the ~eat universities. It aimA to show to what extent·· 
facilities for technical educatiOn are now afforded in our country. The informa
tion has been obtained from various sources. * * * 

The Rose Polytechnic Institute, .Terre Haute, Ind.; the Cooper Institute, N~w York City ; Me- · 
chanica' I nstitute, Cincinnati; Technical Schools in Cleveland and Toledo: Pardee Scientific School, 
La Fayette CoJlege, Easton, Pa.; Miller Manual Labor School, Virginia ; Working Mau 's School, New 
York City ; Industrial Training in Cornell Universit.y; School of Mines, Columbia Colle so: the Mas.
Hachusetts Institute of Tet>hnolo~y; Worcester County Free Institute of Industrin.l Sc1ence, Mass.; 
Washington University Manual Training School, St. Louis, Mo.: Girard College, Philadelphia; Stevens 
Institute, Hoboken, N. J .; .Rensselaer l'olytecbnic Ins titute, Troy, N.Y. ; Mechanical Uourse, Pur. · 
due University, La Fayette, Ind. ; School of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, University or Caliturnia. 

EXHI BIT M. 

(Extracts from Mr. Mather's report.) 

Mr. Mather , in concluding his repbrt to the British Commissioners op. Technical 
Education in the United States, says: 

l 'ECBNICAL AND SCIENCE SCHOOLS IN AMERICA. 

It will be seen, from the foregoing description of the technical and science schools, that there exist 
In America a certain number of hign·cla6s mstitutions for technical and scientific t raining in rr.ining, 
civil and mechanical engineering. I am of opinion that in these branches , j udging from m[ own 
observation, there is not liing better of the kind, though such inatitntiona are more numerous a pres. 
ent in Europe. The advantage of the training iu the best of them is its practicalne11. The stu den toll 
feel that careers are open to them if only they have acquired the art of appfying their knowledge; hence 
their ambition is exc1ted, and every one of them appears to be working for a definite purpose. There 
is nothing pre ten tiona about these students. Some of them are poor, but they must bave Ahown marked 
ability in order to get the advantages of the free, or partially free, instruction . 1.'bus a limited number . 
of clever sons of workingmen have the road opened up for a thorough scientific training, i f they can 
afford to give the time. 
It is much to be deplored that in the majority of institutions in America where scienc& is taught jn 

the abstract there are no departments arranged for such techni~al training as exists in some I have 
d~scribed. · · 

TBJ!:SE SCHOOLS CANNOT SUPPLY THE DBMAND FOR INDUSTRIAL TRAINING. 

The demands made upon those which give technical instruction are greater than they can satisfy.' 
This accounts for the high fees oharged, and also for the fact that the advantages of such technic&~'" 
sohoola are in the main confin~d to the sons of wealthy manufacturers or professional men. . 

The lower· grade science schools connected with ·the numerouA colle~tM m every State, and semt.prf. 
vate institutfons, 811 described under the head of "Universities and Colleges," are rendering consider
able SArvice in the direct ion of science· teaching to a less wealthy class in the country. Tbeit coursea 
of study, however, reqUire remodeling. T o each one of them ou~ht to be attacbetl departments simi· 
lar to those at Cornell University and ·washington Universit-y, w1th ample provision for the admission 
of free s tudents. . . • ... 

There appears t~ be excellent provision made in Alnerica in such colleges as the Johns Hopkins of · 
Baltimore, and Columbia College of New York, lllld the like, for the traimng of able professors and f~r . 
the continued developmen t of original research in all the sciences. The "Sheffield School of Science," :. 
connected with Yale, and the ' ' Lawrence Science School" of Harvard Univers ity, may also be classed · 
amongst institutes aiming at the higher education in scientific knowledge. · . 

T here are also aufficient schools and colleges, aided by the taxes of the people, to supply, if properly : 
used, ample opportunities for the whole indu~trial populat.ion- proprietors, foremen and workpeopl&-'1• 

to acquire, in early life, a sound scientific education by means of a technical course of studies. The' · 
only change required is In the curricula of such institutions, and the broadening of their systems to 
tho wauts of the age. 

MUCH BAS BEEN DONE BY THESB FEN SCHOOLS. 

There can be no doubt that America owes much already to the schools which exist for technical( 
education, though not actually belpin,~t t he artisan class. Many hundreds of young men bave beei! .• 
furni shed from tbese sources for the superintendence of railwa•· works, ruining operations, machine ;' 
shops and the textile industries, besides chemical work, ~lasii manufactories, building operations,. 
agnculture, etc. I hal'e met in almost all t he manufactories I have visited - from mining, iron and:. 
steel manufacturing, .through all the mechanic arts, up to watchmaking and sewiug·machine mann·-
factnrlng- evidences of the inll.uence of the technical schools. · 

DISP OSITION TO DEPEND ON P UBLIC SCHOOLS . 

. From many conversations with owners of industrial establishments I find the prevailing Idea to~)! 
that everything appertaining to education is to be done in the publiu school. Moreover, the.geno•-,:'!f 
aptitude, inventiveness and industry of the American young men, animated always by ambitiOn,~ . ·~ 

• As accounts of most, if not all of the in~titutionA referred to. are p;iven at length in the voluJI!. 
of this R(lport, only the names of the institutions are her& reprinted, to show the extent of D ,J\ 
nard's innstigations. 
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backed by the ability to ~d, write and ,reckon well, have fnrnl abed employers witll intelligent 
mechanics after a comparatively abort ael'Vlce in the workshops. All Amencane have, more or 11'88, 
the mechanical faculty. It Ia the cbaracteriat.ic of the race. The problems involved in settling the 
country have been mere mechanical than political. In early timea almost all men and all women were 
enl(alled in manual work and in exercisin~~j their wits to avail themselves of the forces of Nature. To 
tbts natural bias the public-school. educatiOn gave tho means for higher development. The demand 
for mechanical contrivances to save labor held out the proini•e of great reward, and the protection of 
cheap paten ts gave confidence and security. Thus the workingmen of America have been educated 
and brought up under conditions different 'from those prevailing in Europe. _ 

EVlDENCES OF AMERICAN INGENUITY. 

It is impossible to traverse this vast continent without witnessing the evidences of originality of 
RJllllicntion founded on scientific principlea, and of a development due to education in the mechanical 
arts. In the railroad system, from the locomotive to the bagga.ge.car, there are original desi~u and 
mark ed ingenuity in every contrivance; in bridge-building, grea.l daring and ready devices tor tem
porary, yet safe, structures; in the navigation of rivers there are boats which dilfur from all European 
systeiue. The shallow rivers, like the Mississippi in summer, are navigated for a. thousand miles by 
sieamea·s drawing lees than twelve inches of water. The Ohio conveys from Pittsburgh thousands of 
tons of material by boats drawing nine inches of water. Towne !Ike Chi~o, Den"er and San Fran
cisco nro built under difficulties which require an entire departure from all old methode of applying 
science. 'l'he produce of t he lrt'eat agricultural regions suggested new modes of tilling, sowmg and 
rea\>iug, and in agricultural machinery the Americana showed bow quickly and directly science could 
<lea wtth vast products which would rot on the .field but for mechanical skill to preserve them. The 
samo aptitude that dealt with the overwhelming abundance of the W est has turned to account the 
sterility of tho East, where, in Maine, New Hampshire aud Vermont, the mechanical akill of the 
farmer in <leviaing economical methods has contributed as much to his support as his knowledge of 
cattle mad crops. • 

APPLICAT ION OF SCIENTIFIC PBINCIPL&S OBSERVABLE ONLY lN ,MOB.& RECENT STRUCTUB'BS. 

It is, of course, in the more r ecent structures and modern mechanical appliance• that the evidence 
of sci,mtific truths and methods is observable. The rough-and-ready contrivan008 of early railroad 
development indicate originality and "mother wit " ; but in the waste of material and cru<leness of 
design may be noticed the absence of technical or scientific training on the part of those who conducted 
extensive engineering or mechanical operations in those days. "rhe gradual dlifusion of science is 
verv marked in the rapid reconstruction, during recent yeat·s, of the great railroads of the paat and 
in tbo new main lines. Also, in railway plant ge nerally, the old Is being replace<! by the new, and 
the !attea· exhibits high theoretical knowledge combined with practical ingenuity. 

AMERICANS OWE MUCH TO E UROPE. 

The Americans undoubtedly owe to European engineers the r apid advance they have been able to 
make in t heir JlUblic works. The conserva.tton of waterpower for the use of the mills at Lowell and 
Lawrcuco, in Massachusetts, is due to the eminent hydraulic en~ineer, M r . Frances an Englishman, 
who pa·nctised for forty years in America. 'l'be water rights of a dis trict are held in trust for the 
wbole community by a board or corporation elected for the purpose. The power I S distributed a.coord
io" to the share wbteh may be purchnsed or rented 'by the users, but regard is bad to the rights of all, 
an 'it it• utilization requires great ~<kill and knowledge to prevent loss of power. Mr. Frances has had 
charge of t his important work for manyJ..ea.rs. and is deservedly esteemed as the highest authority 
on hytlraulic engmeering in America.. !thoug h a. lucrative fi eld was, in the early days , open to 
European e ngineers and machinists hav ing a thoroug h scientific knowledge of their profession, yet 
it is evident that they found apt s cbolars, who, as they acquired some theoretical science, launched 
out into new p~<ths, untrammeled by the traditions of the older countries. · 

Even the acieuce of foreigners, when applied here, takes different methode. Tho E nglishman and 
German become bold and selt'-conflden t to a degree only manifested by rare ))len in Europe. The 
everln~ting thirst for som ething new excites, stimulates and drives m en to venture into uutrodden 
paths in applying their knowledge. In the manufacture of machine tools nnd every kind of mechanism 
where t ho intercltnngeabillty of parts would be an advantage, t he deail(n and const ruction have been 
made subserv ient to this law. Jt may be truly said that the Americans have carried to its utmost 
limits ooo of t he greatest improvements in modern times in mecba.nicalconstru9tion-namoly, in their 
exteMh•o In troduction of the princiJ.>le of the interchangeability of parts in machinery. W atches, 
sewing·wacltines, tools, agricult ural tmplements, prioting-preeeea, firearms,_ etc., are made 'fith an 
accurac~· s o fi ne as to aptJtOach the t heoretical. and yet more cheaply than the rudost and most imper
fect work . .All those evl<lences of scientific skill speak well for the methods of education in the recent 
past, so far ns it goes; but other influences, such as "necessity Is the mother of invention," and the 
presence in Ameiica of foreign experts, will account for much of the rapid growth in the mechanic 
arts. 

TECHNICAL SCIENCE SCHOOLS ES8ENTIA~ TO FuTURE DEVI!:LOPllllt!IT. 

The future developmen t will de pond upon a population not compelled to dare and endure and experi
mentalizofor "very life." In the past the waste of material has been excessive. To make the best 
~se of a g iven q uantity of material requires a sound knowledge of Its properties and of its di•posal 
an tho aa·t.~ and manufactu res by scientific methods. In t his direction the technical lind s cience schools 
airea<ly mstituted have accomplished much in providing foremen and managers, chemists, miners, 
and intclligentemployera in the engineering and manufacturing industries. SOme extensions of these 
institut ions are now being promoted. One significant indication of progress in this direction was 
atl'orded me during my travels. I attended a convent.ion of about a thousand teachers, prof688ors 
and principals of schools and collefes at Saratoga, and &l!otber similar gathering in the White Moun
tains. The discussion of technica and industrial training was the chfef feature of the conventions .. 
I was much impressed by the high qualities of culture and character which disting uished this truly 
"Grand Army of the Republic" In its 300,000 teacbo~rs, as represented a.t theae meetings. If this force 
s~ould bo directed by a chan~reof tactics, so to apeak, in the schools to scientific and technical instruc
tton, nn<l to less concentration upon purely literary subjects, there can be uo doubt that America will 
solve the industrial·edncatlon question more rapidly than anY. other country and utilize it in the fur· 
tber do\'elopment of her inexhaustible resources. • · 
thlt must 11ot be su pposed that Nature bas bestowed her gifts over this continent in such wise that 

ey can be enjoyed without much skill and labor in the iatherlni of them. No country offers more 
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difficult problems to the enldneer, the aericulturiet sud the manufacturer. A climate of extremes; 
a scarcity of water in the West; tbe didlcultiee of cheap traueport and diatril>utlon, all reqwre tbe 
~~~~::.t ~uapt~es ot' self.reliance sud endurance, with scientific knowledge, in the progre88 of tbe 

JOHNS BOPKL."'S UNIVERSITY. 

This splendidlY. endowed inetitu tion (the Johns Hopkins University) Ia taking rank amongst the 
highest univers1tie~ of America. The regular curriculum of a university course is followed here. 
The University Willi opened seven years ago. The l>equest of Johns Hopkins amounted t<> .£700,000. 
The interest was allowed to accumulate until a sufficient sum had accrued to enable the trustees to 
erect handsome and commodio~a blocks of buildings on land bequeathed by the founder . 

This University is devoted chiefly to the hlgbe•t branches of education in mathematics, physics and 
medical science. It is conducted on the Jines of Owens College of Manchester, with a oias more 
specially to original research and acientlflo discoveries, both in chemistry and physics, than to prepar. 
log for mclustrial pursuits. There are no night classes, so that all the teaching is confined t<> those 
woo can aflord to pass through all the courses in the clay cll\Sses. Dr. Gilman informed me they had 
aome Instances of workingmen having, at great self-sacrifice, come to them to obtain a thorough scien-
tific education. The to tar fees for all subjeqts amount to .£16 per annum. . 

Dr. Gilman, In answer to my inquiries, stated that some of their professors had delivered popular 
lectures to the working olasRP.s, but he did not regard these as having much influence on working
people generally, in relation to thoir occupat.iona. lle would gladl.v use thA iMtitutiou as a means of 
technical training, but did not yet know of a scheme that was practicable there. 

ONE UNIVERSITY MIGHT GREATLY PROMOTE THE TECHNICAL TRAINING OF WOHKERS. 

One might expect from eo richly endowed an institution a more direct relation to scientific indnstry 
tha-n appears now to ba tbe case. With an income of .£30,000 a. yeat without fees, it would appear poa· 
aible for a large amount of work to be dono awong the people of the city without iu any degree dim in· 
iahing the bigneat ln•truct.ionm the advanced atal(ea of literat.l' and s cientific knowled~:e . 

Baltimore dooe not possess any large or distinctive manufactures. The trade i~ chiefly thst of tim
ber and grain expo1·t, with workahopa for railway purposes. '.fhe Bnltimore and Ohio Railway shops 
employ aooo artisans. for whom there is little provision for science instruction beyond the drawing 
classes I have describe<!. . 

I funnd much interest diRplayed in the question by the authorities of the railwa.y to whom I waa 
lntrotluce•l, aut! they expr~s•c<l their desire and intention to provido suitable science schools for their 
workt>eople. 

EXHIBIT N. 

Ex-CoMMISSIONER EATON'S OPINION OF Da. PBlLBRICK. 

Perhaps no views are better worth[ careful consideration than those of Dr. Phil
brick, of whom the Commissioner o Education says: 

It Ia acknowledl(ed the world uver that to him ia largely .iue the excellence of tbe Boston achoo18. 
A thorough man of affaire, accurate and broad in his acbolarebip, in the fulle•t sympathy with Amer
ican institutions and ideas, be not only watched and guided tbe Boston a~hoola that grew under his 
banda for twenty years, but, hl" travels and atutlies in dllferent parts of this country , and two viaita·. 
to Europe-one of wbicb included official duties in connection w1th the Exhibition at V1enna, and the
other tho special organization, caxe and management of the American Exhibition of Education in 
Paris in 1878-he had the vastest opportunities !"or extensive personal observation elsewhere in aehool: 
matters, und for pblloaophicR1 deductions tberefrom. In Lis reth-emeut, and with his accumulation 
of li terature, of observation nnd of expel'ience around him, be hll.s consented at my request to prepou:e. 
the followln~ report on education in Cities. • • • Every one will see tbat, to secure the fullest bent 
etit to the nnllions intere,ted in the wise administration of education in our cities, and the milliona· 
yet unbom to Le afiected by it, the writer of this report (i~) posaoaeed of ra're quahfications for the: 
undertaking. • • • I may add that I know of no more valuable study of city systems of publlo· 
instruction than that presoutod by him. 

[Extrnc ts from Dr. Ph1lhricl<' a Report on City School Systems of the United States.] 

WHAT IS MEANT IJY INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION! 

It may be well, In tho first place, to define what is meant here by the term industrial educatloil,· 
which is used rather loosoly in the current discussiOns on the subject. Some writers use it in the same 
sense as technical education; l>etter usage makes a distinction, however. J. Scott Russel:, in hil 
masterly book, "Systemat.ic Technical Education for the English People, " gives to technical education 
a broader moan lug than that which belongs to industrial education, making it include all that ednca
tion which teaches the knowledge required to fit men for some special mode of gaining their liveli
hood, and thus embracing the instruction of the highest professional schools, as well as that given in· 
schools deaignf.d to form the handicral'tsmnn 01 tile lmmblest <Iegree. Nou.teehnical or general edu~ 
tion, on the other hand, ia that which has lor its object to train and send into the world al>le men of 
matured intelligence and ripened powers, good for all tho vocations of life and prepared t o enter u~ll 
ite duties with sound bodie8, developed allillty, an<l formed character; but it Is not cleslgned to oom: 
municate that special knowledge or to develop that special skill which tits a man for tho varticular ~ 
lug or profession which be will have to choose as his hfe.work. This genernleducatiou is theneceaaa,t! 
l>asis and accompaniment of efficient technical education. Large education, broad developm~n~ ~ 
generous l(eneral training, are the bellt yossihle foundations of useful after· life, l>ut t hey are on•Y ~a· 
fonn•lntions of t-he knowledge and akil requisite for professions aucl t.rades. 'fhis knowledge AI), 
a kill it is the function of tecbnical education to impart; it gives that special training which ren~
the educated man both s elf-supporting and directly useful to society. I will!n~ly adopt the signiJI , 
tion ~:1 veu to technical education by so eminent an authority, although my cho1ce wonld be to Call 
that educat1on which is not gex:erai, profesaional, after the nomenclature of the French pedagogv: · 
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TWO DIVISIONS OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

Technical education in this comprehensive sense is composed of two tolerably well-defined divisions, 
tho one being that which i s concerned with the social professions and those relating to the fine arta, 
while all otller occupations and pursuits requiring the application of science, art and manual skill are 
included in the other division. This province of technical education is what we mean by industrial 
education, which has for ita s cope t.o impart the knowledge and skill requiaite for snccoss in the thre.. 
great departments of practical lif- namely, agriculture, manufactures, and commerce; or, in other 
words, in producing the raw material from the ocean, the mines, the forest and the field, in converting 
tll•·so materials into useful forms. and in their transportation and exchange. 

Iu its widest sense industrial education comprises not·only all that a man does for himself, but also 
whl\t is done for him by others to bring him nearer to perfection ns a worker in any branch of industry. 

l u "' more limited sense industrial education is tllat which is designed to impart tile knowledge and 
skill requisite as a preparation for successful work in that department of practical activity wliich i• 
concerned in changing the raw material into useful forms, or the manufacturing industry. 

ln former times knowledge and skill in industrial pursuits were almoot. exclusively acquired by 
means of apprenticeship. '£his held true not only of the mechanical trades, but of the liberal profes . 
sions ns well. · 

That state of things has passed away. An auxiliary instrumentality has been created by the 
dcmauds to aclvance Civilization; that instrumentalit.y is the technical school, in its elementary, sec· 
on<lary ancl superior grades, and in its ever-increasmg diversity of aim Bnd purpose. Indust•ies 
matle but comparatively slow progress while they were carried on by·persons whose instruction was 
limited to apprenticoshlp. Gradually, and in more recent times, the idea has made its way that the 
progress of an industry depends especially upon the degree of instruction of those who exercise it. 
This led to the establishment of industrial schools. The competition of in~natries is rapidly multi· 
plying these schools, and from present indications these schools are dest.ined to a development far 
bcn md that as yet obtained in the most advanced community. Industrial education is of two ldnds: 
first, that which consists in imparting a theoretical knowledge and the applications of science and the 
principles and rules of the useful art.a, such as may be given in the class-room and laboratory by th<1 
too•· her and professor; second, that which consists in imparting the manual skill and tbe appiications 
of sdcnce and the rules of the arts necessary to form the hanaicraftsman, of whatever grade. 'l 'his 
is the education of t he shop. The school for imparting this branch of in<lustrial education is there· 
fort• primarily and essentially a workshop, supplemented to some extent with the theoretical training 
of th~scbool -room and the manipulations of the laboratory. The coosider~~otions relating to industrial 
edu•·ation here s ubmitted must be limited to that portion of it which is imparted in schools, and, more· 
ovcJ', such schools as properly come within the scope of city school systems. 

THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE AND E DUCATION OF THE SHOP. 

No school question is at present moro agitated among us than that of making manual training a 
branch of instruction in the common schoOl. Some axtremist.s maintain that trades ohould be taught 
in tho schools in connection with the common branches now required, so that when the scholar grad· 
nates ho will be prepared to earn his living n.s an artisan on leaving school. Others, more moderate 
in their views, would not undertake to teach trades in school, aiming only to ex.,rciso the pupils in 
t.ho use of t he principal tools in working wood and iron. · So far tbe dllferent theories on the s ubject 
bavc been put into practical -application only to a vet·y limited extent. 'T'be two important practical 
quest.ious in thi• connection whtch claim our attention are, firgt, what has been already accomplisbt"d 
in t ile direction of industrial education in our city school systems I second, what does experience indi· 
cat~: as desirable improvements to be undertaken in tile department of industrial education 1 • • • 

HA.'<DICRAFT AS A BRANCH OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTIO!<.- THE WORKSHOP IN THE SCHOOL AND THE SCH OOL 
IN THE WORKSHOP. 

There are two modes of givin~ instruction in handicraft in schools: First, by annexing tbt~workshup 
to tho school for general edn•·at10n, whether element.ary or hijlher. This mode is sometimes called the 
putting of the workshop into t he school. Second, by establishing technical s chools for apprentices, 
consisting primarily of the requisite shops, with appliances for giving the theoretical mstruction 
applicable to the trado taught. This mode has been denominated the putting of ·the school into t-he 
workshop. * * * 

Superintendent Marvel, of Gloucester, Mass., in referring in his report to an expet'imen t tried in the 
schools of that city, remarks as to its re.~ults as follows: 

•· This attempt. to com bine intellectual and manual training will tend to dignify manual labor in the 
opinion of matty young people just at t hat critical period when so many are now wasting opportunities 
for practical education in a vain endeavor to accomplish purely intellectual work for which they are 
totally unfitted. Recognition in the public school s that m~chanical occupations are equally as impor. 
taut as t he professions or as mercantile pursuits, and that the scheme of ;public instruction is broad 
enoug h to alford an eduoation adapted to the needs of all classes of cittzens, cannot fail to hnve a 
marked effect upon the succeeding generation. Boys and girls will deem it no leaR honornble to be 
fount! in the fields and workshops than in stores and officeR, so long as t hey are engaged in legitimate 
and honorable occupations." 

E XHIBIT 0. 

As supplementary to their investigations into the influence exercised by technical and other schools 
on the etliciency of foremen and other employes engaged in the principal indust-rieA of Enj1. land, the 
Royal Commissioners secured the views 10 writing of a large number of mannfPcturers and other 
emplo,,·ers of labor upon the following 'POints : 

1. As to the induence on industries 'in which these employers were engRged of the science and art 
clasoes, and other sources of technical and general instruction that are avaifable to apprentices, work· 
men anti foremen; and 2. As to any meana whereby such ins truction may be rendered more useful. 

A ttentiou is invited to the appended extract.q from a few of their replies, which, summarized, were 
to the cll'cct t hat tbe schools are exerting a-Uecidedly beneficial influence upon both the industries and 
the !aborcr• through whom they are developed. 1' liese statements, coming as they do from men who 
~re Immediately engaged in t he industries which the •chools are deAigned to improve, are significant 
m thCJr testimony concerning the direct and indirect value of technical education. They are from 
men. who are likely to take a practical Yicw of mar.ters. and who.Rre nccnstomed to decide upon the 
mertt.a of things Rnlcly with reference to their econonlic J·c•lllt.<. 
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N otlce should here be taken of tbe fact that English technic&!. schools are not nearly so effici3nt .. 
those on the Continent. Most of them have not been long In operation. Many are poorly equipPed, 
and others badly managed. The best schools are the ones that have only lately been estabiished, ·and 
consequently thel' have not yet had time to make their lntluence very extensively felt in the factories 
and shops. Besides this, it Is only very lately that employers have taken interest enough in the 
schools to encourage and require their employes to attend the classes. Yet, notwithstanding all th888 
adYerse conslderatloDR, It will be seen that the opinions expressed In the letters r eferred to are decid
edly in favor of the maintenance of science and training schools in industrial communities, and It is 
safe to predict that this sentiment will increase when the schools are made more efticient and han 
bad a longer time in which to make results. 
Ool~ such parta of a uortion of the answers are given here as relate to the iotluence of the achoola 

upon mdustry. 
[From Messrs. Kelson & Co., Iron-Workers, Leeds.] 

"There is In our works a growint~ tendency, oo the part of the bands employed, to greater int~lli· 
gence and earnestness in the executiOn of the work allotted to the respective depa.rtmenta. The ni~bt 
classes at the Leeds Mechanics' Institute have long been an attraction to many ot' our young men. ' 

[From Horrockses, Miller & Co., Cotton Manufacturers, London.] 

"Many occupying leading positions in our employ owe their general competency to such advantages." 

[From James Dixon & Son, Metal-Workers, London.] 

" We ar11 of the opinion that these schools have bad from the beginning a. ver~ beneficial eft'eat 
upon the foremen aud workmen of our district, and that the amount of benefit that IS accruing to the 
trade is Increasing year by year. As the men who were old scholars are woro in telligent and artistlo 
workmen. their influence baa a corresponding etl"ect upon their apprentices, and induces them to send 
them to the schools.'" 

[From Sir Willlarn Armstrong, Shipbuilder and Manufacturer of Guns, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.] 

"The technical instruction E:iven in the institution attached to these works has undoubtedly a beoe
ticial intluence ou the iodustTJeR in the locality. Our experience of the classes is that they not only 
develop thought and intelligence, but they also tend to foster studious and steady habits aod to ralte 
the tone of the students." 

[From James Humphries & Sou, Carpet. Manufacturers, Kidderminster.] 

"We have an excellent school of ar t, which has proved of great use io aasisting to raise effieisot 
draughtamen and designers for our principal Industry in thiR town-namely, the manufacture of car
pets. 'Vhereas, sowe years back, we were compelled to go to France and Germany for designs, we 
are now practically independent of other countr1es, as far as carpet-delligning is concerned." 

[From Thomas Tupling & Co., Carpet Manufacturers, London.] 

"The influence of art classes io raising the style of design and workmanship cannot be too fully 
appreciated and encouraged.'' 

[From Messrs. Hunt & Ruskoll, Metal:~orkers, London.] 

"The influence of the science and art classes on our arti•ans is of the highest value, for they develop 
ideas of cooCeJ>tion and taste that would otlierwise lie dormant, and the training aft'orded by tbeaa 
classes raises the workman above the mere mechanical drudgery of bis employment. We believe the 
same infiuenr,e awakens a deaire to cultivato refinement In the execution of his work, a sentiment that 
might have been iost but for the exterior educational aid afforded by the cla.~ses." • 

[From Messrs. Crosses & Wenkworth, Cotton Manufacturers, Bolton.] 

"We regard the science and art classes carried oo in Bolton as havin!l conferred Incalculable bane
fits on the industries of the town and district, and we look to them prinCipally for the improvement Ill 
general knowledge of our workmen, and to fit them to become foremtlo." 

[From J. K. Girdwood, Linen Manufacturer , Belfast.] 

"At present there are only tho classes held in the Workingmen's Institute and th11 School of D'lllgn 
avaUablt> for workmen and foremen, both of which clasaes have been of grent assistance to many of 
our employes attending tbom." · 

[From Edward Steegman & Co., Lace Manufacturers, Nottingham.] 

"The iofiuence of the classes is decidedly good, and the science classes are very well attended.'~ 

EXHIBIT P. 

This and the preceding exhibit are designed to show the importance that employers_ 
attach to technical schools, and the comparative value of educated and uneducat.M . 
labor. · ~ : 

In answer to inquiries concerning the value of educated labor lately proposed _bY-;-
General Eaton, United States Commissioner of Education, some very sugges.~J~ : 
letters were received from employers and others interested in industrial pursw~:. :· 

*For these letters see the "Special Report on Induatri&l. Education in the United Statea"{l~:;·, 
already referred to. 
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EXHIBIT Q. 

1\fr. Mather wrote letters to several prominent educators of the United States, 
asking what effect the educational institutions with which they were connected 
were having on the commerce and industries of the nation. A few of the answers 
that he received are inserted here . 

. [Letter from Professor Trowbridge.] 

SCHOOL 011' MINES, COLUMBIA COLLEGE, 
CORNER 49th STRE:ET AND 4th .AVJINUE, 

New York, October SO, 188~. 
DEAR Sm : In answer to your question, "What effect is t.ne School of Mines exerting on the profee. 

sious r.nd.manufacturtng industr1es of the country?" I will just state that my answer will apply, I 
am •1uite sure, to all the institutions in this country in which the applie<l sciences are thoroughly 
t au::h t, ami where, at the same time, proper instruction is given in the technical applications of these 
sciences to civil and mechanical engineering, and to the agricultural, mining and manufacturing 
imlustries. 

The ell'rcts produced on these professions and industries are felt more and more each year, in the 
attainment of greater economy in production, as well as in new and progressive developments inengi· 
neeriug p ractice, and in the prinCipal arts and indnetries. These effects are accompamed by, and per
haps nrc largely due to, a general diffusion of scientific knowledge among the people . .All classes are 
becuming impressed with the value and importance of national scientillc methods, especially when 
they learn that these methods harmonize with the results derived from experience and observation. 
T bc knowh·.d ge thus diffused is fast breaking down and destroying the false antagonism-formerly 
supposed to be radical and insurmountable-between theory and practice. 

Tliu business man· is becoming a better judge and critic in matters of science and engineering appli
cniJlc t o bis own affairs, while tbe farmer, the artisan, and even the common laborer, are learning that 
in proportion to their increased knowledge of true scientific processes their labor becomes more 
eflh-ient; they can secure better results at Jess cost and with greater certainty than formerly . 

You can readily understand that bringing scientific knowledge even in its element<uy forms, to 
bear on industry in this manner, promotes material progress and growth and secures public confi
den"o in enterprises or improvements which receive the sanction of wel!-e<iucated scientific men. · 

Fort his increase and ditl'usion of knowledge and this public confidence we are indebte1l largely to 
om so:iuntific schools, and to the men sent out from them. I need only suggest the direct intfuences 
which these men exert through their own labors when they are scattered tliroujl'h the country among 
the mines. the manufacturing aud engineering establishments, and the engineer10g works in progress. 

Very truly yours, . 
W. P. TROWBRIDGE. 

Mr. W. MATHER. 

[Letter from Dr. Homer T. Fuller.] 

WORCESTER FREE INBTlTllTl!:, 
· Worcester, Mass., October t5, 188~. 

MY DEAR SIR: In reply to your inquiry as to the e:fl'ect of the training given at the Worcester 
Cmmty l<'reo Institute of Industrial Science upon the in<lustries of the countr.v, it may be sa hi that the 
school was not fouuded to create new industries, nor specially to build up those that were waning. 
It has helped t<> meet an increasing demand for men who were f,rained in both the theory and appfi. 
cations of science, and who, hence, could assis t in developing and promoting ent-erprises requiring 
more t han ordinary intelligence and skill. 

1 t eclncates mechanical engineer•, civil engineers, chemists and designers. Fifteen per cent. of its 
graduates are partners in business firms or superint-endents of important business enterprises; 20 per 
cent. arc foremen or draughtsmen, chiefiy in shops for construction of machinery; 7 per cent. are 
skilled workmen in such shops ; and about 20 per cent., comprising most of those trained iu civil
engineering, are employed either in railway construction or in othercivil-engineering work. Fifteen 
of tlu:m have filled responsible positions on a single railroad ; six on anotlier road. Besides these, 
tbe chemists have done good ser vice in dye worl<s and metal works, while about IJ per cent. of the 
whole number, including most of those who have given special attention to drawing and designing, 
han1 become teachers. It.• grad nates have usually quickly found employment, and some have been 
offered remunerative situations before completing their course of study. 

I t s hould be mentioned that this school is yet _young, none of its graduates hav ing been in prrultical 
life over twelve years, and the majority only four or five years. 

The educa tional infiuence of the school has been considerable. Several other schools recently 
fonncled . or now projected, are adopting substantially ita plans and methods of training. Such are 
the J{oso Polytechuic at Terre Hnute, Indiana, and the Miller School at Batesv ille, Virg inia; and a 
committee of the Legislature of Georgia, after visiting the more important of the technical schools in 
the North in JUl.V last, r eported a bill providing for the establishment of a State techmcal school, in 
which t ho course of training was indicated to be" as nearly as prrulticable like that of the Worcester 
Free Institute." · 

I am, etc., 

WM. MATBIIR, Esq. 
HOMER T. FULLER, Principal, etc. 

[Letter from Professor Greene.] 

RI!NSS&LAER POLYTJICBNIC INSTITUTE, 
Troy, N. Y., October !t, 188$. 

MY DEAR 'SIR: I have to acknowledge the r~iptof your kind Jetter of the 19th instant, containing 
a ~equest that I send you a. brief reply to yo~r inquiry as to what is my opinion and experience of the 
eflect exerted by the training m this institution u pon the engineering works of this country. 

I t gives me great pleaeure to comply with your reqneat. · 
The Institnta was the first school of ita kind estaolished in the United St-ates. It was founded in 

1824 i>y the late Bon. Stephen Van Rensselaer as a school of natural and applied science. Ita founder, 
long a member of the Board of Canal Commissioners, had been actively interested and largely instru
lllental in the construction of our first great work· of Internal improvement, the Erie Canal, which 
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was complete<! in 1824. During the execution of this work there were no educated engineers In ~he 
country, and for this reason great difficulty wu experienced In securing the services of persona com. 
petent to direct the necea•ary anrveyK, location and conatr.uction. Men were taken from varlona 
occupation~ and educated Jll'Bctically M the work progressed. Mr. Van Rensselaer thus had occasion 
to realize tbe pre•siug uec~s•ity of providing for the future requirements of the country, during the 
develo,Pment of Its vast a uri varied resources, a. body of trained scientific men. 

Eng10eering aa a prof<lssion was unknown and, of courAe, unrecognized in the country. There were 
no rallroa<la, no wat.erworka, no great bridges, and but few worlia of any description which ~.onld 
properly be called en~tln~ering worl<s. 

At auch a time aotl under such cirr.umatances the Institute was founded. During the 60 yearo which. 
have elapscdaince its foundation it baa been closely Identified with the marvelous growth and develop. 
ment of our count.ry. l'rom 1824 to 1840 its graduatealargel,v became }lrofe•aora, geologists and mann· 
facturera, a few on1y entering the field of e'Dglneering, fur the r ell4on probably tbat there was only a· 
small dem11nd for e ngineers. 

With tbe introduction and growth of railways and other on~:~ineerlng works there c&.me an increased 
demand for engineers, to m~et which, in 1850-51, the courae ot study and practice at the·Instlt.ute wae 
modified and enlarged to meet t>xlsting and future requirements; and it then became exclnsively.a · 
school of civil engineering. · 

A boot this time ami for tlte same roaaon engineering courRM were established In various colleges, 
and since that time many technical schools have been organized throughout tho country, all baeed 
upon the same g~neral plan, and all owing their origin to the rapidly growing demand for, and the · 
more widely and generally recognized importance of, technical education. 

At the present time there is scarcely a State or a 'l'erritory which has not ite engineering or tech· 
nic11l school. 

Tho Institute bas furnished many professors for these inRtitutionR. As a rule, howevl'r, the grad. 
nates of the Institute enter at once npon the Mtlve duties of tbeJ'rof~ssion of civil engineering, In 
which very many ha.ve beeom.e eminent, not only aa de•igoers an constructors, bnt 114 managers ,f 
gre11t railway and manufacturing corporation•, while ronny others are growing up In varionR subordi
nate capacities, and are thus becoming fitted for the ruoro important and resp·onsible dnties·of the 
profession. 

The field of engineering is rapidly widening, and the specialties of hydraulic, steam, bridge, meohan. 
icnl, mining and electric engineering have been promptly ent-ered upon noel occupied by the graduates 
of all our technical s chools. In all of these the reputation of the Institute I• nobly sustained by Ita 
graduates. 

loelieve it! a not too much to day that the marked succeos of e\·er,v educated and thoroughly trained 
engineer, in any branch of the profession, creates a demand for, anti supplies, tltree more having aim· 
ilar qualifications and for similar service. 

Although our numbers are constantly increasing, there are times when we are quite unable ;to 
respond to applications for Ollr graduates. · 

You. my dear air, have luul nn opportunity to see something of ourcount.ry, nod to become acquainted 
with its enormous extent and reoourcea. You hal"e seen ita public works, and have learned much in 
r elation to ita manufacturing nod mining industries. You have also witnessed the activity and enter. 
prise of our people. Wherever you have been, and whatever you have seen in our country, whether 
it be the great structure spanning the East River between New ~ ork and Brooklyn, tlie ateel arch 
spanning the Missiaaippi at St. Lonis,Jbo Pennsylvania Railway (the model railway of our conotry), 
or the pnblic works of Boston, New xork, Brooklyn, Philadelphia.. St. Louis, and other oitlea, yon 
b11ve witnessed, ~<nd can yourself bear testimony to, the effect of the training in our institution upon 
the enlrtneeriog of om· countt·y. We cannot, and of course do not, claim excfnHive credit for these or 
other fiuportant ~ngineoriog works. We merely represent that the lu•titute bas been and is repre
sented In all of them. 1 therefore s tate, in conclusion, that el<porienco ,justifies me in expressing tbe 
decided opinion that the training of the Rensselaer Polytoobnio Inst1tute, as well 114 that of other 
similar scbooia, bas exerted a most marked and important inlinence upon the engineering works Q! 
.Amerlcn. 

I om, etc .. 

W. MATHER, Eoq. 
W. M . GRKJ:NK, .DirUtOf', •t.. 

EXHIBIT R. 

[Extracts from Mr. Mather·~ Te.•timony before the Senate Committee on Ecluca.tion and Labor, whoae 
Report was published in 188a, nod which contains much Valuable Information.] 

In answer to questions by Senator Blair, Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Mather 
said that he lived in Manchester, England, .where he was the owner of extensiv.e 
machine shops, and stated that he had been an employer of labor all his life. The 
purpose of his visit to this country was to ascertain, on behalf of the Royal Com· 
mission on Technical Education, what opportunities are offered to the people of · 
this country and Canada to acquire industrial training and technical knowledge. · 
Mr. Mather further testified: 

REASONS FOR THK APPOIN!MKNT OF TBK BRITISH ROYAL COli!KISBION. 

The appointment of this Royal Commission to Inquire into the technical education of ali-the OOOil' 
tries in the world arose out of tho fact that in England we have not many opportunities nor ln!l.ti&u· 
tiona which afford to our working-people, or even to our middle elassea, the uieana of acqnJrlhg a 
knowledge of the science• before they enter the usual occupations of life. We have felt for thelil& 
t eo years very acutei,Y, as you .know, tho competition which hll4 sprung up in all parts of the world 
with Eoghsh industrtes, and it has b""o supposed by eom11 public men, and by laTge numbers o{ ~ 
community generally, that our manufactureR of the simplest kind would for the future have to ileld 
to a higher cll\88 of productions if we are to hold our place in the world aa purveyors.o( .eJotbin~":~a 
the various articles which we ba'<'e hitherto ahipped from England. The countries of Europe. 
of course, cease<l to takt> from 11s gray cloth and the simpleat forma of machinery, aod.ln.a h~ . . 
ways ceased to need our sen-icc• in matters for which, twenty yeare ago, ·tliey were abeo . 
dependent on ns. ... 

In coosequencP. of t.hi.• we finclltneccsoary to impro~e the taste in all articles we manuii~o · 
to bring to bear n b•gher knowledge of the scientific laws that underlie all the iodn.atriea, and·to . · 
eate our people Into otill greater skill-a skill derived from bigher.intelligeno.e. Our Cl . . ... 
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hitherto, in England. to impart this sort of knowledge to our apprenticea, Antl to men who desire t o 
lenrn after they hav~ entered upon the ordinar1 duties of life, have been ..-ery few, and have been of 
a \'oluntary character. On the Continent of Europe m<lnstrial and technical schools have been in 
oxi,teuce-in GArmany, France ami Switzerland particularly-for a considerable number of year•, and 
tbe hcnefit-s 'accruingf rom these have at last invited onr attention. 

Tho imlustries of Enp;land have flourished cbi~H:v, bit.horto. upon tbe great demand which all t bA 
"'""'d bas ronde upon us for onr producte. a nn on t ho facility with which, owing to t he abundance of 
waterial, we ha.-e manufactured n ll our machinery :lllcl t extile goods. 

]luring t.he IMt ten yool'l\ that demand, as I ba,·e snicl, has ,·ery much decreased, And we have now 
to I"'"" on to a different kind of manufacture. Our pe.ople cannot respond to tbl& bigberdemnnd made 
on tlwm. We have not bad the art schools or scic•nco schools to enable them to un<lerstnud the Jaw~ 
or prmciples upon which t his higher in<lustry is basrd . 

In order to meet this. wo hope to establish in nil onr manufacturing clistricta certain institutions
ron may call them technical schools-in which not trades shall be tnught. bnt thtl Hoieuce that under· 
liu; Hery itulustry shall be imparted to tho chilclrcu of workingmen, at tho Anme time that they aro 
som•,wilat trained in iudustril\l skill to manipulate, to pass t hrouj!'h anclunderstan<i the operations 
which aro necessary for the varft>us kinds of ntanufncture that wo de•iro to !mpl'OYe. 

HR. MATHER'S SHOP SCHOOL. 

J will l!'i.-e yon my own case. I have a number of en,pneer apprentices in my own works. I fdt 
the m·ccssity of having these young feUows employ t ho tune more to their own benefit and profit, and 
also more to t-he iuteresw of my concern, so we built a school inside t ho works and made It compulsory 
ou enn· apprentice to attend that school during the evening t wo hours in t he week. I f they do Hot 
attend ihat school they are discharged from our employment; and this applies t o all our apprentices. 

TR.U>ES UNIONS. 

I am happy to say that trades nnions with us have become part and parcel of onr life. We have 
accepiPd them now as one of the proper societies l'or the working cla.•ses to form, and, conducted ns 
t hr·y are by uble and, I think, in the main, conscientious ami r espectable men, we have joined w ith 
them rather than separated from tbom. Employers of labor generally bM•e lost that violent ant:tgo. 
ni~m which, yon know, existed at one time ; the trades unions Iiave moderated many of their demands, 
ntHI whatP\'er demands they now make, they at any r ate m ake in more moderate languag~ and in mnro 
polito ways. The capitalista and l aboring population have both learned by experience, and , I think 1 
noa·.• sa1·. 'imve come to see that none of the intere~~ta of capital or labor can be sen·ea. when. them is 
an ·ant:i«onism between them. Ou the other hand, I think the laboring classes •ee that capitnllons 
cPrtnin liuliculties and trials and experiencea of which laborers know notbing, and by frequently cum· 
p:oriug ideas, as we do untler the arbitration courta that are sometimes estaolisbed between masters 
aud workingmen, a great deal of information is passed from one si<le to tho other. 

STRIKES AilE NOT VIOLENT. 

The coDRequenco Is that our strikes now, though t hey m~>v be long, nro not v iolent; though thoy 
may ho stubborn on the part of the men, who will not see that trade is in such a state that higher 
wa~es cannot be gmnted ; or , on tho other hand, on the part of the masters, who have their own atnb· 
borntu·ss sometimes, and try to withhold from the laboring·classes the amount of wages they ought 
to ~:h·c them when trade bas improved. 'While these two positions will alway~. of course, to some 
extent, exist (for there will a lwAys be some obstinacy on both aides), yet, as a r ule, violence and pas· 
sian han> departed from those disputes, and all questions are sett led with good feeling. 

In nil trades. aside from the textile industries of our country, we have for many years been, for t he 
nto•t part, entirely freo from strikes. In all engineering difficulties, disputes have been settled freely 
and "·irhout any ill-feeling. The en~neerclaos wit h us are t he most intelligent, and therefore tho mo~t 
reasou:oblo. Tho engineet· trades wt tb us include pattern·tuakers, moulders, smiths, fitters, t urners 
ancl directors of macuinery-evorything connected with machinery we call engineer trades. 

LABOR DIFFICULTIES AVOIDED nY EMPLOYERS,MANIP'ESTINO A PRACTICAL INTEREST IN THE WELI'ABE 
OF TH"IR LABORERS. 

Tho building trndos have a s trike occaaionnlly, but, compared with tho nnmbor of cllffcrences t hat 
they settle by arbitr ation and conference, the strikes are not of much importance. 1'hey ha'l"e h a<l 
long-continued disputes from t ime to time, but, as I ha1·o said, t here is uo viol~nce connected w ith 
them. After a certain amount of suffering on tho part of the men (for, unhappily, it generally ter· 
mi.>ates that way wltlt us). the difficulties are aottlecl ancl tltey go to work. I think we uavo hmlge<l 
Ol'er many difficulties by t h is simple r emedy of arbitration. 'Veltave lessened tlte hours of labor, and 
have brought nine hours a clay to be the standard, ins tend of ten hours a day. Employers generally 
have codea1·ored to slJVW a sympt>thy '1\ith the social lifo of all our working·people by establishing 
provirlPnt dispensaries for their s uccor or assistance wlten either injured in th'eir worK: or stricken 
dowu hy clisea•e. We ha\·e nurseries, institutions r.arrle<l on under the superintendence of our wives, 
who gn down into the lowest parts to find and aid distress. This is common to e..-ery manufacturing 
town m the country. rhe wi ves of the manufacturers, merchant.•, aud employers generally have 
found tlo:•t tho liYes of the p~ople, after their hours of work are over, are matters or tbeir highest 
regard for t ho oaknof their own interesta. Hencevarious institnt ions have been established by public 
snb!ICriptioo and nro n1nnaged by the ma.nnfactur hog class for the benefit of t.lte lallorat·s. 

You may reatlily under stand that any virtuous and good act brings ita own reward. That is an 
axiom that we bavo a ll accepted. But when I spoke of t beir interests, I meant that from quite a 
material point of view, 1et>vlng out the philanthr<'pio motives and the h1gber r elations of men, and 
speaking of i t meraly as a matter of busmess. 

MATERIAL INTE RIIISTS Olf EMPLOYERS ARE ~'BUS ADVANCKD • 

. Wherever the employeTS of labor have manifested thi~ interest they ha,·e found it to ueof ncl vantage 
'"a busine-s point of view. Whatever dil!iculties might aria" between them aud their employes in 
consequence of wages have been more r eadily atJ.justed, and, at any rate . • be motiveB of the mannJac· 
turers are not misunder• tood. The men only require t o be ronvincetl of the exigencies of trade, and 
to see that the thmg which is stated t~ them io really trne, to induce then;t t~ yiel~. .'l'his s ympathy, 
thtsendea\'or to ele\'at e and improve the workini(·Chtssee all round, sometimes by mdtviclual mannfac· 
tufrers, atotbor t-imes by manufacturerscombinin~togetber to make a district the centre of some means 
0 reachmg and improving the working·claases, IS having the moat excellent effeot. 
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COII'I'IIE·BOOSES, PUBLIC PARKS AND MUSICAL BNTJ:BTAliO!ENTS. 

For example, the establisbmflnt of coffee-bou~es. ~u over our cities, to form a sort of antidote to the 
public-bouse, to give workingmen a nice room in which they can meet their fellow! and sit in comfort
able chail'f! and nave a smoke and 11. talk together, nnd an opportunity to take thiA harmless beverage 
&.nd creaturt> comforts of that sort, to the exclusion of spirituous liquors-nil that hall had a~ 
effect. The public parks have also helped. The musical entertainments in the open air dnring 'the 
summertime-many of them encouraged by our corporations and supported largely by the employera
all that work Is well-directed outlay lor the enjoyment of the people. 

B OOES 0 1!' LABOR PER WEEK. 

The reduction of the hours of labor from s!xty hours to fifty-fou r has allowed all the working-people 
to have a holiday, leaving their work on S&.turday at 12 o'clock. It gives them an opportunity to 
make their purchases in the daytime, and to take their cWidren out into the parks aud enjoy the tieah 
air. Tho working-hours are Auch that the workingman bas praclllcally got daylight all through the 
year for hi• work, aud then during the summer months, of course, there are long evenings of daylight, 
and the half hour less labor at eacll end of the day gives the workingman an oppor tunity to waah, &nd 
covers the time when be would be going home, and is a great consideration to him. In consideratlo1i'' 
of this extra time allowed for recreation, we find that men are a ttending r eading-rooms more tbaa 
they did. · 

LIBRARIES AND BEADING ROOMS. 

We have free libraries ami reading-rooms established Jn each ward or district of our towns. If the·· 
ward I• very large we divide it into districts and estoblish a reading-room which does not coot mucli: 
mont>y (three or lour thousand pounds), and there we keep the papers of tho day aD<lscientlficaild 
literary periodicals and some standard books, and wEI find that the working-people are apprecie.t!Dg 
these advantages Just In proportion as they get more time to devote to them. They have more lela ore · 
now, and many take advantage of their time to pursue some studies. 

EVENING SCDtNCB SCHOOLS. 

And because of this. wo tl1ink our evening science schools, which we are endeaYoring to impme,· 
will be better attended, and we shall therefore get some scienc<' and art teacWng Into the adult work~
classes who ha1·o already begun their life-labor, who have almos t always the desire to become better 
nformed, and wlll in this way be able to satisfy that desU'e. ' · 

BOORS OF LABOR I N AMERICA. 

If :rou will allow me to, I should like to make another remnrk ns n. t·esult of my observation In Amer
ica. I do not wish to say anything to intensify differences of opinion, but, having said i t to seven! 
employers of Jabot·, it may not be i nappropriate to say it here. I believe that all American worldDg
people have greater activity, greater nervous energy than our people have, and I believe they do m.ors 
work, ami can do more wor1<, from that spirit of fu tense desire which they have to accomplish some-. 
thing, to accomplish more, even, day by day, than they have done before. This is the spirit of JQIII'. 
people. They work harder while at work, and I therefore Ray that nine hours of labor here, wit.li &ho 
intensity of diligence which your people display, would, I think, count for more than t en boors of Oni' 
people's work. Undoubtedly the condition of the working-classes i n this country Is superior¥~~ 

•all roull(!. TheYery fact t hat you have food just a.~ cheap as we have it-In some places theyaayltll 
chORl>er, bot at any rate it is just as cheap as our working-people enjoy-the.t you pay wages vmmc 
from one-half as m uch again to double as much agBin for similar employment ; that you have or~n 
bad, hitherto, as I think, more constant employment t han our people have, and therefore the ajtgrepli ' 
earnings in the whole year are greater t·hBn they a re with our people-all these indl<1ate that \118n!il 
more purchasing )lOwer in the bands of the American workingman tbnn nn E nglish workingmaneD,joya. 

HIGH RENTS IN AMI!RIC.A. 

The one subject which strikes me as being very difficult to comprehend. and most oppresaiY8, I 
think, upon your working-people, is the enormous amounts they pay for house-rent. I tlo not thlat); 
overAtate the case when rsay that rents are doublo, all through tliis country, for the A&me degree'9! 
comfort, thattheyareinEngland. That is so even in Pulhnau City, which is a. model city .. :nllia · 
always struck me as being a very remarkal>le and almost unnatural condition ot' things that ·ill ·~ 
country where there ie so much land, and where the r011ources of the people are so much greater, ADd 
material therefore ought to be eo cheap, the habitations of your working-people cost so much. Itll 
cerlainiJ' an indisputable fact that rents are double here what they are in England. 

In th1s country wnstu of raw materials is the normal condition of things. You waste your f~ 
your metals, your food .. nd your drink Thert !' so much was to here that it is not noticed. · · 

All the instHntions for the a id of the workJng-peopl6 are kept up by the employers-all our h~: 
tala and dispensaries-to give cheap m edir.al advice and cheap surgical aid, and relief in time ot D~· 
We have workingmen's clubs established by philanthropio people; we have coffee·houses whld~· 
workingmen can come and read. Into these, members of the committee come from time to tlmo.' Mi 
take an interest in the young people. · . , 

· I think what you require liere is a larger interest in the working-classes by your wealthier~ 
You require more institutions for their intellectnal enjoyment, for their entertainment anll·11i# 
recreation. You require less hours of labor, certainly. ' . 

I think you ought to reduce your hours of labor to nine-it would be for the benefit of th~· .. ,. · 
country, employera and employes- so as to give a full . solid half-holiday each week for tbe entir8 . . 
of the working-people. They would enjoy faDlily life more, and would have less temptatlontoilld . 
in vicious habits. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING SHOULD BE INTRODUCED INTO THE P t;BLIC SCHOOLS. 

Then, in ;rour common-school syst~m, by introducin~ industrial education side by side ~th •.. . 
tnal educatwn (and it would 11ot hurt intellectua~. eancatlon, bnt would help it), you would' . . 
larl61' number of people who would be willln~t to go out into the far West, and, meetin& the .. , : 
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Nature, subdue them in a territory that !a apparently unlimited and as rich as It is boundless. A ll that 
spirit would be evoked by these •imple changea, wbich would be very eaay to make. It would only 
require probably the resolution to do it, and it would be done. 

COMPARISON BETWEKN THE CONDITION OF AKEBICA.N AND FOREIGN WOiliOIE!I. 

In nil other respects the working·classes of this country are infinitely better aituated than any 
p~ople abroad. They "'"'6 in their form of government no hindrances of any kind, either from trad.i. 
tiou or feudalism; they can acquire land eo18ier-itls almost given away in many parts of this country. 
They have an equality runong themselves and their foremen and managers that you do not see in any 
part of the world. I am particularly atrnck by the respect which the managers and foremen here 
&Celli to luwe for their workmen, the civilit.v they show them; all of these are advantages to the 
workiugmeu, apart from their civil rights, which, of courael are universally admitted here; all the.•e 
make up a social condition superior to anything we have n England. And if the working. people 
were only by their habits to show that they were capable of taking thA advantages otl'ered tbem by 
N aturo and by your free institutions, they ought to be the happiest and moat prosperous people in the 
worlcl. Government need do nothing .10ore for them, I think; but society requires to·do a great deal 
moro for them. 

PUBLIC OPINION SHOULD BR DIRECTED TOWARD THE AKELIORATION OF THE CONDITION OJ' THE 
LABORINA CLASSES. 

I haTe beard a gen tleman say here that corporations were not di•titogulsbed for their &ymi?Athy. 
That is true : anif that lA why I point out tloat society in Americ:J., in all tb" great centrea of mdua· 
try, bas a duty laid upon it that I think it is not performing in the full sense of its responsibilities. 
In these ~reat corporations the shares are held, I presume, by wealthy persona, r epresentmg probably 
the culture of your cities, and probably occupying public positions. It would be a yery simple matter 
for any of those corporations to appropriate, by their shareholders, from yea.r to year, such amount of 
mouoy as they migftt wish to appropriate for the benefit of the workin~-people. And if public opin
ion in this country were directed toward the amelioration of the condition of the working.classes all 
aronu<l. it would not he an uncommon thing for certa.in sums of money, probably every year, to be 
gh·en for their bene6t. That is not uncommon with us. We are tending somewhat ourselves, you 
know, to turning all our concerns into joint.stock companies; but I am very happy to be able to say 
that we oft.en find that spirit of humanity among onr corporations-not so much, perhaps, ae with 
individuals, but there is comlnl!, more and more, to be an acknowledgment of the fact that any 
employer of a large claea of people is bound to regard thuae people on the social aide as well as the 
industrial aide. 

EXHIBITS. 

[Extracts from an Address on Technological Instruction, by Philip Magnus, Secretary and Director of 
the City and Guilds of London Instltute.j 

Workmen, generally , make n. ,;rent mistake in taking a very narrow view of their own educational 
requirements. Instances of this are continually com hi~ under mr notice. It Ia difficult, for example, 
to make them understand that a knowledge of Intimately assOCiated and cognate branches of their 
trade is likely to prove serviceable to them; that in order to become efficient foremen it is nece88ary 
tbnt they •bould possess an intelli~tent and comprehensive acquaintance with the entire area of the 
work in which they are engaged. It Is partly to correct the cramping lnlluence of the extreme dh"i· 
sion or l:>bor that t ecbnicafinstruction baa become necessary. 

Speaking from my own experience, I should say that workmen generally care to l earn in the school 
,·ery !itt!" more than they might learn in the shop ; they only want to learn it m ore quickly . This 
des1re of workmen to learn those parte only of a subject which seem to them to be intimately coo· 
nected with their special occupation remind• me of a fact told me by a medical friend, that among·hia 
students of anatomy wae one who expressed his decided unw!llingne&d to dissect the abdominal cavity, 
bt.cause, a.q a s urgeon, be Intended to devote himself exclusively to diseases of the eye. '!'his narrow 
view of the •cope and objects of' technical education needs to be steadily and persistently discouraged, 
ami it is one or the obJects of this college to bring home to the workman the advantages of a wider 
and moro comprehensiVe system of Instruction. 

A similar difficulty is experienced in inducing adult artisan students to attach sulllcieut value to a 
knowl~<lg~ of the elementary principles of the sciences bearing upon their industry. This is due 
partly to t.ho metbotl of science tAncbmg commonly adopted, which does not distingmsh between the 
roqu~rements of scloooJ.children and of adult workmen and partly to tbe fact that such students are 
too impatient to see the immediate applicability, at each successive stage, of tho knowledge they are 
gaining to their particular work. It is possible that the fundamental principles of science are not 
nlwnys presented to t.he artisan student in as attractive form as they might be, and that he is not made 
to see, at a s ufficiently early stage, the connection between the instruction he iK receiving and the occu
pation in which he is engaged; lmt of the value and the importance of this elementary knowledge as 
p~elinoiuary to, and as an essential part or, technical Instruction, we must take care never to lose 
soght. 

TheRe and other difficulties will doubtless be found to gradually disappear in the traintng of young 
apprentices. wbo will constitute tbeworkmen of the future , and whom, in the interests of trade, quite 
apart from t he material. advantages which they them selves may derive· from such Instruction, it Ia 
nooat desirable to carefully educate. In Bel gium, and in some part>< of Germany, where technical 
teacbingis better systematized than In this country, theclaaa-rooms,ln the evening, are filled with young 
~Indents who attend five or six nights a week and follow the several courses of ln~tructlon in the order 
m which they are r ecommended to them ; and, in the hope of being able to introduce a somewhat aim· 
llar system into this college, courses of instruction have been arranged, adapted to the req uirementa 
or apprentices engaged in various industries, but affording, at the same time, an fldncation In the true 
•enseof the word. These curricula have been drawn up wfth special reference to the educational wants rf the mechanic, the electrician, thA metal-plate worker, the cabinetmaker, the carpenter, t he brick· 
ay~r, the plumber , ete., and are intended to supplement without Interfering with his workshop 
trammg. 

In the orll inary teaching of pure science the prel~minary stages of inatroction are such ae a.fford, 
or are Intended t o afford, t he best basis on which the superstructure of higher knowledge can after;.ard• be raised, an<l where the pupil has a long course of study before him, to which be can devote 

Imself before being required to apply his k.Dowledge to any special art or induatry. No better 
metbod of instruction can be devised. 
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But tbe case Is different where the pupil's period of study is necessarily limited, and is not 10111, 
enough to enable him to attain to that higher knowledge which would justify the time spent in PreJ
aration fur it. Indeed, in this respect, tbe practical eaucator may take a lesson from the builder, wb.o. 
adapts his founnations to the Rnperstructure to be raised upon tlteru. This question of time is an itn~· 
tant factor in tho consideration of all ocbernes of technical instruction necessitating the early speo'i. 
fication or the student'" work. }'or we may take it for grantt>d that the pupil requires not only a 
knowledge of the principles of science and of the det.ailH uf prnctillal worir:, hut the ability to applj 
the one to the other ; and for thi~ reason it is essential tbattheory and practice should he combillodlil 
his instruction, and that both should have reference to his particular work. . 

PRACTICAL CHARACTER OF THE INSTRUCTION. 

In this college all the subjectH of instruction WJII be taup;ht, as far as poesible, with reference totlie 
career or occupations of tho students; that i@ to say, the teacher will keep steadily before him the pu'f' , . 
poses to which the student will apply his knowledge in the instruction which he gi'ves him. lndesd, 
the technical teacher ought to ho KO constituted as to be nble to keep one eye on the general prinoilllee . 
of science, and the other upon the industry which his pupil intends to follow. Instr uotiou of tb)l 
kinrl must overlap ordinary science teaching and the teaching of a trade, and must yet be distinct frOill 
either. Between the ordinary, or tho scltolastlc, teaching of tlte elements of phystcs, and tbl'instridit 
t ion, for flXIIDlple, tltat mi!l'ht oe given to B novice fn the manipulation of a telegraphic instrument, t~ore· . 
i• a wide difference ; and 1t is within thiA dlft'erenco that n technical teacher Is called upon to do bia·· 
work. So, too, between the teaclting of Euclidian geometry and the rules that woul<l lte given to an 
apprentice for thcconstruction of a particular kind of joint., or tlte cutting out of a sheet of metal to a 
g~ven pattern, Ilea the border· land tor technical Instruction in the application of geometry to join~ 
an(l to metal· plate work. . · . 

Spealiing generally, the method of teaching science in this co11~ge will be baaed on the well· laton 
educational principle that aU teaoh~_g should proceed from the concrete to the abstract, from the knoli_n · 
to the unknown: The student wiu be broup;ht Into contact, first of all, with the actual workhiC 
machine, aml he will then proceed to analyze it Into Its different elementary parts; nnd todeducetbela1f1 
of their action. In this way the principles of science will be derived from the 111echanical contrivance. . 
exemplifying them, .lust ae the laws of growth and decay are inferred by the student of biology from the 
observn,ttone of living animals and plants. This method of science teaching baA been tersely described· . 
by Proft>ssor Ayrton us the analytica l, as distinguished from tbe synthetical method; and It is ea!ola
factor.v to know that in this college It will receive a fair trial. T o the adult student the advantage&! 
this system of instruction must be plaiuly manifest, for be, being already fa-milial' with the genel'll 
character of the machiuery he uses, will arrive at a knowledge of the abstract principles of acleoee 
by n natural and easy rnethotl of inquiry into the causes that explain the processes he sees; and, a~ 
altogether from the material advantages he may derive from this higher knowledge, he will beena6ted 
to reach the state of happinese aecribed by Virgil to the similarly educated agriculturists. 

'
1 - qui potuit vtrum cogno1cere causcu.'' 

It is scarcely necessary to add that the teaching in this school will oo essentially practical; t.hat 
more will be done in the laboratories, in the dra\vlng·rooms nnd workshops than i u the lecture \he. 
tree. Indeed, it may be rather said that the lectures will form a commentary on the practical wo1k · 
thnn that the practical work will serve only to illustrate the lectures. . 

THE MAIN PURPOSE Oil' TlJII INSTITUTE CLEARLY STATED. 

It must be rem em herecl, in considering this difference of method, that the main purpose of th~ teaoh· . 
ing to be given in this institution is not to make scientific men, nor to train scientists, as tho Alneri· 
cans call them, but to educate technikers, as the Germans say; to exp!Jlin to those preparing 4 
Industrial work, or already en~aged in it, the principles that have a. direct bearing upon their occopr.- , 
tion, so that they may bo enab1ecl to think bnck fr~m the processes they see to t ho causes underlyll!C 
them, and thus substitute scientific method for mere rule of thumb: It is almost auperttuooa .~ 
remark that instruction of this k ind can be given by those only who possess a wide nnd ileep knoW!· 
edge ol' their subject, and n full and accurate acquaintance with the practical and commercial detafll 
of tho industry or trade to which their teaching refers. Indeed, it 1s now e:enerally recognized,.t.hi& 
technical teachers must be familiar with the processes of the factory or wor"kshop. Teacliers of tblt 
k ind the President of tho Rritish Association must have had in view when, in his 0\)6nlng ad.t~ as 
Southampton, contrasting them with the ardent students of Nature, the" High Pnests of Scion""" 
he said: "It is not to them that Wll must look for our excellence and progress in practical science; 
nor must wo look for it to the rule·of.thumb practitioner who is gni4ed by what comes noarer 10 
instinct. It is to the man of science, who gives attention to prac~ical questions, and to tlte pr_JICtl· 
tioner, who devotes fart of !tie time to prosecution of stricily sclentltlc mvestlgations, that '\Ve owe 
tho rapid progress o the present day." Such men, of whom the writer himself is so illnstrioue_ ~ 
example, are difficult to find; and yet the progress of technical education in this country depeD~ 
upon their supply. . 

The teacher wlio is to inspire confidence in his artisan studente must address them in the langi!IJt 
they understan(l, and must show that he is not beyond appreciating practical difficulties which~ 
to them In 'their daily work. Dr. Siemens further tells us that " theory and practice are so Into":!& 
pendent that an intimate union between them is a matter of absolute BOOesaity for our future .l~; 
res a "; and certainly none are more alive to the truth of this propo~ition, as rogar(\S ednca'!m'r. 
progress, than artisan st-udents, for it is to them a constant source of regret that they are "!l~te,to 
see tho relution of scientific truths, as they are generally Imparted to them, to the work In wbt~~~ 
are engaged; and in this complaint, which is so often heard, is found the protest of work:mt.n '"'l'll""" 
the divorce of practire from theory in the Instruction which they frequently receive. With th~ ·..p.;~ 
of indicating tho requisite qualiftcal.ions of the technical teacher, the Council of tbis lnsti~J: 
Inser ted iu their programme of technological examinations a paragraph stating that person~n~~~ 
practical acquaintance with their trade, acquired in the factory or workshop, and po88esstng, • J,'rs 
same timo, such knowledge of pure science as enables them to teach under tho Science 8ll<f :-,.: 
Department, will be regietere(l as teachers by the institnte. 

Of the four departments into which the college is dl\'ided, that of ele_ctrical ef~~~~~~M 
for some time at l east, to be the most attractive to student,s. The applications o 
rapby, telephony, illumination, machinery and locomotion nre among tho most 
developments of science, antl seem to afford a. glimpse, if nothing more, of the widel• n,eJa 
which is yet to be bXplored. The appotlt~ fnr wonder~ grow~ wit It what it 
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before, perhaps, wns tho world more willing to believe in the possibilities of science than now. 'l'his 
universal credence almost constitutes a now faith. Tho numerous discoveries fetched within the last 
lew y~ars from tho seemingly boundless world of physical science ''erify and give a •pecial siguift· 
cancO to Cicero·s words: 

~~ Um11:ibu.Mjere in rebu.t, ~t ·tnaa:ime in phyricV, quid non lit citiut quam quid rit, d~erim." 
Although electricity may be regarded, j~st at present, as tho most popular ol' the sciences, tho dis· 

co~eries which haverecontly been made in other j>rancbes of knowledge are scarcely 168s imponant. 
'J'he skill and tbe inventive power of tbe mechanism have been calle(l into requisition with every 
ath'ann> in physics and iu chemistry. Indeed, it is. only when the inventions of physicists and chem
ists are ca!Jabl" ~f being adapted to machinery that tboa6 inventions cnn be snid to be practically 
oerd n:oble. l'be grbQt. discoveries which have recently been made in chemical science, in the apph· 
Mtion of which to industrial purposes the Germans and tho Swiss ha.ve left us so l'ar in tho rear, are 
amoll" tho cRuses tl.at have given rise to the demand in this country for the tocbnie.aJ. instruction 
whicl';' t lw City and Guilds of London are engaged in providing. It mayreaaonabiy be ~up posed that 
ronny of the s'turlcuts of this college will entertain the laudabfe ambition to have their names enrolled 
awon" those wbo ha,·o pushed discovery one stop further, and have added something to the sum total 
of bu~unn knowledge; and it may be encouraging to th~ije students to be told that they will here 
recein> a preparatory training that should help to place the power of discovery within tbeir reach. 
f or rli•co""ry in scionco1 like design in art., does not depend entirely upon, although It is greatly aided 
by inspiration and geruus. Any one who is carefully trained in t he methods of research, who is 
sb~wu the processes by which the system of organized knowle<ll(e, known as science, bas been grad· 
ually uuilt up, mayreasonahly hope to unravel fresh secreta of Nature, and to add something to our 
knowlod"O of what is or may be. Except, perhaps, in the region of chemistry, it Ia not the masters of 
acqnired"knowledge, thn professors of abstract science, but rather those wbo have made science min· 
ister to nrt-practising first and then calling theory to their aid-who, as discoverers, have exerted 
most influence upon tbe material progress of tbo world, and have chiefiy assisted in the development 
of its tratlo and commerce. · 

EXHIBI'l: T. 

MASSACI!USII:T'l'S INSTll'UTE Of!' TECHNOLOGY.- ::!OCIEl'Y OF ARTS--EDUCATION FQlt ltA!LltOAD 
ENOINEI>RINU, 

Tho 35lst meeting of the Society of Arts was held at the Institute of Technology on Thnrs<lay 
e~ening, Or:t. 28, !'resident Walker in tho chair. 

Afler rearUng tho recorda of the previous meeting, the Proaident introduced Mr. C. D. Jameson, uf 
the I usl itute, who read a paper on "Railroad Engiueerin~ Education." 

}[r. J muosou saitl: "The duties of the firstrailroaol ongmcers wore much more general thnn those of 
tbe prcsout engineers. 'l'hey loc.'\ted and built their r9.1lroada, designed their 1ocomotivoa, rolling 
s1ock anti bridges, and when completed managed the road with success, and this without the aitl of 
exporiouo·e or prece<lent. Usually they were men who had had no early e<\ucatlon or training in rail
roadin~, hut possessed an indomitable will, unlimited patience and a good stock or common senso. 

··we untlouutedly do things m ore quickly now than then, and in many respects do them bettor; but 
this is duo to the fnct that wo naturally profit by their experience, and also at the present time no orie 
man dues the whole of anything, hence he can do his particular part better. 

"Jn111auy branches, however, wehti.vellladelittle,lf any, advancement. This is particularly the case 
in the matter of location where we seem to haYo copied the earlier engineers in their errors, but not 
in their bauits of careful observation and ~tully. 

"l'he majority of our railroads are nneconomically located, and not only was the first cost of con
otruction more t han it ought to have been, but tho loss in the ope·rating expenses is enormous, nnd 
iDcreases with increasing business. .'l.'bis loss is not, in the maJority of cases, tlue entirely to the 
engineering profession, liut to the mistaken policy on the part of the management of the railroad 
companies. 

"'!'be expenses of the engineering parties on preliminary work and final location are very great, and 
for much <•f this expense the management can see no direct return, and there seems to ue an idea 
abroad thot most of the money spent in this way goes for theory and is of very little practicnl use to 
the company. Therefore the salary of tho locating engineer is comparatively small, and his ability is 
frequently small in proportion. 'l.'he number of bfa assistants is kept as low ae ~oasibie and the result 
is inferior work. The vital principles upon which the economic location of a rallroad depends are not 
consideretl at all, or, at the wo~t, in a veri slight deKree, and the smaller details upon IIVhich, to a 
great ox tent, depends the ultimate financia success or· the roatl, ar., left entirely, out of account. 

THE CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER. 

" Aller tho road is located the management secnrcs the services of t he beat construction engineer 
possiblo. '!'his is ns it should be ; but no matter how great may be the abilitloa of tho construction 
engineer, or how much he may save in overcoming the defects in location, still the greater part of the 
money merely passes through hiij hands as a paymaster, having been actually expenaed months before 
by tho locating engineer. 

"In order that the railroad engineer of the future may be thoron~hlycompetant, both In tho' theory 
of econoJnic location' and in the details connected with the work 1n the field, too much attention can. 
not be pai•l to this branch of education. 

''Wear<> in an age of specialties. The engineering profession has been subdivided, so that we now 
h~v~ civil, mechanical, mining, hydraulic, sanitary, bridge and railroad engineers. In order to reach 
distmction a man must confine l:.imselfto his specialty, and if t hat be railroading, his time either as a 
student or as a man in a(\tive work will be amply tilled iu keeping pace with the age. · 

OOLLBOE TRAINING FOOLISHLY UNDERRATBD. 

lh" T.hero s<:crus to be a tendency among certahi classes to sneer nt :m education, considering_the time 
ali$ speut at college wasted, and that it might have been spent to much greater advantage 1n actual 

"ork 111 tbu fieltl. Many Instances are cited by th~e people in corroboration of this belief' of persons 
"ho h_a,·e I'isen to tho head of their professions by their own exertion, without tbe aid of a college or 
~hn1cal education, and also of a large number of men who, having graduated from our finest schools, 

&ve accomplished nothing. The reason for this is not that these unsucceaAful men lost anything by 
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going to college, but they were greatly Inferior In energy and ability to the others. Colleges do not.·tJ 
profe8s to mal<e brains, but simply to teiUlh the man to uee what he bas to the beet advantage, and the '. 
man who Ia successful without a. college or teChnical education would, with this aid, have fou11d the ·: 
path to success much easier and aborter. 

" In the veare which intervened between tbe first railroad enltineers nnd those of tbe present they 
were considered a lle<'.eesity In locating alld building the road onl.)'. Theroa•l was then turned over to . 
business men to manage. .As long aa t~e roads were small, and tho repairs and renewals elight1 thla : 
worked well. .As the number of 10ads Increased, and long lines and systems begm to be formen, the : 
increa..A or traffic demanded a lar~:e increase in the size and weight of the locomotives and rolling 
stock; this in turn necessitated renewals and additions to the rondl>od and track, the replacing of the · 
old bridges by new nod heavier ones. This reconstruction in the form of renewals will never cea.ae, • 
and with it all the railroad companies hM•e come to see the nec"'lsity of a permanent and reliable 
engineering corps. Thus the field of work for the railroad engineer has broadened from the transient· 
work of locatmg and constructing the road to permanent positions on established roads, where there : 
are abundant Oj>pOrtnnities of making good use of his ability. llut in order to take advantage of all ~ 
these opportomties there Is need of a much broader education in what w em&.)' call ' railway science,' 
which includes many branches aa yet very little taught in our technical schools, 

SPECIAL COURSE IN RAILWAY SCI:SNC:S. 

"Let ue now look at some of the items that should be included in a conree of instruction in •ran .. 
way ecieuoe,' or, as it Is commonly called, a 'special course for railway engineers.' The length of the. 
conr&EI should, if poaailole, be five years instead of four. The first two years should he devoted to lay. 
ing a firm foundat ion in the general st udies, particular attention being paid to matbemu.tics, chemf6..: 
try and physica in their more elemtlntary forms; lhe third year to th~ general study of civil engineer-... 
ing, and the la.et two years to a special study- of railroads In all \heir branches. The third year'•• . 
course should contain thorough Instruction and practice in the field work of the railway engineer, In . 
both location and luetrnotioo. When the weather will permit, t he field w"rk should be puShed even 
to the point of eacrlflc!og some of the work in the class-room. Tho field methode should be taught • 
exactly as they are now nw d in the be-olt practice; the same terms used, the same organization of 
parties, and, most of all, the same discipline and strict attention to business. The greatest poeeible 
attention should be paid to the subject of location In all ita details in the field, nnd when the student 
baa mastered as far aa possible t.he principles that govern a railroad location in regard to the geogrr.
pby of the conott·y and uoderetu.nds the actual work of putting the line on t.he ground, then, and not 
till then, should he be instructed in those finer details and principles of the work called the 'Theoey · 
of Economic Loratioo,' and upon which the true location of a railroad depends. · 

"This • Theory of E conomic Location' shoul<l be taught in the last two years. .A.leo there ahilnld-. 
be given a course of instruction in every branch of ra-ilroad construction, which should contain &II 

. amount of hydraulic and sanitary engineering sufficient to enable tho person to build ana maint&itl[ 
stations, shops, eto., and the proper bandling of all the water that may be encountered in the ooq,: 
struction and maintenance of t he road; the 'maintenance of way' in all ita details, both in tbeoeyand., 
practice; the proper management and economical distribution of large and small gangs of laborore', 
railway management as it appllee to the operating of tho road, such as internal management of the 
separate departments and their relations to tho general management; the making up and rnonlog 9f. 
trains; running and repairs of locomotives and rolling stock; station and terminal service; the relrr·. 
tion between tbe railroad and the public ; the financial management as to bonds, etooke, leased lioee· 
consolidation&, pools, etc,; and all the questions of railway transportation, legislative interference '\lid ~ 
Stateownership. . ·. 

"In the instruction in any branch of engineering the one thing to be kept prominently before the 
atndent is economy of design and c·onstruction. It is uot enough to be able to design and coostr.uct·&: 
bridge of a certain length which shall safely hold up a. given load, or a station that shall acoomm~ 
a iiven number of paasengers and trains, but thls should be done at the least possible coat, 

PRESENT COURSES OF INSTRUCTION ANTIQUATED. 

"If a person examinee the courses of instruction in the different branches of engineering in t.he : 
various technical schools in this country he will be etruok with the antiquated ideas and wetboda ,: 
that a till prevail in a maJority of them. With but one or two exceptions there 1s no instruction given .· 
In railroad e11gioeeriog proper, and the merest out line of tho principles of location and construct.ion. , , 
There are undoubtadly some rea~ons why the schools are so much behind t he times, and one of thsmoet . 
common and at the same t ime tho moat serious i• the lack of money. .Another is the low etaorlard of 
admission, in consequence ol' which the whole of the first ~ear is occupied In teachio~t what ou~tht to 
have l>een learned before entering. The standard of adm1ssion is ofteu lowered to attract etudeotl, 
bot it is a suicidal policy and soon ruins the reputation of the school. • . 

NEED OF LlliERA L ENDOWMENT OF ENGINEERING SCHOOLS. 

"Every school should have an endowment large enough to pay all salariee ~nd rnnniug: expeo881 . 
without depending In the least on the tuition of tlie at.udente. l)tudente should not be adm1tted uot!l 
thel' are eighteen years of age, so that they will be able to fully appreciate the advantages offered themed··· 

" Stllllmot.her reason is in t he fact that the faculties of many of the technical schools have all~!,~. 
themselves to get into ruts, from which it ia difficult to move them. W ith the exception of the "'i!"" 
these reasons may be classed under the head of bad management, and the trouble can be ·eaa 1 
corrected. · 

THE EQUIPWtlST NEEDED. 

"Every advantage should be placed at the disposal of the student. .All the apparatus ~~~~ 
experiment of every kind should be provided; a good library containing every book of worth """'~' 
on the different enbjecte; a good, qUlet reading-room where all t he engineering periodicals of tbde ~ 
are accessible. The student. should be encouraged to do a.e mnoh reading from a litarary etan po . 
ae poasible. It teaches Wm how to think and to express his thoughts in a clear, logical and lftlll"_ 
matlcal manner. ' . 

" He should be taught habits of application and the power of being able to concentrate the-:'~ 
mind for the time being upon whataver work he has in band. In other words, he aho~d be tao.-: .' · 
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study so that when he lea vee he will not only be abletofroflt by his own experience a sit comes slowly 
but. what is far better, to profit by the experience o others, and thua at once advance to a polilt 
whirh it would take him J ears to teach by himself. 

"During the years spent at the Institute the stu<lent should examine as much as possible aU ongi· 
neeriug worka that can In any way interest him while In process of construction. 

"in .-onclusion, let me say that the student should be so drilled that when be graduatea be can have 
not only tbe diploma of the achool, hut, what is of more importance to him, can accept any position 
in hi• profession that olfers, prove himself of use, and theretore a necessity to his employer, and earn 
a li\"inl( for himself. " . 

'fhe paper was followed by a lengthy discussion, in which President Walker, Professor S'vain, 
Ron. J . .A. Dresser, Mr. George R. Hardy, and Mr. Dwight Porter took part. 'l'he meeting a()journed 
with n voto of thanks to Mr.-Jameson. 

As already stated, exhibits from" T " to'' Y," inclusive, are given 
in chapter V. of this volume of this Report. The final exhibit 
marked "X," as given in the report by Dr. Barnard, was designed 
to show the actual want of relation bet ween the public educational 
system of the. City of Bal~imore an~ the J oh:.;ts Hopkins U nive1:sity; 
in contrast w1th the poss1ble relatiOn that, m Dr. Barnard's JUdg
ment, ought to exist! This exhibit, with its gra;phic showing, pre
sents a very int.eresting,suggestiveand plausible 1dealof the r elation 
that might be borne between the public free schools of a great city 
and a high class university. .As such it follows here, whether it 
secures any practical result or not, the plan reflects credit upon the 
humanitarianism of its lamented author. 

EXHIBIT X. 

This exhibit contains a graphical representation of Baltimore's school system as it is and as it 
should be. I t will be seen by the first dia~ram that the provision for industrial training is practi
cally nothing, and that there is no connection between our school system and the University. But 
little more than one-half the children who enoor the pnmary ~<;rades ever pass into the grammar grade. 
~me of the others enter private schools, but very many of them quit school to reinforce the ignorant, 
the ,-icious, and the criminal classes. One renRon of this is that tbeir paren ts do not see much in the 
grammar-school course that will be of use to children who have to make their living by manual labor. 
In aduition to the subjects now taught in the grammar grades, there ought to be practical instruction 
in industrial drawing, experimenter science, and physiology and hygiene. Instruction should al•o be 
given in the grammar grade to girls in cooking a.ud- sewing, and tol>oys in the use and care of tools. 
With ~uch additions to the gramUJar.school studies, reore boys and girls would be induced to complete 
that course, a.ud thus be fitted for high-school duties . Those who lrom inclination or force of circnm.
staoccs left school after completing the grammar-school course would enter upon their life-work with 
a fair amount of elementary eduea.tion and wit h habits of study sufficiently well fixed to make self· 
impruvcmeut possible. The grammar school should fit boys and girls for either a literary or an indus. 
trial high •chool course, and Ior such art schools as the Maryland Institute. 

The hterary high school fits young people for commercial pursuits, for law, medical, or t heological 
studies, and for college courses. Itls certainly only fair that the school system should make equal 
provi•ion for the preparatory trainin~ of those who are to become mechanics, architects, enl(ineers, 
etc., and thus fit them for the nigher training that is afforded in purely technical schools. The literary 
high schools of Baltimore cost$75i000 a year, while ouly $12,000 a year is allowed for indust rial train· 
in~t iu tba Manual Traimng Schoo . 

Tho litemry high-school course should continue a.a it is, with some slif!ht modifications. An indus
trial high school should be provided for on a scale as large as the literary high school now is. The 
course of Ktmly should include manual training, industrial drawing, applied science, mechanic nrts, 
book-keeping, aud history, government, ete., toget.ber with some literary studies. There ought to be 
a close connection botween t he literary and industrial high schools, so that students coul<l change 
readily from one to the other. Some of the clasees might be in common with mutual advantage . 
. l'be J obns Hopkins University should be considered aA a part of t.be Balt imore school s ystem, and 
It~ crowuiug glory. To main tam this position it should afford instruction in applied, as woll as iu 
pure, t5ciouco. 
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BALTIMORE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 

Drawings representing by areas the attendance as it is and as it should be : 

AS IT IS. 

J. H. University.• 

Manual Training School. 
High School. 

1,800. ~ 
. .I 150. I 

Grammar grades. 
15,000. 

--'------, 

~-
1 Primary gradea. 

24,000. 

Scale 4,000 to square inch. 

• The diagrams show tile University in it·s relation to the city school system, without regard to 
other sourc~s from which Htudcnts are drawn. · 
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AS IT SHOULD BE. 

J . H. University.• 1,000. 

: 
~ ~ ~ ..: ~ .., . 

:X~ 
.. 0 

~ 
ie 

::::a-5 ]! ]:;j o.c:; 
< "' - -

High School. 

Industrial. Literary. 
3,000. 3,000. 

---

Gramma'Jrades. 
24, 0. 

Primary grades. 
32,000. 

Scale 4,000 to square Inch. 

• See footnote on previous page . 
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APPENDIX Z. 

PAPERS RELATING TO THE U. S. COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE 
AND THE MECHANIC ARTS. 

I. Introduction. 

II. The Land Grant Laws of the United States. 

III. Historical Statements concerning Passage of the Land Grant Law of 1862. 
Accounts of the successful efforts, in promoting the passage of the above law, made 
by Dr. Amos Brown, of New York State, and by Dr. Evan Pugh, of Pennsylvania. 

IV. Historical Addresses delivered at the commencement of the Massachusetts 
Agricultural College, June 21st, 1887, the 25th Anniversary of the Passage of t he 
"Morrill" Land Grant Law of 1862. 

V. Paper entitled Agricultural Education in Bavaria, by Professor R. B. Warder. 

VI. Address on Technical Training, delivered by Professor John Hamilton, on the 
occasion of the opening of the New Mechanical Department Building, Pennsylvania 
State College, February 10th, 1886. 

VII. Farewell Address by Bishop Haygood, at commencement of Claflin College, 
South Carolina, in 1890. 
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P. IPERS RELATING TO THE U. S. COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE AND 
THE MECHANiC ARTS 

I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The papers which make up this Appendix, all relate, more or less 
directly, to t hose Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, 
which arose in obedience to thecreativefiat of the American Congress. 

As theE>e colleges wen~ thus the direct outcome of .the laws passed 
by the Congress of the United States, it seems fit and proper that 
copies of these three creative laws should be here placed. 

The immense power for good which the act of 1862, has developed, 
lends interest to everything throwing light upon its passage. The 
historical paper, furmshed by the courtesy of Professor Chickering, 
which r ecites the important work accomplished by the late Dr. Amos 
Brown, of t he State of New York ; and the data elsewhere obtained 
showing how earnestly the late Dr. Evan Pugh, of P ennsylvania, 
ce)operated in the efforts made by educators to perfect and pass this 
epoch-making law, can hardly fail to interest every reader. 

The extracts from the striking addresses delivered at the com
mencement of the Massachusetts Agricultural College in 1887, on 
the 25th Anniversary of t he passage of the so-c~lled "Morrill Act of 
18G2," possess both historical and contemporary interest. 

The careful and exhaustive paper which follows, by Professor 
Warder, setting forth the thorough system of State education in 
Agriculture as illustrated by the Kingdom of Bavaria; is full of 
information and suggestion for American educators and Jaw makers. 

The admirable statement by Professor Hamilton, of what the new 
education is, was made on the occasion of the opening of a building 
forthis newDepartmentin theverycollegeof whichDr. Evan Pugh,
who, as is set forth in a previous paper, so earnestly cooperated in 
the efforts for the passage of the law of 1862,-was formerly the 
President. 

The final paper, the farewell Address b7 Bishop Haygood, treats 
of one of the most momentous problems o the new era in American 
development. . 

An "Introduction" at greater or less length, precedes each of these. 
papers. 
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II. 

THE LAND GRANT LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

As often in thE~ course of this Report, and inevitably in the accounta 
given of the different State Institutions which have received the· 
benefits conferred by the laws authorizing theN ational Land Grants, 
these laws have been constantly referred to; it has. been thought 
advisable to include in this Appendix, which contains articles par
ticularly related to these colleges, a copy of the three laws popularly. 
known, from the names of the members of Congress in charge of 
the Bills, as the "Morrill Act of 1862"; the "Hatch Act of 1887"; 
and the "Supplementary Morrill Act of 1890." 

THE LAws ENACTED BY THE CoNGRESS OF THE U. S. RELATING To THE 
COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS. 

THE ACT OF 1862. 

AN ACT Donating Public Lands to the Several Etates and Territories which may 
Provide Colleges for the Benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United State.<J of 
Ame1-ica in Congress assembled : 
SECTION 1. That there be granted to the several States, for the purposes herein

after mentioned, an amount of public land, to be appo>:tioned to each State, a quan
tity equal to thirty thousand a?res for ~ach senator and r~presentative in Congress, 
to which the States are respectively entitled by the apportiOnment under the censll8 
of eighteen hundred and sixty; provided, that no mmerallands shall be selected or 

· purci1ased under tQe provisions of this act. , 
SECT. 2. And be i t fu.rther enacted, that the land aforesaid after being surveyed 

shall be apportioned to the several States in sections or subdivisions of sections not 
less than one quarter of a section; and whenever there are public lands in a State 
subject to sale at private entry at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, the 
quantity to which said State shall be entitled shall be selected from such lands 
within the limits of such State, and the Secretary of the Interior is hereby directed 
to issue to each of the States in which there is not the quantity of public lands sub: 
ject to sale at private entry at one dollar and twent;r-five cents per acre, to 'which. 
said State may be entitled under the provisions of tlus act, land scrip to the amount 
in acres for the deficiency of its distributi'l'e share; said scrip to be sold by saill' 
States, and the proceeds thereof applied to the uses and purposes prescribed in this 
act, and for no other use or purpose whatsoever; promded, that in no ease she;ll 
any State to which land scrip may thus be issued be allowed to locate the sallie 
within the limits of any other State, or of any territory of the United States, but 
their assignees may thus locate said land scrip upon any of the unappropriate!l 
lands of the United States subject to sale at private entry at one dollar and twenty-:. 
five cents or less per a<"re; and provided further, that not more than one milliqn 
acres shall be located by such assignees in any one of the States ; and provided . 
fm·ther, that no such location shall be made before one year from the passage, of· 
this act. 

SECT. 3. And be it further enacted, that all the expenses of management, super
intendence, and taxes, from date of selection of said lands previous to their sales, ' 
and all expenses incurred in the management and disbursement of the moneys . 
which may be received therefrom, shall be paid by the States to which theym~y 
belong, out of the treasury of said States, so that the entire proceeds of the saJe.&f 
said lands shall be applied without any diminution whatever to the purposes ·here
inafter · mentioned. 

SECT. 4. And be it further enacted, that all moneys derived from the sale of 'tJ,ie 
lands aforesaid by the States tow hich the lands are apportioned, and from the .. ~ 
of land scrip hereinbefore provided for, shall be invested in stocks of the U ... .::s,... 
States, or of the States, or some other safe stocks, yielding not less than five ·~ 
centum upon the par value of said stocks; and that the moneys so investe.d .s~!:.. 
constitute a perpetual fund, the capital of which shall remain foreverundim~~1.:;. (e;;:cept so far as may be provided in section fifth of this act) and the interestx .. , 
which shall be inviolably appropriated, by each State which may take and.clailJi~: 
the benefit of this act, to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at leastl8qtl,, 
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colle~c where the leading object shall be, without ~xcluding other scientific and 
clas:;ical studies, an~ including military tacti?~, to ~h such branches of learning 
as arc related to agncultur.e and the mechaniC arts, m such manner as the legisla
tures of the States may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and 
practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions 
in life. -

SECT. 5. And be it further enacted, that the grant of land and land scrip hereby 
authorized shall be made on the following conditions, to which, as well as to the 
provisions hereinbefore contained, the previous assent of the several States shall be 
signified by legislative acts : 

First. If any portion of the fund invested, as provided by the foregoing section, 
or any portion of the interest thereon, shall, by any action or contingency, be 
diminished or lost, it shall be reJ?laced by the State to which it belongs, so that the 
capital of the fund shall remam forever undiminished ; and the annual interest 
shu.ll be regularly applied without diminution to the purposes mentioned in the 
fourth section of this act, except that a sum not exceeding ten per centum upon the 
amount received by any State under the provisions of this act may be expended for 
the purchase of lands for sites or experimental farms, whenever authorized by the 
respective legislatures of said State. 

Second. No portion of said fund, nor the interest thereon, shall be applied, 
directly or indirectly, under any pretence whatever, to the purchase, erection, pres
er>ation, or repair of any building or buildings. 

17tird. Any State which may take and claim the benefit of the provisions of this 
act shall provide, within five years, at least not less than one college, as described 
in the fourth section of this act, or the grant to such State shall cease; and said 
State shall be bound to pay to the United States the amount received for any land 
previously sold, and that the title to purchasers under the State shall be valid. 

Fou1·th. An annual report shall be made regarding the progress of each college, 
recording any improvements and experiments made, with their cost and results, 
and such other matters, including state, industrial, and economical statistics, as 
may be supposed useful; one copy of which shall be transmitteq by mail free, by 
each, to a ll the other colleges which may be endowed under the provisions of this 
act, and also one copy to the Secretary of the Interior. 

Ji'ifth . When lands shall be selected from those which have been ·raised to double 
the minimum price in consequence of railroad grants, they shall be computed to the 
States at the maximum price, and the number of acres proportionally diminished. 

S·ixth. No State while in a condition of rebellion or insurrection against the gov
ernment of the United States shall be entitled to the benefit of this act. 

Seventh. No State shall be entitled to the benefits of this acts unless it shall 
express its acceptance thereof by its Legislature within two years from the date of 
its approval by the President. 

SECT. 6. And be it further enacted, that land scrip issued under the provisions 
of this act shall not be subject to location until after the first day of January, one 
thousand eight hundred and sixty-three. · 

SECT. 7. And be it further enacted, that the land officers shall receive the same 
fees for locating land scrip issued under the provisions of' this act as is now allowed 
for the location of military 'bounty land warrants under existing laws; provided, 
their maximum compensation shall not be thereby increased. 

SECT. 8. And be it further enacted, that the governors of t he several States to 
which scrip shall be iss~ed under this act shall be required to report annually to 
Con!?ress all sales made of such scrip until the whole shall be ilisposd of, the amount 
recetved for the same, and what appropriation has been made of the proceeds. 

(Approved July 2, 1862.] 

THE ACT OF 1887. 

AN AcT to establish Agricultural Experiment Stations in connection with the Col
leges established in the ·Several States under the provisions of an Act approved 
July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and of the Acts supplementary 
thereto. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of 
A me?-icu in Congress assembled : 
SECTION 1. That in order to aid in acquiring and diffusing among the people of 

the United States useful and practical information on tmbjects connected with agri
culture, and to promote scientific investigation and experiments respecting the 
principles and applications of .agricultural science, there shall be established, under 
direction of the college, or colleges, or agricultural department of colleges in each 
State or Territory established, or which may hereafter be established, in accordance 
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with the provisions of an act approved July Recond, eighteen hundred and sixty
two, entitled "An act donating public lands to the several States and Territories 
which may provide colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts," 
or any of the supplements to said act, a department to be known and designated as 
an "agricultural experiment sta.tion" : Provided, that in any State or Territory in 
which two such colleges have been or may be so established the appropriation here
inafter made to such State or Territory shall be equally divided between such col
leges, unless the Legislature of such State or Territory shall otherwise direct. 

SECT. 2. That it shall be theobjectandduty of said experiment stations to conduct 
original researches or verify experiments on the physiology of plants and animals ; 
the diseases to which they are severally subject, with theremediesforthesame; the 
chemical composition of useful plants at their different stages of growth ; the com
parative advantage of rotative cropping aspursued under a varying series of crops; 
the capacity of new plants or trees for acclimation ; the analysis of soils and water; 
the chemical composition of manures natural or artificial, with experiments designed 
to test their comparative effects on crops of different kmds ; the adaptation and 
value of grasses and forage plants ; the composition and digestibility of the differ~nt 
kinds of food for domestic animals; the scientific and economic questions involved 
in the production of butter and cheese ; and such other researches or experiments 
bearing directly on the agricultural industry of the United States as may in each 
case be deemed advisable, having due regard to the varying conditions and needs 
of the respective States or Territories. 

SECT. 3. That in order to secure, as far as practicable, uniformity of methods and 
results in the work of said stations, it shall be the duty of the United States Com
missioner of Agriculture to furnish forms, as far as practicable, for the tabulation . 
of results of investigation or experiments ; to indicate, from time to time, such · 
lines of inquiry as to him shall seem most important ; and, in general, to furnish 
such advice and assistance as will best promote the purposes of this act. It shall ·. · 
be the duty of each of said stations, annually, on or before the first day of February. 
to make to the governor of the State or Territory in which it is located a full and 
detailed report of its operations, including a statement of receipts and expenditures, · :: 
a copy of which report shall be sent to each of said stations, to the said Commis-. .. . 
sioner of Agriculture, and to the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States. · · 

SECT. 4. That bulletins or reports of progress shall be published at said stations at . 
least once in three months, one copy of which shall be sent to each newspaper in . ·.-· 
the States or Territories in which they are respectively located, and to such indi· 
viduals actually engaged in farming as may request the same, and as far as the 
means of the station will permit. Such bulletins or reports and the annual -reports 
of said stations shall be transmitted in the mails of the United States free of charge 
for postage, under such regulations as the Postmaster-General may from time ro 
time prescribe. 

SECT. 5. That for the purpose of paying the necessary expenses of conducting 
investigations and experiments and printing and distributing the results as herein
before prescribed,' the sum of fifteen thousand dollars per annum is hereby appro
priated to each State, to be specially provided for by Congress in the appropriations 
from year to year, and to each Territory entitled under the provisions of section 
eight of this act, out of any money in the treasury proceeding from the sales of pub
lic lands, to be paid in equal quarterly payments, on the first day of January, April, .· 
July, and October in each yeat·, to the treasurer or other officer duly appointed by 
the governing boards of said colleges to receive the same, the first payment to be 
made on the fu'St day of October, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven: Provided, 
however, that out of the first annual appropriation so received by a.ny station an · 
amount not exceeding one-fifth may be expended in the erection, enlargement, o~ 
repair of a building or buildings necessary for canying on the work of such star 
tion; and thereafter an amount not exceeding five per centum of such annual. 
appropriation may be so expended. . . . 

SECT. 6. That whenever it shall appear to the Secretary of the Treasury from the . . 
annual statement of receipts and expenditures of any of said stations that a por; · ·. 
tion of the preceding annual appropriation remains unexpended, such amount shall 
be deducted from the next succeeding annual appropriation to such station, in . 
order that the amount of money appropriated to any station shall not exceed the·· 
amount actually and necessarily r equired for its maintenance and support. :;::;, 

SECT. 7. That nothing in thts act shall be construed to impair or modify the; 
legal relation existing between any of the said colleges and the government of the' 
States or Territories in which they are respectively located. ·· ·~ 

SECT. 8. That in States having colleges entitled lll).der this section to the bene1ljlj 
of this act and having also agricultural experiment stations established by law &eJI!. 
arate from said colleges, such States shall be authorized to apply such benetita. fl!: 
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experiments at stations so established by such State ; and in case any State shall 
hMe established under the provisions of said act of July second aforesaid, an agri
cultural department or experimental station, in connection with any university, 
college, or mstitution not distinctively an agricultural college or school, and such 
StatE\ shall have established or shall hereafter establish a separate agricultural col
lege or school, which shall have connected therewith an experimental farm or sta
tion, the legislature of such State may apply in whole or in part the appropriation 
by this act made, to such separate agricultural college or school , and no legislature 
shall by contract expressed or implied disable itself from so doing. . 

· tiECT. 9. That the gmnts of money authorized by this act are made subject to 
the legislative assent of the several States and Territories to the purposes of said 
grants : Provided, that payment of such installments of the appropnation herein 
uuule as shall become due to any State before the adjournment of the regular ses
sion of it-s legislature meeting next after the passage of this act shall be made upon 
the assent of the ~overnor thereof duly certified to the Secretary of the Treasury. 

SECT. 10. Notlung in this act shall be held or construed as binding the United 
States to continue any payments from the Treasury to any or all the States or insti
tutions mentioned in this act, but Congress may at any time amend, suspend, or 
retJeal any or all the provisions of this act. 

Approved March 2, 1887.] 

THE ACT OF 1890. 

AN ACT to apply a portion of the proceeds of the Public Lands to the more com
plete Endowment and Support of the Colleges for the benefit of Agriculture and 
the l\Iechanic Arts established under the provisions of an Act of Congress ap
pro,·ed July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of 
A111e1·ica in Congress assembled: 

SECTION 1. That there shall be, and hereby is, annually appropriated, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, arising from the sales of public 
lands, to be paid as hereinafter provided, to each State and Territory for the more 
complete endowment and maintenance of colleges for the benefit of agriculture and 
the mechanic arts now established, or which may be hereafter established, in accord
ance with an act of Congress approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty
two, the sum of fifteen thousand dollars for the year ending June thirtieth, eighteen 
hundred and ninety, and an annual increase of the amount of such appropriation 
thereafter for ten years by an additional sum of one thousand dollars over the pre
cedi up; year, and the annual amount to be paid thereafter to each State and Terri
tory shall be twenty-five thousand dollars to be applied only to instruction in agri
culture, the mechanic arts, the English language, and the various branches of 
mathl•matical, physical, natural , and economic science, with special reference to 
their applications in the industries of life, and to the facilities for such instruction: 
Prorided, that no money shall be paid out under this act to any State or Territory 
for the support and maintenance of a college where a distinction of race or color is 
made in t he admission of students, but the establishment and maintenance of such 
colleges separately for white and colored students shall be held to be a compliance 
with the provisions of this act if the funds received in such State or Territory be 
equitably divided as hereinafter set forth: Provided, that in any State in which 
there has been one college established in pursuance of the act of July second, 
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and also in which an educational institution of 
like character has been established, or may be hereafter established, and is now 
aided by such State from its own revenue, for the education of colored students in 
agriculture and the mechanic arts, however named or styled, or whether or not it 
has received money heretofore under the act to which this act is an amendment, 
the legislature of such State may propose and report to the Secretary of the Interior 
a just and equitable division of the fund to be received under this act between one 
college for white students and one iustitution for colored students established as 
aforesaid, which sha ll be divided into two parts and paid accordingly, and there
upon such institution for colored students shall be entitled to the benefits of this act 
and subject to its provisions, as much as it would have been if it had been included 
under the act of eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and the fulfillment of the fore
gomg provisions shall be taken as a compliance with the provision in reference to 
separate colleges for white and colored students. 

SECT. 2. That the sums hereby appropriated to the States and Territories for the 
further endowment and support of colleges shall be annually paid on or before the 
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thirty-first day of July of each year, by the Secretary of the Treasury, up~m the war-i 
rant of the Secretary of the Interior, out of the Treasury of t he United States, to the · 
state or territorial treasurer, or to such officer as shall be designated by the laws of, 
such State or Territory to receive the same, who shall, upon the order of the trustee~~; 
of the college, or the institution for colored students, immediately pay over said 
sums to the respective colleges ot· other institutions entitled to receive t he same, and • 
such treasurers shall be required to report to the Secretary of Agriculture and to the· 
Secretary of the Interior, on or before the first day of September of each year, il. 
detailed statement of the amount so received and of its disbursement. The grantB 
of moneys authorized by this act are made subject to the legislative ·assent of the 
several States and Territories to the pur~e of said grants: Provided, that pay~· 
ments of such installments of the appropnation herein made as shall become due tO· 
any State before the adjournment of the regular session of legislature meeting next 
after the ~assage of this act shall be made upon the assent of the governor thereof, 
duly certified to the Secretary of the Treasury. :· 

SECT. 3. That if any portion of the moneys received by the designated officer of th'e 
State or Territory for the further and more complete endowment, support, and 
maintenance of colleges, or of institutions for colored students, as provided in. thiii 
act, shall, by any action or contingency, be diminished or lost, or misapplied,~~ 
shall be replaced by the State or Territory to which it belongs, and until so repia.Cea 
no subsequent appropriation shall be apportioned or paid to such State or Territory; 
and no portion of smd moneys shall be applied directly or indirectly, under any--. 
pretense whatever , to the purchase, erection, preservation, or repair of any build• · 
ing or buildings. An annual r e.port by the president of each of said colleges shaJl' ; 
be made to the Secretary of Agnculture, as well as to the Secretary of the Interi01', .· 
r egarding the condition and progress of each college, including statistical inform&-. 
tion in relation to its receipts and expenditures, its library, the number of its studentB .: 
and professors, and also .as to any improvements and expe.dments made under the'-i 
direction of any experiment stations attached to said colleges, with their costs anq~ 
r esults, and such other industrial and economical statistics as may be regarded 'lis.: 
useful, one copy of which shall be transmitted by mail free to all other colleges· 
further endowed under this act. . · · 

SECT. 4. That on or before the first day of July in each year, after the passage of. 
this act, the Secretary of the Interior shall ascertain and certify to the Secretary of -· 
the Treasury as to each State and Territory whether it is entitled to l'eceiv:e its share· 
of the annual appropriation for colleges, or of institutions for colored students, under 
this act, and the amount which thereupon each is entitled, respectively, to receive. 
If the Secretary of the Interior shall withhold a cer tificate from any State or Tern• · 
tory of its appropriation the facts and reasons therefor shall be reported to th.tf 
president, and the amount involved shall be kept separate in the Treasury until th~ 
close of the next Congress, in order that the State or Territory may, if it should so 
desire, appeal to Congress from the de~rmination of the Secretary of the Interior. 
If the next Congress shall not direct such sum to be paid it shall be covered ~to the 
Treasury. And the Secretary of the Interior is hereby charged with the propeJ" 
administration of this law. . 

SECT. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior shall annually report to Congress the· 
disbursements which have been made in all the States and Territories, and alrt9 
whether the appropriation of any State or Territory has been withheld, and if $),. 
the reasons therefor. . 

SECT. 6. Congress may at any time amend, suspend, or repeal any or all provi· 
sions of this act. · 

[Approved August 30, 1890.] 



III. 

HISTORICAL STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE PASSAGE OF THE U. S . 
LAND GRANT ACT OF 1862. 

The following Historical reminiscences, of the passage of the law 
making a Land Grant to Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic 
Arts ; showing the active cooperation of the late Dr. Amos Brown. 
of New York. and of the late Dr. Evan Pugh, of Pennsylvania, in 
promoting this result; consist of material furnished by Professor 
John W. Chickering, of the National Deaf Mute College, D. C., and 
of extracts compiled by the author of this "Special Report," from a 
Report made in 1864, to the Board of Trustees of the State College 
of Pennsylvania, by the President of the College, Dr. Evan Pugh. 

In any great movement which ultimately results in legislative 
action, either by a State Legislature or by Congress, there must be 
of necessity, many zealous promoters of the new ideas or enterprises, 
for which are invoked the sanction of law; hence it is difficult, if 
not impossible, to indicate any individual who is solely entitled to the 
credit of the conception and initiation of the movement. 

In State Legislatures and in Congress, where the assent of a major
ity of the members is requisite, often, owing to incidental emergen
cies, the introducer of the Bill and the person by whose name it may 
come to be known, is not, necessarily, the one who has been most 
earnest in its advocacy.- To designate any one person to whom the 
new measure is to be credited, would therefore, be either impossible 
or unjust.-Its success has been due to many friends in, and outside 
of, the legislative bodies.-For these reasons it would be difficult to 
distribute equitably the meed of praise due to all the originators and 
promoters of the first United States Land Grant Law in aid of Col
leges of A~riculture and the Mechanic Arts. 

The proJect brought many interested Educators to W ashington to 
urge the passage of the bill, and to look after its provisions. Most 
prominent among these were naturally the officers or friends of 
existing, or projected institutions, that anticipated ad vantages to 
their given institution from the passage of the bill. 

Whether Senator Morrill, of Vermont, who, as a member of the 
House of Representative~;, in 1857, introduced a similar bill, which, 
after passing both Houses of Congress in 1859, was vetoed by Presi
dent Buchanan, and from whom, as its introducer when a member 
of the Senate in 1862, the present bill took the name by which it is 
commonly known, is to be credited with the original conception of 
such a law is not known to the present writer; but what is known 
of all men is, that, in full accord with his life long record as the 
aFdent friend of American Industry, he was ever the able and per
~lstent advocate of the bill from its. first introduction through all the 
mtermediate stages to its final passage ;-so that, in this instance, 
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his name was justly identified with the law. He had, for his coad:' 
jutors, the ablest and most far-seeing among t he members of both 
Houses of Congress. 

While it is not possible to enumerate here a list of the names of 
the early friends of the measure, I am glad to be able, through the 
courtesy of Professor Chickering, of the National Deaf Mute College, , 
Kendall Green, Washington, D. C., to record the name of a leading 
educator who proved himself to be one of the most earnest of the 
advocates of the bill before Congress, and whose services and zeal in 
urging its passage are attested by letters from the leading friends of 
the bill in both Houses of Congress. Professor Chickering's notes, . 
also, contain incidentally a brief history of the vicissitudes of the bill 
before its :final passage. . 

While Dr. Brown, thus represents the great State of New York, .· 
the sister State of Pennsylvania, was not without its representative; 
who, it will be seen, makes the definite statement that without the 
aid and advocacy of the friends of the P ennsylvania State College,: 
the bill would have failed.-It is not asserted that either of these 
distinguished educators originated the idea ;-indeed the scope of the 
bill was so modified or rather enlarged during its progress through 
Congress, that it may not be possible for any one person to claim it 
as original. To that development is due its great utility-since no. 
longer, as in its early conception, narrowed to the barest needs of the . 
tillers of the ground, it now includes within its beneficent influence. 
the educational interests of all workers or thinkers who, encircled 
by the ever widening horizon of the industries and arts of man, labor 
for the progress of the race. 

It is due to the memories of Amos Brown, and Evan Pugh, that 
their efficient services in this great work should be here commem
orated. To all others equally entitled, similar credit would here be 
gladly given, and it may well be, that the records here preserved 
may incite the friends of others, who likewise aided in the promotion 
of this great work, to preserve the memory of their efforts. When 
men come to honor the deeds of those who promote, by peaceful 
means, the progress of civiliza tion, as they now exalt those who 

. triumph in war; a long step forward will have been taken. 
The followin~ account of the part borne by the late Rev. Amos 

Brown, LL. D., m promoting the passage of the Land Grant Bill in 
aid of Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, is furnished 
by Professor Chickering.- · 
RECORDS OF THE EFFORTS MADE BY REV. AMOS BROWN, IN PROMOTING PASS.A.Gll 

OF BILLS IN .AID OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

Among the many men whose earnest conditions made them warm. friends of what 
is commonly known as the .Agricultural College Land Bill, and whose unwearied 
and efficient exertions secured its final passage, the name of .Rev . .Amos Brown, 
LL.D., should ever have a prominent place. 

Not a practical farmer, much more interested in metaphysics than in natur~ 
science either theoretical or prac tical, he was nevertheless largely instrument;a.! m 
confeniug this princely gift upon the sciences of agriculture and applied PhySJ?' 

Not a member of either house of Congress, without political experience, w1th · 
none of the arts of the demagogue, backed by no monied interest, he was enablEf 
by l1is eamest and houe1:1t advocacy of a cause in which he believed, by his tact it... 
presenting that cause, by his ability to influence intelligent and candid men throng~ 
argument, to render services whose value was readily acknowledged by the pro!DI· 
nent friends of the measure in Congress. . : . 

As his name never appears in any public mention of the debates upon the bill, it 
is no more than just to him and to h1story that the facts of his connection with t¥. 
success of the measure should go upon record. 
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Mr. Brown, was born upon a farm in Kensin~n. N. H., in 1804. He graduated 
from Dartmouth College, in 1833, supporting himself during his Collegiate course, 
mainly by teaching. 

He also studied theology at Andover Theological Seminary, and was settled for 
two or three years as Pastor over a Congregational Church in Machias, Maine. 

But teaching was his special forte, and to that work the last years of his life were 
gb·en. He taught for one year at Fryeburg, Maine, and then for 12 years, at Gor
ham, Maine, where he so put in practice his educational theories, and so demon
strated his ability as an instructor as to raise the institution to the front rank. 

In the fall of 1853, he assumed charge of the academy at Ovid, N.Y. which soon 
became, under his management, one of the prominent schools of the State. 

One of the departments to which he gave great prominence in this Institution, 
known as Seneca Collegiate Institute, was that of Agricultmal Education, inaugu
rating courses of popular lectures in addition to the regular COUI'Se of study. 

His attention was increasingly turned in this direction, and learning that a charter 
for a State Agticultural College in a neighboring county had been granted some 
years before, he set about securin~ that, and having the location changed to Seneca 
County. Learning that an unclaimed fund of $40,000 was lying idle in the State 
treasury, he conceived the idea of securing that as a loan, upon condition that the 
inhabitants of Seneca County would raise an equal sum. 

He went to Albany, where some of the most influential members of the Legisla
ture. themselves friendly to the plan, told him that he could not get a dollar of 
appropriation for any such purpose. 

Undeterred however he went about the work, and soon demonstrated his remark
able ability as a lobbyist, to such good purpose that the bill passed the Senate 
unanimously, and the House by a very large majority. 

As the result, the New York State Agricultural College was established and went 
into operation at Ovid, and Dr. Brown, as one of its trustees, was active and efficient 
in its organization though he was not, as it seemed to many of the friends of 
the College, he deserved, mad~ its President. 

He was however Aug. 12, 1857, elected President of the Peoples' College at Havana, 
N.Y. in which "Agricultm·e, with the various branches of manufactures, and the 
mechanic arts," were to be 1 1 systematically prosecuted within the eo !lege and its 
grounds, and as a part of its regular course." 

EFFORTS OF DR. BROWN BEFORE CONGRESS. 

More and more impressed with the importance of this department of education, 
and with the conviction that State and national aid should be freely granted thereto, 
the public lands had naturally suggested themselves to his mind as a practicable, 
economical, and constitutional means of accomplishing this end, and he had 
bestowed much thought upon this subject, so that when the first notice of the bill 
introduced by Hon. Justin S. 1\Iorrill, then a representative from Vermont, appeared 
in the papE-rs, he at once said " I must go to Washington, and see what I can do in 
support of that bill." 

This was in December 14, 1857, and from that time till its final passage in the 
Senate, in Feb. 7, 1859, he was hard at work in Washington whenever there seemed 
any need of or opportunity for his services. 

This bill was vetoed by President Buchanan. 
A similar bill was introduced by Mr. Morrill, then in the Senate, in May 5th, 

1862, which passed the Senate on June lOth, passed the House on June 15th, and 
was finally approved by President Lincoln July 2nd, 1862. 

At this time, again Dr. Brown's ser~ces were constant, judicious and efficient. 
What estimate was placed on those services bv the principal friends of the meas

ure in Congress, will appear from the subjoined )etters most of which were written, 
when the claims of the Peoples' College and its President, to the control of the 
share of lands allotted to the State of New York, were presented to the Legislature. 
As the result of these and similar representations, the whole grant was assigned to 
the Peoples' College upon conditions which seemed equitable and not difficult of 
fulfilment. 

These conditions however were not met, and the endowment passed eventually 
to Cornell University. . 

These letters we:ce written when the whole matter was fresh in the minds of those 
who had been active in the sup.Port of the bill, and may be supposed to express 
their honest and intelligent convictions as to the value of Dr. Browri's services in 
their behalf. · 
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LETTERS FROM LEADING LEGISLATORS' STATING THE EFFECTIVE SERVICES OF DR. 
BRoWN IN SECURING CONGRESSIONAL AcTION. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 1, 1862. 
DEAR SIR: I suppose your State Legislature may soon legislate in relation to the 

Donation of Lands for the establishment of Colleges for the benefit of Agriculture 
and the Mechanic Arts, by the late act of Congress ; and if so, it is proper that you 
and other friends of the measure should know that the President of the N. Y. Peo
ples' College, the Rev. Amos Brown, took such an active part in securing the pas
sage of the bill referred to, whenever it was before Congress, both by his earnest and 
intelligent advocacy of the measure through personal interviews and by efficiently 
urging the attendance of members on all occations of any test "\'Otes, services con. 
tinuing for months, that it is due to him and the institution of which he is the head 
whenever a final disposition of the fund shaH be made that his merits shall not g( 
unacknowledged by the State of New York. From an early moment after the fu8i 
bill was introduced he has been unflagging in his efforts to promote the success OJ 
this great measure in behalf of Agriculture and it is a pleasure to ine to acknowl 
edge the value of his advice and co-operation. 

* * * * 
With great regard, sincerely yours, 

Hon. E. B. MORGAN, 
Aurora, N. Y. 

* * * 
JUSTIN S. MORRILL. 

WASHINGTON, Dec. 1, 1862. 
Hon. E. B. MORGAN, . 

SIR ·: I am requested ·to state to you what agency the Peoples' College of yo~ 
State, had in procuring the passage of the law appropriating land for the AgricUl 
tural College m the several States and Territories. 

Having taken a deep interest in that measure I ought to be qualified to speak wit! 
confidence on the subject and I do not hesitate to say that had it not been fort~ 
exertions of that institution, I do not believe the measure could have received tl( 
sanction of Congress. Great credit is due to the exertions of the Hon. Mr. Morril 
of the House, for his unwearied labors in its behalf. Yet I always believed an' 
still believe, that had it not been for the able, energetic and unwearied exertions c 
the Rev. Amos Brown, President of the Peoples' College, it would never hav 
become a law. 

It encountered great opposition in some quarters, on account of its suppose 
antagonism to the "Homestead Bill," and much also from the mere indifference E 
members who did not take interest enough in the measure to give it a thoroug 
investigation, more still, from several members from the land States, who feare 
its passage would conflict with the rapid settlement of their States. . 

All these difficulties however, were overcome by the intelligent and perseverill 
labors of Mr. Brown, whom I consider really the father of the measure, and wh01 
advice I believe entitled to more weight, in carrying the law into execution tliB 
that of almost any other man. 

* * * * * * * 
Yours respectfully, 

B. F. WADE. 

AURORA, 17. Dec. 1862; 
Rev. AMOS BROWN, 

Preside.nt Peoples' College. 
DEAR SIR: 

* * * * * * * 
The first man who suggested to me the passage of the bill which you meet to <X 

sider-was yo\J.rself-and from my own knowledge, the firs~ bill passed-which w 
vetoed by Mr. Buchanan--would not have bad the remotest chance in either ho~ 
of Congress,-without your interest, labor, and most efficient efforts. :. 

I have some letters from distinguished friends of the bill in the present Con~rr~ 
showing what yourself and the friends of the Peoples' College have again ~ 
plished-which you will please lay before the gentlemen you m~y meet. 

* * * * * * * 
Very truly yours, 

EDWIN B .. MORG~ 
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WASHINGTON, Dec. 6, 1862. 
MY DEAR Sm: At the request of Dr. Amos J!row·n, I take pleasure in testifying 

to his merits as President of the Peoples' College, and personally, in relation to the 
bill granting lands to the States, for agricultural purposes. 

l\lr. Brown, as I believe, was not only father of the bill, but to his persistent, 
effkient, and untiring efforts, its success was mainly due. I have no hesitation in 
sayiug that but for him it would have failed, in my judgment altogether. 

Yours very truly 

)[r. MORGAN. 

DEAR SIR: 

* * ·• 

W. P. FESSENDEN. 

WASHINGTON, Dec. 6,1866. 

* * * * 
Dr. Brown is a. man of very great energy and efficiency. The A~icultural inter

est:; of the country are indebted to him more than to any one-mdeed every one 
else, for the passage of the Jaw donating public lands to Agricultural Colleges. 

Yours respectfully, 

""WILLIAllt H . PARNELL, Esq. 

Rev. A~IOS BROWN, 
D F.AR StR : 

IRA HARRIS, 

NATIONAL HOTEL, Jan. 11, 1863. 

-:~ * * * * * * 
It gives me great pleasure to bear testimony to the aid you rendered in procuring 

the pa!lSage of the Agricultural College Bill. · 
It might have passed without you-1 cannot say that it would not-but sure I am 

no one was so active, or so efficient as you in removing obstacles to it, and in secur
ing it friends. * * * 

Yon will remember I was much interested in the measure and anxious for its 
passage, and I will not withhold the opinion that the very highest consideration is 
due to you from your State and from the country for this eminently useful and 
just measure. 

Very truly yours, 
DAN'L CLARK. 

WASHINGTON~Feb. 24, 1863. 
The undersigned, members of the 37th Congress, certify to the efficiency of Rev. 

Amos Brown of Havana, N.Y., in advocatino- the passage of the law appropriating 
lauds to the states for the use of Colleges. We believe there was no inan who did 
more to impart information and furnish arguments showing the propriety of the 
law, and he richly merits the thanks of all its friends. . . 

W. E. LANSING, 
ALFRED ELY, 
A. L. DIVEN, 27th Dist. N.Y. 
R. E. FENTON, 31st Dist. N. Y. 
R. FRANCHOT, 19th Dist. N. Y. 
W .. A.. WHKELER, 
A. B. ORIN, 
A. W. CLARK, 
J. P. CHAMBERLAIN. 

Tho cumulative evidence as to the value of Dr. Brown's efforts, as 
given above, is convincing. 

EFFORTS BY DR. EvAN PUGH, OF PENNSYLVANIA, TO PROMOTE 
LEGISLATION BY CONGRESS. 

In a '' Report" made by Dr. Evan Pugh, President of the P ennsy 1-
vania State College, to the Trustees of the Colle~e, in session at 
;Ranis burg, January 6th, 1864-full reference to whiCh will be found 
m the historical account of this College, given in the present volume 
of this Report (see ante pages 502-3}-occur the following statements 
relating to the passage of the law of Congress. Dr. Pugh's views 
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in regard to the purpose and origin of the movement for this Land 
Grant law, are of interest. The "Report"isevidentlydesigned to 
induce the Legislature to give· the use of the National Land Grant to 
this college, and strenuously urges the inability of the Literary Col
leges to carry out the purposes of the Law. Dr. Pugh's statements 
of the scope and needs of the Institutions designed by tlie Law indicate 
a man of far r eaching and comprehensive ideas.-The "Report" fills 
36 pages. The following are tl:ie passages relating to the influence of 
the friends of the State College in promoting the action of Congress: 

* * * Our next question is, 
Can an Endottnnent Fund sufficient to yield $27,700 annually be secured 1 . 
It was with some such question as this before the minds of the Board of Trustees 

of the Agricultural College of P ennsylvania, that they labored for several years for 
the passage, by Congress, of the bill donating land to Agricultural Colleges. 

It was with this question in his mind that one of the Board turned from the State 
Legislature, where n e had labored successfully to secure funds to complete our Col· 
lege buildings, to his se.at in Congress, where he labored no less successfully to , 
secure the means of the1r endowment. * * * · 

The grant of Land and Land Scrip front Congress to the several States for the · 
endounnent of Agricultural Colleges. '.· 

The foregomg considerations,in g reat part, have had a general character, relating · 
to the whole subject of Industrial Education, rather than to the Agricultural Cof- ·. 
lege of P ennsylva nia in particular. This form of considering the subject has been 
adopted, because all questions involved in the general consideration applied with; 
especial force to this College. .. 

In closin~ this report I would venture a few remarks upon what would seem tO ~ 
be the legitrmate object of the Land Grant by Congress, for the endowment of Col, · 
leges of Agriculture and the Mechanic arts. · ·. 

This Land Grant was the result of the growing intelligence of the agricultural 
classes of the country, and the modern development of all those sciences which have 
a practical bearing upon the industrial operations of life. A necessity for Industrial 
Colleges was felt throughout the entire country. Literary Colleges not only failed 
to supply an education especially adapted to the peculiar necessities of the indu8' 
trial classes, but throu~h their highest officials they persistently proclaimed that no 
such special College education was requisite, and that the best education a young 
man could have to fit him for practical duties in life, was to be found in the study 
of Latin and Greek. The idea of Industrial Education was turned into ridicule, 
and Industrial Colleges were denominated visionary ideals of impracticable men., 
Determined that means should be provided for a general system of Industrial Edu~: 
cation, a few prominent friends of such a system of education from other State!!, in: 
conjunction with the friends of the Agricultural College of Pennsylvania, after· 
about six years of persistent effort secured the passage, br Congress, of the Land 
Grant bill. This bill afforded sufficient land, or land scr1p to each of the larger 
States, to enable them, with a r easonable effort from the State, to found one .A.gri, 
cultural College. Smallet· States could only use it by establishing AgricultUral 
Chairs in Literary Colleges, as they had not enough to endow an Industrial Colle~. · 
The object of the bill however, was most distinctly not simply t o found Industrial 
Chairs in Literary Colleges, but to endow Industrial Colleges such as that, the 
organization of which has been discussed in this paper. * * * . 

5th. The friends of the .Agricultural College of P ennsylvania secured the passage 
of the Land Grant bill by Congress. 

A member of their Board of Trustees (then, as now, a prominent member of 
Congress) devoted almost an entire session in Congress to its passage, and other 
friends of the College visited Washington several times for the same purpoSe. 
Without their aid the bill would not have passed. ·. 

There is no discrepancy between the claims of Dr. Brown and Dr:. 
Pugh and doubtless t here were others whose efforts were a.s essentiaL 
It is "the long pull, the strong pull, and t he pull altogether" tb~t 
counts in Legislation. 



IV: 

CoMMEMORATIVE ADDRESSES DELIVERED AT AMHERST, MASSA
CHGSETTS, ON THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE pASSAGE OF THE 
UNITED STATES LAND GRANT LAW OF 1862. 

INTRODUCTION. 

While the foregoing account of the activity of two enthusiastic 
educators in urging before Congress the passage of the Land Grant 
Law of 1862, is of interest fm,the glimpse it affords of the far reach
ing views of the zealous friends of that measure ; the following 
extracts taken from the Commemorative Addresses delivered in 
honor of the event, at the Commencement Exercises of the Massa
chusetts Agricultural College, at Amherst, in 1887, on the occasion 
of the 25th Anniversary of the passage of the Law; with their retro
spective view of its beneficent activities, will be found of notable 
interest. · 

These addresses were issued in pamphlet form by the college.* 
The opening address by President Adams, of Cornell University, 

New York, recalls the great additional value of this grant which 
was secured to the educational interests of that State, by the wise 
foresight, enterprise and generosity of the late Ezra Cornell, in his 
care for that imperial domain of territory given to it by the Nation. 
Tho words of Senator Morrill, charged with the practical ~ood sense 
so characteristic of the man, and the account of the State mstitution 
of Massachusetts, whose honored guests they then were, so well told 
by the Hon. Charles G. Davis, are of veritable historical value. 
Want of space alone compels the giving of these" extracts," in IJlace 
of reprinting the entire contents of this valuable memorial pamphlet. 

MEMORIAL ADDRESS 

BY 

CHARLES KENDALL ADAMS, LL. D., PRESIDENT OF CORNELL 
UNIVERSITY. 

THE MORRILL LAND GRANT. 

It was a remarkable evidence of the confidence and the composure of our federal 
legislature that in 1862, just twenty-five years ago, they were able to give their 
thoughts to the framing of that far-reaching act, in commemoration of which we 
are to-day assembled. It was at one of the most anxious, if not one of the darkest 
periods of our terrible war. The first great organized advance of the federal forces 
was just coming to a disastrous end. The. Peninsula Campaign in .which were cen
tered all the nation's hopes had taken time. for the most complete preparation in 
order that no repulse might be possible. Fair Oaks, Gaines Mill, Mechanicsville, 

*Commemorative Addresses, 1862-1887, Massachusetts Agricultural College.
AduresRes delivered at the Massachusetts Agricultural College June 21st, 1887, on 
the 2-ith Anniversary of the passage of the National Land Grant Act, Amherst, 
Mass.: J . E. Williams, Book and Job Printer, 1887, Pp. 61. 
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Cold Harbor, Malvern Hill,-names that even now send a shudder into thousands 
of American homes,-had followed in rapid succession, and our baffied army took 
up its retreat on the second of July, the very day on which , by the signature of the 
President, the act in which we have now so much interest , became a law. Little 
did the people think that at the very moment they were watching, with bated breath 
and tearful eyes for every new sign of success or repulse, there was going forward 
to completion in the halls of legislation at the National Capitol , a great act of states
manship which in after years would bring the people together, as we ar!l assembled 
here to-day. 

A OREAT ACT OF STATES!IIANSHIP. 

And Yl!t a great a<;t of statesmanship it was. In the few moments I shall detain 
. you it will be my effort to show that its spirit was conceived in accordance with the 
best traditions of our country, that its provisions were in harmonious accord with 
the general spirit of the time, and that it was fraught with the means of incalcu
lable advantage to the nation. To these three considerations, then, I briefly invite 
your attention. • 

Within the last twenty-five years the policy of rendering national and state aid-: · 
to educational institutions has sometimes \>een gravely questioned. It has been 
asserted that the work of education, in any other than a purely elementary sense, 
should be left to the care of private benevolence. This, however, was not the doc
trine of the fathers. As was so eloquently shown fifty years ago, when the orator 
selected to r epresent Harvard, and Amherst, and Williams pleaded the cause of the 
colleges before the Legislature of Massachusetts, it was the states acting in theil 
organized capacity, that provided for the means of higher education as well as for 
the common schools. 

THE TRADITIONAL POLICY OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES. 

Look a t the facts of that early history . Years before the famous common school 
law was passed, provision had been made for the founding of a college, by means of 
a tax levied upon the whole people of t he Colony. As Mr. E verett said, scarcely 
had the feet of the Pilgrims taken hold of Plymouth Rock, when a year's rate of 
the Colony was levied in order that the higher learning might have a home in the 
New W orld. Nor was the child of this parentage left to any such-precarious sup
port as m ight be afforded by private benevolence. The Court Records of Massa
chusetts in the colonial period are eprinkled over with e;idence of the most solicit;. 
ous care. It was in the days of poverty. The subsistence of the president and the 
professors or tutors, as they were then called, was immediately dependent on the 
bounty of the commonwealth. Appro}1tiat ions for buildings and for lands were 
from time to time made. The income of the ferry between Boston and Cambridge 
was appropriated by the General Court to the use of the college. The legislature . 
selected the controllinp; board. In short, Harvard College was an institution of the 
government, founded by it, supported by it a nd cop trolled by it. Before the days 
of independence arrived, more than a hundred different statutes had been spread 
upon the legislative r ecord for the purpose of guiding and assisting this child of the 
infant state. Even in the nonstitution of 1780 it was declar~d forever to be the duty 
of the legislature to encourage higher learning flnd especially the University at 
Cambridge. And it was not until the sons of the college had multiplied and grown 
rich, that the legislature said to them as late as 1865: You can now care for your 
benignant mother better than I can , therefore I pension her off and entrust her for
tunes to your generous keeping. · 

STATE AID TO EDUCATION. 

The policy of Massachusetts was the policy of Connecticut. Long before Elih:U 
Yale gave the final impulse for the founding of the college which was to bear his 
name, the General Court had carefully considered the establishment of such an 
institution. The subject was postponed from time to time, not because there was 
any question as to the propriety of founding such an institution ; but because the 
population was as yet too sparse and too poor to furnish the pupils for two colleges 
m New England. And so It was not till more than sixty years had passed after ·~e 
founding of Harvard that the second New England College was established. But-· 
after its establishment its history was much like that of its elder sister. During t~e 
whole of the last century, as the first President Dwight has said in his History, It 
was to the bounty of the Legislature of Connecticut that the support of Yale C?l· 
lege wa,~ chiefly clue. Again and again all other.resources failed. It was the lep 
lafure that erected old COnnecticut Hall and gave to it the name of its benefactor. 
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THE ORIGIN OF DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, IN NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

Then look at the history of Dartmouth. The college began as a work of charity. 
Gradually it grew into something more than a secondary school. But during the 
wars of its early growth, it never hesitated to call for aid upon the Legislature of 
't\e"' Hampshire; and its call was seldom heard in vain. It educated many of the 
~o11s of Vermont, and in due time it called upon the Green Mountain State for its 
~hare of assistance. A cheerful recognition of the obligation was the result. The 
l:1ncl of a township was given to the college, and a record of the fact was stamped 
in:o the history and upon the map of the state by giving to the town the name of 
the college president. 

A LIKE POLICY OF STATE AID TO EDUCATION IN THE SOUTHERN STATES. 

\\'hat was true of the method that pre> ailed in New England was al&o true of 
tlw South. William and Mary, the second college established in the Colonies, took 
its name from the royal benefactors who made the first large contribution for its 
support out of the public ti·easm·y. The Colony was also taxed in behalf of the 
in,titution. A part of the value of every pound of tobac~o raised in Virginia had 
to go into the treasury for the benefit of t he college. This continued throughout 
col<>nial days. And when Jefferson conceived the plan of the University of Vir
ginia, in some respects the grandest educational project ever devised in America, 
thon~;h he was inclined to intrust less authority to the government than any other 
of our forefathers, he endeavored to make the institution as much a part of the 
eclumtional system of the state as were the common schools themselves. 

HOW THIS POLICY PROMOTED HIGHER EDUCATION. 

This method of supp01ting the colleges, moreover, was not only universal. it was 
also d'fectual in that it planted and nourished into maturity colleges of a hi~;h order 
of tuerit even in the infant days of our national. life. Not only were admirable 
scholars made, but they were made in large numbers. The standards of those days, 
it is true, ·were somewhat different from the standards of our days; but one who 
looks a t what was done, while recognizing great differences, will hesitate long 
befmr he pronounces them inferior. A recent antl eminent supedntendent of edu
cation in your owh state not long since pronounced the opinion t hat the standards 
of h i~her education in colonial days were not simply relatively, J?ut actually highe1· 
than the standards of the second half of the nineteenth century. I am not here to 
corroborate this statement or even to express an opinion on that point. But we 
ma..'· regard it as certain that the schools that could tra in the men of re.,olutionary 
days were efficient and were among the most valuable institutions of colonial time. 

And when we pass on from colonial days to the days of the republic, we find that 
till' propriety and t he justice of these methods were universally recognized. That 
firRt great ordinance which still sheds its benign influence over the Northwest, pro
vicl!'d that ·'Schools and the means of education sl1a ll forever be encouraged." 
An1l from the clay of that benignant provision to the present time, no territory has 
been organized and no state has been admitted to t he Union without provision that 
a. part of its domain shall be set apart for hig her learning as well as a part for the 
common schools. · 

THE MORRILL LAND GRANT LAW OF 1862 IN THIS LINE OF HIGH PRECEDENTS. 

Thus it is that I hold the Land Grant of 1862 to have been in strict accordance 
"·ith the best traditions of our educational history. 

The second part ot' my thesis is that the Morrill Land Grant was in strict accord
ance with the spirit of the present time. 

·w e, doubtless, sometimes talk flippantly and unwisely of what we call the spirit 
of the age. And yet the age in which we live- has certain peculiarities which we 
can hardly go astray in t rying to characterize. They are so distinctly marked, 
mdced they are so general!}- acknowledged and understood that even to speak of 
them, subjects one to the charge of dealing with the common-place. But the rela
tton of these characteristics to matters of education is so important that I shall 
'>enture briefly to speak of them. 

During the middle ages the work of the schools was limited to the education of 
those who were to go into the learned professions. It is even a matter of some 
clonl >t whether the great Charles, the organizer of schools in France and Germany, 
coukl himself write or read: It is certain that_one of the gre~tes~ of French mili
tary lc:Hlers, as late as the tune when the RenaiSsance was begmmng to dawn, was 
absolutely illiterate. -
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Nor was this condition of affairs a singular one, or one that should excite our 
surprise. Before the introduction of the Baconi:m philosophy, the methods of look- · 
ing at the problems of life were the reverse of the methods that have now come to 
prevail. Aristotle said, "Look into your own minds, study the nature of thought, 
look into the nature of things, and thus you will be able to reason out the course of 
conduct you ought to pursue." The Aristotelian philosophy prevailed until the sev
enteenth Cef\tury . At length came Bacon and Descartes. ·Their methods were the 
opposite. They said, study thmgs not so much in their nature,-which you cannot 
know anything about by a process of reasoning-as in their characteristics and 
relations. You are to reason from their external appearance and characteristics 
which everybody can investigate and in some sense at least understand into their 
internal natures. Thus it was that the Baconian or inductive philosophy had for 
its aim the setting of all thinking ·beings to the examining of the things everywhere 
about them. It taught not only that the domain of thought, but also that the 
domain of action, was open to the scrutiny of human intelligence. It exhorted 
everybody to pry into whatever there was within the range of observation. Exam- . 
ine the methods of nature, in order to discover the laws of nature. Examine the 
habits of animals in order to become acquainted with the laws of their development . . 
Study the rocks, the trees, the plants, the flowers, in fact, study all the domain of 
nature, in order to discover the secrets of nature. The exhortation was followed in: 
the course of the last century by the birth of what are called the Nat ural Sciences. 

It is not singular that this method immediately began to insist on the examination : 
of institutions as well as the things of nature. Heretofore, the rights of the church, 
the rights of the king, the rights of a ll governing powers, rested, not on any evi
dence that such forms and methods by actual experience had been shown to con· 
duce to the largest happiness of man, but rather on some pronounced right that was 
founded on authority either human or divine. But now came a change. The 
Bacon ian philosophy taught that men might examine the conduct of government; 
and they drew the logical inference that if they mi~ht examine, they might act on 
the results of examination. This they did not hesitate to do. It is an interesting. 
fact that the immortal work of Bacon which embodied and put into permanent 
scientific form the results of his studies and the substance of his philosophy was· 
published in 1620, the very year of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, just twenty-two years· 
before the vigorous outbreak of the English Revolution. . 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE BACONIAN PHILOSOPHY. 

Now what was the educational significance of this movement? Why, simply 
this. It opened the whole realm of nature as the legitimate field of investigation 
and study. Before this time the work of the schools and universities had been con
fined to developing the minds of the pupil and the teaching of the four learned pro-' 
fessions-theology, medicine, law, and pedagogy. Universities had been established 
in the twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth .centuries in all parts of Europe, 
but in no one of them were studies carried on in accordance with the modern inves
tigating spirit. This is not strange, for the sciences had· not yet been born. They
could not come into existence till 'the investigating or inductive methods of study 
had come to prevail, and these methods it was that the Baconian philosophy 
ushered in. 

A change of this nature was necessarily slow in making itself observed. Bl,it· 
there was here and there a man who caught the new spirit and preached the new. 
doctrine. The most .enlightened man of the next generation was Milton. He had:. 
in t he vast stores of his mind all the wealth of ancient learning. But he ·saw the, 
full significance of the new philosophy and so every page of his tractate on Educa- . 
tion is redolent with the modern spirit; Here are some of his words, " I call there
fore a complete and generous education, that which fits a man to perform jusj;ly, 
skillfully, and magnanimously all the offices, both private and public of peace and
war." This comprehensive definition mt~ht not inaptly be emblazoned as a motte: 
upon the walls of every one of the institutiOns founded by the Morrill Grant of 1869•;· 

But the doctrine of Milton was slow in permeating educated society. Institu·.~ 
tions of learning are proverbially conservative. The universities resisted all chang'!if 
until the necessity of change made itself everywhere apparent. A century ~~ 
on during which the ideas of Bacon and Milton were gradually infiltrating tbellf;' 
selves into the minds of the people. Then came the great book of Adam SDll~~
on the Wealth of Nations,-a book which is entitled to this distinction that ~tt 
combining the Aristotelian with the Baconian methods it sought to establish··a\ 
science of wealth on a philosophical basis. The :premises and the reasoning-!>\~ 
which conclm;ions were founded were not in my ,1udgment wi~hout great~eiT?if~ 
but the hook had its bearings on education scarcely le>ss important than its · 
on political economy and finance. Its teachings were essentially this : the 
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thing government can do with men, as a rule, is simply to proteCt them against 
a buses ·from their fellows, and then let them alone. This doctrine, however faulty,
ami civilization is now teaching that it is full of faults, -carried with it this logical 
conclusion. If it be true, that men will most successfully work out their own for
tune and destiny, when not interfered with by govPrnment, it follows that they 
must acquire the general intelligence suitable for self guidance, aJ;J.d, consequently, 
that far more generous provisions for education must be made than had ever before 
been provided for. · 

These doctrines of Adam Smith, moreover, were in complete harmony with what 
are commonly called the revolutionary doctrines of the latter part of the last cen
tury. Jefferson, as well as Adam Smith, preached the doctrine of letting men and. 
things alone. And it was precisely because kings and parliaments and nobles and 
hereditary lordfl would not let men and things alone, that the revolution came on 
in America, and a little later in France. 

THE BffiTH OF MODERN SCIENCE. 

There is another phase of the course of e~ents that is worthy of note. While the 
re•olutionary ideas in regard to the proper attitude of government toward the peo
ple were taking root there was another revolution !$'oing on which had even greater 
significance. The Baconian doctrine of investigatlon was beginning to bear fruit. 
As a consequence the modern sciences had come into being. In all parts of the 
world every bright boy was looking into things. Every intelligent man was think
ing of the ways by which his means of subsistence could be improved . . You know 
the result was the most remarkable succession of inventions that history has ever 
known anything about. The power loom, the spinning jenny, the application of 
ste.-'l.m to the driving of machinery, the cotton gin, the invention of the locomotive 
engine, the building of roads and canals, not only changed the methods of existence 
from top to bottom, but also made everybody the near neighbor of everybody else. 
Contemplate one or two simple facts. At the middle of the last century it was still 
the regular method of conveying freight in England between London and the 
interior to put it into crooks thrown across the backs of mules, and send it along 
the narrow pathways that crossed the country. But what a miracle was soon 
wrought. When Emerson visited England about the middle of the present cen
tury he recorded in his '' Notes" that the working power of steam in Great Britain 
alone, was equal to the strength of six hundred millions of men; and that thirty
six thousand ships were employed in carrying British products to distant ·parts of 
the world. What a mighty revolution was that? ' 

It is interesting to note that these two revolutions, the political and philosophical 
on the one hand, and the social and economic on the other, were strictly contempo
raneous. As we said that the date of the No~m Organum was the date of the 
Pilgrims, so we may note that the date of the "Wealth of Nations" and of the 
patents of Watt and Bolton were all within the years of our revolutionary war. 

TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS THE OUTCOME OF THE NEW NEEDS. 

Now it is a curious fact, that although it was in England that these two revolu
tions had their origin, it was also in England that the educational results of these 
revolutions were slowest and latest in making themselves felt. The reason, how
e"er , is not far to seek. England was the first to take advantage of the new inven
tions. Factories had sprung into existence on every hillside and on every stream, 
and British goods had taken possession of every market in the world. The states
men in France and Germany saw that nothing but a systematic establishment of 
!echnical schools would regain for the nations of the continent the industrial 
importance which they had lost. And so industrial and technical schools were 
rapidly established. The Ecole Polytechnique came into existeuce in 1795. A school 
of similar purpose was established at Chalons in 1802; another at Angers in 1811,· 

· and another at Aix in 1843. The still more famous Ecole Centrale at Paris came 
into existence in 1829 with its array of schools for the education of mechanical 
e_ngineers, civil engineers, chemists, and architects. Besides these there were estab
hshed a vast number of ttade schools of every kind, with shops for the teaching of 
methods of working in wood and iron and brass and other metals. In Paris alone 
there are more than a hundred such schools open alike to natives and to foreigners. 

In Germany the activity in this direction has been even more marked. Austria 
has seven ~t technical schools and Prussia has nine. The new home of the 
~olv.technic at Berlin, perhaps the finest educational building in the world, has, it 
IS sa1d, accommodations for nc less than four thousand students. 

Moreover, besides these gr~t centres of the higher grades of technical education, 
there is a vast number of schools of a more elementary grade. These are grouped 
about every industrial nucleus in the country. In Hamburg alone nearly a hundred 
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teachers are employeu to give instruction in technical and industrial subjects to the 
thousands of pupils that throng the rooms. At the little moutltain city of Chemnitz 
in Saxony there are five higher teclmical and trade schools, and so successful have 
these schools been within the past few years in producing skilled labor, that from 
the single county of Nottingham, in England, it is said that more t han half a score 
of great manufacturing firms have transfetTerl their machinery to Saxony in order 
to avail themselves of the superior workmanship t hat is there offered. And it is in 
this way that Germany, by means of her technical schools, is taking from England 
her industrial supremacy. · 

At last Englanu has come to see her danger. At Manchester, at Sheffield, at 
Birmingham, and in London technical schools of some merit have recently been 
established. At last the scholastic tranquillity of Cambridge even has been disturbed 
by the noise of the saws and the lathes and the planing machines of a technical 
school; and even old Eton, that has rested for centuries in its quiet beauty under 
the shadows of Windsor Castle, and for centuries has been the favorite school of the 
scions of nobility, has been obliged to yield to the universal demand. By establish
ing a technical annex she, however unwillingly, has paid tribute to the inevitable. 

THE FIRST AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS. 

But this is only one phase of the l$enerr:.l movement. The other, that which per
tains to agriculture, is equally strikmg and equally important. 

Agricultural schools were established in Germany early in the present century. 
But it was not till after Liebig in 1844 published his famous work on "Chemistry 
as applied to Agriculture" that any real impulse was g iven to agricultural schools. 
But Liebig proved beyond the possibility of doubt two things. The one was that 
however g reat the draft upon the soil , the fertility may be fully maintained and 
even increased by restoring to the soil the mineral and the organic matter taken 
from it at the harvest. The second truth, and one even more important than the 
C~ther, was that the proportions and quantities of the ingredients taken up by the 
crop are so variable and so different under differing circumstances that nothing less 
than a careful and scientific study of soils will enable one to restore those ingredients 
in the most efficient and economical proportions. It was accordingly held that for 
the encouragement of such studies, schools of agriculture must be multiplied. 

H OW AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IS CARED FOR IN GERMANY. 

And from that day to this the number as well as the efficiency of the schools has 
steadily increasell. Prugsia alone has four highP.r agricultural colleges with s.ome 
eighty professorships; she bas more t han forty lesser schools, ali having model 
farms; sh~:< has five special schools for the cultivation of meadows and the scientific 
study of methods of irrigation ; she has one special school for the teaching of those · 
who desire to reclaim swamp lands; she has two special schools for teaching the 
growing of fruit trees in industrial nurseries ; she has a school for teaching horse
shoeing; one for teaching silk raising; one for the raising of bees; and one for 
teaching the cultivating of fish. Besides all these she has twenty special schools 
for thA educa.tion of gardeners; and fifteen schools for the training of those who are 
to cultivate the grape. 

The example of Prussia has been imitated by the other German states. The little 
Kingdom of Bavaria, scarcely larger than Massachusetts, has twenty-six agricul
tural colleges, besides more than two hundred agricultural associations. Wiirtem
berg, still smaller in area, has sixteen colleges, and seventy-six associations. Baden, 
with a population of only a million, has fourteen agricultural colleges besides four 
schools of gardening and forestry. Saxony, with its dense population of two mil
lions compacted into a space hardly larger than two American counties, has four 
higher colleges and twenty agricultural schools besides a veterinary colle~e, and a. 
department of agriculture of twenty professors at the University of LeipsiC. Saxe 
·w eimar, with a population of no more than 230,000 souls, has three agricultu~l 
colleges besides an agricultural department with §.fteen professorships at the Um-. · 
v~rsity of J ena. . 

And what has been the result? Simply this, that while in every one of the 
American states, as is sho'11o11 by the agricultural reports, the average crop per acre 
has been steadily growing less and less,* the average crop in Germany has been&!!. 

*Authority for this statement may be found in the Report of the Commissioner of 
Agriculture for the year 1886, p. 19. It is there shown that the· avera~ yield of the 
leading cereals between 1870 and 1879 was considerably greater than that from 1879 
to 1885. The diminution is shown by thE> following figures: The average Corr; crop 
declined from 26.8 to 25.1 bushels per acre; Wheat, from 12.5 to 12.1; Oats, from 
27.5 to 27.2; Rye, from 14.2 to 12.8; Barley, from 22.4 to 22.08; and Buckwh~ 
from 17.5 to 18.6. 
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~lt'adily growing more and more. In view of these facts, we ought to bow our 
heads in 11Umility if not in Shame. At least let us cease our unwarranted boasting 
ahout the superiority of our educational facilities. 
~uch have been the tendencies in other par ts of the world, and I trust that you 

""ill agree with me in thinking that the Monill Grant in purpose and in aim was 
in harmony with the general spirit and the best tendencies of the times. 

WHAT THE "MORRILL" LAND GRANT LAW BAS DONE FOR THIS COUNTRY, 

The third part of my thesis is the proposition that this land was fraught with the 
ml•ans of incalculable advantage to the nation. 

I am willing to concede that in man; cases the avails of the grant were not so 
large as they should have been. * * 

But notwithstanding the difficulties in the way of realizing the full value of the 
grant, no one, I imagine, will have the hardihood to deny that a great, an ~mmense 
"ood has been accomplished. Look at a few of the facts and figures. The Land 
Grant amounted to 17,430,000 acres. The sum realized from t he sale of this scrip is 
reported to have been $7,545,405. This sum has been greatly increased by additions 
of g-rounds, buildings, apparatus, and money given by benevolent individuals. In 
thi~ way the land scrip fund, which in New York amounted to scru:cely more than 
:fGUO.OOO, has been augmented to not less than about $6,000,000. Though the uni
>er~ity to which I refer has, perl1aps, been the most fortunate of the land grant 
in~titutions, gifts with a similar purpose have likewise increased the endowments 
in other states. The result is that the latest reports show that these colleges now 
employ nearly five hunch·ed professors and teachers, and give instruction·to some 
liH' thousand students. Many of these students have, in turn, become teachers in 
othl·r suhools and colleges. From the institution with which I have t he honor to be 
couuected, I recall the names of at least twelve of the j!;raduates who have become 
profl·:-;sors of some branch of Agriculture in other schools of collegiate grade. In a 
similar way, the other land grant colleges are disseminating knowledge on those 
gn•at subjects which were especially named in the bill. 

But this, of course, has been but a sma ll part of the work. Thousands of young 
ruen, educated in the various branches of Agriculture and Mechanical Science, have 
gone forth to engage in the practical duties of life, and thus have disseminated and 
multiplied the knowledge they have received. The work is to go on with ever 
accelerating vigor, and thus there will be sent out a continued succession for all 
fu turo time. 

There is another feature of the benefits received from this great measure that 
ought not to be overlooked. I refer to the fact that centres of agricultural knowl
edge have been established in all the States of the Union. The science of agricul
tun~. before almost absolutely unknown by the masses of the people, has come to be 
in some measure at last respected and even honored. The agricultural necessities 
of the country have been made more apparent. To some thousands of young men 
the stupendous fact is now taught that nature will not be cheated of her righ ts, and 
that for everything you take out of the soil, you must put something back, or the 
time will come when nature's cashier will cease to honor your drafts, and you will 
end in bankruptcy. 

And what a field for such teaching there is ; look !l.t the statistics of our A~icul
tural Department. In every one of the states, in thtl North, in the South, m the 
East and even in the West, the yield per acre of all the great cereal crops has been 
steadily declining since the early years of the Century. The American farmer has 
impoverished the soil,- and then gone W est. It is not certain that this process 
has even yet been arrested. The last statistics available for genera l comparison are 
not very reassuring. If the New Englall'l States have held their own, it has not 
been l.Jy means of improved agriculture, but by the general establishment of manu
factories. The same process has been going on that converted many of the fertile 
lands of Virginia into pine barrens. As we all ~now too well thousands of acres in 
the Eastern States have been abandoned as practically worthless. Meanwhile the 
stre;uns of immigration and emigration ha>e been going on. The Irish and the 
Germans have come to Massachusetts; but the farmers of Massachuset ts have gone 
to New York and Ohio, the.people of New York have gone to Indiana and Illinois, 
and the people of Indiana and Illinois have gone to Kansas and the farther West. 
Ever westward has been t he mo l>'ement until the cunent has been arrested on the 
slope~ of the Pacific. At length there is no W est, to whose virgin soil we may flee. 
Our fanners no longer have tbe choice between remaining poor or moving toward 
the setting sun; they have the other alternative, the one which has long confronted 
the farmers of the old world, remaining poor or a more perfect knowledge of the 
conditions under which nature will yield a bounteous and profitable return. 
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DANGEllS ARISING FROM RECKLESS DESTRUCTION OF ~'ORESTS. 

Then look at another fact. In many regions of our country the same desolating 
process is going on that has reduced the fertile fields· about the Mediterranean to 
sterile deserts. The trees are being swept away and thus we attempt to frustrate 
the methods by which an all wise Providence designed that the moisture in the 
dee{> should be taken up into the plant and cast off into the clouds to be returned 
agam as rain. What has been the result? The rainfall has been diminished, the 
showers which heaven still does not refuse to furnish, instead of being welcomed 
by the soft verdure of forests and cultivated fields and lovingly kept in the soil for 
the good of all animal and plant life, is repelled by parched hill sides, so that it shoots 
off in angry torrents and is soon once more in the lakes and the great rivers and 
the oceans beyond. Thus by a perfectly explicable method our climate is under
going a change and it is the change which in some of the r egions of the old world 
has caused the sands to drift over r egions that were once the homes of a prosperous 
people. 

And yet however great the difficulties may seem, there is no tendency of nature 
that is more amenable to the influence of man's appreciative intelligence. Every
body remembers Emerson's allusion to the ability of the English by the planting of 
trees on the borders of E~ypt to bring rain again after a drought of three thousand 
years. We have been domg the same thing in the W est; fqr the planting of trees 
and cornfields in Kansas and Nebraska up to the very frontier has already pushed 
the rain-line farther west by more than a hundred miles. The Reports of the Com
missioner of Agriculture are teeming with facts of similar significance. It is esti., 
mated, for example, that the loss from the swine plague alone reaches annually 
some thirty millions of dollars, and that the value of corn and wheat annually· 
destroyed by fungi is not less than the enormous sum of two hundred millions.* 

1'hese are some of the lessons and some of the necessities that are taught ·by 
experience; and yet they are only hints, as it were, designed to show how vast 
is the domain that invites the careful study of our schools and colleges. It is 
into this domain that the people were invited by the wise Land Grant of 1862. It 
is in this domain that the colleges and universities founded on that grant, if they . 
live up to their high behest, will accomplish results that shall be for the helping, if 
not for the healing of the nations. . . 

ADDRESS BY 

HoN. JusTIN S. MoRRILL, UNITED STATES SENATOR FOR VERMONT. 

While having some words to which I may not unwillingly give utterance, yet, not 
until within the past two weeks have I had any expectation of being able, in 
response to the invitation of January last, to be present on this 25th Anniversary 
of the passage of the act by which this and other similar colleges have been estab
lished in the several states. I am glad to recognize your observance of the day as 
evidence that these institutions have won some consideration and hold here your 
cordial respect. I do not feel that the Land-Grant Colleges derive any dignity from 
the author of the act of Congress to which they owe their birth, however dear to 
me his reputation may very naturally be supposed to be. The existence of the 
Colleges c.an alone be vindicated by the reason that they are not superfluous but 
indisputably wanted; and that their work is not Utopian but practically of real 
service to the country. They must de.rive all of their dignity, not from any real or 
supposed obstacle encountered in their origin, but from the substantial equivalent 
they give for the four years of vigorous life surrendered by students to their guid· 
ance, and from the lustre reflected upon them by their alumni. 

The importance of the early training of the horse and the ox has never been lost 
sight of by mankind ; a seven years' apprenticeship has been thought not too mucp 
to acquire the skill of a master mechanic ; and the importance of long terms of 
human training, for the professions of theology, law, medicine, and pedagogy, has 
for years been held to be mdispensable. But these learned professions, important as 
they are, numerically include only a small fraction, comparatively, of the hum~ 
race; and, yet, it is hardly too much to say, that our ancient colleges and univel'$.~
ties mainly provided instruction originally intended exclusively for those who, 
sought to be equipped for these special classes. The grea.t majority of mankind, 
therefore, lacking perhaps neither ambition nor native ability, were dependent uJ,>On 
the hap-hazard of self-culture, or upon being taught in some brief way m the distnc~ 
school how to read, write, and cipher. If this uncounted and unrepresented multi· 
tude sought to acquire knowledge of more practical value in the voyage of life, they 
soon found that useful knowledge was often estimated inancientandrichlyendowed 

*Report of Commissioner of Agriculture for 1866, Pp. 11, 24. 
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institutions to mark the humble station of steerage passengers, while thfl august 
institutions assumed to provide alone for passengers in the cabin, and, for them
ha\"ing reluctantly abandoned the discipline of the "birch "-only intellectual disci
pline, the efficacy of which no one disputes, though no less efficacy may be claimed 
in behalf of studies for scientific use than for classic ostentation. 

An eminent orator of Harvard College, it iR reported, once asked, " What is a 
l ;niversity?" and answered it by quoting himself as having said thirtyyearsbefore 
that, " A University is a place where nothing useful is taught, and a University is 
l "'s.~ible only where a man may get his li>elihood by digging Sanscrit roots." 

This may have been sanctioned by the authority of longevity, and certainly 
n ppeared thirty years ago as too antiquatell and limited for the general wants of 
.A nterican citizens, who claim that in any sphere of life education pays, that all 
pl•rsons, however humble their pursuits, become more valuable by education, more 
u~eful to themselves and to the community, and especially so where each one has a 
Yisible and responsible share in the government unuer which he lives. 

Bomething more than a system of liberal education for the class of the so-called 
'· liberal professions" was demanded, and this class, where the greatest number of 
representatives of the highest culture now exists, should a ll gladly welcome additions 
to their own numbers of other learned men. The great army of industrious laborers 
in lhe field and workshop, in mines and factories, or on railroads and other business 
enterprises....:..ready at any time to p;ive their Ji,·es in support of the liberties and 
union of the nation-had some ri !.!;ht to more of sound anti appropriate learning that 
would elevate and especially profit them in their respective future careers. 

TilE FEW YEARS OF SCHOOL LIFE CONTRASTED WITH THE SUM OF DESIRABLE 
KNOWLEDGE. 

The school-age of man is far too brief for the acquirement of all knowledge of 
philosophy, letters and sdence, and where the dead languages have the primacy, 
there is little chance for the sciences, for modern languages, or even for our native 
tou;..;ue, or, indeed, for much, with scholarly thoroughness, in anything else. A 
nwrl' smattering of the sciences, or of the ancient languages, is no more to be coveted 
tha11 even the old absolute unity of all college education. The organic law of the 
Laud-Grant Colleges, therefore, made it a leading feature that instruction should 
be provided, without ostracising anything, in branches related to Agriculture and 
the ;IIechanic Arts, upon which, as we all know, the greater number of mankind 
must rely for their substance and happiness, as well as for their growth and reputa-
tion among men. 

The sciences related to agriculture, tending, among other things, to increase the 
food products of the world, and the mechanic arts, upon which nations must lean 
for their independence and defence, should neither be ignored nor assi~ed to an 
infl•rior position. 'fhe mastery in these robust branches of learning requu·es train
ing anti brain-power, and does not exclude, though it may diminish attention to 
those branches of study too often r egarded as the only brancl1es where honors can 
lie wun, or as the only luxuries of a liberal education. * * * 

TO \\"IN CONQUESTS FROM 'tHE DESERTS OF IGNORANCE TO THE EVER WIDENING 
REALM OF INTELLIGENCE. 

Tho Land-Grant Colleges were founded on the idea that a higher and broader ed\1-
cation should be placed in every state within the reach of those whose destiny 
assig:ns them to, or who may have the courage to choose industrial vocations where 
the wealth of nations is produced; where advancerl civilization unfolds its comforts, 
and ".here a much larger number of the people need wider educational ad vantages, 
and i111patiently a wait their possession. The design was to o~n the door to a lib
eral education for this large class a t a cheaper cost from being close at hand, and 
to telllpt them by offering not only sound literary instruction, but something more 
applicable to the productive employments of life. It would be a mistake to sup
pose it was intended that every student should become either a farmer or mechanic 
when the design comprehended not only instruction for those who may hold the 
plow or follow a trade, but such instruction as any person might need- with " the 
worlol all bE-fore them where to choose "-and without the exclusion of those who 
might prefer to adhere to the classics. Milton in his famous discourse on education, 
gives a definition of what an education ought to be, which would seem to very 
complL·tely cover all that was proposed by the Land-Grant Colleges; and Milton 
lacked nothing of ancient learning, nor did he suffer his culture to hide his stal
,~·art republicanism. He says: " I call, therefore, a complete and generous erluca
tton, that which fits a man to perform justly, skillfully and magnanimously all the 
offices, both private and public, of peace and war." 
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HOW TJ·Jio: ~EW LA~D-GRA:\"T COLI,EGES HAVE STIMULATED THE STUDY OF SCIENCE 
IN THE OLDER COLLEGES. 

It was not uesired that literary colleges should be superseded, or be in any sense 
dwarfed, as surely none of these elder colleges or universities could have any rea
son to complain at the prospect of an augmentation of the number of educated 
young men,' nor could they have any reason to complain but should rejoice when 
reinforced by an additional corps of teachers- though differently equipped-enlisted 
in the earnest labor of training men for the noblest ranks of usefulness. There is 
room for all. Thorough culture is contagious. One educated young man creates 
an educational epidemic in a whole neighborhood. The only contention is that, in 
educational institutions of the highest dignity, scholarship in useful learning should 
stand as equal to scholarship in any other brand~ of education , and I hope to be 
pardoned for believing that it will do as much to discipline and to fashion as large 
a proportion in the hundred of men for distincLion in society, and to make them 
valuable citizens, as well as authorities and ornaments in their respective vocations, 
entitling them as much to the honors of a college, as anything to be found in the 
humanities of a four years' university curriculum. 

Within the memory of many .of those who now live, the advancement of the 
ustJful arts and sciences is supposed to have eclipsed all previous records. Modern 
text-books of chemistry , bOtany, entomology, forestry, geology, metallurgy, elec
tricity, mechanics, architecture, of zoology, would be unknown, if not" all Greek," . 
to most college graduates of fifty years ago; but since the date of the Land-Grant 
Colleges, other colleges, endowed with sufficient means, have also responded with . 
more or less liberality to the tlemand for instruction in these branches, leaving many 
of them elective or optional. The Land-Grant Colleges have, therefore, not only 
done good work of their own, but have prompted, perhaps, some good work upon 
the part of others. * * * 
HOW S'fATES AND I :'\DIVIDUALS HAVE SUPPLEMENTED THE LAND GRANTS TO THE 

COLLEGES. 

The Land-Gr ant Colleges are now more than equal in number to the States of. 
the Union. and light up some of the formerly destitute portions of our country. In 
eight states where the land fund appeared too limited for an independent institution, 
colleges have been successfully grafted upon the healthy stock of some existing 
literary institutions, and in no instance has such a junction bred intestine and 
internecine war. Most of the states have spontaneously aided the colleges by fur
nishing necessary buildings, and also by very liberal annual appropriations. Gen
erous local bounties from towns and from private individuals also, have often been. 
received. With l1ardly an exception these colleges are doing excellent educational 
work. It is a gratification to find that the largest endowment in any state has been 
husbanded most successfully, having fallen into very astute and worthy hands, and 
has ser ved, with other large bounties, to build up the most complete and prosper
ous of all these ins:itutions. I must a lso add that Cornell University, to which of 
course I r efer , has been fortunate in her teachers as well as in her large-handed 
benefactors, and, whenever any special want has been developed, some generous 
friend has been ready to pour thousands after thousands into her lap. 

VALUE OF THE MILITARY TRAINING GIVEN I N THESE COLLEGES. 

The prescribed military instruction of these colle~es, for each of which a professor 
is now detailed from the United States army, furmshes that measure of theoretical 

. and practical knowledge necessary for organizing and drilling companies in any 
futw·e emergency of our COill;ltry, and its essential importance in a land where a 
merely nominal standing army is maintained, can hardly be over-estimated, espe
cially if the officer detailed highly values his profession and has executive ability. 
As an incident, the drill offers a healthful and permanently beneficial discipline to 
students in promoting physical development and .a manly bearing, incomparably 
superior to .• that of the gymnasium, or to that of any other athletic exercise or 
recreation. 

In the first argument made by me in 1858 in behalf of the Land-Grant Colleges, I 
pointed ou t the fact that there was going on an annual deterioration of the soil, ~ 
it appeared by the decennial census reports, showing a less and less number ~f 
bushels of cereals produced per acre throughout nearly a ll of the states. ThiS 
deterioration has not been arrested, though more vigilant attention is now given to 
the subject, and it is to be feared will not be wholly arrested until the scalping sys
tem of farming, or of cropping and returning nothing, shall no longer be profitable 
uoon old homesteads that are to be abandoned with the hope of a future continuan~ 
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of the system upon the present limited l>rairies of ihe West. In various portions of 
Europe they are giving far more Iibera aid to similar institutions than that which 
has been ncco1·ded in the United States; and they a re there retaining the maximum 
r,•rtility of their soil. There is no subject to our people of profouudcr concern, or 
u l' more far-reaching importance. 

·while it is true that the great profession of the law is most apt to qualify men for 
prominent public positions, it is true that the annual supply in the legal p rofession 
is supposed to exceed the demand, and that professional advancement is often pro
,·okiugly slow; but we h ave it from the best authority that there is no overproduc
tiou in the Land-Grant Colleges, that few of their graduates remain long unem
ployed after leaving college. They are found in shops and on farms, and their 
SNYices are sou ght after as teachers, as engineers, surveyors, forem en of shops and 
farms, superilltendents of mines and manufactories, and f1·equently they are called 
to lucrative positions even before theyhave finished their studies. Tjlis enables 
them to enter more promptly into prosperous life ; and many young la<lies may be 
glad to know that it all t ends to encourage early marriages. 

WHAT THESE COLLEGES MEAN TO PATRIOTIC AMERICANS. 

These colleges are thoroughly American, and for all time will be entrusted with 
\\'ork annually increasing in its importance. Our artisans a re to contest with the 
skill and wealth of many nations, and our farmers are sorely pressed by the compe
tit ion of a~ricultural products which cheap and rapid communication pushes to the 
frPnt in a..tl markets both at home and abroad. To suecessfully Withstand this 
formidable rivalry, our botmtrymen need, and it is hoped will here find, t hat funda
lllL'Ilta l instruction which is founded on the widest and best experience of man kind. 

DPscendants as we are of the h er<>t!s who struck the blow for the National Inde
pendenceef '76, proud of the production of a written Constitution which is esteemed 
by t he enlightened statesmen of the world as the foremost form of free govern
ll.lent hitherto devised by man, cheered by the mile-stones which mark the progress 
of onr first century, we may well feel, as W ebster felt, that "the past h; secure;" 
hnt Americans, however, cannot afford forever to have no other ambition than to 
reach the goal once occupied by a people, h owever distinguished, of past ages. For 
·• to whomsoever much is given, of him shall much be required," and the New 
\\'oriel has been given tous foreYer as an inalienable possession, where we are not 
toni_,. to bridge great rivers and tunnel mountains, but to ''make the wilderness and 
soli t:1 ry places g lad." All the centuries of the futur~ are in r eserve, under Provi
d~·nce. for the m en of this great continent to make their own history, and, it is to 
I.Jc dPvoutly hoped, in some measure, to eclipse and take the lead of other na tions. 
old ur young, in worthy achievements in all the arts of peace, and in all the glories 
of manhood's ripest culture . 

HISTORICAL ADDREss BY HoN. CHARLES G. DAvis. 

Our learned friend who has just addressed you, has discoursed upon the philoso
phy of agricultural education, and it<> pi·ogress in the old w orld. It is my humbler 
pro1·i nce to present facts concerning its ad>ance ment in our own country. 

'!'hat history and human life present wonderful contrasts, great changes, and 
striking pa ra llels are trite remarks; trite because so true , a nd so instructive, and 
bec:mse they present themselves to the observing mind, in tracing every subject of 
human interest. 

In 1624 Gov. Edward Winslow brought to Plymouth in the Charity three heifers 
and a hull , "which," says the historian, "were the first neat cattle that came into 
New England." 

* .,. * The poet, L ongfellow whose fancy never recognized a close relationship 
to fac·t. in his " Courtship of Miles Standish " pictures Priscilla Mullens, the bride, 
ns performing her wedding journey to the home of J ohn Aldeu on a white bull. 
Long-fellow h ere made a bull in every sense of the word. In the first place, at the 
ti1 ne of John Alden's marriage there were no cattle in New England, and secondly, 
the first cattle imported were of a dark or red variety. The poet's poetic license 
\\'as n. · ' white lie" indeed. This bull of Longfellow's must be the same which 
~:rosseLI the sea w ith Europa on his back on her wed<ling joumey with Jupiter. It 
IS probably kept by poets for wedding journeys. 

EARLY SCARCITY OF FOOD PLANTS CONTRASTED WITH PRESENT ABUNDANCE. 

In 1623 the Colony of Plymouth was so straitened by lack of provision that it was 
reduced to a pint of corn, and lived for months without bread. Game and fish 
furnished their principal sustenance; and they gave thanks that they " could suck 
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of the abundance of the sea, and of the treasures hi<lden in the sand." The first 
comers had no plows. Their implements were scanty, poor, clumsy, and heavy . 

. They at first used a shell for a hoe as the Indians did. Cast steel had not then been 
in>ented. Pumpkins, squashes, and tobacco were unknown to them, and potatoes 
were a luxury just introduced into England. This was the agriculture of New 
England two hundred and sixty years ago. 

What need of worrying you with statistics of what it is to-day! The contrast is 
complete enough if I tell you that by the last census before the establishment of our 
College, the agricultural products of Massachusetts alone were thirty-two millions 
of dollars, and the value of her live stock ovet· twelve millions. We have besides 
repaid the debt to England by the export of sheep, and cattle, and the fast trotting 
horse, and, besides the finest agricultural implements in the world, have added the 
sewing-machine to every farmer's fireside, improved every loom in the. world, and 
presented its inhabitants with the telegraph and the telephone, and the fastest sail
mg vessels which have yet been known. 

From the earliest settlement of this country to the presidency of Washington 
there is no record of any active efforts to improve our agriculture, except by a few 
feeble attempts at agricultural journals, and scattering agricultural associations 
generally of a social character. · 

On the 7th December, 1796, Washington in his Annual Message, at the Second 
Session of the Fourth Congress, read these words : 

" It will not be doubted that with reference either to individual or national wel
fare, agriculture is of primary importanr.P.. In proportion as nations advance in 
populatiOn, and other Circumstances of maturity, this truth l>ecomes more apparent, 
and renders the cultivation of the soil more and more an object of public patronage. 
Institutions for promoting it are supported by the public purse; and to what object 
can it be dedicated with greater propriety. Among the means which have been 
employed to this end, none have been attended with greater success than the estab
lishment of Boards, composed of public characters, charged with collecting and 
diffusing information, and enabled by premiums, and small pecuniary aid, to encour
age and assist a spirit of discovery and improvement. This species of establishment 
contributes doubly to the increase of improvements, by stimulating to enerprise 
and experiment, and by drawing to a common centre the results everywhere of 
individua l skill and observation, and spreading them thence over the whole nation. 
Experience accordingly has shown that they are very cheap instruments of immense 
importance. 

I have heretofore proposed to the consideration of Congress the expediency ot 
establishing a National University, and also a Military Academy." 

The proposition for a National University and a National Board of Agriculture, 
were referred to a Committee, and no report so far as I can learn was ever made 
upon the subject. The Military Acadamy became an Institution. Life was given· 
to that which teaches men to kill their fellow men, but no encouragement to that 
science by which all men live. Here again is presented a striking contrast in our 
history. In 1817, to the honor of Massachusetts, be it stated, the Berkshire Agri- · 
cultural Society, under the lead of Elkanah Watson, presented a memorial to Con
gress in favor of a National Board of Agriculture, by the Hon. John M. Hurlbut, 
their representative. Mr. Hurlbut was Chairman of a Select Committee on the · 
subject, and reported in its favor; but although sustained by others with ability, 
the project was defeated by an overwhelming vote, owing to the constitutional · 
scruples of some, views of expediency by others, and entire indifference and want 
of appreciation of the magnitude and importance of the world's most vital interest. 
Mr. Hurlbut stated that he was met with sneers and ridicule, particularly from. 
Southern members for urging this subject. The same year Mr. Madison wrote, "1 
have never taken into particular consideration the expediency or the best plan of 
such an institution, being among those who do not view it as within the powers 
vested in the General Government." And now what a change! We have had an 
Agricultural Department of the Nation~! Government in the Patent Office since 
1837, or thereabouts, and afterwards what is known as a Commissioner of Agri-' 
culture ; and during the last winter the Democratic House of Representatives 
passed a bill establishing an Agricultural Department with a Secretary who was to 
be a member of the President's Cabinet. What has become of Mr. Madison's co~ 
stitutional scruples? 

THE FIRST GOVERNMENT REPORT ON EUROPEAN SCHOOLS OF AGRICULTURE. 

In the Patent Office report for 1847. Mr. Charles L. Fleischmann made the first 
'l~borate report on Agricultural Schools which he had visited abroad. During ~he 
last century the earliest Society for promoting Agriculture was established in Phila:
delphia, in 1785, and seven years after, the" Massachusetts Society for Promoting 
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Agriculture," was incorporat ed , March 7, 1792. The New York Agricultural Society 
was incorporated the following year. I learn that an Agricultural Society was also 
incorporate9 in South Carolina during the last century. 

EARLY AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS. 

In 1803 the" Western Society of Middlesex Husbandmen., formed in 1794 was 
incorporated, with a provision that met;nbers of the Massachusetts Society should 
ht~ honorary members. A voluntary Agricultural Association was established at 
Bturbridge in 1799, one a t Kennebec in 1791 and ·one in Brookfield in 1807; .and 
tiOme other voluntary Agricultural Associations had doubtless been formed in New 
York, and Massachusetts previous to 1807.* M~nwhile in 180l, a suggestion was 
made by an anonymous writer to the Massachusetts Society that a fair be held on 
Cambridge common in. May and October, and bounties given for certain articles. 
This plan was not to have shows merely, ~ut stated open markets for the sale of 
agricultural products. The same year 1801 brought forth a suggestion before the 
Massachusetts Society for the permanent endowment and support of a professor
:;hip of Natural History, and a Botanic Garden at Cambridge. which were in fact 
establishoo in 1804, whilst before 1804 the Massachusetts Society had commenced 
the award of premiums for agricultural products , and had entered upon that gen
Cl'OUS and patriotic career of encouragement to our farmers which has done so 
much for the agriculture of New England, and the improvement of its stock. 

It was in 1807 that a new era in the progress of agricultural education dawned in 
New England, which at first little noticed, was destined to mark an eventful change, 
and to hasten the progress an agricultural society had thought of a "cattle show" · 
with premiums to be awarded in public, but the societies had confined themselves to 
printed publications, and to awards for essa.ys and field crops, and for the im~rta.
tion of the best sheep.· In the autumn of 1807 Mr. Elkanah Watson, a native of 
Plymouth and a direct descendant of Gov. Winslow who in 1624 had brought the 
three heifers and the bull to Plymouth, procured the first pair of merino sheep 
which had been introduced into Berkshire, and perhaps the whole Commonwealth. 
Col. Humphreys of Connecticut, then late minister to Spain had imported 75 ewes 
and 27 rams in 1802, and one Seth Adams had the same year claimed of the Mas
sachusetts society a premium for two meril'1o sheep imported from France. · But 
the records of the society do not show that any premium was awarded Mr. Adams, 
nor indeed that they were ever in the State. 

THE FffiST "CATTLE SHOW." 

Mr. Watson gave notice of an exhibit of his two sheep on the public square in 
Pittsfield. He wrote that" many farmers and even females were attracted to this 
first novel11ond humble exhibition. From this lucky incident I reasoned thus: If 
two animals are capable of exciting so much attention, what would be the effect of 
a display on a large scale of different animals? The farmers present responded to 
my remarks with approbation. We thus became acquainted, and from that 
moment to the present have agricultural fairs and cattle shows, with all their con
nE>ctions,predominated in my mind." On the lstof August, 1810, an appeal drawn 
by Mr. Watson and signed by 26 persons appointed an exhibition of stock on the 1st 
of October. This effort was successful, and resulted in a charter of the Berkshire 
A~ricultural Society the ensuing winter of 1811. In the September following a 
formal and extended festival was held with "a procession of 69 oxen drawing a 
plow held by the oldest man in th& county, a band of music, the society bearing 
arpropriate ensigns, each member decorated with a badge of two heads of wheat in 
Ius hat, and the officers three heads secured by a green ribbon." Mr. Watson as 
president delivered the address and awarded the premiums which amounted to 
se~cnty dollars only. 

* Among 'the earlier contributors to agricultural education and interests I should 
not omit to n1ention the New York Horticultural Society, organized in 1818, which 
was the first society of its kind in the United States; the Pennsylvan~a Horticul
tural Society, or~nized in 1827, and incorporated March 24, 1831. The American 
Pomological Soc1ety, first kn~wn as the American Congress of Fruit Growers, was 
or~anized in 1848, and the Mass. Horticultural Society in 1829. 

Nor do I overlook the great good which the various agricultural journals of the 
country have done in exciting the interest of the people in agricultural knowledge. 
I can only mention the "American Fanner," published in Battimore in 1819, and 
ever since, which was the first regular agricultural journal published in this conn· 
try. and the "New England Farmer," which originated in 1822. The later journals 
arc too numerous to mention. 
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At the next exhibition in 1812 the premiums were $208. It seems now strange, 
though illustrative of the conservative tendency of human nature, and distrust of 
new things, that • • valuable premiums were offered for articles of domestic industry; 
the day arrived ; a large room was prepared ; many superior articles of domestic 
manufacture, especially woollen and linen, were exhibited ; but no female appeared 
to claim the premiums. Native timidity and the fear of ridicule restrained them. 
No one dared to be the first to support the new project." How did the original 
mind so full of resources, of Mt·. Watson surmount the difficulty? "I left the 
hall," he says, "and with no small difficulty prevailed on my gol:)d wife to accom
pany me to the house of exhibition. I then despatched messengers to the ladies of 
the village announcing that she waited for them at the cloth show. They hastened 
out. The farmers' wives and daughters, who were secretly watching the movement 
of the waters, also sallied forth, and the hall was speedily filled with female specta- • 
tors and candidates for premiums." · 

I have thus dwelt more at length .upon the circumstances of the birth of the 
Berkshire "cattle show" than might seem necessary, not because it presents a curl- . 
ous parallel with the first cattle show on Plymouth Rock, but because the results of 
both present such striking changes and contrasts. The little one has become ten 
thousand. The grain of mustard seed overshadows the laud. I verily '!lelieve· that 
the social influences, the associate power. t he joint sympathies and desires and the 
educational wants, aye, and the public influence on public"ruen, of the agricultural 
societies which have followed this little show of two forlorn, imported sheep under 
the elm at Pittsfield, were moving forces without which the People, the Great 
Creators would never have blO\Yn t1te breath of life into the Board of Agriculture 
and the Agricultural College. If geese saved Rome why should not two sheep save 
agricultural education? But it is not the trifle, as such which saves, and that by 
accident as in the case of Rome, but the idea that the trifle may enforce, which 
generally saves or benefits the world. · · 

"A small drop of ink 
Falling like dew upon a thought produces 
That which makes thousands, perhaps millions, 
Think." 

EARLY EFFORTS TO FOUND A STATE dOLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

In 1849 Hon. M. P. Wilder in an address before the Norfolk Agricultural Society 
broached the subject of an Agricultural College, and the next year a bill to estab
lish an Agricultural College and an experimental farm passed the Senate of Massa
chusetts unanimously, but was defeated in the House. A board of commissioners 
was then created, consisting of Mr. Wilder, Edward Hitchcock, Samuel A. Eliot, 
Thomas E. Payson and Eli Warren, and in 1851 their report with an elaborat!l 
account of the Agricultural Schools in Europe, visited by Prof. Hitchcopk was made 
to t he Legislature. It commenced by the remark that "the first seed ever planted 
was the first effort of civilization," and stated that no institution expressly for 
inst.ruction in Agriculture had then been established either in this Commonwealth 
or in any other state. No immediate action resulted from their recommendations. 
In 1852 the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture was established. Mr. Wilder was 
persistent, and in 1856 obtained a charter of " The Trustees of the Massachusetts 
School of Agriculture," and during 1856 he also acquired from Congress a charter 
of the United States Agricultural Society, which was opposed in the Senate by Jef
ferson Davis on the ground, which now seems absurd, that Congress had no power 
to create corporations. · · 

In 1860 a committee of the Board of Agriculture, consisting of Richard S. Fay, 
Marshall P. Wilder, and Ex-Lieut. Governor Simon Brown made an elaborate 
report upon agricultural education, and the Board caused to be published for the 
use of schools, a Manual of Agriculture," of which George B. Emerson and Charles 
L. Flint, its accomplished secretary, were the authors. All t his information, show
ing however a difference of opinion among leading agriculturist ;, was before the 
public ; and the farming community had become m0re alive to the necessity of 
more scientific and exact knowledge of agricultW'e than ever before, when Hon. 
Justin H. Morrill's bill was introduced by him in 1857, in the National H ouse of Rep· 
1:~sentatives, supported by numerous petitions of the people. It was passed and: 
vetoed by President Buchanan in 1860 ; and the pendency of that bill, and a ques
tion of its location in Springfield or elsewli'ere had delayed action upon the charter 
of the Trustees of the MaSsachusetts School of Agriculture. That charter bad 
passed into other hands. Mr. Morrill's bill was dead. In the winter of 1861 a 
renewed effort was made by Mr. Wilder, supported by petitions from all parts of 
the C-ommonwealth for a State Agricultural College. Hearings were had before 
the committee of education, and great pressure was brought to bear upon both 
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sides. The committee hesitated, and finally "let I dare not wait upon I would" by 
delaying the question. This was accomplished by reporting a resolve, Chap. 98, of 
the Resolves of 1861, authorizing Gov. Andrew to appoint a commission of three 
persons to serve without pay, to report a plan for an Agricultural College. The 
title of the Resolve was misleading. "Resolve in favor of the establishment of an 
Agricultural School or Colle~e." It was generally understood that this course was 
taken to get rid of the quest10n without a decision on its merits. We had light 
enough. All these reports were before the people. With this knowledge the only 
way to organize a college was to organize, as Mr. Greeley said of specie payments, 
that the best way was to resume. No detailed ;Plan of a college could be made 
beforehand, especially if there were no indicatiOns what scale of a college was 
desired. Plans enough were already before the public. Mr. Thomas Plunkett of 
Berkshire, Increase Newton of Worcester, two elderly gentleman, and your his
torian here were appointed on the commission. The minds of neither of my seniors 
had ever been directed to the subjects, and they met with a feeling that the action 
of the Legislature was a feint, and that nothing was expected of them. We were 
advised not to report at once. Mr. Morrill's bill would be again offered under Mr. 
Lincoln, and if it passed, the mind of the Legislature would ba forced to entertain 
the subject, and make full inguiry. We met onc:e, when from the fact that I was 
at that time an Overseer of Harvard College, I was delegated to confer with Mr. 
Felton its president, and inquire officially whether any aiTangement could be made 
or suggested for an Agricultu~;.al College, aided by the Bussey fund. Mr. Felton 
took a few days to reply, and finally answered very courteously that Harvard Col
lege took no interest in the subject. We met a second time, when I reported 
concerning Harvard College, and upon some questions as to the South fund at 
Northampton. I have never again had the pleasure of seeing either of these gen
tlemen before their death. 

EARLY EFFORTS BY llffi. MORRILL TO SECURE ACTION BY CONGRESS. 

Meanwhile as I have stated, on Dec. 14, 1857, Hon. Justin S. Morrill, then a 
National Representative from Vermont, introduced a bill, to grant land scrip to the 
se,·eral states and territories at the rate of 20,000 acres for each Senator and Rep
resentative in Congress, for the endowment of a college in each, to teach such 
branches of learning as are related to agriculture and t he mechanic arts. His ~dea 
was to bring as cheaply as possible to the farmer and mechanic, such education as 
is necessa1y to their several pursuits in life, to recognize agriculture as at least a 
lc.>ading, if not the chief interest of a state. 

As the Spaniards when they took possession of new countries always raised the 
standard of the cross, an emblem to die by, so did Mr. Morrill with enlarged fore
sight resolve to plant a standard of agricultural education on the hilltop of every 
state like a beacon light to direct men how to live. His bill was referred to the 
Committee on Public Lands, who delayed their 1·eport four months to April 15, 1858, 
and then reported against it. Mr. Morrill enforced his views with elaborate and 
eloquent arguments, froin which if there were time I should be pleased to quote 
to-day. 

After many delays the bill passed fourteen months after it was offered, but was 
vetoed by President Buchanan on the 29th of Feb. (aicording to the Congressional 
Record), 1859, for various reasons: 1st because it was unconstitutional ; 2nd because 
the government could not afford the outlay ; 3rd because it would injure the new 
states by pre-renting settlements; 4th because the law would be of doubtful ben
efit; 5th because it would weaken existing colleges ; 6th because this vast gift from 
the government would tend to alienate the states from the national government. 
Mr. Morrill made a full and triumphant reply to this veto, but the veto was sus
tained. Mr. Morrill persevered. 

FINAL SUCCESS ACHIEVED BY SENATOR MORRILL, 

In December, 1861, he again offered his bill, providing for 30,000 acres for each 
s~nator and Representative, which was also referred to the Committee on Public 
Lands, which held it until the 29th of May, 1862, when Mr. Potter of Wisconsin 
reported against it, and it was referred to the committee of the whole. Meanwhile 
before the committee of the House had reported adversely, on the 2nd of May, 
Hon. Benjamin Wade of Ohio offered a bill of the sa.me purport, which was referred 
to the Senate committee on Public Lands, of which Senator Harlan of Iowa was 
chairman. Promptly on the 14th of May, before the House committee had reported, 
he reported the bill with slight a mendments, and on the lOth of June it passed the 
Senate without strong opposition. The next day the bill was sent to the House, 
and against the opposition of the Committee on Public Lands passed on the 19th of 
June, 1862, 25 _years ago last Sunday; and Abraham Lincoln attached his name on 
the second of. July following. 
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Thus did Mr. Morrill by his industry and persistency, like Elkanah Watson and 
Marshall P. Wilder, succeed in his great project. During peace under Washington, 
agriculture could not obtain even recognit.ion by the government, but the arts of 
war were encouraged, I do not say improperly encouraged. In 1862 under Lincoln, 
in the midst of a civil war in which more forces were engaged, more blood shed, at 
a greater waste of treasure than were ever before known, Mr. Morrill's mind still 
turned from the work of destruction to the work of production which sustains 
men and nations, without which there would be no society, no commerce, no man
ufactures, no trades, and populous life of man could not exist. Taking the lead in 
drawing laws for raising revenue by internal taxes and by tariffs, he found time in 
the midst of war, to encourage the arts of peace. He believed that " Ceres should 
be counted among the Gods of Olympus." 

And now, my friends. should you ask me to epitomize the progress of agricultural 
education in this country, I should name Watson, Wilder, and Morrill. 

* * * * * * * 
Nearly twenty pages, which follow here in the pamphlet, are given 

to an interesting account of the incorporation and early organization 
of this Amherst institution and of its location and subsequent devel
opment, with brief biographies of the Presidents who were called 
from time to time to direct its destinies. Want of space compels the 
omission of these details, important as they are in the history of the 
individual institution. 

* * * It cannot be denied that in the minds of many friends there have been 
some disadvantages in the location at Amherst, hecause of its proximity to a clas
sical college; because it bas been somewhat difficult of access, (a trouble which 
will soon be remedied) ; and because it has not attracted the beneficent grants and 
bequests, which it might have received if in the neighborhood of a great city. 

As to the. first consideration, it is due to Amherst College to state that the sugges
tion is made solely as to the relations, real or supposed, between the two classes of 
students. Amherst Colle~e, on the contrary, has not only scrupulously adhered to · 
pledges made by its president, Dr. Stearns, when the location of the Agricultural 
College was under consideration, that the elder college would urge or countenan<;e 
no· movement for annexation or absorption, but would do what it could to accom
modate the Agricultural College, but it has ojfered accommodations at times, and 
granted the agric ultural students access to its library, etc. 

Nor do !think the college has suffered. much from the last consideration. Although 
a lar~e number of retired gentlemen, such a.'! formed the Massachusetts Society, have 
shown great interest in the advancement of our agriculture, the active mercantile 
and manufacturing interests of Boston have never taken interest in the origin .or . 
success of the college, whilst the metropolitan press has-almost universally and con

.stantly depreciated and disparaged the institution. · President John Adams, who 
was in 1805, president of the Massachusetts Society, nevertheless in 1812, wrote as 
follows : "We say and say truly that agriculture and commerce are sisters, and 
their interests mutual and consistent ; but the misfortune is that individuals and 
masses of both orders of men do not always understand the existence of both inter
ests, and instead of endeavoring to reconcile them, employ all their poli9y and in.fl.u-' 
ence t o counteract each other. The merchants in all the seaports discouraged the 
growth of wheat in the state. Why? Because they supply us with flour from New 
York &c. and the article constitutes an important link in the chain of commerce. 
Agriculture patriotism is one thing, and mercantile patriotism another in our dearly 
beloved Massachusetts; 'both equally sincere, both equally bonajidll. You will get 
no aid from Boston. Commerce, literature, science, theology, are against 1ou ;
nay, medicine, history, universit)', and universal politics might be added.' I do 
not adopt this extravagant statement of Mr. Adams as strictly applicable at pres
ent, but quote it as a curious coincidence with the fact I was stating. 

Neither ati.1 I discouraged by any indications of a want of interest in the college, 
or in the number of its students, but only in the want of funds to sustain a col· 
lege as it should be. The Common wealth cannot do for this college what it pledged 
itself to do, without money.* But students will come as fast as we can accommo- · 
date them, and do them justice. I have too much faith in the progress of the age-;
to suppose for a moment that any effort to develop an accurate science and knowl-

* It ought to be known that among the numerous inquiries by letter during the 
last year over ninety poor men sought admission to the college provided they could 
earn their way by work upon the farm and by other means. Manual labor of stu
dents is not, of course, profitable in itself. No one could do more good in the edu
cational direction than by donating in whole or in part to a fund of $100,000, ,to ,be 
known as the" Manual Labor Fund." 
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edge of gathering succor from our mother earth will be a failure. Why, in 18015 I 
read that Mr. Morrill's own ~niversity of V~rmont had thirty students, and one p;o. 
fessor, and he was the president. I had JUSt entered Harvard in 1836 when she 
celebrated her second centennial, and hear Oliver Wendell Holmes reci~ his verse: 

" Who was on the catalogue 
When college was begun? 

Two nephews of the president, 
And the professor's son. 

They turned a little Indian b'y 
As brown as any bun. 

Lord I how the Seniors knocked about 
The freshman class of one."* 

Neither am I discouraged by any want of success of the college either in its inatruc· 
tion, or in its experimental work. Under the circumstances it has far exceeded any 
reasonable expectations. It is remarked by friends, who have most closely watched 
its graduates, that they were better prepared for the actual work of life than those 
of the classical colleges. I ·purposely avoid any discussion of the philosophy of an 
agricultural education, and of the scope and sphere of this college. My province is 
confined to a relation of facts of the past. But it is proper that I should remind 
you that Agassiz declared that the experiments on the circulation of sap in plants, 
and their expansive power during growth are worth all the college had cost the 
Commonwealth. 

SUMM4RY OF EXPERIMENTAL W ORK DONE IN THE CoLLEGE. 

I append a summary, which it would be irksome now to read, of the experimental 
and other scientific work conducted at the college. 

On the use and effect of common salt on grain and root crops. 1869. Goessmann.
The construction and repair of highways. 1869. Miller. 
The establishment of true meridian lines as the basis of all surveys. 1870. Miller. 
Report on the management of stock. 1871. Dillon. 
Strassfurt-salines as a potash resource in agriculture. 1871-72. Goessmann. 
The growing of sugar-beets, the manufacture of sugar from them, and trial of 

their value for cattle foOd. 1871-76. Goessmann. 
Report on sugar-beets raised on the college farm. 1872. Goessmann. 
Fertilization of farm lands with reference to commercial fertilizers. 1872-7l!. 

Goessmann. 
The circulation of sap in plant.s and their expansive power during growth. 1873. 

Clark. 
Practical trials of new implements and farm machinery. 1873. Dillon. 
The sources of supply and the quantity and quality of our manurial agents. 1873. 

Goessmann. 
Investigations of the quality and composition of commercial fertilizers offered for 

sale, and the protection of the community from fraud by legal control and inspec-
tion. 1873-86. Goessmann. . 

Observations on the phenomena of plant life. 1874. Clark. 
Experiments with compound commercial fertilizers to test their comparative 

agricultural value and their value as compared with single elements. 1874. 
Stockbridge. 

Experiments to determine what element will make practically a complete manure 
on our average soils. 1874. Stockbridge. 

Laboratory and physical examinations of the South Carolina phosphates ; trial of 
their agricultural value in the raw state and after treatment with acids. 1874. 
Goessmann. 

Exami.ri.ations of varieties of sugar-beets raised throughout the State of New 
York, Lower Canada, and the Connecticut River Valley. 1874. Goessmann. 

The chemical and physical condition of the salt marshe.s of the state, and the 
devising of methods by which they can be made available for agricultural purposes. 
1874-77. Goessmann. · 

To determine, in feeding substances, the proportions of different elements of nutri
tion required to save needless expense, and to produce the most certain results. 
1874-75. Stockbridge. . . . . 
E~eriment on the continuous ~P;Owth of crops on the same s01l w1th chemical 

fertilizers alone. 1874-75. Stockbridge. · 

*Turn to the Harvard catalogue and you will find: In 1643 4 graduates, in 1640 
and 1641 none, in 1644 7, in 1645 7, in 1646 4, in 1647 7, in 1648 5, in 1652 1. in 1654 1, 
in 1655 2, in 1656 4 in 1672 none, in 1673 4, in 1674 3, and so on, whilst the class of 
1685, consisting of i 4, was the largest class which had graduated during the fifty 
years since the "college was begun," and twenty-two was the largest number of 
any class prior to 1719. 

ART-VOL 4--69 
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On the dentition of domestic animals. 1875. Ores81J. 
Exper~ments with different varieties of potatoes. 1875. Maynard. · 
Investigation of dairy products-oleomargarine, Jersey, and skim-milk cheese. 

1876. Goes8mann. 
Examinations of animal secretions ; variety of urinary calculi, etc. 1876. Goess

mann. 
Investigations on the effect of girdling fruit-trees and plants to hasten the time 

of ripening and to improve the quality of the fruits. 18711. Goes8mann and 
Maynard. 

Experiments with fertilizers upon sugar-cane carried on in Louisiana. 1876-78. 
Goes8mann. 

Examinations of various vegetables and fruits. 1876-86. Goes8mann. 
Examinations and trials to test the comparative value of different methods of set

ting and treating milk in the butter-dairy. 1876-77. Sauthwick. 
Notes on compensating-powder; being a brief consideration of a new mechanico

chemical explosive, for heavy artillery purposes. 1877. Totten. 
The comparative study of milk of different breeds of cows under the same treat-

ment. 1877. Goessmann. · 
Contribution to the chemistry of American :wild and cultivated varieties of grape 

wine. 1878. Goessmann. . 
Investigations on temperature of soil and air, and on deposition of dew on the soil 

and plant. 1878. Stockbridge. 
Investigations in relation to the evaporation and percolation of water from the 

soil. 1878. Stockbridge. · . 
The tilling of soils of different characteristics as affecting the loss of water by 

evaporation. 1878. Stockbridge. 
Investigations in relation to the comparative temperature of the soil and air by 

day and by night. 1878. Stockbridge. 
Investigations concerning the saccharine qualities of several varieties of com and 

melons. 1879. Goessmann. 
The growing of early amber cane, and the manufacture of sugar from its juice. 

1879. Goessmann. 
Investigations of the comparative nutritive and feeding value of Northern, South· 

ern and Western varieties of Indian com. 1879. Goessmann. 
The determination of the elements of plant nutrition lost from the soil by leach

ing, and of those it retains. 1879. Stockbridge and Goessmann. 
Report on lysimetre. 1879. Stockbridge. 
The effect of chemical salt on the carbo-hydrate contents of plants and the qual

ity of the fruits. 1880. Goes8mann. 
Experiments regarding diseased peach trees (yellows, etc.). 1880-81. Goessmann. 
Experiments r egarding the influence of special manures on fruits, etc. 1881; 

Goessmann. 
The system of J>reserving green food in silos. 1881. Goessmann. 
Investigations m relation to unconscious bias in walking. 1884. Miles. 
Investigations in reference to bilateral asymmetry of form and function. 1884. 

Tuckerman. 
Experiments with new varieties of fruit. 1887. Maynard. 

A GRACEFUL TRIBUTE TO THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. 

Nor should this college at this hour, and especially .in this presence, forget to 
present its congratulations, and send its God-speed to its twin sister, the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, both sired, in equine phrase, by" Uncle Sam" ou.Daf 
"Massachusetts." . 

In the land of old Laconia 
Where the Muses still abide, 

Alpheus fair and young Eurotas 
Flowed adown the mountain side. 

They were twin-born lovely children, 
Free as air, and fair as free. 

From the selfsame fountain springing 
Life to them a jubilee. 

Not alone on far off hill-side, 
Twin-born gifts of God do come; 

Joyfully we hear their voices 
Near our Athens here at home. 

It is also our joy to learn that the legislature has just presented her wi*ha oo• ' 
ditional dowry of $100, 
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IN HONOR OF THE ALUMNI OF THIS COLLEGE. 

I shall never forget the pleasure with which a year ago I attended a dinner of 
the " Associate Alumni." I felt somewhat like Simeon of old, and could not well 
realize that here within twenty years was this full bloom and fruit of a college, a 
college with an association of graduates indeed. I .can therefore imagine with 
what riper/.leasure you, Mr. President, who have known, and taught, and guided 
and advise , from the day the first student was admitted here, and with what pride 
and satisfaction Mr. Morrill, came to this celebration. These are his jewels. These 
are the beginJ1ing only of those long processions, which from every stai.e and terri
torv, I trust to the end of time, will come and go, rejoicing in the lamp of knowl
edge which he will have prest>nted them, and recognizinghim as their father, even 
as the Jews said" we have Abraham to our father." We alone are leading the 
procession with more than 350, besides those who have dropped out by the way. 
Yes, they 

. 
"Are coming, Father Abraham, 

Five hundred thousand strong!" 

The future graduates of these 88, nay 50, 60 colleges, more numerous than the 
seed of Abraham, tracing their lineage from no myths, like those of Greek or Roman 
story, seeing clearly that they were conceived and born of no unholy passions, 
suckled by no wolfish or beastly natures, will thank God that it was from the far
seeing brain of a wise statesmanship, that these colleges, like Minerva, from the 
brain, and not the lust of power, sprang into life. This morning from every 

. English fireside, with million voices, have rolled the notes of the national anthem, 
for a woman who duriilg fifty years, as maid, and wife, and widow, with feminine 
dignity, and the res~ct of all men, has sat upon the British throne. But Victoria 
herself has accomphsbed little as a ruler, or law-giver. Have we not greater reason 
on this year of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the passage of the bill which ~ave us 
life, and which put Agriculture on the throne to which she is rightfully entitled, to 
exclaim" God save the Senior Senator of Vermont! To him be the honor to the 
world's end ! " 

THE FUTURE PORTRAIT GALLERY OF THE COLLEGE. 

And before we shall have lain down from our labors here, I look forwara. to the 
time when the college hall will be decked with the painted images of those who 
have been the creators or benefactors of this institution. I would have here Mor
rill, the statesman and law-giver; there, the venerableness, gentlemanliness, energy, 
and proud beauty which shone in the C'..Ountenance of Wilder; and over against 
him, the earnest face, the eager eye and nervous vigor of Clark, the young man, 
enthusiastitl for the future; there, the scholarly, professional portrait of Chadbourne; 
here, the frankness, honesty, guilelessness, common-sense, and friendliness which 
so mark the face of Stockbridge ; and I would not fail to find a picture of benevo
lence, generosity, modesty, and sadness lit by a heavenly smile, which were illus
tJ.·ated in the, person of William Knowlton. My gallery would include still others 
among the living as well as the dead. 

And when in after time the long list of the faithful and devoted servants of the 
college shall be scanned, one will be found who from 1867 was professor of modern 
languages and English Literature ; from 1867 to 1869, instructor in gymnastics and 
military science ; in 1869 lecturer in entomology ; in 1869 and 1870 instructor in 
zoology ; from 1869 to 1871 instructor in anatomy and physiology; in 1872 and 1873 
instructor in history ; in 1885 and 1886 librarian, and finally in 1886 president of t he 
college, Goodell's name " will lead all the rest." 





v. 
How AGRICULTURE IS TAUGHT IN ONE CouNTRY IN EUROPE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

I am indebted to the courtesy of the auther for permission to use 
the following valuable and interesting paper which. was prepared by 
Professor R. B. Warder, formerly of tlte Cmcinnati Universi~y, Ohio, 
and at present one of the Faculty of Howard University, Washing-
ton, District of Columbia. . 

Professor Warder, J?assed a year in Bavaria in careful study of 
the system of Industrial Education as established in that country. 

This paper, relates directly to the training there given in Agricul
ture; and is, for this reason, placed here among the Appendices relat
ing to the American Colleges of Agriculture. It will be observed, 
however, that in Bavaria, this education is by no means limited to 
the colleges, but beginning in the earliest schools, the Kindergarten, 
goes hand in han<i with the pupil throu~h the elementary and supe
rior schools up to the highest technical mstitutions. 

This gives to Professor Warder's account a more general interest 
for American educators than if it were limited strictly to an account 
of the technical schools alone. 

While, on the one hand, he points out the thoroughness of prepara
tion required for entrance into the higher institutions, in striking 
contrast with the lack of such thorough preliminary training rt>qui
site for admission to some of the American Colleges of Agriculture ; 
on the other, his suggestions as to what may be accomplished by 
simple means in country district schools, and by the holdmg of win
ter schools in farming nei~hborhoods; and, in other ways, by the 
voluntary cooperation of neighboring farmers, lend additional value 
to this paper, of which the Farmers Granges may readily take 
advantage. 

His suggestions as to the feasibility of tree planting and of mak
ing garden plots in school yards, seem to have oorne practical fruit 
in the growing prevalence, in several of the States, of the annual 
celebration of "Arbor Day" devoted to tree planting. 

A short article on "Tree planting in School Grounds" by the late 
Dr. Franklin. B. Hough, was issued as a Bulletin by the U. S. Bureau 
of Education, in 1883, and reissued as a pamphlet in 1885, *in connec-

*"Planting Trees in School Grounds and the Celebration of Arbor Day." Pp. 8 
&64. . 
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tion with a paper preparea by Hon. J onn B. Peaslee, when Superin
tendent of Schools in Cincinnati, and first published by the Ohio 
State Forestry Association in 1884. These papers, with the choice 
extracts from various writers given by Dr. Peaslee, form a most 
interesting contribution to the literature relating to school life ; and 
furnish, also, a valuable compendium of facts bearing upon the 
Science of F orestry. 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN BA V ARI.I\.. * 
(BY PROFESSOR R. B. WARDER.) 

The standin~ of the Germans in the firs: rank of educated n ations does not depend 
upon their Uruversities and Polytechnic Schools alone ; it is due rather to the patient 
striving, on the part of both people and government, to provide every citizen with 
the most complete and appropriate education that his circumstances will permit .. 
Free tickets of a dmission to the lecture-rooms of the most distinguished professors 
cannot imply real opportunities fo1· education, unless the pupil has the needed pre
liminary knowledge and mental discipline in order to understand and digest the 
lectures. Any system of education designed for the whole people will embrace 
many different grades ; we must not. expect too much from the higher institutio11B 
alone; and the object of this paper i§ to exhibit the variety of schools in which the 
interests of practical agriculture are subserved in the Kingdom of Bavaria. We 
may also find some useful lessons for our own Republic. 

ELEMENTARY TRAINING ESSENTIAL. 

W e must begin with the Kindergarten, for here is cultivated the child's instinct· 
ive love of nature ; h ere h e is taught to observe the forms and growth of plants ; 
a.nd we cannot estimate how much is due to the habits of observation and the love 
of plants thus imparted, even before the school age. 

Compulsory education is the rule, including (as the minimum) seven years of 
daily attendance at the common schools(" Volksschulen," or" people's schools"), 
where (in all the country schools) orchard and garden culture is n. part of the course. 
The design of this provision is to show the great value of fruit cult ure, and to i11Btil 
the love for planting, protecting and caring for fruit trees ; and thus through a 
just public sentiment to prevent the habit of orchard thieving. For this purpose it 
IS expected, where possible, that local means shall provide a piece of ground for an 
orchard in connection with each school. It is very common to provide the teachers 
with a dwelling, or a dwelling and garden; in the latter case part of the teacher's 
garden may be u sed for purposes of instruction. I n the Oberpfalz, the minimum 
size is four ares (metric measurement), or about one-tenth of an acre. A suitable 
location is to be selected ; but if the climatic conditions are quite too unfavorable 
for fruit, other useful trees a,nd shrubs are to be planted. Where there is room, 
vegetables and flowers may also be raised. After the first plowing and planting, 
the work must be performed by teachers and elder pupils, and half of the crop 
belongs to the teacher as compensation for his labor. Practical lessons are given in 
the orchard itself, out of tha regular school hours, and in the Oberpfalz all the boys 
are required to take part in this instruction. The school directors and superintend
ents have to see that this department of teaching receives due care ; and the 
teachers, during their five years of normal school training, have time to become 
qualified for such work. 

SUPPLEMENTARY COMPULSORY SCHOOLS. 

But even wibh seven years' compulsory attendance of mure than ten months in 
the year, the results are not the highest that may be reached. If the boy begins !A> 
learn a trade or to work all day on the farm in his fourteenth year, he may still- · 
spend rart of his Sundays and evenings in m ental improvement ; and for this c~, 
severa different kinds of sohools are provided, according to the special wants, m 
which the pupils are taught from two hours pe~: week to eight hours or more, 
according to local needs and possibilities. These are know.11. as "Fortbildung&-

*Extracted from the Journal of the American Agricultural Association. Vol 1. 
Nos. 2 and 3. 
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scnulen," and attendance in them for two or three years after leaving the " people's 
school " is still compulsory. In those designed for farmers' sons, the main stress is 
still laid on elementary branches, but an Agricultural Reader is used, and the exer
cises in writing and arithmetic are directed in the line of agricultural applications. 
In 1878 there were 1,096 such schools in Bavaria with an average of 19 pupils each.* 

For farmers' sons, even of the hard-working classes, still other opportunities are 
possible, which could not escape the notice of the prudent German. Various Win
ter Schools have accordingly been established by the several agricultural societies, 
to be kept open from November to February inclusive. In 1872-8 there were eleven 
of these schools, and others were projected. The organization varies according to 
local needs, and the means at command, but the course of stud;v extends •through 
one, two or three winters. Besides the common school branches (mcluding religion), 
instruction is given in the elements of natural science, field culture, the raising of 
animals, book-keeping and farm management; also, where it is possible, in draw
ing, field-measurements, drainage, soils, tools, and fruit culture. At Wiirzburg, 
where there is a force of eleven teachers, agricultural law, geography and history 
have been included. It is remarkable to see the liberality of both the State and 
the agricultural societies in providing such schools, as contrasted with the apparent 
indifference of the great mass of laboring farmers. The fees for tuition are not 
high, and the necessary living expenses are made as low as possible, that none may 
be excluded from want of means. Some idea of the a ppropriations of money 
required may be realized from the report of 1868-9, that in the seven Winter 
Schools then established 58 teachets instructed 157 pupils I Each teacher, however, 
is generally employed but a few hours every week to give instruction in his own 
department. Besides the teachers' salaries, buildings, fuel and incidental expenses, 
Bavaria liberally furnishes these schools with wall c harts, collections of mmerals, 
soils, agricultural products, &c., models of machinery, of tools, and of flowers, 
chemical and physical apparatus, and various other means of instruction. 

FIELD-CULTURE SCHOOLS. 

The next class to be considered are the " Ackerbauschulen," or Field-Culture 
Schools. In these, practical farm work is made one of the means of instruction ; 
the course extends through two or three years. The theoretical instruction is some
what similar to that of the Winter Schools, and is so far of an elementary character 
that boys who have passed successfully through the " people's schools" are capable 
of understanding it. The practical farm work and instruction vary according to 
the local agricultural conditions. 

The" Middle Agricultural School," at Lichtenhof, stands on a rather higher plat
form in the series than any of the preceding, for the course of study extends through 
three years, beside a one-year preparatory course. Theoretical studies can be pur
sued more thorou~hly than in the "Field-Culture Schools," but practical farm 
work, under the drrection of teachers, also forUIS part of the instruction ; and 
twelve to twenty-five hours per week, according to the season and the weather, are 
assigned to this department through the whole course. 

INTER-RELATION BETWEEN THE MILITARY AND SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 

Here we must stop to consider the relationships of the military and school sys
tems, which are made mutually to strengthen each other. The schools on one hand 
have exercises in gymnastics as a means of physical development, and on the other 
hand the young man whose mental culture has been carried to a certain point is 
allowed to serve in the army one year as a volunteer, instead of being compelled, 
like the less educated German, to serve three years. In all the so-called " Middle 
Schools" this provision is a. great incentive, The requisitions for the one-year volun
teer service are not the same in all the German States; but the pupil who completes 
t he course in the Agricultural School at Lichtenhof is entitled to this prerogc.tive in 
the Bavarian army. 

TRAINING IN SPECIALTIES. 

Before discussing the higher agricultural education , let us note some of the special 
courses, either connected with the various schools described, or established sepa
rately. One farmer devote.'! himself to sheep, another to cattle and the dairy, 

*The above information in rega,rd to the common schools and" Fortbildungs
schulen" is chiefly drawn from " Das bairische Volksschulwesen," by Engelmann, 
published in 1871, with appendix p1,1blished in 1875. 
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another to fruit culture ; each wants to understand what especially concerns his 
own business. These courses of special instruction for shepherds, st< ck farmers, 
&c., generally occupy but a few weeks in the year. Cheese-making, brewing, 
drainage and irrigation , and horse-shoein~, are likewise represented in the circle of 
special agricultural courses given at certain fixed places. Lectures on the raising 
of animals and on agricultural chemistry have also been given from place to place 
by eminent professors. 

JNSTITUTIONS FOR HIGHER TRAINING. 

The higher agricultural education is imparted in the Central School at W eihen
stephan, and in the Agricultural Department of the Polytechnic School at Munich. 
There is also a Veterinary School in the latter city and a School of Forestry at 
Aschaffenburg. 

The Central Agricultural School occupies the site of a Benedictine convent that 
was founded in the year 725. The ample buildings contain lecture-halls, labora
tories, museums and dormitories; also barna, stables, a large dairy, and whatever 
is needed for a well arranged farm-house. The farm, experimental grounds, &c., 
cover 273 hectares, or 675 acres. Long rows of cow-sheds stand under the low 
groined arches of an old cloister on one side of the yard, while on the opposite side 
stands a convent building, remodeled according to the demands of school life. 
Here the students meet to spend a social evening in the "conversation room," which 
is decked with the arms of the many nations (from both sides of the Atlantic) that 
are represented among the inmates. Here the great class-tankard is passed round 
among those who have just passed the final examinations of the "brewers' course." 

But we must not linjS"er too Ion~ with historical associations. In tb,e teaching 
force and various appliances for mstruction, this school far excels those already 
described; but a much more vital distinction is. this, that in the Central School the 
instruction is adapted to young men who have been well trained by previous study 
and work. The t·egular course of two years consists of theoretical and laboratory 
instruction. Excursions are also made, under the direction of the professors, for 
such practical illustrations of farming as cannot be given in the class-room. Farm 
work is only included in a preparatory practical course of one year. Thus the 
whole time to be spent at Weibenstephan is less than that required in some of the 
middle or lower agricultural schools; but when the pupils enter they must not only 
have a solid groundwork of mathematics, but the faculties of mind and eye must 
also have been well developed by the study of languages, history and drawing; · 
when a professor gives a good, full lecture, he can believe that it has been received 
and will be di~ested-it does not pass in at one ear and out at the other. The pre
paratory traimng of the mind alone is hardly less in amount than the whole course 
at Lichtenhof. The vital importance of this point, esvecially in relation to Ameri
can education a:nd needs, makes it necessary to examme the subject in detail. 

PREPARATION REQUIRED FOR ENTRANCE TO CENTRAL SCHOOL. 

In preparation for the Central School, the aspirant may either complete the course 
of a "Gewerbeschule" (the name is not readily translated), or both that of a Latin 
School and a two years' course in a "Realgymnasium." To discuss these prepara
tory institutions in full does not come within the scope of this article : but it will 
be sufficient to indicate the degree of proficiency required. The applicant from 
the "Gewerbeschule" has made a careful study of his mother tongue, including 
rhetorical exercises and the studv of German Classics. He has studied French · 
three years, and drawing one to three years; his mathematics include algebra and 
geometry-sometimes also trigonometry and descriptive geometry-and he has 
been taught the elements of botany, zoology, physics, chemistry and mineralogy. 
Geography, history and writing have also received due attention. The pupil from 
the Realgymnasium has pursued a somewhat similar course in German, French, 
mathematics, history and drawing ; but instead of an actual knowledge of th~ 
sciences, his seven years' study of Latin has so disciplined his mind that he is co~
sidered equally capable of higher scientific and agricultural studies with the pupil 
from the "Gewerbeschule." Beside the theoretical training just indicated, a prac
tical acquaintance with farm woJ:k is r equired. Two years' practice on an ordinary 
farm is considered sufficient, or one year's instruction in the preparatory course of 
the Central School. This course consists chiefly in manual labor, but theoretical 
instruction is also given four half days in the week. Thus it is not the intention f.o · 
multiply the number of pupils by admitting those who could be better instructed m 
a middle school, but only to receive such as are fully able to comprehend advanced 
instruction, and to profit by the teaching of the most thorough professors, each 
holding the first rarik in his own department. 
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CENTRAL SCHOOL COURSES. 

The following outline of the course of study is not an exact translation from the 
programme, nor is it a full picture of the subjects taught, but it may serve to give 
some idea of its scope, and its extremely technical character. 

The regular co.urse includes field-measuring and leveling (combined with practical 
exercises), applied mechanics (with drawing), physics, theory of soils, draining and 
irrigation, chemistry (with well furnished laboratories), botany, anatomy of plants 
(with practical exercises in microscopy), physiology and diseases of plants, plant 
production, fruit culture, forestry, zoology, anatomy and physiology of domestic ani
mals, with description of breeds; animal production (inc1uding the raising of hogs, 
horses, sheep and neat cattle), veterinary sCience, brewing, and other industries imme
diately connected with agriculture; building materials and eonstruction of build
ings; agricultural implements, book-keeping, farm management, agricultural law, 
law of exchange, n ational economy. While pupils of this course are not expected 
to perform manual labor, the farm is an essential means of illustration; the same 
purpose is served by the various gardens, experimental fields, orchards, dairy, lime 
and brick kilns, fish pool, turf cuttings, and many other auxillaries or" attributes" 
of the school. Excursions are made to illustrate the instruction in botany, fruit 
culture, forestry, -plant production and farm management. 

Beside the curnculum just described, there is a Rpecial course of one year in the 
theory and practice of brewing, with the needed accessory subjects. The chemistry 
of both beer and milk may be very thoroughly pursued in the technological 
chemical laboratory. 

THE MUNICH SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE. 

Another advanced agricultural school is in the city of Munich itself. An experi
mental station was first established in connection v.>ith the Polytechnic School, with 
sufficient ground for experiments on soils and animals. Afterwards, an Agricul
tural Department was added to the school, with two years' course of study. The 
requirements for admission include two years more book study than to enter at 
Weihenstephan, but no practical acquaintance with farm work is deemed necessary. 
The design 1s to afford more complete theoretical education in those sciences which 
underlie agriculture, rather than to educate practical farmers or the managers of 
large estates. Full liberty is here given in the selection of studies, and th!l cour~:~e 
may be made as broad or as specific as each student chooses. Being in the metropolis, 
he can listen to any selected courses of lectures in the Polytechnic School or Uni
versity, and may doubtless, also, pursue sculpture or music in the art schools, if his 
tastes or purposes should lead him to do so I The special chemical laboratory for 
this department is fitted up with the best appointments, including a hydraulic press 
calculated to exert a force of 20,000 pounds, to express the essential oils or the juices 
of plants. The apparatus for evaporating the juice in vacuum, in order to avoid 
decomposing the constituents by heat, is a beautiful piece of workmanship, and very 
essential for the scientific investigations. A very accurate polariscope and micro
scope are also :provided, and nothing here seems wanting for the theoretical side of 
agricultural sc1enc.e. · 

The Veterinary School, in the outskirts of Munich, has a three years' cuniculum, 
beside a course on horse-shoeing. Stables are attached for the raising of cattle. 
There are twelve professors and other teachers. 

SCHOOL OF FORESTR~. 

The Bavarians rec~gnize the importance of forestry, and a special school at Aschaf
fenburg serves to instruct and train those who aspire to enter this department of the 
civil service. This Forest School is regarded as holding equal rank with the Poly
technic School or the University. That feature which so marks its dignity is simply 
the fact that no one can be admitted except those who have completed a course of 
study in a Gymnasium or Realgymnasium. A good degree of mental culture and 
discipline being thus secured, one Winter is devoted to practical instruction in the 
woods, and two and a half years are spent in academic studies relating to the chosen 
profession. It is probable that this school will soon be transferred to Munich or some 
other university city, and th~ period for theoretical instruction may be increased to 
three or four years.* 

The diagram t here given may serve as a recapitulation of the various kinds of . 
schools that have just been considered. Each horizontal line represents a period of 

·- · ··---- -··· -·· ··· - .. ··--------
*This statement relates to the year 1875. Changes may already have been made. 
t See on next page. 
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school life, and the figures indicate the usual minimum age for a diligent student, 
assuming that he loses no time by sickness or other cause. In the Kindergarten, the 
People's Schools, and the "Fortbildungsschulen," the instruction in agriculture is 
wholly subordinate to the main object of developing the child's mind, and giving 
him general education; yet the importance of agricultural knowledge is recognized 
in the courses of study. Pupils of the Winter Schools and Field-Culture Schools 
are usually older than would be represented in the diagram. The" Gewerbeschulen," . 
Latin Schools, Realgymnasia and Gymnasia are added "to represent the years of 
preparation required for admission to the higher agl."icultural schools. It will be 
observed that a boy who has attended the common schools may pass through the 
"Gewerbeschule" into the course of practical higher education afforded by the 
Central Agricultural School; while classical training is required of those who wish 
to pursue the more theoretical course of the Polytechnic School, or to enter the State 
service as directors of the forests. ' 

SUGGESTIONS FOR .AMERICAN EDUCATORS. 

In regard to many details above described the writer has purposely avoided pass
in~ judgment in this ~rticle. To _know what is t?e. best orgamzation for Bavaria, 
it IS necessary to consider the national characteristics of the people as well as the 
social and political conditions. The geography, history and religion of a country all 
exert an important influence in determining what the nationaf education shall be. 
The purpose of this sketch is simply to point out some leading features of that which 
one foreign state of five million mhabitants is doing in one department of her edu
cational field. Some practical suggestions may also be found for the benefit of 
agricultural education in our own country. The Report of the U.S. Commissioner 
of Education for 1875, contains a list of forty-three schools, in thirty-four different 
States, endowed by the National Land Grant. In about thirty-four of these schools 
the claims of agriculture appear to be recognized. The plan of organization, the 
equipment, and the internal features of no two of these schools are the same ; the 
widest differences may be observed in the standard for admission, the course or 
courses of study, the solution of the labor question, the discipline of the students, 
and the facilities for practical and theoretical studies. It is a pleasure to believe 
that well qualified professors are earnestly engaged in imparting thorough scientific 
and practical education ; yet it must be admitted that those who strove to inaugu
rate this new era of industrial education have not yet r ealized their fond anticipa
tions. In the first place, the few central schools that we have for farmers (about 
one to each State) fail to reach the masses. Many who could attend them think the 
way is too hard. The fact that tuition is free is comparatively a small matter, when 
a young man's labor is needed at home, or when he must be earning his own living, 
instead of paying for his board near a metropolis. Even when farmers' institutes 
or lecture courses are held for a _few weeks of the wi~ter, _it often hap~ns th.at 
those for whose benefit they are mtended show very httle mterest. · Similar dJs
couragemeuts prevail in Bavaria, but strenuous efforts are made to overcome the 
habitual indifference of the laboring classes. The various agricultural schools, 
scattered throughout the kingdom, constitute a well organized system, designed to 
meet the needs and possibilities of each citizen ; and even during the years of com
pulsory education some notions of the practical cultivation of plants are included in 
the course prescribed for boys. 

TREE PLANTING AND GARDENING IN COUNTRY SCHOOL YARDS. 

Now, cannot our State Commissioners of Schools, our County Superintendents, 
and the local School Trustees, unite· in the encouragement of tree-planting and 
oarclening in all the county school lots f This would afford healthful exercise both 
for teacher and children. If the former should be incapable of directing such work 
some one else may be appointed to have charge of it till the teacher's ambition anrl 
sense of honor provoke him or her to take lessons of the best farmers. 

WINTER SCHOOLS PROPOSED. 

As a second step toward inculcating correct methods of farm management, can
not some of the county agricultural societies (with financial help from well disposed 
persons) organize Winter Schools in various centres where the cost of living is 
comparatively low? The arts of agriculture, the results of scientific study, should 
receive special attention. The real pursuit of the underlying sciences may be 
reserved for higher schools, as those endowed by the Act of 1862. In the former a 
fair common school education and practical acquaintance with farm work should 
be the chief requirements for admission. A small charge for incidentals or tui
tion may give the students a better appreciation of such a charity, but no earnest 
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student should be debarred by the fees. The agricultural teacher of such a school 
must be thoroughly ~uainted with the principles of his specialty, and with the 
peculiar needs of the district in which he resides. When spring calls the young 
men to return home, the teacher's occupation is not gone, but only changed for 
equally arduous and important labors. He should be a kind of consulting agricul
tural engineer, giving h1s advice wherever sought; and by popular lectures, from 

. place to place, he should strive to show how bad methods may be exchanged for 
good ones, and good ones for better. Perhaps these Winter courses on farming 
could be given in connection with the High Schools of the smaller cities. 

VOLUNTEER EFFORTS FEASmLE. 

The National Government has done much for the cause of industrial education; 
citizens of a free country should be ready to act as well as to think for themselves. 
If the suggestions just made are of any value, the two plans may first be inaugu
rated in a single school district or county, without waiting for the uncertain results 
of memorial sand legislation. Many farmers' sons who are planting and harvesting 
during the present season. will be teaching school next winter. Some of these 
doubtless will be qualified for the difficult position that has just been described. 

Another difficulty under which our Agricultural Colleges are laboring, is the want 
ot suitably prefared students for the hi~hest studies in animal and plant physiology, 
in agricultura chemistry, and the van ous other branches upon which scientific 
a~riculture must rest. Experimental stations should be maintained; and well 
disciplined minds, trained to the nicest distinctions of thought, and the most accu
rate quantitative determinations of matter and force, and the clearest conception of 
the essential and the non-essential conditions of each problem, are needful, in order 
to direct and conduct agricultural investigations to the greatest profit of industry 
and science. 

SUCCESS OF GERMAN INVESTIGATIONS DUE TO THOROUGH PREPARATORY TRAINING. · 

The secret of the German's successful investigations in the natural laws which 
underlie practical husbandry, consists largely in the extended mental discipline of 
the German student before he begins his professional studies. The German sys
tem, as illustrated at Weihenstephan and at Munich, has already been explained, 
and is represented in the diagram. Please observe that the gap between the com
mon schools and the regular course at W eihenstephan requires at least three years 
of book study and one of farm work, while even five years of mental trainin~ will 
not suffice to pass from the close of the common school course t.o the beginmng of 
that in the Polytechnic School. For both of these schools, as well as that of forestry, 
training in ancient languages may be preferred or required from the age of nine to 
tixteen and eighteen years , because this, the German thinks, is speciallv adapted 
so develop the powers of thought. One example may be given to show how the 
importance of this feature has been overlooked by American educators. 

A GERMAN AND A~RICAN SCHOOL CONTRASTED. 

At the International Conference on Education, held in Philadelphia in 1876, a reP:
resentative of one of the most successful of the schools established by Congressional 
endowment, used this expression: "It is similar in its character to the Polytechnic 
University at Munich, in Bavaria, with the exception that it adds to it the course in 
literature-the ordinary college course."* An examination of the last catalogue of 
this institution shows that the boys who have successfully finished a common school 
course require only one year's preliminary study to be admitted to the agricultural 
and other professional courses. A professional school would be more nearly on a 
par with that at Munich, if none were admitted to its lecture rooms till they bad 
first completed the classical or scientific course of some good college I The students 
of such an institution would be few. America is not yet ready for the German idea 
of the University or" High School," with none but post-graduate students. Let us, · 
however, be willing to admit this essential difference between our schools and those 
of some other countries ; for this difference of mental calibre in the student, this 
difference in his receptive power, implie.'l a corresponding difference in the choice.. 
of appropriate intellectual food, in the mode of its administration, and in the free
dom of choice whic~ may be safely accorded him. 

THE VARIED NEEDS OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN "AMERICA. 

The whole subject is now left to the consideration of those interested in the future 
of American agriculture. Criticisms have been made, with no desire to depreciate 
the real merits of our own institutions, but rather with the wish to point out 80IIlB · 
weak points, in order to incite to more strenuous efforts. We need, on the one 

*See Report of the Conference, published by the U. S. Bureau of Education,p.~: 
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hand, to extend the benefits of special information more widely among our millions 
ofiarmers, and, on the other hand, to cultivate those rich fields of research in agri
cultural science which require the most subtile powers of thought, the most accu
rate observations, and the most rigid logic ; while the intermediate field of practical 
agricultural science, in all its branches, must not be neglected. How many of our 
Agricultural Colleges afford such a variety of technical lectures as the school at 
W eihenstephan, uniting the scientific methods with practical information on just 
what the director of a large farm needs to know? 

Only the pleasant duty now remains of expressing my very sincere regards and 
heartfelt thanks to the many gentlemen in Bavaria, and elsewhere, who have aided 
me in these studies. Various professors have given their time, not only to show a 
stranger their laboratories and museums, and to explam their mode of instructing, 
but also to expound those fundamental principles and modifying influences which 
are familiar to the German, but strange to the foreigner. Many others, connected 
with the educational or ~he agricultural interests of Bavaria, have been equally 
courteous and obliging in imparting information. The German, with characteristic 
zeal in his search for truth from all parts of the world, is also liberal in imparting 
what he has gained for the benefit of his neighbors in other countries. The deep 
philosophy of his educational system is worthy of more attention than it has received. 





VI . . 

ADDRESS ON "TECHNICAL TRAINING '1 BY PROFESSOR JOHN 
HAMILTON. 

The following admirable address, in which are r ecorded the earliest 
movements in this country towards enlarging the scheme of educa
tion in the direction of the practical application of the laws of 
mechanics to a development of the industries of the people,. with the 
further view of organizing a satisfactory plan for securing oppor
tunities for a thorough education in science, to all students who 
desire to enter this field of knowledge, in contra-distinction to that 
offered by the classical curriculum of the older colleges; was deliv
ered on the occasion of the opening of the new Mechanical Depart
ment of Pennsylvania State College, February lOth, 1886 .. 

Professor Hamilton in this address pays an appreciative tribute to 
the memory of the late Joseph Sheffield, Esq., of New Haven, who 
founded; in connection with Yale College, the Institution since 
world-famous as the Sheffield Scientific School; which school Profes
sor Hamilton declm-es to have been the first public recognition by 
any of the older American Colleges, of t he existence of any real rela
tion between Education and Industry. 

PROFESSOR HAMILTON'S ADDRESS. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
Many of us very well remember when about the only mechanical education that 

was offered, was to the bound boy under the old apprenticeship system, in which 
illiterate and mostly incapable professors undertook to instruct illiterate and 
untrained students in the " art and mystery" of some industrial pursuit. 

THE DEFECTS OF APPRENTICESHIP. 

It was a school without books, without improved appliances, with no arranged 
course of study , with no mental training, with no test of proficiency and no certi
cate of graduation. The course usually extended through three or four years in 
each branch of industry, and the most of the apprentice's time was occupied in the 
repetition of processes in themselves extremely simple and elementary, or in the per
formance of drudgery having little or no relation to the trade to be acq_uired. For 
example, the apprentice in a machine shop spent the greater part of his first year 
in cleaning the grease and rust from old castings, sweeping floors, carrying water, 
building fires, wheeling scrap and other similar wholly uninstructive work. 

After this, in his subsequent apprenticeship, if he developed a special aptitude 
for any particular process, he was ke;J?t steadily at that branch of worlr, and scarcely 
any attention was given to his education in t he other parts of his trade. That which 
he did acquire was mostly "piclred up " rather than received from his instructor, 
who was usually more interested in getting from him the greatest possible amount 
of work than in teaching him the important secrets of his trade. 

The results of this system were seen on all sides. Every community was filled 
with illiterate, prejudiced and unskilled mechanics ; and it wSB only after many 
years of subsequent practice and observation that even a tolerable degree of pro
ficiency wSB reached by them, and even then the number who could plan and cal
culate, suggest and direct, was exceedingl;r limited. As population mcreaBed and 
the country and city got a chance to look mto each other's faces, by means of the 
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introduction of those gigantic art associations, the railroads,· public taste in archi
tecture and machinery became educated and demanded better and more artistic 
work from her mechanics, until it became evident to all that the old apprenticeship 
system could not furnish the skill that was demanded, and it had to be practically 
abolished. · 

CAUSE OF THE SPECIALIZATION OF INDUSTRIES. 

As the large manufactories were established, country mechanics flocked to them 
and as the division of labor thus became possible, their directors abandoned all 
effott to produce men skilled in all the processes of their art, but confined them to 
one operation, and kept them repeating this until they could do it with great per
fection. The effect was to drain the country of mechanics skilled in the general 
principles of their respective trade.~, and return none to take their places except 
these specialists who could do one thing well, but could do nothing else. 

The result was that the invention and introduction of any new machine that per
formed this process, not only threw them out of work in this direction, but cast 
them helpless on the world. All their skill and education would not secure them a 
loaf of bread. So men began to protest and strike, until now, we have in trade, 
organization after organization to resist change and preserve intact old forms and 
processes. These unions undertook also to limit the number of those who should · 
:pursue their special calling. They guarded the entrance to their guild with great · 
Jealousy. Instead of all who wished and were capable being welcomed and per
mitted to enter, none but a chosen few could have access to its mysteries. The 
mass of applicants were rejected by these organized monopolists of education in 
industrial art, and so it occurred that the old method of art education was broken 
up and that of the" Trades Unions" was left to take its place. 

FORMER PURPOSES OF EDUCATION. 

During all this time, no one seemed to su:ppose that there was any more connec
tion between the man who worked outside m the shop and the student who worked 
inside over his books, than existed between this planet and the remotest star. They 
were utterly divided; their lives led in two directions. Intellectually, socially, 
practically they were divided. Between them a great gulf lay ; the schools of the 
country educated their students for law and medicine and theology and literature. 
Polite learning was popular, was eagerly sought and efficiently taught. . 

The high ideal set before the student was "knowledge for its own sake." To 
make it forge a bolt or turn a mill was to offend good taste and indicated a low · 
ambition and an ordinary mind. To improve and elevate the learned professions 
and not art was the object of college education. 

Within your recollection, Mr. President, there came, not " as a rushing mighty 
wind," but as a" still small voice," first to one here and another there, and then 
to another and another, the thought, hardly that, the feeling that the educational 
system of the country should do something in an intellectual way for the assistance 
of the industrial callings. These men, so impressed, were neither ignorant nor . 
fanatical ; they were thoughtful, practical and prominent ; men of learning and 
experience, familiar with college life and training, large hearted and philanthropic, 
who, having lived in close relation with industria.I life, r ealized its crippled condi· 
tion and its wants. 

This feeling extended until it became general among the industrial classes and 
the wider it extended the more urgent it became. 

The colleges were besieged by this hungry throng but no relief could be obtained. 
College facUlties reviewed their courses of studr, and came to a uniform conclusion : 
that the demand was unreasonable and impossible to be met, and turned the appli· 
cants from their doors. It was " the rich man and Lazarus" re-enacted. It was 
the Levite, and the m~m who lay wounded on th8 Jericho road. 

But it happened, as in that case, that a "certain Samaritan ; as he ~oumeyed, 
came where he was, and when he saw him, he had.compassion on him.' 

JOSEPH SHEFFIELD FIRST MADE POSSIBLE THE NEW ERA OF EDUCATION AT YALB. 

The name of the" good Samaritan," Mr. President, who in this country firstouedt.., 
stretched his band to the industries to lift them up, who finding them wound 
and dying" had compassion and bound up their wounds," who first found help for 
industries ready to perish, the name of that man, was Joseph Sheffield the founder 
of the Sheffield Scientific school. · 

The establishment of the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College, was the first 
public recognition on the part of the old colleges in this country that any hel~ 
connection existed between intellectual culture and the sciences and arts of practical 
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life. It threw the first cord across the chasm that had been deemed impassable and 
which had so long divided intellectual culture from industrial life. The stru~le 
that followed is familiar to all. For more than ten years this school stood vrr
tually alone. Its students were regarded by the classical departments of Yale as of 
ignoble ambition and inferior mental power. Notwithstanding the popular demand 
and the repeated applications, the doors of the other old colleges remained closed. 

THE NEW ERA NOW EVERYWHERE RECOGNIZED. 

But an idea. had been started in the country that could not be suppressed-the 
education not of the industrial cl~ only, but of all classes, in industrial art. 

Giving up all hope of relief from existing institutions, the friends of this new edu
cation concluded to attempt the establishment of a new order of colleges through
out the land, where the pnnciples in which they believed could be thoroughly tried. 
I n some of the states popular subscriptions were solicited and state aid invoked, 
and at length congress was petitioned for assif>l;ance in establishing these schools, 
and in 1862 congress passed the. land-grant act, which provided for "the endow
ment of at least one college in each state, the leading object of which should be to 
teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the Mechanic Arts." 

I will not weary you with the varied history of these new institutions, further 
than to state that they undertook to work out the theories that were presented, and 
after much experimenting, and under unjust criticism from many of the friends 
of industrial education, who were impatient for immediate and striking results, 
and under the active hostility of the old classical colleges who sought their over
throw, and with the contempt of the very classe.s that they were trying to benefit, 
they have continued to this day. 

And now, ladies and gentlemen, what are the results, what has this new educa
tion done? The friends and the enemies of these colleges ask, what have you done? 
I have not time now, Mr President, to tell all that has been done, but I will speak 
of one thing that these colleges have accomplished, which, if it were the only thing, 
would not only be worth all that has been expended in money and effort, but its 
value is so inestimable as not to be computed in terms of personal sacrifice or gold. 

WONDERFUL DISCOVERIES OF THIS AGE IN SCIENCE AND ART. 

In looking back over the history of the world, there seems to me to have been no 
period in which I would sooner have lived than during the last forty' years-a period 
full of progress, and of discovery in science and in art. The list IB so oft repeated 
that I need not take your time to rehearse it. Steam, electricity, printing, manu
facture, chemistry, physics and natural science are only a few, but they have revo
lutionized the world and have advanced its interests more than a thousand years. 
These have been discoveries in science and art. But these industrial colleges have 
recently made a discovery in :psychology that in my estimation promises more for 
the advancement of mankind m high civilization than all of the others combined. 

Mental philosophers for centuries had supposed that they had analyzed the human 
mind so as to arrange all of its faculties under three general heads-the intellectual 
powers, the sensibilities and the will. Under these general heads they have arranged 
all the qualities in subdivisions, and have, as it were, pigeon-holed them for reference 
and have labeled the boxes, memory, imagination, desire, and so on through the 
whole catalogue of mental powers. On this foundation the old educational system 
was )lased, and the effort of the best educators was to secure the symmetrical devel
opment and high culture of these various powers of the human mind. 

A GREAT HUMAN FACULTY, LONG IGNORED, AT LAST RECOGNIZED BY EDUCATORS. 

Recently, like a new star,a new quality that lay open for all these centuries right 
before men's eyes has been discovered. It has been called, for lack of. a better term, 
the 111echanical Faculty, not that power that comprehends form and distinguishes 
harmony, but an innate, inherent, and universal quality-the Desire to Construct. 
It is exhibited by the youngest child that :plays on the floor of your home. It existed 
when ''Adam delved and Eve span ; " Cam had it, and Abel and Noah. The whole 
world of art is an example of its universality. The savage in his lodge and the 
civilized nations in their highest perfection both exemplify the truth. 

So, instead of the demand upon colleges for knowledge in industrial art being an 
insane and unnatura l desire, it is now admitted to be a legitimate and· natural crav
ing of the human mind. 

The consequence is that it has overturned the entire old system of education all 
over this land, and it has done this within twenty years. It has unlocked the doors 
of every classical college, and has admitted those fair sisters, Science and Art, to all 
that education , even the highest, can bestow. It has erected numerous highly 
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endowed and equipped institutions of learning, devoted exclusively to the teaching 
of studies relatin~ to Science and Art. It is founding museums and filling world's 
fairs, and is an mtegral part of all our education, from the kindergarten to the 
university. 

It is the discovery of the age, and it is a discovery made by the industrial col
leges, and they demonstrated its truth and feasibility so clearly that the classical 
colleges were compelled to accept and provide for it. Indeed, so generally has it 
been accepted that you may start out blindfold, and the first college you reach will 
possess that which a few years ago, could scarcely be found. A minister now can
not preach without it, a lawyer cannot plead without it, a physician cannot prac-. 
tice without it, the literary man cannot write without it. It is a universal quality 
and a universal necessity. You ask for results. l r efer you to this one, wh1ch, in 
the short space of twenty years, has bridged over, no, has filled up the chasm that 
divided the student from the artisan and has started them mingling in all the walks 
of life; in workshops and colleges, .on the farm and in the university, in political 
life and in private station, in church and state, laity and clergy, everywhere has 

•. opened up the springs of knowledge to the industries and given opportunity to all 
to slake their thirst. 

And now we are met here to-day to congratulate each other on this progress ana 
on what has been done. More particularly to rejoice over the successful comple
tion of a home for this new department in education, the department of Mechanic 
Arts. 

WHAT THE NEW SYSTEM UNDERTAKES TO DO. 

In introducin~ this new branch of education this colle~e is simply supplying _the 
demand of the t1mes for educated artisans. The apprenttee system is gone and the 
shop system, educating only in a specialty is not adapted for general use. This 
new system undertakes to do two things, to turn out thoroughly trained, educated 
artisans, and to do it in the shortest possible time. 

PEDAGOGICAL METHODS. 

The method by which this is accomplished is very simple and efficient. It begins 
with the alphabet of art, mechanical and free hand drawing. After this the stu
dent is taken into the workshop and set to work. He is given a block of wood and 
directed to plane it perfectly flat and true, and to do so at a prescribed place in the 
block indicated by a scribe. After he has acquired ability to do this with certainty 
and ease, he is directed to plane it to an oval form, and to do this also at a prescribed 
mark. He can now now plane a fiat surface and a curve, and these two principles 
include the whole of planmg. They also involve the keeping of tools in order and 
their proper adjustment and use. In like manner, he is taught the use of the saw, 
the auger, the chisel and the hammer. He now possesses a knoledge of all the 
principles that underlie carpentering. He can plane a piece of wood to any shape 
and any size if he have a drawing showing its form and dimensions. He can saw 
across or lengthwise of the grain of the wood to a prescribed mark, and do this 
with precision and rapidity. He can bore a hole straight or at an angle, he can 
mortice and tenon and fit. He has made no machine, he has simply been taught 
the art and not its application. 

His instruction in metal working is the same, only the tools are of a different 
sort; the ability to reduce surfaces of metals to prescribed straight lines and curves, · 
by chipping, filing and boring, is the whole system. It includes, of course, the care 
and use of the tools employed, and the important operation of finishing. So in 
forge and foundry work the processes are equally simple, and as this instruction is 
given under the supervision and direction of a man thoroughly skilled, the student 
soon acquires mastery of the principles that underlie these various branches of 
mechanic arts, and when it is remembered that along with this be is at the same 
time acquiring knowledge in science, and literature, and language, and mathe
matics, one can readily Bee bow it is that on graduation day be steps out into the · · 
world far in advance of those who entered active life undE~Ttbe old education. He .. 
enters life a trained man, trained not in one thing only, but has symmetrical train
ing. He has a wide and accurate knowledge in science, and literature and art, and 
is as well furnished for either industrial or professional life as it is possible in th,! 
present state of knowledge in this country to equip him. 

THE NEW EDUCATION TRAINS THE CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY.-

He is fitted for leadership, for supervisor and director, and his general knowledge 
and skill are such as to commend him to the confidence of his employer and ~e 
respect of his employees. This, then, is a very general outline of the history of~ 
education and its leading features. It is no visionary or untried scheme, but .., . 
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entirely possible and its succe~ is sure. In order to carry out this system of educa
tion, q_ualified men and extensive and expensive apparatus and appliances are a 
necessity. What we have you see. The fitness of the men needs no tribute from 
me. That they are conscientious and capable, no one who knows them as I do can . 
doubt. W e have a substantial and commodious building, fairly well supplied with 
appliances for effective work. The system in detail is set forth in the publications 
of the college, accessible to all. What it can do has been demonstrated in the past, 
and we look forward to a future bright and full of promise of abundant success. 

I wish all of those who bore the burden and who did the foundation work but 
who have fallen by the way, could stand on this bei~ht and see what we behold. 
They died amid great gloom, but their faith in the ultimate triumph of the princi
ples they held never faltered, and now our eyes witness what they so much longed 
to see. 

Young ladies and gentlemen, I have given this history that you may perhaps see 
more clearly upon what the education given here is founded, that you may know 
somewhat of its cost paid in thought, and money, and anxiety and work, that you 
may feAl more than ever the perfect soundness, the endurance and absolute truth 
of the principles on which it rests, that it may always have your implicit confidence 
and support, that you may yourselves guide it into ~eater usefulness, and that you 
may keep in grateful remembrance those who, amtd much criticism, and loss and 
sland~r, and suspicion, and who although denounced in public and in private as 
incompetent, unworthy and corrupt, never faltered; and I have rehearsed It that you 
may resolve to see to it that this great legacy is transmitted to those who succeed 
you, not only unimpaired but grE>.atly enlar~ed. Keep in mind the fact that the 
world wants trained men, men fitted for hfe as it is, not dreamer!'!, not men of 
inferior education, but men cultivated in knowledge and critics in art, men com
petent and well equipped, full of enthusiasm and power, self reliant and· able to DO. 

THE DEMAND FOR TRAINING IN ART. 

I have one other suggestion to make before I close. ' I have stated that the desire 
for art education is a universal desire that the demand is a universal demand. I 
hope that this truth will be kept in mind by the authorities of this college and that 
they will see to it, that the branch of education that we inaugurate to-day will be 
extended until a suitable course in art shall be offered to the fadies of this institu
tion to fit them for practicai life and for independent self support. 

And now, Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, if the old education with all of its 
defects, and the old system with limited appliances, ignorant teachers and illiterate 
and untrained boys did what we see around us, built our cities and adorned them, 
constructed our machinery and set it in motion, built roads and bridges and aque
ducts and all of the appliances in use in civilized life, what may we not expect of 
the new, taught by highly educated, competent teachers with every modern appli
ance to students educated and tralned, and ambitious to achieve distinction in 
industrial !if~ ? What the future contains no prophet may with certainty foretell ; 
but surely we do not err when, looking back over the unexampled prosperity of the 
past forty years, achieved in spite of the hindrances that existed on. every side, 
and seeing as we do the mighty intellectual forces that are now rushing to the aid 
of industrial art, I say we cannot err, when we predict for the future results 
unheard of in the past, and a course of prosperity more brilliant than any that the 
world has ever seen, 





VII. 

BISHOP HAYGOOD'S ADDRESS. 

The farewell address delivered by Bishop Haygood, at the com
mencement of Claflin University, in 1890, which was included in the 
catalogue of the University for 1891, and is referred to in the account 
of that institution given in the present volume of this Report, (see 
ante, page 553,) contains so striking a statement of the ad vance of the 
American African over the condition of his African ancestors, or 
contemporaries i and, also, shows so forcibly the great work done by 
the Southern wnites during recent years, in _providing educational 
facilities for the colored children, that I have thought it well to insert 
it here. On page 248, 250 of P art II, of this Report, the author, long 
before this address had fallen under his observation, was led to make 
a somewhat similar statement, concerning the emergence of the col
ored citizen of to-day from the barbarous ignorance of his ancestors. 
That the educational efforts for the colored children and youth, should 
now largely take the direction of industrial training seems a plain 
proposition ; partly, because under Freedom, they have lost the bene
fits of such training in the homes and on the plantations of the whites, 
as was incidental to the former r elations of the two races ; and, further, 
because the colored boys have now even less chance than the white 
boys for learning trades. 

At a convention of colored Baptists held in Washington, D. C., in 
September, 1893, the Rev. Mr. Parish, President of a University in 
Kentucky, read a strong paper urging that the education of colored 
youth should be Industrial. 

I should have been glad of the opportunity to supplement Bishop 
Haygood's address by this paper ; of which, however, only a concise 
summary was given in the daily papers. 

[From The News and Courier.) 

OUR BROTHER IN BLACK. 

BISHOP HAYGOOD'S ADDRESS AT THE CLAFLIN COMMENCEMENT. · 

The Unparalleled Work of Educating an flliterate Race in Twenty-five Years-:
The Danger of the Force Bill to the Cause of Colored Education-The Demon of 
Race Prejudice. 

ORANGEBURG, April 30.-8pecial : Bishop Atticus G. Haygood delivered an 
address before Claflin University to-day, which was in many respects a most 
remarkable effort. To-day was Commencement day at Claflin, and the patrons of 
the institution were here from all over the State to attend the exercises and to hear 
the annual address of Bishop Haygood, who for nine years past has been the man
aging agent of the m~on dollar Slater fund for pro~oting the ~ducation of the 
colored race in the Umted States. To-day he closed hlB stewardship of that fund, 
and retires to devote hjs whole time to his duties as Bishop of the Methodist Epis
copal Church, South, to which he has recently been elected. 
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His address to-day was his farewell to Claflin, an institution in which he is deeply 
interested, and to whose support he has generously contributed from the fund under 
his charge. Bishop Haygood is too widely known as an author and preacher to 
need an introduction. His book, Our Brother in Black, has given him the first 
place among scholars who have mastered, or attempted to master, the great prob
lem of negro education and its effect upon the relation of the two races to each 
other. There is probably no man living who is so thoroughly posted upon all the 
details of this question. and who has had the opportunity of informing himself so 
completely, as Bishop Haygood. The immense audience which assembled to hear 
him, therefore, was prepared to regard him as one having authority to speak upon 
this subject, but it 1s safe to say that there was no one present who was prepared 
to hear so powerful an exposition of it as he gave. 

The address was wholly extemporaneous, and was delivered with that simplicity 
of style which marks true eloquence. As he candidly remarked in his opening 
words: "Where my talk will carry me to or where I will come out I have no idea 
at a ll. I will speak until you get tired and then quit." Continuing, he said: 

"He would be a very dull man, indeed, who, after nine years' traveling through 
the Southern States, from Washington city to western Texas, visiting schools like 
tllis, studying these questions, and doing what he could to help people in this line 
of work-he would be very dull , I say, if he did not learn something about it. As 
a rule I do not say much about m yself in my speeches, and 1 may get more of 
myself into it to-day than strictly good taste would warrant, because I wind up 
to-day on this platform and at this hour the special ministry committed to me in 
1882, which has for these years absorbed the most of my time and whatever energy 
and ability I may have had, which has been in my mind and in my heart and on 
my conscience, and I wind up where I began as to the ma in line of my convictions 
and duty. I was satisfied nine years ago that one of the prime necessities of our 
American people pre-eminently for the Southern States was the education of the 
negro race. 

NOTillNG TO RETRACT. 

"Nine years ago I believed that it was a sacred duty to help forward this work. 
On this subject I have made first and last abou t three hundred speeches, and I have 
shed oceans of ink in writing and arguing and begging and pleading for this cause. 
Not a word of a ll I have ever said as to the necessity, as to the duty, as to the prac
ticability, as to the usefulness of educatin~ this race have I this day to take· back. 
Nor have I a single statement on this subJect to qualify except as the experience of 
nine years would lead me to make the statement more emphatic.. I have a con
tempt for a man who is satisfied with any thing he does in the line of duty. The 
man who is satisfied with what he has done has a very meager view of what a man 
ought to do. The man who is contented with his achievement of a task has a poor 
ideal of what true success is. So I am not satisfied to-day with my nine years' 
work, and the more I know about it the less I am satisfied. But this I must say, 
and I say it with a glad heart and a clear conscience, I have done my best, and if I 
were beginning to-day to do that nine years' work on this line I don't believe 
I could do anything better except as the training and special knowledge I have 
acquired might help me to do it. 

A MATCHLESS RECORD. 

" There are a great many things I would like to r efer to this morning that are 
precluded by the lack of time. Some bare, naked statements I must submit with
ou t thinking them out. Some assertions I must submit without the detailed proof. 
It would take until the going down of the sun to finish it up right, and• I want to 

. say, first of all, as a broad statement, of which I feel absolu tely certain, that in the 
history of the human race there is no chapter that matches the chapter that r ecords 
the effort ·which has been made to educate the negro race in the Southern States 
since 1865. Match it, if you can, anywhere I That is a great deal to say, and per
haps I had better offer a bit of proof about it. Twenty-six years ago there were not 
enoug h of these people who could read worth counting. Where o.ne could read a 
thousand could not. So far as the argument goes this whole race at the close of 
the war was an untaught , illiterate race, so far as knowledge of books goes. There 
are a few people living to-day who began this work before the thunders of war had 
fairly ceased, but m ost of the. veterans of the first few years have gone to heaven. 
There was no other. place for such people to go." 
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MISS MARTHA SCHOFIELD. 

In touching upon the work of the pioneers in the work of educating the negro, 
Bishop Haygood paid a high compliment to Miss Martha Schofield. " The man 
who knows her," he said, "and does not honor her, is a bad man. I count it a 
benediction in my life that I came to know Miss Schofield well. I am a better man 
to· day because I have known her." Resuming his line of argument, Bishop Hay
good continued: "As I have said, there is no chapter that matches this one. When 
these veterans began their work this was an illiterate race. I will not tire you with 
a long string of statistics. I will give you a few summary statements, and some of 
you who have note-books had better take them down to look at when you get 
dispirited·and think your race has a poorer chance in the world than it really has. 
I have it from the hand of the United States Commissioner of Education himself, 
Mr. Harris, not over th.ree weeks ago, that there are in the Southern States 

OVER TWENTY-ONE THOUSAND SCHOOLS 

for colored people, forming part of the public-school system of the Southern States. 
There was a time, only twenty-five years ago, when there was not a single school of 
that ·sort in all this country. In these schools for colored people to-day are enrolled 
more than 1,100,000 boys and girls. I will give you another statement not so precise, 
because it comes from the late census, which I fear is not reliable in any respect. 
To-day not less than 2,250,000 colored people in the Southern States can read. 
Match that chapter in the history of any country in twenty-five years! When did 
it ever happen before that in less than one generation two and a quarter millions of 
an illiterate race were taught to read? [Applause.) It is something to applaud 
about, my friends. You had far better applaud that fact than if I made you ·a sky
scraping speech and thundered to you about the pyramids and Socrates and Cresar. 
There is more concentrated eloquence in the statements that there are in the 
Southern States 21,000 schools for the colored race, that 1,100,000 of your children 
are enrolled in those schools, and that more than 2,250,000 of your people can read, 
than anything I could sav to you. 

HIGHER EDUCATION, 

" I have made a careful estimate, and there are about seventy institutions in 
the Southern States where what is called higher education is taught; where after 
the course is completed the young wan or woman is prepared to teach his or her 
people. Engaged in these schools are about 1,000 men and women as teachers and 
16,500 scholars. I have been intimately connected with forty of them, and it has 
been my duty to study them and the people in charge of them. Among so many 
teachers there are some trifling men, of course, but, take them all in all, I under
take to say that they are trained and qualified for their work, that they are diligent, 
faithful people, and, what to me is most cheering of all, I do not know a single one 
of these higher training-schools for colored people in the South, with possibly one 
exception. that is not under Christian influence. We ought to take heart and be 
encouraged. Nine hundred qualified men and women under Christian influence 
preparing the teachers for a whole race of people! Aye, there is hope. 

I have absolute faith in the power of Christian education, in the providence of 
God, to solve any problem which the human race ever tackled. You need not be 
thinking of this perplexity and that, I know as much and more about it than you 
do. I have been mixed up with it and, being a Southern man, I have had the 
opportunity for studying it. And if you ask me how I am going to solve the race 
problem, I say, Pardon me! It is not my business to solve it. What are you going 
to do about it f you say. I am going, by the help of God, to keep on doing right. 
I am going to keep on trying to help everybody, black and white, who needs the 
help that I can give. Therefore, when Southern or Northern, white or colored, 
people talk to me about perplexities of this sort and that, and of solving the prob
lem of the relations of the races in the future, the only thing I say is to do right 
to-day and let God attend to his future as he has attended to his past. I have 
absolute faith in Christian education, and no sort of faith in any other kind of edu
cation. I think of the great school that does not honor God and believe in the Lord 
J esus Christ and teach his eternal moralities-that the greater it is the greater the 
curse of it. 

" John F. Slater, when he laid down a round million of dollars to help you folks, 
had less metaphysics and more common sense in what he said about it than any 
man 1 have ever heard of. He just said a few thinis like thia 1 l want to help tbeet 
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people with 'their education. I want to help the schools and I want to help the 
most in the quickest way. I want to help the schools where the teachers are made 
and where industry is honored. But he put this in above all : I want it all under 
Christian inftuence. And if I had found in my travels an infidel, or a deist, or an 
agnostic, or a fool at the head of one of these colleges, I would not have given him 

:ten cents. I do not mention this chapter in your history to make you proud, but 
·to make you humble, to encoUiage you, to cheer you, to give you hope for the 
future. 0! how much hope has to do with "the life of a man! Bow much hope 
has to do with the progress of a race and the history of a people ! 

" I bring you to-day not my speculations or philosophy ; I bring you to-day the 
brilliant fact of a wonderful history, the Gospel of hope and good cheer. Lift up 
your hearts, 0 ye people ! Look to the future with COUiage ! Look to it with hope ! 
Upon what will you base yoUI hope? Upon your desires? They are vain! Upon 
yoUI ambition? That is foolish ! Bottom your hope for the future on the facts of 
history that God has made for you. Then you can be sure it will be a hope that 
will not disappoint yo1:.. 

BE GRATEFUL TO GOD AND MAN. 

"I lay it down as a fundam ental maxim in religion, morals, and human philoso
phy, that no man who is ungrateful to God for yesterday will trust God for 
to-morrow. No man who is not trusting God for his past will trust him for his 
future, nor will . any people. An ungrateful man is a hopeless man. An ungrate
ful race is a hopeless race. I want a hope to be born in yoUI hearts that will never 
die for the progress, the success, the Christian ennoblement of your race in this 
country. A man speaking to me the other day of the colored people said : How 
far can they go in education? I said, I don't know. They have not been going 
long enough for me to know. I don't know and I don't care. I shall be glad to 
see them go as far as they can. If there shall rise up from among them an orator 
who shall rival Demosthenes, I will aP.plaud him when I hear him. If there shall 
come forth a poet who shall rival M1lton, I will read him with delight. I thank 
God that among my faults, and I have plenty of them, I have not that one which 
makes me afraid for a man who has not had my chance to have any chance at all 
for fear :he should get ahead of me. Let the futUie as to education and train
ing and Christian ennoblement, and all that belongs to Christian manhood and 
womanhood, be as great and glorious and large as it may be;. hope for all things, 
for God has never failed you yet! [Applause.j . . 

PREPARING THEM FOR FREEDOM. 

"Now I am going to say a thing or two that you will shake yoUI heads at. But 
you may shake as much as you please if you will only think of them when I am 
gone. When I talk about gratitude for the past, a great many colored people go 
back to the Emancipation Proclamation and their gratitude begins there. You 
certainly ought to be grateful for all that. If I were in yoUI pla{:e I would be. 
But what do you stop there for? Why don't you go back one hundred years? 
Why don't you go back two hundred years? You say, I have nothing to be grate
ful for before the war! Are you sure of that? What did we know of Africa three 
hundred years ago? Nothing. · 

' ' When I was a school-boy Mitchell's Atlas had one half of that continent marked 
"desert," and 28,000 population(?), showing by the interrogation tha~ they were 
guessing at it. And they missed it by 200,000,000. That was as late as 1847. We 
know something of it to-day. I have just finished reading Stanley's two books. 
They were written by a hero and by one of God's men, although he may not know 

. it-the man who has blazed the way for civilization in that great and vast conti
nent. What does he.tell us? Of a vast population of people in a savage condition, 
ignorant, superstitious, cruel, idolatrous, some of them cannibals. 

"Eight or ten months previous to the war, while I was in the depot at Atlanta, 
I saw on their way to Texas about forty of the black people who were brought over 
on the bark Wanderer , almost the last, if not the very last, ship that brought cap
tured negroes from Africa to make them slaves in this country. What were these 
people? They were black people, men and women. They didn't know any thing 
in the world except that they were away from home. They· only knew enough of 
the English language to ask for food. 

''I am not here to ask any of you to fall in love with slavery, I don't love it any 
more than you do. If I am not too good to want it back, I am too selfish. It hurt 
m e more than it did you. Why do I speak of these people-these poor, ignorant, 
savage people I saw in the de~ot in Atlanta? To let you see what your great, 
great-grandparents were in Afnca. 
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THE CONTRAST. 

"And here you are to-day in this college on this Commencement day! Here you 
are, with a ll the glorious hope of this occasion , as far above those people as .I am 
above the naked old Britons who used to run wild through the woods. My ances
tors were naked savages, too. The difference is we got out of it sooner than you 
did. William the Conqueror ran over my ancestors and whipped them and made 
slaves of them. But we have turned them down now and the Saxon leads the 
world. What has this to do with h ope? You folks believe in the Bible, don't you? 
You cling to that; that is your sheet anchor, and don't you listen to anybody who 
talks to you about people who don't believe in God and the Bible. 

" Let u s go back in that old history to a wonderful scene. Israel had been three 
hundred years in slavery in Egypt. They had been brought out. God was giving 
his law through Moses. Suppose God had said: I am the Lord thy God that three 
months ago found out that you were in trouble in Egypt and got thinking about 
you, and I have brought you out and you must trust me forever. How would that 
sound? No; but he said: I am the Lord God of thy fathers. That gave five hun
dred years of wonderful history and a ll the ages back of it. In the great heart and 
thoughts of God they had been with him always. H e was their God when he 
called Abraham out of Ur of the Chaldees. He was their God when they were 
making brick and building cities for PhRiaoh, and never forgot them one hour. 
Do you believe all that? 

EMANCIPATED AT THE PROPER TIME. 

" Now, do you believe this? God would have brought them out one hundred 
years before if they had been ready. When they were prepared for emancipation, 
when they had-learned the a rts and trades of Egypt and were ready, not a day 
before n or a day after they were ready, God brought them out of Egypt and set 
them up to be a people. And so it was that not one year before and not one year 
too late did God bring about emancipation to you people. The great eternal chro
nometer that never runs down struck the hour for you at the right time. Suppose 
that your great, great-grandfathers in South Carolina had just come from Africa, 
and suppose they h ad been set free, as you were in 1865, what could they have 
done? They couldn't have made a hoe-hill; they couldn't have broken a South 
Carolina mule ; and a Texas pony would have broken every one of their necks. 
[Laughter.] They didn't know the English language. At the end of the war 
4,500,000 of them knew the language so well that Miss Schofield began organizing 
schools among you before the thunders of the war had ceased. 

" What could you have done one hundred years ago? Why, you would have 
star ved to death. Look at the work of these students in all the industrial depart
ments of this institution , and compare that work with the sticks hardened in the 
fire with which your African ancestors attempted to scratch the soil and raise a 
few beans. Suppose you h ad been turned loose before you knew those things, 
would you have been here to-day? God never forgot you in the past and never 
made a single blunder about you. Trust him with all your hearts and do not be 
afraid. 

Hope and gratitude ~o together. When the Israelites crossed the J ordan they 
raised a monument whtch they called Ebenezer. Looking backward it told of a 
history bright with the providence of God, and looking forward it recorded a 
prophecy glorious with his promises. Build your Ebenezer and put the year 1865 
on 1t. Let one side look back to your history and say: Hitherto the Lord did help 
us; and let the other side say: He who bas faithfully in the past, in spite of bard
ship and trouble and bitter training, brought us ready to be freemen will make us 
freemen by t he truth in Jesus. 

THE PREJUDICE TO COLORED EDUCATION. 

"There are some folks who are opposed to the education of the colored race, but 
they are not known outside of the h amlets where they were born. There is not any 
respectable newspapers that reflect the sentiments of thoughtful public. men that 
oppose it. There was a time when there was an immense to-do about 1t, but the 
result of this discussion has been to increase the number of your. friends, and to 
hush almost entirely the voice of objection to ;our education. The fixed result of 
all the work that has been done in the cause o colored education is to convert the 
Southern white man to the belief that it don't breed an earthquake or cyclone for 
a negro to learn to read. That is not all talk. South Carolina white men pay a 
large majority of the taxes, and there is not a man running for office to-day who 
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would say down with the public schools because the negroes have a chance at 
them. Her governors r ecommend and her legislatures appropriate money to help 
Claflin. What is $5,000? you may say. It is nothing in itself, but when it comes 
with the recognition and approval of the grand old Commonwealth of South Caro
lina it m eans more for your· future than a million out of Slater's pocket." 

Bishop Haygood cited the case. of the recently established colored college in 
Savannah as a branch of the University of Georgia, and claimed that it indicated 
a miraculous change in the sentiments of the Georgia people. That sort of thing, 
he said, was not going to turn backward. 

WHO PAYS FOR THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS? 

"My people of the South have their faults, but if there is to be any hard talking 
a bout them I will do it myself. These white people down South are no common 
folks. People who could fight as hard as they did for four years can do anything 
they try to do when God but gives them the chance. There is pluck and bravery 
and endurance in them, and there is obstinacy in them, too. When we start we 
don't stop. The public school system for a ll the Southern States for the education 
of the colored people costs $7,000,000 a year. Who pays for that? You know who 
pays for it I The white people pay ninety-five cents of every dollar of it. .A.m I 
boasting of it ? No ; I am ver y glad we do. I rejoice that .we do. If you make 
good use of education they will contribute more, and if you do not they wont. 

PULLING TOGETHER. 

"I am not boasting, but I want you people to understand that if the North built 
Claflin, South Carolina runs the public school system. It is the most wonderful 
thing in history. H ere are these two great sections of the count!'Y that quarreled 
fifty years, fought four, and have been arguing ever since. We don't agree about 
a great many things, and particularly we have split all t o pieces on notions of the 
negro. But here it is. A great big car of progress carrying nearly 8,000,000 of you, 
and the white ox bleached by the Northern snows on one side, and thfl brunette ox 
burnt by the Southern suns on the other, both pulling. I t is true that we have our 
necks against the pole, and we are sort of pulling off from one another ; but don't 
you forget it, the Southern ox is pulling the biggest part of the load. Now, diplo
macy could not have brought that about. Political management could not have 
brought that about. Politica l economy could not have broug~t that about. God 
Almighty brought that about. If you go back on God's providence you ought to 
perish. 

THE FORCE BILL. 

"Now I am ~oing to say something some of you may not like at all. It is my 
opinion and it Is truth to me. It has already gone on to the printer, so you will 
understand I am not saying it for a Southern audience. It ha.R gone to a New York 
paper and a Re.publican paper, and I am a Democrat. I am not a crazy Democrat, 
but I always vote the Democratic ticket. If there be any man who might attach 
any importance to what I may say as to the future of the negro in the South, to 
him I say that during the last session of Congress the right of the negro to share 
in the benefits of the public schools of the South was in mortal jeopardy. Why 
do I say so? If that election bill which the Southern people called the Force Bill 
had been passed, the Southern people would have wrecked the whole public school 
system of the South for themselves and for you before they would have paid ninety· 
five cents in every dollar used in their support and submitted to the conditions 
imposed in that bill. 

" That is something to think about. I t is not for me to say whether the Southern 
people would have been right or wrong. I simply say to you that it is a plain hard 
fact that if that bill had passed the Southern people, looking at it as they did, 
would he.ve shut up their public schools for whites and blacks. If I can by God's 
help in these closing words get your ears and your hearts, I want to say to you 
that for any betterment in your condition, for more privileges, larger rights, yo~, 
must look to God and yourselves, and not to law or force. Congress cannot do it 
for you . The United States Army cannot do it for you. Force cannot educate a 
man, and fozce cannot change another man's opinion about you either. The truth 
of the business is that outside power may hurt you a great deal easier than it will 

_help you. If you want more and better ~hings, higher rights, more privileges, the 
sooner you quit looking to Congress and force, and the more you look to God and 
your own J:learts and hands and brains, the sooner will you get th~m. 
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TOO ANXIOUS ABOUT RIGHTS. 

" After all these years of observation and study of the needs and peculiarities of 
your race, I am satisfied that the saddest thing in the condition of your people 
to-day is that so many thousands of educated colored men have more anxiety about 
their rights than they have about their duties. The first effect of going to school 
is to increase a man's wants faster than his ability to supply them." In this, Bishop 
Haygood said , lay the great danger of all young men, white and black, who were 
poor and were fitting themselves for the world by getting an education. What 
makes the poor man is not having little, but wanting more. The unhappy poor 
man is the man who wants more than he can earn, and is mad because another man 
has it. The moment a man or woman allowed the desire for more than they could 
earn to creep into their hearts, the devil was always there to suggest how they could 
gratify their desires, and then followed crime; disgrace, and ruin. 

IMPROVE YOUR TALENT. 

"God gave you a great lump of rights in 1865. Many of you have used those 
rights judiciously. Others have not. God will not trust your people with more 
rights if you abuse those you have. Every man who abuses his rights strikes a 
blow at the whole race to which hP belongs. 

THE DEMON OF STRIFE. 

" In this last speech ~ make in this ministry I cannot do you a greater service 
than to put you on your guard against your worst enemy. I don't know whether 
he is white or black. I don't know whether he was born in South Carolina or Massa
chusetts. I don't know whether he is a Republican or Democrat, Radical or Mug
wump. The worst enemy of your race and my race is that villain who tries to 
create bad blood between your race and mine. He is your foe-he is mine ! I hate 
him. I don't care where he comes from. H e is a mean, bad man, without mercy 
n his heart, or conscience or grace. Don't listen to him , no matter where he comes 
rom or whatever be his color.' 

WELL WORTH THE COST. 

In closing Bishop .naygood said: "What has been accomplished for your race 1s 
worth all that it has cost in money and services. Don't forget the maxim of J ohn 
F. Slater, whose million has done more good in these past nine years than any other 
million ever did before it. Don't forget his three trainings: Head training, that 
you may think right; heart training, that you may do right; and hand training, 
that you may make an independent living for yourselves. 
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PAPERS RELATING TO TEOHNIOAL EDUCATION I N ENGLAND. 

I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

A paragraph in Dr. Fuller's inaugural addresR at Worcester, Mas
sachusetts, in June 1883, * emphatically calls attention to the present 
important movement in the promulgation of !fechnical Education in 
En~land. He says : '' In the interval of three years between my two 
visits, and careful studies of Europeall: schools of almost every grade, 
t here bas been a very marked J>rogress in technical and industrial 
training-. England has doubled its outlay for this purpose within 
that br1ef time, and no one who has not been on the ground has any 
adequate conception of the intense interest now taken there in this 
form of education." 

The events of the following season, the summer of 1884, in England, 
would go to show that so far from exaggerating or over estimating 
the extent and ener~y· of this movement in England, Dr. Fuller had 
understated it. The publication of the Second Report of the Royal 
Commission on Technical Training,-a report which contains a care
ful survey of what is being done in this field of Education, by the 
leading manufacturing countries of the Continent of Europe, and 
also a brief special re~ort on "Technical Education in the United 
States" made for the Commission by Mr. William Mather, an iron 
manufacturer of Sheffield, furnishes tangible proof of the very prac-
tical interest felt in the subject. . . · 

The inauguration, in South Kensington, of the magnificent new 
building for Technical Training, known as" The City and Guilds of 
London Institute," almost simultaneously with the issue of this 
voluminous r eport, by the Royal Commissioners, strikingly indicates 
the extent and vitality of ·this movement. · 

Within a very recent period the Guilds of London have developed 
great activity in this Educational direction. They built and founded 
a large institution known as the "Technical College of Fins bury," 
(a district of London), at a cost of $175,000 to serve as a model 
school for artisans. This school will accommodate 700 scholars and 
was opened February 19th, 1~83. . They also established t.he South 
London Technical Art School, accommodating 100 pupils. 

The Central Training School building at South Kensmg-ton, opened 
in 1884, and in which the educational exhibit in connex10n with the 
Health Exposition was held, represents, however, their great wor~. 

*See ante, pages 736-740. 
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·Dr. Fuller mentioned the new Polytechnic building to be opened in 
Berlin, in October, 1883, as the largest and finest single school build
ing in the world, and as designed to accommodate 4000 students,-but 
this London Institute can accommodate 6000 students !-The late 
Professor Huxley, afterwards President of the Royal Society, and 
who presided at the distribution of prizes to the pupils of the Fins
bury College, December 11th, 1883, in the course of his remarks fully 
confirmed Dr. Fuller's estimate of the r ecent rapid increase of English 
effort for Technical Training, for he said : " that six years ago there 
was no efficient technical school of art or science in the City of .Lon
don" while now, in 150 centres of population in the United Kingdom, 
classes were connected with the C1ty and Guilds of L ondon Institute, 
and there were 3000 applications for examination. 

The Lord Chancellor's address, at the formal opening of the new 
building of the Institute by the Prince of W ales,-which follows in 
this Appendix,-gives a concise account of the establishment of the 
new Institute and of the work done by it in fostering and extending 
op:portunities for Technical Education: while the address of the 
Prmce of Wales, in reply, gives ample evidence of the general inter
est in the subject and shows, on the part of the Prince himself, an 
intelligent comprehension of the situation in all its various relations. 

The Report of The Royal Commission before mentioned is in five 
large volumes ; the two first published contain about 500 pages each. 
The first volume will be found of great value to all who care to know 
about the Continental schools, and are interested in the comparisons 
instituted. between them and the British schools, which are also 
described. The second volume is given to a report on Agricultural 
Education, and to the report on the United States, which last occu
pies but 84 pages. 

While it 1s of interest to know what others have to sav of us and 
to observe what special objects of interest an intel.ligent foreign 
observer finds, this particular report is too cur-$ory to be of much 
practical value for Americans. Mr. Mather, attributes the charac
teristics of American Inventors and Engineers,-their originality and 
boldness,-to the needs of the new country and to that general intel
ligence of the people which is due to the excellence and universality 
of the public school training. The notable ingenuity of our· inven
tors, and especially the plan adopted by Americans of constructing. 
all machines whenever possible, of interchangeable parts, met with · 
his most enthusiastic approval. To our hi~ her Technological schools 
he gives highest praise and says the similar European schools are 
not better, only more numerous. . 

It is evident that little or no attention was given by Mr. Mather to 
the schools of Industrial Art, or High Art, only five or six of which 
are even named; so that the repor t is valueless so far as these artistic 
schools are concerned; though, on what seems very insufficient 
s-round, he does not hesitate to declare their influence upon the 
mdustries and arts of the country, to be nil! It is, however, probable 
that, as Mr. Mather's time was mostly given to the inspection of 
manufactories, machine shops, and Technical mechanical schools, he 
did not see, or was not informed of, the few artistic industrial devel
opments that have been made. The goldsmith's work of Tiffany & 
Co., the embroideries and new textile fabrics, of the "Associated 
Artists" in New York, the Cathedral glass of Mr. La Farge, and of 
Mr. Tiffany; the Cincinnati Art Potteries, The Chelsea Art Tiles, 
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The Terra Cotta productions the Carvings in stone and some recent 
architecture, all, either the direct result of the application of art to 
industry, or the result of art influences and of artistic training, do 
show some decided advances. The more general interest taken by 
the community, in Art and in Artistic industries, during recent yea~s, 
may be fairly attributed in part to those art educational movements 
in the United States which definitely began in 1870, with the calling 
of Walter Smith to Massachusetts, and which were s£imulated and 
widely extended through the impression made by the surpassing 
beauty of the examples of the artistic industries of Asia and Europe, 
shown at the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, in 1876, and 
which gave to multitudes of the American people their first concep
tion of the marvellous extent and glory of the hitherto unknown 
realm of Art. . 

There certainly remains enough to be done in all artistic directions, 
but it were very unjust to what has been already accomplished, if 
this careless dictum of Mr. Mather's report were to be accepted as, 
in any respect, a competent conclusion or authoritative judgment. 

The conclusions, arrived at by the Royal Commissioners, as given 
in the first volume of their Report, are quoted in full, in the Annual 
Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Education for the year 1882-3. 

The few papers grouped in the present Appendix, have been selected 
as furnishing an opportunity for comparing the similar efforts in Eng
land and in America, under somewhat similar circumstances; though, 
owing to the different conditions of the two countries, such com
parisons can never be very accurate, and these extracts are of neces
sity inadequate for any very thorou~h study; because, in the first 
place, the subject of Technical Traimng only comes within the scope 
of this Report as a necessary corollary and outcome of the training 
in industrial drawing, on which, in a greater or less degree, all tech
nical education must be based ; and secondly, because space is want
ing for an adequate showing of the existing English technical schools 
and experiments. . . 

The extract from Dr. Dawson's inaugural address, as President of 
the English ' ' National Union of Elementary Teachers " , voices o bjec
tions, not wholly unfamiliar to Americans, against forcing technical 
training, other than drawing, into the Elementary schools. 

The two E_apers read before Section'' B ", of the International Con
ference on Education, and the brief introductory words of the chair
man, and of Mr. Phili~ Magnus, who is at the head of the City and 
Guilds of London Institute, are of interest. The first paper, giving 
the account of workshop instruction in the Allan Glen's Institution, 
Glasgow, describes methods which seem somewhat to corres_pond 
with those of the Manual Training School attached to the W ashing
ton University, St. Louis, Mo.; while the recital of the effort to 
introduce technical training in a sch'ool in Sheffield, and the appended 
plans and estimates for school workshops, will be of interest to those 
whose attention has been drawn to the Dwight School experiment in 
Boston, and to the Free Public Manual Training School in Baltimore. 

These last two papers were read on August 4th, 1884, at one of the 
sessions of" The International Conference on Education " held in con
nection with the Health Exhibition in London. The address of the 
Lord Chancellor to the Prince of Wales, at the opening of the City and 
Guilds of London Institute, has already been referred to ; it contains 
an admirable resume of the work of the Guilds in promoting Tech
nical Education, and shows, incidentally, something of the extent 
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and object of the new movement throughout the United Kingdom. 
The answering address of the Prince, bears direct testimony to the 
general interest manifested in this new educational movement; 
attention. is called to his remarks upon t.he need of training teachers, 
and his approval of the provision made for such training by the 
Institute. As has been often reiterated in this Report, there IS no 
other way of ,S_{>eedily introducing a new study successfully ;-the 
seed for the des1red harvest in the pupils must be first sown in the 
minds of the teachers. 

II. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN ENGLISH ELEMENTARY S c H OOLs.* 

The following remarks upon the proposal to introduce specific 
technical industrial training in the English Elementary Schools are 
taken from the inaugural address of Mr. C. M. Dawson, President 
elect of The National Union of Elementary Teachers, delivered at 
their 14th Annual Conference, at New Castle on Tyne, March 26th, 
1883. Reported in "The Schoolmaster" of March 31st, 1883.-(Soe 
page 395 of that journal.) 

REMARKS BY PRESIDENT DAWSON. 

"Technical education, very happily defined in a recent speech as 
'the application of art and science to industry-that is, the appli
cation of truth and beauty to industry '-comes appropriately as a 
pendent to secondary education, of which, indeed, it may be regarded 
as a variety. As such, it should follow primary instruction, and 
not be mixed with it, except in a very elementary form, and in small 
proportions. As classical schools may be considered preparatory for 
the learned professions, and modern secondary schools for mercan
tile and other general pursuits, so technical schools may be looked 
upon as prelaratory to those manufactures and occupations which 
need specia scientific knowledge or artistic ability. The technical 
schools at Bradford, Leeds, Nottingham, and some other large towns 
must prove very serviceable in the improvement of our staple indus
tries ; and the same end is being promoted by the technological 
examinations under the London Guilds, and the Whitworth and 
other Science and Art scholarship connected with South Kensington. 
The application of a considerable part of the enormous revenues of 
the City companies to t he e:p.couragement of technical schools would 
be no unfit mode of using their accumulated wealth. The Royal
Commission which is prosecuting its inquiry into this subject at 
home and abroad with such energy and completeness, will in all 
probability lead to important advances in techmcal ~nstruction; but 
such sug~estions as have been made by a few specialists, for the 
introductiOn of a scheme of technical instruction into elementary 
schools are much to be deprecated. 

------------------------------------* Inadvertentlr the papers quoted in this Appendix were set in "Long Primer '' 
type instead of m "Brevier ", which last is the type in which it is intended that 
alf quoted matter, in the volumes of this Special Report, shall be printed; so as to 
be readily distinguished from the original matter which is in the larger type. As 
the value of such a Report consists so fargely in abstracts and selections, the smaller 
type adds greatly to the comprehensiveness, as well as conciseness of the volumes, 
and is, therefore, adopted. 
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VALUE OF ELEMENTARY TRAINING IN DRAWING. 

"The curriculum is quite extensive enough already ; ·and the teach
ing of drawing, which lies at the foundation of so many branches of 
industry, that it has been called 'the mainspring of technical educa
tion,' is about all that can fairly be attempted. And the introduction 
of that into the primary school is justified not so much by its practi
cal usefulness in various industries, as by the fact that it trams the 
eye and hand to habits of accuracy, and develops the taste. From the 
commission I have mentioned we may perhaps hope for some help to 
improve our elementary teaching of drawing; meanwhile, it is to ·be 
regretted that the latest changes made in the regulations for encourag
ing the teaching of art in day school seems like to prove hindrances, 
rather than helps. 

EXCESSIVE ATTENTION GIVEN TO SEWING. 

" There is one branch of instruction, allied at least to technical, for 
it is in the practice of a real handicraft, of which I thjnk we have 
more than enough in our girls' schools-I mean needlework. To me 
it seems that the devotion for about 200 hours per year for the seven 
or ejght years of a girl's school-life to the learning of this manual 
occupation, must involve a waste or misuse of time, especially now 
when the widespread use of the sewing machine tends to lessen the 
need for needlework. Not to obtrude views which may be held by 
many to be extravagant ; I will simply say that I believe no harm 
would be done, and I am sure most schoolmistresses would find great 
relief if the requi~ements of. se~n~ and examination _in the same 
were altogether dispensed w1th m mfant schools ~nd If they were 
deferred in girls' schools till the third standard were reached. 

"Much of this r eview of the general question of national education 
may seem to be outside the range of matters specially interesting to 
teachers of elementary schools ; but I hope to show further on that 
the whole question concerns us closely, and I regard it as part of our 
business to watch the signs of the times, and strive to understand 
the drift of events, that we may take the current when it serves, 
and be carried forward on its crest to the fulfilment of our reason
able hopes. I hope, too, that the discerning eye, looking abroad oYer 
the whole region of education, may observe the 'streams of ten
dency ' as they wind their courses down the slopes of time, until 
they form a mighty river flowing on to broader waters, whereon may 
ride in peaceful security and enduring prosperity the ship of the 
State, attended and defended by a convoy of sister-craft-literature, 
science, art, law, commerce, and religion." 





III. 

WORKSHOP INSTRUCTION IN TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 

This paper, and the one which succeeds it, were both read, in the 
order here given, before Section" B" of the International Uonfererice 
of Education. This Conference which opened August 4th, 1884, was 
held in the new Building of the City and Guilds of London Institute, 
in South Kensington, London.* This report of the meeting is from 
"The Schoolmaster" t of August 16th, 1884. Mr. Philip Magnus, 
who made the opening address to Section B, is the Director and 
Secretary of the "Institute." What he says is of interest as summing 
up his observations as a member of the Royal Commission on Tech
nical Education and as indicating that Art, although hardly yet 
recognized by the promoters of Technical Training, who are naturally 
first absorbed by the Engineering and Mechanical phases of the sub
ject ;-has yet, an important function to perform, if this technical 
training is to promote the higher forms of industrial production. 

" OPENING SESSION OF SECTION B. 

"The proceedings of this section commenced at two o'clock, Right 
Hon. A. J. Mundella, M. P., Vice-President of the Council of Educa-
tion, presiding. · 

"The Chairman, in the course of some preliminary remarks, said it 
gave him the greatest pleasure to respond to the invitation which 
had been given him to take the chair on this occasion. Mr. Magnus, 
who would deliver an introductor~ address, had, during the last 
three years, been a member of the Royal Commission on Technical 
Education, and he and his colleagues had rendered most valuable 
service by presenting the most complete report that had ever been 
furnished to Parliament on this subject. Its recommendations were 
exceedingly wide in their scope, involving very serious responsibility 
upon the Education Department, and for the consideration of Par
liament. And it was because he wished to recognize, to the best of 
his ability, the great services which Mr. Magnus and the other Com
missioners had rendered to the cause of technical instruction that he 
had come there to preside over that important section." 

*The admirable inaugural address delivered by Lord Reay, on the opening of 
this notable assembly of educators, is given in Part I of this Report. (See Appendix 
· ' H.") The official reports of the proceedings of this Educational Conference, 
which was held in connection with the "International Health Exhibition," ara 
contained in the four large v<>hunes numbered Xlll-XVI,.in the series of "Health 
Exhibition Reports." Some additional extracts from papers read before different 
"Sections" of this Conference, with the discussions which followed, will be found 
in Part II of this Report. [See Appendices" J" and" 0.") · 

t "The Schoolmaster . AneducationalNewspaperandReVIew, London, England." 
Since 1872, the authon'zed organ of the National Union of Elementary Teachers. 
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THE ADDRESS OF MR. MAGNUS. 

"Mr. Phili~ MagnuB, one of the Vice-Chairmen of the Section, then 
delivered an mtroductory address, in the course of which he mad~ 
frequent allusions to the report of the Royal Commission on Tech ni
cal Education, of which he was an active member, pointing out sub
jects whkh might be discussed by the Section. The Commissioners 
recommended that drawing should be rendered obligatory in all State
aided schools. In 1882 there were more than two millions of children 
who were not taught drawing, the percentage to which it was tau~ht 
in private schools being very small. The necessity of scientific 
instruction to those engaged in manufactures or the industrial arts 
was a settled point of education. If workshop training were intro
duced into our elementary schools it should not be given before the 
pupil had attained tho fifth Standard. The results at which the 
Royal · Commission had arrived with respect to apprenticeshop 
schools were rather of a negative than a positive character. It was 
said there was no school like the factory or the workshop, and they 
had still to ascer tain the trades for which these training schools 
could give the best instruction. Then there was the question of 
evening classes in which scientific instruction was given in the 
principles of mechanics, of geometry, and chemistry. It was a 
question of importance whether the system of teaching specially 
adapted for boys in middle-class schools was adapted for adult work
men. There was no doubt that in the selection of foremen from 
workmen preference would be given to men who had made them
selves conversant with more than one branch of the trade in which 
they were engaged. It was one of the functions of the technical 
schools to give that wider instruction. In the department of art 
they were still groping their way. The design might be very 
beautiful, but not adapted for the material in which it was to be 
worked. The designer must be something more than an artist. In 
France Industrial art-teaching· was but little attended to, but in 
Germany this was a very important branch of instruction. There 
were schools for applied art where drawing and paintin~ were taught 
with reference to special industrial trades. Technicalmstruction in 
reference to art had only .arrived at an early stage in this country. 
The question was how that knowledge could be enlarged. He was 
glad to see that a day was to be devoted to the consideration of the 
teaching of art in its industrial phases and aspects." 

A vote of thanks having been accorded to Mr. Magnus for his 
address, 

Mr. E. M. Dixon, of the Allan Glen's Institute, Gla.sgow, read the 
following paper on . 

WORKSHOP INSTRUCTION IN TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 

" In the present paper it is intended to summarise as briefly as pos
sible t.h~ resu}ts of four years' experi~nc~ in workshop in,stru.ction in 
connectwn with the Allan Glen's InstitutiOn, Glasgow; and, 1n order 
that this experience may be correctly judged of in relation to the 
experience of other technical schools, it will be necessary to state at. 
the outset what is the aim of the institution in question. 

"This institution, is organized so as to supply a suitable education 
to boys who are intended for mercantile or manufacturing_ pursuits 
until they attain to their sixteenth or seventeenth year. The scope 
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of the teaching has been determined by considering the age at which 
lads belongin~ to the middle classes usually leave school to enter 
upon apprenticeships. Speaking for Glasgow, we may say that this 
age rarely exceeds sixteen or seventeen years ; and that, in point of 
fact, it falls in the great majority of cases considerably below e~.ther 
of these limits. This statement, it may be remarked, is true, not 
merely in families where the expense of educating lads to their six
teenth year is somewhat beyond their means, but it is also true in 
very many cases where the expense of education is not a matter of 
much consideration, but either where the education that a school 
can supply to a lad of sixteen is believed to be less valuable than the 
practical education he acquires at that age in the office or in the 
workshop, or where the parent's authority is insufficient to keep 
the boy at school. 

GENERAL STUDIES PRECEDE THE TECHNICAL. 

" The scope of the instruction being determined by the age at which 
pupils leave school to begin apprenticeships, the subjects of that 
mstruction have in like manner been fixed, by considering that the 
object really is to prepare lads for learning thoroughly trades that 
have a mechanical or chemical basis, and this, too, in view of the 
fact that, as apprenticeships generally exist at present, the actual 
workshop must be regarded as a very defective teaching institution. 
It had also to be kept in mind that technical instruction must be 
preceded by, and indeed as far as possible accompanied by, a 
thorough course of education in En~lish and other subjects that 
belong to a liberal and general education. 

"Guided by these considerations, it was evident that, in regard to 
what may be called the scientific and technical subjects, a school 
such as the one now in question, must lay much stress upon mathe
matics, physics, ch;emistry, and drawing, and tr:eat these subjects, 
at least m the earher stages, as part of the curriCulum of study of 
every pupil, whether intended for industries of a mechanical or of 
a chemical nature. As it further seemed desirable to provide means 
for pupils to acquire something in the shape of really professional 
instruction in each of these directions, it became necessary to intro
duce specialization of technical studies in the last year's course, and 
to give, in the direction of en~ineering on the one hand, and of rrac
tical chemistry on the other, mstruction of a character as rea and 
practical as possible. It need scarcely be added that a chemical 
laborat()ry and a school workshop are necessarily two of the class
rooms of an institution that was to be organized on these lines, and 
we have now to estimate, as accurately as possible, the results that 
have come from the teaching in one of these during the last four 
years-viz., the workshop. 

HOW DRAWING IS TAUGHT IN THIS SCH60L. 

" Instruction in drawing naturally commences with free-hand draw
ing, and that subject is regularly taught during five successive years 
to every pupil who goes through the full curriculum of the school. 
Such a pupil has had three years' instruction in free-hand drawing 
by the time he commences the study of mathematics-that is, on an 
average, when he is about thirteen years of age; and during the 
next two years he receives instruction, not only in free-hand drawing 
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and mathematics, but also in drawing with instruments, in the ete
ments of physics and of chemistry, and in the principles of theo
-retical mechanics. It is at the end of this time that the pupil is 
iutroduced to mechanical drawing and to a course of practical exer
cises in the workshop, and these subjects, with others that need not 
be specified at present, occupy the pupil for the two remaining years 
of his course of study. It should be added, however, that during 
these last two years the pupil also continues his study of practical 
solid geometry, in order that he may attain to a thorough grasp of 
that subject, as it forms, in fact, the foundation of all real knowl
edge of technical drawing under its various forms. In this way, the 
pupil who passes through the full curriculum has instruction for five 
years in free-hand drawing, for four years in practical, plane, and 
solid geometry, and for two years in machine drawing. 

PRACTICAL DRAWING IN THE WORKSHOP. 

" In the workshop he also nas instruction for two years in making 
models; patterns, or other 'articles in wood or metal from working 
drawings, and according to measurement. His exercises in machine 
drawing are also carefully graduated during his two years' course, 
so as to keep clearly before him at all times th~ relation of the object 
to the drawmg or drawings of it, that he may be making. A pupil 
is never allowed to make a mere copy of a drawing, but he mayhave 
to make a proper scale drawing from a rough dimensioned sketch, or 

. produce a drawing, or set of drawings, of a machine or a model, from 
measurements taken from it by'himself, and in the last year of his 
course he may have to do exercises involving more or less original 
designing. 

"The exercises of the workshop operate, therefore, in training the · 
pupil to see with his mind's eye tbe object in the drawing, that is to 
say, he there learns in the most real way the interpretation of 
mechanical drawings; and, when with skill in that direction there 
is conjoined on the other hand ability to draw, the qualifications of 
the mechanical draughtsman are supplied. 

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION IN THE MECHANICAL COURSE. 

''Finally, it may be well to state how the instruction in engineering, 
generally, is given in the Allan Glen's Institution. As principal 
teacher, we have a gentleman who held one of Sir Joseph Whit
worth's scholarships for three years, and to whom is entrusted all 
the theoretical instruction, and the superintendence of the opera
tions carried on in the workshop. In the workshop, again, an excel
lent workman, who is also able to prepare lecture diagrams, and 
otherwise occupy his time in school work when not engaged with 
pupils, is present during the school hours of every day. As pupils 
require a large amount of personal attention, it has been found to be 
impracticable, with one teacher, to send into the workshop more 
than about fifteen pupils at the same time, and hence classes 
exceedin~ that numoer have to be taught in relays. This, however, 
does not m actual operation cause any serious inconvenience. The 
larger tools, such as saws, planes, &c., belong to the institution, 
and each pupil has to provide himself with a box of small tools that 
cost him about £1. The material at first employed by the pupils is 
wood, and so long as they are unable to work fairly well to measure-
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ment, the articles made by them are simple ones of their own selec
tion, and become their own property upon payment of the material 
consumed. On the other hand, after a pupil has advanced to the 
point of bein~ able to make a wooden model to scale, he begins to 
work for the mstitution, and regularly employs working drawings. 
He proceeds afterwards te work in metal, when, in the opinion of 
the principal teacher, he is able to take that step with advantage. 
As to the SJ>irit with which boys go into their exercises in the work
shop, I need merely say, it is what any person might anticipate who 
remembers the pleasure he had himself when young in working 
with tools of any kind; and as to the quality of the work that lads 
can be got to do under the -circumstances I have endeavored in this 
short paper to explain, I will leave the exhibit of models from the 
Allan Glen Institution to speak." · 

"The Chairman remarked that they had heard a very excellent 
paper from an earnest practical Scotchman, in which he had given 
most interesting information of thE) practical working of one of the 
best institutions of his country. He knew instances of boys, edu
cated in the Allan Glen Institute, having taken positions which he 
should never have thought boys of their age could so rapidly have 
attained. It was for such puposes that technical instr.uction was 
needed, and in his own fashion Mr. Dixon had worked out an excel
lent technical system." 





IV. 

TECHNICAL TEACHING IN BoARD ScHOOLs. 

Mr. J . F. Moss,. Clerk of the Sheffield Board School, next con
tributed a paper on "Technical Teaching in Board Sch~ols." 

"The experiment has been tried, with some degree of success, of 
teaching boys at selected schools to make up some simple articles of 
furniture, and a great amount of interest has been shown by the 
pupils. 

PEDAGOGICAL METHODS ESSENTIAL. 

"But to be of fullest value the school-workshop should have a 
much wider aim than that of mere amusement, or even the teach
ing of young people to do a few useful things. It should supply a 
connecting link-practical in its bearing, and thoroughly educational 
in its character-between theoretical knowledge, as heretofore too 
exclusively relied upon, and the industrial pursuits in which such 
knowledge may be applied. It should be an integral part of the 
educational system, adapted to the requirements of industrial com
munities. It should become a means of ·illustrating scientific prin
ciples and Of applying in practice theories which, of themselves, too 
often appear to the pupil as useless dry bones. The training of the 
hand and eye should be immediately associated with the development 
of mental faculties. The practice in the workshops, then, should 
have a distinct and definite relation to the work of the school itself; 
one should work naturally into and help the other. 

" An experiment in this direction with which I have been associated 
in Sheffield, has been carried out in connection with the Central 
Higher Board School. Here the ordinary work begins with the sixth 
standard-it did up to this year be~in with the fifth standard- and 
some 600 pupils selected by examinatiOn from other public elementary 
schools have the opportunity given them of taking up drawing in its 
various branches, mcluding geometrical drawing and machine draw
ing and construction, besides mathematics, mechanics, chemistry, 
magnetism, and electricity, and other subjects, which, for. reasons 
that need not here be dwelt upon, it would be impossible to teach 
with advantage in ordinary public elementary schools without eitbei' 
involving excessive expenditure or the neglect of other essentlial 
work. 

AN EXPERIMENT IN MANUAL TRAINING. 

" What bas been so far attempted may be briefly stated. Some 
ordinary workshop benches have been fitted with simple appliances 
for working in wood and iron. Various local firms have gratuitously 
supplied excellent sets of tools, and the upper boys of tb.e school are 
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encouraged to come before the ordinary school hours and use them 
under the direction of the science master and a skilled mechanic. 
Only a small number of pupils can be accommodated at one time, 
but they gladly do the work without interfering with their regular 
course of study-in fact, admission to the workshop is accounted a 
high privilege-and there is no doubt that in many respects the 
privileged ones gain substantial advantages. Thus from geomet
rical drawing the pupils naturally turn to the shaping of correct 
geometdcal forms m wood and iron, and it may be safely assumed 
that their workshop practice has been of immense value in increasing 
their appreciation of the subject in all its bP.arings. The thing 
assumes a reality which lines on paper and dry formulro could not 
give. Mechanical drawing, too, is invested with greatly increased 
interest when in the workshop its language can be practically inter
preted and exemplified. In this department of work, Mr. Ripper, to 
whom I am indebted for much practical information upon the sub
ject, has been singularly successful with boys even of twelve and 
thirteen years of age, but this success is undoubtedly attributable in 
a great measure to his own practical knowledge as distinct from t he 
power alone of teaching drawing. Mere cleverness in drawing is of 
secondary importance as compared with a correct understanding of 
the principles of construction and the why and the wherefore of the 
parts delineated. Therefore, before pencil is put to paper, the pupil 
I S required to clearly understand the uses and application of what
ever portion of machinery is to be drawn. But how greatly must 
the value of this kind of instruction be enhanced when the pupil can 
afterwards proceed to the ~ctual c~mstruc~ion of workin~ models.. · 

"Those who are thus tramed, will start 1n the world With very dis
tinct advantages ; with grander conceptions of the dignity of labour; 
full er appreciation of the -duties of artisanship, and bris:hter pros
pects of useful careers than could possibly be theirs Without such 
aid. One good moral effect has already become apparent : boys 
begin to account it more honourable to seek useful positions in the' 
workshop than to hanker after clerkships, or what have been called 
more' genteel employments.' And there is no doubt they may have 
better chances of promotion, for among such will probably be found 
the foreman of the future whose scientific knowledge will displace · 
the old rule of thumb, increasing the productiveness of labour, and 
inducing a higher standard of excellence which must directly tend 
to thfl national welfare." · · 

SUGGESTIONS FOR A SCHOOL WORKSHOP. 

Appendix.-As to the Equipment and Cost of a Small School 
Workshop.-[It should be noted that Mr. Ripper's scheme, though 
capable of general ada:ptation, may to some extent be considered as 
specially suiMI.ble for districts in which iron and steel industries pre
dominate, and that for other localities greater prominence might be 
given to somewhat different lines of work.] 

(1) Wood-work shop, to accommodate about 12 boys, fitted wi~h 
benches and ordinary wood working tools, to onable them to make' 
such articles as the following :-Samples of various kinds of wood
joints, small tool-chest, barrow, writing desk, model door, cupboard, 
model staircase, model roof trusses ; a1so, if one or more wood-turn
ing lathes could be furnished, many more interesting exercises might 
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be attempted, such as tables with turned legs, book-shelves with 
turned supports, ladder, balusters, clothes-horse, towel rack, fancy 
articles, etc. 

(2) Iron-work 1·oom to accommodate twelve boys, fitted with 
benches, twelve engineers' vices, hammers, chisels, and tiles, grind
stone, two or three smiths' forges and anvils, hand drilling-machine, 
and, if possible, a small iron turning-lathe. A useful set of exer
cises might include: wrought-iron fire-screens, wrought-iron model 
gates, model bridges, model roof-trusses, model crane, the filing up 
of plane surfaces, and of simple geometrical forms with accuracy. 

(3) Clay-modelling room, also to accommod~te about twelve boys, 
and fitted with benches, modelling tools, and plaster casts. 

By the above arrangement a class of thirty-six boys spending, say, 
four or six months in each department, and working from an hour 
to an hour and a-half before or after ordinary school hours each day, 
or for, say, three or four hours on Saturdays, wotilcl obtain a highly 
useful practical training. 

( 4) In addition to the above three rooms, another room to be set 
apart as an experimental mechanic's laboratory, and as a store-room 
in which to place the best specimens of workmanship from the work
shops, models for machine drawing, &c. 

The mechanical apparatus required is similar to that devised . by 
the late Professor Willis of CambridO'e, such as is now made by 
Messrs. Ri~g, of 11 Queen Victoria Street. The object of this 
apparatus IS to enable a class of boys, under the direction of a 
teacher, to go through a series of simple qua.ntitative experiments 
in the principles of mechanics, the boys themselves handling the 
actual apparatus. 

A list of suitable experiments may be found in Professor Ball's 
book on Experimental Mechanics; also in Professor Perry's Prac
tical Mechanics. 

l By the. kindness of Messrs. Rigg some sample experiments have 
been fitted up for inspection. J 

The boys to be required to adapt, fit and bolt together, the various 
parts from a hand sketch of the arrangement in their· own note 
books, and which has been previously explained in class. They are 
also to note down carefully the result of their experiments. 

Approximate cost of tools, &c., required for the fittin~ up of an 
efficient school workshop to accommodate 24 boys workmg at one 
time, 12 at iron and 12 at wood :-

£ s. d. 
Wood tools, 12 sets at 15s. 6d ........... -... . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . 9 6 0 
Iron tools, 12 sets at 27s. (including vice) ......... . ................... . 16 4 0 
A good collection of wood tools for general use for doing advanced 

work .... .. ....... . .. .... ............. ...... ... ... .... . . . ........ 30 0 0 
Ditto iron tools....... . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . .. . .. ... .. ........ 30 0 0 
Bench accommodation 24 (at 30s. per head) ...... . ....... . ... . ......... 36 0 0 

121 10 0 

The above does not include wood or iron-turning lathes, which 
would be most successfully used when rlriven by a steam or gas 
engine. 

The tools may be userl by any number of classes of 24 lads. 
The cost of furnishing the clay modelling-room would be merely 

nominal." 





v. 
ADDRESSES BY THE LORD CHANCELLOR AND THE PRINCE OF WALES 

AT OPENING OF THE CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE. 

The address of the Lord Chancellor to the Prince of Wales, which 
follows, was made on the occasion of the formal opening by the 
Prince of W ales, in his capacity as "President of the City and 
Guilds of London Institute for the Advancement of Technical Edu
cation," of The New Central Institution Buildings, in Exhibition 
Row, South Kensington. 

A distinguished company of gentlemen, of City and Guild Offi
cials; etc., were present. 

The Lord Chancellor said:- " May it please your Ro~al Highness,
! have to thank your Royal Highness, on behalf of the Council and 
of the Governors of the City and Guilds of London Institute, for 
having graciously consented to open this Central Institution, thereby 
showing your continued interest in the success of the great educa
tional work which the Corporation and the principal Guilds of Lon
don have combined to promote. 

"It is now very nearly three years since your Royal Highness, in 
J u~y, 1881, accompanied on that occasion by ~er Royal ~ig?-ness the 
Prmcess of Wa;les, set the first column on which this buildmg rests, 
and we are glad to be able to state that, under the able superintend
ence of Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, the architect, the work has been 
satisfactorily executed within the time originally intended. Nothing. 
is now wanting for jts completion but some of the internal fittin~s, 
furniture, and apparatus; towards the I>rovision of which the C1ty 
and many of the Livery Companies of London, in response to the 
appeal of your Royal Highness, have already contributed nearly 
£17,000. It is estimated that the building, when fully equipped, 
will have cost nearly £100,000 and the Council confidently trust that 
the balance still needed for its com.Pletion will be supplied by the 
liberality of the City Guilds, on whiCh they have hitherto, so hope
fully, and so exclusively r elied. (Cheers.) P ending thecompletwn 
of the fittings, your Royal Highness, as President of the Interna
tional Health Exhibition, will be gratified to learn that the Council 
of this Institute have been able to lend a portion of this building for 
the exhibition therein of educational and school appliances, to the 
Executive Council of the Health Exhibition, who, in compliance 
with our request, have courteously postponed the opening of that 
interesting section of their exhibition until to-day. 

"During the last three years the progress of the work initiated by 
the City Guilds has been most gratifying. 'I he Fins bury Technical 
College, the foundation stone of which was laid in May, 1881, by the 
late Duke of Albany, whose loss we, in common with all classes of 
Her Majesty's subjects, deplore as a national calamity, was opened 
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in F ebruary, 1883. It is now iu full working order, affording a sound 
and complete technical education to youths from middle-class schools 
who are preparing to enter industrial careers at a comparatively 
early age, as well as to large numbers of artisans engaged in various 
trades. 

"At South London our Applied Art School is filled with students 
who are being trained as wood engravers, and as designers for 
different branches of industry. · 

" The affiliated classes in the provinces, in connection with our 
technological examinations, have increased in number far more 
rapidly than could have been anticipated, and have developed in 
many cases into excellent technical schools. 

" In 1881, when I had the pleasure of addressing your Royal High
ness on the ground on which we are now standing, I stated that the 
number of candidates for the technological examinations was 1,563, 
as compared with 816 in the previous year, and I am now able to 
state that the number recently examined was 3,628, as compared with 
2,322 in 1883. (Cheers.}, A great impulse was undoubtedly afforded 
to the establishment of technical schools in this country by the 
appointment in 1881, of a Royal Commission, presided over by Mr. 
Bernhard Samuelson, M. P., to inquire into the facilities for tech
nical instruction enjoyed by the industrial classes abroad, and to com
pare them with the op.Portunities enjoyed by similar classes at home. 

• 'After a laborious mvestigation, occupymg nearly three years, in 
the course of which they visited all the principal technical schools 
in Central Europe and in the United Kingdom, the Commissioners 
presented to Her Majesty a 1 ~port, in which they were ab'le to show 
that, owing greatly to the action of the Science and Art Department . 
and of the City and Guilds of Loudon Institute, the opportunities 
afforded to workmen and to foremen in this country to obtain, by 
means of evening classes, sound technical instruction;' compared 
favorably with those enjoyed by the same classes abroaa; and it is 
gratifying to learn from them that no organization like that of the 
Science and Art Department, or of the City and Guilds of London 
Institute, exists in any Continental country, and that the absence of 
any such organizations has been lamented by many competent .per-
sons with whom they came in contact. · 

NEED FOR INSTITUTIONS GIVING HIGHER TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION. 

" It is, however, in the appreciation of and in the facilities f'or, 
higher technical instruction that we in tbis country are most deft-· 
cient, and it is to supply that want that this central institution has 
been established. In their report on technical instruction, the Com-· 
missioners state that 'no portion of the national expenditure onl' 
education is of greater importance than that employed in the scien~ · 
tific culture of the leaders of industry, ' and that 'the Englishma1,V 
has yet to learn that an extended and systematic education, up w~ 
and including the methods of original research, is now a necessar~ 
preliminary t.o the fullest development of industry.' (Cheers.) ~ 
is hoped that the educational work to be carried on in this institu~. 
tion will have the effect of raising the standard of technical instrueB 
tion throughout the entire kingdom. This college has been estaW 
lished to meet a two-fold want. It is intended to give that higMi! 
iu~tructi ,>n of which the leaders of our industries stand so much~ 
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need; and also, and principally, to train teachers for the several 
technical schools and classes which, owing greatly to the encourage
ment afforded by this im,titute, now constitute an important feature 
in our educational system. 

"The institution which your Royal Highness is pleased this day to 
open is indeed one of national importance, serving the double pur
pose of a Technical University and of a Normal School. 

"In the several laboratories with which this college is provided, 
and which will be directed by eminent Professors already elected, 
new and increased facilities will be afforded for the prosecution of 
original research, having for its object the more thorough training 
of the students, and the elucidation of the theory of industrial proc
esses; and, with the view of making the teaching of the college 
bear directly upon the studies of those who may be already engaged, 
or about to engage., in manufacturing industry, special courses of 
instruction will be given in the technologr of various trades. By 
means of scholarships, such as those established by the Clothwork
ers' Company (cheers), it is hoped that this institution may receive 
within its walls students, some of whom may have obtained their 
early training in one or other of the excellent public elementary 
schools which now, happily, abound in this country; and that new 
careers will be thus opened to the children of our artisan classes, 
which will provide them with honorable and remunerative employ
ment, and will at the same time enable them to• help in advancing 
the commercial prosperity of the nation. 

A COMPREHENSIVE SCHEME OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION. 

" In this way, and by the gratuitous instruction whic.h it is proposed 
here to give to teachers of technical classes, the influence of this 
college will be felt far beyond the limits of the metropolis; and all 
classes of the community will share in the advantages which it will 
confer, while the country at large will be benefited by the knowledge 
here originating, and by the skill here acquired. Within these walls 
will be gathered together some of the chosen intellects from schools 
and colleges of every grade, competing with one another, without 
distinction of class or creed, in the endeavour to apply the results of 
scientific investigation to the discovery of new processes of manu
facture, and of new methods for increasing and improving the prod
ucts of human labour. 

" The ceremony of to-day, honored as it is by the presence of your 
Royal Highness (cheers), marks the completion of the scheme for the 
advancement of technical education, as organized by the City and 
Guilds of London. It is a scheme that embraces the education of 
workers of every class, of the apprentice, the journeyman, the fire
man, the manager, and the master, as well as those who are to become 
their teachers. As years roll by, and when the connexion between 
the technical education of the reople and the commercial prosperity 
of the country becomes as wel understood and a:ppreciated here as 
it is abroad, the year 1880, in which the City and Guilds of London 
Institute was incorporated; and the year 1884, in which this central 
institution was OlJened, will stand out as epochs in what we hope may 
be an unbroken record of industrial progress; and we sincerely trust 
that the remembrance of this day's proceedings may ever furnish to 
your Royal Highness a pleasing and satisfactory thought, enabling 
you to associate the endeavours of your illustrious father (cheers), 
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dating back more than 30 years, to improve the arts and manufac
tur~s of the country, _with the work ?f this Tec.hnical Institute, over 
whwh your Royal Highness so graciously presides. (Cheers)." 

. RESPONSE BY THE PRINCE OF WALES. 

"At the conclusion of the Lord Chancellor's address the Prince 
responded as follows : · 

"The Prince of Wales in reply, said,-My Lord Chancellor, my 
Lords, and Gentlemen,-! have listened with attention to your 
address, and I assure you it gives me ~reat pleasure. to be able to 
preside at the opening of this important mstitution, the firstfillar of 
which, in company with her Royal Highness the Princess o Wales, 
I set nearly three years since. I thank you for your very feeling 
reference to the severe loss which the Queen, and each member of · 
Her Majesty's family has sustained by the untimely death of my late 
brother. His interest in every movement calculated to humanize 
and to elevate the people of this country will, I am quite sure, cause 
his loss to be felt far beyond the circle of his immediate friends. I 
have been gratified that the City and the Livery Companies of London 
have so generously responded to the letter which, as president of the 
Institute, I addressed some few months since to the Lord Mayor and 
to the Worshipful Masters of the Livery Companies of London. This 
Institute, which owes its origin to the liberality of the City and of the 
Guilds of London, is an illustration of the excellent work that may 
be done by united action, which could not possibly be accomrlished . 
by individual efforts. Conformably with the traditions o these 
ancient Guilds, there is, perhaps, no purpose to which they could 
more appropriately devote their surplus funds, and nouewhich would 
be of more practical advantage to the country at large than the pto
motion of technical education. (Cheers.) 

MODERN NEEDS FOR SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION. 

" The altered conditions of apprenticeship, and the almost general 
substitution of machine for hand labor have made the teaching of · 
science, in its application to productive industry, a necessary part 
of the training of all classes of persons engaged in manufacturing 
pursuits. 

"There never was a time, perhaps, when the importance of tech· 
nical education was more generally recognized than now, and I am 
gratified to learn from the report of the Royal Commissioners 
appointed to inquire into the subject to which your lordship bas 
refe!-red, that, although we are still behind many of our foreign 
neighbors in the provision of technical schools of different grades, 
the encouragement afforded by the State to the teaching of science 
and of art, supplemented as it now is by the institute's assistance to 
the teaching of technology, has placed within reach of our artisan 
population facilities for technical instruction, which have alread..Y-_ 
mfluenced, and which promise to influence still more in the future, 
the progress of ou.r manufacturing industry. {Cheers.) As presi
dent of this Institute, I have noticed with much satisfaction the 
rapid development of the work which the council have initiated, 
and which they so successfully control. 
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A TRIBUTE TO MR. PHILIP MAGNUS. 

" I am anxious to take this opportunity of expressing in.public what 
is already known to you, my Lord Chancellor , and to the members 
of the Council, the obligations which we are all under to Mr. Philip 
Magnus, our able director and secretary, for his unwearied exertions 
in having so successfully accomplished t he organization of the prac
t ical work of the institution. (Cheers. ) I have no doubt that the 
opportunities for advanced instruction, which will be afforded in 
t he well-arranged laboratories and workshops of this building, will 
enable the managers and superintendents of our manufacturing 
works to obtain more readily than hitherto that higher technical 
instruction which is so essential t o the development of our trade and 
commerce. But it is especially as a training colleg~ for teachers 
t hat this institution will occupy an important place in the educa
tional establishments of this count ry. 

" The demand for technical instruction has increased so rapidly 
dul'ing the last few years tbat the supply of teachers has not kept 
pace with it, and I have noticed with satisfaction that in the scheme 
for the organization of this school due prominence is ~iven to the 
provision of gratuitous courses of instruction for techmcal teachers 
from all parts 'of the kingdom. I shall be glad to see other corpo
rations and individuals follow the example of the Cloth Workers' 
Company (cheers), by establishing scholarships which shall serve 
to connect the elementary schools of this country with this ins.titu
tion. 

" Hitherto, all schools have led up to the Universities, and literary 
training has been encouraged to the disadvantage of scientific 
illstruction. (Cheers. ) Manufacturing industry has, consequently. 
not been able to attract to its pursuits its fair proportion of the best 
intellect of the country. The foundation of scholarships in connec
tion with this institution will enable selected pupils from elementary 
schools to enter schools of a higher grade, and to complete their 
education within these walls. As president of the International 
Healt h Exhibition, I am glad that the Council of th is Institute have 
been able to :place at the disposal of the Council of the Health Exhi
bition a portwn of this building for the exhibition of apparatus and 
appliances used in tP.chnical and other schools. I have no doubt 
that we shall find in that exhibition, which I hope to be able pres
ently to visit, much that is generally instructive, and that the for
eign sections will r.ontain exhibits which will prove of great interest 
t o the educational authorities of this country. To the Corporation 
and to the Livery Com:panies of London, the Council of the Inter
national Health E xhib1tion are indebted for much valuable assist
ance, and I thank them for it. 

" It now only r emains for me to declare the Central Institution of 
the City and Guilds o.f LondDn Institute to be open, and to express 
the warmest hope that the important educational work to be carried 
on in t his j:!Teat national schooll)f technical science and art wm help 
to promote the development of our leading industries, and that the 
City and Guilds of London, which have so liberally subscribed funds 
for the erection and equipment of this institution will maintain it 
with efficiency, and will at the samE\ t ime continue their support to 
all other parts of the institute's operations. (Cheers.) 

" Other brief addresses were made, First by Lord Carlingford, 
President of the Committee of Council on Education ; who prepared 
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the resolution "That thanks are due to the City and to the Livery 
Companies of London for their liberal and successful efforts in the 
cause of technical education." This resolution was ·seconded by the 
Right Honorable A. J. Mundella, M. P . ,Vice President of the Coun
cil. The Lord Mayor of London, as officially representing the City 
& Guilds of London, ' briefly tendered their thanks to the Prince of 
Wales for the terms in which his Royal Highness had spoken in 
appreciation of the efforts they had made to establish and promote 
tile efficiency of this institution.' (Cheers.)"-From the Londou 
Times of June 2oth, H!84. 
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PAPERS RELATING TO TECHNICAL ART TRAINING IN ENGLAND. 
I. Introduction. 

II . Recognition of the need of Technical Art Training, as shown by article in The 
London Times on Lord Hartington's address on that theme. 
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cation to Foreign Trade Competition. · 

IV. A Statement of the Purpose of The National Association for the Promotion 
of Technical Education in Great Britain. 

V. Address by Professor Huxley, at Manchester, at a meeting held in the Town 
Hall, November 29th, 1887. 
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APPENDIX B B. 

PAPERS RELATING TO TECHNIOAL ART TRAINING IN ENGLAND. 

I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The growing necessity of some form of technical training for the 
great body of workers, which has long been accepted and acted on 
by Bel~um, France, Germany and Switzerland, is beginning to be 
recogmzed in Great Britain, as was shown by the creation of the 
Royal Commission on Technical Instruction whose investigations, 
abroad and at home, occupied some four years and whose admirable 
and comprehensive Report, made in five volumes in 1884, attracted 
so much attention. The importance of this subject of industrial and 
technical training in the opinion of the English people may be 
inferred from t~e att~ntion given to it by the leading statesmen of 
the country, and the mterest shown by the Royal family, who follow 
in these matters the example of the late Prince Consort. 

On the occasion of the fourth annual distribution of prizes, etc., 
by the Polytechnic Young Men's Christian Institute, R:egents Street, 
London, the Marquis of Hartington presided and, after the prizes 
had been distributed, delivered a notable address; of sufficient 
importance in the judgment of. the London Times to be considered 
at length the next day, March 17th, 1887, in a leading article. 

The Polytechnic Institute appears to resemble, in purpose and 
management, the well known Cooper Union of New York. It was 
opened in 1883, and was attended by 3,200 students in the v&.rious 
Science, Art, Technical and general classes. The attendance for the 
year ending June 30th, 1886, was 6,875 .. 

In the course of his remarks Lord Hartington said : "What is 
still deficient is the adequate technical and trade instruction of the 
labourers themselves, and that is the great object which this insti
tution is intended to supply." As thus defined, this" Institute" may _ 
be classed with the Maryland Institute of Baltimore, the Franklin 
of Philadelphia, and like institutions; accounts of which are included 
in Part III, of this ReJ>ort. 

The length of the address precludes its insertion here, but, as the 
substance of it is indicated in the Times leader, that is quoted; 
because the ideas advanced are as applicable and as important for 
Americans, as for Englishmen. 

This is followed by several extracts from a . striking article on 
"Technical Education and Foreign Competition" which appeared 
in the May and September numbers of The Westminister Review, 
for 1887. Similar topics are treated in this article and it is well 
for Americans, who are as yet so far behind the English in their 
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provisions for the general, definite technical and industrial training of 
their people, to see for themselves the value and importance put upon 
these instrumentalities by older nations. Whatever strength the 
arguments may have for Englishmen, they should have far gr~ater 
force for Americans; since our lack of opportunities for any adequate 
technical training in artistic industries, IS far greater than theirs. 

The address by the late Professor Huxley, F.R.s., delivered in the 
Town Hall of Manchester, is, in common with all his utterances, 
worthy of serious consideration; extracts which relate more directly 
to the topics here discussed are given ; this is preceded by a formal 
statement of the Purpose of The National Association for the promo
tion of Technical Education. These two papers, which fitly conclude 
this Appendix, give ampl t:J proof of the grave importance in which 
the topics discussed in tliis Report, are huld by the thoughtful leaders 
of Public Opinion in the British Isles. Are they not equally worthy 
the attention of American Legislators and Educators? 

II. 

EDITORIAL COMMENT ON THE ADDRESS BY LORD HARTINGTON, ON THE NEED 
OF TECHNICAL ART TRAINING.* 

Lord Hartington made a striking speech last night to the Polytechnic Young 
Men's Christian Institute-a speech more. robust than those generally heard at sim
ilar institutions. In presence of such an audience a text was perhaps needed, and 
he took as his text some remarks by Professor Huxley, who lately pointed out the 
instructive likeness between warfare and industry. The latter" does not break 
heads and it does not shed blood, but it starves the man who succeeds in the war of 
competition, and the nation which succeeds in the war of competition beats the 
other by starvation." On that impressive text Lord Hartin~n made a no less . 
striking commentary. He pointed out how much our industrial position depended 
on the efficiency of individual workers-how that counted for more than beds of 
coal or deposits of iron-and he drew a picture of the consequences of industrial 
decadence to a country such as ours. How is that calamity to be averted? By the 
same means he answers, by which you may hope to prevent disasters in warfare. It 
is impossible in actual hostilities to extemporize effective armaments; ' ;the posses
sion of scientific knowledge and perfect appliances" is essential in warfare, and the 
same holds good of industry. In both the prize goes to those who are best prepared 
to run the race. The comparison is impressive; the conseq.uences are far-reaching. 
If we are well advised-and Lord Hartington has no misgivings on the subject-in 
spending freely t-o protect ourselves against aggression, it is equally our duty to be 
not niggardly in providing industrial education and diffusing scientific knowledge. 
It is the condition of industrial supremacy, and it is not an unattainable condition. 
That supremacy " we still maintain, and if we only make adequate exertions I 
doubt not that we can still maintain it. " 

THE LEGITIMATE PROVINCE OF EDUCATION. 

No education can produce genius. Inventive skill comes, or fails to come, 
from causes too subtle to be reached by systems of tuition. A Watt or even an 
Edison is born, not made. But the knowledge of drawing, mechanics, mathe
matics, chemistry, and the other sciences or arts which aid the artisan in his daily 
work may be imparted, and on the spread of such knowledge may depend the cen
tinuance of industrial supremacy. Great commanders cannot be called into being; 
but in the main it depends on the rank and file of the army of industry whether 
its battles are lost or won. 

How is this work to be accomplished? In answer to this question Lord Harting
ton let fall one or two remarks which, though not offering a complete solution, are, 
if we mistake not, likely to be fruitful in consequences. They cannot fail to mate
rially influence opinion. The State, he is satisfied, cannot do all or much ; and he 
is struck with the inability of purely voluntary efforts to meet the demand. He 
finds the necessary assistance, if anywhere, in our municipal institutions. ''I hope 

*The Times, London, England, March 17th, 1887. 
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the time is not far distant when our town councils or local governing boards will 
establish in every considerable centre industrial and technical schools, !!Uitable to 
the wants of the district, and supported out of local funds." The institutions which 
now imperfectly do the work of diJfusing technical instructions " are playing the 
same part in relation to technical and industrial education that was played by the 
voluntary schools in relation to elementary education." 

A NATIONAL SYSTEM OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION FORESHADOWED. 

This points to a national system of technical education ; it is the largest and 
clearest conception of the subject which any public man of importance has yet put 
forth. What would be the details, or even all the main lines, of such a scheme the 
speaker did not say ; it was not his business to· deal with such matters. Many difficul
ties and objections suggest themselves, and not a few Englishmen will be reluctant 
to believe that the rough-and-ready methods which have satisfied us in the past will 
not suffice for the future. But the more Lord Hartington's main idea is considered, 
the more truth will be found in it ; the clearer will it become that industrial knowl
edge is needed as it never was before, and that it is not to be dispensed with by exist
ing appliances. Sir Henry Roscoe said last night that English competition at this 
moment was not seriously feared abroad; "what forei~ners feared was that some 
day the nation would awaken to the necessity of educating its workers as they were 
educated abroad, for then they felt that they would not be able to compete at all with 
English industries." From all persons competent to express an opinion comes the 
same story; our rivals are makmg headway because we have not sought to make 
our workmen efficient, and because we are trusting too much to old methods. It is 
too rare to hear a public man in these days utter sound economical doctrines if they 
happen to be unpalatable. They are apt to speak as if their audiences would toler
ate such teaching only wht>n sweetened and diluted in a fluid sentiment. The 
question treated of last night has its dark sides, and Lord Hartington did not shirk 
them or say that all would be wflll if only a few. simple expedients were resorted to. 

THE INDUSTRIAL SITUATION IN RELATION TO EDUCATION. 

His remarks reveal a clear perception of the tJ·uth that much so-called education 
is of little use to men compelled to struggle for their livelihood ; that strife and 
warfare lie at the bottom of an industrial society ; that this struggle and warfare 
grow keener where the sound of the trumpet is never heard ; and that the race 
between inventors of steel plates, repeating rifles, and machine guns has its coun
terpart in every trade . There is no demand for a Polytechnic Young Man with a 
smattering of everything. Vve are no believers in the supreme efficacy of freehand 
drawing; everything else in the CUl'~iculum ought not to be sacrificed to this or any 
other accomplishment. It would be a pity if young men forsook theoretical works 
on chemistry to dabble too early in dyes, or remained for the rest of their lives 
ignorant of mathematics by re.ason of their assiduity at the lathe. It would in the · 
end defeat its purpose to foster a premature acquaintance with the "bread and but
ter" arts and sciences to the neglect of studies which enlarge t he mental horizon 
and discipline the. mind. But such practical knowledge must somehow be got, and 
it is not now got by a sufficient number. The nation that has most efficient 
mechanical engineers will have the best engine shops and, presumably, will in the 
long run do most business. The country which has the largest number of persons 
conversant with the wants of those who consume coarse cotton ~oods will get most 
of that trade. In industry or in warfare the victory will be w1th those who are 
best prepared-which is not, Lord Hartington tells us, our present position, and 
which may be still less true of us than it is if no means are taken to correct palp
able deficiencies. 





III. 

The following are the extracts from "The Westminster Review," 
referred to in the Introduction to this Appendix. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND FOREIGN COMPETITION. 

There is undoubtedly a great change coming over public opinion with regard to 
the bearing of education upon the practical work of life. It has at last become 
recognized that a school-boy may be materially helped in his choice or pursuit of 
calling by his training at school, and that it is the duty of the State n<l less than 
of the individual to see that each child shall be taught to be useful and effective 
in the world. It is also admitted that the discipline of the mind may be promoted 
by the theoretical study of the principles of industrial and commerciAl life, as well 
as by classical literature. And there are many thorough-going educationists who 
believe in the words of Mr. Ruskin, that" what it is most honourable to know, it is 
also most ~rofitable to learn; and that the science which it is the highest power to 
possess, it lS also the best exercise to acquire." Yet th~ principles, far from being· 
recognized, were mainly ignored in the public schools of the past. * * * As for 
practical knowledge, the study of art and science in their relation to the possible 
career of the student, the training of the hand in any manual employment, the 
knowledge of the great material resources of the country and the mechanical aids 
by which they were to be utilized, the principles of agriculture, of commerce and 
of trade-these studies were scarcely included in the educational curriculum of 
the wealthy, or, if they found some scanty place among the extras, it is said by 
qualified witnesses that as a branch of education they were usually ignored and 
despised. . * * * Thus we had the spectacle of the most practical people in 
the world receiving the most unpractical education, and yet prospering in spite of 
their deficiencies. 

THE GREAT INVENTORS OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. 

The great industrial development which began in this country about a hundred 
years a~o derived but little if any aid from the ancient seats of learning. The 
mechanical inventors of the end of the last century, to whom the civilized world 
owes unspeakable obligations, were in nearly every instance poor, obscure, anrl 
uncultured. Many of them were, as was recorded of them by Macaulay" ignorant 
of letters, without art, without eloquence; yet who had the wisdom to devise and. 
the courage to perform that which they lacked language to explain. Such men 
have worked the deliverance of nations and their own greatness. Their hearts are 
their books; events are their tutors; great actions are their eloquence." In every 
industrial centre the traditions of these pioneers, and of their successors who 
profited by their inventions and discoveries, still linger among the people. 

FORMER LACK OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES. 

The wealthy manufacturers, the engineers and eminent machine makers of the 
last generation were remarkable for perseverance, thrift, indomitable energy, and 
in some instances for natural talent of a high order ; but in the main they enjoyed 
no educational facilities. Exce~t for such tuition in elementary science as a few 
were able to obtain in the evenmg classes of Mechanics' Institutions, which were 
founded in the e.arly part of the century, the whole mass of employers and &mployed 
were '' ignorant of letters" and '' without art" or other scholastic culture. There 
were no public institutions in the country offering a scholastic training in science 
and art, or in the methods of commerce and modern langua~es, &c., appropriate 
for manufacturers, engineers, and merchants ; and the industnal capitalists had no 
idea as to the means of obtaining or the advantages of such training. None 
doubted the appropriateness of a college education for professional men, for doctors, 
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lawyers, or divines ; but such an education was considered incompatible with an 
industrial career . Besides, admission to the great public schools was all but impos
sible to the sons of commercial men, and where the coveted distinction was achieved , 
and a young man here or there passed through the public schools, and finisherl his 
educational career at the University, he returned to his father's factory or ware· 
house in many instances ignoran t of the most elementary principles of trade, look
ing down upon the whole business, and deSJ?ising the source from which he had 
sprung. I remember a few years ago conversmg with one of the m ost distinguished 
of the Manchester school of statesmen on this question. I remarked that in one of the 
most prosperous of the manufacturing towns of the North of England only one 
manufacturer had given his son a University education. "Ah," rejoined the states
man, "and probably he was spoiled by it. " 

THE OLD E DUCATION NOT ADAPTED TO THE NEW COl'IDITIONS; 

In judging by results from the standard of commercial success-unfortunately 
the usual standard in this country-the self taught men of the old school were able 
to show that practical experience in the actual work of life put into the shade the 
teaching of the professors, and thus they were sceptical as to the value of any 
training that had not been acquired in the workshop or factory. 

The roughest surveyof t he industrialgrowth of England will indicate how natural 
has been this feeling among those who have been the main contributors to the 
nation's marvellous prosperity. In their struggles they received little help or sym
pathy from the learned, titled, and propertied classes of the land, and thus they con
sidered that learning, as represented by its supposed possessors , was of ·little or no 
account in stimulating the great industrial m ovement in which t hey were engaged. 
It has only been through the bitter suffering of recent years that the commercial 
classes have discovered their great blunder in giving so little attention to thE.>ir own 
theoretical training and that of their men. On the other hand, the commercial and 
agricultural depression has compelled all classes, and none more than the learned, 
the titled, and the propertied, to understand their deficiencies in practical science, 
and to acknowledge 1hat England's manufacturing industry is England's fountain 
of life, and that upon the equipment, the physical, intellectual, and moral strength 
of English men and women engaged in manufactures and commerce, will depend 
the prosperity, nay, the existence, of the empire in the future. 

THE NEW INVENTIONS TRANSFORMED THE INDUSTRIES OF THE NATION. 

W onderful as is the manufacturing system of this country, "\vith its network of 
ramifications spread over the ~lobe, it is of mushroom growth as compared with 
the history of the nation. It lS little more than a century since the change came 
which supplanted for ever the ancient hand industries of the courtry. Hargraves, 
Arkwright, Crompton, Cartwright, and others, with the later assistance of Watt, 
struck the death-knell of all competing industrial systems, and laid the foundation 
for British commercial supremacy. The old system produced infinitely more 
skilled men than we-some of their products are the despair of modern imitation ; 
but, aided by science and invention m utilizing the forces of nature, the manufac
turers of England were able to flood the markets with the cheap products of organ
ized mechanical industry, while our rivals, clinging to past traditions, holding on 
to past methods, worked their fingers to the bonP in vain efforts to l'arn a living. 

The triumphs of this remarkable movement were not simJ?lY those of England 
against other countries, but of those districts in England whlCh adopted the new 
forces of P.roduction, as against those which resolutely clung to the old. One illus
tration will suffice. Norwich, which a hundred years ago was the centre of the 
wool industry and the most important manufacturing city in the country, refused 
to adapt itself to the new conditions. In previous times it had been able so to 
influence Parliament as to prohibit the import of rival productions from foreign 
countries, but it could influence no law of prohibition against the enterprise of 
rivals at home. Norwich fought against the progressive spirit of the age, as men 
fight against it now, and it is recorded that in the beginning of the century," for 
any one to sf't up machinery in Norwich was to Vl'nture his life." The golden 
opportunity passed by, possibly never to return, and the great worsted industry 
deserted its ancient stronghold, and took root among the enterprising people of the 
West Riding of Yorkshire. 

A statement followR showing the situation in the first years of the 
19th Century, when the nations were at first involved in wars and later 
so impoverished by their struggles that, for awhile, their deveLopment 
was slow; ~he subsequent increase of the demand for raw material, 
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occasioned by rapid manufacture due to the new machinery, is 
shown; and the adoption by foreign countries of English·methods,
the attention early given m these countries to the training of arti
sans, as their only hope for successful competition with England, is· 
noted ; then, after referring to the effect of the World's Fair of '5i ; 
and ths wisdom of Prince Albert, and others, in attempting by the 
founding of The Science and Art Department at South Kensington, 
to provide for the technical and artistic training of the people, the 
writer considers at some length the causes of the hindrances met 
with in the efforts to promote the artistic development of the Ji:ng
lish people, and gives the follewing graphic picture of the existing 
conditions. 

SLOW PROGRESS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELEMENTARY TECHNICAL TRAINING. 

But there were t wo great difficulties which impeded the success of the move
ment : apprentice-S were invited to study design who had never learned a stroke of 
drawing, and in many instances could neither read nor write; on the other hand, 
manufacturers, blinded by their prosperity(without art), viewed with perfect indif
ference and apathy the movement for the artistic training of their men, and only 
in exceptional instances supported it. The result is, that after ·thirty-five years of 
State encouragement and inspection, we have schools of art at present attended by 
about one in a thousand of our population, while the interest of the Educational 
Department in art culture is represented by the teaching of, " a little drawing " to one
fourth of the scholars in elementary schools. But recently in dietributing the prizes 
at the Technical College of Bradford, Sir Henry Holland, the Minister then respon
!!ible for education, described the knowledge of drawing as ' 'the right hand of the 
workman, and the mainspring of a technical education." Yet the humiliating fact 
must be admitted, that of all the children who are passing through the elementary 
schools of the country three-fourths are receiving no instruction in that subject 
which has beyond all others the most important bearing upon their future training 
as skilled workmen. 

Our deficieucies in scientific knowledge were equally lamentable. Except for 
such instruction as masters and workmen obtained at Mechanics' Institutes or by 
private study the "rule of thumb" was universal. "A quarter of a century ago," 
said Professor Huxley in 1882, " in this country there was no machinery, State or 
other, for the diffusion of a knowledge of physical science among the people, unless 
we can regard the Mechanics' Institutions, with their sporadic and unsystematic 
popular lectures on scientific subjects, as something of the kind; and secondly, 
there was no means whatever by which any one belonging to the poorer or middle 
classes, who desired systematic scientific knowledge or scientific training, could 
obtain that knowledge or training." 

ARTISTIC MANUFACTURES NOT THEN ATTEMPTED BY ENGLISHMEN. 

What is chiefly remarkable in all this evidence of national ignorance of art or 
science is the fact, that for many years the great bulk of the industrial classes, both 
employers and employed, could not be made to believe that they were one penny 
the worse for it. Our insular pride and prejudice encouraged the fallacy that we 
commanded the machinery, the capital, the skill, and the knowledge, and therefore 
that success was assured, and could not but be enduring. We did not fretend to 
excel in the rich silks and velvets of Lyons, in the high-class cashmeres o the north 
of France, nor in the tasteful ornaments and fancy articles of Paris, Dresden, and 
Vienna. We claimed to be "the manufacturers for the million" all the world over, 
and in this respect our position was considered impregnable. The trade was simple, 
it was easy and profitable, and the world's markets were secured by the cheapness of 
our productions. What mattered if the designs upon our fabrics were ugly, the col
ours hideous, the dyeing and printing loose and bad r The goods had no rivals, or if 
one buyer refused them, two others were ready to take them ; so, with all their faults, 
they were accepted East and West by customers who were eager to exchange corn 
and w:i.ne, and wool and cotton for them. There was no anxiety among manufac
turers (and was never likely to be) to produce new patterns so long as there was 
plenty of demand for the old ones; but it must be allowed that in their desire for 
large profits some makers were not in the least concerned as to whether their goods 
would wear or their razors would shave, so long as they would sell. 
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It was from about this period that effective foreign competition gradually antl 
almost imperceptibly be~an. The inventions of England were no longer England's 
monopoly: they were distributed over the world, and every new .foreign factory 
that was built combined the latest English improvements with the equipment of 
our most modern machines. 

After discoursing upon the effect on English commerce of the 
protective tariffs of other couutries attention is directed to a most 
important fact of the present day, one that is sure to increase in 
importance with every advance in civilization, a.nd which compels 
every people, who do not wish to be hopolessly distanced, to adopt 
technical training in artistic industries; a fact as significant in its 
application to the United States as to Great Britain. 

THE GROWING DEMAND FOR ARTISTIC GOODS. 

In all civilized countries there is a daily increasing proportion of the people who 
are influenced by the attractiveness as well as the cheapness of what they buy, and 
some of our manufacturing rivals on the Continent, by virtue of their scientific 
and artistic training, are producing novelties and tasteful articles, which are 
selected in preference to English goods, not only in neutral markets, but even in 
our own. In a wo1·d, our enterprising continental rivals beat us in their own coun
tries in common goods by their tariffs, which make effective competition impossi
ble, and then beat us abroad in some classes of superior goods by their skill, taste, 
and commercial aptitude-the qualities which they have so assiduously taught in 
their schools, and which have been so grossly neglected in ours. 

Technical education has taught foreign manufacturers of all kinds how to adapt 
their goods to the wants of their cnstomers, and how to lead or follow the con
stantly changing fashions. Commercial education has been equally useful to mer
chants and distributors, enabling them by a knowledge of foreign languages to 
come into direct contact and sympathy with producers on the one hand and dis
tant consumers on the other, thereby promoting rapid interchange of ideas for 
mutual advantage. Distl;butors have learned from remote customers how to make 
up their wares so as t o suit local weights, measures, or fancies, and in a hundred 
ways to gratify the whims of those for whose business they a re catering. These 
matters may seem to be small and unin1portant in themselves, but they are suffi
cient to turn the balance in a ll cases of choice, other conditions being equal, and 
we have seen many instances where refusal on the part of English manufacturers 
to alter a pattern or style in order to please a customer, and where, through English 
ignorance of foreign preferences or tastes in matters of detail, large orders have 
gone to France or Germany which otherwise would have come to England. 

The competition to which English producers are subjected, and the 
results of the investigation undertaken by the Royal Commission on 
Technical Instruction into t he causes of the superiority of some 

. classes of foreign goods, are next considered. 
The superiority of the foreign establishments is not in machinery, but in men ; 

not in natural faculties, but in training. Nor is this superiority confined to solitary 
or unimportant industries; it applies not only to machine-work, but to hand-work, 
and to the highest branches of almost every manufactured commodity which enters 
into the domestic service of man. In textiles the attractiveness of the goods is often 
strikingly apparent as against English competing goods. The designing is n101·e 
tasteful, the dyeing and finishing more effective; and the superior' ' selling quality" 
thus secured is undoubtedly due to the technical training of the designers aucl 
dyers, which they have received in splendid schools provided by legislatures a .1d 
municipalities for the purpose. We should hesitate to express this ~udgment upon 
the products of foreign manufacturers and artisans were 1t the opimon of the Com
missioners alone, but it is evidently the unbiased verdict of the British public, who 
purchase the foreign manufactures which the Commissioners saw produced on 
British machines, while at the same time simila>: machines in England are idle and 
English operatives out of employment, the bread being literally taken out of their 
mouths, while the capital of the manufacturers is being eaten away by this alarm
ing competition. 

Here is the kernel of the whole matter, and just as we have endeavoured to show 
that England was raised to her commanding position of wealth and prosperity 
through ber inventions and machinery, and by the cheapness and excellence of her 
manufactures, so she is now in danger of losing her industTial prestige and the 
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means of the livelihood of her people through the more effective use of her inventions 
and machinery by her rivals, who are thereby securing the greater cheapness and 
excellence of their manufactures. 

The writer again emphasizes the controlling influence of an etlu
cated taste upon the demand for goods, instancing the United States 
as evidence that the added cost occasioned by a protective tariff does 
no.t prevent the buying of costly artistic, in preference to low priced 
inartistic goods, and concludes with a strong statement. of the press
ing need of the careful development of artistic skill, if England is 
to retain her commercial prosperity. 

IMPORTANCE OF .ART QUALITIES IN MANUFACTURES. 

The protective tariffs of the United States are probably the highest in the world, 
and yet no country at the present time buys so largely of the superior manufactures 
of other countries, simply from the fact that, through lack of technical instruction, 
these superior goods are not made at home. The people who are guided by au 
educated taste will buy excellence and beauty at a high price rather than ugliness 
at a low· price * * * . In some of the higher branches of t rade, however, in 
the blending of beauty with utility in our productions, and in giving a "fair
seeming" appearance to common goods, we are not only behind some of our conti
nental rivals, but we are lamentably behind in the conditions which promote 
excellence. This matter is so important as to demand national attention and 
national action; it is vital to the wellbeing of all classes, and stands in the forefront 
of that movement to" organize victory" which Professor Huxley has so powerfully 
advocated. 

The contest is being waged in every workshop and factory, and on every solitary 
bench in the world where work for sale is produced; and the world's wares are 
finally accepted or rejected on the shop counters where they are displayed. E very 
industry in the realm is affected by the preference of the customer for that which 
pleases the eye. Deficiency in aught is often equivalent to deficiency in all, and 
the faithful and earnest labour of the many may be practically wasted and rendered 
' 'alueless by the lack of taste or knowledge of the few, who merely furnish the 
design or give the finishing touches to the work which the many have prepared. 
Therefore it is that we must look to the development of the brains of our people, to 
the discovery and training of talent for- the public service in whatever ranks it may 
be found, for in the utilization of these qualities the weak links in our industrial 
chain may be strengthened, and t he contmued prosperity of the country secured. 

THE COST TO A COUNTRY OF IGNORANCE. 

In sr.ite of the cry of extravagence in some quarters, the diminished statistics of 
juvemle crime and of pauperism, and the many evidences of growing intelligence, 
are impressing the people with the fact that it is not education but ignorance which 
is so costly, and that by improved education only can justicA be done to the masses 
upon whose training as skilled workers and artizans the prosperity of the nation 
depends. The movement is rapidly growing upwards, and there are many signs 
that it is ma;king progress downwards. The disposition to extend the benefits of 
uni'l'crsity teaching to the masses was never greater than at the present time. It is 
true that the educational enthusiasm of the people in different districts of the coun
try is unequal, ancl invariably the movement is slowest where education is most 
needed, and in the past has been most neglected. Yet we may point to this great 
achievement , that for the first time in history, and from end to end of the country, 
the burden of ignorance is being lifted from the child already struggling under the 
hurden of poverty. In some districts of the country a chance of educational dis
tinction has been placed within the reach of many ; a.nd it is to be hoped that before 
long it will be within the reach of all. The child of the labourer in the agricultural 
': istricts, of the factory operative<in the crowded hives of the industrial North, the 
waifs and strays from the gutters and the slums of London and other lar~e cities, are 
all attendin~ school more or less regularly, and are receiving the prescnbed dose of 
reading, wnting, and arithmetic, before being turned out into the world to struggle 
for the remainder of their life's knowledge. The people of the country have not 
sufficiently appreciated the good work that has been achieved, or there would be 
an uncontrollable anxiety to extend its efficiency. No boy or girl can ultimately 
escape taking an absorbing interest in the means of his or her existence. The well
to-do must at least select a career, the poor know that they must work or starve. 
We plead for the introduction into our schools-beginning with the elementary and 
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continuing in the higher schools-of that scientific, commercial, and technical 
instruction which will develop the skill, taste, and efficiency of our workers, the 
enterprise of our distributers, and thus promote the manufacturing industry, and 
at the same time the prosperity of the country. 

DRAWING AND ELEMENTARY INDUSTRIAL TRAINING ESSENTIAL. 

In modifying our educational system in accordance with the industrial wants of 
the country, the changes necessary do not entail any serious revolutions. The great 
industries of the countrv are more or less localized in certain districts, and there
fore the character of the-special instructioJ) need not be extensively varied. * * * 
In every school, without exception, drawing and appropriate elementary science 
should be taught. A course of instruction in the use of a few manual tools would 
be most useful to every schoolboy, with distinctive practical teaching where neces
sary. and theoretical instruction bearing upon the nature and properties of the 
various products connected with local industries. In every school in the country 
districts some of the elementary principles and facts of agriculture, and instruction 
in the use of tools, should be imparted. To girls the useful subject of needlework, 
the cutting out of clothing, &c.-already an important feature in their technical 
education-would be augmented by lessons in practical cookery, nursing the sick, 
and other subjects of domestic economy. · 

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PROMOTION OF ELEMENTARY INDUSTRIAL . 
TRAINING. 

H aving regard to the position and prospects of the scholars, the manual instruc
tion might be so arranged as not to be detrimental to their general intellectual prog
ress; for example, in some instances it might be given out of school hours, and 
in the factory districts half-timers might be exempted from it on the ground that 
during a portion of each day they would be already receiving the best of all practi
cnl instruction, that of the factory or workshop. The imparting of instruction is 
not so much a question of time as of skill and method. From close observation in 
a manufacturing town, where the majority of the scholars from ten to thirteen in 
the Board schools are half-timers, we are able to state that, although they receive 
less than fourteen hours of instruction per week, and attend the factory for twenty
eight ?ou~s per w~ek in addition, yet they pass with as high a percentage at the 
exammatwns as IS secured by the average number of scholars througbout the 
country receiving double the amount of schooling. All educational conditions are 
greatly in favour of the full-time scholars, who are free from the supposed physical 
strain of factory labour, and have in addition ampler leisure for the preparatiOn of 
their home lessons. Granting that the passing of examinat ions is not the only test 
of scholarship, as between full and half times, this illustration clearly demonstrates 
the fallacy of the argument that the children would necessarily fail in the essential 
subjects of reading, writing, and cyphering, if a few hours per week were abstracted 
for drawing, science, and physical exercises. Under skilful tuition, the rate of the 
half-timer's progress-boy or girl-bears no comparison to the curtailment of the 
school hours. The fact is, that the ambition of most operative children is roused 
the moment they can do something useful with their hands, and begin to earn wages. 
They are proud to become contributors to the family income, they enjoy the change 
from the school to the factory and from the factory to the school ; and, as a rule, they 
take a healthier and fresher interest both in work and study than the full-timers. 
What is equally instructive is the fact that there is a greater readiness among 
apprentices who have been half-timers to attend evening classes, than among boys 
of the same ages who have not begun to work until they have left school. Indeed, 
the unfortunate and foolish idea still largely prevails among parents and scholars
not more confined to those who attend the lowest schools, than to those who go 
through the highest-that when they leave the day-school their education is fiil
ished. On this account, if on no other, an arrangement securing to all school boys 
a little manual training, and to all apprentices a little appropriate schooling, woulu 
be of incalculable value in promoting self-relia1;1ce, and in revealing the capaci
ties of students and suggesting the means of turning them to useful account. But 
best of all, it would solve the problem of technical education, so far as the masses 
are concerned, by placing within their reach the systematic training of the wind 
and hand, with the inevitable result of making " the man a better mechanic, the 
mechanic a better man." * * * 
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THE NEED FOR .ELEMENTARY INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION. 

Place a modern schoolboy in office, and he is comparatively happy; the surround· 
ings are appropriate, and accord more or less with his experience. Place him in a 
workshop or any manufacturing' establishment, and for a time he is miserable. He . 
bas to begin life under new and perplexing conditions, unable to draw upon his 
antecedents for the least assistance. He never handled a chisel nor used a flle ; his 
clumsiness and his mistakes excite the laughter and ridicule of his merciless shop
mates ; and he finds no occupation for the pen, the only useful implement which 
his fingers have been taught to use. Side by side with his fellows he cap show 
nothing but the weak side of his training-<lr rather his lack of it altogether; and 
it is nobody's business to teach him the .A B C of his practical calling, as important 
for the workman as the alphabet is for the schoolboy. It is not the apprentice, but 
the system which is at fault. For one boy intended for an office, a hundred are 
intended for some ha.ndicraft or mechanical occupation. We show our appreciation 
of the fitness of things by indifferently preparing the hundred boys for the office, 
and none for the workshop. The very character of their scholastic training repels . 
them from the attractions of industrial life, and from the practice of handicrafts by 
which the future mechanical bent of the student is to be discovered, and his choice 
of a calling directed. The nation cries aloud for skilled artisans and efficient man· 
ufacturers; yet artisans and manufacturers are educated as if sli:illed traders were 
no longer needed, and clerk and literary men only were wanted. But even in. this 
respect our schools are lamentably deficient when compared with those of Germany 
and Switzerland, where the principles of commerce and modern languages are 
systematically taught; as witness the thousands of German and Swiss clerks and 
correspondents, who by virtue of their knowledge of modern languages and the 
methods of commerce have secured the chief places in the merchants' offices of our 
own country. · 

SCHOOLS MUST DO WHAT APPRENTICESHIP NO LONGER DOES. 

We cannot escape the condemn::~.tion excited by our defective education by claim· 
ing what is singularly inaccurate, that it is corrected by our apprenticeship system. 
In the earlier days of England's industrial fame every workshop was a technical 
school, and every apprentice learned his trade through years of skilful training. 
' 'We have changed all that," and our apprenticeship system is rapidly becoming 
abolished in order to give place to the highly organized system of division of labour 
which is the marked characteristic of our great industrial establishments. The 
arrangement undoubtedly bas its advantages, from the point of view of exactness, 
mechanical finish, and economy of production, in the repetition of given patterns; 
but it cannot be regarded with satisfaction by those who desire to promote the 
efficiency of our men. Mr. Ruskin says: "It is not, truly speaking, the labour 
which is divided, but the.men--'-divided into mere segments of men-broken into 
small fragments and crumbs of life ; so that all the little piece of intelligence that 
is left in a man is not enough to make a pin or a nail, but exhausts itself in making 
the point of a pin or the head of a nail." The continental nations, by the teaching 
of drawing and modelling, elementary science and manual occupations, in their 
elementary schools, provide a basis for technical training which materially affects 
their whole plan of education, and act.'! directly upon their industries. By these 
means the boys and girls at an early age are interested in the development of their 
skill as a means of obtaining a livelihood; their instruction directs them to suitable 
callin~s, and a prepared constituency of young men is formed in every town· for the 
teclmiCal schools and evening science and art classes which discerning Governments 
have lavishly founded for the scientific and artistic training of the captains and the 
rank and file of industrial enterprises, and which are attended by tens of thousands 
of students prepared to take advantage of and profit by the instruction. 

INSTANCES OF SUCCESSFUL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS. 

In several manufacturing centres of the country our deficiencies have been met 
by the establishment of technical schools and colleges, and by the utilization of 
existing means for providing scientific instntction. Some of these schools have 
passed through their experimental stage of· existence, and their success has been 
sufficient to encourage vigorous action in other localities. In several of the popu
lous towns of Lancashire and Yorkshire there is at the present time a laudable 
desire to celebrate the Jubilee of Her Majesty's reign 1:-y the establishment of tech
nical schools. In our judgment no memorials of her illustrious reign can be so 
satisfactory to the Queen as the erection of buil,dings throughout the country 
devoted to the scientific and artistic training of her subjects. It is impossible that 
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we can at once build and organize full-blown technical schools, competing with 
those of the Continent, .where the buildings a re almost invariably erected at the 
public cost, while the annual deficit after the payment of low fees is provided in 
the same way. Even if this difficulty were ov:ercome, as we have explained, 
neither the sons of employers nor the artisan students in this country have received 
appropriate preparatory training. The constituency is not prepared ; there is a 
lamentable absence of technical teachers; the industrial communities as yet do not 
know what they want; and to those who attempt the work as on the Continent, in 
a manner worthy of its importance, the question of outlay, alarmingly dispro
portionate to income, will meet and discourage them at every turn. As yet, neither 
the School Boards nor other local authorities have power to establish and maintain 
such schools; but Sir H enry Roscoe, M. P., who was a member of the Royal Com
mission on Te.chnical Instruction, has introduced a Bill into Parliament, the object 
of which is to empower School Boards or other municipal authorities, if they think 
fit, to provide technical and commercial schools, and contribute to their mainte
nance. These schools, in day and evening classes, will supply instruction, suitable 
for local industries, to employers, foremen and workmen, and also facilities by 
means of scholarships for receiving the most talented boys from the elementary 
schools, and passing them forward to such institutions as the Normal Schools of 
Science and Art at South Kensington, the Royal School of Mines, the Central Insti
tution of the City and Guilds of London, or one or other of the provincial colleges. 
By the formation of technical and commercial schools of this character, sought by 
Sir Henry Roscoe-than whom no man has a larger knowledge of the educational 
machinery of other countries or the great needs of our own-the sch~me of 
National Industrial and Commercial Education in this country will be placed 
within reach of its urgent necessities. * * * 

HOW THE SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENTS AID LOCAL EFFORTS. 

To those towns which are at the/resent time preparing for the building and 
organization of technical schools 'an ~olleges, and are anxious to receive all possi
ble help from public sources, we would point out that already they may obtain from 
the Smence and Art Department a building grant for approved accommodation 
for the teaching of art of 2s. 6d. per square foot, to the maximum extent of £500, 
and an equal grant of £500 for science. Fo.r approved furniture and fittings of 
science and art, and for a reference library of scientific books for the use of stu
dents, a grant may be obtained of 50 per cent. upon the cost . . Important grants in • 
aid of teachin~ art and science subjects by certificated teachers are offered, and 
local11cholarsh1ps and royal exhibitions enable students of sufficient merit to receive 
at South Kensington and other colleges the highest instruction in art and science 
that the State can give, without cost to the students themselves. The character of 
the instruction is arranged so as to meet as far as possible the requirements of those 
connected with manufacturing industries, and the examinations are conducted by 
eminent men of science with the object of testing the practical acquaintance with 
the subject of each student, altogether apart from literary or other qualifications. 
The Bill of Sir Henry Roscoe 'asks for the further extension of the grants of the Science 
and Art Department to instruction in the use of ordinary tools, commercial arith
metic, commercial geography, bookkeeping, French, German, and other foreign 
languages. Such provision will materially promote the extension of technical and 
commercial instruction, and increase the income of the technical schools and evening 
classes already in existence. 

In addition to the operations of the Science and Art Department there are also 
grants in aid of Technology, and on the successes of examinations conducted by the 
City and Guilds of the London Institute, for proficiency in the application of design 
and scientific principles to practical work m various trades of the country. 

HOW ADJIURABLY THE CLOTHWORKERS' COMPANY OF LONDON PROMOTES TECHNICAL 
TRAINING. 

The Building and Maintenance grants by: the Clothworkers' Company of London to 
weaving and dyeing schools connected With the wool industry, are not only remark-., 
able instances of generous munificence, but, considered in their relation to the 
stimulus thus given to important industrial centres to help themselves, they have 
rendered national service. It is but simple justice to record that the textile depart
ment of the Yorkshire College at Leeds owes its existence and annual maintenance ' 
entirely to the Clothworkers' Company ; while the splendid Technical College of 
Bradford, the Technical School of Huddersfield, and the new wing of the Keighley 
Institute would probably never have been built but for the encouraging challenge 
to local effort in each ~stance that was given by the noble offers of assistance 
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on the part of this Company. To these four buildings <tlone, which represent an 
aggregate expenditure of over £100,000 the Clothworkers have contributed nearly 
£40,000 with grants towards their maintenance amounting to.£2,700 annually, and at 
the "present time they are rousing the public spirit of other Yorkshire towns by 
promises of liberal support to projected undertakings of a similar &aracter. There 
IS conclusive evidence that the wool industry of the country, affecting 'the means of 
livelihood of millions of her Majesty's subjects, has been quickened and developed by 
the timely extension of artistic, technical, and scientific knowledge among the 
designers, dyers, finishers, and others connected with the trade, through the grants 
of the Clothworkers' Company. This and other City companies, by extending their 
wealth upon the promotion of technical il).struction among the industrial classes of 
several of our towns, have acted as pioneers in demonstrating its advantage to our 
commerce, and the Government could not rnore surely benefit the interest.s of com
merce and agriculture than by devoting a reasona,l>le proportion of the taxes to the 
development of the skill and intelligence of the artisans of the country, by whose 
labour the taxes are raised. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR EQUIPMENT AND ORG.A.NIZATION OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS IN 
li1ANUFACTURING TOWNS. 

Without necessarily following the model of the elaborately equi~ped schools of 
the Continent, the technical school of a manufacturing town should at least contain 
departments for science and art, with chemical laboratory, class rooms and lecture 
theatre, a library, a museum, and one or more departments with machinery or 
tools appropriate to the local industries. Teachers will be required for day classes 
in the various subjects, and for the evening classes which in this country naturally 
become the backbone of the system. But students need to be prepared for the 
technical classes, and for a t ime at least it would be desirable that the accommoda
tion should be utilized as a day school, giving an ordinary education to advanced 
boys supplemented by the teaching of art and science subjects appropriate to the 
wants of the district , with the addition of workshop practice and modern lan
guages. The fees should be sufficiently low to enable the workman who can dis
pense with his son's earnings till he is fifteen to send him to the school ; but the 
teaching should be so thorough and appropriate as to make it worth the while of 
the employers to send their sons,·at possibly a higher fee. There should be scholar
ships from elementary schools, admitting by public examinations the "cream" of 
the boys, and paying for their tuition. Private generosity might be relied upon to 
supplement the grants offered by the State, and thus enable talented boys, by 
royal exhibitions and other prizes, to pass from the local school to the Science Col
lege or Normal School of Art at South Kensington, and th,~s obtain the highest 
tuition without the cost of a penny to their parents. The technical departments 
should be arranged in accordance with the industrial require~ents of the locality. 
The day scholars might be at liberty to select one or more technical subjects, or, in 
lieu thereof, a special commercial course, with systems of book-keeping, exchange, 
and modern languages. By such a curriculum, modified from time to time to suit 
local wants, each boy in the day-school would obtain a modern secondary educa
tion, in addition to some training in actual work at the bench, lathe, loom, or in the 
laboratory, illustrating the trade in which he would probably be called upon to earn 
his livelihood. As a matter of fact a nursery would be formed which would be 
constantly preparing students for the special technical courses ; but more than this, 
the earnest student, on leaving the day-school and be~ning his apprenticeship 
face to face with industrial problems and the great principles underlying his calling, 
would in many instances return to the night-school, knowing his deficiencies and 
how to remedy them, and· continue his studies with a directness and profit alto
gether beyond the experience of the apprentice who had been deprived of such a 
preliminary training. * * * · 

THE KEIGHLEY TECHNICAL INSTITUTION : WHAT IT HAS ACCOMPLISHED. 

Combined with the original building. the Keighley Technical Institute, at a total 
cost of £30,000, in a population of 30,000, will provide accommodation for 1,500 
students in day and evening classes, and, under suitable organization, will su_(;ply 
the varied instruction that may be required from elflmentary to technical, commer
cial, and literary training, according to the tastes and capacities of the young men 
and women of all social grades who may be attracted to its classes. The experience 
of the last sixteen years ehables us to measure the results of the syRtem of day
school and evening classes under which the Institute has· been worked. It has 
brought together employers and employed without distinction, and has popularized 
and raised the eJucational spirit of the town. The mechanic has found a. school 
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open to him, in which poverty has presented no insuperable barrier to his own 
intellectual advancement, or that of his gifted child. By means of scholarship a well
defined path has been opened up for the progress of the industrious and the talented 
from the factory schools to the technical school ; the teachers of elementary schools 
have striven for the honour of having trained the winners of the scholarships, and 
parents in many instances have been encouraged to take a livelier interest in their 
children's studies, and to make sacrifices in their behalf. The advantages afforded 
within and beyond the technical school have been substantial, and have been annu
ally secured by many of those for whom they have been intended. An open career 
has been given to scores of artisans who are now holding positions of trust and 
responsibility, which, but for their superior and appropriate education, they could 
not have reached. From forty to fifty young artisans, some of them workers in 
machine-shops, attending ni~ht classes, others promoted by scholarships from half
time schools, have, by obtainmg royal exhibitions, free stndentships, or other prizes, 
been admitted within the last few years to the advantages of the Science College or 
the Normal School of Art at South Kensington. At these national institutions, and 
under the most distinguished professors, they have received the highest scientific 
and artistic instruction without entailing the cost of a penny upon their parents. 
The Keighley Institute for several years past has sent more stu9,ents to South 
Kensington than any town in the country. And why? Not because the young 
artisans of Keighley are more gifted intellectually than those of other towns, but 
simply from the fact that theJ?romotersof the Institutehaveutilized the machinery 
for State help that already eXJSts; they have placed the educational ladder within 
reach of the talented and the industrious of the operative classes, and the ladder 
has been climbed. At the present time there are ambitious boys in every school 
and factory in the district who are preparing to compete for the distinction already 
achieved by so many who have arisen from the same humble sources. * * * As 
the most immediate and enduring protection of our national industries, we have 
urged the vast importance of developing the faculties of our men and women from 
childhood upwards; of introducing into our elementary schools drawing, elementary 
science, and manual exercises appropriate to the future needs of the scholars; of 
the establishment of technical and commercial schools furnished with apparatus, 
museums, &c. ; with easy steps from the elementary schools, and provision for the 
advancement of gifted students to national or provincial colleges. Convinced as 
we are of the great value of theoretical instruction to English apprentices and arti
sans who happily enjoy more leisure than any in the world, we have strongly 
recommended the opening of evening classes in Technical schools as the sheet
anchor of our industrial education, as it applies to those most influenced by it, and 
we have favoured the extension of the powers of localities, and of grants from the 
State for the building and maintenance of technical, commercial, and agricultural 
schools. The struggle for· existence among the masses of every country in Europe 
reveals the nature of the industrial warfare in which we are engaged, and shows 
the need of equipment on our part. We believe, however, that by the means above 
suggested, beyond all others, will English industries be further developed, and the 
English people advanced in civilization and in material well-being. * * * 

LEGISLATION URGED TO PROMOTE ELEMENTARY TRAINING. 

We have already indicated that the next step in legislation on this subject should 
provide for instruction in the use of a few simple tools to be given to all boys, and 
elementary science where suitable; that needlework should be taught to all girls, 
with the addition of cookery and simple subjects connected with household man
agement. Further, that drawing should be taught in every school to boys and girls 
universally. Such instruction would supply the rudiments of a technical educa
tion for handicraftsmen, and would materially help all boys and girls irrespective 
of their intended career to be "handy." Drawing, needlework, and cookery are 
already recognized as subjects- upon which grants may be made in elementary 
schools, and the Government Bill would have enabled localities to provide suitable 
accommodation and maintenance for the training of scholars in the use of tools, 
laboratory practice, and in other subjects not already recognized , but the requirement 
that each scholar receiving local aid should have passed the sixth standard was 
equivalent to making a gift with the one hand and taking it away with the other. 
Instruction of the above practical character cannot begin at too early an age. 
Experience shows that it should accompany book learning, not follow it. The study 
of things is more important than the study of words. Writing begins with child
hood, wby not drawing? In the Kindergarten infants ar6'taught modelling, design- · 
ing, straw-plaiting, &c., and sometimelS the skill with which their little fingers 
shape familiar objects of use and ornament_ is a remarkable evidence of innate 
talent and artistic tendency. 
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EARLY ARTISTIC AND TECHNICAL TRAINING GIVEN TO CHILDREN IN FRANCE. 

In France the faculties for design, colour, manual skill, &c., are trained from 
childhood, side by side with the literary faculty. And why? Because, as was often 
remarked to the Technical Commissioners, a boy may go throul):h life unable to read 
or write, but he cannot maintain himself without the use of h1s hands, and, in pro
portion as h e can use his hands skillfully and t astefully, he becomes a more valuable 
workman. * * * 

It is to be hoped that the new Bill will make definite provision for the establish
ment and maintenance, as on the Continent, of graded schools in all populous 
localities, with systematic steps for the promotion of the talented among the poor 
from elementary to secondary, and even . to the highest schools or colleges. The 
organization of secondary instruction cannot much longer be neglected, and as the 
reorganized grammar schools still lean, in most instances, in their teaching to the 
classical side, the new schools might advantageously supplement an ordinary Eng
lish education by manual, technical, agricultural, or commercial training, accord
ing to the wants of the locality. In manufacturing and mercantile towns the 
character of the technical and commercial instruction would bear upon the local 
industries and r equirements. In agricultural centres the technical instruction 
would have a proportionate bearing upon agriculture. * * * 

THE OPENING OF EVENING TRAINING SCHOOLS URGED. 

One great hope of a Technical Education Bill lies in the prospect thereby raised 
of more tJxtended and useful evening instruction. In towns where technical day 
schools are not already in existence, provision should be made in the day elemen
tary, and secondary schools for evening classes, with grants for the new subjects 
suggested·, and if possible with free admission to artisans. Existing technical 
schools, and the accommodations at the larger mechanics' institutes and kindred 
societies, might with great advantage be organized as secondary day schools, with 
assistance from local rates in accordance with satisfactory r epresentation of the 
rating authority on the governing body of each assisted school. As we have 
already observed, the artisans and others attending at night, after their workshop 
practice during the day, would, as a rule, require but little, if any, practical 
instruction, their necessities being more in the direction of theoretical or artistic 
knowledge. It is for those who, having learned the rudiments of science and art 
in the day school, and have become apprenticed to some handicraft or trade, that 
the technical evening schools are of such vast importance. It is here also where 
English youths have such a substantial advantage over all their rivals in every 
country. The leisure of the English apprentice and artisan is greater by from six 
to eighteen hours per week than that of his rivals in America or on the Continent. 
The efficient use of this all-powerful resource would enable our manufacturers and 
artisans to strengthen the weak points in our industrial chain, and thus to resist 
the growing competition of our rivals. 

THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY SCIENCE IN DAY SCHOOLS AND OF TECHNICAL 
TRAINING IN NIGHT SCHOOLS RECOMMENDED. 

We have the greatest faith in the ultimate usefulne~s of these technical night 
schools. The success already achieved by night schools in all parts of the country 
is a happy augury of still greater results that will follow when teachers are more 
thoroughly trained, when students are better prepared, and when the deficiency of 
income over expenditure is provided by the local rate. 

It will be found to be of more advantage that those who teach theory should 
understand practice, and that those who are engaged in ·practice should understand 
theory. Let science and art pe systematically taught in day schools, and the useful 
arts become the acquisition of all, and the problem of technical instruction for our 
artisans will be solved in the night schools. The Technical Commissioners were 
deeply impressed by the practical character of the instruction in many of these 
night schools in foreign lands. To quote an example; they found in a free night 
school of over 400 students, that the director, a proficient artist, had under him a 
staff of assistants, all of whom were earning their living in the day time by the 
practical application of the arts which they were teaching in the night school. The 
teacher of mechanical drawing was a practical draughtsman from an engineering 
establishment ; building construction was taught by a foreman builder; ornamental 
drawing by a decorator. One of the teachers was a designer of cabinet furniture, 
another of bronze ornaments and metal work; modelling was taught by a practical 
sculptor, while the life 'Class was under the immediate supervision of the director. 
With appropriate preliminary training we would ask for nothing more-while at 
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the same time we ought not to be content with anything Iess-in the manufacturing 
towns of England than free night schools of the above character, attended by the 
young men from the machine shof>s, building works, factories, warehouses, and 
small trades. These technical teachers, coming direct from manufacturing estab
lishments, in line with the changing wants of the day, w ere able to impart life and 
spirit to their tuition, and bring their students into conta.ct with the teachings of 
art and science through the familiar terms and language of their daily life. We 
sincerely hope that a Technical and Commer cial Education Bill will soon again be 
presented to Parliament, and that by a judicious blending of imperial and local 
support it will insure to a ll classes in the United Kingdom, an. education not less 
appropriate for the work of life of the people than is demanded by the circum
stances of this great country, which has so much to Jose by the neglect, and so 
much to gain by the cultivated efficiency of its people. * * * 



IV. 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION. 

President, Marquis of Hartington, M.P. 
Treasurer , Sir P. Lubbock, M. P. 
Secretaries, Sir H . E. Roscoe, M. P. ; Mr. A. H . D. Acland, M. P . 

·All communications t o be addressed to Arthur H. D. Acland, M. P ., 35 Cadogan 
Terrace, London, S. W. · 

OFFlCAL STATEMENT OF THE OBJECTS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 

At an Inaugural Meeting held in London on July 1, which was addressed by Lord 
Hartington, Sir L;ron Playfair, Mr. J ohn Morley, Sir John Lubbock, Mr. Mundella, 
Lord Rosebery, Sll' Bernhard Samuelson, Mr. George Howell, Sir M. Kay-Shuttle
worth, Mr. George Dixon, Professor Garnett, Mr. Jesse Collings, Professor Boding
ton, Mr. Samuel Smith, and others, the following statement in relation to the Objects 
of the Association was agreed upon: 

In view of the general expression of o~inion throup;hout the country as to the 
necessity of a reform of our system of National Education, with the object of giving 
it a more practical direction, it has been resoh·ed to form a National Association for 
the Promotion of Technical ·(including Commercial and Agricultural) Education. 
The general aim of the Association will be to bring into force the recommendations 
already made by several Royal Commissions, as well as to effect such reforms in 
our educational system as will develop in the best way the intelligence of those of 
all classes upon whom our industries depend. 

The following ob,jects will engage the early attention of the Association : 
1. The encouragement of Educational Reform, whether by legislation or other

wise, to be carried out by the following amongst other means : 
(a} The promotion in our primary schools of the better training of the hand and 

eye by improved instruction in drawing, in the elements of science, and the ele
mentary use of tools. 

(b) The introduction of such changes in the present system of primary instruc
tion as maybe necessaryto enable children to take advantage of technical teaching. 

(c) The more extended provision of higher elementary schools, where technical 
educat ion may be provided for those who are fit to take advantage of it. 

(d) The reform of the present system of Evening Schools, with special provisions 
for the encouragement of Technical (including Commercial and Agricultural} 
Instruction. 

(e) The de•elopment, organization, and maintenance of a system of Secondary 
Education throughout the country, with a view to placing the higher Technical and 
Commercial Education in our Schools and Colleges on a better footing. 

(/) The im~rovement of the training of teachers, so that they may take an 
effective part m the work which the Association desires to forward. 

2. The formation of a central consultative body, which will give opportunities 
for conference between persons of various classes and from different localities, will 
form and influence public opinion, and will obtain public support for the further
ance of Technical Education. 

3. The collection of information as to the existing means for carrying out the 
work of Technical Education, and the best methods of extending and organizing it 
t hroughout the United Kingdom. 

4. The preparation, in a popular form, of information to be obtained from Reports 
of Commissions, Consular Reports, and from various other sources (including, if 
necessary , special inquiries at home and abroad), for diffusion throughout the 
country. By these and other means the Association desires to bring about the 
organization and co-ordination of the Industrial Education· of both sexes in accord
ance with the needs of various localities. 
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The Association has no intention whatever of interfering with existin~ institu
tions. It desires to spread information as to the work which is already bemg'done, 
and to stimulate in every possible way a desire among the public at large for further 
development on the broadest lines of Technical Education in all its branches. 

SUB-COMMITTEES. 

The Executive Committee have made arrangements for the formatio11. of Sub
Committees in connection with the following subjects : 

mentary Schools. culture. 
Technical Education in relation to Ele-~ Technical Education in relation to Agri-

Higher Technical Education. Commercial Education. 

* * * * 

8EPT,1 1867, 

* * 
HENRY E. RoscoE, 
ARTHUR H. D. ACLAND, 

Secretaries. 



v. 
ADDRESS DELI VERED BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY, F. R. 8., AT .f.. 

MEETING HELD IN THE TOWN · HALL, MANCHESTER, Nov. 29TH, 
1887. *. 

Mr. MAYOR AND GENTLEMEN.-It must be a matter of sincere satisfaction to 
those who, like myself, have for many years past been convinced of the vital 
importance of technical education to this country to see that that subject is now 
being taken up by' some of the most important of our manufacturing towns. The 
evidence which is afforded of the public interest in the matter by such meetings as 
those at Liverpool and Newcastle, and, last but not least, by that at which I have 
the honour to be present to-day, may convince us all, I think, that the question has 
passed out of the region of speculation into that of action. I need hardly say to 
anyone here that the task which our Association contemplates is not only one of 
primary importance-! may say of vital importance-to the welfare of the country; 
but that it is one of great extent and of vast difficulty. There is a well-worn adage 
that those who set out upon a great enterprise would do well to count the cost. 
I am not sure that this is always true. I think that some of the very greatest 
enterprises in this world have been carried out successfully simply because the peo
ple who undertook them did not count the cost; and I am much of opinion that, 
in this very case, the most instructive consideration for us is the cost of doing noth
ing. But there is one thing that is perfectly certain, and it is that, in undertaking 
all enterprises, one of the most important conditions of success is to have a per
fectly cle~~.r comprehension of what you want to do-to have that before your mmds 
before you set out, and from that point of view to consider carefully the measures 
which are best adapted to the end. 

COMPREHENSITE PURPOSES OF THIS MOVEMENT. 

Mr. Acland has just given you an excellent account of what is properly and 
strictly understood by technical education ; but I venture to think that the purpose 
of this Association may be stated in somewhat broader terms, and that the object 
we have in view is the development of the industrial productivity of the country 
to the uttermost limits consistent with social welfare. And you will observe that, 

*The meeting at which this address was delivered was called by the Mayor of 
Manchester, to consider the proposals of the National Association for tha Promotion 
of Technical Education, and take action thereon. After a few words from the 
Mayor and from Mr. A. H. D. Acland, M.P., one of the Secretaries of the National 
Association, Professor Huxley delivered his address. The following motions were 
then carried : . 

1. A motion recommending the formation of local branches, or allied Associa
tions throughout the district, to act with the National Association. Speakers: 
Mr. Ascroft (Preston), Mr. W. Mather, Sir M. Kay-ShuttlewQrth, M.P. 

2. A motion for the formation of a General Committee for the district. Speakers: 
Sir H. Roscoe, M.P., Sir W. H. Houldsworth, M.P., Mr. 'R. D: Darbishire. 

S. Vote of thanks to Professor Huxley. Speakers: Sir Joseph Lee, Professor 
Ward. 

In speaking to the second resolution, Mr. R. D. Darbishire announced, on behalf 
of the Whitworth Trust Committee, that they had bought a plot. of land in Man
chester, commonly known as Potter's Park for £47,000, and this they had offered 
to the Corporation of Manchester, upon condition that the city should set aside 
two-thirds for the purpose of a public park, and that the other one-third should be 
set apart as a site for an art gallery, a museum of comm.erGial materials and prod
ucts, and a technical school. 
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in thus widening the definition of our object, I have gone no further than the 
Mayor in his speech, when be not obscurely hinted-and most justly hinted-that 
in dealing with this question there are other matters than technical education, in 
the strict sense to be considered. 

It would be extreme presumption on my part if I were to attempt to tell an audi
ence of gentlemen intimately acquainted with all branches of industry and .com
merce, such a.s I see before me, in what manner the practical details of the opera
tions that we propose are to be carried out. I am absolutely ignorant both of trade 
and of commerce, and upon such matters, I cannot venture to say a solitary word. 
But there isonedirection in which! think it possible I maybe of service-not much 
perhaps, but still of some,-because this matter, in the first place, involves the 
consideration of methods of ~ducation, with which it ha.S been my business to 
occupy myself during the greater part of my life; and, in the second place, it 
involves attention to some of those broad facts and laws of nature with which it 
has been my business to acquaint myself to the best of my ability. And what I 
think may be possible is this, that if I succeed in putting before you-as briefly as 
I can, but in clear and connected shape-what strikes me as the programme that 
we have eventually to carry out, and what are the indispensible conditions of suc
cess, that that proceeding, whethH the conclusions at which I arrive to be such 
as you approve or as you disapprove. will nevertheless help to clear the course. In 
this and in all complicated matters we must remember a saying of Bacon, which 
may be freely translated thus: "Consistent error is very often vastly more useful 
than muddle-headed truth." At any rate, if there be any error in the conclusions 
I shall put before you, I will do my best to make the error perfectly clear and plain. 

A THREEFOLD PROBLEM. 

Now, looking at the question of what we want to do in this broad and general 
way, it appears to me that it is necessary for us, in the first place, to amend and 
improve our system of primary education in such a fashion a.s will make it a proper 
preparation for the business of life. In the second place, I think we have to con
sider what measures may best be adopted for the development to its uttermost of 
that which may be called technical skill; and, in the third place, I think we have 
to consider what other matters there are for us to attend to, what other' arrange
ments have to be kept carefully in sight in order that, while pursuing these ends, 
we do not forget that which is the end of civil existence, I mean a stable social 
state without which all other measures are merely futile, and, in effect, modes of 
going faster to ruin. · 

You are aware-no people should know the fact better than Manchester people
that, within the last seve~teen years, a vast system of primary education has been 
created and extended over the whole country. I had some part in the original 
organization of tlus system in London. and I am glad to think that after all these 
years I can look back upon that period of my life as perhaps the part of it least 
wasted. 

* * * * * * * 
No one can doubt that this system of primary education has done wonders for 

our population ; but, from our point of view, I do not think anybody can doubt 
that 1t still has very considerable defects. It has the defect which is common to all 
the educational systems which we have inherited-it is too bookish, too little prac
tical. The child is brought too little into contact with actual facts and things, and 
as the system stands at present it constitutes next to no education of those particu
lar faculties which are of the utmost importance to industrial life-I mean the 
faculty of observation, the faculty of working accurately, of dealing with things 
insteaq of with words. I do not propose to el1large upon this topic, but I would 
venture to suggest that there are one or two remedial measures which are impera
tively needed; indeed, they have already been alluded to by Mr. Acland. 

IMPORTANCE OF DRA. WING .A.S A REQUffiED STUDY IN ALL SCHOOLS. 

Those which strike me a.s of the greatest importance are two, and the :first of them 
is the teaching of drawing. In my judgment, there is no mode of exercising the fac
ulty of observation and the faculty of accurate reproduction of that which is observed, 
no discipline which so readily tests error in these matters, as drawing, properly 
taught. And by that I do not mean artistic drawing. I mean :figuring natural 
objects: making plans, and !>ections, approaching geometrical rather than artistic 
drawing. I do not wish to exaggerate, but I declare to you that, in my jud~meilt, 
the child who has been taught to make an elevation, plan and section of a pmt pot 
has had an admirable training in accuracy of eye and hand. I am not talking 
about artistic education. That is not the question. Accuracy is the foundation of 
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everything else, and instruction in artistic drawing is something which may be put 
off till a later stage. Nothing has struck me more in the coursl:' of my life than the 
loss which persons, who are pursuing scientific knowledge of any kind, sustain 
from the difficulties which arise because they never have been taught elementary 
dr.twing; a.tld I am glad to say that in Eton, a school of whose governing bodr I 
have the honour of being a member, we some years ago made drawing imperattve 
on the 'Yhole school. 

* * * . * * * * 
The other ma.tter in which we want some systematic and good teaching is what 

I have hardly a name for, but which may best be explained as a sort of developed 
object lessons such as Mr. Acland adverted to .. Anybody who knows his business 
in science can make nnything subservient to that purpose. You know it was said 
of Dean Swift that he could write an admirable poem upon a broomstick, and the 
man who has a real knowledge of science can make the commonest object in the 
world subservient to"an introduction to the principles and greater truths of natural 
knowledge. 

HOW ELEMENTARY SCIENCE SHOULD BE TAUGHT. 

It is in that way that your science must be taught if it is to be of real service. 
Do not suppose any amount of book work, any repetition by rote of catechisms 
and other abominations of that kind are of value for our object. That is mere 
wasting of time. But take the commonest object and lead the child from that 
foundation to such truths of a higher order as may be within his grasp. With 
regard to drawing, I do not think there is any practical difficulty; but in respect to 
the scientific object lessons you want teachers trained in a manner different from 
that which now prevails. 

If it is found practicable to add f urther training of the hand and eye. by instruc
tion in modelling or in simple carpentry, well and good. But I should Rtop at this 
point. The elementary schools are already charged with quite as much as they can 
do properly.; and I do not believe that any good can come of burdening them with 
special technical instruction. Out of that, I think, harm would come. 

* * * * * * * 
Now, let me pass to my second point, which is the development of technical skill. 

Everybody here is aware that at this present moment there is hardly a branch of . 
trade or commerce which does not depend, more or less directly, upon some depart
mentor other of physical science, which does not involve, for its successful pursuit, 
reasoning from scientific data. Our machinery, our chemical processes or dye
works, and a thousand operations which it is not necessary to mention, are all 
directly and immediately connected with science. You have to look among rour 
workmen and foremen for persons who shall intelligently grasp the modificatiOns, 
based upon science, which are constantly being introduced into these industrial 
processes. I do not mean t\:lat you want professional chemists, or physicists, or 
mathematicians, or the like, but you want people sufficiently familiar with the 
broad principles which underlie industrial operations to be able to adapt themselves 
to new conditions. Such qualifications can only be secured by a sort of scientific 
instruction which occupies a midway place between those primary notions given 
in the elementary schools and those more advanced studies which would be carried 
out in the technical schools. 

PROFESSOR HUXLEY DEFENDS THE SCffiNCE AND ART DEPARTMEST. 

You are aware that, at present, a very large machinery is in operation for the 
purpose of giving this instruction. I don't refer merely to such work as is being 
done at Owens College here, for example, or at other· local colleges. I allude to the 
larger operations of the Science and Art Department, with which I have been con
nected for a great ma.ny years. I constantly hear a great many objections raised 
to the work of the Science and Art Department. If you will allow me to say so, 
my connection with that ~partment-which, I am happy to say, remains, and 
which I am very proud of- is purely honorary; and, if 1t appeared to me to be 
right tn criticise that department with merciless severity, the Lord President, if he 
were inclined to resent my proceedings, could do nothing more than dismiss me. 
Therefore you may believe that I speak with absolute impartiality. My impres
sion is this, not that it is faultless, nor that it has not various defects, nor that 
there are not sundry lacunce which want filling up; but that, if we consider the 
conditions under which the department works, we shall see that certain defects are 
inseparable from those conditions. People talk of the want of flexibility of the 
Department, of its being bound by strict rules. Now, will any man of common 
sense who has had anything to do with the administration of public funds or knows 
the humour of the House of Commons on these matters-will any man who is in 
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the smallest de~ee acquainted with the practical working of State departments of 
any kind, ima.gme that such a department could be other than bound by minutely 
defined regulations? Can he imagine that the work of the department should go 
on fairly and in such a manner as to be free from just critiCism, unless it were 
bound by certain definite and fixed rules? I cannot imagine it. 

The next objection of importance that I have heard commonly repeated is that 
the teaching is too theoretical, that there is insufficient practical teaching; I ven
turE.' to say that there is no one who has taken more pains to insist upou the com
parative uselessness of scientific teaching without practical work than I have ; 
I venture to say that there are no persons who are more cognizant of these defects 
in the work of the Science and Art Department than those who administer-it. But 
those who talk in this way should acquaint themselves with the fact that proper 
practical instruction is a matter of no small difficulty in the present scarcity of 
properly taught teachers, that it is very costly, and that, in some branches of sci
ence, there are other difficulties which I won't allude to. But it is a matter of fact 
that, wherever it has been possible, practical teaching has been introduced, and has 
been made an essential element in examination ; and no doubt if the House of Com
mons would grant unlimited means, and if -proper teachers were to hand, as thick 
as blackberries, there would not be much difficulty in organizing a complete sys
tem of practical instruction and examination ancillary to the present classes. 
Those who quarrel with the present state of affairs would be better advised if 
instead of groaning ovet the ·shortcomings of the present system, they would put 
before themselves these two questions-Is it possible under the conditions to invent 
any better system? Is it possible under the conditions to enlarge the work of prac
tical teaching and practical examination which is the one desire of those who 
administer the department? That is all I have to say upon that subject. 

* * * * * * * 
Supposing we have this teaching of what I may call intermediate science, what 

we want next is technical instruction, in the strict sense of the word technical ; I 
mean iustruction in that kind of knowledge which is essential to the successful 
prosecution of the sevt>ral branches of trade and industry. Now, the best way of 
obtaining this end is a matter about which the most experienced persons entertain 
very diverse opinions. · I do not for one moment pretend to do!!:matize about it ; I 
can only tell you what the opinion is that I have formed from hearing the views of 
those who are certainly best qualified to judge, from those who have tested the 
various methods of conveying this instrur.tion. 

THREE FORMS OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS POSSIDLE. 

I think we have before us three possibilities. We have, in the first place, trade 
schools-! mean schools in which branches of trade are taught. We have, in the 
next place, schools attached to factories for the purpose of instructing young appren
tices and others who go there, and who aim at becoming intelligent workmen and 
capable foremen. We have, lastly, the system of day classes and evening classes. 
With regard to the first there is this objection, that they can be attended only by 
those who are not obli~ed to earn their bread, and consequently that they will reach 
only a very small fraction of the population. Moreover, the expense of trade schools 
is enormous, and those who are best able to judgE.' assure me that, inasmuch as the 
work which they do is not donE.' under conditions of pecuniary success or failure, 
it is apt to be too amateurish and speculative, and that it does not prepare the 
worker for the real conditions under which he will have to carry out his work. In 
any case, the fact that the schools are very expensive, and the fact that they are 
accessible only to a small portion of the population, seem t9 me to constitute a very 
serious objection to them. I suppose the best of all possible organizations is that of 
a school attac~ed to a factory; where the employer has an interest in seeing that the 
instruction given is of a thoroughly practical kind, and where the pupils pass gradu
ally by successive stages to the pos1tion of actual workmen. Schools of this kind 
exist in various parts of the country, but it is obvious that they are not likely to be 
reached by any large part of the population ; so that it appears to me we are shut 
up practicallyto schools accessible to those who are earning their bread, and in such 
cases they must be essentially evening classes. I a m strongly of opinion that cl&.ases 
of this kind do an immense amount of good, and that they have the admirabl~> 
quality that they involve voluntary attendance, take no man out of his position, but 
enable any who chooses to make the best of the position he happens to occupy. · 

* * * * * * * 
Suppose that all these things are desirable, what is the best way of obtaining 

them? I must confess that I have a strong prejudice in favour of carrying out 
undertakings of this kind, which at first, at any rate, must be to a great extent 
tentative and experimental, by private effort. 
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION STILL IN THE EXPERIMENTAL STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT. 

I don't believe that the man lives at this present time who is competent to organ
ize a final system of technical education. I believe that all attempts made in that 
direction must for many years to come be experimental , and that•we must get to 
success through aseries ·of blunders. Now that work is far better performed by 
private enterprise than in any other way. But there is another method which I 
think is permissible, and not only permissible but highly recommendable in this case, 
and that is the method of allowing the locality itself in which any branch of industry 
is pursued to be its own judge of its own wants, and to tax itself under certain 
conditions for the purpose of carrying out any scheme of technicaleducationadapted 
to its needs. I am aware that there are many extreme theorists of the individualist 
school who hold that all this is very wicked and very wrong, and that by leaving 
things to themselves they will get right. Well my experience of the world is that 
t hinfiS left to themselves don't get right. I believe it to be sound doctrine that a 
murucipality- and the State itself for that matter-is a corporation existing for the 
benefit of its members, and that here, as in all other cases, it is for the majority to 
determine that which is for the good of the whole, and to act upon that. That is 
the principle which underlies the whole theory of government in this country, and 
if it is wrong we shall have to go back a long way. But you may ask me," This pro
cess of local taxation can only be carried out under the authority of Act of Parlia
ment, and do you propose to let any municipality or any local authority have carte 
blanche in these matters·; is the Legislature to allow it to tax the whole body of its 
members to any extent it pleases and for any purposes it pleases?" I should reply, 
certainly not. 

* * * * * * * 
Let me point out to you that at t his present moment it passes the wit of · man, so 

far as I know, to give a legal definition of technical education. If you expect to 
have an Act of Parliament with a definition which shall include all that ought to 
be included, and exclude all that ought to be excluded, I think you will have to wait 
a very long time. I imagine the whole matter is in a tentative state. You don't 
know what you will be called upon to do, and so you must try and you must blun
der. Under these circumstances it is obvious that there are two alternatives. One 
of these is to give a free hand to each locality. Well, it is within my knowledge 
that there a good many people with wonderful, strange, and wild notions as to 
what ought to be done in technical education, and it is quite possible that in some 
places, and especially in small places, where there are few persons who take an 
interest in these things, you will have very remarkable projects put forth, and in 
that case the sole court of appeal for those taxpayers, who· did not approve of such 
projects, would be a court of law. I suppose the judfies would have to settle 
what is technical educatiOn. That would not be an edifymg process, I think, and 
certainly it would be a very costly one. The other alternative is the principle 
adopted in the bill of last ;ear now abandoned. I don't say whether the bill was 
right or wrong in detail. am dealing now only with the principle of the bill, which 
appears to me to have been very often misunderstood. It has been said that it gave 
the whole of technical education into the hands of Science and Art Department. 
It appears to me nothing could be more unfounded than that assertion. All I 
understand the Government proposed to do was to provide some authority who 
should have power to say in case any scheme was proposed, "Well, this comes 
within the four corners of the Act of Pa rliament, work it as you like ; " or if it was 
a.n obviously questionable project, should take upon itself the responsibilitr, of say
ing "No, that ~s not what the Legislature intended; amend your scheme. ' There 
was no initiative, no control, t here was simply this power :>f giving authority to decide 
upon the meaning of the Act of Parliament to a particular department of the 
State, whichever it might be; and it seems to me that that is a very much simpler 
and better process than relegating the whole question to the law coUrts. I think that 
here, or anywhere else, people must be extremely sanguine if they suppose that the 
House of Commons and the House of Lords will ever dream of giving any local 
authority unlimited power to tax the inhabitants of a district for any object it 
pleases. I sbou~d say that was not in the range of practical politics. Well, I put 
that before you as a matter for your consideration. 

* * * * * * * 
WISE WORDS· CONCERNING TEACHING AND TEACHERS. 

Another very important point in this connection is the question of the supply of 
teachers. I should say that is one of the greatest difficulties which bes~t the whole 
problem before us. I do not wish in the slightest degree to criticise the existing 
system of preparing teachers for ordinary school work. I have nothing to say 
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about it. But uhat I do wish to say, and what I trust I may impress on your . 
minds firmly, is this, that for the purpose of obtaining ·persons competent to teach 
science or to act as technical teachers, a different system must be adopted. For 
this purpose a man must know what he is about thoroughly, and be able to deal 
with his subject as if it were the business of his ord1nary life. For this purpose, 
for the obtaining of teachers of science and of technical classes, the system of 
catching a boy or girl young, making ~pupil teacher of him, compelling the poor 
little mortal to pour from his little bucket iLto a still smaller bucket that which 
has just been poured into it out of a big bucket; and passing him afterwards 
through the training college, where his life is devoted to .filling the bucket from the 
pump from morning to night, without time for thought or reflection, is a system 
which should not continue. Let me assure you that it will not do for us, that you 
had better give the attempt up than try that system. I remember somewhere read
ing of an interview between the poet Southey and a good Quaker. Southy was a 
man of marvellous powers of work. He had a habit of dividing his time into little 
parts each of which was filled up, and he told the Quaker what he did in this hour 
and that, and so on through the day until far into the night. The Quaker listened, 
and at the close said, "W e1I, but, friend Southey, when dost thee think?" The system 
which I am now adverting to is arraigned and condemned by putting that question 
to it. When does the unhappy pupil teacher or overdrilled student of a training 
college find any time to think? I am sure if I were in their place I could not. I 
repeat, that kind of thing will not do for science teachers. For science teachers 
must have knowledge, and knowledge is not to be acquired on these terms. The 
power of repetition is, but that is not knowledge. The knowledge which is abso
lutely requisite in dealing with young children is the knowledge you possess, as 
you would know your own business, and which you can just turn about as if you 
were explaining to a boy a matter of everyday life. _ 

So far as science teaching and t echnical education are concerned, the most impor
tant of all things is to provide the machinery for training proper teachers. The 
Department of Science and Art has been at that work for years and years, and 
though unable under present conditions to do so much as could be wished, it has I 
believe, already begun to leaven the lump to a very considerable extent. If t ech
n ical education is to be carried out on the scale at present contemplated, this par
ticular necessity must be specially and most seriously provided for. And· there is 
another difficulty, namely, that when you have got your science or technical teacher 
it may not be easy to keep him. You have educated a teacher it may not be ea.Sy 
to keep him. You have educated a man-a clever fellow very likely-under the 
understanding that he is to be a teacher. But the business of teaching is not a very 
lucrative and not a very attractive one, and an able man who has had a good train
ing is under extreme temptations to carry his knowledge and his skill to a better . 
market, in which case you have had a ll your trouble for nothing. It has often 
occurred to me that probably nothing would be of more service in this matter than 
the creation of a number of not very large bursaries or exhibitions, to be gained by 
persons nominated by the authorities of the various science colleges and schools 
of the country-persons such as they thought to be well qualified foo· the teaching 
business-and to be held for a certain term of years, during which the holders 
should be bound to teach. I believe that some measure of this kind would do 
more to secure a good supply of teachers than anything else. Pray note that. I do 
not suggest that you should try to get hold of good teachers by competitive exam
ination. That is not the best way of getting men of that special qualification, 
An effectual method would be to ask professors and teachers of anv il)stitution to 
recommend men who, to their own knowledge, are worthy of such support, and 
are likely to turn it to good account. 

'* * * * * * 
TECHNICAL TRAINING ALONE NOT ALL SUFFICIENT F OR A PEOPLE. 

I trust I am not detaining you too long; but there remains yet one other matter 
which I think is of profound importance, perhaps of more importance than all the 
rest, on which I earnestly beg to be permitted to say some few words. It is the · 
need, while doing all these things, of ·keeping an eye, and an anxious eye, upon 
those measures which are necessary for the preservation of that stable and sound 
condition of the whole social organism which is the essential condition of real 
progress, and a chief end of all education. You will all ·recollect that some time 
ago there was a scandal and a great outcry about certain cutlasses and bayonets 
wbich had been supplied to our troops and sailors. These warlike implements were · 
polished as 'bright as rubbing could make them; they were very well sharpened ; 
they looked, lovely. But when they were applied to the test of the work of war 
they broke and they bent, and proved more likely to hw·t the hand of him that used 
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them than to do any harm to the enemy. Let me apply that analogy to. the effect 
of education whiclfis a sharpening and polishing of the mind. You may develop 
the intellectual side of people as far as you like, and you may confer upon them all 
the skill that training and instruction can give; but, if there is not underneath all 
that outside form and superficial polish the firm fibre · of healthy manhood and 
earnest desire to do well, your labour is absolutely in vain. 

* * * * * * * 
THE STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE. 

Let me further call your attention to the fact that the terrible battle of competi
tion between the different nations of the world is no transitory phenomenon. and 
does not depend upon this or tha t fluctuation of the market, or upon any condition 
that is likely to pass away. It is the inevitable result of that which takes place 
throughout nature and affects man's part of nature as much as any other- namely-, 
the struggle for existence, arisio~ out of the constant tendency of all creatures m 
the animated world to multiply mdefinitely. It is that, if you look at it, which is 
at the bottom of all the great movements of history. It is that inherent tendency 
of the social organism to generate the causes of its own destruction, never yet 
counteracted, which has been at the bottom of half the catastrophes which have 
ruined States. We are at present in the swim of one of those vast movements in 
which, with a population far in excess of that which we can feed, we are saved 
from a catastrophe, through the impossibility of feeding them, solely by our pos
session of a fair share of the markets of the world. And in order that that fair 
share may be retained, it is absolutely necessary that we should be able to produce 
commodities which we can exchange with food-gro:wing peoJ?le, and which they 
will take, rather than those of our rivals, on the ground of their ~eater cheapness 
or of their greater excellence. That is the whole story. And our course, let me 
say, is not actuated by mere motives of ambition or by mere motives of greed. 
Those doubtless are visible enough on the surface of these great movements, but the 
movements themselves have far deeper sources. If there were no such things as 
ambition and greed in this world the struggle for existence would arise from the 
same causes. 

THE PROBLEM WffiCH CONFR()NTS ALL MODERN CIVILIZATION. 

Our sole chance of succeeding in a cOmpetition, which must constantly become 
more and more severe, is that our people shall not only have the knowledge and 
the skill ""hich are required, but that they shall have the will and the energy and 
the honesty, without which neither knowledge nor skill can be of any permanent 
avail. This is what I mean by a stable social condition, because any other condi
tion than this,- any social condition in which the development of wealth involves 
the misery, the physical weakness, and the degradation of the worker, is absolutely 
and infallibly doo!lled to collapse. Your bayonets and cutlasses will break under 
your hand, and there will go on accumulating in society a mass of helpless, phys
ically incompetent, and morally degraded people, who are, as it were, a sort of 
dynamite which, sooner or later, when its accumulation becomes sufficient and its 
tension intolerable, will burst the whole fabric. 

I am quite aware that the problem which I have put before you and which you 
·know as much about as I do, and a great deal more probably, is :one extremely 
difficult to solve. I am fully aware that one great factor in industrial success is 
reasonable cheapness of labour. That has been ,pointed out over and over again, 
and is in itself an .axiomatic proposition. _And it seems to me that of all the- social 
questions which face us at this present time, the most serious is how to steer a clear 
course between the two horns of an obvious dilenima. One of these is the constant 
tendency of competition to lower wages beyond a point at which i:nan can remain 
man-below a point at which decency and cleanliness and order and habits of 
morality and justicl3 can reasonably be expected to exist. And the other horn of 
the dilemma is the difficulty of maintaining wages above this point consistently with 
success in industrial competition. I have not the remotest conception bow this prob· 
I em will eventually work itself out; but of this I arn perfectly convinced, that thE 
sole course compatible with safety lies between the two extremes ; between the Scy ll2 
of successful industrial production with a degraded population, on the one side, anc 
the Charybdis of a population, maintained in a reasonable and decent state, witt 
failure in industrial competition, on the oth~r side. Having this strong conviction 
which, indeed, I imagine must be that of every person who has ever though1 
seriously about these great problems, I have ventured to put it before you in thi1 
hare and almost cynical fashion because it will justify the strong appeal, which -J 

· rnat~:e to all concerned in this work of promoting industrial education, to have 1 
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care, at the same time, that the conditions of industrial life remain those in which 
the physical energies of the population may be maintained at a proper level; in 
which their moral state may be cared for; in which there .may fie some rays of 
hope and pleasures in their lives; and in which the sole prospect of a life of labour 
may not be an old age of penury. 

These are the chief suggestions I have to offer to you, though I have omitted 
much that I should likE\ to have said, had time J?6rmitted. It may be that some of 
you feel inclined to look upon them as the Utopian dreams of a student. If there 
be such, let me tell you that there are, to my knowledge, manufacturing towns in this 
country, not one-tenth the size, or boasting one hundredth part of the wealth, of 
Manchester, in which I do not say that the programme that I have put before you 
is completely carried out, but in which, at any rate, a wise and intelligent effort has 
been made to realize it, and in which the main parts of the programme are in course 
of being worked out. This is not the first time that I have had the privilege and 
pleasure of addressing a Manchester audiencte. I have often enough before now 
thrown myself with entire confidence upon the hard-headed intelligence and the 
very soft-hearted kindness of Manchester people, when I have had a difficult and 
complicated scientific argument to put before them. If, after the considerations 
which I have put before you-and which, pray be it understood, I by no means 
claim particularly for myself, for I presume they must be in the minds of a large 
number of people who have thought about this matter-;.£ it be that these ideas 
commend themselves to your mature reflection, then I am perfectly certain that 
my appeal to you to carry them into practice, with that abundant energy and will 
which have led you to take a foremost part in the great social movements of our 
country many a time beforehand, will not be made in vain. I therefore confidently 
appeal to you to let those impulses once more have full sway, and n ot to rest until 
you have done something better and greater than has yet been done in this country 
m the direction in which we are now going. I heartily thank you for the attention 
which you have been kind enough to bestow upon me. The practice of public 
speaking is one I must soon think of leaving off, and I count it a special and peculiar 
honour to have had the opportunity of speaking to you on this subject to-day. 
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APPENDIX C 0. 

PAPERS RELATING TO INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN 
GREAT BRITAIN AND GERMANY. 

I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The delay in the issue of Part III. in the final Appendix of which 
the most recent movements in the development of Technical Indus
trial Education in the United States, uw.to 1897, are recorded, has 
given opportunity for the publication ovember 1897) of the two 
volumes of the Annual Report by the . S. Commissioner of Edu
cation, for 1895-'96; as well as for the issue, in London, of the 
Annual Report of the Science and Art Department of Great 
Britain.* 

Reference has already been made, in a note to the Introduction of 
the present volume, to the special articles, in the latest Annual 
Report by the U. S. Commissioner of Education, relating to Technical 
Education. (See Page XL vm.) 

In the present Appendix, added for this purpose, a concise sum
mary of the general contents of the English Report is given; with, 
in addition, the greater part of a Special Report therein included, 
made by leading English Experts, upon the most recent develop
ments of Technical Training in Germany; an important authori
tative statement of the educational activity of this great industrial 
Empire. 

Abstracts of addresses delivered by leading English Authorit.ies 
on the occasions of the ceremonial openings of various new Tech
nical Educational Institutions, during the autumn of 1897, comiJiled 
from the current reports in The Manchester Guardian, precede these 
extracts from the Government Official Report, just referred to. 

It will be observed that all the the speakers quoted are emphatic 
in calling attention to the great lack of sufficient elementary educa
tion, arising from the fact that the large majority of school children 
do not attend school after the age of twelve years. In addition to 
this deficiency of elementary schoo.ling, a ·large majority of the 
students in the great technical institutes attend only the evening 
classes. For example, it is stated that, of the thirteen hundred 
students in the Royal Technical Institute of Salford, only twenty, 
were day pupils. 

In the two Appendices which immediately precede the present, 
are given extracts from official publications and reports which show 
the great interest that was ta.ken by English Educators and States
men, in the movement for the promotion of industrial and .technical 
Education in Great Britain, from 1884 to 1888. In the present 
Appendix, the similar extracts which are included show the mterest 

*Forty-Fourth Report of The Department of Science and Art of the Committee 
of Council of Education, with Appendices. London 1897, Pp. LXIV., 481. 
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that, a decade later, continues to be taken in these movements, by 
the English leaders in Education and Statesmanship, in 1897. 

It is of no small significance to the people of the United States 
that, as the articles here collected show, the two most powerful indus
trial nations of Europe, Great Britain and Germany, thus continue 
their active efforts in promoting the Industrial, Technical and Artistic 
Education of their youthful population. 

That other European countries were fully awake to the necessity 
of such definite technical training of their own people, is shown in 
various papers comprised in the several Appendices to the present 
volume of this Report.. 

Two papers of interest are taken from the files of the New York 
Tribune; one, gives a graphic account of the r esult of definite tech
nical industrial training in promoting the prosperity "of the well
known manufacturing town of Bradford, England· the other, is an 
editorial analysis of a Belgian Government Report, showing concisely 
the great number of Technical Industrial Schools which permeate 
the German Empire; prepared to drill an army of skilled operatives, 
no less powerful to protect the Fatherland, than are the vast armies 
of soldiers that obey the Kaiser's slightest whim. 

In the modern world's contests of commercial competition which 
army is the most to be feared by rival nations? 

II. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXTRACTS RELATING TO MANUAL TRAINING, 
SLOYD, ETC. 

The following extract from the London correspondence of The Man
chester Guardian, (September 13th 1897), shows the present unsatis
factory status of this form of elementary education in the Schools of 
London, and the inception of a new movement looking to the imme
diate development on a large scale, of Manual Training in the 
schools of that city: 

A great impetus is about to he given to manual training in connection with the 
Board schools of London. Before the end of December the 127 centres for such 
training will have g1·own to 150, available by nearly all the schools under the Board. 
At present about a third of the schools are practically unable to make use of the 
centres. Not merely the desire to perpetuate the supremacy of British over foreign 
workmen bas prompted the increase; it is due partly to a conviction that children who 
receive manual instruction take more interest in the ordinary lessons and are gener
ally bri~htened. Boys, for example, who have received instruction in carpentry 
draw w1th added zest. Moreover , manual-instruction pupils oftener remain at school 
till the age of 15 or 16, while the withdrawal age among the others is usually 12 
or 13. In this important work the Board already employs an orga.niser, two assist
ants, and nearly 200 instructors, not.one of whom is allowed to teach more than 
20 pupils at once. · 

The following brief report of an educational meeting in the Man
chester Guardian (October 18, 1897) gives a view of the interest taken 
by some English educators in that phase of Manual Training in wood 
cutting, as formulated and taught by Director Salomon, in the sem
inary at Na.as, Sweden, and known in England, as '' Sloyd ". 

"THE SLOYD ASSOCIATION. 

At a general meeting of the Sloyd Association held on Saturday at the offices of 
the Teachers' Guild, in London, with t he Hon. Lyulph Stanley in the chair, the 
proceedings were of an unusually interesting character. Sketches of various sloyd 
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courses held this summer were given-of that at Naas by Mr. H. R. Reichel, princi
pal of University College, Bangor, who for a second summer in succession had 
gone through a course of bench work there; of that at Ambleside, conducted by 
the Sheffield Manual Training School, by Mr. W. Nelson, of the London School 
Board, and of that at Bangor, conducted by Miss Andren, by Mr. J. C. Hudson, of 
the Hornsey School Board. Mr. Reichel declared that the view which he formed, 
and published, of the value of the Nliiis seminary had in the course of the twelve 
months been changed but little. A single course there for a man unaccustomed to 
the use of tools he now, however, thought insufficient. It might enable him to 
start a course of instruction, but not to continue it for a period of twelve months. 
For the first time since 1888 the secondary teachers from England had been as 
numerous·as the elementary, owing to the large contingent-twelve-which he had 
brought with him from Welsh intermediate so:;bools. As for the discussions for 
which Naas was so famous, and for which the rainy summer there had given 
unusual scope, they possibly converted no one who went there opposed to the Niii.is 
ideas, but there could be no doubt that they brought into clearer view for every 
teacher there the immense, the fascinating, possibilities of the teacher's career. 
Four days of the course the entire body of students gave up to the industrial and 
art exhibition at Stockholm, where there was an unusually complete exhibition of 
sloyd exhibits from the schools in the various provinces of Sweden. But perhaps 
the most interesting item in the programme was the reading of Herr Salomon's 
address at the Naas jubilee this summer, a translation of which had been prepared 
by Mr. Reichel. It presented a graphic picture of the work pursued at Niiiis. 

The following. local item from the Manchester Guardian (Septem
ber 20th, 1897,) shows the ~enerous provision made by that leading 
manufacturing cit.y for g1ving to its youth, in day and evening 
clas3es, orportuni ties for Technical Training in a large number of 
industria and artistic callings. 

MUNICIPAL INSTRUCTION IN ART AND TECH NOLOGY. 

The calendar and syllabus of studies of the Manchester Municipal School and the 
School of Art, just issued. furnish ample details of the courses of instruction in these 
divisions of practical education. The classes will be carried forward, during the 
winter sessions now opening, in eight buildings of the city and suburbs, under the 
supervision of over a hundred lecturers and members of the administrative staff. 
In the day departments the instruction is graded to enable youths of over fifteen 
whose education is sufficiently advanced, and who are designed for industrial occu
pations, to acquire a sound elementary knowledge in the theory and practice of the 
principles and processes connected with t he mechanical, electrical, sanitary engi
neering, building, chemical, and the textile industries. This the directors consider 
should become the main department of the institution, and it is hoped that there 
will be a large accession of youths from fifteen to eighteen years of age, seeking to 
qualify themselves as captains of the industries depending upon scientific progress, 
so that this section may have the flourishing appearance exhibited by the corre
sponding divisions of the technical schools of Germany and Switzerland. The 
evening classes are for persons already engaged during the day in handicrafts or 
business who desire to supplement and develop the instruction of the day school and 
the experience gained in the workshoJ? or warehouse. A third division is the 
department for women (for whose reqUirements special arrangements are made), 
the subjects being dressmaking, millinery, languages, and wood carving. New 
features of the coming session are lecture courses on advanced hygiene, gas manu
facture, oils and fats, the design and manufacture·of iron and steel bridges and 
similar structures, telegraphy (honours stage), the telephonic system of Manchester, 
microscopical research, microscopical technology applied to textile fibres, topog
raphy and lithography (honours stage), planing and milling machines, principles of 
mining, geology, physiology, general biology, botany, and physiography, practical 
instruction in brickwork and masonry, metal-plate work, and, at the Openshaw 
branch, building construction and drawing. At the Municipal School of Art, the 
session of which opens on the 20th inst.," the objects are to give, by a system of 
carefully considered and varied courses of study, with due regard to the bent and 
capacity of individuals, a thoroughly practical knowledge of designing, draw
ing, paintin~, and modelling, more especially in the various forms of their orna
mental application in association with architecture and technical conditions of 
•uanufacture." 
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FREE ScHOLARSHIPS IN LoNDON. 

In the London correspondence of the Manchester Guardian (August 
12th, 1897) occurs this mteresting item showing the educational ad
vantages opened to the youth of that metropolis through the benevo
lence of former generations. · 

In recent years, thanks to School Board activity and the opening of free libraries, 
London has in the matter of education been making huge strides, and now it is 
clear that in one direction it has an immense advantage over other great centres of 
population. It is far more richly endowed with scholarships and other helps on 
the road from the elementary school to the University. Not all have been brought 
to light. but already the Technical Education Board -has discovered 1, 783 annual 
scholarships, of which 1,690 may be won by children in public elementary schools. 
In addition there are 400 which secure University teaching to London pupils, besides 
many others open, though not exclusively, to London students. Two hundred and 
sixty-seven scholarships at schools of art belong to London alone. Moreover, the 
School Board has the management of 75 r ecurring and 428 terminable scholarships, 
varying in value from £10 to £50 a year. It was to prevent confusion in the han
dling of all these good things that a ~eneral examining board was established last 
year. The advocates of popular control over education will note with pleasure that 
the result of the examinations is a victory for Board schools over their ''Voluntary" 
rivals, the former winning 513 scholarships against 75 awarded to sectarian schools 
and 12 to secondary. The Board school candidates were six times as many as those 
from Voluntary schools, leaving, nevertheless, a margin to the credit of the former. 

III. 

ADDRESSES DELIVERED ON THE OPENING OF NEW TECHNICAL 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

A few notices follow, giving an account of the proceedings accom
panying the inauguration of new Technical Industrial Educational 
Institutions during the autumn of 1897, and of the annual opening 
of some of those previously founded; with extracts from the addresses 
delivered on these occasions by leading· educators and statesmen, 
mostly taken from the current r eports given in the daily issues of 
that leading English Journal, The Manchester Guardian. The notice 
first quoted below seems to describe an Institution very similar in 
its purposes to The Cooper Union Institute, in New York City. The 
merited tribute by Sir John Brunner, to our fellow-country'm.an, the 
late George P eabody, of London, adds interest to t:his occasion. 

NEW TECHNICAL SCHOOLS FOR MIDDLEWICH. 

On Saturday, at Middlewich. the foundation-stones of n ew technical schools and 
a free library w er e laid, in the presence of a large and influential gathering. The 
building, which occupie:; a site presented to the town by Sir John Brunner, is 
admirably designed, and is intended to commemorate the Diamond Jubilee. Pro
vision is made for the teaching of chemistry, science and art subjects, shorthand, 
wood car ving, typewriting, cookery, dressmaking, &c. , while a well-apportioned 
library and reading-room will be provided. Sir John T. Brunner , M. P., and Mr. 
E. H . Moss (representative of Middlewich on the Cheshire County Council) have 
contributed £1,000 and £450 respectively in aid of the undertaking, and very 
appropriately they were called upon to perform the ceremony of laying the foun· 
dation-stones.-Mr. Henry Seddon (chairman o! the Urban Council) presided. In 
calling upon Sir John Brunner to lay the first stone, Mr. Seddon said the present 
was an age of rich men, but it was also an age of philanthropists, and in the front 
rank he would place the member for Northwich.-After the two principal stones 
had been laid, the Chairman, on behalf of the town, proposed a vote of thanks to 
Sir John Brunner for his generosity, and presented to him a fine silver shield.-Mr. 
Hulme (vice chairman of the Council) seconded, and the Vicar of Middlewich sup
ported the motion, which was cordially adopted. 
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Sir John Brunner, in reply, said he trusted that the work which would be carried 
on in - the school would redound to the credit of those who had begun it.
(Applause.) The reign of Queen Victoria had been distinguished beyond all other 
reigns by the fact that the public conscience had been awakened, and that rich 
men had been stirred to bestow of their wealth for the public good. The example 
was set somewhat late in the Queen's reign by the American, George Peabody; but 
that example had been admirably and nobly followed.-{Applause.) They had 
heard that they ought to be proud and happy that they lived in such an age as 
this. They did not remember as often as they ought that within the last 25 years 
they had been closing prisons all over the country, and at the same time had been 
erecting schnols. He hoped the school would have an effect upon the peoole of 
Middlewich far above the level of keeping people out of prison, and that it would 
raise them to the dignity of honourable and worth;r citizens.-{Applause.). They 
all knew that in the neighbourhood there was dimimshed opportunity for employ
ment, and, therefore, they would do well if they looked about for a means of mak
ing the town more attractive. In this direction, he believed the new institution 
would have·an important infl.uence.-(Applause.) Professor Huxley had said that 
probably excepting the Italian, the British intelleet was the finest raw material for 
the teacher in the whole world. He (Sir John) had seen much of the artistic and 
technical work of other countries, and he was satisfied that, given the same oppor
tunities, the Englishman would be at the head.-(Applause.) 

Mr. W. Boosey, (chairman of the Technical Instruction Committee) presented to 
Mr. E. H. Moss, as a recop;nition from the inhabitants, a silver flower-bowl, and at 
the same time proposed a vote of thanks to him for his gift to the schools.-Mr. T. 
Haddon seconded, and the motion was carried.-Mr. Moss, in response, said he 
trusted that Middlewich would not be content with having an ornamental building, 
but that the people would make the fullest use of the opportunities provided for 
them.-{Applause.) 

Subsequently some 200 guests attended a reception by Mrs. H. Seddon in the 
Middlewich Town Hall. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROYAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE OF SALFORD. 

This admirably equipped Engineerin~ Institution was opened for 
pupils a year ago; althou~h, at that t1me, only partially equipped 
with the requisite mechamcal appliances; nevertheless it soon had 
an attendance of thirteen hundred day and evening students. 

The opening for the session of 1897-'98 was announced for the 
22nd of September, when the Inaugural Address was to be delivered 
by Mr. William Mather, the gentleman who visited the United 
States and made the Special Report on Technical Education in 
America included in the great Report in five volumes on Technical 
Instruetion issued by the English Royal Commission 1884. (See 
reference in Part I. of the present Report, pages ccliv-v.) 

After stating that the building was opened for inspection by the 
public for three days, the Manchester · Guardian, of September 3rd, 
remarks that visitors may have been surprised at the extent of the 
provisions made for instruction in Electrical Engineering and says: 

The explanation is simple . . Salford contains some of the largest electrical 
engineering works in the country, and the Committee hold that they have in the 
Institute a sort of natural centre for technical instruction in this growing branch of 
industry. Of the six labora tories in the physical department, four are especially 
arranged for the study of theoretical and practical electricity. 

The dynamo-room contains a thirty-horse power nominal high-speed vertical 
steam engine, which drives t wo sets of speed cones, and from these the experi
mental dynamos, four in number, are driven. Two are for direct and two for 
alternating current work, and each dynamo is provided with its 6wn set of instru
ments and artificial load. The dynamos, it should be understood, are used exclu
sively for experimental work. They have nothing to do with the lighting of the 
builrling. The electric light with which the whole of the Institute is provided 
comes from the Corporation supplv. In the testroom adjacent to the dynamo-room 
there are two of Lord Kelvin's standard balances, a large variety of volt meters 
and ammeters, as well as two transformers and two motors. The electrical circuits 
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in this room are controlled by me.ans of a mercury distributing switchboard. The 
storage-battery-room contains 32 high-discharge chloride cells and 30 smaller ones 
for use in the laboratories. Two of these laboratories are arranged for electrical 
engineering, and in connection with this department there is a photometric-room, 
in which provision is made for the complete testing of arc and incandescent lamps. 
In addition to the usual lecture-rooms and drawing offices, the mechanical engineer
ing department has an exceedingly well-equipped machine shop, which contains 
three large self-acting screw-cutting lathes, and also drillin~, shaping, and slotting 
machines. One of the new features of the department, saxd also to be new to the> 
district, is the machinery for experimental work in the applied mechanics and steam 
and motive power laboratories. In the applied mechamcs laboratory, for instance, 
there is a testing machine which, although specially designed for tensile stresses, 
can also be used to test pressure and vacuum gauges and the bursting strain of thin 
boilers. The laborat<>ry also contains a cement tester, an oil te-ster, various lifting 
machines, a differential pulley block, a screw jack, and the ordinary standard 
measuring instruments used in engineering. In the steam and motive power labora
tory the arrangements are such that students can test for themselves the action and 
efficiency of steam, gas, and oil engines. The engines are fitted with all necessary 
dynamometers, meters, and pressure gauges. In this laboratory, too; determina
tions of the mechunical equivalent of heat will be made. The dyein~ and calico 
printing <lepartment has a remarkably complete equipment. The prmting school 
JS said to be the only one in the country at present with full-sized printing machinery. 
In the dyehouse there are three large tables, giving accommodation for upwards of 
thirty students. The tables are provided with steam and all the other appliances 
necessary to a scientific study of dyeing. The equipment of the printing-rooms 
includes a full-sized sample printing machine, an agemg machine, a hot-air drying 
and padding machine, and colour-mixing pans; together with one or two ·small 
sample printing machines, driven in all cases by means of an electric motor. 
Attached to the spacious laboratory in the chemistry department there is now a 
large balance-room, and a room specially arranged for gas analysis. There will be 
a course of study in the latter subject, combined with practical work during the 
winter. Of the other departments, which were already completely equipped at the 
openin~ of the Institute, it is unnecessary to speak. It will be sufficient to add, as 
an indication of the scope and diversity of the instruction, that for the e<>ming 
session about 120 evening classes have been arranged in various subjects and grades 
of subjects. 

The following account of the meeting at the Institute, and the 
report of the Inaugural Address by Mr. William Mather, a,ppeared 
in the Manchester Guardian, of September 23rd, 1897. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN SALFORD-ADDRESS BY MR. WILLIAM MATHER. 

There was a large gathering of the people of Salford last night at the Royal Tech
nical Institute, Peel Park, to witness the distribution of prizes won during session 
1896-7, the first session of the Institute, and to listen to the inaugural address of 
session 1897-8. Mr. Alderman B. Robinson, chairman of the Technical Instruction 
Committee of the Corporation, presided. 

The Chairman, after speaking of the gratifying progress recently 
made in Educational matters in Salford, briefly referred to the diffi
culties anticipated when the Institute was opened a year ago, owin&' 
to the incomplete equipment of the Laboratories; but the unlookea 
for attendance of students, the growing generosity shown by citizens 
in contributing the means to furuish the Laboratories with requisite 
engines and implements, combined with the ability and zeal of Prin
cipal Wilson, and the energetic corps of teachers, had made of their 
first year a brilHant success. 

In the Annual ReP.ort by Principal Wilson, the difficulties thus sur
mounted were descnbed somewhat in detail. In regard to the matter 
of attendance, which is similarly commented on, it will be noticed; 
by most of the authorities quoted in the present appendix, he spoke 
as follows: 

The great difficulty they had to contend with, a difficulty which was not peculiar 
to that district, was that parents did not realise the absolute necessity of giving their 
children from fourteen to sixteen years of age the benefit of a. two yP.ars' training 
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such as could be obtained at the Institute. He hoped the time was not far distant 
when it 'vould be essential for a lad, before he began his apprenticeship, to produce 
evidence that he had had such a training. It was a very lamentable circumstance 
that our large technical schools, which were being raised and equipped throughout 
the country at so great a cost, had comparatively little teaching work to do dur
ing the day. Fortunately, however, most of the institutions were crowded in the 
evenings, and although nothing could equal a course of day study, yet it was satis
factory that the evening classes were so well attended. It was matter for congratu
lation that many of the firms in the borough were practically compell1ng, or at least 
bringing great pressure to bear on, their apprentices to attend the Institute for 
three or four nights per week. If that became general, the result, he felt sure, 
would be satisfactory to all concerned.-(Hear, hear.) As to the results of the past 
year, the students of the art department were specially to be congratulated on the 
very high standard of excellence which they had set up for themselves and future 
art students of the Institute. 

With a statement of the very creditable results as shown in the 
number of prizes won by the students of the Institute in theN ational 
Competition, and with details of the results of the examinations in 
Science, Technology, and Art, the Principal closed his Report. 

The address by Mr. Mather, follows as reported . . 
Mr. William Mather, was received with cheers on rising to deliver the inaugural 

address for the corning session. He said that since the Technical Instruction Act 
was passed in 1889, about one million sterling had been spent by county councils, 
county boroughs, and municipal bodies on institutions for technical instruction. 
Salford had bestowed on its institute about one-twelfth of the total expenditure of 
the country for this purpose. From being unenviably distinguished for its inade
quate provision to secure the proper training of the youth of the town beyond the 
elementary school stage, it had suddenly risen to a distinguished position in having 
provided one of the largest institutio~s for secondary and technical education in 
the whole country.-(Cheers.) In order to accomplish this, the Salford Corporation 
had done some bold things ; perhaps it might be said their newborn zeal had over
run their discretion. They had spent the whole of the annual grant received from 
the national exchequer under the Act of Parliament of 1890, which bestows on 
cities and towns, in/roportion to the population, a part of the £780,000 derived from 
a tax on whisky an beer. The Corporation had the right to use the money accru
ing to them from this source, about £4,000 a year, for the relief of rates, but they 
resolved to build that school, borrowing a lump sum which the annual grant would 
repay, with interest, in thirty or forty years. Moreover, they had levied a rate of 
ld. in the pound on the ratepayers-permitted by the Technical Instruction Act of 
1889,-and this also they had absorbed for the purpose of maintaining the Institute, 
making £80,000 in all. And he might remind the Corporation that, having put 
their hands to the plow, they could not turn back. They would have to find 
efficient means to work the school well.-(Hear, hear.) The equipment for the 
various branches of technical training undertaken at the school was excellent, prac
tical in design and construction, and sufficient for present purposes. The· curricu
lum he considered in all respects admirable. It reflected great credit on the 
principal, Mr. Wilson, and his colleagues. They had selected most wisely a few 
subjects of first importance in the districtr-namely, mechanical and electrical engi
neering in all branches, with technological instruction of a very practical sort ; 
chemistry and chemical ~rocesses (especially those applicable to textile trades), 
spinning and weaving, building construction and plumbing work, domestic work, 
cooking, and millinery. The fine art subjects were <;Ira wing, painting, ·decoration, 
art design, and modelling. If all these subjects bad proper attention, they were 
sufficient in number for any high-class technical school. 

IMPORTANCE TO THE STUDENT OF THOROUGHNESS 

The professors and teachers, judging from the curricula drawn up for the several 
courses of instruction, meant thoroughness, not moving on until you had made sure 
of the ground. It was infinitely more important for a student to take two or three 
years to the first l?art of a course which was expected to take only one year. in order 
to get that well mto his brain, than to hurry through the whole course in three 
years, relying only on memory to get through his examinations, if he did not pos
sess the natural ability to assimilate quickly the knowledge presented to his under
standing. The main object in teaching the young must be to make sure that 
knowledge was their own; it must get into the blood and bone, so to speak, and 
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become an integral part of their being, not a garment put on that would wear out.
(Hear, hear.) As to the result of the first session's work, the first fruits of the seed 
of technical knowledge sown in that place, it would be unfair to make comparisons, 
or to expect from a first session in a new school, with students new to their work, 
results equal to those achieved by other schools of long standing. Suffice it to say 
that on the opening of the Institute last September there appeared to have been a 
rush of evening students and a sprinkling of day students. In al1'1,240 enrolled, of 
whom 1,119 were evening students. Some of the seed of scientific knowledge 
seemed to have fallen on minds iU-prepared for it, like rocky ground with no sus
taining quality, and under temptation the students fell away; some fell on minds 
filled with love of pastimes and sports, and the pleasures of this life, which choked 
the seed, and it yielded no fruit; but some fell on good and honest minds, who once 
having received the seed had kept it, and were prepared to bring forth fruit with 
patience. The latter quality characterised the majority.-(Cheers.) He was glad 
to see a strong contingent of students in the engineering courses and in chemistry ; 
these subjects formed the basis of all scientific industry, and promoted accurate 
thinking and working, apart from the direct use of the knowledge in trade. 

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY OFFERED TO THE YOUTH OF SALFORD-

He thought that this being a special occasion he might venture to make an appeal 
to the youth of Salford and their parents to regard the opening of the Salford Teclmi
cal School as one of the greatest opportunities they would ever have bestowed upon 
them for promoting their success in life. He asked every boy and g irl who was 
about to pass out of the elementary schools .what were they going to do with the pre
cious years between school age and manhood or womanhood to continue the educa
tion only begun in the elementary schools: He warned them that in the cvurse 
of their life they would find themselves most heavily weighted in the race of life if 
they did not now take the trouble to make the best of the opportunity presented by that 
school to train their faculties for the work lying before them.-(Hea.r, hear.) Every 
boy and girl in Salford in good health, if they intended or desired to prepare for 
their future well-being, should spend at least three evenings each week durin~ the 
school session in continuing the education begun in the elementary schools, e1ther 
in the continuation schools or in that Institute. He might tell them that the boys 
and girls in many other countries were trained to regard the cultivation of their 
faculties as the only means of success in life, and far more years were given to 
education before begin.ning w01·k t han was customary in England. 

ENGLAND ESSENTIALLY A MANUFACTURING COUNTRY-

We must not forget that the population of this country could not live without 
exchanging the work of our hands and the thought of our brains with those of 
other nations. We enriched this country in the degree in which our knowled~e 
and work were equal or superior to that of other countries. If we remained m 
ig norance, or they surpassed us in intelligence, we should become poor and incap
able in comparison with them. It was this great fact that in recent years had 
caused the education of our working classes, and the better education of all classes, 
to be the one great hope upon which this country must depend for the continuance 
of its prosperous existence. In that Institute they would be shown the way to 
acquire and use scientific truths in the arts and crafts in which they would be 
engaged as producers, distinguishing their labour from drudgery and rendering it 
more valuable, for the skilful hand would have behind it the cultured mind. Of 
all dangerR, let them avoid the temptation of assuming that, with a technical train
ing, they had become superior to practical work, and were straightway fitted to 
take places in manufactories or workshops to direct others who did the manual 
work.-(Hear, hear.) Such an idea would constitute a student a technical prig, and 
he would be cast on the scrap heap of failures in the real work of life. No; their 
training there m ust prepare them to enter into the real work of producing by their 
own hands with greater zest than an ignorant man could possibly feel , and not 
put them above it. If they became intelligent workmen by reason of their train
ing there, and showed superiority to other intelligent workmen by reason of more 
ability or qualities of character, they would r ise in the ranks of industry to the 
places they could roost profitably fill for their employers and themselves. The 
man whom" knowledge puffeth up " was more ignorant than the man who, know
ing little, put into his work all he knew. 

Let all their studies a nd work in that school be thorough. Never advance a step 
until they had thoroughly made their own for ever the ground on which they stood. 
Let them discard the ambition to qualify with feverish haste for an examination, 
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They must come there to be trained in the art of doing things from knowledge, and 
that would enable them to do them well. When they left that place and faced the 
duty of performing industrial work, they must show that they could do it with 
greater skill and aptitude than the youth or man who had not taken the trouble to 
train himself as they had done.-(Hear, bear.) In conclusion he appealed to the 
parents in Salford to consider very seriously how they could manage to kee-p their 
sons at least a year longer from working for a living, in order to pass some t1me as 
day students in that school. Even those paret+ts in Sa lford who could well afford 
to extend the time of education for their children might fill that school now with 
400 or 500 day students(alas! they had only twenty). 

IMPORTANCE OF DAY SCHOOLING. 

If the many technical schools spre.ading over the land were to produce an effect 
soon on our industrial and commercial life as a nation, we must have them filled 
with day students.--{Hear, heaL) Had that splendid school been erected in a Swiss, 
German, or American town of the size of Salford, it would be filled with well
prepared day students in two or three years. He hoped parents, teachers, School 
Board, and employers of labour would do their duty in relation to t hat Institute, so 
that we might see such a result in Salford. He was bound to say that the municipal 
authorities, of whom be might be pardoned for mentioning Mr. Alderman Robinson 
with special acknowledgment of his great services- (cheers),-had given full meas
ure of opportunity, pressed down and running over, to all those who had special 
responsibilities in regard to the promotion of higher education in that town.
(Cheers.) 

The prizes won during the past ;rear were distributed by Miss Mather. 
On the motion of the Mayor (S1r Richard Mottram), seconded by Mr. Platt-Hig

gins, M.P., a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Mather and Miss Mather. 
The proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to Mr. Alderman B. Robinson for 

presiding and for his work for the Institute, accorded on the motion of Sir William 
Bailey, seconded by Mr. Lees Knowles, M.P. 

A few days after the delivery of his address at Salford just quoted 
The Manchester Guardian (October 7th 1897) reports another address 
by Mr. Mather on a similar occasion at the anniversary of a Tech
n ical School at Stockport. As this address is largely given to a 
statement of the educational conditions in th is country it is here 
inserted in full. · 

MR. WILLIAM MATHER ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION-THE EXAMPLE OF AMERICA. 

The annual distribution of prizes to students at the Stockport Technical School 
was made last evenin~ by Mr. William Mather, in presence of a large gathering of 
friends of the institutwn. Mr. F . R. Robinson was in the chair, and amongst those 
by whom he was supported were Sir J oseph Leigh and Mr. S. Kay. The report of 
the Principal of the School (Mr. R. J. Brown) showed that during the past year 
there had b een in all1,389 students, compared with 1,337 in the previous session. 
Many of these, it was stated, came from beyond the boundaries of the borough, and 
regret was expressed that in consequence of no grant being received from the Lan
cashire County Council higher fees had now to be charged t o students who came 
from neighbourin"' parts of Lancashire.-The Chairman in the course of his address 
mentioned that the school was doing its work without costing the ratepayers a 
penny. He thought, having regard to the expenditure on technical education on 
the Continent, they did not spend money on that object in Stockport in the propor
tion they ought to do. He considered also that their own manufacturers gave too 
little attention t o the school.--{Hear, hear.) 

Mr. Mather, in his address before distributing the prizes, said with regard to the 
complaint that no contribution was received from the Lancashire County Council. 
that was the penalty of the geographical position Stockport occupied. He could 
not follow the chairman in regarding it as a matter of congratulation that they had 
not levied a penny rate. He r·egarded that as one of the honours they still had to 
achieve. He could assure them that they would not be level with the towns thn.t 
went heart and soul into the matter of technical education till they had levied the 
penny rate and expended it in the furtherance of that object .--{Hear, hear.) Par
liament had made up for lost time in affording facilities to the whole nation for 
giving technical instruction and maintaining it. But the country unfortunately 
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could not profit from it for some years in the sense in which America, Germany, 
Switzerland, and even France were benefiting from their technical schools. One 
reason for this difference was that contained in their report, where they said they 
had to provide a preparatory comse of instruction for many students owing to 
inadequate education in the elementary schools, or the neglect of parents to keep 
their children at school to acquire the necessary education in the higher standards. 
This illustrated the baneful conditions prevailing throughout the country, and until 
these were radically changed, technical school teachers and managers would be 
working in a wilderness. The Manchester Technical Instruction Committee r e
ported to the City Council a year or two ago that only 9 per cent of the pupils 
enrolled in the public elementary schools were over 12 years of age. W e were 
competing with Continental towns, where the whole of the children continued at 
school beyond the age of 12, and a large proportion up to 15 and 16. There was 
no blame attached to the Manchester school system. So far as the education went, 
taking into account the age at which the pupils were taken from school, it com
pared favourably with that given on the Continent. Our technical schools di.ffere.d 
ft·om those of other nations from their adaptation to evening students, who went 
to them in order to make up for lost time or imperfect education at the ordinary 
schools. For the sake of the future, it must be asked whether the character of our 
technical instruction was to remain as it is, and whether the schools are to be chiefly 
utilised for evening students. Could our industl'ial classes retain their pre-emi
nence, or even their share of the world's custom, by depending on our present sys
tem-the short life in elementary !:iChools; evening schools not compulsory, and as 
yet few; organised science and art and te~hnical schools, ·which were almost all 
employed for evening students? His answer to all these questions was m ost de
cidedly in the negative.--(Hear, hear.) 

Let them look for a moment'at other nations. America, Switzerland, Germany, 
and France had virtually all their children of the industrial classes in school at 14 
years of age, when•.as in that centre of trade and commerce, the city of Manchester, 
we had not more than 10 per cent of the whole school childrtm beyond the age 
of 12. 

ADVANTAGE OF THE LONGER ELEMENTARY TRAINING OF AMERICAN YOUTH. 

In America-a country he dreaded more than all the countries of Europe put 
together as our future rivals-the school age of the children was from 5 to 16, 17, 
and 18 years, vary in~ in the different States. There was a carefully organised system 
of continued educatiOn throughout those States. Using the emblematic stars of the 
American flag, as representing the States, he might say that one star differed from 
another in glory as regarded education, for the States did not shine all alike, in the 
brightness and intelligence of the population, but the widespread provision for the 
free education of the masses, from the primary schools, corresponding to our ele
mentary, on to the grammar schools, and up to the high schools corresponding to 
our best grammar schools. In addition, there was a State College in every State, 
and it was said that not less than 100 colleges and universities in the United States 
were offerin~ teC-hnical instruction to day studentl; throughout the year. Some 
were institutiOns of long standing and high repute, which were rapLly transform
ing themselves to meet the needs of the age, without necessarily abandoning their 
functions as classical schools. Apart from these, schools of technology were pro
vided by the liberality of citizens in the great cities of the longer-settled States. 
Throughout the States plenty of opportunity was afforded for the technical educa
tion of the young population before they entered on commercial life. All these 
institutions were filled with day students. He wanted to make clear the distinction 
as to the results between day and evening students. In America a vast army was 
heing created, and continually r ecruited, of young m en-and women too-who pos
sessed a store of knowledge, and were made practical by the acquired art of apply
ing their knowledge owing to the technical training received side by side with 
scientific instruction in schools filled regularly with day students. The great tech
nical school of Boston, with 1,200 day students, passing through a two or three 
years· course, afforded them an example and a warning . Many of the railway 
companies' works and great manufacturing establishments eagerly sougLt young 
men from this school. He was told by the manager of one of the greatest of the 
railway workshops in the United States that they would not employ a young man 
under 21 as a learner or improver unless he had gone through the Boston or a similar 
school. Could they wonder that in engineering or mechanical pursuits the Ameri
cans were showing sig ns of successful competition with ourselves, even in our own 
country? They had manifold disadvantages. They had not the same experience 
in the development of natural resources as ourselves; they had much greater diffi
culties in connection with the cost of labour: but, notwithstanding this, they had 
achieved results which were threatening us with very serious rivalry. 
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EDUCATION OF THE PEOPLE IN SWITZERLAND AND GERMANY . 

What had the little State of Switzerland done? There a perfect system of day 
schools culminated in t echnical sc}lools and universities, provided for every Swiss 
youth practically free, and heavy taxation was cheerfully submitted to by the whole 
people to maintain them. Taking Germany as perhaps the best example of system
atical training, Mr. Mathet· pointed out the sacrifices the people had made there in 
the way of heavy taxation and of withholding their children from work at an early 
age in order that they might be well instructed. He was sent in his youth to Ger
many to profit by the technical education offered there, and he sat with scholars who 
were the children of working tailors and mechanics, whom he liked for their man
ners and attainments, and visited at their homes, and in many of these cases the 
parents did not earn on an average more than £1 per week, but made sacrifices that 
their sons might rise in life, very often to their advantage by their sons' success in 
afterlife. 

DEFICIENCIES IN ENGLISH EDUCATION. 

In this country the State and private liberality had provided the means of 
technical instruction, and school authorities were devoted to their work, but two 
things were wanting. One was about to be supplied by a scheme of secondary 
education, but they would still lack that which alone could give life and spirit to 
the system. Upon whom rested the responsibility of infusing the life and spirit 
r equired? He answered, upon the parents, and in some degree upon the employers 
of the young. Parents must be determined t o keep their children to the full age at 
the elementary schools, pursuing their education through a~l the standards. After 
that sta~e was passed, a ll who could afford by making a sacrifice-a great boon to 
their children-should send them for two or three years to one of the higher grade, 
the secondary, or the technical schools which were now so widespread and con
venient in all our towns, and which, under the promised system of secondary edu
cation, would be thoroughly co-ordinated. (Applause.) 

Mr. Mather afterwards distributed the prizes, and received a cordial vote of 
thanks. 

The followin~ summary of an interesting address on Technical 
Education by S1r John Lubbock, is from the Manchester Guardian 
of October 23rd, 1897. The distinctions drawn between Manual 
Training and Technical Instruction are worthy of note. 

Sffi JOHN LUBBOCK, M.P., AT STALYBRIDGE-ADDRESS ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

The Right Hon. Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M. P. , last night distributed the prizes 
and certificates to the students at the Stalybridge Technical School. Mr. J. F. 
Cheetham presided, and amongst other on the platform were Mr. F. Platt-Biggins, 
M.P., and Professor Boyd Dawkins. A report on the work of the school for the 
past year was read by the secretary, Mr. J. H. Hyde. 

Sir John Lubbock, who was received with cheers, said it was one of the pleasani 
privileges of a member of Parliament, and especially of a University member, tc 
attend on such occasions to distribute the prizes and congratulate the successful 
candidates. Indeed he might congratulate them all, so long as they had done theii 
best. It is not always those who were the ablest who won the prizes at school. 
The Duke of Wellington, Napoleon Bonaparte, Sir Walter Scott, and many othe1 
gr eat men were said to have been dull boys. Strong.trees grew E<lowly. He trustee 
that the students at that school, whether successful or unsuccessful, had receive( 
what might be called an all-round education, for a merely literary education was f 
one-sided education. 

There were no greater mistakes as regards education than to suppose that it wru 
a mere matter of books, and that it was to be confined to childhood, or, at least, t< 
youth. On the contrary, what we learned from books was by no means, or at anj 
rate ought to be by no means, the most valuable part of what we learnt at school 
education, for good or for evil, went on through life.--(Hear, bear.) "I known< 
wiser or more felicitous description of the true aim of a school," said Sir Joshu1 
:Fitch, "than is contained in the words of President Adams, of Cornell University 
when he says, 'the main object of education is not merely the acquisition of inform a 
tion ; it is not even the development of the faculties ; it is, or ought to be, th• 
awakening of certain desires that will serve to the pupil as a sort of peiJ.>6tua 
inspiration through life."' Nor should education be limited to mental traming 
The soul was of couse the noblest part of ~an, but no doubt, in the present _condi 
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tiona of. our existence at any rate, it could not act except throu~h and by the body. 
There were many questions which books could not solve. The Greeks tried to set
tle many questions by verbal arguments, which could in reality be determined by 
observation only, There was an essay in Plutarch's works on the question" Which 
was first, the bird or the egg," and one reason given for deciding that the hen pre
ceded the egg was that everybody called it a "hen's egg," and no one spoke of an 
''egg's hen. "-(Laughter.) We were not ourselves by any means free from the same 
error. Such schools as that were a practical protest against any such error. But, 
besides the advantage to the individual students, we hoped and believed that these 
technical schools would tend to develop and promote the commerce, and especially 
the manufactures of the country. He feared that at the present time the staple 
industrie& of the country were by no means in the condition we could wish, although 
he was not disposed to take a gloomy view of the country in that respect. We heard 
a great deal about things being" made in Germany," but, after. all, our share of the 
commerce of the world was far larger per head than that of any other country. 

GREAT BRITAIN'S SHARE IN THE TRADE AND COMMERCE OF THE WORLD. 

In the last report of the United States Government it was shown that the trade 
and commerce of Great Britain was £700,000,000 a year , out of a total of £3,300,-
000,000, so that, while our population was less than one-fiftieth of that of the whole 
world, our trade and commerce was more than one-fifth of that of the whole world. 
But, while not disposed to take a gloomy view of the future, it would be necessary 
for us to be careful. We could not afford to throw away any of our opl?Ortunities, 
and he was firmly persuaded that technical schools would be very usefulm enabling 
us to m aintain the J?roud position we at present occupied. 

"To their techmcal schools," said Sir Philip Magnus, "the Germans rightly 
ascribe, to a great extent, their industrial success. and they point with pride and 
satisfaction to the fact that they have weighed their knowledge and their technical 
training against our material advantages in mineral wealth, and ha>e not found 
them wanti{\g." At the same time we must not undervalue what had been done. 
The Technical Instruction Commissioners told us that the classes in connection with 
South Kensington "cover a wider area of elementary, and what may be distin
guished as lower secondary scientific and technical instruction in this than in any 
other country;" and they added what, as a Londoner, h e read with pride:~" No 
organisation like that of the City and Guilds of London Technical Institute exists 
in any continental country, and the absence of such organisation has been lamented 
by many competent persons with whom we came in cont act. 

EDUCATIONAL IMPORTANCE OF MANUAL TRAINING. 

He (SirJohn)was not one of those who thought that the training to be acquired in 
a technical school could be any substitute for that of the workshop. It could not 
replace, but it might supplement.-(Hear, hear.) There were some things indeed 
which could be learnt better and more quickly in the technical school. High authori
ties had expressed the opinion that in a fortnight of systematic school instruction a 
man would learn in some things as much as he could from two years in a workshop. 
But we would not derive from it half the advantage '""hich was possible, unless the 
Code was modified so as to permit and encourage the manual instruction in our 
elementary schools. At present they might ba.ve, and he doubted not they had, 
object-lessons and Kindergarten, or some similar exercises in their infant schools, 
and they had now established these technical schools for young men. But for the 
boys between these two ages there were no corresponding opportunities; we pro
vided for them no training in the u se of the hand, in the command of the hand and 
eye. With girls we carried on training by means of needlework. But while we all 
saw the necessity of needlework for girls, we entirely overlooked the equal or even 
greater necessity for hand training in the case of boys. Manual training should, in 
fact, begin in the infant school, and continue through the school career. He would 
not, indeed, except perhaps in some exceptional cases, advocate the introduction of 
technical instruction into boys' schools. We must always remember that manual 
instruction and technical instruction were two very different things. In manual 
instruction the workshop was part of the school, and the object was not to make a 
workman, but to train a man; in technical instruction the school was subordinate 
to the workshop, and the primary object was to fit the student for some definite 
trade or career. But if technical instruction would be out of place in schools for 
boys, manual instruction, on th,e contrary, even for boys who might not be 
designed for artisans or for manufacturers but might be intended for sedentary 
pursuits, was a most valuable training.-(Hear, hear.) 
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"Th~> boy," said Mr. Ham, " who begins to construct things is compelled at once 
to begin to think, deliberate, reason, and conclude. As· he proceeds he is brought 
into contact with powerful natural forces. If he w~>Uld control, direct , and apply 
these forces, he must first master the laws by whic.h they are gove'rned; he must 
investigate the causes of the phenomena of matter; and it will beEange if from 
this he is not led also to a study of the ·phenomena of mind."-(A ·e.) More-
over, the introduction of manual training into-our schools would be t important, 
not merely from the ad vantage to health, not merely from the greater command over 
the hand and eye which it would bestow, but also from its effect on the mind itself. 
The disastrous result of the neglect of manual instruction in our schools· was that 
it tended to unfit boys and give them a distaste for manual labour.· Manual instruc
t ion was valuable in all schools. It was good for the bookish boy-to draw him away 
from his books; but, most of a ll, it was good for the non-bookish boy, in showing 
him that there was.something that he could do well. The boy utterly unable, even 
if he were studying, to keep u p in knowledge and percentage with the brighter boys 
became discouraged, dull, and moody. Let him go to the workroom for an hour and 
find that he can make a box or plane-a rough piece of board as well as the brighter 
scholar-nay, very likely better than his brighter neighbour ,-and you had given him 
an impulse of self-respect that was of untold benefit to him when he went back to 
his studies. He would be a brighter and a better boy for finding out something that 
he could do well.-(Applause.) I n his further remarks Sir J ohn Lubbock spoke of 
t he wonderful fascination of machinery, and pointed out that the mechanical 
improvements of the century had been brought about in no small degree by men of 
poor and lowly origin. Even now, he said, there was no single substance in nature 
the properties of wl1ich were fully known to us. ·What we had discovered was but 
an infinitesimal fraction of the revelations that remained f or the patient student. 
No one could doubt that discoveries as great as any of the past still awaited us in 
the future. Perhaps within those very wa.Us, by some of their own students, new 
steps would be taken in the triumphal progress of science, new discoveries made, 
which would contribute to the advance and welfare of mankind.-(Applause.) 

On the motion of Mr. F. Platt-Biggins, M.P. , seconded by Mr. Alderman Ridyard, 
tha.nks were accorded to Sir John Lubbock for his ad~ress. ,. 

The following address by Sir. William H. Bailey, given at the prize 
distribution of the Hindley Technical Schools, gives a striking pic
ture of the wonderful industrial development of England during the 
reign of Queen Victoria- due, largely, to the inventive genius of a 
few humble natives of Lancashire. 

[Manchester Guardian, October 21st, 189i.] 

SIR. WILLIAM H. BAILEY, ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND FOREIGN COMPETITION. 

At the Hindley Technical Schools last night, Sir . William H . Bailey, in presenting 
prizes to the successful students, spoke of this Diamond Jubilee year of the Queen 
as a season of contrasts and measurements of national progress. The pious Scotch 
elder, who did not dare to practisa self-examination as the first of Christian duties, 
because it made him to:> proud, must only be imitated by those who cared not for 
our future commercial prosperity, for those who knew, as he did, anything of the 
work done in other countries-those who have studied the progress and skill in the 
first principles of the arts of industry and in the scientific use of force by our com
petitors abroad-knew very much that should discount our pride and vanity, and 
make us feel anxious about our future commercial prosperity. 

Until recently technical education has been much ignored, if not entirely neg
lected, in· England. If. since the days of Elizabeth, half as much of the goodness and 
public piety and thought and work that has been given to the care of the poor, and in 
the distribution of parish doles, had been devoted to the prevention of ignorance, 
those monuments of woe and past neglect, which are often t he lar~est buildings in 
our towns-the workhouses-would ha"t"e long since ceased to exist.-(Applause). 
r1·iends of education felt that now, amongst the great triumphs of the age of Vic
toria, we might count free libraries, Board schools, and the technical colleges and 
institutions of this country. Might he ask technical students to remember this
that, having mastered the first principles of their work, having in their m emories the 
r igid logic of the multiplication table and the two-foot rule, and having by practice 
in drawing made the fingers the willing and obedient servants of the eyes and the 
brain, they should then let the recreations of their leisure be the historical develop
Iuent of the subject of their studies.-(Hear, hear.) What was this history but the 
fascinating dramatic record of methods of work , of the successes and the fighting, 
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struggling, and often failw·es of the friends and benefactors of the human race? 
Sir William went on to speak of the remarkable scientific and industrial develop
ments of the Victorian era, and said technical education and foreign competition 
were receiving serious attention by all thoughtful men, and it might not be out of 
place to trace some of the causes which had greatly created the commercial suprem
acy of Lancashire. 

DEBT OWED BY MODERN CIVILIZATION TO A FEW HUMBLE INVENTORS. 

We owed all to the inventive skill and natural ability of the men within a few 
miles of this immediate district. l{ay, of Bury, invented the fly-shuttle; Tom 
Hayes, of Leigh, invented the art of spinning by rollers; Hargreaves, of Black
burn, invented the spinning-jenny; and Crompton, of Bolton, the mule; Radcliffe, 
of Stockport, improved the steam loom; and Richard Roberts, of Manchester,. 
invented the self-ac~g mule. Their improved methods of spinning and weaving 
increased the producing power of the works in this district far more than 50 times, 
and it was useful for us to remember that, before the year 1783, when Kay's 
invention was introduced, we were not superior to the natives of the Pacific 
Islands nor the pigmies of Central Africa in our methods of spinning and weaving. 
The robes of the Queen of Sheba, the vestments of the Cavaliers, and, indeed, the 
garments of George II., were produced by methods of spinning and weaving as 
primitive and differing little from each other , and our great superiority commenced 
only when Kay introduced his fly-shuttle, two pickers and a bit of string. He 
found thateven up to 1803we bought yarn from India, and it was only about 75 
years before this that we began to cast our own iron hollow-ware, most of it having 
come from Holland and Germany. We imported Dutchmen at the beginning of 
the last century to teach us how to make pumps, bleachers to show us how to 
bleach, and for a thousand years before the end of last century the cottonopolis 
of Europe was Barcelona. If it had not been for our cheaper production, because 
of our mechanical inventions, it might still be cottonopolis. 

VALUE OF DEFINITE INDUSTRIAL TRAINING STATED .TWO CENTURIES AGO, BY .AN 
• ENGLISH AUTHOR. 

He bought a note-book the other day, published in 1676; it was the first cry for 
technical education in this country. Its title was ' 'How to outdo the Dutch with
out fighting," and it was written by Andrew Yan-anton. The old author said that 
"inasmuch as we cannot fight on the seas, as our boats are inferior to those of the 
Dutch, if we are to exist at all, we must sharpen the wits of our people," and he 
pointed out that mechanics' universities had existed for many years in Germany 
and Holland, and we should send there for teachers. He proceeded:-"Get a man 
from Freiburg to put us in the way of ma.king tapes, and to bring over two engines, 
one for narrow and one for broad tapes, with wheels to spin. Send for one man to 
Dort, in Holland, to put us into the way of treating the fine threads, and for a 
spinning mistress from Germany to govern the little maids, and instruct them in 
the art of spinning; for a man from Haarlem, in Holland, to whiten your tapes and 
threads;" and-here cou1es a compliment to Manchester-" if you do this you will 
become masters of it, as Manchester is in all things it trade3 in." He stated these 
facts to show how comparatively recent had been British commercial success in 
manufacturing. Up to the beginning of last century nearly all our cast-iron pans 
came from Holland, but since then nearly all iron manufacture in this country, 
and the improvements generally up to a recent period had been English. Let . 
them not forget that the first iron boat was made near Ulverston, in this county, 
by Wilkinson. We owed our great success chiefly to the singular natural ability of 
our inventors, most of whom had scanty education, but great imagination. But 
the inventors of the present day must be scholars and educated men. Our mechan
ical appliances and improved processes invented by Englishmen in the middle of the 
last century caused us to be superior to our trade rivals abt·oad, and we must not be 
astonished when we were told- what he knew to be true-that in America, in Ger
many, and in France many improved methods were being discovered, which, in 
some cases, were very superior to ours. The factory system that had been so suc
cessful in textile manufactures was being introduced· into the production of machin
ery , and the hand lathe and the common d rilling machine would shortly be ancient 
tools, only fit for the jobbing smith. I t was for our manufacturers and captains of . 
industry carefully to study the new movement, in order that we might retain and 
strengthen those manufactures which were being assailed. He had great confidence 
in tho future if the technical schools were managed with the energy displayed at 
Hindley, and other technical schools in the manufacturing districts of Lancashire. 
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Students must not forget that education was :p1erely the accumulations of stores. 
Education was only the bricks and mortar. Ideas depend upon the initiative skil 
of the scholar, on his imagination and constructive power, and his"ability to utilisE 
the materials accumulated.-{Applause.) 

The following suggestive address by the Duke of Devonshire, wa~ 
delivered on the occasion of the opening of a new Technical College 
in Darlington. . 

The problem of the education of a whole people is the theme of 
his discourse. Some of the obstacles .met with, in the endeavour tc 
promote this educat ion, under a popular Representative Govern· 
ment, relying largely on local effort, are contrasted with the facili· 
tie"! incident to such efforts under a despotic Bureaucratic form of 
Government. 

In common with many of the speakers previously quoted, the 
Duke, deplores the absence of sufficient schooling between the ele· 
mentary schools and the Technical Training Classes and Institutions. 

(Reported in Manchester Guardian October 9th, 1897.] 

THE DUKE OF DEVONSHffiE ON EDUCATIONAL QUESTIONS. -oPENING OF DARLINGTO:ri 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE. 

[From our own reporter.] 

DARLINGTON, FRIDAY NIGHT. 

A fine new Technical College was opened here this .afternoon by his Grace the 
Duke of Devonshire. The new building, which stands in NOJ;thgate, one of the 
leading thoroughfares of the town-not far from the historic house associated with 
the names of George Stephenson and the late Edward Pea.se,-has been erected a~ a 
cost of about £18,000, the hulk of which sum has been already obtained from pub
lic and private sources. The classes which have been started have attracted some 
five hundred students, who have hitherto had to content themselves with such 
educational facilities as were to be found in various classrooms in the town; and 
as the college is the only one of its kind within a considerable radius, it is expected 
that it will receive large numbers of students from Middlesbrough, Stockton, the 
Hartlepools, and South Durham and North Yorkshire generally. 

Crowds of people gathered in the streets to witness the arrival of the Duke of 
Devonshire, who was received by the Mayor of Darlington (Mr. George Marshall), 
and who formally opened the college gates with a silver key. The invited guests, 
to the. n umber of somebundreds, proceeded to the Art Room of the College, where 
an inaugural meeting was held, under the presidency of the Mayor, who was sup
ported on the· platform by the leading men of Darlington and other neighbouring 
towns. The Mayor, in his opening observations, spoke of the importance of the 
event to the town and district, and gave a cordial welcome to the Duke of Devon
shire, who, he said, had from the first closely identified himself with the technical 
education movement in tllis countt·y, and at the present time occupied the high 
position of Lord President of the Council of Educatwn. · 

.li>DRESS ON IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION IN SCIENCE. 

The Duke of Devonshire, who was cheered on rising, said he had had very great 
pleasure in accepting the invitation to come and open the building in which they 
were assembled, because he believed that the work of which it formed a part was 
not only of local but of the greatest national importance.-{Hear, hear.) Such pro
vision as they had now made for technical education was much needed, and he 
believed that in erecting that building they had not only acted wisely in their own 
interest and in that of the generations whtch were to succeed them, but that they 
had done little more than fulfil what under present circumstances had become 
almost an imperat ive duty.-{Hear, hear.) He was aware that they were assembled 
in a part of the building which was mainly devoted to the purposes of art instruc
tion, and he did not deny that art instruction was at least as essential to a very 
large proportion of our manufacturing and industrial interests as science itself. 
But he had always believed-whether accurately or not;-that in the industries 
with which Darlington was specially identified, the wining, the iron, and the steel 
industries, science perhaps held a larger part than art, and for that reason he 
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would confine-his remarks almost exclusively to the question of improved scientific 
education. 

A few days ago there was reported in the newspapers a speech delivered by a very 
distinguished professor, and teacher of the Dublin University, Dr. Mahaffy, who, 
departing from the usual custom in connection with prize distributions, instead of 
taking an optimist view of his surroundings, thought fit to take a very despondent 
view of the education question. He said he doubted whether as a result of the 
education movement of the last thirty years the people of this country were either 
happier or better. He admitted that thP-re might be less misery and squalor among 
the people, but the people were more discontented. And as to the morality which 
had been produced by the education of thirty years, Dr. Mahaffy said he had him
self been acquainted in his professional labours in Trinity College, Dublin, with a 
considerable number of men who had since turned out to be remarkable criminals 
who had invariably been distinguished by their proficiency in intellectual attain
ments.-{Lau~hter.) He had very little doubt that the report of the speech to which 
he was referrmg was so abbreviated as to convey a very imperfect account of Dr. 
Mahaffy's views. As it was reported the speech was certainly calculated to convey 
the idea that education altogether was a mistake, and that we were better when, 
thirtylears ago, we paid very little attention indeed to the education of the people. 
H~ di not think that that could have been Dr. Mahaffy's intention; probably he 
only desired to express in somewhat strong terms his conviction that much of the 
educational effort of the last thirty years had been carried on upon wrong princi
ples and been devoted to w rong objects. If that was so, he did not know whether 
they need altogether differ from Dr. Mahaffy. for those of them who had been 
prominent in the cause of technical education had been not only seeking to extend 
the area of education but in many respects to alter its direction and to give to it a 
more practical character and one which they thought might be of more advantage 
to the people of tllis country.-{Hear, hear.) But if there were any who desired, as 
Dr. Mahaffy might ha"e been supposed to desire, to check the progress of education 
of some sort in this country, their hopes and anticipations were doomed to disap
pointroent.-{Applause.) The people of this country had now discovered that they 
possessed intellects-intellects which were capable of cultivation to the highest 
extent, even by those who were enga.,.ed in daily manual labour. And the people, 
having the power to decide, were notiikely to relapse or allow their descendants to 
relapse into that condition of ignorance, whether contented or otherwise, which 
existed thirty years ago.-{Hear, hear.) It was not at present neces ·ary to discuss 
with Dr. Mahaffy the abstract question of whether education had led to the happi
ness or the greater morality of the people. There was something which was to be 
considered even before the attempt to make the people happier or better, and that 
was the question of the continued existence of the people.-{Hear, hear.) And the 
case for technical education and the improvement of technical education was that, 
in the judgment of its advocates, it was essential to the continued efficiency of our 
manufacturing and commercial industries, but for the prosperity of which the 
people of this country could not continue to prosper or even to exist. 

WORLD COMPETITION IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION. 

This was not a matter of mere theoretical speculation , but a matter of practical 
importance. It would be remembered that last ye.a.r, or the year before that; there 
was a. great deal of discussion on the subject of the intense competition to which 
some of our principal industries were at present exposed; a great deal was said 
about the decline and probable fa.ll of British industry. Statistics were produced 
showing the extent to which, in certain industries, British manufactures had been 
supplanted by those of Germany and of the United States. In all those discussions 
Germany was the chief object of terror that was held up. ''Made in Germany" 
became a sort of watchword and battle-cry, with which it was sought to lead us to 
the abandonment of old policies and to the adoption of new financial and commercial 
systems. Much discussion naturally followed the publication of those statements, 
and he thought the discussion had shown that the alarm which was created was in 
a great degree exaggerated, and certainly premature. The discussion showed that 
although comparisons between certain years and between certain branches of 
industry might show depressing results, much of the apparent depression was due 
rather to a cnange in the direction of our industries and m the course of trade. It 
was shown that the volume of our production had not diminished, that, on the con
trary, it had continued to increase, although it might be true that some of our com
petitors had increased their trade in a larger proportion. But although the scare 
was, to a great extent, exaggerated, he did not think anyone would suggest that it 
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was altogether without foundation, or that the condition of some of' our indu~tries 
was not such as to reguire close examination, probably some caution, and certainly 
considerable energy, 1f such industries were to be retained in their present positions. 

GREAT BRITAIN STILL IN THE LEAD. 

This, of course, was a great subject which it was impossible for him to discuss 
fully on such an occasion, but he would like to quote one of the conclusions set 
out in an official document published by the Board of 'I'rade after the discussions of 
which he had spoken:-" We are still greatly ahead of either conntry (Germany or 
the United States) in our :p<?wer of manufacture for export, so much so that up to 
the present the gains of e1ther in this respect have had no serious ,effect upon our 
trade; but, beginning from a lqwer level, each country is for the moment travelling 
upwards more rapidly than we are, who occupy: a much higher eminence. If 
peace is maintained both Germany and the Umted States, and to some extent 
France also, are certain to increase their rat .... of upward movement. Their compe
tition with us in neutral markets, and even in our home markets, will probably, 
unless we ourselves are active, become increa.c;ingly serious. Every year will add 
to their acquired capital, and they will have larger and larger additions to their 
population to draw upon. It is necessary, therefore, more than ever that attention 
should be ~iven in the United Kingdom to the business of manufacturing for 
export. I t IS a mistake to suppose that the increase of wealth in foreign countries 
is, on the whole, unfavourable to us. The richer neighbouring nations are the bet
ter for us and for the rest of the wodd in the long run. But the change of condi
tions must be recognised, and we can scarcely expect to maintain our past undoubted 
pre-eminence, at any rate without strenuous effort and careful and energetic im
provement in method."-{Applause.) 

That was from a document prepared, no doubt, with the honest intention of allay
ing 1·ather than of exciting panic, but it contained 11tatements which, at all events, 
suggested subjects for reftection.-{Hear, hear.) In f3.9e of such warnings as those, 
he did not think it could be said that the scare to ·which he had referred had been 
altogether hurtful, or that it was desirable we should relapse into that state of con
tented optimism from which it somewhat rudely awakened us. Even those who 
were the foremost in combating anything in the nature of alarm or panic had been 
forced to admit that there were certain of our industries on which senous inroads had 
been made by forl'ign competition; and almost all agreed that in cases in which such 
successful in roads had been m!!-de the cause was in a very great degree the superior 
excellence of the technical preparation of the workers of foreign countries.-(H ear, 
hear.) Other things,·involving questions of a controversial character, into which 
he could not now enter, might help to hamper us in the industria l race, but what
ever our opinions as to those matters might be, there was no reason why we should 
not all, whether employers or workmen, address ourselves at once and with energy 
to a cause which was obvious, which was patent, and as to which there was no 
controversy.-{Hear, hear.) 

ENGLAND HEARTILY SUPPORTS TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

It was very satisfactory to know that before the scare he had referred to had 
terrified us into it we had taken up the question of technical education in earnest, 
and that we had done a good deal of late years to remove any inferiority under 
which we might labour in respect of the technical training of Olll' people. In the 
county of Durham, as in other counties, when we compared the position of tech
nical instruction in the present day with what it was ten or even five years ago, 
there was ample ground for congratulation. The ojp.cers of the committees of 
county councils, many of them men of great ability, had accumulated large stores 
of experience, and the nation now commanded the sen·ices of a body of teachers 
whose efficiency increased day by day, and year by year.-(Hear, hear.) Public 
opinion was never at any time so favourable to institutions adapted to the local 
needs of every district, even though those institutions might involve the com
munity in considerable expense. The nation realised as it never had at any pre
vious period that the welfare of its industries depended upon the training of its 
workers, and still more upon the training of the d1rectors of its industries. 
· It was recognised now as it had not been until a short time ago that the profes
sional preparation for commerce was a science in itself-that it needed experts to 
plan it, experts to carry it out and experts to maintain it.-(Hear, hear.) But, of 
course, in this matter of technical education we had special difficulties of our own 
to qontend with. Our Government could not, by bureaucratic action, impose plans 
upon localities, however wisely those plans might be formed. The Goverllment 
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were compelled to take the longer and, let us hope, in the end .more fruitful course 
of stimulatin~ localities to think and to act for themselves.-(Hear, hear.) There 
was, as he beheved, urgent necessity for action swift.and prudent, and it rested with 
the present generation to show whether under our present democratic form of gov
ernment, the people could address themselves with the necessary sureness of aim 
and persistency of purpose to frame and carry out plans of education upon which 
the future welfare of the nation might depend. Democracy was in this respect, as 
in many others, on its trial. Side by side with us, another country which was not 
democratic had built up a system of industrial and commercial education that was 
highly efficient and eminently adapted to the development of the industrial capacities 
of the nation. · It remained to be t:;een whether we, to whom the idea of bureaucratic 
interference in any respect was distasteful, we who believed in local effort and local 
self-government, we who clung almost with a passionate devotion to our liberty to 
manage our own affairs, were capable of building up an equally efficient system. 
He believed that this might be done, but he did not believe that it could be done 
without much effort and self-sacrifice on the part of all of us-on the :eart of parents, 
on the part of local aflministrators, on the part of teachers. While much must 
depend on local effort, he admitted th::;t something_yet remained to be done by the 
Government, with the assistance of Parliament.-(Hear, hear.) 

NEED OF BETTER ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. 

The progress already made, the tentative struggles in which we had been engaged 
for the last few years. had revealed the existence in our educational system of a 
considerable gap which required to be filled. All the experts were agreed that in 
order that people might take full advantage of the special scientific courses prepared 
for them in such buildings as that in which they were assembled they must come 
better prepared than they did now. The county of Durham's own expert, Mr. 
Robson, the secretary to the County Education Committee, declared in a recent 
report that " there must be an organised system of secondary education provided 
beyond and above our most admirable elementary. school course instead of the 
present chaotic jumble existing between the elementary school and the University." 

He was glad to say that the County Education Committee had devoted a consid
erable amount of attention to the improvement of the secondary schools of the 
county, but their powers needed to be extended by such a measure as was brought 
before Parliament last session-a measure which he noticed Mr. Robson, in the same 
report, in language that he could not help thinking was somewhat exaggerated, 
described as ''the mo~t revolutionary measure of mo<lern times." Although revo: 
lutionary, he did not think from the tenour of his report that Mr. Robson disap
proved of it. Well, revolutionary or not, he hoped that that measure, or at all 
events that part of it which refe1Ted to secondary education, would very speedily 
reappear, and not only reappear but. now that some of the controverted questions 
.connected with elementary education had been for the time at all events disposed 
of, would reappear with some of its revolutionary provi8ions extended.-(Hear, 
hear.) As he had occasion to say yesterday in a neighbouring county, we had in 
this country some of the best and some of the worst secondary schools that were to 
be found in Europe.-(Hear, hear.) Some in each class were under public and some 
under private management. He did not think it was too much to hope that by con
ferring upon the State or upon some local authorities delegated by the State some 
powers of inspection and examj.nation it might be possible to stimulate and improve 
those which were good, and by giving adequate warning to parents it might be pos
sible either to extinguish those which were bad or to compel them under pain of 
extinction to render themselves efficient. - (Hear, hear.) It seemed to him a~ urgent 
duty on the part of the Government, assisted by Parliament, to make some such 
effort to protect parents and to protect the nation from the calamitous results which 
followed, and which must follow, educational imposture.-(Hear, hear.) Secondary 
schools in the condition they would be in when reformed would furnish to the 
technical schools an increasing number of students qualified to take advantage to 
an extent they could not do at present of the courses there provided for thep~.
(Applause.) He hoped that although he had devoted his remarks almost exclusively 
to the one topic of tht~ necessity for improving the scientific and commercial educa
tion of our people, they would nut imagine for a moment that he was indifferent to 
the higher aspect of education which concerned the training of the character of the 
student. He quite t·ecognised that the highest province of education was to raise 
the character of the student and not only to make him an accomplished workman, but 
a good citizen, but it was ber..ause of the urgent necessity that he felt existed at the 
present time for cultivating the study of ce.rtain sciences and certain arts which 
were intimately connected with the industrial training and prosperity of the peop~e 
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that be bad on this, as on other occasions, ventured to urge·the subject most strongly 
upon tbem.-{Applause.) 

A vote of thanks to the Duke of Devonshire for his presence and his address was pro
posed by Dr. M;anson {chairman of the Technical Instruction Committee), seconded 
by Mr. Arthur Pease, M.P. , supported by Lord Barnard, the Dean of Durham, Mr. 
Gurney {principal of the Newcastle College of Science), Mr. Alderman Hugh Bell 
{chairman of the Middlesbrough School Board), and Sir Joseph Pease, and car
ried.-The Duke of Devonshire briefly replied, and afJ;er a number of other votes of 
thanks bad been passed the proceediDgs closed 

The Manchaster Guardian, of October 6th, 1897, contains the fol
lowing concise report of the address spoken by the Bishop of London, 

. at the opening of new Technical and A:rt Schools in Leicester. 

THE BISHOP OF LONDON ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

The Bishop of London visited Leicester yesterday in order to open the new Tech
nical and Art Schools which have been built and furnished by the Corporation at a 
cost of about £40,000. The Mayor opened the proceedings, after which Sir Thomas 
Wright gave an interesting sketch of the development of technical education in 
Leicester and the erection of the new school. The Bishop of London expressed his 
gratification at returning to Leicester' in order to open the schools, which he 
r egarded as a signal proof of the life, energy, and vigour of the municipality. A 
procession was then formed, and proceeded from the Drill Hall to the schools, where 
the Bishop of London, having been presented by the architect with a gold key, 
unlocked the gate and declared the schools open. Sir Thomas Wright afterwards 
presided at a luncheon in the .Assembly Room, and was supported by the Bishops of 
of London, Peterborough, and Leicester. 

The Bishop of London proposed "Success to the Municipal Technical and Art 
Schools." He remarked that the centre of England's greatness and the whole 
source of England's life consisted in the persistent and regular development of her 
self-government. No increase of municipal government, accordingly, ought to be 
the source of other than unmitigated rejoicing. The progress of England in the 
future, as in the past, depended largely on its t echnical education. With respect 
to his own personal knowledge of science, he must quote the phrase of a friend who 
confessed that he knew nothing whatever about it and had never even taught it.
{Laughter.) As regarded his knowledge of art, he must confess that he had never 
drawn anything-not even a hanrlcart.-(Renewed laughter.) The Bishop pro
ceeded to point out the break which occured in a boy's education when he left 
school and became an apprentice, and said the missing link was supplied by the 
technical schools, which developed the physical alertness in the mechanic and 
made him in every respect an intelligent man. With respect to the pressure of 
international competition , it was for the manufactw-er to exhibit greater rea.diness 
to follow the development of the markets and look out for new openings. It was for 
them to do the touting for the markets of the world, and follow the example of 
Germany, which covered Italy and other countries with travellers. The capacity 
of Germany lay in makin~ coloura.ble imitations of English goods, but which were 
entiroly bad. They lookea like the proper thing, however , and were bought up at 
once. He believed that the English mechanic could do a. better day's work than any
body else, but it was because he was English, and not because of his education. 
Technical education would give him a. prospect of a happier and more contented 
life. The teaching of art, again, would endow him with a sense of beauty, and· base 
his knowledge on the finest feelings which they could posses.-{Applause.) 

On the 16th of October, 1897, the Earl of Crewe opened the New 
Technical Institute at Crewe. In a brief address Lord Crewe re
ferred with commendation to the recent talk by the Duke of Devon
shire-on the occasion of the opening of the Darlington Technical 
College-(see preceding page) in reference to the danger of foreign 
competition which however he, (Lord Crewe,) thought had some
times been greatly exaggerated, for, he said, "where the foreign 
competition depended upon the greater technical aptitude and finer 
technical training of the workmen, it could be combatted by the 
improved methods of our own workmen. He was glad that the 
Technical Institution they had opened that day was intended also, to 
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advance those industries and employments which particularly con
cerned women-such as cookery-laundry work, etc.-(Hear Hear)" 

The Manchester Guardian of September 17th 1897 gives the fol
lowing acco'unt of the opening of a new Technical School at Preston. 

PRESTON TECHNICAL SCHOOL,-OPENING CEREMONY . ...:.__SPEECH BY LORD DERBY. 

The new Technical School in Corporation-street, Preston, which has been built 
out of funds provided by the trustees of the late Mr. E. R. Harris, on a site gh·en 
by the Corporation, was opened by the Countess of Derby yesterday. The Council 
of the Institute ten years ago came to the conclusion that a technical school would 
form a fitting memorial of H er Majesty's Jubilee, and the present substantial, and 
at the same time ornamental, edifice is the result. It has been built from the 
designs of Messrs. Cheers, Aspinwall, and Smith, and will cost,.exclusive of furnish
ing, probably about £15,000. It comprises a weaving shed-one of the largest in 
the county,-a large spinning shed, a textile museum, a lecture hall, classrooms, 
and every provision for teaching the staple trades of the district. Special rooms 
are set apart for classes in mechanics and engineering, machine and building con
struction, carpentry and joinery, plumbj.ng, &c. Active steps are at present being 
taken to equip the building with machinery and all the most modern appliances for 
teaching the various industrial processes. Some valuable gifts of machinery have 
already been made by large firms in the district, and it is expected that similar 
contributions will be received from other sources. 

There were about 750 persons at the opening ceremony in the W eaving School. 
Mr. W, Ascroft presided, and among those present were the Earl and Countess of 
Derby, Sir J . T. Hibbert, Sir Thomas Storey, Sir James De Hogh ton·, the Mayor 
of Preston (Mr. Alderman Davies), Mr. W. E. M. Tomlinson, M.P., and the Rev. 
G. Steele (vice president of the Institute). 

The President, in the course of a brief speech, explained the objects of the Harris 
Institute, And · claimed that those associated with it endeavoured worthily to take 
their part in maintaining the industrial supremacy of the country. 

The Technical School, wl1ich they had been able to provide by means of the wise 
generosity of the first Hanis trustees (of whom thet·e were now but two survivors, 
the Rev. C. H. W ood and Mr. Da,·id Irvin), would enable them to do that more effect
ually. The variety of their work had so much increased, and the number of their 
students had become ·so greatly extended, that that new building had become a 
necessity. In speaking of the art and science teaching at the H arris Institute, he 
was glad to be able to acknowledge the very handsome gift of £2,600 to the funds 
of the Institute by the Rev. C. H. Vvood and Dr. Hodgson, the trustees of the will of 
the late Miss Tuson. This gift had set free othet· funds, and thus enabled them to 
provide for the purchase and equipment of the Glover-street school, where domestic 
science was taught. (Applause.) 

The Countess of Derby then declared the school open, and expressed a cordial 
wish for its future success. The Chairman then called upon Lord Derby to speak. 

ADDRESS BY LORD DERBY. 

The Earl of Derby, in the course of an interesting address, said he was sure Lady 
Derby's wish was echoed in the hearts of all who had come together on that occa
sion, an occasion which they hoped would prove to be one of great advantage to 
Preston in the future.-(Applause.) He referred to the great growth of interest in 
technical education during the reign of the Queen, and especially during the last 
decade of that reign. H e thought no other movement would so distinctly impress 
itself upon the future of the country. Not very long before the first Jubilee of the 
Queen the movement for technical education was only in its infancy, although there 
were some, the pioneers of the movement, who realised the importance of the ques
tion, but still they were a minority, and anyone who had expected to find technical 
instruction going on throul!'h the country would have b!>en woefully disappointed. 
There had always been a glimmering in the northern counties that there was some
thing to be learned between the ordinary education of a child at school and the 
later education gained in technical, artistic, or scientific subjects, according to their 
position in life. The evenin~ schools had always been a marked feature of the 
educational work carried on m the northern and especially in the manufacturing 
districts, and at the present moment there existed the Union of Institutes for Lan
cashire and Cheshire, comprising, he believed, over 100,000 persons, who were con
nected, some practically, some in theory and good will only, with the work of 
advancing education out of the ordinary working hours; but the technical instruc-
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tion movement had come ~ to supply much th.at was lack4lg. Those who now 
supported technical education had at their command a supply -of funds which was 
sadly lacking to those who were only advocating the evening schools, but the object 
was much the same. Technical education showed them how to do on r ecogmsed 
principles that 'vhich was to a great extent formerly done by rule of thumb. There 
was one fear only with regard to technical eduellction, and that was the danger ·of 
the various educational means giving in some rilatters the same instruction. He 
had been at a meeting in Manchester the previous evening, at which the School 
Board, the Technical Instruction Committee of the City Council, and the represent
atives of Owens College had met with a view of -obviating that, and arrangrng that 
that which was elementary should be ta.ught in the elementary schools, that which 
was technical in the technical schools, and that appertaining to the highest know!· 
edge in the College. Thus children could be taken gradually from the lowest to 
the highest educational point.-{Applause.) He did not say that that could be done 
anywhere. As yet they had not in Preston anything like the Owens College, but 
it might come in time, and, at all events, they had the various gradations by which 
children might be taken from one class or another, thoroughly grounded in elemen
tary knowledge, and then drafted on to technical, scientific, or artistic work. He 
did not wish to speak disparagingly of art, but still in such a land as ours the future 
depended more on technical work than upon art. He as~ed where was the sane 
man or woman who would say that our efforts should be relaxed in regard to this 
movement. Whatever they might be doing, they could depend upon it that foreign 
countries a lso were very much alive to the value of education. He instanced espe· 
c ially the great work w hich was being done in Germany, and the thorough train· 
ing which was there supplied to the people. There, he Eaid,·they would have in a 
technical school not one or two looms, but every variety of loom, and the student 
was taught how to obtain the best result from each one. Englishmen were apt 
to speak rather disparagingly of anything produc.ed in Germany, but he was not 
sure that there was not sometimes a note of envy to be detected. Was not G<'r
many advancing at a great rate, whilst England, perhaps, was content to go a little 
slower ? H e was afraid. that it would be found that, whilst this land had advanced 
much during the last 15 years,,other countries had. done still more, and it was 
essential that this work should be taken up throughout the length and breadth of 
the kingdom; that education should be valued not only as an abstract possession, 
but should be applied to the better conduct of that trade in which the people were 
engaged.-{ Applause.) 

He hoped the managers of the school would see their way to co-opera.te w ith 
other public bodies. Preston had always beeh proud of the position it had occupied 
in regard to its school teaching, and whilst it had its own peculiar way the .inspect
ors reported favourably upon it. They hoped that the same cordiality would be 
extended towards this new institution, and that the building might prove to be an' 
earnest of that spirit which would hE>reafter inspire a still larger Preston t-o carry 
on the work, and give operatives and others an opportunity of acquiring that tech
nical and scientific knowledge which could only be learned when the two were 
properly combined. If Lancashire was to continue to hold the position they proudly 
believed she now held as a leader in technical work, there were those present who 
by word and deed could assist her.-{Applause.) 

The Mayor of Preston moved a vote of thank~ to Lord and Lady DE~rby, which was 
seconded by the Rev. G. Steele (vice president of the Institute), supported by Sir 
John T. Hibbert, and carried unanimously. A vote of thanks was afterwards 
awarded the president, on the motion of Sir Thomas Storey, seconded by the Rev. 
S. A. Steinthal, chairman of the Union of Lancashire and Cheshire Institutes. 

The foregoing instances of the active personal interest taken in 
the development of Technical Industrial Education by the leaders of 
English thought and society during the autumn of 1897, show con
clusively that no loss of interest has taken place during the decade 
that has passed since the addresses, and papers here collected in 
Appendices AA, and BB, were published. 

Judging from these varied addresses, it would appear that the 
interest taken in these educational efforts to develo:pe the technical 
superiority of the English artizan, is far more general on the part of 
leading English statesmen than similar effor ts by American Educa
tors have awakened among American Legislators and leaders in the 
States and Nation. 
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It would hardly seem necessary to point out that, in the rapidly 
growing competition for the world's commerce in the products of 
Industry, this country· can hardly hope to continue to hold its rela
tive share, unless the Technical and Artistic training of its industrial 
workers keep pace, "pari passu," with that provided for the workers 
of rival nations. 

IV. 

Two INTERESTING PAPERS FROM THE FILES OF THE NEW YORK 
TRIBUNE; ILLUSTRATING THE ENGLISH AND GERMAN ESTIMATE 
OF THE VALUE AND IMPORTANCE OF DEFINITE TECHNICAL 
TRAINING IN INDUSTRIES. 

What definite technical training in a . particular industry can 
effect is forcibly shown in a letter from I. N. F., the regular corre
spondent of the New York Tribune in England. 

This letter, published two years ago, (September 8th, 1895,) was 
lar~ely given to a showing of the advantage accruing to the town 
of .1:5radford, from the effect of the lowering of duties on woolen 
manufa tures by the Wilson-Gorman Tariff Act; in greatly stimu
lating the trade of that English manufacturing centre with the 
United States. 

That portion of this letter of most interest in this connection, and 
which is the only part here quoted, shows how the workers of Brad
ford had been so thoroughly trained as to enable the manufacturers 
to take every advantage of this to them fortunate opportunity; and 
illustrates how the resulting prosperity of the town had been largely 
due to the careful training given to t he youth of Bradford, twenty 
years before. This is a striking object lesson; showing the close · 
relations that exist between the thorough technical training of its 
Youth, and the subsequent prosperity of an industrial manufactur
ing community. 

rHE BRADFORD TRADE.-IMMEDIATE EFFECTS OF THE NEW WOOLLEN SCHEDULE IN 
ENGLAND-VALUE OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

BRADFORD, August 27. 
Bradford was oncethedirtiest and worst regulated town in England, but it is now 

described by Frederick Dolman as the model municipality of its size, which has the 
honorable record of redu cing the death rate in twenty years from twenty-seven to 
;;eventeen per thousand. Its pre-eminence as a woollen town is acknowledged all 
over the world. Huddersfield rivals it in thl:l product1on of the finest and most 
expensive qualities of woollen and worsted goods, but Bradford clothes the masses 
at home and abroad. It is the great emporium from which the clothiers draw their 
material for .ready-made custom, and fl'Om which, also, fancy dress fabrics, coat
ings and every kind of woven texture are supplierl for the drygoods trade. 

* * * * * * * 
WHAT TECHNICAL TRAINING HAS DONE. 

The improvement in the qualitv and design of Bradford goods is attributed by 
manufacturers and merchants in 1arge measure to technical education. Twenty 
years ago the woollen and worsted in ustries of the town suffered severely from 
foreign competition and commercia.) depression. Thoughtful men were convinced 
that a higher class of labor was needed for the production of textile fabrics, and 
that the prosperity of the great ind ustlies of Bradford was dependent upon techni
cal education. The experiment was tried in a small way. The .Mechanics' Institute 
provided looms for elementary classes in weaving an<l instruction in designing and 
harmony of colors for advanced pupils. The Chamber of C'.ommerce supported the 
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project and in a short time there were 400 students in attendance upon day and 
night classes. A larger building at once became necessary. The manufacturers 
subscribed generously toward the erection of a technical school designed to develop 
the principal industries of the town. 

The new building was opened in 1882, and subsequently enlarged in order to meet 
the requirements of classrooms and laboratoriE'S for additional departments. It is 
one of the best schools of the kind in England, a.nd has ministered directly to the 
prosperity of the town by raising the standards of workmanship in the factories. 
About 1,300 students now receive systematic instruction from a corps of twenty
eight masters and teachers. The Municipal Council makes liberal grants for the 
support and maintenance of· the school, and enables the managers to provide annu
ally for 150 free scholarships for two-year courses. In this way the doors are thrown 
open to the sons and daughters of poor artisans. 

Professor Huxley explained with characteristic lucidity that the object of tech
nical instruction was "to assist in the diffusion, a~ong the artisans and others occu
pied in trades a.nd manufactures, of sound instruction in those kinds of theoretical 
and practical know ledge which bear upon the different branches of industry, whether 
manufactures or art." In the Bradford Technical School there are dyeing, textile, 
art and engineering departments, with day and evening classes, in addition to gen
eral courses in English studies, mathematics, chemistry, physics and mechanics, 
and special courses for the civil service or commercial pursuits. The dyeing depart
ment has a chemical laboratory with a dyehouse supplied with steam boilers and 
large vats. To the theoretical study of organic and inorganic chemistry is added 
in the course of two years practical work in wool and cotton dyeing. Largely in 
consequence of the training supplied by this school Bradford dyers have improved 
their processes of coloring all-wool and cotton-warp goods, until they now produce 
manufactures which rank with the most artistic French patterns. The art depart
ment has made a special feature. of pattern designing, which has had the effect of 
diversifying and imparting artistic qualities to Bradford goods. The textile depart
ment bas expanded in many directions the work of the weaving school, which wa.E 
organized by the manufacturers in 1877. In the lecture-rooms the cost and proper· 
ties of raw materials are explajned, with the principles of structural ornamentatiOn, 
t\rtistic design and combinations of colors; and the students learn by practice with 
hand-loom and twisting-frame ho\V to produce evE'ry form of woven texture. The 
workshops of the engineering department are also well equipped and the classes are 
largely attended. 

A PROOF OF ITS UTILITY. 

The most practical recognition of the utility of this technical school in promoting 
the interests of textile manufacturing is the employment of its graduates as heads 
of departments in the factories of Bradford and other towns. The manufacturers 
no longer shrug their shoulders and smile contemptuously over the vagaries or" book 
learning." They understand fully not only the advantage, but even the necessity of 
having scientifically trained foremen and expert workers in their factories. In the 
modem battle for a market, knowledge is power. The tremendous force of compe
tition among nations and communities shuts out inferior workmanship and less 
artistic products. The survival of the fittest is the victory of the most highly trained 
industries. 

The Bradford manufacturers are convinced that tE-chnical education has enabled 
them to hold their market against France and Germany. They consider it necessary 
to employ in their factories foremen who have had the advantage of scientific edu
cation. They even send their own sons to the technical school to learn in the dyeing 
and textile departments the art of producing fabrics of the best workmanship and 
design. · 

The woollen schedule of the Gorman-Wilson tariff will work out its own results, 
whether for good or for ill, in the United States; but whether it succeeds or fails, 
there is an English system of protecting manufactures and elevating the standards 
of labor which deserves to be carefully studied and closely imitated in the United 
States. Every ~nglish and Scotch manufacturing town of progressive tendencies 
now has its technical schools, which are either conducted or largely maintained by 
the municipal government. Those schools are doing a great work for all the 
important industries;n England. It is the German system. ~hatever may be 
the final judgment in America res{>Ccting free wool and so-called free raw mate
rials, the value of technical educat10n will have to be appreciated more highly than 
it is at present if manufacturing industries are to be kept on the highest level of 
efficiency. There is something that is more important in ,the long run than the 
most ingeniously devised machinery. I t is the highly trained expert workman. 

I. N. F. 
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The following editorial from TheN ew York Tribune, of September 
3rd, 18!)7, is here inserted, because it contains a concise statement of 
the number of Technical Industrial Schools in Germany, compiled 
from an Official Report. As contrasted with similar educatiOnal 
facilities provided in these United States, these statistics furnish 
food for thought. 

GERMAN TECH NICAL SCHOOLS. 

That the practical benefits and advantages of technical education and training 
are to-day better and more genera lly appreciated than ever before is a fact the 
importance and significance of which almost everybody recognizes. Even the 
more staid and old-fashioned E nglish m erchants and manufacturers have been con
stra ined to war aside the veil of prejudice and "conservatism" which l1ad so long 
enveloped them, and begin to study the nature and causes of the changes wrought 
by modern commercial a nd industrial competition. They had not far to seek or 
long to study before they made some discoveries which were important as well as 
disagrE>eable to them . They had already learned that the source of their most 
formidable competition was Germany, which for some time ha!l been pushing them 
hard in foreign markets. and, more r ecently, had actua lly invaded their home 
market and begun to threaten their supr emacy there as well as elsewhere. They 
had paid little heed to the growth and spread of technical education in Germany, 
and had, for the most part, ignored it as one of the factors of competition, either 
commercial or industrial. It is not putting it too sti-ong to say that the discoveries 
of the last two years have been as startling as disagreeable to them. 

But these discoveries were n ot new ones, by any means. For more than forty 
years the States of Germany have been seeking to prepare and equip their people for 
the industrial and com mercial struggles of the future, and chief among the advan
tages which Germany as an industl'ial nation now enjoys over Great Britain and 
every other country in Europe a re the wide diffusion and high standard of industrial 
and technical education and the libera l and intelligent support given by thfl impe
rial and various State and municipal governments for that purpose. Germany is 
simply reaping what it lm.c; sown, and all the work of preparation and cultivation 
has been done before the eyes of the world. · 

Some interesting and important facts concerning the present condition of tech
nical education in Germany are contained in t he r eport of an investigation made by 
direction of the Minister of Labor of Belgium. Prussia expends $600,000 for the 
support of technical schools , and, besides what has been done by municipalities, it 
has established six special schools for the .construction of machines, a school for the 
bronze industry, one for steel and iron mongery, another for navigation, anrl schools 
for t he study of pottery, porcela in and painting on glass. But these form only- a 
part of the system of technical instruction, there being 248 other schools in wh10h 
such instruction is imparted to m01·e than eleven thousand pupils. The g~·eater 
number of these schools are the outcome of the joint efforts of associations mainly 
composed of large industria l concerns. Of the schools thus maintained, with some 
aid from the State, 32 are for pa inters and decorators, 9 for shoemakers, 16 for tai
lors , 20 for bakers, 6 for butchers , 26 for smiths, and so on. In Berlin the provision 
for technical instmction is Yery co1nplete, and costs the municipality $70,000 a year. 
In Saxony, w hich is at the head of all t he German States in technical instruction, 
there are 111 schools in which such instruction is given. Of these, 10 are schools 
of agriculture and 40 a re schools of commerce. Bavaria, besides its higher schools 
of architecture. commerce and art, has 45 technical schools, with 2,682 pupils, and 
each school is divided into sections, each of which is devoted to particular features 
of the industry with which it deals. The Kingdom of Wiirtemberg has several 
schools in which weavine: and kindred arts are taught, and at the same time new 
industries aro being intr oduced. For example, teachers are employed for peripa
tetic courses. and thus the women and girls of one hundred and twenty communes 
have been induced to devote their t ime to white embroidery. The Grand-duchy of 
Baden, with 1,600,000 inhabitants, spends $280,000 a year on technical education. 
In addition to its schools of architecture, clockmaking and commerce, it has founded 
~chools of cabinet-work and music. In t he Grand-duchy of Hesse, w hich has about 
1,000,000 inhabitants, the1·e are schools of architectw-e and sculpture, 9 schools for 
a rtisans, 43 for various industl'ies, and 82 schools of design. 

In some thoughtful comments on the report from which the foregoing facts were 
gleaned, the editor of an English newspaper writes: 

" The attempts made to increase the military strength of Germany need not be a 
source of disquiet or a larm. Militarism is a disease which in the end will cure itself. 
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What other nations have to fear is not the military strength of Germany, but its 
industrial development, and the advance it has made during the last quarter of a 
century is such as to justify a lively anxiety. Its soldiers and its armaments are of far 
less importance than the number of its factories, the extent of its exports, and the 
success of its commerce. Its technical schools are turning out a magnificent indus
trial army, and in this sphere of knowledge the countries that com-pettl with it must 
quickly improve their skill, if they are not to see the decline of thetr prosperity." 

The example of Germany in establishing and maintaining a system of technical 
education and constantly broadening it.'> scope is not only claiming the attention but 
exciting the emulation of other countries in Europe, as the reports of United States 
Consuls for several years past ha>e repeatedly indicated. One of the more recent 
of these reports notes the establishment of a textile high school at Brunn, Austria, 
through the intelligent and energetic efforts of the Chamber of Commerce of that 
city. There has been a weaving school, but it was found inadequate to meet exist
ing demands, and the merchants and manufacuturers >oted to transform it into a 
textile high school , which will also give ·• a good general education , including com
merce." The site and building are t o be furnished and paid for by the commune, 
the Chamber of Commerce and the manufacturers, while the Empire is to put 
$75,000 into teaching material, apparatus, etc. The local industries to be benefited 
have subscribed $14,000 to the enterprise, and are to pay the interest and prin
cipal of a m ortgage .of $64,800 which rests on it. The Consul adds: "It is interest
" ing to note that continued efforts in the direction of better technical schools mark 
"every new movement in the development of a ll kinds of industries. Austria is 
''emulating Germany, and Germany I S making renewed efforts to keep the lead. " 

v. 
SuMMARY OF CoNTENTS oF THE F o RTY -FouRTH REPOR'I' OF THE 

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART, (LONDON, 1897.) 

This official Report " Presented to both H ouses of P a rliament by 
command of her Majesty" i:; arranged under eight titles; of these, 
only the first two-" Instruction in Science," and " Instruct ion in 
Art," are here enumerated. The remaining topics are comprised 
under the following Heads. 

The Government Museums : The Geological Survey : Expenditures 
for Technical Education,-to be stated in" Return" to btl made here
after to P arliament,-Various· Special Repor ts; of which that on 
Technical Education in Germany is here quoted in full with copious 
extracts from the accompanying notes on indiviclual institutions. 

SCIENCE DIV ISION-AID GIVEN TOWARDS THE P ROMOTION OF 
INSTRUCTION IN SCIENCE. 

The Science Division opens with a tabular statement of the number 
of schools, classes, and pupils under instruction · in Science from 
1887-1896 inclusive. In 1887, ther e wer3 1684 schools, 6,300 classes, 
103,0-8 students. In 1896, there were 2583 schools,-10,500 classes, 
and 196,185 studeuts. . 

Of the 2,583 schools in 1896, 144 were organized science schools, 
with 16,654 students. This is a considerable increase on the preced
ing year, when the number of organized science schools was 112, with 
14,850 students. Of the schools in 18~6, 132 were in England and 12 
in Scotland. 175,990 of t he 170,531 pupils under instruction in 1896 
in schools other than organized science schools come within the cat
egory of these on account of whose instruction payments on the 
results of examinations are made by the Depar tment. 2,106 of the 
schools examined in 1896 were in England and W ales, 337 in Scot
land, and 140 in Ireland. This is a decrease on the previous year of 
33 in England and Wales, of 29 in Scotland, and of 28 in Ireland. 
The number of students who came up for examination from these 
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schools was 91,300, a decrease of 16,863 on the previous year. Be~ides 
these, 8,518 self-taught students and pupils from classes not entitled 
to claim payments on results, presented themelves for examination. 

A table follows showing the results of the examination3 for ten 
years-1887- 1896. Of those examined in 1896, the following particu
lars are then given: 

Out of the 99,818 students who were examined, 80,066 were successful in passing 
in one or more subjects. and of these 16,551 were successful for the first time. I'1. 
the previous year 52,079 were successful, and 22,542 for the first time. The figures. 
however, are not comparable in all respects. After 1889 "geometrical drawing" 
took the place of second-grade art geometry, m1d was, until 1895. included among 
the science subjects. In 1896, it was again included among the art subjP.cts. Again, 
the abolition, partially in 1898, and wholly in 1894, of the second class in the ele
mentary stage of science subjects affects not only the number of papers passed, but 
also of papers worked at the examination, one of the objects of the change being to 
discourage the presentation of pupils for· examination who possessed only a very 
elementary knowledge of the subject. The present "pass" in the elementary stage 
is counted , though the standard is not quite so high as that required previously for 
a first class. Again, in the returns for the last year a lar~e part of the students in 
organized science schools are not included, as those in thetr first year, and some of 
those in their second year, are not presented for examination in May, their progress. 
being judged by inspection, according to the new scheme. Had they befln pre
sented for examination, the papers worked would have had to be augmented by 
nearly 80,000, and the papers passed and first classes proportionately increased. 
The examinations in 1896 were held at 1,996 centres in the provinces, and at 160 in 
Loudon. Of the papers worked, 108,097 wt>re in the elementary stage aml41 ,273 in 
the advanced stage, the number of first classes in each stage being respectively 
Bll,n57 and 4.862; while the number of papers in the honours division of the examina
tion was 3,260, of which 172 passed in the first class and 397 in the second class. 
Examinations were also held iu various subjects of science by the Department in 
t hl' Islo of Man, Jersey, Guernsey, Tasmania, Natal. New Zealand, and South Aus
tralia, the total number of papers worked being 520. " The cost of these examina
tions and any payments on thei r results are borne by the respectivP. Colonies and 
D(•pendencies.' For the year 1896 the payments to science schools, exclusive of 
those made to training colleges, on the results of examinations and on attendances, 
&c., amounted to £1:17,916. The corresponding amount for 1895 was £142,542. 

AR1' DIVISION- AID GIVEN TOWARDS THE PROMOTI()N OF INSTRUC-
1'ION IN ART. 

(a) Drawing in Elementary Schools and in Training Colleges for Elementary School 
Teachers ;• and Manual Instruction in Elementary Day Schools. 

In the art division during the yeat· ending 31st August, 1896, 20,161 elementary day 
schools, with 2.250.070 scholars , were taught drawing, and examined under the 
regulations of the Department. This was an increase of 268 schools, and of 57,820 
scholars, as compared with the numbers in 1894-5, when 19,898 day schools were 
examined, in which 2,192,250 scholars wp.re taught drawing. Besides the scholars 
who were taught in the drawing standards, 18,209 pupil-teachers a nd ex-standard 
scholars were examined in drawing, of whom 8,859 were successful. Of the 20,161 
schools examined in 1895-6, 18,976 in England and Wales, together with 47 in the 
Isle of Man and 17 in J ersey, are under inspection by the Education Department; 
and 939 schools examined in Scotland are under inspection by the Scotch Education 
Department; the remaining 182 schools, including 77 in Ireland, are not inspected 
by either Department. The grants for drawing in 1896 to elementary day schools 
amounted to £176,224; in 1895 to £164,494. 

In 1896, 848 schools were" Fair," 12,850 "Good" and 6,391 "Excellent." 
In 1895, 1,484 schools were" Fair.." 13,223 "Good" and 5,051 "Excellent." Pay

ments per scholar in average attendance in 1895 and Hl96 were: 

·---------------------
England nnd Wales ..... . . .. ......... .......... . .. . .. .. .... .. . . ....... . . .. . . . ... . 
Scotland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
Ireland ..... .. ... . .... . . . .... . . ... . ... . . .. . ... .. . .... . . ..... .. .. .. . . .. . . ... ... . . 

1''95. 1896. 

s. d. 
1 8.1 
1 7.4 
1 5.:.! 

s. d. 
1 9.0 
1 8.2 
1 6.1 

- ----- ------------------'---......!....---
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Eight hundred and seventy-three evening continuation schools were also exam
ined, in which 40,45!) scholars were taught drawing, the grants earned by them 
amounting to £2,105. In the previous year the number of evening continuation 
schools taking drawing was 698, with 37,460 scholars, the grants amounting to 
£1,664. Classes for manual instruction in connection with 1,069 elementary day 
schools were examined, and earned grants amounting to £19,530 on account of 
83,220 scholars. In the previous year the number of manual instruction classes 
examined was 910, and the grants earned amounted to £16,307 on account of 67,470 
scholars. 

It is further stated that full statistics in detail of Drawing and 
Manual Instruction in these classes and schools are given in a supple- ~ 
ment.ary volume of this Report, and a summary of totaLs for several 
years, in an appendix to this volume. 

TRAINING COLLEGES AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. 

The annual art exa:nination for the -students in residential and day training 
colleges was held in 1896 at 62 colleges. At this examination 2,366 students took 
freehand drawing, of whom 492 obtained first class; 2,720took model drawing, and 
936 obtained first class; 2,709 were exn.mined in drawing from models with chalk 
on the blackboard, and 327 obtained first class; 2,378 took drawing in light and 
shade, and 289 obtained first class. The total number of indh·idual students exam
ined was 4,7ii9; in 1895 the number was 4,738. The grants for drawing earned by 
these colleges amounted to £2,431, as against £2,570 7s. 6d. in 1895. 

(b) Art Instruction in Local Sclwols of Art and Art Classes. 

The ·number of art schools and classes (including 80 science schools which take 
art subjects) examined in art in 1896 was 1,851, as against 1,85:1 (which included {l1 
science schools) in 1895, showing a decrease of 2. The n umber of students under 
instruction was 136,768 in 1895, as compared with 146,193 in 1896. Of these, 
H2,546 were of Lhe industrial class, as defined in the" Science and Art Directory." 
Of the 284 art schools and branch classes and 1,487 art classes examined last year, 
245 schools and 1,284 dasses were in England and Wales, 24 schools and 153 classes 
in Scotlaud. and15 schools and 50 classes in Ireland. The number of students who 
sat for examination was 78,139 in 1896, or 2 less than in 1895, when t.he number was 
78,141. In 1896 148,872 exercises were worked by students of sehools and classes. 
Of these exercises, 118,705 were in elementary stages (including 12,429 exercises in 
geometrical drawing), and 29,881 in advanced stages, or in subjects not divided in to 
stages, the number successful in each stage being reSpectively 69,009 (including 7,873 
in geometrical dra,dng), or 58.14 per cent, for elementary stage (including geometrical 
drawing), and 21,478, or 71.88 per cent, for advanced stage. while in the honours 
division 286 exercises were worked, of which 87, or 30.42 per cent, were successful. 
But, in addition to the papers worked by these students, 9,786 papers were worked 
by external candidates, and candidates from classes not rec-eiving payments on 
results, of which 5,452, or 55.71 per cent, were successful. 

The following special Report made by the distinguished members 
of the " Technical Instructiou Commission" of Great Britain, is 
commended to the careful consideration of educators, and statesmen 
in the United States, as being as important to the American People 
as to those of Great Britain. It shows, in a striking manner, how 
closely the material prosperity of a people is linked to, and depend
ent upon, the educational training given to the youth of a nation. 
In facilities for Technical Training, and schools for Special Indus
tri es, the United States are still far behind the leading industrial 
nations of Europe. 

VI. 

REPORT ON THE RECENT PROGRESS OF T ECHNICAL EDUCATION IN GERMANY. 
T O HIS GRACE T H E DUKE OF DEVONSIDRE, K. G. 

MY LoRD DUKE, A cordial invitation having been extended to a number of our 
part.v to visit the Electrical and Industrial Exhibition at Stuttgart, and to proCP.f'ri 
thence to Nurembt>rg, where a national exhibition of arts and industries was a lso 
taking place, we arranged for a short stay in Germany, in the course of which we 
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had several opportunities. of inspecting schools and factories, and of comparing the 
existing stat~ of arts and industries with the conditions which prevailea 14 years 
ago, when as members of the Royal Commission on Technical Instruction, we made 
an exhaustive inquiry into these subjects. As the time at our disposal was limited, 
we were forced to co11fine ourselves to the inspection of a few representative· schools 
and factories, as furnishing examples of "the character of the changes which have 
taken place since our more thorough examination of these countries at an earlier 
date. We were able, however, to supplement our observations b:r an inspection of 
the contents of two important exhibttions, as typical of the eXIsting state of the 
manufactures of Wiirtemberg. and Bavaria. We had from time to time also the 
opportunity of discussing some of the questions which interested us with influential 
1lducationa1 authorities, manufacturers, and merchants. During our stay, we had, 
moreover, the advantage of the guidance of Chief Councillor von Diefenbach, 
whose knowledge and experience of the schools and manufactures of these two 
countries was of the utmost value to us. Mr. von Diefenbach, it will be remem
bered, had an important share in the continuation of the great educational move
ment, inaugurated by the late Dr. von Steinbers, a movement that has resulted in 
the creation of numerous thriving industries throughout Wiirtemberg, which, until 
the middle of the present century, was largely an agricultural country. 

At a time like the present, when the effects of German competition have recently 
been prominently brought into notice and have attracted so much attention in this 
cou'ntry, it was natural that this question should occupy our minds; but as in the 
case of the Royal Commjssion on which we had the honour to serve, it was our 
present task rather to compare the means of education available for the industrial 
classes, and the influence of such instruction on manufacturing and other industries, 
than to endeavour to ascertain the general causes or the actual results of commercial 
enterprise. We are aware that any systematic investigation into these causes would 
necessitate the consideration of such questions as hours of labour, rates of wages, 
and the economic conditions under which different trades are carried on ; . and, 
although in the course of our inquiries we were able to gather information on these 
subjects, to which reference is made in this report, we have no desire to convey the 
impression that the accuracy of such information has been scientifically sifted. or 
that the extent of our inquiries would justify any final conclusions. Vile may, 
however, at the outset, state that we were greatly impressed by the progress which 
has taken place in many of the leading branches of manufactures smce we passed 
through tliese countries in 1882. . 

It is satisfactory to be assured that our exports of manufactured goods to Ger
many compare so favourably with our imports, and that, moreover, the German 
empire is our largest customer. And while it is possible that the aggregate value · 
of the foreign commerce of Germany in comparison with that of Great Britain has 
been overestimated, there can be no doubt that in certain industrit>s our supremacy 
is seriously challen~ed. Germany is making enormous strides, and notably in 
those manufactures m which superior knowledge, technical skill, and the agency 
of the expert in chemistry or other sciences can be brought to bear. This holds 
good to a remarkable de~ee in certain industries concerning which we had special 
means of forming an opmion. namely, in the electrical trades and in the cognate 
branches of electrical engineering, as also in various applications of printing involv
ing artistic and scientific skill. 

We were also struck by the marked improvement in the standard of living of the 
wage-earning classes, and by the growing tendency to the shortening of the hours 
of labour. There would seem to be a more prevalent opinion amonlf manufacturers 
and factory inspectors that there is a maximum "labour day,' and that any 
increase in the number of hours of labour beyond that maximum is bad in its effect 
on the quantity as well as on the quality of the output. 

GROWTH OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN BAVARIA •. 

In the year 1882, we were present at the openin~ of the Fine Arts and Industrial 
Exposition at Nuremberg, and the exhibition bwldings again this year Occupied 
the same site in the beautiful park to the north of the city. 

In certain of her industtit>s, on the occasion of our first visit, Bavaria was still, 
so to speak, in her infancy; now we found large and populous factories, employing 
thousands of work-people, where formerly there were workshops with but a 
sprinkling of artisans. Where once she relied upon machinery rmported from 
England, now she produces a steadily increasing quantity of that required for the 
home trade, and finds new markets in other lands. Her railway system has been 
greatly developed and extended, and the disadvantage of her inland position and 
her comparative remoteness from colonial and other markets is to some extent com· 
pensated for by very low railway rates for raw materials. 
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We may mention, as typical examples of progress, two iildustri~ which have 
practically been created since 1882. In that year the:~;e. was not a single Portland 
cement factory in Bavaria, but now at one of the works alone 800 bands are 
employed, and about 50,000 tons of cement are produced annually. This· busines!!l 
was founded o'nly in 1885. · The electrical works of ~:lessrs. Schnekert & Co. (now 
the Elektrizitii.ts-Aktringesellschaft) were only just beginning on a small scale in· 
1882, and now they employ 3,500 workpeople, and export optical and electrical 
machinery to all parts of the world. 

The development of lithographic colour pririting works, such as those of Mr. E. 
Nister, of Nuremberg, affords another illustration of German enterprise resulting 
from the readiness of Germans to at once apply new inVfmtions to productive indus
try. In these works, which are typical of others in Germany, numbers of illus
trated books, besides large quantities of almanacs and Christmas cards, intended for 
the English-speakin~ markets, are printed, and the success of this industry is no doubt 
largely due to the scientific skill displayed in the processes of colour printing, as also 
to the ready supply of well-trained artistic operatives, of whom 140 were engaged 
in this factory at the time of our visit; the entire staff comprising 750 workpeople. 
It is worth noting, however, as indicative of the progress of art education in our 
own country, that nearly- all the designs reproduced for the English market were 
the work of English artists. This very fact, however, only affords an illustration 
of another cause of German material progress, viz., the intelligent care displayed, 
and the efforts made to adjust the wares exported, to the tastes and requirements 
of the market in which they are to be sold. 

RELATION OF EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS TO INDUSTRiAL DEVELOPMENT IN GERMANY. 

Among the many causes that have contributed to the advancement of German 
industry, we would particularly refer to the educational conditions upon which 
Germany has relied so largely in the past for maintenance and development of her 
industrial progress. 

The Commissioners set forth in their Second Report in 1884 the conclusions at 
which they had arrived with respect to the educational activity of Germany and 
the Continent, and it is important to record that since that time there bas been no 
disposition to remain satisfied with past achievements. On the contrary, in nearly 
every case we found evidences of a determination on the part of the municipalities 
and of the State to increase and extend their schools, and to equip them with the 
most modern and improved apparatus. In these days of rapid intellectual progress 
the school becomes antiquated and obsolete almost as quickly as the factory or the· 
workshop, and again and again we found that schools which had awakened our 
envy in 1882 and 1888 were being entirely t·ebuilt and replaced by larger and more 
serviceable edifices. We shall have to mention, even in the few towns we visited, 
several instances where we found this to be the case, and the manufacturers who 
assured us of the imlX>rtance of these institutions during our previous visit, were 
not a whit less oonvmced now of the urgency of the need of the additions and 
extensions which had since been made. 

IMPORTANT NEW ART BUILDINGS IN NUREMBERG AND STUTTGART. 

The great industrial art schools of Munich and Nuremberg vied with one another 
at tho exhibition in the variety and extent of the works of their students, and we 
found that for the school at Nuremberg an entirely new building is in course of 
erection at an estimated cost of 45,000 l . Separate departments are being provided 
for the day and the evening students, and special wel1-li~hted class· rooms have been 
designed for all the different branches of art instructiOn, as well as for art in its 
varied applications to wood-carving, metal work, and general decoration. This 
school, when it is finished, will be one of the finest and most complete of its kind 
inGermany. · 

The Gewerbe Museum of Nuremberg has likewise outgrown its former habitation, 
and a handsome new edifice, conveniently situated, is even now partly occupied by 
the libraries and collections. In addition to the new buildings already finished, it is 
proposed to erect a separate range of laboratories and class-rooms for the section 
devoted to chemical technology, which since our former stay in Nuremberg has 
increased greatly in importance. These buildings when complete will cost 50,000 l. 
In connexion with the Gewerbe Museum there are courses of po~ular lectures, similar 
in character to those given at the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers at Paris, on all 
new inventions likely to prove useful for trade purposes, and on other develop
ments of science and art processes, which lectures are attended by large numbers 
of the working classes. In .the laboratories a staff of professors and their assistants 
are employed on chemical research, and students desirous of conducting experi-
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ments under the direction of the professors in any special applications of chemical 
science to trade purposes receive gratuitous instruction. A special feature of this 
trade museum is the collection of specifications of patents carefully tabulated and 
open to all inquirers. This collectwn forms part of the statistical department of 
the museum, which also contairis a history of all the factories of Bavaria, arranged 
in classes, giving a full account of the processes of manufacture, the number of 
machines used, the trade marks and patents owned, the horse-power employed, 
supplemented by any :letails which the owner may care to furnish respecting the 
number of the work-people and the annual output. · 

At Stuttgart a somewhat similar museum, only opened in May last, has cost close 
upon 200,000 l. , and contains specimens of the art products of different countries. 
arranged after the manner of the South Kensington Museum. We have given a 
more detailed account of th1s museum in connexion with our description of the 
exhibition. 

ACTIVITY IN DEVELOPMENT OF SCIF.NTIFIC EDUCATION IN GERMANY. 

If we turn from art to science we find similar evidence, in the various towns 
visited, of the remarkable development of educational institutions and of such aids 
to industry as education is able to provide. We are led to believe that much more 
is being done for the training of those destined for the higher ranks of industry in 
many parts of Germany than in England, and this, too, notwithstanding the large 
sums entrusted to county councils and borough authorities under the provisions of 
the Local Taxation (Customs and Excise) Act of 1890. At Stuttgart we found that 
an entirely new group of buildings had been added to the Technical High School, 
one side, the chemical institute, reserved for the practical study of pure chemistry 
and the other for practical training in electro-technology. The Commissioners 
reported in 1884 that this Polytechnic had recently been enlarged at a cost of 
75,000 l. The erection and equipment of these new buildings has cost about 100,000 l. 
Every new appliance that can aid the student in his scientific work is found in the 
series of laboratories of which this range of buildings consist. It is noteworthy 
that the instruction given in the Chemical Institute is exactly of the same kind as 
that given in the uni>ersities, and although a special feature of the teaching &.nd of 
the equipment is the prominence given to electrolysis and to electro-chemistry gen
erally,no attempt is made in these uew laboratories to teach chemistry in its appli
cat~on to speci3:l in~us!a"ies, that part of the ~nstruction ~ing provid~ for in the 
roam Polytechmc bmldmg. The electro-techmcallaboratones, housed m a separate 
part of t.he building. are perhaps only inferior to those still more recently erected 
m Darmstadt, and are sflendidly equipped with every appliance for advanced 
practical instruction in nl branches of physics. 

At Darmstadt, a city of 57,000 inhabitants, the Polytechnic or Technical High 
School has been entirely reconstructed at an expenditure of about 120,000 l. It 
consists of a main building for the study of mathematics, drawing, natural sciences, 
and engineering, and of two separate detached buildings, similar to, but larger 
than, those at Stuttgart, for the study of chemistry, pure and applied, and of 
physics and electro-technology. No thought nor money appears to have been 
spared in the erection and equipment of these buildings, which are the most com
plete of those we have yet seen. It must be r emembered, in connexion with the 
expenditure on the above-mentioned institutions, that the cost of building in Ger
many is undoubtedly very much less than in this country. 

Since this was written we learn that a new Electro-technical Institute has been 
added to the Royal Technical High School in Hanover, opened by the Minister 
of Education in October 1895, which ranks side by side with these splendid 
establishments. 

To the instances already quoted may be added the Technical High School of 
Charlottenburg, at Berlin, which was in process of erection in 1884, and which has 
since then been completed and extended (at an estimated expenditure of over 
4ii0,000l.), and the umque laboratories for scientific measurements and research in 
the immediate neighborhood of the Berlin School; these when visited by one of ot~r 
party last yea.r were still unfinished, but they now constitute probably the most 
complete institute in Europe for physical research. 

These instances must be taken as examples only of the steady advance made by 
Germany in the last few years in the further provision of facilities for the higher 
scientific training as a means of developing her industries. 

POLYTECHNIC SCHOOLS I N GERMANY. 

In our report already mentioned, we stated that the number of polytechnic 
schools was in excess of the requirements of the people, and we attempted to 
explain the fact by showing that when these schools were originally erected, "Ger-
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many consisted of several independent States, which have since been united in the 
German Empire, and which endeavourej to rival one another in the extent and 
excellence of their educational institutions." Since then, Germany has bad time 
and opportunity to reconsider her position, with the result that whilst none of 
these institutions have been closed, others have been erected more modern in con
struction, more completely equipped, and better adapted to the now generally 
recognized need for practicalmstruction. 

To mention one instance only of the efforts made on behalf of trade teaching, we 
may refer to the Weaving and Dyeing School at Crefeld, which was only com,Pleted 
in 1883 at an estimated cost of 42,500 l. This has been almost doubled in size by 
the erection of a new detached building, costing upwards of 15,000Z., for the 
departmen s of dyeing and finishing; and this school which we then described as 

. the finest of its kind in Europe, and far surpassing anything of a similar character 
in this country, has not remained satisfied with the position assigned to it fourteen 
years ago. The cost of this extension has been defrayed by the State. . 

In fact our recent visit has brought it clearly home to us that the Germans have 
not ceased to believe in the value of the higher scientific education. On the con
trary, they appear now to atta.ch grea.tei: importance than ever to the connexion 
between such higher scientific training and the development of manufacturing 
industry. :t\o nation not overburdened with capital would continue to erect and 
equip institutions for advanced instruction and scientific research without a firm 
conviction of their industrial value. The demand, too, for such higher teaching 
seems to increase as the facilities for providing it are enlarged. For, whereas in 
1884, we stated that the total attendance at the Charlottenburg alone, irrespecti'l"e 
of the Berlin University, is now 3,000, while the number of students in the physical 
and electro-technical laboratories at Darmstadt is already in excess of the accom
modation, and the buildings, which were only completed in October 1895, are now 
undergoing extension. 

Indeed, it is worthy of remark that the same object which called into existence 
some 40 or 50 years ago the technical high schools has 1·ecently led to their exten
cion and development in a new direction. As far hack as that period Germany 
began to prepare herself for becoming a manufacturing people. It was her belief 
in the future applications of chemistry to industrial pur,Poses that led to the erec
, ion and equipment at a great cost of chemical laboratones, and to the encourage
ment held out to students to pursue their studies in those laboratories for a period 
of five, six, or even seven years. The success that has attended the efforts of the 
Germans to appropriate many important branches of chemical manufacturing 
industry is well H:nown, and the dependence of those industries on the researches of 
chemical experts employed in the works is generally recognized. At the Badische 
Anilin-und Soda Fabrik alone, 100 scientifically trained chemists and 30 engineers 
are employed. 

GERMAN ACTIVITY IN DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. 

Her brilliant achievements in the field of chemical industries have encouraged 
her to establish well-equipped eleP-trical laboratories and to develop the practical 
teaching of physics with the view of assisting the electrical trades, which are com
paratively of recent growth. Twelve years ago the Commissioners had to report 
that the facilities for practical laboratory instruction in electrical technology scarcely 
existed, or were of the most meagre kind. At that time nowhere in Germany was 
to be found so well-equipped a laboratory for electrical engineers as at the Finsbury 
Technical College. Now there are no laboratories in England which can compare 
in the detail and completeness of their equipment with those we visited at Darm
stadt and Stuttgart; and no facilities exist for original and independent research in 
physical subjects to be compared with those afforded at the Imperial Institute at 
Charlottenburg. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION IN GERMANY. 

Our recent visit to Germany has also impressed us with a sense of the advantages 
which the nation derives from having an organized system of secondary education. 
To this matter reference was made in the Report of 1884, and we de.<ire to empha
size it. The education of a secondary school is in every way more accessible in 
Germany than here. The grades and differences of schools are better defined and 
more clearly u•derstood; the instruction is more disciplinary and exercises a deep 
influence in the formation of habits and in the training of charac.ter; the teaching 
of modern languages is insisted upon to a far greater extent than in any of our own 
schools, with results of the greatest possible benefit to the German clerk and com-
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mercia! agent; the absence of frequent and conflicting external examinations gives 
more time for careful study; the remission of two years' military sen·ice to those 
who reach a certain standard in a secondary school is a powerful encouragement to 
steady application; and the fees a re much lower than in schools of corresponding 
grade in this country. There are advantages which count for much in enabling 
tbe German youth to obtain a good secondary education and in fitting him for the 
subsequent period of apprenticeship in the counting house, the merchant's office, or 
the factory. The German boy acquires a t school a stock of knowledge which is at 
once useful to him, and he also acquires habits of accuracy and learns the signifi
cance of attention to detail and t he importance of discipline and obedience. Our 
consular reports are full of refe1·ences to the differences between the methods of 
training and aptitudes for commerce in Germany and in England, which in many 
ways are ti·aceable to the fundamental differences in the secondary education of the 
two countries. 

TRADE SCHOOLS. 

As regards trade schools, we found that these are more common in South Ger
many, as, for instance, in Austria. than in Prussia, and we were struck with the 
recognition of their importance, as shown by the fact that, in the exhibition at 
Nuremberg of the products of the different provinces in Bavaria, specimens of the 
work of the pupils of trade schools were in many cases displayed in connexion with 
the exhibits of the factory or workshop, indicating the close relation that appeared 
to exist between the school exercises and the work of the manufacturer. The 
instruction in these trade schools is essentially practical, and has been very helpful 
in the development of several of the smaller industries. 

The lesson to be derived from all this activity in matters pertaining to education 
is clearly this, that our foreign rivals are determined to keep well ahe.ad in the 
matter of facilities for instruction , and not only so in those institutions wherein the 
highest branches of scientific instruction are pw'SUed. They are convinced that 
the nation which has the best schools is the best prepared for the great industrial 
warfare which lies before us, and no money appears to be grudged for the erection, 
equipment. and maintenance of educational institutions of all graues, and especially 
of the science laboratories which, as we have seen , are being multiplied in Germany. 
The great industries of to-day depend more and more upon the successful applica
tion of recent discoveries to ordinary manufacturing processes and less and le$ 
upon the presence of coal; iron , and raw materials. Cheaper and more speedy 
m eans of transit are placing all countries more nearly on a level as r egards natural 
r esources. Improved tools and labour-saving machinery a re rapidly rendering the 
manual skill and tlexterity of the individual workman (upon which we once so 
greatly relied) of minor significance, and in the industrial race in which we are 
engaged nearly all the advantages upon which we prided ourselves in the past are 
possessed in a greater or less degree by our rivals, and count for little as compared 
with scientific knowledge and its ready application to the needs of the manufacturer. 

As regards the facilities for instruction to artisans, we did not discover that. 
except perhaps in certain branches of the textile industries, the special technical 
education of the German workman is superior to that of the artisans of this coun
try, and notwithstanding the existence of evening continuation schools and Sunday 
schools in many parts of Germany, we have no reason to think that better facilities 
for technical and scientific teaching are offered to foreign workmen than those 
within the reach of our own industrial population. Indeed in some respects the 
r ecent development of evening technical instruction under our country councils 
gives an advantage to our own work-people. At the same time t here is growing 
recognition in Germany of the desirability of making further provision for the 
instruction of wor kmen and foremen in trade subjects. W e are especially impressed 
with thn fact that employers in Germany largely encourage t heir apprentices to 
attend evening schools, and, whilst regula tions obtain in different trades, we found 
that in some industries the apprentices have two afternoons free each week for 
attendance at technical classes. 

In the evening schools which we have recently visited the instruction is not so 
much the teaching of handicrafts, as is the case in some of ow· own technical classes, 
but is more distinctly supplem entary to the workshop practice. The methods of 
teaching vary with the subject, and more care is shown in specializing the instruc
tion in dra wing acconling to the trade of the various classes of students than is 
common in our own schools. In the weaving schools, which are much attended by 
evening st.udents , the instruction is essentially practical. These schools form a very 
distinct class. and some of them have been largely developed since the publication 
of the Report of the Technical Instruction Commission. 
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ADVANTAGE OF BETTER ELEMENTARY TRAINiNG OF GERMAN YOUTH. 

It is to be noted that the pupils enter the evening classes with a better prepara
tion for technical instruction than our own students, owing to their elementary 
education having bee1t continued to the age of 14, and to the system of instruetion, 
which in many ways is more formative of sotmd habits of thought. Moreover, 
many of those employed in engineering a.nd other works ha,-e had the advantage of 
attending a good secondary school before entering the evening classes, and the kind 
of instruction which these need is very differentfrom that which can only be assimi
lated by pupils whose education has bfo'en interrupted at an earlier age. 

Although, therefore, we are prepared to repeat as re~ards Germany what we 
3tated in 1884, that there is no organiz~~tion for evening mstruction in science and 
art comparable to that afforded under the Science and Art Department and for the 
examinations in technology under the City and Guilds of London In><titute, we feel 
that no conclusion can be drawn from a comparison of the systems of eYening tech
nical teaching without taking note of the differences tha t exist in the elementary 
and secondary education of the two countries. 

In making even these superficial comparisons between the industrial development 
of Germany and that of England, we economized our time by selecting certain 
specimen districts in which some of the most im~rtant industries of the country 
are centred. and choosing those the products of wluch are largely exported. In the 
inquiry of the Commissioners in 1882, the worsted industry of Saxony was carefully 
inspected and examined, and it was shown, at that time, that the conspicuous prog
ress of the manufacturers had been materially aided by the schools of art and sci
ence, by general artistic, scientific, and chemical training, and especially by the 
weaving schools, in which the fullest opportunities were provided for the applica
tion of science and art to the manufacture of textiles. Undoubtedly the progress in 
thPse centres has not only been sustainell, but has been relatively increased, as is borne 
out by the rapid growth of their manufactures and by the increase of their exports. 

MR. MONAGHAN, AMERICAN CONSUL AT CHEMNITZ, QUOTED. 

In a very interesting interview with Mr. Monaghan, the .American Consul at 
Chemnitz, who for some t ime has given attention t o questions relating to educa
tion and industry for the benefit of the United States Government, we received full 
confirmation of the opinions we had formed in the course of our previous inquiry 
as to the thoroughness and utility of the trainin~ for the work of life which the 
German students r eceive. "They begin," he sa1d, "by lp,m·ning the language, 
manners, and customs of the people with whom they trade, and by mastering the 
anatomy of every machine they have to work." This gentleman accompanied 
us to the weaving school, with all the arrangements of which he was familiar ; and 
not content with verbally describing the influence of the school upon numerous 
leading designers and manufacturing experts with whom he was acquainted, he 
conducted us to the business office of a practical designer who had gained his 
knowledge at the school. and who by his faculty of making patterns that had 
caught the public taste had lifted the concern in which he had been employed into 
a prosperous condition. Mr. Monaghan had no hesitation in saying that if his 
country and ours did not meet German_y more thoroughly and more practically in 
the school, each would, in the course of a few years, be compelled to yield to Ger
many the first place in all the higher and more profitable fields of manufacture and 
commerce. 

HAND .AND MACHINE INDUSTRIES IN C0~1PETITION • 

.As regards worsteds, both in Germany and in England, spinning and weaving 
had been carried on for centuries as hand industries. The spinning trade in 
Germany was practically crushed out by England, but the hand looms remained 
and nre still extensively worked as supplementary aids to the family income in the 
rural districts. With the advent of British machinery the competition with this 
country began, although it was practically unfelt so long as British manufacturers 
were busy. Hitherto it has been mainly confined to weaving. The induRtry has 
always been much less centralized than in England, and circumstances necessitated 
that in most of the factories the weaving, dyeing, finishing, and making-up should 
be done on the premises, an arrangement which is usually in force to-day. The 
manufacturer by his travellers sells direct to the retailer. The conditions prevail
ing in the same industry tend in the case of England to economy of production, 
while in Germany they tend to variety and originality. 

It may be noted also that, as in England, certain power looms were employed in 
the making of common goods for Germany, so the German manufacturers, aided 
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by protective duties, first used their English looms for the manufacture of these 
common goods for themselves from yarns imported from En~land. The competi
tion at the outset was met by efforts on the part of our EngliSh manufacturers to 
overcome the tariffs by still further cheapening this class of goods, a competition 
which in most instances they were compelled to relinquish. The Germans, how
ever, no longer confine themselves to the manufacture, for export purposes, of one 
class of goods ; and it is now in the better kind of fabrics that, helped by their 
schools of design, and by w eaving and dyeing schools, and by their intimate study 
of the methods of commerce, they are destined to become our most serious 
competitors. 

PRACTICAT, CHARACTER OF THE GERMANS ILLUSTRATED. 

The methods put-,;u t•d l>y German firms in buying yarn in England for the mak
ing of German fabrics furuish nn apt illustration of the practical character of .their 
enterprise and education. Within the business experience of many still living, a 
firm of English merchants in Bradford started a department for the export of 
yarns to Germany. They did not stmd an English traveller to Germany, for the 
simple reason that few English travellers could speak German. They accordingly 
engaged a German to manage the new department. Very soon Germans found it 
advantageous to settle in Bradford, where, owing to their knowledge of English, 
which they had learnt at school. and their ability to k eep foreign commercial 
accounts, they found no difficulty in eonducting their business. As a matter of 
fact, at the present time, the export yarn trade of Bradford is practically in the 
hands of Germans, concerning whom it may be said that none are more l?rompt in 
meeting their engagements or more honourable in their business transactiOns. 

The yarn is distributed by the merchants to German manufacturers, and the 
German worsted textiles which are imported into this country are mainly composed 
of yarns made in Bradford. The Bradford trade is a good example, not of the 
harmful, but of the protitaule effect of German competition, and it would be diffi
cult to say which country has benefited the more by it. The annual amount of 
woollen, worsted , and alpaca yarns exported fro1:1 England to other countries, 
largely to Germany, during the following periods of years has averaged as follows: 

lbs. 
1880-85 ..... .'...... .. ................ .. . .. ............. . 37,800,000 per year. 
1890-95 ... ........ . ... . . ........ .. ...... . .. . .... . ... .. . ...... 60,000,000 " 
1895 ........ . ... . . .. . . ...... . . ... . ... . . . .. ..... .. . ..... ..... 78,900,000 

RELATIONS BETWEEN BRADFORD, ENGLAND, AND OERMANY, MUTUALLY· 
ADVANTAGEOUS. 

Bradford has been tho l);reatest contributor to German success in the weaving of 
worsted, and alpaca cloths, and Germany has been the greatest contributor t o the 
success of the spinning t rade of Bradford by purchasing the yarns manufactured in 
the district. Even for this gain to English trade w e are, howevP.r , indebted to 
German education; for we are told that if Bradford had depended upon English 
travellers and agents in Germany to push the sale of her yarn , the Gerruans by this 
time would probably have been spinning the yarn for themsel ves, and possibly 
exporting some of it to England. 

At the present time the worsted spinning industry of Saxony is mainly confined 
to what is known as the French (mule) system, and most of the machinery is made in 
Germany . Such long wool-spinning machinery as is being employed is still imported 
from England. In weaving, Germany has passed beyond this point and is largely 
engaged in the manufactme of her own machinery. In travelling f rom the Bava
rian border northward through Saxony to Chemnitz, we were much impressed by 
the evidences of g rowth and prosperity in t he manufacturing towns through which 
we passed. In one of th~e towns which is largely em ployed in weaving Bradford 
yarns, we were informed by the agent of an English loom maker, who, on a pre
vious visit, personally conducted us through some factories, that n early all the 
power looms, used at that time, were s upplied by Yorkshire makers. In our recent 
visit we ascertained that there were no longer any resident agents of English 
makers, but that two loom factories had been er ected in the tvwn, and that the 
import of English looms had almost ceased. 

The experience of Saxony in her competition with England in the wool and 
worstRd industries is practically that of other German States in other trades. At 
first, Germany came to England for the manufactured product, then for the 
machinery for making the product, and latterly in some instances Germany is 
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found able not only to use .English machinery more effectively than is being done 
at home, but to compete with us in the production of it. On the other hand, still 
taking the case of Saxony, we do not find that Enl?lish loom makers haYe done less 
business, or reduced the wages of their workmE'n smce the Germans began to manu
facture power looms for themselves; as a matter of fact the home trade has, so far, 
increaseu, and the competition haf:! resulted in additional improvements in the con
struction of looms and in the machine tools which art> so largely used for that 
purpose. 

PRUUTIVE CONDITIONS CONTINUE IN SAXO!'o"Y AND BAVARIA. 

W e found in this district of Saxony, as a lso in much of the country southward, 
stretching into Bavaria a p1·iruitive condition of things whiCh one would scarcely 
have expected, under the highly developed organization of commerce in Germany. 
We were informed that there arc still about 12,000 hand looms employed, and that 
in the sparsely populated villages, stretching in e>ery direction from the town of 
Meerane, nearly every cottage has its loom. The present proprietor and h is family 
work upon their little patch of land, getting out of it all they can, and fill up 
their vacant time in turn at the loom, or at some other home industry. Our atten: 
tion was called to a group of women, each with her small wa.ggon drawn by a large 
dog, bringing her a piece of cloth to the warehouse of the factor or employer, and 
taking back with her one or two bundles of worsted yarn, besides loaves, sugar, 
coffee, &c., and oil for the lamp. Some of these hand loom weavers are wonder
fully expert. W e saw a pattern weaver who cheerfully boasted that he could make 
his loom do eYerything but talk. He was at work in a little chamber, in which 
there were two beds besides his loom. and he was one of 50 employed by the same 
firm exclusively in the makin~ of patterns. We were frequently informed that 
ord~::rs are accepted for single p1eces of complicated patterns woven hy hand. The 
variety and excellence of many German fabrics is explained by the fact that they 
are made in hand looms; and having regard to the diversity and beauty of the pat
terns, it is to be reg1·etted that the products of the hand loom as against the power 
loom have to m eet a hopeless competition. The hand loom we..1.vers, and equally 
those employed on the power loom, have been much assisted by the instruction 
gained in the weaving school of the town of Meerane, which, established on a small 
scale 45 years ago, is now installed in a new building, antl is attended by over 100 
students. We were told that the most earnest of these students are the hand loom 
weavers from the country districts, and that all the employers had attended the 
sr:hool; and some of the most prosperous of them stat~cl that they owed their suc
cess entirely to its intluen ne. 

HOlliE JNnUSTRIES IN BLACK FOREST AND THURINGIA. 

Besides weaving, a large munber of other home industries are carried on by cot
tagers in their spare time. In some districts, as is the case in Thuringia and in the 
Black Forest, they carve wood, make clocks. dolls, toys, lace, a rtificial flowers, &c., 
and in many of these industries the art instruction they receive at school stands 
them in good stead. A mercha·,t in Bavaria, whose warehouse we visited, told us 
that he had 30,000 separate patterns of articles for sale made in cottages, and that he 
had orders for all kinds of toys, including 120,0001. worth of dressed dolls. Of the 
toys imported into this country in 1894, the value of which was nearly 1,000,0001. 
sterling, nearly all came from Germany. 

The question of longer hours, smaller wages, and the work of women and chil
dren are all to some extent involved, as we have said, in the growing competition 
which the manufacturers of this country have to face, but we are convinced from 
our inquiries that there has been in the past, and that there still is in progress, a 
levelling up of the inequalities between the physical and social condition of the 
workers here and those in similar trades abroad. In all skilled industries the 
wages in Germany are rising, and the hours of labour tend to decrease. Child 
labom· has practically disappeared in German factories, as in no case at any' works 
visited by us did we see any children employed. 

In certain trades, however, the inequalities in hours and wages that still exist 
may apparently give to the German employer some advantage over the manufac
turer in this country, but we think that this is a factor in the present competition 
which is yearly becom ing less important. 

In the attractive appearance, the pattern , and the finish of their goods, and in 
the excellence of the packing,' the Germ::tn producers take infinite pains, which it 
clearly pays them to take. In these directions many of our country-men have 
undoubtedly much to learn. 
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The Merch andise Marks Act, as it now operates, was generally spoken of as a 
strong weapon a~ainst ourselves; and while the forging of t rade marks, for the 
prevention of wh1ch it was originally de-vised, has long been been illegal, the meas· 
ure tends to act as ·an advertisement of the industries of our for eign rivals, and 
serves to indicate to the colonia l and Amedcan buyer the true origin of much that 
he had hitherto been in the habit of regarding as English. 

In many parts of Germany great effor ts are being made to "extend the provision 
of light railways, and to stimulate t rade hy the lowest possible rates of carriage. 
We were assured that merchandise abroad is conveyed at a much lower rate than 
in this country. The remoteness of t he country from the coast renders this the 
more necessary and the more difficult to introduce genera lly. 

GREAT ACTIVITY IN GERMANY BOTH IN TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND IN INDUSTRIES. 

Vile sha.ll have accomplished a ll we hoped to do as the result of our somewhat 
hasty mission if we succeed in showing that there is no evidence of standing still or 
of being satisfied w ith past progress in any direction in Germany. Everything is 
still being developed, and in all branches of industry there are signs of great 
activ ity. New factories are being erected and n ew processes are being invented. 
Indeed there are indications that in the immediate future our own country-men 
w ill have to encounter a competition far mor e acute than anything they have yet 
had to grapple with. In the coming struggle for trade, our fine insular position, 
our splendid race of workers, and our excellent raw materials will undoubtedly 
count for much, but the possession of these advantages alone will not suffice, and 
we shall have to adopt certain of the methods which pre.vail abroad, about which 
our manufacturers in the past haYe care • too little, but which m ean much to our 
customers. We must not be content to live a ny longer upon the traditions and 
reputation of t he past, but we must set ourselves to work d iligently to study the 
wishes and fancies of those we have to ser ve, a nd we m ust, moreover , be prepared 
to m eet them even in such small subtleties as weights, measures, a fld packing. 
Above all, we must endeavour to improve and to develop our higher, industrial, and 
secondary literary and technical educational machinery, and , whilst adapting this 
machinery to our peculiar conditions, we must see that it is maintained at least on 
a level with that of any other nation. 

W e append som e of our notes at greater length on the schools, exhibitions, and 
upon cer tain of the factories visited by us, which notes have served as the basis of 
the conclusions that w e have ventured to submit for your consideration, and w e 
trust that w!'l may be permitted to take this opportunity of expressing. through Your 
Grace. the obligations we a re under to H er Majesty's Ambassador at Munich, the 
Ministers of Church and School Affairs of Wiirtemberg and of Bavaria, and the offi
cials of the exhibitions in those countries, as a lso to the numerous manufacturers 
and others who afforded us opportunities for the prosecution of our inquiries. 

We have the honour to be, Your Grace's oLedien t humble ser vants, 
(Signed) PHILIP MAGNUS, 

GILBERT R. REDGRAVE, 
SWIRE SMITH, 
WILLIAM WOODALL. 

W e regret that we wP.re unable to accompany our late colleagues of the Technical 
(nstruction Commission on their recent visit to Germany. We have, h owever, had 
the ad,·antage of reading their Report, and we desire to say that we are in general 
a greement with the opinions expressed by them in regard to t he instruction to be 
derived from their observations. 

(Signed) B. SAMUELSON, 
HENRY E. ROSCOE. 

I have bad independent "pportunities of verifying the conclusions in respect of 
the mischievous opera tion on our trade of the Merchandise Marks Act, of the burden 
imposed, more especially on our exports, by the comparathrely high r ates uf the 
British railways, and of the g reat advantage derived by foreign manufacturers by 
the superior training of their commercial travellers. 

(Signed) B. SAMUELSON. 
DECEMBER, 1896. 
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NOTES ON SCHOOLS, EXHmiTIONS, AND FACTORIES.-THE DABMSTADT POLYTECHNIC. 

The new Polytechnic at Darmstadt, erected in place of an earlier building, was 
specially visited in order to see the most recent development of schools for the highest 
branches of technical teaching. The main building is three stor)'ed and comprises 
three wings at right angles to it, giving an E-shaped plan. These buildings are 
devoted to the teaching of mathematics and some branches of natural science, and 
to the schools of architecture and engineering. In the wing buildings, moreover, 
the first year students receive their instruction. 

Opposite to the front entrance to the Polytechnic, and on the other side of the 
road, are two separate institutes, one of whicn contains the physical and electro
technical schools, and the other the chemical laboratories and class-rooms. In the 
rear of the main building is the engine-house, from which electric light, and power 
and heat, are supplied to all these buildings. The Polytechnic, which was begun in 
1893, was completed in October 1895 at a cost, including fittings and equipment, of 
about 120,000l. The main building contains the usual series of drawing offices-a 
special feature of every technical college in Germany-rooms to contain the collec
tions of models and apparatus, the engineering laboratories, class-rooms, lecture
rooms, a large hall, the library, and the offices for the administrative staff. 

The most interesting department of the institute is undoubtedly that devoted to the 
physical and electro-technical schools. This is divided into two distinct sections; the 
one for instruction in physics proper, including electricity, a nd the other for the tech
nical applications of electricity. It is in this special direction that so much progress 
is being made in Germany, as evidenced by the new buildings at Berlin, Leipsic, 
Hanover, and Stuttgart. Each section of the physical school contains workshops 
for the making and repairing of apparatus, but these workshops are not used by 
the students. In fact it may be said that manual training of this kind does not 
even now form any part of the curriculum of the students at the German technical 
high schools. They are required, however, during their course of study, to spend 
part of their long vacations in engineering shops and arrangements are made for 
the admission of students to the State railway works, or to the machine shops of 
well-known electrical firms. 

* 
There are already 800 students in this one department of the Darmstadt High 

School, and the building, which was completed in October 1895, is now being 
extended. 

The course of instruction covers four years; the first year is S.(>Cnt in the main 
building, in a general course of scientific study, the second is g1ven to physics, 
and the last two years are devoted to practical exercises in the electro-technical 
institute. 

The chemical school is housed in another separate building, which also consists 
of two departments; the one for the study of pure chemistry, the other for the 
study of chemical technology, electro-chemistry, and pharmacy. 

* * * * * 
The attendance of regular students in the various faculties during the past year 

amounted in all to 850, and there were 104 occasional students, making a gross total 
of 954. The teaching staff consisted of 27 ordinary and of six e.xtraordinary pro
fessors, 22 demonstrators, and of 22 assistants, making a total of 77. The students' 
fees vary from 81. to 121. a year, and the deficit on the cost of maintenance is 
defrayed by the State. 

* * * * * * .;co 

THE NEW BUILDING OF THE STUTTGART :POLYTECHNIC. 

We also visited the recently-erected ")uildings for chemistry and electro-technology 
that have been added to the Technical High School of Stuttgart, which, as is well 
known, is one of the oldest polytechniCS" in Germany. On the occasion of our visit 
in 1882, we found that considerable extensions had been made in 1879, consisting of 
two new wings, at a cost of little short of 75,000 l. The present buildin~s, which 
are entirely detached and situated at some distance from the main buildmg, have 
involved for their erection and equipment an expenditure of about 100,000l. One
half the building is devoted to·the chemical department, and the other and rather 
smaller half is allotted to electro-technology. There is a substantial basement with 
two lofty storeys above ground. The chemical department is devoted to the teach
ing of pure chemistry, inorganic and organic, and the laboratories in the main 
building, which were previously used for this purpose under Dr. von Fehling, are 
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now occupied by the professor of chemical technology, Dr. Haussermann. The 
new laboratories, which are housed in what is practically a separate and distinct 
building, have been planned with the utmost care and forethought. · They have 
accommodation for 76 students, and there were 62 students last year in attendance. 
The laboratories have been opened only a year and a half. The course of instruc
tion occupies six semesters; many stay less time and go on to the university; but 
the majority of the students continue their studies either at the Polytechnic or the 
university beyond the three years. The first year is devoted to inorganic analysis, 
the second to organic analysis, and the third to research work. The laboratories 
and lecture-rooms are very completely equipped. Besides the ordinary lecture
rooms and laboratories, are special rooms for accumulators, for motors and dyna- . 
mos, dark rooms for photographic and photometric experiments, rooms fitted with 
furnaces for metallurgical work and the usual balance-rooms. 

The electro-technical department adjoins the chemical laboratories, but occupies 
a separate building. It is under the general direction of Dr. Dietrich. It was con
structed for 120 .students, and during the last session there were about 75 students 
in attendance. Commodious as is the building, we were told that there was not 
room for more than 20 advanced students. The institute contains a large number 
of small laboratories, specially fitted for experiments in some one branch of elec
trical work. Several of these laboratories were intended to be occupied by one 
student only . 

• * • * * * * 
The course of study occupies eight semesters or four years, and during this period 

the student is expected to spend one year with a firm of engineers. The students 
seldom complete their school course before 18 or 19, and rarely pass their qualify
ing examination as engineers before the age of 24. 

THE CREFELD WEAVING SCHOOL AND THE NEW SCHOOL FOR DYEING AND 
FINISIDNG. 

The 12 years which have elapsed since the publication of the Commissioner's 
report have served still further to test by practical experience the value of the 
several weaving schools which are found in different parts of the continent. The 
most important of these formerly visited by us was the weaving and dyeing school 
at Crefeld, and as we were informed that this school still takes the lead, we 
inspected it with some care under the guidance of Herr Lembeke, the director. At 
the time of our previous visit to Crefeld, the school was situated on the outsk~rts 
of the town, the population of which did not exceed 90,000; at the present time 
the population has mcreased to 110,000, and handsome streets and important build
ings surround the school. The school was originally erected at a cost of 45,0001., 
and it was anticipated that the accommodation provided would be amply sufficient 
for the wants of the whole district lor many years to come. We found, however, 
that the dyeing and finishing departments had for some time become too small, 
and as they did not admit of enlargement a new building had been erected for 
these branches of study on a piece of land outside the town at a cost of 15,0001. 
The rooms in the original building thus set free are to be fitted UJ? with a complete 
set of cotton spinning and knitting machinery, and the instructiOn ~enerally has 
been so extended as to cover the whole range of complicated details m connection 
with the designing, weaving, dyeing, and finishing of textile fabrics. 

Of the many interesting features of this school, the museum, which is said to 
contain the finest collection of textile patterns of the world, is the most noteworthy. 
The decorations alone of these galleries have cost 6,0001. , and the librarian in 
charge told us that the museum had been visited by onr 10,000 persons during the 
present year, whilst designers from different factories visited it daily, many of 
whom would be found engaged there, often at the Pame time, in copying and 
drafting patterns. As the result of the exhibition of Persian and Turkey carpet 
patterns, an industry for the making of Smyrna worsted rugs had been recently 
started in the town, giving employment to.120 operatives. . 

The library and reading room, which are open to the public on certain days in 
the week, are well attended, and contain all the important textile books that have 
been printed in any language, including the British textile journals, which are 
found displayed on the tables. The sum of 15,000l. was originally grante.d for 
books, but this amount has since been increased. 

We inspected the several designing rooms, class-rooms, art studios, and lecture 
theatres, rooms for the de<'omposition of patterns and the collections of raw mate
rials, and we found nothing wanting to ma'ke the equipment of the school thoroughly 
up to date, In the spacious quadrangle, the large top lighted weaving shed, con-
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tains 88 different kind of power looms, several of which are run by aeparate electric 
motors, besides 44 hand-looms. We were informed that in no factory in the world, 
and certainly in no other school are found so many varieties of looms, or woven 
fabrics. 

The new dyeing and finishing school consist'! of a lofty thre&-storeyed building, 
containing a series of top-lighted sheds for the machinery and work-rooms. The 
laboratories for the analysis of colours and for private research are very extensive, 
and the dyeing school contains every essential that is found in the most complete 
dye-houses. The finishing department is equally well equipped, no expense having 
been spared either in the provision of the largest machines, or of the smallest 
details. We were told that· no commercial establishments were better equipped 
than this school, and that consequently every student passing through it had the 
advantage of starting ori his busmess career with the full knowledge of the newest 
facts and methods. 

SCHOOL AT CREFELD ILLUSTRATES VALUE OF HIGH ARTISTIC AND TECHNICAL 
INSTRUCTION. 

The school at Crefeld with its departments for the application of art and science 
to the designing and dyeing of silk fabrics must be regarded as affording another 
instance of the belief of Gerinan manufacturers in the value of the best artistic and 
technical instruction. They recognize that it is the design and finish that sell the 
fabrics and they have therefore spared no expense in the equipment of their schools, 
and in the provision of the best instruction. 

By the President of the Chamber of Commerce and by other leading citizens, the 
·school was represented as the centre of inspiration for the manufacturers of the 
whole district. The designers who have passed through it are kept in touch with 
all that it can teach by attending the conferences and lectures. If they wish for 
the adaptation of old forms and ideas in making their patterns, they go back to the 
best designs of every period. In the dyeing and finishing departments all new proc
esses and colours are tested and analyzed, so that nothing is left to chance. The 
silk industry of Crefetd, like that of England and France, is exposed to constant 
ftuc.tuations, and for some years, especially in those following the enactment of the 
McKinley '1ariff Bill in America, it was greatly depressed. In 1894 the silk exports 
of Germany amounted in round figures to 7,400,0001., but rose in 1895 to 8,300,0001., 
of which improvement perhaps the principal share came to Crefeld. One of the 
large manufacturers informed us that formerly his firm employed 3,000 hand 
looms, but they now used only a tenth of that number. In the transition from 
hand to power looms many we.avers. have suffered. But in spite of tariffs and 
competition, and changes of fashion, it was maintained that Crefeld had kept 
abreast of the times, and had grown in material well-being and population, while 
the silk industry in England has been languishing. Indeed, Crefeld sends the bulk 
of her productions to England It was pointed out. moreover, that owing to the 
many directions in which the school had fostered practical teachin~, it had become 
possible, when the silk trade was depressed, to initiate new textile industries in 
Crefeld, which might serve to occupy her machinery and find employment for her 
artizans. · 

THE TRADE MUSEUM OF NUREMBERG. 

On the occasion of our visit to the Gewerbe Museum, Nuremberg, we were met 
by Herr L. Erhard, the Curator of the Mechanical and Technical Division of the 
Museum, and Dr. P. J. Ree, the Librarian and Secretary. Handsome new build
ings were nearly completed to replace the old ones in the centre of the town, 
which have been largely given up. This institution, described by us in our former 
reports, is somewhat on the model of that. of Stuttgart, but contains features which 
are peculiar to it. The Director of the Museum is Herr Th. v . Kramer, who is also 
the architect and director of the Exhibition. According to the prospectus the work 
of that institution is carried on under eight different divisions: 

1. The collection of patterns or samples, which consists of 10,000 specimens of 
ancient and modern examples of works in wood, metal, glass, clay, leather, and 
paper, also woven fabrics, embroideries, laces, &c. Certain of these objects can b,.. 
obtained on loan. This section is really the applied art museum, as the specimens 
comprise examples of workmanship from all countries, and of the best periods of 
art. 

2. The collection of designs, which consists of some 60,000 sheets of illustrations 
of art industries of all nations. These mounted sheets are classified under variouH 
heads, and arranged in glass cases for easy reference by manufacturers and students. 
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To/rocure these designs, recourse has been had to illustrated works on ornament 
an art workmanship, and to the best serial publiqations of all countries. Oppor
tunity is afforded for consulting them and for copying them, and the officials under
take to prepare special designs aml sketches, for fees to be arranged. 

3. The library and reading room contains upwards of 13.000 volumes of art, indus
trial, and technical works, a lso about 136 journals and periodicals relating to thE'-Se 
subjects, which are taken in reg-ularly and filed. In connexion with this SE-Ction 
we noticed an extensive series of foreign directories, trade catalogues, and address 
books of other countries. 

All the above departments are open free to the public. 
4. The Mechanical and Technical division may be said to include two chief depart

ments: 
Section I .-The office for specialized trade information relative to:-
(a.) Patents, merchandise marks, and trade marks. In this section applicants 

can have patents secured for them at fixed charges, and trade marks can likewise 
be registered. 

(b.) For fur~ishing information of all kinds on motors, machines, tools, raw prod
ucts, and manufactured goods. 

(c.) Fot· supplying literary advice and references from technical works. Replies 
to general technical questions, 

Section II.-This constitutes the experimental research department, arranged for 
the trial and testing of gas, benzine, and petroleum motors, steam-engines, water
wheels, turbines, and electro motors, .as also all labour-saving machinery at agreed 
charges. 

5. The chemical laboratory, which occupies itself with investigations of all kinds 
relative to technical and industrial chemistry, and further, is prepared to undertake 
analysis, and to carry out more extensive researches for fees to be arranged. The 
official testing station for paper is in connexion with this branch. 
. 6. A J>E:rmanent exhibition of modern industry and art. Temporary exhibitions 
of spemal departments of manufactures. Distribution of prizes to m eritorious 
exhibitors out of a fund founded by King Ludwig of Bavaria. 

7. Issue of the Bavarian trade journal delivered to subscribers of the institution 
at the price of 10 marks; to non-mP-mbers 16 marks per annum. This is the official 
organ-of the Bavarian Industrial Museum. 

8. The delivery of public lectures and addresses during the winter months, embrac
ing information on all subjects of art applied to industry and every branch of manu
facturing activity. Lectures to the members of allied societies in other towns. 
Classes for technical drawing for adults enga!?ed in industrial pursuits. 

An interesting feature in the activity of thts Museum which was brou~ht under 
our notice was the so-called Gewerbe-Archiv, or factory register, which mcludes a 
brief account of all the more important indu~trial establishments in Bavaria, con
tributed by the manufacturers themselves on a special form. The particulars given 
are as follows :-The name and address of the firm; when founded; articles pro
duced; whether special to this undertaking; character of motive power employed; 
nature of machinery used, and the number of each kind of machine; patents, trade 
marks, &c. owned by the firm , with indications of registered number , &c. of the 
same; exhibitions in which the firm have taken part and prizes and medals 
awarded. Further, as optional information, the number of work-people employed 
and the annual value of productions. Many thousands of manufacturers have 
already contributed to this register, and every effort is made to keep it up to date 
and to render it accurate and complete as a record of the whole of the industries of 
Bavaria . 

... * * * * * * 
THE STUTTGART EXHIBITION. 

The Stuttgart Exhibition of 1896 comprised two distinct sections, each of which 
was contained in separate buildings, namely, an electro-technical division, displayed 
partly in the Stiidtische Gewerbe halle, erected by the Municipality for the Exhibi· 
tion of 1881, and partly in the town gardens adjoining the same;.and the artistic 
industrial section, which occupied the ground floor of the handsome new Landef 
Gewerbe Museum, recently erected at a cost of nearly 200,0001. to contain the col· 
lections and staff of the Central stelle. 

The architect of this latter building, Professor Nickelmann, has most ably over· 
come certain difficulties entailed by the irregularity of the site, and has created ~ 
serieR of beautiful facades and a magnificent central hall. which latter has beer 
named the Konig Karle Halle, as a memorial of the late King Charles. 
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The principal front of this museum towards the Kanzleistrasse has two arcaded 
storeys, with a lofty-attic, flanked by circular towers, which conceal the unequal 
angles formed by the side streets. The grand staircase is in the central ball, which 
is surrounded by the frescoes painted by Professor Keller, and this was re~rded as 
the place of honour of the Exhibition, and was reserved for the chief exhibitors in 
jewellery and the precious metals. Prominent in this section was the fine centre
piece contributed by Messrs. P. Brockmann and Sons, of Heilbroun, who are among 
the largest silve,rsmiths in Germany, and the collective exhibition of the Gmiind 
manufacturers, to the number of ten in all. 

The Electro-technical exhibition, in which upwards of 400 exhibitors took part, not 
only filled the Gewerbe-balle and a temporary annexe for machinery, but it also 
occupied a specially-erected house in the adjoining grounds, in which every possible 
process connected with the domestic applications of electricity was shown in opera
tion. A so-called" Gewerbe-dorf," or industrial villa~e, adjoined the main build
ing, and comprised all kinds of small industries in which electricity was called into 
play, either as a motive power, or for heating and lighting; these applications 
being, as a rule, shown in action. It was an admirable conception on the part of 
the architects, Messrs. Schmobel and Stahelin, to give to the buildings composing 
this village the character of some of the mediaeva,l structures of Wiirtemburg and 
the ancient dwelling-houses. recalling, as they d id, the past industrial activity of 
Southern Germany exemplified, in their use on the present occasion of the most 
recent applications of electricity, the vast improvements with which modem science 
has endowed the workman of to-day. 

* * * * * * * 
The new Landes Gewerbe Museum, which was opened for the first time in con

n exion with the present exhibition, will take o,·er the work of the Central stelle, 
and will contain the valuable collections formerly housed in the Legionskaserne. 
Some of these objects were acquired so far back as 1849 at Paris and at Leipsic in 
1850. Among the museum collel:tions special mention should be made of the 
":Muster lager" or pattern de:pOt, the object of which is to bring before the manufac
turer the most important improvements and modifications introduced into various 
trade processes, the most recent tools and applianees adopted in other countries, the 
best sources of raw materia ls and the chief markets for produce, while an effort is 
made to supply the latest information likely to be of value to the manufacturers 
and work-people of WiirtembEJr~. The collection is divided into 16 classes, and 
comprises upwards of 21,000 exh1bits. . 

LIBRARIES AND ART COLLECTIONS. 

The Art library, with about 4,000 volumes of drawings and designs, and the 
Science library, of 53,000 volumes, have been specially arranged to aid the manu
facturer and the art workman. The collection of casts with about 1,700 specimens, 
is housed in the top floor of the Museum in well-lighted galleries. The admiraule 
collections of furniture, metal work, glass, and porcelain are displayed in specially 
designed galleries ro-qnd the central court, and some fine examples of Chinese and 
Japanese art form an adjunct to the art section of the Museum. During the pres- . 
ent exhibition a considerable part of the floor-space of the Museum is u sed for the 
Art Trades' Exhibition. The spacious entrance hall contained on the right a fine 
collection of musical instruments for which the country ic; famous, and on the left 
an interesting display of church furniture, decorations, and metal work, wood carv
ings, and some spfendid embroideries. Passing through this department, we entered 
the gallery devoted to the textile industries, largely linen, much of which is richly 
embroidered, and here, also, were shown embroideries and needlework from the 
various women's work schools. The next range of galleries contained the collec
tions of wood-work, common furniture, clocks and pottery and porcelain, also some 
carving in wood and ivory. The cP.ntral hall and the galleries to the right and left 
contained some of the finest examples of the industries of Wiirtemberg, the gold 
and silver work and the art furniture. The library on the first floor was tempo
rarily occupied by the display of the graphic arts and the lecture room was given 
up to the pianofortes. The upper galleries of the central hall contained the leather 
work and collections of porcelain, glass bronze, and metal work. There were 
upwards of 200 exhibitors in this section of the Exhibition, and in point of excel
lence of workmanship and artistic design we should be disposed to award the place 
of honour to the exhibition of silversmith'~ work and jewellery. We were less 
pleased with the furniture, which was on the whole somewhat massive I!Jld over
laden with ornament. A special building was erected, adjoining the Gewerbe 
H11lle for the heavy machinery, and the smaller and lighter objects were displayed 
in the Gewerbe Halle, which lends itself admirably for exhibition purposes. 
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One of the most important collections here shown was that contributed by the 
Wiirtembergische Metallwaren-Fabrik of Geislingen, where every description of 
electro-plated goods are manufactured on the most extensive scale. The designs 
and execution of many of t he objects which were very tastefully displayed , showed 
great merit , and we should be inclined to assert that in no branch of her industry 
has more progress been made in recent years in Wurtemberg than in the manu
facture of gilt, silver, and nickel-plated m etal work. It is here, moreover , that 
the assistance of the skilled craftsman and designers has been most fully called 
into play, and some of the best a rtists of Germany have been associated with the pro
ductions of Geislingen. A new procE>ss of metal work which greatly interested us 
was the Ro-called "galvano bronze," by means of which an electro-deposit of great 
thickness and of guaranteed durability is encrusted upon plaster. Large statues 
and very substantial a rchitectural details have been produced in this way, and it 
is cla imed that the works, though far cheaper, a re qmte equal to an ordin~ bronze 
casting. A ~culiarity due to the mode of production is that these obJects are 
entirely devo1d of t he usual metallic sound on being struck. The results of this 
proces.<:> were, we believe, here exhibited for the first time upon a large scale. 

THE NUREMBERG EXHIBITION. 

The Bavarian National Industrial and Art Exhibition , held this year at Nurem
ber~. was situated iu the beautiful public gardens to the north of the city, and 
occupied the same site as the previous Exhibition visited by us in 1882. It was con
tained in handsome and appropriate buildings specially erected for the purpose 
from the designs of Herr v. Kramer, the Director of the Gewerbe Museum. The 
style chosen for the main building was that of the Classic Revival ; the buildings 
were wood-framed, covered with cement slats and plastered; the external colow·
ing being .vm e white. The general elevation contained a single order with entab
lature wh1ch was sufficiently lofty to mask the 1·oofs of the sheds behind. This 
arcaded fac;ade served as a corridor of communication and was quite distinct from 
the buildings a t the back. The central pavilion of the industrial section, which was 
much more lofty than the wings, was crowned "ith a well-designed cupola, sup
ported by a group of columt1S with arched interspaces. The wings were terminated 
by quadrants and pavilions with double archways surmounted by obelisks. The 
general arrangement of the main building was thato( a lofty central hall , from which 
branched out on either side a series of smaller transverse courts at right angles to 
the main gallery. The large hall had an open timber roof, and this was heavily 
festooned with garlands of pine branches, which, contrasting with the brown tim
her, had an excellen t effect. This hall, for a considerable part of its length, was 
free from exhibits, and furnished a wide and spacious promenade. The siae galle
ries were allotted to the eight provinces of Bavaria., and each province fitted up and 
decorated its own space without any regard to what was being done by its neighbour. 

* * * * * * * 
Considerable trouble had been taken to r epresent the industry and activity of 

some of the more remote parts of the province, the wood-carvin~ and furniture 
of Berchtesgaden was shown by a collective display of 17 exhib1tors , prominent 
among which was the work of the drawing and carving school. It was evident 
that great improvement in taste was being effected by the agency of this school, 
established under Government auspices. The school, which was founded in 1840, 
cont.1.ined last year 32 students. The whole work of the school was well shown in 
a series of graduated examples in drawing, modelin~. and carving. The Wcrdenfels 
district, of which Garmisch is the centre, also contnbuted a very tasteful display of 
its industries, in which 79 exhibitors took part. Here there were several collec
t ions of the carving-school work from Oberammergau and Partenkirchen ; also a 
display of the works of the students a t the violin-making school of Mittenwald. 

* * * * * * * 
Passing onwards, the next court we entered was devoted to the industries of 

Upper Franconia, in which Bamberg and Bayreuth are the most important towns. 
The industrial societies of the for mer city united t o contribute a collective exhibi
tion of a very successful character. It took the form of a chapel with stained glass 
windows, wall decorations, car ved a ltar-pieces, handsomely bound missals, and rich 
embroideries. Much of the furniture in this seetion was interesting and character
istic, the design~:~ being based on the mediaeval models. The basket-makers of the 
Lichtenfels district also formed a collective exhibition in which prominent place 
was given to the local basket-work and drawing school, which has contributed so 
greatly to the improvements effected in the productions of this nei~h bourhood. We 
were told that the entire display had been purchased for Amenca . The granite 
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from the quarries in the Fichtelgebirge is wiuely used, and wa,s well displayed in 
a special court. The textile manufacturers of Miinchberg and the vicinity who 
have greatly benefited by the weaving school founded in 1855, made a coll~ctive 
display of their productions, the centre of the court being allottt-d to the school 
work which embraced examples of both practical and theoretical teaching. The 
work in this neighbourhood is still chiefly done on hand looms. The school has an 
average attendance of 18 students. 

* * * * * * * 
EXHIBITIONS BY INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOLS. 

A special section of the Exhibition building was devoted to the display of the 
work of the higher schools, both for artistic and industrial training. It was inter
esting to find side by side the collections contributed by t he two great Industrial 
Art Schools of Bavaria, the Art school of Munich, and that of Nuremberg. Here 
were to be found examples of the designs of the students in all the various depart
ments of art industry covered by the very extensive programme of three institu
tions. Thus at Munich, where the male and female students work in separate 
divisions, there were very complete sets of specimens of the whole course of work 
comprised in each section. Decorative painting, industrial design. wood engrav
ing, glass pa inting, metal chasing, and carving are a ll practically taught, and the 
specimens of school work were extremely good. It would be difficult to say whether 
the designs from this school or those from the other school of the same rank at 
Nuremberg, which also had a most admirable collection of students' works, wm·e 
entitled to the place of honor. In its modelling and in some branches of applied 
art perhaps Nuremberg should take the first place, while we should award the 
palm for decorative painting, studies from the life, and stained glass decoration to 
the Munich Art School. The former school sent some extremely m eritorious speci
mens of the work done in its evening classes by apprentices and workpeople. It 
would seem that the Munich school secw·es a larger number of middle-class day 
students than Nuremberg does. We have little hesitation in stating that both of 
these schools still stand in the highest rank for the admirable character of their 
applied art teaching. · 

The Royal real-gymnasium of Nuremberg contributed a large collection both of 
the works of its students and of its teaching apparatus, also a cabinet of minerals 
and fossils for school use. A similar collection was sent by the Nuremberg-Kreis
real-schule. 

One of the most important displays in this section was that made by the Indus
trial Schule of Nuremberg, which comprises sections for mec.hanical technology, 
chemical technology, and building and architectural work. This school gives in 
its workshops and laboratories a very complete course of practical teaching, as evi
denced by the specimens of machinery and the drawings and models from the 
mechanical section, the important collection of chemical preparations and appara
tus from the second section, and the architectural details, wood models, and designs 
for building::; of all kindts representing the building trades' section of its activity. 

Another school which confines itself more especially to instruction in building 
and engineering, the Building Work and Mechanical Construction School of N urem
berg, only founded in 1870, appears to be well attended both as a day and evening 
school, and sent a very extensive series of students' drawing of great excellence 
anu embracing nearly every branch of building operations. 

The display of school work was fairly representative of a ll the different types of 
secondary schools, and there was a very good collection of evening school work, and 
of the teaching in women's work schools and night classes for artisan students. We 
spent a considerable time in the exa mination of this section of the Exhibition. In 
a neighbouring court we found a series of examples of the displays made by some 
0f the leading manufacturers of Bavaria at the Industrial Exhibition of 1840. It 
was, indeed, astonishing t l contrast the samples of the products in that year with the 
specimens of the activity of the same finns on the present occasion; a few bundles 
of rough pencils being r epresentative of the huge factories of the Fabers, a nd some 
small glass saucers, filled with colours, sufficing to display the activity of the vast 
enterprises which have been created in the colour trade. 

In connexion with this portion of the Exhibition were the splendid collections sent 
by the Department of State Railways, the Post and Telegraph Administration, the 
Royall\iint, and certain Government departments under the Ministry of the Interior, 
viz, those for mining, river purification, water supply, public works and buildings, 
tire insurance, and meteorology. 

* * * * * * * 
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MR. E. NISTER'S COLOUR P RINTING WORKS, NUREMBERG. 

W e visited on Septtlmber 24th the extensive colour printing works of Messrs. Nister 
& Co., in a large building recently erected near the Laufer Thurm, seven stories high, 
in the style of the ancient architwture of Nuremberg. Over t he main entrance, 
inscribed in letters of gold on a marble tablet, was the following sentence: 

"What work has won Throu~h the long centuries, 
Work will r etain Thus God decrees." 

We were received in the offices of the director, M. Theodor Loefftz a richly deco
rated suite of rooms, one of them fitted up with g lass cases containing a very inter
esting collection of the productions of the fi rm, which comprised Christmas, Easter, 
and birthday cards of all kinds, fancy almanacks, children's picture books, and 
pecorated porcelain. The decoration of pottery with chromo-transfers, at first prac· 
tised by French manufacturers, has been recently introduced here, and great per
fection hns a lready been attained in this branch of work. Large sheets of transfers 
are prepared, and after being printed over the glaze are fixed in t he enamelling kiln, 
giving the appearance of the finest hand painting at a very cheap rate. We did not 
see any gilding by this process, but the figure painting and much of the :flower 
painting we1·e very delicat-e and refined. It appears t hat Mr. Nister's process has 
not yet been taken up in England. 

The taste of the cards and picture-books was eminently that of the English and 
American markets, and we were assured that nearly all the designs were made in 
London, where the firm have an atelier at Amberley House, Norfolk Street, Strand, 
and a staff of artists constantly employed, and that the bulk of the productions of 
this establishing are sold in London and New York. The firm of Dutton & Co. 
represent Nister 's in New York. In London they have their own branch dews at 
24, St. Brhle Street, and 28, Paternoster Row. At Nuremberg they have 140 litho
graphic artists engaged in drawing on the stone itself, or on prepared transfer-paper 
to be applied to the stOne. Their chief artist, Herr Kuhn, is a most eminent mem
ber of the profession and one of the foremost etchers in Germany. We saw a 
gallery filled with his paintings and etchings at the exhibition, and among them 
some vt·ry clever por traits. . 

Many of the lithographers are trained on the works, and attend the Kunst
Gewerbe-Schule at night, and M. Loefftz bore ·willing testimony to the advantages 
derived from the Art School. In the case of elaborate designs many separate 
stones have to be used, and each stone has to be worked up and prepared for its 
particular colour. ·we saw designs in all stages, mostly for picture-books and 
carrls. The Christmas cards for 1896 are already in the market, they are engaged 
on thE' supply for 1897, and even on the almanacks and calendars for 1898. 

In the various workshops we were shown all t ile different/rocesses of embossing 
and stamping cards; the latter in hand-presses furnishe with powerful lever 
handles. Nearly all this work was being done by women. W e also saw the fold
ing and binding, employing many workJeople, the binding is chiefly done by men. 
Passing into the printing room, we foun numerous large steam-driven presses at 
which, in most cases, one m an and two women w~re employed. It is usual to put 
numerous copies of the same design on the stone. so that as many as 20 impressions 
of the same subject are printed at once. The stone used are about 4 feet square. 
Some of the presst>s were rotary, others were of the earlier type. All the machinery 
was German. W e &aw women engaged in dusting the back of the sheets with 
powdered French chalk to prevent the pages from sticking together. In another 
department we saw the chromo printing, for the potter y transfers. This is quite a 
sim:Iar process to the ordinary chromo printing. We were conducted to the oldest 
part of the works, where we were shown the photogravure and various photo
graphic reproduction processes, and we saw also the special department devoted to 
~tchings. 

The women workers at this establishment earn, we were told, from Bs. to 12s. 
per week , and there can be no doubt but t hat the lithographers and artistically 
trained workers eam wages but little lower than those paid to similar work ~ople 
in this country. It must be remembered, however, that colour-printing of this kind 
has long been practised in Nuremberg. Still it is strange to find in this far-off city 
a hive of busy workers nearly all whose productions a re destined for England a nd 
America. We watr.hed the work people leaving at the dinner-hour, at which time 
everyone goes home, and we were very favourably impressed with their general 
appea1·ance. There are about 750 hands engaged at this period of the year. 

The display of Mr. N ister's works at the Exhibition was most artistic. The cases, 
covered with green plush anu decorated with ormolu work in the ''Adams" or 
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''Empire" style, were beautifully designed, and the wonderful variety of choice 
cards, engravings and illustrated picture-books greatly interested us. 

The works of the firm in question are but types of many similar establishments 
for colour-printing on the Continent, working la rgely for the English market. At 
Stuttgart we were shown the works of Mr. M. Seeger, who produced the illustrated 
advertisement of the Exhibition, the Figm·e of Electricity, taken from Professor 
Keller's fresco. The German lithographer has some· advantage over his English 
rival in the relatively much lower cost of the lithographic stones, which come from · 
Solenhofen, in Bavaria, but we were told that the best of the stones is exported·to 
other countries, and only cheaper qualities are used for the home trade. A very con
siderable capital must be sunk in tl1e supply of stones for a large works. The artist 
at Herr Seeger's told us that the bulk of the work was not drawn direct on the 
stone but on prepared transfer paper, which reversed the drawing and enabled the 
draughtsman to follow the design as it would appear when printed. Herr Seeger 
<ioes not do any work for England. 

Another large establishment visited by us was the works of the Union Company, 
formerly Cotta. & Co., the publishers of the writings of Schiller and Goethe . . This 
fs the larges_tprinting concern in Germany, and probably in the world, as it employs 
800 hands. We were shown all the different departments, includin~ the Atelier for 
t he engravers and the colour-printing. This firm produces its own type in a specia l 
factory, and publishes several illustrated papers, some of them having coloured 
illustrations. 
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Thorough cour ses of, in Worcester County 
Institute of Industrial Science, 175. 

Training in, a requisite in ull manual t rain
ing, 10. 

Value of Elementary Training In, 899. 
Value of instruction in, recognized, see 

note to '{>ag-e 135. 137. 
Value of, m scien tific training, 568--569. 

Dunton, A. !fl., D. D., R4lv. L. ili. Presi
dent of Claflin College, 561. 

Durfee, Mr. w. F., on Importance of the 
possession of natural qualifications for 
Engineers; 50-51. 

E. 

Early American Art Aeaclemies Ancl 
Art Museums. Reference to, xxxvi. 

Earl£, Mr. Samuel s. Secr etar y of the 
.1:1oar d of Mana.e-ers. Historical notes of 
Rose Poly techmc Institu te, prepared by, 
187-190. 

Eaton, Gen. John, lJ, s. Com1nlssioner 
of Education. Influence of the U. S. 
Land Grant Laws r ecounted by, 71S--719. 

Remark~ by, at opening of Rose Polytech
nic Institu te, 717- 700. 

Special Repor t on Industrial Education 
(1883) by, r eferred to, 756 and 822. 

Tells of the interest shown by European 
Go~ernmentsin Technical Education, 720. 
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Education. Cost and Character of National, 
761. 

MA.nbood, the highest result of, 287. 
Now era in, 881. 
New law gives great impulse to movement 

for the new Scientific, 230. 
Not tUl 1870 was Art considered as an 

essential feature of, xxxv. 
Professor Huxley, on value of Primary. 938. 
In Science, Importance of, stated by Duke 

of 'Devonshire, 961-962. 
Scientific, at last recognized, 881. 
State aid to, In the Past, 8.'i0. 
State aid to. In the South, 851. 
Technical, Papers relating to, in America 

and Europe, 711-739. 
What the new system of, undertakes to do, 

882. 
Educational authorities quoted. Eng

lish and American, 817·~18. 
Edncatlonal Institutions, Modern Tech

nical and Industrial, defined by President 
Thompson, 722. 

Educational policy of New England 
States, t raditional, 850. 

Edncatlonal "aloe of Museums, 814. 
Edncatlonal Methods. Tbenewlawleads 

to careful investigation of 229-230. 
EducaUon and Labor, U.S. Senate Com

mittee on, Report by, quoted, 779--780. 
Education In Elementary Art began in 

Boston Public Schools in1870, xxxiv. 
Edncation of the Colored Race, Address 

in 1891, by Bishop Haygood, D. D., on the, 
referred to. 553. 

Electric Lighting, Virginia A~icultnral 
and Mechanical College estabhsbes plant 
tor, of the College buildings and the town 
of Blacksburg, 607. 

Elementary Education, Need of better, 
In England, OM. 

Elementary Manual Training 
Schools, How, differentiate as they de
velop, 60. 

Engineer, Cl"il• Modern modification in 
duties of a, 732. 

Engineer, Dynamic, Training of a, 42-46. 
Engineerll>g, ln:echanlcalJ Courses of, in 

Purdue UniverAity, 293-29:>. 
En~ineerlng a comprehensive term, 723. 

Notable· examples of skill in, shown by 
young gradutes in Technology, 724. 

En~rland. Account of Keighley Technical 
Institute in, 931-932. 

Address by Lord Chancellor of, at opening 
of City and Guilds of London Institute, 
911-914. 

Former lack of Educational opportunities 
in, 923. 

Growing demands for artistic goods in, 926. 
How new Inventions change the industries 

of, 924. 
Industrial Schools e~tabllsbed by manufac

turing corporations ln. 813. 
Investigation shows artistic superloritf of 

foreign goods due to better techmcal 
training of workmen than in, 926. 

Le~lation for promotion of elementary 
industrial training urged In, 932. 

Need for Elementary Industrial Training 
in,929. 

Official Statement of ob~ects of National 
Association for promotmg Tech meal Ed
ucation in, 935--936. 

Opening of Evening technical training 
Schools urged in, 933. 

Papers relating to Technical Education in, 
In Appendix A. A., 710. 

Papers relating to Technical Art Training 
in, in Appendix B. B., 710. · 

Relation of Technical Education to For
eign competition in, 923-1134. 

Response by Prince of Wales, to address by 
Lord Chancellor of, at opening of City· 
and Guilds of London Institute, 914-91!\. 

Schools the substitute for apprenticeship 
in,939. 

Slow frogress of early Elementary Tech
nics training in, 925. 

Some evening Technical Schools In, 785. 

Eaaland. Suggestions for establishing Tech 
nical Schools in manufacturing towns of, 
1131. 

Suggestions for Increase of Technical 
Training In, 933. 

Teaching of elementary Science in all 
scboo1s urged in, 933. 

Technical Art Training in1917-9«. 
Technical Education past Its experimental 

stage in, 764. 
Various Instrumentalities for promoting 

Technical education in, 929-931. 
Westminster Review article on need of 
~~~hnical Trainingin,seeAppendixB. ]3., 

English, .Attention to study of, in Univer-
sity of Idaho,~. · 

Employees and Workmen, Relations be
tween, 825-826. 

Employees, Opinions of, on value of lnclus
trial Education, 822. 

Europe. Industrial Schools in, 787. 
· National Technological Education in, 750. 

European manufacturers. General In
telligence of, 812. 

European System of Industrial train
ing contrasted with American public
school system, 779--760. 

E "en ing SChools inN ew York, referred to, 
785. 

E"ening Technical Schools in England, 
785. 

E"olutlon of a Land Grant College of 
A~riculture into a Technical School of 
Science, 406-410. 

Exner, Dr. Austrian Min~ter of Public In
struction establishes Schools for Carpet 
weaving, 728. 

Experiment Stations. Importance of 
U. S. Law establishing, 408-409. 

F. 

Fairchild, George T. President of Kan
ss.s State Agricultural Collefe (1891) <!15. 

Fernald, A . In:. Ph. D., Merr tt C. Pres
Ident of Maine State College in 1891, 389. . 

Fessenden, Hon. w. P. Letter statin~t 
services of Dr. Amos Brown, in promoting 

· passage of Land Grant Bill, 847. 
Fine Arts. Early American appreciation of, 

and culture in the, xxxv. 
Finsbury Technical College, London, 

Opening of, in 1883, referred to, 911-912. . 
Finsbury (a district of London), Technical 

College of. 895. 
Firestone, Mr. Discusses Report on Ap-

prenticeship, 128. . 
Fletschmann,l.'tlr. Charles L. Rellort on 

European Schools of Agriculture m 1847, 
by, 860-881. 

Florid~t-State Agric ulturRI College 
of,~266. 
H~ry of, from catalogue of 1891-'92, 263-

Course of Manual Training in the, 264-265. 
Lake City, the home of the, 264. 
Summary of attendance in 1891-'92, 266. 
Summary of Faculty of the, 266. 

Florida State Normal and Industrial 
Coliege for Colored Students, Tallahas
see, Florida, ~. 

How established, 890. 
Location, support, and equipmentof tbe,690. 
O~nization and Departments of the, !191-

Summary of attendance for 1892-'08, 692. 
Fole;tr, Mr. Thomas, Instructor in world nil" 

m iron in School of Mechanic Arts, Insti
tute of Technology, Boston, Massachu
setts, 15. 

Food, Scarcity of, experienced by Plymouth 
colonists, 859-860. 

Forests. Importance of preservation of,856. 
France. Early artistic training of children 

in, 933. 
Elementar y Science education in 750. 
Official Raport on Art Industries In, re-

ferred to. 6-7. . 
Technical Schools in, 736-737. 
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Freedmen's Bnrf'an •. CredUgiven to work 

of the negroes in the, by General Arm
strong, 600. 

Free Drawina- S chool of Tulane U ni
versity, New Orleans, Louisiana. Re
por t tor 1891, of Saturday classes tor 
Women in the 101. 

Mechanical and Free-Hand courses of the, 
102. 

Report for 1891-'92, of Evening Class for 
Men, 101-102. 

Summary of work for seven years, 101. 
Freehand Drawing, Two years course of , 

in the University of Minnesota, 867-MS. 
French Lady Visitors a t Vassar. Anec

dote of, 7a6. 
FriMse ll, President; H . B ., of Hampton, 

Va. Indebtedness to, by auth.or of Re
port (see note), 616. 

Let ter fr om, 645-646. 
Fuller, Ph. D ., Dr. Home r T. References 

~o Inaugural address at Worcester by, 
1D 1883, 709-710, 718. 

Inaugur al Address in 1883 by, Worcester 
Free Institute, 786-740. 

Inau Jinlral address of, referr ed to, 895. 
Letter on advantage of ooient ific training 

b y, 828. 
G. 

Garfteld1• Ron. J'ames A., on Technical 
Educa~on. AddrllSS in 1867, by, 299--801. 

Garre tt, oJ'B, & 0 . B . R. Co., Preside nt, 
calls for Report on practir.e.bility of giving 
technical training to R. R. Employees 748. 

Gault, 1'11. S ., Franklin.~, P r esident of U ni
versity of Idaho, and IJOllege of Agricul 
t ure, 678. 

Georgia State ()olle g e, Athen s, Geor
gia. Accoun t of, 266-$76. 

Georgia School of T echnology. Build
ings and equipments of the, 278. 

Department of Mechanical Drawing in the, 
274-275. 

General statemen ts of, from catalogue of 
1889-'90, 272-276. 

Summary of attendance in 1889-'90, 276. 
Summary of Faculty of, in 1889-'90, 276. 
Workshop practice in the, 275-276. 

Georg ia S tate ()olle g eJ_Addr ess by Super
in tendent Milton P. Higgins, on opening 
of School of Tech nology of t he, in 1888, 
287-269. 

Courses of Drawing in the, 286. 
Course in Building and Architecture in the, 

266-287. 
School of Technology of the, opened in At

lanta In 1888, 287. 
Summ!l'ry of attendance in 1882, and in 

1886- 87, 287 . . 
G eorgia S tate Industri al ()ollege for 

Colored Students established by Legis
lature, in 1890, 692. 

L ocation, Buildings, Departments of, and 
courses of study in, 698. 

Summary of attendance tor 1892-'98, 69~. 
G e rman and Ame rican S c hool con 

trasted 876. 
Germans, P ractical Character of, illus trated, 

980. 
G e rmany . Agricul tural Education in, SM. 

Grea t activity in Industries in, 982. · 
G~2.t ~ctivity in Technical Education in , 

Importance given to higher scientific train-
ingin, 977. 

Man ufacturers of, by their more scientific 
trainin~ A.nd m ethods, threaten serious 
competition, 980. 

Relations bet ween, and Bradford, England, 
980-981. 

RE!J)ort of recent progress of Technical 
Education in , 978-989. 

Report on Technical Education in, Decem-
ber, 1896, 972-991. 

Secondary Education In, 977-978. 
Statistics of Technical Schools in, 970. 
Technical Schools in, 787. 
Trade Schools in. 978-979. 

Ge rman T echnical Schools . Concise 
Statement abou t the, 970. 

G e rman Tooth have better elemen tary 
training than the English, 97U. 

Gibs on, Hon. Randall L e e.l_U. S. S. f rom 
Louisiana, is consulted by .Dilr. T ulane, 80. 

Secur es leading citizens to join with him
self in a Board to r eceive The Trust for 
Mr. T ulane, 80. 

Suggested as President of the Board , by 
Mr. T olane,80. · 

Tribu te to the late,~-
Gtlmani LL. D., Daniel (), Extract fr om 

tlna r epor t in 1875 of, as P residen t of 
University of California, 220-224. 

On Industrial Education (note) 806. 
Gira rd ()ollege, Opening of Mechanical 

Schools in, announced, 67. 
Girl!<, Industrial Training of, in Oregon State 

Agricultural College, tM. 
Goo d year, Profe s sor • . Inst ructor in Art 

Schools of Metropolitan Museum, 107. 
Graphics, . Course In, Pennsylvania· State 

College, 533. 
G r eat Britain, Rapid growth of institu t ions 

for Technical T raining in, between 1877 
and 1888 896. 

Great Brttain and Germany, P apers 
relating to Technical Education in, 947-
WL · . 

Green e, Profe ssor w. 1'11. Director Rens
selaer Polytechnic Institute. Letter on 
ad:vantage of Scientific Training by, 828-
824. 

Gribbon, l'llr •. J'obn D . Chief Instructor 
in Technical School of Metr opolitan 
Museum for Car riage DrA.ugbtsmen and 
Mechanics. 118. 

Principal Technical School fr om 1880. 
Death in 1892 of, 116. 

H . 

Hadley, A.. 1'11., President, Hiram. Re
ports of New Mexico College by 6R 

Hamilton, Professor J'ohn. Address on 
"Techn ical Training " by, 879-883. 

Addr ess by, r eferred to, on pages, 515 and 
710. 

Hampton Normal and A g ricultural 
Institute} .~amp ton, Vit:gihla. Account 
of the, 611-oo~. 

Cost of , to the public, 622. 
Course of ~tudy in, 613-614. 
Educational Policy of, discussed by General 
Armstrong,~-

Employm ents taught in 613. 
Extracts from Twenty-'Fifth Ann ual Re-

;port of (1898), 627~. 
F1rst Indian pupils r eceived in, 828. 
Fortunate su rroundings of, 824. 
Founded for t raining of colored youth , in 

1868, 611. 
Growtl! of, in t wenty-five year s, 1868-1893, 

629. 
Historic situation of, 621. 
Is a Manual Labor School 6~13. 
Leltislatur e ltives one-third of the U. S. 

Land Grants to, in 1872 611. 
One-third share of Land Script given to 

the, 600. 
"Records of Twenty-two Years' work in," 

referred to 6U. 
Review of Industr ies in, 686-645. 
Self Help t he f undamental idea of , 622. 
Statistics of attendance in, for 1872-'98 

(note to), 645-646. 
Summary of attendance in 1880-'81 and 

and 1881-'62, 61~. 
Technical Education in, ~
Trades carried on in, ~-
Training of Indian youth begun here in 

1878, 612. 
Various industr ial enterprises of, 637-MO. 
Work done by Graduates of, 629-680. 

Handic raft, Rapidly being superseded by 
machinery, 723. 

Hanover, Royal Tech nical High School of, 
976. 

Harris, Ron. N . E. A ddress by , on en
trusting theUeorgiaScbool ot Technology 
to trustees of State University, 289-272. 
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Har r is, Hon. I r a, Letter from, stating 
services of Amos Brown, in promoting 
)l&i88ge of Land Grant Bill, 114,7. · 

Harris, L L. D •• H o n. w .. T ., C ommis· 
stone r o f Edu cati o n . Statistics of 
Colored Schools in 1890, 118 given by, 887. 

H a rtina-ton . Lord, the Address on " Tech
nica1 Art Training" by, Editorial com
ments of London Times on,IJ00-921. 

Reference to the Comments of London 
Times, in Appendix B. B. on address by, 
710. 

Har vard College. Small attendance in 
early years (note to page), 86-S. 

H atch Act o r 1887'. Purpose of the, 66(. 
Text of the, 839-841. . . 
Value to Agricultural Colleges, of the Ex

periment Stations created by the, 500. 
H a w aii. General Armstrong, a native of, 618. 
Hawkins, M r . J. •r . Comment.~ on Profes

sor Woodward's paper by, 47--48. 
Jlaygood, D . D ., B is hop A . G . Address 

by, in 1891, on education of the Colored 
Race r eferred to. See pages 553 and 710. 

Farewell address b y, at commencement of 
Cla.fiin University in 1891, 885-S91. 

H e 11se, ltlr. Freder ick G. Appointed in 
18U, to chair of Industrial Mechanics, 
University of California. 220-221. 

Higgins. Milt on P. Address by, on School 
Shop Instruction, 267-269. . 

H lllt.H• A. President Southern University, 
J)lew Orleans. Louisiana, fl98. 

Hoar, Hon. Geor ge F. Provides Scholar
ships in Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 
183. 

J[obb!l, Dr. Barn a b as c. Interesting 
statement.q by, 735-736. 

Hoflina nn, M r. J o hn D. Appointed, in 
1874, Instructor of Industrial Drawing, 
University of California, 221. 

H olladar, A l exande r Q.. President of 
Nortn Carolina State College of Agricul
ture at Raleigh, in 1890. 449. 

H o m e Industr ies in Black Forest and 
Thuringia, 981. 

H opkins, Ph. D .. D . D ., I saacS. Pres!· 
dent of Georgia School of Technology, in 
1890,276. 

Uoua-h , Dr. F ran k lin B. Paper on" Tree 
Planting in School Grounds" by the> late, 
referred to. 869. 

Howa rd, G e n eral , Tribute to, for aid to 
Hampton , 620. 

Hoyt, Ex-Governo r John W . We.s tho 
President for the first three year s of the 
University of Wyoming, 682. 

J[oyt, LL. D., H o n • .John ,V. Report 
on Paris Exposition of 1876 by, quoted h y 
Committee on Virginia Agricultur al Col-
lege. 600. · 

Hnnt . Klc hard M. Referenceto thebeau
tlful Art Building of the Columbian Ex
posit ion designed by the distinguished 
architect, xi. 4. 

Hunt. W. M . The Allegorical Paintings in 
State CaJ?itol at Albany, by, Reference 
to, xxxvili-xlii-:dv. 

Huxley, F. R. 8. Address by the late Pro
fessor, given in Appendix "B. B." and 
referred to on page 710. 

Address in Manchester, in 1887, by, 937-944. 
On the problem which confronts all mod

ern civilization, 943. 
Quoted on the economic value of Scientific 

training, 755. 

•• 
Ida ho, The University of, at Moscow. 666. 
l~~;norance. Cost to a country of, 1127: 
Illino is I n dustr ial Un i v e r sity opened 

In 1888, 202, 
Illin o is, U n iversity or, Account of the, 

Urbana, Champaign County, TI!inois, 27&--
278. 

Immediate t nftnen ce of t h e la w or 
186~, 2281. 

Impo rtance of early tra ining, 856. 
Index to Part I V , 900---1000. 

Indian p u pils_ ~n H a mpto!!.t Experi
ment of recetvmg, a success, u;<:<~. 

Indian Y o uth, Report concern!ng,by Prin
dpal Armstrong in 1879 and in ~880. 612. 

Training of, begun in Hampton in 187ll, 612. 
Industr ial Art E dueation , Histor y of 

development of, continued in Parts IU 
and IV. xxxiv. 

Industria l Arts, Courses of, in Kansas 
State Agricultural College, 813-814. 

Industria l Drawin~r, in College of Mechan
ics, University of California. Courses in, 
221- 222. 

Industr ial A r t T r alnin&' a necessity, 
417. 

Industria l Eclucati o n , Barnard. Dr., r e-
fers to some r ecent works on, 781. 

Claims of, in Baltimor e 77&--779. 
Defined by Dr. Philbrick. 620. 
Development of, lu the U.S., 756. 
In the U. S., Special Report on , referred to, 

822. 
Of colored Studen ts. Int r oduction to the 

accounts of the new State Institutions .in 
the South for the. 684,. 

Pedagogical methods of the new, 882. 
The present Report an object lesson show

ing the rapid spread of, 11. 
Report on, by U. S. Commissioner of Edu

cation, 756. 
Report of Committee on, in Saratoga in 

1882, 780-781. 
Report of 1889 on, to Pennsylvania Legis

lature, referred to, 534. 
Testimony of Mr. Mather, on , before Senate 

Committee on Labor, 801-802. 
U. S. Law of 1862 providing for . 762. 
Views of Supt. Philbrick on, in City Schools, 

763. • . 
Works on, byPr esidentFra.ncis A. Walker, 

Ph. D., LLD., 12. 
Works on, by Professor J ohn D. Runkle, 

Ph. D. , LLD., 12. 
Works on, by Professor John M . Or.dway, 

A. M., l2. . 
lnclustria l Knowle d ge. European Soci

eties for promotion of, 812-813. 
Ind u str ial Schools established by English · 

manufacturing corporations, 818. 
In Europe, 787. 
In Europe, show value of similar schools 

to the U . S., 760. 
In Russia, 738. 
U~~tsfnd need .for ,in the United States, 

" lnclustria l ," Tendency to drop the term, 
noted, 178. 

Industri a l Train in g. Practical Sugges
tions for promotion of elementary, 928. 

I nclnst.r les. Band and machine, in competi
t ion, 979-980: 

Technical Education alone able to create 
new, 7~7. 

Inger soll, M. S., Pro fessor Ch a rles L . 
President of State Agricultural College 
of Colorado 256. 

Institute o r TechnolOJY• Boston, Me.ss. 
Account of new bu!ldmg for the School 
of Mechanic Arts of the (1862), 23-24. 

Courses in School of Mechanic Arts, 1S. 
Forging Shop in School of Mechanic Arts, 

H -15. 
Foundry course in School of Mechanic 

Arts, 14. 
Machine tool shop in School of Mechanic 

Arts of, 15. 
Report on instruction in iron working, in 

the. by Mr. Foley, 1&--23 . 
Schedule of Studtes in School of Mechanic 

Arts. 24. 
School of Mechanic Arts, Faculty of (1881\-

1887), 26. 
School of Mechanic Arts, Statemen• in 

Catalogue of 1885-S6 of, 25. 
School of Mechanic Arts, List of Faculty 

of the, 25. 
School of Mechanic Arts from 1887 to 1891, 

26-27. 
Statement concernin_g the, in Special Re

port b y President Walker, in 1890,28. 
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Inte res ting features noted of theEduca.· 
tiona\ discussion by the National Asso
ciation of Caniage Builders, 119-120. 

Introduc tion t o P a rt I V , xxxi-llv. 
•.ro appendix C. C. 947-948. 

Inve ntions , no lonj!'er due to chance, but 
the results of Setentiflc deduction, 728. 

Not made by uneducated pr actical work· 
ers, 796. 

Professor Huxley, on 796. 
Inve ntors. Debt owed by modern civil!.za.. 

tion to a few humble, 960. 
Men of Science~. 797. 

Iowa. A g ric ultura l (Jollege, Ames, 
Iowa. Account of the, 297-305. 

Comprehensive provision of State law dl· 
r ectinll: the objects of the, 299. 

Courses m Drawing in the, 298. 
Four courses of four years each and a Pre· 

par a tory course, 298. 
Historical data in Catalogue of 1800,801-802. 
New building named "Morrill Hall," in 

honor of Hon. Justin S. Morrill, U. S. S. 
from Vermont, 302. 

Opened ns a State College, in 1859,297. 
O_pened as U.S. Land Grant College, in 1869, 

297. 
Professor E. W. Stanton, Acting President 

of, in 1800.805. 
President Chamberlain, in report of 1889, 

discusses the Land Grant Colleges, 298-
801. 

Statement of Course in Mechanical Engi-
neering in (1800), 302-304. 

Summary of attendance in 1880-~f!.l.j 298. 
Summary of attendance in 1890, ouo. 
Summary of Faculty in 1800, 305. 

Iro n work. Definitions of terms used !n,16. 
Description of course of thir ty-three lessons 

in vise-work, by Mr. Foley,20-21. 
Description of course in machine tool work, 

by Mr. Foley, 22-28. 
Details of forty-three separate operations 

in , as given by Mr. Foley,16-20. 

:1. 

:taekson, A. B., A . Ill., :tohn H ., Presi
dent, Ken tucky State Nor mal School for 
Colored Persons, Frankfor t, 691. 

.J·ame s , Pre s ident, Discusses plan of reor
ganization of State Agricultural College 
of Texas. 585-588. 

:ta.meson, lllr. (). D ., on Education for Rail
road Engineering, ~1. 

S e rvis, I'IIr . .John B ., Civil Engineer, on 
value of early training, 802. 

· Sohns Hopkin'" Details of amount and 
disposition of bequests for university 
purposes by, 783. 

;Johns Hor,kins U nive rsity . Dr. Bar· 
nard's Ideal of proper relation of Ba.ltl· 
more public school system to the, 883. 

British Commissioner Mather, on the, 820. 
Instruction In, does not fit for Industr ial 

callings 788. 
Ought t o b6 considered the crown of Balt!· 

more City Public Schools, 831. 
President and Faculty of, favor Technical 

Training, 784-785. 
Reference to the cr iticism of, by Mr. Ma· . 

ther, 782. 
Relation between the, and the B. & 0. R. R. 

Co .. 145 and 781. 
Result to the Community of the work of 

the, 783. 
Shou ld promote Industrial Education in 

Baltimore, 782. 
Suggestions of desil•able relations between 

Bal timor e public schools and, 744. 
Tr ustees of,could found a Department for 

higher Technical Training, 785. 
.Johnson, A . Ill., D . D ., A. A. President 

University of Wl'oming, 684. 
.Johns on, l'ltr. Andrew F . ·Succeeds In 

1892, the late Mr. John D. Gr ibbon, (1880-92) 
_in charge of the Technical School of the 
National Car riage Builders' Association 
in New York City, 116. 

.Johns tont LL. D . , (Jol. William Pre 8• 
ton, cnosen President of Louisiana State 
UnlvAr sity and Agricultural and Meehan· 
ical College, In 1880, ~-

Called t o P residency of the new T ulane 
Univer sit:y, in New Orleans, in 1883, 332. 

.Jone s , .l'llr. Discusses Report to Carriage 
Builders' Convention, In 1883, on Appren· 
ticesbip, 126. · 

Sudkin8, Mr. Disclllldes Ret><>rt to Carriage 
Builders' Convention, in 1883, on Appren· 
ticeship, 125-126. 

K . 
K&n8&8 State Ag ric ultural (Jollege. 

Account of the, 805-315. 
All students of, work an hour a day at some 

industr :y, 305. 
Concise h1story of theh311-<112. 
Cou rse of Studies In t e, 805-306. 
~y~1~~f Study In Industrial Arts, in the, 

Endowment of the, 811-<112. 
Equipment of the, 311. 
Extracts from notable Hand-book, issu ed in 

1874, by the, 307-310. 
Founded in 1863-reorganized In 1872, 305. 
illustrated catalogue for 1890-'91 described, 

311. 
Open to both sexes, 305. 
Reorganization of the, in 1873, an. 
Report of Drawing in the, 1876-'80, 300-307. 
Statement of the Objects of the, 312. 
Stat istics of attendance, 816. 
Summary of Faculty and Assistants, 315. 
Summary of pupils In 1890-'91, 315. 

Kastne r , lllr. ()harleM, in charge of Lowell 
School of Design, 353. 

K e ig hle y T eehniea.l l n!!itltute, Work of, 
described, 001-932. 

Kellogg, A . Ill. , Martin, President (pro 
tempore,) University of California., in 
1892,223. 

President (pro tempore) of University of 
California; is, also, President of College 
of Agr iculture, 252. 

K e ntuc ky, A g ric ultural and llleeha.n
iea.l Co llege o f, Account of the, 316-328. 

Building and equipment of the Department 
of Mechanical Engineering of the, 32Z-328 . 

Courses of Instruction in the, for 1876-'79, 
317. 

Course of Practical Mechanics in the, 318. 
Degrees conferred by the, 319. 
Drawing a. r equired study in Nor mal De· 

partment of the, 318. 
Established in 1885, 316. 
Extracts from Annual Register for 1891-'92, 

318-319. 
The first in the U.S. to open under act of 

1862,316. . 
Land and buildings given in 1880, by City of 

Lexington and County of Fayette, to the, 
317. 

List of F acutty of the, In 1892, 328. 
List of Otllcer s of the, 328. 
Reorganized in 1878. 316-317. · 
Schedule of four years in t he Department 

of Mechanical Engineering, in the, 319-322. 
Schedule .of School of Civil Engineering 

and Mining, in 1888 316. 
Schedule of School of Fine -<ll'ts. in 1868, 316. 
Separated from the Ken tucky University 

in 1878, 316-317. · 
The several cour ses of study tau ght in the, 

319. 
Stat istics of the ftrst year of separate ex· 

istence of the (187S-'79) 317. . 
Statistics of at tendance of the, from 1877 - '82, 

318. 
Statist ics of attendance for 1891-'92,328. 

K e ntucky. State No rma l Scho ol for 
(Jolore d P e rMons, F rankfort, 694-698 . 
Founded by Legislature to train tea-chers 

for colored schoo'ls, about 1886, 1194 . 
Industrial Departments added to secure 

U. S. Gr ant of 1891,694. 
Location, Buildings, and Normal Course 

described, 694. 
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K e ntuck y. Slate Normal S chool l"or 
Colored P e r•on s, Three Special In • 
dustria.l Departments of the, supported 
by U.S. Land Grant, 694. 

Summary ot attendance 1893-'94,600. 
K e nt. JUr. William. COmments on Pro· 

fessor Woodward's paper b y,47. 
K e rn, A. M ., F. L ., President of State Agrl· 

cultural College of Florida, 266. 
KHla n1, Mr. Discusses Report on Appren

ticeship, 1.24. 
King1 Pro fe s sor C. 1 .1 on value to an En· 

gmeer of college t raming 51. 
Knoxv i lle Vollege, the In<iustrial Depart· 

ment of Tennessee University. Colored 
students attend, 573. 

Addition to 574. 
Industrial Department of Tennessee Uni· 

varsity at, 581-583. 

L . 

(,nncl Grant Colle g es. A group of new 
Institutions under laws of 1881 and 1890, 
GM-706. 

How States and individuals have supple
monte<\ the funds of the, 858. 

Value of, to Patriotism. 859. 
L a nd Gr ant L a w of 186~; Comments iu 

1876 on thtl, by P resident R. S. Strahan, 
of Corvallis College, Oregon, 480. 

His tori cal ~ta.temen t concerning the,84lH!48. 
Purpose of U. S. in passing the, 283. 
Purpose of t ho, as set forth in Section 4, 228. 
Summary of the, 227-228. 
Tribute by President E . E. White, to the 

Congress which passed the (note to), 231. 
L•u•d Grant L a w s of the 'U.S. Text of 

the, 83S-842. 
What has been effected b y the, 718-719. 

•·•~rned, Col. C h a rles W. Professor of 
. Drawing in West Point Academy, 429. 
L ee, Gener1~1 S . D. President of Agricul -

tural and Mechanical College of Missis· 
sippi in 1892, 879. 

L e ice 111e r , October 6, 1897. Address by Bi~hop 
of London, on opening of Corporation 
Technical Art Schools of, 96f>. 

L e t c h e r , P r ofessor :J, D . P r esident pro 
tem. of Oregon Agricultural College,1892, 

. 492. • 
Liberal E ducat ion. President E. E. White, 

defines meanin~ of the term, 283. 
Library. Suggestwns for using the B. & 0. 

employees' Free Circulating, (note to 
pages), 134,-185. 

Library B uildings. Reference to Roston, 
and National, Public. xlii. 

Lincoln lras tltnte, :Je ft'e rso n C ity,lf.li s-
souri. Account of, 69!J..009. 

IDstorica.lsketch of, 699. 
Interesting origin of, 698-699. 
Summar y of attendance, 1890-'91, 699. 

Lfstof Technic a l M echanica l S c hoo l s, 
4-5 .. 

London, The Bis hop o f , Approves of 
Technical Education 965. 

J,ondon, City oC. Free Scholarships in the, 50. 
Londo n Ins tit u te b uilcling, and that of 

the Polytechnic of Berlin. compared, 896. 
London T i m es on L o rcl Hartin gton ' s 

Address, 900-921. 
Longfe llo w. Amusing reference to pOtlm 

by, 859. 
Louis ia na fl!lt.ate lJn fversity and A g ri

c ultural and !U echanlcal Vollege 
o f Baton Rouge, Accounts of the, 
823-832. 

Account of origin of the, 323-824. 
Agricultural and Mechanical courses of two 

years in the, 825-328. 
Attractive surroundings of the buildings 

of the, 329. 
Courses in Drawing and Industrial Train· 

ing In the, :m.-331. 
Description of Location and buildings of 

the, 324. . 
Extracts from catalogue of 1890-'91,328-3l2. 
Four courses of study of four year s each 

announced in 1890-'91, 324-800. 
Opened in Baton Rou ge 1877, 324. 

J ,oui• iana l!ltale 1Jnivc r 11ily a n d Acri
cullural a nd !U cch a nical CoHetre 
of Balon Ron~re, Post Gradu11te De· 
grees of the, 300. · 

Reorganization under President J.ohnston, of 
· the 825 · 
Report for 1882 by Boar d of Supervisors of 

t he, 324-328. 
Statistics of attendance for 1881-'82, 328. 
Stat istics of attendance in 1890 -'Ill, 332. 
Statistics of Faculty in 1891,332. 
University courses and Defrees in the,825. 

Louisiana. Southera lJn versl ty ,Ne w 
Orleans, For Colored pupils of both 
sexes 6118-698. 

L owe ll School o f Applte cl Desig n , 
B oston, Massachusetts. Reference 
In 1883, to the 5. 

L ubboc k , Sir ~ohn, AddreM at Staly· 
br idge, on Technical Education, by, 957-
959. 

Lyo n s, :t' rauce. The Martin School, 816. 
Cause of lessened silk interests in, 754. 

M. 
McArthur, of Washi n g ton. D . v., H o n . 

A rthur, QuotationR in Report by Dr. 
W . T. Barnard from the work on "Edu· 
cation in its Relation to Industr y " by the 
late, pages 757, 761-2, 795. 

IU cBry cle, P h , n . ; LL. D ., President :1. 
M ., o f Virg inia A g ricnltur,.l a nd 
M echanical College, Account of the 
in.~titution in Southern P lanter, October, 
1898 an ar t icle by, 603-608. 

President of South Carolina University 
1891, 551. 

M c L ear. llfr. Discusses Report on Anpren· 
ticeship, 128-127. 

Machinery R a pidly Supers eding 
H and icr a ft., 729. 

lllag uus, Mr. P hili1,, Secr etar y a nd 
Directo r o f C i t y ancl Guilds of 
London Ins titute. Extracts !rom 
address on "Technological Instruction," 
by, Sl!7-829. 

Summary of opening address by, before 
"Section B," of International Conference 
in 188(, 902. 

English Technical Instruction Commis· 
sioner, 982. 

Tribute to, by Prince of Wales, 915. 
:Maha ft'y, Dr., of 'l'ri n i ty Colleget Dub· 

lin, Statements by, <'.riticised oy the 
Duke of Devonshire, 962. 

Maine State College o f A g ric ulture · 
a nd the JU echauic Arts, Or ono. 
Account of the, 885-839. 

Courses of Instruction in, 337-338. 
Course of Draw in~ in, 336. 
Course in Mechamcal Engineering, 336. 
Course in Shop Work, 3a8-SSO. 
Five full courses of Instruction in, 885. 
Mechanic Art Course in, 336. 
tiituation and buildings of, 337. 
Statistics of attendance in 1881-'~ 336. 
Su mmary of Faculty of, in 1891, 0011. 
Summary of s tatis tics of attendance in 

1891,889. 
Manc h ester , E n g land. Municipal In· 

struction in Art and Technology in, 949. 
Tribute to people of, by Professor Huxley, 

944. 
!Uanhoo d the hig h est result o f edu

catio n 287. 
Ill anna l L a b o r Volleges. Dl.ffi.culties con

nected with, tn2. 
Manual Training. An English experi· 

ment in, 008-909. 
As taught In Brown University in 1891-'92, 

539. 
But a poor substitute for Industria.\ Art 

Training, xxxiv. 
English Commissioners r ecommend, in ele· 

mentary schools, 814. 
English estimate for equipment and cost of 

a small school workshop !or, 9re-909. 
Extracts relating to. 948. 
In Claftin College, 555-556. 
l nTulaneHigh School ,NewOrleans,La.,99. 
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Manual Traiai n.. Sir John Lubbock, 

urges educational importance of, 1158. 
Students in Agriculture in West Virginia 

University must take course in, 648. 
Superintendent Marvel, of Gloucester, 

Mass., on. 821. 
Manu1d Tralntng 8claool of Washington 

University, St. Louis, Mo., Account of 
the, 28-60. 

Account of a visit to~_!!l St. Louis Repub 
lie an, February 4, 1!!1Xl, 39. 

Building and shop equipment of the, ~5. 
CatalofPie of the, for 1891-1892 quoted, 64-57. 
ConditiOns of admi!lSion to the, 29. 
Course of Instruction in the, in, 1882, ~
The course of training in the, 42-46. 
Daily programme of the, 32. 
Enrollment for each year from 1880 to 1892, 

M . 
Equipment in 1892, 54-1'>6. 
Gen' Armstrong endorses the, 39. 
Important relation borne by this school to 

the Manual Training Movement in the 
U.S. r eferred to, 52. 

List of officers and teachers of the,1891- '9'Z, 
59. 

Opened in 1880, 28. . 
Ordinance of 1879 establishing the, quoted, 

29. 
Pur~ of the, 29. 
Rap1d increase in pupils the first three 

years of the, 29. . 
Report for 1886-'87, with list of Officials and 

Instructors, quoted, 52-M. 
The three years' course of study in the, 

30-31 
Work of, shown at annual meetings of the 

National Educational Association, M. 
lUannal Training Schools, Accounts of 

Typical, referred to xxxiv. 
Introduction to offlciai accounts of the two 

Typical experimental , 10-12. 
Popularity of, 757. 
Reference to other accounts of the two 

Pioneer, in the U. S., 10. 
Relation of, to the public schools,10. 
Relation of

6
to the Higher Industrial Insti· 

t u tions,1 . 
Value of, as preparatory to Polytechnic 

Institutions, 42. 
Manufac tures. Importance of art qual!· 

ties in, 927. 
ltlarsla, LL.D., The late Hon. George 

P. Library of, given to University of 
Vermont by Hon. Frederick Billings,598. 

M arshall, Mr. :1. F. B. Reminiscences of 
General Armstrong and of Hampton by, 
Treasurer of Hampton Institute, 624-627. 

1Uartin School, The, Lyons, France, 816. 
Marvel , Superintende nt, of Gloucester, 

Mass., quoted on Manual Training, 821. 
!Uarylan(l Agric ultural College. Ac· 

count of tlie 839-348. 
Alvord, C. E., Henry E., President of the, in 

1890,343. 
Courses of Study and Attendanoo in 1881, 

340. . 
Concise Statement of courses of instruction 

in the, 341. 
Designated to r eooive the appropriations 

unaer the law of 1882 and 1877,340. 
Extracts from Biennial Rei>Ort by Board of 

Trustees for 1886-'89, 341, 343. 
Founded in \856 by private citizens, and 

given annual donation, by the State, 
down to 1883 340. 

Government 'Experiment Station estab-
lished in 1889, 340. 

Historical Statements concer ning the, 340. 
Location and farm of the, 339--MO. 
No charges, for tuition and room rent. to 

students 341. · 
Professor Henry E . Alvord, chosen asPresl· 

dent of the, in 1688, 340. 
Report by Lieutenant A. B. Scott, in charge 

of Department of Drawing, 343. 
Summary of annual necessary expenses of 

students in the, 343. 
Summary of At tendance, 343. 
Summary of Faculty of, m 1890, 343. 

Maryland Aaricult•ral Vellcae. Sum• 
mary of Statistics of Atten<la.nce tor 
three years, 341. 

IU .. r yland Institute. Address, in June, 
• 1882, by Hon. Teackle Wallis, befor e the, 

786. 
ltlnson, j r., W. A . Report by, instructor in 

Drawing in Ohio State University in 1880, 
452-453. 

ltlnssac llusetts Agricultural College, 
Amhe1'8t. Account of the, 345-a48. 

Agassiz, The late Professor , on the im
~-t seieutidc work of the College, 

Annual Statement of the, r equired by Legis
lature, 347. 

Col. Wm. S. Clark, chosen President in 1889, 
345. 

Commemorative Addresses on 25th anniver
sary of passage of " Morrill" Law of 1862. 
Reference to, 347. 

Desirable location of the, in the old college 
town, 345. 

Drawing taught in the, 346. 
Incorporation and endowment of the Col

lege in 1863, 345. 
The .Tapanese Government induce Presl

dentClark, tO found alike.college in Japan 
in 1877-'78, 340. 

Location of the, 345. 
Mechanic courses of the, taught iu the Mass. 

School of T echnology,346. 
Opening of t-he, in 1867, under President 

Chadbourne, 345. 
President Clark, called to Japan in 1877,346. 
The President in 1892, was Henry H. Goodell, 

LL.D., 348. 
Reference to eleven years' presidency of 

Col. Clark, 345. 
Report by President Fernald,in 1892,347-348. 
Statistics of Attendance, 348--347. 
Summary of Attendance in 1892, 348 . . 
Summary of Professor s in 1892, 348. 
U. S. Land Grant Fund shared with Mass&

chuset-ts Institute of 'l'echnology, Boston, 
1145. • 

JJiaS!Iachusetts Board of J.Rducatlon. 
Account of School of Mechanic Arts, by 
Ex-President John D. Runkle, in 45th An
n ual Report of the, 18-24. 

ltlassacllusetts Institute of T echnol
ogy, Bo!lton. Account of the, 348-356. 

Account of the, in a Special Report, referred 
to,ll. 

Admirable Catalogue of, for 189Z-'93, 3.SS-854. 
Attendance in 1893, of more th'an 1,000 con

trasted with the .total of 27 students in 
1885.355. 

Buildings occupied in 1893 by the, 3M. 
Course of Instruction in the, 349. 
Building and Architecture. Course in, 350. 
Designated by Legislature in 1883, to receive 

annually one-third the U.S. Land Grant 
income, 348. · 

Educational works by Faculty of the, 12. 
Engineering. Courses in, 349-<150. 
Incorporated in 1881, 348. 
Instruction in Shop wor k given in th.e, 350-

351. 
The Late Professor Wm. B. Rogers, d rst 

President. of th~dl53. 
Libraries of the, ooo. 
List of Presidents of the, 353. 
Location of new building, 348. 
Lowell Institute Free Course of Instruction 

in charge of the. 353. 
Lowell School of Practical Design is in 

charge of the, 353. 
Museum of Architecture of the, 350. 
Opened in 1865, 354. · 
Prominen'le lrlven to Drawing in all courses 

in the, 354-Z55. 
Publications by Alumni of the, referred t o, 

11-12. , 
Ret><>rt by H on. Wm. H. Ruffner, of Vir

ginia, on the methods of the School of 
Mechanic Arts,~-

School of Mechanic Arts of the, 351. 
Two years' cour se in detail in School of 

Mechanic Arts in the, 351-852. 
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Ma.,.aehuOJe ll• I netirute of T e ehnoloay, 
Dol!lton. Statistics of attendance in 
1881- '112, 353. 

Summary of Instructors in 1893, 356. 
Summarv of Students in 1893, 3ii5. 
Walker, Ph. D. , LL. D., Francis A., Presi

dent in 1893 of the, 356. 
M a the r, lUr. W illiam, Anniversary addr ess 

at Technical School of Stock port, Eng
land, by; 955-957. 

Comments by, British Commissioner, on In
stitutions for Scient ific and Technical 
Training in the U . S. , 820. 

CommAnts on American Schools, 779-780. 
ExtractR fr om testimony by, before U.S. 

Senate Committee on Education and 
Labor, 824-827. 

Inaugural address by, at Salford, England, 
September 22, 1897. 95Z-958. 

Letters from American educator.& on value 
of Scientific •rraining addressed to, 823-
824. 

On conditions of American workmen, ~. 
On Shop Schoolfl, !!25. 
Report by, ignores the Art Schools and 

artistic development of the (]. S., 896. 
Report by, on American Inventors and E n-

gineers, 896. 
Report by, quoted, 758-760. 
Testifies on Indus trial Education, 801-802. 
Tribute to J ohns Hopkins University by, 

820. 
Quoted by Professor W oodward , 52. 

M e chtu tlc A.rt!>l, S c h ool of, i n the Insti
tute o f T echno logy.!. B oston, M,.ss. 
Date of founding the. 111. 

Shop courses in the, 351-352. 
llleehanle Arts. School of,in the Tennessee 

University, 581. 
Delay in introducin g training in, in New 

Hampshire State College, 407. 
In Branch N ormal College of Arkansas. 

Equipments and courses in the, 688. 
In Pennsylvania State College,1886. Course 

in, 521-528. 
Special cour se of, for students of agricul

ture, in West Virginia University, 64.8. 
M eehnnicllll En~ineerlng. Ohio State 

Univer sity. Cour ses in, 473-475. 
!JI"ceh a nleal Eng ineer s . Discussion of 

Professor Woodward's paper by the 
American Society of, 47-52. 

IU eehani <".Al S c hool s ofl'ilprlng Garde n 
Instltnte, Development of, from the 
forrn,er night clfiSSes, 60. 

!U eeh llnieal Work, in Tulane University. 
Course of, 91. 

M ech a nics, Course of, in College of Engineer
ing, University of Minnesota, 366. 

President Bloss, defines the wide range of a 
thorough study of, 495. 

Mt~ndenhall, Pia. D .1 L L. D., P r ofe sso r 
Thomas C. Called to Presidency of 
Rose P olytechnic Institute in 1886, 194. 

Called to Presidency of the Worcester , Mas
sachuset ts, P olytechnic School in 1894,710. 

M e t.hods o f Ins truc tio n in th e School of 
Mechanic Arts of Tennessee University, 
579-580. 

lU e tropolitan M u seum of A rt. Ne "' 
York City . Arrangement with Tnts· 
tees of, in regard to the Technical Sch ool 
for Carriage Draughtsmen, r enewed, llO. 

The Practical Trade Schools of Col.Auch
muty,connected for a while with the,108. 

Relation between the, and the Technical 
School of Oarriage Draughtsmen and Me
chanics, ended in 1885,111. 

Technical Schools of the, l07-108. 
Mic hig an S tate A g ric ultura l C ollege. 

(,'lute, Oscar, M.S., President 1890. 359. 
Mechanical Laboratory a nd Workshop of 

the, 357-<J58. 
Practice In Shops required, 358. 
Summary of Attendance 1889-'90~.l!59. 
Summary of Faculty in 1889-'90, 0011. 
Work in Shops, 3/\8-3.59. 

!Uicltlle wle h, E ngland. 18117. New Tech -
. nical School of, 950-1157. 

M ilitar y T raining in P e nnsylvania 
St .. te College. President Atherton, 
commends the, 521. 

M l lle r i Mr. L . W ,, A.rt M aster. Princi
pa Pennsylvania Museum and School of 
Industrial Art, 7. 

M ining Eng ineer!>!. Report in 1876 by 
American lnRtitute of,728. 

Mode l s, Value of, in a Technological School. 
733. 

Mon..ghan, Mr. American Consul a t Chem
nltz. quoted, 979. 

M o r gan 1 Don. Etl\O'In B. Letter stating 
servwes of Dr. Amos Brown, in promoting 
passage of Land Grant Bill, 8(6. 

lllorrill , U.S. S e n ator f r om V e rmont, 
D o n . Justin 8., Address by, at Am
herst, J une 21, 1887,856-859. 

Early efforts by, to secure action by Con
gress, 883. 

Earnest a dvocacy of the new law by the, 231. 
First success achieved l1y, with passage of 

U. S. Land Grant Law on J une 19th, 1862, 
86<1. 

Letter from, stating services r endered by 
Dr. Amos Brown, in aiding passage of 
Land Grant Bill, 848. 

Long and distinguished Congressional 
course of, 231. 

Reference t o, 84+'l-844. _ 
Tribute to, in address by Hon. Ch ar les G. 

Davis. at Amherst, in 1887, 867. 
!Uo rrill L a nd Grant Law of 186~, a 

~at act of patriotic statesmanship, 849-

Whathasbeen done for the U.S. by the, 855. 
Text of the, 838-839. 

Morrill A c t of 1 890. P urpose of supple
mentary, 6M. 

Text of the, 841-842. 
Value of the supplementary, recognized by 

Board of Regents of Oregon Agrlcul tural 
College, 485. 

lli o s,., Dr. L e mue l , Presitle nt of Indi
a n a State llnlve rstty. Reference to 
r emarks by,at lnaugurationof Rose Poly-
technic Institute, 120. . 

llioseolO', Idaho. City of, described, 667. 
· Site of State University m , 667. 
lll oscow, Russ in . Account of the Techno

logical Sch ool in , 730. 
Interes ting stat ist ics of the sch ool in~ 731. 
Worcester Free Institute contrastea with 

the Technological School in, 730. 
llloseo"' S e hool-l!lllo p , a manufactory of 

machinerv, 730. 
lllt. C h•re , Mar y l a nd. Apprentice class 
· opened In B. & 0. school at, 748. 

Poor educational training of the appren
ti ces applying to enter the school at, 133. 

Ill nlho lland, lllr. Discusses Carriage Build
ers' Association Report, on Apprentice
ship, 124. 

Illnlllouse, Germany . Value of technical 
education in, 751. 

lllnnie b . Technical High School at. 810-811. 
Mnrfee,A.. M., LL. D ., E dward Hunte r , 

President of the Arkansas Industr ial 
University in 1891,247. 

ll.lurphy, H ou . F r a nklin, . Courtesy of, 
Chairman Executive Commtt tee in charge 
of Technical School, New York City, to 
the author of this Report , acknowledged, 
116. 

lllnseums. Educational value of,SH. 

N. 

Nas hvi lle E xhibition in 1891', Buildings 
of the, follow Classic Models, xxxix. 

New comb. H. Sophie , IU e moria l V.ol
l ege, Tulane llniversity. Account 
of the, 92-95. 

Art In various courses in the 93-95. 
List of Professors of Art in the, 98. 

- Sch olar ship in the, 92-93. 
Summarv of attendance for 1891-'92, 98. 

Ne\0' Engi a nd Workin!l.'•n .. n ' " Club , 
Views of t he, on Education, 776-7.77. 
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New Hampshire College of Agric nl· I 
tore a nd the M ectianic Arts. Ac· 
count of the, 4.02-415. · 

Advantage in earl)' relation of the, to Dart- I 
mouth College, 405. 1 

Annual Tuition fees and t>xpenses of stu· 
dents of the, 415. 

Attendance in 1881-'82, 403. 
Attendance in 1891-'9'J, 415. 
CourseR of, as given in Dartmouth College 

Catalogue of 1890-91, 4{)4. 
Drawing in various courses in the, in 1.890-

'91, 404,. 
Gift by Hon. J ohn Conant, to the,-103. 
New buildings of the, in Durham, N. H., 

ottt~~iatement in circular of 1890. 4o;l, 
Pettee. A. M., C. E., Charles F., Dean in 

1890-'91, 405-415. 
Practically ends connection with Dart· 

mouth College in 1890-'91, 405. . 
Proposed enlargement of work of, by Dean 

Pettee, 409-410. 
Removal in 1892 to Durham. of the, 409. 
Removed to Durham, N . H., to accept en· 

dowment under will of Benjamin 'l'homp· 
son, 4lJ5. 

Report for 1891 of the, approvt>s admitting 
women students, 412 

Report of Ex. Committee for 1802, 412-413. 
State aid to the, 408. 
Stevens, Ron. Lyman D., President of tho, 

in 189'J, 4.11\. 
Summary< cour ses in Drawing and Shop· 

work in the, '~*· 
Summary of Faculty of, in 1891-'92, 40!. 
Summary of Faculty of the. in 1891- '9:t, 415. 
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!!!heftiel.t Scientific School, Account of, 
The U.S. Land Grant College of Conn.,cti
cut, 2;;t>--l60. 

Attendance on the, in 1881-'82, 21i6. 
Cour,;es of Instruction in the, 256. 
Historical Summary of the, 258. 
Iuterestin(;' Statistics in 1!!89-'91 of students 

a ttendmg tl1e, ~58. 
Summary of Faculty of, in 1891,200. 
Summary of pupil~ in 18ll1, :iGO. 
Twenty-third Biennial Report of State Gov-

erning Board of the, for 1889-'90, 257-258. 
At Yale College, 88l. 

Shepn•·d. Mr. Discusses Report on Appren
ticeship, 124-125. 

l'lherman, t::ol. "'Hlianl Tecu•nseh, 
Reference to, as President of Loui~iana 
State Seminary and Military Academy, in 
1&;0, 32~. 

Sho]> Instruction, Suggestions relating to, 
l>y Principal Coler, 164-165. 

Sho1• \Vork Uourse, in South Carolina Col
leg-e of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, 
548. 

Practical Knowledge of, by Engineers, es
sential, 727. 

Reasons for combining School work with, 
720. 

In the St. Louis Manual Training School, 
4<f-46. 

In Virginia Agricultural and :Mechanical 
College. Description of Department of, 
600-610. 

!!!ilth•y, Hiraiii, of Rochester, N.Y., The late, 
founded the College of l'rl<;.chanical Engi
neering :tnd the Mechanic Arts, Cornell 
University, 21~. 

Sibley College of Cornell University 
founded by Hiram Sibley, of Rochester, 
N.Y. Account of the, 210-220. 

Attendance in Department of Drawing and 
Art of the, 215-216. · 

Bui !ding of the, described, 210. 
Buildings, Laboratories and Collections of 

the, 219-220. 
Closely resembles the Worcester I<ree In

stitute, 208. 
Collection of Casts for Drawing, belonging 

to the, 211, 
Department of Drawing and Machine De

Sign of, Courses in the, 219. 
Departments and Endowment of, 218. 
Department of Drawing and Art, Courses· 

remodelled in 1892, 215-216. 
Department of Mechanic Arts of, Purpose 

and Courses of Instruction in the, 21K 
Department of Mechanical Arts of, 21&.-217. 
Departments of, as given in Cornell Uni

versity Register for 1892, 213-220. 
Evolution of,fromgradeofaManual Train

ing ~choal to a high grade Professional 
School, 217-218, 

Four years' course in the, 209-210. 
Important collections of Mechanical mod

els belonging to the, 211. 
Improvement in character of attendance 

in, 214-215. 
Industrial Art, Courses in, 219. 
List of Faculty in 1874-'75, 211. 
Needs of, stated by President Adams, 213. 
Report of Director of, for 1891-'92, 214-218. 
Special Students of Mechanic Arts in, 219. 

Significance of the Educational Ex
perimentbegun by the B. & 0. R. R. in 
. Jan., 188.~, 140-147. . · 

Silnpson l'l:lemorial Home, connected 
with Claflin College, 559-{)6()_ 

Sinclnir, Mr. Angus, on Opportunities in 
Great Britain, 48-49. 

~later Jo'und, Bishop Hay!!"ood's address in 
1890, on resigning his nme years' charge 

· of the million dollar, for the Education of 
the Colored Race, 88.5--!!89. 

Slatcr2 J'I:Ir. Jobn F. Bishop Haygood on. 
881-88.~. 

Character and intention of, in giving A. mil
lion dollar fund for education of col
ored children, 887 --l388. 

Sloyd Association, the meeting of the, in 
London ( 18~7), 94~-9!9. 

S1nart, A.IU., J,L. D., .Jam('" 11. Presi
dent of Purdue University, in 1~~1, ;t\17. 

Sonith, Swi•·e. English Teclmical Instruc
tion CommisHiODtlr. 982. 

I!!Diith. Art Master, 'Valte•·, Reference 
to the r .. te Professor xxxiv. 

South, Colored Schools in the, supported by 
Northern Charity. 6:!2, 

' South t::arolina t::ollege of Agricnl
ture ancl li'Iechanies, Uoluonbho. 
Account of the, 542-fi.'il. 

8~-~X~:t~n ~~~~::f~s l~e~~~i. 
~tatement. of the aim of the courses in 

Mechanic Arts in the, MO. 
Southern Planter, ~tatement concerning 

the Agricultural College, in Blacksburg, 
by President MtoBryde, in the, October, 
1893, 003-608. 

l!lout-11 Kensin;;ton. ···The City and G u ilds 
of London institute'' Buildinb", in, 89~. 

Science and Art :Ochools of, 814. 
l!lontlwrn State,.. Colored ~'ree Schools 

supported by the, 622. 
Southern ·University, New Orleans, 

I.a. Account of the, i\96-69~. 
Departments and Courses in the, 698. 
Industrial Depa1·tments of the, 693-098. 
Location and Buildings of the, 696-697. 
Scope and design of the, 696. 
Summary of attendance for 1892-'93, 698. 

S}>aulr;ll Langua,v;c, Knowledge of the, a 
necessity in New M2xico, 675. 

Sl>rin:: G;n•dcn Institute, PhHadel-

A~~~~~t A~rt ~~~o~~~£~::1~~rre~~~~!~I~k 
Schools of the, 60-ti\J. 

Account of Second year of Schools, 1883- '84, 
65-66. 

Attendance in 1884-'85 on Schools of, 67. 
Attendance on new Mechanical Classes in 

18&~. ul. 
Courses of Study in Schools of the, 63-65. 
Extracts from Report of Board of Manag

ers, J nne, 1886, 67 -fi8. 
List of Officials and Instructors in Schools, 

1883-'84, 65. 
New work rooms opened in 1982, 61. 
Prizes in 18M, to Students in Schools of the, 

6!i. 
Purpose of the new Technical Schools of 

the, 62. 
Report of Board of Managers, June, 1887, 

referred to, 69. 
Report of Mechanical Schools of, by Super

intendent W. H. Norris, June, 1887, 69. 
Stanley, the forerunner ot Civilization for the 

Continent of Africa. !!88. 
Stanton, Professor E. W. Acting Presi

dent of Iowa Agricultural College in 1890, 
305. . 

State Agrieultnl'nl College of t::olo
raclo. Acconn t of the, 253-21i6. 

Agricultural labor required by law of 
students in the, 256. 

Courses in Mechanics and Drawing in 
1877-'88, 253-255. 

Courses m Wood and Iron Work in the, 
254-255. 

Drawing Courses in the, 251). 
Ladies' CourfieB in the, 256. 
Machine Shop of the, 255. 
Purpose of Course in Practical Mechanics 

in the, 2ii3-2M. 
Summary of attendance in 1881, 253 . 
Summary of attendance in the, for 1887-'88, 

21i6. 
Summary of Courses of Study in the, 2-53. 
Summary of Faculty of the, in 1887-'88, 2.'i6. 

State t::olle~res of A..:-riculture, Sepa
rat-e, established in Fourteen States, 431-
438. 

State t::ollege for t::olored Student!'!, 
Dover, Delaware, ti<l!!-ti90. · 

Location, Equipment, and Course of Study 
of the, 689. 

Summary of attendance, in the fat- lR\12-'(}3, 
690. 

It tate Agricultural t::ollege of ••Joricllo. 
Account of the, llti2-266. 
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8aa&e AfJrieullural ()olleae of Florida. 
Courses of Study in the, 262 

. Drawing required in certain courses iu t he, 
268. 

Military organization of the. prominent, 
262. 

State Agricultural ()ollege of Kansas. 
Manhattan, Kansa.s. Account of the, 305-
315. 

State Agricultural ()ollege of Michl· 
gan, Lansing, Michigan. Account of 
the, :l66-S59. 

Attendance on the, 1879-'80, 356. 

TeC'•aieal Educalioa. In France and Ger. 
many, 816~17. 

Amer1can Schools of, U9. 
Attra.cts capital, 7M. 
Effect of. on Industr ies. 811-SH. 
E ffects ot. in Europe, 750. 
Effects ofj in Germany and Switzerland, 

summar zed by British Royal Commis
sioners, 750-751. 

E ngland heartily supports, 963. 
Essential to creation of new industries, 

767. 
European Sch ools of, 749. 

Drawing in th e, Course of, 356. II 

Drawing in the Agricultural Course in,357. · · 
Drawing in The :Mechanical Course in, 357. 
Department of Military Science opened in 

1884,356. 

General cultur e essential to High cls.s s, 
138-14Q. 

German Superiority in Engineering con
struction due to, 753. 

Imperati"e need for increased facilities for 
promotion of, 74S. Established in 1855, 356. .1 

Location ot the, 356. 
Manual Labor required in the, 356. I 
Opened in 1857 356. 
Two courses of four years' each in the,357. 

Statistics of Baltimore City Schools. 775. 
Of Claflin Uni.,.ersity and College, 561. 
Of Public Art Collections in the United 

States. in 188a, x:r.x'Vi. 
l!ltevenlt, Pre,.lde nt l .. yman D. Hist ory 

of New Hampshire Agricultural College 
by, 406-410. 

Stimson, Professor John Ward. In 
structor Art Schools of Metropolita.n 
Museum, lCJT. 

Strahan, P resident R. 1!1. Extracts from 
report to Go.,.ernor of Oregon by, tBO. 

Stuart, Gilbert, Refer ence to the Artist, xu .... 
Stude bake r, Mr. Discusses Report on 

Apprenticeship, 125. 
Stuttgart, Germany, Color printing works 

of M. M. Seeger in. 991. 
Stuttgart (189 8 ). The Exhibition of, De

scription of. 986-988. 
Important New Art Building in. 076. 
Libraries and Ar t Collections in the Lan

des Gewerbe Museum of, 987-988. 
•r;,t~l High School of, Account of the, 

Technical High School of, Courses in the, 
98<1,. 

8uece88 of German Investigations due 
to thorough preparatory training. 876. 

Salllvant, Mr. Joseph, of Columbus, Ohio. 
A 'l'rnstee of Ohio State Uni.,.er s ity. • 
Adoption of Plan ot organization as pro· 
posed by, 455. . 

Summary of Contents of Forty_-tourth Re
port of t he Science and Art Department 
of Great Britain (London, 1B97), 971- 073. 

8wltze rland, furnishes a notaole instance of 
the value of Indust rial training, 756. · 

Education of youth of, referr ed to by Mr. 
ltather, 95'i. 

Tabb, (;ol. Thoma,., of Hampton, Ya.. 
Tribute to the late l*eneral Armstrong, 
by a former Confederate offiCAr, 617. 

Tanal'ra. ·Reference to the charming Fig
urineg disco.,.ered at, xxxix. 

Tay lor, !IIJ•. 1<". ,V. Discusses Profe"Sor 
Thurston'scommentsonProfessorWood
ward' s paper read at the Chicago meet· 
ing, 48. 

Tbe Teacher of Tool Work, Paper en
entitled, read by Professor Woodward at 
meeting of National Education Associa
tion in Saratoga, 57-59. 

Teachtn~ Teachers. Professor Huxley 
comniP.nts on, 9U-~2-

T eebntcod Depar,•ne nt, Ad.,.antage of a , 
in a Great Uni.,.ersity, 784. 

T eclanfcal Education. Address by t he 
Bishop of London on, 965. 

Address )>_y Professor Huxley, on propo
sals of National Association for promo
tion of , 937 -9U. 

Address by Mr. William Mather on, 955-9;;7. 
A~'V,~_by Sir John· Lubbock , Concerning, 

Addresse• at opening of the City and Guilds 
of London Institute tor , 911-916. 

Importance of. assured i n England, 754. 
Importan t I.nstitut ions of, opened since Dr. 

Barnard's Report, 746-746. 
Improvement in French Industries due to, 

752. 
In English Elementary Schools. Address 

of President Dawson on, 898-899. 
In itself not allsu.fficient. 942--943. 
Interest taken by European countries in, 

748. 
Lack of fa.cilities for, in City of Baltimore, 

7«. 
National Association for promot ion of, in 

England 934-935. 
Nystrom. Mr. John W., on, SOO. 
P aper" r elating to, in America and Europe, 

711-739. 
Professor Huxley , on pur pose of movement 

f or, 937.-
P rofessor Huxley, says, is still experi· 

mental, 941. 
Relation of. to Foreign competitic,n with 

English manufacturers, 1)23:-93(. 
Report of Mr. Wm. Mather, of England. on, 

in the United States, 758-760. 
Report on Institutions of, in U. S. and Eu

rope. by P rofe.si!Ors Coler, and Scrlbner, 
r eferred to, 130. 

Report on, made by Dr. W. T . Barnard, 
a•sis tant to President of B. & 0 . R. R., 
747. 

Result s of. as shown in improvement of 
English Woolen manufa.ctures, 753. 

Stephen, Mr .• of Glasgow, on, 81:>-816. 
Summary of contents of papers on, in Eng

land, 897. 
Testimony of J . Scott Russell, to value of, 

756. 
Two divisions of, defined by Dr. Philbrick, 

821. 
Value of, for the textile manufactures of 

Cbemnitz, Saxony, 752. 
Value of, in Ver.,.iers, Belgium, 752. 
Value of, in silk industry of Cretleld, Pt·us· 

sia, 751. 
Value of, in Text ile manu facturers in Mol

b ouse, Germany, 751-752. 
V a.lue of, shown by the improvement ln the 

indust ries of Roubaix, France, 752. 
Vital importance of, 7i9. 
What the B. & 0 . R . R. can fairly do to pro- . 

mote, 144. 
T eehntcnl Hi~;'h Art School a t Munich. 

Bavaria. 810-811, 
T e chnical Indus trial Edueatlon. E le

mentar y Sch ools of, 3. 
Introductory chapter to account ot Insti

stitutions affording, 3-8. 

Te!b~~lt llj~~fuO:t~i~~.,~~i!"!~f!o"i,~~i·~r 
elementary, 4. 

Techntc8l Industrial T r aining. Ac
tivlty of Europe&n Nations in the pro
motion of, xl". 

Technical Instruction Commission of 
Great Bntain (December, 1896). Repor t 
on Technical Education in Germany, by 
the. 973-991. 

T echnical Mechanical Schools,~
Account of Fi "e notable, in the U.S., 171-223. 
Reference to account of Five, 1. 
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Technical 8ehool for Carriage 
Dranchtsmen and Meehanles, 
New York City. Account of the, 108. 

Chairman reports Chautauqua plan 
adopted by the Committee on th~, 111. 

Committee on, appointed in 1880. 1IRI. 
Conditions of award of Diplomas and 

"Grand Prize," 115. • 
Course of Instruction in the, ll3. 
Course of instruction for correspondence 

classes of the, for 1B93-'9i, 116-118. 
List of M001bers or Committee of , for 

1883-'M on part of Metropolitan Museum, 
and the Association, 115-116. 

In Metropolitan Museum, 1W-108. · 
Moves to new quarters, 116. 
Official announcemf.'nt of Chautau qua piau 

adopted by the, 111-112. . 
Prospectus for 1883-'M of the, 113-114. 
Re~ort for 11182-'83, by Committee o! Car· 

r1age Huilders National Association, on 
the, 109-110. 

Summary of attendance, for 1880 to 189-1, on 
the, 118. 

Technicallilehools. Accounts of some lead
ing European, given in the Appendices 
to the volumes of this Report, xlvii. 

Concise statement of some, 810-Sll. 
Continental No.tions forced by progress of 

English industries to establish, 812. 
Importance of, to America, 721. 
Important results of Continental, 812. 
Industrial impulse due to, 753. 
In France, 700-737. 
In Germany. Importo.nt new buildings 

for, 976. 
In Germany, Increa.su of, 737. 
In Great Britain. 814-4116. 
ListR of seven l eading, founded between 

1870 and 1884., in United States (note to), 
738. 

Of Metr opolitan Museum, 107-106. 
Organized by Guilds of London , 815. 
Output of , 71'>5. 
Plan of Chapters relating to, 3. 
Present Place and work of, Inaugural Ad

dress of President Homer T. Fuller, in 
1883 on the, 736-740. 

Professor Huxley, defines three possible 
forms of, 940. 

Sustained by English Industrial Corpora
tions, 815. 

Workshop instruction in, IJ02.-9().1. 
Teehnienl Teaehin~ ita Board 8ebooiH, 

Paper on, by Mr. J'. F. Moss, Clerk of Board 
School , Sheffie ld, England, 907-909. 

Teehnieal Traule Edncntlon. Import
ant exreriment in, 129-170. 

Tcehnica Trade l!lchools, 4. 
Account of, special. 107-128. 

Tei'::.~~:V1~r~tfa~~i~, 51~gJ:~·a\08i>enn· 
sylvania State Colfege by Professor John 
Hamilton on, 8':9-883. 

Amerkan Schools of, needed for Ameri· 
cans, 738. 

Demand for high class, 788. 
Extracts from address on, by Mr. Philip 

Magnus, 827-829. 
The great Jo.ck of, 144. 
Increase of public appreciation of need of, 

since Dr. Barnard's Report was issued, 
745. 

Modern demand for. 22?. 
Rapid growth o!, in Great Britain, 896. 
Suggestions for increo.se of, In England, 933. 
Value of early, 802. 

Teehnolo,r;y, Changes in all manufactures 
wrought by, 723. 

The r esult of the discovery of the law of 
· the Conservation of Energy, 722. 

Teehnolon. SehooiM of, Drawing recog
nized as an eSBential elementary s tudy 
in, xlvii. 

Graduates of, but beginners. 725. 
in the U. 8., by the late President Charles 0. 

Thompson, 429. 
not Schools of Design, 726. 

TeebnolOIJie .. l Education. Change in 
trade relations due to, 748. 

Teehnolo!Jieal In•tit11tton• train the 
· Captains of Industry, 8112--m. 

Technolo•lcAl Instruetlon, Meth•Jds of, 
in Worcester, Mass., described by Super
intend-mt Riggins, 267-269. 

Teebnolol{leal l!lehool, Bradford, Eng
lo.nd, 811. 

Moscow, Russia, Method or teaching in the, 
730. 

Technolojt'leal8choolot·uat'tln•ore and · 
Ohio B . K. Account of the, 129-170. 

Authorized by President Garrett, in 11185. 
130. 

Authority of School InstructorR and Shop 

B;~:Jrgrcio:::r~~~diJ~J;!i.~ion to, H~. 
C-ole r , Mr. G . P .• o.ppointed as· Academic 

Teacher in the. 158. • 
Course of study for 1886 as planned by M1·. 

Goler, (see note to), 161-16~. 
Examples of entrance examination papers 

for admission to the, 152-155. 
Executi"e order by President Garrett., es

tablishing the, 148. 
Failure to pass examinations In elementary 

English studies for e n trance to the. 159. 
General Regulations,/overning appoint

ment, ad.mlssion, an ~ervice of Appre n· 
tices of the . B. & \). R. R. during t heir 
connection with the, H9-152. 

Good r esults of the instruction given in 

G~X·r~':ilts of methods of inst ruction used 
in the, 168. 

Graduates of the. fit for subordinate otlices 
in the B. & 0. R. R. e mployment 141.. 

History of, in Report on , by Dr. Barnard, 
134-147. . 

History of Technical Ins truction at the, !~. 
Improvement In behavior of pupils of the, 

a.~ compared with those in tbe former 
Apprentice School, 134. 

Inftuence of, would tend to raise grade of 
the Service, H1-H2. 

Interesting change in attitude of pupils of 
the, 135. 

Interesting experience with pupil~ in the. 
160-161. 

Large prop ortion of sons of employees t oo 
ignorant to be o.bl e to enter the, 100-137. 

List of Fir1<t Board of Directors of the, 148. 
A n ovel experiment in this country, H6. 
Order relating to Apprentices and Cadets 

of the B. & 0. R . R., 149. . 
Plan of, abandoned after change in control 

of t he Company, 130. 
Plan of Instruction as announced in the, 

142. 
Problem of connecting Shop work nnd 

School instr uction solved by the experi
ment of the, 100. 

Report of Shop In~truction in the, 163. 
Report for 1886. by Ch as. F . Scot t , instructor 

in Mechanics and PhysiC'! at the, 169-178. 
Report for 1886, by Wo.lterB.Webb, instruc

tor of Drawing in the, 161\-169. 
Raport of Jan. 30, 1887. by Professor Coler, 

Principal of the, 159-168. 
Scribner, Mr. C. W .. appointed Teacher of 

T echnology in the, 156. 
Summary of results · obtained between 

March, 18!!5, and .Jan., 1887, 167.· 
Superior class of apprentices secured tor 

the, 166. . 
Threefold purpose ot the, 159. 
Wha.t the, should aim to accomplish, U4. 

Techtaological Schools. .J. Scott Russell 
on. ms:.BOO. . 

TenneA!IIee. Acta of U . S. Congress. gi\•ing 
land !or school put-poses to, 565-li66. 

Acts of Legislature of, under .Jaws of Con· 
gress. 66.5-.566. 

Agricultural College of, opened In 186.1. '~011. 
Tennessee. -Unh•enfty and 8tate ()oJ. 

lege of', Knoxville, Tenn. Account of 
the.~·. 

Attendance In 1879-'80. 669. 
Colored students of, o<ttend lndu•trial 

Department. of, Knoxville College, ii<:J. 
.Courses of Study in the, 568. 
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Tenae10•ee, IJooiYer•ilr aootl State (~ellege 
of, Departments and 6choo1s of. 575-57~. 

Description of Location and Buildings of. 
577. 

Development of, since 1886, 57l~S73. 
Drawing as taught in thA, 568-<169. 
Equipment of School of Mechanic Arts, rm>-

579. . 
Extract from Biennial Reports of. Decem

ber, 1892, 569-673. 
History ot, in " Circular of U. S. Bureau of 

Education " No. 6. 1893,569. 
The Mechanical Department of, 517. 
Need!! of. 573. 
New buildings of, 569-ll70. 
Normal training m , r>74. 
N umber nf Academic l<'aculty of the, 58! . 
Organization ot, as given in Catalogue of 

1!!9:!-'93, 575-57ti. 
Reference · to History of, by Professor 

Karn$, liBO. 
Report by President Dabney, 571-574. 
~~rt of School of Mechanic Arts, 578-

School of Mechanic Arts of ,.581. 
School of Mechanical Engineering •• nd 

Drawing, 5!!0-581. 
S tate colored pupUs of, taught at Knox· 

ville College, 58I~'i83. 
Statement in de tail by the President, of in

crease in buildings and equipments, 572. 
Catalogue of 1878.-'79. Statement of origin 

and objects of Science Colleges in, 566-
567. 

Stato S cholarships in the, 576. 
Summo.ry of courses of study in the. 572-11'73. 
Summary of students in the, 583-584. 

T<:'XR8. Concise account of the founding and 
su pport of the State Agricultural o.nd 
Mech&nical College of, at College Station, 
Brazos Co., 58i...s85. . 

TCXftH, trntverstty of, .Agricultural and 1 

Mechanical College of the, Account of 
tho, 584-596. 

.Ar;n·icultural Experiment Station estab
liiihed in 1888, in tha. 5!!2. 

Agricultural College- of the, Comments on 
Land Gro.ntColleges, by President Jont>s, 
of the, 588. 

Agricultural and Mechanical College of the , 
Course of Mechanics and Drawing in t.he, 
589-592. . 

Department of Drawing in the, 594-595. 
Endowment of State Agticu1tural and 

!llechanical CollPge of the, 584. 
Later history ot tho, in the Catalogue for 

1893, 592-594. 
Plan of reorgan ization of the, discussed by 

President"Jones. 685-588. 
Present pufpose of the. as given in Cata· • 

Iogue tor 1892-'93, 502-594. 
Post Graduate courses in the 594. 
Sci en t!ftc training in the, in 1S93, 592-.'195. 
Summo.ry of attendance for 1892-'9:~. 595. 

TexR,., Prairie Vlew Stl\tc Normal 
8C'Iaool, Hempstead, Account of, 701-
7ll2. • 

Founded by the State, in 1879, for training 
of <!Olored teachers , 701. 

Receives U.S. Land Grant for cnlored stu
. dents, 700. 

Smnmary of attendancf'. !Sir'~ '93, 70'l. 
'l'<'xlil<' A.8!11ocla.tton of Phlladelt)hia. 

Action of the, in 1885, 7. 
T••xtll<>ll. Schools of Design for . 6. 
Theory Rn«l PrRcttce. Int..,rrelation be· 

tw<'en. (note) 807. 
ThnmRII, Mr .• discu!lSCS Report on Appren· 

tic~ship, 12!. 
Thnmt>Mon, A. M. Ph. J). , Cha.rle8 Oil· 

n •r. Account in brief of the life work of 
tho distinguis hed Executive Edueator, 
the late. 184 and 1!13-(. · 

Approves the excellent engineerint,: train· 
mg given at West Point 429. 

Called in 18S3, from Presidencv of Worces· 
te1· P olytechnic Institute. to be President 
of the new Rose Polytechnic Institute, in 
'fe1Te Haute. Indiana. lSi. 

Decense of, In 1885, 193. 

ThelapNeu, A., M . Pia. D ., Cloaa•lee Oli· 
ver. Reference t o, 184. 

Defines the different Schools of Art and 
Technology. 'i22. · 

Inaugural Address at Rose Polytechnic 
Institute by, '722. 735. . 

Pays tt•ibute to Chauncey Rose, 730 . 
Prmclpal of W or cester County Institute of 

Indus trial Science. 174. · 
Professor, of Industrial Art in Purdue Uni· 

versity, First Annual R eport by,ln 1878. 
287-2811. 

Reference to Inaugural Aadress ot RO$e 
Poly technic. Institute by, the late Pt·esl
dent. 713. 

Reference t o death of, in 188,';, 709. 
Statement of 1>ioneer w ork in Technical 

Education performed by the late, 7U. 
Summary of life work and publications of 

t he late President of Rose Polytechnic • 
Institute. 194. 

'fhe American form of a c lasq of Techno
logical Schools invented by, 714. 

The leading U. S. Schools of T echnology as 
designated in 1883 by, 429. 

Welcomed, to Rj>se Poly;technic, by Presi·. 
dent E. E . Wlnte, 720-721. . 

Thomp8oat, of DtH'hBtn, RenjBmiu. 
Muuifioont bequest by, to New Ham}>· 
shire State Colle~e of Agriculture, 400. 

'l'hnrtngi~<· Home m dustt•ies in,981. 
Thu..,.t.On, Robert H . , Director of Sibley 

College, Cornell Unh·ersity. 
Comments ou P rofegsor Woodward's 

paper, 4&-47. 
R eport for 1892 b~·. 214,-218. 

TrAde 8claools. U tility of. 805-806. 
Tree Planting in School yards. 875. 
Tribune. Two valuable papers from the 

New York, 968-971. 
Trowbridg-e, Cnhunbia Vollege, N.Y. 

Letter on advantage of Scientific train
ing from Profes•or, 823. 

'l'neker,A..I.tl., T. De8. President. Florida 
State Normal and Industrial College fo r 
colored studente 69'Z. 

Tulane, PBnl. Founder of Tulane Uni>'er
sity, 79. 

Consults with U. S. Sen ator Randall Lee 
Gibson. of Louisian~. 80. 

Letter from, creating t he University Trust , 
80-Sl. 

Letters of, Admirable provisions in, 81. 
Tulane Hlffh School. Account of the, · 

99-101. 
List of Faculty for 1892-1893, 101. 
Manual Training and Dra.wing as taught 

In the. 100, 
TulAne Vollege. Account of tha. 89-90. 
Tulane University, New OrleRns, 

Lonlstaiaft. Account of the, 79-106. 
A ccount of the Woman's College of the, 
9"~95. 

Attendance for 1891- '92, 97. 
The Art Museum of, 95-!!6. 
Buildings of, 97. 
Com prehenRive character of, considered, 

86. 
Course~ of University extension lectures in 

189l!-93, in connection with, 96. 
Drawing r ecogniz\ld in. both as a pro.ctical, 

technical. and artistic study. 8i. 
Details of r eorganization &nnounced Jan · 

uary. 1893. 103-1<m. 
Free D1·awing School of the. 101-1o.>. 
High Sch ool of t he, discontinued January, 

1893, 10..1-104. 
Historical S tatement of tbe. 86-88. 
Illustrates wise corre lation of Educat ional 

forces, 84. 
Libraries of the. nfi. . 
Linton-Surzet Hall. the Art Museum of, 

95. 
List ot Board of Adminis trators ot, 10:>-106. 
List n f Faculty and Instructors in Manna\ 

Training, Drawing. and At•t ( 1~\ll , 1892), 
!17-~. 
M~ehauical work in. under Professot· Ord

way, 91. 
Mu~eums of the, 95. 
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T•h•i•., lJuivereity, Ne•v Orlea1181 
I .oui,.iana. Ot·igin of the, 'j'\1, 

Plan of Education in the, 88-89. 
ProfeAsor Woodward, Director of Drawing 

in, 00-91. · 
Report of Committee on Education, Janu

ary, 18113, 103-105: 
Surornar:y: of Faculty of, 98. 
Union wtth the State University effected 

by, 82. 
Why account of the, is given, Bi. 

Turner, LJ,, D,, E. M. President of West 
Virginia Unf\"ersity, 6!9. 

Tuskec;-ee Normal .Sehool, Alabama. 
Memorial Address to Gen 'I Armstrong by 
President Washington of the, 6HH!17. 

u. 
lJnite<l !iltatesand ()anada. Mr. Mather's 

Report on the influence of education upon 
the manufactures of the, 813. 

United States .. A list of leading Technical 
Schools in the, 818. 

1.'. !!!. J.and Grant ()olleges. President 
Chamberlain, quotes the organic law cre
ating the, 29S-299. 

1.·. s. Land Grant f,a"·· Commemorative 
Addresses dejjvered at Amherst, Massa
chusetts, on 25th anniversary of paas.a.ge 
of the, 849-867. 

1J. !!!. Land Grant Laws. Referenca to 
ffQ~sage of! and copies of1 in Appendix Z; 

'I'. s. J.aw o:f 1S90. Value to Agricultural 
Colleges of the, 409. 

lJnited 8tates !Uilitary Aeademy, West 
Point, NewYorkState. Account in brief 
of the, 427-429. 

13eau ty of situation of, r~ferred to, 427-428. 
Drawing in the. Instruction in, 427. 
A notable School of Engineering, 428. 
Summary of Academic Staff, 429. 
Summary of Attendance in 1881-'82. 427. 
Summary of Attenda'!lce for 1890-'91, 427. 
Summary of Courses m the, 427. 
Summary of Departments of Study, in the. 

429. • 
Col. John M.Wilson, SuperintenJ,ientof the, 

in 1891, 429. 
linited States Na"Val AcadeDiy, Annap

olis,Maryland. Account of the,~. 
Captain W. T. Sampson, U. S. N., Superin

tendent of the, in 1889, 341>. 
Concise Historical Summary of th<'\, 344--345. 
Founded in 1845, by Ron. George Bancroft, 

Secretary of the Navy under President 
Polk, 3#. 

Summary of Academic Staff of Instructors, 
344. 

Summarv of Attendance in 1881, 344. 
Summary of Attendance in 1889-'90. 344. 
Summary of Courses in Drawing taught in 

the, 343-344. 
lJnl ~erslties. Twenty-four States make the 

State Agricultural College a part of the 
State Univet·sity, 437. 

•Tni~e•s:lty. What constitutes a true mod
ern, 538. 

l'!nivendty Extension. Tula.ne Univer
sity Courses of Public Lectures illus
trate, 96. 

lini"Ver~;~ity o:f Arizona, ttt Tucson. Ac
count of the, oo&-666. 

Free to all qualified persons of either sex, 
666. 

Industrial Drawing in the, 666. 
Law of 1885, creating the, 665. 
Or~anization of the, 666. 
Reg-Pnts of the, how appointed, 665. 
Re""" rces of the, 685. 
Scho··ls and Colleges of the, 666, 

lJn:I'V<'l'SUy of .,allforn:la, Berkeley, Cali
fornia.. 

Abstracts of courses of study in the, in 
1890-'91, 249-252. 

Accounts of the, 247-252. 
Art Collections of the, 251. 
Collections of Science in Museum of the, 251. 

lJnivcrsity of ()nliforuia. College of Me· 
chanica of the. 200-2'?.3. 

Courses in the, for 1891, 249-250. 
Courses in Drawing in. 250. 
Courses in Science in the, Purpose of, 

stated, 247. 
Drawing a required study only in the S('i· 

ence Courses of the 2-i7 -248. . 
Drawing other than Mechanical taught in 

the, 221-222. · 
Drawing, statement of the Department of, 

in t-he several Science Colleges of the. 2-IS. 
. Historical summary of the, 220. 
Mechanical Laboratory of the. 251-252. 
Professor Martin Kellogg, A. M., President 

of the, in 1891, 252. 
Summary of facilities of, for education in 

Science, in 1892, 223. 
Summa1•y of Faculty of the, 252. 
Summary of Students for 1881-'82, 24,9. 
Summary of Students for 1800-'91, 252. 
Summary of Attendance in the, in 18111-'92, 

223. 
Time given to Drawing in the Science 

courses, 249. 
lJni"Versity o:fldaho,at Moscow. Account 

of the Co-Educational, 661. 
College of Agriculture in the, 671-4)73. 
Compre.hensive provisions of plans of the, 

667. . 
Course of Freehand and Industrial Draw

ing in the, 671. 
Department of Household Sci(>nce and Do· 

mestic Economy itt the, 672--<173. 
Experim~nt Stat10n of the, 673. 
Law of 1889 creating the, 666. 
Preparatory School of the\ 661!-670. 
Purpose of the, defined in taw, 667. 
Summary of attendance for 1892-'93, 673, 

Jlni"Vers:lt;,' o:f llllnoi,., formerly Illinois 
Industrial University. Account of the. 
2(1'>~208. . • 

Art Gallery of the, to be described in late r 
Volume of this Report, 276. 

Buildings and grounds of the, 202. 
Colleges of the, Subdivided into Schools , 

276-277: 
Complete courses in Drawing given in the, 

202. 
Comprehensive Catalogue of the, for 1891-

'92, 277. 
Comprises four distinct Colleges, 276. 
Courses of Drawing in the, 202. 
Development of CollAge of Enlrlneering of 

the. as shown by the Regent, Dr. Selim 
A. Peabody, in memorial to Legislature, 
2015-.206. 

Drawing taught in all Schools of the College 
of Engineering, and in the S~ool of Art 
and Design, and in College of Natural 

· History, 277. · · 
Extracts from Dr. Peabody's Memorial t o 

Legis! atnre in 1885, 20.'>-200. 
Formerly '!'he illinois Industrial Univer

sity. 276-278. 
General Statement of Schodlof Mechanical 

Engineering of the, ~-
Growth of the, in all directions, as show n 

in Catalogue for 1891-'92, 277. 
List of Faculty of College of Engineering 

(1874-.~). 204.· 
List of Professors and In~tructorsin Draw-
~f. and Industrial Arts in the1 in 1891-'9'.!, 

Location and Buildings'of the, 202. 
Modelling in clay taught in the, 202. 
A National Land Grant College, Concise 

history of the, 271>-278. 
Professor Burrill, M. A~ Ph. D., Acting 
Reg~nt of the, in 1891-',-4, 278. 

• Schools of Mechanical Engineering of the, 
~-

Schools of Mechanical Engineering. Course 
of four years in the, ros. . 

School of Mechanical Engineering of th". 
modelled after the Worcester School, ~f.!-
204. 

Summary" of Attendance in the, in 1881-'X:?, 
277. 

Summary of Attendance in 1R9'2, 277. 
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1Jnlverslt_r , _?l" lllhtnesota. Account of 
the, 35,..009. 

Agricultural College of the, established by 
law of 1868 359. 

Attendance lncrea..qed from 72 students in 
1868, to 1,400 in 189'~. 36a. . 

College of Agriculture, Course in the, 364. 
Gosllt.ge of Engineering, Courses in the, 863-

College of Engineering, Summary of Fa.c· 
ulty of, in 189'J, 364. 

College ot Engineering. Courses of Pra.c· 
tical Mechanics in the, 306. 

College of Engineering. Equipment of 
Shops and Laboratories of the, 364-.366. · 

Concise Historical Statement of the, 863. 
Concise Statement of courses of study in 

the, 361. 
Cou.rse in Architecture in the, 362. 
Courses of Industrial Drawing in the, 361. 
Courses in the School of Design, Free-hand 

Drawing and Wood Carving, of the, 367-
868. 

Development of the, to 1891-'92, 863. 
Growtli of the, from one DeJJartinent in 

1868. to ten De~artmen.ts in 1892, 8113. 
Location and butldings of the. ·aoo. 
Jlletbodsof In.struction inSpeciallndustrial 

Courses in the,~-
Northrop, LL. D., Cyrus, President of, 369. 
Objects of the College of Mechanic Arts, 

361. 
Origin of the 359. · 
Preparatory Department of the, 361. 
SJ,?ecial cour sesm ShoJ> Work a nd Mechan-

Ical Drawing in the, 362. 
Summary of Attendance in 1680-'81, 368. 
Summary of Attendance in different de

partments in 1891- '92, 369. 
Summary of FMulty in 1891-'92, 86R. 

Univerehy oC the Stole oC Mb8ouri, 
~-bia, :Missouri. Account of the, 

Agricultural College of the, 886-887. 
Agricultural College of the, Attendance on 

the, 380. 
AICI'iculturJl.l College of the. Importance of 

the, 386. 
Attendance in course in Agriculture in 

1891- '92, 395. 
Attendance on Drawing cla..qses of Engi

neering School. 396. 
Attendance iu Engineering School of, in 

1892.396. 
Changes shown in Catalogue of 1891-'0'~. 

393-39{. 
Course in Agriculture, offered by the, 395. 
DepartiDJ'lut of Engineering in the, 396. 
Division of the U . S. Land Grant between 

two DeJ>artmenteof the University: The 
Argricultural College at Columbia, and 
the School of Mines at Rolla , 31:!3. 

D1·awing a prolninent feature in the Engi
neering courses of the, 383. 

Endowmen' of the, 39{. 
Extracts from :Manchester Guardian sus

t ains President Rothwell's words as to 
value to State of Scientific training, 391. 

Faculty of School of Engineering in the, 
in 180'.!, 396. 

General statistics of the, in 1891- '92. 400. 
Girls admitted to Academic Department 

of the, 387. 
Historical Summary in Report of 1892, 364. 
J essP., LL. D., Richard H. , President of, in 

1892, 400. 
L E)gislature creates fund to r eplace !mild

-ings destroyed by_Hre in 1892. 387. 
Marx, Professor C. W .• chosen Superintend-

ent of School of Mechanic Arts In 1891, ll85. 
New Manual Training Building of the, 892. 
Opened in 1841. 364. 
Outline of Cour se in Drawing and Shop 

Work in 1891- '92, 39~5. 
Plea for new Main Buildinj!' in report by 

Curators in 1893, 391. 
P resident's plan for Library and Scientific 

Instruments, 893. 
P~_islon~ r "lating to Women Students in, 

Univereity oC the liltate oC Mi .. ouri. 
Relation of, to State and to Public 
Schools, defined in 1893 Report of Cura-
tors, 889-391. · 

Schools and Departmen ts of the, 31s3. 
School of Art and Drawing in the, 383. 
The School of Mechanic Arts; or Manual 

Training School of the, Influence of, upon 
the students, 385-<l!!6. 
0pened in 1891,384. 
Statement of the opening and purpose of 
the.~. 

Summary of A ttendance in 1891, ass. 
. Summary of Attendance in 1881-'82, aaa. 

Summary of Attendance in 1891-9'.! in all De
.partmen ts of the, 399--400. 

1Jnh·erAity of Ne bro•ka, Lincoln, Ne
braska. Account of the. 400--402. 

Attendance in the, in 1881-'82. 400. 
Bessey. P h. D., Charles E., Acting Chanctll-

lor of the, in 1893. 402. 
Drawinf..in Industrial College of the, 401. 
E~f.en ry Agricultura! course in the, 

Faculty of the, in 1892, 402. 
Industrial College of the, 401. 
Land Grant Endowment of the, 400. 
Preparatory School of the, 401. 
School of FmA Arts of the. 401. 

1Jniver&ity oC Nevada, Reno, Nevada. 
Account of the, 402. 

Attendance for 1891- '92 in the, 402. 
College of Agriculture at Elko, Nevada, of 

the, 402. 
Drawing as taught in several departments 

of the, 402. 
Faculty _of the. 402. 
J ones, M.A. Ph. D., Stephen A., President 

of the, 40'~-
Summary of Law!! creating the, 402. 

1Jniversity oC North Carolina. Account 
of the. 

Agricultural and Mechanical College of 
the, 430. 

Memorial Building of, Description of the, 
431-4.35. 

Openin ll' of Memorial Building in 1885, 431. 
Reorganized and opened in 1875, 430. 
Report in 1887, by President Battle of, 434--

439. 
State Agricultural and Mechanical College 

made, in 1886, a department of the, 
433-434. 

State College of Agriculture removed by 
law of 1888, from the, 439. 

Summary of Attendance in 1881-'82, 431. 
Summary of Attendance in 1891- '0'J, 439. 
Sum mary of Faculty in 1891-'92, {39, 
U. S. Land Grant Fund t r ansferred from 

the, to State College of Agriculture in 
Raleigh by law of 1887, 440. 

1Jni1'e r 8ity oC !!Iouth Ca•·oliua. Account 
of the 5i2-.56L 

Claflin COllege of the, r>51-557. 
Historical statements concerning the, 544--

545. 
Law r elating to the, 543. 
McBride. Ph. D., LL. D., John H. , President 

of the, 551. 
Organization of the, 545. 
State Schola rships in the, 543. 
Statistics of Attendance. 551. 

1Jaiver•ity oC Wi8c:On8iu , Madison, Wis· 
cousin. Account of the, 649..Qii7. 

Agricultural College of, organized in 1866, 
649. 

Analysis of Statistics of the attendance on 
the, by the P resideD t in 1890, 654. 

Attendance on , in 1881, 650. 
Chartered in 1848, opened in 1849, 649. 
Courses in Drawing and Machine Shop prac-

tice in the Department of Agriculture, in 
the, 652. 

Drawing as taught in the, in 1882, 652. 
Extracts from Fourth Biennial Repor t of 

R egents of the, in 1889-'90, 653-654. 
Extractsfrom~talogueof the, for 189'.3-'93, 

651--655. 
Organization of the, 6.56-Q57. 
Prac.tical Mechanics as taugh t in the. 653. 
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1JuiYenily ef Wi-ceusia. President Baa· 
com, on variations in tl.ttendance on dif· 
ferent courses in the, 651. 

Reorganization of the, in 1886. ~7. 
Statement of Several Funds of the, in 1881. 

649. 
VniYersity of Wyowiul(, Laramie, Wyo. 

ming. Account of the, 882-684. . 
College of Mechanic Arts of the, 683. 
Departments of the, 683. 
Experimental FarmR of the, 682. 
ObJect of the, as stated in Act of incor

poration in 1886. 61!2. 
Situation and Building of t he, 682. 
Summary of Attendance for 1893-'1!4, &;l, , .. 

Ve•·vieo·s, Belgiuw, Value of Technical Ed· 
uca.tion in, 752. 

Von Helwholtz, Profenor, on Industrial 
importance of Scientific training, 755. 

Valentlne, llh·. Law8ou, oC New ICe•·k, 
!:ives one thousand dollars to Technical 
School for Carriage Draughtsmen to pro· 
m ote the Chautauqua plan, 111. 

Va11 'Vinkle, Prefeeeer. Report for 1880-
'81 b;r. of the Department of Mechanical 
Engmeering and Drawing, Agricultural 
College of Texas, 1>88-.?90. 

V<'rmeua, Univer8ity ef, State Agricul· 
tural College, Burlington, Vermont. Ac· 
count of t he. 596-000. 

Department of Applied Science of the, 5116-
598. 

Library Building of the, given by Hon. 
Frederick Billings, 598. 

:Mschanical Buildings of the, 599. 
Scientific Departments of the, 598-599. 
S ummary of Students and Faculty of, in 

1892--·~. 600. 
Vircinia AJJric.ultural and Mechanical 

(;olle!Je, Blacksburg, Virginia . . Account 
of t he, (i()()..j)11. 

Electric Lighting of t he town of Blacks· 
burg by the, 607. 

EquipmeDt and facilit ies of the, in 1893,001. 
Extracts f rom catalogue of the, for 1892--'93, 

688-611. 
Founded in 1872, 600. 
Purpose of the reorganization of the, In 

1891, oot 
Statement concerning t!l_e,_ hy President ,J. 

M. McBryde, in 1893, ~-
Summary from Catalogue of 1881-'82 of, 

6()'>..,-603. 
Summary of attendance for 1892-'93,611. 

Virginia. Kindness shown to Hampton ln· 
stitut e, by P eople and Legislatur e of, 631. 

w. 

Wa10hiaaro• Atrricullu .. nl (;ollet~e and 
School of Science,. Pullman, Whitman Co., 
W a.shington, 680-682. 

Buildings of the, 681-682. 
Cour ses of study in the, 681. 
Legis!ati"e enactments concerning the, ~L 
Resources of the, 681. . 
Sl tuation of the, 680. 
Summary of Attendance for 18~~·93, 68:!. 

Wftaloiucto.. Univer*i.ry, St. Louis, Mia· 
s<>Ul'i. · Dtopartments of the, -'1-42. . 

Manual Traming School of the, 28-60. 
Wa1110a, A . M., of Pittsfield, Mass., in 1810. 

began movement for the first cattle show 
in the U. S., 861. 

W e avi•• 8<>•-•• in Saxony. 811. 
W e bb, WPI&e•· B. Ret~ort for 1800 ay, on 

instt-uction in drawmg iu B. & 0. R. R. 
School at Mt. Clare, 1&1-169. • 

1 Webetc•·, Mr. Ho•ea. Discusses papE)r by 
Professor Woodward, and commends 
Ens-!ish system of na!d apprenticeship. 50. 

Wesrann•ter HeYiew. Extracts from a ble 
article on " Relation of Technical Edu· 
cation to Foreign Competition., in the, 
923-~. 

\Vcat Vir~Jinia Al(ricullltral (;olleae, 
N am~> of, changed to UniverRity, by l .eg· 
islatur e in 1861!. 646. 

· W e at Vir"inia Vniver,.i&y, Morganto,vn, 
Virginia. Account of the, 64H-64P. 

Annual expenses of students In, 648. 
Attendance in 1879- '80, 6~7. 
Attendance in 1892-'!lH. 647. 
Attendance for 189'~'98 on, ditferen t courses 

of study in, 649. 
The College given its present name iu 1869, 

646. 
Course in Manual Training required of all 

students in Agriculture. 648. 
Courses of Drawing in, 648---6-19. 
Dtopartment.• of the, 6464147. 
Founded in 1867, as West Virginia. Agricul

tural College, 840. 
New buildings of, 647'-648. 
T wo new courses of s tudy opened inl8110, 

M7. • 
Special course in Mechanic Arts,_ provided 

in, 648. 
W ork Shops of, 648. 
E . M. Turner, LL.D., P t·esident of , fl49. 

\Veat VirJlinia Colo••ed Inlltitutc1 Farm 
P. 0., Kanawha County, W est Vtrginia. 
Account of the, 70'2-706. 

Founded in 1891, by Legislature, to receive 
the p ropor tionate rstio ot the U. S. 
Land Grants, 702. 

Departments and CourseR of s tudy in the, 
700. 

Details of l'lfechanical nnd Industrial 
Courses in the, 7Da-706. 

Liberally supported by the State, 702. 
Summl\ry of attendance 1891-'92, 706. 'Vade , Hou. B, F. Letter of, Rtating sen·

ices of Dr. Amos Brownj in promoting 
passage of Land Grant Bi I , 840. 1 

'\Vall ill, Don. 8. ~·eaekle, Addr ess on Tech · 
nical Education by, referr ed to, 130. 

U. S . Land Grant L11nds divided between 
the W est Virginia Unl,·ersity and the. 64!\. 

Whi te, LL.D., Pre8ideut E . E ., of Pur
due Univer~~it,·, Address by, 720- <21. 

Address b.v. quoted, 785. 
Maryland ' Institute Add res.~ in 1881 by, r e· 

f erred t o, 747. 
\Vao•dcr, Prof.,lleor B . B . Account of Ag· 

ricnltural Education in Bavaria by, 870-
877. 

Reference to Paper on Agricultural Edu· 
cation in Bavaria, by, 710. 

'Varreu, Po•ofes11or. Comments by, on in· 
dustriat fea tures of Hampton Institute, 
considered , 633-SSO. 

\Va•hburu, Don. I c habod, provides a 
la1•ge machine shop for the Worcester 
County Free Institute of Industria! Sci· 
ence, 174:. 

Wa8bin.toa, iUr. Booker T . Quotation 
from Memorial Address for General Arm· 
strong by, 61S-617. 

Wa&•inglen , Message quoted of President, 
869. 

Wa&bi•l(&on, D. (;. , Capitol Building in, 
· H istorical Paintings adornin g t he, were 
begun .,..., early as 1837. xllii. 

Discus~es U. 8. Land Grant Law. 282--:lSl. 
States the need of Schools of Science and' 

Technology, 284. 
lllustrates p rogress in Agricul tur al imple· 

menta, 72L • 
Inaugur al address by. 282--285. 
On importance of the Technical School in 

retention of American power, 7'21. 
Welcomes coming of Dt·. Charle& 0. Thomp 

son to Indiana, 720-721. 
T ribute to the Thirty-Seventh Congress hy 

(note). 231. 
White , LI •. D. , Hon. Audo·ew D. Devel· 

opment of Cornell Uulversity under the 
twenty years ' presidency of, 212. 

WbUncy, Mr. Jameh 8., gives five hun
dred dollars for wood working r ooms in 
Spring Garden Institute, 61. 

Winatoa, f,L. D., G e ori(_e T•rlor, Pre»
ident of Universit y of North Carolina, in 
1892.439. 

W~nrer Sch•ola for Agricultural Education 
su·ggested , 875. 
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Weotlall, Willia,., English Technical In· 
~trnction Commissioner, !182. · 

Wood CarTintr, Two years cour se of, in 
L'nivt>rRity of Minnesota. 367. · 

Womnn'M ii!lc lloel o~ D eeiga, Philadelphia. 
Development of the, 7. 

W o mma. Need of polytechnic school for 
Young, 736. 

Wome u'" l!lchool" o~ DrHiJI'n in tho United 
Htates. Accounts· of th.,, to be given in 
Part V. of the Report. 8. 

'Voodwnrol, oC· W1ut,in,;ton tJuiver. 
1111)·, 81. LottiM, JUo., Profc8801' (), 
lll., referred to as founder of firs~ J.Ian· 
ual TrainiDfr School in U. S .. 385. · 

Closes the dtscussion upon his pii).Xll' at 
Chicago, 51-52. · 

Defines the ter m used in his J>&per, " Dy· 
nallfic Engineer,'' 51. 

Indebtednes.~ of a n thor to. 11. 
Letter on Manual Training to Editor ol 

'"rhe Reporter, "by, 40-41. 
On Manual Training Schools, 30-38. 
On the true province of Manual Training in 

Ed II Cation, 33-35. 
Paper hy~deiK'ribing work of the Manual. 

Training School, 4-2-46. 
Paper by, read at Sarato~ll mesting of Na· 

ttonn.J Educational Association, 57-69. 
Woodw11rol, Pro~e880r W«lliaan, Art Di· 

r ector. Art Museum of 'fulane, 95. 
Wor"""'" r County l!t·ee lnlltltuteof8cl· 

en•·•·· Catalogue for l890of lhe, 177. 
Cn.tn.logue of, quoted (note to) 798. 
Courses of Drawing given in the. 176. 
How the, a rose. 726. 
Inaugural Address. in 1883, by President 

Homer T . Fulle r, 736-746. 
New Departments opened in 1889, and }S,qt, 

in the, 178. 
Purpose of, and m etho1 of Instruction in 

the, as stated by PrMident Thompson, in 
Report of 1874-'75, 175-176. 

Purpose of. the School, stated by R on . 
S tephen Salisbury. 174-. 

Woree11ter Tt<chnical•n"litote, Worces· 
tel', Mass. Methods or instruction in, 
des<·ribed by Milton P. BigginsJ Superin
tendent of the Georgia. School or Techno!· 
ogv, 267-269. 

Statistics of graduates of, 732. 
SucceS3 of system at, 731. 
Underlying pr inciples of the, 726-727. 
Name of the, changed to Worcest er Poly· 

technic Institute, 177. . 
Worce11t r r Polyt.,clin.ie ln11tilaae. Ac· 

count of the, l 78-1~0. • . 
Annual cost of tuition in the, 183. 
Commended in M.a!l,S. State Repo1·t for 1811, 

17<1. 
Courses of Drawing In the, 180. · 
Courses of Drawing in the 1.1hop practice of 

the, 181- 182. 
Distinc~ive feature of the, 172. 

0 

Worcc81er Polytechnic ln81itut4>. En
dowment fund of the, 174. 

Founded by endowment of John Boyntou. 
in 1865l as Worcester County Free Insti
tute or Industrial Science, 173. 

Free Scholarships in. provided by Ron. 
George F. Hoar, U . S. Senator , 183. 

Fuller, Ph. D. , Romer T ., President of, in 
1890, 184. 

Or~anization of the. 180. 
Plan of instruction in t he, 180. 
Plan of, In catalogue of 1890, 178-179. 
P urpose of founder expressed in letter of 

gitt. 173. 
Salisbury,Hon. Stephen,President of Board 

of Trustees of the. 174. 
Th.c shops of the, a manufacturing estab-

lishment, 181. · 
Shop practice in the, 181-183. 
Statistics of Attendance, 1873. 174. 
Stati~tics of Attendance for 1890, 184.. 
Thompson, Professor C. 0 ., chosen ~ts Jirst 
Pre~ident of the; 184. 

T1•aining in Dt-sign and Const ruction in 
the. Ill:!. 

A typical model of a. des irable class of 
Sch ools, 178. 

Workme n, Ad vantages to, from technical 
training, 805. 

Amer ican and Foreign, Mr. Mather , con· 
trasts, 827. 

Clegg. Mr . testifies to value of early train· 
ing of, 807. 

Economic value of educated 799. 
Edu<;ated, are cheapest and best for all 

pursuits, 799. 
Good intluence of educated on other, 807-

808. 
Many. ignorant of Scientific methods, 798. 
Russell. J. Scott, on need of early training 
of, ~. 

Surprising Ignorance of technical facts 
shown by young. in B. & 0. Shops. 162. 

ll' ork S hop Schools. English testimony 
to \'alue of Bro. 

Wright, A, Ill., R. R., Prestd·ent Georgia 
State Industr ial College, 694. 

Y. 

Yale Coltcae. Sheffield School of, 81!1. 
Yqle 1JniYe r •lty, New llaYcn, Conn. 

Sheftlcld S cientiftc l!!choel of, A <:
colln t of the, 2ti6-200. 

Yarranaon, An•rew. An English author 
· in 1576, ur ged the Industrial '£r aining of 

the people, 900. 

z. 
Zuric h . Polytechnic School a t, 810. 

Technical School of, V"lne, to Switzerland. 
of the, 754. 
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